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Preface
The possibility to solve a certain problem and the quality of a solutiio11 of a certain task depend
essentially on appropriate modelling of the question and of all available information. In some cases, the
system under investigation .and its behaviour are understood rath·e r well. In such cases an appropriate
model will assist in finding a good solution of the problem to be solved. fo. other situations such a model
is primarily intended to help for a better understanding of what is going on in the system . Examples for
the first case are many types of design problems being encounterd in typical engineering sytems, such as
controller design, design of a production line etc. whereas the request for an improved understanding is
ofiten found in connections with non-engineering systems such as biological or medical systems, economic
or environmental systems and the.ir control etc.
There is a rather wide consensus that mathematical modelling i. e. abstraction and formalization, is of
intrinsic importance. Moreover, most engineers and scientists know quite well that appropriate modelling
is far from being easy and that the qllality of a design depends strongly on the quality of the model.
One of the most important chaHenges connected with proper modelling is the request to model indeed
the given task i. e. all relevant information, restrictions, demands etc. In control engineering not only a
model of the plant and constraints on relevant physical variables. must be put in a mathematical form but
also other reqllests such as that the resulting mathematical control law must allow for implementation
witb a certain type of equipment etc.
By now, considerations such as these are ac·c epted by practically all people involved in solving problems by using mathematica'l methods, no matter whether they work at a scientific institution or in an
industrial environment.
However, the area of application determines to a certain extent the knowledge of basic modelling
principles, preferences of modelling approaches, of methods for model simplification or for parameter
estimation etc. Moreover, many things are discovered repeatedly. Therefore, a conference having mathematical modelling as its center will allow for a fruitful and stimulating exchange of ideas. Consequently,
tbe second IMACS symposium on Mathematical Modelling (2nd MATHMOD) is devoted to the m athematical (or formal) modelling of all type of systems no matter whether the system is

* dynamic or static
* lumped

parameter or distributed parameter

* deiterministic or stochastic
* linear or nonlinear
* continuous or discrete
* or of any other nature.

Consequently, a wide variety of formal models is to be discussed and the t erm " mathematical model"
includes classical models such as differential or difference equa tions, Markov processes, ARMA models
as well as more recent approaches such as bond graphs or Petri nets.
The written versions of the contri~mtions to 2nd "M ATHMOD Vienna are collected in these Proceedings starting with the manuscripts of the invited lectures. The first survey to be pr esented deals
with recent algorithms for the generation of good random numbers needed for certain modelling approaches. Such numbers will be of interest especially when prediction of a systems behaviour - usually
call ed simulation - is the main goal and when the practitioner has to decide which random nu mber
generator will suit his needs best. A survey follows on hybrid systems such as arise in technical systems
and where continllous and discrete event dynamics interaC't. The third invited lecture is concerned with
qualitative modelling and surveys the principle lines of current research and explains the main ideas of
an automata-theoretic approach being successfully used in supervisory wntrol.
Then follo w contributed papers - which were selected for presentation by a reviewing process based
on submitted extended abstracts in which the members of the IPC took active part together with g roups

of papers contributed upon invitation of a session organizer. The volume concludes with the abstracts
of posters being on display during the conference. All these contributions were colleted and arranged in
sessions according to their main thematic point:

* Fuzzy

and Qualitative Modelling

* Automation of Modelling and Bond Graphs
* Petri Nets and Discrete Event Modelling

* Identification
* Software Tools
* Modelling in Practice
* General Engineering Applications
* Traffic Modelling

* Electrical Systems
* Mechanics and Mechatronics,

* Automatic Control
* Physical Applications
* Environmental Systems
* Biology and Biotechnical

incl. Robotics

Engineering

* Economic and Social Systems

* Theoretic Aspects

Such a grouping is by no means easy because many contributions address several different aspects in
a balanced manner. Therefore, the arrangement chosen for this volume follows rather closely the one of
the conference where also time limitations had to be observed .
The editors wish to express their sincere thanks t o all who have assisted them by making the idea
of this symposium known within the scientific community by acting as sponsor or cosponsor, who have
assisted them in the reviewing process and have done a good job by putting together special sessions
devoted to one main theme. Last but not least the editors thank Creditanstalt-Bankverein for their
generous support for the production of these Proceedings.
Vienna, January 1997

l.Troch, F. Breitenecker
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GOOD RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS
ARE (NOT SO) EASY TO FIND
P. HeUekalek
Dept. of Mathematics, Salzburg University
Hellbrunner StraBe 34, A-5020 Salzburg
e-mail: peter.hellekalek@sbg.~.at
Abstract. Every random number generator has iits advantages and deficiencies. There are no "safe"
generators. The practitioner 's problem is how to decide which random number generator will suit his
needs best.
In this paper, we will discuss criteria for good random number generators: theoretical support,
empirical evidence and practical aspects. We will study sever.al recent algorithms that perform better
than most generators in actual use. We will compare the d.i'ffer·e nt methods .and supply numerical results
as well as selected pointers and links to important literature and other sources. Additional information
on random number generation, including the code of most algorithms discussed in this paper is available
from our web-server under the address
http://random.mat.sbg.ac .at/

1 Introduction
Random number generators ("RNGs") are the basic tools of stochastic modeling. As any other craftsman,
the modeler has to know his tools. Bad random num ber generators may ruin a simulation. There are
several pitfalls to be avoided.
For example, if we try to check the correlations between consecutive random numbers xo, xi, . . ., then
a (still!) widely used generator produces nonoverlapping pairs (.r2n, X2n +1) , n = 0, 1 ... above suspicion at
the first look, see Figure l.la. In sharp contrast, the triples (.r3n , xari+i, :ran+2) are extremely correlated
and happen to lie on only fifteen planes, see Figure 1.lb. ln both figures , 2 15 points have been generated.
For details on this phenomenon, we refer to Sections 4 and 5.

Figure l.la
LCG{231 , 65539, 0, I)
Dimension 2: Zoom into the Unit Interval

Figure l.lb
LCG(23 1 , 65539, 0, 1)
Dimension 3: The 15 Planes

In this paper, safety-measures against such unpleasant surprises will be given. We will discuss the
current standards for good random number generators, the underlying mathematical and statistical
concepts, and some new generators that meet these standards. Further, we will summarize the advantages
and deficie.ncies of several algorithms to generate and test raadom .numbers. Finally, we will present a
"RNG Survival Kit" that contains the most important literature on ,t his subj ect and links to web-sites
that offer code and documents, and a "RNG Checklist" that allows the reader to assess his preferred
generator on the basis of the concepts given in this concise survey.
A good generator is not so easy to find if one sets out to design it by oneself, without the necessary
mathematical background.
On the ot her hand , with the references and links we supply, a good random number generator designed
by experts is relatively easy to find.

The standard approach to generate nonuniform random numbers is to produce uniform random
numbers first and then to transform them, see the monograph [7] and the software package CRAND
1[58, 59]. In this paper, we will restrict our attention to uniform random number generators.

2 What is a Good RNG?
The underlying problem is the following {see (2] for this quotation):
"Monte Carlo results ape misleading when correlations hidden in the random numbers and in
the simulated system interfere constructively."

The answer to the question above will depend on the target application. In the present paper, we
will focus our interest on uniform ·r andom number generators appropriate for stochastic simulation. In
cryptology, the requirements for generators ar·e different, see (26].
From a practitioner's view, random number generators ar·e good if they yield the correct results in as
many applications as possible. This desire cannot be fulfilled completely. It is known that every generator
has to fail in certain simulations, in models that interfere with the particular regularities of a given
generator and exhibit the hidden correlations between the random numbers. This unpleasant situation is
a fact of {scientific) life and cannot be circumvented, see [2], {33], and [39]. Random number generators are
nothing more than deterministic algorithms that produ·ce numbers with certain distribution properties .
These sequences ofso-caUed "random" numbers are periodic. Their task is not to simulate "randomness",
which is a notion that is difficult to define in terms of practical relevance, but to give the correct results
in a simulation and, hence, to pass certain tests th..at the user considers relevant. The problem with
randomness is pardy due to the fact that random variahles ar.e mixed up with numbers. For example,
the notion of independence is only defined for random variables, not for numbers. We refer the reader
to (62] for details and some enlightening comments on this subject.
How can we provide good random number generators i·f we don't know the target application in
advance? The designer of a generator doe$ not know the sampling procedure nor the sample sizes nor
the dimensions the practitioner will choose in his simulation. There are two facts every user of random
number generators should know.
FACT ONE: With random number generators, there are no guarantees, only predictions.
This is not because the word "randomness" is involved but because the finitely many random
numbers we produce and their transformed variates cannot fiit every imaginable distribution
well enough. Every generator has its regularities which, ocassionally, may become deficiencies.
Hence, in a given application, even reliable generators may fail.
FACT TWO: Although there are no guarantees, there are mathematical safety-measures
against wrong simulation resalts due to inappropriate nndom number generators.
The first precaution is empirical testing of random number generators. We may run applicationspecific tests with known th.eor·e tical r·e sults ·and compare them to our empirical results, see [61] for
examples from physics. As an altern<l'tive, we may search in the existing literature for tests that resemble
our simulation problem . If we are lucky, a particular test design and parameters like the sample size or the
dimension will be similar to our setup. Frequently, we will be unlucky. Good starting points for our search
are the surveys [52, 54, 30, 33] and the "Links"-page at the Web-site http://random.mat.sbg.ac.at/.
If we cannot find a test th.at .resembles oar simula·t ion problem, then we may submit the random
numbers we want to use to a battery of empirical tests. It should be noted that empirical tests cannot
prove anything formally, like "randomness" for a random number generator. The only conclusion we
can derive from the results of an empirical test is that the samples that have been used pass or fail
this particular test, nothing mor·e and nothing less. Nothing can be concluded for other samples, other
dimensions, or other initializations of the generator under study. Of course, if our generator passes many
empirical tests, this wiU improve our confidence as well as ou:r chances to get the right simulation results
with this generator. We refer to Section 5 for further information.
The second safety-measure is theo.retical support for a :r andom number generator. It means that
we know about the period length of the generator, know some of its structural properties, and its
correlation behavior, see Section 4 for details. T he period length will limit the size of the samples we
can use safely with this generator. The structural properties will help us to decide if there might be
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unwanted side-effects in the simulation. The correlation properties of a random number generator are
of central importance for many stochastic simulations.
Practical aspects of random number generators concern the speed of the algorithm, the ease of implementation, the possibility to use parallelization techniques, and the availability of portable implementations. One generator of a given type will not be enough for numerical practice. We need tables of tested
parameters to be able to implement several generators of the same kind. If we happen to work with
high-performance computers, then we will also require that extremely large samples and , necessarily,
large periods are available.
A good random number generator fulfills this cataiog of safety standards. As a matter of fact, all
available generators lack answers in certain subcategori·es of 1this checklist. It is up to the practitioner
to decide which aspects of a generator are important to him and to select an appropriate generator
accordingly. We provide an "RNG Checklist" to assist with this choice in Section 9.

3 Examples of RNGs
In this section we will present several recent advances in the construction of random number generators
that merit a strong recommendation, in particular to those practitioners that require large samples (i.e.
long periods), speed, and/or little correlations. We will revisit these examples in Section 7, employing
the concepts developed in Sections 4,5, and 6.
We refer the reader to the surveys [29, 33} for a comprehensive discussion of linear algorithms. For a
concise presentation of most of the available algorithms with .a n emphasis on the theoretical background
and on nonlinear g·e nerators we recommend [54].
Linear methods are the best-known and most widely used algorithms to produce random numbers.
Their practical advantages are speed, ease of implementation, and the availability of portable code,
parameters and test results. An eye-catching phenomen·on that occurs with linear types are lattice
structures of the d-tuples constructed from consecutive random numbers. This fact is not at all a defect,
but an intrinsic property of this family of generators. It allows to define and compute figures of merit
like the spectral test or Beyer quotients (see Section 4).
The classical example of a random number generator is the linear congruential generator ("LCG").
It is defined by the linear congruence Yn+i :: ayn + b (mod m), n ~ 0, where we have to choose
the modulus m , a multiplier a, an additive term b, and an initial value y 0 . This recursion of order
one produces a sequence of numbers (Yn)n> O in the set {O, 1, ... , m -1}. Random numbers Zn in [O, 1[
are obtained by the normalization Xn :=-Yn/m. We will denote t his generator by LCG(m, a , b, y0 ).
Examples of well-known LCGs are the Ansi-C system generator LCG(231 , 1103515245, 12345, 12345), the
"Minimal Standard" generator LCG(231 - 1,16807,0), infamo11s RANDU, which is LCG(2 31 , 65539 , 0) ,
the SIMSCRIPT generator LCG(2 31 - l ,630360016,0), NAG 's LCG(2 59 , 13 13 , 0, 123456789(232 + 1)), and
Maple's LCG(10 12 - 11, 427419669081, 0, 1).
If we study the distribution of d-tuples Xn = (xn, Xn+i• ... , Xn+d-1) and if we generate all possible
points in [O, l[d, then we will observe lattice structures. This is a well-known phenomenon. In the
examples below, all possible points in dimension d = 2 have been produced.
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Figure 3 . la
Minimal Standard: LCG(231

-

Figure 3.lb
SIMSCRIPT: LCG(231 - 1,630360016,0,1)

1,16807,0,1)

Both LCGs have the period 231 -2, which is best possible in this case (see [52, Section 7 .3)). Figure 2
shows that maximum period does not guarantee good lattice structure. It does not imply good correlation
properties either. This fact is true for all liuear random number generators, not just LCGs.
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There is a type of linear generator availabie that pr·eserves the good properties of the LCG while
improving upon some of its disadvantages. We increase the order of the linear recursion and obtain the
multiple recursive congruential ge.nerator ( "MRG" ).
Example 1 Let m ~ 2 be the modulus, k ~ 1 be the order of the recursion and choose a 0 , a 1 , ••• , ak-l
in Zm := {O, l, .. .,m - l} with gcd(a 0 , m)=l. Then
k-1

Yn+k

=L

ajYn+j

(mod m),

n ~ 0,

j=O

defines an MRG with iniitial values Yo, .. .,yk-1· We use the normalization Xn := Yn/m to produce
random numbers Xn in the unit interval [O, I[. The maximum period of this generator is mk - 1, see
[54, 34]. The paper [34] contains tested parameters for MRGs with moduli m up to 2 63 and code for one
MRG in C. We will denote this MRG by "MRGI" and exhibit •test results in Section 7.
One g·eneral problem wi.t h linear methods is the fact that correlations between random numbers
separated by lags may be rather strong. Even in certain variants of the MRG, like the AWC and SWB
generators of [45L this may lead to a very unfavorable performance in simulations, see [28, 33, 54] for
farther information. One solution to this problem is to combine generators. In the simplest version of
·this technique, we combine two generators by adding their output sequences (x~1 ))n>o and (x~2 ))n> O to
obtain a new sequence (xn)n>o,
Xn

1

:= x~ )

+ x~2 ) (mod I},

n ~ 0.

If the two generators are chosen properly, then the period of the sequence (xn )n>o will be the product of
the periods of the componen•ts. Combining generators without theoretical support may lead to disastrous
generators. In the case of the LCG and MRG, the theory is well-known, see [31, 33).
Example 2 In [31], •Combined MR:Gs ("cMRG") were introduced and thoroughly analyzed. Further,
a particular cMRG was assessed by the spectral test up it o dimension d = 20 and its implementation in
C was given. In Section 7, we will refer to this particular cMRG as "cMRG I" .
Tausworthe generators can have unacceptably bad empirical performance. For this reason, in [32],
combined Tausworthe generators ( "cTG") wer·e introduced to improve on the properties of single Tausworthe generators.
Example 3 In [32J, an implemen•tation in C of a cTG is given that has a period length of order
288 . Further, the equidistribution properties of this type of generator are analyzed. In Section 7, we will
present it est results for this generator, which is denoted by "'cTG 1".
It is well-known that generalized fe.edback shift-register generators ( "G FSR") are fast, although a
httle bit tricky to initialize. Recently, a very interesting variant of this linear method has been presented
in [48, 4'9], the twisted GFSR ("tGFSR"). This generator produces a sequence (xn)n>O ofw-bit integers

-

~~~

Xn+p

=

Xn+q $ Xn A,

n ~ 01

where ( w, p, q, A) are the parameters of the tGFSR. and A is a w x w matrix with binary entries . This
generator is fast a:ud reliable if the parameters are chosen properly.
Example 4 The tGFSR "TTBOO" presented in [49} :has a period length of 2800 and strong theoretical
support. We will exhibit convincing empirical evidence in Section 7.
Inversive generators we.re constructed to overcome oue property of linear generators that may turn
into a deficiency (depending on the simulation problem), the fattice structure of d-tuples of consecutive
random numbers. There are several variants of inversive generators, inversive congruential generators
( "ICG"), explicit-inversi.ve generators ( "EICG"), digital inversive congruential generators ( "dICG"), and
combinations of ICGs ·a nd EICGs. Inversion certainly slows down the generation of random numbers.
Compared to LCGs of the sa:me size., inversive generators are •three to ten times slower, depending on
the processor's architecture (see [42]).
The importance of inversive random number generators stems from the fact that their intrinsic
stmctur·e and correlation behavior are strongly different from linear generators. Hence, they are very
useful in practice for verifying simulation results. We refer the reader to [17] for a concise survey of
the ICG and EICG, in comparison to LCGs. A comprehensive discussion of all available nonlinear
methods is contained in [54]. The implementation of inversive .generators is discussed in [42]. This
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generic irnplementa.tion in C is a!lso available from the server http://random.mat . sbg . ac.at/. In the
case of the ICG and EICG composite moduli lead to less convincing generators than prime moduli.
At the present state of the art, t!he dICG is slower than the ICG . From a disappointing speed factor
of about 150 in .t he first implementation (see (8, page 72]) this disadvantage has now been reduced to a
factor less than 8, see (57) .
For a given prime number p , and for c E Zp, let c := 0 if c = 0 and c := c- 1 if c =fa 0. In other words,
c equals the number cP- 2 modulo p.
Example 5a lnversive congruential generators ("ICG") were introduced in [9]. We have to choose
the modulus p, a multiplier a, an additive term b, and an initial value y 0 . Then the congruence
Yn+l

= ayn + b

(mod p) ,

n ~ 0,

(1)

defines an ICG . We denote this generator by ICG(p, a, b, yo) . It produces a sequence (Yn)n>o in the set
Z = {O, 1, ... , p-1} . Pseudorandom numbers Xn in (0, 1[ are obtained by the normalization-xn := Ynfp.
A prominent feature of the ICG with prime modulus is the absence of any lattice structure, in sharp
contrast to linear generators. In the following scatter plot, all possible points (x 2n , Xzn+i), n ~ 0, in a
region near the point (0.5, 0.5) are shown.
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Figure 3.2
All Points of ICG(2 31 - 1,1288490188 ,l,O)

Example 5b Explicit inversive congruential generators ("EICG") are due to [11) . The EICG is
easier to handle in practice, for example when producing unco.rrelated substreams. The cost is a slightly
smaller maximum usable sample size, as empirical tests have shown (see [62, 41]) .
We choose a prime number p, a multiplier a E Zp, a =fa 0, an additive term b E Zp, and an initial
value n 0 in Zp· Then
Yn::a(n+no)+b (modp), n~O,
defines a sequence of pseudorandom numbers in {O, 1, ... ,p-1}. As before, we put Xn:= Yn/P, n ~ 0,
to obtain pseudorandom numbers in ~O, l[. We shall denote this generator by EICG(p, a, b, no). In the
definition of EICG(p, a, b, no), the additive term b is superfluous and can be omitted, see [18, 42).
U is easy to create ICG and EICG on demand. The choice of parameters for the EICG is simple. In
case of the ICG, we may use a "mother-child" principle that yields many ICGs from one "mother" ICG
(see [17}) .
The "compound approach" presented in [10, 12] allows to combine ICG and EICG , provided they
have full period. This method has important advantages: we may obtain very long periods easily,
modular operations may be carried out with relatively sman moduli, increasing the effectiveness of our
computations, and the good correlation structure of the ICG and EICG is preserved . The price to pay
is a significant loss of speed that makes combined inversive generators considerably slower than linear
generators of comparable period length .

4 Theoretical Support
Theoreticai support for random number generators is still widely ignored by practitioners. The three
main questions here ar·e period length, the intrinsic structure of the random numbers and -vectors
produced by a generator, and correlation analysis.

s

It is dear tb.at the period length of a generator will put a limit to the usable sample size. Random
number generation is equivalent to drawing without replacement, S'ee [30]. Hence, the sample size should
be much smaller than th.e period length of the generator. In the case oflinear methods, the square root of
the period length seems to be a prudent upper bollnd for the usable sample size. This recommendation is
based on empirical experience, there is no theoretical analysis available (see [43] for a short discussion).
We refer to Section 7 for examples that show how different types of random number generators behave
quite differently when the sample size is increased.
In it he case of good random number generators, it is possible to provide conditions for the parameters
of the generator to obtain maximum period length, see i(54J. Further, it is important to have algorithms
at hand to compute such parameters. The case of the ICG is a good illustration for this requirement,
see [17, 54].
Intrinsic structures of random number generators like grid structures and related results like estimates
of the number of points on hyperplanes are important to be known. For example, if one is aware of the
grid structure of LCGs, then it will come as no surprise that it his type of generator has difficulties with
certain simulations. A good example is the nearest pair test, :see [9j and [27, 36].
The most difficult and most important part of the theoretical assessment of random number generators
is correlation analysis. More than twenty years of experience have shown that certain figures of merit for
random number generators allow very reliable predictions of the performance of the samples produced
with a generator in empirical tests. The latter are nothing less than prototypes of simulation problems.
Hence, the importance of theoretical correlation analysis for numerical practice is beyond question. It
should be stated clearly that none of these figures of merit can give us guarantees for the performance
of the generator in our simulation. At present, there is no firm mathematical link between any figure of
merit for random number generators and the empirical performance of samples. Nevertheless, and this
fact is truly remarkable, the qllality of prediction is excellent.
The basic concept to analyze correlations .b etween .r andom numbers is the following. Suppose
we are given random numbers zo, x 1 , ... in the unit interval (0, 1(. To check for correlations between
consecutive numbers, we construct either overlapping d-tuples x,, := (x,,,x,,+ 1, . . . ,x,,+d-l) or nonoverlapping d-tuples x,, := ·( Znd, Znd+l, . .• , Xnd+d-d and assess the empirical distribution of finite sequences w = {x,,);:;a1 in the d-dimensional unit cube (0, l[d. The task is to measure how "well" w is
uniformly distributed. Strong corrdations between consecutive random numbers will lead to significant
deviations of the empirical distribution function of w from uniform distribution, in some dimensions d.
[t is clear that the restricted type of d-tuples that is considered here cannot ensure against long-range
corr-elations among the numbers x,, themselves. For this topic, we refer the reader to (5]. In the case of
the EICG of (11], more general types of d-tuples have been considered (see also (53, 54]) .
Interestingly, it has turned out that the behavior of full-period sequences w with respect to theoretical
figures of merit allows very reliable predictions of the performance of the random numbers x,, themselves
in empirical tests. If the full-period point set w bas a good empirical distribution with respect to
certain figures of merit in various dimensions d, then good empirical performance of the samples is
highly probable. Practical evidence is that many target distributions will be simulated very well, see,
for example, the empirical results in (15, 27, 41, 22]. This relation between properties of full- period
sequences in higher dimensions and the behavior of -comparatively small- samples in low dimensions
has not yet been put into rigorous mathematical form.
There are two schools of thought. The approach of School 1 (see [29)) is to optimize the parameters
of a given type of generator such that the empirical distribution function of the point sets w in (0, l[d
approximates uniform distribution as closely as possible, leading to a scrcalled "super-uniform" distribution. This is done in as many dimensions d as is feasible in practice. The figure of merit that is used
for this task is the spectral test, due to [3]. The spectral test has an important geometrical interpretation
as the maximum distance between successive parallel hyperplanes covering all possible points x,, that
the generator can produce. This interpretation leads to efficient ailgorithms to compute the value of the
spectral test. We refer the reader to {25, 56, 16, 14, 29, ·30, 33, 60~ for details. The generator RANDU
of Figure 1.1 is not bad with respect to the spectral ·t est in dimension d = 2, but the value of the
spectral test in dimension 3 is extremely smaU, thereby reflecting the catastrophic lattice structure in
this dimension . This example explains why we have to consider the spectral test for a whole range of
dimensions and compute its vafoe for each of them.
The approach ofSchool 2 (see (54]) is it o construct generators where the empirical distribution function
does not approximate uniform distribution "too well" . The maximum distance between the empirical
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distribution function and uniform distribution is preferred to be of order 1/VN, where N denotes the
number of points Xn we consider. This is, roughly speakin.g and thinking of the law of the iterated
logarithm "UL" for discrepancy, the order of this quantity in the case of realizations of i.i.d. random
variabies on [O, l[d (see [24, 54]). We will c~ll tb.is kind of equidistribution "UL-uniformity". The figure
of merit that is used her·e is the two-sided Kolmogoroff-Smirnov <test statistic, also known as discrepancy
in number theory. In terms of discrepancy, super-uniformity has an order of magnitude O((log N)d / N).
Niederreiter bas developed a powerful number-theoretic method to estimate discrepancy by exponential
sums, see [50, 52, .54]. This method has allowed to assess this figure of merit for most types of random
number generators.
Both the spectral test and discrepancy have their advantages and shortcomings. The advantage of
the spectral test is that it is readily computable even in higher dimensions (i.e. above d=20) under the
condition that points Xn have lattice structure, see (38, 25, 56, 60]. This will only be the case for fullperiod sequences w and for certain types of generators, mostly linear ones. Discrepancy is not limited to
poin.t sets with lattice structure. [t is weH-defined for every sample w. Unfortunately, it is not possible
to compute its value in practice, due to a complexity of order O(Nd), where N denotes the number
of points and d the dimension. Recently, a probabilistic algorithm has been presented by [63] . There
a.re only upper and lower bounds available, due to Niederreiter's advanced method. For both figures of
merit, their distribution in dimensions d 2:: 2 is not known. Therefore, we cannot design an empirical
test for random number generators from this quantities. In dimension one, the commulative distribution
function ("c.d.f.") of discrepancy is known. We refer the reader to [25, 52, 54) for details.
There is a new addition to this list of figures of merit, the weighted spectral test. It is due to [18) . This
figure of merit is derived from the original concept of the spectral test. It is related to discrepancy, can
be estimated as the latter, it does not require lattice structure for the point sets w, and it takes O(dN 2 )
steps to comput·e it in any dimension d, see [20, l9J. The weighted spectral test may be interpreted as a
mean square integration error, see [21) . Results on its distribution are already available, see [40, 21] .
Beyer quotients ar·e another figure of merit to assess lattices. Unfortunately, this quantity is known
to be defined properly only in dimensions up to 6. Beyond this dimension, the Minkowski-reduced lattice
bases involved need not be unique any more and their Beyer quotients might be different (see (39, Section
4.3. l}). For this reason, any results on bad Beyer quotients in dimensions higher than 6 are without
mathematical justification at the present state of the art . A wrong basis might have been used.

5 Empirical Evidence
Theoretical support for random number generators is not enough. Empirica~ evidence is indispensable.
Every empirical test is a simulation. If selected with care, then it will ·cover a whole class of simulation
problems. As we have indicated before, nothing can be deduced from the results of an empirical test if
the practitioner uses completely different parameters in his own simulation problem .
It is relatively easy to design an empirical ("statistical") test for random numbers. Every function of
a finite number of U(O, I)-distributed -random variables whose distribution is known and which can be
computed efficiently win serve for this purpose. What really matters here is to design tests that constitute
prototypes of simulation problems and measur.e different properties of random numbers. Hence, every
test in our battery should represent a whole class of empirical tests. No serious effort has yet been
undertaken to classify the many empirical tests available according to this principle.
There are well-established batteries of empirical tests, see [25, 44, 27]. Marsaglia's DIEHARD battery
is available on CD-ROM and from the Web-server http://stat.fsu.edu/-geo/diehard.html.
Several test statistics have been found to be rather discriminating between random number generators.
In the class of bit-oriented t ests that count the number of appearances of certain blocks of bits, Marsaglia's
M-tuple test is outstanding, see [44, 62, 41, 23). Other reliable tests are the run test (see [25]) and a
geometric quantity, the nearest-pair test (see [27, 56)). Recently, a discrete version of an entropy test has
been presented in (35]. It is not yet clear if this interesting t·e st is really a new prototype not covered by
the M-tuple test as employed in [62). This example shows that, while it is relatively easy to design a new
empirical test for random number generators, it is a nontrivial task to show that the new quantity is a
meaningful addition to the established batteries of tests and strongly different from known test statistics.
On the basis of our practical experience we recommend the following approach to test design. Suppose
we use a random variable Y with known c.d.f. Fy. With the help of a random number generator, we
produce K realizations Y1 , . . . , YK of this random variable. In the second step, we compare the empirical
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distribution function Fy of the samples to the target distribution Fy by some goodness-of-fit test, like
the Kolmogoroff-Smirnov (KS) statistic. This procedure is ·c aned a two-level test, see [27, 29). Two-level
test designs are a good compromise between speed and power of a test, see [27) for details.
If we want to test a random number generator without a particular application in mind, then it makes
more sense to choose a smaHer number of strongly different test statistics and to vary the parameters of
the tests (like the sample size or the dimension) within la:rge intervals. In our opinion, it is less relevant
for practice to run an enormous battery oftests without any idea if all these tests really measure different
properties of the generator. Further, if we do not vary the parameters enough and work, for example,
with fixed sample sizes in our tests then our chances to meet the user 's needs are small.

•6 Practical Asp•e cts
Several aspects of a random number generator are of practical importance. For implementation, we
need tables of parameters for good random number generators. Without portable implementations a
generator will not be useful to the :simulation community. Power users need large samples. For certain
generators, in particular linear types, tile limit for the usable sample size is close to ./P, P the period of
the generator, in many empirical tests. On 32-bit machines, most software packages work with LCGs of
period length below 232 . Hence, the maximum usable sample size is about 2 15 , which is much too small
for demanding simulations.
Parallel simulation creates additional problems (see [1]). Even reliable generators are unsafe when
submitted to parallelization techniques. Basically., there are the following methods to generate random
numbers on parallel processors. We may assign (i) L different generators to L different processors,
or (ii) L difforent substreams of one large-period generator to the L processors. Technique (ii) has
two variations. Either we use (a) a "leap-frog" method where we assign the substream (xnL+j)n~O to
processor j, 0 S. i < L, or (b) we .assign a whole segment (zn)n~n; to processor j, where n 1 , . . . , nL is
an appropriate set of initial values that assures disjointness of the substreams. Technique (b) is called
"splitting" of a random number generator.
Approach (i) cannot be recommended in general. T here are no results on correlations between
different random number gene.r ators, with one notable ·exception. For the EICG the correlation behavior
of parallel generators has been anaiyzed. It was found to be r·e markably good, see [51, 53].
Approach (ii) is also unsafe territory. Linear methods like the LCG or MRG may occasionally (and
unexpectedly) produce terrible subsequences with the leap-frog technique. We will illustrate this point
with an example from [13]. Even a good generator like LCG{2 48, 55151000561141, 0) (see [14)) produces
a leap-frog subsequence that performs ev·en worse than RANDU in the spectral test. If we happen to
assign the leap-frog subsequence (x 23n)n>O to one processor, then the values of the spectral test show
that this was an unfortunate decision which we might regret, see Table 6.1.

I d=2 J 3
I 0.2562 I 0.0600

5
6
1
0.0462 0.1215 0.2031
Table 16 .l
Spectral Test for !Dimensions 2 to 8.
4
0.0114

s
0.2011

Splitting is not s afe either. So-called fong-mnge correlations are lurking in the shadows (see (4, 6)).
Again, the EICG recommends itself for empirical testing, due to strong theoretical support with respect
to splitting, see [11, 51, 53].
Available parallel random number generator libraries ar·e based on linear algorithms. We refer the
reader to [47, 37, 4•6, 55]. These libraries should be used with the above warnings in mind.

7 Examples Revisited
In the preceding sections we have discussed several aspects of a good random number generator. We will
now revisit the generators we have presented in Section 3.
Examples 1,2,3, and 4 have been constructed such that super-uniformity is achieved in as many
dimensions as possible. For MRGI and cMRGl (see Examples 1 and 2) the parameters have been
chosen with the spectral test, see [34, 31.). In Example 3, theoretical analysis yielded conditions for
optimal .e quidistribution properties. T hese conditions allowed to perform exhaustive searches for optimal

parameters, see [32]. A similar approach based on deep theoretical analysis was used in [49] to find good
tGFSR like TT800.
lnversive generators are much less sensible to the choice of parameters. They yield UL-uniformity
once maximum period is assured by the parameters.
We will now report on the performance of our examples in a stringent test, Marsaglia's M-tuple test
(see [44]). The test design and the graphic presentation of the results have been developed in [62] . We
refer to this thesis for details of our setup.
From every component of an overlapping d-tuple (xn,Xn+i,···,xn+d-1) of random numbers Xn E
[O, l'[, d = 4, 5, we take the first consecutive r blocks of 4 bits in its binary representation, r = 6, 8.
Then , for a given sample size N, we compute 32 values of the -theoretically equidistributed- upper tail
probability of the M-tuple test. In the following figures , the sample size ranges between 2 18 and 2 26 .
The sample size is given in a logarithmic scale.
In Figure 7. la, we show the result of a two-sided KS test applied to these 32 values for MRG l. Values
of the KS test statistic greater than the critical value l.59 that corresponds to the significance level of
l % are shown in dark grey and indicate that the generator has failed the test.
In Figure 7.lb , we plot the 32 equidistributed values of this test statistic. The resulting patterns
should be irregular. If, for a given sample size N, the corresponding box is either totally white or black,
the generator has failed . White indicates too good approximation (which is a result of super-uniformity),
black signals too large deviation from the expected values. We observe that the MRG performs well for
the first 6 blocks of digits of length 4 in dimensions 4 and 5, but it fails to simulate the theoretical
distribution if we consider 8 blocks of 4 bits in dimension 5. The combined generator cMRG 1 (see
Example 2 in Section 3) yields similar results and is therefore omitted .
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Figure 7.lb
MRG 1: Upper Tail Probabilities

Figur:e 7. la
MRG 1: KS Values

The cTG of Example 3 performs considerably better, as the following figures show. cTGl has no
problems with 32 bits.
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cTG 1: Upper Tail Probabilities

The tGFSR "TT800" of Example 4 gives a flawless performance. It is the only generator here without
rejections .
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TT800: KS Values

Figure 7.3b
TT800: Upper Tail Probabilities

In comparison to these long-period generators, we see that only a compound ICG of period length
close to 232 is able to keep up with the large generators above. cICGl combines ICG(1031,55,l,0),
ICG(1033,103,l,O), and ICG(2027,66,l,O). An ICG with period length 231 - 1 like ICGl = ICG(23 1 1,1288490188,1,0) becomes "overloaded". A LCG of the same period length will perform poorly, as our
example shows.
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ICG 1: Upper Tail Probabilities
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ANSI-C: Upper Tail Probabilities
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8 RNG Survival Kit
The following selection of papers and links allows an ,easy orientation in the field of random number
generation.
As starting points, we recommend (29, 33], which cover a bro.ad range of aspects. For readers that are
interested in the mathematical background, [54] contains a wealth of comments and references. There
are two monographs [52, 60] in this field for further reading. [2 5] is considered to be the "bible" of
random number generation.
Numerous links to information and .software can be obtained from the Web site
http://random.mat.sbg.ac.at/
1

9 RNG Checklist
i

Theoretical Support
period length
structural
properties
correlation
analysis

conditions
algorithms for parameters
intrinsic structur,e s
p0ints on hyperplanes
equidistribution prop.
for particular p~ameters
for particular initializat:ioRs
for parts of the period
for subsequences
for combinations of RNG's

Empirical Evidenc,e

•variable sample size

• two- or higher level tests
I

bit-oriented tests
tests for correlation:s
geomdric test quantities
complexity
transformation methods: sensi tivit,y

I

Practical Aspects
tables ·o f

p~ame ters

available

i portable implementations available
I

I

pa.r.alle lization techniques .a pply
large samples .available

10 Summary
Random number gen erators are like antibiotics. Every type of generator has its unwanted side-effects.
There are no safe generators. Good random number generators are characterized by theoretical support,
convincing empirical evidence, and positive practical aspects . They will produce correct results in many
-though not all- simulations.
Open questions in this fidd concern reliable parallelization, the creation of good generators on demand, the sensitivity of transformation methods (to obtain nonuniform random numbers) to defects
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of the uniform random number generators, the classification of empirical tests, and the mathematical
foundation of forecasting the ,e mpirical performance by theoretical figures of merit.
There at•e three rules for numerical practice that are worth to keep in mind.
l. Do not trust simulation results produced by only one (type of) generator, check the results with
widely different generators befor·e taking them seriousiy.

2. Do not combine, vectorize, or parallelize random number generators without theoretical and empirical support.
3. Get to know the properties of your random number generators. (We have supplied pointers and a
checklist for this task)
Nowadays, the tooi-box of stochastic simulation contains numerous reliable random number generators. It is up to the user to make the best out of them.
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Abstract. The paper discusses the practical importance of and techniques for modelling and analysis of hybrid
systems. The emphasis of the discussion is on the problems encountered for systems of realistic size as they arise
in technical applications and on potentially effective modelling paradigms and analysis methods.

l Introduction
Traditionally, most of the work in modelling, simulation, and cont·fol of dynamical systems has been focused on
continuous dynamic processes which ,can be described adequately by ordinary differential equations (ODEs) or
differential-algebraic equations (DAEs). In computer science, communication theory, manufacturing, and other
areas, in contrast, systems which perform transitions from one discrete state to another at certain nonpredetermined instances of time have been studied for a Jong time to investigate the corr·ectness and performance of
communication protocols, operating systems, t•r ansport systems, distributed computing systems, resource allocation strategies etc. In the last decade, ~he development of a systematic theory of dynamical systems where the
dynamics consists ·Of discrete state transitions, termed discrete event dynamical systems (DEDS) has started,
building upon concepts and results both from computer science and mathematical systems theory [1,2).
Most technical systems, from washing machines to autonomous vehicles and chemical processing plants consist
of continuous (sub-)processes which are started, parametrized, modified, reconfigured and stopped by a discrete
control logic which in tum is triggered by clocks and/or sensor inputs from the the continuous processes.
Moreover, the continuous processes themselves, at least on a certain level of abstraction of the model, may also
exhibit tr:ansit,ions from one discrete state to another, e.g., backlash, stict.ion, collisions in mechanical systems or
phase transitfons in material handling and processing systems. The ·importance of and the growing interest in
discrete phenomena in chemical pl'ocess modelling and .control was reflected by two invited lectures at the CPC
V conference [3,41.
In process automation, the part of the control software which processes events and generates discrete outputs or
switches between different procedures and strategies (e. g. monitoring of process variables and exception handling} usually ·is much larger than the software modules which perform (quasi-)continuous control.
Systems where continuous and discrete (i.e. discrete event) dynamics interact and their interaction determines
the qualitative and quantitative behaviour are termed hybrid dynamical systems.
In this contribution, the modelling, simulation, and model-based analysis of hybrid systems is discussed. The
focus is on the situation where continuous physical processes (plants, devices) are controlled by a switching
logic, eventually in combination with continuous dynamic controllers. In the next section, an example of a rather
simple hybrid technical system of this type is presented. From this example the need for model-based techniques
for a systematic design and the analysis of hybrid systems is derived. In the sequel, available models of hybrid
systems .a re reviewed and the problem of effective modelling methods for systems of realistic size is discussed.
Then an ove,rview of methods for the analysis of hybrid systems is given.

2 An illustrative example
2.1 The physical system
As an example, we consider the system sketched in fig. 1. Its purpose is to control the drawing speed in an
industrial glass tube drawing process. The system consists of •two .identical pulling units. Each unit has two rolls,
both driven by a motor. The two rolls can be moved in horizontal direction by a second motor which, by means
of an elastic element, also controls the contact force on the tube in horizontal direction when the rolls make
.contact with the tube. The length of the tube under the pulling unit varies as from the continuously produced
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tube, pieces of a certain length a!'e cut during the production process and therefore the vertical force which has to
be generated by the pulling unit for constant drawing speed varies and may even change its sign. If the contact
force is too low, the tube may slip. This damages the surface of the tu'be and, eventually, under the influence of
gravity, the process may get out of control, i.e. the tube is extended and breaks, the lower part falls down,
harming people and equipment. If the contact force is too high, the glass tube is crushed which has a similar
potentially dangerous effect. 'The pullling has to be exactly vertical, but due to mechanical wear and
imprecisions of the rolls, .the dfameters of the rolls differ and thus the drives must operate at different rotational
speeds to ensure vertical pullling with minimal stress on the tube.
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Fig. 1: Pulling unit with 4 roUs

2.2 Specification
We assume here that there are 5 binary impulse (event) inputs to the process by which its operation is controlled
(which are generated by pushbuttons or from an operator console) :
- "open 1"

- "open 2"

- "close 1"

- "close 2"

- "stop".

A reasonable 1(simplitied) partial specification of the operation of this pulling unit is as follows:
a) Startup of .a single unit
We assume that both drives are in their "open" position (x =x, for R2 and R4). When the signal "close 1" or the
signal "close 2" is received, the chosen drive moves towards the glass tube with controlled speed until the force
(which is measured) exceeds a certain •threshold Fe. Then the controller of the motor which moves the rolls
switches from speed control to force control. lt has to 1be ensured that the force does not exceed a critical value
F,. to avoid crushing 1the tube. Initially, both roUs a.re under speed control with an externally given set point (a
main variable for quality control). When the contact force has been in the interval Fe< f1 < F,. for T 1 seconds, the
drive of the slave roll of the unit which is closed must be switched into the pulling force distribution mode. In
this mode, the speed of the master roll is controlled and the sJave roll speed is set such that the force is split
evenly between the two rolls.
b) Force control and startup of a second unit
If only one unit is active, its overall pulling force is monitored. If it ·e xceeds a certain threshold F rrwc for more
than T 2 seconds, ithe second unit is closed automatically in the same manner. During the closing process, the
rolls of the second drive are under speed control (with 1the :same ~eference value as the first drive) until the
contact force reaches F 0 • To minimize the damage to the tube, both rolls of the second drive are then switched to
force control (the overall force now is split evenly among the four active rolls) immediately. The second drive
can also be added manually by the signal "close 2" resp. "close 1".
c) Shutdown of a unit
When both drives a:re active and the signal "open 1" or "o,pen 2" is received, it is checked whether the overall
pulling force exceeds Fmax. If so, the chosen drive is not opened . If the drive can be opened and both drives are
active, speed control is transferred to the remaining drive and then the setpoint of the force of the drive which
has to be opened is set to 0. After a timeout T3, the motor which controls the horizontal movement is switched to
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speed control. After the ·Contact force has fallen below a vhreshold Fmin• the drive control of the roll motor is
switched off. The rolls move with constant speed until a position sensor ·is triggered, then the movement is
stopped.
d) Stop
When 1the "stop" signal is received, it is first checked whether the overall drawing force is above a critical value
F.nt •o r not. If not, the signal is ignored. Th·is ensures, that the driv·e s ar·e not opened when a Jong tube is below
the rolls which may get ·o ut of control. If the drawing force is below Fc:n 1, .and two drives are active, drive 2 is
opened first as described above. After a timeout T 4, the force is checked again, if opening of the remaining drive
is possible, the same procedure as described for drive 2 is perfonned for drive I (both drives may open in
parallel). If the moment is too high, the comm.and is ignored and the alarm is triggered. If only one drive is
active when the stop signal is received, the closing procedure is perfonned similarly if the moment is below Fair·

2.3 Instrumentation
The complete unit is controlled by .a programmable logic controller (PLC) which includes specialized modules
for sophistica~ed quasi-continuous digital .control algorithms for speed ·control .and force control. The exchange
of data between the modules can be .realized by a variety of procedures and a priori introduces communication
delays which depend on the actual state of the PLC and are not exactly known. The PLC itself of course operates
in a large loop which introduces state-dependent delays as well. In addition, the sensors for force, moment and
position provide signals with errors, both static and dynamic.

2.4 Design issues
The computer c·ontroUed pulling unit is a truly hybrid system. The electro-mechanical part (motors, belts with
springs, glass tube) together with the continuous speed and force contro'llers ·is a continuous dynamical system
with variable dynamics which are switched depending on physical conditions (how many rolls are in contact)
and logical conditions which again depend on the measured variables in the system. The continuous dynamics
can be discribed by different sets of differential equations for each cont:iguration. Both the control logic and the
continuous controllers strongly influence the behaviour of the sy.stem.
In the design of the control of the pulling unit, a n·umber of choices have to be made and many parameters must
:be detennined:
number, type, and location of sensors
structure of the continuous speed and force control loops
type and parameters of the control algorithms in these loops
values of the thresholds which are used in the logical program (which, because of the presence of measurement errors and communication delays may differ from those in the specification!)
- required processing speed of the PLC-modules
- communication procedures betw.een the PLC modules and to and from the senso.rs and the motor control
electronics.

-

Further. a logical program for switching between the different control modes must be developped.
Finally, the complete algorithm consisting of the quasi-continuous control algorithms, the logical program, and,
last but not least, numerous error handling procedures (e.g., what to do if a message which transmits a sensor
reading is not receiv.e d for more .than a certain time) must be implemented ·in ,the chosen PLC.
In a complex problem as this one .• ~hese design issues can hardly be handled without modelling and simulation.
The structure and the algorithms for .the isola~ed continuous con~rol tasks ·Can :b e designed and verified based on
standard continuous models (ODEs) by simulation e.g. in MATLAB/SIMULINK. For this part of the problem, a
variety of analysis and design methods and optimization algorithms are available. All the other issues are outside
the scope of classical control theory. A good continuous control design alone does not guarantee success, but the
interaction of e.g. the force control loop with •the other elements, in particular with the discrete switching logic,
under the presence of measurement errors and comunication delays, is of crucial importance. Despite the lack of
theory, and often even without simulat<ion of at least some critical s·ituations, however, similar problems are
solved by control engineers day by day in the design and implementation of control systems for real plants.
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2.5 The goal: correct ,c ontrol by des~gn or by verificatio.n
The goal of each engineer who designs such a system 1is that ,it works correctly in all situations and moreover is
optimal for some reasonable cost function, e.g. minimal time between input signal "close x" and correct oper·
ation of the chosen drive or minimal damage to the tube surface. Thus the design should proceed in a fonnal
manner, from "big" to "small" issues, initially based on coarse models which are then refined to include more
and mo~e aspects of the real system, with clearly specified assumptions on the elements of the problem which
are simplified or neglec·ted at each stage. E.g., one could start with the core of the switching algorithm, choose
values for thresholds and timeours using .a simplified model, from this derive speficications for the behaviour of
the continuous control loops, design or optimize the continuous controllers, and then include the robustness
against sensor noise and communication delays. If all design steps were performed fonnally, based on models
and supported by formal proofs of the correctnes of the design, a corr,ect overall control would result.
A related, but s1ightly different approach is to assume that control algorithms (continuous and discrete) were
designed more or less systematically and, :in a final step, are to be verified, i.e. proven to be correct in all
possible situations. For this, it is not sufficient to simulate some special cases, and it is unrealistic to simulate all
possible sequences of inputs and distu.rbances from the process. Instead, all details of the control algorithms and
of the ·behaviour of the physical plant must be modelled fonnally and the resulting closed.Joop behaviour must
be analyzed with formal methods. Then the software for the specific PLC must be generated automatically by
software which also was verified fonnally.

To verify a discrete control program, the model of the real process and of the control software must include all
relevant behaviours and .effects, possibly in a simplified, worst.case manner. Also, the desired behaviour or
forbidden behaviours of the system must be specified. Then, ,in by a formal, rigorous, automatic procedure, it
must be checked, for all possible combinati·ons of parameter values, .communication delays etc. whether the
controller ensures that the real process is operated according to the specification. The simplest fonn of a speci·
ficat.ion which can be verified is that ·the system will never be in a "forbidden state". Such forbidden states in our
example are:
- the force control is active hut the f'OH does not have contact to ·the tube
- the force ex·erted on the tube exceeds Fm
- the force exerted on the tube is below Fe for more than Tc seconds
· a unit is opened when the actual moment is above F"""' resp. below Fcrit
• a unit stops in a position where it has neither coAtact with the tube nor is in the terminal position.
A graphical representation of the verification approach is shown in fig. 2 [5,6]. It is desirable, that in the veri·
fication process, some parameters are left variable and bounds on the range of these parameters are determined.
Then this freedom can be used to optimize the controller perfonnance.

Figure 2: Fonnal verification of logical control systems
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3 Models of hybrid systems
Mathematical models are the basis for any formal analysis of hybrid systems and for a simulation of their
behaviours. Whereas for continuous systems, there is mainly one established, universal modelling paradigm, the
ODE/DAE-system, for discrete systems and for hybrid systems, many modelling paradigms coexist and are
useful for different purposes. We first give an overview of known models, ,then we discuss the problem of the
combinatorical explosion and describe a modelling paradigm which may lbe effective for systems with both
complex discrete and complex continuous dynamics.

3.1 Swit-ched continuous systems
From a classical dynamical systems and control background, .the most natural approach is to extend the standard
models of continuous systems by discrete switchings of the system's dynamics.
An early attempt to provide a formal framework for the modelling and simulation of hybrid phenomena is the
differential automaton introduced by Tavemini (7). The differential automaton is an autonomous dynamical
system which liv·e s in a state space S =lRn x Q where Q is a finite set of discrete states. The continuous trajector,ies are governed by ODEs

i

=f(x,m)

(1)

and on the switching manifolds ~..,(x) = 0, the discrete variable m switches from q top. The trajectory of the xcomponent is continuous in this framework, and the discrete part m is piecewise constant. Under certain conditions on the switching manifolds, the system has a unique solution and infinitely fast switching cannot occur.
This model was generalized in various directions. In [8], local s·tate spac·e s and jumps of the state in the case of
switching were tntroduced as well as control inputs. Although one can argue tha·t often discontinuous changes of
the states of physical systems on the macroscopic scale ~e the result of simplifications in modeling, it is often
helpful to include such abrupt changes (equivalent to impulsive inputs), e.g. to avoid problems with the
numerical treatment of extremely different time-scales (cf. [9]). Comprehensive models which include all those
mentioned were proposed by Branicki et al. [10] and Pantelides (11).
The most general sw:itcited continuous system is a DAE-system with dynamical state vector x, algebraic state
vec,t or z, continuous input vector u, .c ontinuous output vector y, mode input m, and event input vector d.
The vectors x and z are real-valued, as well as u and y. m and d assume values from a finite set (alphabet, e.g.
integers or symbols from a certain predefined set). m is piecewise constant and right-continuous. d is a vector
event signal which is zero almost always and assumes values from its finite alphabet at a finite number of
instances in a finite interval of time.
For constant mode input vector m, ·the SCB is a conventional DAE-system

fm(i ,x,z,u)

=0, x(ra) = x., z(to) =z.

(2)

with continuous output

y

=h,..(x,z,u).

(3)

The dimensions of the vectors x and z in general 'd epend on the modem. A mode change causes a change of the
dynamics (including possibly changes of the dimensions of the variables x and z), but x and z are assumed to be
continuous under mode changes, simila'r to :the Tavernini model. Jumps of ,the state variables are enforced by the
event input d. If dis nonzero, :the system is reinitialized accord,ing to
(x(t) ,z(t))

=g(x(f) ,z((},u(f) .m (f) ,d(t)) ,

where x(f) etc. are the limits from the left of x(t), etc.
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(4)

3.2 Discrete models

Alternative descriptions of hybrid systems can be deriv.ed from purely discrete, or logical, models. Logical
models capture only the sequential, qualitative behaviour of the system's evolution, i.e. the sequence of states or
transitions resp. the "language" which the system generates. There is no reference to time in the quantitative
sense, but the trans.itions resp. ·events are ordered as they appear on a linear time axis.

Automata
The basic model of discrete systems is the finite state machine, or automaton. Fonnally, an automaton can be
defined as A=(Q,I.,04J, where Q is a finite set of discfete states, I. is a set of events, o: Qu ~ 2Q is the
(partial) state transition function, and q 0 eQ is the initial stale. The automaton goes from one state to the next if a
transition (graphically denoted by an directed arc) exists between these states and the event associated with the
transition is registered. A trajectory of 1the automaton is a sequence of states q 0 4 1,.•. e Q satisfying qk+t e
o(qk,ok) for a corresponding event sequence 0 0 ,01,... el:. A null event may be used to denote a transition which
can occur without an input event Automata are used to describe systems which accept words in a programming
language, so an event corresponds .t o a symbol in an input sequence. If .t he automaton ends in an accepting state,
the input was a ·legal expression. In this context, there is no need to specify what happens if none of the events
for the outgoing transitions is registered when the system is in a given state - the input is not accepted in this
case. The collection of all val.id input sequences constitutes .the language of A. Different automata can accept the
same language, which is analogous to the existence of multiple state-space realizations for a given input-output
behavior of a linear continuous dynamic system.
From the point of view of the analysis and contmller synthesis for dynamical systems, it is more appropriate to
consider an automaton as a generator whkh produces events and hence words in a language. Then, from each
state, the automaton can perform a set of transitions, each of which. may carry a label resp. produce an output
event. For this .sequence to be nontrivial, indeterminism, i.e. altemat·ive arcs from one state to itself or to other
states will usually be included. A further generalization is ito specify :a set of input events which trigger certain
transitions in addition to the spontaneous transitions.
Statecharts [12,13]

Discrete systems resp. discrete models of continuous systems usually consist of subsystems which interact but
also move from one state to the next independent of each other. The latter situation is called concurrency while
dependencies among subsystems are termed synchronization. When fonnulating a system model, one would like
to be able to connect (or compose) models of subsystems in a natural manner such that both the independent
.behaviour and the mutual dependency can easily be expressed. The weakness of automata models is that they are
not very well sui·ted for building such modular models. The standard method for combining automata models of
several system components is the synchronous composition in which transitions occur simultaneously in the
componencs whenever they have the same ev.ent label. Otherwise, evencs can occur independently without
changing the sta1tes of other components. To analyse the overall system, the subsystems must be assembled in
·one large automaton the 'S1tate space of which is the product of all local state spaces. The number of states then
gfows exponentially as more system components are added, and the model structure soon becomes
incomprehensible.
Statecharts are intuitive graphical models which are based on the automaton model extended by

- depth (states can be refined by more detailed models for the behaviour in this state)
- orthogonality (or concurrency, i.e. the system can be in several states in parallel for which refined models can
be formulated)

- communication between concurrent processes.
(In modem terminology, the state chart formalism clearly is "object oriented".)
A transition occur:s if an associated .ex~emal event occurs and may cause an action, i.e. generate an internal event
which triggers another transition. Afier all these internal events (and the events caused by such events etc.) were
processed, the system assumes ics next state. For the definition and simulation of state charts, a powerful
computer tool is available (StateMate) which is quite popular in industry.
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Petri nets 1[14,15]
Fetri nets were introduced to model concurrency, conflic,ts, and syochronizatioR. A simple Petri net consists of
places (circles) and transitions (bars o.r boxes) with arcs conRecting places to transitions and transitions to places.
The state of a Petri net model is given by the marking which identifies the number of tokens in each place. State
transitions occur when Petri net transitions fire. In a simple Petri net, a transition can fire (it does not have to)
when it is enabled, i.e. ,there is a token in each of its input places. When an enabled transition fires, a token is
removed from each input place and a token is placed in each of its output places. Transitions are said to be in
conflict if they afe simultaneously enabled for a given marking, and the firing of one of the transitions disables
the other transitions.
Petri nets ·c an be combined to form large models from subsystems. This may be achieved by common Petri net
transitions and places. In contrast to the synchronous composition of automata, the places and transitions of the
subsystems retain 1their identity in the composite Petr.i net. Thus, the structu~e of the combined Petri net still
reflects 1the logical structure of the system being modeled. The size of the Petri net grows linearly, rather than
exponentially, with the number of components added to the system.
Associated w.ith a Petri net are qualitative features of the system as liveness, i.e. the system does not reach a state
from whi·c h no further t ransition is 1possible and reachability. To analyze a Petri net, one can define an
automaton in which each state correspondes to a (reachable) marking in the Petri net and the state transitions
correspond to the enabled ·~etri net transitions for each marking. This is called the reachability graph for the Petri
net. When Petri net analysis is based on this construction, .the economy of the Petri net representation does not
carry over to savings in computation since ,the number of markings can grow exponentially with the size of the
Petri net.
Ex~ensions of ,tihe simple Petri net model described above to coloured Petri nets [16] provide a means to model
complex systems in a relatively transparent fashion. The tokens assume attributes with valuations that can be
included in the transition firing rules. However, for a formal analysis, coloured nets must be unfolded into
simple nets which may become very large.

3.3 Timed models

The discrete models described in the previous section refer to time only by ordering the events (transitions) on a
time axis. In many technical systems, timers are used 'to monitor the evolution of the continuous processes or the
transmission of messages, and 1then the speed of the processes must be included in the analysis. This is also true
for all resource alJlocation problems wher;e ,the .ressources are usually needed for a cenain amount of time.
The most natural extension of Petri nets ,i s to incorporate timers which define how long the token must have
been in a state before or until a transition may fire. Alternatively, some authors associate time with the arcs
which are only "open" during some ,i nterval [17]. The arrival of the token in a state initializes the clocks which
a11e evaluated to detennine 'the possihility of the downstream transi1tions to fire. For Petri nets with clocks (timed
Petri nets), a reachability analysis is still feasible if special assumptions on the ffring rules are made, i.e. that
each enabled transition fires :a s soon :as it is enabled. This is somewhat in conflict with the general philosophy of
Petri nets to model transitions which may happen but are not enforced.
Timed automata {18) were introduced to verify the corr.ectness of ,real·time systems, i.e. computer programs
which have to react to inputs from the envifonment with timing specifications. A timed automaton is an
automaton plus a set of clocks. The clocks a'll run at the .s ame .rate. A transition can reset one or more clocks to
.zero. The transitions may be conditioned not only on the occul"ence of events but additionaly on logical conditions the predicates of which are comparisons of the clocks with real numbers (thresholds). The language which
,the automaton accepts then is defined not only by sequences of symbols but also by timing constraints for the
oc·c ur,ence of the symbols. From the generator point of view, the timed automaton produces words in a certain
timed language - such a timed automaton is also called a safety timed automaton [19] . In the timed automaton
model, the conditions for transi<ions can be represented in an alternative fashion by using invariants. An invariant is a logical expression, involving comparisons of clocks with real numbers, which must be satisfied for the
system to enter the state and to remain in it. Putting this differently, when the invariant is no longer satisfied, the
system must exit from ·this state. If input events and timing conditions for the transitions are also present, this
may potential~ly cause conmcts - the model then becomes noncausal because the exiting time must be
determined based on infonnation on the futme of the system or even of the inputs.
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'3.4 Hybrid automata (20]
From timed automata resp. 1timed Petri nets, it is straightforward to generalize to systems with general dynamics
rather than docks which are active in the discrete states. Hybrid automata include arbritrary continuous
dynamics and discrete transitions which may depend on the development of the continuous dynamics. In a
hybrid automaton, a switched continuous systems is "unfolded" into different discrete locations. Each location
corresponds to one of the discrete modes, i.e. in each location, a specific system of differential equations is
ac·tive. As for tiimed .automata, the conditions for transitions of the discrete state from one location to another can
be expressed by 'logical conditions and events attached to the arcs, or by invariants. Both may contain
comparisons of functions of the continuous variables which appear in the dynamical equations of the states with
each other or with constants. If a transit.ion is enabled and 1the invariant becomes false simultaneously, the
transition (resp. one of the 1enabled transitions if there .is more than one) must be executed. Otherwise, it is
possible that the system remains in the location. It is also possible to associate output events with the transitions.
The initial conditions of £he differential equations which are set when 1the discrete state reaches a location must
also be defined. They may depend on all continuous and discrete state variables in the system.
1

Timed automata are hybrid automata where the dynamics afe of the form

(5)

(x};=l

and the .initialization is restricted such that a continuous state variable either is reset to zero or remains
unchanged. Other subclasses are linear hybrid systems whefe tlhe dynamics are integrators (with different rates)
and both the invariants and the conditions for lhe transitions involve linear expressions of the continuous
variables, and integrator systems which are timed automata where the clocks can be stopped and restarted.
1

For systems with not too many discrete states, hyibrid automata ar·e relatively intuitive models of hybrid systems.
In figs. 3 and 4, the horizontal movement of one pair of rolls and the rotational dynamics of one roll of the
pulling unit described in section 2 are represented as hybrid automata. With each discrete state, a set of
dynamical equations is associated which represents the continuous dynamics for this situation. For the sake of
clarity of the representation, in figs. 3, 4 we adopted the convention that a transition does take place immediately
when its associated condition is satisfied resp. the event occurs rather than using invariants.

Fig. 3: States and transitions of one pair of roHs (horizontal movement)
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Fig. 4: States and transitions of one roll drive
Two inportant obse.rvations can be made for the example. First, it should be noted that these rather transparent
submodels do not represent the full range of possible behaviours of the subsystems but only their specified
behaviour. To illustrate the difference, a full model of the potential states of the roll drive which includes
unwanted situations is shown in fig. 5. At least 7 locations and a lot more transitions than before are necessary to
model both the specified and the unwanted behaviour of one roU drive.
1

1

Secondly, remember that there are two pairs of rolls and 4 roll drives. In a model of the uncontrolled system, all
combinations of the discrete states of all subsystems must be included. Hence the overall system has ·without
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any logical contml - 25x256 ,6..400 1oca,tions. In ,e ach of these locations, the continuous part of the system is
descriibed by a different set of diffel'ential ,equations. It is obvious, that there is l.ittle hope that someone will write
down 6,400 sets of differential equations and draw or program explicitly an automaton which has 6,400
locations. This problem is of course much worse if all potential behaviours are included in the submodels.
Therefore both the hybrid automaton and the switched continuous .system as described in section 3.1 are not
appropriate to model real-world hybrid systems of even moderate complexity.
Hybrid Petri nets can be defined in a simi1ar fashion and share the same principal problem.
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Fig. 5: Drive motor model with all possible behaviours

4 Modular models of hybrid systems
Modularity is one key ,ingredient of an efficient modelling paradigm for hybrid systems. In [21), a modular
modeling paradigm for logic controlled continuous systems was introduced. It consists of ODE-subsystems of
the Tavemini-type with an additional "event input" which can reinitialize the state vector. The logical part is
described by condition/event systems (22]. This idea was developped further in (4,23]. Similar concepts (but not
using condition/event systems) were proposed in [24,25].
We first introduce condition/event systems (cle-systems) as a modular description of discrete systems where the
.interaction is expressed by signals which connect the subsystems, and introduce a generalized switched
continuous block. 'With these two basic elements, hybrid systems consisting of complex discrete and continuous
dynamics can be modelled by the interconncetion of blocks ("objects" if this sounds more modem).

A cle-system can be descr.i'bed by a finite .state automaton with two types of input and output signals:
-

piecewise constant right continuous condition signals which assume values from a finite alphabet
event signals which are almost always zero and assume values from a (different) alphabet.

The use of two types of signals permits a clear and transparent d,istinction between enabling and enforcing of
state transit,ions. Similar signal types are used in logic programming languages.
A c/e-system has a condition input c(t) and an event input d(t), a condition outputp(t) and an event output q (t)
(see fig. ,6 ).
c(t)

p(t)

.

y

q(t)
Figure 6: Condition/event system
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The internal behaviour of a c/e-system is described by the state transition junction F:

s(d e f\5{(), c(f), d(t}),

(6)

where s(t) denotes the limit from the left (which corresponds to the "previous" state), satisfying 'Vse S, ce C:
seFl.,s,c,0), (the system can always remain in the same state if no event occurs), and the condition and event
output junctions G and H
p(t)

=Gl.,s(t). c(t})

(7)

q(t)

=Hl.,s(f), s(t), d (t)),

(8)

satisfying 'Vse S: O=Hf.,s,s,O) (event outputs only are generated if the internal state changes or an event is
received). Note tha,t the c/e-system ,c an be nondetenninistic.
In contrast :to other models, this is a modular input-output description in which all types of interactions of lo gical
systems can be expressed conveniently, and all external quantities are defined as functions of time. Hence the
coupling of c/e-systems and continuous systems is straightforward. In practice, the condition signals are used to
transmit information about the state of another subsystem or the environment and to condition the transitions in
the subsystem on the states of other subsystems resp. ,external condhions. This is not directly possible in
automata models which communicate only via events which are generated as transitions occur. In order to
recover the information about the state of another subsystem from the transitions, a (partial) model of that
subsystem must be included. The event signals carry the information on tra nsitions in other subsystems. In
standard Petri nets only conditions for transitions depending o n the state (the marking) elsewhere can be
expressed and it is not straightforward to couple ,t ransitions unidirectionally, which is achieved here when an
event signal enforces a transition. 'I1he introduction of both rc ondition signals and event signals thus is very
convenient for modelling. However, it is not absolutely necessary, as events can be generated by
"differentiating" condition signals and, reciprocally, conditions can be created from events by suitable additio nal
dynamics (i.e. a certain memory) in the subsystem.
To obtain a general modular modeling parad,igm for hybrid systems, c/e-systems a re coupled with switched
DAE-systems which .include threshold functions to geneiate condition and event outputs from continuous
variables. A switched continuous block is a switched DAE-system as decribed in section 3.1 with the same
inputs, the same continuous outputs and a quantized output vector o and an e vent output vector e.
The condition output ,js generated by quantization functions:
O;

=1 if k;(x,z,u,m) ~ 0 eise O; =0,

(9)

and the component e; of the event output e is nonzero iff o1 changes. e1 indicates the direction of the change.
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The switched continuous block (SCB) may 'f epresent ,t he physical part of the (sub)system, i.e. the (sub)process
together with the discrete :actuatorn a111d sensors. It is connected to the environment by physical streams,
continuous or discrete (usuaHy binary) signals and messages (events). A special case of the switched continuous
block .is a timer (clock). The dock has two modes, rurming (at a certain rate} and stopped, which are switched by
the mode input. An ev·e nt input resets the clock to a (possibly event-dependent) starting time x0 • A condition
output indicates whether 't he clock 'is below or above a threshold, and an .e vent output is generated at the time a
threshold is reached. A clock is a condition/event system as far as the external behaviour is concerned and can
th.us be connected .to other c/e-systems [26).
The DAE-equivalent of Tavemini's differential automaton where the dynamics change when a function of the
continuous variabJes feaches a predefined thfeshold can be built from a switched continuous block and a simple
c/e-system which generates the mode input from the 'e vent output (cf. figure 8). To introduce jumps, the event
output and input can be coupled such that for some or all changes of the quantized variables, a reinitialization
which may depend on the internal variables and the extema~ inputs, takes place. Continuous blocks can be
coupled via the continuous 'i nputs and outputs, but also the d:i screte outputs of one subsystem can be connected
to th.e discrete inpu.ts ·o f another subsystem.
m

SCB

e

f ,igure 8: Tavemini's differential automation modelled by a SCB and a c/e-system
With the logical blocks, more complex logical behaviours can be modelled. Mode changes and state resets then
can depend on the irmer state o.f the log,ical system, and on arbitrary conditions and events in the overall system.
The 1Jogical systems can be organized ·in layers where only the lower layer .c ommunicates with the continuous
system, e.g. to riepresent au,t omation hieral'chies. Discrete dynamical changes ·Can be represented locally by
ind;ividuaI 'logical blocks associated with the continuous subsystems, whereas the global sequence control is
represented by a centr:al supervisory system which can a'l so be modelled as .a n interconnection of timers and
logical blooks. An example is shown in fig. 9.
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Fig. 9: B.lock-modei of a process and a two layer ·c ontrol system
The problem of the explosion of the n.umbe,r of continuous system modeis which was mentioned in section 3.4
can be .r esolved by decomposing the continuous part of the system in.to subsystems which have a moderate
number of discrete modes. These switched continuous blocks then inte.rac,t via continuous inputs and outputs and
may be coupled ~o logical systems which govern the mode switching. This can al~ematively be viewed as one
!big switched conti nuous system which is coupled to several c/e-systems where the large number of possible
dynamical behaviours is not defined explicitly b ut implicitly by subsystems which are switched independently.
Th·is approach is realized in the modelling environment DYMOIA [27} .
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5 Analysis of hybrid systems
5.1 Simulation
As the mathematica'I analysis of hybr,id dynamical systems is V·e ry complex, general models which include the
continuous as well as the discrete behaviour are most useful for simulation studies. It is only recently that simulation systems have become available which allow the implementation and simulation of the type of systems
described above. Many simulat,ion programs, such as MATLABISJMULJNK which is frequently used for simulation of control systems, provide neither features for ev·ent-dr,i ven changes of the model structure nor for logical
subsystems. The simulation of systems with switching with standard integration routines may give incorrect
results or be very inefficient. A MATLAB routine which can handle switched ODEs was developped by Taylor
[28].

DYMOLA [27] is a software package which allows modular modeling of dynamical systems including abrupt
changes of ·the system structure and e.g. hysteresis and stick-slip effects based on bond graph models. Its
strength is the symbolic manipulation of modularly defined equations
produce a minimal description of the
overal'I system. The logical elements are transformed into algebraic equations when the simulation model is
generated. It has been successfully applied to large mechanical systems with state dependent changes of the
system structure. There are, however, no mechanisms provided to define and to handle complex sequences and
logical decisions.

to

gPROMS [9,29} can handle large interconnected systems consisting of DAE-(sub)systems coupled with
automata. The continuous system models are index 1 DAEs with mode changes of the Tavemini type (constant
nume.r of differential equations, continuous state variables) . On a higher level, "tasks" and "schedules", which
may change the system structure including reinitialization of the state variables, can be defined.
BaSiP [30,31] is a modelling and simulation environment specifically designed to model recipe-driven batch
processes. In BaSiP, the dynamics are described locally (in the "technical functions" of the plant) by ODEs
including the generation of discrete signals. Logical systems can be defined locally (to model changes of the
system structure on the subsystem level) as well as globally to perform 1the recipe-driven starting and stopping of
operations, sequentially or in parallel. The dynamical state vector is generated dynamically by assembling the
state vectors of ,t he active components. In BaSiP, .i nteract ions of logical and continuous blocks as described
above are simulated but defined only implicitly by the graphical ,c onfiguration of plants and recipes.

5.2 Verification
Verification of logical programs nowadays is possible for relatively large problems due to the availability of
computers with increasing speed and storage, and by the introduction of efficient data structures for representing
Boolean functions [3 l} and the development of symbolic model checking [32,33} which is an effective method to
search the tree of all possible state sequences of finite transition systems. The basis is a discrete state-transition
model of the system dynamics. The desired properties of the system {both safety and liveness specifications) are
then defined using temporal logic [34] and the program then verifies whether the properties are satisfied.
Symbolic model checking has been applied in digital circuit and computer bus protocol verification.
Applications of these wols to small process control examples can be found in [35,36]. SIEMENS has developped
an inhouse tooi for logical program verification based on the same approach [37).
This technique can be applied to hybrid systems if the continuous part is approximated by a purey discrete
model (cf. [38-40]). In this case, however, much information is lost. Also, real logical control programs for
technical systems often include timeouts etc. which c annot lbe adequately modelled by untimed descriptions.
At present, 1timed automata are .the most general dass of systems for which formal verification methods are
available. HyTech [41], KRONOS [42} and UPPALL [43] are tools for verification of timed automata. These
programs can also compute ranges of threshold values that will guarantee that the specified conditions remain
valid. To date ~his and s•imilar tools have however been applied only to simple examples. If a discretization of
the time axis is introduced, symbolic model checking .c an also be extended to systems with clocks.
In order to apply these tools, the continuous part of the system must be approximated by a timed discrete system.
Such an approximation in genera'l introduces so-catiled spurious solutions, i.e. the discrete system includes
behav.iou·rs which the continuous system cannot exhibit. Thus, if the verification shows that the controlled
system can reach a forbidden state, it may tum out that this will not occur in reality. As the verfication tools also
provide the sequence of events which led to the violation of the specification, a simulation of the original
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,continuous-discrete system can be performed for the critical situations to check the result. If no violation of the
specification is found by the analysis of the timed discrete closed-loop system and if the timed discrete plant
model is an outer approximation of the continuous system. the control logic is prov,e n to work correctly. There is
a tradeotf between the closeness of the approximation and the granularity and the effort to derive the discrete
model. The approximation of continuous systems by disc,rete ,o nes is t~eated in a special session in this
conference as well as in another plenary talk.
A verification technique based ,o n timed c/e-systems (i.e. c/e systems with switched continuous blocks which are
timers) is described in (44]. Recent work has shown that timed c/e-systems are equivalent to timed automata and
can be transfonned into timed automata with moderate computational effort [45]. This allows the use of the tools
ment,ioned above for modular models of hybrid systems built from c/e-systems and timers. A tool for the
verification of process control logic on the basis of timed c/e-system modelsis task is currently being developped
in our group. Preliminary results wi~h this approach were reported in [6). The critical step here is the
composition of the modules into one large system which is then the object of the verification process [46). This
is computationally very costly and moreover .Jeads to a large, unstructured problem for verification. It seems
therefore promising, to perform a compositional analysis where properties of small subsystems are verified and
the correct funct•ioning of the overall syst,em is derived from these proven properties (47). This approach is
currently pursued in a joint research project on the verification of discrete process control by our group together
with a computer science group.
Automatic ~heorem proving is another approach to the verification of logical systems in computer science
(48-50]. Here, the system is described with logical assertions, and properties are verified as theorems by the
proof system. The system description can be refined through tile addition of more assertions. In (51) this
approach was applied to a benchmark boiler control problem. A system which controls an elevator using the
theorem-:proving approach on-line is described in (52]. The problem w,ith this app~oach so far seems to be that
the complexity of the proofs explodes with the size of the problem (typically, tens or hundreds of lemmas must
be formulated and are checked by the proof system for simple problems). A compositional approach here thus is
nec·essary here as well.
The verification problem can also be put as an optimization problem where the "worst possible input" is
computed which should drive the system to a forbidden state. If this can be shown to be infeasible, the correct
operation is proven [53]. The attractive feature of this approach is that this ,can be done for the full system model
and no simplification is needed. On the ,other hand, it leads to a large mixed integer-nonlinear programming
problem which cannot be solved efficiently in general.

6 Concluding .~emark
Hybrid systems abund in reality and pose challenging problems in modelling, simulation and analysis - some
were not treated here, e.g. the occurence of chaos in very simple hybrid systems (54,55} - which are far from
being solved.
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Abstract. The paper describes the motivation of qualitative modelling of dynamical systems, surveys
the principal lines of current research in this field and explains the main idea of an automata-theoretic
approach, which has been successfully used to solve different problems of supervisory control.

1

Introduction

The modelling problem can be rather generally formulated as follows : For a given dynamical system S
and a given set of questions about the behaviour 8 of S, find a representation M that helps to answer
the given questions. Then , M is called the model of S.
This general formulation shows that the model used to solve a given problem has to be adapted to the
questions to be answered. Therefore, there is no unique model but there are many different models Mi of
a given system S. In a broad classification , quantitative and qualitative models have to be distinguished
(Fig. 1).
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Fig. L Quantitative and qualitative modelling of dynamical systems

Quantitative modelling. In many engineering fields as well as in physics modelling a dynamical system
means to find a set of differential or difference equations that precisely describe the system output y ( k)
for given input u(k) and initial state :z: 0 . Such models have the form

x(k + 1) =
y{k)

f(x(k) , u(k)) ,
g(x(k), u{k)),

:z:(O) = :z:o

(1)

(2)

where :i:: E IRn denotes the system state, u E IRm the input and y E IR' the output. This model is referred
to as the quantitative model of the system . The behaviour Bis describes by pairs ( u (t), y(t) ) that satisfy
eqns. (1) , (2) for given zo .
The reason why such models dominate in engineering and physics are manifold:
• Quantitative models make it possible to precisely predict the future behaviour of the system .
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• Quantitative models are compact representations where a single differ,e ntial or difference equation
may describe the performance of the system for a large set of input functions u(t) and initial states
Zo.

• Quantitative models are parametrised, i.e., they can be adjusted to different systems of a given
class by simply changing the parameter values.
However, the application of such models for solving a given problem presupposes that the model together
with the parameter values, the quantitative initial state z 0 and input u(t) are known, and that it is really
a part of the problem to precisely predict the behaviour of the system.

Qualitative modelling. There are many reasons why precise quantitative models are not a suitable
representation of a given system:
• If the system is incompletely known, no precise quantitative model can be set up.

• If the inputs to the system or the initial state can be measured only roughly, the quantitative model
·c annot be used for prediction or simulation.
• If the system behaviour should not be precisely predicted but a qualitative assessment of the
behaviour subject to a given set of input functions or initial states has to be found , the quantitative
model is not the most suitable representation of the system .
d(t)

Conti.nuous·-v:ariable
system

· Measurement
devices
(Quantisers)

Actuators

(Injection)

(U,T)

Fig. 2: Motivation for qualita,tive modelling

A typical situation where qualitative modelling has to be applied is shown in Fig. 2. The system
under consideration can be controlled merely through a block called injection. The input to the system
is given by a .sequence of discrete events (U, T), where U is the name of the event and T the time instant,
or by the qualitative value [u(t)J. The injection block maps this event series to some input function u(t) .
The output y(t) is not precisely known, but merely a quantised information is available, which may be
a sequence of events (Y, T) or a sequence of quantised outputs [y(k )] . d is an unknown disturbance.
The qualitative behaviour [8] is described by pairs of input and output sequences ((U, T) , (Y, T)) or

((u(t)), [y(t)]).
Note that although the systems is again a continuous-variable system that can be described by some
model (1), (2), a quantitative model is not adequate for describing the whole system depicted in Fig. 2
because neither the initial state and the input nor the output can be precisely measured. In this situation
it is more convenient to describe the whole block shown in Fig. 2, which consists of the continuous-variable
system, the injection and the quantiser.
In the following, models are caUed qualitative, if they refer to rough signal and/or parameter values.
In such models the signals and parameters have typically symbolic rather than numeric values. Therefore,
qualitative models refer to discrete sequences of input and output signals. Qualitative models are more
abstract representations of continuous-variable systems as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Problems that can be solved by means of qualitative models. There are many engineering
problems that refer to a qualitative assessment of the behaviour rather than to the quantitatively precise
behaviour, as illustrated by ,t he following problems taken from process control:
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• Process supervision: The task is to decide whether the system performance is within prescribed
tolerance bands or not.
• Process diagnosis: It has to be decided whether some faults occur within the system .
• Supervisory control : Discrete control actions have to be found by using a qualitative assessment
of the current operating conditions in order to avoid safety- critical operation points and to satisfy
given control aims.
Such problems can only be solved with reasonable effort if as many details of the system dynamics and the
current system behaviour as possible are neglected. Qualitative modelling is a way to avoid the difficulties
of setting up a precise quantitative model in situations where this quantitative model is not a reasonable
representation of the system, and to reduce the complexity of the given problem.

2

Fundamentals of qualitative modelling

Qualitative values. The basic question of qualitative modelling is: Which parameter or signal values
are qualitatively equivalent? That is, it has to be decided which details of the system behaviour are
important for a given task and which can be neglected.
This question is, in general, answered by partitioning the input, state, and output spaces. As a
typical example, Fig. 3 shows different regions in the state space of a second-order system , where the
region Q.,(2) may represent perferable operation points whereas Q,,(l), Q.,(3) and Q.,(4) signify states
where control actions have to be applied in order to make the system return into the 'safe' region Q.,(1)
and to avoid that the system reaches the safety-critical region Q,, (5). Often, regular partitions of the
state space are used as shown in Fig. 4, where the qualitative value of the state [:z:] = ([xi] [x 2])' refers
to quantisations of x 1 and x2. For example, all states in the shaded rectangular region have the same
qualitative value (2 - I)' .

(~)
(~) ( ~ )

Q,. (5)

C) U)
Fig. 3: Partition of the state space

Fig. 4: Regular partition of the state space

Qualitative signals. After the signal spaces have been partitioned, a qualitative representation of
signals z(t) can be obtained in two steps. First, the value :z: can be qualitatively described by [z] = z , such
that :z: E Q,,(z). Second , the time axis is decomposed into different inter vals where the interval bounds
are given by time instants at which the signal changes its qualitative value. Both abstraction steps are
illustrated in Fig. 5, where a continuous-variable signal x(t) of the continuous time t is transformed into
a signal with discrete values. The signal values are no longer numerical values but symbolic expressions.
Instead of the continuous time t only discrete time points tk are of interest. If these time points are
numbered, the numbers can be used as qualitative value [t] oft.
Qualitative modelling concerns primarily the quantisation of the signal values. Concerning the temporal abstraction two approaches can be adopted. The abstraction of time t can be made by sampling
where t1 = kT holds as in sampled-data systems. Alternatively, the interesting time points t1: are determined by t he system itself, which is the basic assumption of the theory of discrete-event systems. After
it has been defined what the qualitative signals of a given system are , is is clear that the qualitative
behaviour of the system is given by input sequen·ces [u([t])] and state or output sequences [z( [t])] or
[y((t])], respectively.
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Nondeterminism of the qualitative dynamics. One of the most important aspects of qualitative
modelling is the nondeterminism of the qualitative behaviour [BJ of the system. The reason for this can
be simply explained from a system theoretic point of view. Since the precise v alue of the system state
:z: (to) at a given time to includes all the information that is necessary and sufficient for predicting the
future behaviour y(t) (t 2:: to) of the system for precisel,y given input u(t), the trajectory y(t) cannot be
unambiguously predicted, if only the qualitative state [:z:] and only the qualitative values [u] of the input
are known. This nondeterminism occurs even in the qualitative behaviour described by [y] . It has been
investigated in detail in [13] that the qualitative behaviour is deterministic only under rather restrictive
conditions. Hence, nondeterminism is a general phenomenon encountered in qualitative modelling due
to the lack of information about the state and the input to the system. Consequently, qualitative models
have to be nondeterministi.c.
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Fig. 7: Nondeterminism of the qualitative behaviour

Figs. 7 and 6 illustrate the phenomenon of nondeterminism . Since tbe initial state is only qualitatively
known, the system may generate any trajectory of the set depicted in Fig. 6. These trajectories generate
different sequences of qualitative values [y], which is illustrated by the sequences of events e;i describing
changes of qualitative values. In Fig. 7 i.t is shown that if the system is dealt with as sampled-data system
it moves from one state z(k) E Q., into oue successor state z{k +I) E D 0 . Since Do overlaps with four
different partitions of the state space the system may assume of the four qualitative states z 1 , z 2 , z3 or
Z4, which shows that the qualitative system behaviour is nondeterministic.
Basic questions of qualitative modelling. From a theoretical point of view, the basic questions
that have to be solved when elaborating methods for qualitative modelling and analysis of dynamical
systems are the following:
• Which concepts can be used for qualitative modelling of dynamical systems?
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• How can qualitative models be set up?
• Which formal problems can be solved by means of qualitative models and what is their complexity?
From a practical viewpoint, the following questions have to be answered:
• Are qualitative models easy to be built and applied?
• What software tools can be elaborated?
The following section shows that there are preliminary an:swers to the theoretical questions but that a
broad theoretical framework bas to be elaborated yet . In the second part of the paper an automatatheoretic approach will be described which gives a partial answer to the questions raised. A stochastic
automaton is used as qualitative model, which can be set up either as abstraction of a given quantitative
model or by qualitative identification. It will be shown that such a qualitative model can be used to solve
supervisory control problems.

:3

Research directions in qualitative modelling

Approaches to qualitative modelling of dynamical systems have evolved from different fields. The following gives some entry points into the literature.
Artificial Intelligence approaches. Research work on qualitative reasoning and naive physics has
brought about modelling schemes which imitate the kind of thinking that an engineer or physicist uses
in order to predict the qualitative behaviour of a system [11], [19). Typically the signal values are
characterised merely as being positive, zero or negative. Logic formulas describe the relation among
these signal values. Qualitative simulators have been implemented in order to solve these equations by
means of qualitative algebras.
Although this reasearch direction is now more than 15 years old, industrial applications have not been
really successful. The reason for this is obviously given by the fact that using simply the sign of the signal
values as qualitative values ignores too much of the information that an engineer uses when reasoning
about a given process.
u(t)

I

., Continuous-variable
system

u(t )

I •

(u(t))

Fuzzyfication

y(t)

(y(t)] ,..---- - - .

Fuzzy model

Defuzzyfication

Fig. 8: Fuzzy modelling

The field of fuzzy modelling has a similar motivation . The model should be set up by using the
knowledge about the system dynamics rather than by analysing the system in terms of first principles.
Since the knowledge typically refers to qualitative states, inputs and outputs, the signal spaces are
decomposed into fuzzy sets and the model set up as a set of fuzzy logic implications.
Contrary to qualitative modelling , the input and output signals are described quantitatively precisely.
As illustrated in Fig. 8 the fuzzy model together with the fuzzyfication and defuzzyfication blocks represent
a uniquely defined relation between the quantitative input u(t) and output y(t) . Qualitative signal values
[u] , [y] appear only internally in the model. Hence, fuzzy modelling is a way for setting up quantitative
rather than qualitative models although the internal knowled.ge base gives a discrete representation of
the system .
Hybrid systems.
Research on hybrid systems concerns phenomena that occur in the combination
of continuous- variable and discrete-event systems. Several papers deal with the problem of finding a
discrete control input to a continuous-variable systems by using quantised information about the current
state or output, respectively. In (2] or (17] the quantitative model is used in order to analyse the hybrid
control loop or to reconstruct the precise state from the quantised information.
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Like qualitative modelling this research has to bridge the gap between continuous-variable and
discrete-event system theory. However, the cited literature does not adopt the qualitative point of
view but uses the precise quantitative model for analysis and design purposes.
Qualitative modelling and discrete event systems.
The theory of discrete-event systems has
brought about models that describe the event sequences generated by a given system. Events are typically
given by abrupt changes of ,t he signal values. The models have the form of automata, Petri nets, event
graphs etc. lf a system is described in this way, powerful analysis methods can be applied ( cf, for example,

[15], [l.6]) ..
Since the qualitative behaviour consists of a series of discrete events, the models of discrete-event
systems theory can be applied. One important aim of qualitative modelling is to investigate in which
way discrete event models can be set up for continuous-variable systems.
Different research lines can be distinguished . In [3] and [18} deterministic discrete-event models
are used as qualitative representation. Based on these models, analysis and control principles known
from continuous- variable system theory have been transfered to the discrete-event representation of the
system, for example methods for controller design, state observation or optimal control.
Other authors take the nondet,e rminsm of the qualitative behaviour into account . In [12] a Petri net
is used as qualitative model, which can be used for the design of sequential controllers as described in
[14] . On the other hand, nondeterministic automata are used as in [1] and [13] as will be described in
the next section in more detail.

4

An automata theoretic approach to qualitative modelling

4.1

The modelling problem

For a given discrete-time system (1), (2) with given quantisation of the input, state and output spaces a
model has to be found that has the same input-output behaviour. That is, the system shown in Fig. 9
as a whole has to be described by some model. Note that the continuous-valued part is already assumed
to be discrete in time. The quantisers Qu , Q:: and Qy map the signal spaces IRm, IRn and IRr into the
sets N,, , Nz or N, or integers, respectively.

~k+ I) .,.

ff x(lc.J. u(lc!

y(k) = g ( x(k). ll(k)
''°:

•

~ --

1-!J
'1/:r;(lc)/

~

{y(l:)J

Fig. 9: The modelling problem
Since for a given qualitative initial state [zo] and input sequence

[U] = ([u(O)], [u(l)], ...)
the qualitative behaviour is nondeterministic, the system may generate any qualitative state trajectory
of the set [X([z 0 ] , [UJ)] or qualitative output trajectory of the set [Y([z 0 ], [Ul)] . The model should be
set up in a way that it generates all these qualitative trajectories, that is the relations

Z([zo] , [UI)
W([zo], [U])

2
:::>

[X([zo], [U))]
[Y((zo], [U])]

(3)

(4)

have to hold where Z ('[:i:o], [UJ) and W([zo], [U]) are the sets of state or output sequences of the model.
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4.2

Stochastic description of the qualitative dynamics

Since the qualitative behaviour of the given system is nondeterministic , its dynamical properties can be
characterised by the conditional probability distribution

==

+ 1)] z'
L •( z , , w Iz , v) -_ Prob ( (z(k
(y(k)] w

I(z(u(k(k)])] == vz )

(5)

that describes the probability that the system moves from the current state with qualitative value z under
the influence of the input with qualitative value v into a state with qualitative value z' while generating
an output with qualitative value w.
The qualitative model has the form of a stochastic automaton

(6)
whose behaviour relation L satisfies the condition
ceil (L(z' , wjz, v)) 2'.: ceil (L*(z', wlz, v)).

(7)

where ceil(a) = 1 if a> 0 and ceil(a) = iQ if,a = 0.

4.3

Qualitative identification

The question occurs whether it is possible to find a qualitative model (6) by means of experiments, in
which only qualitative input and output sequences can be measured. The situation is similar to the
identification of quantitative models as illustrated by Fig. 10.
Qualitative identification problem:
Given : Qualitative input sequence [U] ((u(O)], [u(l}) , ... )
Qualitative state sequence [X] = ([z(O)], [z(l}) , ... )
Signal partitions Q., and Qu
Find :
Behaviour relation L satisfying eqn. (7) .

=

L" in eqn. (7) is the unknown conditional probability distribution defined in eqn. (5).
An identification algorithm is described in (8] for linear systems with y
z and, hence, (Y]
The main idea is first to find a set of linear models

=

= [X ).

z(k + 1) = Az(k) + Bu(k)

with interval matrices IA. and Ill! and second to abstract from this set of systems a common qualitative
model.

Qualitative identification algorithm
Given: The partition of the state space Q., and the input space Q.,.
1. Make experiments with the plant by applying a qualitative input sequence [U]

and measure the qualitative trajectories (X].
2. Determine orthotope boundings (A, 6 ) of the system matrices A and B .
3. Determine the behaviour relation L such that the qualitative model satisfies
eqn . (7) for all A ·E IA. and B E B .
Result: Stochastic automaton S, which is a qualitative model of the system (1), (2).
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Fig. 10: Qualitative identification problem

4.4

Qualitative simulation

The qualitative model can be used to predict the future behaviour of a system. For a given qualitative
initial state [z 0 ] and qualitative input sequence [Ul the movement of the system can be described by
Prob([z(k + 1)] = z')
Prob([y (k)]

=

= w)

L L L(z' , wlz, [u(k)]) Prob([:i:(k)] = z)
z

LLL(z' ,wlz,[u(k)]) Prob([:i:(k)] = z)
z'

Prob([z(O)]

= z) =

{~

(8)

w

(9)

z

for
for

z
z

= [zo]

"#

[zo]

( 10)

The first equation describes the state transition of the system and the second the qualitative output. It
has been shown that the automaton satisfies the requirements (3) and ( 4) if and only if its behaviour
relation satisfies eqn. (7) .

5

Process supervision by .m eans of qualitative models

The mo.tivation of this section is given by the observation that on the level of abstraction of supervisory
control continuous-variable systems are ·characterised by their qualitative behaviour. Supervisory control
has, in general, no reference to precise quantitative values of the outputs but to regions Qv of the output
space in which the output vector currently is. The usefulness of qualitative models for solving these tasks
will be illustrated by three example problems.

5.1

Observation of the qualitative state

The qualitative observation problem is similar to the classi cal observation problem where the current
system state has to be determined from measured input and output sequences. However, it distinguished
from the classical problem by two facts. First, the qualitative measurements [y(k )], [z(k)] are no longer
quantitatively precise but qualitative describing some possibly large regions to which the output y (k) and
the input u(k) beiong. Second , the aim is to find the qualitative state [z(k)] rather than a quantitative
estimate of the state :i:(k) (Fig. 11). Note, however, that like in the classical observation problem a
continuous-variable discrete-time system (1) - (2) is the object under consideration.
0
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Problem of qualitative state observation:
Given: Qualitative input sequence [U (O ..T )]
Qualitative output sequence [Y(O .. T))
Find:
Current qualitative state (z(T))
The observation problem can be solved by m eans of the following algorithm (7], where N denotes the
number of qualitative states. The result is a sequence Prob([z(k)]) (k = 0, 1, ... )which gives an estimate
of the discrete probability distribution of the qualitative state of the system.

Qualitative observation algorithm
Given:

Qualitative input sequence [U(O ..T)],
Qualitative output sequence [Y(O ..T)],
Qualitative model L 0 (wlv).

Start:

Prob((z(O))

Iterate:

P9 (k) =I:, Prob((z (k)) = z)
Prob([z(k +I)]= z') = Lz L(z', [y(k )Jlz, [u(k)]) Prob~:(:/l=z)

Result:

Sequence Prob((z(k)]) for k

= z) = fr

for all z E Nz

=0, I, ...

Quantiser
Qy

[~J

Fig. 12: Laboratory tank system

Fig. 11 : Qualita.tive observation
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Fig. 13: Result of the qualitative observation algorithm

As an example consider the tank system shown in Fig. 12. For the observation algorithms merely
the qualitative values of .the inflows and of the outflow are known. The problem is to find a qualitative
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estimate of the levels of the three tanks. Due to the qualitative nature of the measured sign a.ls , no precise
state can be reconstructed. However, the observation algorithm yields the characterisation of the tank
levels by probability distributions as illustrated by Fig. 13 where the probabilities are symbolised by
different grey values: the da.rker the bar, the more likely is the qualitative state.

5.2

Process diagnosis

Qualitative models can also be used for diagnosing faults . Assuming that the qualitative input and output
sequences [U(O .. T)], (Y(O .. T)] are known, it can be checked whether the faultless system can generate
these sequences starting in some initial state. Given the parameters a and the qualitative input and
output sequences [U(O ..T)] and [Y(O ..T)] , each qualitative state sequence [X(O .. T)J can be associated
with the probability Prob ([X(O .. T )] I a, [Y(O .. T)], [U(O ..T)J) that the system follows this trajectory.
Then the diagnostic problem can be formulated in terms of these possible qualitative state sequences
(Fig. 14). As the qualitative state [z(k)] depends on the faults, for each measured qualitative input and
output sequences a cummulative probability

L

Pa(T) =

Prbb ((X(O ..T)) I a, [Y(O ..T)], [U(O .. T)])

(11)

[X(o ..T)]

for all qualitative state sequences with respect to the fault parameter a is defined. The diagnostic problem
is to determine the m ost likely parameter

a* (T)

= rnax
Pa(T} ,
a

(12)

for which the observed system behaviour is consistent with the qualitative model. The faults is considered
to be also qualitative , i.e. the parameter vector belongs to a discrete;-...;;...se'-'t--'A'-·c...·_ _ _ __ _~
Diagnosis Algorithm
·faults
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Fig. 14 : Diagnosis with qualitative measur·ements

F ig. 15: Parallel qualitative observer structure

The diagnostic algorithm described in (9} applies the observation algorithm described in Section 5.1
to different models. This leads to a diagnostic system presented in Fig. 15, which consists of parallel
qualitative observers for each of the faults a EA.

Diagnostic algorithm
Given;

Start:
Iterate:

Qualitative input sequence (U(O .. T)],
Qualitative output sequence [Y(O .. T)],
Set of qualitative models 5 1 , . . . Sq with behaviour .r elations L1 , ... Lg.

=-Ji
=

Let Prob((z(O}] = zla)
for all z EN, and all a E A
Lz Prob([z(k)J zla)
Prob((z(k + 1)] = z' la) = L zL 0 (z 1 , [y (k)]lz, [u (k)]) Probi:b.J:.~)zl a)

P9 (k , a)=

= zla)

Evaluate :

Pa(k ) = L zProb([z(k)]
a*(k) = max.ipa(k)

Result :

Sequence of fault probabilities and the most likely fau lt a*(k ).
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p" ( k) is an estimate of the probability that the fault a is present at time k.
The result of the parallel observers is given in Fig. 16. The diagnosis algorithm uses the qualitative
measurements of all the state variables as indicated in Fig. 12 by the qualitative sensors. The computation
of the maximum is omitted to show how the model probabilities p0 (T) are changing with time. The
probabilities generated by the diagnosis algorithm are drawn in greyscale: the darker the bar, the more
likely the corresponding qualitative model is. The diagnostic algorithm detects the fault " block!" .
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Fig. 17: Principle of the point mapping method

Qualitative control

Qualitative models are appropriate for feedback controller design if the accessible control input is given
by a discrete set of input values. The qualitative controller maps the set of current qualitative states or
outputs into this set of accessible inputs:
[u(k)] = k([y(k)]) .
As a basis for the controller design it has been shown in [10] that the stability of the closed-loop
system can be checked by means of the qualitative model of the plant and the qualitative controller. If
the performance of the closed loop is described by some objective function to be minimised, optimisation
methods can be used to find the control law. Since the input set consist of discrete values, the design
problem is a problem of integer optimisation., which can be solved, for example, by means of branchand-bound methods (6] .

5.4

The QU AMO toolbox

The algorithms necessary for determining qualitative models, analysing the qualitative dynamics , solving observation and diagnostic problems and for designing qualitative feedback controllers have been
implemented in the qualitative modelling ( QVAMO) toolbox for MATLAB. One of the main numerical
problems concern the determination of the behaviour relation L for a given system . Here, cell-mapping
algorithms can be applied as described in [4) . Since the system can be nonlinear, the mapping of a grid
of points covering a given partition Q.,(i) of the qualitative state space by the system operator has to be
investigated as illustrated by Fig. 17. The QUAMO toolbox is available from the author.

5.5

Conclusions

Qualitative modelling ooncerns the problem of describing tbe behaviour of a dynamical system without
reference to precise quantiative signal values. The paper has described the motivation for using such
kind of models and surveyed an automata-theoretic approach. Qualitative models are appropriate to the
solution of more abstract problems like those occuring in process supervision.
Engineers are used to solve problems on different levels of abstraction. It is, therefore, an interesting
challenge to investigate ways for combining quantitative and qualitative models. Then, more abstract
questions like those concerning the existence of a solution to a given control problem can be answered
by means of the qualitative model whereas the quantitative model can then be used to solve the control
problem under real-time constraints. One way for such a combination has been described in [5] where
a Petri net as qualitative model has been combined with differential equations describing the system
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performance in more detail if the system state z is within a given qualitative partition Q,. of the state
space.
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THE STRUCTURE AND CONSISTENCY OF THE MODEL-BASE FOR
QUALITATIVE MODEL-BASED DIAGNOSIS
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H-1518 Budapest POBox 63, HUNGARY
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Abstract. The structure and internal consistency of dynamic analytical process models is described in
this paper. Moreover, the external consistency of the facets of analytical models as well as the external
consistency with their qualitative counterparts is also investigated. Thereafter it is shown how such a
knowledge can be used in the design and implementation of an object-oriented model-base for
qualitative model-based diagnosis of chemical processes.

I. Introduction
Process modelling is a basic activity both in systems and control theory and systems engineering. Almost
all areas of process control and diagnosis rely on dynamic process models. These areas include design,
control, optimization and process scheduling as well as faul.t detection and fault diagnosis. Over the past
10 years the!'e has been a number of projects which have attempted to develop modelling environments
for different purposes, amongst which :are OMOLA [l], MODEL.LA [9], ASCEND[?] and the work of
Vazquez-Roman[l l].
Many of these emironments are concerned with the generation of model equations describing
the system d)namics. These equation generation systems use some form of process description. This can
be an interactive session which allows the user to draw a schematic of the process topology and then fill
in details of the specific units which have been chosen. From this the differential-algebraic equations are
automatically ,generated.
At the same time little has been done in analyzing the structure, syntax and semantics of these
process models [2]. The aim of this paper is to show how such a knowledge can be used in designing
and implementation of an object-oriented model-base for qualitative model-based diagnosis of chemical
processes.

2. The qualitative diagnostic toolbox
The qualitative diagnostic toolbox encapsul.ates various qualitative model-based diagnostic methods:
• diagnosis based on coloured Petri nets (CPNs) [6],
• diagnosis based on signed directed graphs (SDGs) [8],
• diagnosis based on fault symptom trees (FSTs) (3),
• diagnosis based on multilevel flow modeling (MFM) f4] .
The toolbox itself is an intelligent system consisting of the two functional parts:
• the diagnostic modules encapsulating the method dependent software modules and
• joint, method independent modules (collected in the framework of the toolbox) that serve as support
to 'the specific diagnostic procedures.
The main elements of the qualitative model-based diagnostic toolbox are shown on Fig. l . The
oval blocks represent procedures or algorithms, while the rectangular blocks correspond to the data
structures. A shadow of a block means that there are different blocks for the different diagnostic
methods.
Major part of the knowledge about the process is component centered and is contained in the
Unit library. This library consists of the set of objects associated to the process units. Each object
contains different models of the wilt that can be
• analytical,
• CPN models,
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• SOG models,
• FSTs and
• lv1FMs.
In addition, the information about measurement points along with the faulty modes of the
corresponding mtit is buried within the object as welt The relation between 1the different models of the
same mrit (for example the relation between the SDG model and the analytical model) is described by a
set of rules ensuring the consistency of the Unit library.
For easier manipulation, a graphical icon is associated to the object. Different objects can be
connected together in order to represent different plant configurations in terms ofjlowsheets. Hence, the
qualitative models to be diagnosed are bwlt from the elements in the Unit library.
A flowsheet is regarded as a directed graph the vertices of which can be either units or other
flowsheets whilst the edges correspond to lhe connections between units or other flowsheets. Consistency
rules ensu~e correct connections between the units. Such .an object-oriented representation of the process
knowledge allows for easy tlowsheet building from the Flowsheet and Unit libraries. It also ensures easy
integration of new process units and their models.
The model-base of the toolbox is then consists of the Flowsheet and Unit libraries together with
rules ensuring internal and external consistency ofthe model elements.
The Model browser serves for updating the elements of the Unit and Ffowsheet libraries. It
allows viewing and editing icons and qualitative models of the wtits. The user is also able to assemble,
vie\\' and ·edit flowsheets from these components and connections.
Based on the assembled flowsheets the method specific Model synthesis module generates
models used for qualitative fault diagnosis. Where appropriate, the diagnostic models are generated
interactively by the user.
Diagnostic reasoning is perfonned within the Diagnostic engines which are also method
specific. The input of the Diagnostic engine is provided by the Data preprocessor which converts either
measured or simulated data into the qualitative fonn according to the method applied.
The information in the Measured data files can be viewed and edited by the Data browser
which gives the description of the situation in which tile data is measured. Also, time diagrams of the
data can be displayed, e.g. to check the consistency with the results of the diagnosed faults when
measured data describing. simulating a fault are used.
Diagnostic results from the Diagnostic engine hav.e a unified form indicating the detection time
of a fault, location of the fault and the related probability measure.

Equipment

Qualitative
!Models
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Model
brow.;e<

Models in

MATLAB

Diagnosis
Results

Measured

Data

Descriptor

©USER
Fig. 1. The strucrure of the fauJt diagnostic system
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The diagnostic toolbox also allows the transfonnation of the models into Matlab models by the
.A.'1odel transfer module. This module aHows the user to simulate the processes in the
MAJLAB/Simulink environment so that the simuJlated data can be used as inputs for the Diagnostic
engine through the Data preprocessor. Process faults simulated in this way can be used for testing the
methods in the toolbox in an easy manner.
The toolbox is under construction in G2 (4J .

Process models from first engineering principles for pmcess control and diagnosis are usually in the
form of Differential-Algebraic Equation (DAE) systems. The differential part of the equations originate
from lumped dynamic conservation balances and the algebraic part is of mixed origin. It can encounter
•
transfer rate expressions,
•
physico-chemical property relations,
•
balance volume relations,
•
equipment and control constraints.
The development of lumped dynamic process models follows a systematic procedure where in
t he first step the fi nest set of mass balance volumes are fixed. If only lumped models with initial values
are considered and the physico-chemical pmperties in each phase are assumed to be functions of the
ithennodynamical state variables {temperature. pressure, composition) only then one can setup uniquely a
process model, the so called.free model over the set of the specified mass balance volumes. The structure
of the free model is fixed by first engineering principles, its structural elements are identified and their
internal relationships define the internal consistency of a free model.
All ·the other models are .seen to be derived from the free model by assumptions, which define
additional ma1thematica1 relationships or constraints between model variables, equations and parameters.
Contradiction-free assumptions preserve the structural elements and the internal consistency of any
derived process model.
A DAE model equation set, describing a partial model over a balance volume, can be regarded
as an elementary process knowledge item, i.e. a facet of the model-base. Consistency between the
equations and equation terms within the same facet is called internal consistency while inter-facet
consistency is termed external consistency.

3.1. An example
Let us illustrate the notion of the elementary process unit class, flowsheet, the connection class, sockets
and pins through an example. Figure 2. depicts the situation. We have two elementary process units (i.e.
a stirred tank with inlets for hot and cold water and a valve that controls the outflow from the tank) and
.one connection (i.e. the connection between the tank and the valve).

~
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Figure 2. Stirred 1tank
Let us concentrate on the tank. It has two in.lets (c.f. indices Tl and T2) and one outlet (c.f.
index T3). Each in(out)let can be associated with three physical quantities (i.e. flow (Q), pressure (p)
and temperature (D). Relations between input and output flows and temperatures can be expressed with
the :following equations:
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dh - ]_ (0 + 0 - 0 )
dt - A - TL -n -n
dTr,
1
d(= Ah(QnCTn -Tn)+QnCTn -Tn)

(1)

Pn =Po
Pn =Po
Pn = Pn + pgh

3.2 Internal consistency
It is intuitively clear that the equations and the terms of the equations within a process model are not
completely independent of each other but they could be related. It is usually assumed that the equations
in a process model are not in formal contradiction.
Moreover, the convective and transfer terms in the mass balance equation for a given balance
volume induce convective and transfer terms in the energy and component mass balance equations of
the same balance volume, because mass and component mass flows always carry energy with them.
In the example the convective energy flow term QTITTJ in equation l is induced by the
convective mass ·flow term Qr1 in equation 1. Moreover, the energy transfer tenn QnTn in equation 1 is
induced by the mass transfer term Qn in equation I.

3.3 Ext-e mal consistency
One type of ex1ema1l consistency is the connection type external consistency which ensures that only
appropriate quantities can be connected by a connection, e.g. mass type variable cannot be connected to
an energy type variable. In the example the pressure of ,the valve Pn ,can be equal only to another
pressure type quantity, e.g. sum of Pn plus pgh in equation I .
The other type of external consistency exists between two different type of models e .g. SDG and
CPN. This consistency is centered around the analytical model of the system. because all qualitative
models originate from it. For example, the SDG model of the system in the example would have the
variables as its vertices and the equations would give the 'edges between the different vertices. E.g. Pn.
Pn and h would be vertices and there would be edges from p11 to Pn and fro m h to Pn.

4. The model-base of the .toolbox
The software structure of the model-base of the toolbox is defined using a PC - based CASE tool System
Architect [l I], which, among others, supports Shlaer - Mellor object - oriented analysis.
The model elements are implemented as a set of classes and instances. The structure is based on
the assumption 1that an arbitrary chemical process can be represented by a flowsheet. Every flowsheet
can be defined as a direc·ted graph, where units correspond to vertices and connections among them to
. edges.
Process_ Unit class contains knowledge about process components .and process flowsheets.
Process units can be connected together by means of connection links related to the Connection class
instances. Every process unit can be modelled by different qualitative models (MFM. SDG. FT, CPN).
These qualitative models ar,e attached to the Process_Unit class through Qualitative_Model class. This
object class is decomposed into four subclasses that correspond to different qualitative modelling
methodologies.
in order to facilitate the description and to avoid perpetual distinction between classes and
instances it might be helpful to introduce the following terms:
•
Elementary_PU (Elementary Process Unit, EPU),
•
Complex_PU (Complex Process Unit, CPU),
•
Physical Component (PC),
•
Flowsheet.
Elementary_PU and Complex_PU are object classes; more precisely, they are subclasses of the
Process_Unit ctass. The purpose of llie Elementary_PU is to define the class of basic (undividable) parts
of the process (e.g. classes of valves, pumps, reactors, etc. ). Complex_PU refers to the classes of any
aggregation either of Elementary_PU or other Complex_PUs. Physical component is an instance of the
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class EPU (e.g. concrete valve with concrete characteristic). Similarly, the flowsheet represents the
instance of the Complex_PU class.
Physical components (PC) are nodes in the flowsheet graph. All features of the physical
components are defined by the Elementary_PU (EPU) dass. Physical components are therefore modelled
as offspring (i.e. subclass) of the EPU classes. Major features of PC (as the EPU class instance) are
depicted in Figure 3. A socket is a point where a PC communicates with the environment. Each
component has one input and one output socket. Each socket consists of zero to n pins. Each pin
transfers one relevant physical value (e.g. flow, current, voltage, tank level, etc.). Each pin has its
corresponding name. Physical components are connected among themselves through the so-called
connections. There ·c an be more than one connection associated with one socket.

, ------ ... '

'

Constructor :

r

!

Output
socket

Analytica!l I
Model

,I

ID, Name, lcoo

J,

"" - - - - • "

Input
socket

Figure 3.
Physical component (instance of Elementary_PU)
A connection is a link between two EPUs (e.g. EPU 1 and EPU2). Each connection transfers one
or more values. The purpose of a connection to map and mask a vector of relevant values from the EPU1
output vector .to the EPU2 input vector. The mapping mechanism is performed through the attribute
Patchboard. Most of input pins (i.e. output elements of the input process unit) map to the input pins of
the output process unit. It is possible to omit some input pins, but all output pins must be used. It is
possible to make several connections on the same PC socket, until only one output connection pin
connects to one input socket pin.

5. Summary
The qualitative model based toolbox for the model-based diagnosis was described with the concept of the
consistent model-base in the toolbox. The structure of and consistency of dynamic process models were
investigat·ed. The structure, the internal and external consistency of a dynamic analytical process model
and the external consistency of the different models of a dynamic process were shown on a simple
example. Then it was shown how this can be used in the qualitative diagnostic toolbox to form the
object--0riented model-base to perform qualitative model-based diagnosis.
AckMwledgment . The r;esearch has been supported by the EC through COPERNICUS grant
CT94-02337 and by Hungarian Research Fund through grant T0 17108 which is gratefully
acknowledged.
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Abstract. The interest in data driven approaches to the acquisition of fuzzy systems is increasing. Most of the
approaches in the literature emphasize the global quantitative accuracy and not the transparency and interpretability
of the resulting model. This paper discusses methods based on similarity analysis that, without perfonning
additional knowledge or data acquisition, allow for the generation of fuzzy models of varying complexity. While
models for simulation emphasize numerical accuracy, models for understanding the system and for operator
interface are required to be transparent and interpretable. An application of the presented fuzzy modeling
techniques to an air-conditioning system is described.

lntrnductio.n
Computational Intelligence techniques, such as fuzzy and neural systems, have proven to be useful in modeling
of complex nonlinear systems. Both fuzzy and neural systems are recognized as universal approximators. Traditionally, a fuzzy model is built by using expen knowledge in the form of linguistic rules. Recently, there is
an increasing interest in obtaining fuzzy models from measured numerical data. Different approaches have been
proposed for this purpose, like fuzzy relations 1[ 13], neural network training techniques [9), and product-space
clustering [2] . However, most of these approaches emphasize the global quantitative accuracy of the resulting
model, and little attention is paid to linguistic and qualitative aspects, see e.g. [11] for an example.
In this paper, we discuss methods based on similarity analysis that can be applied to fuzzy models in order to
obtain models of varying complexity and qualitative propenies depending on the purpose of the modeling exercise.
Three approaches are considered: 1) iterative compatibility analysis [l], 2) similarity relations, and 3) linguistic
approximation. The approaches do not require additional knowledge or data acquisition. The user can fine-tune
the numerical accuracy and transparency in order to obtain a suitable model.
The presented techniques are generally applicable to fuzzy rule-based models, and are illustrated on a fuzzy
model of an air-conditioning system obtained from numerical data by means of product-space clustering. In the
following sec·tions, the used model structu!'e and modeling method are first shortly described. Then the three
approaches to model simplification are presented. FinaHy, the approaches are applied to the fuzzy model of the
air-conditioning system, and the results are discussed with respect to accuracy, interpretability and computational
load.

The Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model
A rule-based model of the Takagi-Sugeno (TS) type [12) is considered. It consist of a set of fuzzy implications,
or rules, which each describe a local input-output relation, typically in a hnear form :

R. : Wi(H X1 is Ai1and ••. and Xn is Ainthen Yi =

a ix +bi), i = 1, 2, . .. , K.

(1)

Here R. is the ith rule, x = [x 1 , ... , xnf is the input (antecedent) variable, Ail, ... , Ain are fuzzy sets defined
in the antecedent space, Yi is the rule output, and Wi is the rule weight. Typically, Wi
1, Vi, but it can be adjusted
during the model reduction. K denotes the number of ru1les in the rule base, and the aggregated output of the
model, f;, is ca'lculated by taking the weighted average of the rule consequents:

=

~

y

=

L~1 wd31Yi
K

L.1=1 w1f31

'

(2)

where f3i is the degree of activation of the ith rule:
f3i = IIj=lµA; ; (Xj),

i

= 1, 2,. .. , K,

(3)

and µA• ; (xi) : .m. ~ [O, 1] is 1the membership function of the fuzzy set A;j in the antecedent of Iii.
The structure identification is that of detennining the input and the output variables of the fuzzy system. The
regression ma·trix X and an output vector y are constructed from data measurements:
xT

= [x1 , .. . ,XN],
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YT

= [y1 ,. . . , yN]·

(4)

Here N » n is the number of samples used for identification. The objective of identification is to construct the
unknown nonlinear function y = /(X) ~rom the data, where f is the TS model (1).
The number of rules, K, the antecedent fuzzy sets, Aij, and the ,consequent parameters, ai, bi are determined
by means of fuzzy clustering in the product space of X x Y. Hence, the data set Z to be clustered is composed
from X and y :

zT = [X;y].

(5)

Given Zand the number of clusters K, a fuzzy clustering algorithm [7, 3) is applied to compute the fuzzy partition
matrix U. This provides a description of the system in terms of its local characteristic behavior in regions of the
data identified by the clustering algorithm, and each cluster defines a rule (2). Cluster validity measures can be
applied to select a suitable fuzzy partition of Z [6].
The fuzzy sets in the antecedent of the rules are obtained from the partition matrix U, whose ikth element
µ 11c E [O, l] is the membership degree of the dat.a object z1c in duster i. One-dimensional fuzzy sets Aij are
obtained from the multidimensional fuzzy sets defined point-wise in the ith row of the partition matrix U = [µ.i1c]
by projections onto the space of the input variables x i:
(6)

where proj is the point-wise projection operator [10]. The point-wise defi,ned fuzzy sets Aij are approximated by
suit.able parametric functions in order to compute µ.A,; (x3) for any value of x; .
The consequent parameters for each rule are obtained as a weighted ordinary least-square estimate. Let
= [af; bi), let Xe denote the matrix [X; I] and let w. denote a diagonal matrix in lR.N xN having the weighted
degree of activation, wd3;(x1c), as its kth diagonal element. If the columns of Xe are linearly independent and
wif3i(x1c) > 0 for I :::; k S N, 1then the weighted least squa11es solution of y = Xe9 + f becomes

er

(7)

Simplification and redudion
The transp.al'ency of fuzzy rule-based models obtained from data is often hampered by redundancy present in the
form of many overlapping compatible fuzzy sets. In [1] we proposed to use a similarity measure to asses the
compatibility (pair-wise similarity) of fuzzy sets in the rule base, in order to identify fuzzy sets that can be merged.
Fuzzy sets estimated from data can also be similar to the universal set, adding no information to the model. Such
se.ts can be removed from the antecedent of a rule. These operations reduce the number of fuzzy sets in the model.
&eduction of 'the rule base follows when the premises of some rules becomes equal. Such rules are combined
in~o one rule. In the foUowing, we discuss three approaches to model simplification and reduction. To asses the
compatibility of fuzzy sets we apply the fuzzy analog to the Jaccard index [4]:

I A13 n Amj I

Cjlm

= I At; U Am; I'

(8)

where l, m = 1, 2, ... , K, and Cjlm E [O, I] . Then and U operators are the intersection and the union, respectively,
and I · I denotes the cardinality of a fuzzy set. The measure c;1m quantifies the compatibility between the fuzzy
sets A13 and Am; in the rules R1 and R.n. respectively.
lterativ1e compatibility analysis. This approach is based on iterative mergin,g of compatible fuzzy sets (1). It
requires two thresholds from the user, >.,"'( E (0, 1) for merging compatible fuzzy sets and removing fuzzy sets
compatible with the universal set, respectively. In each iteration, the compatibility between all fuzzy sets in each
antecedent dimension is analyzed. The pair of fuzzy sets having the highest compatibility c > ). are merged. A
new fuzzy set is created by merging and the rule base is updated by substituting this fuzzy set for the ones merged.
The algorithm again evaluates the updated rule base, until there ~e no more fuzzy sets for which c > >.. Fuzzy
sets compatible with the universal set are removed from the rules in which they oc·cur. The algorithm is given in
Table la.
Similari;t y relations. Also this approach requires two thresholds >. and "Y· For each antecedent dimension,
j = I, ... n, a similarity relation between the fuzzy sets is obtained in two steps: First a K x K binary fuzzy
compatibility relation C; = [c;1m] is calculated, whose elements are obtained by (8). C; is reflexive and symmetric.
Second, a similarity relation, S;, is calculated as the max-min transitive closure, GT;. of C; [8):
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I. Cj = max(Ci(Ci o C;)).
2. If Cj

I

Cj, set Ci = Cj and go to l.

3. Stop: CTi

= Cj . set S;

= Cr;-

Here o is the max-min composition. The lmth element of Sj, [s;1m]. gives the similarity between Ail and A;m·
For each antecedent dimension, the fuzzy sets having similarity s jlm > A are merged. Fuzzy sets compatible with
1the universal set are removed. The algorittun is given in Table lb.
Table 1: Two algorithms for fuzzy rule base simplification

I

Given a rule base R = {R;

i

= 1, ... , K},

where R; is given by (I ).

Repeat:
Step l: Select the two most compaJible fuzzy sets:

Repeat for j = 1, 2, ... , n:
Step 1: Cakulate similarily relation:

=
=

Cj
J=l .... ,n
i,p=l, ... ,K

S;

Step 2: Merge selected fuzzy sets:

Until:

Cjlm

=

=
=

ALj

= MERGE(ALi ),

set A1i, Ami

= 1, 2, ... , K,

(cj1mJ,

l,m

(Sjlm] =

CTj ·

Step 2: Merge similar fuzzy sets:

If Cjlm > >. merge A1; and Amj,
Ac;

Select the thresholds >., "Y E (0, 1):

Aci

Aci .

{A1j

I Sjlm > >., l #: m},

MERGE(ALj),

VA1i E AL;, set A1i

< A.

= Aci ·

Step 3: Remove fuzzy sets similar to univeroal set:

Step 3: Remove fuzzy sets similar to universal set:
1, 2, ... , n, calculace
For j

=

i= l ,2, . .. , K ,
i

= 1,2, . . . ,K,
where µ u;

where µu;

if Cij > /, remove

= 1, 'rlx;.

If c;; > -y, remove A;j from the antecedent of~-

= 1, \;/xi.
A;; from the antecedent of R;.

(b) Similarity relations

(a) Iterative compatibility analysis

The first approach merges only one pair of fuzzy sets per iteration and the rule base is updated between iterations.
The second approach merges all similar fuzzy sets per dimension simultaneously. The use of the transitive
similarity relation gives diffor;ent results than the iterative approach. Merging of fuzzy sets is accomplished by
letting the support of the union of the sets in AL; be the support of the new fuzzy set Ac;. This guarantees
completeness of the antecedent space. The kernel of Ac; is given by averaging the kernels of the sets in AL; .
If the antecedents of p 2'. 2 rules becomes equal, the p rules can be replaced by one common rule R e·
The consequent parameters of the reduced rule base can be re-estimated from training data (7), or one can
calculate the parameters of Re from the parameters of the p removed rules. The latte r does not depend on the
availability of data. This approach is now described : Let Q C { 1, 2, ... , K} be an subset of rule indices such that
A 1;
Am;, j
1, 2, ... , n, Vl, m ,E Q. RQ tlhen denotes the set of rules with equal antecedents. The rule Re
replaces RQ , and its antecedent part equals that of RQ, i.e. Ac; = A1;, j
l, 2, ... , n, l E Q. R e accounts for RQ
by weighting Re wi,tJh the total weight of RQ , We
:EiEQ Wi, and its consequent is an average of the consequents
of RQ. Thus, the .set of rules RQ is represented by a single rule Re with weight We and consequent parameters

=

=

=

=

9c=

w1 'L:w;9;.

(9)

c i EQ

Let Q = { 1, .. . , K} - Q, the model output (2) now becomes
:Z:iEQ Wi____
fJiYi + Wcf3cYr
y = _....;:_;;.__
__
LiEQ W i f3i
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+ Wcf3c

(10)

This substitution of RQ by Re does not alter the input-output mapping of the TS-model (1 ).

Linguistic approximation. A fuzzy model can be interpreted by means of linguistic approximation [5]. Using
(8), the fuzzy sets in the model are compared to reference fuzzy sets and their modifications by linguistic hedges.
The model is described in terms of the labels of the reference fuzzy sets. By substituting the reference fuzzy sets
for the original fuzzy sets, the model can be directly interpreted linguistica!Uy as well as verified in simulation.
Titree reference fuzzy sets are used in our example, 'Small', 'Medium ' and 'Big', shown in Fig. la, together with
the linguistic hedges in Table 2.

linguistic hedge

operation

very A

µ~

rather A

int(µ~)

more or less A

..jiiA

0.2

0.4

Table 2: Linguistic hedges.
linguistic hedge operation
~, .µA(.x) ,
More than A
1,

1,
µA(x),

Less than A

0.6

=

ifx < min{x I µA (x)
l},
if x ~ min{x I µA(x) = l} .
if x ~ max.{x I µA(x)
ifx > max{x I µA(x)

= l} ,
= l}.

0.8
(b) Air-conditioning system

(a) Reference fuzzy sees

Figure 1: Reference fuzzy sets (a) and the system considered in the application(b).

Application to a model of an air-conditioning system
We consider a model of an air-conditioning system consisting of a fan-coil uni1t. Hot or cold water is supplied to
the coil through a valve. In the unit, outside (primary) air is mixed with re,~um air from the room, see Fig. lb.
From systems measurements, a TS fuzzy model of has been obtained by clustering in ten clusters. The model
predict the supply air temperature Ts based on its present and previous value, the mixed air temperature Tm• and
the heating valve u, thus:
x(k)

= [Ts(k), T

5

(k - 1), u(k - 1), Tm(k)),

y(k)

=T

5

(k + 1).

( 11)

The model consist of ten rules, ,each with four antecedent fuzzy sets, of the form:

R;: IF Ts(k) is Ail and T 5 (k -1) is A;2 and u(k- 1) is A;3 and Tm(k - 1) is A;4THEN Ts(k

+ 1) is Yi

The total of 40 antecedent fuzzy sets used by the model are shown in Fig. 2. Applying the similarity relation
approach of Table lb with>.= .8 and 'Y = .9 gives an interesting result for the two antecedent variables Ts(k)
and T 5 (k - 1). The partitioning of their domains are practically equal. lbis result is supported by knowledge
about sampling time and systems dynamics. This suggests that one of the two variables could be removed from
the model in further analysis. The simplified and reduced model consist of only 4 rules, given in Table 3, and 9
fuzzy sets, shown in Fig. 3. The new model is mme transparent, and considerably faster than the original one. In
a recursive simulation consisting of397 predictions using unseen data, the original model uses 1.4 Mftops, while
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the simplified model uses 0.4 Mflops. In this simulation, 1the root mean square (RMS} error of the original model
is 1.89, while ,t he RMS error of the new model is l.91.
The application of linguistic approximation to the original model also gives a highly reduced rule base with
JO qualitative linguistic ~erms in 5 rules with the following antecedent parts:

lfT, (k) is More than Low,
IfT, (k ) is Less than High,

IfT,(k) is More than Low,

T , (k - 1) is More than Low,
T , (k - 1) is Lessthan High,
T,(k - l ) is Less than High,

11.(k - 1) is More than Low,
11.(k -1) is More than Low,
u(k - 1) is Less than High,

If T, (k) is Less than High,
IfT,(k) is Less than High,

T.(k - 1) is Less than High,
T. (k - 1) is Less than High,

u(k - 1) is Medium,
u(k - 1) is More or less Med.,

T,,.(k) is Less than High
T,,.(k) is Less than High

T,,,(k) is More than Low
Tm (k) is Less than High
T,,.(k) is Less than High

The linguistic description matches the simplified model in Fig. 3 quite well. For both variables T_, (k) and
Ts (k - 1), a partition into two fuzzy regions is found , and for variable u(k - 1), a partitioning in four fuzzy regions
is found . For the input T m(k) , both methods recognize the region 'L ess ~ban High', but the linguistic models also
uses the region 'More than Low'. This region is removed from the simplified model due to its similarity with the
universal set, and is thus implicit present with a membership 1 in the rules in Table 3 when D 1 is not used. The
accuracy o f the linguistic model is verified in a recursive simulation giving an RMS error of 2.17.

Conclusions
We have presented methods for complexity reduction in fuzzy models acquired from numerical data. The
methods are based on similarity analysis of the fuzzy sets used in the antecedent space of the model. Distinction
is made between iterative rule base reduction, reduction based on transitive similarity relations, and linguistic
approximation.
The consequent parameters of the reduced fuzzy models can be re-estimated by least-squares techniques or
recomputed from the parameters of the original model. The presented techniques have been applied to the fuzzy
modeling of an real-world air-conditioning system. It is shown that the originally obtained model can be strongly
reduced , allowing for qualitative interpretation, and faster computations, without deteriorating the prediction
accuracy.
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Abstr.act. The analytical solution of the differential system modeling the enthalpy balance of a lumped heat exchanger

has been developed for constant fluid flows and stepwise input temperatures. The interest of such a solution is illustrated
with simulations aiming at comparing this solution with lhe true solution resulting from the resolution of the partial
differential system describing the enthalpy balance of the heat exchanger.

1. Introduction
Together with other works [3] , this study aims at proving the gains which can be obtained by solving analytically a
partial differential problem, and this as far as possible before using approximate numerical methods. The example
proposed consists of lhe mathematical model of a convective heat transfer between two fluids in flow. The non
unifonnity of the fluid temperatures leads to a distributed parameter problem which has to be solved analytically [I]
and/or nwnerically [6].
Using the well-kno'Nil approximated method of segmentation into finite volumes [2, 4, 5, 7] at uniform temperature,
that system can be reduced to a system of 2N ordinary differential equations (N being the number of finite volumes).
The exchanger considered here is an industrial co-cwrent flow apparatus. In situ measurements show that the
temperature of the cold fluid can be assumed uniform. Nevertheless, due to the synunetry of the model, an analytical
solution of the system of2N ODE's resulting from the segmentation is proposed in the general case of two non unifonn
fluids. It will be shown that the simulated temperatures in the different cold volumes are almost identical, in agreement
with the hypothesis of uniformity. This analytical solution has been developped for constant flows and for stepwise
variations of the input temperature. The proposed method allows the estimation of the temperatures at given times
without any numerical integration. Moreover it has the advantage of predicting the steady-state temperatures for both
fluids thanks to a simple matrix product. The temperatures estimated by this method will be compared to the "true"
values given by the analytical solution [ l] of the distributed parameter model by doing the hypothesis of the cold flow
unifonnity.
The second section briefly presents the process and its mathematical models. The analytical solution of the system
of 2N ODE's is given in the third section. The founh section is devoted to the solution of the distributed parameter model
by doing the hypothesis of the cold flow tmifonnity. The simulated temperatures obtained by both methods are presented
in the fifth section. Conclusions are discussed in section six. The resolution of the differential system of2N ODE's is
presented in appendix 1.The notations and numerical values for the simulations are given in app endix 2.

2. Description and mathematical models of the process
We consider here a co-current flow heat exchanger involving two liquid fluids. The flows and the input temperature of
the cooling fluid are assumed time constant. The hot fluid comes out a previous exothermic reactor and must be cooled
down to a given temperature. The mathematical models, which will be used in the simulations of the next sections, are
given below. The significance of the symbols is given in appendix 2 .

Energy balance for the t• volumes

(!)
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where i = 1 ... N

0

Note thatT0

= T 0~

0

(2)

IN

and Tr == T r .

For an infinite segmentation of the exchanger, the energy balances are modeled by the following partial differential
system:

(3)

Assuming that the temperatlll'e of the cold flow is wtiform, it ,can be shown that the system (3) can be reduced to :

(4)

3. Analytical solution of the finite volume model
The system (2) of2N OOE's describing the energy balances of the 2N finite volumes can be written in matrix form as
follows:

dT
= AT + B
dt

(5)

-ar 0
Pr - ar 0

0

«r 0
0

P,T,IN

0

a:f

0

0

..
0

0

a:.

0

0

a.

·..

0

Pr - ar 0 ...
0 - a. 0

P.

a:f
0

T +

- a. 0

0

p TIN
• •
0

0
0

0

a:.

0

0

P. -a•

0

Where T is the column vector of the temperatlll'es Tri and T 0 ;: T = 1[T/T/. ..TtT0 1 T / ...T.N ] , ar= a r+ Pr and

USexch
USexch
Nqr
N'k)
v·a:.= c v'Pr = -y , ~.=-y- ·
PrCPr f
Pe Pc e
f
c
The resolution is presented in appendix I. The considered time dependence of the input hot fluid temperature is the
a. = a:.+'P . (ar ;:

following:
(6)
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4. Analytical solution of the partial differential system
The genera] solution of the partia1 differential equation (4) is given by [ l]:
x

= e --; Tr (O,t- l!.x)u(x)u(t-1!.x)

Tr(x,t)u(x)u(t)

ex

ex

(7)

x

where
Tr(x,O)
T(O)
•

= (T/"11 -T/O))e -;

+ T 0 (0)

(~N.)T.™ + ((acx0 )/L) (l -e -ua)TrrNI

= ~~~~~~~~~~('leN.) +((a <X0 )/L)(l -e -ua)

U is assumed that the initial temperatures are in steady state.

The simulation ofT .(t) needs the computing of the integral
( L

L
L

Tr(x,t) dx. ll can be shown that its value is:

- ..!...MIN(L,!.t)

P)

lo Tr(x,t)dx=car(i-e"

e -ii ( T.(o) (L -MIN(L, ~ t)
t

+

I(

"

}

)+ a(Tr-T.(0))(1 - e -; L-MlN(L.p')))

(8)

I

+

e -ii ( LF(t)

f, ei

P

+

~( G(t -J!.L) u (t-.f!.L) - G(t))
p

ex

a

1

F(t) =
where
G(t)

=

i

T0 (•)u("t)d't

1

F (•)u(t)dt

5. Examples of simulations
The different results in simulation are given in figures I to 6. It can be seen that the temperature of the cold fluid is
correctly estimated by the segmentation method, even with only three finite volumes. However, the estimation of the hot
fluid temperature is not so satisfactory, as it can be seen in figures 4 and 5. Figure 5 shows that there is a discontuity in
the output temperature of ,the hot fluid. lt is due to the plug character of the flow.
It is shown in figures 3 and 6 that the asymptotic temperatures very quicly converge to the "true" va1ue when the
number of finite volwnes increases (with 15 finite volwnes the error of estimation of the hot fluid temperature is smaller
than half a degree).
It can be seen in figw-es 7 and 8 that the steady state temperatures in the different volumes are quasi identical for the
cold fluid but not for the hot fl.uid, which means that the hypothesis of uniformity of the cold fluid's temperature is licit;
this latter simuiation is done in the the case of three finite volumes.
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Fig. l Output temperature of the
cold fluid obtained by using the
segmentation method with three
finite volwnes

Fig. 2 Output temperature of the
cold fluid obtained from the
the analytical solution
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Fig. 3 Output steady-state temperatw'e
of the cold fluid as a function of the
number of finite volumes in comparison with the analytical solution
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Fig. 4 Output temperature of the
hot fluid obtained by using the
segmentation method with three
finite volumes

Fig. 5 Output temperature of the
hot fluid obtained from the
the analytical solution
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Fig. 6 Output steady-state temperature
of the hot fluid as a function of the
numberofflnitevolwnes in comparison with the analytical solution
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Fig. 8 initial steady state temperature of the hot flow in each
volume

Fig. 7 Initial steady state temperature of the cold flow in each
volwne

6. Conclusions
The main result of this study consists of the analytical solution of the system of 2N ODE's describing the enthalpy
balance of a lwnped heat exchanger. The interest of this analytical solution {of an approximate model) consists of the
possibility to determine both fluid temperatures without any numerical integration. The quality of the approximate
solution is detennined by comparison of its results with the "true" solution of the partial differential problem that we
have previously published [ l ]. Moreover, the solution proposed allows to determine the asymptotic temperatures of
both fluids thanks to a simple matrix product.
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Appendix 1: resolution of the differential system
The general solution of the linear differential system ( 5) is given by the sum of two terms: the general solution of the
homogeneous system ( df = AT ) and a particular solution of the non-homogeneous system.
dt
The eigenvalues of the matrix A are solution of the equation det (A - }.. I) = 0 _Let H=A-.U. The matrix H can be seen
as composed of four blocks whose dimensions afe N xN: H

H11 H12]
.
[ 8i1 8i2

=,

It can be shown that det(H) = det(8i 2) det(H11 - H 12 8i;18i 1) [8]. Thus the determinant of His given by the following

expression: det(H) = ( (a.+ A) ( ar+A) - a. ar

f

and there are two different eigenvalues of algebraic multiplicity N, both

solution of the equation: ( a0 +/..) ( ar +/..) - a• ar =0 . The eigenvalues ai;e noted .l. 1 and A2.
There is one set ofN generalised eigenvectors associated to each eigenvalue: EV 1 i and EV2 i ( i= l ... N). They are found
by solving the following systems of algebraic equations:
1

(A -.l. 1 I) EV 1 = 0
{ ( A-.l. I) EV i = EV
l

l

and

(i-t)
1

{(A-.l. 2 1) EV2 1 = 0
(A-/.. I) EV ; =EV
2

2

(i-tl
2

.
(i=2 ... N)

(9)
EV/(N-(i-k))

=+

cxrP.

(a.-l..1>Pr

EV1 ;(2N -(i-k))+

ar

p EVt1 (2N-(i - (k+l)))

(a. +I.) r

~r EV1i-l(N-(i-{k+l)))
(i = l .. . N and k = I ... i-1)

The same expressions can be written for EV2 i.
The general solution of lhe homogeneous system is:

TH

=(
+ ( d 1EV2 1 +dz(EV/+tEV2 1 )+ ... +dN(EV/+tEV2N-l+ ...

~~~EVz') )e"-i'

(10)

Where ci and d, (i= I ... N) are arbitrary ·consta:ntc; to be deduced from the initial conditions.

A particular solution of the non homogeneous system is given, for a stepwise disturbance, by
Tp = -A - 1 B

( 11)

The general .solution of lhe system of 2N ODE 's is thus given by
(12)
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Appendix 2: nomenclature and numerical values
cPc specific heat of the cooling water ( 4184 J kg - 1 K- 1 )
c

Pr

L
N

specificheatofthereactingmixture(2092 J kg- 1 K - 1 )
length of the exchanger (2.5 m )
number of fmite volumes

<le flow of the cooling water ( 0.011 l m 3 s - 1)
qr

flow ofthereaclingmixture(0.00 11 m 3 s- 1)

s.:<chheat exchanger area ( 40 m 2 )
T.

time (s)
temperature of the cooling water ( K)

r;

temperature of the cooling water in the i-th fmite volwne (K)

T•IN temperature of the cooling water at the input of the exchanger (288 K)

T, temperature of the reacting mixture (K)
T; temperature of the reacting mixture in the i-th fmite volume (K)
TflN temperature of the reacting mixture at the input of the exchanger ( K)
U

global coefficient of convective heat exchange (285 J s - 1 m - 2 K- 1 )

V. volume of the cooling water ( 0 .2121 m 3 )
Vr volume of the reacting mixture ( 02788 m 3 )
x
p.

position ( m)
specific mass of the cooling water ( l OOO kg m - 3 )

Pr

specific mass of the reacting mixture ( l OOO kg m - 3 )
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Abstract
In the paper presented, different models of a pilot pressure-level pilot plant are developed: a theoretical
nonlinear, a linearised and an artificial neural network model. A Gaussian network together with the
"hybrid learning rule" was used to obtain the neural model. Simulation results have demonstrated
acceptable matching with measurement data for all the models. Validation was also done in the closed
loop. At the end of the paper some thoughts are given about our future work which is to result in a
hybrid model of the pifot plant.

lnitrod uction
ModeU,ing is nowadays commonly used in most fields of science and technology. Further more,
modelling is inseparably intertwined with control design. [n some approaches (e.g. model based
predictive control) model design represents the majority of time and effort spent for control design. In
some cases of application, a single modeJ is sufficient, but it is often very useful to develop several
models of different forms since diifferent model forms posses different desired properties. In this paper,
a theor·etical model of a pressure - level pilot plant is given. An artificial neural network model was also
identified using measurements fonn the real plant and theoretical model data. Each of these two
approaches has its advantages and drawbacks depending on the application as the importance of the
modelling procedure is multipurpose.

Short description o.f the pilot plant

ll

Figure I: Schematic representation of the
plant

Schematic representation of the pressure - level pilot plant
is shown in fig. 1. It has been built for control studying
purposes as this type of variables can frequently be met in
process industry. The central part of the device is a closed
tank wher·e air-pressure and water - level can be controlled
through two pumps. They represent the actuators of the
system with input voltage range 0 - 10 V. Both outputs of
the sensors are also inside the same voltage range. If either
of process variables exceed the prescribed operating range
the protection device switches off the adequate actuator.
Nonnal working ·conditions of the system can be disturbed
when changing set - points of corresponding valves, but
there is no possibility of direct measurement of this signals.
Different types of working conditions can be distinguished.
In the case when control properties are posed on both
process variables simultaneously the system is of
multivariable nature due to the fact that in this case the air
pressure and water level are mutually dependent. For the
process non linear mathematical model was built [ l] in such
a manner that also start up and limited conditions were
taken into accowtt. It was further proved, that around the
chosen working point linearised approximations can be
accept·ed, but they are not at all reliable descriptions in the
whole operating .range.
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Theoretical Mod·elling of the Pilot Plant
The device can be modelled as a cascade of three subsequent blocs: the activator block, the main
process block and the sensor block. Each of these blocks has two inputs and two outputs. For the
description of the actuator block, the following nonlinear equations were used:

d 2 [<t>:.1rCt)]
Tall I'a12

d[<t>:v"Ct)]

dt

+ <l>:vh(t}

d[<l> vvh (t)]
T,,1 l l
+ <l> vv•n (l)
dt

S
Ka, U 1 (l)
- -

d;2

+[Tall+ Ta12]

=

Ka1u?(t)

(I)

=

u 1 and u2 represent actuators input voltages while $z-.A> and $...n are the resulting air and water flows.
The inputs into the main process are therefore air and water flows. The outputs are air pressure Pz and
water level h. Modelling of the main process starts with the following mass equilibrium equations:
<l> :v• (t) - <l>.1.h (l)

= d[ mdl=( t)] ;

= d[ mv( t)]

<l>vvh (t)- <l>,,-h (t)
(2)
dt
It has been assumed that the flow through valves is a square function of the pressure difference on the
valve inlet, that water compression is negligible and that air in the closed tank can be treated as ideal
gas. These assumptions result in the following equations:
- n

• -

<l>:i:h(t) = K:v~P:(t)-p 0 ;
<l>vi:h(t) = ~K1 h(t)+K2 (pJt)-p0 )
(3)
where Po is normal air pressure and Kzv, K 1, K2 are valve constants. The relation between air mass in the
tank, its pressure p,.. its volume Vz and temperature T can be expressed using the generic gas equation:
m=(t)

=

P: (t)V=(t)

r.T

=

P:(t) S[H0 -h(t)]

(4)

r.T

-

-

where specific gas constant •rz can be evalua~ed from known conditions of the air. The nonlinear model
of the main process is obtained in the fonn ofcwo differential equations:
d[p:(t)]
K8
K 8 K..
d[h(t)]
dt
= X1Ho-h(t)4'=--h(t)- X2 Ho-h(t)~p=(t)-po +X3 Ho-h(t )P:(t) dt
(5)
d[ h(t)]
l
l ...------= -<l>vvh (t) - I K1h(t) + K, (p. (t)- Po)
dt
C2
C2 v
- where C2=pvS, S representing the cross area of the tank, Pv is specific water weight and Ho is the tank
height. The fraction expression r= T is replaced by the constant K8 .

s

The constants X 1= X2= X3, X; < 1, i= 1,2,3 have been introduced into equation ( 5) due to numerical
reasons. With X;=l, the model is very stiff and simulation results can g·o uns~ble. This system property
can become especially problematic when the model is used in the closed loop with the controller. The
constants X; slow down the dynamics of equation (5) and therefore reduce the model stiffness.
Both sensors were assumed to be accurately described by linear characteristics:
Yi(t)
Ks1(P=(t)-Po)-y10/f;
Y2(t) = Ks2h-Y20JJ
(6)
Linearised approximations of model descriptions al1e often used for controller synthesis purposes. Using
Taylor's series the nonlinear description of the main process can be transformed into the following
transfer function matrix:

=

~(s)

=

~(S't11+1)
K,
-

1

;~ (st 11 +l)(st 21 + l) + KAs

[

(7)

-R,

which can be further simplified into the following form:

R1
~(s)

=

(st ll + 1)
_ K1R1
K1

(8)

(st 11 + l)(st 21 +I)

(st 21

+ l)

under the assumption that the expression (KAs) can be neglected in the common denominator of (7).
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f'or the pumps the following transfer functions can be derived:
Koll
.
)
Ka21
(9)
ga1(s
= (sT,,211
(sl;,11 + l)(sl;,21 +I)'
+ l)
The parameters of the linearised approximation of course depend on nonlinear model and working
conditions whereas the parameters of the nonlinear model were obtained on the basis of theoretical
modelling approach and known system dimensions and .properties. For the case presented, these
constants were used: Ho=0.3m, S=24· l 0-4m2, p 0 =76· l 03N1m-, Ks=3.205· l 0 7/s2, C 2 =2.3958kg/m.
Since we didn't have the possibility to measure the input flows, the sensor transfer functions
(Ks1=0.2V/mbar, K52=0.4V/cm) and time constants of actuators (Ta 11 =ls, Ta 12=0.8s, Ta2 11 =l.5s) were
accepted as suggested in [8]. The input flows were estimated as <ll :vh = 22 ·I 0-6kg/s and <ll wh =7 ·I o·

gal ( s )

=

3

kg/s. For constants X; the value 0.0 l was found to be suitable.

Artificial Neural Network Models
The main !"eason why we decided to build a neural mode11 was the stiffness of the theoretical model we
already disposed of. D.iscrete artificial neural network models use a different numerical representation
form the theoretical model. Therefore we decided to train the network using the theoretical nonlinear
model (5) whose stiffuess has been reduced. This prevented the neural model from inheriting the
stiffness property. In the next step, the neural model parameters were further adapted to mimic as
closely as possible the real plant behaviour in closed loop.
In order to obtain neural models of the pilot plant, we used a feed-forward sigmoidal multi-layer
network and a Gaussian network together with the adherent training rules. "The Random Activation
Weight Network" (RA WN) as recently presented by [2J is a one hidden layer sigmoidal network whose
weights ar,e computed by a non-iterative procedure. It is orders of magnitude faster than the standard
back-propagation and usually yields excellent approximation results for MISO modelling [3]. However,
for the case being presented, Gaussian nets, described by (I 0, 11 ):
}I

yj

=I.

\Iii}

(10)

z,

1:1

z; _- exp[-.!.(<x1 - 2C;i)

2

0;1

2

+ (.x7-Cq)
+ ...+ (x"-c.,,)
1
7
2

2

)~

( 11)

O;~

0;7

were found to yield superior performance. The sigmoidal network trained with the RA WN algorithm
exhibited stability problems. The reasons are being investigated. Series parallel model as described in
[5) was used for training sigmoidal and Gaussian networks. It guarantees network stability during
training phase. Prediction of the process output was performed recursively (12):

Yj(k + l) =fANN(Y(k), Y(k-1), ...
... ,g(k -/),_!!(le), ]!(k - 1), .. .,'f!(k -m)).
fANN denotes ANN approximation of a non-linear mapping,

(12)

y1 (k +I) denotes model prediction of the

j-th plant output signal, 'f!(k - m) is the network input vector in time instant k-m and f(k - I) denotes
the network estimated output vector in time instant k-l. [ANN depends on the network's parameters which
have to be optimised during the training phase in order to minimise discrepancy between f(k + l) and

.l'(k+ 1).
The Gaussian network model consisted of26 hidden nodes. The parameters Cm, Sin, wi were determined
by the "hybrid algorithm " [4]. After some trials with the nonl,inear model of the plant, an identification
signal was selected which exdtes the plant in a wide operating range. The response of the nonlinear
model was simulat,e d and used to train the neural model. Therefore, information about the plant was
transferred from the nonlinear model to the neural model in fonn of training data points.
The models have been validated using the input signals presented in fig. 2, 3. The corresponding
responses of the real plant, nonlinear model and neural model can be seen in fig. 4-7. To provide
information more precise than visual, the differences between the plant responses and model responses
were evaluated using mot mean square error (RMSE) and Thiel' s Inequality Coefficient (TIC) [6). The
!'esults are swnmarised in tables l-4.
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3000

:

RMSE

RMSE
TIC
nonlinear
0.0402
0.2963
0.3203
0.0439
neural
Table 4: Discrepancies ·Of model responses on fig. 7

TIC
0.0254
0 .0259

'

non linear
0.0370
neural
0.0378
Table 3 : Discrepancies of model responses on fig. 6

It can be seen that both nonlinear and neural model yield comparable results. However, examining
RMSE and TIC values for the signals, the values adherent to nonlinear model are slightly smaller
except for the signals on fig. 4. It is important ~o notice that higher/lower RMSE values correspond to
higher/lower TIC values respectively.

Closed Loop Validation
One of the most indicative tests when validating a model is to simulate the behaviour of the closed loop
system. The simulated system's behaviour which contains the model and a regulator is compared to the
real plant closed loop behaviour. Of course, the model output signals do often not differ much from the
real plant outputs because of the regulator's action. In such a case, it is important to observe the control
signals. If the con,trol signals wi~h which the regulator forces the model to follow the reference and the
control signals from the real system do not differ much, then the obtained model is a very faithful
prototype of the plant dynamics.
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Before closed loop validation, the weights wij (I 0) of the neural model were adapted on line with the
real plant operating in closed loop. A gradient adaptat,ion 'law was used to optimise the weights.
Although neural mode l responses may seem quite similar to real plant responses, control signals when
neural model was put int·o dosed loop show obvious differences from control signals for the real plant.
1
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Condus.ions
Beside theoretical modelling, artificial neural networks were used to model a MIMO plant. The
obtained models were not as accurat·e as it is generally expected for a SISO neural model. This remark
proved true ·e specially for the RA WN model, which not only was inaccurate but also exhibited stability
problems. Empirically speaking, the RA WN algorithm has been found a very efficient tool for SISO
modelling .a nd its inability to model the dynamics of the plant was unforeseen. The Gaussian network
model performed much better compared 1to the RA WN model, but its accuracy did not exceed the
accuracy of the theoretical nonlinear model.
In. tihe case presented, we first simulated the behaviour of already existing theoretical model and then
used the obtained responses as training data for the neural model. Obviously, this approach is not very
effective, since a great deal of information about the plant already compiled in fonn of the theoretical
model is discarded while building a neural model. Only the infonnation about number of plant inputs
and outputs, order of ,the plant and simulated data is transfened to the neural model. All the infonnation
about inner structure of the plant contained in tih·e theoretical model is dismissed. A very appealing
possibility is to use the parallel hybrid modelling approach [7]. In this approach tihe theoretical model is
used as-it-is and a n.eura1I Gaussian network is added in para'llel ito complement tihe existing theoretical
model. This seems to be the most logical next step in modelling the pressure-level plant since the
theoretical model is more accurate than neural models obtained so far. Other advantages of theoretical
modelling should not be neglected, too, e.g. transparent model inner structure. On the other hand, the
theoretical nonlinear model exhibits rather distinct discrepancies of level responses (fig. 5, 7). A hybrid
parallel model could pmvide mor;e accurate estimations oflevel responses.
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Abstract. The paper considers the implementation of flexible recipe control to the case study, i. e., an industrial
process of batch hydrolysis. The emphasis is given to the development of process model which is one of the
most important parts of the flexible recipe control scheme. For the particular process three different models
were developed, i.e., a linguistic fuzzy model, a semi-empirical first-principle model, and a neural network
model. Advantages and disadvantages of each model when used in a flexible recipe control scheme are
presented. A combination of models is proposed as a most suitable solution. As possible approaches to model
integration, multifaceted modelling approach and hybrid neural network modelling are considered.

1. Introduction
The paper deals with modelling of an industrial process of batch hydrolysis. The aim is to use the model for
control purposes in order to improve the process performance related to qua[ity and production requirements.
The proposed control scheme is based on flexible recipe control concept which will be presented in more details
in the paper. Fiexilble recipe control algorithms adjust the recipe parameters for each batch according to the
current operating conditions. The concept strongly rehes on process model. When applied to a particular case,
the development of a process model is therefore one of the most imponant tasks.
For batch hydrolysis process considered in th,e paper, insufficient knowledge and information is available
for developing the process model. Hence, the main question is what kind of a model should be developed in
order to perform successfully the desired control tasks.
Considering the information about the process which come from different sources (knowledge, data,
experience), and various tasks that should be perfom1ed based on the developed process model, a multifaceted
approach to process modelling is a possible approach. Generally. multifaceted modelling represents modelling
of one system from different aspects and on different levels of complexity. Multifaceted modelling advocates a
multiplicity of partial models to support system objectives in contrast to one single comprehensive model which
is extremely difficult to develop. Such models differ in level of abstraction and formalism . This leads to sets of
overlapping and redundant representations. Concepts and tools are needed to organise such representations into
a coherent whole.
Several authors address this question. (.2) describes systematic deri'V'.ati.on of related models based on the
concept of systems morphisms. The concept is applied in event.Jbased control. [6] considers two case studies
where mul~ifaceted modelhng is used to support hierarchical design of chemical plants. Emphasis is given to
internal consistency and communication among the models at the various levels of abstraction. (12) deals with
computer assistance in muhifaceted system modelling. The paper suggests principles for structuring the model
and data bases in order to provide computer assistance in arbitrary composition and decomposition of systems.
In the paper, multifaceted modelling approach is discussed as a possible approach to modelling of batch
hydrolysis. After introducing different models of batch hydrolysis, represented with differential equations, fuzzy
sets and neural networks, special attention is given to the application of models in flexible recipe control
scheme. In the discussion we try to find out whether the problem addressed in the paper suits into developed
multifaceted modelling methodology. Hybrid neural network as another possibility of model integration is
addressed at the ,e nd of the paper.

2. Flex.ible recipe <Jont,r ol of batch hydrolysis process

2. 1 Process description
Batch hydrolysis is one of the most important processes in the production of Ti02 pigment from ilmenite ore .
During this process Ti02 particles .a re formed out of TiOS04 solution. The reaction occurs by adding seeds and
water . and heating the solution to the boiling temperature. Reaction is desc.ribed by
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(1)

The execution of each batch is performed according to the prescribed recipe which also determines the
values of some important contr;ol variables, i. e., the addition of seeds, the quantity and dynamics of added
water, the duration of precipitation, etc. Most o.ften these variables are set fixed in spite of variations of input
solution which would require an adjustment of recipe parameters. As a result, the size and distribution of
particles yary in a wide region and exceed the limits necessary to achieve the desired final quality of Ti02
pigment.
Due to process complexity, the adjustment of recipe parameters cannot be performed by the operators. This
is however a challenging task for the computer conaol system, which could compensate the variations of input
solution by adjusting the recipe parameters. The adjustment can be performed by flexible recipe control based
on process model [ 5, 11].

2.2 Flexible recipe control scheme
Flexible recipes are aimed at improvement of the batch process performance. The idea is to compensate for the
deviations in input variables and alterations in operating conditions, as well as to take into consideration the
production costs which are all together described by the performance criterion. Compensation is carried out by
altering the recipe parameters, so .as to optimise the performance criterion. Two types of recipe improvement
are possible, i. e., recipe initialisation, where recipe parameters are altered before the beginning of the batch,
and recipe correction., where recipe parameters are adjusted during the batch cycle. All recipe adjustments are
based on process model by which the performance criterion of the current batch is computed and optimised for
different settings of recipe parameters. The procedure for initialisation of recipe parameters is schematically
shown in Fig. l.
c:o~QC.
~C:.IP,E

Constraint&

COMPUTER SUPERVISED
CONTROL SYSTEM

Fig. 1. Initialisation of recipe parameters ,performed by optimisation based on process model.

3. Models of batch hydrolysis
For 1the panicular process of batch hydrolysis three models werie developed, i.e. , a linguistic fuzzy model, a
semi-empirical first-princ~ple model, and a neural network model. Different modelling techniques were chosen
in order to utilise all the process i.nformation available, i. e., theoretical knowledge from chemical kinetic laws,
experimental data from laboratory-plant experiments, .experimental data from real-plant experiments, data from
regular process operation, knowledge and experience from operation and control of the process.
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3.1 Fuzzy model
Linguistic fuzzy model was developed at the beginning of the project when only qualitative knowledge
·extracted from laboratory-plant ex-periments was available. Based on experimental data, chemical engineers
have identified three variables, i.e., initial concentration of Ti02, .initial proportion of active acid to Ti02
(AA!fi02 ) and the volume of added seeds, that influence the reaction rate and the particle size most
significantly. From this a static input/output model with 3 inputs and one output was developed [7]. The
influence of added seeds on reaction rate as well as the relation between reaction rate and particle size could be
expressed in an explicit mathematical fonn. On the other hand, the relation between concentration of Ti02,
AA!fi02 and reaction .rate was deduced from a small set of experiments and presented roughly in a graphical
form. According to the type of knowledge available we have chosen fuzzy sets to represent this relation. The
knowledge about the process was transfonned directly into fuzzy rules, while membership functions were
determined by trial and error in order to obtain good fit with process data. Fig. 2 represents reaction rate
computed by fuzzy model for different AA!fi02 .a nd TiO:? concentrations. The figure is equivalent to the
graphical representation of process behaviour given by chemical engineers. The rectangular represents the
allowable region of process operation. Together with already mentioned delenninistic part of the model, the
fuzzy model determines the particle size as a function of model inputs (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Particle size computed by fuzzy model in
comparison with measurements in
laboratory plant experiments.

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of model relations
given by chemical engineers and then
represented by fuzzy model.

3. 2 Semi-empirical first-principle model
Chemical engineers involved in the process however have more profound knowledge about the process
concerning not only the i.nput/output relations but also the :l'eactions during lhe batch. They are able to describe
approximately the course of most important process variables which can be modelled with chemical kinetic
laws. From this the structure of a semi-empirical model was set in a form of differential equations.
The model output, i. e. , the precipitation yield is a function of time and is related to reaction (precipitation)
rate r(t) according to the following equation

f

(2)

yield= r(t)dt.
According to chemical kinetics, reaction rate for chemical reaction
reactant concentration A and B and is written as

r(t) = k(T)c~c~,

A+ B ~ C

generally depends on
(3 )

where a and b are empirically determined constants. k(T) is specific reaction rate that is modelled by Arrhenius
equation

k=

(4)

Ae-Et RT

'
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where E represents activation energy, T temperame, A and R are constants.
Hydrolysis is reversible process. Therefore the concentration of a particular component C depends on
reaction rate ofprnduction rP and consumption re of this component and is generally given as

clcc
--=r
-rc.
clt
p

(5)

Following these laws a set of differential equations· was determined for each component in the hydrolysis
process. Thereby it is necessary to note that final Ti02 gel is produced via an intermediate product Ti02 *. In the
nucleation process Ti0 2 * is partially transformed into seeds which together with the added seeds contribute to
final Ti02 gel formation from Ti02*.
Using abbreviations x =cr;oso4, v=cHio, z=cr,02·, y=cHiso4, w=cr;ozgeJ, s is the volume of added seeds, r6 is
the added water and rs the activity of gel (constant), the set of equations is as follows:

clz
clt =k1(xavb)-k2(zcyd)+k3(z•yf ) -k4(zgs113)+rs

(6)

d: =k1(xavb)-k2(zcyd)
-dw
.-· = k
dt

(y gsl13 )-r

5

4

Equations (6) repi;esent semi-empirical process model that c.a n be described as MISO model with 6 inputs
and I output (Ti0 2 gel concentration). Some of the inputs (e.g., seeds, water) represent recipe parameters that
are considered as control variables. The model parameters need to be estimated on process data. For that
purpose a set of experiments was designed in order to .ac-c<ess the course of reactions while varying the input
concentrations and recipe parameters. ln the model 5 parameters need to be estimated on data if the equations
are simphfied by setting all exponential parameters to 1.
Compared to fuzzy model, the developed semi-empirical model is a dynamic one and provides the
information about the reaction components and consequently the r;eaction rate during the batch (Fig. 4), which
is very important for correction algorithms, as described in the ne~1. chapter. Fig. 5 shows an example of
simulated precipitation yield obtained by the model in comparison with measured data. Up to now, the model
parameters were estimated on a smal[ set of experiments. Currently a profound analysis based on a more
representative set of experimental data is performed.
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3. 3 Neural network model
Generally, the development of a neural nenvork model requires a lot of daita. During normal operation of
hydrolysis a lot of inpu.t-output data based on fixed recipe control are gathered. These data however do not
include th.e variations ·o f .recipe parameters, which is necessary when designing a model for flexible recipe
control. In order to identify th.e neural network model from real~plant data, the process has to be run for a
longer period with small pertuibations of the variables considered as model inputs.
As the neural network model is very efficient in an on-line control scheme due to its easy learning and
adaptation capability, the current lack of pmper data has been overcome by semi-empirical model, which had
produced a learning data set for ne11Tal network model The data included the values of input and output
variables for different settings of recipe parameters and diffei:;ent operating conditions. The multilayer neural
network model was designed. Two different training procedures ga¥e .almost the same approximation accuracy
[3J. Simulation study has shown that the performance of the neural network model, when applied in a flexible
recipe control scheme, is approximately the same as the performance of the semi-empirical process model [8].

4. Th·e us.age of models in llex·i ble .r ecipe ·c onitirol scheme
Although the main reason for development of different models was model comparison, it turned out that some
types of models developed are more suitable to petform a particular task in the .flexible recipe control scheme.
Fuzzy model is very appropriate for recipe ini:tialisation due to its ability to represent the basic relations by
if-th.en .rules, which c:an be easily understood and verified iby the operators. Together with easy implementation
(look-up table) this can be of great importance when considering off-line or experimental usage, where it is
necessary to check or even modify some of the model-based decisions.
As opposed to fuzzy model, which actually acts as a black-box model, tile developed semi-empirical model
is appropriate also for rec.ipe correction algorithm. The model provides the information about the changes in
the reaction rate (which cannot be directly measured in the process) as a ,consequence of different initial and
opernting conditions. The slope of the .r;eaction curve is related to final quality and can be therefore used for
correction of recipe parameters duriRg the batch, when deviations are observed from the desired rate.
The neural network model can be used for the same purposes as the semi-empirical model. The advantage
of this model is its ability to easy adapt to the changes in the real process. On-line model adaptation has to be
performed in order to maintain model piediction capability which can otherwise fail due to inexact process
model and long-term process changes. Compared to theoretical model with a pre-defined structure, better
agreement with process data can be achieved with neural network model.

5. Possible .a pproaches to integr.a:ti<m of ditTer·e nt modie·ls
from all menti·oned above it can be concluded, that a model data base instead of a single model is preferred to
perform different tasks in flexible recipe control of batch hydrot.ysis. This ranks the problem in the area of
multifaceted modelling already mentioned in the introduction. Using such an approach some important
questions need to be considered, e.g., how to achieve systematic development of different models using different
level of abstraction and different formalism; how to organise overlapping and .r;edundant model representations
into a coherent whole; how to develop different model representations so that they are consistent with each
other and can be consistently modified?
In our particular case of hydrolysis model consistency seems to be of great importance, especially as all the
models need to be on-line adapted during their usage in diffe;r;ent fle.xible recipe control algorithms. In order to
avoid modifying each process model, there is a need of an appropriate formalism which would allow consistent
transition between the models. This question is however even. mol'e demanding due to fuzzy and neural
networks representations. from the literature review we have found no references that would address this
question.
More pmmising approach to integration of models is hybrid modelling. References of successful integration
of theoretical and neural network models are reported [l,4,9, 10]. Three different types of integration are
possible:
• neural network model identified on augmented data set, the latter being produced from scarce experimental
data and theoretical model,
• parallel approach whe.re theoretical and neural network model are used in parallel; the neural network
model is used to model th.e error of theoretical model,
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•

serial approach, where neural network model is used to estimate the theoretical model parameters or some
variables that appear in the theoretical model.
For batch hydrolysis ·t he first and/either the second approach can be used.
As the neural network model is difficult to identify from plant data, the first approach can be used to
produce the augmented data set.
In on-line model-based control scheme the parallel approach can be used to combine good properties of both
semi-empirical and neural network model:
• Semi-empirical process model derived from chemical kinetic laws is valid in a wide area and keeps
predictive capabihty of the model in a wide operating region. It is however prone to modelling errors due
to .in.exact and pre-defined model structure.
• On the contrary, the usage of neural network model is limited to the area where training data are available.
Being flexible in structure, it gives very accurate non-linear mapping in this region, and is as such very
suitable for modelling non-linear batch processes.
Combining these two models, the semi-empirical model serves for extrapolation, while the neural network
model serves as an accurate .non-linear mapping in regions, wher;e plant data are available.

'6. Condusions
Jn the paper the development of models for control of batch hydrolysis process was presented. The models
differ in modelhng fonnalism and expi;ess different performance when used in initialisation, correction and
model adaptation algorithms in flex.'ible recipe control scheme.. Disadvantages of each of the models suggest
that integration of models is preferred to one single model. The multifaceted modelling methodology is a
possible approach. The question of model consistency, being an essential requirement when dealing with a
model data base, is however not well addressed in case of representations such as fuzzy sets and neural
networks. Hybrid neural network modelling is considered as another possibility. In case of batch hydrolysis
good predictive and adaptation capability are expected combining semi-empirical and neural network model.
The procedure i..s now under development.
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FUZZY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
M. Oberguggenberger
Uoiversitat Innsbruck
TechnikerstraBe 13, A-6020 Innsbruck
Abstract. In this paper solution concepts for systems of ordinary differential equations with fuzzy
parameters are presented. Applying the Zadeh extension principle to the equations, the notions of a
fuzzy solution and of a componentwise fuzzy solution are obtained. The fuzzy extension of the solution
operator is shown to provide the unique solution in the former case, and the maximal solution in the
latter case. In an interplay of interval analysis and possibility theory, these methods allow to process
subjective information on the possible fluctuations of parameters in models involving ordinary differential
equations.

1 Introduction
Fuzzy set theory is a powerful tool for modelling uncertainty and for processing vague or subjective
'i nformation in mathematical models. Wihile its main directions of development have been information
theory, data analysis, artificial intelligence, decision theory, control, and image processing (see e.g. (1 , 4,
9, 11, 12]), fuzzy set theory is increasingly used as a means for modelling and evaluating the influence of
imprecisely known parameters in mathematical/ technical/ physical models. The purpose of this paper is
to work out this approach when the models are constituted by systems of ordinary differential equations.
To set the stage, a short discussion of what we mean by fuzzy data appears appropriate. Imprecise
knowledge of parameters and their fluctuations can be traced to various .reasons, for example: lack of
knowledge of boundary conditions; simplification in complex circumstances forcing a single parameter
to cover a wider range of situations; lack of a precisely quantifiable definition of some verbally defined
variable; stochastic variations of the outcome of repeated realizations of identical experiments (the latter
situation, which is amenable to a probabilistic description, is but one special case of uncertainty) .
The basic premise of the fuzzy approach is that vague data can be characterized by intervals of variation, supplied with a valuation. To describe the basic ideas, let us (preliminarily) use the language of
subjective risk assessment . Assume that under normal conditions some parameter has a certain value ,
say Po · Given risk 1 (high) , it may fluctuate in an interval [p11,PirJ, under risk 2 (medium) in a larger
interval lPi1, P2r], under risk 3 (low) in a yet larger interval [1>31, P3r) . We mark these intervals in a
diagram, scaling the risks (arbitrarily) to high= 2/3, medium= 1/3, low= 0:

m (p)

2/3
1/ 3
p

0
p31

P21

Pll

Pir

Po

P2r

Joining the endpoints of the marked intervals, we obtain a valuation function m(p) representing a qualitative description of the fluctuations of the parameter, given our risk assessment . The resulting contour
can be interpreted in a number of ways.
l. a-cuts: The horizontals of height Ct correspond to risk level a . The projection of their intersection
with the enveloping contour yields the interval of fluctuation at risk level a .
2. Degree of possibility: For any value p, the height m(p) of the envelope is the degree of possibility
that the given parameter assumes the value p.
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3. Multivalued logic: The degree of possibility m(p) can be interpreted as the truth value of the
assertion "the param·e ter value is p".
It should be pointed out that m(p) is generally not a probability, but rather a quantization of the
assessment of the possible fluctuations of the parameter p. For more detailed information on designing
the valuation function m(p) we refer to Il. 4, 6, 11] .
The crucial further ingredient in the fuzzy approach is that it admits all arithmetical operations with
fuzzy parameters, as we shall see in Section 2. Thus the information and assessment can be processed
in mathematical models and will be faithfully reflected in the results. The tool is the Zadeh extension
principle [lO] which is based on the possibility theoretic interpretation of the fuzzy description.
Thus fuzzy set theory, 011 the one hand., goes beyond interval analysis as it adds valuations together
with the possibilistic methods. On the other hand, it differs from probability theory in its modelling
assumptions, approach, and assertions. It can be applied in situations where a probabilistic interpretation
is impossible, whether the fluctuations are non-stochastic in nature , no statistical data are available , or
the axiomatic structure of a probabilistic model cannot be justified from the known information.
Based on tlb.e fuzzy description of parameters and mathematical objects, we shall be concerned here
with systems of ordinary differential equations of the form

:i:(t)
x(to)

F(t, x(t), b)
.a .

Here the initial data a and parameters b appearing in the function F will be fuzzy numbers. The solution
x(t) at any fixed point of time t will be a fuzzy number as well. The approach most natural from the
view-point of possibility theoretical modelling is to apply the extension principle to the solution operator
L, mapping the parameters a, b into the solution x. Thereby, the influence of t he fluctuations of the
input parameters on the result ca:n be computed, together with their valuations. On the other hand, the
extension principle can also be applied to the differential eq uation, viewing t -+ x(t) as a fuzzy function.
Depending on how we interpret the initial data, we arrive at the concept of a fuzzy solution, respectively
componentwise fuzzy solution. We a're going to show that the solution arising from extending the solution
operator L is the unique fuzzy solution, respectively the componentwise fuzzy solution with maximal
degree of possibility. We shaH also discuss computational aspects and intended applications.
What ooncems other approaches in the literature, we mention that properties of the fuzzy solution
operator have been studied in [2]. On the other hand, differentiation theory of multivalued maps and
imbedding fuzzy sets into metric spaces is used in [3, 8j. This latter approach is not equivalent to ours;
the corresponding so~utions are not given by the fuzzy extension of the solution operator (see [3, Example
13.1. lJ). For a discussion of using the derivatives of the bounding curves of the a -level sets, if they exist ,
we refer to [5].

:2 Fuzzy sets
Given a basic set os discourse, a fuzzy set A in X is defined as a map
ffiA :

X -+ (0, 1 ~.

In this paper we shall always work with normalizw fuzzy sets, requiring that

{x EX : mA (x)

= 1} :/: 0.

The set of fuzzy sets in X will be denoted by lF(X) . In accordance with the Introduction, given x E
X, mA(x) can be interpreted as
- the membership degree of the element x belonging to A;
- the truth value of the statement that x belongs to A;
- the degree of possibility that the variable A takes the value x.
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The er-level sets A 0 are the classical (crisp) subsets

A 0 = {x EX: mA(x)?: a}
of X. A fuzzy real number is an element A E JF(JR) such that a.II level sets A"' are compact intervals for
< er S 1. Classical (crisp) real numbers a as well as compact intervals [a , b] can be viewed as fuzzy
real numbers with membership function the indicator function of a, respectively [a, b].
Given a function f : X -+ Y, the Zadeh extension principle allows f to be extended to a map
f : .lF(X) -+ F(Y) in the following way: To every fuzzy set A in X the fuzzy set /(A) in Y is assigned,
with membership function
m/(A) (Y) =sup{ mA(x): x E f- 1 ({y})}

0

for y E Y , with the provision that

The extension principle is functorial , that is, given

f : X -+ Y, g : Y -+ Z and A

E IF(X} , we have

(f o g)(A) = J(g(A)).
In case X = X 1 x · · · x X,. is a product set, we continue to write A for the elements of IF(X) =
IF(X 1 x · · · x X,.) , but we shall use vector notation A for the elements (A 1 , ··· ,A,.) of !F(X1} x · · · x 1F(X11 ).
The tensor product map
® : IF(Xi) x · · · x IF(X11 ) -t IF(X 1 x · · · x X,.)
defined by

m®A(x1, · · · , Xn)

= min{mA,: j = 1, · · · , n}

aggregates the vector A= (A 1 , ···,An) of fuzzy sets to the single fuzzy set A = ®A in IF(X) . The
possibility degree of a point (x 1 , • • ·, xn) to belong to @A is the minimum of the possibilities that each X j
belongs to Aj . This corresponds to the si,t uation where no information on the interaction of the variables
X1' ... ' x,. is available. By the extension principle we can extend the projections Ih : X1 x ... x Xn --+ xk
to
IF(X1) x · · · x IF(Xn)-+ F(Xk) :
sup{mA(x1,···,y, · ··,xn) :xj E Xj, j

# k} . ·

Due to the fact that our fuzzy sets are normalized, we have that

llk(®A) = Ak
for all A= (Ai ,· ··, An) E JF(X1) x · · · X IF (Xn)·
Consider now a map f : !Rn -+ JR. We can extend it to a map

f : lF(JRn) --+ JF{JR) ,
and so f acts on fuzzy subsets of !Rn. In many situations, information on the fluctuations of parameters
x 1 , · · ·, x" is given separately by fozzy subsets Aj E IF(JR), j = 1, · · ·, n. This case can be dealt with by
composing f with the tensor product map, yielding

!®
mJ®.A(Y)

(IF(JR))n --+ IF(JR) :

= sup{min(mA, {x1), · · ·, mA,,(xn)) : y = J(x1, · · · , x,.)}.

The possibilistic interpretation is especially intuitive: To determine the degree of possibility 7r of y to
belong to !®A, consider all combinations (x 1,···,xn) producing y = /(x 1 ,··· , xn)· The possibility
degree of each combination is the minimum of the individual degrees mA; (xj), while 7r is t he largest
value obtainable this way. It turns out that this corresponds to the composition of o-level sets. Indeed,
when f is continuous and A 1 , · ··,An are fuzzy real numbers, one can show [4) that J® (A1, ·· · ,An) is a
fuzzy number as well and

(1 )
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where the right hand side is the set theoretic image of the intervals Af, · · · , A~ . This observation brings
us full circle to the risk theoretic interpretation of the Introduction. If at risk level a the parameters x 1 , · · ·, Xn fluctuate in the intervals Af , · · · , A~, then the function value fluctuates in the interval
f(A1, ···,A~), and this is precisely what the extension principle says in this situation. In particular,
formula (I) is the basis for numerical computations with fuzzy sets, reducing the calculations to interval
arithmetic on each a--level set.
Remark 1: Caution is needed when substituting variables in the extension principle. For example, we
can write the zero function f : Jl{ --+ lR as f {x) = x - x. Of course, the extension of the zero function to
IF{ R) is the zero function. However, if we extend the function IR2 --+ lR : {x , y) --+ x -y to (JF(JR) )2 and then
substitute x = y, we may obtain a nonzero result: Take, for example, the intervals A= [O, l], B = [O, I];
then A - B = [O, l] - [O, I]= [-1, l] '# {O} . In the latter case, A and Bare considered as realizations of
two independent parameters, so the result accumulates all fluctuations . Therefore, before applying the
extension principle to a formula representing fluctuations of certain parameters, it must be re-interpreted
so that each independent parameter appears only once (see [4]).

3 Fuzzy differential equations
Consider the {n x n )-system of differential equations
x(t)

=

F(t , x(t) , b)

x(O)

=

a

with parameters a E ~n, b E !Rm. We assume that for each b E !Rm, F is smooth and globally Lipschitz
with respect to the second variable, uniformly fort in compact sets. Then global unique solutions always
exist , and we have the solution operator

mapping each parameter (a , b) to the solution x . To handle fuzzy parameters, we wish to apply the
extension principle both to the equation and the solution operator. However, substituting x = L(a, b) in
the equation we observe that the pararnter b will appear twice, so that we run precisely into the difficulty
outlined in Remark l. For this reason , we {i) rewrite the system so that the parameters appear in the
initial data only, by introducing additional variables Xn+i. · · · , Xm+n with Xm+j = 0, Xm+j (0) = b; and
{ii) consider the system of equations as an entity. Thus we shall work with systems

i:(t)
x(O)

= F(t, x(t))
= .a

only, introducing the equation operator

E : C1 (R)n--+ C(lRt

x--+ [t--+ i:(t) - F(t, x(t))],

the restriction operator
R

C1 (JRt --+!Rn

x --+ x(O),

and the solution operator
L : JRn --+ C1 (!Rt

a-+ x = L(a).

By the extension principle, we have

D<efini.tion 1 An element X E IF(C 1 (!R)n) is called a fuzzy solution with initial value A E !F(Rn), if
EX= 0 in IF(C(~)"), RX= A in IF(l!r).

Here 0 denotes the crisp zero function in lF{C(R)" ), that is, m 0 (x) = 1 if x = 0, m 0 (x) = 0 otherwise.
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(2)

Proposition 1 Given A E IF(JRn), X

= L(A)

is a fuzzy solution to problem (2) .

Proof: Since R(L(a)) =a for a E JR", we nave by functoriality that R(L(A)) =A for A E IF(JR") as well.
To show that X = L(A) solves the fuzzy differential equation, we compute

sup{mL(A)(Y) : z = E(y)}
sup{sup{mA (a): y

= L(a)} : z = E(y)} .

=

If z # 0 and z = E(y), then {a E !Rn: y L(a)} = 0, so the inner supremun is zero, and mEL(A)(z ) = 0.
If z
0, we may take some a E IR" with mA (a) = l and let y
L(a). Then 0 = E(y) and so the
supremum equals 1.
D

=

=

=

=

Let S
{x E C1 (llt)n : E(x)
0} . We can view IF(S) as a subset of 1F(C 1 (1R)"), setting the
1
membership degree of any x E C (JR)" \ S to some X E IF(S) equal to zero.
Lemma 1 If X E !F{C 1 (JR)") is a solution to (2), then X belongs to IF(S).

=

Proof: We have that mex (z)
sup{ mx (y) : z
mx(x) > 0 . Putting z = E(x) we have mEx(z)
EX= 0.

Proposition 2 The fuzzy solution X E

!F(C 1 (1R)")

= E(y)}.

Suppose there exists x <t S such that
0 , contradicting the hypothesis that

2: mx(x) >

o
to (2) is unique.

Proof: Since L : IR" ~ S is bijective , the same is true of the extension L : IF(lR.n) ~ IF{S) by functoriality.
If X E IF(C 1 (.IR)n) is a solution , it belongs to IF(S) by the Lemma and hence is uniquely determined by
the initial data.
D

We now turn to the common situat ion that the parameters a= (a 1 ,·-·, an) describing the data of
the problem are given as separate fuzzy numbers A= (A 1 , ···,An) E (IF(IR))n . In this case, L®A is an
approproate candidate for a solution to the differential equation. We split the restriction operator R in
its components Rj
IIj o R : C1 (JR)" ~ IR, j = 1, · · ·, n, and extend it to an operator R = R 1 x · · · x !Rn :
1
IF(C (JR.)") ~ (IF(llt) )".

=

D e finition 2 An element X E IF{C 1 (1R)") ts called a componentwise fuzzy solution with initial data
A E (IF(JRW if
I

EX= O in IF(C(iRt), RX=

A in (IF(JR)t.

(3)

Proposition 3 Given A E (lF{IR))n, X = £©(A) is a componentwise fuzzy solution to (3) .

=

=

Proof: Let A = @A. Then X = L(A) satisfies EX
0, RX A by Propostion l. As noted in Section
2, RjX = Ilj RX = Ilj A = Ai, so X takes the initial data in the required sense.
D

Componentwise fuzzy solutions are no longer unique, as can be seen from simple examples. However ,
we have the following result which was first proved in [7] in the case of computation of antideriva tives:
Proposition 4 L® (A) is the componentwise solution with maximal membership degree.
Proof: Let X be a componentwise fuzzy solution. Then

mA, (r)

= mRi x(r) = sup{mx (y) : r = Rj(y)} = sup{mx(y) : r = Yi(O)).

1f X belongs to C1 (IR)", then
mx(x)

:S sup{mx(y): y E C1 (1Rt , x;(O) =

Yi(O)}

= mA;(x;(O)) for j = 1, ·· ·, n.

Thus
mx(x)

<
<

min (mA, (x1(0)), · · ·, mAn (xn(O)))
sup{min (mA, {ai), · · ·, mAn (an)) : x = L(a1 , · -·, an)}

noting that x = L(xi(O) , · · · , xn(O)).

= mL©,dx),
0
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4 Summary
The results of Sectiou 3 show that from both the viewpoint of fuzzy solutions and componentwise fuzzy
solutions, the extension of the classical solution operator provides an appropriate (unique respectively
maximal) solution with fuzzy data. In addition, the interpretation using a-level cuts shows that this
concept is in accordance with risk assessment ideas : If the initial parameters vary in certain intervals
Aj, j = 1, · - ·, n at risk level a, the variations in the solution are covered precisely by the family of
C1-functions with membership degree o to the fuzzy solution X = L®(A). This information can be
processed further by evaluating functionals of the solution of interest. As an example, we can consider
the fuzzy point value at a later point of time t, say X(t), with membership function
mx(tJ(r)

= sup{mx(x): r

= x(t))

_

Numerically, these fuzzy sets can be computed by evaluating the set theoretic image L(A} , - - ·, A~)(t). In
case Af , - - - , ~ are fuzzy numbers, this is just the interval (min{L(a)(t) : a EA} x · - · x A~} , max{L(a)(t) :
a E Ai x · · · x A~}). Less costly search algorithms have been initiated in (7] and are currently being
investigated . These results will be published elsewhere.
Typical applications we have in mind are the systems of differential equations arising in economics,
biology, and engineering, where information on the input coefficients can often best be represented by
fuzzy numbers. As a very simple example, consider a Verhulst population model

x(t)

= ax(t)(b -

x(t)), x(O)

=c

where the initial population c is known precisely, while the growth rate a and especially the value of
the limiting population b is subject to various assumptions on the future development and thus can be
described only up to variations in certain ranges. Subjective assessments of these parameters can be
assembled as outlined in the Introduction (and the references quoted there) to produce a representation
by means of fuzzy numbers. The fuzzy solution will faithfully describe the population at a later point
of time t > 0, given the information available initially.
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E-mail: fetz@matl.llihk.ac.at
Abstract. Values of soil parameters entering soil mechanical models are only vaguely determined. In
spite of this, the finite element computations which are in common use are performed with crisp data
and yield results which only seem to be exact. In modelling this uncertainty, the theory of fuzzy sets
can be viewed as an extension of interval arithmetic, wh.ich in addition provides a possibility theoretic
valuation. So information on va>gue data can be processed in cases where no probability distributions
are known or applicable. The purpose of this paper is to develop an algorithm in order to solve finite
element problems with fuzzy parameters and to discuss the problems arising in the interpretation and
visualization of the solution.

Introduction
Uncertainties and a lack of information ar·e important problems arising in soil mechanical modelling. At
the beginning there is often a vague linguistically formulated description of the characteristics of the soil,
e.g. "the soil consists of clay, which is wet but not very wet" and so on. On the other hand the civil
engineer, who has to determine the dimensions of a foundation needs crisp precise data for performing
his finite element computation. We enumerate already used methods for handling uncertainty:
1. Mean values: Today the usual proceeding is to estimate a mean value out of the vague data for

further computation. It is obvious, that the reliability of the result is not very high, because the
vagueness is fuUy neglected.
2. Calculations with different input values: This is an improvement of the latter, but commonly one
just takes all combinations of the lowest and highest possible input values. If the result does
not monotonically depend on the input parameters, by these means we get an incorrectly small
variation of the output values.
3. Interval arithmetic: Her·e we omit the latter problem using all possible combinations (in practice
often 'enough' combinations). But there is no valuation of the input, so additional information
about the input, e.g. some values seem to be more preferable than other ones, is not used. For an
introduction to interval analysis see [ll)..
4. Stochastic methods: Using probability measures requires to have a probability theoretic model
and enough and adequate statistical data. These can be provided for the materials of a building
itself, but not for the soil, on which it is built. In soil mechanics there a:re often too few statistical
information and too few comparable situations for using stochastic methods. Nevertheless an
introduction to the stochastic finite element method is (9].
In this paper we employ fuzzy numbers [l, 3, 4, 18] for an improvement of (3). A fuzzy number can
be viewed as a set of valued intervals, where the lower vallled intervals contain the higher valued ones.
So we get what was lacking in (3). In addition, fuzzy set theory allows to translate linguistic expressions
such as "medium grained" and "hi1g h elastic modulus" directly into fuzzy soil parameters. Applying
this theory we can extend commonly used crisp models to models which can handle vagueness in an
appropriate way.
There are already some papers about modelling uncertainty in several applications in civil engineering
with the fuzzy set theory ,{2, 10]. In [16, 17] there is also a method for using fuzzy numbers in combination
with the finite element method described, but in these papers problems which arise in interval and fuzzy
arithmetic are unfortunately neglected .
[5] is a report about a workshop at the technical faculty in Innsbruck concerning fuzzy sets in soil
mechanical models of tunnels.
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Fuzzy numbers
Let X be a universe of discourse. Membership in a classical subset A of X is often viewed as a characteristic function mA from X to {O, l} such that mA(x) = 1 if x EA and mA(x) = 0 if x (/.A. Consider
now a subset A of X, where the transition between membership and nonmembership is gradual rather
than abrupt. The so called fuzzy set A has no well-defined bounderies and it is defined as a map (cf. (4])
m,t: X--+

(1)

[O, 1].

The following interpretations of the map m A(x) are possible:
1. m A (x) is the degree of membership. The closer the value m A ( x) is to 1, the more x belongs to A.
2. m.A(x) is the degree of possibility. The closer ithe value mA(x) is to 1, the higher the possibility
(not probability) is, that t he variable A represents the value x .

3.

A consists of subsets

(a-cuts) which are valued by m.A(x).

An important role for the handling of fuzzy sets plays the a-cut

[A]o = {{x E X , m.A(x) ~a} a> 0
supp mA. (x)

a= 0,

(2)

which is an ordinary set. Let X be the set of real numbers. A fuzzy number i E IF(R), where IF'(JR)
is the set of all fuzzy numbers, is defined by an upper semi-continous map mi, such that the a-cuts
[i] 0 = [[i]~, [i]~] are single intervals in JR.
For handling more than one fuzzy variable we need the Cartesian product. Let i 1 , .•. , in be fuzzy
numbers. The Cartesian product i 1 x · · · x i,.. is defined as
(3)

We evaluate a function f : Rn --+ !Rm on n fuzzy arguments in IF(JR) by means of the extension
principle. The extension principle introduced by Zadeh is one of the most basic ideas of fuzzy set theory.
It provides a general method for extending crisp mathematical concepts in order to deal with fuzzy
quantities. Here it allows us to induce from n fuzzy numbers i, a fuzzy vector y E IF'(!Rm) through f
such that
my(y)

=

sup

min(mi 1 (x1) , ... ,m.xJxn))

z1 , ... 1 %n

(4)

!1=/(z1, ... ,zn)

my(y)=O

if

r

1

(y) = 0.

(5)

my(y) is the gr·e atest among the membership values mz, x· ·· Xin (x 1 , ••. , x,..) of the realizations of y E IR

usingn-tupels(x 1 , ... ,x,..) , cf. [4].
Caution: We have started with an object in IF(IR)n and get an object in F(!Rm) and not in IF(IR.)m.
x E !F'(R)n is a n-dimensional vector with compon ents in IF{IR), but y E !F'(Rm) is a more complicated
fuzzy quantity, because there may be interactions between the components. For better handling y is
often replaced by the hull z E !F'(IR)m which is th.e smallest fuzzy quantity in JF(IR.)m containing y. In
terms of a-cuts: [y) 0 is replaced by the smallest Cartesian product [z1 )o: x ... x [im]o: containing [ii)o
where

(z;) 0 = (min{y1: y

E (Y]a},max{y;: y E

[Y] 0 }] .

(6)

Neglecting interactivity in such a way means treating each output variable separatly from the others.
Evaluating a continous function f by the extension principle amounts to using a-cuts:

(7)
So fuzzy calculation is reduced to interval calculation on the o:-cuts.
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A simple linear elastic problem
Let us introduce the combination of the Finite Element Method and Fuzzy Set Theory using a simple
example similar to [1'6], which shows the calculation and also the interpretation and visualization of the
solution. Consider a cross-section through a linear elastic soil medium, on which an uniformly distributed
load is applied.
The situation including load, boundary conditions and finite ·e lement mesh is shown in figure l. For
the fuzzy elastic modulus and the fuzzy Poisson's ratio we use triangular fuzzy numbers drawn in figure
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First have a look at the crisp case. The solution of a linear elastic problem using finite elements leads
to the following system of linear equations [7, 12, 13]:
K(E, v) · d(E, v) =

f,

(8)

where K(E, v) is the stiffness matrix,

= (x1(E,v),yi(E,v), ...

d(E,v)

,Xn(E,v),yn(E,v))

T

(9)

the displacement vector with x- and y-displacement for each node .a nd f the force vector. K and d are
depending on the elastic modulus and the Poisson's ratio. We can take the elastic modulus out of the
matrix K and write equation (8) as follows:
E · K(l, v) · d(E, v) =

elastic modulus

f.

(10)

Poisson's ratio
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0.4

= f, we have

If d(l, 11) is a solution of K(l , v) · d(l , v)

d(E,v)

= d(l,v)/E.

(11)

We have to solve equation (8) for fuzzy parameters. For that purpose equation (11) is evaluated for
fuzzy E and v taking the o:-cuts [E] 0 and [v] 0 • Because the function d(E, 11) is continous for the values
of E and 11 in question we can write:

[d(E, v)]o

= d([EJo. [v]o) = d(l, (v]o)/[E]o-

(12)

Visualizing the solution
The result [d(E, v)] 0 is a surface in lR" parametrized by E E [E] 0 and 11 E [v)0 , which cannot be
visualized as a whole in one plot, as in the crisp case. So we have to restrict our view to single nodes
and in general to single displacement directions. We define [id~ = min{xi(l , v) : v E (ii) 0 } and
(ii)~= max{xi (l , v ) : v E (v]0 } . For the displacement in x-direction of node i we get from ( 12):
[xi (E, v)]o = x;( 1, [v] 0

)

/[E] = [(x;J;, (i;]~) /[E]o = [lx;J;/(E]~, (i;)~ /[EJ;] ,
0

{13)

cf. [11] for interval division.

All these intervals, computed for x- and y-directions, are the components of the hull of [d(E, v)] 0 , cf.
(6). These components are not comparable, because we have neglected the interactivity in this process.
Then the membership function of xi(E, ii) is put together from the o:-cuts.
However in this simple case we can visualize the displacement of a node i in two dimensions accurately
by
[' (

x;(~,~)
y;(E, 11)

= {~
·(
E

)]
0

Xi(l,v)): EE

y;(l, v)

[EJ , 11 E [iiJ
0

0 }.

(14)

[(x;( l , v) , y;( I , ii))T] 0 is a curve in JR2 parametrized by v E [ii) 0 . Multiplying the curve by l / (E ]0 is a
homothetic transformation of the curve parametrized by EE [E]0 •
In figure 4 the displacements of four nodes, which are marked by bullets (cf. figure 1) and numbered
from left to right, are drawn in the two ways discussed above. In the latter version the degree of
membership is indicated by a gray-scale. White means 0, light gray low and dark gray high degree of
membership and at last black means 1.
Some values f(x , y) on the cross-section, e.g. the tension, are visualized using contour plots. Areas
such as A = {(x, y) : c 1 '.S f (x, y) '.S c-2 } are often coloured using the colours of the rainbow for indicating
lower or higher values of f. Let f(x, y) be the fuzzy value at an arbitrary point (x, y) on the cross-section
provided by an interpolation using the values at the nodes or Gauss points. We define the degree of
membership of the fuzzy value f(x,y) to the crisp interval C = [c 1 ,c2 ] by

mc(f(x,y))

= ~~gmi(:r,y) (a),

( 15)

= 0.5.
So we get a fuzzy area which indicates the membership of f(x, y) to the interval C at each point
(x , y). This is a fuzzy extension of an often used visualizing concept.

cf. figure 3 where mc(f(x , y))

crisp interval

2

Figure 3:

3

4

7

fuzzy element of a crisp interval
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Algoritlim
In general the function x;(l,v) (resp. Yi(l,v)) is not monotonic. We have to calculate the set theoretic
image x;(l, [vla) by solving a global optimization problem. This has to be done for each node, for each
displacement direction and also for each a-cut.
To reduce such a big computational effort we compute d(l, 11) for v E P = {O, h, 2h, ... , 0.5 - h}
(valid values of v are in [O, 0.5)) with h about 0.01 up to 0.05. In other words the finite element problem
is solved for E = 1 and v E P. For this purpose any finite element software package can be used.
So we get an approximation d(l, v) of d(l, v) using linear interpolation. The components of d(l, v)
are i;(l, v) and :Q;(l, v). Let [ii]a be an a-cut of ii and S the discrete set

s = {x;(l, v):

II

E (ii]o

n P} u {:i:;(l, [ii)~), i;(l, (ii]~)}

(16)

Then (i;]~ is approximately equal to the smallest element of S and [x;]~ to the biggest element of S .
For calculating [x; (E, ii)]0 we proceed as in (13) and for the visualizing of the two-dimensional
displacements we also use the already computed .solutions and a:n appropriate visualization program. It
is obvious, that this method works well only if the number of fuzzy input parameters is small.

Conclusion
The finite element method with fuzzy parameters is in any case an improvement of the current state
in modelling vagueness in soil mechanics. Research concerning this method is only at an initial state.
Further research has to be divided into a mathematical brand i and into one involving the cooperation
with engineers in geotechnics and strength of materials.
The goals of mathematical research are:
1. The minimization of the high computional effort.

2. The finding of 'self-validating' methods to improve the reliability of solutions which are currently
only approximative. T he theory of self-validating methods for function space problems described

8'5

in [8) seems to be a reasonable way for solving parameter depending equations. The results of
such a computation are (interval) polynomials in the parameters. These polynomials are used for
further calculation with fuzzy or interval numbers, for which already some methods exist in [6, 11].
The goals of research in cooperation with civil engineers are:
1. The application of the theory to more realistic soil mechanical models, which is already in progress
for models developed by R. Stark (14, 15].
2. The transformation of linguistic expressions describing soil properties into fuzzy soil parameters
used in the applied model , possibly accumulated in data banks.
3. Finding appropriate visualizations of the fuzzy solution, which should be as convenient and affir-

mative as possible for the civil engineer , because here the visualization of the solution is quite
different from what an engineer nowadays gets from an output of a finite element package.
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Introduction
Since its development in 1965, the fuzzy theory bas become a well accepted tool of engineering, especially fuzzy
controllers are widely spread. But there is more potential in the theory of fuzzy sets and of fuzzy logic. 1his
paper wants to point out how the fuzzy theory can be used to .make decisions in discrete modelling and
simulation.

Decisions in discrete event simulatian
Whatever level of programming the user chooses in modelling of discrete systems (e.g. event lists, process
oriented, object oriented), in every model there comes a point v.hen decisions have to be made how to proceed.
In other words, there is a ·ramification Wher·e die fiow of the system can proceed onto several different ways.
Traditionally, there are three possibilities to make those decisions:
• deterministic (predefined)
• algorithmic (calculated)
• .stochastic (by accident)
Fuzzy logic ·c an be used to implement a fourth way to make decisions. It can be considered either an
extension of the algorithmic method or a mixture between the algorithmic and the stochastic method, depending
on whether random numbers are used to interprete the resulting fuzzy values or not.

Reasans to us·e fuzzy 1togk
There are several reasons to use fuzzy logic in disC11ete simulation, and they are very much the same as the
reasons to use fuzzy logic in controllers:
• fuzzy data: Data collection often is a difficult as well as an important task to be done for a simulation.
Unfortunately, most data are inaccurate. Using fuzzy logic is one way to handle ·these inaccuracies.
• fuzzy rules: The information about the system to be modelled provided by other people is often inaccurate
and biased as well. The way rules are fonnu.lated in fuzzy logic makes it easier to bring lingual information
into a form readable by the computer.
• clear parameters: Even people who are not inflicted in computer science, mathematics, or simulation may
understand the meanin,g of fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules if they are interested. 1his makes it easier for the
simlllation specialist to work together with other scientists in adjusting the parameters.
• staodardizatioo of inaccuracy: Many ways to handle inaccuracies of data and rules can be imagined. But if
simulationists agree on fuzzy logic as a standard tool, programs and models can be much easier handed over
to somebody else. Standardization simply grants better readability.

Fuzzy logic .i n control engi1nee·ring
A controller can be seen as an n-dimensional function of an m-dimensional parameter, which is the same as a
control1er with m inputs and n outputs. By describing the function with the means of fuzzy logic we get a fuzzy
controller, where the inputs and the outputs are linked by fuzzy rules. We name the inputs ini, the outputs outi,
and the fuzzy sets seti to describe how a fuzzy controller works. Later we will refer to this description in order to
point out the d:ifferencies between using fuzzy logic in continuous or in disCT'ete systems.
Some typical fuzzy rules:
• outl :=(setl ), (weight), if: inl=(set2) AND in2={set3);
• outl :=(set4), (weight), if: inl =(set3) AND in3={set5);
• out2:=(setl), (weight), if: in2={set3) AND in3={set2);
These rules ace worked out by the computer in four steps:
·• evaluating the if-conditions with the AND-concurr·ences and the weight factor
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•
•
•

OR-concurrence of the output fuzzy sets
defuzzyfication
setting the actual output values
Evaluating the if-conditions just means to look up the fuzzy value for a given input value in the correct table
function. The fuzzy values ar,e concurred by a fuzzy AND operator. The result is then multiplied with the weight
fact·or, which describes the importance of the rule.
The output fuzzy sets .a re weighed with the corresponding results of the if-conditions (i.e. they are multiplied),
and s·ets that are assigned to the same output are c,onourred by a fuzzy or operator.
To get a value that can be assigned 1to an output, the resulting fuzzy sets must be defuzzyfied. Two methods
ar,e commonly used:
• ma.ximum: Problems may occur when there are more than ,o ne abscissa values giving the same maximum.
• centre of gravity.: This method works only with finite fuzzy sets.

Fuzzy logic in discrete systems
The idea is to apply the fuzzy theory to any logical statement where the data are inaccurate. In the case of a
discrete decision we have an if-then-statement, which is different to the rules of a fuzzy controller in the
following points:
• The if-part of the statement may contain any fuzzy expression (not only AND-concurrences), i.e. AND, OR,
NOT, or any other general fuzzy operator.
• Output va!lues .a re assigned a discrete value, not a fuzzy set.
• Normally there is no natural order of the output values, although they may be represented by real numbers.
Hence, new methods of defuzzyfication have to be found. To explain these new methods in detail, let us
consider a case where the path of a discrete model is split into four paths. At this ramification a decision has to be
made. It is assumed that it is possible to choose ,one path, more than one, or none at all. Normally, we would
name the four paths I, 2, 3, and 4, but in order to emphasize the fact that they are not ordered, we call them A, B,
C, and D. The rules we know must be written down in the form
,. if (fuzzy condition a) then path:=A
,. if (fuzzy condition b) then path:=B
• if(fuzzy condition c) then path:=C
• if (fuzzy condition d) then path:=D

Defuzzyfication in discrete systems
Each fuzzy condition gives a value in [0,1). These values are stored, and then we have several possibilities to
calculate the actual path to be chosen:
• Compare each of the values with a certain boundary value and choose the corresponding path if the fuzzy
value is greater than the bowidary vaJue. This m,e thod may return any nwnber of paths from 0 to 4.
,. Choose one path by taking a random number, letting the fuzzy values be the probabilities for each path. Thus
we will always get one path.
• Take the path with the greatest fuzzy value. As the maximum may occur more often than once. We may get
one or mor,e paths.
• If, and only if, the paths have a natural Ofder, and we have a mathematical reason to assign the value 1 (or any
other value) to the first path, the value 2 to ,t he second path, and so on, then we may also want to use an
analogon to the centre-of-gravity-method. We multiply the identification nwnber of each path with its fuzzy
value, sum ·them up, devide by the number of paths, and rowid the result.

Implementation in a discrete simulator
The discr·ete simulator Micro Saint was chosen for a case study. User defined functions were written in order to
evaluate fuzzy expressions. Any fuzzy expressions can be used, even recursively, but they have to be encoded in
an array variable. This is shown in figure 1, which not only gives technical information for encoding the
expressions, but mo!'eov.e r shows the structure of a fuzzy expression, which is very much the same as the
sttucture of any logical term. Especially important is that a fuzzy value may contain other fuzzy values as input
values for a fuzzy operation.
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Fuzz Value:
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NOT

Tobie lookup
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GAMMA

~
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/

--------~ Real Value )

NOT:
--------<0---<

Fuzzy Value )

Table-lookup: A____J
------"--~Index (value)

AND:

0-<
0--<

OR:

GAMMA:

Parameter

Parameter

~

--------~ Parameter

H

Index (table) )

>-r<
'---------'~
Fuzzy Value

>-r<
L:=:::::::::::===::J~
~
>-p
Ji V
FIJlXY Value

l . Constants might be useful for testing
purposes. They also offer the
possibility to "cut" a fuzzy set by
using AND or OR.
2. NOT
amounts
to
the
fuzzy
complement of the fuzzy value
specified, i.e. 1-(fuzzy value).
3. Tab,le lookup takes a value (spec ified
by the first parameter) and returns the
according fuzzy value of a certain
fuzzy set, which is defined by a table
function (specified by the second
parameter).
4. AND is the fuzzy-AND operator and
works with any number of arguments.
The AND statement is closed by an
ei·e ment containing the value -1 .
5. OR operates like AND, but for fuzzy-

OR..
6. GAMMA operates like AND, but for
fuzzy-GAMMA.

Fuzzy Value

figu.re l: structu.r e or a fuzzy value

The .ca.se study
The purpose of the case study was to test whether fuzzy logic can really be used to make decisions in discrete
event simulation. Therefore an artificial model was created. It
consists of an entrance tha1t generates entities, ten tasks that
process the entities, and an exit .that protocols data. Although it is
1'11
an artificial model it ·c ould be considered to represent some
Deode
imaginable post o:ffi,ce or bank or something like that.
Entiti1es arrive oruy one at a time and with exponentially
distributed interarriva l times with a mean value of I. They are
, then led to ten c.o witers whi1ch have an exponentially distributed
working time wirh a mi.ea:n of 1
. 0. Thus the capacitiy of the
cmmters
is
fitted
exactly
for
the
arriving
entities. Each counter can
§ 104
I process only one entity at a time.
Cou•ter~
What ·c hanged in the system was the way the entities behaved
I § IOS
in
selecting a cowit1er and in waiting if the counter was not free :
Counle r5
Sy stem l: Ea ch counter has a queue for itself. New entities enter
the model in task 111 (,,Decide"). After this task, the entity is
.sent to one of the coWtters by a probabilistic decision. All
counteC'.S have the same probability. At the counter the entity
waits in the queue until the coun~er is free.
System 2: The second way to model this system is to build just
§ !OS
one .q ueue for au die 1counter:s together. This would be the best
Count<!• B
solution in the .sense that diere will be the shortest waiting
times, but die problem is that hwnan beings simply do not
behave :t hat way.
1

§

11 0

Co ut11e1 IO

.f igue 2: sample model for the cas·e

stud y

Tlte.se two ways to model queues are quite sufficient for most
problems. Nev ertheless they cannot represent the whole truth. It
makces a difference 'w hether 1there are just workpieces waiting to
be processed or the re are human beings. In an assembly line it is
not important whether there ar1
e pieces wait ing for a long time, as
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long as the utilization rate of the whole system is good. Human beings will not want to wait any longer than
absolutely necessary. They do not care about the costs of a counter .a nd whether it is utilized well or not They
want to be served as quickly .as possible. In order to simulate •the system more accurately, this behaviour has to be
taken into consideration. An easy way to do so was chosen in ·t he systems 3 and 4.
System 3: Here the entity comes into the ,,Decide"-task, where the shortest queue is selected. The tactical
decision then sends the entity to the first cowiter of those with the shortest queue (if more than one).
System 4: It works very similar to system 3, but here the cotmter is chosen randomly if there are more than one
with the shortest queue.

In ,the systems 3 ·and 4 individual behaviour is considered slightly, but an automatic control system of an
assembly line could still do the same.
System 5: Here fuzzy logic is used to gain a probability for each counter. These probabilities are calculated in the
,,Decide"-task. The following probabilistic decision then ·sends the entity to a cowiter. Note that the cowiter is
·dhosen randomly, but the probabilities for the choice wer•e given by a fuzzy expression.
System 6: The sixth system is an extension of system 5. Here the entities can change between the queues while
they are waiting. Every time an entity leaves the system, ali remaining entities check whether they will stay in
the queue or change to another queue. They use fuzzy logic to judge the situation.
In order to introduce another probabilistic element into the model, the cowiters were given different working
speeds. Such a situation may occur in technical systems as well, but it is typical for human behaviour. Not all
clerks in a post office have the same working speed. It depends on their age, their experience, their physical and
psychical condition, and maybe some more things.

Results of the case study
Expectations were fulfilled in the sense that the waiting times in the fuzzy models ranged between those of the
worst model (longest waiting times, system 1) and the best model (shortest waiting times, system 2). Careful
examination of the result files showed that not only the statistical results were correct, but also the behaviour of
any single entity was reasonable. In short: Fuzzy logic in discrete simulation works!
A smg1e
. l run wt'th IOOOO entities m
. eac1.h syst·e m produced 'the f.oH·Owmg resu1ts:
1
System l
; System 2
System 3
I System 4
System 5
System 6
waiting ii
9334 I
85CH
8003 1
7978
8118
8944
waittirne 1 >
20.62
51.09
26.37
366.12 I
47.6
26.77
waiting .2)3J
20. 87
25.61
312.14 11
25.87
41.18
49.24
IJ absolute ove~aAl number for die Whole ·s imulation run
2
> average values, excluding .z eros
3
: >at the moment; A snapshot was done every time an entity left the system.
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Abstract. ln the present paper we address the problem of discrete time nonlinear dynamic system
modeling using feedforward neural networks and advanced training methods for obtaining good approximation models. Most of neural network app[ications rely on the fundamental approximation property
of feedforward networks. Supervised learning is a means of implementing this approximate mapping.
ln a realistic problem setting, a mechanism is neede·d to devise this learning process based on available
data., starting from choosing an appropriate set of parameters in order to avoid overfitting, to an efficient
learning algorithm measured by computation and memory complexities, as well as the accuracy of the
training procedure measured by the training error, and not to forget testing and cross-validation for
generalization. A comprehensive supervised learning mechanism is introduced in this paper which addresses the issues raised above. We use several simulations to demonstrate the applicability of supervised
learning and feedforward networks in various problem settings and to ,e valuate the effectiveness of the
various algorithms.

Introduction
Nonlinear dynami,c systems often arise in engineering applications. As is well known, the analysis of
these systems can be complicated . For this reason it is frequently desirable to have available simple
approximate models that ·can be used for synthesis, analysis, and identification. ln the present paper,
we consider feedforwa.rd networks as simple approximate models to these nonlinear dynamic systems.
The feedforward network g(·) which implements the following system (1) is the focus of the present
discussion.
(1)
y(k + 1) = g[y(k), · · ·, y(k - n 11 ) , x(k + 1), · · ·, x(k - n., )]
ln the above network, the inputs are x(k + 1), · · ·, x(k - n:r), y(k), · · ·, y(k - ny), and the network
output is y(k + 1). Common examples offeedforward neural network implementations include multi-layer
perceptrons and radiai basis function networks, as well as others [11). They both have been proved to be
universal approximators [7] [10] (12] (14]. Other than the apparent global v.s. local tuning characteristics
for sigmoid and radial basis networks, respectively, and the faster learning capability by radial basis
networks, anot.her interesting aspect regarding the two networks i.s that when the input dimension is low,
·r adial basis function networks tend to be more efficient in terms of network complexity than sigmoid.
How,ever, when the inpu't dimension is high, the above observation is reversed ([2], chapter 5 in (l]).
Therefore a careful selection of the centers and widths of the radial basis functions become critical which
is in general a nontrivial task.
Multi-layer feedforward networks have been applied successfolly to solv.e some difficult and diverse
problems, including nonhnear system identification and control, financial market analysis, signal modeling, power loaid forecasting, etc., by training them in a supervised manner [1] (13] [16) [11]. In supervised
learning, we s tart with a training set and use certain numerical procedures, which usually solve the
nonlinear optimiza.t ion problem deduced by supervised learning, to compute the network parameters
(weights) by loading training data pairs init o the netwo.rk. The hope is that the network so designed will
generalize, meaning that the input-output relationship computed by the network is within certain expectation as measured by testing error, for some input output data pairs which were never used in training
the network. A typical bad generalization may occur due to overfitting. Generalization is generally
affected by three factors, the size and efficiency of the training data set, the complexity of the network,
a.nd the complexity of the physical problem at hand. In most neural network application problems, the
size of the training set is given, and herein is assumed to be representative ·o f the system . The issue to
1
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be addressed then is how to determine a set of network parameters for achieving good generalization.
This may include choosing the right network size, an efficient algorithm of determining the weights for
the network to achieve desired accuracy for training and testing.
In the following, we first addr·ess the issue of existence of feedforward neural networks as approximate
models to nonlinear dynamic systems. In particular , we consider feedforward neural networks with
input-output representations as approximations to a class of discrete time nonlinear dynamic systems.
The inputs to the feedforward neural network model a.re composed of the inputs to the plant and tapped
delays from previous outputs. Then we devise a comprehensive procedure to construct such a feedforward
neural network model from input-output data measurements . The training mechanism discussed in this
paper are applicable to either static or dynamic, sigmoid or radial basis networks, as will be shown in
the following sections.

Existence of a Feedforward Network Model
We will be concerned with discrete-time systems which can be represented by input-output difference
equations. They take the form

y(k

+ 1) =

~[y(k),

y(k - 1), · · ·, y(k - m), u( k), u(k - 1), · · ·, u(t - n)]

(2)

whe.re u( ·), and y( ·) are discrete time sequences.
When ~ in (2) is unknown , the problem of identification arises. The problem is described in the
following. The input and output of a time-invariant, causal discrete-time dynamic plant are u(-) and
y(-), respectively, where u( ·) is a uniformly bounded func•tion of time. The plant is assumed to be stable
with a known parameteriza.tion but with unknown values of the parameters. The objective is to construct
a suitable identification model which when subjected to the same input u(k), produces an output y(k)
which approximates y(k} in the sense that II y(k) - y(k) II< '• for k E K, /{ is a finite interval of
interest, and for some desired c > 0 and a suitably defined norm.
In order to represent a general nonlinear plant of the form (2), we need to use a class of models that
can represent the system function ~. It is a common knowledge that the continuous mapping <1> can be
approximated arbitrarily weitl by various regular simple structures, e.g., sigmoid networks or radial basis
networks, etc .. If the neural model inputs and outputs are arranged as in (2), the above description can
be summarized as:
For a nonlinear, time invariant, causal, discrete-time system of the form (2), there exists a feedforward
neural network N (with parameters w) such that

11 !i(k) - y(k) 11< '·
for k E K, and for some desired c > 0, where

y(k

+ 1) =

N[y(k),y(k -1), ·· ·, y(k- m),u(k),u(k - 1) , .. ·,u(t-n)J

(3)

and y(-) is from (2).
This result can be justified by the universal approximation property of a feedforward neural networks,
either a sigmoid or a radial basis [11].

Neural Network Model Contrstruction from Data Measurements
Training a neural network is an optimization problem. In particular, the objective of training a neural
network is to associate input-output training pairs {(z 1, t 1),·. ·, (:rt, tt}, - . -, (xP, tP)} by properly
adjusting the weights w E Rq in the network such that an error measure E(w) is minimized . A sum of
squared error function is a commonly used measure .

(4)
where ot repr esents the network output when the input is z{.
Various training algorithms have been developed to adapt the weights w in the network recursively
to reduce the error defined in ( 4). Two major types of algorithms have been widely used . On one hand
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there are several a.d hoe techniques, e.g., varying the leamin.g rates in the backpropagation algorithm,
adding a momentum it erm to the basic .backpropagation algorithm {15]. Another school uses standard
numerical optimization techniques like conjugate gradient method or quasi-Newton (secant) methods [8] .
Some n.onlinear leas·t squares methods have been tested and practically provide better performance than
the previous two types of approaches [4].
Back-propagation is a commonly used training technique where parameters are moved in the opposite
direction to the error gradient. Eaich step down the gradient results in. smaller error until an error minimum is reached. The ·c omputational complexity of back-propagation is contrilbuted mostly by calculating
each of the partial derivatives which is only of 0( n). However this gradient descent based method is
only linearly convergent and it usually is very slow. As another heuristic technique of similar complexity
flo the backpropagation algorithm is the gradient algorithm with momentum. It makes changes proportional to a running average of the gradient. lit may be considered as an approximation of conjugate
gradient method. In general, this technique can decrease the probability that the network gets stuck in
a shallow minimum on. the error surface and thus decrease training times,, However the learning rate and
the momentum parameter have to be caxefolly chosen which is a highly heuristic process.
New,t on's method provides good local convergence properties. It 1is q-qu.adratically convergent when a
minimum is approached. Modifications ar•e n•eeded before it can be used at points that are remote from
.the .solution. Calculation of the Hessian is desired to be avoided. The Leven.berg-Marquardt algorithm
is a combination of gradient descent and Gauss-Newton methods which has the advantages of the local
convergence properties of the Gauss-Newton method and the global properties of gradient descent. A
comparison study is reported in [4] where the .Levenlberg-Marquardt method significantly outperforms
the conjugate gradient and the back-propagation with variable learning rate 1
(6] in terms of training time
an.d accuracy.
The systematic feedforward neural network training approach introduced in this paper is based on the
observation of Jacobian rank deficiency. It was noted in i(3] that the Jacobian matrix in the Gauss-Newton
algorithm is commonly raink deficient and the degree of .r ank deficiency is usually very high for neural
network problems because of saturation. characteristics of node sigmoid functions, linear dependencies
among node outputs, linear dependencies among local gradients, etc. Experiments have revealed that
the rank of a ·defi.cient Jacobian matrix is about '60 - 80% of the size of the Jacobian on average, and
it may reach as low a.s 20%. Rank deficient Jacobian matrices on one hand result in the Gauss-Newton
and certain high order algorithms n'Ot applicable, and on the other hand indicate that some weights
in. the network are redundant. Some modHications, for example, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm,
are to make the cross-product matrioes of the Jacobian matrix positive de.finite. Although satisfactory
convergence properties are obtained [4], the weight redundancy is ignored.
In the present paper, we only update the network weights which correspond to a more "efficient" Jacobian matrix (less rank deficient) [l 7]. This on one hand overcomes overfiitting introduced by a highly
complex network and on the other hand reduces computation and memory complexities in network training. The algorithm presented in this paper is derived from the format of t he Gauss-Newton method. It
has similar convergence properties to the Leven berg-Marquardt algorithm. The details of the derivations
of the training algorithm is given in the next subsection.

Derivation of the Systematic Algorithms
When the Gauss-Newton update rule is employed, the weight change ~w(k) from

(JT J)~w(/c)

= -JT

!

w(k)

is computed by

(5)

where J E 1lpxq is 1the Jacobian matrix at the A:fh iteration, (is it he k '111 err-or vector. Obviously, when
J is rank deficient , which is •o ften it he ·Case for neural network problems, J 7 J will not be invertible and
(5) ·can not be applied directly.
To solve for ~w(lc), we make a diagonal pivoting triangular factorization (chapter 5 in [9]) on JT J,
that is, (JP)7(JP) = LTDL, and thereby obtain

LT DL~w(k) = -(J Pf (

(6)

where P •E 'Rqx; is a pivoting matrix, ,.:lY,,(k) = p- 1 ..:lw('°), LE J?_q><q is an upper triangular matrix with
unit diagonal elements, DE nqxq is a diagonal matrix of the form

9.3

where r is the rank of J.
Let b = (LT)- 1 (JP)T f, we have
DLAw(k) =-b.

(7)

Since D is not full rank, we represent D, L, Aw(I:) and b in appropriate block matrix forms as

L __ .[ Li

L2 ]
La j

and b = [

'

~~

]

(8)

where D1 E nrxr is a non-zero diagonal matrix, L 1 E nrxr is an upper triangular matrix, and other
sub-matrices and sub-vectors have proper dimensions. Substituting the block matrices in (8) into (7),
one can verify that b2 0.
Equation (7) then becomes
(9)

=

The above derivation, which is in the spirit of the Gauss-Newton algorithm under Jacobian rank
1
1
deficiency, divides the network weights into two subsets: Awi ) and Aw~ ). The former is a principle
component subset extra.ded from the entire weight set and therefore has major influence on the network
at the k_lh iteration; the later is insignificant in the sense that L 2 is usually dependent upon L 1 . In the
following, we provide means of updating Aw~k) in the meanwhile eliminating Aw~1 ). The details a.re
not provided due to space limitation.
Algorithm I. Network tuning and paPameter tuning {NTPT):
A-(l:) __ A-(L)-(1).
1. uW
1<
w ,
2

2

2. Awil:) = -L1 1 (D1 + µI1)- 1 (b1 + D1L2Aw~ ').
Algorithm II. Parameter tuning and then network tuning {PTNT):
1
1. Aw~ ) = - .£1 1 (D1 + µJi)- 1 b 1 (with ,a:n irnplici,t assumption Aw~1 ) = 0 at this step);
A -(1) -A-(L)
-(J:)
2 . uW2
,. W'2 •

1

where A(k) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 0 S 5.i(k) S 1, i = 1, · · ·, n - r.
It can be seen that L 2 does not have to be exactly and entirely computed in algorithm II (PTNT)
because L2 was "swept out", which might provide certain reduction in computation and memory complexities.

Applications and Performance Evaluations
In the following, we use nonlinear system modeling examples to demonstrate the applicability of the

modeling procedure obtained in the .above sections, and also to evaluate quantitatively the effectiveness
of various algorithms, in t·e rms of training time, training accuracy, network complexity and generalization
capability. As a basis of comparison, the bade-propagation with momentum (BPM) as considered in the
Neural Network Toolbox of Matlab, the weight-elimina.·t ion algorithm (WE) (16], and the LevenbergMa.rquardt (LM) [4] .are used to train the same problems, whose updating rules are summarized in the
following :
( 1) BPM· Aw(l:) - o:Aw(l-l) - R&E(w(k)).
•

.

-

Aw(l:) _

/J

A

(1-l) _

i7'w'1k)

'

R&(E(w<•>)+~ L::_,(wl•» 2 /(l+(w~'» 2 )).

(2) WE . u
- o:~w
/J
t3w(k)
•
(3) LM : Aw( 1 ) = -(JT J + µJ)-lJT !
where o: is a momentum constant, f3 is an adaptive learning rate; T/ is a regularization para.meter. All
algorithms a.re coded in Fortran 77 and implemented on a Sun Spare 5 computer.
Neural networks considered in this pa.per a.re two-layer feedforwa.rd type with sigmoid hidden nodes
and linear output nodes. Network weights a.re initialized with uniformly distributed random numbers
between [-0.5,0.5]. The training process is terminated if the error function in ( 4) is less than a tolerance
7
E: = 10- or the epochs reach I0 ,000 for BPM and WE or 100 for .L M and PTNT.
Erample 1: Modeling a thir:d order nonlinear system. fo this example we train neural networks to
model a nonlinear dynamic process, the system was considered in [13]. The inputs and outputs of the
system satisfy the following equation,

y(i + l) = y(i)y(i - l)y(i - 2)u(i - l)(y(i - 2) - I)+ u(i)
I+ y2 (i - 1) + y 2 (i - 2)
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The input to the network was formulated as x (y(i), y(i - 1), y(i - 2), u(i), u(i - l))T and the target
outpll.t t = y(i+ 1). The training data was generated from a uniform distrib1J.1tion on [-1, l]. 700 samples
were 1Used for training the network and another set of 300 samples were used for testing.
A two-layer feedforwa.rd network N[sx 2oxi] was trained with different algorithms. The 5 network
inputs consist of .2 system inputs an.d 3 delayed outputs of the system. 20 experimental runs were
carried 01Ut by the algorithms for 20 different arbitrary initial weig'hts. The a.v·e rage initial error E(w< 0 ))
of the 20 runs w.as 33'2.0 and the training goal of the error forwtion. was 0.03.
The 20 runs all converged by LM, PTNT and PT, respectivdy. None of the simulations converged to
the desir·e d accuracy 'by using BPM. WE gave even poorer performance than BPM. Therefore its training
result is taken ou.t from the following ta.hie. Table l summarizes the average training and testing results
over the 20 runs.
'!'.able 1 S:i:mula:tion r·e sults for a. third order nonlinear system
Epochs Rank Removed weights Final error Tes·fing error
BPM
LM

PTNT
PT

Hl,000
9.4
31.1
15.8

NfA
141.0
·63.S
167.8

N/A
N/A

lUl663
< 0.03
:$ 0 . 03
$ 0. 03

62.3

NI A

N/A
0.00695
0.00689
0.01202

CPU (s)
8,028
180
267
177

As can be seen from Table 1, the conve~gence property and training a.·ccura.cy of BPM was poor.
LM significantly outperformed BPM for the example in terms of .t raining time and accuracy. But the
memory complexity of LM (O(n 2 )) is higher than that of BPM (O(n)) to store the lower triangular pa.rt
of JT J for .a·t least two operations in µ a.m'd the up1p er triangular factor of (JT J + µ!).
PT h.a s much better oonver,gen.ce property than BPM. PT required fewer iterations than PTNT, but
mor·e than LM. However due to the fact that PT wa:s opera.ting on a lower rank matrix than LM, the
computation time for PT was still lower than LM. PT has similar memory complexity to PTNT, much
less than half of LM. In particular, PTNT cost more time than LM but removed about 62 weights on
average, with a. maximum of 79 weights removed. PT ,c ost a little less time than LM. The memory
complexity of PT or PTNT is much less than half of that of LM, i.e., less than half of (141 2 x 4) bytes
in. this example.
Example 2: A distillation process identification. A distillation column is ·t he system to be considered
in this example. The •c olumn separates methannol-isopropa.nol binary mixtures. A mathematical model
of the 26-tra.y metha.nnol-.isopropanol column is used to generate data for training neural networks. The
inputs are generated from Gaussian distributions with modulated magnitude.
When a feedforwa.rd network .N{2ox2oxi] is used .as the identification model, the input was formulated
as x = (y(i), · · - , y(i - 9), u(i + 1), u(i), · · ·, u(i - 8))7, and the targ·e t output t = y(i + 1). 900 training
pa:ttems an.cl another set of 500 testing patte.m s were used in the example.
20 experimental .runs wer,e carried out by PTNT, PT and LM, respectively, for 20 different arbitrary
initial weights. BPM and WE were ta.ken out from the comparison because of poor convergence properties. The average initial (e rror E( w< 0 >) over the 20 runs was 1778.9 and ·t he training goal was to make
the 1e rror function below 0.04. The averaged results over the 20 runs are tabulated in Table 2.

LM
PTNT

PT

Table 2 Simuiati011. Results for a distillatiicm process
'Epochs Rank Removed w. Final erroT 'f:esting error
13.8
441.0
N/A
$ 0.04
0.0467
36.3
187.4
167.9
$ 0.04
0.0568
19.3
18'8 .0
N/A
< 0.04
0.0584

CPU (s)
3,610
3,806
1,754

Similar observations to Example 1 stiU hold in Example 2. Although PTNT cost more time than LM
but removed 1'68 weights in the network on average, with a maximum of 193. PT still cost much less
time than LM . The memory complexity of PT or PTNT is also much less than half of ( 441 2 x 4) bytes
used by LM.

Condusions
This pa.per has fo cused its discussion on how to use feedforwa.r d neural networks for nonlinear dynamic
system modeling. We first provide an j ustification on the feasibility of 1J.s ing fe.edforward neural netwo rk
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for th:is purpose. We then devised a practicai procedure which consitruct this feedforward neural network
model from input output data measurements. Unlike many results in the literature, our approach
achieves multiple objectives, i.e., high training accuracy, low memory and computation costs, and finally
selecting networks with right sizes to overcome overfitting, in an integrated and systematic manner.
Acknowledgement. This research is supported in part by NSF under grant ECS-9553202, by EPRI
under grant RP8015-03, and by Motorola.
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UNCERTAINTIES IN MODELLING. APPLICATION TO HEAT TRANSFERT IN
BUILDINGS, COUPLING RADIATIVE AND CONVECTIVE EXCHANGES.
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INSA Bat. 307, 20 av. Albert Einstein 6'9621 VILLEURBANNE. France
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Abstract
The problem developed and analyzed in this paper is the estimation of the uncertainty associated with the results
obtained by numerical simulation codes of physical systems induced from input data. Implicitly posed by the
authors is the delicate ,question concerning the use of the output obtained by calculation codes used in prediction
situations, and the l'eliability which can be attributed to such oupuL One example of thermal behaviour of simple
physical systems is treated, serving as an illustration.
Two dassical methods ar,e presented. The first is a probabilistic method, the Quasi Monte Carlo method
and the other one, a determinist method, the Finite Differences Differential Analysis. These two methods are
tested on a non-linear heat transfert model. This model is extracted fraction of larger model of building thermal
behaviour, allowing a simplified presentation of the methods proposed.
The comparison of the two methods leads to conclusions in favour of differencial analysis, which is
clearly more calculation time saving and which makes it possible to identify sensitive data with significant
bearing ,o n output uncertainty. Nevertheless, it is emphasized that for this method it is essential to enter into the
calculation code formalism in order to express the partial derivatives of the transfor function. Globally, a relative
superiority of the differential analysis is shown, particularly in the case of large codes where the use of Monte
Carlo method would be prohibitive in calculation time.

Introduction
Let us cc>nsider a model of building in which all the output can be grouped in a vector S with components such
as walls surface temperatures, air mom temperatures, air velocities in rooms, air humidities, .... This vector can
be expressed in form of a linear or non linear relation .9' of the model's input data and the control parameters
according to the very general expression represented by relation (1). Thus :
S = .S'(E,C)
(1)
where S ={s 1, 52,. .., sq} is .the output vector with dimension q, and E ={e 1, e2,. •., en} the input data vector with
dimension n. E contains the whole thermal and geometric data of the building. For example : south area
windows, east ,aJ"ea windows, ... , insulation thermal conduction coefficients, concrete thermal conduction
coefficients, material thicknesses ... .
C = {c 1, c 2 ,. •., cm} is t!he control parameters vector, with dimension m. For example: reference temperature in
rooms, maximum heating power, ... E and C constitute the data. The 7 function is a function representative of
the model, known analytically, numerically or even experimentally.
The problem of estimation of the reliability of results, i.e. error analysis, consists therefore in evaluating
the effects on the components of the output S of perturbations generated on the elements of E and C. The most
direct method is to associate a variation interval with each component e; and c; :
e;

E [

e; •

~e;

, e; +

~e;]

and

C; E [

c; -

~C; , C;

+

~c;]

, where i = l, .. ., n or m.

Likewise, resolving the problem of error analysis will consist in reaching a fluctuation interval on the output sj :
, where j = l , .. ., q.
The variable of output sj may be considered as a •function Fj G jth component of !T). For instance, in the
elementary case of 2 dimensions , Y is a surface. The uncertainty analysis is perform according to the domain
defined by the different variation limits. It is ther·e for,e expec~ed that the optimal combination which produces
the maximal amplitude variation of the response S be located in this zone.
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Determination of output uncertainty interval
Reference :method : M-0nte Carlo method (MC)
In the Monte Carlo method, a probability density is assigned to all of the input data which may be affected with
uncertainties. For each simulation carried out, a value is randomly selected for all uncertain data according to
their respective probability density, and all the uncertain parameters are simultaneaously disturbed. The Monte
Carlo method thus makes it possible to take full account of the various interactions taking place among all input
data of the model. The simulation :product is then saved, and the process is reinitialised, using a unique and
different set of input data for each operation.
The total uncertain1ty of simulation results can be expressed by the standard deviation :

s 0 (p 1 )=[

I

1
(N -1)

(LP1/-N .(m(P1k)) 2)]2

(2)

where N is the number of simufations and m the average of the output values and ljk the probability value of
the p j parameter.
An estimation of sD ·Can be deduced from each sirnu1lation and the precision of this estimation can be
determined by using a distribution of x2 to calculate an interval of reliability for sD [l] . The accuracy of sD only
depends on the number of simulations carried out, as shown by relation (2). The main inconvenience is that the
sensitivity of the predictions related to the individual variations of each parameter is not accessible, since all the
input data vary sirnultaneaously.
Another inconvenience is the large time computation when using MC method for complex models as
building thermal behaviour simulation ·or fluid mechanic simulation. Studying variance variation with number of

s1 =

computations
f (N) in case of thenna1J system model, we observe number of computations must be
gr·eater than 100 for a confidence interval less than 15 % of final sD value (i.e. for a very great number of
computations). The applications studied in this paper involved about 800 computations to reach 5% for final sD
value.
Finite Differences Differential Analysis method (FDDA)
Two cases can thus be seperated :
- The function :7 has no singularity in the domain of fluctuation of the disturbed elements of the model.
An analysis is done in first order of each output s1r If the function :T is differentiable to the point considered, we
have:
m CJF'/c
8Flc
ruk = L:
-- f).e1 +~
£.J - - f).cj
j =1

&j

ja l

(3)

lXj

where m, n are the numbers of disturbed input data and parameters. F1t. corresponds to the expression of SF
relative to the output s1.
- If the function ff exhibits one or more singularities, it is necessary to proceed to a case by case study.
The calculation of partial derivatives can be developed acco~ding to various approaches due to the complexity of
the model studied. The ideal case lies in the possibility of analytically establishing these primary derivatives.
The direct differential analysis then proceeds to the derivation of equations of the model. Thus, designating by S
={s" s2, ••. , sq} the output vector ofa system of equations (which can be non-linear) :

f(sn , ... ,s1 ,;,a,, ...,a,,,)=0

OS
, a; grouping together the data (control parameters and
t3t

with s = -

s", .... .

J. ...... s'

(4)

input data of the system considered). The

denote derivatives of space of the order n, ... , j , .. . I . Introducing as a new solution to the

t3s
t3a.

problem the function of sensitivity of output X = - -

, its differentiation gives the following system [3] :

' ao

(5)
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These equations of output sensitivity give the sensitivities of all the output according to the input data
observed. This approach may be adopted whenever the elements of the above equation (5) are easily accessible.
However this opportunity is not frequent due either to the high degree of complexity of the equations, or to the
fact that the model is not explicit (numerical or experimental model). In addition, the use of this approach
automaticaUy makes numerous ,changes of the ,theoretical model necessary to be able to estimate the derivatives.
This continues to be difficult to carry out on complex models.
The possibility that remains is to approximate calculations using the method of finite differences. Each
panial derivative wm be evaluated us,ing the following relation :

with,

8£=[0, .... ,0,&1 ,0, ... 0]r

(6)

where '5£ is equal to a weak perturbation (compared to I ) to the j jth position, and zero everywhere else. For a
first order calculation ,

CkJ is included between 10·3 and I 0-6 . Therefore m + n + I evaluations of 7

are

necessary to calculate the c.sk. Other authors have described Finite Difference method in a sensitivity analysis
context. It is important to note that the Finite Difference method (marked FD) [4] is different of Finite
Differences Differential Analysis method (marked FDDA). Indeed, FD method g ives an approximate value for
the d erivative

0 F. I oej for a 'Central value e1:0, between ej,o -

L1ej

and

ej,o

+

Llej

' where [ ej - 6ej ' ej + 6ej]

is the data variation interval. Our calculation reaches a numerical estimation derivative value with a very small
displacement

&J

around e1.0 vafoe (6). An approximative derivative calculat,ion is nevertheless correct for linear

function F* with smooth variations, but is not efficient for non-linear cases w ith rapid variations which are not
studied here.

Application to coupled he.at traosfert i·n building tbe.rmal non-linear model.
We propose to treat a simple example of a non-linear model which consists in studying radiative and convective
exchanges of a room in a dwelling unit.
We are interested in the evolution of the temperature of each side according to the intensity of the
physical inputs (figure l). Face I receives a surface energy Eo. while it simultaneously disperses heat by
convection (exchange coefficient he , and reference temperature Tm). It then radiates towards the other surfaces.
Faces 2 and 3 are subjected to coupling between radiation and convection. Faces 4 are assumed to have very low
convective ,e xchange coefficients which ar,e then neglected in the thermal balance equation of the face .
2

Adiabatic wall
.3
fj~ure

i - View of the enclosure and the applied input
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Table I groups together the vah1es of the thennophysical parameters, as well as their respective fluctuations,
:

8 data values

I

Surface energy
.Eo (W/m 2)

E0

:R!eference value

I

Uncertainty

=

I

Envelope
dimensions (m)
L i XL2 XL3

1

I

6x3x3

400

± 10 '%

F31

I F32

± 2 '%

. Convective
coefficient
(W I m2 • K)

View factors

=

0.217,

·-

0.292

he=

±8 %

I

12.0

Reference
temperature
(K)
Tref

±9 %

= 291

±5 %

Table I - Values ofthennophysical par:arneters and the corresponding uncertainty.
according to the specifications generally sought by ,experimenters on measurable sizes. After assesment of the 4
faces studied, the following system ofnonlinear equat:ions is obtained:

he

4

4

4

-7; +7; -F"i27; -F"i37;
a0
4

he

4

4

4

-F21I'i +-7; + 7; -F237;
4

he

he

a0

a0

4

he

-F24~ = -Tref

ao

ffo
4

E"

-F"i4~ =-+-T,.,,f

4

4

(7)

he

-F11 T; - F32 7; + -7; +I; - F34 ~ = -T,.,,f
ao
ao
- F41 T; 4 - F42 7;4 - F43 r;4 + (1- F44 ) ~4 = 0
associated .as well wi1th the refationships of complementarity and symmetry for the calculation of view factors
not coming from the monogram reading. That is :
n

S; Fij = Si ~; ,

L Fii = 1

with

j =l

where S; and Sj represents the different surfaces of the envelope. In this example, data vector is :

E

=[£ 0 , L 1, L2 , L 3 , F'i 2 , F'i 3 , • •••• , F43 , F44 ,he, T,.,,1 , a

0

]

with 20 components.

Except for a 0 and FiJ for wh.icn 1thie uncertainty is supposed negiigiblie, .an uncertainty interval is assigned to other
E components (Table 1). Nevertheless, FiJ view factors having a major importance in radiant heat exchange, we
arbi,trary introduce uncertaimties for only two factors F 31 and F 32 , in order to test their influence. So, M vector
is reduced ito 8 components.
Relation ff here corresponds to ,the solution of the non-linear system (7), providing solution T:

requiring 1 computation.

(8)

For each data (with attached uncertainty intervais), we compute 9 vectors T:

( Tk + 8 41

.sE.)- Tk

=------ - -

requiring 9 computations

8Eo

8T "''

The resolution ofth.e system of nonlinear equations T =Y(E) was carried out through the use of the LevenbergMarquard algorithm 1[2]. It should be no~ed however that the estimation of the Jacobian matrix according to the
1

rno

finite diffenences fonnula wa:s completed by a relationship which makes automatic the generation of an adaptive
step hj as a function of input data considered ej and the numerical computer accuracy [5]. A global systematic hj
value has not been used as it was the case in the study of linear systems. Figure 2 superimposes the projections
of the va'lues obtained by Monte Carlo simulations and the iboundaries of fluctuations of the corresponding
output variables.
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Figure 2 • Results obtained for the nonlinear model ofcoupled exchanges : Monte Carlo values and uncertainty
of the Finite Differences Differential Analysis. Temperature are given with Kelvin.
As for time computation perfonnance, time r:at'e is about I to I 00, betwieen 1the FDDA and the MC method. The
differential analysis which w.e have implemented is fully correct despite the totally nonlinear nature of the
physical process studied. To complete this presentation of results, table 2 sums up for each surface temperature,
the 'fluctuation resulting from the uncertainties on the parameters and the input data of the model.
Temperatures
(K)
Face I:

Non disturbed
values

FDDA
Uncertainties
(9 simulations)
± 0.7 K

313 .74 K

T1

FDDA
Uncertainties ( %)

MC Uncertainties
(800 simulations)•

T2

±

.

0.2 %

293.'64 K

± 0.2 K

±

0.07 %

I

±

2.6

%

'

I

Face 4:

T4

295.01 K

i

±7.7 K

I

:

0.2

+ 0.61
i

(%)

I

'

' face 2, 3:

MC Uncertainties

. 0.17
+0.09
• 5.15
+ 2.73

K
K
K

K
K
K

.

0.06

+ 0.2

%
%
%
%

. 0.06
+ 0.03
. 1.75 %
+ 0.92 %

Table :2 ·Uncertainties associated with temperatures on each face of the envelope.
(* number of computation must be greater than WO for a reliability interval less than 15% of final standard
dev iation sv value. This case involved about 800 computations to reach 5% of final sD value).
1

Comparatively, differential analysis restricted to first order therefore offers the possibility of constructing a
relatively exact framing of the fluctuations of 't!he output of the model, both linear and nonlinear. The
cons istency of the l'lesults with tihe Monte Carlo simulations is all the more favourable as the cost of the
calculation involved in setting up the difforential analysis remains quite acceptable, and much below than that of
the Monte Carlo method. It sho:uld be .r emembered however that the two methods share the quality of being able
to consider the uncertainties on the input data parameters with few restrictions on their amplitude. Differential
analysis does however offer the additional possibility of an estimation of the sensitivity of all of the output with
respect to each uncertain parameter or piece of input data. Figure 3 summarises the incidence of each input data
on the v,ariations of different output, leaving aside the assumed input data fluctuation interval.
lt CM thenefor,e be observed that the view factor F31 is die most influential parameter with a major
intluence on aH of the tempetatures. The other in.fluentiaJJ parameters are, in the order of importance, the
reference temperature, the exchange coefficient, and the surface energy received by the wall.
1

1

1

1
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Figure 3 - Influence of each piece of input data on the fluctuation of output in the case of a highly nonlinear
model of coupled radiative and convective exchanges. The preponderant influence of the F3 1 view factor on the
temperatures can be observed, particularly with T 1 and T4 •

Conclusion
w ,e have compared, through the coupled heat exchange example in buildings, two uncertainty evaluation
methods. These two methods involve different approaches. The frrst is a probabilistic type (Monte Carlo, MC),
the second a deterministic type (Finite Differences Differential Analysis, FDDA).
The FDDA method has to be particularly effective. Regarding to robustness, we have observed that the
uncertainty interval described by this method almost systematically includes the values computed by the MC
method. In addition, this framing of the MC results by first order approximation of FDDA does not lead to an
excessive extension of the area of uncertainty of the results, but on the contrary, narrows the extrema of the
cloud. The interval which the FDDA method leads to is therefore always more pessimistic than that obtained by
the MC method, but the diffe.rence does not exceed 2%. The FDDA first order approximation therefore proves to
be satisfactory.
Regarding to effectiveness, the calculation times necessary to obtain the uncertainty interval are far
below those of the MC method. As for performance, calculating time rate is 1 to I 00, showing that FDDA
method is more time saving than the probabilist reference MC method. The only precaution necessitated by the
FDDA method is within the determination of the calculation step of partial derivatives. This is a particularity of
the FDDA method which must be entered in the calculation code. But it is likely that in deterministic type
approaches, a sequentia l analysis of the numerical and math,ematical treatment of the model is essential.
Nevertheless, when this is done, and as the partial derivatives are coded, the uncertainty of the output vector is
easily computed. Another considerable advantage of the FDDA method is the possibility of estimating explicitly
the sensit,ivity of each output element on all of the input data. Therefore it is possible to envisage using it
inversely by transmitting information iback to the necessity ofteducing the uncertainty of certain data.
Finally we note that this method imposes few a priori restrictions concerning the nature and the
amplitude of the uncertainties associated with data.
1
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FUZZY .M ODELING FOR TIIE BIOSYNTHESIS CONTROL
L. Raslaov, V. Holodltov, G. Puov
St. Petersburg State Technological Institute (State University)
26, Moscowsky pr. 198013, St. Peter.sburg, Russia
Abltnlct. Untraditional approach for industrial biosynthesis contr·ol is proposed. It implies appliance the
continuous diagnostics of the current process state and using obtained information for detennination of
the necessary control operations. The diagnostics is based on the two level hierarchical diagnostic model
which includes both expert and deep knowledge. The diagnostic model consists of the following kinds of
models formalmng this lmowledge: frame-net at upper level and sets of production rules and
mathematical model at :lower level.

The mod·e m biotechnological p.rocesscs in most cases have a hlgh level of the Wlcertainty, so there are
problems in the control of these processes for their efficiency and stability improvement. It is caused by a
lot of reasons. Fir:s.t of all it is the complexity of the modellng processes with living objects, when it is
essenti&I to take into :account individwtl character of the :s train growth and vital functions which may be
differ·e nt even at the identical mode of the process running. The conventional mathematical models
suitable for the use .in control .systems w:cy often fail to describe deviadoRS in ·the process flow caused by
individual peculiarity of biolo,gical agents (microorganisms, fun;guses etc.). So it is neces.ury to use the
adaptive models and control algorithms that will change the set of their basic parameters with reference
to a cwnnt situation in fermenter [2, 4 - 6].
Another reason which causes the high level of uncertainty is the t·ack of sensors that can provide
automa·t ic measurement of the concentrations of metabolism product ,c omponents in on-line mode. At
the same time the duration ·o f 'the laboratory analyses of these par,ameters is rather great. It means that
the resul·t s of 1the laboratory analyses .riefiect a situation which ocourred in fermenter some hours ago. So
the results cannot be used directly in the control systems. Moreover for successful operation of the
Pfocess it is necessary to consider such hard fo.rmalizable factors as the appearance of biomass, its color,
the value of its air saturation and oth~. that give imponant information about the process current
state. All above-mentioned problems are well illustrated by the Citric Acid biosynthesis.
1

'Target pmc~ description
A :simplified scheme of the process is .s hown in Fig. 1. The :sterile nutrient medium (water solution of
sugar and mineral salts) and inoculum (germinated mycelium of the Aspcrgilus Niger) supplied into the
fermenter (stream Medium In) before the beginning of the Citric Acid fermentation process. The
temperature in the fermenter is stabilized by contr.oller TC (1) which affects the cooling system. Air
stream (Air In) is continuously supplied for breathing and mixing the medium. This input flow is
~egula,t1ed by ,t he flow •c o.n troller FC (2). The f:ermen,t er pressur·e is maintained by manipulating Air Out
.strieam usin,g contrioller PC (3). The increase of the foam le¥e1 in the fermenter above the critical point
invokes the supply of Antifoam Agent (controHer LC (4)). The Feed stream entering process loop is
controlled by flow controller FC (5). Moreover the Control System (CS) allows to monitor the values of
mass (WR (6)), heat evolution (AR (1)) of the medium and specific speed of oxygen consumption by the
medium in t'he fermenter (BR (8)).
Such CS can con.trot the process quite successfully in the 'case of its normal functioning. But if the
fermentaition process develops with some deviations (caused for example by peculiarities of the concrete
micelium) the CS may fail. We ·c annot use the laboratory in.forrnatioR on concentrations of Citric Acid,
biomass and sugar because of ·the large delays in obtaining of the laboratory analyses results. The
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measuremen,t 'e rrors here can reach large va,lues (about 30%) in relation to the moment when samples were
tak·en. The CS :a'lso fails if some faults in the .measurement or control apparatus occur.
V6
..... Antifoam Agent -

......

- -4

Medium In

AirOut

Feed

V6-VIO - Valves for
streams communication

FERMENTER

Cooling Water In
Air In

MediumOut

~
•

Fig. 1 Simplified technological scheme of the Citric Acid fermentation

To overcome these d ifficulties and make the level of 1U1certainty maximally low it is suggested to
cont.fol ,t he process by means of the information obtained from the knowledge-based Subsystem of
Monitoring and Continuos Diagnostics (SMCD) of the process current state. The algorithm of the
subsystem functioning takes the Diagnostic Model (OM) of the process as the basis. DM allows to
identify a situation actually existing in the process at any given moment and to take necessary steps
timely.

'The Structure o·r the Diagnostic Model
For the synthesis of the OM that would be valid a,t different s·tages of the process it is necessary to use
both the expert (empirical) and deep (theoretical) knowledge [I, 3, 7]. This way we can avoid drawbacks
of the systems using one type of knowledge. Unlike usual mathematical model (MM) DM describes
mainly the abnormal states of the process and incJudes MM ,as its integral part. In our case DM is applied
for identification current situations in the process and early detection possible deviations from the
normal process flow and its causes. On the basis of this information the SMCD gen.c rates the forecast of
given situation development, defines the control actions corresponding this situation and passes them to
the CS.
At the same time the MM describes effects of the biomass and target product accumulation and
sugars consumption. It is used for rational on-line control of the feeding flow into fed-batch reactor as
weU as for forecast the general way of the fermentation process development. On the basis of this forecast
economically expedient momen't when the fermentation process should be ceased is calculated and fact of
the medium infection in f ermenter fa recognized.
Thus the system Knowledge B·ase must include no1t only different type of knowledge but also
different forms of .its presenta't 'i on. For the effective unification of this heterogeneous knowledge it is
proposed ,t o apply hierarchic two-level DM with the frame-situation model of net structure on its upper
level (Fig. 2). The ar,cs of the net show interrelations between typical technological operations (let us call
them macrosituations) for accomplishment of the whole technological process. The frames in the nodes
(frames of macrosituations FrSi) have the :s ame .set of s'lots which includes information describing both
·these situat,i ons and ,c ontrol operations for the normal process flow. More detailed information about any
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abnormal situations (faults) in the process (let us call them microsituations) and control operations in
these cases is gathered in the affiliated frames FTC;;.
The decomposition of the Citric Acid biosynthesis process into the technological operations
(macrosituations) allows to consider them one by one and to reduce dimension of lower level models
without the increasing of upper level model dimension and thus to simplify computation.
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Fig. 2 The structure of the Diagnostic Model

1be frames of macrosituations and microsituations
The typical frame FrSi of macrosituation $; may be shown in the following way (the slots of the frame
are listed in braces):
FrSi ={Name. Ako. St. Fn. Be. Alg. Dr, Con.fl
(I).
Each slot contains either quantitative or semantic information which relates to a particular
technological operation and describes one or another its aspect as pointed out below:
Ako indicates the names of the affiliated frames that are connected with this frame;
St contains information about a status of the macrosituation determined by a special procedure
Pei . This slot has two values: St=l (if this operation runs) and St=O (if not);
Fn is the number of the fermenter where the process under control is conducted ;
Be represents a set of initial parameters necessary for the running of the technological operation
(set points for the controllen, the positions of valves and so on);
Alg contains the algorithms of running the technological operation in the case of its normal
flow;
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Dr has an information about the duration or conditions of ceasing of the technological
operation;
Con/ points at the frame which is the next in the frame net and toward which it is necessary to
move after fulfillment of the given technological operation ..
Let us examfae FrS. "Fermentation" as an example of a macrosituation frame (Fig. 3). It is
necessary to note that the realization of this technological operation in the case of its normal flow is the
independent functioning of several algorithms (slot A.rg): th'e algorithms of change depending on time the
set points of temperature TC (I) and air flow FC (.2) controllers; adaptive algorithms for pressure
stabilization by means of controUer PC (3) and for foam removal and environment pollution prevention
using controller LC (4); algorithm of an optimum feeding profile determination on the basis of MM and
rational feeding flow control by means of flow controller FC (5). Economically expedient moment when
the fermentation process should be finished (slot Dr) may be forecasted approximately in a hour
beforehand by means of special algorithm AIS6 by app1ication of MM (it is the instant when potential
profit from the target product accumulation wm be less than the expenses for the further process
realization).
The faults !that occur during the fermentatio n as a technological operation (slot Ako) may be
djvided into three groups, ·associated with: 1) sensors faults (frames FrC,.wFrC403); 2) discrepancy
between actual value of the parameter and its set point (frames FrC409-FrCo6); 3) deviations from the
normal biotechnological process flow that are not displayed at the monitored parameters supplied by
automatic .s ensors (FrCm-FrCm).
The causality between fau lts and its consequences (symptoms) was elicited for successful fault
diagnostics and appears the meaning of the tower level of DM. The simplest way to formalize this
knowledge is to use the production rules or fuzzy sets, but in the latter case we need some more
information to synthesize the membership functions so we choose the previous one as the method for
knowledge presentation.
The typical frame FrC; describing a microsituation C; and belonging to the macrosituation
frame FrS, may be delineated by the following expression:
FrCij {Name, Ako, St, Atr. Dm, Cs, U. Ree, Pr, Con.I}
(2),
where Ako indicates the n:ame of the root frame connected ~th this one, whose values of attributes it
inherits;
St is a status of it he microsituation. This slot has 3 values: detected, possible and not detected.
The microsituation is considered as det·ected if all symptoms connected with it are observed in the process
at the given moment. It is considered as possible if one from all symptoms is not observed or an extra
one is observed . In other cases the value of status of ·t he microsituation is not detected. There is the
special procedure Pc2 for definition of the micros.i tuation status.
Arr contains 2 :g roups of parameters: Hst and total number of symptoms specifying this fault
(microsituation) :and list .a nd number of them actually detected in the process;
Dm is a fragment of the process DM which is applied to the concrete microsituation and
performed by means of rules used in the fault analysis. The left parts of the rules contain conditions (set
of the faul.t symptoms), whose fulfillment (coincidence with the symptoms actually arisen in the process)
should be accompanied by activization of the right parts of rules. The last ones explicate the reasons of
the fault, define the .necessary control actions and give them out to the object, provide personnel with the
reco.mmenda,ti·o ns :and prognosis of the process development;
Cs has information about the causes of the fault occurrence;
U contains control actions that are necessary to give out to the object through the CS
(amendment of the controllers set points, change.over the channels of control of some parameters.
activization or cancellation of special algorithms and so on);
Ree represents recommendations to the personnel about the maximally efficient operations in the
case of this faul t occurrence;
Pr c·a lculates prognosis of the current pwoess State development;
1

=

1
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Con/ points at the names of the frames of competitive microsituations, that are necessary to take
into account for successful determination of the most probable fault, explaining the received set of
symptoms.
The structure of a microsituation frame is illustrated on the frame FrCm •Infection of the
medium in the fermenter • (Fig. 4). In this case the fragment of OM (slot Dm) contains 5 production rules
for fault diagnosis. The following symbols are put into practice here:
A. A 1 and B. BJ are actual and limit values of the medium heat evolution and specific speed of
oxygen consumption respectively in the case of fermentation normal functioning;
t, 11 are the actual time of the operation and an agreed moment of the shift from the biomass
growth stage to fermentation in the full sense respectively;
D7=J and D8=1 denote that the channels of measurement the heat evolution and specific speed of
oxygen consumption are in order;
MI is the result of the microscope investigation of the medium (Ml=() if infection is not detected
and MI=! if infection is detected);
..1.s/..d.t , DS and 4Pl..1s, DPS are the actual and limit values of sugar consumption speed and the
quotient of the ~arget product accumulation speed to sugar consumption speed accordingly (these values
are calculated on the basis of MM;
p. pl are the actual value of the target product concentration and the economically expedient
target product contents in the medium for the Citric Acid purification.

Mathematical Model
Inexplicit character of the fermentation process (as it was mentioned above) necessitates the utilization of
both the empirical and deep knowledge. The last one is presented in the Knowledge Base of SMCD by
MM. All aforesaid functions of MM in the SMCD call for using the dynamic MM with adaptation of its
parameters to the real conditions of the particular fermentation process.
The structure of MM of the Citric Acid fermentation can be formed from the following
theoretical reasoning. Specific growth rate of the biomass is limited by low sugar concentration and by
high biomass concentration (effect of the space lack). Sugar acts as both limiting and inhibiting factor for
specific production rate. The sugar is spent for the biomass growth, maintenance of its vital activity and
for Citric Acid synthesis. For this purposes the sugar solution is put into bioreactor not only before
fermentation but throughout it also (the Feed stream at Fig. I). MM of the Citric Acid fermentation is
represented by three differential equations reflecting changing rates of biomass, target product and sugar
concentrations:
k 1 ·s·r
F
dx
(3),
-=
·X
(k2 +s)·(k3 +r) V

dp
di

=

k 4 ·s ·r
(ks+s) ·(k6 +s)

(4),
(5),

where x, p. s - concentrations of the biomass, target product and sugar accordingly; k 1 - k 9 - model
factors; F and sF are the flow rate and sugar concentration in the feed stream; V- volume of the medium.
The parametric identification of the model is carried out using the data obtained in the passive
experiment conducted on the Belgorod Citric Acid Plant, Russia. The results of this identification are
given in Table 1.
Table I
. IM o d eI parameters
The va ues o fM a themat1ca
Parameter of MM
k:,
k,
k,
k,
k,
kif
k6
k1
k9
h·I
Unit
g 11-h
g /I
g /I
g / l·h
g/I
g/I
Value
1.15
98
31.2
24.8
2.7
0.7 1
15. 1
3.9
0. 12
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....

0

00

Values
Slots
Fermentation
Name
Ako A fault in the channel of measurement:
the temperature in fennenter; the input air flow; the
pressure in fermenter; the foam level in fennenter;
the feed flow; the mass of the medium; the heat
evolution; specific speed of the oxygen consumption.
Temperature in the fermenter is elevated.
Temperature in the fermenter is lowered.
Input air flow is elevated.
Input air flow is lowered.
Pressure in the fermenter is elevated.
Pressure in the fermenter is lowered.
Feed flow in the fermenter is elevated.
Feed flow in the fermenter is lowered.
Reduction of the biomass activity.
Lack of oxygen during the biomass growth.
Lack of sugar at the stage of the biomass growth.
Lack of sugar during the fermentation.
Lack of oxygen during the fermentation .
Excessive growth of the biomass.
Infection of the medium in the fennenter.
Level of the medium in the fennenter is increased.
Level of the foam in the fermenter is increased.
Ejection of the medium from the fermenter.
Leak of the medium from the fennenter .
St=l / St=O
0... n
Set of the Initial parameters
Algorithm of fermenter temperature control.
Algorithm of input air flow control.
Algorithm of pressure stabilization.
Algorithm of foam removal.
Algorithm of rational feedin2 flow control.
Determination of the operation cease moment
Dr
Conf Thermal inactivation of the medium
St
Fn
Be
Alg

Fig. 3 Macrosltuation frame FrS. "Fermentation"

Notes
Frs.

Slots
Name
Ako

FrC401

St

FrC"°'
FrC409
FrC.ao
FrCm
FrC.12
FrC•u
FrC...
FrCm
FrC."
FrCm
FrCm
FrCm
FrC420
FrC.m
FrCm
FrCm
frC424
FrCm
FrCm
FrCm

Pei

Alg1
Al82
Al83
Alg.
A12s

A186
FrSs

Values
lnfection of the medium in the fermenter
Fermentation

Notes
FrCm
Frs.

Detected I Possible I Not detected

Pc2

Atr

A, B, t, 07, 08, Ml, &/4t, 4p/4s, p

Dm

if A>Al&.B>Bl & t>tl &D7=1 & DB=/, then Csl,Recl,Pri;

if Ml=O &~> DSJ & llp < DPSJ ,then Cs2, U l;
41
As
if M/=l &

~ > DSI & ~ < DPSI, then Cs3, Rec2, U2;

if Ml=/ & 4.J > DS2 & Ap <DPS2 &p>pl, then Cs4, U3,
41
As
Rec3, Pr2;
if Ml=l & !ls> DS2 & Ap <DPS2 &p<pl, then Cs4, U3,
41
!ls
Rec4, Pr3
Cs
Ca 1: either infection of the medium in the fermenter or
excessive growth of the biomass;
Cs2: excessive growth of the biomass Is possible;
Cs3: moderate medium infection in the fermenter;
r.,.tt.. th• · · •· in th... ~~.
ill entirelv ,_,..
u U 1: examination of competitive microsituation (sl·o t Cont);
U2: to make adversity for strange microorganism;
U3: to move on the next macrosituation frame FrSs
Ree Rec 1: to carry out additional laboratory analyses and
microscope investigation (Ml), input new data In the SMCD;
Rec2: to identify the species of the strange microorganism;
Rec3: to rout infected medium for the product purification;
R .....t. to ""C lnf~ted medium as substratum In other nrocess
Pr
Pr 1: the medium infection is possible;
Pr2: be ready to receive medium for the purification;
Pr3: be ready to receive medium for substratum preparation
Excessive growth of the biomass
Conf
FrCm
~

Fig. 4 Microsituation frame FrCm "Infection of the medium in the fermenter"

The parameters of MM have to be adjusted to the current fermentation conditions in order to
predict development and execute advanced wntrol of the particular process. However it is necessary to
adjust not an parameters but only those ones the sensitivity of Discrepancy Function to their change is
especially high. The results of cakulation of Static Sensitivity Coefficients (SSC) for each parameter are
given in Table 2.
Table 2
The values of Static Sensiitivit Coefficients
, Parametc..'1' of MM
k
k
k
kJ
k
k
k
0.71
0.09
0 :6'9 I 0. ! I
0.09
0.23
0.19
0.76
0.12
i Value of SSC
As anybody can see from the Table 2 only k 1, k 1 and k 6 have to be adjusted. Since the determined
parameters enter in the MM linearly and one by one in the different differential equations, the adjusting
procedure becomes much simplified. Such adjusting talkies place every 4 hours after reception of the new
data of laboratory analyses. ln addition the quanitities oheceived feed and medium picking out are taken
into account.
MM aJlows to determine ·t he feeding general strategy which is one of the basic factors for
improvement of the process economy: t<o calculate the sugar •c oncentration ; =

Jt, ·lc

6

which ensures the

maximum fermentation speed; to predict the instance t when this concentration would be reached and to
find out rational feeding flow F ( t) which would maintain this concentration and therefore a maximum
fermentation speed (last algorithm from slot Alg in Fig. 3).

Sununary
The suggested method for the control of fed-batch bioreactor can work successfully in the conditions of high
level of uncertainties that take place in the processes with living objects. The application of Diagnostic
Subsystem as an integral part of the Control System allows to get the robust control in the case of on-line
informatio.n deficit. To overcome ·the problem the Diagnostic Model uses both ,empirical and deep knowledge
about the process. Two level 'hierarchic Diagnostic Model with frame net .at upper level and set of production
rules and mathematical modd at lower level allows to decrease the dimension and thus to simplify computation.
This approach was developed first of all for the Citric Acid fermentation process but it can be
applied to o ther biotechnological processes as well.
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TENSOR ANALYSIS BASED STivIBOLIC COMPUTATION FOR
MECHATRONIC SYSTEMS
K. Scltlacher, A. Kugi and R. S6heidl
Johaunes Kepler University Linz
Altenbergerstrafie 69, A-4040 Linz, Auhof
Abstract. This contribution presents methods for the mathematical modeling of mechatronic systems
based on tensor analysis in combination with graph theory. 'tensor analysis .is an effective and universal
tool for the common description of electrical and mechanical systems in a geometric way. Efficient
algorithms for time-dependent Lagrangian systems with nonholonomic constraints are developed as well
as an extension of the theorem of Brayton-Moser to general n-port networks. Therefore the combination
of electrical a:nd mechanical systems is achieved in a straightforward way. The so obtained methods for
setting up the mathematical models are optimized for treatment by computer algebra as well as for
numerical simulation.

Introduction
Using the well known notation of tensor algebra in the first part of the paper we discuss the fundamentals
of Lagrangian systems. An efficient algorithm for the derivation of the equations of motion for a system
of rigid bodies connected together by different types of joints is proposed. This algorithm is designed in
such a way, that time dependent Lagrangian systems and non holonomic constraints can be taken into
consideration, as well as the costs for a symbolic treatment and numerical calculations are minimized.
The second part of the paper concerns the modeling of electrical systems based on Kirchhoff networks.
Analogously to Lagrangian systems a geometric oriented description based on tensor analysis is given.
However, the most important result of these considerations is the extension of the theorem of BraytonMoser [2] to a general class of electrical n-port networks. Due to the common description of Lagrangian
systems and electrical networks, the mathematical modeling of eiecbomechanical systems is achieved
in a straightforward manner in the third part. Furthermore, we show that under certain integrability
conditions the well known principle of coenergy functions can be directly deduced from our results.
All proposed algorithms are especially useful for numerical simulation as well as for computer algebra
programs in combination with object oriented design strategies [3]. On this manner we can overcome the
restriction of the over-polynomial :increase of the cakulation time and memory of symbolic computation,
and this makes these methods applicable for practical problems.

Lagrangian Systems
Modeling of systems of rigid bodies is based on the theory of Lagrangian systems here. Therefore we need
.effective methods to describe these system as well as methods to form complex: systems by connecting
simple ones. Ann-dimensional Lagrangian system in canonical coordinates (:z:, v) is described by the
equations
d {)
&
--L--L=Fi
i=l ,. . .,n,
(1)

ax,

dt Ovi

'

where L (t, x, v) i.s the Lagrangian function and Fi are generalized forces. It is well known, that the
action J Ldt is extremized for Fi = 0.
To achieve a geometric description of Lagrangian systems, we take an n + 1 dimensional manifold
M with coordinates (t, x) as base manifold. Let -y (r) : R-+ M be a curve with 1' (r) = (T, X), where
E TM
upper cases are used for a curve, then its tangent vector is given by"/ = T 8t + :L~=l
with
= d~Xi. We assign to each point/ of the base manifold M the linear space A(J) =span {1''}.
The annihilator A.1. of D. is the set of a all 1-forms af such that 1•af = "/Jaf = 0 with the pullback
operation 1· : AM -+ AR and the interior product J of a vector and a form. If T # 0 holds, a
1, ... , n, where d denotes the exterior derivative (1]. Taking
basis of Al. is given by { dx, - vidt}, i
T = t = T we get velocity type vectors 'Y = Ot + L::'.:l
with t-component equal to 1. Now a curve

x:az,

1

x:

1

=

xiaz,

r (t) can be lifted from M to TM by 1' (t) = ( -y, Bt + 2:7=1 X,8"',)
'Y (t)

= (J, Ot + 2:7=1 V..Bz.)

E TM, on the other hand a curve

ETMis the lift of a curve on M, iff
with

QL
1

= dx · 1.
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v l·dt

'

i

= l ,. . ., n

(2)

holds for i' E TT M or Xi = 'Vi, where the forms of ar·e transferred from A 1 M to A 1 T M. Here we
have constructed a special fiber bundle, that is called a line element contact bundle with contact forms
of. This bundle has coordinates {t, x, v) at least locally. Taking the I-forms /3f = dov;L - 8"' 1Ldt, we
can easily see that a curve 7(t) = (t, X, V) E TM describes a motion of the Lagrangian system, iff its
tangent i' = Ot + L~l
+
E TT M meets the conditions

xiax, Viav,

i'Jaf =

0,

i =I, ... ,n.

(3)

It is worth to mention, that on the line element contact bundle Ldt is a well defined I-form and (2), (3)
are valid for time dependent Lagr.a ngian L, too.
Of special interest :a:re transforms f: M 1 --+ M2 of the type (t,y)--+ (t,x(t,y)) between the bases of
the fiber bundles. If Qi = dxi - Vidt are the contact forms on M2, then their pullback rai to M1 is
given by f*ai =Li Oy;XidYi -(vi - Otxi) dt. Comparing them with the contact forms dyi -u,dt on M1,
we see that the contact structure is preserved, iff Vi = OtXi +Li Oy;XiUi holds. Therefore, the lift off
to
T M 1 --+ T M2 is given by (t, y, u) -+ (t, x(t, y), O(t,y)x(t, y)u) = (t, x, v) , and a curve 7 1 ETM 1
describes a motion, iff

J:

i =I, ... ,n

(4)

holds, where J• pulls the forms from T M2 back to T M 1 . These equations are equivalent to using
'itY = u, ftJ,,L1 - :yLi = F28yx with L1(t,y,u) = L2(t,x(t,y),8tx+oyxu), the pullback of L2 to
T Mi. Also of inter·e st are more general transforms of the kind J : T Mi --+ TM2 with (t, y, u) --+
(t, x(t, y), v(t, y, u)), whieh do not necessarily preserve the Lagrangian structure. Here the equations of
motion are given by (4), the pullback of (3), but they cannot be recovered from the pullback of the
Lagrangian alone in general.
Lagrangian systems can be built up fwm simpler ones in a straightforward manner. Let us look at
two systems with Lagrangian La., Lb, forms /3fa , /3fb and generalized forces Fia., Fib , respectively, which
are modeied on the same manifold M with contact forms of. For each system the equations of motion
follow from (3). The equations of the compound system with Lagrangian L = La+ Lb and general forces
Fi = Ft+ Fib are obviously given by

i'Jaf
Tills result is a dir·e ct consequence of

f3f

=

= 0.

(5)

/3fa + f3f 0.

The Rigid Body Package
The rigid body package offers mode[s for rigid bodies as well as a selection of different joints, springs
and dampers. A rigid body is modeled by a Lagrangian system and joints are considered as additional
restrictions of the system only. Therefore non holonomic restrictions are allowed as well as time dependent
Lagrangian systems.
Hone adds restrictions of the type h(t, x) = 0 to a Lagrangian system (3), one restricts the movement
to a submanifold of the base manifold. Under some conditions h(t, x) = 0 is equivalent to x = f(t, y) due
to the implicit function theorem for some y. In this case x = f (t, y) induces a simple, structure-preserving
transform, which is given by (4). Of ,course these oonsiderations apply to more general restrictions of
the type g(t, x, v) = 0, too. For the sake of simplicity we assume, they are equivalent to x = f(t , y) and
v = g(t, y, u) for some y , u, then it is easy to see that the induced coordinate transform is described by
(4), too. Bllt this transform does not pl'eserve the structure in general.
A system of rigid bodies is formed by connecting rigid bodies, joints and springs, etc.. Its modeling is
based on Lagrangian systems. A graph G = (N, B) is related to ·t he system. The node set N contains the
rigid bodies, and the branch set contains joints, dampers, springs, etc .. Nodes are Lagrangian systems,
and branches generate restrictions like g(t , x) = 0, g(t, x,, v) = 0 or generalized forces Fi. Since it is
straightforward to add generalized forces to the system, we do not pursue this case here.
At the first stage we assume that G is a simple chain of length n + I, starting with the system
0. Let xi- l, xi denote the coordinates of the systems of the nodes i - I , i connected by t he branch
i, which generates a restriction of the type xi = Ji(t,yi ,xi-l) with the joint coordinates yi. Let us
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assume that the joint variables y can be used as generalized coordinates. Since the transforms of the
last section are based on the pullback operation only, we can setup the equation of the whole system
by the follov.-ing simple algorithm. Start with Go = {No , Bo, }, Bo = {}, No = {O} and coordinates
(t, x 0 ) and repeat the following steps until you reach the node n: 1) Take the system of node i and
derive its model using the coordinates (t,x 0,y 1, ... ,yi,xi). 2) Use (5) to combine this model with
the extension of the model of Gi-l from (t,x 0,y 1, . .. , yi-l) to (t,x 0,y1, ... ,yi,xi). 3) Pull this result
from (t,x0,y 1, .. . ,yi,xi) = (t,x 0,y 1, ... ,yi,xi(x0,y 1, ... ,yi)) back to (t,x 0,y1, . .. ,yi) by (4) and set
Bi= Bi-l U {i}, N, = Ni-l U {i}, Gi = {N., Bi} . It is easy to see that this algorithm works for time
dependent Lagrangian systems as well as for non holonomic constraints. It is straightforward to extend
this algorithm from simple chains to trees. If the graph G = (N, B) is not a tree, we construct a suitable
spanning tree

c' = (N, B'),

B' CB. Whenever it is possible to solve the additional equations induced

1

by the branches B \ B algebraically, this is done by the package. Otherwise, numerical methods or the
Lagrange multiplier technique must be used. Furthermore, this algorithm offers an effective strategy
to mi.nimi.ze the number of operations necessary for numerical simulation or further investigations with
computer algebra systems.

Kirchhoff Networks
Modeling of electrical networks is based on the theory of Kirchoff networks. The circuit is formed by
connecting terminals. A graph G = (N, B) is related to the network. N is the set of nodes of cardinality
n, and B is the set of branches with cardinality b. A branch has exactly two end points which must
be nodes. For the sake of simplicity only connected graphs are considered here. The current i1 and the
voltage u1 are assigned to the branch l , and the potential v; is assigned to the node j . The voltage and
current law can be expressed as

(6)
where nodes j and k are connected by the branch l, and d.;; is defined by

~; = {

-i

if node i and branch j are connected, the direction of i; to the node i is positive
if node i and branch j a.re connected, the direction of i; off the node i is positive
otherwise.

A current iT = (ii, ... , ib) E Rb and a voltage u = (u 1, ... , ub) E (Rb)• are said to be admissible, if
they obey the current law and the voltage law, respectively. Using the map D : ~ -. Rn , given by
Li dt;ii = x;, one can easily show, that i is admissible, iff i E Ker D and u E Im D•. This justifies the
choice u E (Rb)*. Let R = { r i} be a basis of Ker D and S = {Si} a basis of Im D*, respectively. The
equations
i = R.x , u = yS and uR = 0 , Si = 0
(7)
are equivalent to both the laws of Kirchhoff. Now Telegens [5J theorem, which proves ui = 0, whenever
u and i are admissible, follows directly from the equations above. If we take (i, u) E Rb x (~r, then
the con.figuration manifold M of the network is given by

(8)
It is a well known fact that Rand Scan be constructed from a subgraph, a tree, G' = ( N,B ) , B c B ,
which contains no loops. Suitable algorithms based on the search method "depth first" are implemented
in the package.
1

1

Electrical Networks
Electrical networks are special Kirchhoff networks with graph G = (N, B), therefore their configuration
manifolds M are given by (8) with coordinates (i, u ). We consider here general n-ports, which include
dynamic elements like inductors and capacitors with n- ports, as well as static elements like resistors,
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voltage and cunent sources, .amplifiers, etc.. For the sake of simplicity the graph G = (N, B) is finite
and connected and we consider time invariant networks only.
First we subdivide the set B into 3 disjoint sets L, C and F of subsets in a way, such that the set
i E L, C, F contains all ports of the inductor i, capacitor i or static terminal i, respectively. Clearly,
B = uiEL Liu uiEC ci u uiEF Fi holds. The differential equations of the dynamic elements are given
by
d .
d .
dtT,ii_j( ... ,ik, . . .)=uj, j,kEiEL
and
dtqj(. .. ,uk, ... ) =i;, j,kEiEC,
(9)
and v'.i; denotes the tlux linkage and qj the charge linkage of the j-th port. The static element i is
described by ·e quations of the type

Jj{. .. ,uk, ... , ik, . .. ) =

0

with

(10)

j, k E i E F .

Now we make the following strong assumption for the sake of simplicity: The variables (i1,uk), j E i EL,
k E i E C form a chart, a system of coordinates, of the configuration manifold M. Then we can
determine the following functions i1 = i1( ... ,ij, . . . ,uk, ... ), ui = u1( ... ,ij, ... ,uk, ... ), l E B with
j E i E L, k E i E C. E.g. one can use the Kirchhoff package described in the last section to set up this
set. If this assumpti.on is not met, we have to extend the presented methods to the general case. Since
this can be done in a simple way and has no effect on the following consideration, we limit us to those

.networks w.hich meet the strong assumption.
AnalQgously to Lagrangian systems, we look for a geometric-<)riented description of the network and
start with the manifold M =Rx ft' x (Rb)* x R with coordinates (t, i, u,p) and p = L iEB uiii. Any
solution 7(t) = (t, Ii, Ui) must satisfy (7), therefore it lies in the submanifold Mo with p = 0 because
of Telegen's theorem. If the tangent v<ector )' = Ot + L]EB(ijai, + Uja,,,1 ) satisfies )'j dp = 0, then y
:r·ema.ins in Mo, whenever this is true for one point 7(to). This structure is a special fiber bundle again,
whlch is called a hypersurface element contact bundle with contact forms dp = LjEB ujdij + ijduj for
ail admissible voltages u and currents i. Because of (7), the contact forms dp have a finite basis. The
equations of motion follow from the pullback of the special I-forms /3f ,

/3f

and

')-J/3f =

/3f = 0 , j

0 , j E k E L , )'J

E k E C

(11)

induced by the curve 7(t) = (t, Ii , Ui)· It is worth to mention that these results can be extended to time
variant networks in a straightforward manner.
Although (11) together with the strong assumption describes the network completely, it is still possible
to reduce the number of equations. By om strong assumption we have a map

f : (t, i;, Uk) -; (t, i, u)

with

j E i E L, k E i E C ,

(12)

and we will use its pullback f* to transfer the equations from M back to Mo. By a little abuse of
notation -we see, that f*(/3}) = dT,ii} - f*(u j)dt and f*(/3f) = dqj - f*(i;)dt is fulfilled, and we have to
express u;, i 1 as functions of the new coordinates only. Of course we also have f*(p) = 0, f*(dp) = 0,
as well as f*(u;dij) = f*(uj)dij for inductors and f*(ikduk) = f*(ik)duk for capacitors. Since f*(dp1 ),
f*(dpu) are obviously l.iilea:r independent, f*(dp 1 ) = f*(dpu) = 0 must hold, too. Combining these
equations we get

r(

d L jEiE C Ujij + LjEiEF Ujdi j) is fulfilled, then we can find a function f*(q)
with df*(ij) = w, and we get immediately

If dw = 0 with w =

Since the forms dij, duj in the equation above are linear independent, the terms in parentheses must
vanish. q can be easily calculated, if we define for each static terminal i E F the functions
(i)

pi = """"'
L J.Et. ;

u) di).

and
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(13)

assuming that the integrability conditions d Ljei u;di3 = d Ljei i;du; = 0 are met. This is possible for
terminals like resistors, sources, amplifiers, etc.. The sum pi +pi = p}.. is clearly the flow of power into
the terminal i. ~om q = L ieC Pi + L iEF pi, we get immediately -q = LieL Pi + LieF pi . With the
abbreviations p}r = Ljei u;i;, K E {L, C, F} for the fiow of power in the terminal i we have the final
result:
Theorem I The equation of motion of an electrical network (9), {10}, which meets the strong assumption and the integrability conditions d Ljei u;di; = 0 for i E F, are given by
(14)

with pi,

pi

from (19} .a nd

f from (12).

It is worth to mention that these results are an e>..'tension of the theorem of Brayton-Moser [2] to a wider
class of networks. Here we emphasize the symmetry between inductors and capacitors, too.
Of further interest is the stored energy i.n the dynamic elements. E.g. the flow of power into an
inductor i E L or capacitor i E C is given by
(15)

for a curve 'Y(t), to ::; t ::; t 1 . Uthe values of wL,, w(; are path independent, or dI:i;d1/J} = 0,
d L;ei u;dqj = 0 holds, then we are able to find the functions wi and wh such that dwi = L;e.: i;d1/Jj,
dwh = LjEi u;dq; are met.
The energies WL = LieL wi, we= LiEC wb together with the functions f> = LieFf>i, p = LieFPi
allow a simple stability analysis of the network. Here we assume that all integrability conditions are
met. Let the function w = wL + we be positive definite for an equilibrium of the network, then w can
be used as a candidate for a Liapunov function of the network. From
d
dtw

= - f'" (f> +p-)

one can conclude that w is a Liapunov function of the network, ilf

r (p + f>) is positive semi definite.

Electromechanical Systems
Here modeling of electromechanical systems is based on Lagrangian theory and the electrical networks
presented in the former sections. The mathematical modeling starts with the cross product of the
line element and hypersurface contact bundle with coordinates (tm , x, v , te , i, u), with tm. the time of
the mechanical part and te the time of electrical part, respectively. Setting t = tm = te we get the
coordinates (t, x, v , i, u) £or the compound system and we can extend the exterior derivative d and the
interior product J from the parts to the configuration manifold in a straightforward manner. We denote
the exterior derivative operating in the variables (t, x, v) and (t, i, u) with dm and de, respectively.
We need some assumptions about the way to combine the two systems. A curve 'Y on the configuration
manifold is given by 'Y = (t, X, V,I , U) of course. We assume that the energy transfer between the
mechanical part and the electrical part occurs in the inductors and capacitors only. Let the sets L, C
and F be the same as above. We define the set M, for each dynamic terminal of the electrical network,
such that j EM;. means, the vari&ble x; of the mechanical part is associated with the terminal i of the
electrical part. We assume, that the generalization of (9) is given by

! 'if!;( ... ,

ik, ... , x1) = Uj , j, k E i E L , l EX, ,

:t qJ (...

, Uk , .. . , x1)

= i;

, j , k E i EC, l EX;. .

(16)
It is easy to see that the pullpack of /3J = d'if!} - u;dt , f3f =
i;dt induced by 'Y is equivalent
to (16). It is worth to mention that the effect of the mechanical part on the electrical part is linear in
the variables v. To find the effect of the electrical part on the mechanical part, we make the following
assumption: The relation

dq; -

KE {C,L}
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(17)

holds for any curve )'. I.:jEi Ujii is the electrical power, I.:iEX, Fjvi is the mechanical power with
generalized 'coupling foroes
and Pk is the flow of power stored in the terminal i. E.g. from (14) we
get the relation

FJ,

Pi=

! wi = ~ l

LjEi ijdetf'.i}

= 'YJ LjEi ijde1/Jj + i'J k~, ( 0~k

l

LjEi de (ift/Jj) - Tf'.ijdij) dxk

for inductors. The combination of this result with (ll), (17) leads to

0

i'J L kEX; .f1dxk = i'J L kEM; dxk UXk
,,

JL . .
.,

JEt

Tf'.ijdij.

Since this equation must hold for any curve "(,we get immediately the expressions

0
F~ = VXk
,,

JL . .
-,

JEt

ttijdij , i E L , k E Mi ,

Ft

0

= UXk
,,

JL . .
-,

JE•

qjduj , i E

c , k E M;

(18)

for the generalized coupling forces Fj of the .i nductors as well as for the generalized coupling forces
of the capacitors because of analogous considerations. If (18) meets the integrability conditions
de Ljei Tf'.ijdij = 0 and de I.:iEi q;duj = 0, respectively, which are equivalent to the integrability conditions of (15), we can define the functions

Fj

and

(19)

w[., wb

are called coenergies, too.
Finally it is easy to set up the equations of the total system. The electrical part is given by (16), and
the generalized coupling forces Ft for the mechanica.!I. part follow from (18). If it is possible to calculate
the coenergies (19), we can modify the forms /3f of (3) to f3f = dov,L - o,,j,dt, L = L + WL +we with
WL and we as the swn of coenergies of all electrical. terminals, which are connected with the Lagrangian
system.

Summary
In this paper we have presented some efficient methods for th:e mathematical description of mechatronic
systems. Since the modeiing of mechatronic systems requires the knowledge of various fields of research,
we have focused our attention to a common geometric oriented description and notation based on tensor
analysis. We have shown that by means of a simple .a lgorithm the equations of motion of time variant
Lagrange systems with non holonomic constraints can be easily derived. As an important result for
electrical systems an extension of the well known theorem of Brayton-Moser to n-port networks is
given. Furthermore, the connection of electrical and mechainical systems to electromechanical systems is
achieved in a straightforward way. The proposed methods can be easily implemented in any computer
algebra system. The special implementation in MAPLE V, described in [4], has now been extended with
the proposed algorithms. [t is worth to mention, that this package can handle hydraulic networks, too.
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BOND GRAPH APPROACH FOR RELATIVE DEGREES
AND ZERO DYNAMICS ANALYSIS OF LINEAR SYSTEMS
R. Fotsu Ngwompo, S. Scavarda and D. Tbomasset
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Abstract: During the modeling phase in control system design, before deriving and analysing the dynamic
equations «Jf the model, it is helpful to detennine some properties of the system which do not depend on
numerical values of the parameters. This study called structural analysis can be carried out conveniently using a
bond gt'.aph approach. The advantage of bond graph being l hat it is close to the physical representation of the
system and it provides an interpretation of the results in term of physical phenomena and the interconnections in
the system. This paper considers the problem of strucrural determination of relative degrees and zero dynamics
analysis for linear ·control systems based on their bond graph representation. Some previous results obtained on
th is topic afe recalled and a new approach mor·e general using the bond graph concept of bicausality is presented.
This study has some applications in the design of tracking controller and the problem of input-output
decoupling.

Introduction
In diverse problems of system control design, it is often necessary to study relative degrees and the zeros
dynamics oftihe system. Unlike the poles of the system which are intrinsic system properties, the relative degree
and .ZJero dynamics of the system depend on the chosen input-output pair. They are then, related to the locations
of the sensors and actuators on the physical system and they have an effect on the overall stability of the control
system. For instance, in perfect output tracking problem, relative degrees indicate how many times the
predefined output trajectories should be time-differentiable and stability of zero dynamics is related to the
boundedness or the level of oscillations of control actions in performing tracking objectives.
From a practical point of view, it is interesting during modeling and design of control systems to carry out a
structural analysis of the system before calculations and to keep as far as possible a physical interpretation of the
.system properties. Structural properties of a system are then properties which do not depend on the numerical
values of its parameters but they are generic properties depending only on the type of elements and the way they
are interconnected. The purpose of this work is to present a general bond graph based method for determining
relative degrees and analysing zem dynamics of physical systems. in f61, some results on the problem
considered here was presented but the proposed method based on conventional lbond graph did not provide
general !'esults in a systematic approach for all bond graph configurations and particularly for multiple inputoutput power line systems.
In this paper, a general rule applicable to linear systems modelled by bond graph for the detennination cf
relative degrees is giv·en and our study focuses on particular cases which are exceptions to the proposed rule.
Two classes of exceptions are distiguished depending whether they are structural (i.e. independent of the
parameters of the elements) or not and two examples are given to illustrate both cases. For zeros dynamics
analysis, we use the Mason loop rule and the inverse bond graph model as the zeros of a system are the poles cf
its inverse and we show that this approach which is mor·e general allows ito study in a procedural way the case cf
multiple power lines between tbe input and the output variables. Inverse bond graph is constructed using the
concept ofbicausality introduced by Gawthrop [3] and the procedure for inversion of linear SISO system which
was proposed in [2]. Let us recall that the method for application of Mason loop rule to bond graph given by
Brown in [l] remains roughly valid for extended causal bond graph with mixed causal and bicausal bonds even
if particular configurations due to bicausal bonds may occur.

1. .Determi1n ation of the relative degree from tbe direct bond giraph
The problem of determining the relative degree ofan output of a system modelled by bond graph is considered
here. The rule proposed to find the relative degree is an extension to MIMO linear systems of that given in (6].
In all the paper, the direct bond graph denotes the causal bond graph obtained from a procedure such as SCAP
[4) or MSCAP '( 5). We start by some definitions:
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Definition I: for a m-input m-output sytem, the relative degree~ of an output y1 is defined as the minimum
number 0 so that an .input component appears explicitly in the expression of
where 1J is the d/th timederivative of y1•
Definition 2: In a direct bond ~aph, ·the ofder wp(u"y) of an input-output causal path p from the input u; to the
outputy1 is:
W/ui,yj)=n1(p)-nD(p)
where nlp) (resp. nv(P)) is the number of energy storage

y/'iJJ

yl

elements in integral (resp. derivative) causality on that path p.
As wp(u;,y) indicates the net number of integrations between the input variable u; and the output variable y1
along the path p, we then state the follow.ing result.
Rule!: The relative degree dk of the outputyk for am-input m-output system is given in general by:
dk

=i=T-~~};!~(m/u;, Y.1c)}]

(I)

where P;k denotes fue set of au 'input-output paths from U; to Yk·
However, it may oocur in some particuaar cases that the true 11elative degree denoted d~ be greater than the
number dt defined by (I). To develop this point, we consider the case of SISO linear systems and notice that
from calculus carried out in [2~, if dis the output relative degree then it comes that:
n

for r < d,

y<rJ = 2. G0
k=l

y

(d)

n

= :LG0
k=l

(ik,y)xk
r+l

.

d+J

(xk'y)xk+G0 (u,y)u
d

where G0 ( v ., v . ) is the swn of constant factors (or static terms) in ·the gain of all k-order causal paths from
Jc

I

}

variable v; to ~ariable v1 and Xt are energy variables associated with energy storage elements k.
The exceptional cases where 1the relative degree is larger than d may then arise when there exist more than
one path wi,th minimal order d so that G0 (u, y) =0.
d

As we show on two examples given below, this condition may be structural (i.e. independent of parameters
values) or it may depend on some algebraic constraints between the system parameters.
Example I: The system represented by the bond graph of Fig. I is considered in [6) and its structural relative
degree is two. It has two minimal-order pa1ths shown on the bond graph and to examine exceptional cases when
the relative degree may be larger than two, we have to <ealcu[ate the sum of static terms in the gains of minimalorder paths. The condition for 11elative d~gree to be degenerated is then: L-f + lr.L 1c ""0. Thus, when the
I 2

2 I

system parameters satisfy the equality: kC1 R = L 1 , the !'elative degree is larger than two. However, this
condition is not structura~ as it depends on numerical values of the parameters and a simple pertubation of the
system parameter will cause the re'lative degree to reduce to the stroctural value predicted from expression (1).

C:C2

Fig. I - Example of bond graph wiili double minimal-order paths
Example 2: Let us consider dte bond graph of Fig.2 (b) which is the model of the electrical circuit of Fig.2 (a).
According to the Rul.e I, the relative degree of the given output y should be zero. But as there are two inputoutput zero-order causal paths, we have to study the sum of the gains of minimal-order input-output paths . In
this .case, that sum is null independently from fue parame~ers of the components then the relative degree is
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structurally larger than .zero. To find the structural relative degree., we have to consider paths of higher order and
the output structural relative degree is then one. Note that in this last example, to find a one-order causal path,
one has to considered not only elementary paths but also the paths .containing causal loops.

I_I

.. ··}1~0· ....

R2

u

u:Se

::.·_·:~.--·-"/'
=-=;rzr ·,

~
./ I f----;:... C:C2

'\.-i~--0/
!:1~ 1·
~~~~

R:RI

R:R2
(b)

(a)

Fig.2 - Electrical circuit (a) and its corresponding bond graph (b)
To summarize this section, the relativ.e degrees from the bond graph model is given by (1) when the
minimaJ-order causal path between input components and the considered output variable is wiique. Otherwise,
one has to examine the sum of the gains of minimal-order input-output causal paths in order to study the
conditions in which the relative degree is degenerated.

2. Stability of zero dynamics from the direct bond graph
The zero dynamics of a system are the intemal dynamics when the input is chosen so that the output and its
successive t'irne-derivatives are ikept identically .zero. Defining a power line as a serial co!Ulection of bonds and
junctions, an extensive study of the zero dynamics of systems with single input-ou,t put power line is presented
in [6J and the following result which gives a sufficient condition for a system to be minimum-phase (i.e. with
stable zero dynamics) is established:
Rule 2: The .z ero dynamics of a linear SISO system ;we stable or marginally stable !if there is a single power line
from the input source to lhe output variable. Moreover, each subsystem off this single power line indepently
determines a set of zeros.
An additional result concerning the parameters on which the values of the zeros depend is also given.
Rule 3: Given an input-output pair, the zeros of a linear system .are independent of the parameters of the
invariant elements i.e I, C or R elements which appear on each path from the input to the output variable.
Remark 1: In the above rule l it is supposed that ·there exist no element with negative parameters as it may
oocur in bond graph obtained from linearization around some reference state.
The above rules does not involve systems with multiple power lines between input and output
variables. As the zeros of a system can be studied as the poles of the inverse system, in the next section, a
procedure for construction of inverse bond graph is recalled and then we will show how by analysing causal
1loops in the inverse bond graph, a general approach for analysing the stability of the zero dynamics can be
carried out in some simple cases including mu ltiple input-output power lines system and we will illustrate lhe
method on an example of nonminimum phase system.

3. Co.n struction of the inverse bond graph
In the bond graph representation, a causality assignment is attached to a computational scheme and causal
manipulations are anaJogue to algebraic .a nd differential operations on a mathematical model. Bicausal bonds
enlarges the ,computational possibilities and allows to represent the inverse system in a convenient way [3). An
extended causa'lity assignment procedure to 11epresent the inverse bond graph mode'! of linear SISO systems was
given in [2] and the main points of that procedme are presented below:

Procedure l (for system inversion):
i) Determine the minimal-order path between the input variable and the output variable on the bond graph
in integral causality.
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iiJ.

On the acausal bond graph, replace the source associated ·~o the input variable by a SS element and
•connect a SS element to the output variable.
i.iiJ. On the output SS element, assign the flow source I effort source causality and propagate the bicausal
infonnation toward the input SS el•e ment along the shortest path detennined in step 1. Immediately
·e xtend the causal implications throughout the bond graph as far as possible.
~ Choose any energy storage elements ([ or C) without causality, and assign its preferred integral
causality. Propagate the causal information as far :as possible. Repeat this step until all I or C elements
are causally completed..
ii Choose any unassigned R element and assign to it an arbitrary causality. Propagate the causal
information as far as possible. Repeat this step until the bond graph is causally completed.
R.e mark 2: SS ·element is source-sensor element introduced in .[3] to extend the concept of sources and detector
in the context of bicausality.

4. Zero dynamics analysis from th·e inverse bond graph
Depending on whether the system is single or multiple input-output power lines, two cases naturally appears
when applying step iii) of procedure 1. If there is a s1ingle power line between the input and the output variables,
then there is only one possibility for bicausal propagation from the output SS element toward the input SS
element (Fig.3-4). A •choice for bicausal propagation appears in the •case of multiple input-output power lines. In
the following, according to the nwnber of power lines between the input and the output variable we will use the
expression single power line or multiple power lines systems. Thus the same system can be called single power
.line or multiple power lines depending on the chosen input-output pair. We then distiguish two cases for our
study.

4. l Th-e case of s.i n.gle power line syst·e ms:
The following development shows that the above rules stated in [5] can easily be interpreted using the
·extended causal bond graph of the inverse system.
Let us considered the general fonn of systems with single power line between input and output (Fig.4).

SS

Fig.3 Single power line system general structure
with J e { 1, 0, TF ,GY}; Z is an invariant element
and "Mode i" is the passive subsystem i

Fig.4 Propagation ofbicausality along the power line

The pi;opagation of bicausality from the output SS element to the input SS element leads to the intermediate
bond graph shown in Fig.4 as bicausality can not be propagated toward subsystems "Mode i" or Z-elements [2].

I iii

The causal completion of the inverse bond
graph. of Fig.4 leads to the causal configurations fi
Fig.5 according the type of the J junction m the
power line. At each junction J, causality is
imposed by the bicau.sal bond in the power line. A
graphical reasoning shows that there is no loop
including ,e lements of different subsystems or an
element of a subsystem and an invariant element.
Then, for i j, the set of loops of the subsystem i
are disjoint from the set of loops of the subsystem
j.

Mode

T

~o~

l

*

z

T

L...-..,)~

T

L--,1;!~
GY

z

Fig.5 Causal configurations of J junction of the
power line in the inverse bond graph
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We can then conclude from Mason loop rule applied to bond graph [I] that each subsystem determines a set
of zeros and as these systems ar'e passive systems, the zeros are stable or .at ,(east marginally stable if they contain
no dissipative component. Moreover, a graphical reasoning prov,e s that in the inverse bond graph, invariant
elements Z are either R elements or l/C elements in derivative causality [2]. They then have no effect on the
zeros dynamics.

C ·I/kl

Xl

XJ

t--

t--

!:ml~

kl
mi

F : Se
f3

----.f

R: RI
I/

Fig.6 Example of mechanical system

C: l/k2

l : mJ

T l T l f
I !-->" 0 ----,.j I

1

r---.- 0 ----.f

1

R: n

II : friction

J : m2

I

T

R : f3

R : f2

Fig. 7 Causal bond graph of the system of fig.4

Example 3: Let us consider the mechanical system
of Fig.6. Its causal bond graph is represented on
Fig.7 and Fig.8 T"epresents the inverse bond graph
when the output is v2 =dx 2/dt. By examining that
inverse bond graph, we ,conclude that there are two
sets of zeros independently defined by the
parameters of each subsystem l and 2. The zeros
dynamics are independent of m 1, m 2 , fi and f2 as [elements with parameters m 1 .and m 2 are invariant
elements according to the definition in rule 3 while
R-elements with parameters f1 and f2 are dissipative
subsystems with no effect on the system dynamics.
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....R.;f3_

Fig.8 Inverse bond graph ofFig.5 with v2 as output

4.2 The case of multiple power lines systems
When for a chosen input-output pair there are multiple input-output power lines in the system, the rules
stated above and the decomposition in subsystems are not straigthfozward. In the inverse bond graph of the
system, the bicausal bonds may create causal cycles or causal meshes [5] with positive loop gain. Examining
the loop gains in .the inverse lbond graph allows to study the stability of the zero dynamics and in some cases to
detect structural nonminimum-phase systems from the positiveness of an isolated loop gain.
To illustrate the method, we considered again an example similar to the one presented in [6] and we show
how the instability of the zero dynamics is graphically detected.

F

m1
R : R,I

Fig.10 Causal bond graph of the system ofFig.9

Fig.9 Mechanical system with a lever
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Example 4:
This illustrative example of Fig.'9 presents a particular case of a nonminimwn-phase system. The causal
bond graph (Fig.10) shows that there are two power lines betweeu the input F and the output v 3 • Application <:f
procedure l gives the inverse bond graph of Fig.11 on which we see that there are two zeros independently
defined by the subsystem 1 (parameters C 2 and k2) and the isolat,ed causal mesh which has the positive gain
+k/R 1s. The system is then nonminimwn-phase as it has a positive zero z = +k/R 1•

. . ,o--.. .1. I
I~
II

l r - -............ I : m3

SS: v3

R: Rl
Fig.l l Inverse bond graph of the system ofFig.9 with v3 as output
Remark 3: Note that if v 1 the velocity of the mass m1 is taken as output, then the system will be single power

line and the rules 1 :and 2 can be applied.

Conclusion
A graphical method based on bond graph representation for determining the output relative degrees and
analysing the zero dynamics is proposed in this paper. The results presented in [2] are reinterpreted in a more
general appmach using the bicausality concept and the inverse bond graph model. It is shown that from the
structural analysis of the system, some properties concerning the relative degree or the stability of the zeros
dynamics and not depending on the system parameters can be deduced by analysing causal paths in the direct
bond graph or cau.sal l·o ops in the inverse bond graph.
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Abstract. In this paper, the structure of linear square bond-graph models is investigated in a particular control
goal: input-output decoupling by regular static state feedback. The aim is to identify, on the bond-graph model
describing the system, the elements involved in major properties of the control solution. Model decouplability and
closed loop fixed modes are thus graphically characterized. Geomenic tools and bond-graph methodology are also
shown to enable, in a graphical manner, the symbolic computation of the associated decoupling contol law.

1. Introduction
The bond-graph is an appreciated tool for physical systems modelling. Based on power flows representation, it
enables to describe the system through energy storage and dissipating elements [5]. Behaviour of the system is
accurately simulated by the derived mathematical model, whose physical meaning is kept clear. In a control
objective, the structure of the chosen model is al5o of greatest importance: closed loop requirements may depend
on groups of elements of the open loop model. Refining these parts of the model would enable to meet the control
goals more efficiently, provided that these refinements also improve the model accuracy. In an input-output
decoupling objective, the aim of this work is to identify, on the bond-graph model describing the system, the
elements involved in major properties of the control solution.
Suitable tools for both structural analysis and synthesis of input-output decoupling control laws are defined by
the geometric approach [10]. In particular, many connibutions have been brought about input-output decoupling
by regular static state feedback, in which the snucrure of the open loop model is of greatest interest [6). This
strucrure specially enables to know whether the model is decouplable [3). If so, some poles of the decoupled
model are also shown to be independent of the control law, so-called fixed modes [4]. An unstable one would lead
to an unstable decoupled model, making this control strategy unrealistic.
In this paper, graphical methods are ~ developed to locate, on the bond-graph model, strategic elements
involved in the decoupling problem. Straight from any square linear invertible bond-graph model, causal paths
concepts are used to express whether the model is decouplable by regular static state feedback. If so, the
expressions of the associated fixed modes are determined. Symbolic computation and bond-graph methodology are
then combined to synthesize the corresponding decoupling state feedback. An example is finally presented to
detail these analysis and computation methods, particularly emphasizing their interest in a modelling point of view.

2. Basic concepts
In this section, basic tools for input-output decoupling are recalled. They aim to characterize whether a model is
decouplable. If so, well known methods to compute decoupling state feedbacks are presented. Fixed m.o des for the
considered decoupling solution are finally introduced.
Consider the dynamical linear time invariant model (I) described by equation (1 ) . x( .) e X:::: R • denotes the
state vector; y() e Y:::: R' denotes the output vector; u(.) e U:::: R' denotes the control input vector and
A:X _.., X , B: U _.., X , C:X _.., Y are linear maps. Let h; denote the ith row of a matrix Hand H; its i111 column.
Let I. be the n x n identity matrix and X ; its ilh column.

(I)

{x{t) =Ax(t) + Bu(t)

(1)

y(t)= Cx(t)

In the following, (I) is supposed to be square invertible, controllable and observable. Let us call regular static
state feedback any control law u(t) =Fx(t) + Gv(t) with G invertible, noted rssf in the next [4). Necessary and
sufficient conditions are now recalled for
Decouplability of

(I) to be decouplable by rssf.

(I) is "!etermined thanks to the orders of its infinite zeros. Two kinds of ir.1nite zeros may
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describe the model

(l:) : the row ones and the global omes.

Definition 1: For each j = 1, _.. , p , the j

111

r,o w infinite <'iero order of

(l:) is the smallest integer ni verifying

c;A "B = 0,, k < n, - 1, and c;A ··-'B ~ 0 .
Definition 2: Let G(s) be the 1transfer matrix of

(l:) . Let J, (s) and J 2 (s) be bicausal matrices. The orders of

n'i ,... ,n'P}

the global infinite zer.os of (.L) are the increasingly ordered positive integers {

such that:
(2)

The row infinite zero orders of (.L) also enable to define the decoupling matrix Q .
Definition 3. The decoupl1ing matrix is the matrix

n

defined as in equation (3).

(3)

Pmperty I then enables to express whether

(l:) is decouplable by rssf.

Property 1 [3]: The following assertions are equivalent:
(i)

(L:) is decouplable by rssf

(ii)

n

(iii)

{nJ}={n'i}.

is inv,e rtible.

Assume now that (.L) is decouplable by rssf. Synthesis of decoupling rssf is suitably achieved thanks to the
c·oncept of(A,ImB)-invariant subspace introduced in the geometric approach (10]. Main results about such useful
subspaces .are now briefly recalled.
Definition 4 [JO] : A subspace E c X is (A,hnB)-invariant iff there exists a map F:X ~ U satisfying
(A+BF)E c E.

The supremal {A,lmB)-invariant subspace included in a subspace K is given as the limit of the Invariant
Subspace Algorithm recailled in (4).

(4)

u; -when taking :as subspace K the kernel of C - resp. the kernel of c In the latter
case, the row infinite zero orders enable to express u;, j = 1, . .. , p.
Properry 2 [3]: For each j = l, . . .,p, if n, is the jlh rnw 'infinit,e .z ero order, then u; =n::·-• Ker( c,A k).
It is called U · - resp..

i .

These invariant subspaces ar·e finally sho""11 to allow the computation of decoupling rssf.
Properry 3 [2]: If the squar.e model (l:) is decouplabk by rssf u(t) = F x(t) + G v(t), there exists, for each
output Y,(t), decoupling subspaces QJ verifying (A+BF)Qi cQi such that:

QF =[K]
(5)

{ QG =diag (g;]

k J. verifies k .J = b.J - cJ.A•, vihere b'J is a linear combination of the spanning vectors of Q .J1. , j = 1,... , p . The
coefficients of this combination are the degrees of freedom introdl!lCed in the control law through the j 111 decoupling
subspace. The choice of decoupling subspaces so determines the number of degrees of freedom available for pole
assignment. For each choice, some poles of the decoupled model may be fixed, i.e. both independent of the control
j = l, .. . ,p [2]. In this
law and unobservable. Let us choose as decoupling subspaces the .g reatest ones: Qi=

u;,

case, property 4 allows to characterize the fixed modes straight from the open loop model.
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Property 4 {2] {4}: Taking as decoupling subspaces

u;,

j = 1, ... , p, leads to the design of a closed loop

decoupled model whose fixed modes are the invariant z·e ros of the open loop model (:L) .
Zeros structure is thus of main interest in the input-output decoupling problem by rssf: the infinite zero orders
enable to express whether a solution exists, whereas the invariant ~eros characterize the fixed modes of the
decoupled model. In the next section, causal paths concepts on the bond-graph model are shown to emphasize the
symbolic expression of these zeros.

3. Zeros structure .analysis: .a bond-gr.aph approach
Let us consider. in the following, bond-graph models with complete integral causality assignment. The state vector
1then deduced is x(t) =

(p (t)
1

qc(t)]' whereas the state space equation is given by equation (I). Let DE; be the

i'h d)'llamical element with integral causality assignment, associated with the ith state vector component x, (t) . Let
S be an input source and D an output detector - effort or flow. Some results about causal paths characterization are
first recalled.
Properry 5: The length of a causal path between DE, .a nd D or between S and D is the nwnber of dynamical
elements with integral causality assignment met on this path.
Property 6: When they contain at least one d)'llamical element, two causal paths are said to be different if they
do not have any common d)'llamical element with integral. causality assignment.
Both row and global infinite zem orders are now emphasized ·t hanks to causal path concepts.
According to definition l , for any right invertible model, the /" in.finite zero order n; is the nwnber of
derivation of the jth output variable y; (t) necessary to make appear explicitly at least one of the entries. In a bond
graph manner, it may •c onsequently be derived as stated by the following property.
Properry 7 {8]: n , is equal to the length of the shortest causal path between the jrh output detector D, and all
the input sources S., , m= l, ... , p .
As defined above, the row infinite zeros structure characterizes the relati·o ns between each separate output
variable and all the control input variables. Conversely, the global infinite zeros structure describes independence
properties between the global set of control input variables and the global set of output derivative variables. The/'
global infinite zero order is indeed the number of derivations of the jtll output variable y, (t) needed for the control
input variables to appear explicitly in an independent way as they appear in the other output derivative variables.
Different shortest input-output causal paths are now shown to emphasize the global infinite zero orders.
Properry 8 {8] : The number of global infinite zeros is equal to the number of different input-output causal
paths. Their orders {n',, ... ,n'P} are computed as in equation (6), where Lk is the sum of the lengths of the k
shortest input-output different causal paths.
n' 1 =L 1 ,

(6)

n'k = Lk - Lk·• ·
One consequently derives in bond-graph terms the decouplability property expressed in property I (iii).
Properry 9 {8]: The bond-graph model is decouplable by rssf iff the p different input-output causal paths are
the shortest ones.
If there are several choices of p different input-output shortest causal paths, the gains of the shortest different
causal paths from at least two output detectors to all the input sources may be proportional. For at least one output
variable Y,(t), the order of the global infinite zero order is then greater than the length of the shortest causal path
from the associated output detector to the input sources. This allows to conclude that the bond-graph model is not
decouplable by rssf
The invariant zeros structure is now exhibited from the bond-graph model thanks to the same causal paths
concepts.
Definition 5: The invariant zeros are 1the zeros of the system matrix P(s) . They also are the roots of det(P(s)]
if the model is square.
Symbolic rules defined in the Grassmann algebra enable to compute det1[P(s)] in an easy symbolic manner (8).
The latter formalism also provides suitable tools for a graphical interpretation of the previous computation. The
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symbolic expressions of the invariant zeros of (f) are consequently determined as expressed by the following
properties.

Property JO [7] [8]: Any decouplable bond-graph model Vvith p inputs and p outputs contains at least one
choice of p different input-output causal paths.
Property 11 [7]: The symbolic expression of det[P(s)] may be derived straight from the bond-graph model of

(I) as detailed by equation (7).
det [PCs)}=

Lq (-It' .(fl Gq ).P

(7)

4

q is the number of possible choices for p different input-output causal paths. For each choice q:

0 Gq

is the

product of the constant t erms of the p different input-output causal paths, P4 is the characteristic polynomial of the
bond-graph model obtained by removing from the initial one the p different input-output causal paths and cr q is
the number of permutati·o ns needed to express the outputs in the order of the initial output vector when the p
different input-output causal paths are followed in the order of th·e initial input vector.
Consequently, considering the bond-graph model obtained by removing from the initial one each choice of p
different input-output causal paths enables to det•e rmine the symbolic expressions of the invariant zeros of (I) [l].
As they also are the fi~ed modes for the considered decoupling strategy, the main interest of the previous methods
is to identify, on the bond-graph model, the elements defining the fixed dynamics of the decoupled model.
By emphasizing infin:He zero orders and invariant zeros, the study of particular input-output causal paths thus
enables to locate, on the bond-graph model of (l:), the elements involved in major properties related to the
decoupling problem. Refmements of these parts of the bond-graph model may consequently be suggested, in order
to achieve more •efficiently 1the ·c ontrol objectives. The developments presented hereafter aim to show that such
causal p aths c·o ncepts also enable the symbolic compm.ation ofthe decoupling rssf.

4. Bond-graph methodology for structural syn1tbesis
As stated by property 3, two matrices are involved in the symbolic computation of the decoupling control law :
the matrix !K and the decoupling matrix n. . The symboiic expressions of these matrices are now derived in a
graphical manner.
According to property 4, the decoupling rssf we are .i nterest•e d in is associated with a set of decoupling
subspaces composed of the subspaces U: , j = l, ... , p . Furthermore, property 3 states that the computation of this
rssf requires the symbolic expressions of the subspaces U ;.1. , j

=1, ... , p . Thanks to property

2, the spanning

vectors of these subspaces are those given in equation (8) [9].

(8)
Consequently, for each j = l, .. . ,p, the row V•e ctors needed ito compute the j"' row k; of the matrix K are the
rnw ve·ctors V~ defined in ·e quation (9), with k = 0 , ... ,n ; .

(9)
State to output detector causal p aths concepts a:re now shown to allow graphically the symbolic determination
of these row vectors. RecaU that DE, is the ilh d)llamical element with integral causality assignment on the bond
graph model of (I) , .associated Vvith the iu. state vector component x, (t) . Also remind that X' is the ilh colwnn of
the identity matrix and Di is t he /' output detector. Let G • ( DE,.,DJ be the constant term of the gain of a causal
path of Length k between DE, and D,. Let g(DE;} be equal to 1I I for an I-element and l / C for a C-element

Property 12 [7]:" c 1A "X'
For each j

=LG• (DE.,D;) x g(DE.).

=1, . .. ,p , the row vectors

~:, k

=0, .. . ,n

1

may thus be computed thanks to the gains of the causal

paths of l ength k between the dynamical elements and the jth output detector D J. The symbolic expression of the

j'h row ki of the matrix K is then graphically deduce d for each j
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=l , . .. ,p.

Accordffig to definition 3, the j"' .row

of the decoupling matrix

(J) i

- A
(l) l -C;

01

"

s..

is defined as in equation (10).

B ' J. -1 , ... ,p

1

The symbolic expression of each row matrix co 1 , j
output causal paths concepts. Remind that

n

(10)

=l, ... ,p, is now graphically emphasized thanks to input

is the mrh input source on the bond-graph model of (I) . Let

G,(S.,,D,) be the constant tenn of the gain of a causal path oflength k betweens .. and DJ.
Property 13 (7) : 'c ,A'B"'

=l:G,. (s.,,,DJ .
1

For each j = 1, . .. , p , the row matrix co 1 may thus be computed thanks to the gains of the causal paths of length
n, between the input s ources and the

t' output detector D, .

In the ne>et section, an example is finally presented that points out the interest of these analysis methods from a
modelling point of view.

Let us define, figure l , a bond-graph model containing two input sources {E1,E 2 } , two output detectors {D1,D2 }
and six dynamical elements, each with integral causality assignment. This model is invertible, controllable and
observable (8].
C:C1

R:R1

T

l

Fii:ure 1 . .Bood~gnpb model.

First examine its infinite zeros srrucrure. The shortest causal path from the output detector D 1
the input sources is D , ~ R,

~ C, ~I,~

row infull,te zero orders are thus n,

E1

-

resp.

D 2 ~C 1 ~1 2 ~

-

resp. D 1

-

to

E : . According to properties 5 and 7, the

=2 and n =2. These shortest input-output causal paths being different, their
2

lengths also define the global infinite zero orders : n' 1 = 2 and n' 1 =2. According to properties 1 and 9, the bond
graph model is thus decouplable by rssf. As stated by property 4, the dynamic properties of the associated
decoupled model rdy on the open loop invariant zeros structure that is now investigated. Two couples of input
output different causal paths are identified on the bond-graph model : E, ~ 11 ~ C 1 ~ R 1 ~ D,,
E: ~I: ~cl~ D ? and E, ~I , ~ c, ~ R, ~cl ~ RI ~ D, , El ~ 11 ~cl ~ D 2. Remove from the
bond-graph model the couple of shortest input-output causal paths. The remaining bond-graph model contains two
dynamical elements, which means that the initial bond-graph model po.ssesses :two invariant zeros [8]. According
to property 11, their symbolic expressions are derived from the study of the two couples of input-output different
causal paths presented above. s =0 and s =-1 / R 3C 3 are ,t hus found to be the invariant zeros of the open loop
model, also defining the fixed modes of the decoupling problem we are :inter,est,ed in.
The associated decoupling rssf may be computed as stated by properties 3 and 4. According to properties 12
and 13, causal paths gains between dynamical elements and output detectors or between input sources and output
detectors enable to determine .graphically the expressions of 1the needed matrices. Symbolic computations with
MAPLE finally allow to determine the closed loop transfer matrix T(s) 'given in equation (11 ).

( 11)

This diagonal matrix is of fourth order: two closed loop modes have been made fixed, that are also the
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invariant zeros computed above. The four remaining modes may be assigned thanks to the degrees of freedom
p~ ,p; ,p~ ,p;, while the static gains requirements may be achieved by using the parameters g, and g 2 •
As already detemrined, one of the fixed modes of this decoupl,ed model is null. Focusing on the two couples of
input-output different ,causal paths involved i.n the invariant zews study enables to identify the physical origins of
chis null fixed mode. The bond-graph model obtained by removing al:temately each of these couples is divided into
rwo separa~ed parts, one of those being always composed of the only C-element C • . Property 11 consequently
allows to conclude that the pan of the open loop model responsible for closed loop unstability is composed of the
only C-element c .. Let us modify this part of the model by linking the C-element c. to some new R-element
R,. Structural properties such .as controllability, observability and decouplability are not affected by chis
refinement (8]. Converseiy, the invariant z,eros strucrure has been modified. Property 11 indeed immediately
enables to see that the previous null invariant Ziero becomes strictly stable, so leading to a set of invariant zeros
composed of the two strictly stable elements s = -l / R.C, and s = -1 / R 1 C 1 • Introducing the R-element R.
tlms allows to design a stable decoupled model. Provided that the physical meaning of this element is made clear,
chis example illustrates how control objectives may be taken into account in a bond-graph modelling and design
framework.

6. Conclusfon
In this paper, the structure of linear square bond-graph models is investigated in a panicular control goal : input
outpt1t decoupling by regular static :state feedback. The bond-graph methodology is first sho'Wil to enable a
graphical characterization of the model decoupla:bility. The symbolic expressions of the closed loop fixed modes,
introduced by the non-'interaction constraints, ar.e als·o emphasiz,e d in a graphical manner. The associated
decoupling control law is finally computed thanks to geometric concepts.
These structural analysis methods enable to identify, on the bond-graph model, the elements or groups of
elements involved in major properties related to the decoupling problem. Such algorithms are implemented in a
modelling and analysis software, so emphasizing bond-graph modelling efficiency in an. integrated design
framework.
In a next 1paper, further developments about input-output decoupling and bond-graph methodology will be
presented. Causality concepts will be panicuiarly investigated to characterize the decoupling solution from a
stability point of view.
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Abstract.
The purpose of this paper is to present a comparative study for a certain number of issues dealt
with using the bond graph approach and reconsidered in the scattering formalism. Indeed, the problem of causal
loops, solvable or algebraic, which may occur in a bond graph junction structure is considered in the scattering
formalism and a structural analysis carried out in order to show how the wave-scattering approach remains as
informative as the associated bond graph model.

Introduction
Bond graphs is a power tool for the modelling and especially the analysis of dynamical systems thanks to the
structural properties which can be derived directly and graphically from the model [5, 10, 14]. Meanwhile,
Paynter has advocated in [11, 12] the use of the scattering fonnalism as an alternative approach for physical
systems modelling. Many resulcs were then derived by a joint use of bond graphs and the scattering formalism.
Jn fact, in a previous work, a comparative study on the scattering formalism and bond graphs was
devoted to system order investigation [7). A particular interest was focused on the dynamical information derived
either from the isolated system which behaves in free state just under initial conditions, or from the unbounded
system which reacts with ics environment at both the input and the output level. It has been shown then that the
S-matrix gives a right indication on the eventual system order degeneracy since it goes through the different
possible situations for the causality assignment on the associated bond graph model. Besides, the scattering
matrix can be used in the design level since it intrinsically involves the organization of the different elements
allowing to show up the appearance of equivalent dynamics which may simplify the whole model structure.
In the following paper. we propose to continue this comparative study and consider the classical
problem of bond graph junction structures with loops. These loops may be solvable and have no effect on the
model's behaviour, or algebraic and may cause simulation problems. A scattering point of view will be explored
and a discussion undena.ken to try to explain such phenomena.
The solvability of bond graph junction structures with loops was investigated by Rosenberg and Andry
[ 13] and a computational criteria. based on the loop gain, was derived directly from the bond graph.

Background
Lel us consider the following dynamical system represented in a special form where the process is a quadripole Q
with different power waves, with respect to Q, at its two ends (Fig. 1).

a,__
Power
Source

I

bi-Q

I
I

Load

ai--1

b1-

Fig. 1 : Physical system representation with the scauering variables
a; (i

=1,2) design the incident waves whereas b; (i =1,2) design the reflection waves.

The incident and reflected powers, with respect to the quadripole Q, are directly linked to the incident and
reflected power waves appearing on the flow diagram in Fig. l, using relations (1). It is imeresting to recall that
the power delivered to the load by the source can be expressed as a difference between the incident power interring
the load minus the reflected power going out from the load, PL = P,2 - .P;2 [6).
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P•,

= ja .j2

P.,

= !bJ (i•l.2) : Reflected Power

J

(i• U) : .Incident Power

(1)

The rielation between the reflection power waves and the incident power waves is given by

[bJ = S[a], where S designs the scattering matrix (or S-matrix).
The general form of the S-matrix associated with a quadripole is [3, 6]

(2)

The S-matrix is not a transfer matrix but a special input-output representation described in the frequency
domain thanks to Laplace operator s. Indeed, it is well known in microwave theory [9], where this matrix is
commonly used, that rthe S-matrix of two quadripoles in cascade is not directly the product of the S-matrices of
lhe two sub-systems.
In order to obtain the S-matrix, two methods, based on llhe associated bond graph model of the system,
were introduced besides 1the classical approaches commonly used in microwave theory. The first one [2] is based
on a causa!l bond graph and the determination of the gain of the ·Causal paths and loops, whereas, the second [8] is
based on an acausal bond graph and supposes a bierarchkal organization of the model into an equivalent
impedance and admittance.
The ·causal analysis of bond graph models especially with loops is the key point we propose to discuss
in the following.

Causal loops between R-elements
Consider the acausal bond graph model in Fig. 2a. A structural analysis of this model is possible thanks to
causality assignment. However, if we suppose that the kind of source, effort source or flow source, is not fixed a
priori and if we notice that ·there are no physical restrictions which may lead to opt for one type of source to the
detriment of the other, we find out three different possibilities for causal assignment on this bond graph
(Fig . 2b, 2c, 2d).
~o
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}

M

1

I

I

1 I'\

(c)

c

>

t--7 01

7

R: R2

c

R: R1

1 I\

R: R1

I

(b)

R:R2

:A 1 I

t--70

;4 1 I

l 1\

l\

C

R:R1

)0

7

,

(d)

R:R 1

R: R2

c

R: R2

Fig. 2 : Acausal bond graph and different configurations for causality assignment
If we analyse the causal loops in the bond graph in Fig. 2b, we natice that there is only one causal
loop between R-C elements. This loop relates the dynamic of the system equal to the gain of the loop, i.e.,
-1/R2Cs. On 1the other band, R1 is not causally connected nei·ther w R2 nor to C. However, there is a causal
path between the effort source and Rt which relates the energy dissipation by the resistance. The global system
behaves as if a new sowce including the previous dissipation is supplying an R-C circuit
Now, consider the bond graph in Fig. 2c & 2d. In both cases, there is a causal loop between the R
elements. In Fig. 2c, there is a causal loop between R-C elements besides the loop between the R elements;
whereas in Fig. 2d, Rz element is not directly connected to the C element but through the causal loop which
links Rz to R 1 · Dynamically speaking, there is no relation between the system in Fig . 2b, whereas the
dynamical behaviour of the bond graphs in Fig. 2c & 2d is the same.
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It is interesting to note that the appearance of causality loops between R elements may induce
simulation problems. That is why we II)', at the design stage, to remove these loops by I.he introduction of an
equivalent R element which represents this interaction. However, this procedure is not easy to carry out and may
even appear not to be obvious.
Now, let us analyse this problem on the light of the scattering formalism. We have recalled previously
two methods to determine the $-matrix associated with a bond graph model. It is important to notice that the $matrix associated with a system is unique, once I.he process has been defined as a quadripole for example, and
whatever I.he applied method. Besides, we showed in (9] that the order of a system can be deduced from its Smatrix by observing the common denominator of S. That is why in the following we will just consider this
common denominator D(s).
When we determine the scattering matrix using I.he procedure developed in [8) we find :

D(s) = (1 + r2 + r2 r1 + 2ri)ts + (1 + ri)

(3)

where r2. q and 't design the reduced variables. wil.h respect to a normalization coefficient chosen depending on
I.he context, respectively of R2, R l and C. I.he r variables are homogenous to a constant while 't is bomogenous
to a time consumt associated wil.h the C-element.
From expression (3), we can remark I.hat the system behaves like a first order R-C filter. The interaction
between I.he R elements is expressed in the coefficient in front of the time constant 't. We notice that there is
not an easy expression which might characterize an eventual R equivalent. Indeed, it is interesting to recall a
result established in [7) which shows that in I.he case we have a causal loop between rwo I elements or two C
elements, that is one of the storage elements is in derivative causality, an equivalent element, with a time
constant function of the two time oonstants, can be deduced. This equivalent element may replace the two storage
elements with their causal loop by this unique equivalent element at a design stage. In this case, however, there
is no evident indication for the existence of such an equivalent R-elemem.
If we consider the second method [2), we have to go through one of the causal bond graphs. However,
the causal bond graphs including causal loops between R-elements lead to compucational problems when
determining the gains of the loops, which are the first step in order to obtain S, especially if the calculus is
carried out by hand. Our purpose, is to include this methodology in the software ARCHER [l) which is able to
determine such input-output marrices formally precisely thanks to the analysis of causal paths and loops.
Interpretation

The analysis of the scattering matrix allowed us to conclude that from a power propagation point of
view, the system behaves like a first order R-C circuit without any order degeneracy or computational problem.
In fact, the appearance of an algebraic loop between R-element is due to causality assignment in the bond graph
model. However, even I.hough the S-matrix intrinsically deals with causal relations and can explicitly include
conservation laws, the cause to effect properties are not taken into consideration in the same way. Indeed, this is
illustrated by the three bond graphs in Fig. 2b 2c & 2d where the dynamical behaviour of the system in
Fig. 2b is completely different from that of the system in Fig. 2c or 2d which dynamical behaviour is
obviously the same. Nevertheless , when lhese systems are. considered globally from a power propagation point
of view, the behaviour is the same independently from I.he causality assignment. This discussion, brings to the
fore a question concerning the relationship between the dynamics of power propagation compared with the proper
dynamics of the system in automatic control sense. This study will be carried out in a future work.

Algebraic loops
Let us consider now the acausal bond graph model in Fig. 3(D.

c
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R: R 2

l~
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1

Fig . 3 : Acausal equivalent bond graphs
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c

\R:Rl

It is easy to show that the acausal bond graph models in Fig. 3(1) and 3(11) are equivalent [4].
In Fig. 4 we have represented different possibilities for causality assignment in the bond graph model of
Fig. 3(1) given a causality specification at tile input-output bonds.
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Fig. 4 : Different configuraticms for causality assignment
We notice that there ar·e .three configurations. Tihe bond graph model in Fig. 4a has not any causality
pr·o blem whereas those in Fig. 41b and 4c have a causality loop which gain is one. Rosenberg and Andry
demonstrated in (13] how me appearance of such loops induce commutation problems since we have to get rid of
them in order to determine, for examp•le, the •transfer function of the system.
On the otber hand, the causali1ty assignment in iltie equivalent bond graph model in Fig. 3(11) is as
foUows:

Fig. 5 : Causality assignment :in ·tbe equivalent bond graph model
In this case, tbere is only one possibility for causality assignment, in view of the causalities at the
input-ot:uput bonds. Besides, if we com,pare the causalities at the uiftierent elements, we notice that, in this case,
they are the same than those of the bond graph in Fig. 4a. However, this property is not general since it
happens 1that we obtain different configurations for causality assignment on the bond graph including a loop
without being able w determine a priori their associated causally equivalent bond graph.
Let us analyse now this system's behaviour from a scattering poinl of view. If we use the method based
on a causal bond graph model, we ·encounter ·the same problem described previously. However, the use of the
acausal bond graph of Fig. 3(11) allows rn obtain the S-ma1trix directly withoul any difficulty. We have then :

We notice then .t hal the system order is two and lhat the S-matrix is defined without the detection of any
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AbstracL This paper presents a new approach for wstribu~ed ·c ontrol of Flexible Manufacturing Systems
(FMSs) that uses .Petri nets formalism to model a system operation. The proposed method differs from previous
works on modelling and control of such systems so that it constructs a feasible deadlock avoidance ruJes by
exploiting the repetitive character of the mate·rial and data process flow. The proposed approach employs a
Request/Allocation Graph (RAG) based concept of synchronization segments that provide the locaJ ruJes for
\\'Orldlows control. Selection and allocation of segments in a RAG model of a FMS operation results in a reaJtime distributed deadlock avoidance procedure. The relevant, segment selection based conditions sufficient for
deadJock avoidance are provided. A Petri net model of the bigh level control procedure is given. The Resource
Allocation Procedure (RAP) for the low 'level controls is presented.

1. Iatri0ducfi.on
[n order to ·max.imii.e the ·e xploitation of a flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) some resources are shared
.amon,g di1fer.ent O:Perat.ions. Since a number ·Of uni•ts of a resou.rce is bounded, .t he processes being concurrently
executed in U1e system, ·can 1oompete for the resow;c·es :that in turn ·can ·cal1Se many problems related to the
system control, e.g., deadlock occ.u rrence.
A main objective of modem ccmtrol systems is to increase a FMS productivity and reliability [I]. Such a
requirement can be satisfied, however, by distributed control systems where decisions are undertaken by local,
autonomous controllers linked each other through a computer network. This approach, in turn. imposes needs
for a new distributed control orienterl policies, in particu1ar distributed deadlock avoidance procedures. So far
developed .procedures are aimed at computer/communication networks (5), (7), [8] and do not take into account
a FMS specifics, e.g. data n:garding resources allocation requirements. From another side, however, known
methods provide only centralized solutions of the FMS deadlock avoidance problem (2), (3]. (4), (9).
In this paper a distributed dead.Jock avoidance policy is presented. The policy requires determining of a
set of synchronization segments in a RAG model of a FMS operation. It assumes that working processes
require acuss to .a n unit of a specific 1:1esource .to execute particular technological operation. The efficiency of
the procedure is higher than the efficiency of preceding policies proposed in (2), (6) and can be as high as the
efficiency of.t he methods presented in [3], [4J, (9).
The following .sectfon gives basic definitions and formal model of a ™S <o peration. Section 3 presents
the "pmcess-in-segmen·t suppression'" deadlock avoidance policy and Sec·t ion 4 includes a Petri net model of the
communfoation scheme that let one to implement the policy in a distribu~ed environment Finally, Section 5
provides the refficiency estimation of the proposed policy and concluding femarks.
1

2. Basic notations and definitions
The resources
R = {r; I i = 1, ... ,n} - a set of resources,

c{r) - a number of units of a resource r ER.

={b; Ii = l, ... , 4} - a set of input buffers,
BO = {e; Ii = I, ... , Le}
We assume that BJ n BO =0 and each buffer has unlimited number of .instances.
BJ

- a set of output buffers.

Specification of the programs
SPS = {PS(i) Ii= 1, .. ., v} - a set ·o f production pro.grams ito be executed in a fMS,

PS.(i) =a; (O),a; {l), ... ,a; (L; ).a; (L; + 1)

PS(i) ·the i-th program,

where a;(k), k= l, ... ,L; ·denotes ·t hek-thope.ra·t ionin ,t heprogi:am PS{i),
a; (0), a; (L; + I) ·virtual operations that represent the tmput and output operations.

OP= {a;{O),a;(l), ... ,a;(I, ),aj(L; + l)li

=l, ... ,v}

·a setofthe operations.
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It is easy to note that OP = {oik

Ii = 1, ... , v &

k = 0,. .. , L,· + l} , where oik denotes the k-th operation in

the p.rogram PS(i) .

A resouf"ce sequenc,e corres,pondi:og to ·,the program PS(i)

& Tj(k) ~ r;(k + l),
wher·e r; (0) =b; - the i-th inpu·t bWJer, r; (L; + 1) = e;- the i-1th output buffer,
r;(k) -aresouroe ,r ;equiredbytheoperation a1 (k), k=l,. .. ,L;.
SRS = {RS(i)ili = 1, ... , v} - a set of the resource sequences corresponding to the given SPS.
RS(i) = r;(O),r;(l),. . .,r;(L; ),r;(L; + l)

The p·r ocesses
P = {p; Ii= 1, ... ,m} - a set ofjobs (processes) to be e~ecuted in the system.

P(i) - a set of 1the processes ito be e~ecuted according to the program PS(i).
A state of the system
Let R(ok) denotes a resource required by the operation ok e OP.
A state S = [S(l), ... ,S(k), ... ,S(L)], whe·re S(k) i·s a number of processes that execute the operation
y

ok eOP & R(od eBluBO and L=IOP\LJa;(O)ua;(Li +1) 1 isasizeofthestatevector.
i=l

S0 = [O, ... ,OJ - the ini1lial state. S0 [> - a space ofall poss,ible stat,es.
For the given SRS = {RS(i)ili = 1, ... , v} we define RequestfAllocalioo Graph (RAG).

Def,i.o i tiioo 1.
A graph RAG = (V, £) where V = Ru BI v BO - a set of nodes and E - a set of edges, is said to be a
Request/ Allocation Graph (RAG for short) if and ·oruy if the following condition holds
(r,y) ·E E~ (3 i •E {l, ... .,v} )(3 k E {O, . ..,L; })[ x = ri(k) & y =r;(k + 1)),
where r;(k), 1j(k + l) e RS(i).
D
Le·t P(r,S) be a set of processes that occupy units ofa rescm.rce r e R in a state S e So[> .

n(r,S) - a number of processes that oocupy units ofa resource re R in a state Se So[> .

f (r, S) - a nwnber of a free instances of a resource

r e R in a state S e So[> .

ZL = {l; Ii = 1,. .., w} - a set of all cycles in the RAG •c o.rrespcmding to the SPS (cycle is defined as
a sequence of nodes such that only the first and the last nodes are equal).

Li - a set of 'Rodes that define a cycle (e.g. L;

={r1, r2 } defines the cycle ( r1, r2 ,rl )).

.3 . .Process-in-segment supp·ressfon policy
Decomposition oUbe .R AG model into se,gmeo'ls
Let RAG= (V,E) be a Request/Allocation Graph, where V =Ru BJ u BO is a set of nodes. The set R
1can be subdivided into two disjoint subsets SR and UR such tlhat
E SR ·~

(3a,b e V)[(a,r)

EE & (b,r) E £],
(3!a eV)[(a,r) E EJ,
R=SRuUR & SRnUR= 0.
The suibset SR contains resouroes po.ssessing at l1east two ,predecessors in a RAG model. Each resource

r

r 'e UR

~

belon,g ing ·to 1the subset UR has only one predecessor ( see Figu11e 1).
1

Consider 1the RAG model. Let TH = (r ,.ul> ... , u k , w) be a path in the RAG beginning from the resource

r

E SR,

w here ul>····uk e UR. Of cour:se, each path starting from r e SR either ends in

w eBO .
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w e SR

or in

a)

b)

f ,igure l. Resources: a) possessing at .least two predecessors, b) possessing an unique a predecessor.
Let TH= (r,ub···,uk,w) be a path. The sequence SEG

11! in tihe RAG modet Consider ,the segment SEG

= (r., ul>···•uk)

is said to be a segment of the

=(r,u 1, .. .,uk). Its first element,

element. i.e. uk, :we said to be .a head (HAP), and a t:a:iJ (TAP).

,~veUy.

i.e. r, and its last

Thus, each segment can be

seen as the following structwe SEG = (.HAP, ... , TAP) , in the particular case SEG = (HAP) .
In order to divide the RAG into ~gments one may use its own heuristics that uses the following rules.
Rule 1. Any two differ:ent segments may sbar1e some resources. One of the l'esources is their HAP .
Ru'le 2. fior any two segments such that SEG; = (HAP,;) and SEG j = (HAPj) the following
holds HAP; -:t:. HAPj.

Rule 3. For any two segments such that SEG; =(HAP;) and SEG j = (HAPj,ui. ... ,ud the following

holds HAP; -:t:. HAPj.
Buie 4. For any two ~gments SEG; n SEG j -:t:. SEG; and SEG; n SEGi -:t:. SEG jRule 5. Each r E SR must be a head of a segment.

Using the above introduced concept it can be easily uoted that each circle ,o f the RAG model contains at
least one segment (see Figure 2), however, there may be the nodes not lbeing r:ela~ed to any segment.
A capacity ,o f a segment SEG is defined ·as a sum of an capacities .regarding ·the resources included. in the
segment, i.e. c(SEG)

=LweSEGc(w).

A number of pl'ocesses that utiliZ:e i;esour,ces of a segment SEG in a state S

E

So[> is defined as:

j(SEG,S) = LreSEGn(r,S).
Therefore a number of free resomoe units of a segment SEG in a statie SE S0[> can be defined as:
f(SEG,S) = o(SEG)-n(SEG,S).
A length ,o f a segment SEG
i.e.,

= (r1, ... , rk )

is defined as a number of Jesources included in the segment,

lSEGI= k .
Note, that the following pro.positions can 'be easily proven.

P.ro:position I.
Let SSEG be a set of se,gments in the RAG. The set SSEJG ·c an be ·s ubdivided into the following disjoint
subsets:
SSEG 1 = {SEGk: jSEGk I= l} - the subset of segments le1'gth of each one is equal to 1,

SSEG2 = {SEGk: ISEGk I ~ 2} - the subset ·Of segments length of,each 10.ne is equal or greater than 2,
such that SSEG = SSEG 1 u SSEG 2 & SSEGi n SSEG2 = ,0 .
Prop0sitfon 2.
Each cirde in the RAG model contains either at least two segments belonging to the SSEG1 or at least
one se,gment belonging to the SSEG2 .
Condifions sufficient f:or dudlock a.¥11idance
Let f (SEG, Sn) be a number of free instances ,o f ·,the resomces 'belonging to the segment SEG
state Sn

E

So[>. Note, that 'the space S0 [> can be seen as composed ,o f

S 0 [>= SY2 u

1

sr1 u

SY0 , SY2 n SJ} n SY0

=0 , and where:
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SSEG in a
SY2, SJ}, SY0 such that
E

·. ·.

·.

SEG5 ·...:

·.. ..

=

=

=

Figure 2. Possible segments: SEG 1 (a,b,c,d), SEG2 (e), SEG 3 (i,j), SEG4
SEG5 (f,g,h,l,m), INl>IN2 - <he input buffers, Our - the output buffer.

=(k),

=

(V'SEG eSSEG2: f(SEG ,Sn) ~ 2)
a set ,o f states such that each cycle L E ZL has at .l east two free resou:roe instances, e.g. So E Sf2,
Sf2 <:::> (V'SEG eSSEG1: f(SEG,Sn)

~ i)

&

=

&

•

Sn

•

Sn eSfi <:::> (3!SEG eSSEG1: f(SEG,Sn) 0)
OR
(V'SEG e SSEG1: f(SEG ,Sn) .~ l) & :(3SEG

&

E

( -.3SEG

E

E

(V'SEG eSSEG2: f(SEG,Sn)

SSEG2: f(SEG,Sn) = l)

~ 2)

&

SSEG2: f (SEG, Sn) = O) a set of states such that there can exist a cycle L

E

ZL

b.aving only one free r·e source instance and there .a re no cyeles havin,g no free resource instances,

•

Sn eSYo <:::>(3SEG; ,SEGJ eSSEGr:f(SEG;,Sn)=f(SEG1,Sn)=O)

OR
( 3SEG ·E SSEG2 : /{SEG, Sn) = 0) a set ·Of states such that there can exist a cycle L E ZL having no
free .r esomoe instances .
.Let SD0 [ > denotes a set of deadlock s·tates. Note, that ·the necessary condition for a state to be a deadlock
is an existe,nce of .a cycle in the RAG having no free resource instances. Hence,

SDo [>

~

SYo .

Each state S,, e SY2 u Sfi is not .a deadlock because every cycle has at least one free resource instance.
Therefore, sufficient condition for a deadlock avoidance is to allocate resources to the processes in such that a
sta~e Sn+k e SY2 u Sfi , where So E SY2 & k > 0. In tne foUowing a suitable resource allocation procedure
will be pr;esented.
Let St(SEG ,Sn) be a variable that describes a :status of a segment SEG e SSEG in a state

Sn e So[> .
D efinitio10 2.
A status ofa segment

SEG e SSEG1

St(SEG,Sn) = 2 <:::> f(SEG,S") ~ l

&

e So[> is defined as follows :
St(SEG,S") = 1<:::>f(SEG ,Sn )=0 .

in a state Sn
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Definition 3.
A .s,tatus of a segment SEG E SSEG 2 in a state Sn e So[> is defined as follows:

St(SEG,Sn)

=2 ~ f(SEG,Sn) ~ 2

&

St(SEG,S,,)

=1 ~ f(SEG,S,,) = l.

Let us consider a .s tatie Sn e SY2 . TheJ\e is V'SEG E SSEG: St (SEG, Sn)

D

= 2 . Assume, that an wtit of a

11esource :has been allocated to a process p E P and a state Sn+l E S0[> has been reached. The following
cases afe possible:
l) Sn+l E SY2 , i.e. die status of each segment is equa! to 2,
2) S,,+1 E SYj and .the11e exists the unique segment SEGi e SSEG 1 (i.e. SEG; = (HAPi) ), such that

St(SEG;,Sn+l) =I, and \::/SEG e SSEG\ {SEG1· }:St(SEG,Sn+1) = 2,
3) Sn+J e SY1 and the.r e exists 1the unique .~gment SEG; e SSEG2, such .t hat St(SEG;, Sn+l)

and 'dSEG ·E SSEG \ {SEG,.}: St( SEG, S,,+1)

=2 ,

4) Srr+l 'E SYt and there exist segments SEGi, SEGi e SSEG2 , such that SEG; n SEG j

& HAP;= HAP1 & St(SEG;,S,,+1) = St(SEG1,Sn+1)

and 'V'SEG e SSEG \ {SEG; ,SEGi}: St(SEG,Sn+l)
l:n the state Sn +I E

St(SEG; ,Sn+l)

= l.

St) the.re exists a

= l,

*0

&

= 1,

=2.

.~gment

SEG; = (HAP; , ... , r, ... , TA.Pi· ) having status

St.artin.g from the head HAP; ·we 'can always find a .r.esoun:e r ER n SEGi, such that

n(r,S,,+ 1)>0 (i.e. there exists a process p 1 eP whic.h is using the resource r).
sequence PRS = (PI> f>2, ... , Pw-1 •Pw) such that (see Figme 3):

Thus, there exists a

P RS is using a unit of the resource which is 11eqwed by a pmcess p k E PRS ,
• r'esouroes requested by the processes PI, ... ,Pw-1 :h ave no fiee units,
• a unit of the resource requested by the pwcess Pw is available.
•

a process p k + 1 e

1

p
P2
__.....!. ........... ···· ....................... ··················:
SEG; L 0+(~- ~Q : SEG1

..

Figure 3. A sequence PRS =(Pt ,f>2 ).

It 1can be ·seen that allocating

S,,+2

E

resomces according to the

P RS* =(p w , .. ., Pt )

a state

SY2 u SY1 is reached. Thus, the ,c ases I) 2) 3) 4) can be considered, again.

:R!e5ou:rce AUoca:tion Pl"ooedun (RAP}
l. If S,,+l e SY2 then any resomoe request can be done.
2. ff S,,+J e SY1 then ·f ind HAP; such d:tat St(SEG; ,Sn+l) = l.
3. Starting from the head HAP; find ithe first resource r E SEG; which is used by a process p E P.
4. Constructasequence PRS=(Pl·····Pw),where

Pi =p.

5. Allocate resources accoi;ding to the PRS* =(Pw··· .,pJ).
6. Let Sn+2 E SY2 u SY1 he a state reached after the a!llocation. Set Sn+l:

=S,,+2 and GOTO 1.

We assume that each resoU!J'.ce is managed ~Y 1the relevant resource ser¥er. The p.r ocesses send requests to the
servers and wait for the resou.r;ce donation. The allocations ,ai;e reafrzed according to the RAP which distributes
·t he contr,ol between r'e source servers of the segment heads. The server ,o f ·t he bead manages the resource
:a llocations in the whoie segment Therefore, :the serve·r is responsible for creation o.f the PRS sequence in case
when a status ·o f the segment changes into l (note, that the status can be verified by the server, locally).
1
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The serv,ers can exchange .messages. If a sc,rver receives ;a message called TOKEN it may allocate
l"esol.!lroes to the processes. In order to assl.!lre that only one :head se.rver will be making decisions at a time the
servers exchange TOK.EN aocofding to a logical ring protocol. Thus, the server of the HAP; sends TOKEN
to the server of the

HAP;+ 1 • However,

if the aHocation of 1the resol.!lrces to the processes belonging to the

PRS * leads to a state S such that St(SEGk ,S) = l, then TOKEN is send to the server of the HAPk .

A

P·et:ri net model ohhe oommunication scheme is shown in Figure 4.
1

a)

b)

H;

At

Hk

Ai

~

H;+l

NOT~

•••

As

Figure 4. The communication sciheme: a) the segments have always status equal to 2 ( H 1 - token is accessible
by the server of the HAP;); b) a ~gment can have status equal to l ( A 1 - token is accessible by the
server of the HAP; , Ai - reso~oe allocating, A 3 - send token, A4 - sending token to the server
of the HAPk , As - sending token to the server of the HAP;+l • A6- 3SEGk : St(SEGk, S) = I).
1

5. Conclusions
Jf each cyde L e ZL in the RAG consists :at least ,two .s egments :then the policy accepts more states than the
method ofz.ones l2l However, if any of the RAG's cycles ico.n sists of only one segment, then it is possible to
reach a sta'te which is aooepted by ,t he method ofz.ones and is not aUowed by the RAP (e.g. consider RAG which
contains two subgraphs such that .e ach one consists of two cycles having only one common resource; the
method of zones :accepts stat•e s such that in .e ach subgraph .o nly the common resource of the cycles has one free
instance; however. the RAP does not accept such states)..
The presented policy is distributed oriented (the ,control is distributed between segments). However, it
does not contain ·comml.lfticatio11 protocols (message 1exchange rules) ,that allow one to implement the RAP
procedwe in a netwotk of autonomous controllers. This is stiU ,a n open problem and should further be
investigated.
1
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Abstract. A logic is introduced whose basic formulae are elementary actions. The interpretations and
models of this kind of logic are processes. The counterpart of the logical conclusion concept is a concept
of fulfilling a formula (an action). A formula R (realization) fulfils a formula S (specification ) iff every
process of R is also a process of S. Direct and indirect proving correctness in the sense of a formula being
carried out by another formula is based on this definition. Petri nets are used as a medium between this
logic of actions and technical applications.

Introduction
The key idea of this paper is to develop a proving technique for a simple logic of actions (LA) that
is based on Petri net theory. The expressions of LA, which will be called modules, denote actions. LA is
comparable to propositional logic since it has no action variables. To every module a special Petri net
(place/ transition net) is assigned whose processes represent the module's semantics. This is comparable
to the set of its models that is assigned to an expression in propositional logic.
The special form of the Petri nets allows to calculate processes with linear algebraic means which
is important for two reasons. Firstly, because usually the performance of linear algebraic algorithms is
acceptable. Secondly, because a "higher" logic of actions would demand a "higher" class of Petri nets.
But then the difficulty to find suitable algorithms increases drastically. So, it seems hopeless to look for
more than the algorithms for calculating linear invariants etc. In principle, however, the idea of direct
and indirect proofs in LA is liftable to higher logics.

Syntax and Semantics of LA
In this section we will introduce the syntax and the semantics of LA . LA is only one of a lot of possible logics of actions. So, we will not show too many details according to the aim to only present the
idea of Petri net based proving in LA.
The alphabet of LA consists of a finite set A= {a,b,c, .. . ,l.} of atomic actions (atoms) where J_
represents the impossible action (falsum), the operators - (negation), < (before) , > (after), /\ (and), +
(exclusive or), V (non-exclusive or), = (coincident), n (n- fold iteration), + (n-fold iteration for some
n? 1), • (n-fold iteration for some n? 0) , and the brackets(,).
The set C of literals consists of the set A of atoms, and the set of negated atoms.
The set M_?f modules (expressions of LA) is the smallest set with atoms are modules, for M E M
ME M and M = M hold, for M1, M2 EM M1 o M2 EM holds where o E {<, >,/\, +, v, =},and for
ME M {Mn,M+ ,M*} ~ M holds.
For the operators we assume some rules: < and > are associative, but not commutative. =, /\, V, +
are associative and commutative. /\, <, >, = are distributive over+.
To any module M E M we assign a Petri net (place/transition net) N(M) = {S, T, F, W, K} where
Sand T denote the sets of places and transitions, respectively, F denotes the flow relation, W : F--+ {l},
and K : S --+ { oo} denote the restrictions on arc weights and place capacities.
Moreover, N( M) has exactly one start transition (without input places) and exactly one goal transition
(without output places).
The set P(M) of processes of M is the set of reproductions of the empty marking in N(M) where the
start transition and the goal transition both occur e"l:actly once.
Figure 1 shows the net representations of some simple modules. Figure 2 shows the net representation
of some non-atomic modules (The arc weight n in N( an) should be considered as an abbreviation).
The meaning of processes in LA resembles the meaning of models in propositional logic. Both are the
key notion of the respective semantics.
So, a module ME Mis contradictory iff P(M) = 0, and is satisfiable iff P(M)-:/; 0 .
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./If(1-) ;

D--0---GJ
.N(a.):

./\f(a):

./\f(a < b):

./\f(a > b) :
./\f(a

= b):

a=b

Figure 1

.N(a+b):

g

[]--()

./\f(a V b) :

./If(a•) :

./\f(a") :

Figure 2
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A module M is contradictory iff its net representation deadlocks. So, deadlocking is the Petri net
paradigm of contradictions in LA. For example .N(_i_) in figure 1 deadlocks in the sense that after exactly
one occurrence of both transitions the empty marking has not been reproduced.

Proving in LA
In this section we introduce the concept of a logical consequence in LA. We start with an algorithm
for constructing .N(M1 /\. M2) from .N(Mi) and .N(M2):
Input : N(M1 ),.N(M2)
Output: .N(M1 A Mi)
Method:
( 1) Identification of both start transitions and identification of both goal transitions:

(2) Let be x E ,C and let (without loss of generality) in .N(Mi) and in N(M2 ) exist only one x-labeled
transition; then both x- labeled transitions are identified:

(3) Let be x E ,C and let (without loss of generality) in .N(M1 ) exist only one x-labeled transition and
in .N(M2 ) only one x- labeled transition; then a mutual exclusion of x and x has to be guaranteed:
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(4) Deletion of redundant places:

Two examples are shown in figures 3 and 4.

N((a+b)A(b+c));

Figure 3

N((a + b) A (b + c)):

Figure 4
In propositional logic B is a logical consequence of A iff all models of A are models of B, too.
In LA , we try a similar approach. The aim is to express that a module R fulfils a module S if all
processes of R are also processes of S. But in contrast to models, where a truth value is assigned to every
atom, it is not usual to overload processes with mentioning the non-occurring actions. In other words,
models are easily comparable - processes are not. fostead, we try to manage with numbers of processes.

Definition:
Let Rand S be modules; R fulfils S (R -

S) iff 1'P(R /I. S)

I= I 'P(R) I·

If S is given instead of S the following Lemma is important for indirect proving.

Lemma:
Let R and S be modules; R -

S

iff

I 'P(R /\ S) 1=0.
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Proof:
See [Fide93] .

0

So, we have the possibility of direct and indirect proving.
(I) Direct Proofs:
R - S iff
Rf»S iff

I P(R AS) I= I P(R) I

I P(R J\ S) I< I P(R) I

(2) Indirect Proofs:
Riff I P(R AS)
Rf»S iff I P(RJ\ S)

s

I= o

I> 0

Example:
M1 =((a< (b + c)) J\ d), M2 = (av c), and M2 =(a J\ c) are modules. A direct and an indirect proof
is given for M1-f»M2. Figure 5 shows the net representations of Mi,M2, and M 2 •

N(A?i):

Figure 5

( 1) Direct Proof:
We have to compare P(Mi) and P(M1 J\ M2).

In an easily understandable process notation we write P(Mt) ={((a< b) J\ d), ((a< c) J\ d)}.
This corresponds exactly to the two possibilities to reproduce the empty marking in N(M1 ).
The net of figure 6 is N(M1 J\ M2) with only one possibility to reproduce the empty marking.
Precisely P(M1 J\ M2) ={((a < c) J\ d)} .
The result [ 1'(M1 J\ M2)

I= 1 < 11'( Mi) I= 2 implies that

M1 f»M2 holds.

The process ((a < h) J\ d) of Mi is no process of M1 J\ M2 since it does not belong to M2 whose set
of processes is P(M 2 ) ={(a J\ c), (a J\ c), (a J\ c)} .
0
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Figure 6
(2) Indirect Proof:

Figure 7
In the net N(M1 /\ M 2) of figure 7 exactly one reproduction of the empty marking is possible, i.e.
P(M; /\ Mz) ={((a< b) /\ c /\ d)}.
Consequently, M1 f.->M2 holds.
The process ((a < b) f\ c /\ d) of M1 /\ M 2 , which is responsible for that, " is" the process ( (a < b) /\ d)
of M1 in a version that is completed with respect to M 2 .
This shows the diffculty to apply set operations to process sets.
Needless to say, ( (a < b) /\ d) is the same process we missed in P( M1

/\

M2 ).

D

Aplicational hints . Example
In this section a few hints for calculating processes are given. After that our approach is demonstrated
by means of a traffic light example.
According to [Laut92] the empty marking is reproducible in a place/ transition net iff there exists a
T - invariant whose net representation does neither contain a (structural) deadlock nor a trap (cf. [Reis91]).
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T - invariants, deadlocks, and traps can be determined by solving linear homogeneous equation systems
(cf. [LautRidd94]).
Example
The bottleneck in a street should be controlled by two traffic lights (see figure 8) . The demand for the
traffic lights is formulated by the module S : dir1 dir2 or S: dir1 dir2.

=

=

--,---,-....----i[__
direction 1

I

[!£Q}-- traffic light

~_-_

1

~
.

~--•-o_
o_____d_i_ ;;-_
c_t_io_n_2_ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

traffic light 2 1....

Figure 8

S says that the action " a car passes through the bottleneck in direction 1" must not coincide with t he
action " a car passes through the bottleneck in (opposite) direction 2 ".
Every traffic light (in Germany) runs through the following cycle: red -+ red and yellow , red and
yellow - green , green-+ yellow, yellow-+ red, red - red.
red is the red phase in which the other light runs through its cycle. red is the red phase belonging to
the cycle.
The following modules describe the course of events of the traffic lights and their synchronization:
( ( red1 - red1 and yellow1)
( green1 -+ yellowi)
( red1 -+ redi))*

< (red1 and yellow1 -+ 9reen1) <
< (yellow 1 -+ redi)
<

( ( red2 - red2)
(red2 and yel/ow2-+ green2)
(ye//ow2 - red2))°

< (red2

((red1

-

red1 and yellowi)

-+

red2 and yellow2)

< (green2-+ yellow2)

<
<

= (red2 - red2))*

((red2-+ red2 and yellow-i) = (red1 -+ redi))"
The car drivers behaviour is expected to be:
((red 1 and yellow1 -

greeni) < dir1 < (green1 -

( ( red2 and yellow2 -+ yellow-i)

yellow1))"

< dir2 < (green2 -. yellow2))*

All that results in the module

R=

(((red1 (dir1)*

red1 and yellowi)

(yellow1 - red1)
((red2-+ red2 and yellow2)
( dir2)*
(yellow-i - red2)t

= (red2-+ red2)) < ( red1 and yellow1 - greeni) <

<

=(red1 -

red1))

(9reen1

-+

yellow1)

<

<
< ( red1 and yellow2 - green2) <
< (green2 -+ yellow-i)
<

The net N(R /\. S) is shown in figure 9.
The easiest way to see that I P(R /\. S) I= 0 holds is to simulate the net. It is impossible to reproduce the
empty marking by exactly one occurrance of s and g since the transition dir1 = di12 cannot be enabled.
So we have an indirect proof that R -+> S holds.
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91 -

r, +Y1

r1 +Yi_, 91

YI

91

Figure 9

Conclusion
In this paper a simple logic of action (LA) with .a process semantics is introduced. The processes are very
special in that they are processes in Petri nets that reproduce the empty marking. The reason for doing
so is that these processes can be determined by linear algebraic means.
The expressions of LA are called modules. A fulfilment relation based on processes indicates whether
a module R fulfils a module S or not. So, the fulfilment relation is a formalization of fulfilling plans,
rules, specifications etc.
Even thought LA is extremly simple the idea of direct or indirect proving whether modules fulfil each
other can be lifted to higher logics by using correspondingly lifted Petri nets.
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QUANTITIES OF PETRI SYSTEMS
Hartmann J. Genrich
GMD - Forschungszentrurn lnformationstechnik GmbH
Schlofi Birlinghoven, D-53754 Sankt Augustin, Germany
Abstract: In the context of using Petri nets in the analysis of industrial or business processes, two kinds
of quantities are identified: S-quantities, connected with the places of the net, and T-quantities connected
with its transitions. T-quantities show some similarity to fields. They can be derived as the gradient of
a S-quantitiy as potential if and only if their dot product ('line integral') along any cyclic process equals
zero.

Introduction
This note addresses certain aspects of using Petri nets in the analysis of computerized systems: engineering
systems, manufacturing systems, workfiow systems, communication systems - whatever Petri net models
are used for in practice. Any such system when adequately presented by a Petri net is called a Petri
system in the sequel. And throughout this note Petri nets means higher-level ones as represented by
PrT-nets [4].
Technically, the note contains little new for those familiar with Petri nets and with the notions of
S-invariants and T-invariants in particular, the solutions of homogeneous linear equation systems based
on the incidence matrix of a Petri net. The mathematics of S- and T-invariants is quite developed [l, 7, 8].
The pragmatics of invariants, however, the way to use them in real applications is still unsatisfactory.
The reasons seem to be twofold, at least. One, if a S-invariant turns out to be useful in verifying some
relevant system property, it always seems to be a matter of good luck. Two, it is not so easy to formulate
and verify invariants even in tools so powerful as Design/CPN[lO] or JNA[9]. This note gives a twist to
the understanding and usage of invariants. It shifts our focus from S-invariants to those quantities that
may be, or not be, constant, and from T-invariants to those changes that may be cyclic or not.
Mechanical systems, for example, are characterized in terms of quantities like mass, displacement,
momentum, force, work, energy, etc. and the relationships between such quantities. Workflow systems, however, require very different quantities to be associated, like work-load, resources, performance,
throughput, costs, and many more. While PrT-nets introduced the notion of an individual or value into
the theory of Petri nets [3] , this note goes beyond that. It distinguishes between S-quantities t hat are
connected to the markings of a Petri net and T -quantities that are connected to the changes . T-quantities
turn out to be like fields. They can be derived as the gradient of a S-quantitiy - a potential - if and only
if their dot product - line integral - along any cyclic process equals zero.

An Example
The note employs a simple Petri system, shown in figure 1, as the running toy example. It presents a
simple production schema consisting of several nested loops. It is denoted by A in the sequel. It has been
extracted from a more complex Petri system in the field of chemical engineering - a recipe for batch
process control [6] - but it could as well have been derived from the transaction processing in a database
system or the processing of work objects in a workftow system or, just some piece of software.
The example h as been built and run by means of Design/CPN {10) and hence it follows its syntactical
conventions. The declarations of its datatypes (color sets) and other non-logical symbols are shown in
table 1. In the symbolic analysis of Petri nets that we favour in this note, however, they play a minor
role only.
For the time being treat the shaded transitions that indicate how the system may interact with other
systems or its environment as comment. Then table 2 presents the Petri system A in an equivalent form,
namely by its incidence matrix. The incidence matrix, C, of a Petri net has a row C~ for each place s
and a column
for each transition t . Each entry
is the combination of arc expressions between s
and t, the inputs tot taken negative.
The incidence matrix of a Petri net is the object to be studied in merely symbolical terms. A little
tool kit has been written in Standard ML using Design/CPN 's SML interface [5]. It is going to help us
with all the manipulations of the incidence matrix discussed in the sequel.
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Batches

ffX3l+1'!Y2l

[c

> 0,
r <> 0]

(dvc r)

{x,c.r,d::r')

1lr <> Cl I

I ...
Recipes

(x,c,d,r,r')

1· (X,[01 , 03]
+ 1'{Y,'( 01,D2,03,D1)
+ qz,n

+
+

1_4

2·02
2·03

'---.---',le> 1 l%(x,c·1,rev (d ::r') ,[]1

[c=Oj% ( ,r)

{c=0]%o(dvc r)
[c=OI%()

Batches

Figure 1: Petri System: Production Schema
To get acquainted with the example, let us consider what happens with one of the tokens of the initial
marking of place so. It is the batch (X, 3), 'produce 3 units of substance X ', that on place so appears as
.a n incoming order.
The processing of the batch begins with an occurrence of transition t 1 for {c, r, x := 3, [Dl, D3], X}
which takes the batch (X, 3) from the incoming orders, s 0 , r·e ads and locks the recipe for X, r = [DI, D3],
from the recipe database, s6 , removes the multi-set of devices hsted. in r, (dvc r) = l' Dl + l' D3, from
the pool of available devices, s4 , puts an empty container for substance X on outgoing results, ss, and
puts the status vector for the batch on place s 1 where the production cycle begins.
All this happens, at the chosen level of abstraction, as a single indivisible event. However , it may occur
only if the binding for c and r satisfies the Hst of constraints stated in the guard of ti, [ c > 0, r <> 0 ),
that is if the count c and the recipe r are meaningful and non-trivial.
The result of applying {c,r, x := 3, [Dl, D3], X} tot 1 is shown in table 3(a). Note that in our symbolic
approach no evaluation takes place. Rather, individual variables are replaced. by terms and the resulting
expressions may .be transformed by some simple equivalence transformations as reduction rules.
Through transition t 1 the kernel of the processing of the batch has been entered. It consists of two
loops. The inner ·one, determined by transitions t2 .and t 3 , follows the recipe step by step until one unit
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color Sbs
color Cnt
color Bch

union X + Y + Z; var x,x'
int; var c,c'
Cnt;
= product Sbs * Cnt;

Sbs;

color Dvc = vith D1 I 02 I 03 declare ms; var d,d'
color Stp = Dvc;
color Rep= list Stp; var r,r' : Rep;
val AvlDvc_O
val Recipes_O
fun dvc r

z

2 • Dvc;
1'(X,[D1,D3])

+

Dvc;

1'(Y,[D1,D2 ,D3,D1]) + l'(Z,[]);

= list_to_ms r;

Table 1: Global Declarations for the Production Schema
t1

I c>O,

t2

r<>O]

so

- (x,c)

s1

(x,c,r,0)

s2

t3

t4

ts

l r<>O I

[ r=[J ]

( c>=O]

Mo

1' (X, 3)

+ 1' (Y, 2)
- (x,c,d::r,r')

(x,c,r,d::r')

(c> 1]3(x,c-1,
rev( d::r'),O)

(x,c,d,r,r')

- (x,c,d,r,r')

- (x,c,d,r,r')
(x,c-1,rev(d: :r'))

S3

- (x,c,r)

S4

- (dvc r)

[ccOJ%(dvc r)

S5

(x,O)

- (x,c')
+ (x,c'+l)

S6

- (x,r)

[c=O)%(x,r)

AvlDvc0

Recipes 0

Table 2: Incidence Matrix of the Production Schema
of substance x is done . A single production step is identified, for the sake of simplicity, with utilizing a
particular device (resource) . In the outer loop, when one unit is done, t 4 puts it on place s 3 for being
accumulated at s 5 . And, as long as more units have to be produced yet, t 4 also restores the recipe and
decreases the count in the status vector, and enters another round.
Transition t 5 accumulates the single units of a substance in the corresponding container that was
put on place s5 by transition t 1 . If the whole batch is done, t 5 also returns the set of devices that were
reserved for the batch in the beginning and unlocks the recipe used for substance X thus completing the
processing of a single batch.
Let us now summarize the whole processing of batch (X, 3) by adding up, for each transition, all the
bindings for which this transition occurs . In doing so we deliberately disregard any order in which the
transitions occur for the listed bindings, and whether the transition occurrences are enabled or not. The
result is shown in table 3(b). It is a T-vector whose entries are combinations of bindings. We call such a
T-vector a change in the sequel.
The rows C8 of the incidence matrix C (see table 2) are T-vectors, too, whose entries are combinations
of arc expressions. If we apply, for each transition t, the combinations of bindings of the change in table
3(b) to the corresponding arc expressions, we get the transformed incidence matrix shown in table 4. If
we add-up all columns, we get the net effect that the change has on the markings of each place.
In order to add the columns, the entries in each row must be uniform in the following sense. They
not only must be of the same datatype but all identifiers must have the same scope, too. All expressions
in one row are of the same datatype assocated as a colour set with the corresponding place. The scope
of the indvidual variables, however, varies from column to colunm; the binding types of the expressions
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t1

I'{x,c,r := X,3, [DI,D3)}

t2

+
+
+
+
+

I' {x, c, d, r, r'
I' {x, c, d, r, r'
I' {x, c, d, r, r'
I' {x, c, d, r, r'
I' {x, c, d, r, r'
I' {x, c, d , r, r'

+
+

I' {x , c, d , r , r' .- X, 3, DI , [D3], O}
I ' {x, c, d, r , r' .- X, 2, DI, [D3] , O}
I' {x, c, d, r, r' .- X , I , DI, [D3] , O}

t1

[ 3>0, [DI, D3]<>0

so

- (X,3)

s1

(X, 3, [DI, D3], 0)

I

t3

s2

S4

ss

+
+

- (dvc [DI, D3])
(X,O)

S5 '

- (X, [DI, D3))

(a) At= ti:{c, r, x := 3, [DI, D3], X}

X, 3, DI, (D3] , []}
X, 3, D3, 0, (DI]}
X, 2, DI, [D3] , O}
.- X, 2, D3, 0, {DI]}
.- X, I, Dl, [D3], []}
.- X, I, D3, 0, [DI]}

.- X , 3, D3, !l. {Dl]}
I' {x, c, d, r, r' .- X , 2, D3 , U, (DI]}
I' {x , c, d, r, r' .- X , I, D3 , U, [Dl]}

1' {x, c, d, r , r'

t4

S3

...-

ts

+
I+

I ' {x, c,c',r .- X , 2,0, [Dl , D3]}
I ' {x, c,c',r - X , I, I, [Dl , D3]}
I ' {x, c, c', r .- X,O, 2, [DI, D3]}

(b) Summary of Processing of Batch (X, 3)

Table 3: Changes as Combinations of Substitutions
differ. Conversely, all expressions of one column have the same binding type but the datatypes vary from
row to row . Hence, in order to add columns, individual variables must be replaced by closed terms or by
global parameters (individual identifiers of a global scope) . In order to add rows - as we do in the next
section - the expressions must be transformed such that the datatypes are the same in all entries of a
column .
Formally, the operation we have applied to the incidence matrix in order to get the effect of a change
shows all the ingredients of an (asymmetrical) matrix product between the incidence matrix C and the
one-colwnn matrix (T-vector) denoting a change. The result is exactly what we expect. The batch (X, 3)
is transformed from an unprocessed order into a container with 3 units of substance X . All internal
places .are unaffected . Their markings are restored to the initial. ones. Restricted to the inner part of the
system, t he change is cyclic.
Every binding for a transititon t that satisfies the guard of t denotes an elementary change of the
Petri system at hand. Our generic notation for such an elementary change will be At. Denoting the
·corresponding effect on the places as As and viewing At as a unit T-vector, we get as the fundamental
equation of Petri systems
(I)
As= C·At

S-Quantities
Quantities of physical systems, like displacement, force, energy, charge are real-valued functions of time,
continuous and differentiable sufficiently often. For Petri systems we do not expect that much structure.
However, a minimum of numbership should be found with the quantities of Petri systems, too. That is,
we caH some observable that we associate with a Petri system, a quantity only if we can add its values to
each other and multiply them by scalar numbers. These scalars may be integer, rational or real numbers.
Structures whose elements can be added to each other and multiplied by numbers are called modules.
Every marking of a place, for example, is an element of a particular module; it is a combination of
strnctured tokens, a s~caUed multi-set of values of the datatype (color set) associated with that place.
Let X be a set of pieces, usually just some datatype. A {finite, integer, linear) combination of X is a
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t1

so

s1

t3

t2

ts

t4

- (X ,3)

- (X,3)

(X,3,(01,03],[J)

-

(X,3,01::(03j.[))
(X,3,03::1],[0lJ)
(X,2,01::(03),IJ)
(X,2,03::(J,[Oll)
(X,1,01::( 03],IJ)
(X ,1,03::1],(Dl])

(X,3,[03],01::0)

+ (X,2,[03],01::0 )
+ (X,1,[03),0l::U )

[3> 1]3(X,~l,
rev(03::[01]),0)
+ (2> 1J3(X ,2-l,
rev(03::[Dl]),Q)
+ (1>1J3(X,1-l,
rev{D3::(01J),Q )

0

(X,3,Dl ,(03],{))

+ (X,3,03,Q,(OlJ)
+ (X,2, Dl,[D3J,(J)
+ (X,2,03,(J,[OlJ)
+ (X,1,01.103],IJ)
+ (X, l,03,Q,(Dl])

•2

- (X,3,01,[03],[])
- (X,2,01,(03),[])
- (X,1,01,(03]. 0)

- (X,3,03,U,(Dl])
- (X,2,03,U,(Olj)
- (X,1,03,[J,(Dlj)
(X .~1,rev(03: : (01)))

- {X ,2 ,[Dl,03))
- (X,1,(01,03])
- (X,0,(01 ,03])

+ (X,2-1,rev(03::[01]))
+ (X,l-1,rev(03::(01)))

s3

.t4

0

(2=0]3
(dvc (01 ,03])
+ (1=0]%
(dvc (01,03])
+ [O=OJ3
(dvc (01,031)

- {dvc [Dl,03])

- (X ,O)
- (X,l)
- (X ,2)

ss

O

+ (X ,0+1)
+ (X,l+l)
+ (X ,2+1 )

0

(X, 3 )

(2=0J3
{X,(Dl,03])
+ [1=0]3
(X,[01,03])
+ [0=0]3
(X,(01 ,03])

- (X,(01,03))

0

Table 4: Incidence Matrix Transformed by a Change
mapping l : X -z such that for finitely many elements x of X only, the coefficient l(x) is different from
0. The set of all combinations of X is denoted by .C(X).
Let E be a Petri system. A linear operator that for some module Y, assigns to every conceivable marking
of E an element of Y, is called a S-quantity of E .
Table 5 shows three S-vectors of anonymous functions that commute with substitution. They denote
S-quantities of our production schema A. Every such distrib-ution, as we call them, assigns to every token
of the respective place s, hence by linear extension to every marking of s, a combination of pieces. It
denotes the combination of pieces that each token on s contributes to the respective S-quantity.

Workload

so

(x, c)

s1

(x , c,.., _)

s2

(x, c, _, __, _)

S3

(x, ...,-)

S4

ss

ss

(x,c)

......
......
......
......
......
......
......

SignOfCo-unt

Recipes

c' x
c'x

(x, _, r, r')

c'x

(x, _, d, r, r')

1' x

(x, c, r)

0
c'x
0

(x, r)

......
......
......
......
......
......
......

0
(x, (rev r')- r)
(x, (rev d::r')-r)

[c

=or (x, r)
0
0

(_,c)

...... [c > OJ·c' ()

...... [c > OJ ·c ' ()
(..., c,..., -· _) ...... [c > OJ ·c • ()
...... [c~0] - 1 ' ()
(..., c, -)
......
0
(_,c,..,_)

(.., c')

(x,r)

......
......

c'. ()
0

Table 5: Some S-Quantities of the Production Schema
The $-quantity Workload, for example, gives the work-load of A at an arbitrary marking in terms
of the number of units of each substance. It shows how the work objects (batches) are spread over the
places at the various stages of the production process. Each entry of the vector specifies the pieces that
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t1
[ c>O, r<>O

t2

I

-c'x
c'x

so
St

-c' x
c'x

s2

t3

t4
[ r=O J

[ r<>O J
c'x
-c'x

[c>l] ·(c-1)' x
-c'x
l 'x

s3
S4

0

S5

O'x

96

0

"

0

ts
[ c>=O J

-l'x
0

-c' · x

+ (c' +1)' x
0

0

[c>lJ·(c-l)'x

0

-

0

(c-l)'x

Table 6: Incidence Matrix Transformed by Workload
the tokens of the corresponding place contribute to the current work-load. For the initial marking shown
in figure 2, the value of WorkLoad is

+
+
+
+
+
+

(l'(X,3) + l'(Y,2)): {(x,c)

~

c'x}

O:{(x,c,....,_)~c'x}

0 : {(x, c, _,.., _) >--> c' x}

O:{(x,_,_)--.l'x}
AvlDvc0 : {---. O}
0: {(x, c) >--> c'x}
Recipes 0 : {---. O}

3' X +2'Y

(2)

Table 6 shows the result of applying every entry of the S-vector Workload to the entries of t he
corresponding ww of the incidence matrix (table 2). The bottom row, "\/, is the formal sum of the rows
for places so ... ss. It gives for each transition t the effect the corresponding elementary change t::.t has
to the S-quantity Workload. We call it the defect of Workload with respect to transition t.
T he defect of a S-quantity q with respect to a transition t shows a strong similarity to the partial
derivative. Denoting i,t by Wc, we get in analogy to equation 1,
t::.q =

aq t::.t
at

-

(3)

and, pushing the analogy a little further, the bottom row "\!of table 6 denotes indeed the gradient of the
S-quantity WorkLoad.
All entries of "\! 'W orkload equal zero except for transition t 4 . The batch count c, however, remains
greater than zero through t4 for all meaningful processes of the production schema (see below). And
for c > 0, the defect of Workload at t 4 reduces to 0 as well. Hence VWorkload = 0 for all meaningful
processes; the $-quantity W o.rkload is constant.
If you follow the same procedure concerning the other two $-quantities of table 5, you will see after
some obvious reductions of the gradients that also Recipes and SignOJCount are constant or, as the
terminology is in net theory, are S-invariants. Recipes shows how a recipe is decomposed during the
production process, and SignOJCount is an auxiliary S-quantity whose invariance can be used to prove
that a non-negative batch count may never become negative.

Exchange of S-Quantities
S-quantities of a Petri system E that a.re constant satisfy a .c onservation law. Within E, they may be
distributed over the various parts, or subsystems, but their total remains unchanged. This leads directly
to the notion of exchange of $-quantities between (sub- )systems, or between a system and its environment.
Let E1 and }:2 be two Petri systems with S-quantibes q 1 and q2, respectively. }:1 and E2 a:re said to be
able to exchange q1 and q2 if they can be coupled in such a way that

(4)

1!54

t3
S1

(x,c,r,0)

- (x,c,d::r,r')

{x,c,r,d::r')

(x,c,d,r,r')

- (x,c,d,r,r')

S2
S3

c'x

'Vw1

0

0

[c> 1)3(x,c-l ,
rev(d::r '),O)
- (x,c,d,r,r')

(x, c, _, -)

(x,c-1,rev(d::r'))

- (x,c,r)

(c>l]·(c-1)' x
- (c-l)'x

-l'x

(x, c, _, -· -)
(x,.., _)

--

c'x
c'x
l'x

W2

so

- (x,c)

54

- (dvc r)

S5

(x,O)

55

- (x,r)

V'W2

-c'x

(x, c)

[c=Oj3(dvc r)
- (x,c')
+ (x,c'+l)
{c-0)3(x,r)
0

0

0

(x , c)

-

l':z:

---

c'x
0

c'x
0

Table 7: Exchange of Workload Between Production Kernel and Embedding
or, equivalently,
(5)

It is obvious from equations (4) and (5) that exchangeable quantities must be comparable; their value
domains must be the same module. If their values cannot be added, the equations make no sense. Also
note that we talk here about 'pure' exchange. In the coupled system, E = Ei&E2, while qi and CJ2 will
vary in general, the quantity q = q 1 + q2 is constant. There is no loss or gain, no destruction or creation
of q but mere exchange between Ei and E2 . If a $-quantity that represents an exchange quantity like
energy, momentum, or charge is not constant, its defect respectively gradient indicates where there is
exchange with the environment.
There are two ways how Petri systems may be coupled in order to exchange one or more quantities
according to equation ( 4). One way is the fusion of places . It is provided by Design/ CPN. The dual one,
fusion of transitions, is not yet offered by Design/CPN but it is known how to do it (see (21). One may
also think of connecting the two systems by some kind of bridges but then, how are the bridges connected
to the systems?
The re-formulation of equation (4) by (5) suggests coupling at transitions since any ~q is the effect
of an elementary transition occurrence, ~t. Consequently let us divide our production schema A into Ai
and A2 by splitting transitions t 1 and t 5 (as indicated in figure 1). The result is shown in table 7. The
defects of the two separate $-quantities w 1 and w2 clearly show how Workload is exchanged between the
two subsystems through transitions ti and t4.
Now that we know a little about the exchange of quantities between systems, we can unravel the secret
about the shaded 'dangling' transitions in figure 1. The one feeding into place so indicates how the
environment may increase the work-load by entering a new batch. It may also be viewed as putting
the initial marking on so. And the shaded transition out of place ss decreases the work-load by taking
delivery of a finished batch.
Hence this particular pair of transitions represents the exchange type of our production schema A with
respect to quantity Workload. If they were considered part of the system (they had to show up in the
incidence matrix, table 2), Workload would no longer be invariant. Coupling of system A with another
system or its environment in order to exchange Workload requires fusing of the dangling transitions with
their corresponding opposites. As a special case, they can be fused with each other to close A with respect
to Workload. A would then process the same set of batches over and over again .
In the same way, the pair of shaded transitions at place s 6 indicate that the recipe for some substance
x may be changed when the current one is not in use. And at place s4 , equipment that is currently idle
may be removed or added. Without the dangling transitions, available equipment and recipes would be
l"V'\nci. rl o .... orl

;,..,""').,..1 "> hlo
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t2

ti

type
guard

{x,c,r}
{x, c, d, r, r'}
, [ c>O, r<>{] ]

Costs
'V'WorkLoad

0

ts

{x, c, d, r, r'}

{x, c, d, r, r'}

[ r<>U ~

[ rz[] J

{x, c, c', r}
[ c>..O)

0

Ks (x)

0

0

0

I

K2

t4

K2(x,d )

0

I

t3

x

y

z

DI

4

0

D2
D3

2
3

3
2
5

0
0

D4

1

1

0

Ks

[c>l]·(c-1)' x
- (c-1)' x

I~

y

z

l

0

0

Table 8: Production Costs and Other T-Vectors

T-Quantities
Not all interesting ·q uantities that we associate with a Petri system E may be functions of markings.
There are also quantities that &re functions of changes. For example, the production costs for a batch
in a production schema, the total time during which a r·esource is idle respectively occupied, or the work
performed by a component or subsystem during a parbcular process - all those quantities cannot be
expressed, in general., as a function of markings but rather as functions of changes.
A linear operator that for some module Y assigns an element of Y to every change in a Petri system E
is c alled a T-quantity of E.

Assume we want to express the production costs for batches of our production schema A, in terms of
entire units of some currency. We assign to transition t 2 the costs involved using device d during the
production of a single unit of substance x, and to transition t 5 the costs for the transport and storage of
a single unit of x. Other costs are ignored. The corresponding cost functions are K 2 : SbsxDvc->int and
K 5 : Sbs-int. The whole Costs function is represented by a T-vector as shown in table 8.
The entries of Costs for each transition ti are integer expressions whose free variables belong to the
(binding) type of ti . For every binding of ti they denote an integer value. If K 2 and K 5 are given
as in table 8, the costs for processing batch {X,3) are 3 {Kf(Dl) + Kf(D3) + Kf ) = 24. Note
that with the given K,. and Ks, the expressions K2(x, d) and K 5 (x ) could be equivalently written as
4'[x=X, d=Dl] + ... + O[x=Z, d=D4] respectively [' x=X] + [x=YJ . Then it will be even more obvious that
the T-vector 'V' Workload of table 8 also denotes a T-quantity. In general:
1

The T-vector of defects (the gradient) 'V'q of a S-quantity q is a T-quantity. In our analogy between Petri
systems and engineering systems we may say that 'V'q is a .field with potential q.
The value of a T -quantity, k, for some change u is independent of the order in which the !:l.t of u may
occur in an actual process. It is just the dot product between k and u (in our analogy: the line integral
of field k along change u).
Now assume there are two different changes, u 1 .and u 2 , both leading from the same marking m 1 to
the same marking m 2 . Then we may ask whether the values of k along u 1 and u 2 are the same or not.
If it is the case that for any pair of markings (m 1 , m 2 ) the value of k is the same along all changes that
connect m 1 to m 2 , we call k path-indifferent ('path' in the reachabilty graph, not in physical space). In
physical systems, wor k is a 'path-indifferent' quantity iff the forces are conservative - no friction, for
example.
AT-quantity k is path-indifferent iff its value along any cyclic change is 0. And it is a linear-algebraical
fact that
1

Theorem For a T-quantity k there exists a S-quantity
path-indifferent.
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Figure 2: A Map of Notions
The Costs for the processing of any set of batches as given in table 8 are independent of the various ways in
which these processes may be intertwined. And since there are no real cyclic processes in the production
schema not completed by an environment (cf. previous section on exchange), Costs happens to be pathindependent. In general however, whenever there are cyclic changes with all t:..t being non-negative, Costs
or the time consumed are typical T-quantities that have no potential.

Conclusion
The contents of this note are summarized in figure 2.· It shows how the general S-T symmetry of Petri
systems, the fact that state and change are treated on equal footing in net theory, translates into the
linear-algebraic row/columnsyrrunetry. It seems that the S-T syrrunetry is in turn reflecting a fundamental
aspect of information processing in general .
In information processing we deal with two ways of representing information as structured collections
of values. One form allows to transport and store information, the other to proces.s it. The first way is
to use kind of hard boxes where each value has its fixed position or is contained in a labeled extra box.
It's like the arrangement of atoms in a molecule, or of christmas gifts in a parcel for the whole family.
A collection of values in molecule form is called a datum. As data, value collections can be transmitted
over time and space whithout losing their internal arrangement.
In order to access the values in a datum and to process and combine them with other parts of other
data, however, we have to unwrap the parcels, destroy their arrangements and put their contents all on
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one table. To keep the information about the purpose or meaning that is contained in the arrangement we
assign them, temporarily and locally for some basic processing step, some names (descriptors). The table
with names assigned to values is an environment or binding. The links between the two forms, datum
and binding, are the patterns. Matching a pattern to a datum gives a binding, evaluating a pattern under
a binding gives a datum.
The state elements of a Petri system, the places, are closely related to data, the molecule kind of
representing collections of values. The tokens on eaCh place are data. Their type ('color set') is associated
with tha't place. In contrast, the process elements ,o f a Petri system, the occurrences of transitions, are
given as (local and temporary) bindings of individual variables. Their type (the set of free identifiers
with their datatype) is associated with each tr·ansition.
In the symbolic manipulation of the incidence matrix of a Petri system we have used two kinds of
transformations of the entries (the arc expressions), substitutions to present changes and distributions to
present $-quantities. Substitutions and distributions operate on the arc expressions of a Petri system in
opposite directions. Given an expression X, a substitution replaces place holders in X by expressions;
X serves as a context for expressions to be inserted. A distribution, in contrast, decomposes X into
subexpressions in order to fill the wholes in its body; X serves as an 'intext' rather than context. Substitutions affect the binding type of an expression and distributions affect the datatype. Substitutions are
applied in a per-transition manner, to all entries of some column. Distributions are applied in a per-place
manner, to all entries of some row.
Formal addition of expressions makes sense only if the expressions are uniform, i.e. if they have the
same datatype and the same binding type. In the incidence matrix, the entries of a column (transition)
have the same binding type (scope of identifiers) and the rows (places) have the same datatype (color set).
Consequently, addition of columns requires adjustment of the binding types by means of substitutions,
addition of rows requires adjustment of the datatypes by means of distributions.
This note just pointed at some obvious consequences of these considerations.
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A COMPARISON OF PETRI NET SUPERVISORY APPROACHES
FOR STATE SPECIFICATIONS
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Abstract. The paper discusses a class of state specifications for Petri net models called Generalized
Mutual Exclusion Constraints. Several authors have presented solutions to this problem within the
framework of Supervisory Control. Here some of these approaches are reviewed presenting them with a
consistent notation.

1. Introduction
Generalized mutual exclusion constraints (GMEC) [4] are a natural way of expressing the concurrent use
of a finite number of resources, shared among different processes. Jn traditional Petri net (PN) modeling
all transitions are assumed to be controllable, i.e., may be prevented from firing by a control agent . A
single GMEC may be easily implemented by a monitor, i.e., a place whose initial marking represents the
available units of a resource and whose outgoing and incoming transitions represent, respectively, the
acquisition and release of units of the resource.
In the framework of Ramadge and Wonham's supervisory control {16] the complexity of enforcing
a GMEC is enhanced by the presence of uncontrollable transitions. It is possible to prove [4) that in
presence of uncontrollable transitions, a problem of mutual exclusion is transformed into a more general
forbidden marking problem, which is a qualitatively different problem, in the sense that it may not always
be solved with the same techniques used when all transitions are controllable.
Two ways have been explored for reducing the computational complexity involved in solving a GMEC
problem for nets with uncontrollable transitions.
On one hand, one may consider special PN structures for which the maximally permissive control
policy can be easily computed and implemented. There have been several interesting approaches in this
sense. Holloway and Krogh (6, 8] presented an approach in which the problem of controlling the marking
of a place can be decomposed into the control of paths of uncontrollable transitions and used these
techniques to enforce GMEC's on safe marked graphs. Li and Wonham [9, 10] showed bow closed-form
solutions for GMEC problems may be computed for restricted classes of nets. By closed-form solution
the authors mean that the controller may be represented as a net. Giua et al. [5] have discussed several
control structures (including monitors) capable of enforcing GMEC 's on marked graphs with control safe
places.
On another hand, one may give up the requirement that the control policy be maximally permissive
and may be willing to accept a more restrictive control policy provided it can be easily computed. This
approach has been followed by Moody et al. [12, 13, 17]. In their approach the idea is that of always
using very simple controllers in the form of monitor places that only constrain controllable transitions.
An algorithm is given to compute such a monitor to ensure that a given GMEC will never be violated .
These approaches are reviewed and compared in this paper.

2. Generalized Mutual Exclusion Constraints
We recall the notion on Petri nets used here. A Place/Transition net (P /T net) [14] is a structure
N = (P, T, Pre, Post) , where P is a set of n places; T is a set of m transitions ; Pre : P x T - N and
Post : P x T - N are the pre- and post-incidence fun ctions that specify the arcs. The incidence matrix
of the net is defined as C(p,t) = Post(p,t)- Pre(p , t). A P/T system or net system (N,Mo} is a net
N with an initial marking M 0 . One writes M [u} M' to denote that the enabled sequence of transitions
u may fire at M yielding M' . A marking M is reachable in (N, M0 } iff there exists a firing sequence u
such that Mo [u} M. If marking M is reachable in (N, M 0 } by firing a sequence u, then the following
state equation is satisfied: M = Mo+ C ·if, where if : T -+ N is the firing count vector. The set of
nonnegative integer vectors M such that there exists a vector if satisfying the previous state equation is
called potentially reachable set and is denoted PR(N,M0 ) . Note that PR(N,M0 ) 2 R(N, Mo). However,
for acyclic nets - i.e. , nets where no direct path forms a cycle - PR(N,M0 ) = R(N,M0 ) [14). A net
system (N , Mo} is safe if M(p) S. 1 for every place p and for every marking M E R(N, M o).
Let us define a generalized mutual exclusion constraint (GMEC) as a condition that limits a weighted
sum of tokens contained in a subset of places [4, 5) .
Definition 1. L et (N, Mo} be a net system with set of places P , w: P-+ Z a weight vector of integers,
and k E Z a constant. The support of w is the set Qw = {p E P I w(p) -:j; O}. A single ~eneralized mutual
exclusion constraint (w, k) defines a set of legal markings on (N,M0 ) M(w , k) = tM E R(N,Mo) I
wT · M S. k }. A s et of GMEC's (W, k), with W = [w1 . . . wr] and k = (k 1 ... kr )T, defines a set of legal
markings M(W, k) ={ME R(N, Mo) I wT . M :5 k}.
Markings in R(N, Mo) that are not legal will be denoted forbidden markings.
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Figure 1: A manufacturing process: (a.) layout; (b) Petri net model; ( c) Petri net controlled with monitors.
Example 2. As an example of the modeling power of GMEC's, consider the simple manufacturing
process with two machines, a robot and a buffer shown in Figure l.(a). There exists an infinite supply
of parts of type l (type 2) that are loaded by the robot on machine 1 (machine 2). After machining
the parts are directly deposited into the buffer. Machined parts are taken in pairs from the buffer to
be assembled.
The process can be represented by the net in Figure l.(b ), where: t 1 and t2 (t 4 and t 5 ) represent the
start and the end of the loading operation of ma.chine 1 (ma.chine 2); t 3 (t 6 ) represents the storing of a
part of type 1 (type 2) in the buffer; t 7 represents the withdrawal of two parts of different type from
the buffer . The places have the following interpretation : p 1 (p 4 ) r·e presents the parts being loaded on
machine 1 (machine 2) ; P2 (p 5) represents the parts being ma·chined on machine I (machine 2) ; p3 (p5)
represents the parts of type l (•type 2) in the buffer.
The following constraints should be imposed on the system's behavior. a.) Only one robot is available,
hence only one loading operation may be executed at a given time, i.e., M(p1) + M(p4 ) $ L b) Only
one part can be machined at a given time on each machine, i.e., M(P2) $ 1, and M(ps) $ 1. c) The
buffer has k slots, and each part of type 1 takes two slots, while each part of type 2 takes one slot. To
avoid overflow one wants 2M(ps) + M(p6 ) $ k . d) In the buffer, the number of parts of one type should
not exceed the number of parts of the other type by more that k' units, i.e., M(p3 ) - M (p5) $ k' , and
M(p5) - M(pa) $ k' .

As this very simple example shows, GMEC's are a natural way of expressing the concurrent use of
a finite number of resources, shared among different processes. The use of weights permits to assign
differeat units of resources to the various processes. The use of negative weights permits to express
fairness constraints in the allocation of the shared resources. Note also that constraints to prevent
underflow (i.e. , of the form M(pi) + M(p2 ) ~ k ~ 0) may also be expressed, using negative weights, as
-M(p1) - M(pz) $ -k.

3. Monitors
fo traditional Petri net modeling all transitions are assumed to be controllable, i.e. , may be prevented
from firing by a control agent . A single GMEC may be easily implemented by a monitor, i.e., a place
whose initial marking represents the available units of a resource and whose outgoing and incoming
transitions rep.resent, respectively, the acquisition and release of units of the resource.
Definition 3. Given a system (N,M0 ), with N = (P,T,Pre,Post), and a GMEC (tii,k), the monitor
that enforces this constraint is a new place S to be added to N. The resulting system is denoted (Ns , Ml),
with Ns = ( P U { S}, T , Pres, Posts). Let C be the incidence matrix of N.
Then Ns will have incidence matrix C 5 and initial
marking Mt as shown here. Note that there are no
C
] . Ms _ (
Mo
)
0
selfioops containing S in N 5 , hence Pre 5 and Posts
-wT · C
'
l: - wT ·Mo
may be uniqudy determined by C 5 . The ,i nitial marking Mo of the system is assumed to satisfy the
constraint ( tii, k ).
According to the definition, the monitor that enforces a constraint ( tii, k) will have axes going to
(coming from) all input (output) transitions of a place p E IQwl and such that w(p) > 0. If the place p is
such that w(p) < 0, then the directions of the arcs is reversed. The weight of these arcs depends on the
coefficient of and on the coefficients of the incidence matrix C.
As an example, in Figure 1.(c) monitors have been added ~o the net in Figure 1.(b) to enforce the
constraints discussed in Example 2. Monitor 5 1 enforces the constraint a) ; monitors 5 2 and 5 3 constraints

cs _ [

w
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b); monitor $ 4 constraint c); and monitors Ss and S 6 constraints d).
A set of GMEC's can be enforced adding a monitor for each constraint in the set.
In [4] it was proven that the addition of a monitor to the net structure modifies the behavior of a
system, to avoid reaching markings that do not satisfy the corresponding GMEC . The monitor is also
maximally permissive 1[7}., i.e., it only disables transitions whose firing would yield a marking that violates
the corresponding GMEC.
Let us compare GMEC's with the most general kind of constraint that can be defined on the marking
set of a system, the forbidden markings constraint [6, 8). A forbidden marking constraint consists of an
explicit list of markings :F that one wants to forbid.
Let :F be any set of forbidden markings on a net system (N, Mo) . Is it possible to find a set of
GMEC's (W, k) equivalent to :F, i.e., such that R(N, Mo) \ :F = M(W, k)? In general the answer is no
(4] . However, for safe nets it was shown that there exists a set of GMEC 's equivalent to any forbidden
marking constraint (see [4]).

4. Nets with uncontrollable transitions
In the framework of supervisory control the complexity of enforcing a GMEC is enhanced by the presence
of a set Tu ~ T of uncontrollable transitions which cannot be disabled by a supervisor. Thus arcs from
monitors to uncontrollable transitions are not allowed, since the effect of such an arc would be that of
preventing the firing of the transition when the monitor place is not marked .
When the net has uncontrollable transitions, to enforce a given GMEC it is necessary to prevent the
system from reaching a superset of the forbidden markings, containing all those markings from which a
forbidden one may be reached by firing a sequence of uncontrollable transitions.
Given a system {N, M 0 ) and a set of GMEC's (W, k), in the presence of uncontrollable transitions the
set of legal markings is given as : Me(W,k) = M(W, k)\ {ME R (N, Mo ) I 3M' rf. M (W, k), M[u)M' /\ u E
T,; }, i.e., one does not consider legal the markings that satisfy (W, k) but from which a forbidden marking
may be reached by firing only uncontrollable transitions. It is necessary to introduce this restriction
be·cause a firing sequence u ET; may not be prevented by a controiling agent.
When all transitions are controllable, it was shown that a monitor is capable of enforcing a given
GMEC ( w,k ) , with a maximally permissive control. In the case of uncontrollable transitions, the maximally permissive control policy should ensure that: a) only markings in Mc(tii,k) will be reached by the
syst·e m under control; b) an transition firings that yield a marking in M e(t.U, k) should be allowed.
It is possible to prove (4} that there may not exist a GMEC ( W,k) such that M(W, k)
M c( tii, k ).
Thus in presence of u.ncont-rollable transitions, a problem of mutual exclusion is transformed into a more
general forb idden marking problem , which is a qualitatively different problem, in the sense that it may
not always be solved with the same techniques used when all tTansitions are controllable.

=

5. Petri net techniques for GMEC's
Holloway and Krogh's approach

The PN model considered by Holloway and Krogh is called controlled PN . A controlled PN is a P /T net
with 2 sets of places, the state places P represented by circles and the input control places C represented
as boxes (see Figure 2.(a)) . Hence the marking has two components, M (related to P ) and U ( related to
C). U is .assumed to be binary.
The marking of places in C is computed by an external agent as a function of the marking of the state
places, i.e., U = f(M). The firing of a transition modifies M in the usual way. The control input U is
computed again each time a new marking is reached. The main difference wrt the firing policy of P /T
nets is that two enabled transitions may fire simultaneously.
The basic restriction Holloway and Krogh consider is that the net be a safe marked graph, i.e., a safe
P /T net such that each place has exactly one input arc and one output arc. In the examples given here ,
only GMEC (tii, k) where w(p) E {O, 1} will be considered.
Given a GMEC (Ui,k) the control law is computed in two steps.
Off-lin e computation. For each place in Qw compute backwards the paths until controlled transitions
are found.
On-line computation. Given a marking M define for each p E Qw : a) Ap(M) = 1 if all its path are
marked (i.e., p may be marked uncontrollably) else Ap(M) = O; b) ~p(M) = 1 if, unless some control
input is disabled , at the next marking all paths of p may be marked (M is a boundary marking for p)
else ~p(M) = 0.
Let: L be the number of places in Qw such that Ap(M) = 1; B be the number of places in Qw such that
~p( M)
l ; D(U) be the number of places in Qw such that ~p (M) 1 hut such that U disables some
transition whose firing will increase Ap. Then a control input is admissible if: D(U) ~ L + B - k .

=

=

Example 4. Let us consider the GMEC M(pi) + M(p2) ::; 1. In Figure 2.(a), we have represented the
subnet computed during the off-line computations for places p 1 and p 2 .
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Given the marking in the figure, Ap 1 (M) = Ap2(M) = 0, and fip 1 (M) = Ap 2(M) = 1, hence L = 0,
B = 2. The possible markings for the control places and the corresponding values of D are: D(O 0 0) =
D(O 1 0) = 1 (p1 and p2 cannot be marked); D(O 0 1) = D(O 1 1) = 1 (p1 cannot be marked);
D(l 0 0) = D(l 1 0) = 1 (p 2 cannot be marked); D{l 0 1) = D(l 1 1) = 1 (both p 1 and P2 can be
marked). One needs D(U) 2: L+B-k = 1, hence one can choose either U = (0 l l)T or U' = (11 O)T,
i.e., there are two maximally permissive controls.
The approach of Holloway and Krogh is extremely efficient, since it requires very simple computations,
both in the off-line and on-line steps.
However, because the controller is given as a feedback law it is not possible
to built a net model of the
closed-loop system. This
approach has received a
lot of attention in the literature and has also been
extended to classes of nets
other than marked graphs:
controlled state machines
[2], forward and backward
conflict-free nets [3], colored nets [l, 11).

t s'

{a)

Figure 2: Nets in Examples 4-7.

Li and Wonbam 's approach
Li and Wonham have considered Vector Discrete Event Systems, a model that is known to be equivalent
to Petri nets [15], and used incidence matrix analysis to compute the control law that enforces GMEC's
(that they call Linear Predicates) .
Let (N, Mo) be a net system, and let Nu be the uncontrollable subnet, i.e., the subnet obtained
from N by removing all controllable transitions. Let (t.U, k) be a G MEC. Then one can write the set
of legal markings defined in Section 4 as: Mc(w, k) ={MI ('<IM' E R(Nu,M))t.UT · M' $ k}. The
state equation of a net may be used to decide reachability if the net is acyclic, i.e., if no direct path
in the net forms a cycle [14) . Thus if Nu is acyclic, a given marking Mis in Mc(w,k) if and only if
the following integer prograrruning problem IPP (where Cu is the incidence matrix of Nu) has solution
x*;5k:. x=maxwr · M' such that M'=M+Cu·u , andM',u2:0..
The following algorithm can be used to enforce a GMEC (w, k) on nets whose uncontrollable subnet
is acyclic.
1. Let the initial marking Mo be in Mc(w, k). (Solve IPP with M = M 0 .)
2. Let M be the present marking. For any controllable t enabled by M:
a) compute Mt such that M[t)M1 ;
b) solve IPP with M = M 1 ;
c) if x• $ k then t should be enabled else it should be disabled.
3. As soon as a transi tion fires go back to step 2.
The condition that the uncontrollable subnet be acyclic is not too restrictive, in the sense that in
many pra·ctical applications it holds. However, the problem is that the controller has to solve on-line at
each step several IPP 's. The complexity of IPP 's is an open problem. It is doubtful that these problems
have polynomial complexity in the size of the constraint set. Thus, the approach is unfeasible in practical
app lications .
T his motivated Li and Wonham to study other classes of nets for which the controller may be represented as a net. The method can be applied to ordinary nets whose uncontrollable transitions form either
tree structures of type TSl (each transition has a single output arc) or tree structures of type TS2 (each
transition has a single input arc) as defined in [10]. Another mild restriction is that the uncontrollable
subnet be composed by non connected components and two or more places in Q,,, cannot belong to the
same component (mutual independence).
In the case of TS2 nets they show that given a GMEC (w,k), there exists a new constraint (we, kc)
such that the set of legal markings can be written as: M,(w,k) ={MI
M::::; kc} and the monitor
that enforces ($,,kc) does not have arcs going to uncontrollable .transitions. Thus ( t.U, k) can be enforced
using the monitor for (t.Uc,ke)·
In the case of TSl nets they sh.ow that given a GMEC (w, k), there exists a new set of constraints
(t.Ui, k;) (i l, .. . r) such that: M c(w, k) = {M I
t.Uf. M $ ki} CV is the disjunction operator, i.e.,
1

w; ·

=

I

v;=l
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the logical OR) and the monitor that enforces each ( w; , k;) does not have arcs going to uncontrollable
transitions. Note, however, that in this second case the net structure corresponding to the disjunction
operator cannot be represented as a net. In fact the addition of r monitors, one for each (wi,k;), would
enforce the conjunction (logical AND) of these constraints. In [10] is defined a new structure, called
generalized vector addition system, that can enforce a disjunction of constraints.

Example 5. Let us consider the GMEC (w, k) requiring M{p 1) + M(p 2 ) ~ 1 and the net in Figure 2.(a).
The uncontrollable subnets for Pl and p 2 (controllable transitions t 5 , t6 and t 7 should be removed) , are
TSl nets.
Let ('lii1, ki) and ( w2, k2) be the constraints requiring, respectively: M(p1)+ M(p2)+M(p3 )+ M(p5) ~ 1
M ~ k2 } .
and M{pi) + M(pz) + M(p4) + M(ps) ~ l. Clearly, Me(w , k) ={MI w'[ · M ~ ki v

wI ·

Giua, DiCesare, and Silva's approach
The authors consider marked graphs with control safe places and GMEC's with w E Nm.
A transition t belongs to the set of control transitions Ap of a place p iff: a) t is controllable; b ) there
exists a path from t top that does not contain controllable transitions except t. A place p is control safe
if on at least one path from each t E Ap to p the number of tokens cannot exceed one. A transition t E Ap
is said to be constraining at a marking M if there exists a path from t top that is unmarked at M.
For this classes of nets and constraints, the authors showed that given a GMEC { k), there exists
a set of GMEC's (We, kc) such that {M I W[ · M =:; kc}
Mc(w, k). Hence a maximally permissive
control law for (w, k) may always be implemented by a set of monitors.
In particular, if ( w, k) is such that w(p) E {0 , l} and IQ,., I = k + 1, then the set (W, k) reduces to a
single constraint. This constraint can be enforced by a monitor place p0 with (for all p E Qw): a) one arc
going from po to each transitions in A,, ; b) IApl arcs going from the output transition of p to po . The
initial marking of Po is equal to d - 1, where d is the number of constraining transitions in A = Upeq .. Ap
at the initial marking M 0 .

=

w,

Example 6. Let us consider the GMEC (w, k) requiring M(pi) +M(p2 ) :::; 1 and the net in Figure 2.(b)
without places Po and PM and their input/output arcs. Here the controllable transitions (t 5 , t 6 and t1)
are shown as boxes. Let us assume that places p 1 and p2 are control safe. The set control transitions
for place Pt is Ap 1 = {ts , tG}. The set of control transitions for place P2 is A 11 2 = {t1}. 'fransitions
t 5 and t1 are constraining. Since the constraint (w,k) is such that IQ,.,I = l{p 1 ,p2 }1=2=k+1 and
w(p 1 ) = 1, w(p2) = 1, this constraint can be enforced by a single monitor, place po in Figure 2.(b).
Assume now ( w, k) is such that (for some p) w(p) > 1, or IQ,.,I > k + 1. The previous construction
may not be used. However it was shown in [5] that the original constraint may be rewritten as a set of
at least r constraints ( Wj, k) where IQ,.,, I = k + 1 and each of these constraints may be enforced by a
monitor. However the problem is that r = (

k~~

), thus in the worst case the number of monitors is

exponential with respect to the cardinality of Q,., . In these cases, a different supervisory based control
structure - which grows linearly with the number of places in the support of the weight vector - can
be used [5]

Moody, Antsaklis, and Lemmon's approach
These authors use monitors as control structure to be added to the net structure for enforcing GMEC's
(called place invariants). When there are uncontrollable transitions, they still use monitor based solutions
but in this case the solution may not be maximally permissive.
Let us consider a set of GMEC's (W, k) to be enforced on a net system (N, M 0 ). Let W be a (m x r)
matrix, where m is the number of places of the net and r the number of constraints in the set. Let C
be the incidence matrix of the net and Cu the incidence matrix of the uncontrollable subnet (obtained
removing all controllable transitions). The set of monitors corresponding to (W, k) can be added to net
without disabling any uncontrollable transition if all elements in wr ·Cu are less than zero, because in
this case there will be no arcs going from the monitors to uncontrollable transitions.
If such is not the case, one can try to find a new constraint (We, k:) (where We is a matrix with the
same dimension of W) such that: a) W[ ·Cu has all elements less than zero; b) M(Wc, ke) s; M c(W, k),
i.e., such that all markings that are legal for (We,() are also legal for (W,k). Note that the set of legal
markings for the new constraint may be a strict subset of the set Mc(W, k) and thus the new constraint
may prevent the net from reaching markings that are legal.
In [13] it was shown how one may try to find such a new set of constraints by performing row operations
on the matrix [

W~~ C.,.

] . The main idea is to add to the support of each constraint in W new places

as will be shown in the next example.
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Example 7. Let us consider the GMEC (w, k) requiring M(p 1 ) +M(p 2):::;: 1 and the net in Figure 2.(b)
without places Po and PM and their input/output arcs .
The uncontrollable incidence matrix in this case is Cu
[ 1
o
(C(· ,t1) C(·, t2) C( ·, t3) C(· , t4)). Since WT ·Cu= (-1 -111) ,
-0 -1
0
the constraint cannot be enforced . Let us add places p4 and
Cu =
O~
0 -1
p5 to the constraint to obtain the new constraint (we, kc) with
o -1
w~ = (1 1 0 1 1) and kc= I.
0
0

Jl

wY

Now
·Cu= (-1 -1 0 0), hence this constraint can be enforced by a monitor. Note that all markings
that satisfy the new constraint also satisfy the original one, since M(p 1 ) + M(pz):::;: M(pi) + M(p2) +
M(p4 ) + M (p 5 )::; l. The monitor corresponding to (w0 , k0 ) is place PM in Figure 2.(b). The constraint
(we, k 0 ) from the marking in Figure 2.(a) prevents the firing of t1 even if the marking (0 0 0 1 lf
reachable by firing tr is in M 0 (w, k).
It 's worth comparing the solution obtained following Giua's approach (monitor p0 ) and that obtained
following Moody's approach (monitor PM). Monitor p0 is the best solution (it implements the maximally
permissive control policy) if places p 1 , · - - , p 5 are control safe. If these places are not control safe (this
property depends on the structure and marking of the rest of the net) this solution cannot be applied.
Monitor PM , instead, does not implement necessarily the maximally permissive control policy but can be
applied regardless of the structure of the net.

6. Conclusions
The paper has present an example of the efficient use of Petri net structural techniques in supervisory
control. The design of control structures for enforcing linear constraints on the reachability set of a net
has been discussed and different approaches have been compared.
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Abstract: We present an idea for controller synthesis for a represention of Net Condition/ Event systems
which model the plant and which are based on bounded Petri nets. The specification is given by means of
forbidden states. Our synthesis algorithm uses a backward search in the net graph of the plant model, the
complete enumeration of all states is required only in the worst case. The method is illust;rated by means
of a resource allocation problem.
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1

Introduction

The Supervisory Control Theory initiated by Ramadge and Wonham (8] is currently the most popular
method for synthesis of controllers for Discrete Event Dynamic Systems (abbr.: DEDS). It provides
numerous and very elegant theoretical results, and by the extension to Vector Discrete Event Systems it
is possible to synthesize non binary systems [7]. The application of this theory to control problems of
realistic scale, however, is rather sparse. We think that this is due to the inherent complexity problem
and the lack of a clear concept of input and output signals.
The complexity problem can be overcome by means of Petri nets which provide an implicite description
of large state spaces. Unfortunately, the classical concept of Petri nets does not provide an explicite
notation of input and output signals in the way it is in general needed when dealing with control systems.
Although there is a very large amount of different concepts to provide input and output signals for Petri
nets (we cite here only a very fundamental work (6]), such concepts are mostly only descriptive techniques,
and analysis or synthesis of controllers based on these concepts is often impossible. An exception are
controlled Petri nets (5], which are, however, neither modular nor hierarchical.
Hence, in the last two years we have been developing a modular modelling technique which combines
the very clear input/ output concept of Condition/ Event systems [10] with the implicite description of
state space by means of Petri nets. As a result, a class of discrete event models has been defined which
we call Net Condition/ Event systems (abbr.: NCES) (4, 9). Since we were mainly interested in binary
systems, almost all of our work is based on the assumption that our underlying Petri net is safe. The
only exception is (2]. Here we tried to develop a model which uses bounded Petri nets and (condition)
signals with multiple value. Synthesis procedures, however, are not provided.
We want to come back to this model in our paper and want to provide a method for controller synthesis
which is an extention of our methods for controller synthesis for forbidden states (3].
For this purpose, our paper is organized as follows. We will briefly introduce the definition of NCES
using a set/ function notation and our running example in Section 2. Section 3 sketches the idea of the
algorithm and demonstrates it by means of our running example. Finally we draw some conclusions and
give some directions for further work which seem to be necessary from our point of view.

2

Net Condition/Event Models with Multiple Condition Signals

2.1

Basic Notations

We define a Net Condition/ Event system with multiple condition signals as a tuple

NCESm

=

= {P,T,F,CN,EN,Cin,Ein,cout,E "t,Bc,Be,Cs,Dt, W,mo}

P {p1, · · · ,pn}
T= {t1, ... ,tm}
F £ (P x T) u (T x P)
CN£PxT

0

is the ordered set of places
is the ordered set of transitions t
are the arcs
are the condition signal arcs
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where

(1)

EN~ Tx T
cin}
Gin -- {cin
l ,. · •' r

E in -- {ein
l ,.

G out
E out

.. ,

ein}
•

_ {cout
cout}
1 , • •• , "
_- {eout
eout}
l , . .. , I

Be~ G in x

T

Be c Ein x T
Cs P x cout
Dt ~ T x E 0 ut

c

W : -FU GNU Beu Cs ....+N
mo :P~N,

are the event signal arcs
is the ordered set of condition input signals
is the ordered set of eV'ent iaput signals
is the ordered ,s et of condition output signals
is the ordered set of event output signals
are the condition input arcs
are the event input arcs
are the condition output arcs
are the event output wcs
is the weight function of arcs and condition signals
is the initial marking.

Conditon and event signals between places and transitions or transitions and transitions, respectively,
result from r.omposition of ordinary Petri nets which are extended by incoming and outgoing signals and
are denoted by special arc symbols (see Figure 1). Signals have no effect on the behaviour of the sending
part but only on the receiving part. This assumption is usual in control systems, and we want to deal with
control systems here. Both types of signals affect the firing of receiving transitions in the following way.
A transition t can fire spontaneously if it bas no incoming event signal, if all places p with (p, t) E FU C N
contain no less than W ( (p, t}) tokens and all •c ondition inputs cin with (cin, t) E Be have values no less
than W((cin , t)). A transition is forced to fire if the above property for all arcs and condition signals from
places and inputs hold and if a transition fires, which sends an event signal, that is received by t. For
sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselfes in this paper on at most one incoming event signal per transition.
We see that event signals establish an asymmetric synchronisation relation between transitions which
goes beyond the definition of classical Petri nets, but it is needed in our modular modelling concept and
justified in [9]. The interaction of the model with its environment is described by incoming and outgoing
·condition and event signals too, which are denoted by squares for condition signals and diamonds for
event signals at the end of the arc which represents the environment. A particular part of the environment
of a NCES model of a plant is a controller, which receives signals from the plant and sends signals to
the plant. By means of introduction of signals, we get a setting which is usually used in control systems.
That means that there is no flow of tokens between the plant and the controller.

2.2

Example

We want to introduce a running example to illustrate our method. The example is described in detail
in [2]. Let us assume that we have 3 chemical reactors which need cooling fluid to perform a chemical
reaction and that the a.mount of cooling capacity is limited to 7 "units". Let us further assume that for
sake of simplicity each r·e actor can either be in the state "waiting" or ''reaction" (we ignore feeding and
discharging the reactor since this would not impose additional restrictions to our example). We have two
different types of reactors which need a different amount of cooling capacity. If more cooling capacity is
required by the reactors than can be provided, the system breaks down, and wasted product is the result.
Figure 1 shows the NCES .model of the uncontrolled behaviour of the plant. The undesired (forbidden)
st<lJtes .a:re denoted by facts.
Obviously, the plant should never reach a :state in which any of the facts is enabled. It is obvious too,
that this problem could be solved very easily by adding a "monitor place'' to the system. This makes
sense when a computer program is to be designed that must have a correct behaviour. But, as mentioned
before, we deal with control problems where we have plants that process material or energy, and it is
not possible to install a physical instance in the plant that acts like a monitor. This function must be
performed by a controller which uses the signals that are provided by measuring devices in the plant as
inputs and which gives control signals to the actu<lJtors in the plant which can start or stop reaction in
the r·e actors. We will show in the following section how .such a controller can be synthesized by means
of a backward search in the graph of the plant model without the need to generate the complete state
space.

3
3.1

Controller Synthesis
Preparations

At first we generate expressions describing the pre- and postrange of transitions. With respect to the
prerange, we have to divide the prerange in such a range where tokens flow and in a range which provides

cooling capacity

needed cooling capacity

p,

~..i:tt-t::---r=---:t------~n~.

>==F====~----n

~..,-tr--t--t--.,.--__.-.,.._,t----.---,i.---~-{

c-,

1 ~.

e",
'-!---~

I

e°.,.

c-,
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event signal
condition signal

Figure 1: Plant model

necessary condition signals. In both cases we have to consider the influence of event signals.
PAM (p, t) is a set expression over the marking of places and activity of inputs called token Bow prerange.
We define PAM (p, t) recursively:

u=

PAM(p,t) =

Yp E P, Yt ET: (t,p) E F

p~

u

u

W((p;, t))
k >0
(p;, t) E F

PAM (•,ti)

(2)

(t;, t) E EN

PAc;:(p, t) is a set expression over the marking of places and activity of inputs called condition prerange.
We define PAC: (p, t) recursively:
PAC:(p,t)

u

=

u

~u

Vp E P, Yt ET: (t,p) E F

U
(e~n,t) E

e!n U
Be

=

W((c~n, t))
k>0
(c~n, t ) E Be

W((p;, t)) = k > 0
(p; , t) E CN

LJ

PAc(•,t;)

(3)

(t;,t) E EN

PA+(p, t) is a set expression over the marking of places called postrange. We define PA+(p, t) recursively:
YpEP,VtET:

(t,p)EF

LJ

PA+(t,p)=

W((t,p;)) = k > 0
(t,pi) E F

p~ U

LJ
(t;, t) E EN

PA+(t;,•)

(4)

The recursion depth is always finite since cycles of event signals are forbidden for all three set expressions.
During our backward search algorithm we will use and generate parts of marking vectors. It is convenient
for our purpose to represent this information by multisets since we do not need to process places whose
markings are not relevant. Hence, in the following, we will use pf which denotes the element p; is n-times
element of a multiset as an abbrevation for m(pi) = n . To process multisets in the way we intend, three
operators must be defined.
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1 The union operotor © is defined as follows: Let A= {ai, a2, .. . , an}, B
be two sets where each element is a set itself. Then:

DEFINITION

A ® B = {a1

={bi.~ •... , bm}

u bi' a1 u bi' ... 'a1 u bm' ~ u bi ' a2 u b2' . .. ' a2 u bm,. .. ' an u bi an u ~' ... , an u bm}
I

This operator corresponds to the AND-connection of BOOLEan functions representing ordinary sets. If
we had for example two BOOLEan functions f A = Pi V Pi und f s
Pk V pz which are characteristic
PiPie V PiPl V PiPie V
functions of two ordinary sets A and B, A ® B would be given by f A /\ f B
P;Pt· For our multiset representation with A
{{pi}, {p;}} and B
{{p1c}, {pi}} we get A® B
{{PiP1t}, {pip!} , {P;Pt}, {PiPI}}·

=

=

=

=

=

The set reduction .o perator 81 is defined .as fo.llows: Let A= {a1,a2, ... ,an} be a set where
ai \ (ai nan+i), i :'.5 n}
each element is a multiset, and let an+i be .a multiset. Then: A 81 an+l = { ai' lai'

DEFrNITION 2

=

In a BOOLEan representation of characteristic functions this corresponds to assigning the constant
value one to all elements of an+l in fA · For example if /A = PiPi V PlePI and an+l = p1e, the resulting
{piPi}, {P1eP1}} and an+l {p1e}
characteristic function /~ would be /~ PiPi V Pr. With mukisets A
we get A81 an+l = {{p;p;},{p1}}.

=

={

=

3 The set reduction operator 82 is defined as follows: Let A = { a1, a2, ... , an} be a set where
0, i :'.5 n}
each element is a multiset, and let an+l be a set. Then: A 62 ~+1 = {a;la; n <ln+i

DEFINITION

=

In a BOOLEan representation of characteristic functions this oorresponds to assigning the constant value
21ero to all elements of an+l in f A. For exampie if f A = PiPi V P1cP1 and an+l = P1e, the resulting
characteristic function f~ would be !~ = PiPi. With multisets A = { {PiPi}, {p1ep1}} and an+1 ::::: {p1c} we
get A 61 Un+i = {{p;p;}}.

3 ..2

Synthesis algorithm

Our synthesis method is very similar to the met.hod proposed in [3] for binary NCES. The extension is
that we have to handle multisets instead of BOOLEan functions which describe ordinary sets.
1. We compute the enabling terms E(P) of the facts. We set this to zero to describe that the facts must
never become enabled.
E(P)=

LJ

{p} = 0

®

(5)

/ET (p,J)EF

Each element of E(P) is called a forbidden marking. In fact, each element denotes a whole set of markings
sinoe the elements of E(P) contain only the relevant places. The markings of the other places are "don't

care".
2. For each place p and each transition t of tb.e net we compute the expressions PAM (p, t) , P Ac(p, t)
and PA+(p, t) .
3. To ensure that a fact never becomes enabled we perform a backward search algorithm as follows:

1
:E(P)
PA"M(p, t), PAc(p,t) and PA+(p,t)
Vp
decision fu.uction D : u ~(PU Gin U Ein)>.-+ {O, 1}
S.O: :E'(P) = I::(P), E•(P,Cin,Ein) = 0
S.1: CHOOSE u E I::'(P)
E'(P) = E'(P)\{u}, I;•(P,Cin,Ein) = r:•(P,Cin , Ein) u {u}
IF u n (Cin u Ei") f. 0 THEN GOTO S.1
S.2: FORpE u DO
FOR t: (t,p) E F DO

ALGORITHM

Input:

u' =u
(•1•)

FORp'/c E PA+(t ,p) with k =

max

p"EPA+ (t ,p)

{µ}

IF l < k with l = ~ax{µ} THEN u' = u'\{.P'}
p"Er7

ELSE u'

END
(•2•)

= u'\ {P1e}

FOR

u' ::::: u' U PA"M(t,p)
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(" Start Backward Firing *)

(*3*)

FOR p" E PAc(t,p) with k =

max

{µ}

P"EPA(;(t,p)

IF l

< k with l

= j>i'Ev'
max{µ}

END_FOR
IF D(a') = 1 THEN E'(P)
END_FOR
END FOR
S.3: IF E'(P) f. 0 THEN GOTO S.l
END
Output:
E* (P, Gin, Ein)
(*4•)

THEN a'= a'

= E'(P) u {a'}

u {P"-'}
(*End Backward Firing*)

Step 0 initializes sets we create during our backward search. Step 1 up to step 3 denotes the following. We
replace each element of E'(P) by all predecessor markings if we can not guarantee by controllable inputs
that we can prevent the system from reaching this particular forbidden marking. This main part of the
algorithm realizes a "backward" firing of transitions. We have to distinguish different arcs, namely the arcs
denoting flow of tokens and the arcs expressing condition signals which additionally enable transitions.
If a transition is fired backward, it obviously adds the tokens which it would remove by firing forward.
This is denoted by P MM: (*2*). Additionally, it sets all its incoming condition signals denoted by PAc
to the value demanded by the condition arc weights (*3*). That means that the number of tokens at
places which are connected with the transition by condition signals is unchanged if there are at least as
much tokens on it as the arc weight denotes, or set to the weight of the condition arc from the place to
the transition, otherwise. On the other hand, the backward firing of a transition removes all tokens it
would add by forward firing. This is denoted by PA+ (*1 *).
By this backward search algorithm we generate systematically all partial markings which could eventually
cause a marking in which a fact is enabled. The backward search terminates when we find a partial
marking which contains also an input signal from the controller since we can prevent by setting this input
signal to zero that a transition would be enabled which could actually lead to a forbidden state.
4. The resulting set L,•(P, Gin ,Ein) contains two different types of multisets.

(6)
All multisets of the first type are part of ~(P). These multisets do not contain controllable inputs a.nd
represent partial states from which we can not guarantee by a controller that no forbidden state is ever
reached. Hence, we have to check the expression:

(7)
If equation 7 holds, no partial state denoted by an element of ~(P) is part of the initial marking.

5. The second type of multisets in L.* (P, G'n, Ein) is contained in l:(P, Gin, Ein). These multisets contain
at least one controllable input and describe the controller. The controller has to react at a moment when
the net is marked with m 1 and the condition
(8)

holds. In this case, the controller has to set an input belonging to the multiset to zero. This leads to the
controller:
if 0 E [ (~(P, Giri,_Ein) 62 ((Gin U Ein)\ {c~n})) 8 1 { C~n 81 m1
= { 0
otherwise

l]

c!n

e~n = {

0

if 0 E [ (E(P, Gin ,_Bin) 62 ((Gin U Ein)\ {e~"})) 81 { e~"}] 8 1 m1
otherwise

We use a decision function Din our algorithm (*4*). This function is used to determine whether a multiset generated in step 2 of the algorithm has to be considered further or not. For example, the decision
function checks whether a' has been computed before or not and checks if a multiset contradicts structural properties of the net. At the moment we use only place invariants. We ~ume, that all invariants
are calculated and are given in the form as defined in [1). We use the following lemma:
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l If x is a place invariant and mo is the initial marking of the net, than no marking m1 can bt
reached with u' ~ m1 if: mo · x < u 1 • x with mo . = k if k = max µ and u' ; = k if k = maxµ .

LEMMA

-

-J

pjEmo

pjEu'

The prove follows directly from Theorem 6.48 in [l].
In a first variant we define D as follows:

D(u' )

EXAMPLE

= {

0
1

if the property of lemma 1 holds or u' has been computed before
otherwise

l In our example we get for c·ontroUable input c;n the foUowing:
c;"

=

{

{p6p~p~2}, {p10P6P~P~P2}, {pi3p5p:p~2}, {pep~2}, {p5JJ3},

0

if 0 E {

-

otherwise

'

{pep~p~1 }, {p1opep~p~1 }, {pi3p5p:p~1}{pep~p1},

We see in our example that the multisets which contain p~p~ disable the state transition from waiting to reaction
of reactor 1. Otherwise, 8 units of cooling capacity could be required which would eventually cause a wasted
batch. We also see f hat there are multisets in our controller function which can not be reached in the controlled
system (for example {pep~i} ). Hence, these multisets will never become active in the controller function, and
the controller is overspecified. Thls foUows from our backward search and could in general only be avoided if
we would know all reachable states. We do not want to assume, however, the knowledge of the complete state
space, and the price we have to pay is an overspecified and sometimes not maximally permissive controller. By
identifying the places and their output signals (see [3J for details) , we obtain an interconnection of plant and
controller by signals only. The controller functions of the other controllable inputs are similar.

4

Conclusions and Further Work

We have introduced an algorithm for controller synthesis based on bounded Petri net representation of
Condition/ Event systems modelling the uncontrolled behaviour of the plant and the specification. The
class of problems we can solve is large?' than in our priour work. In contrast to our previous work we are
able to deal with allocation problems for non exclusive use of resources.
Further work must deal wit h proving formally that every controller synthesized by the algorithm ensures
safe behaviour of the plant. Another inportant issue is to include more structural knowledge into our
algorithm to reduce the ga:p between the set of states generated by backward search and the set of
reachable states.
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Abstract: The development of provably error-free concurrent systems is still a challenge of practical system
engineering. Modelling and analysis of concurrent systems by means of Petri nets is one of the well-known
approaches using formal methods. Among those Petri net analysis techniques suitable for strong verification
purposes there is an increasing amount of promising methods avoiding the construction of the complete interleaving state space, and by this way the well-known state explosion problem. This paper claims to demonstrate
that the available methods and tools are actually applicable successfully to at least medium-sized systems. For
that purpose, the step-wise validation of various system properties (consistency, safety, progress) of the
concurrent control software of a reactive system is performed. If possible, different analysis techniques are
applied and compared with each other concerning its efforts.
keywords: programmable logic controller, hierarchical place/transition nets, verification, temporal logics, mode!
checking, interval nets;

1 Introduction
Petri nets enjoy several advantages with respect to modelling and analysis of discrete event systems with inherent
concurrency. Worth mentioning is especially the ability of combining different methods on a common representation. This variety ranges from infonnal (animation) via semi-formal (systematic testing) up to formal
(exhaustive analysis) methods and comprises qualitative as well as quantitative evaluation techniques. But maybe
most valuable is the fact that among the formal methods suitable for strong verification purposes there is an
increasing amount of promising methods avoiding the construction of the complete interleaving state space, and
by this way the well-known state explosion problem.
This paper gives an overview on these methods and demonstrates their strength and limitations by a running
example. The discussion covers
• static analysis techniques, constructing no state space at all,
e.g. structural properties allowing conclusions on behavioural properties, linear-algebraic analysis revealing
invariants, local reduction rules to minimize the net structure,
• lazy state space construction, building reduced (interleaving) state spaces, which are generally much smaller
than the complete state space for highly concurrent systems,
e.g. stubborn set reduction to decide deadlock freedom or un-lreachability of special states, and to prove the
validity of formulae in a nexttime-free linear time temporal logic (LTI..\X),
• alternative state space construction, exploiting concurrency to build partial order (true concurrency)
descriptions of the system behaviour,
e.g. finite prefix of branching processes for model checking, and - just emerging - concurrent automata (CA),
combining the advantages of reachability graphs and branching processes (the nodes are global states; the arcs
are labelled with semi-words of transition events; each branching corresponds actually to a conflict;).
As example serves an adopted version of the pusher problem for which in (7) a control program has been
synthesized automatically. By this way, this paper presents a reversal check for that synthesis. General transformation rules are sketched to transform programmable logic controller (plc) programs into ordinary place/
transition Petri nets. Therefore, the rich amount of Petri net analysis techniques and tools can be applied for
computer-aided analysis of plc programs.
The tool kit used comprises PED (hierarchical Petri net editor) [5], INA (structural properties, place/transition
invariants, stubborn set reduced deadlock and reachability analysis, net reductions) (9), PROD (stubborn set
reduced deadlock analysis and model checking - LTI..\X) [10), and PEP (prefix-based model checking - CTLo,
linear-algebraic analysis) [I]. For short descriptions of the tool features which have been proven to be suiLable see
e.g. [2]. More details can be found in the referred tool manuals.
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2 Task Description
To make the paper self-contained, the running
example, adopted from (7), is shortly sketched.
The example consists basically of it wo concurrently working pushers moving work pieces (see
figure l). The work. piece is moved from position
one to position two by the first pusher, and foom
position ,two 1lO position three by the second pusher.
Both pushers afe driven by electric motors which
can be .controlled by corresponding relays into two
moving directions.
Starting from this basic si tuation, chains of
concurrent pushers may be constructed in order to
move pieces step by step from ·the input position via
a number of inner positions to the ourput position.

Figure 1: Plant.
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3 Requirement Specification
In addi,tion to the task description, a list of informally specified safety and progress properties is given. Typical
properties of this type are:
(a) safety

• At any time, a pusher can be driven in one direction only.
• To avoid collisions, it is not ·allowed to move adjacent pushers at the same time.
1

• No pusher motion must be driven too far/near.
• While moving a pusher, a new work piece must not arrive in its input position.
(b) progress

• After an active phase of a pusher, its successor will be activated before the predecessor will be started
again.

• It is guaranteed that each pusher works infinitely often (livelock freedom).
• Any work piece entering the plant will finally leave the planl
(c) consistency

Additional properties to be verified emerge during modelling reflecting useful (self-) consistency checks (see
section 4. l ).

4 Modelli.ng with Hierarchkal Petri Nets
1

The model of the total system may be characterized by
a strong separation of control program and environment into different parts. The control program consists
generally of a finite and static set of conununicating
processes. The environment model is composed of
small reusable components: the producer/consumer
processes of the work flow, and the devices of the con·
trolled process.

prodticer
process

process controHer

consumer
process

process
environment

4.1 Environment Model
For each device ty1pe exists a net component • building step-by-step a growing reusable component library to
describe the uncontroUed plant behaviour. Each physical device is basically characterized by its finite set of
discre~e states, and .additionally by the commands (externally visible transitions - they grey ones) forcing the
device to change its current state (:see fig . 3). Obviously, each device must be in one and only one state at any
,time. in itenns of Petri net theory, the states of a device form a place invariant. In our example, there are two types
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of devices (relays, pushers). Accordingly, there are two consistency conditions. E.g. it holds for all pushers Pi:

(Pi_too_near + Pi_basic + Pi_norm + Pi_ext + Pi_tooJar) = 1

(Pl)

or expressed as temporal fonnula (
(PI*) AG { Pi_too_near

v stands for exclusive or):

v Pi_basic v Pi_norm v Pi_ext v Pi_tooJar)

The composite model is structured into two layers. The top layer of a transport system with two pushers (Figure
2) consists of six macro components. Each macro transition Pl and P2 contains the process environment model
given in figure 3, but prefixed with the instance names PI or P2, respectively. For a more systematic analysis
procedure (see section 5 and section 6), two versions of pushers are considered: without and with explicit error
states (too_near, too_far). In the initial state (marking), all relays are off, the pushers are in their basic positions,
and the plant is empty (contains no work piece).

4.2 Control Program Model
The pattern of the essential parts of the controller macro transitions (conl, con2) is given in Figure 4. The original
pie programs are written in IEC 1131-3 (see left part). These programs are (automatically) translated into ordinary
place/transition nets. For an example, how this could look like, consider the right side in Figure 4.
In order to avoid unnecessary restrictions of the concurrency degree, it could be helpful to exploit a special test
arc feature for modelling of the transitions' side conditions. In that case, the amount of data, which has to be
searched through during the analysis steps, may become much smaller, provided the analysis tools are prepared to
handle test arcs.

4.3 Requirement Specification in Model Terms
Finally, the informally given requirement specifications have to be transfonned into the terms of the fonnal
model.
(a) safety
• At any time, a pusher can be driven in one direction only:
(P2)

AG (-.(Pi_RI_on" Pi_R2_on)), Vi

± ±

• To avoid collisions, it is not allowed to move adJ'acent pushers at the same time:

(P3)

(

Pj_Ri_on +

Pk_Ri_on

~

I , Iii, ltj, k 'j + I =

i=l
i=l
• No pusher motion must be driven too far/near :

(P4)

AG (-.Pi_too_near), Vi

(PS)

AG (-.Pi_tooJar) , Vi

• While moving a pusher, a new work piece must not arrive in its input position:
(P6)

AG (posiJull

~

Pi_basic) , Vi

(b) progress
• After an active phase of a pusher, its successor will be activated before the predecessor will be started
again:
AG (Pi_norm v Pi_ ext~
AF (-,(Pi_norm v Pi_ext) AU (Pj_norm v Pj_ext)} ) , Vi, j: i + l
j
• It is g uaranteed that each pusher works infinitely often (livelock freedom), e.g. (en(t) stands for the conjunction of all preplaces of t :
(P7)

(P8)

=

AG (AF (en (Pi_basic2norm))) , Vi

• Any work piece entering the plant will finally leave the plant (which may be considered as a consequence
of (P7) and (P8)), i.e. in case of a two-pusher chain:

(P9)

AG (poslJull-+ AF pos3Jull)
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Fi,g ure 2: Top layer of.a transportation. system with two pushers.

Drawing convention:
Shadowed nodes are so-called logical
(fusion) nodes. They serve as connectors to avoid immoderate edge cross'ing. All logical nodes with the same
name are logically identical.

:F igure 3: Proces·s environment model of ·e ach 1c ontmlle!r.
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Figure 4: Part of the controller program and its Petri net model.
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5 Qualitative Analysis
We present a two-step analysis. At first, the pusher model without explicit error states is discussed in this section.
Afterwards, the error states are integrated leading to the notion of time (see section 6).

5.1 General Analysis
General analysis deals with properties which should be valid independently of the intended functional behaviour
of the system. Basically, these are boundedness and liveness.
boundedness: The net is covered by semi-positive place invariants (INA). Moreover, the token sum of all these
place invariants equals to l. So we are able to conclude the I-boundedness of the net (a necessary precondition for
PEP's model checker).
liveness: The deadlock freedom can be proven efficiently by construction of stubborn set reduced reachability
graphs (INA, PROD), which are generally much smaller than the complete state space. Additionally, it can be
shown efficiently that the net is covered by semi-positive transition invariants as necessary (but not sufficient)
condition for liveness. But liveness (no dead system parts) can't be proven by classical Petri net theory for longer
pusher chains, due to the lack of suitable net structures (the given nets are not Extended Simple, net reduction
does not help), and due to the state explosion by considering all interleaving transition sequences (reachability
graph). However, based on the branching processes' prefix, for each transition the liveness has been proven (PEP)
by model checking the temporal fonnula: AG EF (en (t)) .

5.2 Special Analysis
(a) safety
There are different analysis techniques available to prove the unreachability of unsafe states (P2) - (P6):
Facts (INA): The unsafe states may be modelled as facts (special transitions which are expected to become
never enabled). But, the evaluation of bad states (a state where a fact is enabled) by the given tool kit requires the
reachability graph. That's why we will avoid this approach.
Stubborn set reduction (INA): The net is transformed in such a way that the unsafe states become dead states.
Then the stubborn set reduced reachability graph has to be constructed. Because any dead states are preserved
under this reduction, the original net does not contain any unsafe states if the transformed net does not reach any
dead states. This technique could be useful if the required net transformation is done by the analysis tool.
Place invariants (INA): A sufficient condition for the unreachability of a given marking m is fulfilled if the
there exists at least one place invariant x for which the token conservation equation
Lx(p)·m (p)= Lx(p) · m(p)
0
peP
peP
is not valid. To check this equation, complete markings must be specified. But unsafe states are usually given in
terms of submarkings (containing "don't care" places). This main disadvantage is overcome in the next approach.
Trap equation (PEP): Based on a linear upper approximation of the state space, a sufficient condition for
linear properties of the type A · m ~ b has been introduced in [4]. The implementation is integrated in the latest
version of PEP. We use it to prove (P3).
Model checking of temporal formulae: Model checking, combined with stubborn set reduction (PROD,
LTL\X) or based on the finite prefix of branching processes (PEP, CTL0), provides generally the most convenient
method to raise safety questions, esp. because set of (unsafe) states may be characterized in a concise manner.
.Both model checkers run very fast. Due to the evaluation method, they are applicable also to larger systems of
which the size of the interleaving state space is unknown.

(b) progress
{P7) - {P9) use a richer set of (temporal) logical operators. Therefore, model checking facilities are unavoidable.
Due to the AF and AU operators, these properties can be proven only by PROD. We use it to prove (P7)- (P9} for
any pusher chain.
(c) consistency
For any pusher chain, (Pl) is analyzable by INA, and in the version of (PI*) by PROD or PEP. But for larger
systems, it is generally a cumbersome task to prove this type of properties by finding the suitable place invariants.
A summary on the analysis efforts necessary to gain the results mentioned above is given in the following table.
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Table 1: Overview on analysis efforts.
#pushers

PIT

R

Rstub

I

24 1 21
42/38
78 / 72
96 /89

88
464
3.088
18.848
118.624

114/ 106
1321123
150/140
1'6 81157
186/174

4.614.208
?
?
?

I

2
3
4
5

i

6
7
8
9
10

60155

11

11
I

738.368

prefix (B I E)

CA•) , events

22

96145

42
79
133
204

213199
3661170
5551258
780/ 363

26
45
82
119
173

292
397
519
658
814

I
'

1041 / 485
13381624
16711780
20401953

244511143

228
299
372
460
551

a) 2 nodes (global states) and 2 arcs (labelled with semi-words of events). for any pusher chain.

6 Quantitative Analysis
In case of explicit error states within the model (Pi_too_far, Pi_too_near), it has to be proven that a pusher, after
having reached the expected extension, is switched off fast enough. Obviously, we have now to take into consideration also the timing behaviour of ,the given system.
In t enns of interval Petri nets (6] this means that the error transitions modelling the pusher motions into unsafe
states (Pi_ext2far, Pi_basic2near) may be enabled, but will never fire due to the influence of time. Therefore, the
proof of the unreachability of explicit error states ((P4), (P5)) can be traced back to the proof that the related error
.transitions are dead at ·the initial state.
This may e.g. happen because the .transitions Ci_tr2 and Pi_Rl_set_off (disabling Pi_ext2far) fire always before
Pi_ext2far is willi.ngly to fire. Generally, a proof like that depends essentially on the chosen interval times (but can
be done by INA, at least as long as the reachability graph fits into memory). But in this concrete case, we are able
to conclude - by evaluating a sui table pan of the reachability graph (or at best a non-interleaving version of it) that for any time intervals for which the relations
lft ( Ci_tr2) < eft ( Pi_ext2far) /\ lft (Ri_set_off) < eft(Pi_ext2far)
hold, the dangerous transitions Pi_ext2far will never fire. Similar relations hold for Pi_basic2near.
1

1

7 Conclusions
All qualitative (i.e. timeless) properties have been proven without construction of the reachability graph (interleaving stale space). Up to now, the quantitative (i.e. time-dependent) analysis of interval nets is based on reachability graph construction and evaluation. But i n ;[8], a method has been proposed to describe the behaviour of
interval nets by a finite prefix of branching processes. It seems to be worth thinking over how to combine both
approaches. Nevertheless, al.I proves we11e carried ,o ut automatically by help of general Petri net analysis tools.
'1 berefore, they are reproducible in an objec tive way.
1
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Abstract. With the modeling formalism of the Net Condition Event Systems (NCES) it is possible to
build large modular models, but without logical function blocks. In this paper the NCES is extended
so that we can include logical functions. The definition of an Extended Net Condition Event System
(ENCES) is given. Furthermore the resulting firing rule and algorithms for connecting ENCES modules
to new ENCES modules is described.

Introduction
The possibility to model large plants in an easy way depends on the modelingformalism and the technique
to build models. The discrete behavior of a component we can describe with a Petri net. But to describe
the i/o behavior and to interconnect modules Net Condition Event Systems (NCES) were introduced.
With NCES it is possible to model large plants easily.
The definition of NCES given in [3, 4] has same disadvantages. It is not possible to perform logical
operations on the signals. Furthermore, NCES modules can only describe MOORE automata. The result
in some applications, especially in models of chemical plants, is that we must build more complicated
models than would be necessary if logical function blocks were available. These models are hard to
understand. The example below illustrates the problem. Figure 1 shows the plant and Figure 2 shows
the NCES modeJ. The modules for the pumps have two outputs: co 1 = 1, if the pump is on , co2 = 1, if
the pump is off. The module for the level has two inputs. If input ci 1
1 the level increases, if ci2
I
the level will decrease. The problem of modeling this plant with these modules is that the level will
increase if one pump works and decrease if all pumps do not work. Unfortunately, the module for the
level has only one input for decrease and one for increase. To keep the plant model it would be useful
to have a logical block to combine the pump signals. Without the logical block we must change the
module for the level so that it accepts an input from each pump, but this is not in the spirit of modular
modeling.
To rectify this situation we want to extend the NCES in this paper (to ENCES) so we can include
logical functions. We note that we can describe MEALY automata with the new model form. The
requirement is that all operations used by NCES are possible by ENCES.
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Figure 2: NCES Model with logical connections

The basic idea of NCES is that the dynamic behavior of the modules is modeled by Petri nets. The
modules are connected by two types of (binary) signals which are piecewise constant (condition signals)
or point wise nonzero (event signals). Event signals are used for synchronization of modules in such a
way that a state transition in a particular module forces a state transition in another module if that
state transition is enabled.
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Boolean blocks
We introduce two new operators. The matrix-and-operator b. of ma.trix M 1 and vector !:'.i resulting in
vector !:'_z is defined a.s:

=
VM(j ,i)

=

> 0 : Q1 (j)=1

A

VM(j,i)

< O: Q1 (j) = 0

(1)

The matrix-or-operator \7 of matrix M 1 and vector .!Li resulting in vector .!L2 is defined as:

M1 'V'.!L1
1 if
{ 0 otherwise

3M(j,i)>O:Q1 (j)=l v 3M(j,i)<0:Qi(j)=O

V

~M(j,i) #0( )

2

We use these two operators to describe boolean blocks. In the boolean blocks the input signals can be
AND and OR connected and also negated . The inputs signal have two different values, 1 and 0 (binary
signals) the output signals too. The structure of a logical block is a disjunct normal form (Figure 3).
This is not a restriction because all boolean functions can be transformed into this form. Furthermore
we show that we can ca.scade the logical blocks. The connection of a logical block and an NCES is an
Extended Net Condition Event System (ENCES) (see Figure 5} .

ANDl

ei•

Figure 3: Principle of a boolean condition
block (BCB)

AND2

OR

~out

Figure 4: Principle of a boolean event block (BEB)

For the description with matrices we need two matrices; one for the AND and one for the OR
connection . Every row in the AND matrix corresponds to one input signal, every column in this matrix
describes one conjunction. Every row of the transposed OR ma.trix corresponds to one outpu t signal.
A Boolean Condition Block (BCB) is define as
(3)
cin

cout

AN D"' Xr
ORrxn

se t of m condition input signals
set of n condition output signals
matrix which describe the AND connections between the input signals
matrix which describe the OR connections between the conjunctions

T he input- output behavior is defined by

(4)
Example:
We have 7 input signals (x1 .. . x1) and 3 output signals (y 1 .. . y3). The following
boolean equations describe the function between inputs and outputs. y 1 = x 1 :z: 2x 5 V :t2X3 V x 4 x 5 ,
!J2
x1 x4 x 1 V x2xs and y3
x1 V x2xs V 'i°3:t4 x s x 7. We can write these equations as two matrices in the
following way. The first matrix is the AND matrix. Every row corresponds to an input (:z: 1 , x2 , ... ), every
column represents one conjunction. The second matrix is the transposed OR matrix. Every column is
the input for one conjunction, every row describes all conjunctions (value different from zero) which are
OR oonnected . Hence we can these two matrices describe more than one boolean function .
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-1

X1

X2

0
0
-1
0
0

X3
X4

xs
X6
X7

0
1
-1
0
0
0
0

[i

ORT =

0
0
0
-1
1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
-1
0
0
0
1
0

0
l
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
l

0
0
0
-1
0
0
0
1

0
0
-1
1
-1
0
-1

~l

=AND

[El

A Boolean Event Block (BEB) is define as

BEB = {Cin, Ein , Eout , AN Dl , AN D2 , OR}

cin

(5)

set of I condition input signals
set of m event input signals
set of n event output signals
matrix which describe the AND connections between the condition input signals
matrix which describe the AND connections between the event input signals
matrix which describe the OR connections between the condition and the event
conjunctions

Ein
Eout
AND1 1 xr
AND2mxr
ORr xn

The input- output behavior is defined by:
Eout =OR 'il

ANDl]
[Gin])
([ AND2 b. E in

(6)

In an BEB the incoming event signals are connected. In additional they can be enabled with condition
signals (see Figure 4).

Extended Net Condition Event Systems
The ENCES module is built from an NCES module , a BCB and a BEB (Figure 5) .

Definition
A Extended Net Condition Event System is a tuple
ENC ES= {P, T , F,$) , Bic, Bie, Boe, Boe, AN DBc B , AN DlsEs , AN D2s Es , ORsc s , ORBEB}
(7)

where:

p
T

pmxn

mm x l

~

Bic
Bie
Boe
Boe

is the set of m places p
is the set of n transitions
is
is
is
is
is
is

the
the
the
the
the
the

t

incidence matrix
initial marking
set of o condition inputs
set of u event inputs
set of q condition outputs
set of r event outputs

Bic

Bic

Boi

Boe
I
I

~----- ------- ------ ------- ---------~

Figure 5: Structure of an ENCES module
AND(m+o)xs
BCB

AN Dl (m+o)x v
BEB
AN D2(n+u)xv
BEB
ORsx (n+q)
B CB
ORvx(n+r)
BEB

conjunction matrix between condition signals
conjunction matrix between condition signals to enable the event signals
conjunction matrix between event signals
disjunction matrix between condition conjunctions
disjunction matrix between condition and event conjunctions
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The meaning of the matrices of an NGES are changed because it he AND and the OR matrices have
the function for connecting into the module and for connecting with the inputs and outputs, too.
We split the AND and the OR matrices into two parts : AN nnet = AN D(l : m, •) describe all
connections with the net and AN Dio = AN D((m + 1) : (m + o), •) describe all connections with the
inputs. In the same way ORnet =OR(• , 1 : n) describe the connections between the boolean block and
the net and ORnet =OR(•, (n + 1) : (n + q)) describe the connections between the boolean block and
the outputs.
If we have no OR connections, this means in the OR matrix there is only one value per line different
from zero, and we have not negations, we have an NCES and the following relations obtain : Be =
AN D; 0 · onn.et, CK= AN nn•t · 0R" 0 t, Cs= AN nnet · OR; 0
Firing rule
Since we have expanded the net description, we must define a new firing rule.
For an autonomous system: Bic = 0 and Bie = 0.
A transition t has three degrees of enabling:
1. Marking enabled
A transition t; ET is marking enabled, if min(M - Fm(•, i)) ~ 0.

(Fm is the incidence matrix which only describe the pre arcs.)
2. Condition enabled
A transition ti ET is condition enabled, iftc(j)

= 1 with tc = ORc"V(AN Dcf:::..m)

3. Event enabled
A tra.nsi·tion tk E T is event enabled, if te(k) = 1 with

For every transition t 0 ET. with T, = {tnit_(n)
and event enabled.

=

!e = ORE"V ([

~Z ~~~ J!:::.. [

Z]).

l} must obtain that t 0 is marking, condition

Connection of ENCES modules
For connection of ENCES's we need the following in [l] defined operators.
Definition: The diagonal operator 18.J of matrices M1 and M2 resulting in M12 is defined as:
(8)

Definition:
The sequential union operator
{s?, ... , s~} resulting in 5 12 is defined as:

l!J

for ordered sets 5 1

{sL .. ., s~}

and 5 2

=
(9)

We apply the same operator to concatenated vectors.

=
=

I

2

3

=

4
E?~CES

, 'Boc:2'c

110·1

Bici0
Boc'}•t
Biel et
Bocl0

=

Boc72•t

Bic'2et

2

BCB2

I

.

.

·----··-··--------------·--2

Boe?"'

Figllre 6: Connection of two ENCES to a
new ENCES

Figure 7: ENCES with two BCBs
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The following describes operations with BCB, all things obtain similar for BEB. If we build an ENCES
from other ENCES's we have the structure shown in Figure 6. The output signals from BCB2 go to
B C B1.1 and BC Bu. From this we can build larger modules.
One BCB and an NCES is an ENCES. From two ENCES's d escribed by two BCB's and two NCES's
we can build a new NCES and a new BCB in the following way:
AN Dnet
= AN Dnet
181 AN Dnet
1
1. 1
1.2

P1 = Pu 1±1 Pu

T1 = Tu

AN Dio
I

1±1 Tl.2

Bic~et

= Bic~_e1t 1±1 Bic~S

io

net ""
1
B OC1.z
io
= B ocio

B oc1

Boc"et
l

= AN DioLI 181 AN Dio1.2
=

Bocnet
l±J BocnC.:
LI
J._

m5 = m5·1 l!J m5·2

...i

Then we have the structure shown in Figure 7. We must transform the two BCB's to one BCB . The
matrix representation is the following:
BCB l :

Bocie'=ORie''\J(AN Di.6.(Biciet 1±1 Bici0 ))
Boci0 =0Ri0 '7(AN D1.6.(Biciet l±J Bici0 ))

BCB 2:

Boc2et=OR~et'\J(AN D2L!.(Bic2et 1:!! Bicl0
0

0

Boc~ =0R~ '\J(AN D2L!.(Bic2et 1±1 Bicl

))

0
))

It obtains: Bici0 = Boc2et and Boci0 = Bic~et
The first step to build one boolean block is to connect the input signals with the AN D 1 matrix. We
compute:
BCB l :

Bociio=(ORio 181 1IBic;•1xlBic;•1)\7((AN Di~ 1IBie;•1xfBie;•1).6.(Biciet l±J Bicio l:±J Bic~o))

BCB 2:

B oc2e'=O R2et\7 (AN D2 L!.Biciio)
Boc~0 =0R~0 \7(AN D2.6.Bici; 0 )

Dr

The second step is to compute a CODE matrix with algorithm 1 (part l). The new AN
matrix
is: AN Dj = (AN D 1 1811IBic;•1xlBic;•1) ·CODE. The multiplication with the CODE matrix realizes all
matrix. Then we can simplify
combinations of conjunctions which are necessary to build the new AN
the AN Di matrix through comparison of the columns. It is equivalent to simplifying a boolean equation.

Dr

Algorithm 1 :

(matlab program)
AND_star:[]; OR_star=[]; ANOstar=AJfDl•CODE ;
sum_andl=sUJD((AHD1-=0) •CODE -=o);
swa_and2=sUJD.((AHD1 •CODE) -= 0);
for i =1:size(sum_and1 ,2)
Jt•sum_andl (1, i) ;
if (x==sUD1_and2(1,i)) ~ (x-~o>
AHD_star=[AHD_star AHDstar(:,i) ];
OR_star =[OR_star OR_h(i , :l];
end; Y. if
end;
Y. for

OR2sWD = sum(OR2);
Y. swn of every column
CODE ,. [] ; OR_h = 0 ; % initial value
for i=1:size(OR2sum,2)
if OR2swn(l,i) > 0
helpl = (xi_function(OR1,(AND2(:,i))'))';
help2 s OR2(: ,i) • ones(size(helpl,2));
CODE= [CODE helpl];
OR_h s [OR_h help2];
end;
I. if
end ;
I. for

The second part of the algorithm realizes the simplification of the matrices for this cases if one signal is
AND connected with its negation signal (x f\ z = 0) . Then t he conjunction is zero and we do not need
this conjunction in the following.
The :=: operator (xi...function) realizes a permutation of columns in a matrix.
Example: In the first matrix should permute column 1 and row 3.

OR1=

1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
l

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

V= ( 1

0

1 ]

=:(OR1, V)

=

1
0
0
0
0
1

0
0

1
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1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

1
0

0
l

0
0
0
0
0

1

0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0

1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Now we have the structure in Figure 8. The one difference from an ENCES is the feedback connection.

=

OR"\J(AN
D.1 6(Bic11I d
1

wBicil wBic;2
0

0

))

The transformation of a feedback connection into the structure shown in Figure 9 is equivalent to
substituting a boolean variable with a boolean term . If the variables which should be substituted are
negated we must use the rule from DE MORGAN . All operations which are possible with logical func tions
are also possible wi:th matrices.
The result of the transformation is the structure in Figure 9 and the following function:
Bocnet l!J Boc; 0 = OR11 e""\J(AN Dnow 6(Bic11 •t w Bici 0 ))

ENCES 2
'

NCESI
Bic2 00

80!1°

8ocl'O

ENCES 2
NCESI

Boc210
'Biclio

Figure 8: ENCES with feedback connection

Figure 9: Pure ENCES

Conclusion and further work
With Extended Net Condition Event Systems we can build all models which we described with Net
Condition Event Systems. In addition , in ENCES we have logical blocks so we can connect signals
with boolean operations. Hence the model formalism of the ENCES is more powerful as the NCES. For
example with ENCES we can describe a MEALY automata; with NCES this is not possible. Furthermore
to model plants the ENCES as powerful as the Boolean Condition Event Systems defined by KROGH
and KOWALE WSKI (2]. But the ENCES has same advantages: the connecting operations do not compute
the whole reachability space. So it is possible to build larger models.
In the future we must expand the developed algorithm to synthesized a controller [5] for the new
model form. In addition , all tools must be expanded. Furthermore we will check whether colored tokens
are usefu) for modeling and whether we can develop algorithms to synthesize controllers with such models.
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INVARIANCE OF PREDICATES AND ST ATE FEEDBACK LOGIC SYNTHESIS
OF CONTROLLED TIME PETRI NETS
Chen Haoxun
Systems Engineering Institute
Xi' an Jiaotong University, Xi' an 710049, P.R. China

Abstract.

Synthesis of state feedback logic for the control problem of maintaining a predicate on the state set

of a timed discrete event system is considered in the setting of controlled time Petri nets. A kind of invariance
for pr~dicates is introduced and a fixpoint algorithm is proposed for computing the extremal invariant predicate.
On the basis of this, maximally permissive state feedback logic can be systematically synthesized.

1. Introduction
Given a discrete event system (DES), the control problem is to synthesize a controller which realizes the closedloop behaviours of the DES within a prespecified set of desirable behaviours. A well-developed theoretical
framework for control synthesis of DESs at the logical level has been established by Ramadge and Wonham (4)
[5], which has been extended to controlled Petri nets (CtlPNs) recently (3].
When time constraints are explicitly concerned in the dynamics and performance specifications of DESs,
their control becomes much more complicated, but of considerable applied interest, particularly in the design of
hard real-time systems

[iJ.

Brandin and Wonham [l] extended the automaton model ofuntimed DESs by adding

a clock-tick event and augmenting the state space with a timer for each activity to describe timed DESs. The
resulting framework retains most of the concepts introduced in (4]. However, the addition of a g lobal clock
greatly increases the number of transitions in the system. In Cofer and Garg (2), the behaviour of a class of
timed DESs, timed event graphs, is described by sequences of event occurrence times. By using a max-algebra
model for timed event graphs, they demonstrate that the control problem can be viewed from the RamadgeWonham perspective. However, the max-algebra based approach is only applicable to decision-free timed DESs.

In this paper, we consider control of timed DESs in the setting of CTPNs. The control problem is to ensure
by appropriate state feedback control that a given predicate on the state set of a CTPN remains invariantly true if

it is initially satisfied. We first focus on controlled time safe Petri nets (CTSPNs), a class of CTPNs in which the
number of tokens in each state place does not exceed one for any marking reachable from the initial marking. A
kind of invariance for predicates is introduced for CTSPNs, and a fixpoint algorithm for computing the extremal
invariant predicate is proposed. On the basis of this, maximally permissive state feedback logic can be
systematically synthesized. The results are then generalized to CTPNs with unsafe "resource-type" places. The
theoretical results obtained in this paper are illustrated with a real-time control problem of batch chemical
process.

2. Controlled Time Safe Petri Nets
A time safe Petri net (TSPN) is represented by N1 = (P,T,F,D,M 0 ,C0 ), where P is the set of places, T is the set of

transitions, Fr;;, (P x T) u (T x P) is the set of directed arcs connecting places with transitions. D: P-+ Z x Z
assigns a time interval D(p)

= [d1(p), d2(p)] to each place p EP where Z is the set of nmmegative integers and

0 $ d 1(p) 5,. d 2(p)<+oo . M0 : P-+{0,1} is the initial marking, C0 : P-+Z is the initial clock time vector with
0 $ C0(p) $ d 2(p), Co(p)=O if M0(p)=O. Let N = (P,T,F,M0 ) be the untimed Petri net derived from N., R(N,M0 ) be
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the set of markings .reachable from the initial marking M0 . For TSPN N., it is assumed that R(N,M0)c {0,l V, i.e.,
the number of tokens in each place does not exceed one for any marking reachable from the initial marking.
For each place p E P, d 1(p) l'epresents the time that a token must remain in the place at least. That is, when a
token is p11t in a place p, it l'emains unavailable for a time d 1(p). After a time d1(p) has passed the token in the
place becomes available and remains in ·the place until the token leavie s the place. It is assumed that in each
place p there is a local digital clock measuring the time that a token has remained in the place, with di(p)
:reprnsentmg the maximum tick count of the local clock. That is, after the tick count of the local clock in a place
p reaches its maximum value d2 (p), the count will keep invariantly as if the clock was frozen, until a token

leaves the place. Not-e that since each place has at most one token, the local clocks are attached to places instead
of being attached to the tokens in the places.
The state of a TSPN is given by its c.unient marking M: P ~ {0, I} and its current clock time vector C:
P~ Z,
= {

with 0 5 C(p) 5 d2(p), C(p)=O if M(p)=O. Let l'(M) be the set of valid clock time vectors for M, i.e., C(M)

C: P ~ Z

I 0 5 C(p) 5 d2(p),

C(p )=0 if M(p )=0} . The state set of the TSPN is given by 1

= {X

= (M,C)

I

MER(N.M0 ), CEC(M)}.

= (M,C) if for each p EP with (p,

A transition t ET is said to be enabled at a state X

t) EF, M(p)

=I

and

C(p) ~ d 1(p ). This notion can be generalized to a set of transitions.

pefinition I: A set of ·transitions r
transitionstE

r

transition t, i.e.,

are ·e nabledand
0
/

= {p

0

~

t1n°t2

T in a TSPN is said to be enabled at a state X

0 foranyt 1,t2 E r,where

=

0
/

=

(M,C) if all

denotesthesetofinputplacesof

EP I (p, t) EF}.

The family of all ·enabled sets of transitions at a state

x is denoted by .r.(X), i.e., .r.(X) = { r

~

TI

r

is

1enaMed at a state X }
In •o rder to precisely specify the behaviour of a TSflN, we mtroduce an additional event, written tick, to
represent "tick of a global dock". Th·e global clock likes a dock indicating Greenwich standard time. All local
clocks attacih.ed to state places of the TSPN are driven lby 'the global clock. In addition, we introduce forcible

transitions (eµents), elements of a subet 'Tro, <;;;, T. A forcibl·e transition is an event that can preempt a tick of the
global clock. At a given state of a TSPN, tick is defined only when no forcible transition is enabled at the state.
State transitions (changes) occur only when an 1enalbled set of transitions in the TSPN fires, or when a tick event
occurs.

= ( M' , C' ).

Let X = (M, C), X'

With the above assumptions, the state transition function 8 :

{2ru {tick}} x 1 ~ 1. of N, can be defined as follows:

8 ( r A= X''

if r ~ T, r
0

E'Je(X),

where

I

(1)

C'(p) = {C(p), if p n_ T'= p n T'= 0
0 , otl1erw1se

(2)

M'(p) = M(p)-Jp

n

r1+1°p

0

8 ( r ,xJ is undefined,
8 (tick,x) = X' ,

if r

n

r

0

~

T, r

if :J.(X) n Tro, = 0 ,

eJ.(X).
where

M'(p) =M(p)

(3)

C'(p)= {C(p)+l, ifM(p). l,C(p)<d2(p)
C(p), if M(p) = l, C(p) =di (p)
0 , otherwise
=.

o (tick,x) is undefined,

if J.(X)n Tror

*0

(4)

.

To ex·c ulde the physically unrealistic possibility that a tick event might be preernpted indefinitely by

1:84

To exculde the physically wrrealistic possibility that a tick event might be preempted indefinitely by
repeated firing of a set of transitions within a fixed unit time interval, we impose a technical condition that any
transition in a TSPN can not occur more than one time within one unit time interval.

-

-

In what follows, we will use another function& , which is the same aso except for that o (tick)() is defmed
for all X e I with its value given by (3) and ( 4).
A controlled time safe Petri net (CTSPN) is a time safe Petri net augmented with control places to represent
external control inputs. Formally, a CTSPN can be represented by NCI= (N., P,, Bj, where N, = (P,T,F,D,M0 ,C0)
is a TSPN, P, is the finite set of control places, B, ~ (P, x 1) is the set of directed arcs connecting control places
to transitions. Places belonging to P are called state places. The state of the CTSPN Ne1 is given by the state of
its underlying TSPN N,.

The set of controllable transitions
place, i.e., T,

= {

T.~

T is defined as the set of transitions t e Twith an associated control

teTj3peP., (p,t)eB,} . Transitions not in T., i.e. transitions in Tu= TIT., are referred to

uncontrollable transitions.
An wicontrollable transition that is enabled can never be disabled (erased) by control action. However, an

uncontrollable transition may be a forcible transition in the sense that it occurs immediately when it is enabled.
By contrast, the occurrence time of an wicontrollable transition that is not forcible is wideterministic. In this

paper, we assume that all controllable transitions are forcible, i.e., Tr01 ;;;2 T,.
A control u:

P. ~

{0,1} assigns a binary token count to each control place. The set of all possible controls

is denoted by U.
A set of transitions
A set of transitions r
tE

r

r

~

~Tin

Tin Na is said to be state-enabled at a state X if it is enabled in N, at the same state.

Na is said to be control-enabled under a control u if u(p)=l for all p e P 0 with

satisfying (p, t) E B., with the convention that any WlCOntrollable transition is always control-enabled. A

set of transitions

r

~

Tin Ncr. is said to be enabled for a state X = (M,C) and control u if it is both state-enabled

and control-enabled.
The family of all enabled sets of transitions for a state X and control u is denoted by Yu(X ,u), i.e., Y.,.(X,u) =

{r

~

TI

r

is enabled for a state x and control u }

Similar to N., state transitions (changes) of NCI occur only when an enabled set of transitions in the CTSPN
fires, or when a tick event occurs. Also, at a given state of Nd, tick is defined only ~hen no forcible transition is
enabled at the state.
The state transition function&.: {2r v {tick}} x X x U ~ I . of Na can be defined as follows:

r ,X,u) = 0 ( r )(),
o .( r ,X,u) is undefined,
o .(tick,X,u) =o (tick)(),

o .(

o .(tick,X,u) is undefined,

if
if

r ~ T, r
r ~ T, r

e Yu(X,u).
'i. YciX,u).

ifYcc(X,u) <l Tr"' = 0.
ifYce(X,u) <l Tc"' "# 0.

3. State Feedback
A state feedback/for the CTSPN Ncr. is defmed as a total function/ I ~ U. The application of/to Net yields the
closed loop system N
In N

fi

defmed as follows:

ft , a set of transitions r

~ Tis enabled for a state X iff

r

is enabled for state X and control.f(X). A

tick event can occur in N ~ only when no forcible transition is enabled in the closed loop system. State transition

function c5 I of N ~ is similar to c5 c except for that .f(X) substitutes for u.
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A state feedback}; is said to be more permissive than a state feedback}; (denoted by J; >};)if for all state

XeI, J; (X)

~

fi(X) and}; (X') > J;(X') for someX' er.

The set of all state feedback laws will be de.noted by :J.

4. lnv.ariance of Pred.icate.s
A predicate on the state set I of a CTSPN is a function Q: I_.. {0,1 }, i.e., a characteristic function on I. Actually,

each predicate Q corresponds to a subset of I, i.e, Q

~IQ

= { Xe I 1Q(X) = 1 }. Let_.2

denote the set of all

predicates on I.
Let T. = Tu {tick} and defme the predicate

D' (X)

o

= { 1, if (t, ~")is defined
0, otherwise
'

T
/E •

and the predicate transformation wp,: .2 _.. .2 by

wp, (Q)(X)

=

{I,

. (Q)(X)= {•·

wp,,.,.

1

if o (t, ~)is defined and Q(o (1, X)) =
0, otherwise
'

teT

ifS(tic~,X)isdefinedandQ(S(tick,X))=l

0, otherwise

wp,(Q) is ·called the weakest precondition of Q under t [5]. The weakest liberal precondition of Q

is

defined by wlp,(Q) = wp,(Q) v -D, [5).
Definition/: A predicate Q e.2 is said to be (T.,tick,Tr°'}invariant (w.r.t. N.J if ·

Q :::;; { /\ wlp1 (Q)} /\ { v wp1 (Q) },
IETu

(5)

IETd

where T.r= Ttoru {tick}.
We have the following theorem:
Theorem I : A predicate Qe.2 is (T.,tick,Tcor)-invariant if and only if there is a state feedback/such that

t

for N {. , Q remains invariantly nue whenever it is initially satisfied, where f{X) = u fo~ some u

E U(X),

U(X) =

{ u E U IQ(&,( T' ,X,u)):=l for any T' e:Ju.(X,u), ando ,(tick,X,u) is undefmed or Q(o ,(tick,X,u)) =l} .
(Tu,tick,T,or)-invariant is also briefly called tick-invariant herea~er.

Theorem 1 implies that if Q is a tick-invariant predicate, then a state feedback to ensure the invariance of Q

•can be synthesized lby selecting controlj{X) from set U(X).
Let

J(Q) = { / e YI fj{X) = u for some .u E U(X)}

It ·can be shown that a state feedback f ensures the invariance of Q in N ~ iff f

E

Y(Q) and a maximal

element in Y(Q) can be thought as one of the most ipennissive (the least restrictive ) state feedback among all
state feedback laws that ensure the invariance of Q. However, due to possible concurrence of several transitions
in CTSPNs, such a maximal element may be not unique as that has been proved for CtlPNs.

5. Extremal Invariant Predicate
For Q e 3-, we define
TI«Q) = { Q ': Q' E~,

Q'~

Q and Q' is tick-invariant}

Proposition I: TIJQ) is nonempty and is closed under arbitrary disjunctions (unions).

At this point, we cali\ assert the existence of a unique maximal element of TI«Q), which will be denoted by
Qt as in (5]. Qt can be thought a.s the best tick-invariant aipiproximation to Q among the predicates which are
stronger than Q.
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As in [5), we can develop a fixpoint algorithm for the computation of Qt . In order to do so, we introduce
the map: H: l ~ ~ with

H(Q)=Q/\[( /\ wlpi{Q))/\( v wpi(Q'))]
tET•

(6)

teTd

Proposition 2: Qt is the Wlique maximal f1Xpoint of the map H.
Define the sequence of predicates:

Qo =Q,

(7)

Qi+•= H(Q;),j==0,1,2, ..... .

The sequence has the following properties:

Proposition 3: The sequence defined by (7) is monotone decreasing and Qr == _lim Q;.
J-++oD

From the proposition, we can compute Qr by the iterative process given by (7) and if Q is a finite set the
iterative process will terminate in finite steps.

6. Generalization
The results in previous sections can be generalized to controlled time Petri nets with unsafe " resource-type" state
places. Here, a state place p is said to be a resource-type place if D(p) == (0, 0) ( d.(p)=di(p)=O ) and "unsafe"
means that the number of tokens in the place may exceed one. This is because for a place of this type lifetimes of
all

to~ens

in it are the same. We can use one local clock to measure all lifetimes of the tokens. In fact, in this

case, it's no matter how long a token has remained in the place.
Since the Petri net models for most DESs of practical interest have two types of places - "process" places
and "resource" places - with the process places being safe (a process place having one token indicates that the
underlying system has executed to the step the place stands for), with this generaliz.ation, the framework for the
synthesis of state feedback logic for timed DESs proposed in this paper can deal with real-time control problems
of these DESs.

7. Example
A plant for the treatment of two chemical products is shown in Fig. 1. (a). Product l is first processed in tank 1

(duration: 3 time units) and then processed in tank 3 (duration: 2 time units). Product 2 is first processed in tank
2 (duration: 4 time units) and then processed in tank 3 (duration: 2 time units). The tank 3 is exclusively used by
product 1 and product 2, and at any time each tank can treat at most one unit of each product. Due to the nature
of chemical treatment, product I (resp. product 2) can not remain in tank 1 (resp. tank 2) for more than l time
unit after it finishes its treatment in tank 1 (resp. tank 2), otherwise the product is unusable. Our objective is to
ensure that no unusable product comes out.
The plant is modeled by a CTSPN shown in Fig. 1. (b).For simplicity, all control places of the CTSPN and
their

~sociated

arcs are omitted.

Places {p;1, p;2 } identify the different stage treatments of product i, i= 1,2, and lj represents whether tank j is
available for treatment (is empty), j= l ,2,3. Transitions {t;., t; 2 }represents the initiation of the different stage
treatments of product i, and t,3 denotes the completion of the final stage treatment of product i, i=l ,2. T0 = {t11> t 12,
t 2 i.

tn}. Tv = {t13, ti3 } and we take T,"' = T0 u Tv. That is, both of the uncontrollable transitions tu and tn are

forcible. Namely, the completion of the final stage treatment of a product occurs immediately when it's time for
the treatment to complete. We take D(p 11 ) = (3, 5), D(p21 ) == (4, 6), D(p 1J =D(pn) = (2, 2), D{r1)= D(rJ==D(r3) =
(0, 0) (explained below). In terms of predicates, our objective is to ensure by appropriate control action that the
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predicate Q

= {(M,C) EI: C(p 11 )s4, C(p21 )s 5}remains invariantly true whenever it is initially satisfied. Note

that when the specifications of a CTSPN specify an upper hound for the time that a token can stay in a state
place, the maximum tick count for the place can be tak,en as the upper bound plus I without essential loss in
describing either of the uncontroHed behaviours and controlled behaviours of the CTSPN. For this reason, we
take d2 (p 11 )=4+ I =5, d2(p21 )=5+ 1=6.

product 2

product I

(b)

(a)

Fig. 2. Flowsheet ofa chemical plant and its CTSPN model
Maximal'ly pennissive state feedback logic can be synthesized by using the method proposed in previous
sections of the paper. For paper length limitation, die detai~s for this a!ie omitted.

8. Conclusio.o
The paper provides a theor,etical framework for the synthesis of maximally permissive state feedback logic
for timed discrete event systems mode.led by CTPNs. The mode.I introduces the maximum tick count for each
plac·e

w

.!'educe the state space size of the underlying system and 1can deal with both forcing control and

disabJ,e ment control. ln particular, the fixpoint algorithm for computing the extremal invariant predicate makes
possible to synthesize maxima1ly permissive state feedback 1Jogic as refficiently as its untimed precursor.
Acknowledgme.nt. The work of this paper is supported by NSFC under grant No. 69504008 and the author
rthanks Prof. Hans-Michael Hanish of Magdeburg University Germany :for his organization of the special session
at ,tlJe symposium.
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A DISCRETE MODELLING PROCEDURE
FOR CONTINUOUS PROCESSES BASED ON STATE-DISCRETISATION
Heinz A. Preisig, Marc J .H. Pijpers & Martin Weiss
Eindhoven University of Technology
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands
e-mail: H.Preisig@ctrl.phys.TUE.NL
Abstract A mathematically rigorous method for computing the complete non-deterministic automaton
for a hybrid plant is presented. Knowledge of the plant (linear, time-constant), discretisation of the state
space and discrete-event inputs to the plant, are assumed .

Introduction
Discrete-event controllers are widely used in industrial practice in the form of programmable logical
controllers. They are used in a wide range of applications dominantly in discrete manufacturing but also
in processing plants where they supervise start-up, shut-downs and other sequential control operations
[1,6). Whilst the applications are numerous, the design of this type of controllers is far less understood
than is the design of continuous or digital controllers. One of the impediments in the pursuit of better
design methods is the lack of reliable and complete methods for the modelling of hybrid systems. This
paper addresses this problem.
Supervisory
Controller

Problem Definition

:···

The stage for the development is set in Figure 1 showing the continuous plant in the centre affected by its environment. The relevant
parts of the environment and the plant itself
is observed by a event detector sometimes also
called quantizer [2] or state domain observer
[4,5]. It generates a signal to the supervisor, the discrete-event controller, whenever an
event occurs. The problem is posed to generate a complete discrete-event dynamic model
for the discrete-event dynamic plant indicated
by the dotted box. With the environment ultimately extending to the rest of the universe,
the obvious decision of including only the relevant parts of the environment must be taken.

..... .......................................... ·············:·..

Domain
Observer

t

.................
Envir.onment

....

·········· ···················. ..

········ ·· ·····························

Figure 1 : Definition of the DED plant.

An event we define here as a transition of a continuous state variable across a boundary splitting the
continuous state domain into two sub-domains (4,5]. These boundaries may be defined by inherent
limitations of the model or plant, operational requirements or other limitations of the system. Typical
examples are alarm and warning limits, or boundaries of operational domains. A set of boundaries is
defined for each continuous state dividing the continuous domain into a set of discrete sub-domains. The
sub-domains represent discrete states the event-discrete system may assume.
For generality it is assumed that the continuous state is defined on the real axis. The validity range thus
spreads over the range (-oo, oo). The mapping of the discrete state variables must be defined. Different
definitions are possible. A definition that is based on the ordered set of domains proved useful. Let the
ordered set of boundaries be Sz:, of n; boundaries for a continuous state variable X;,

,-,1+1 , . . . , /3"'}
S ~i ·- {f31i, ... , /Jri 1P;
i
--
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·

(1)

The discrete sta·te can be symbolised by the ordinal number of boundaries:

i;(k) := l,

=

for

l E {1, 2, ... , n;

-

1}

(2)

=

with J3f
-oo and /3~'
+oo the extreme boundaries of the real axis. 1 The numerical values of the
discrete states are defined as the ordinal number of the sub-domains. Requiring the plant state to be
continuous, the change of the discrete states is limited to {+1, -1}. 2 The change in the discrete state is
thus limited to unity with the sign indicating the direction. Assuming in addition that the connection
between the domain observer and the event-discrete controller is strictly sequential, only one event, namely
the change in one state variable, can be detected and report·ed to the controller. This last assumption
e>ecludes the anyhow unlikely occurrence of simultaneous events.

Development of the Base Algorithm
To explain the approach we introduce the example of a pendulum. The pendulum is enclosed in a box.
Four light beams travel horizontally across the box. Two in each of the co-ordinates spanning the floor
of the box. The position of the pendulum., which is suspended from the roof of the box, is given by
the detectors which report interruption of the ·corresponding light beam by the pendulum. The model
describes th.e movement of the pendulum as it is projected onto the floor in the two-dimensional state
variables of the floor co-ordinates. The beams split the state domain into 9 sub-domains bounded by the
wall of the enclosing box. The state-space representation of the pendulum as a two-dimensional oscillator
is given by the equation :

2£=(-1

.2 )x
- 3 -1 -

(3)

The position of the beams define the inside boundaries {-0.5,0.5) and the wall position (-1,1) the outside
boundaries of the subdomains.

S.,, =: S., 2

:=

{-1, -0.5, 0.5, l}

(4)

Thus the domain of the continuous states, bounded by the wall, and the corresponding discrete state
variables are:
Continuous domain
Discrek domain
(5)
X1 X2 f [-1, l]
---+ i1,i2 f {l,2,3}
1

Transitions across the outer boundaries are not aUowed. The discrete-event dynamic model of the pendulum is easy to construct. It takes the form of a non-deterministic automaton because the transition
depends not only on the discrete state but also on the trajectory on which the process moves or, which
is the same, on the initial conditions of the pendulum. To illustrate this point, observe that in Figure
2, which shows a number of sample trajectories, changes occur, for example, from discrete state (1,2)
to (2,2) or (1,3). Since the observer siitting outside the box does not know the initial condition or has
incomplete information about the current trajectory, the automaton will be non-deterministic.
The mathematical analysis is based on the analysis of the intersection of the trajectories with the boundaries. The result is a general a~gorithm for the computation of all possible transitions. The state transition
concept is used directly, as it has been define above. This limits the analysis to a directionality analysis
of intersections of aH trajectories with the boundary of a sub-domain representing a discrete state. We
first construct the automaton table empirically to demonstrate it he basic idea. Taking state (1,1) as a
starting point, we observe that the pendulum must move to state (1,2) next. This provides us the first
entry in the list. Starting with (1,2), two transitions may take place. Dependent on which trajectory the
process is following it may fall into (1,3) or into (2,2). The analysis is readily completed, resulting the
non-deterministic automaton as it is shown in Table 1.
1 The definition of the two sub-domains (-oo, ,£3 2 ] :a nd (,B"- 1 , +oo) is from the technical point of view a useful approach.
In most technical applications, the validity range of the state variables is limited to a finite interval. If in an application
values .are measured outside this ·r ange, an exception must have occ11rred a:nd should be treated correspondingly. T he two
additional s11b-domains can thus be defined as exception states. They add .t o the completeness of the description.
2 In the case, where the state is first sampled in a digital device, the sampling must be fast enough to detect any of the
transi tions. This .gives rise to a Nyquis t-type of crit erion for the design of the sampling operation.
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( 1,1)
(1,2)
(1 ,3)
(2,1)
(2,2)
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..0.1
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~·
-0.Z
0
01
O•
O•
01
1

{1 ,2)
(1 ,3),(2,2)
(2,3)
{1,1),(2,2)
( 1,2) ,(2,3) ,( 3,2) '(2, 1)
(2 ,2),(3,3)
(2,1)
(2 ,2)(3,1)
(3,2)

(3,3)

Figure 2 : The view on the bottom
of the box. The solid lines show the
position of the beams and the dotted
lines show sample trajectories

possible next state

Table 1 : All possible transitions for
each of the nine discrete states for the
pendulum

For a linear plant, the boundaries split into two parts : One section where the sign of the first derivative
of the corresponding state is positive and another where the sign is negative. The two sections are
separated by a point where the derivative is zero. Figure 3 shows this for the left inner boundary of the
state variable x 1 . The point separating the two parts of the boundary line is defined by the intersection
of the boundary line
(6)
Pi - X1 = 0
Pi := -0.5
with the equilibrium line for x 1 defined by :

(7)
where !!io the first row vector of matrix A. The equilibrium line for x 1 is the sloped dashed line in Figure
3. The small circles mark the two intersection points on the corresponding boundary. The dashed line,

set next to the boundary, indicate the direction of the transition, which is readily verified by t he sample
trajectories. The directions of the transitions are given by the signs of the first derivative of x1 for any
value of x 2 greater than the intersection point on that boundary. For example in t he case of boundary
a2.

1-'l.

(8)
The coefficient of
line.

a1,2

determines thus the direction of the trajectory above and below the equilibrium

(x1, i 2)

..O il

....

z

0

o.2

o.•

0.1

0.1

(1 ,1)
(1 ,2)
(1 ,3)
(2,1)
(2,2)
(2,3}
(3,1)
(3,2)
(3,3)

t

"
Figure 3 : Analysis of one boundary
(solid line). The sloped dashed line
shows the equilibrium line for x 1 as
a function of x2 .

Di1

Di2

+l
+l

+l
+l
-1
-1

+l
+l
+1

-1
-1
-1

+l
+l

-1

-1

Table 2 : Table showing current states
and a.II possible changes . The columns
are labelled with the discrete derivative

D(i)

:=

i(k + 1) - i(k)

This procedure can also be applied to all other inner boundaries. The calculated events are all possible
events that can occur and can be represented in an automaton table, as shown in Table 2.
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Exit ension to General Time-Constant Linear Systems
The method, as it has been discussed for the two-dimensionai problem, can be extended to an arbitrarydimensional problem. The extension to the n-dimensional problem is not quite trivial and is best done
through the intermediate step of analysing a three dimensional problem first. The application of the idea
in the three-dimensional case asks for the projection into two dimensions, for every interval of the third
variable. The equilibrium iine of the 2-dimensionai case expands into a plane and the projection of this
plane into a band. The band splits the boundary line in the projection plane into three sections. On the
extremes the ·two sections with unique signs for the transitions and a third section cut out by the two
boundary lines of the band in which transitions in both directions are possible. In the higher dimensional
case, a hyper-plane, representing the equilibrium for the variable being analysed is projected onto a twodimensional plane spanned by the co-ordinate being analysed for events versus a second variable which
can be freely chosen from the others. The band now extends into a set of bands for a combination of the
remaining state variables. The problem is then left to find the outermost boundary defining the band in
which transitions in both directions occur. Below we calculate .all possible transitions for state variable x;
for the domain of a second state variable Xj for which the element a;,j in the system matrix A is non-zero.
,,at"+l].
For all other state variables, that is Xk := {xkj\fk, k ::j; i,j} the sub-domain is fixed to Xk
Again the intersection of the equilibrium surface with the projection plane is computed, but now for all
boundaries3 a:s defined. For each combination of boundaries for the set Xk a band is generated in which
transitions in both directions ar·e possible. The maximum width of all the bands determines then the
range in Xj in which both transitions are possible. The bands are computing by solving
1

E(J3tk

y :=given

(9)

for all values of Xk as defined. The spread of the band is then given by :

mm1mum :

maxrmum:

x;_.i
-J

-i,l

xi

--

.-

-1

I:

a·.
•,J

{Jd,,+l
k

+

I:k

k

a .., .

k :!- i,j

k :!- i, j

-1

I:
k

a· {Jd,,+l
"k k

+

I:k

a;,k

<O

a,,k > 0

k

i ,j

le:!-

~

•C ase

b .!!
+ a;,; {31; + -io

(10)

f]d•
1c

+ a;,; {31i + b-io .!!-

(11)

a;,1<

i,j

wiher·e boundaries are at ± infinity. Let ~io be the i-th row
a;,1<

a;,1c =

a;, k f]dk
k

<0

a.,,, > 0

a·.
•,)

Special attention must be paid to the
vector of A with

a·
•,k

{

o
a;, k

=

if f3;
00
if {3; # ±oo
if {3; := -oo

(12)

Three cases must be considered :

if
if
if

- Lk sign(,Bk) a;,k < 0
- Lie sign(B1c) a;,k = 0
- Lk sign(lh) a; ,k > o

(13)

The minimum and maximum is readily selected.
3T

he representation, as it is done here, maps the spaoe ou1t comp'l etdy. The consequence is obvious: With the number of
dimensions and the number .of discretisat.ions the dimensional.ity of the d iscrete space grows very rapidly, a problem known
as the state-explosion problem. On the other hand, if for no other ;reasons than for safety any model must be complete.
In this context , the state explosion problem must be approached through .a hierarchical approach and t hrough "constraint
modelling" as it was briefly introduced in 1
(3].
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Filling the Automanton Table
The automaton table can now be filled readily. A whole set of entries can be filled in simultaneously,
namely for the three sections of the state variable x3. The lower section and the upper section, assuming
that the maximum is not at infinity and that the minimum is bigger than negative infinity, is :

~·' E

1

{xj} := {l,k+ l}

{xJf"

:=

{k,n1 -1}

[.Bj,,a;+ 1 )

{14)

~i E (.Bj,.Bj+ 1 ]

(15)

The two sets overlap, which is the section in which both transitions are possible. The other discrete
variables are all fixed . If the transition across this upper section of the boundary is positive, which again
is determined by the sign of the coefficient a;,j, the transitions are

{O[x; := l -1, Xj, {dm!Vm, m # {i,j}})} --+ {0[%; := l, x1, {dmlVm, m # {i,j}}]}

Vx1 E {xj}"

(16)

and for the lower section :

{O[x; := l, x1 , {dm!Vm, m # {i,j}})} ~ {O[x; := l - 1, x3 , {dmlVm, m # {i,j} })}

1

Vii E {xi }

(17)

The operator 0( o) orders the components of the state vector . In practice it is implemented through index
mapping.
Dealing with Exceptions
This algorithm frequently runs into two problems. The first one is due to orthogonal hyper-planes. In this
case, the width of the band is zero and the two boundaries are best replace by a "void band" enforcing
that the two sections do not overlap. This "void band" is defined by making the minimum bigger by a
small quantity, being the machine constant, and the maximum smaller by the same small quantity. If it
happens that the intersection of the hyper-plane with the boundary coincides with the intersection of the
boundaries the void band also excludes the cross-over point of the two boundaries. The second problem
occurs when the state equations are decoupled. ln that case the bands are running in parallel with the
boundaries and do not intersect. The analysis for the completely decoupled system is straightforward.
Below we show the analysis for the more complex case, where the states are only partially decoupled,
that is some elements in the system matrix are zero.
Given a state-space model of a system, where one variable x i is decoupled, two cases can be distinguished.
First case: Element aj,j is non-zero. In this case the /h state equation is set equal to zero

X; =

Gj ,j Xj+Q3 0

!!=0

(18)

The solution of equation (18) is the value x;,o
-1

Xj,O

= ~ (Q; f!)
0

(19)

],)

The line Xj = x3 ,o, which we call an equilibrium line for the direction Xj, splits the boundaries along Xj
into two sections: One section where the sign in the x3 direction is positive and one section where the
sign is negative. The sign of possible transitions in the x; direction is given by the sign of x; above and
below x; ,o
(20)
sign(xj) =sign (ai,i (xj,o + oxj) + ,h30 f!.) = sign(a3,j) · sign(oxj)
In equation (20) (decoupled situation) the variations in Xj are examined while in equation (8) (coupled
situation) only the variations in Xi, i :/: j are analysed. Here the equilibrium line is orthogonal to Xj thus
the domain where the sign(x;) := ±1 applies to all Xj·
A second case in the decoupled situation occurs if every element of the jth row in the system matrix A
is equal to zero. In this case a solution of equation (18) only exists if:
-

(21)
The state-space is not split in two sections i.e. the direction of the possible transitions has everywhere
the same sign:
(22)
sign(x1) =sign (!!10 !!.)
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Implementation
Our implementation of the algorithm in MatLab requires the two system matrices A , B , the discrete input
for which the entries should be computed and the sets of boundaries. It computesone column of the
automaton table, namely all possible state transitions, for all discrete states given a particular command
input y . By looping through all possible inputs, the complete table is generated. For simplicity of the
data structure, the implementation gives the event-discrete derivative for each state variable in coded
form ({l , 2,3} for {-l,+l,±1}).

Extenstions
The algorithm can be readily extended to the case where the plant is nonlinear in the command inputs.
The plant model can then be of the general form :
(23)
Extensions to the completely nonlinear c·ase have been done but refinements are still in progress.

Conclusions
The objective of this research was to develop an algorithm that maps a hybrid plant into a complete
discrete-event dynamic representation, given the plant as a linear, time-constant set of ordinary differential
equations, given the state discretisation and given the discrete-event input commands to the plant. The
representation is required to be complete, that is the whole state space is mapped out and all transitions
are being computed.
An algorithm that achieves this goal has been presented . lit builds directly on the basic definition of an
event, namely the crossing of a boundary separating two section of the continuous state. The algorithm
does not require integration, but is simply analysing the directionality of the trajectories crossing the
boundaries. The existence of points on the boundary where a transition may take place is computed
resulting in a corresponding entry in t he non-deterministic automaton table.
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NONDETERMINISTIC AUTOMATA AS APPROXIMATIONS FOR
CONTINUOUS SYSTEMS - AN APPROACH WITH AN
ADJUSTABLE DEGREE OF ACCURACY
J. Raisch
Institut fiir Systemdynamilc und Regelungstechnik, Universitat Stuttgart
Pfaffenwaldring 9, D- 70550 Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Tel.: (49 (0)711) 685-6194, Fax: (49 (0)711) 685-6371 , email: raisch@isr.uni-stuttgart.de
Abstract . This contribution addresses the following problem: a continuous dynamical system (state
evolving in Rn) with quantized measurements and symbolic control inputs is to be approximated by
a discrete model. The central features of the proposed solution scheme are: 1) the approximating
model is a nondeterministic automaton; 2) the automaton retains timing information by incorporating
a clock which is synchronized with the sampling grid of the underlying continuous system; 3) its degree
of accuracy is not completely determined by the coarseness of measurement quantization, but can be
adjusted to suit various specifications. Furthermore, it is shown that the set of approximating automata
obtained by this method is totally ordered (in the sense of approximation accuracy), and that this
ordering is preserved under feedback. The latter result provides theoretical justification for applying this
approximation scheme when designing discrete {supervisory) controllers for continuous or hybrid plants.

1. Introduction.
The motivation for the work presented here stems from the following "standard problem" in hybrid control systems design: the plant state evolves in IR.n and is affected by real-valued unknown but bounded
disturbances, whereas control input and measurement signals are discrete-valued, or symbolic1 . One is
then concerned with finding an appropriate feedback structure mapping symbolic measurement signals
into (sets of) symbolic control inputs. Such problems frequently arise in chemical process control (and
other areas of application): process models typically have a continuous state space, but continuous and
discrete control inputs and measurement signals. Often, there is also a clearly defined hierarchical struct ure where feedback loops from continuous measurement to continuous control variables are interpreted
to be "low level" (dealing, for example, with set-point regulation), and discrete signals crre used for "high
level", or supervisory, control. Examples for the latter are start-up/shut-down procedUies, handling
of "irregularities" (represented by discrete alarm signals), and, more generally, the "protection layer"
in chemical process control systems [7). Subsuming plant model and continuous control loops into one
continuous entity (henceforth simply referred to as "the plant") gives the "standard problem" described
above. There are a number of ways to tackle this problem (see the "Hybrid Systems" volumes [4, 3, 1)):
the approach suggested in [12, 2, 5, 6) is especially useful if design specifications are in terms of discrete
variables only; it is based on approximating the continuous plant by a finite state machine, hence converting the hybrid control problem into a purely discrete one, which can subsequently be solved using
standard tools from DES (discrete event systems) theory.
This contribution is based on joint work with S. O'Young (8, 9). Its purpose is to explain and refine
the notion of "approximating a continuous system by a finite state machine". In particular, it will be
shown 1) how timing information can be retained on the discrete level by incorporating a clock which
is synchronized with the sampling grid of the underlying continuous system; 2) how approximation
accuracy can be increased at the expense of model complexity. F\Jrthermore, it will be demonstrated
that the model set consisting of the continuous "base" system and its approximating automata is totally
ordered, and that this order is invariant under feedback. It will be argued that it is the latter result
which provides theoretical justification for using discrete approximation as an integral step in hybrid
control systems design.
1 The

problem will be discussed in a discrete-time framework, i.e. the domain of all signals will be {to, t1, . •. }, with
being constant. This understood , the adjectives "discrete" and "continuous" will in the sequel only be used to
refer to the codomain of signals: the codomain of a discrete, or discrete-valued, signal is a set of symbols, which, for our
purposes, will be assumed to be finite (e.g. { "valve open", "valve closed" } or { "liquid level Loo low", "ok" , "too high" }).
The codomain of a continuous, or continuous-valued, signal are the real numbers.

ti -

~- l
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The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the continuous plant model is introduced. Section 3 explains the key property of any "sensible" discrete approximation in terms of model behaviours.
Section 4 describes the actual approximation algorithm. The results on ordering are stated in Section 5.

2. The Continuous Plant .M odel.
Let the plant be modelled by a discl'ete-time dynamic system in (non-linear) observer form 2 :

.x(k + l]
Yd[k]

=
=

f(Yd[k~, ud,[kj)x[k]

Q1,1(Cyx(k))

:=

+ g(yd[k], ud[kJ) + h(yd[k], ud[k])w[k]

qy(x[k]) ,

,

(1)

(2)

where k E {O, 1, 2, ... } is the time index, x(kJ E !Rn the state at time t1;, and w[k) E !Rr an unknown but
bounded disturbance: w{kj E W := {w lw E IR", llwlloo :S l} with llwll 00 := max; lwil· ud(k] E Ud and
Ydi[k] E Yd are control and measurement symbols, respectively. The sets Ud and Yd are finite:

ud

1

= {u~ >, ... 'u~Q 1 },

1

yd= {y~ >, ... ,y~-r>}.

The only .a ssumption regarding the functions f : yd x ud ~ JRnXn, h
yd x ud ~ Illnxr, and
g: Yd x Ud ~ mn is that the "combined" fundion (/, g, h) : Yd x Ud ~ R.nxn x IRn x lRnxr is injective.
The measurement map .q.,1 : 1R" ~ Yd is onto. It induces an equi¥alence relation on !Rn; its cosets (or
equivalence classes} are ref.erred to as y-cel.ls. Cy i:n (2) is a real p x n-matrix. The "quantizer" Qy
partitions JRP into finitely many rectangular bo.xces with edges parallel to the coordinate axes.
To keep exposition as simple .a s possible, it is assumed that the measurement signal is the only
system output. This implies ·t hat specifications wm have to be formulated in terms of control and
measurement symbols only. In general, however, it might be more convenient to introduce another (nonmeasurable) output signal, zd[k], which can then be used to specify desired closed-loop properties. This
is a straightforward e.x tension of the current framework.; details can be found in (9, 10].

3. Behaviours.
Let T C .IR be th.e chosen sampling grid, i.e. T = {t0 , t 1 , •.• } . Denote the set of all functions from T
into (l'."d x Ud) by (Yd x Ud)T. Then Be~ (Yd x Ud)T and Bd ~(Yd x Ud)T are the sets of input/output
trajectories which can be generated by the continuous model (I) - (2) and a (not yet specified) discrete
.approximation, respectively (see [13} for a survey on "behavioural" systems theory) .
Clearly., a conditfo sine qua non for any discrete approximation is that its behaviour Bd must contain
the discrete-time behaviour Be of the underlying continuous model: Be ~ Bd implies that every sequence
of input/measurement symbols that the ·c ontinuous plant model can generate, can also be produced
by the discrete approximation. If thls condition were violated, the continuous system could respond
to a gi¥en control signal ·wi.th an unacceptable output which would not be predictable by the discrete
approximation. Hence, this unacceptable output could not be suppressed by a control strategy based
on the discrete approximation - the approximation would be useless for the purposes of control systems
design.
In general, Be is a p.rop.e r subset of Bd, and tbe "smaller" the difference Bd \Be, the more accurate
the discrete approximation. Equality of the two sets would imply that the discrete model (which, for our
purposes, will always be finite-state) and the underlying continuous model (by definition in.finite-state)
exhibit exactly the same behaviour on the chosen sampling grid. In other words, the continuous model
could be reduced, or abstracted, to a discrete one without any loss of accuracy.
In the next section, we propose an approximation scheme which, as will be shown in Section 5,
satisfies the key ·c ondition Be ~ Bd· Moreover, it allows adjusting the "size" of Bd \Be via an integer
design parameter.
2 As ooly a. small class of nonlinear systems can be transformed into observer form, this assumption may seem quite
restrictive. However, there are a. number of reasoos why it makes sense: first, i·t can be argued that the model may be of
less than full generaHty because we ·a dmit uncenaiuty. ln this paper, for lack of space, we only a.ddress the problem of
signal uncena.inty (unknown disturbances) , but (norm-bounded) model uncertainty can be treated with equal ease within
the proposed framework (10] . Second, .t he plant model coven; the practically important case of switched linear systems;
third , the assump.t ions guar.antJee .t hat the ttcans'latio.11 foom the continuous plant model to the approximating automaton
in Sec•ticm 4 is eoomputati·o·nally straightforward: basically, i·t reduces to checking for the existence of solutions to a set of
linear inequalities. Conceptually, everything remains the same .jf we admit a more general model. On the computational
level, however , we wou ild h·ave to deal with sets of nonlinear inequaJities, and what can be said oow, in definite terms,
a.bout solvability would mostly change into speculation.
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4. Nondeterministic Automata as Discrete Approximations.
At time t1c, the observed plant behaviour consists of a string of measurement symbols, Yd[k), ... , Yd[O),
and a string of previously applied control symbols, ud[k-1] , ... , ud[O]. For practical reasons, we discard
"old" data and work with finite strings of symbols not exceeding; a given maximum length.
5

•

[k) := { ((Yd[k], ... , Yd[OJJ, [ud[k - 1), . .. , ud[O])) , if k = 0,.1, ... , v - 1
([Yd[k), ... , Yd[k - v]], [ud[k - l], ... , Ud[k - v]]), 1f k ~ v

(3)

is called the current history of the process, if t1c represents the present sampling instant. If tk is any
(not necessarily the present) sampling instant, s*[k] is simply referred to as a history of the process at
time t,.. It is important to note that, in our terminology, the current history consists of observed data,
whereas a history is just a postulated (and therefore nonunique) collection of symbols from Ud and Yd
of the form (3). yd[kJ and ud[k - l] are the strings of measurement and control symbols in s*[k]. The
"forgetting operator" :F deletes the "oldest" symbol from strings yd[k] and ud[k - 1), if k ~ v :

:F(y.i[k])

:= {

[Yd[k), .. . , Yd[O]), if k = 0 ,.1, . .. , v - 1
[Yd(k], ... ,yd[k - v + l]J, if k ~ v.

(4)

Definition 1 The history s*(k + l] is a successor of s*(k] if there exists a symbol y~i) E Yd and an input
uY) E Ud such that y.i[k + l] = [y~i) , F(y.i[k])] and ud[k) = [u~l , :F(ud[k - l])]. Similarly, s*[k] is
referred to as a predecessor of s•[k + l].
Definition 2 A history s•(kJ is called feasible if its strings of input and measurement symbols are compatible with the plant model (1), (2), i.e. if there exists an x(max(k - v,O)) E !Rn and disturbances
w[i) E W, i
max(k - v,0}, ... ,k - I, such that applying the input string ud[k -1] actually produces
Yd[kJ as string of measurements.

=

The computational procedure to determine whether a history is feasible is very much straightforward:
Consider the quantization box corresponding to a certain measurement symbol yd[kJ . Denote the vectors
of its upper and lower bounds by y[k] and y[k), respectively: y[k] < {( jQ11 ((} = Yd[k]} S y[k], where
the "<" and "S"-signs are understood to be elementwise. Elements of y[k] can be +oo; elements of y[k)
may be -oo. p := max(k - v, 0) . The case k = 0 is trivial . For k ~ 1, define

~

·- [ y[k

YP ·-

~ I]

:

l _·- [ l ·-[ l ·-[ l
, YP ·-

y[p]

y[k

~ 1)

:

, gp ·-

y[p]

gi:~; 1

, Wp · -

w[k .- 1)
;

,

w[p]

gp

i.e. collect the "forcing terms" 9A:-1 := g(yd[k - 1), ud[k - 1)), ... , gp := g(yd[p], ud[p]) in gp and
the (unknown) disturbance inputs w[k - l], .. . , w[p] in wp. 1,. and I,. denote a column vector with
min(k, v)r (k - p)r "ones" and the (min(k, v)r = (k - p)r)-dimensional identity matrix. hand hi are
short for (the matrices) f(yd[i) , ud[i]) and h(yd[i],ud[i]). Then, the history s•[k] is feasible if and only if
the set of solutions [x'[k] wf,)' for the following linear inequality is nonempty:

=

y[k]
[

~~..

l[ l
+

0

~~u

gp

0

<

4'pw

[

x[k ) ] 5 [ y[k]
YP
Wp

lr

l[ l
+

4' 0PU
0

gp

where
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l

(5)

and 0 means "right product" {i.e.: TI~~: /i- 1 = /; 1 . .. J;!.1 ). Existence of a solution for this set of
inequalities can be checked using the "feasibility part" of any linear programming algorithm.
Now, we are in a position to introduce a finite sta;te (Moore) machine as our discrete plant model: its
state set, Xd := {x~1 ), ... ,x~N)}, is the set of all feasible histories (3). We denote the strings of control
and measurement symbols associated with a particular x~i) by u•(x~i)) and y•(x~i)), respectively. x~i)
belon,gs to ·t he set df possible initial states, if y*(x~i)) is a string of length one (and u•(x~i)) a string
of length zero). This reflects the fact that, before time t 0 (when we switch the control system on), we
do not have any control over the plant. Hence, x[OJ can be anywhere in the continuous plant state set,
and .any measurement symbol in Yd is possible at time t 0 . (x~i), u<jl, x~k)) is a transition iff x~1 ) is a.
successor of x~i) and u<j) is the leftmost symbol in the string u•(x~"». The control symbol u<j> is called
the transition label. The measured output in each state x~i) is simply the leftmost symbol in y*(x~il). It
is clear that in most cases the reswting finite state machine will be nondeterministic: several transitions
exiting from a state may car.ry the same label. This is illustrated in the example below. To introduce
explicit time, this transition structure has to be augmented by a simple clock process which enforces
that any two control symbols a.r;e "separated" by a tick event, the latter representing the passage of one
sampling interval (see the example below). The ov·erall (timed) discrete approximation is then simply
the synchronous composition of the two state machines.
Example. Suppose, we are dealing with a system with two measurement symbols ('Y = 2) and two
control symbols (a = 2). Let v = 1. Then, we have 2 + 23 = 10 histories. Suppose furthermore that
checking the set of linear inequalities (5} for the existence of solutions leaves us with 8 feasible histories,
i.e. 8 states in our automaton:
1

x~l) := {y(l)]

x,~3) := l[{y(l), y~l l], u~)]

x~s) := '[[y(l), y~2l], u~2)]

x~1) := [[y~2) , y~2)], u~l)]

x~2) := [y!2)] x~4) := l([y!1), y~1)], u~2)] x~6) := {l[y!2), y~1)], u~l)] x~e) := ([y~2), y~2)], u~2))

Then, the (Moore) transition structure foUows by inspection. It is shown in the left part of Fig. 1.
Initial stat·e. s are shaded; states whidi produce a y~1 )-output are shown as squares, states generating a
y~2 >-symbol as circles. u~1 )-tra:nsitions a.re drawn as soHd lines, u~2 >-transitions as broken lines. The
same conventions are used for the clock in the right part of Fig. l: the initial state is shaded; u~l )_ and
2
u~ >-transitions are represented by a solid and a broken line, respectively.

n
~

'

w

~

·.4.

.. ...

'

0:
-

~

tick

I
'

... - .., .. J

Figure l: Moore transition structure (left) and clock (right).
It is obviou s t hat a given history is feasible (and hence const itutes a state x~) in our transition
structure) itf the set of all continuous plant st ates x[k] which are compatible with the history and the
disturbance assumptions in Section 2 is non-empty. Such a (non-empty) set will be denoted by X (x~l ),
j = 1, . . . , N, and it can be interpreted as a set-valued estimate of t he underlying continuous plant
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state based on the (observed) history xY>. Computationally, it is just the projection of the set of
solution vectors [x'[k] wj,]' of (5) onto the first n components. Clearly,
1 X(x~i)) = !Rn, and, in

LJf=

general, X(x~i)) n X(x~>) "#; 0. Hence, the sets X(x~>) form a cover of the continuous plant state set.
Intuitively, the smaller the sets X(x~>), the more accurate the discrete approximation (the notion of
accuracy will be made precise in the next section). Obviously, a state set X(x~>) never increases (and,
in general, decreases) in "size", if the history x~> is extended further into the past: hence, increasing v,
the maximum length of histories, is equivalent to generating a finer "granularity" for the finite cover of
Rn - v can be seen as a design parameter, which may be used to improve the accuracy of the discrete
model. This of course implies that the number of states, and hence the complexity of the discrete model,
also increases.
This constitutes a major refinement when compared to the approximation procedures in [2, 12, 5].
These approaches correspond to the special case v = 0 - they are based on partitioning lR" via the
measurement map q": Rn -+Yd: all states which are mapped to the same measurement symbol Yd E Yd
are "lumped"; the cosets of the measurement map can be interpreted as the state set of the discrete
approximation. Hence, the maximal accuracy of the approximation is completely determined by the
measurement map q11 •

5. Ordering and Approximation Accuracy.
The issue of approximation accuracy will now be formalized and investigated in terms of model behaviours. Recall that Be has been defined as the behaviour of the underlying continuous model. Refer
to the approximating automaton obtained by choosing the design parameter as v = 0, 1, ... , as the
"discrete model v", and denote its behaviour by Bdv. Model Vi is called ''more accurate" than model
v; if Bdv; ~ Bdv; - it predicts the future behaviour more precisely. Although not very surprising, the
following result is important:
Theorem 1 Be

~

Bdv;

~

Bdv;;

Vi,

v;

= 0, 1, ... ;

Vi 2'.'.

v;.

Theorem 1 implies that, in terms of accuracy, the continuous "base" model and its discrete approximations form a totally ordered set. This result is illustrated in the left part of Fig. 2.
Proof: The proof is by induction. Denote the behaviours of the continuous system and the discrete
model Vi up to time t1 by Bc(k] and Bdv;[k], respectively. Hence, Bc[k],Bdv.[k] £(Yd x Ud){to,ti, ... ,t.}_

£ Bdv.(OJ ~ Bdv; (OJ; Vi, v; = 0, 1, ... ; tli 2'.'. v;. This is trivial because Bc[OJ = Bdv.[O] =
Bdv; (OJ = (Yd x Ud) - there is no a-priori information on the system state, therefore any measurement
symbol in Yd can occur at time to. By definition, there is no restriction on the control input, hence
any ud(O] E Ud is possible.

1. Bc[O]

2. Assume Bc[k - 1] £ Bd11.[k - 1] ~ Bdv; [k - 1]; Vi, v; = 0, 1, .. . ; Vi ~ v;. Pick any element
b•[k - 1] = [(yd[O], ud[O]), ... , (yd[k - l] , ud[k - 1]) E Bc[k - l]. Then we need to show that for any
such b•[k - l] and any "extension" (yd[k], ud[k]) E (Yd x Ud) the following implications hold:

[b•[k - l], (Yd(k] , u4(k])] E Bc(k]

=> (b.(k - 1], (Yd[k], ud(k])] E Bdv.[k],
=> [b.[k - 1], (yd[k], ud[k])] E Bdv;[k],

(6)
Vi ~

v;.

(7)

By definition, none of the models imposes any restrictions on the control symbol u4(k]. Therefore,
extension of b•[k-1] by ud[k] E Ud does not jeopardize membership in any of the model behaviours,
and (6) and (7) need only be shown with respect to the measurement symbol Yd[k]. The three
statements in (6) and (7) are equivalent to saying that (5) has a non-empty solution set for p = 0,
p max(k-vi,O) , and p max(k-v;,O) , respectively. Clearly, 0 $ max(k-vi, 0) $ max(k-v;, 0) .
Because of the special matrix structure in (5), increasing p is equivalent to omitting a number of
inequalities. Hence, if the solution set is non-empty for p = 0 (for p = max(k - Vi , 0)), it will also
be non-empty for p = max(k -vi,O) (for p = max(k - v;,O)) . This shows that (6) and (7) hold
and concludes the proof.

=

=
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Now, suppose we come up with a supervisory controller3 design based on the discrete model v.
If the design is any good, the supervised approximating automaton satisfies the specifications, i.e. it
is guaranteed to exhibit a certain "desired" behaviour and to avoid certain "forbidden" patterns. In
terms of its behaviour, Bdvs (the subscript "S" indicates that the model is under supervision), this
can be written ,as: 13,dvs ~ Bdesired and Bdvs n Brorbidden = '0. Does the continuous "base" system,
when subjected to the same control law, .also satisfy the specifications, i.e. does Bes ~ Bdesired and
Bes nBrorbidden = 0 bold? Or, in other words, does it make sense to base the design of symbolic feedback
controllers for continuous systems on a discrete approximation? As the following result shows, this is
indeed the case (see also the right part of Fig. 2) :
The orem 2 Suppose both continuous system (1) - (2) and discrete approximating models Vi are subjected
to the same feedback law. Then, their supervi,sed behaviours are ordered in the following sense:

discrete
model 0
"more accura,t e than"

t

discrete
model 1
"more accurate than"

•

discrete
model v
"more accurate than"

•

continuous
model

discrete
model 0

840

84os

I

le;

c;

discrete
model 1

841

t:c
1B4v

t. c;

Bd1s

t

c;

discrete
model v

B4vs

continuous
model

Bes

t c;

I
Be

Figure 2: Discret,e approximations and continuous model form a totally ordered set.
Proof (sket,ch) : Again, the proof is by induction. With the obvious extension of notation, we have:
Vi,Vj = 0, 1, ... ; Vi 2'.: Vj· This is trivial because Bc 5 [0) = Bdv;s [O] =
Bdv; s l[O] = {(yd x ud) I Yd E Yd, ud E Uds (yd)}, where Uds (yd) is the set of control inputs that
"survive" under the supervisory control strategy if Yd has been the only observed measurement
event.

1. Bc 5 [0] ~ Bdti;sl[O) ~ Bdv; 5 [0];

2. Assume Be5 [k - l.) ~ Bd,,, 5 [k - 1) ~ Bdti;s,[ k - 1}; V i, v; = 0, 1, ... ; Vi 2'. v; . Pick any element
b•[k-1] = [(y4[0), ua[O]), ... ,(yd[k - 1], ua[k -1)) E Bc5 [k - 1]. Then we need to show that for
any such b•[k-1] and any "extension" (Yd[k], ua[k]} E {(yd,ud) I Yd E Yd, u4 E Ua 5 (y4,b•[k-l])}
the following implications hold:

[b.(k - 1], (Yd[k],ud[k])] E Bc5 [k) =>

[b•[k - 1), (Yd(k), ud[k])) E Bdv; 5 [k),

=> [b•[k - l], (yd[k], Ud[k])] E Bdti;s [k],

Vi

2'. v;.

(8)
(9)

This can be done in exactly the same way as in ithe previous proof.
3 the term "supervisory control" is from the DES (discrete event systems) literature. [t refers t o the situation where
feedback d oes not uniquely define ',t he next ,control input, but merely narrows ,t he choice to a subset of Ur1.. Hence, it is
more general t han the traditional 'notion ,o f feedback: past and present measurement information are not mapped into U4,
but the power ,s et (the set of all subsets) of Ud· See the standard reference (11] for more d etails.
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6. Conclusions.

1

In this contribution it has been shown how to approximate a continuous dynamical system with quantized measurements and symbolic control inputs by a discrete model. The approximating model is a
nondeterministic automaton that captures the notion of time and allows the degree of accuracy to be
adjusted via a design parameter. It has been provem that the behaviour of the underlying continuous
model is contained in tbe behaviour of the approximating automaton, and tha:t this inclusion is preserved
under feedback. Hence, any feedback law that forces the approximating automaton to obey a given set
of (timed or untimed) specifications, will also guarantee that 1the continuous "base" system meets the
specifications . In other words: the design of a discrete (supervisory) feedback .structure for a continuous
system can be based on a discrete approximation. An important .open question is: What is the least
accurate (the least complex) discl'ete approximation which .stiU allows the specifications to be met? This
is the subject of current investigations.
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GENERATING TIMED DISCRETE MODELS OF CONTINUOUS SYSTEMS
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Abstract. The paper presents a semiquantitative modeling procedure as an approach to systematicaUy derive
timed discrete models from continuous models. In particular, it is described how a timed Condition/Event system can be obtained as an approximation of a given DAE-system with a technicaUy motivated partition of the
continuous state space. The procedure consists of two main steps: First, the feasible transitions between
neighboring discrete states are identified. Then, upper and lower bounds for the residence time in discrete states
are determined. We illustrate the proposed method by applying it to a simple mixing tank system. The generated semiquantitative model is transformable into frequently used types of timed discrete systems as shown for
the paradigm of timed condition/event-systems.

I

Introduction

This contribution presents an approach to the systematic generation of timed discrete approximations for
continuous systems. The need for this abstraction arises in the context of model-based analysis of discretely
controlled production units in the chemical process industry. There, the problem is to verify that the behavior of
a (piecewise) continuous system will meet certain specifications when a given discrete controller is coupled to
the plant. A description of the continuous behavior is obtained by balancing mass. energy and (less often)
momentum over the process or a process unit leading to a DAE-System:
(I)

x=f(x, u,v) ,

O=h(x,u,v),

where x, u and v represent the vectors of state variables, input quantities and internal algebraic variables. The
n-dimensional vector f of nonlinear functions describes the system's dynamics and the algebraic equations are
summarized in h. For the purpose of this investigation, we assume that all state variables are measurable and
that the system is time-invariant and its behavior non-chaotic.
To find a discrete substitution for a system in terms of Eq. (1), two distinct approaches are conceivable: One
is the integration of the DAE-system, which implies the problem of requiring (theoretically) an infinite number
of calculations, because discrete states introduce starting regions (instead of single starting points in continuous
systems). Investigations following the integration approach are described e. g. in [2]. [6] and [8], where the
partition of the state space depends on the continuous dynamics of the system under consideration. A different
way to evaluate trajectories x(t) of (1) is to generate a purely qualitative model by approximating the continuous
dynamics by untimed discrete models and connecting these to a similar model of the controller. The
approximation can be realized either by a more or less intuitive estimation of causal dependencies or by
employing the principles of qualitative simulation (see e.g. [4]).
The advantage of a completely qualitative discrete model is that appropriate techniques of analysis are
available, but it is not sufficient if quantitative information on the dynamical behavior is crucial for verification.
In this case, timed discrete models containing information about durations and I or instances of discrete events
are necessary. The combination of a discrete state representation with quantitative time information is called a
semiquantitative model here. We present a procedure which determines feasible transitions in a partitioned
state space and computes upper and lower bounds for the residence times in the states. The result is transferable
into well-known representations of discrete systems. The main differences in comparison to existing methods
are that our procedure is based on a given partition of the state space (not a dynamically generated one) and
that it captures all possible transitions (which is necessary for a worst-case reachability analysis). Furthennore,
it has a higher level of abstraction than approaches as in [5], since the transitions are only introduced when
landmarks are crossed.

2

A semiquantitative modeling procedure

The proposed procedure consists of two main steps, the determination of the possible transitions between adjacent discrete states and the evaluation of trajectories including intervals for their durations. The starting point
of our method is Eq. (1), where we omit the algebraic equations and internal algebraic variables for the purpose
of this investigation. Hence, the description of the continuous system is given by an ODE-system together with
a partition of the continuous state space X, which is assumed to be determined by the requirements of the
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technicail process. In chemical plants for example, it is common prac·tice to measure only whether state variables are below or above certain .thresholds and to calculate controller commands depending on this discrete
information. This threshold detection coroesponds to a partition of .the range of each state variable into a finite
number of discrete intervals (qualitative states), e. g. "low", "normal", "high" and "critical" for the temperature
in a chemical reactor. Formally, we describe the partitioning by a mapping D: X ~ {l, ...• p(l)} x ... x {l, ...•
p(n)} which divides the continuous state space into a finite set of n-dimensional partition elements. D is characterized by .an ordered set of landmarks Lj = {lj.O• ... lj.p~)} for each state variable Xj,j e {l, ... , n} . A landmark
9.t• k e {1, .... pfyl} corresponds to one of the p(j) tlmesholds mentioned above. For each of the partition elements, the mapping D generates an index V·ector d = (d" .... dn). which specifies in its n components the number of the actual discrete intervals (defined by two consecutive landmarks) for all Xj:

fk
{
)
dj = D x; = lp(j)

(2)

if

xj E

[lH.ltL k e {L .. ., p(j)-1}

if xj e [/p{;)- 1' lp(;)]

If the range of Xj has no upper or lower bound, we write lpv) = 00 or 10 = - 00 respectively, with open boundaries for the corresponding intervals. In the following, we use the symbol 0 x to denote the vector of intervals
which refers to the index vector d. Hence, D: X ~ { 1, .... p(l)} x ... x {l, ...,p(n)} produces a partitioned state
space 0x consis1ting of n: p(l) • ... · p(n) elements 0x where each of these represents a box-type cell:

=

0

(3)

x = {0xi. ... , 0x,,}.

A mapping similar to Dis applied to the space U of input variables leading to a partitioned input space 0 u.
To formulate a model in the partitioned spaces analogous to the continuous description, we have to use interval
arithmetic: The operations in/are replaced by combinations of binary operations we {+, -, ·, /} with Aw B
={x =a w b I a e A, be B}. A= [ai. ail. B = [b 1, b21. 0 e B for w =I and unary operations Q(x), x e A being
defined by: Q(A) =[min(Q(x)), ma:x(Q(x))]. Denoting the discrete anology off by q> and the intervals of the deri0

vative by

0

.i . the discretized ODE-System results in:

(4)

Pl·ease note that 0 .i does not define a partition of the gradient field. In the continuous system, the transient
behavior after a single discrete change of u at time t" is charac.terized by a trajectory starting in x(t} and, if not
unstable or periodic, ending in a steady state x, withj'(x,) = 0. The corresponding behavior of the discretized
system according to (4) is given in terms of ,transi.tion sequences between two cells 0x 0 , 0 xb e 0 x with x(t} e
0
x 0 and Xs e 0 xb (a, b e {1, ... , 3C} ). To increase the accuracy of the discrete model it is often advantageous to
introduce additiona1l discrete states into 0x at the coordinates of distinguished steady states (especially if Xs lies
in "large cells"). Technically this enlargement is attained by introducing two landmarks lj.b 11:t+I into the set Lj
of each state variable, forming an interval of appropriate length with x•.t e [lj..t. lj.k+l[.
To determine the behavior of the discretized system, we first investigate single transitions within the partitioned state space 0 We classify transitions in those between two adjacent cells and and those which represent
the :~esidence in a cell 0x e 0 e. g. for x, e 0x. Two cells 0 x 0 , 0 x 0 ar,e said to be adjacent in
if for their
corresponding .index vectors d 0 , db holds: 3 1 k e {l, ... , n}: du= da.t ± 1, 'r/ le {l, ..., n} ':I; k : db,k =da.t· The
which correspond to a physically feasible trajectory in the underlying continuous system
transitions within
are defined as so-called elementary transitions;
Def_ I:
Elementary transition
1. For a fixed 0 u 1
the itransition between two adjacent cells 0 x 0 , 0 xb e 0 x, a, b e {l, ..., x} with corresponding index vectors d0 , db is an elementary transition $d• -+db , if:

x.

x,

°x,

°x

3xe

ado.db:

0

.i*(x) ~ 0, k=

where the boundary separating the celJs DXa and

{1, ...,n} withdu=da.t±l,

DXb

is denoted by

ad ,d •
a

b

2. A .transition representing permanent residence in a current cell x 0 e x with corresponding index vector d0 is .an elementary transition $do -+da for constant 0 u, if a continuous trajectory defined by Eq. (1)
0

0

exists that does not leave the cell after reaching it.

=

The computation of 'the set cl> of elementary transitions is carried out as shown in Fig. 1 for n 2: A grid is
.intfoduced in the partitioned sitate space with a gridsize chosen suit.ably small to capture all important changes
of the gradient field. For the gridpoints x! lying on the border of a ceU
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0

x, the derivative interval 0 .rt (x8 )

in

direction orthogonal to the considered cell boundary (k-th component of 0 x) is calculated, and the corresponding elementary transition is an element of 41>, if 0 it (x 8 ) represents a flow out of the cell.
II

=2
de= (i,j+l)

D·

Xz.max

' da
·,

=(i,j)

.
db

=(i+l,j)

Fig. I - Determination of elementary transitions and residence times

Mapping the partition elements to discrete states and the feasible elementary trans.itions to egdes, an untimed discrete model of the continuous system is obtained. We extend this model to a timed one by assigning the

so-called residence times to elementary transitions. The residence time represents the time period for which the
state stays inside a cell between entering and leaving it. The following definition assigns a so-called residence
rime interval to an elementary transition. This interval gives a conservative estimation of the residence time
within the current cell for all continuous trajectories corresponding to the elementary transition, i. e. it is limited by the times at which the transition can happen at the earliest or must occur at the latest:
Def. 2:
Residence time interval
Given an elementary transition qida -+db between rwo cells

0
x

0
0
xb E

0,

x,

a,

b

E {

1, ... , Jt} with correspon-

ding index vectors d0 , db. For d0 ~ db the residence time interval t:J4......4b =[tmin•tmaxl is bounded by:
tmin

=0,

t mu

=[ ~.t

~.t

, 0 .
0 .
0
0
Xt,max ( Xa)
Xt .min ( Xb)

The lower bound of !::.14

-+d
•

lj, and for da =db: t:Jd.-+db = [O,

00 [ •

is zero in the case of an elementary transition to an adjacent cell since the sy-

b

stem state may already be infinitesimally close to the boundary. As shown in Fig. l, the upper bound of the
residence time for an elementary transition qi(iJH<•:j+O is obtained by determining the minimal value of the flow
in direction of the transition (k = 2) and the cell length A.;.z as the largest distance to cover (compare [9]). The
residence time for the self-loop transition <1>4 -+d is arbitrary unless switching to a new input vector 0 u enfor-

•

.

ces an elementary transition qi d a -+db with d. ~ d,,.
Based on the residence times, we can build a timed transition model. To represent this model, we use the socalled Elementary Transition Table (ETT): As shown in Tab. 1, the ETT contains, for each discrete state d;,
the elementary transitions, the enabling input vectors and the upper boundary for the residence times. From the
ETT, the system's dynamic behavior is easily derived: For this purpose, we define discrete trajectories in the
partitioned state space 0 and assign durations to these trajectories:
Discrete trajectories
Def. 3:

x

A discrete trajectory is a sequence: qid-+<i
I
•
$d-+d
it

t+l

E

= (<l>d -+<i
I

2

,<l>d -+d , ••• ,<l>d
1

J

•..-t

-+d )
•

of m-1 elementary transitions

41>,ke {l, ...,m-1}.

The duration

6/d ~4..

1

of a discrete trajectory is given by the sum of the residence time intervals of the in-

volved elementary transitions. Using these intervals, it has to be taken into account that their lower boundaries
depend on the largest distance to cover within the current cell. ln the case of two consecutive elementary transition with the same direction in °x, the whole cell length /.. in this direction has to be run through. Hence the
lower time bound for this trajectory step is given by the lower bound oft,_, in Def. 3. In the case of two successive elementary transitions with different directions in °x, the smallest possible distance to cover is zero, which
is also the value of the lower time bound for the trajectory step, too (see [l] for more details).
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d

d ;.1

d;

i.-.----·- - ·-0----------------~<.. ..t•.H<...M.->
Ur
tmax,r
-----------------·
- ------------- _...:....:._
:.:.;

________ ______ _

~(•..t,.H(•..t•..) --~'!:~.... ....................... 1~~.'...".'.'.L.....................
- - ·- - - - -

P"-'_;·
~

~<-..t.-l->(....t .. 1.•)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :.;: _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Du,

tmaxJ

....
------- ------------------....

Table 1 - Scheme of .an elementary Transition Table (EIT)

For trajectories with multiple changes of the input vector 0 u, we make the assumption that the input switches only at time points where a transition between two cells occurs (except for elementary transitions
'lld ~d ). With this restriction, we reduce the indetenninism in discrete trajectories, since we do not have to

..

consider changing gradient fields as long as the system stays inside the cell. This assumption is reasonable
since controller actions (in terms of 0 u) are usually triggered by the crossing of a landmark. The discrete trajecare inherently non-deterministic, i.e. the calculation of trajectories produces a branching tree of
tories in
possible paths. To find those with smallest and largest durations, the application of the principles of dynamic
programming is appropriate. The proposed modeling procedure including the computation of durations of discrete trajectories was implented in MATLAB for one- and two-dimensional systems [l ].

°x

3

Application to a simple chemical process

The proposed semiquantitative modeling method was applied ito the mixing tank sketched in Fig. 2. This system consis,ts of 1two ·Controlled inlet s~reams 1-\, Yz with different concentrations Ci. c 2 of a dissolved substance, a free outlet stream V3 and a tank hold-up with liquid height h and concentration c. Balancing the total
mass and the mass of dissolved substance over the tank, the following differential equations can be derived for
the state variables h and c:

(5)

i)h
1 (•
-=dt k · VI
I

")
+V.2 -k 2 · -vh

•

:c=_kl ·(V1·(c,-c)+V2·kz-c)].
o t

I

·h

where k1 and k 2 are geometrical parameters. Choosing these parameters and the inlet concentrations as constant

(k 1 = 1 m2 , k2 =0.02 m 2·5/s, c1 = I mole/£, c2 =2 mole/£), the problem is to find a discrete approximation of the

2-rlimensional continuous system given by (5). The ranges of h and c are partitioned into 5 discrete intervals
each as listed in Fig. 2.

D}i (m)

{[0.5, 0.7[.
[0.7, 0.9[.
[0.9, 1.1[.
(1.1, 1.3[.
(1.3, LS]}
Mixing tank
Fig. .2 - The mixing tan'k example
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0
c (mole/£)
{[1.20, 1.32[.
[l.32, 1.44[.
[l.44, 1.56[.
[l.56, 1.68[.
[1.68, 1.80]}

For the sake of simplicity, the number of discrete values per input variable is restricted to one:
0

=(0 Yi. 0

=

u
V2 ) (0 .008, 0.015) m 3/s. Inserting two intervals (1.320, 1.325( m, (1.650, 1.655( mole/l into the
partitioned state space to represent the steady state (h., c.) = (l.322 m, 1.652 mole/£), 0x consists of 49 discrete
states. Each of them is subdiscretized by a rough grid with a meshsize of J..~J2 in direction of both coordinates
k. From this, a set cI> consisting of 85 elementary transitions is evaluated. Some of them are listed in Tab. 2.a,
where the index vector d corresponds to a discretized state vector 0x = (0h, 0 c) and where the derivative values
respectively the input vector are omitted.
(b)

(a)

.

lmax. ' d ~d ~

d

'i>d. ~d.

(1, I)

4>n.IH(2.t)

[22.6, 31.9)

cjl(l,1)....(1.2)

[5.8, 11.0]

cp12.n....o.n

[31.9, 49. 7}

4>12 .1) ....(221

(8.1, 14.1]

(3, I)

4>0.t)-+(4,1)

(49.7, 98.8)

...

c!I0.0-+0.2l

[10.4, 17.3)

$ (6.S)-+(6.5)

[O, oo(

(2, 1)

Number of
elementary
transitions

Number of
paths

cjl(l,l)-+(32)

3

3

(31.9, 98.9]

c!IU.1)->(4.l)

s

10

(89.4, 232.8)

cjl(l ,l)... (S.4)

7

35

(200.6, 1326.0)

'l>da~db

[s]

tmax,da ~db

[s]

...
(6, 5)

...
Table 2 - Excerpt of the ETI' (a) and some example trajectories (b)

From Tab. 2.a, we gain information about possible behaviors of the mixing tank including statements referring to durations: For example, the transition (for the chosen °u) from an initially full tank (h e (1.32, 1.5] m)
with a mixture of low concentration (c e (1.2, 1.32] mole/£) to a state of low level (h E (0.7, 0.9] m) and high
concentration (c E [l.68, 1.80) mole/£} is impossible because the trajectory ~<7.l)-+(Z.7l is not feasible. Fig. 3
gives an overview of all elementary transitions. In Tab. 2.b three examples of discrete trajectories including the
number of involved elementary transitions, the number of possible paths between start and end state, and the
corresponding durations are shown. The figures reveal that with an increasing number of elementary transitions the search space grows exponentially and larger uncertainties of durations occur. Some modifications of the
modeling procedure reducing these disadvantages are described in (1) .
1.80

elementary
transitions:

?

1.68
1.65
1.56

DC

L

[mole/l)

1.44

1.32

Dh (m]
1.ZO 0.5

0.7

0.9

1.1

l.3 l.32

Fig. 3 - Elementary transitions within the discrete model of the mixing tank
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1.5

4

Transformation into Timed Condition/Event-Systems

In order to take advantage of available analysis techniques and tools, the ETT can be transformed into existing
modeling paradigms. In principle, any discrete fonna'lism which offers the possibility to include quantitative
timing information, e.g. timed automata or timed Petri nets, can be chosen for this purpose [I]. We use Timed
Condition/Event-systems (TC!E-systems) as the modeling paradigm. Condition/Event (CIE) -systems (according
to (7]) were introduced to model ,interconnected discrete event systems in a modular, block diagram and signal
flow oriented fashion. They are based on two classes of continuous time signals which can both be input and
output signals of one system: condition signals and event signals.
A condition signal is a symbolic-valued, piecewise constant function of time; its values correspond to discrete states. An event signal is a symbolic-valued, pointwise nonzero function of time and carries information
about currently occuring state transitions. A C/E-system has a condition input signal u (t), an event input signal
v(t), a condition output signal y(t) and an event output signal z(t). TC/E-systems are an extension of C/Esystems, in which C/E-timers are introduced as a new class of C/E-sy.stems to represent timing infonnation. A
C/E-timer can be regarded as an alarm clock over real time t with a certain threshold time T. The clock is reset
and started by the input event "t := O" and reaching a threshold time T is indicated by sending out an event "t =
1". The condition outputs "0< t <1" and "t ~ 1" determine whether the threshold is not yet or was already reached [3] .

C/E-1-timer

"' 2:

Q)r.

< Tt.

{"O $ t

Discrete State

C/E-System

rt l

{..t=

r."l

L.t := O" l
Fig. 4 - CIE-1-timer

The timing information in a ETT consists of lower and upper bounds for the instances at which a transition
takes place. Thus, a lower thf;eshold T1 gives the time at which the transition can happen at the earliest and a
upper threshold Tu gives the time at which the transition has to take place eventually. Two C/E-timers, one for
T1 and one for T,,, are needed to realize this in a TC/E-system (see Fig. 4). Both timers, corresponding to one
row of ,the ETT, are combined in one system, which is called a C!E-lnterval-timer (C/E-1-timer).
The transformation of a ETT into a TC/E-system consists of two steps: First, the discrete state part of the
TC/E-system is built by copying the discrete dynamics represented by the discrete states in °x and the elementary transitions. Second, for each row of the ETT one C/E-1-timer is introduced with T1 and T,, representing the
boundaries of the timing interval. The available reachability analysis procedure for TC/E-systems [3] can be
applied to analyze the semiquantative model.

5

Conclusions

We have proposed a modeling technique which generates discrete approximations of continuous systems given
in terms of ODE-systems. The aims were on one hand side to capture all possible behaviors of the continuous
.sy.stem with acceptable computational effort, i. e. without integrating the ODE-system explicitly. One the other
hand, we intended to include ·quantitative information into the discrete model to preserve timing information.
Thus, a semiquantitative modeling technique was chosen. It produces a non-deterministic model, represented
by a table of elementary transitions which contains discrete states, feasible transitions and residence times as
sufficient information to describe the system's dynamic behavior on a discrete level.
As in all methods abstracting from exact quantitative functions, spurious trajectories, i. e. trajectories with
no correspondence in 1the continuous system, can be produced. To overcome this disadvantage, we currently
inv·estigate two approaches: The first tries 1to r,eproduce continuous trajectories within the discrete cells as sequences of gridpoints, leading to a modified EIT where pairs of entering and leaving elementary transitions
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are listed. The second approach introduces a subpartition into the cell state space (via integrating (1)), which
divides a cell into sections of homogenous flow direction.
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Abstract: This paper presents a new methodology for modelling and simulation of batch processes called hybrid
flow nets, which can be seen as an hybrid and non linear continuous extension of Petri nets. This modelling
methodology is illustrated on an example of biotechnological batch plant.

Introduction
Nowadays, batch processes are becoming more and more important in industries dealing with material transformation such as chemical, food biotechnological or pharmaceutical industries. In this production mode, material
is processed in discrete quantities following a recipe in a sequentially marmer, rather than as a continuous flow
uansfonned according to a fixed procedure. So operating mode description, which is usually not part of the model
for continuous processes becomes very important in the representation of a batch process. For some purposes, the
model of a batch process boils down to a discrete event model [6) which only describes the equipment usage and
the recipe. In this work, we aim at building a global model of the batch plant which includes a discrete part and a
continuous part and we propose an hybrid modelling approach.
'various framework have been recently proposed in the litterature in order to deal with such so-called hybrid
systems. These range from hybrid automata [I) and rather complex structures based on an extension of continuous
model [3) to mixed models based on a discrete part and a continuous with a suitable definition of interface [5) .
An interesting approach is hybrid Petri nets [2] which have been built from an extension of Petri nets and are very
attractive for modelling linear hybrid processes and have an inherent quality in representing logic in an intuitive
and visual way. This approach has been extended in order to represent a larger class of non linear systems to lead
to what we have called Hybrid Flow Nets.
This paper is organized as follows: firstly, we present hybrid flow nets, then, we show how this modelling
framework can be used for modelling a biotechnlogical plant.

Hybrid Flow Nets
Hybrid Flow Nets (4] can be seen as a non linear extension of hybrid Petri nets. This structure is made of a
continuous part, modelled by what we call continuous flow net, and a discrete part, described by a Petri net. These
two parts are interacting together.

·- - :!..- '

XI :

'x 2

'

'

p··i- ~t - ~i---p 2
T 2 ~-- - -~12=/(X)x1x2
b I b~ --.

_ . .t.

x3

x4

p3

p4

Figure l : Basic Continuous Flow Net
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A continuous flow net (CFN) is defined by a graph structure similar to the one of Petri Nets, where vertices are
places and transitions. At each place is associated a real positive variable, called the marking of the place. To each
transition is associated a flow of the quantities in the input places of this transition. This flow is defined as such
that it is zero if any input place is empty. More formally, a Continuous Flow Net (CFN) is defined by a n-uplet:
C = (Pc, Tc, le , Oc, 4>, U1 1 Ij, Xo) where:
Pc is a set of places represented graphically by a roW1ded square. To each place is associated a real nwnber,
positive, which is called marking or value of the place, and denoted x . The set of values makes a vector X where
X (i) is the marking of the i-th place. Xo is the initial marking.
Tc is a set of nt transitions (or gates), represented graphically by a specific rectangle (figure I);
le : P x T-+ {O, l } is the input function that specifies the arcs directed from places to transitions;
Oc: P x T-+ {O, 1} is the output function that specifies the arcs directed from transitions to places;
4> : T--+ FR associates to each transition a functionft(X ) defined from ~tm to !R, that is boW1ded 0 S ft(X) S
Fmax.The flow through a transition t is proportional to the value of the input places of this transition and to the
value of the input flows connected to the input of this transition :
Tt

= ft(X)

n

X(i) with 0

s ft(X) :s FmaY.

/ c(i,t )==l

In order to model continuous and discrete aspects of a system, we introduce what we call hybrid flow net. lbis
modelling tool is made of a continuous flow net interacting with a Petri net according to a control interaction, that
is to say the Petri net controls the CFN and vice versa . As we are going to see it, the overall philosophy of Petri
nets is preserved again: the validation of transition implies that all the input places are not empty and the evolution
rule is similar.

"('.]Y"
XI

"~
p3

•

,,~G) ..
&(X )

.

TI

6pj

xl

(b I)

{t}

P2

~0

pI

)

I

TI

6P3
(b2 )

Figure 2: Interaction from continuous part to discrete part (b) and vice versa (a)
The interface of the discrete part to the continuous part is made through the control of a continuous transition
by a discrete place. The flow rate of the transition is then equal to :

rh(tj) = m(pi).rt(ti)
where m(pi) is the marking of the discrete place used for the control and rt(ti) is the continuous flow rate
defined above.
The influence of continuous part to the discrete one is made via some conditions on the continuous variable
that are used to enabled a discrete transition. For example (figure 2), the transition tj is enabled if m(pi) > 0 and
X(pd) > g(X). Then, the firing of the transition t i leads to a new marking obtained in the same way as for a
classical Petri net.
More fonnally, an Hybrid Flow Net (HFN) is defined by a n-uplet H = (C, Z, Wc/d, '11~/d' Wd/c) where
C is a continuous flow net as defuied above;
Z is a Petri net;
'II d/ c : Pd x Tc -+ { 0, 1} specifies the continuous transition Ti controlled by a discrete place P1.

'II c/ d : Pc x Td specifies the discrete transitions Ti controlled by a place . If Wc/ d ( i, j) # 0 , the transition is
enabled iff X(i) 2: w (i , j) , and if it is enabled by the rest of the net. Iflllc/ d(i, j ) = 0 , there is no arc between the
place and the transition Tj .
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w:/d : Pc x Td specifies the discrete transitions Ti inhibited by a place . If w:1d( i, j) # 0 , the transition is
enabled iff X (i) ::; \JI (i, j), and ifit is enabled by the rest of the net. If \JI : 1d(i, j) = 0 , there is no arc between the

place and the transition Tj.
In the basic definition, the flow through a transition depends on the values of the input places of the transition
and on a bounded function f (X). It may be interesting to specify a little bit more the form of this function f (X).
To do it, we have introduced the notion of controlled continuous flow net. We will consider two cases:
(a)

the flow modulation by a variable q (figure 3.a). In this case, the flow rate through a transition becomes :
Tt;

= q.f(X)

n

X(i) with 0::; f(X)::; Fmax

Jc(i,j) =l

(b)

the inhibition of the flow by a variable q (figure 3.b). In this case, the flow rate through a transition becomes
Tt;

1
= -./(X)
q

n

X(i) with 0::; f (X) ::; Fmax

r. (i ,J)= l

1'

X I

-,--'

! qi

I

, pJ

! pi

/.

1> ~ s.o--"

I u
r j__

(~)

; y l

p2

Figure 3: Controlled Flow Net
The graphical representation of controlled transition is shown on figure 3. The arcs from control variables to
transitions are directed to the small sides of the transition. Modulation arcs are ended by an arrow while inhibition
arcs are ended by a point. It must be noticed that these variables control the flow but are not affected by it. Only
the variables with arcs connected to the large side of the transition are flowing out.
A simulation tool for Hybrid Flow Nets, that we cannot describe in details because of space limitation, has been
developed in the Matlab environnement.

Application for batch process modelling
Hybrid flow net are especially well suited for batch processes modelling. Petri nets can be used for recipes modelling while several continuous flow nets are used for process modelling, one for each extensive variable that are
of interest such as material, enthalpy or concentration. To show the modelling capability of this tool, we are going
to consider an academic example of batch process made up of four tanks. The tank 2 holds the substrate, the tank
1 holds the biomass inoculum, the third is a bioreactor and the last one is a storage tank (fig 4). The recipe is the
following: first fill the bioreactor with a given quantity of inoculwn (sensor HI), then fill the given bioreactor with
a given quantity of substrate (sensor H2). Then wait for the concentration of substrate is less than 0.01 g/l while
heating with an on/off heater. At the end, transfer the contents of the bioreactor in the storage tank.
To build an hybrid model of this plant, we are going to write the mass, energy and components balances equations. We will denote respectively Vi, Vi , V3, V4 the volume ofliquid in the tanks 1,2,3 and 4. The flow rate of the
valvesu 1, u 2, u 3 and u4 are assumed to be equal to F1 =a. Vio(u1); F2 =a. V26(u2); F3 = {3. V3 / (K + V3 )o(u3) ;
F4 =a.V46(u 4 ) where n , ,Band K are three parameters and o(ui) = 1 the valve is open and 0 if the valve is closed.
The enthalpy of each tank H = pcT, where p is the density of the liquid and c the heat capacity, is denoted H i. The
concentration of biomass and substrate in tank i is denoted respectively X i and Si·
The mass balances equations writes :
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Figure 4: Example of biotechnological batch plant

dVi
dt
dV2
dt

dVi
dt

=

- F2

= -0:c5(u2).V2

=

+F1 + Fz - FJ

= 0:c5(u1).V1 + 0:c5(u2).V2 -

f3/ (K + V3)c5(u3). Vi

dVi

= +F3 - F4 = f3/(K + l'3)c5(u3).Vi - 0:c5(u4).Vi
dt
From these equations, a continuous flow net can be drawn, corresponding to the places pi, p 2 , p 3 , p 4 on the
figure 5. The second step is to write the energy balance. For a given tank, with a inlet stream of flow rate Fin and
temperature Tin and an outlet stream of flow rate Fout and temperature T=t ,the energy equation writes:
dH

dt = Fin pcTin -

F=t pcT=t + Q

where Q is the amount of heat supplied by the heater per unit of time, and that is given by Q = U A(Tc - T), with
U :overall heat transfer coefficient, A :heat transfer area and Tc the temperature of the heating water. This energy
balance equation can be rewritten as follows:

-m
dt = P

in

H
pcT,-in - F =t -V

+ U AT.c -

UAH
-pc -V

In the case of the considered example, only the tank 3 is heated. So the equations for each tank are :

dH1
dt
dH2
dt
dH3
dt

=
=

=

dH4
dt

=

H1
- Fi - = -o:c5(u1)H1
V1
H2
-F2 - = -oc5(u2)H2
V2
H1
H2
HJ
.
U A HJ .
F1 - + F2 - - FJ - + UATcc5(i1) - - - c5(i1)
Vi
Vi
Vi
pc V3
H1
H2
f3
.
UAH3 .
Fi - + Fz - HJ+ U ATcc5(i1) - --c5(i 1)
Vi
V2
K + Vi
pc Vi
H
UAH
Fin pcTin - Fout V + U ATc - pZ V

where c5(i 1 ) = 1 if the heating flow is open. This set of equations can be represented by a flow net as shown in
figure 5 where places pn, P12, P1J, Pl4 are used to describe the energy variables. The energy flow is the same as
the volwne flow except for the addition/removal of heat to the tank 3 which is described by two specific transitions
on the flow net.
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Now, to illustrate that an hybrid flow net can also be used for modelling a reaction, which can. be seen as the
transfer of a specie into another, we are going to consider the bioreaction occurring in the tank 3. First, let us recall
that a bioreaction producing biomass from substrate has a growth that is often modelled with a Monod law under
usual assumptions. The biomass and substrate accumulation in the bioreactor is governed by the following set of
equations:

d(VX)
dt
d(VS)
dt
dV
dt
µ (S)

+ Fin·Xin -

=

µ(S)V.X

FqutX

=

--y v.x + Fin·Sin -

µ(S)

FO'UtS

%5

=

Fin - Fout

=

~m;SS= µ*(S) .S (Monod law)

where Xin and Sin are the biomass and substrate concentration in the inlet stream, X and S the same concentration in the bioreactor and µmax >Yx5 , Ks are some parameters. In our example, we are going to write balances
equations for the total quantity of substrate and biomass in each tank (and not for the concentration). We will denote
X ti = Xi V; and Sti = Xi V;. As there is only biomass in the tank 1, we have St1 = 0 and as there is only substrate
in the tank 2, we have Xt 2 = O. The substrate and biomass evolution in the bioreactor are governed by:

d(V3X3)
dt
d(V3$3)
dt

=

µ•(S3 )S3V3X3 + Fi.X1 - F3XJ

=

_µ •Y.(SJ) S3V3X3 + F2.S2

-

FJS3

%$

The evolution of Xt and St in each tank are given by the following set of equations:
• Tank 1:
• Tank 2:

• Tank3:

=

+F1.X1 + µ* $3Xt3 - FJX3

=

oc5(u1)Xt1 + µ • X3St3 - K

• Tank 4:

=
=

=
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Figure 5: Hybrid Flow Net for the example batch plant
To be complete, the last step is to write the Petri net associated to the recipe, which is straightforward. \\e will
not developped this here because of space limitations.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an application to batch process modelling of a new modelling tool, called hybrid
flow net. this tool is able to describe in a graphical way, continuous and discrete flow interacting together. The
discrete part is a Petri net while the continuous part is called continuous flow net whose dynamic evolution has
be defined so that to be similar to the one of Petri net, with a continuous enabling rule and a continuous firing
rule. Hybrid flow nets are well suited for the modelling of batch processes, which can be seen as a set of flows
interacting together.
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A FORMAL METHODOLOGY FOR REPRESENTING
QUALITATIVE EQUATIONS WITH PETRI NETS
Alessandra Fanni, Alessandro Giua
DIEE: Dip. di Ingegneria Elettrica ed Elettronica - Universita di Cagliari
P.zza d'Armi - 09123 CAGLIARI, Italy - giua@diee.unica.it - Fax: +39 (70) 675-5900
Abstract. The paper describes a formal procedure to construct a Petri net model corresponding
to a given set of quali~ative equations. The approach can be used to study both autonomous systems
and systems with forcing inputs. The dynamic behavior of the system can be studied as sequences of
reachable markings of the net and can be computed with standard Petri net execution techniques. An
electrical circuit is considered as applicative example.

I. Introduction
Qualitative simulation is a well know technique for studying continuous or discrete time systems (1, 3, 4).
The major drawback of qualitative simulation is its fundamental ambiguity: given a qualitative model
of a system and a set of qualitative inputs, more than one qualitative behavior can generally be found
that follows from those initial data. This ambiguity partially depends on the choice of the quantity space
used to represent the qualitive value of the variables. By refining the partitions of the real axis that
define these quantity spaces it is often possible to mitigate this ambiguity.
Another disadvantage of qualitative analysis derives from the fact that we lack effective simple mathematical tools for carrying out the simulation. Solving a set of qualitative constraints requires ingenuity
and the use of heuristics.
We propose a simple way of avoiding this problem. We note that a qualitative system, with its discrete
quantity state space can also be seen as a discrete event system (DES) [8) . Thus its behavior may be
described by any of the models used to represent a DES. This work focuses on the use of Petri nets
models [5].
Petri nets have been used in qualitative simulation by Okuda and Ushio [6 , 7). These authors noted
that each place of a net may be associated to a state of a variable while the firing of each transition
corresponds to crossing a landmark.
In this paper we extend and formalize the approach presented in (2], assuming that each marking (not
place) of a net may be associated t o a state of a variable and that a transition may represent more than
one landmark crossing. Thus when we consider variables with increasing quantity spaces, we need not
modify the structure of the net, but just to change the number of tokens it contains.
The paper presents general algorithms for deriving a Petri net model corresponding to a given set of
qualitative equations in a given quantity space. As a simple applicative example we consider an electrical
circuit.

2. Generalities
Qualitative models
Qualitative modeling exploits relationships that express qualitative connections between the variables
of a physical system.
A qualitative model uses qualitative variables with an associated quantity space defined as a set of
disjoint intervals (possibly of zero length , in which case they reduce to points) that cover the real straight
line. The qualitative value of a variable x is denoted [x] .
The quantity space usually employed is that comprising the intervals (- oo,-e) , (-e, e) , (t, oo); thus
one writes (:r) = -, [:r) = 0, and (x] = + to denote the interval to which the value of x belongs. The
laws that govern the system behavior are expressed as equations between these qualitative variables. One
problem with this approach is the essential ambiguity of the qualitative sum, i.e., [x] + (y) may take any
value in { -, 0, +} if [x] + and (y)
or [z] = - and [y) +.
The qualitative sum ambiguity can be avoided using a finer partition of the real axis that also gives a
better description of the system behavior . As an example, we will often use the quantity space {-n, -n +
1, ... , -1, 0, 1, ... , n - 1, n }. In this case the qualitative sum [x) + [y] follows the same rules of algebraic
addition.
Petri nets as qualitative models
A place/transition net (5) is a structure N = (P, T, Pre, Post), where Pisa set of places represented
by circles; T is a set of transitions represented by bars; Pre : P x T -+ IN is the pre-incidence function
that specifies the arcs directed from places to transitions; Post : P x T --+ IN is the post-incidence
fun cti on that specifies the arcs directed from transitions to places. A marking is a vector M : P -+ IN
that assigns to each place of a P /T net a non-negative integer number of tokens, represented by black
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Figure 1: Representation of self-loops (a), and of parallel transitions (b).
dots. A transition t E T is enabled at a marking M iff M ~ Pre(·, t). If t is enabled at M, then t may
fire yielding a new marking M' with M' = M + Post(·,t) - Pre(-,t). See [5] for a more comprehensive
definition of Petri nets.
We will use Petri nets as qualitative models of physical systems with the following assumptions.
The qualitative value of each variable is associated with t!he marking of a subset of places in the Petri
net. Thus we have the correspondence between qualitative states and markings. The initial state of the
system will determine the initial marking Mo of the net .
The firing of a transition will represent the change of a qualitative variable from one qualitative value
to another. Note that a single transition may be enabled by several different markings, thus the same
transition may represent different qualitative changes.
The set of aU possible states reachabie foom the initial state will be given by the reachability set
R(N, Mo) of the net. The sequence of all possible behaviors is given by all sequences of transitions u
firable from the initial marking.
The change of value of a qualitative variable, say x, is often depending on the value of another one,
say v. Thus, in the Petri net model a transition that changes the marking of the places associated to x
may depend on the marking of the places associated to v. The influence of v over x may be represented
by self-loops, i.e., cycles in t!he net graph containing only one place and one transition.
Consider a transition t self-looped with places p and p' as in Figure 1.(a). The firing oft is only
possible if there is at least a token in p and at least a token in p' . The firing of t, however, does not
change the number of tokens in p and p' . To avoid representing the two arcs between p and t and tbe
two arcs between p' and t we simply assign to transition t the label p A p'. This can also be generalized
to a self-loop of n arcs using the label {p = n} A {p' n}.
We will often need to give a compact representation of a structure in which there are parallel transitions
with different labels Fi, each of which may be the A of single labels as discussed above. A simpler
representation of this will be a single transition with label L : V;F; , as shown in Figure 1.(b).

=

3. Petri net modeling of qualitative systems
In this section we discuss how from a qualitative model of a continuous time system it is possible to
derive a discrete event model using Petri net structures.
Let us consider a continuous time system described by the following set of state equations:

x = Ax+Bu

(1)

where x is a vector with p components, u is a vector with q components, A = { a;,i} is a p x p matrix,
and B = { b;,k} is a p x q matrix.
The qualitative model corresponding to (1) is given by the following set of qualitative equations
(i 1, .. -, p):

=

p

q

[id= L[ai,iHxi] + L[b;,1;](u,1;]
i=l

(2)

k=l

We will consider two different models for state variables in the quantity spaces {-, 0, +} and
{-n, ·-- , 0,·· · ,+n}. For each of these two cases, we will give general construction algorithms to derive a Petri net model representing a given set of qualitative ,equations.
Once a modei ha.s been constructed, the behavior of the net can be studied with various techniques
pertaining to Petri nets. In particular reachability analysis may be used to study the evolution of the
system with standard Petri net simulators [9] . Examples and discussions are presented in Section 4.
Model with quantity space {- ,O,+}
The following algorithm can be used to construct a Petri net model when the quantity space of the
variables is { - , 0, +} .
Algorithm l Consider the qualitative equat ions (2) .
1
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 2: Petri net model with quantity space {-,0,+}. (a) Subnet for x ; with [ai,i] E {0,+}. (b)
Subnet for x; with [a;,;]=-. (c) Subnet for input u,1:.
1. Associate to each state variable x; a Petri net with three places x;-, x;O and xi+, as in Figure 2.(a).
Here a token in place x;- means that [x;] = -, a token in place x;O means that [x;) = 0 , and so on .
Thus, we may write [x;] sign{M(xi+) - M(x;-)} . A physically meaningful initial marking Mo will
be such that Mo(x;-) + Mo(x;O) + Mo(x;+)
1.

=

=

2. Associate to each input Uk a Petri net with three places u1:-, u1:0 and uk+, as in Figure 2.(c). Here a
token in place UJ:- means that [u.1:) = -, and so on. A physically meaningful initial marking Mo will
be such that Mo(uk-)+Mo(ukO)+Mo(uk+) = l.
3. In the net of each UJ: introduce four transitions as in Figure 2.( c ), whose firing will denote the crossing
of a landmark value. As an example, the transition from u.1:+ to u1:0 will fire when the qualitative
value [uk] goes from+ to 0. The transitions are controlled transitions , i.e., they will fire according to
external events and are represented as empty boxes.
4. The qualitative value of the state variable x; will change according to the qualitative value of its
derivative. Due to the ambiguity of the qualitative sum, (i;] may be positive when there exists at least
a positive term in the RHS of eq. (2) , i.e ., when there exists at least a state variable Xj such that
[x;] = [a;,j], or an input u1c such that (uk] = [b;,1c) . To represent this behavior, add several transitions
in parallel from x;- to x;O and from x;O to x;+, one for each term in the sum at the RHS of eq. (2). A
similar reasoning can be applied when variable x; is decreasing.
In Figure 2.(a), are represented the parallel of the increasing transitions with two single transitions tc
and t(; labeled Le , Le' , and the parallel of the decreasing transitions with two single transitions tD
and t'.o labeled Lo, Lo', following the notation defined in Section 2.
To determine the value of the labels on the transitions we will consider two different cases.
(a)[a;,;] E {0 , +}.

In this case let Le = Le' : (V10 Fj)

(V;EJ Fj') (VkEK Gk') where J = {j I j
Fj : { Xj+,
Xj-,

~f [a;,,) = +
if [a;,,)== -

f:. i , [a; ,;] f:. O} , K

(V1:EKGk) and Lo = Lo'

= {k I [b;,.1:) f:. O}, and

F/ : { Xj+, if [a;,1 ] = - Gk : { u1c+, ~f (bi,k)
Xj-, if [a;,,)=+
u1c-, if [b;,k]

=+
=-

Gk' : { u1c+, if (b;,k)
u1c-, if (bi,k]

==+

With these labels we have introduced a transition for each term in the RHS of eq. (2), except for the
term (a;,;](x;] . In fact, when [a;,;] = 0, the term [a; ,;][x;] will be missing from the RHS of eq. (2).
When [a;,;] +, we should consider several cases. If [x;) 0, again the term [a;,;][x;] will not affect
the RHS of eq. (2) and thus there will be no corresponding transition in the parallel of transitions
represented by t(; and tD. If (x;J =+,the term [a;,;)[x;) can never contribute to give a negative value
to [:i:;) and thus there will be no corresponding transition in the parallel
Finally, if [x;] = -, the
term [a;,;)[x;) can never contributes to give a positive value to [xi] hence there will be no corresponding
transition in the parallel tc.
(b) [a;,;]= -. In this case the labels Le' and Lo are constructed as before .
However, the two parallels of transitions t c and t'.o consist of two single transitions with no label as
in Figure 2.(b ). In fact , when [x;J = + ([x;] = -), because of the ambiguity of the qualitative sum,
the term [ai,i][x;] could give a negative (positive) value to [x;] and thus the transition t'.o (tc) could
fire regardless of the marking of the other subnets.

=

=

tv·

Model with finer quantity space
We now assume that the quantity space of the variables be partioned in finer intervals, so as to avoid
the ambiguity of qualitative sum, as discussed in Section 2. In particular, each state variable x ; and
each input u,1: takes qualitative values in the set {-n,· · ., O,. · -, n} . The coefficients [a;,;] and (b;,k] a re
assumed to be integers (this can be done with a suitable normalization) .
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s'

(b)

s'

(c)

(a)

Figure 3: (a) Petri net model with quantity space { -n,. · · ,n}. (b) Modified net for [a;,;] < 0. (c)
Modified net for (a;,i] > 0.
Algorithm 2 Consider the qualitative equations (2).
1. Associate to each state variable x; a Petri net with two places x; and x;', as in Figure 3.(a). The

qualitative value of x; is related to the marking of the net as follows: [x;] = M(x;) - n. A physically
meaningful initial marking Mo will be such that M 0 (x;) +Mo(><) = 2n. Thus, when there are, say,
n + 3 tokens in plaoe x; and n - 3 tokens in place x/ the qualitative value of x; is [x;] = 3
2. Associate to each input Uk a Petri net with two places, labeled Uk and Uk ', as in Figure 3.(a). The
value of [uk] is related to the marking of this net in the same way discussed for the x; subnet.

3. Associate to each variable :i:; a Petri net with two places, labeled i; and i; ', as in Figure 3.(a). Since
[:i:;] is defined by eq. (2) , its quantity space is {-rn,- · ·, 0, · ·., rn }, where r = :L, I [a;,i] I +Ek I [b;,A:] I·
Thus, the value of [:i:;] is related to the marking of the net as follows: [:i:;] = M(x;) - rn .
Since the initial value of [:i:j] is a funchon of the qualitative values of the state variables and inputs, a
physically meaningful initial marking Mo will be such that
Mo(Xj) = 2)a;,;]Mo(x;) - 2)a;,i)Mo(x~) +
iE/

iEl'

L [b;,A:]Mo(uk) - L [b;,k]Mo(uD
kEK

=

kEK'

=

where I= {i I [a;,;] > O}, I'
{i l [a;,;] < O}, K
{k I [b;,k] > O} , and K'
initial marking of the complementary place will be Mo(ij) = 2rn - Mo(i; ).

= {k I [b;,A:] < O} .

The

4. The qualitative value of the state variable x; will chang·e according to the qualitative value of its
derivative. Thus, two transitions will be introduced in each x; subnet, as in Figure 3.(a). The increasing
(decreasing) transition tc (tD) may only fire when [ii] > 0 ([i;] < 0) moving a token from x./ to x;
(from x; to x; '), thus it will have a label Le : Xi rn + 1 (Lo : Xi rn + 1).
Each time the value [x;] changes, according to eq. (2) there will be a corresponding change in all the
[:i:;] such that [a;,;J f 0. Thus, the firing of the transitions in each x; subnet may also change the token
content of the places in some x; subnet. This can be modeled adding arcs of weight [aj,;] between the
transitions of x; and the places of :i:;. As an ·e xample, in Figure 3.(a) the dotted arcs correspond to a
coefficient [a;,;] > 0. The direction of the arcs should be reversed if [a;,;] < 0. Finally, these arcs will
not be present if [a;,;] = 0.
This construction needs to be partially modified for arcs between the transitions in the x; subnet and
the places in the x; subnet , arcs that will be present if [a;,;] f 0. In fact , transition tc associated to
x; may fire only if [:i:;] > 0, i.e., if there are at least rn + 1 tokens in place x;. If [a;,;] < 0, the firing
of tc will remove {ai,i] tokens from place Xi and add [a;,;] tokens to place Xi '. A similar reasoning
can be applied to the firing of transition tn. This behavior is captured in the construction shown in
Figure 3.(b ), where we have removed the labels in the transitions tc and t D because we have explicitely
represented the self-loops. If [a; ,;]> 0, we need to use the construction shown in Figure 3.(c).

=

5. In each u.1: subnet introduce two controlled transitions
denote the crossing of a landmark value.

2.20

=

tc and t0 , as in Figure 3.( a), whose firing will

5
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Figure 4: Applicative example. (a) Electrical circuit. (b) Petri net model with quantity space {-, 0, +}.
( c) Petri net model with quantity space {-2, · · ·, 2}
Each time the value [uk) changes, according to eq. (2) there will be a corresponding change in all the
[xi] such that [b;,.1:] -::/= 0. Thus, the firing of the transitions in each u.1: subnet may also change the token
content of the places in some Xj subnet. This can be modeled adding arcs of weight [bj,l:] between the
transitions of Uk and the places of x;. As an example, in Figure 3.(a) the dashed arcs correspond to a
coefficient [bi,k] > 0. The direction of the arcs should be reversed if [bj,.1:] < 0. Finally, these arcs will
not be present if [bj,.1:] = 0.
The previously described construction may be simplified if eq. (2) contains only one term for a given
Xi· In fact, in this case the qualitative value of Xi is equal to the qualitative value of a state variable x;
or of an input Uk (possibly changed of sign). Thus, we need not introduce the Xi subnet. Examples of
this case will be discussed in Section 4.

4. Example
Consider the second order circuit in Figure 4.(a) . The state variables are x 1 = v, and x 2 =i. Assuming
unitary values of R, L, and C the state equations and the corresponding qualit ative equations for this
system are:

{

~~
di

dt

= - cJRv + ti
1

{

1

- rv + ru

[x1] = -[xi] + [x2]
[x2] = - [xi] + [u]

Figure 4.(b) shows the Petri net model obtained with Algorithm 1, assuming a quantity space
{-, 0, +}, while Figure 4.(c) shows the Petri net model obtained with Algorithm 2, assuming a quantity
space {-2, · · ·, 2}.
In Figure 5.( a) we have given the reachability graph of the net in Figure 4.(b) . Note that for easiness
of representation we have projected the reachable markings over the state space of the two nets, i.e., any
marking shown in the figure is of the form M = [M(x 1 - ) M(x1 0) M(x 1 +) M(xr ) M(x20) M(x2+)]T.
In the figure, arcs labeled u+ (u-) may only fire when (u] + ([u]
Assume now the forcing input has a constant value [u] = 0. The behavior of the net is given by the
graph in Figure 5.(a) where all arcs labeled u+ and u- are removed. By inspection, we see that starting
from any initial state it is possible to reach the steady state {[xi] 0, (x 2] O} , corresponding to marking
(0 1 0 0 1 OJT . This state is a steady state because no arcs are leaving it.
On the contrary, if the forcing input has a constant value {u] = +, the behavior is given by the graph
in Figure 5.(a) where all arcs labeled u- are removed . In this case, one can see that no st eady state
will exist according to this model. This is in contradiction with the actual behavior of the system . This
discrepancy is due to the ambiguity of the qualitative model chosen to describe it, and can be avoided
using a finer quantity space.
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Figure 5: (a) Reachability graph of the net in Figure 4.(b ). (b) Rechability graph of the net in Figure 4.( c)

for [u]

= +2.

As an example , assuming a quantity space {-2, · · ·, 2} , with constant input [u] = +2, we obtain the graph in Figure 5.(b ), where for simplicity we have represented in each node the vectors
{M(xi) M(x2) M(x1) M(x2)JT. In this case, we see that starting from any intial state, after a finite
number of steps the steady state marking (4 4 4 4jT (corresponding to the state {[x 1 ] 2, (x2] 2, (:i:i]
0, (x2] O} ), is reached.

=

=

=

=

5. Conclusions
The paper discussed how Petri nets may be used for the qualitative modeling of physical systems.
Given the quantitative description of a physical system behavior, the corresponding qualitative description is derived and is compiled into a Petri net structure. Different Petri net structures may be used
to represent the same qualitative behavior depending on the choice of the variable quantity space. Both
systems described by homogeneous differential equations and systems with external forcing inputs have
been considered.
There are some advantages in using Petri nets to represent the qualitative behavior of a system.
Firstly, there is a simple and intuitive correspondence between the marking of the net and the state
of the system. Secondly, the dynamic behavior of the system can be studied as sequences of reachable
markings of the net , as we have shown in the applicative example.
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Abstract. An a utomata-based approach for the modeli ng of ha tch plants as well as products is presented . The
different units of a plant are modelcd as bounded Petri nets and products arc represented by way of their recipes. With
the focus on synchronization and hooking issues, we propose general Petri net huilding-hlocks for the construction of
these recipes. Both, resource and recipe models s upport formal supervisor sy nthesis for dynamic resource allocation
according to the Ramadge-Wonham framework.

I

Introduction

Batch processes take an important place in process industries. A batch process involves a sequence of phases that are
carried out o n a discrete quantity o f material within a piece of operating eq uipmen t (resource). The control o f this
kind of systems is discrete in order to achieve transitions hetween different cor.trol modes. and continuo~1s within
these modes. As examples for the different kinds of control involved we can mention traditional steady-stat e set-point
control or tracking as typical continuous control tasks, and sequencing and synchronization as two typical discrete
control tasks.
A model beco mes mean ingful first when it fills some purpose, e.g. simulation, control-design, analysis. In this
paper we propose models of the plant and its discrete specifications that (I ) support the synthesis of discrete control
and (2) easily can express the resulting behavior of the controlled plant. For an overview o f different modcling
techniques for hatch processes, we refer the reader to a survey found in [I]. In this study the authors compare
high-level Petri nets, temporal logic and Minimax algehra as modeling tools. However, to our knowledge, the
sy nc hronization issues associated with ma terial tra ns fe rs have not been considered.
We introduce Petri ne t models for hoth plant resources and recipes (product specificatio ns). Even though plant
resources work continuously, it is possible to classify their behavior in to discrete states. A transition between states
is caused by the occurrence of events signaling the beg inning or th e e nd of continuous tasks on one ha nd and a recipe
demanding access to a resource o n the other.
In batch processes, a recipe or product specification is a sequence of operations to he performed on certain
quantities of raw materials a nd results in the product. Since the most accurate c haracterization of a product is hy
means of its recipe it is natural to model each product hy its recipe. A for our purposes suitable mode l o f the pmduct
specificatio n not only ex presses sequences of operations but also the related synchronization of needed resou rces in
a formal way. The proposed models give special attention to sy nc hronization mechanisrr.s hctween resources when
material flow is involved. This is a particularly interesting problem since, unlike in most manufacturin g systems,
hoth, source and target resource have to cooperate to move material.
Thus, we consider recipes consisting of live general kinds o f elements - sequence of operations, moving material,
differe nt ways to join material, adding material during an operation, and the splitting o f material. These elementary
task models are formalized with respect to resource booking and the necessary synchronization o f invo lved resources.
Furthermore, general and reusable Petri net huildir.g hlocks representing these elementary tasks are introd uced. Using
these building blocks a recipe model can easily be put together.
The possible behavior of the controlled process can be expressed hy sync hronizing the different resource models
with the recipe mode l. B y this we mea n that transitions in resources and recipe that are eq:.iipped with identical
labels are fo rced to fire simultaneously, thus forcing the different Petri net models to execute in synchrony. From
this process model a booking model is easily derived, which controls the booking and unhooking o f resources. It
can be used to algorithmically synthesize a discrete supervisor that coordinates the simultaneous execution of several
recipes within the plant (6]. The supervisor sy nthesis is done according to an extension (21 o f the Wonh am-Ramadge
approach [3].
We sta rt by introducing resource models. After discussing different synchronization and hooking issues, a recipe
model is proposed. Some conclusions end the paper.

2

Modeling Resources

In this paper we assume the plant to consist of two generic classes of resources (equipment devices), na mely processors (units) and transporting devices. Processors are typica lly tanks, reactors, and other container-like units, full y
equipped with contro l modules and other d evices to ma nipulate a batch. Transporting devices, on the other hand,
have as their main task to open and close connections hetwcen processors causi ng and preventing mate rial now. A
special case are supply tanks, th at is, tanks that con tain the raw mate rials a batc h product consists of. We assum e them
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to be infinite in contemt (that is, sufficient content for the given recipes), and are modelcd as on/off valves, which,
when booked, denote that one recipe has gained access to the corresponding supply tank. In this paper we exemplify
processors with tanks and transporting devices with on/off valves, and use bounded Petri nets as our modcling tool.
Modeling P-rocessors
Our main concern is to keep the Petri net representation as general and flexihle as possihle. In [6J processor models
consisting of three sta,tes (places) have been introduced. In the present approach, which focuses more on the hooking
of resources. only two control places (states) .arc necessary (see Fig. I). Each processor has a numher of places and
a unique event alphabet. Whenever a processor model is created, a set of unique events arc assigned to the Petri net
template by adding the modeled resource 's lD as an index to each event.
Modeling Transporting Dev.ices
Besides the natural states UN BO OKED and BOOKED, two extra states in which the valve is kept closed, BLOCKED _I
and BLOCKE D_2, are needed (see Fig. 1). These two extra states are necessary since a valve with two outlets can he
hlocked by at most two recipes. Each recipe blocking one of the valve's outlets.

a:n(a)
/Jp

unbooked

ub

booked

rrb

hk

bk

(b)
booked

b

nnbookcd

ubk

blocked_ I

11bk

blockcd_2

Figure I: Automata representation of (a) a processor and (h) a valve template
When moving material from one processor to the next a numher of valves have to cooperate to open and close
certain connections. Thus, a higher-level class of transporters, called connection line or just line, is created.
Mode'ling Connecting Lines A line is an ahstract ohject that has purely supervisory functions. For each possihlc
connection between any two processors a line ohjcct can automatically he created from information about the plant's
topology. A line serves as a kind of mediator, hooking and coordinating the different valves needed to open and close
a connection. lts booking automata is shown in Fig. 2. At the even,t blij, meaning "hook line ij'', the line object hooks
or blocks ,tlhc differcnl vailvcs needed for ·controHing the connections, as soon as they become available. A valve Vi·,
for example, is booked, if event bl· can he triggered in both the line automaton and the automaton representing Vi·.
This is automatically achieved by synchronizi ng the two automata. That is, events hy the same name have lo happen
simultaneously.
When the linc is ready and set, sig11allcd hy the event Jok;; ("line i.i ok"), it is closed hy default. When opening
and closing the line, the corresponding valves arc opened or closed, respectively. Event lub;i initiates the unhooking
of the line and its associated valves.
1

case .1
Figure 2: PN representation of a connecting line

case 2

Figure 3: Synchronous Booking of Lines

3 Modeling the Recipe
Product models or recipes can be specified on different lcvcils of abstraction. Following the SP88, one can distinguish
between the plant-independent general recipe. which describes the operations to be applied without reference to 11ny
specific equipment to be used, and the master recipe, which, besides the operations, also shows the rnw materials
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path through a specific plant. Recipes on an even lower abstraction level describe the detailed control that has to he
applied.
Jn this paper we will concentrate on models to specify the plant-dependent master recipe. These models then can
be used together with the previously introduced plant models to synthesize discrete supervisors that coordinate the
execution of different recipes. We will here model the following basic functions:
• operation: different phases applied to a part of the batch
• move: moving the batch from one unit to another

• add: adding material into a unit that already contains part of the hatch (e.g. as part of an operation)
• join: merging of two parts of a hatch from two source units into a third target unit
• split: separating of a hatch into two

di~junct

parts

Modeling Operations

An operation is a major processing sequence applied to the whole or a well-defined part of the hatch. Each operation
has to he executed within only one unit and no two operations can he applied to the same part of the hatch concurrently. An operation consists of a set of different phases that can he executed in sequence or parallel. They start at a
well-defined initial state/set of states and arc supposed to terminate in some final (set of) state(s), satisfying a number
of constraints on the way.
For our purpose it suffices us to represent each operation as a single place in a PN. Whenever a token is placed in
this place, a local, hyhrid supervisor helonging to the current unit and synthesized according to the hybrid supervisory
control theory (HSCT) introduced in [5J and [4 J. is taking control. Its purpose is to transfer the system safely from
its current initial system-state to some final state. As soon as this final state is reached, the transition exiting from the
PN place is enabled.
Joining of Material Flows

In order to better understand the different ways two independent branches of a hatch can he joined, and the accompanying mechanisms, we now interpret a join as the mixing of the contents of two tanks Pi and P-i into a third tank.
say P3 .
The general join consists of a pre-synch phase, a synchronization point and concludes with a post-synch phase.
In the pre-synch phase, both material flows (from P 1 to P.1 and from P2 to P.1) are started independently of each
other and execute until they each reach some pre-specified synchronization point. During the post-synch ph<1se both
material flows are executed in synchrony with eat:h other. For this, a separate specification in the form of a defined
order in which to join the different flows. or continuous restraints can he added, which control the coordination of
the two flows during the join. The hybrid control synthesis introduced in [6J can he used under certain restrictions to
generate fitting controllers that guarantee that the restrictions will he satisfied.
One special case of the general join is the synchm11011s join. Here the pre-synch phase is empty, that is, both
joining parts of the batch have to he ready and synchronized before they are combined. This implies, that all required
resources have been booked by the recipe. Normally the joining is controlled by specifications. No specifications
imply that after the initial synchronization hoth flows arc executed independently of each other, as for example a tank
that is to be filled simultaneously from two inlets.
The other extreme is an asynchronous join. Taking the same interpretation as above, in the asynchronous case
neither of the source tanks has to wait for the other in order to empty its content into the target tank. Both branches
of the join act independently of each other and arc synchronizcJ after the filling is finished . This correspands to an
empty post-synch phase.
In the sequel, only the asynchronous and the synchronous join arc of interest. A special application of the
asynchronous join is a so-called add, which describes the adding of one material flow to another as part of an
operation. An example is the adding of a catalyst at a certain point of a reaction.
Booking of Resources

All resources have to be hooked by a recipe before they can he utilized by that particular recipe. For the representation
of an operation this has no consequence since we already assume the batch to be contained in the unit. All other basic
PN huilding blocks, however, are concerned with transferring material from one unit (source) to another (target).
Before any material can he transferred. the target emit, together with the line that connects the two units, needs to he
booked hy the recipe. A line is only hooked when both the target and source unit have already been secured hy the
recipe. This guarantees the line's availability ad avoids the occurrence of circular waits on the line/unit level.
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Synchronous Booking of Connecting Lines Assume that the contents of two units, P 1 and P2 , arc supposed to
be merged into unit P,1 . Two lines, namely P1 P 1 and I'2 P.i, need to be booked by the same recipe. Assume further
that both lines need to either book or block the same valve, say Vi.-. Since the opening and closing of both Jines is to
he controlled by the same local supervisor, it can be assured that the common valve is opened and closed correctly
and this kind of double-booking is allowed.
From the booking point of view we distinguish between three cases:
• Botlt lines need to block Vk: No competition arises, since blocking a valve docs not book it.

Vi-: The two line-events denoting the hooking of Vi- arc synchronized, i.e. they are
treated as only one event and fired simultaneously (sec Fig. 3, case I). Whenever a valve is booke<l, it is closed
by default.

• Roth lines need to book

• The two lines need to block and book Vi., respectively: Valve Vk is booked by the recipe. This is done by
changing the label bkk to bk and then treating the two identically lahclcd events as one event as above (sec
Fig. 3, case 2).

[n the Jas·t two cases, the recipe has to resolve the competition for the valve and guarantee that only one lin e is
opened at a time.
More formally: Let E 1 .~ and E~u denote the event alphabets of line automata P1 I'.1 and P-iI'.1 respectively and
let EJoin = Eu U Ez,3. Then we define a rc-labeling function /j0 ; 0 : ~.inin-+ L joiu for TE Ljoin such that
/ioin(r)

={

b;
1

if T = hie; /\ b; E
if otherwise

Ljoin

As a result of this possible competition for transpor·ting devices, we distinguish between two ways of honking
resources in connection with join constructs : synchronous booking and asynchronous hooking. Synchronous boolcing
implies that both lines have to be hooked at the same time, anti can . for example, he used when a recipe needs lo
hook two lines that share some transporting device. Otherwise, asyn chronous hooking can be employed, i.e. hoth
lines are hooked indcpenden.t·ly of each olhcr.
For all synchronous joins, synchronous booking is used (S) while asynchronous joins can he associated with
asynchronous (A) Jine booking, independent of whether or not there is a competition for transporting devices.
1

General Building B'locks for Material Transfer
Each !ransfer of material requires a'I least three resources: a target unit, one or more source units an<l connect:ng
line(s). As soon as all involved source units are read y for material transfer, the system goes through the following
steps: (I) l3ooking of target unit and corresponding lines, (2) preparation of target unit (preprocessing), (3) the actual
material transfer, and (4) the post-processing (e.g. cleaning) and unbooking of all source units.
To be able to efficiently model a general building hlock, we first need to define some operations on PNs.
Different Synchronization Operations The full sync'1rono11s composi,tion operator P Ni II I' N 2 models the interaction of two concurrently executing PNs, P Ni and P N 2 . This interaction requires simullaneous participation of
all the involved nets on mutually laheled transitions.
A finite set of events {r 1 , ••• , r,, } lahcling a transition t is called an eve/lf connection. In this case when f. fires all
events Ti, .•• , r,, are triggered simullaneously. As an example consider th ree Petri nets P N 1 , P N2, P N:i. Assume
that P N 1 contains a transition Jaheleu with the connected event {r 1 , r 2 } and P N 2 and I'N;i, contain an event 1 1 and
r 2 , rcspective'ly. No other mulual events exist. If these three Petri nets are to he executed using full synchronous
composition then the three transitions lahcled with r 1, r 2 and {r 1 , r2} can only he fired simultaneously.
As a last operation we introduce the alternative connection of even.ls, denoted by (r1 , 1 2 , •:i) with r; denoting
transition labels. The alternative connection is interpreted as follows: As soon as r 1 is ready to fire it is connected
to either r 2 or r 3 , depending on which of these is first enabled, and the newly found set of connected events. either
{r 1, r2} or {1 1 , r 3 }, is fired in direct sequence. After that, the remaining transition, r:i or r 2 , is fired as soon as it is
enahlcd. It is important to note that the firing of the transition labeled that way cannot start without the firing of r1.
This operator is .:asily generalized to the case where r2 and r 3 can he substituted by sets of connected events.
Furthermore, if the PN is hranching following an alternative connection, laheled paths can be specified to he taken uepending on the events fired. We then write (11 , { r1 } 1 , { Tk } 2) for an alternative connection, with the PN interpretation
shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: The alternative connection operators with Jabcled paths (cf. a 1 and a2 in Fig. 5) and their PN interpretations

Building Blocks for Material Transfer We start by proposing generic PN building blocks that illustrate booking
and synchronization aspects of the different kinds of material transfer. Using these models we can then deduce
booking models which are used to synthesize a discrete supervisor for dynamic resource allocation.
Figure 5{a) shows the generic building block used to model the two different join constructs (A, S). All transition
labels are generic plant events assuming material transfer from two source units, P; and Pj to the target unit PA»
using lines P; Pk and Pi PA,. In the case of an S-join the bottom part of the building block can be collapsed as shown
in Fig. 5(b). In case one or both of the source units are supply tanks, it was mentioned before that supply tanks arc
modclcd as on/off valves and are thus booked by the corresponding line. If. for example, the generic P; is a supply
tank, then all generic events from P; 's Petri net arc omitted.

p~~

(a)

p*w

=:::i

(b)

(c)
Soo

0'2

Figure 5: Generic building blocks for material transfer: (a) A-join, (h) collapsed hottom part of S-join, and (c) split
The building block expressing a split is shown in Fig. 5(c)whcre the batch is split from one source unit, Pb into
two target units, Pi and P;. Note that both target units are booked independently of each other in the first case.
An alternative way would be to connect the events hooking the two target units and the corresponding lines. The
main disadvantage of this alternative is that both units need to be availahle simultaneously for the booking to take
place; a fact that easily could lead to starvation if there are several recipes competing for the plant's resources. The
interpretation of the local controllers is as before. The special case where one part of the batch is extracted into a
target unit, while the rest stays in the original unit can be derived by pruning the split block. Analogously, a simple
move can be derived from either of the two building blocks by deleting the unnecessary places.
The transitions labelcd o;, i
1, 2 represent important synchronization points where synchronization between
different resources is required . This synchronization is achieved by connecting the corresponding events in the plant's
resource models.
<71 coordinates the hooking of target unit and corresponding lines, and guarantees that no line is booked without
the target unit being secured. a 2 , on the other hand, ensures that the lines are ready and the target unit preprocessed
before material transfer is started.
This building blocks also contains local superviso rs (denoted by S), which control activities on a lower hierarchical level:

=

• S 0 leads the targe t unit through a number of phases with the purpose of preparing it for operation.

• S 1 controls the actual material transfer by opening and closing the corresponding linc(s). S 1 continues to
control the target unit(s) even after the source unit{s) have been emptied, so as to allow the material transfer
to be part of another operation. The nature of S 1 depends very much on the kind of material transfer modclcd
(synchronous or asynchronous, join or split).

• S2 is used to post-process a source unit before releasing it. After 5 2 has accomplished its task, the unit is
released (unhooked).
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The following table gives the interpretation of tile a-labeled transitions for the A, the Sand the split case, respectively.
Sjoin

A join

{lok," , lok;.i.. }

(e, {lok;k} , {lokjk} )

hatch split
(e, {bp;, bh;} , {bpj , blk'} )

'71

Note ,that each building block can be divided into an upper booking part and a transfer part (below u 2 ). Thus.
when building a recipe different booking strategics can be implemented.
B(}oking Models From the point of view of a supervisor lhal coordinates the booking and unbooking of resources,
die on,ly relevant information is to know when resources are booked and when they become available again. That is,
it is of no interest for a supervisor whether a unit is preprocessed, ready to receive an already booked batch or already
operating on a batch. All these cases imply ,that the unit is booked by some recipe and hence not available.
The booking models for the difCerent material transfers are given in Fig. 6 and are obtained by eliminating all
events that do not book or unbook some resource.
1

(c)

Figure 6: Petri net representation of booking models

4 Condus.ions
Generic discrete-event models suitable for supervisor syn,thesis have been presented. Starting with these representations, a maximally permissive supervisor can be synthesized that coordinates the execution of simultaneous recipes
by allocating resources. Since complexity is the major setback of the supervisor synthesis, two kinds of building
blocks have been introduced: a somewhat more elaborate to focus on synchronization and booking issues and a more
compact one only focussing on resource allocation.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to discuss the advantages but also the problems of using general purpose
discrete simulators for traffic simulation. This wiU be investigated by two representatives of different classes of
simulators: i. e. GPSS/H - a textual modelling language, and Micro Saint - a modelling language with a graphical
user interface. This two languages should demonstrate their features for modelling and simulation of a traffic
system of an Austrian city.
As case study a system of four junctions and a roundabout included in .an open traffic system were chosen. As
conclusion there is a summary of the advantages and disadvantages of the chosen simulation language.

Traffic system
The junctions of interest are located in Wiener Neustadt. The traffic engineers have implemented a system of
traffic manipulation which tries to make the public transportation more effective and convenient. The busses are
favoured at the junctions. This is realised by a radio signal which is sent from the arriving busses and the traffic
light cycle is adjusted in order to grant the busses as soon as possible the passing of the junction.
The following picture describes the situation:

Four main s treets are leading into the traffic system: Fischauergasse, Pottendorfer StraBe, Wiener StraBe, Grazer
StraBe (continuing to Wiener StraBe). You can go from Fischauergasse to Wiener StraBe by passing Mie/3lgasse
and from Wiener Strafie to Pottendorfer Stra!le by passing Stadiongasse. At the northern end of Mie/3lgasse you
have a roundabout built there, a[) the other junctions are controlled by 1traffic lights.
The data and all other information to build a fitting model have been collected by the town government of
Wiener Neustadt.
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Short description of Micro Sa.i nt
Micr·o Saint is a process based, discrete simulation language with a graphical user interface. It is available on
many software platforms, its system requirements are very low. The models are stored in an ASCII - format
which eases transportation or even editing.
Using Micro Saint is easy to learn. Its structure is very useful for small simulation problems which should be
solved within a short time. For huge models it is necessary to deepen the knowledge of Micro Saint and its
features like user defined functions and the use of variabt.es. Micro Saint also provides the possibility to use
programming structures Hke ,,if' statements and loops. Micro Saint also provides functions for tracing data and
for creating an animation.
At the end of 1996 there was published a new version of Micro Saint which is adopted for the common
operation systems. There have been also repaired some bugs of the old version and some new features were
implemented. In general tvficro Saint is a very useful tool for simulation for everyone's purpose.

Modelling of Traffic Systems in Micro Saint
The simulation language Micro Saint consists of four main elements: the entity, the task, the path and the
decision. The entity is the object which goes it's way along the path changing the way or splitting at decisions
through a network of decisions. Therefore the entities are representing the various vehicles, the tasks represent
parts of the street. The decisions are used to model the decision of a vehicle about the way to go.
The following screen shot of a part of the Micro Saint model shall demonstrate how the real system can be
modelled in this simulator. The oval items are tasks w:hich are representing parts of the street with a length of
about 7m. The 11ectangles show several subnets, which are containing tasks as well, but they are used for
controlling the traffic lights and pedestrians. The lines represent the paths that are used by the entities (vehicles).
The small rectangles beside the tasks are showing the queues, vmere the vehicles are waiting for green light. The
small rhombs are the symbols for the decisions. Whenever a path is splitting such a decision guides the entity into
the right direction.

@1
~

Micro Saint - network diagram of the mode.I oHhe investigated junction.
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Some implemented features of the model
Various types of vehicles are implemented by means of numerical attributes of entities. It is possible to define
different values for the length, the average speed, the standard deviation of the speed, the mean acceleration, the
standard deviation of the acceleration. The acceleration after the stop at the traffic light is also implemented as
well as the changing the speed with regard on 1the speed of the vehicle in front.
Furthermore the traffic c·oncept of Wiener Neustadt is implemented as far as ·the busses in the model are able
ito announc·e themselves at the next junction, and then the .traffic light control of the junction reacts and adjusts its
cycle to provide the passage for the bus as soon as possible.

Some features that are not im·p lemented
Some properties of real life traffic are not implemented. The reason for this is to find in some bugs of the
simulation language. For example it is not implemented, that the vehicles reduce their speed under the speed of
the vehicle in front. It was tried to relieve this system by using queues, but there is a mistake in the administration
of the qu•eues which leads to deadlocks.
Another feature that has not been implemented was the Psycho-Physic-Distance-Model (PPDM). It would
have been possible to have this feature implemented, but it would have made the model more complex and would
have led to unacceptable runtimes.

Advantages and disadvantages of Micro Saint for modelling and simulation of traffic
systems
The main advantage of Micro Saint is as well its main disadvantage: The very simple and easy to learn structure.
But especially for modelling traffic systems it is often necessary to formulate complex system logic such as the
Psycho-Physic-Distance-Model (PPDM), where the simple structures are insufficient.
A very positive aspect of modelling traffic systems in Micro Saint derives from the fact that it is not necessary
to create .a n animation. If the structure of the model is chosen with regards to appearance of the real system the
network diagram acts also as an animation. A further advantage is the possibility to control most features with
variables.
Some negative characteristics can be found in the lack ofalphanumeric variables and that it is not possible to
get information about entities that ar·e in a task when this task is not active. The user defined functions are quite
useful but the possibility of using parameters makes it V·ery difficult to calculate even simple formulas.
The conclusion of this investigations is that Micro Saint is only suitable for small traffic systems, but it is very
useful to understand the important characteristics of modelling and simulation of traffic systems.

S!ho:rt description of GPSS/II
GPSS/H is a text-based simulation language with many "blocks" .and commands for modelling and controlling a
simulation. GPSS/H is a compiler based one and not an interpretative program, therefore GPSS/H is very fast in
doing simulation, but there are no possibilities to change the model description during the simulation itself. The
blocks describe stations, where the "entities" flowing through the system are handled in some -way. A sequence of
blocks builds up the model. The commands allow various experiments, including iterated simulation runs with
statistical evaluations.
GPSSIH is a very powerful "programming language" with easy to learn basic elements. To create a more
complex model it is necessary to study details of the language, which takes a couple of time. GPSS/H offers a
wide range of possibilities to define functions or subroutines. interfaces to C and FORTRAN programs are
completing the features ofthis simulation language.
A complete output file shows a wide range of results including all queues used, resources, etc. This file is also
stored in ASCII format. To compute more results, there may be defined other result files to be imported into any
calculating I statistical program. Such user defined files are also necessary for doing animation with Proof
Animation®.
GPSS/His avai'lable for the most computer operating systems including Windows 95 and Windows NT, and runs
very stable.
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ModeUing of traffic sy.st,ems in GPSSIH
To Cl'eate a model for a traffic system, it is essential to think how to model the street between two jwictions. This
section of a street has a certain length, and a car occupies a certain space in this section according to the length of
the car and to the distance to the car in front. There are additional characterisations for each car, (velocity,
reaction time, etc.). The vehicles are represented as "entities" and the above mentioned characterising parameters
mark these entities as attributes.
There is a principle problem: The order of the cars passing the street should not change, while each car may
drive at its own speed. A section of a street is modelled by a resomce (station) with a capacity corresponding to
its length. Therefore at the begin the length of this part ofa street has to be fixed exactly. If the car (entity) enters
such a street section, it is splitted: the first copy occupies its space in the storage, the other copy is stored into a
FIFO user queue to control the order of the cars coming along. To get these two parallel flows of entities merged,
the entities have to stay in a "MATCH" block waiting for each other. This concept can be implemented in
GPSS/Hin a very easy way.
Additionally, at the end of a s·treet section a facility (resource with capacity 1) is implemented, controlling the
temporary distance (reaction time) of two cars. This is important, because the differences in length, e.g. between
a bike and a truck, l!I'e also ,effecting the time the entities take to pass the street at this ending point. This
modelling strategy guarantees, that the forementioned problem of individual velocity and order of cars can be
solved efficiently.
After modelling this complex submodel of a street section the overall model can be built with these
submodels, whereby single resources are used to link them. Also flow of traffic may be locked and opened there,
in order to model the traffic signals. Extra queues have to be defined there to simulate the dangerous parts of a
jtmction or a roundabout, .and to control the higher priority of the public rransport.
The whole model has a capacity of more than 2800 vehicles in a hour. The simulation of a whole day takes
about 10 to 12 minutes on a 486DX4-133.

Advantages and disadvantages of GPSS/ff for modelling and simulation of traffic
systems
GPSS/H is a textual simulation language, also with "basic" features of a programming language. Consequently,
nearly everything can be modelled (prograrruned). Furthermore, GPSS/H is a compiler based language and
therefore extremely fast in running a simulation, and GPSS/H also offers a very good random number generator.
Creating an output file, GPSS/H offers a standard output file with plenty of data stored. This file is very hard
to read especially for a novice in simulation.
While the graphical model of Micro Saint can be seen as a kind of animation, there is nothing similar
included into GPSS/H on its own. It is necessary to create an additional output file for the animation package
ProofAnimation.
In GPSS/H, modelling and programming of almost everything can be done, but the environment is very
inconvenient and "old-fashioned", but GPSS/H is veiy fast. ln GPSS/H also other approaches for modelling of
traffic systems may be implemented, but the modeller must be .an expert user .
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FROM PETRl-NET SIMULATIONS TO EFFECTIVE INSENTIVE SYSTEMS
Marcel Hutter :and Edouard Schmid
Hutter & Parmer Dendrit Risk Management
Hintergasse l, CH-8180 Billach, Tel/Fax: +0041-1-861 07 70

Abstract. Our aim is to convince m.anager:s to incorporate simulation results into the financial accounting,
especially when dealing with fortuitous processes. A total risk management framework is developed for the
example of combined gas/steam power plant<;.
·
The complex decision making process in the fie.id of oombined gas/steam power plant construction with its
reliability-, availability-, and maintainability (RAM) risk cannot be :handled adequately without simulation. We
start on the technical level by defining a Petri-net representation of a combined gas/steam power plant As a first
result we get ·t he distributions for the RAM relevant variables. We then take into account the different
specifications in the .s ales cootracts and derive lhe corresponding financial distributions. With the help of these
distributions, we are in a position to decide on risk adjusted journal entries, thus are able to generate the stable
and meaningful •contract relaled income or expense.
Only now we ar·e ready for a fair performance measurement and correspondingly are able to build effective
insentive systems for all involved acteurs of the decision process. A harmonized approach, integrating the views
of RAM engineers, techniciens, salesmen, insurance expects, traders, accountants, financial controllers,
(reaSuretS, top management, and shareholders is envisaged.

Introduction.
Many processes .in banking, insw:ance, but also in d1e indus1trial business are clearly fortuitous. Of course, in all
these fields many models bave already been developed to 11epresent the conesponding random processes. What we
would like to see is a consequent further processing of the model results on the financial and accounting side.
Unfortunately, this bas only been done so far in the insurance business, and to a certain extent in banking, but
definitely not f~.41.duslrial business.
We recommend in all these fields to estimate the distributions for the relevant financial variables. These
distributions sbould than also be the basis for every journal entry.
In ot.i.r view, the most mea:nin;g ful accounting approach wbenev·e r chance plays an important role, is to
distinguish be.t ween expected and unexpec·t ed contributions. The basis for a journal entry which affects the
profit and loss accollDts :should be the expectation value of the fmancial variable. As the deviations from the
expedalion are random and consequently cannot be attributed meaningfully to any of the acteurs involved (e xcept
to the top management and the shareholders) they should be managed by means of one risk pool clearly declared
in the balance sheet. Therefore, tbe .responsibility of managing this very risk pool can certainly not be attributed
,ro the salesman. It is dearly the top management and the shareholdezs that should have a coherent concept of
bow to handle risks witbin :their enterprise.
A first attempt in this direction is 1the recently implemented credit risk management system ACRA (Actuarial
Credit Risk Accounting) (3] by !he Swiss B.aciking Corporation, one of the three largest Swiss banks. The core
of the ACRA model is also based OD distributions .a nd on the distingtion of expected and unexpected losses of
both capital and interesl However, the accounting is slightly different than what we suggest
In this paper we put the focus on an example from the energy industry. The sale contract for a combined
gas/sream power plant is not so far away from any banking or insurance contraccs. It is a question of the related
underlying characteristics. A power plant contract usually guarantees the buyer a certain level of annual energy
oolpUL As the ~tual energy output is of course a random variable. we treat this sale contract exactly as explained
above. 'The accot.mting concept is the 'expectation variance' principle.
We start OD ilie te.choic:al level by defining an adequate Petri-net.representation of a combined gas/steam power
planL As a first result, after simulating wi:t:bin ilbe Petri-net model, we get distribution curves for the RAM
relevant variables. We then take in~o accowit the guaramee, penalty, refund and price specifications defmed in the
contract between the buyer and the seller. lbe combination of these contract specifications and the distributions
for the recbnical variables lead finally to the distributions of the financial variables. Tuey must be the basis for
all fwtbec management considerations. Book keeping practices must be tightly linked to these cwves; they may
not "live a separate life" but must be totally harmonized. Thus, with the help o f these financial distributions, we
are in a position to decide on risk adjusted journal entries.
A .total risk management framework is developed analy:zing dwee different sales contracts and discussing in
detail 1the following above mentioned vie ws: RAM engineer, techniciens, salesmen, and financial controllers,
accountants respectively.
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The View o.f the RAM engineer
Wichout adequate RAM analysis, 1the fundamental technical questions concerning complex gas/steam power
plants ·c annot be solved appropriately. RAM studies may be accomplished io many different ways. The most
demanding :a nd powerful but also timeoonsuming way is die building of a model lbat is based on simulation
tools. Our simulation model is built and discusse.d using the Petri-net approach.
The Petri-net model as defined by !he RAM engineer is .nod1ing else than an o!her representation of a Marcov
pr:ocess (2J. The analyred combined gas/steam power plant consists of one ga.Hurbine (G) wich built-in exhaused
by-pass, one steam-turbine (S) and is linked ·t hrough ooe boiler-.s ystem (B),. Every element is dependent on che
other. All assumptions concerning their failure and .r epair rates are shown in Exhibit 1.
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Tue RAM engirieer knows that the exhaused by~pass never causes damage. Moreover, be knows thal a system
with built-in exhaused by-pass behaves slightly different compared to a system without by-pass (Exhibit 2). The
by-pass has .the <effect cha.I the total system observed will .n ot it otally break down when the boiler-system or the
steam-turbine falls out. However, i'l will fall ·i nto a state ·w ith a lower performance level due to not being linked
to the combined effect anymore. Therefore, be defines a Markov model tbat incorporates the fact that if either the
boiler-system or the steam-turbine breakes down, than the total system will still produce energy, however, on a
lower level. He assumes for those two states a perfocmance of 67%.
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The advanrage of analyzing within the Markov states whic.b have been
finetuned with respect to both 't he reliability block diagram and the reality
g.e'ts now obvious.. On the one hand, it is possible to define repair
·s trategies by J.inkiqg .the S\ta'l tS differ·e ntly., on tbe other band, new and
important information can be put into ·e ach state. Tue embedding of the
data is shown in Exhibit 3 . Three variables have been embedded, the
.p erformance, the fuel usage factor and the point availability. FlCSt, the
RAM engineer beli'Y·e s to know that the ,s ystem will be repaired by one
.repair crew (with outfallsequence strategy). After testing the corresponding
failure-, and repair rates with Kolmogoroff-Smirnow [I) the RAM
engineer finds that the failure and repair .times are well represented by an
exponential distri'bution with co.n s·t ant failure-, and constant repair rates.
S·e cond, analyzing Markov processes enables one to embed those
important figures which are needed to transfoan all technical variables into
managerial information.

.ln dlls example, we are only interested in the energy availability per
year. That's why we take the energy availability of the total system at the
end of ·e ach year as the felevant RAM variable. As a matter of fact, we are
,not interested in the 1point availability. which discribes only the output (stationary state) of an endless simulation
(and which could be ·c alculated ·numeric:all,y solving diff<erentials). We are m1ucb more interested in a. distribution
curve for this very RAM variable. Therefore, it is not astonishing that we simulate within the Petri-net Yearly
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background runs enable us to generate .such an energy availability d istribution curve. Obviously, every time
wheo the state is changed, the related time wi thin the corresponding state will be multiplied by the state
performance. The result when proceeding as described is shown in Exhibit 4 . The focus is put oo the simulated
yearly ener:gy availabiJi,ties. The plotted graphs show exactly the same information of the unde rlying risk
distribution with respect .to the RAM variable. However, the outputs in the lower graph are ordered, thus
represent our RAM distribution curve. Before finetuning the model to the technicien's view, the expecration of
the energy availability is 96.2%.

The View of the Techniden
Discussing the tedmical behaviour with the ·lecbniciens working at the site, the RAM engineer is confronted to
tfilee important points which he has neglected so far. First, he learns that in the worst case where two blocks are
out, the reparation will always be done with two repair crews working independently. The assumed
outfallsequence strategy of only one repair crew was a wrong assumption (Exhibit 5). The model refinement
·results in a higher ener:gy availability (96.4%).

MODELLREFINEMENT
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Second, the tecbnici·e ns teU him tha1 within the two low level performance states, not 67% but only 60% is
generated due to b ad si te conditions (humidity, air pressure, etc.). Because of these model refinements the
expected euergy availability fails to 96.3% (Exhibit 6). lbifd, they teU him that besides the unplanned repair
events,, 2 weeks of planned maintenance per year (which is 3.8%) can not be neglected. Within this period, the
total .system is totally down and does .n ot produce any energy at all. Therefore, the expected energy availability
shrinks to (9.6 .3%*(100%-3.'8 %)) 92.6%. lt might be argued that only under the condition of best maintenance
practices, .!be assmnption of exponentialy distributed failure-, and .r epair rates is fair and might be applied for our
:model. We therefore immediately adjust sli ghtly our Pe.t ri-net model to what the techniciens told us to be
observed in ceality (even if constant rates wece not reasonable, we would not have any difficulty in fine ttming the
Petri~net model).
Isolated RAM analysis is of no use (eventhough the refinements of the techniciens have already flown into
the model). RAM dala should be economized. In consequence, the generated RAM data needs to be integrated in
further processings . .RAM data should be processed into information. That's when the view of the salesmen
contributes to the next logical step of .t he overall model design. The undedying distribution curve of lhe adjusted
(refinements of the tecbniciens) energy availability variable is not plotted anymore. However, all further exhibits
lll'e buill on •t he correct RAM distribution curve before any financial cootract related transformation takes place.

=

The View of the Salesman
H aving ifuU lcnowledg.e about the behaviour of the RAM relevant variables, we now link the technical
distrib1:1tioo curve to three different 1typica1 ·c ontracts. We therefore take into accowit the guarantee, penalty, refund
and price specifications defined in the contract between the buyer and the seller. The combination of these
contract .specifications and the distributions for the technical v.a riables lead finally to the distributions of the
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fmancial variables. We take itbem .a s basis for aH further .m anagement coosiderations. The three contracts show
lhe following specifications:
Sales fci£~
~Wl[ilDltt ~
e~oalb'. ll ~
l B~wod ll~
90 Mio$
94%
2Mio$
I 0.5 Mio$
~2D·1Ci1£l 1;
90Mio $
'.9 0%
3..5 Mio$
I 1.0 Mio$
~2Dll:i1£l 2;
90Mio $
92.6%
0.5 Mio S
I
~2DlC1£l 3;

s

-

According .to contract l, 1 he buyer .and ·t he seller have ~ggreed ·u pon a guaranteed level of energy availability at
Ille end of the year of 94%. Furthermore, .a penalty of .2 Mio $ pee l % of lower energy availability will be
cbaJ:ged and must be paid by the seller. In the case of producing more than 94% energy availability, a refund of
0.5 Mio $ will be .t ransfered back from the buyer to the seller.
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The other two contracts ·can be intetpreted in analogy. Contracl 3 is :i nsofar special as there are no refunds paid
the e~pectation of .the energy a'Vailability and the ,g uaranteed corresponding figure is the same. In
!his example. the sales ·p rice will not be invCS'tigaied because it does not influence ·t he yearly cash flow volatility
with respect to our undeclying RAM distribution.
We asswne mat at the end of the yur aH .t hree plants produce the .same .a mount of energy. Let's further
assume that me observed energy availability is by random 90%. Remember, that the three plants are exactly the
.s ame as far .a s dleir structure and their failure-, and repair rates are .concerned. thus 'the underlying drivers in form
of our RAM distribution curve is exactly the same. too. The only difference is that the applied financial contracts
betweeD the buyer ·a nd 1the seller have other specifications. Accor:ding to contract l a penalty of 4% ~ 2 Mio $ = 8
Mio$ bas to be paid al -tbe end of me year. Do we ha'Ve to punish the .seller of contract 1? The NOT risk
adjusted journal entry would be
Penalty Costs I Cash ·g .M io $. By random, 'the guaranteed (set in advance)
and the observed (at the end of 'the year) energy availability of plant 2 (contract 2) are alike. No c.ash will flow
out ·o f ·t he organization. What about the salesman of contract 2? [s be really in a neutral position? In such
situations, .a not risk adjusted .accounting would not apply any jownal entries. Within a fully risk adjusted
accounting system. we do bave to ;g enerate 2 jownal entries, one of .t hem is profit & loss effective, the other is
not.
at all .a nd both

Th·e View of the Financial Contr·oll·e r/Accountant
Again, what's the use of isolated financial distribution rurves without adequately linking them to the financial
accounting? Non. Only .l hrougb the fully embedding of .this data into the financial book keeping, the aim of
·c reating a stab'le and harmonized accounting system for the fut'Ul'C (with respect to all innovative derivative
contracts to come, as well) is to be accomplished.
There is only one way to .address and solve all above mentioned questions. What is urgently needed is a
transformation of the :RAM curve into dlree financial distribution curves. The overall objective is to calculate the
financial ·e:i1:pecta:tion value of ,e ach contract. .separately.. Furthermore, accounting practices must be tightly linked
lo ·t hese curves; they may not "live a separate life" b11t must be totally harmonized. In doing so, a fully risk
adjusted accounting system can be built which enables one to coherently create effective insentive systems. After
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·starting another three baclcground .r uns !be financial distribution curves can be plotted. Only now we are really in
a position .to decide oo fully risk adjusled journal entries. The consequent separation between unexpected (random)
and expected (non random) contributions is the key. The basis for each and every profit & loss effective journal
entry has to be the expectation vaJue of the corresponding financial variable.
NEGATIVE PROCESS (CONTRACT 1)

$

POS[TIVR .PROCESS (CONTRACT 2)
SMio

REIMBURSEMENTS

4Mio
-!Mio

3Mio

-2Mio

2'~3'062

-4 Mio

0

ITTl_

~

-6Mio
-7Mio

-8 Mio

!Mio

1'4%1

-SMio

E<Wbil II

2Mio

Xl EXPECrATION

-2',31'13'

-lMio

PENALTY COSTS

-2Mio

R1SK PMl(liablity) I ll1SK P ..1(-1) (IM.i.-Xl) • S't617U S
P-ai,c-IC:..
X1 •2''31'239$

-3 Mio
EltWbkU

For contract I (Exhibit 11), we have 2'931'239 $
which is to be inrerpreted as a negative result, thus is
0
uruavorable. Contract 2 generates 2'463'062 $ which is
-0.1 Mio
-177'512
X3 'EXPECTATION
favorable (Exhibit 12), and contract 3 holds 177'512 $
$
1mfavorabk (Exhibit 13). AU random deviations from
•0.4
lbese expectation values have to be managed by means
of one risk pool clearly declared in the balance sheeL
(i.il_
The random contributions are never subject to be
~
booked into the income statement. Thus, the involved
.i••
accounts .for the journal entries are balance ·sheet
-1 Mio
CONTRACT3
accounts, solely. Only through these practices, it can
-1.2 Mio
be guaranteed that the risks can be managed there,
where they have to be: in the balance sheeL As a
-1.4 Mio RISK PMl(liobilily) I RISK r..1(-1) ( l.JMio-XJ) - l ' U:Z'W s
consequence, not the profit and loss will be subject to
E:diil>itlJ
~le.di
X3 • 177'SUS
tremendous fluctuations, but the balance sheet. Within
the balance sheet, w_e do have to indicale a special risk pool on both I.be asset side and the liabilicy side, where all
unexpected ·Contributions will be accowited for. Contract I. 2, and 3 contribute as follows: -5'068'761 $,
-2'463'062 S, -1"122'488 $ , respectively. The total unexpected amount of the cash flow volatility is summed up
·to -8'654'31 l $. 'This figure is to be inrerpreted as a rislc pool shrinkage. One of the key points is the fact that
the ·r isk pool is never influenced by either oegative or positive shifts. The expectation of the change of the risk
pool is at all times 0 .
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At this point, we stop. Eventhough much more risk ,a nalysis could now be drived in this framework The logical
determination of 1the .starting risk poo1 (talcing into account some funber assumptio ns from the top management)
1
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would be the next step. Questions concerning bankruptcy due co faulty dimensioned risk pools could also be
addressed and logically solved.

Summary
The complex decision making process in the field of gas/steam power plant consb'Uction with its reliabililyavailability-maintainability (RAM) risk bas been analysed, always refining the model and adjusting it until
oeconomically sensful statements could have been derived from.
We showed an incorporating framework generating risk adjusted journal entries having at hand all contract
related information and RAM distribution curves. Only through adequate simulation anaJysis and the fully
embedding of the underlying drivers the financial figures on the accounting level can be modelled adequately. The
concept was built within tbe 'expectation variance' world, separating expected and unexpected financial
values, consistently. Without exception, only expected values have been put to the income statement, whereas
the unexpected values have been managed by means of the risk pool philosophy clearly declared in the balance

sheet
The most demanding accounting-, and controlling practices with immense innovative risk analysis potential
result by applying the 'expectation variance' concept, which puts the focus permanently on the volatility of cash
flows by cuaing first each single cash flow into two pieces, in an 'expected' cash flow part and in a 'variance
driven (unexpected)' cash flow part
It should be guaranteed, when applying the 'expectation variance' principle, that all relevant information is
constantly being harmonized dynamically. Both the expectation values and the random components underly
therefore a constant dynamic update. It would not be sufficient to declare only the random contributions as a
subject of dynamic change.
Furthermore, this principle can be applied for any contracts harmonizing the risk management in banking,
insurance, and industry. All risky products in insurance, banking and industrial business have to be compared to
their expectation. Only through the 'expectation variance' principle broken down to the cash flow level a totally
new 'tolal risk management' framework integrating all kinds of risky contracts can be derived from . E.g. interest
rate products can easely be combined with storm or earthquake contracts and their derivatives. The ease of
accounting such constructs with respecl to a fair stability policy can also be demonstraled with the help of the
'expectation variance' principle as overall book keeping rule.

It can not be overemphazi.sed thal with this 'expectation variance' principle the intrinsic diversificalion
potentials to be generated on the level of the whole institution are tremendous due to the total global
ec:onomiz.ation of ail risks within an organization.
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PETRI NET SIMULATION OF A DISTRIBUTED AUTOMATION SYSTEM
BASED ON PROFIBUS
Georg Marschall
University of the Federal Armed Forces
D-2203.9 Hamburg, Germany
Ahstr:act. This paper introduces a high level Pdri Net model of distributed Automation facilities on the basis of
a Profibus-FMS monomaster system, which enables analysis of the application under user aspects by
simulation. The application is based on a typical PLC-architecture and Profibus-implementation. The
functionality of ,t he system is discussed and modelled in a hierachical net structure, which allows an easy
modification of 1the model by exchanging or extending single subnets. The model is verified by two different
aspects, which are indicating the ,efficiency of automation facilities.

Intr.o dudion
The Modelling of Automation Systems can be divided into three main parts: The control algorithm, the plant,
that has to be controlled by the algorithm, and the automation facility used for the controlling. A decentral
automation facility as shown in fig. l ·consists in general of different Controllers, e.g. PLCs, PCs, ... , which
execute the Control Algorithm, and different Control Units, like 1/0-modules, Encoders, MMis, ... for the
instrumentation of the plant. All these devices are connected by a communication system, called fieldbus, like
Prnfibus, CAN, FIP, ... depending on the special demands of the automation task. With this, the automation
facility .represents the controbedmical in.fi:astructure of the automation system.
't o Control
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Fig. 1: Decentra.I Automation Facility

to Plant

Fig. 2: Modelled Application

For the modelling of automation facilities it is useful 1to distinguish between the hardware architecture of the
control devices on the one hand and the fieldbus ~stem on lhe other hand. Both problems can be described
with high level Petri Nets, like Coloured Petri Nets [13) or Predicate/Transition Nets [10). Corresponding
models of hardware ~hitecmres, like multiple pmcessor systems I[ 16], [17), [6), and models of communication
systems [2], ~[3), {5], [9) or only layers [8), i[llj, are existing. However, for the judgement of the system
efficiency it is necessary 'to choose a closed modelling approach for the whole automation facility.
The general modelling procedure should be shown by a small application that is illustrated in fig. 2. The
automation facility may consist of a Profibus-FMS monomaster system with one PLC as master and three 1/0moduies as slaves. The components 'Control Algorithm' and ' Plant' ·Of the automation system are reduced to
.m inimum necessary functions, ·as neither the controller nor the physical process are the main task of this
research. Prrofibus is weIJ ,estabiishedfieldbus system since sevenil years and described in [I] and [7].
Therefor a class of ie xtended Petri Nets developed by Dahler [4] is used. The extended Petri Nets belong to high
level Petri Nets with individual tokens, which are described in :a n object oriented way, so that different
attributes can be designed to every token. These attributes can be used as a conditio.n for the activation of a
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transition and can be manipulated during the firing of transitions by a transition action code (SmallTalk-80). A
hierachical net structure allows the development of functionalities in subnets as a transition refinement. The
firing of transitions can be delayed in order to get quantitative reliable simulation results. A detailed function
description of the simulator or of SmallTalk-80 respectively is given in [12) and [15]. Thus parallels to the
controltechnical interpreted Petri Nets with timed transitions of (14] are getting distinct.

Development of the simulation model
While the simple I/0-modules have no own programming capacity and act only as slaves, they can be easily
modelled as delayed transitions for every telegram type corresponding to the parameter 'Station Delay
Responder' (fSDR). The important and more complex component of this application is of course the PLC and
Profibus master. A typical architecture not only limited to this application is a two processor system shown in
fig. 3. While the main processor unit has several tasks, like control program. monitoring, ... , a single processor
is only responsible for the communication protocol. The necessa.Iy data exchange between control program and
communication interface is done by one of the main processor tasks, called 'Application Layer Interface' (ALI).
This ALI is the user of the communication interface, here the Profibus interface. In this modelling it's
simplified supposed, that the ALI is the third of three tasks of the main processor.
f.L-Processor 2

+--~

ogr

Task 1
Communication
Interface

L......Jt.. . .. . .... . . ... . ..~~~-;;.~~~~~-~~---· ··············g. . . . . ...:
1

to Coatrol
Al&oritJun

to Comrawiication
Systaa

Fig. 3: Architecture of the PLC and Pro:fibus master
For the modelling this controller functionality is described in a layered structure shown in fig. 4 and fig. 5, as
the ISO/OSI-model does for communication interfaces. On the top level of this hierachy the multi task
environment of the PLC main processor appears, acting as a Write-job generator for the ALI-task. The multi
task environment defines the ALI cycle time and the ALI operating time. During its operating time the ALI
produces automatically Read-jobs for all slaves. Write-jobs are produced in dependence of the program. These
Read- or Write-jobs are banded over by a mailbox to the top-layer of the communication interface, the OSIlayer 7, FMS/LLI. In this application only two jobs can be put down in the mailbox. The FMS/LLI generates to
every job a Read- or Write-request, which implies a relevant layer 7 operating time.
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Fig. 4: Functionality of PLC and Profibus Master, part 1
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Verification of the simulation model
The verification of a simulation model for automation facilities should be lead by the needs of the users. An
important parameter from their point of view for the efficiency of Automation systems is the response time of
this system. It can be described by the execution time of a Write-service inside the automation facility, which
means the time from activating a deceotral remote output point by the PLC program to the changing of the
physical level of this output point This Write service execution time depends on the network configuration, the
PLC-architecture, which means the ALI-parameters, the communication interface, especially the layer 7, the
communication parameters and the actual condition of the communication interface. As in general for the user
the variable parameters are the communication parameters, especially the ' Station Delay Initiator' - time and
the Slotti.me, one kind of verification is the recording of the Execution time during varying the parameter T soi
and T SL· The slottime only affects on the execution time, if the addresses of the slaves do not succeed, as in this
case the master always has to wait for the slottime, if a blank address is checked during the gap-update. Hence,
in this paper only a verification of a succeeding address contribution by recording the execution time over an
idletime interval should be shown in fig. 9. The dashed lines are measured in the application, the solid ones are
simulated. Maximum, minimum and mean value of each 1000 Write services are shown.
Another important kind of verification is the analysis of the simulated communication protocol. This includes
the correct telegram sequencing and the telegram distribution, which means the part of every telegram type in a
certain time interval or telegram volume. This telegram distribution indicates e.g. the actual transmission
capacity of the interface, as every blank telegram could have been replaced by a user-service, which means that
the ALI is not working to capacity. The telegram distribution depends on the communication parameters,
especially on the TSDI parameter. It should be expected, that the less the value of the idletime, the more the part
of the blank telegrams grow and the read telegrams go down, as a shorter T soi enables a faster :finishing of a
request/response procedure, while the ALI-cycle time keeps constant. Tberefor, the fig. 10 shows the recording
of the distribution during the same idletime interval as in fig. 9, again dashed lines measured in the application,
ted behaviour turns out in simulation and a lication in the same way.
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Conclusion and Outlook
This Petri net model is able to simulate Profibus-FMS mono master applications of maximum 32 slaves in any
address sequence considering not only the fieldbus system. but the whole automation facility. The assumed two
processor system as Profibus master is a typical PLC-architecture not limited to this application. However, for
different controller architectures it is of course necessary to modify the model. Due to the hierachical net
stru.c ture such a modification is limited to the subnets ALI and ALIJobGenerator, as the model of the
communication interface can be kept unchanged. Different hardware implementations of the communication
interface mainly have to be considered in the parameter 'layer 7 operating time' of the model. The realized
Pro:fibus model only considers a Profibus subset, e.g. no SDA<0nnections or only Read- and Write-services.
Again the hierachical net structure allows in this case an easy extension of the existing model, as it is oriented
at single function blocks. Thus the Slottime could have been considered in an easy manner by supplementing a
new submodel to the existing subnet Layer2FDL.
At all this simulation shows a good approximation of the application. The differences are caused mainly by
simplifications of the multi tasking environment and the actually complex building of layer 7. However the
simulation model only works with parameters, which are normally known by the user. Hence it offers the user
and the manufacturer possibilities to analyse or improve the effectiveness of planned or existing automation
systems only by simulation, while this normally is done by extensive tests and measurements of application
engineers, which are in general more time-consuming and expensive as a simulation. As these results have met
the approval of different users, the actual work is concentrated on a higher versatility of this model. That
includes multi master networks and further communication systems, like Profibus-DP and CAN.
Acknowledgment. I would like to thank Dr. Mathias Jotter and his colleagues from the German manufacturer
KUHNKE GmbH, who supported this work by generous providing of several control devices for this project.
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MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF SUPERVISORY PROCESS
CONTROL SYSTEMS
G. Mu~i~ and D. Matko
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Ljubljana,
T:rza§ka 25, 1'000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Abstract . The control and supervision of a simple two reactor batch system is described in the paper.
Continuous and discrete event model of the batch reactor are developed and a coordinating supervisor for
the two reactors is designed . The overall system is simulated by the continuous simulation tool MatlabSimulink which is enhanced for simulation of the sequential control logic represented by Sequential
Function Chart.

Introduction
Modern industrial process control systems a.r·e most often implemented in a form of a multilevel distributed and hierarchical computer control system. The control hierarchy starts with various input and
output devices at the lowest level and continues with the next, so ·called process control level where
simple control functions are performed by loop controllers and programmable logic controllers. Process
control level is followed by the supervisory level which consists of more sophisticated controllers or general purpose computers with graphical user interfaces and c·o rresponding real-time communication links
connected to the ;process control level.
Basic functions of the supervisory level are collecting of process data, display and archiving, communication with the operators and communication with the higher levels of the control hierarchy (7) . These
are not direct control functions but supporting functions which are needed for efficient and comfortable
process operation.
Beside these, mor·e complex supervisory control functions ·c an reside on this level. These include
coordination of the low level control activities, scheduling of subprocess operations, various emergency
scenarios, start-up and shut-down sequences. The implementation of such functions can significantly
increase reliability, availability and flexibility of production process.
There is a lack of a generally accepted procedure for design of such supervisory systems. They are
most often designed ad-hoe, using ingenuity of control engineers to solv·e the specific problem. If we look
at the process control level, the situation is somewbat different . There exists a paradigm of the control
design cycle which starts with modelling, continues by simulation, design of controller and verification
by simulation before the control system is actually implemented in the real process. We believe that
modelling and simulation can significantly contribute to more clear and comparable solutions in the
field of supervisory control systems as well. For example, simulation ·can be applied to a non-formal
verification of the designed systems. Formal verification of supervisory systems can be very difficult
since no general formal analytical tools are currently available. Simulation can be effectively used to
validate the performance of these systems, even if it can not replace the formal techniques.
The modelling of a supervisory process control system is a specific task. By the nature it is a pure
discrete event system, which changes its discrete state as a reaction to external discrete events and
performs external actions according to its state. But the object on which these actions are performed
is generally a continuous or mi~ed continuous/discrete system. Part of discrete events which enter the
supervisory system are generated by the evolution of the continuous state. We are therefore dealing with
a hybrid overall system hich consists of a continuous part, a discrete part and an interface between them.
The supervisory system itself can be modelled as a discrete transition system such as finite automata
or Petri net '[3}. For the finite automata framework there exists a well established theory of supervisory
control by Ramadge and Wonham '[8~ . In this theory the term supervisor is used in the sense of a
discrete event controller. There have not been many attempts to apply this framework to the design
of supervisory process control systems. The Petri net synthesis of supervisory controller has not been
that extensively covered in literature although some contrib.u tions can be found (4, 11, 13). On the other
hand, Petri net models seem to be more easily understood by non-experts and yield a possibility of more
intuitive design based on the knowledge about the process and not only purely on the rigid theoretical
framework .
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The coordination is a task of a supervisory system. Similarly, in the phase of heating up the mixture to
the reaction temperature a large amount of energy is required, while only a small flow of hot water is
required afterwards to keep the mixture at the constant temperature. Therefore it is desired to coordinate
,t he heating up phase between the two .reactors as well.

Modelling
The described system is modelled as a combined continuous/discrete event system. The overall structure
of the model is shown in Fig. 2.
The continuous part of the single reactor model consists of two subprocesses, describing the liquid
level in the reactor and the temperature of the mixture in the reactor.
Liquid level is described by the Eqns. (1) and (2) which correspond to the filling and discharge phase,
respectively.
A

d~~t) = (I<A<PA(t) + Ks<Ps(t))

(1)

A dh(t) = -KcJ2gh(t)

(2)

dt

In the given equations, h(t) denotes liquid level, A is the tr<lnsv,erse section of the reactor vessel,
Ks and Kc are valve constants and <PA an,d </is are the volume flows at the corresponding inlets.

f(A,

Temperature is described by the following equation

d11(t)
Tnmi:rCpmi:r--;Jt = Pw<l>D(t)cpw(11D -11(t)) - Pw<Pv(t)cpw(11e - 11(t))

(3)

where 11(t) is the temperature of the mixture, m,..;., and Cpmi:r are the mass and the specific heat of the
mixture, p.,, and Cpw are the density and specific heat of the water, </>v(t), 11D, <Pe(t), {)E are the water
flows and temperatures of the incoming water at the hot water inlet and cold water inlet.
The temperature controller is a simple PI controller which is tuned to perform a response with no
overshoot . The input to the controller is the temperature tJ(t) while its output corresponds to <PD when
the output is positive and the output corresponds to <PE when it is negative.
Upper part of the overall model in Fig . 2 represents the process as seen from the viewpoint of the
logic controHers and the supervisory system and is therefore a discrete event system. It is modelled by
Petri nets. The Petri net model of the reactor actually corresponds to the logic controller specification
and can also be treated as a model of the logic controUer.
The Petri net model of the logic controller is drawn on the basis of functional specification given
in the previous section. The model of a controller for one reactor is shown in Fig. 3. The places and
transitions ar,e related to process sensors and actuators as seen from Tab. l.
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Table 1: Control interpretation of places and
transitions
Places
pl
p2

p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9

.p6

Transitions
tl
t2

t3
t4

t5
t6
t7

Initialisation
VA open
Stirrer operating
Vs open, Filling timer running
Heating up to the setpoint
Temperature controller enabled
Reaction timer running
VE fully open
Ve open

Start of cycle
SA closed
Filling timer run out
Setpoint temperature reached
Reaction timer run out
Output temperature reached
Sc open

Figure 3: Petri net model of a batch reactor

The model of the supervisor is derived from the P.e tri net model by the method of place invariants

[11} which r·e sults in the Petri net of the supervised system shown in Fig. 4. The supervisor consists
of two places (pcl and pc2) and the corresponding arcs are shown with dotted lines. The supervisor
actually represents the classical mutual exclusion mechanism classified as parallel mutual exclusion in
[13] . Note that for the proper operation of the overall system the interpretation of places p2, p4, pll
and pl3 should be modified. For example, place pl 1 should be interpreted as: open VA if SA not closed.
ln the opposite case, the valve VA of the reactor 2 could remain open even if the desired level has been
reached when the coordinator enforces waiting for reactor l to finish with filling chemical B. Same could
be achieved by splitting 1th.e place pll into two places and inserting a new transition between them.
Between the continuous and discrete part of the overall model in Fig. 2 resides the interface which
performs two tasks: it translates the binary controller outputs to the continuous manipulated variables of
the process and it generates the state events, discrete events whose generation depends on the continuous
state of the system.

Simulation
The overall system model can only be simulated if both the continuous and discrete event part are taken
into account. In .t his section we describe the approach which is based on the existing general and widely
spread simulation tool Matlab-Simulink.
In the simulation system the overall system structure presented in Fig. 2 is followed. The continuous process part is simulated by the existing continuous simulation block library. Both continuous
subprocesses, level and temperature are simulated here and the temperature controller is included in
tlhe simulation scheme as well . The discrete control logic: co uld be simulated by existing logic blocks in
Simulink but this would lead to large and complex simuiation schemes which are hard to follow.
We used a Sequential Function Chart (SFC) instead also referred as Grafcet. SFC is a part of the IEC
standard IEC 1131.3 which defines languages for programming of the programmable logic controllers . It
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inherited many of its features from the theory of Petri nets [3). More precisely, interpreted Petri net can
be defined such that the input-output behaviour is the same as the input-output behaviour of the SFC.
This enables a SFC to be directly redrawn from a Petri net model and the classical properties of Petri
nets, such as marking invariants, can be applied also to SFC.
In order to implement a SFC graphic language in Simulink we defined a library of five new simulation
blocks : SFC init, SFC step, SFC transition, SFC merge and SFC split. Because graphical representations
such as Petri nets and Sequen.tial Function Charts implicitly assume some feedback influence between
consecutive nodes (e.g. when the step becomes active, the prevoius block is reset)it is difficult to convert
such representations in. a block scheme where the only influence among block is the signal flow through
the directed connections between blocks. We had to implement a separate simulation mechanism for the
SFC part of the simulation scheme which runs parallel to the standard ODE solver.
In order to achieve this, each SFC block is registered to a set of global variables during initialisation
phase of the simulation . A special data structure is built which contains all the topological information
about SFC , state oftheSFC (status of the steps) and status oUhe transitions. A routine which calculates
the new state of the chart is called onc,e during each integration step .
The c·o mmunication between continuous and discrete part consists of two parts. First part is the
generation of the events which trigger the transition enabling conditions. State events are generated by
comparison of the signals of interest to the specified threshold values. The 'Hit Crossing' block is used
to decrease the integration step in the vicinity of the switching point and so increase the precision of the
switching point location. The communication between the comparator blocks and the SFC transition
blocks is performed via global variables. The result of each comparisons is assigned to a global variable
and expressions built up of these variables and standard Matlab operators are assigned to transitions.
During transit~on condition evaluation the expressions are evaluated as standard Matlab expressions and
the result is interpreted as a Booiean va!lue which enables ·o r disables the particular transition .
The second part of the interface is the processing of the discrete actions. This is again performed
through global variables which are assigned to each step of the SFC and are used in the continuous part
of the simulation scheme as the input signals. These can operate switches or can be appropriately scaled
and used as step shaped inputs.
1

Figure 4: Petri net model of the overall system
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Figure 5: Simulation scheme of the discrete model

The designed simulation environment has been tested on the overall system model described in the
previous section. The resulting simulation scheme of discrete part of the system is shown in Fig. 5.
Different background color of certain steps indicate that these steps are active at the moment.

Conclusions
Continuous and discrete event modelling frameworks have been successfully applied to the modelling
and simulation of batch system. It has been shown how the Petri ne,ts can be employed in designing a.
supervisor and this is a straightforward approach to the real implementation in the programmable logic
controller.
The Matlab-Simulink simulation environment was extended in a way to enable the simulation of
sequential control logic. Sequential Function Chart library was designed and tested by the simulation of
the modelled system . The integration methods used in Simulink do not provide any means of detecting
the state events during simulation run. The only way to improve the accuracy of the simulation in
the proximity of switching poiuts is to use the ' Hit Crossing' block which forces the decrease of the
integration step. Despite this the results of our simulation are satisfactorily. Namely, our purpose was to
validate the fundiona.I correctness of the overall system and ,t his can be done by the existing simulation
method. The problem remains, however, in the computational inefficiency of such a. simulation.
The open architecture of the Matlab-Simulink enables the use of self-written integration methods on
the existing Simulink models and this could be one of the directions for further work.
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Abstract
In this contribution, we propose a simple decentraUsed algorithm for computing invariants in large-scale
interconnected Petri Nets. The main feature of the proposed technique lies in elaborating each subsystem's
decision by using only the local incidence matrix and by the aid of an adjustment procedure ensures the global
solutions taking the constraints interconnection into account. Consequently computational requirements, which
are evaluated in tenns of performed elementary operations, are r,educed considerably in comparison with the
global approach. To show performances of the proposed technique, a nwnerical example is provided in the last
section.

1. Introd udion
Petri Net has been one of the most frequently used tools for modelliing, .analysis and applications since its
origins, about 1thirty years ago. It has been particularly used for representing computer systems to describe
concurrency, conflicts synchronisation of processes etc. Furthermore, as a graphical tool Pecri Net is well
adapted to supervise dynamic systems in real time and thus to improve performances, such as the reliability and
productivity of processes. It is not intended to give a total overview and swnmary of the theory and applications
·o f Petri Nets, for more details the reader is referred ,t o [4}-(5] and d1e references mentioned inside.
In this paper, we pr·o pose a decentralised algorithm for computing invariants in large-scale interconnected Petri

Nets, 1the latt·e r may be obtained from systems that are composed of geographically discributed systems. The
method we put forward, has a great advantage is that computational requirements, to obtain the invariants, are
reduced in comparison with the glObal approach. Th;i:s property is particufarly advantageous when large-scale
tim·e varying Petri Nets, or equivalently time varying incidence matrices, are considered. Indeed, many dynamic
processes, such as distributed computer systems, are described by .a time varying incidence matrix, which may
be due to changes in the communication structure, o.r to changes in system configuration. Thus structural
properties must be detennined continually in order to enhance the perfonnances of the process.
The main feature of the proposed architecture lies in elaborating each subsystem's decision by using only the
local incidence matrix and with an adjustment procedure ensures the global solutions taking the constraints
interconnection 'i nto accounL [n the proposed architecture, we may use any method to determine minimal
support invariants of the subsystems.
In lie last section, we discuss some aspects of die decentralised algorithm implementation and the
computationa'I requirements. One advantage of the above structure ,js ,the possibility to implement the proposed
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algorithm 1o n a multi-processor ·e nvironment where each subsystem is treated by a local processor. What is
more, all local solutions are transm.iWed to a c·o-ordination processor ·to deduce the global solution.
furthermore, we give an idea of the computational savings in che global and decentralised implementations of
the ,proposed method. This is do.ne in tenn.s of performed elementary operations i.e. the total number of
addition.s and multip'iication, which give a good measure of these requir.e ments. To show performances of the
proposed technique, a numerical example is provided.

2.. .Piroble:m formul:adon
Hereafter some basic definitions must be given. A Petri Net is a 4-tuple (P., T, F, M ) where :
0
P = {P 1, ..., P n} is a fmite set of places,

T = {T1•... , Tm} is a finite set of 1transitions,
F is a binary relation which is represented by directed arcs between the places and transitions.

M0 : P

~

N the init,ial marking of the places.

The mathematical model ofa Petri Net may be described by ;the fo.Howing equation :

M= Mo +Ax

with

A = A+ - A-, A e Zn.m is the ,incidence matrix,

+] ·

A + = : aij
1
[

A-=

·

.

'° •

. •·
• •
Tj topI ace Pi·
is an n.m integer matriX wh ef'e aij+ 1s
'L' -ue we1"ght fth e arc &:..
uom trans1t1on

[a~ Jis an n.m integer matrix where aij

is the weight of the arc from place Pi to transition Tj

and x is the firing count vector.

ln this note, we address 1the p!'oblem of invariants deteanination in large 'Scale interconnected Petri Nets. The
associated machematical model is of the fonn :

[:J[::J[:l ~. :::r1
0

2

0

wheretheconnectionbetweenthesubsystems (M.,M .,A.,x.), i=l ... p,
I
0I I I
nm.

A. e Z '

n~

•. M. and M . represent markings of it he net r·e lated to the i
I
0I

' and A . e Z '

I

is assured by (A .,x) with

Cl

Cl

C

fu

sub-system. We

are then concemed with vectors ofpositiv·e integers so that:

[

~1 ~

O

.
0

A.cllx·l]=O

.
(I

A

p

.
A

cp

' x

3
p

x

c

Tu,e obtained solutions a!'e called T-invariants of the 'considered system. Vectors for which (3) is satisfied lead
back to initial marking. Also P.-.m variants are defined as integer solutions of th.e ,t ransposed homogeneous
equation. Naturally, there are several dynamic 'System.s which are described by intel'co.nnected Petri Nets, but for
the 1case where the global incidence matrix is general; several decomposition techniques exist like in [2] which
U:ansform the matrix A into a number of interconnected subsystems with local incidence matrices such as in
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equation (2). Coupling matrices Aci ensure connection between Mi and MP through Xc. In the following
scheme, we give a simple decompos,ition technique for huge incidence matrix :
.residual ties column

3

2

4

I 2 34

The obtained matrix is then composed with three independent local incidence matrices with coupling vectors I,

2, 3 and 4. This technique will be applied to a numerical example where the Petri Net represents a
communication protocol (1 ).

2. Main r:esult
In this section we investigate the structure of the global incidenc·e matrix to derive a new technique for
determining invariants in interconnected Petri Nets in a decentralised way. Indeed, computing invariants by the
global method may requife too many computations and may ev.e n give inaccurate numerical r,esults. Here we
,propose a simple and decentralised algorithm using separately and independently the local incidence matrices.
At first, kt Cg deno~es the invariants obtained by a global resolution :
xll

x1

xlg ,

eNm.g

=

Cg=
xpl
xcl

xpg I
x cg ,'

4

xp
I

· Xc

e
xpi

x.
Cl
i =I, ... , g and k = 1, ... , p; vector solution of Cg which verifies:
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.
Nm constitutes

the 1.th ,

0

A

cl

I

=On.g
0

with m = m 1 + ..

~

0 Ap

A

5

Xp

cp

xc

+ me, rank Cg = g and xji 'E Nmj for

j = l, ... , p and i

= I, ..., g.

From the structure of A, (4) is equivalent to:

(Ak Ack) Cgk

w;~

cgk:

We notice that

Xc in Cgk.

=

0

6

fork:= I, .;p

(~:)
is a common solution matrix for all ,t he subsystems. In fact, this represents the

coupling constraints. The decentralised algorithm consists then ,i n detennining, at first, invariants of each kth
subsystem independently from 1the others and secondly by an adjustmenit procedure which takes the coupling
,constraints into account, we dedu,c e the global solution.

l

We obtain then, for the kth subsystem, a local solution noted as .follows :

(xd! ]= [xxd~l

C dk =

Xck

(Ak. Ack.)

with

c: =

. . xxd!dt

•Ckl
0

ckdk
and

E

N(mj + 111,c).dk

rarik(C:) = dk

fork= 1, .. , p

fork = I, .. p

7

8

however, 'c ontrary to Xc which is a common ,solution matrix for all the subsystems so as equation 6 is satisfied,

X~

verifies only one constraint (8).

Thus, we obtain itwo solutions for the same local incidence matrix

(A1c Ack) i.e. equations (6) and (8) k

=

I,

.. , p. The first one is C gk obtained by a global resolution where Xc is a common solution for all the
d

subsystems. 'T he second one is Ck obtained by a local resolution without taking coupling constraints into
account. Therefore we have necessarily:
d

Sg!::Sk

9

fork=l ... p

d

d

where S g and Sk are s·tibspaces spanned by Xc and X ck respectively.
The global solution S is th·e n obtained by :
g

d

sg =

d

S 1 ns 2 ... n

d
sP

10

Once the matrix solution Xc fa obta'i ned from (10), we deduce X1, ...• Xp from (8) as:
+

Xk

=.

AkAckXc

11

+

where Ak is '.t!he pseudo-inverse matrix of Ak .

4. Study of computational requirements
ln this paragraph, we discuss some aspects of the deeentralised algorithm implementation and the computational
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requirements. In the proposed configuration, we have shown .t hat each subsystem may be treated independently
from the others when the global solution is obtained by a simple adjustment procedure. One advantage of the
above structure is the possibility to implement the proposed algorithm on a multi-processor environment where
d

each subsystem is treated by a local processor. After, all local solutions Sk are transmitted to a co-ordination
processor to deduce Xc, Xk and then the updating matrix Cg.

In the following, we give an idea of the computational savings in the global and decentralised approaches. This
is done in tenns of elementary operations perfonned i.e. the tota1 number of additions and multiplication, which
give a good measure of1these requirements.
For simplicity we consider drat all the subsystems have the same dimensions, i. e. Di
ranlc((Ai Aci)) = m = q for i, j

= mj

=

me = m,

= l, ..., p.

For mu!tjplicatjon we have:
2
(p.q) .(p.q+r) + p.q

a - Global method:

3

2

p.[2.q + q .(r+m) + 2.q + q.m.r]

b - Decentralised algorithm:
For additions we baye:

a - Global method:

p.q.(p.q - l).[p.q+r-1]
p.1[2.q.(q - I).(q-1 ·+m+r) + q.r.(m-1)]

b - Decentralised algorithm:

3
Ctear that superiority ofthe decen~lised method (linear in p) upon the global one (non linear p ) is confirmed,
particularly when the number of subsystems p increases significantly.

5. Numerical examples
The numerical example considered is a communication protocol as .in [I}. The associated incidence matrix is :
-1 0
1 1 1 0 0 ·O 0

1 -1 -1 0 0
1 0 -1 -1
0 -1 0 -1
0 0 -1 0

0
0
0

-I

A=

1
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1

0

0

0
0

1

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

1 I
-1 -1 0 0
1 0 -1 -1
0 -1 0 -1
0 0 -1 0

If we move columns 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7 at the end of A, we obtain an equivalent matrix with two interconnected
sub-systems :

with

A=(~t

A2

1

1

0

0

0

Ac1)
Ac2

A1= -1 -1 , Ac1
0 -1
-1 0

=

-1 0
0
1 -1 -1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 -1
0

0

0

0

1

1

0 0
0
0 A2 = -1 -1 ,Ac2
0
0 -1
0
-1 0
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=

-1 0 0 0
1 0 0 -1 - 1
0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 -1
0

0

0

0

·computation of tlle decentralised solutions leads 1to :
I I1

d
Xl

(l 0 0) xd - (0 0 l) and
0 l 0 ' 2 - .0i 0, .

xdcl -- xdc2 --

I 10

0 0 I
0 11

10 0
11 l
11 0
therefore, from (10), we obtain : Xc = 0 0 1

0l l
10 0

In this example, we notice fttat since X~ 1

=

X~ 2 , the solutions X1 and X2 are straightforward (without

computation of(ll)) i.e. Xt = X~ and X2 = X~ .

6. Conclusion
ln this paper, a decentralised method to compute invariants in interconnected Petri Nets is developed. The
proposed architectme consists first to determine independently the invariants of .each subsystem, this may be
:achieved by any method. In the second step, we deduce 1tbe common basis of x~l t

•• •

and x~ and after we

compute Xk by using equation (l l ). At the ,e nd of the paper we 'have discussed some aspects of the proposed
decentralis:e d algorithm implemeotation and the computa.fionat requirements. We have shown that the
wchitecture presented reduce significantly the computational requ,i rements, especially for a high number of
interconnec•ted subsystems and for a multi-processor environment.
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ID.ENTIFICATION OF DAMAGE IN REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES
Thomas Jahn.
Universitli:t Gesamthoc.hschule Kassei
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Abstract
Structural damage in reinforced concrete structures usually causes a local reduction in stiffness. Often the defects
are not visible on surface of the structures. Experimental vibration mell!iurement makes it possible to judge the
structure state. The degree of damage can be given by the definition of damage parameters. This article describes
a procedure, whiC:h enables to identify ·the parameters by measured modal test data (eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors). The estimated starting parameters will be corrected by minimisation of differences between measured
and corresponding anaJytical data.

1 Introduction
The objective of this work is to show that ·the measurement and identification of eigenfrequencies and eigenvec~ors c<m be used to draw ·c onclusions about damage in reinforced concrete structiures.
Damage in reinforced concrete structures can be, for example, a partial or complete break in the reinforcement. The causes of these defects ar•e ·e rrors in conscruction planning, material defects or corrosion. The corrosion
of steel is directly connected witih cracks in the concre~e.
As a result of loads, temperature or slrrinkage, cracks reach such a size that carbon dioxide, water and oxygen
penetrate the reinforcement The wea of protectiv·e alkaline milieu will be destroyed, and the reinforcement begins to rust
The formation of cracks in l'einforced concrete is unavoidable, so it is nec·essary to judge and limit the cracks'
size with respect to the structure's appearance, tihe corrosion of the reinforcement and the permeability. As a rule,
Harrow cracks (~ 0.3 mm) have no influence on the corrosion of the reinforcement. The term ,,damaging crack"
can only be used when the cracks are so large t!hat they restric-t the usability or the carrying load of the concrete
structu11e.
Cracks usuaHy cause a local reduction in stiffness. This lowered stiffness changes the dynamic behaviour of
concrete structures. This paper describes a 1procedure whic'h so'lve.s the inverse pI'oblem to this observation: the
u.se of dynamic test data (eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors) to judge t!he exten·t of crack damage. This procedure
belongs to the group of indirect parameter correction methods.

2 Identifkation of Parameters of the Crack A~ea
The area of dama,ge is :an area in which the assumedly homogeneous structure has a defect. This defect is caused
by changing material or geometrical properties.
The starting point of the ilest is a reinforced concrete beam in a cracked state. The cracks are the defects of the
assumedly homogeneous mac.rostructure.
Under the assumption that the crack wea is dominated by bending cracks, it is approximated by a quadratic
parabola. Then the a11ea can be described by geometrical and material parameters.
The beam stroctuPe will be mapped into a finite element model, where the damage is modelled by the following parameters (Fig.(1)):

hC

IC
~c

E
Fig.I :

1

2

Parameters o f the crack area

position of the parabola peak,
V•ertical to the cracks' direction.
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height of the crack area,
length of the crack area,
position of tihe crack area 1 and
modulus of elasticity 2•

2.l Mathematical Basis for the Correction of the Parameters
The vector of the residuals Rw serves as the basis for correcting the parameters. In R,. the weighted errors from
measured and calculated parameters are grouped together [ l J:
c
R,. = W · R = W · (V - V (P}) ,
(1)
A

A

(R ... vector of residuals, V ... vector of measured values from the ~est model, VC(P) ... vector of corresponding

calculated values, P ... vector of the damage parameters,

W ... weighting matrix).

The parameters ar;e estimated by the least square me-thod:
~

J =R: ·R..,

Min.
(2)
A minimization of J with respect to the residuals provides equations for calculating parameters. Vc(P) in equation
(1) is a nonlinear function of the damage parameters P. [t is linearised by a Taylor series truncated after the linear
term .according to:

(3)

v. = vc I

P~P.

and G = ~Ve
p

a

,
P=P.

(G ... sensitivity matrix, ~p ... parameter changes (=P-Pa), P •... linearisation point).

Then is: Rw =W·(V -(V. +G ·L\P)).
The necessary •conditions for minimizing equation (2) is:

(4)

i!= aR: ·R +RT. aR ... =2· aR! ·R =O.
aP

ap

"'

w

aP

aP

Substitution of equation (I) into equation (5) yields:

(5)

"'
- 2.

av

IC (P) T •

w. cv - v IC (P)) = o

aP

(6)

where W =WT· W.
The parameter variances L\P are obtained from the equations (3) .and (4):
.:\P = cG T. w. Gr1 • GT. w. cv -

v.) .

(7)

This equation is solved i·teratively:
P1+1

= P; + .:\P, .

(8)

Using the differences between measured and calculated eigenvalues (A., A.c) and eigenvectors (X, Xc). the residual vector in equation (l) is:
R

=(A.1-A.~ •... ,A.. -A.~. x, - x~, .. .,x. - x;).

(9)

The solution of the eigenvalue problem of the corrected analytical model produces the dynamic parameters (A.c, Xc):
(Kc -A.~ ·M c) ·X~ =0,

(A~

... corrected eigenvalue, i=l, .. .,n,
Kc .. . corrected stiffness matrix).

(10)

x'f ... corrected eigenvector, Mc

... corrected mass matrix,

Assuming ·that :the mass matrix is constant (M=Mc) and independent of the parameter changes, then only a correction of the stiffness matrix is necessary. Corresponding to the equation (6) the partial derivatives of the
residual vector with respect to ~he par.a meters P are:

aR -( a:>..~
a:>..~ ax~
ax;)
aP .... , aP · ap ·····--ap ·

(11)

ai;-

The partial derivatives of the eigenvalues A.c and of the eige nvectors Xc (compare [2J) are:

axC
ap ='°"'
n

I

""

i=1
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xcr. aKc ·Xc

ap

I

J

A.c - A.c
J

l

x~, ·

(12),(13)

2.2 Assignment of Dynamic Test Data
An important .requirement is to be able to compare experimental results with corresponding results obtained for
the finite element model. If a unique assignment is not possible, additional information has to be obtained from
the eigenvectors. The so-called MAC-value (Modal Assurance Criteria) in equation (14) [I] allows a judgement
of the comparability of the modal data:
(Xcr. X)2
MAC=
er c
T
· 100[%],
(14)
(X · X )- (X · X)
(Xc ... eigenvector of the analytical model, X ... eigenvector of the test model).
The value of the MAC is between 0 and 100%. A value of 100% means that the modes correspond exactly. As a
rule the accordance of the compared vectors is acceptable, if MAC ;;:: 80%.

3 Finite Element Model
The theoretical basis for the FE-Model is described in the iiteratw-e [3]. Only the following important properties
of ·the FE-Model used will ibe described here.
An isoparametric plan stress finite element (4-node) is used for modeUing the concrete structure. A smeared
crack model is used to represent the cracks in the beam .[4].. Eilbracht and Link [5] identify geometrical parameters of the crack area by a discrete crack formulation.
The reinforcement is modelled by 2-node-bar elements. The bond between concrete and steel is assumed to
be perfect (no relative displacements between concrete and steel).
The cracked reinfor·ced concrete win be modelled by two material properties. As the forces and the displacements are very small, it is assumed that the material is linear elastic.
In the areas where the beam is uncracked, isotropic material behaviom is assumed in (15). The crack areas,
orthotropic material behaviour is assumed in equation (16).

cr
CJ ..
YY
[

( <Ju. Eu ...

<J•y• f:xy ...

]=-E
1-v

2

l

CJ •Y ,

v

vI

0 0

0]·[£"]
0

1- v
- 2

Eyy

(15),(16)

•

Yly

normal str·esses and strains in x-direction, cryy, Eyy ••• normal s•tresses and strains in y-direction,
shear s'tresses and strains in x- and y-direction).

For steel linear elastic material behaviour is assumed:
(17)
(E, ... elasticity modulus of steel, <Ju, Eu ... stresses and strains in x-direction).

4 Examples of the Parameter Correction
The correction of parameters of a crack area is described by a mathematical a'lgorithm [6] in the programming
language [7].
The first example represents an adaptation of parameters using simulated test data. The FE-Model has been
corrected by using the first six eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors of the test model. Table 1 gives the assumed
simulated parameters of the crack area of the FE-Model and the estimated starting values.
Table 1
P.arametoer .of ·c r.ack .a r·ea

simulated

I
I

start values

length ·o f ·the •Crack al'ea IC (m]

l.30

1.00

height of die crack area hC [m)

0.12

0. 10

position of the crack area xC {m]
E -Modulus E (kN/mml)
(venical to the crack direction)

1.23

1.00

20

25

The differences between the eigenfrequencies and the MAC-values prior .to the 151 step and following the 12"'
(last) step are shown in Tabte 2. Fig. 2 presents the diffefences between frequencies, the MAC-values and the
parameter correction process (with referemce to the start values). The reason for the accurate determination of the
defined crack parameters is that the modal data of the test model were free of errors.
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Table 2: Differences between eigenfequencies and MAC-values
Number of
Mode

lteration
step
0

Eigenfrequencies [Hz)
test model
corrected model

1
2
3
4

5
6
I
2
3
4

12

'

5
'
'

6

MAC-values

[%]

[%)

91.74
262.4
502.3
797.2
1139
1512

100.0
272.4
519.2
830.4
1175
1562

+9.00
+3.81
+3.36
+4.16
+3.16
+3.3 1

99.95
99.88
99.80
99.57
99.70
99.50

'91.74
262.4
502.3
797.2
1139
1512

91.74
262.4
502.3
797.2
1139
1512

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

10 ,0E::

MAC-values

Dfferences between frequencies

10

Differences

~~

~ -~ ~~=
==========-"""":,,,,_______j

99,8
99,6
99,4

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Iteration step
,
15

b

Parameter evolution

2

4

6

2

4

6

8

10

12

Iteration Step

i:::c:~r,
0

I

0

8

10

l ength of crack area
position of crack area
height of crack area
E-·rroduh.1s (vertical to the crack direction)

12

lteration step

fig. 2:

Parameter correction process (simulated test data)

The second example demonstrates the parameter correction of a crack area on a rea,I reinforced concrete test
beam. The crack area has been produced by a point load affected at a distance from the middle of the beam.
The dynamic behaviour of the undamped beam has been identified in the uncracked and cracked state using
the computer program [8], [9). In the dynamic tests both sides of the beam have been freely supported. The eigenfrequencies of the uncracked structure have been used to determine the average dynamical elasticity modulus
of the concrete beam. The elasticity modulus (E=35.5 N/nun2) has been used for the uncracked area of the beam
during the identification of the parameters. The parameters of the crack area have been corrected by using the
first five modes of the test model. Table 3 gives the estimated start and the corrected parameters (291h iteration
step).
Table 3
Parameter of ·cr:ack ar·e. a

start values

corrected values

le1mg;th of tihe crack area IC [m]

1.00

1.54

height of the •crack area hC {ml

O. l2

0.12

posilion ohbe crack area xC '[m]
E-Modulus 'E [kN/mrn2)
: (ve.rtical to the a.ack dircc·tion)

1.00

1.74

30.0

17.1

The differences of the eigenfrequencies of the test and of the analytical models prior to the 1st step and following
the last (291h) step are shown in Table 4.
A necessary condition for the 'identified parameters is the agreement of all modal responses of the test model
with the results of the analytical model. The shaded modal responses of the test model (Table 4) have not been
used to correct the parameters. These values agree very well with the calculated values. This test judges the quality of the identified parame~ers.
Fig. 3 shows the parameter variations with respect to the start values, the differences of frequencies and the
MAC-values in every iteration step.
Fig. 4 represents the cracks in the tested beam and tne adapted quadratic parabola (drawn according to scale)
as a result of the parameter correction process.

Table 4: Differences between eigenifequencies and MAC-values
lte~atian

Number of
Mode

ste
0

1
2
3

29

Differences

Eigenfoequencies [Hz]
test model
corrected model
88.34
245.3
465.6
767.3
1085

(%]

100.9
272.3
516.6
820.7
1.1·66

+14. 22
+11.01
+10.95
+6.96
+7.47

I

+0.14

2

+1.67
+1.65
-1.49

3
4

5

+0.46

~ .~-:t-1-·~ ··

.-9.9-.48'• .' . .,.~
~.99.is ·:

';:.'\' • . ."+_f;_71-•

MAC-values

: ..

::J

100,0 ~~~~~§§
{ij

99,0

:

~ -

97,Q +--+--+--+--+--+--+! -+--+-I-+--+--+--+--+---+-'

~~
(.)
#. 98,0

12

16

20

24

o

28

4

.a

Iteration step

~
C:

3
2

16
12
20
Iteration step

24

28

Parameter evoll~tion

t

~----------------~

1 _..<: 7
01

0

==

I

~
4

1~ ~

1

8

24

12
16
20
Iteration step

I

I
.28

Fig. 3:

Parameter corfection process (real test data)

Fig. 4:

Crack pattern and identified crack area

position of crack area

length of crack ar.ea
height of
area
E-m:>dulus (vertical to the crack direction)

c~ack

5 Analysis of the crack width wc max in the paraboUc crack area
It is possible to calculate approximately the maximum crack width w0 ma.. by using the identified length of the
crack ar·e a IC and the assumptions that the cracks' direction is vertical to the longitudinal axis of the beam, the
distances between cracks dcm are ·equal and the angles of all cracks CX; are identical [ 6). This yields the expression:
2

w e mu

=Ee.IC

nC+ N ·d ) _ nC+ N · IC·d
2
em
c111
(
2
·.IC · - --•.c,. - - - - - - - - - -

(18)

L/'(i.d...Y -i ·IC· d •.,)
j :j

(Ec.1c

i1IC fictive strain over the length of the crack area, nC ...
~

.E., _, number of cracks in the crack area,
d=

N ... I - (-l)oe coefficient by the consideration of an even or odd number of cracks).
2
For the ,~ested beam the crack width (Table 5) has been calcuia~ed by using the identified length of the crack area
and the fictive sttain in the edge fibre calculated by FEM.
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IC
hC

R

Fig. 5:

length of the crack area,
height of the crack area,
width of the i-th crack,
height of the i-th crack,
average distances of cracks.

.

Assumed parabolic crack area

The analyticaI maximum crack width wk has been determined by equation (19) [10). The value ~=1.7 gives the
relation between the maximum and the average width of the cracks. This value is the result of statistical tests on
the distance betwe·e n the cracks under a certain load.
(19)
(dcm ... averag·e distance of cracks when crack formation is completed, esm ... average strain in reinforcement,
!~ ... relation between the cakulated and the average val11e of the crack width).
Table 5: Comparison between the maximum crack width calculated by equations (18) and (19)
'

I

IC(m]
1.54

'[rn]

nC

'

J.8·610-3

12

I

~IC

Wcma< [mm]
equ. (18)

w, [mm]
equ. (19)

0.21

0.20

,I

The comparison of the maximum crack widths shows a good agreement, because the relation between the maximum crack width (equ. (18)) and the aveTage crack width converg·e to 1.5 increasing the number of cracks [6].

6 Conclusions and recommendations
Both examples of the parameter correction pi;ocess demonstrate that it is possible to approximate the localisation
and the determination of crack area dimensions iby a quadratic parabola. A disadvantage of this method is that
parameters of a parabolic crack ar•e a wiH always be adapted obtained_, e ven if the crack area has another form.
The resul•ts of ·this con;ection model do not necessarily describe ·the real shape of the area.
It has been also shown, that it is possible to calcula~e the maximum crack width using the identified parameters. The comparison with the calculated crack width by using a conventional method [10) confirms the results.
A recommended future research plan is to apply these experiments carried out under laboratory conditions on
individual structure elements to more complete s.truct.ures. Based on the ide ntified damage it was possible to
judge the carrying load and the life expectancy of the structure. In this research the following insolved problems
still have to be examined:
- .structures with multiple crnck ar·e as and other support conditions,
- the possibility to identify cracks produced by shear loads with the modal analysis methods and
- the estimation of 1the .rdiacbility of the identified results by means of statistical tests.
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Abstl."act. During the last decade robots with flexible links became a popular research object for control
engineers. This is because ·o f their sophisticated properties referring to feedback control, e. g. nonminimum phase behaviour in end effector control. Massive problems already occur trying to obtain an
accurate analytic model for multilink flexible robots . This paper presents an effective way for numerical
modelling of multilink flexible robots using the multibody program system MOBILE . The experimental
model fitting to a ~a'boratory test bed of a two hnk flexible .r obot is documented.

1

Introduction

Generally all mechanical systems are subject to deformation under loading and hence are compliant. If
one speaks of rigid link robots, speed and load of these systems are as low as the assumption of rigid
mechanical links is justified and compliance can be neglected. Increasing speed and/ or payload demands
for taking elasticity effects into consideration during control design. In (5] some basic investigations
referring to the potential payoff in compliant arm control are given.
During the last decade robots with flexible links became a popular research object for control engineers (4] . In contrast it o robots or manipulators with rigid links flexible or elastic links result in an
extremely complex model especially for the multilink case. In [3], a schematic arbitrary formulation for
the lagrangian dynamics of serial chains of flexible links and joints (multilink flexible robots) is given.
However it has to be said that it is impossible to derive such a model without the aid of symbolic software
packages like e. g. MAPLE®. Whereas for a single link flexible robot it is possible to obtain a linear
model [6, 8] massive problems occur trying to obtain an accurate analytic model for multilink flexible
robots :a s the extent of the equations grows extremely with each additional hnk.
This paper deals with the modelling and
model fitting of a two link flexible robot driven by ~
DC motors using the multibody program system
MOBILE [10] which represents a:n easier way for
modelling flexible robots. It has to be mentioned
that this by no means results in an analytic model
rather in a numerical model for simulation. The
robot under consideration is a real laboratory test
bed (fig. 1) and is illustrated in the .second section.
The third section explains the main mathematical
aspects of the modelling using MOBILE specialized to beam modelling in the fourth section. Finally the experimental model fitting process with
Figure 1: Laboratory test bed
some results is presented.

2

Laboratory test bed of a two link flexible robot

The laboratory test bed of the two link flexible robot is depicted in fig. 1. The first joint on the right end
is attached to a table with a smooth surface. The tip and the second joint are sliding on the table carried
by two air bearings. Fig. 3 shows the air bearing carrying the end effector. DC motors with gear boxes
actuate the joints and are controlled by a PC via D/ A converters and amplifiers. To reach comparable
results between the laboratory test bed and the model the integral character of the system has to be
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avoided by the use of proportional joint angle controllers for each joint. The links are manufactured of
leaf spring steel to equip them with high elasticity.
flexible links
DC motors with gear boxes
and angle pulse donators

ophcal 3D position measurement system

Figure 2: Schemati,c view of the laboratory testbed

Figure 3: Air bearing of the end
effector with LED

The schematic view in fig. 2 gives a general idea of the installed measurement devices and coordinates. Joint angles are measured by a PC TTL counter board counting incremental pulses from a pulse
donator mounted on each DC motor. Strain gauges measuring the strain of the flexible links at some
discrete locations are attached to several points of the links (two for each link). Their signals are amplified and transferred to the PC by an A/D converter. For measuring the end effector position in the
x-y-plane an optical 30-measurement system is installed. An infrared sensitive camera detects the light
of two infrared LEDs attached to the second joint and the end effector. Fig. 3 shows the LED of the
end effector . The measurement system transfers the z and y coordinates of the LEDs relatively to the
reference frame (x 0 , Yo) to the PC via the parallel port with an accuracy better than lmm.

3

The multibody system toolkit MOBILE

The model is implemented with the help of the object-oriented toolset MOBILE where systems can
be built up by ,assembling transmission elements which can be specialized to the so-called kinetostatic
transmission elements in the case of mechanical >Components [10]. The underlying principle will be
discussed in the following.

qi

Motion
'Itansmission

q2
q2
q2

Qi

Force Transmission

Q2

ql
q1

Figure 4: Kinetostatic transmission element
Each component of a system is described as an object of abstract mapping types. They transmit
motion (q, q, q) forward and forces (Q) backward (Fig. 4) between state objects (e. g. frames or state
variables). The description of a complete dynamic system can be considered as a tree graph of arbitrary
transmission elements where the kinem.atical information is transmitted from root to top and the force
information including external, internal and inertial forces from top to root. By selecting special types of
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motion (position, velocity, and acceleration) and forces (e. g. inertial forces, coriolis forces) to transmit,
the dynamic equations of motion can be built up subsequently. Therefore it is necessary to perform
well-defined transmission steps with different acceleration inputs. For more details refer to [10]. ·

4

Modelling of the flexible links

This section presents the basics for modelling the flexible links and the DC motors within the toolkit
MtlBILE. The fl.exibJ.e links of the manipulating system undergo large deformations in reality. Therefore
a geometrically nonlinear beam element is used where the rigid body motion is superposed by the planar
beam deflection. The latter is described naturally by a constant curvature K such that the shear and
extension strain vanish at the ends of the beam (Fig. 5). ln the case of elastic bending Kand an applied
bending torque
have the well-known relationship

n

T& =KEl

(1)

where E denotes Young's modulus and I the areal moment of inertia. The latter can be specified to
a rectangular cross section by I = 112 bh3 where b is the breadth and h the thickness of the beam.
Furthermore t he quadratic displacement field in fig . 6 using Bernstein's polynomials (e. g. [7]) approx-

Figure 5: Bending behaviour of the beam element

Figure 6: Quadratic displacement field

imates the displacement with given vectors Eo, Ei and Ez of three nodepoints Po, P 1 and P2 related to
the beam element through

(2)
Important geometric properties of this approach are the exact approximation of the positions f-0 • Ez
and the tangent directions 1o, h at both ends of the element which are expressed by the following
relationships:

Et> ; E1 = Eo + 4to

; & = E1 + 4h

e(O)=Eo; e(l)=e2

;

(3)

1oi1PoP1; !zi1P1P2

As mentioned in section 3 the motion and force transmission has to be defined . With the variables in
fig. 6 and the bending axis !! (!! ..L fo; y_ ..L tz) and the angular velocities ~ and !:!lz at Po and P2 the
kinematic transmission fu nc tions from "O" to "2" are
E2

=

!:!l2

E2 =
!:!l2 =
i?.2

Eo + hto +:b)
~ + {3y
I .
.
Eo + 2(to + tz)
~ + {3y_ + {3-f!
l ••
..
t, + 2(Li + :b)

1o
with

=

~

x ti
xtz

!:!lz
f2
1o = ~ x to+~ x to
~ X :b+~ Xf2
h
!! = ~ x !! = !:!l2 x !! ; (f3!!l I!!)
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(4)

The backward transmission function from "2" to "O" including external forces F and torques T,
inertial forces f..inertfol and torques Lnertial and t'he internal force Qinternal can be written as

=

E.2
T.2 + Hto + b)

Finertial

~
EI
- --{3 =-KE I .
1

Lnertial

(5)

Applying Simpson 's rule for integrating the translational
rule for the rotational part over the length l of the beam
is achieved (beam mass m, inertia tensor 8). With the
s 0, 0.5, 1.0) the inertial forces of (5) can be computed.

part of inertial properties and the trapezoidal
element the lumped-mass description in fig . 7
acceleration terms at three points (p(s) with
For more details refer to [9].
-

x

=

Figure 7: Lumped masses due to displacement approximation
An examination of the convergence of the deflection while refining the mesh respectively increasing
the number of beam elements shows that five elements are a good discretization for the system considered
in this paper. The relative difference to results with an infinite number of elements is less than 1/ 1000.
This results in the model depicted in fig. 8. In the case of pure bending the deflection would be calculated
exactly for any discretization.
z

m1 1 8 1 ~ T2

m2 , §,,$ _

x

t

®
t

i2

Figure 8: Simulation model of the manipulator
For simplification the DC motors equipped with proportional joint angle controllers are modelled
approximately by a linear differential equation for the torque T
T

= KMotorKP

(6)

(ilset - ii) - K,;J

that can be realized within MOBILE using a simple force element.

5

Model fitting and results

To fit the simulation model to the real process the physical and geometrical properties were taken from
the construction drawings in a first step. After that several parameters were adjusted during experiments
in the laboratory. The original test bed and the model are equipped with a proportional controller for
the joint angles with the proportional gains Kp 1 = KP2 = 5. An example for experimental parameter
adjustment is the joint friction of the DC motors. J.t is modelled according to fig . 9.
The following figures show a comparison between simulation results and test bed measurements for
different quantities. The robot initial position in all plots is 0° for each joint which means that both
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0.2
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-0.l
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82
Figure 9: Friction torque for the second joint
links ar•e in-line. The input is a. step in the angle set value t?set for the first joint of 20° and for the second
joint of :30°.
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Figure 10: Joint angles (a) and strain in the first link (b)
The two joint angles resulting from the above mentioned inputs are depicted in fig. lOa. Especially
for the first joint angle there is a very good correspondence be·tween the test bed measurement and the
simulation. Also the influence of the joint friction effects is obvious in both plots.
Fig. iOb shows the strain measured in the middle of the first link by strain gauges in comparison
with the corresponding strain obtained by the model. Here is also a good correspondence between
measurement and simulation except for the amplitude of the strain. The same effect is visible in fig.
11 where the x and y coordinates of the end effector measured by the optical position sensing system
compared with the results obtained with MOBILE are depicted.
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Figure 11: Absolute position of the end ·effector
The amplitude difference is due to the friction on the table on which the manipulator is moving
carried by the air bearings that actually should be frictionless. As the test bed is not moving entirely
without friction as it is supposed in the model this difference occurs. Th.is will be implemented in the
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model soon. But nevertheless the model qualitatively shows the same dynamic behaviour as the test
bed.

6

Conclusion

flexible robots became a challenging research object for control engineers during the last years. One
basic problem in this field is the exact modelling of those 1lexible structures especially for the multilink
case. Analytic modelling always results in extremely complex models. This paper presents the modelling
and model fiUing of a two serial link flexible robot driven by DC motors using the multibody system
toolkit MOBILE. A numerical model is ob·tained and fitted to the test bed experimentally. The result
is a rather exact and easy to handle simulation model which is very effective with respect to calculation
time for simulation.
This model will be used for future investigations. It is suitable to test control concepts without
using laboratory equipment. The model is easy to extend for modelling more complex flexible structures
like, e. g., hydraulically driven flexible robots with closed kinematic loops. The models will be investigated further with respect to their structural properties [11]. They can be used to apply identification
techniques to obtain an approximation based on the MOBILE-simulation [1, 2], without using the real
system.
Acknowledgement. The authors would like to thank the student Dirk Nissing who carried out all the
tedious measurements and simulations.
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Abstract. The task described in this p.aper is to fit mathematical models of a planar servo-pneumatic
test facility to laboratory experiments. This has been done by using exact linearization techniques as
evaluation criterion for judging the quality of the agreement between process model and process.

1

Introduction

Multi-axis test facilities are extensively used in industry and space-craft engineering for performing
dynamic tests of critical components of machines {(l], [2}). Among those, hydraulic test facilities are used
for testing heavy loads (in earthquake tests and space-craft tests) controlled by sinusoidal and transient
test signals. Sinusoidal tests of both, heavy loads and small loads are also performed using electromagnetic shakers. Transient tests of small loads are performed using servo-pneumatic test facilities.
Due to the complex behavior of multi-axis test facilities, nonlineair control algorithms based on exact
linearization techniques are used to achieve a good control behavior ((3]).
This paper describes how such exact lineariza:ticm controllers can be used to fit computer simulations
to laboratory experiments .and to judge the degree of agreement between process model and process.
This procedure has been applied to computer sim1Jlations and to laboratory experiments of a planar
servo-pneumatk test facility.
In Section 2 the hardware realization of the planar test facility wiU be briefly described. In Section 3
nonlinear model equations of both, the servo-pneumatic actuators and the test facility and payload
mechanics will be presented. In Section 4 the model fitting process judged by time histories of computer
simulations and of associated laboratory experiments will be discussed in several steps.

2

Laboratory experiment

The test facility used for performing the laboratory experiments includes the following subsystems (cf. 1):
• test table and payload (rigid bodies),
• three servo-pneumatic drives including specially designed pneumatk actuators with minimized friction
and high response servo-valves,
• sensing elements including displacement sensors (recording the actuator piston displacements) , acceleration sen:sors (recording the actuator piston accelerations), specially designed pressure sensors
(recording the pressure directly in each actuator chamber), and force transducers (placed into the
attachment point between each actuator and the test table).

Figure 1: Computer animation graphics and photo of the planar test facility
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The controUer-hardware used · to collect the measured data and to control the test-facility has been
specially designed for implementing sophisticated control algorithms. It includes
• a Transputer based AD/DA card as a gateway to the real process, and
• a RISC-card with an i860 CPU as a number cruncher for complicated control algorithms. This RlSCcard is connected to the Transputer-board via a communication Transputer and LINK-channels.

3

Mathematical .m odels of the test facility

This section briefly describes the mathematical subsystem models of the test facility, a. o.
• linear model equations of the servo-valve dynamics,
• non1inear model equations of the pressure evolution in each actuator chamber of the three pneumatic
actuators, and
• linear and nonlinear models of the test-facility mechanics.
Math·e matical models of the servo-pneumatic actuators
The mathematical model of the servo-pneumatic actuators used is described in detail in [4], included
in this volume.
Mathematical models of the t·e st facility mechanics
The mathematical models of the test facility mechanics used in this paper are
• linear reduced model equations of the test facility mechanics,
• nonlinear reduced model equations of the test facility mechanics ([3)), and
• nonlinear ext ended model equations of the test facility mechanics.
Linear reduced model of the test facility mechanics
The linear reduced model of the test facility mechanics has been derived on several assumptions from a
nonlinear reduced model discussed in (3]. The linear model equations are

M ·f

= F-ifc

(1)

with

=

.. ·- ( Xp
··R

X .-

.- Tl.
[

··R ().. )T

[AK . PL - dx . Ta
m

,

0

,

(acceleration of the test table),

,Zp,

0
m

,
,

. i]

(actuator forces) ,
m · z{;p

]

(2)
(3)

(inertia matrix),

(4)

(vector of gravitational forces and torque), and

(5)

m · z{;p , -m. :i:t;p ,

J/:11

-m · rf;p
+ m . ((~p) 2 + (z{;p)~]

(transformation matrix mapping system variables from
actuator ·h ousing fixed frames K; to test table fixed frame
L (cf. 2)) .

(6)

Nonlinear extended model of the test facility mechanics
The nonlinear reduced model equations of the test-facility mechanics described in (3] have been derived
omitting the inertia properties of the actuators. In this section the mechanical behavior of the actuators

Figure 2: Scheme of the planar test facility
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is included in the model equations. Each actuator is divided into two rigid bodies (actuator housing and
actuator piston). This yields to nonlinear extended model equations, describing the planar motion of
seven rigid bodies. Compactly written, the nonlinear extended model equations are (compare [5]):

M(x) · x + iiF1(:i:,x) + fo(x)

= f[ · F

(7)

with a common inertia matrix M(x), describing the various inertia properties of seven rigid bodies

M(x)

:=

M(x) - f[(x) · _[-MK · J,.

+ Tqn · (J9 ea • Z// · Jf3 + MK

· RcK2 · Zj( 1 ))

(8)

,

with a noniinear vector qFL(x,x), descrilbing the various centrifugal forces

- ( x,x
. ) ·8Jx . M K R CKtJ;,2
qFL
.-qFL (.x,x ) - JT(
z X) · [ - M KfjtX+

+ T qn J gea z-1
K 8J{J
Bt X.
+2TqnMKZK diag(/3)Zj/rcK + TqnMKRcK2Zi( 1

a:: x] ,

(9)

and with a vector iia(x), including the gravitational forces and torque

(10)
The matrix M(x) (common inertia Matrix) as well as the vectors qpL(x, x) (vector of centrifugal forces),
qa(x) (vector of gravitationa[ ~orces) and F (vector of actuator forces) belong to the nonlinear reduced
model described in [3}. In addition the equations (8) to (10) include the matrices and vectors

z K := diag (zK1, ZK2, ZK3)

ZK

'

RcK := diag (rcK 1 , rcK2 , rcK3 )
rcK := (rcK,, -rcK2 , -rcK3 )

T

,

diag (J9 es 1 , -Jges2 , -Jgeas) ,
MK := diag(mK.,mK2 ,mK3 ) ,

with (i

:=

f:J·2

:=

RcK2

:=

Tqn

:=

Tb-l . Ta '

MKz

:=

diag (m1, m2, m3) ,

(-sin f31, cos f32, cos ,63) T ,
(

·2 ·2 ·2)T

t31, f3z ,,l33

mass of the actuator piston i,

mz,

mass of the a;ctuator housing i,

:=

mK,

:=

rcz,

= diag (cos (31 , sin t32, sin ,63)

:=

diag

(~1, ~3, ~3)

,

,

+ mz,

common mass of the actuator piston and .a ctuator housing,

distance between the coupling point of the actuator Pi and the center of gravity CK, of the
actuator piston (for actuator piston displacement ZK, = 0),

re Ko;
r c K,

(~)

:

= 1, 2, 3)

mK,
m,

K2
diag

'

diag{zK1,zK2,zK3) ,

cliag (rbK1 , -rbK2, -rbK3 ) '
T
rcges := (rcge31,-rcges2· - rc ges3) ,

,

lges :=

K1

:=

ZK, +re Ko, di.stance from P; to CK,, depending on the actuator piston displacement ZK; ,
distance between P; and the center of gravity Cz, of the actuator housing,

rc 9 e $; := mK;·rcK~mz; · rcz; distance between Pi and the center of .gravity C9 es; of the common body
a ctuator housing arid actuator piston, depending on the actuator piston displacement ZK;,
JcK;y

moment of inertia of the actuator piston i with respect to CK; ,

moment of inertia of the actuator housing i with respect to Cz,,
Jc z, y
J 9 es; := i[JcK;y + mK, · r b K, + J c K, 11 + mK, · rb KJ moment of inertia of the whole actuator (actuator
housing and piston) with respect to P;,

. r r·

. r

factor matrices of Tqn, mapping the transversal forces of the actuators to normal forces, with

T a.·-

s'ui/J,

·CD6/J,

COIJ{J,

- sin{J,

cos/J,

- sin {J,

(zZ,0 + A 2 - rS10 -Ai) · t:XJfl fJ.

+ fzS"' + B, - "Sio - B,) · sio /l,

{•S,. + .A, -

sin{J,

Tb:=

A,) . cos /l,
+ 1(zS,., + 8, - z~10 - .B, ) .,,;,,.p,

sin .8,

•S10 -
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- sin .81
c:a; {J,

•.,..e.

(·~ + A, -

- (z:S,. + Bi -

•S•• - A1) . sin{J,

zZ10 - Bi ) · r;os/J,

(zS,. + A, - •Sio - Ai) · sin.8,
- (x~,. + B, - zS 10 - 8 1) · CDJS{J,

(11)

J13

nonlinear jakobian matrix of the orientation angles of the actuators {Ji, with

8/3
J13 ·=
· -8x ·=
·
4

[~
~
~ ¥.*
~
~
~z,.
~
Bz ,.

~ ~

.,,,

l
I

(12)

•

Fitting mathematical models to the laboratory experiment by using exact
linearization techniques

In this section mathematical models of a planar servo-pneumatic test facility described in Section 3 are
fitted to laboratory experiments using exact lineari.zation techniques. The idea of this approach is :
• Sine sweep signals of constant amplitude of the form shown in Figure 3a are characterized by the fact
• that they have an extreme simple geometrical pattern with straight lines as envelopes, and
• that they include information of a wide frequency range.
·• Stimulating dynamical systems by sine sweeps provides outputs that include (in the ideal case) the
complete frequency cont·e nts of the operator of the system.
In most applications of industrial practice the output signals obtained from sine sweeps as input signals
are complex geometrical pattern not suited for identifying variations of subsystems by direct inspection
(cf. 3b, 3c).
• On the other hand, systems controlled by exact linearization controllers reproduce (in the ideal case)
input signals at the output. This implies that sine sweep stimuli provide sine sweeps as output signals
(cf. 3e). Due to their simple structure (straight lines as envelopes) these output signals are extreme
sensitive and well suited for identifying variations of subsystems or of subsystem models by direct
inspection (cf. 3d).
• Therefore this combination (sine sweep stimuli and exact linearization controllers) provides a suitable
method for fitting mathematical process models to laboratory experiments.
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Figure 3: System reactions (accelerations of the test table x obtained from computer simulations) due to
sine sweep stimuli using different controllers
The previously discussed fitting process wm be performed in several steps in agreement with Figure 4.
Step I: Ini1tializa,t ion of the fitting process

In a first step t'he fitting process will be initialized. That means:
• a "simple" computer simulation model Gp, (i = 0) called ideal model is chosen, including the nonlinear
model of the servo-pneumatic actuators {[4}) without servo-valve dynamics and the linear model of the
test facility mechanics without friction (Eq. (1)) ,
• realistic operating conditions 0; (j = 1) are adjusted by choosing sine sweep t est signals (f 1- 25 Hz,
amplitude a = 10 m/s 2 ) and. a payload with mass mp = 13.4 kg,
• realistic model parameters ki< (11:. = 0) are chosen and
• an exact linearization controller C1 (l = 0) including the model equations Gp0 is used.

=
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Figure 5: Results of Step I

Figure 6: Results of Step II

Results of Step I (laboratory experiment and computer simulation (Gp0, Oi, ko and Co):
The results of Step I are shown in Figure 5. The computer simulation results (second row) show an ideal
control behavior compared to the test input signal (first row) but differ strongly from the laboratory
experiment (third row). The control behavior of the laboratory experiment is not ideal compared to the
test signal. To reduce the discrepancies between the computer simulations and the laboratory experiments
the operating conditions 0 0 will be weakened in a next step (cf. 4).
Step II: Stepwise simplification of :the operating conditions
(j = 1, 2, ... ,no) are weakened
• for reducing the discrepancy between computer simulations and laboratory experiments, and
• for improving the control behavior of the laboratory experiment.
This :is done by reducing the frequency interval of the sine sweep to f = 1 - 4 Hz and the amplitude to
5 m/s2 .
In this step the operating conditions

oj

Results of Step II (laboratory experiment and computer simulation (Gp0, Ono , ko and Co):
The results of Step II am shown in Figure 6. The control behavior of the laboratory experiment (third
row) has been improved. The discrepancy between computer simulations (second row) and laboratory
experiments (thlrd row) has been reduced but not completely eliminated. To overcome this discrepancy
the computer simulation model Gp0 will be refined in the next step.
Step III: Refinement of the process model using weakened operating conditions
For decreasing the discrepancy between laboratory experiments and computer simulations a friction model
is included in the computer simu~ation which provides the simulation model Gp1 . Due to the restricted
space of this paper a discussion of various other steps for including different submodels into the process
model (cf. 8) is omitted here,
Results of Step III (laboratory experiment and computer simulation (Gpi, Ono, ko and Co):
The results of Figure 7 show a further improved agreement between computer simulations and laboratory
·experiments. Due to the fact, that the control algorithm Co does not include the friction model, the
control behavior of the simulated control loop is no longer ideal as in Figures 5 and 6. For the weakened

desired
output
signals
computer
simulation
laboratory
experiment

Figure 7: Results of Step Ill (accelerations of the test table x)
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operating conditions Ono considered, the deviation of the achieved control behavior from the ideal control
behavior is caused by the frid~on of the actuators.
St,e p IV: Comparison of the results of the laboratory experiment and. the computer simulation, both usiag the exact linearization •c ontroller
In Step IV the various submodels that have been stepwise included into the process model in Step III
have been included into the control algorithm. Due to limited space available these results are omitted
in this paper.
Step V: Repeating of Steps III and IV for realistic operating conditions
this step the operating conditions Ono have been reset to the more realistic operating conditions
Oo of Step I. In addition, various submodels have been stepwise included into and excluded from the

[n

process model of the computer simulation to investigate the influence of each of these submodels on the
discrepancy between computer simulations and laboratory experiments for the more realistic operating
conditions Oo.
Results of Step V (laboratory experiments and ,c omputer simulations (Gpi, 0 0 , k 0 and C0 ):
The results of Step V are shown in Figure 8. They include time histories of the three accelerations (x~,
Comparing these
results (rows b to h of Figure 8) with those obtained from the ideal process model (row a) and from the
laboratory experiment (row i) leads to the following conclusions:
Fig. 8b: including the ext.ended mechanics model into the process model (Eq. 7) will damp the output
signals in the frequency range above 5 Hz and will amplify the output signals below 5 Hz,
Fig. 8c: .including the submodel of the servo-valve dynamics ([4]) into the process model will amplify
the output signals at frequencies above 5 Hz (reverse effect of case b),
Fig. 8d: including friction forces into the process model will tie up the amplitudes of the output signals
at frequencies of about 7 Hz. In addition this submodel produoes irregular peaks (like noise)
in the amplitudes of the output signals,
Fig. 8e: limitations of the servo-valve piston displacement will damp the output signals beyond 20 Hz,
Fig. 8f: including signal transmission blocks of the discreti.zation and quantization of the transmitted
signals into the computer simulation will tie up the output signals at 7 Hz
Fig. 8g: including the signal filters used in the laboratory experiment into the computer simulation will
damp the output signal at frequencies beyond 10 Hz.
Fig. 8h: including all subrnodels of cases b to g into the process model yields the time histories in the
last but one row (Case h of Figure 8). A comparison of these time histories (obtained from
computer simulations) with the time histories obtained from laboratory experiments (Case i of
Fig. 8) proves that the mathematical models have been weU fitted to the laboratory experiment.
In addition the specific influence of various subsystem models on the behavior of the computer simulation
model has been dearly shown.

ii: and e) and envelopes for various variations of submodels Gpi, i = 1, 2, ... , ncp.

Step VI: Verification of the process model

In this step the success of the model fitting process has been finally tested using different process controllers (Ci, l = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) that are capable of providing quite different operating conditions both, of the
process model and of the process. The controllers used are
• linear stand·a rd industrial controllers
,. a proportional controller (P) and
• a multi sensor controller (MSR), and
• exact linearization controllers based on different process models
• ELLMLP: based on linear reduced mechanical models (Eq. (1)) and on linearized servo-pneumatic
models ([4]),
• ELLMRP: based on linear reduced mechanical models (Eq. (1)) and on nonlinear reduced servopneumatic models ([6]), and
• ELLMNP : based on linear reduced mechanical models (Eq. (1)) and on nonlinear extended servopneumatic models ([4]). ·
The results of the laboratory experiments have been compared with associated computer simulations.
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Figure 8: Variation of submodels of the process model and their influence on the discrepancies between computer simulations and laboratory experiments
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Figure 9: Results of Step VI (accelerations of the test table x)
Results of Step VI (labocatory experiments and computer simulations (Gp1, Oo, ko, C1, ... ,s ):
The results of Step VI are shown in Figure 9. They demonstrate an ·e xcellent agreement of the process
model with the laboratory experiment under extreme variations of the operating conditions caused by
different control algorithms.

Con cl us ions
In this paper a new methodology has been presented for fitting mathematical models (in our case mathematical models of a planar servo-pneumatic test facility) to laboratory experiments based on exact
linearization techniques. This method is well suitable
• for investigating the specific effects of various submodels included in or excluded from the process
model,
• for identifying and eliminating the sources of discrepancies between computer simulations and laboratory experiments, and
• for fitting mathematical models to .real processes.
As a consequence this method provides a deep physical insight into the process behavior.
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FITTING MATHEMATICAL iVIODELS OF A SERVOPNEUMATIC
ACTUATOR TO LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS USING EXACT
LINEARJZATION TECHNIQUES
A. Piepenbrinkland H. Hahn2
lZF Friedrichshafen AG, Forschungs- und Entwicl<lungszentrum, Abt. TE-P,
Ailmannsweilerstr. 43, 88038 Friedrichsha.fen, Germany
Phone +49 7541-77-7357, Fax +49 7541-77-7523, e-Mail: piepenbrink@t-online.de
2Control Engineering and System Theory Group, Department of Mechanical
Engineering (FB15), Uni¥ersity of Kassel, 341'09 Kassel, MonchebergstraBe 7, Germany,
Phone +49 561-804 32 60, Fax +49 561-804 77 68, e-Mail: hahn@hrz.uni-ka.ssel.de
Abstract. In this paper results of a model fitting process applied to a servopneumatic actuator are
presented. In this fitting process the method of exact linearization techniques is used to judge the
difference of the results obtained in laboratory experiments and in computer simulations, including
different linear and nonlinear process models. The model fitting process includes a sequence of systematic
model fitting steps. These model fitting steps include variations of linear and nonlinear plant models,
variations of operating conditions and variations of linear and nonlinear exact linearization controllers.
The final nonlinear process model obtained provides excellent agreement between computer simulations
and laboratory experiments for a wide range of operating conditions.

1

Introduction

Servopneumatic actuators are extensively used in various industrial applications ([1], [2)). In this paper
the method of exad linea:rization techniques is used to find a plant model of a servopneumatic actuator
that accurately describes the laboratory experiment. The linear and nonlinear process models are collected in Section 2. They include linear and nonlinear differential equations of the thermodynamica.l, fluid
mechanical and mechanical processes of the actuator components. The exact linearization controllers are
brie·fly described in Section 3. In Section 4 the model fitting process and the results obtained in computer
simulations and in laboratory experiments are discussed. These results show that a nonlinear simulation
model, which accurately describes the laboratory experiments under various operating conditions, has
been obtained by using the systematic fitting procedure presented.

2

Mathematical models of the servopneumatic actuator

N onlinear plant model
The various components of a servopneumatic actuator (cf. 1) have been modeled by the following
'e quations describing the dynamical behaviour of the .servo valve, of t!he actuator, of the mass flows over
the control egdes of the servo valve and of the actuator piston mechanics, including the load.
Servo valve magneti.cs:

(1)
with model variables F11 (force of the magnetic amplifier) .and u (input voltage of the magnetic _amplifier) and with model paramet ers kM (magnetic amplifier gain factor) and aM (pole of the transfer
function of (1)) .
Servo valve mechanics:

..

X.,,

+ 2 · ( .,, ·Wv

.

2

·Xv+ Wv ·Xu =

kV

2

(2)

r>

·Wu· r v

with model v:ariable Xv (ser¥o valve piston displacement) and with model parameters kv (servo
valve gain factor), wv (servo valve frequency) and (v (servo valve damping factor).
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Figure 1: Hardware realization of the laboratory experiment (photo and computer drawing) including
sensing elements
Pressure evolution in the actuator chambers:

PI

-·(Vo1 + Ar . x1,;)
K.

Pn
·(Vou K.

+

Ar . Xk . PI

An· xk) - Au· ±i.· PII

= +R-Tr (rh.2 - rh.1 - rhBP)

(3)

= -R-TII"(rh.4 -

(4)

rh.3 -

rh.BP)

with model variables Xk (actuator piston displacement), ±i. (actuator piston velocity), PI.TI (actuator
chamber J , II pressures), T1,II (actuator chamber J, II temperatures), rh. 1,2,3, 4 (mass flows over the
control edges of the servo valve) and rhBP (bypass mass flows across the actuator) and with model
parameters V0 r,on (initial volume of actuator chambers J, II) , A1,II (areas of actuator piston in the
actuator chambers J, II) , R (gas constant) and K. (adiabatic exponent).
Mass flow over the controI egdes of the servovalve:
m'1

·Xv

:=m1 =-av1·1T · d1 ·'l/J

m;. x,, :=m2 =

2
(PR)
·PI · J
PI
R·T1

0-02 . 1T. d2·'1/J (PI) . PS .
Ps

J
J

R·Ts

m~ ·xv :=m3 =-av3 · 1T · d3·'1/J (PIT)
· ps ·
Ps
m~ ·Xv :=m4 =

0-D4 · 1T · d4 ·'1/J

2

2

R·Ts

·o-(-xv) · x.,

,

(5)

·CT(x,,). x,,

(6)

·CT(-x.,) · x.,

(7)

(PR)
·PII · JR ·ZTII ·CT(xv)
PIT

(8)

·Xv

and bypass mass flow across the actuator:
0-BP ·ABP

•

mBp=

{

-OBP ·

·1/J (El.!.)
'PI

ABP · 'l/J

·pr ·

{l.;;
R-Tr
·

(:fi) ·PII ·;;I;;

for

PI 2: PIT

for

PI

< PII

}

(9)

with model variables p R,s (pressures of the fluid supply) and with model parameters
(coefficients of the valve orifice flows and the bypass mass flow), d1,2,3,4 (diameters of the control edges of the servo valve) and ABP (area of tbe bypass mass flow). In (5) - (8) a servo
valve with ideal critical center is assumed. These equations include the flow function of ISO 6358 [3]

O:Di,D2 ,D3,o 4,BP

&.
Pb >
_ Pkrit
&

lOr

&.<p
.
Pb
krit
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) ; "'' = 0.484

(10)

with model variable Pa / Pb (pressure ratio at the control edge [3]} a.nd with model parameter Pkrit
(critical pressure ratio [3J).
Actuator piston mechanics:
(11)

with model variable Xk (actuator piston acceleration) and with model parameters
ing coefficient) and dk (Coulomb friction coefficient).

c1o

(viscous damp-

Linear plant model
The linear model equations of a servopneumatic actuator .are
Servovalve magnetics and mechanics :

F,, + aM · Fv
..
Xv

+ 2·(v

• Wv ·

.
X,,

2

+ w., ·Xu

= kM · u
= k V · w,,2 ·

(12)
z;o

{13)

rv

Pressure evolution in the actuator chambers:
.
PL

Mx
Mp
MK .
= -. x,, + -. PL + -Cp- . Xk
Cp
Cp

(14)

including the coefficients (relative to an operating point x,,e, PLc• :he = 0)
Mx

=

('If.

002 .

ft .

(

001 .

- ft ·

d1 . ~ . ..Po. (fi(ps , PR) -PLC) for
0
for
di. J'r1[Ts. I/lo. (f;(,ps, PR)+ PLC ) for

-:rui

z-u2
:rvc

$

:r~c

~ · t/Jo · (:rve - :r;;2) - ks p for
-ksp
for
~ · t/Jo · (:r.c + :r;a} - ksp for

" · 001 · cl1 ·

- z ,1

$

$
$

:$
$
z .c $
:r92

OD2 · cl2 ·

Mp =

:$

Z ,,c

:r.c )
%U2

(15)

- %"u1

:r,c )
Zu 2

(16)

-%1'.l

{17)
and
(18)

where the Cases i = I , 11 take into account different pressure relations describing different operating
conditions of the actuator [4]

Ji = PI+ PII =+PS · (pkrit + J2 · (1 -

Pkrit)

+ P~rit)

(19)
(20)

Actuator pis·t on mechanics :
(21 )

The relations (14) - (20) have been derived in [41 from the nonlinear model equations of Section 2.

3

Controller design using exact linearization techniques

In this section the design of linear and nonlinear compensation controllers will be briefly discussed [4].
These controHers are used in the model fitting approach described in Section 4.
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I

[
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the linear plant (22) with linear compensation controller (25)
Linear compensation controller

The state space representation of the linear plant model (14) , (21) [4J using x 1 = (x 1 ,x 2 ,x3 f
(xki :h, Xk)T as state vector and y = Xk as output variable is written in normal form

=

(22)
A'

:i:'

..__...

y= [1,0, 0j ·x'

:z: '

B'

(23)

=X1 =Xk

c'

with
T
0=(01 , 02,03)={0,

Mp · c1c
A· m1c Mp
c1c T
C+M C'-C - - ) and
p
K · p
p
m1c

m1c ·

A· Mx · kv
f3 = - - - m1c·Cp

(24)

The linear compensation controller (abbreviated with EXL3o in subsequent time histories)
u = [ + ·x-d

+ kJ ·(id - i1t) + k2 · (±d - .:h) + k1 · (xd - x1c)

- 01 . Xie - 02 .

Xk -

03 .

Xk

l . {3- 1

(25)

including a pole placement controller k1, k2 and kJ, and a standard prefilter, provides an ideal transmission behaviour of the linear plant model (22), using Xct as desired command input signal and y = x1c as
output function (cf. 2).
Nonlinear exact linearization controller

In analogy to the linear compensation controller design with linear plant model (22), (23) and (24), the
nonlinear plant model (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (10) and (11) (with d1t=O) is written in the form

x1 = x2 ,

x2

= x3,

±3

= o(x) + f3(x) · u

and with

x := (x1,x2,x3f = (x1c,±1c,x1cf , (26)

including the nonlinear functions o(x) and f3(x)
o (x )

Ck
..
= -m1c
- · x1c
-

K. •

A~ · ±1c

· PI

-----:.---(Vo1 +Ar· x1c) · m1c

•
A 211 . X1c
. Pll
(Vo11 - Au · x1c) · m1c
K. .

(27)

(28)
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the nonlinear plant (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (10) and (11) (with d1c=O) with
nonlinear controller (29)
Using exact i/o-linearization techniques ([4], [5], [6]) with y = Xk as output function of the control loop,
yields the foUowing nonlinear controller (abbreviated with EX N L4o in subsequent time histories)

(29)
with a(x) and (3(x) defined in (27) and (28) , including a pole placement controller k 1 , k 2 and k 3 , and
a standard prefilter and providing an ideal transmission behaviour of the i/ o-linearized nonlinear plant
model between output Xk and input u (cf. 3).

4

,M odel fitting approach and model fitting results

The model fitting approach presented in this paper is based on exact linearization techniques. The
idea underlying this approach can be briefly described as follows: Let x(t) be a time signal of a simple
geometrical shape (like a sine sweep of constant amplitude, a saw tooth or a sequence of pulses of identical
shape). Then even small changes of those signals can be identified by direct inspection. On the other
hand, entering command input signals u(t) into a given dynamical system (even if u(t) has a simple
shape as x(t)) provides output signals Y1(t) of a much complexer geometrical shape. Variations of the
structure of the system provide (together with the same input signal u(t)) new output signals y 2 (t),
again of a complex shape. Due to the complexity of the two output signals y1(t) and y2(t) it is in general
hard to identify and to characterize the modification of the system structure from the two output signals
y 1 ( t ) and Y2 (t ). This is different if the system considered is controlled by an exact linearizing controller.
Then the controlled system reproduces (in the ideal case) input signals (of a simple shape) at the output,
and slight modifications of the structure of the system considered provide characteristic modifications of
the output signal y(t) that can be easily recognized, in case the controller has been kept constant and
does not include the modification of the system. This model fitting approach is represented in the block
diagram of Figure 4. It includes tbe following steps:
(I) Initialization of the model .fitting proc.e ss (choice of a first process model, of an ideal associat ed
compensation controller and of initial operating conditions) .
(II) Stepwise simplification of the operating conditions of both, the laboratory experiment and
the computer simulation.
(III) Fitting of the process model to the laboratory experiment for simplified operating conditions using t he controller of step II.
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Figure 4: Block diagram of the model fitting procedure
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Step VI

(a) laboratory experiment

(b) computer simulation

Figure 5: Time histories of laboratory ·experiments and of computer simulations (Step I of Figure
4. Computer simulations with linear controller EXL3o and without friction model in the
linear plant model; 8 Hz triangular command input signal)

(a) laboratory experiment

(b) 'c omputer simulation

Figure 6: Time histories of laboratory experiments and of computer simulations (Step II of Figure
4 . Computer simulations with linear controller EXL3o and without friction model in the
linear plant model; 4 Hz triangular command input signal)

(a) laboratory experiment

(b) computer simulation

Figure 7: Time histories of laboratory experiments and of computer simulations (Step III of Figure
4. Computer simulations and laboratory experiments with linear controller EXL3o and
without friction model in the nonlinear plant model; 4 Hz triangular command input
signal)

(b) computer simulation

(a) laboratory experiment

Figure 8: Time histories of laboratory experiments and of computer simulations (Step IV of Figure
4. Computer simulations with nonlinear c·o ntroller EXNL4o and without friction model
in the nonH:near plant model; 4 Hz triangular command input signal)
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(b) computer simulation

(a.) laboratory experiment

Figure 9: Time histories of laboratory experiments and of computer simulations (Step III of Figure
4. Computer simulations with nonlinea.r controller EXNL4o and with friction model in
the nonlinear plant model; 4 Hz triangular command input signal)

(b) computer simulations

(a.) laboratory experiments

Figure 10: Time histories of laboratory experiments and of computer simulations using various linear
and nonlinear controllers (Step V of Figure 4, using industrial test signals and (03))
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING, COMPUTER SIMULATION AND
DYNAMICAL ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE-POINT-DRIVE
ECCENTRIC PRESS
M. Neumann, H. Hahn 1 , K.-D. Leimbach
Control Engineering and System Theory Group, Department of Mechanical Engineering (FB 15),
University of Kassel, 34109 Kassel, Moenchebergstr. 7, Germany, eMail: hahn@hrz.u.ni-kassel.de

Abstract. In this paper computer simulation models of different complexity of a single-point-drive
eccentric press al'e presented. These models as well as the model parameters have been systematically
fitted to laboratory experiments of such a press. The simulation results obtained agree very well with
the results of various laboratory experiments.

1 Introduction.
Mechanical presses are widely used in motor industry for e.g. sheet metal forming of car body components. The working precision of such mechanical presses depends on e.g. dissipative friction effects in
t he various bearings, on clearances in the bearings, on elastic frame / ram distortions, on spatial ram
displacements and on spatial ram tiltings ([1],[2]). In order to better understand these undesirable effects

(a.) Mechanical Press

(b) Schematic Drawing

(c) Computer Graphic

Fig. 1: Foto, schematic drawing and computer graphic of a Single-Point-Drive Eccentric Press.
both, qualitatively and quantitatively, and to finally overcome these effects by suitable constructions
of presses, a systematic theoretical and experimental analysis of their static and dynamic behavior is
needed. To construct presses more stiff, various investigations of presses and of components of presses
have been done based on FE-methods ([3], [4]). Finit-Element investigations provide usfull results for
improving structural components of presses. On the other hand, they don't consider the dynamic effects
of the forming process and its dependence on clearances, on tiltings and on displacements of the ram.
This paper presents an alternative approach to analyse the dynamic behavior of a single-point-drive
eccentric press (cf. 1) using a computer simulation of the press based on rigid body dynamics ([5],[6]).
This computer simulation provides a basis for improving both, the design of mechanical presses and
their working precision. In this paper three mathematical models of different complexity of a press (cf.
1 and Section 2) have been systematically fitted to different laboratory experiments. The laboratory
experiments used hav,e been performed by the LVWU (Laboratorium fiir Verfahren und Werkzeugmaschinen der Umformtechnik, University of Kassel, Prof. Dr. Wagener) using a 250 ton single-point-drive
1

This project (AiF 9618) has been supported by the European Resarch Council for Sheet Metal Forming (EFB) .
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eccentric press (cf. 1). The results of computer simulations and of laboratory experiments (Section 3)
associated to those show ex·cellent agreement .

.2 Design of engineer models of the press
The press has been modeled by three different engineer models used in the fitting process. The first
(simplest) model will be caUed base model, the second (more refined) model will be called refined
model and the third model will be called sophisticated model.
The base engineer model includes the following components (cf. 2):
• three rigid bodies (single-axis eccentric drive (e), planar pitman (p), single-axis ram with tool (s )),
• several coupling elements
-force coupling elements (spring of the workpiece (W) and damper (D) of t he ram),
-joints (three revolute joints, one translational joint).
The base engineer model of the press includes the following model parameters (cf. 2a and 3).
•Parameters of the rigid bodies: mass (mi), moment of inertia (J~kk,v ) and
geometry parameters (x~ijCi, Z~ijCi, lm) (i - c , p, a;;= l, 2 , . . . , Ni ; k - c,p: "'= p, • ).
•Parameters of the coupling elements (cw, dw , lw, dv ).
Computer simulations of the base engineer model provide time histories of the following variables (cf.
2b and 3) that also have been measured in laboratory experiments:
•single-axis rotation angle of tb.e eccentric drive around an inertial fixed rotation axis (Op< := fhp. R)
through the center of gravity (Pe := Ce),
•displacement of the ram in z-direction (zg.),
•velocity of the ram in z-direction (zg. ),
•forming force in z- direction (F/J..z).
eccmuic drive

revolute joint
pilmon

rcvollllc joint

IJ'alUlal:iOllll
joint

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Base engineer model.

The refined engineer model includes the following components (cf. 4):
• three rigid bodies (single-axis eccentric drive, spatial pitman, spatial ram with tool),
• coupling elements
- force coupling elements (spring of the workpiece, 2 dampers of the .r am and 8 block elements) ,
(block elements (B):=spring-damper elements horizontally placed between ram and frame (F),
simulating the elastic and dissipative contact forces between these two elements a nd the clearance
between them),
- joints (1 revolute joint and 2 spherical joints).

2'92

R. ( R R R )T
re.=
XcJ.•Yc;,zc
I
I
I

E

C:= center of gravity,

IR.3 '

L:= body fixed frame,

R..= (XP.-•YP.
R R ,zP.R)T E JR.3 ,
!I
9

rP.

J}

1J

R:= inertial frame,
P:= body fixed point

(i = e,p,s, FJ,F;,-··,F; 8 ;j = l,2,. ·· ,N;)

Fig. 3: Vector diagram including vectors and frames used.

This engineer model indudes the following model parameters (cf. 4a and 3).
·
t ers oft.hengi
. "d b od"ies.· mass
· (mi,
) momen·t sof"inert"ia (lLk
• P arame
ck,:' lL'
C;,y• lLk
c.,z, lLk
ck,:y• lLk
ck,:z' lLk
ck.Y• ) ,
and geometry parameters (x~' ·C·, z~'-c., lk,), <• = •• ,, , •: j =i. 2 •.••• N , : k =,,,.i.
•Parameters of the coupling elements: (cw, dw, lw, dv,, cs,, dB,, ls,), c; = i. 2: , = i , 2.... , a).
I.)

'

"'

"

Computer simulations of the refined engineer model provide time histories of the following variables
which have also been measured in the laboratory experiment (cf. 4b and 3):
·• single-axis rotational angle of the eccentric drive around an inertial fixed rotation axis (BP.),
•spatial motions of the ram: translations (x~., y~J and rotations (v;P,, 8p, ), (1.pp, and Op. are cardan
angles around the xp. and YP. axes , respectively), (the location of the point P. E Pii is shown in
Figure 8),
·• forming force in z-direction (Fl:-,z).

frmne( L.)
revolute joint ·
sphcricaljoint ·
mp,

piunan

Jl'
c,.x Jl'
c,.y,Jl'
c,.z,
9

n.m

l, J'· Jl'
J c,.q'
c,.,yz' c,,..r::

l>l<>Ckelement

·sphcrica:l joint

I,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: R·efined engineer modeL
The sophisticated engineer model of the press include.s the following components (cf. 5):
• 21 rigid bodies in space (spatial eccentric drive, spatial pitman, spatial ram with tool, 18 spatial rigid
bodies repre.senting the elastic frame of the press),
• coupling elements
- force coupling elements (spring of the workpi·ece, 5 dampers of the ram, 8 block elements,
32 spatial springs and 32 spatial dampers of the frame of the press),
- joints (1 revolute joint and 6 spherical joints).
T his engineer model includes the foUowing model par.a meters (cf. 5a).

(J6;,z,

•Parameters of the rigid bodies: mas.5 (m,), moments ofinertia
1{5;,11 , 1{5:,,., 1{5:,xy• 1{5;,u, 1{5:,y~),
/, ·
/,·
/,·
l 1r.,
) (•-•,,,,•,F1 .F2 .... ,F1a; :i= i.2, ...• iv,: k=,,. .J.
.and geomet ry parame t ers ( xP:;ci'
YP:;c,,
zP:;c;•
•Parameters of the coupling elements: (cw, dw, lw , dD,, CB; , ds; , lB;•
dF,....,z 1 CF..... ,<p, CFm,8, CF.,.,.p , dFm,<P> dF.,,,9, dF,,.. ,,p,),

(i
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=

l, 4 ;

:i =

l, 2, . .. , 8;

"' =

CFm.z•

CF,....,y , CF..... ,., dF.,..:, dF,...."" '

l. 2 , ... , 32) .

Computer simulations of the sophisticated engineer model provide time histories of the following variables which have also been measured in the laboratory experiment (cf. 5b and 3):
• rotational angle of the eccentric drive around an inertial fixed rotation axis (8P,) ,
•spatial motions (x,, , y,,) and rotations (<pp,, fJp,) of the ram,
•forming force in z-direction (Fa.z).
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Fig. 5: Sophisticated engineer model.

3 Fitting of engineer models of tbe pr·e ss to laboratory experiments
In this section the engineer models of the previous section wiU be fitted step by step to laboratory
experiments (cf. 6).
In a fi'rst step a laboratory experiment has been performed were the vertical motion z~5 and velocity
z~5 of the ram of the press together with the forming force in z - direction Fa,:: have been recorded
during a retardation experiment (d. 7a). This laboratory experiment has been modeled and simulated
by the base engineer model of Section 2 using the initial condition fJp. (t = 0). The model parameters
mi, JcLi...1r.11 , JcL"lf.,JI , Xp,R., ,·C·'
zP,., , C·' and lm have been calculated from press data. The model parameters cw,
'
dw, do and the initial condition Op. (t
with suitably chosen model parameters
7N
m

cw= 1-10 [-)

dw

= 0)

were unknown. The results of a first computer simulation

Ns
= 1-101[-)
m

Ns

dv = 1 - 105 [-]
m

0

oP. (t = o) = 50!;1

(1 )

are shown in Figure 7b together with the results of associated laboratory experiments in Figure 7a.
The results of this computer simulation do not accurately model the laboratory experiment. In a first
fitting loop (cf. 6) the unknown model parameters have been identified as

N
m

cw= 3.1-107 ( - ]

dw

Ns

= 0.6 · 101 [ -m

]

dv

= 2.35 · 104(Ns)
m

0

BP. (t = o) = 97f; l·

(2)

Together with these model para.meters the base engineer model provides results (cf. 7c) that accurately model the laboratory experiment (cf. 7a). The amplitutes of the velocity (z~.) of the retardation
experiment and of the computer simulation obtained for model para.meters (1) and (2) decrease exponentially. The time histories of Figure 7b obtained by computer simulations with model parameters (1)
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Choicod
perat1cm mndition:s 0 and

of model ponmetus k,;
•- ~, . . . JI-. , j • L .... N...

Laboratory experiment

Puameu>r >tudy ba>al

oo

oom puter s·1mulations

'STOP

Fig. 6: Flow diagram of the model fitting procedure.

deviat·e from the laboratory experiments (cf. 7a). The time histories of Figure 7c obtained by computer
simulations with model parameters (2) agree very well with the laboratory experiments (cf. 7a). T he
non differentiable behavior of the measured time histories :i~, (t) of Figure 7a results from static friction
effects of the .sensor used in the laboratory experiments.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of laboratory experiments with computer simulations of the base engineer model
obtained from retardation experiments.
The base engineer model of the press together with the model parameters (2) will be included as submodels in the refined engineer models of the next steps.
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In a second laboratory experiment the coordinates <pz and <py of spatial ram tiltings (ram rotations around inertial fixed rotation axes) and the coordinates x d and Yd of spatial ram displacements
ha.ve been measured with respect to point Ps on the ram (cf. 8). Here P. is the origin of frame Lp. with
axes orientated in parallel to the axes of R , where P. is located on the center of the bottom side of the ram.

l./lr :=tan 'PP.

r:D
lU=flr.
Fig. 8: Location of reference point Ps of the ra.m displacements (xd , Yd) and of the ram tiltings (<pz, <py )
for different locations (l ,2,3,4,5) of the workpiece relative to the ram.
This laboratory experiment has been repeated for different locations (1,2,3,4,5) of the workpiece relative
to the ram (cf. 8) . Due to the restricted space of this paper only two time histories 'Pz (F/1) and Xd(Bp.)
of the recordings cp% (F/1,z), cpy(F/1,z) , xd(Op.) and Yd(Op.) ar·e shown in Figure 9 for each of the five load
points.
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Fig. 9: Laboratory experiments showing ram tilting <py and ram displacement Xd for each of the locations,
1,2,3,4,5 of the workpiece relative to the ram (cf. 8).
In the subsequent discussion only two of t he five diagrams associated to the five locations (1,2,3,4,5) of
the workpiece relative to the ram of Figure 9a and 9b will be compared with computer simulations (cf.
IOb, lOc and lOd) . These diagrams are associated to the locations 3 and 4 of the workpiece relative to
the ram. The results of the laboratory experiments shown in Figure 9 cannot be simulated by the base
engineer model. Instead the second engineer model has been used (Section 2) . The model parameters ffii,
1~:.z • J~:.Y ' 1~:,z , J~:.zy • J~:,zz • 1~;,yz' x~,,c, , z~;; C; and lk of the refined engineer model have been
calculated from the geometry of the press. The model parameters cw, dw, lw and dD, = ~dD and the
initial condition Op. (t = 0) were taken from the base engineer model. The remainder model parameters
CB;, dsJ and lB1 of the refined engineer model have been suitably chosen in a first fitting step. The
computer simulation results obtained by these parameters
CB . =5·10 s[N
-)
'
m

dB,· = 1·104[Ns)
-m

la,

= 0.002[mJ

(j = 1, 2, . . ., 8)

(3)

are shown in Figure lOb. They do not agree with the associated laboratory experiments of Figure lOa .
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In a next step the model parameters of the refined engineer model have been fitted to the laboratory
experiment. They are
dBk

Ns
= 8.0 · 106 [-]
m

lB. = 0.00212[m]

(4)

(i = 1, 2, 3, 4; j = 5, 6, 7, 8; k = 1, 2, .. . , 8).

The results of computer simulations of the refined engineer model together with the fitted model parameters (4) are shown in Figure lOc. A comparison of Figure lOa and lOc shows a very good agreement
of the maximum values of the tiltings 'Px{F&,,,J and 'Py(F{L) and of the bending of the curve <f'x(Fa.,z)
in forward stroke. In backward stroke the tilting cpx(Fa.z) and the displacements Xd(Op.) and Yd(Bp.)
decrease faster than in the laboratory experiment.
'

___.

F.{l)kNl

___.

F!,, (kNI

Fig. 10: Time histories of the ram tilting 'Py (Fa.,z) and of the ram displacement xd(Op.) for locations 3
and 4 of the workpiece relative to the ram obtained by:
-(a) laboratory experiments,
-(b) computer simulations of the refined engineer model with model parameters (3),
-(c) computer simulations of the refined engineer model with model parameters (4),
-(d) computer simulations of the sophisticated engineer model with model parameters (5).

In order to further improve the computer simulations the elastic properties and the damping properties
of the frame of the press have been included into the press model. This provides the sophisticated
engineer model (Section 2). The model parameters of the sophisticated engineer model obtained in an
additional fitting process are
6·10 11 [N]

m

CF,.,. ,x

CB · =
J

2 · 1011 [N]

N

= 1.5 · 108 (~j

=

CF.,,.,y

=

CF,,.,.,,8 = CF... ,,P =

(i=l,2,···,4;

dB.=

m

1 · 109 [Nms]

N

CF,.. ,z

= 4 · 109 [;;;J

4 · 107[Ns]
-:;;
j=5,6, ·· ·,8;

dFm,"P

Ns

dF,.,,.,x

= dF... ,y = dF,..,z = 1·106 [~],

= dFrn,,8 = dF.,.,,P =

k=l,2,···,8;
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lB. = 0.QQ212[m),

1 • 10s[Ns]
~

m=l,2,···,32).

1

(5)

The Final simulation results obtained by the sophisticated engineer model with model parameters (5) are
collected in Figure lOd. The bends of the ram-tilting kurves 'Pz(F/J.z) and cpy(F/J.z) and the displacements xd((}p.) and Yd((}p.) of the ram show a further improved agree~ent between c0mputer simulations
and laboratory experiments.
Figure 11 shows computer animation graphics of the forward and backward stroke of the ram of the
press based on computer simulation results of the refined engineer model. To visualize the ram tiltings
(ipz, 'Py) and the ram displacements (xd, Yd), these motions have been plotted in an extremly enlarged
scale in Figure U.

Fig. 11: Computer animation graphics of the refined engineer model shown for a single press stroke of the
ram (one forward and one backward stroke) with ram tiltings (cpz, 'Pv) and ram displacements
(xd, Yd) of location 3 of the workpiece represented in an extremly enlarged plotting scale .
The results of Figures 7 and 10 show that the press models have been successfully fitted to the different
laboratory experiments.
The sophisticated engineer model including a model of the elastic frame of the press provides results of
highest accuracy. On the other hand the computation time needed to provide these results was much
bigger than the computation time needed by the refined engineer model. As a consequence most of the
various parameter variations performed have been done by the refined engineer model. Some of those
results are shown in Figure 12. Each line of this Figure includes the same diagrams cpz(Ftfr.z), 'Py(FtJ,z),
xd(OP.) and Yd( BP.) as Figure 10. The rows include computer simulation results obtained by parameter
variations
(a) of the eccentric load position lp, of the workpiece relative to the ram (lp.
600[mm]), defined in Figure 8,

=

40[mm] to lp,

=

(b) of the damping constant dB, of the block elements between the ram and the frame of the press
(da, = 0.26 · 106 [ ~}to dB, = 3.2 · E7[ ~.3]),

= 50% to lp = 200%), (cf. 4),
of the heights l., of the ram (l., = 50% to la = 2003), (cf. 4),
of the initial velocity iJP. of the eccentric drive (9P. = 60[~] to 9P. = 600t;J,

(c) of the length lp of 't he pitman (lp
(d)
(e)

obtained for locations 2 and 5 of the workpiece relative to the ram (cf. 8).
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F~. [kN]

Fig. 12: Study of model parameter variations in computer simulations of the second engineer model for
location 2 (<py(F:,z), Xd(lJp.)) and location 5 ('f!x(F:,z), Yd (Bp.)) of t he workpiece relative to
the ram.

4 Conclusion
In this paper three mathematical models of different complexity of a press (cf. 1 and Section 2) have
been systematically fitted to d ifferent laboratory experiments. T he results of the computer simulations
agI'ee very well with the results of the laboratory experiments (Section 3).
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Abstract. Genetic Programming [U is a nonlinear structure op.timisation procedure. It can optimise an equatioo
or model slmetme by minimising :some ·e rror criterion. In this paper. the Genetic Progr3IDming algorithm is
configured to build a block diagram simulation model of a dynamic system. The :sum of the squares of the error
between the simulation output and recorded experimental data is mimi.mi:sed by ,the algorithm to give a nonlinear
block diagram description of the dynamic system. System parameters are ,e stimated by a combined simulated
:a nnealing-simplex med1od. The technique is applied to a coupled water tank system and a representative model
is identified.

Introduction
ldentification of nonlinear ~hysical models presents many problems :since both the structure and parameters of
the physical model need 1to 'be detennined. ff physical understanding .o f the identifioo model structure is to be
improved. any prior .k nowledge of the type of dynamics lilrely to exist in that system must be part of the model
optimisation process. This prior knowledge can take the form ,o f .known system dynamics or suspected structural
features. Often a ·trial and ,e rror approach is adopted to choose between a number of candidate models. Possible
structures are deduced from engineering 1knowledge of the system and the parameters of these models are
estimated from available measured experimental data. Automation of 'this process would mean that a much large.r
r~e of potential model stroctures cOOld be investigated. Genetic PrQgramming (GP) is an optimisation method
which can lbe used .to optimise ithe non.linear structure of a dynamic !rystem by selecting model structure elements

from a database.
GP works by emula~ natur:al evolution ,t o gener.a te :a model s,tructure that best maximises (or minimises)
some :fitness function. A popuiatioo of model structures (represented as trees as in Figure l) evolves through
many generations towards the solution. using certain evolutionary operators and a "survival-of-the-fittest" selection
sch.eme.

Q;_·1

F~ure

I GP tree for a typical. block
diagram ftmction

Each individual tree is of variable I~. is consttucied of nodes and represents one candidate model
structure for the system. The nodes ;Can be terminal .n odes at the 1e nd of a branch signifying an input or a constant,
or non-terminal nodes representin.g functions perlomiing some action on one or m ore signals within the structure
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to produce an output signal. In Figure 1. the terminal nodes are 1tbe system inputs u and v, and the non-terminal
nodes are functions frroi the library selected for this dynamic system. The library consists of functions which
could conceivably form part of the dynamic system. The nodes are used to build the trees according to grammar
rules specifying the nmuber of inputs of each node-type. F.ach tree is evaluated by simulating the corresponding
dynamic model to give some fitness function ·defining ·the quality of that model with respect to experimental data.
The genetic programming population contains typically a few hundred trees and evolves through the action
of operators known .as crossover., mutation and selection. The initial population is created entirely at random. 1be
·tree s·trucutre .is limited only by the GP grammar .and the maximum tree size. Crossover and mutatioo processes
are applied to branches, i.e. that part of the structure down from a randomly selected point in the tree. Crossover
is applied ·to perhaps 803 of each.g eneration and involves the btanches from two parent trees being interchanged.
This means that characteristics of both parents Mll .s urvive to the next generation but are combined differently.
sometimes leading to offspring fitter than either parent. Mutation, at a low rate, means the creation of a
completely new branch determined at random. This procedure is less likely to improve a specific structure but
it •Can beip 1the algorithm to escape from a local minimum. Selection involves evaluating the fitness of each
population member and selecting the fittest to succeed.
The fitness fuDction cou.ld be the sum of d:ie squares of the error <r a correlation functioo [2]. There are
various selection strategies [l]. The selecticn method used in this paper is roumament selectioo. A number of
1rees (perhaps 5-10) is selected £ran the population and the best of this group survives whilst the worst die off.
Crossover. mutation and selection improve the general fitness of the population and the algmthm repeats through
many generations until some convergence criterion is satisfied. The model can then be used for further
investigation of the physical system er to validate the structure of an existing model developed in some other
way..
GP bas been applied to several non.linear modelling tasks including the development of signal processing
algorithms [3][41 and the identification of chemical processes 1(5][6]. In the areas of co.otinuous time
system identification. GP .has ;been used to identify the nonlinear differential equation describing a dynamic
system :[7]. The applicatioo of a bl.oCk diagram oriented simulation method to GP optimisation is introduced

mC8l

In this paper. a method of genetic programming for :structural modelling using block diagram simulation is
described. The method is then applied to the identification of a coupled water tank system. The coupled water
tank is identified as a single-input-single-output system using the GP approach.

Method
Nonlinear physical models are ofteD portrayed using block diagram constructs. Mmy block diagram based
simulatic:n tool are available (e.g. SIMULINK.(9] which is a simulation toolbox for MA1LAB[l0]). Such
tools use a library of .s ystem elements both linear and nolllinear ro construct a block diagram of the dynamic
sys·t em to be simulated. A wide .range of dynamic systems can be represented using simulatiro tools of this kind.
.In this paper. the GP is used to develop a SIMULINK block diagram of the dynamic system under investigation.
The GP .a lgorithm ·c an choose :&c:m a library ,o f SIMULINK blocks. The grammar inherent in the GP tree
ensures that the blocks ,are connecited ie>gically. The block diagram representation of the model evolves as the
GP algorithm minimises the fitness function. f=I:e2 • where e is the ernor between model output and experimental
data. This process eventually produces a oon!linear block diagram descripticn of the system.
The GP optimisation program is written .i n C++ and the SIMULINK block diagram simulatiODS are nm from
MAlL.AB. The C++ code is based on a IJJogram 1called gpc++ (11]. lt cootrols the GP part of the program.
The terminal nodes in this case are system inputs and the non-terminal nodes are standard library fuDctioo system
blocks. To evaluate a.D expression tree, that tree must be converted to a SIMULINK block diagram. To do this,
the C++ program writes a SIMULINK script file describing the dynamic system and this SIMULINK file is
executed from a MAlLAB e.Dgine process running alongside the C++ executable on a UNIX workstation. To
make the program faster, the SIMULINK mooels are compiled using the accelerator option before running.
Many of the blocks contain numerical parameters. These could be the coefficients of the transfer functioos,
a gain value or in the case of a time delay, the delay itself. It is necessary to identify the numerical parameters
of each noolinear model befcxe simulating it and evaluating its fitness. The models are randcmly generated a.Dd
will therefore contain linearly dependent parameters and parameters which have no effect on the output Because
of this, gradient based methods cannot be used. The method chosen was a combination of Nelder-Simplex and
simulared annealiqg [12].
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Simulated annealing optimises by a method which is analogous to the cooling process of a metal. As a metal
cools. the atoms organise themselves into an adered minimmn energy structure. The amount of vibratioo or
movement in the atoms is dependent on temperature. As the temperature decreases. the movements, though still
temper.ature decreases .slowly enough. the atoms order
random, beccme smaller .in amplitude and as long as the 1
themselves into the minimum ·emergy :structure. In :simulated anneali.tlg. the parameters start off at some random
value and they are all.owed .t o change their v.a lues within the searcll space by an amount related to a quantity
defined as system "temperature". If a parameter change improves overall fitness. it is accepted. if it reduces
fitness it is accepted with a certain probability. The :temperature decreases according to some pre-determined
"cooling" .s chedule and the parameter values should 1cooverge to some solution as the temperature drops.
In this application. .the simu!lated anDealing process is ·c ombined with Nelder-simplex optimisation. The
simplex is an (n+ l) dimensional shape where n is the number of parameters. This simplex explores the search
space slowly by changing its shape around the optimum soJution. It closes in on the optimum of the function
converging on the solution. The simulated aDDealing adds a random component and the temperature scheduling
to the simplex algori1thm thus improving the robustness of 1the method.
If the sys.tem cools too fast, the parameters will not have ·rime to adjust to their optimum and the
optimisation will fail. ff it cools too slowly, the optimisation will take longer .t o ·execute. The optimum cooling
schedule depends on the number of parameters and the nature of the problem. For this problem, the cooling
schedule varies according to the number of parameters being estimated. The temperature starts at LO and reduces
.a ccording to;

t,.

= t,._1 x (0.6 + 0.02n,,)

(1)

where nP is the number of parameters. Four itera.tions ,are performed at each temperature until the temperature
'
reaches 0.01.
After some ,generations (perhaps about 25) a s0lution biock diagram of the system evolves. This block
diagram often contains a lot ci redundant informatioo.. For example, a complete branch could be nullified by a
gain of zero <X' by being subtracted from a copy of itself. After manual post-processing. the result is an algebraic
expression describing the unmodelloo part of the system with estimated values d. any numerical parameters [8].
Most of the execution rime df the ,p rogram is in the evaluation of the fitness functions. This is time
consuming because it includes estimation of the numerical pai:ameters. To speed up this process. each tree is
stored in a linked list along with its fitness and before evaluation .o f a new tree ,the list is searched to see if its
fitness has already been calculated This seems to occur in about 253 of cases giving a substantial speed increase
for the optimisation.

E ·x ample
The GP structure identification technique was :applied to the modelling of a coupled water tank system. The
system consists of two coupled watec tanks with a connecting pipe between them. an input to the first tank, and
an outlet pipe from the second .tank. The system is nonlinear and is shown in F~gure 2.
lnputQ=ll

t!f11
Tank 1

Tank 2

Figure 2 Twin tank system
Q.. is the flow into tank one. Q.1 is ,the flow fmm tank ooe to tank two, :and Q..., is the output flow from
1

1tank two. A1 and A2 are the cross-sectional areas of tanks one and 1two respectively. H 1 is the depth of the water
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in tank one and Hi is the depth in tmk two. It is known that for this system. the flow between the tanks and
particularly in the output pipe is oonlinear and represe.nts the main modelling error. A function library with
relevance 1to the physical dynamics of the problem i:s required. Table 1 lists possible nodes.
Table I 'Function library for genetic programming
structure estimation routine.
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I
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~

input

The .input signal. w.as a step of magnitude 3.7xl0'5m 3/sec. The GP allowed a dynamic expression for flow
out of tmk two with respect to .the input to tank one to be developed. including numerical parameters estimated
using the combined simplex- simulated anr>ealing method. The expression was coded as a SIMULINK diagram
and simulated. The sum of the squares of the error between predicted Hi and measured Hz was calculated. A log
function (Equadon (2)) w.as used to convert this to .a fitness function for the GP.

fitness

= SOOOx (8 - log10(:Ee2))

me

(2)

This conversion was used because
.s um of square error function for integrated differential equations can
cover a very wide range. The scaling is not important since a tournament based selection scheme was used.

Resu'lts Analysis
The GP produced the dynamic" model ilustrated in Figure 3.
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-0:002·0 + 0.0399.i
-0.002·0 - 0.0399i
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F~or·e 3 GP

optimised model of twin ta.Dk system

The resulting model .often cootains redundant in.formation. and .i t is then necessary to simplify the system.
This was not necesa:ry for this sys·tem. Figure 3 shows the system to have :second order dynamics with a nonminimum phase ·c haracteristic :and a first order filter. The extra input signal added to the output of the transfer
function bl·o ck is n~gligible because it is of very low ~gnitude (3.7x 10·5). The fit for ~ is of a reasonable
quality in ~ynamic response (Figure 4) indicating that die .model described in F~gure 3 is a good representation
of this system.
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Figure 4 Time response of GP evolved model with experimental data

Dis.oussion
Genetic Programming is a valuable tool for the modellifl,g of nonlinear dynamic systems. It can develop nonlinear
model structures that best fit experimental data. The GP automates the ,triaJ and error process of structure
estimation and can therefore test ,a lot mere potential model components and s·tructures. It is also capable of
re~ the 1best parts of these structures and recombining them to give new and sometimes better models.
The selection of the .library functicns is important. It has ·b een found that if the functions are too general,
the GP produces a model which is an empirical fit to the data lbis can be desirable in some cases but the main
objective is ·o fien to aohleve physically meaningful models. Specific noolinear elements such as look up tables
oc .hard disconitinruties can be implemented eve.n if their importance is doubtful Experience with this method bas
Shown that specific nonlinearities not present in dJe system being modelled will not occur in the GP solution.
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The model resulting from the GP can reveal .s ome aspects ·o f the physical structure of the system. The
dynamics of the system .are descrilbed by 1the GP sc>luliom. so the GP optimisation method can select the order of
,the model as weU as any nonlinearities present. Such information can be used for further investigation of the
physical system or 1to validate the s.t rucirure of an existing model developed in some other way.

Conclusions
Genetic programming is a useful technique for identification of the structure of nonlinear dynamic models. Used
wiith a carefully selected library of functions. it cam reveal information about the physical structure of a system
and produce .a n accurate model describing die system. Including more complex functions in the library can reveal
if that function is indeed present in the model.
The .technique was .a pplied to the identification of a coupled water tank system. A simple nonlinear structure
was f:ound that gave an accur.a.te representation of 1
the sys·t em and some insight into the structural dynamics of
,the sys:tem.
.4c1k nowledgements. This reseaoch is supported by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
wider grant GRIK24987 ("Evolutionary Programming for Nonlinear Control"). The authcm would like to thank
the other members .o f the evolutionary computing research group for ilheir useful discussions. 1be core program
for the genetic pro,gramming is ·c alled gpc++ and was written by A.P. Fraser (1994).
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Abs,t ract
This paper is ·d evot,e d to modeUing and identification of non linear dynamic systems. At first, we propose a new
input-output representation to describe higMy and/or large-scale non linear processes. The proposed
mathematical model is .non linear in parameters and is written as a product of several polynomials which may be
selected in a sequential approach. In the second part ofthis note., a simple and recursive identification technique
is detailed. It is shown that, under strong persistently exciting condition, global convergence of the parameters
estimation algorithm is guaranteed. One of the main r,e sults of this ·c ontribution is that parameters to be
estimated are considerably reduced in comparison with the general Kolmogorov-Gabor structure.

1. Introduction
As most ofiindustrial plants are characveriz:ed by non linear behaviours, many research activities were focused on
non linear models developments in order to increase the accuracy and the performances of control schemes. There
exist several mathematical represeD.tations, ,i o describe non :l inear processes, such as the Hammerstein model,
composed ofa static non linearity in series wjth a linear dynamic system [l I], ,e xponential time series models of
Ozaki [12], tirigonornetric and rational models .[2]. for mor·e details the reader is referred to Haber and
Unbehauen [6]; B.illings, Chen and Korenberg 1[1]; Kmtman, Janiszowslki and Unbehauen [7] papers and the
references inside. For highly non linear pPocesses Eykhoff [5] have introduced a general discrete time model, the
so-catted the Kollmogorov-Gabor polynomial modet A stochastic version was developed by Leontarities and
BiHings (10). Un fortunately, the proposed mooel is linear in param·eters with non linear data and consequently a
.large number ·o f:parameters have to be 'c onsidered in order to describe adequately the non linear behaviour of the
process over the entir,e rang e of operating <Condit ions. Mentification a lgorithms of this non linear model may
lead, especiaHy for large scale systems, to c·o nsiderable c·o mputation:al requirements with possibly numerical
instabi[ities and convergence problems. Some sel ection. techniques of the significant terms have been proposed
[8]-[9] and [13]. In this note, a new structure for modelling h ighly and/or large-'Scale non linear processes is
presented. The proposed mode.I may be seen as a 1reduced form of Kobnogorov-Gabor polynomials. One of the
main features of this representation is 1that parameters to be estimated are ,c onsiderably reduced in comparison
with the extended form, since the model we propose is written as a product of linear dynamic polynomials.
Consequently., the obtained form is non linear in par.amet:ers. In the s·e cond part of this paper, a simple
identification algorithm is developed. The main property of the proposed approach is that parameters are
estimated in a Pecursive way while the global ·c onvergence is guaranteed, also a global version of the algorithm
is established. The proposed method consists first to transform the non linear representation into an input-output
model linear in parameters, what for a regular transfonnation based on the pseudo-inverse technique allows us to
,e stimate in the least squaI'es sens·e parameters v,e ctor of the original Pealization. Sufficient conditions for global
convergence are derived. Finally, a numerical example to show the ac·c uracy and the performances of the
proposed appmach is provided.

.2. Problem formulation
The general Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomial is fepresented by a series ·e xpansion of time-shifted input and output
sig nals to approximate non linear model outputs. for notation simplicity, only SISO systems of order p are
conside.r ed :
n

m

n

Yk =y+ °""
L al.yk
I
-1· + °""bl
L
J.uk -J·
i=l

j=l

n

+"" °""c ..y,,
L L

i=lj=i

mm

n

n

i=lj= i

i=l

j=r

IJ

n m

.. yk -1.uk -J·
...-1·Yk- j· + °""
L ""d
L IJ
i=lj =l
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j=r

+ L Le IJ.. uk -J.uk- J· + ... + L··· Lf.l...J·Yk - I.. .. yk -J.+... + :L ...Lg·t • .•j·uk - t···· uk -J·

y

.
p t11nes

--~.- -

p times

is a mean value, uk . and yk . denote the input and output data at time instant k-i and k-j respectively . As
~!

-J

I

can be expected, the nwnber of 1possible parameters to be est,imated is considerable, especially for high order p.
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The aim of this contribution consists in building a class ofthe general Kohnogorov-Gabor polynomial in a very
reduced form. The non linear model of order p that we propose here is of the fonn :
yk =(A 1yk +B 1uk)[1+(A 2 yk +B 2 uk)[1+(A 3yk +B3uk).. . .[1+( Apyk +Bpuk)J...J]
-n.

-1

with

Ai = ailq

+ ... + ain q

-m

-1

' and Bi = bilq

2

+ . .. + bim.q

q - l is the delay operator, a . , a. , .. . , a. and b . , b. , . .. , b.
are the parameters to be estimated of the
11
I2
m.
I1
l2
Im.
I
J
ith sub-model, i = I, ... , p. Owing to a lack of space, model structlll'e detennination will not be treated in the
sequel. Orders p, ni and mi are then assumed to be known. For simplicity and without the loss of generality, we
assume that ni = n and mi = m. Before we give the main result of this note, it should be mentioned that all the
tenns in the general Kohnogorov·Gabor structure are in (2). Indeed, let us write the output system yk in the
extended fonn:
yk =(Alyk +Bluk)+(Alyk +Bluk)(A2yk +B2uk)+ ...
3
(Alyk + Bluk)(A2Yk +B2uk) .. .( Apyk +Bpuk)

or equivalently :
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parameters c .. , d .1, e .. , ... ,f. . , g . . are non linear functions of a .q and b .s for i, j = 1, ..., p; q = 1, ..., n and
lj

1"

lj

1...J

l .•.J

1

p

3

s = 1, ..., m. We notice that parameters number, which is equal to ""'(n . + m . ), is very weak in comparison
""'
l
l
i=l
with those of the extended form ( 4). The goal of this contribution is to provide a simple and recursive procedure
to estimate paramete·rs aiq and bjs of the proposed input-output model (2) and in the same time to ensure global
convergence while the model is a non linear one.

3. Main result
The approach that we consider here, consists first in writing the non linear representation (2) into the form of (4)
which is linear in c .. , d .. , e . ., ...,f. . , g . .. what for a regular transfonnation based on the pseud~inverse
lJ

lJ

l ...J

lj

1.•.J

technique allows us to estimate in the least squares sense paramet,ers vector of the original realization.
To make the paper more 1111derstandable, we consider first a 2-order model so that we obtain all parameters
dependencies. Next, a general fonnula to deduce original parame~ers is provided.
Consider the following noisy b ilinear system :
Yk = y+(Alyk + Bluk)+(A1Yt + 8 1ukXA2Yk +B2uk) + £k
that we transform into a signal vector :
T
yk =<i\0 + £k
with

T
<pk

0:

=( l

T
T T
T
T )
T
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I
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(ell

aln)' o!
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OBI 0C OD 0E
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O~ = ( dll d12 ··· dlmax(n,m) ··· dmin(n,m)l ... dmin(n,m)max(n,m))
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5

6

'9

and

!=

(ell el2 ···elm e22 e23 ··· e2n ... e(m-l)(m-1) e(m-l)m emm)

where ~ denotes appmximation 1e rrors as well as additional disturb:anc,es.
On an horizon time of length N, (6) is equivalent to :

=«l>k,Ne + Ek,N

Yk,N

7

yk
Yk+l
w,ith

Yk,N=

'«l>k,N

T
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T
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T
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'
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Ek+N

Under the asswnption that «l>k,N is of full colwnn rank, the Jeast squares ·e stimation of 0 is given by :
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[t could be mentioned that parameters of the linear part A

follows, we give a ·s imple procedure to deduce
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1

are directly obtained from e. In what

SC' eD. SE. Indeed, we notice that parameters

c .. , d .. and e .. are in the form :
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where MA B .is a matrix, of fuU column rarik, linear in the parameters of A and B and :
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The least squares estimation of '9 A B
2,

is then given by :
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where parameters of A , B , C, D and E ar;e replaced by their estimates. MA B is the moore-penrose pseudo1 1
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Along the lines of this procedure, we establish then the following general result. First, let us decompose the
extended parameters v.e ctor into p sub-vectors as follows :

e
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11
where 8 denotes the sth sub-vector of order s i.e. each component of 0 is a polynomial composed of the
s
s
parameters of A , B , ... , A and Bs oforder s.
5
1 1
The first step, consists in computing 8 from (8) and consequently, we obtain an estimation of 8

i.e.
1
parameters of t:he linear part A and B and also an ,e stimation of 8 , ... , 8 P. In the second step, we investigate
1
1
2
all parameters dependencies in order to obtain the following system :

M

0

=0

As .Bs
s
, corresponding to the parameters vector of A and B , is then computed by the sequential approach :
SA
•8 s
s
s
$
~
A+ A
8 A .B = M 9 8 5
for s = 2, ..., p
12
s s
s-1
es-1

It could be noticed that the inversion of (

ct>!.N<l>k,N) may lead to

high computational requirements with

possibly numerical instabilities due to truncation errors and/or ill conditioned matrices. To avoid this problem a
simple and recursive parameters 'e stimation algorithm is established in ,t he following theorem, whose proof may
be developed along the lines of our recent work [3].
Theorem
Under the following assumptions :
1- uk is a strong persistently exdting sequence

2 - ~ is a zero mean white noise
the following recursive parameters estimation algorithm :
T
8 k+1 = 8 k + Kk+1<Yk+1 -<pk+1 8 k)
T
-1
Kk+I = Pk<pk+l (cpk+lPkc:pk+I + Rk+l)
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where the symbol E(.) denotes the mean value and

lr

alj..k,

b . k represent the estimates of a .. and b . respectively
IT

IJ

If

at time instant k.
Remarks
l- The proposed parameters estimation algorithm may be extended to t:he case of coloured noises [3] or to the
case of bounded disturbances {4].
2- The strong persistently exciting condition means that uk and its powers are persistently exciting, this implies
that cf>k,N is of full column rank, for details see [14].
3- lnstead of using the pseudo-inverse technique, (16) may also be computed in a recursive way.

4. Simulation results
-1

The numerical .e xample that we consider here is a third-order stochastic dynamic system with Ai "" ai q and
1
-1
Bi = bi q ; i=l , 2, 3. The input signal uk is a zero mean white noise sequence with unit standard deviation
1
k 1, ...• N=SOO. The added measurement noise Ek is a zero mean white noise so that the Signal to Noise Ratio

=

(SNR) is tak!en as 2. SNR is defined as : SNR

=(

var(

yak

) ]1/2

var(Ek )

whe~e

yak is the undisturbed output signal.

As ini<tia.l conditions, each parameter is initialised at ~ero and the error covariance matrix P
0
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= l 0 5 I, where I is

the identity matrix. Table 1 shows high performances of the proposed technique inspite of the very low value of
the SNR.
Parameters
Actual value
Estimation

all

-0.2400

-0.2157

bll

-0.28'0 0

-0.:2699

a21

-0.9000

-0.9029

b21

'0.4000

0.4160

a31

0.3000

0.3535

b31

0.5000

0..4839

Table 1

5. Conclusion
This pape.r deals with modelling and identification of non hnear systems. At first, we propose a new structure,
written as a product of linear dynamic polynomials, lo model highly and/or large scale non linear processes. One
of the main fearur,e s of this representation is that parametiers to be estimated. are considerably reduced in
comparison with the general J(,oJ..mogorov-Gabor polynomial. In the second part, a simple and recursive
identffication algorithm was established.. lit is shown that under weak conditions global convergence is ensured.
The accuracy and the perfonnances of the proposed. approach was shown tlwough a numerical example with a
very low SNR.
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TOWARDS LESS SENSITIVE IDENTIFICATION OF A SUBMARINE
NONLINEAR DYNAMIC MODEL
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Abstract In order to perform precise tasks, the use of (nonlinear) dynamic model has showed to be
very relevant for robots manipulators. On the basis of this model some identification attempts have been
successful! (see [11),{16]). For submarine vehicles, the main tasks such as tracking and positioning also
need good knowledge of their dynamic model. So we address in this paper a method for the identification
of a submarine dynamic model. Naturally, for such a plant, external perturbations coming from water
flows and weather conditions, as well as lacks in process modelling, are of large contribution when
operating. So the identification method has to decrease their effects. We do so by designing and tracking
some trajectories that are generated with regard to these perturbations.

1

Introduction

In order to design a control law, one needs a model of the process to be controlled and an "estimation" of
·i ts parameters . However, the natural nonlinear behaviour of a submarine vehicle due to hydrodynamic
forces, and the external perturbations, such. as wind effects, water flows ... explain that the model used
for the controller design is usually very rough. In such a case , a robust control law is classically used.
Moreover , it is obvious that this robust control will be more efficient when plant model is more well
known . That is why we want to go deeper in the knowledge of the behaviour of such a plant. So
we developp an approach for the identification of submersible with the two followin g specificities : the
nonlinearity of the dynamic model and the perturbations properties. This will need a presentat ion of
the mathematical model of our plant (section 2). Then, in section 3, the main known approaches of
identification are presented with an attempt of classification. This allows us to introduce our approach
as an alternative solution. As a consequence , the exciting trajectories design problem is discussed in
section 4 with its correlation with system identification (SI) robustness. As an application, simulation
results are adressed in section 5 and our conclusions are held last in section 6.

·2

Dynamic model of submarine vehicle

As is usual for mechanical systems, the dynamic model of a submarine vehicle can be issued from the
Newton-Euler's laws. This leads to the so-called dynamic model, expressing torque (r) versus reaction
forces [8], (9):
~.ii+ C(v).v + D(v).v

{ 1J = J(TJ).v

+ g(TJ)

=r

(i)

with ( 1J) the position and orientation vector, and (v) the linear and angular velocities vector
M: mass and inertia components matrix
C(v): Coriolis and centripetal components matrix
D(v): Drag components
g(T)): Static (gravi ty and buyancy) components matrix
C(v) and D(v) matrices depend upon velocities components and hydrodynamic coefficients. M,
C(v), D(v) and g(11) are the matrices whose coefficients are to be estimated. The Jacobian matrix J(11)
expresses the relation between any choosed external reference frame and that settled to the vehicle.
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3

System identification in marine applications

The present section resumes the essential approaches of identification in marine applications field.

3. 1

Conventional testing technique

This technique is used by hydrodynamicians when testing on captive models (see [6], (12), [13], (14)) .
The vehicle is fixed on a planar motion mechanism (PMM) . Tests are either made directly on vehicle or
on a scaled model for larger vehicles. These tests consist in oscillating motions injected to the 'model'.
Analysis of the varying oscillatory mode and speed of the PMM yields hydrodynamic coefficients. This
technique is known to be very expensive both in time consuming and material necessities.

3. 2

Automatician 's classical approach

T his method differs basically from the first one. fo this case, some outputs (y) are obtained either by
exciting the plant (8p) by an input (Up) or a model of it (Um, 8m) - Minimizing inputs difference w.r.t.
parameters yields model coefficients (8m) (fig. 1). In marine areas, this has been applied for underwater
vehicles by Goheen [12). Astrom [3], Astrom and Kallstrom [5), and Abkowitz [l] used the same approach
for large ships identification. However, fundamental specificities of this approach are that the model is
linear in its dynamics, and that choosed inputs are usually PRBS. As is shown in next section , our
approach is basically different since we use a nonlinear model and another kind of inputs.

p
Figure 1: Input-error scheme for SI.

3.3

Nonlinear system identification

It can be shown that the nonlinear model (1) remains linear w.r.t the hydrodynamic coefficients. Indeed ,
it's useful to formulate it in a regression matrix form:

(2)
where
(8) is the vector of the model parameter to be ·e stimated (p:number of parameters)
(W) is the regression matrix depending on orientation , velocities and acceleration components.
If e·
ep are the ' true ' (pro cess) parameters, a torque fp applied to the process gives:

=

Since our model is written:
fm

=W(v , ii).8m

the ideal solution would be to find 8m such that fp = (f m = W(vp, vp) .8m]Using ordinary least squar·e (LS) algorithm, the problem is formulated (fig.I) as:

The analytical solution is found to be:
8m

= W(vp, iip) t .rP

3 14

(3)

where wt is the pseudo - inverse of (W).
Knowing that LS algorithm suffers from bias problem, our aim is to find a procedure to decrease
this bias. We do so in what can be called an estimation "sensitivity approach" (robustness against
perturbations). In fact, finding the exact solution of eq. (3) implies some constraints on regression
matrix (W) i.e. its inversibility, condition number, .. etc. Such constraints, since they relate some process
properties, allow us to design the so-called 'exciting trajectories', or similarly exciting input, since torque
(f) causes the tracking of these trajectories.
The previous sections can. though be synthezised (table 1) w.r.t. the two characteristics that are
of concern: the SI scheme (i.e. linear/nonlinear) and the choice of input signals. This is done for
the two known approaches: hydrodynamist and automaticians one. The latest is often based on an
adaptive control scheme 1(3,1.2,13,14] or a Kalman filter one [1,10,15], both relating a linear model of the
submersible. Our approach holds for nonlinear model. Also for automaticians approach, last column of
table 1 shows that the choice of PRBS as input appears only in :[5]. The "exciting trajectories" based
inputs are the alternative that we have choosed. This, of course, is not an exhaustive classification but
shows different views of the tackled problem.

~HARACTERISTIC

S.!. SCHEME

INPT.JT SIGNALS

APPROACH
HYDRODYNAMISTS

P.M.M.

SINES

L.INEAR MODEL

AT.JTOMATICIANS

EXC.ITING TRA.JECI'ORIES

- Adaptive control
(*): [3, l 2, 1.3, 14]
- Kalman filter
(*): (1, 10, 15)

(*): Our work

(1): (2, 11, 16)

CLASSICAL INPUTS IPRBS ... >

NONLINEAR MODE.L

(.. ): Our work

(*): ("5]

Table l - Classification of some SI applications.

(*): Marine 's application - (x):Robotic's application.

4

Th,e exciting trajectories design

The notion of "excitation." is related to the fact that all dynami,cs of a plant must be "stimulated".
The problem of exciting input signals has been. largely evoked ([4),[8]) using PRBS, impulse, .. and
advantages of such inputs are weU known.. However, w'hen tb.e input (torque f) is obtained by injecting
some voltage through an actuator, the input signal properties wiH be completely modified and thus a
PRBS input choice may be inadequate. Another way to stimulate the process is to choose other kinds of
input signals. Such signals (torque f) may be obtained in a closed loop scheme by tracking some desired
trajectories. The last are designed to be exciting of plant dynamics. A first problem that appears is that
all dynamics, including perturbations, are re-injected in the loop (see discussion in [7]). This difficulty
is cancelled by considering the torque vector (r), really injected to the process. A second problem is
the design of the exciting trajectories. These will be obtained on the basis of natural plant dynamics
(see below). The latest is largely investigated in robotics applications ((2], [11 ],[16]). Figure 2 show~ an
t/i, r)
example of such exciting trajectories, naming yaw angle, velocity and acceleration, (resp. '!fa, r
built on the basis of truncated five-degrees polynomials (figure 2).
Rewriting (2) when taking into account different perturbations gives:

=

r = W(v, z/).e + f' +

(

(4)

with:
Unmodded dynamics (also said 'systematic' errors)
( : Stochashc perturbations such as sensor noises, .. ( 'random' error)
It has been demonstrated [2] that bias that occurs in practical LS estimation can only be induced by
these two kind of perturbations. Two major results are then issued :

f':
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Figure 2: Example of Exciting trajectories in Yaw.
resp.: Angle(deg) - Velocity(deg/sec) - Acceleration(deg/ sec2 ) .
• Let us call (R.) the input correlation matrix, defined as follows:
N

n = ~ I)wT.w )

(5)

k=l

with (N) the total number of samples along the generated trajectories; The bias sensitivity ( S1 )
induced exclusively by systematic error is found to be [2]:
1

where (crp(R.)) is the smallest singular value of (R.). This shows that robustness of identification
against perturbations is increased by maximizing (crp(R.)), since this amounts to minimizing (Si).
• Issued from perturbations theory applied to LS algorith m, it has also been proved [17] that the
bias sensitivity is closely related to (11:(W)) , the condition number of regression matrix (W):

S2

_11e·-e11
lell

-

2

$ 11: (W).max(

116.f
f ll·, llti.Wll
W )

(7)

where (6.f) and (6.W) are perturbation quantities (see [17]) .
This expression shows that the smaller (K(W)) is, the smaller the sensitivity (S2 ) is. It can be shown
that eq . (6) and (7) are not completely compatible. In fact, easy but tedious simulations yielding both
(a-p(R.)) and (K(W)) ·c alculations show an inverse dependency between these two functions. Thus a new
sensitivity function (S) is to be defined . A "natural" solution is to choose a function of both (a-p (R.))
and (ic(W)). We do so by weighting the two sensitivities (S1 , S2 ) , or more precisely (S1 , ic(W)):
(8)

Our aim is to generate some specific trajectories s .t. (.J) is minimum. The exciting trajectory
problem is thus formulated as an optimization one. (Ck 1 ) and (o 2 ) are weighting coefficients that allow
to solve the compromise between (S1 ) and (ic(W)).

5

Simulation Results

A representative model of VORTEX 1 is implemented using MATLAB/SIMULINK. A 6 degrees
of freedom (DOF) model allows us to simulate the complete plant behaviour (eq . 1). However, for
1 VORTEX:

Submarine vehicle of IFREMER- Brega.illon, FRANCE
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identification purpose, we limit our interest (in this paper) to a yaw-motion , ie. rotation around
its (z) - vertical symmetry axis. This reduction to 1-DOF is justified since the different DOF of the
VORTEX are naturally decoupled . So the identification model is represented as follows:

(9)
yielding two unknown parameters (8 1 ,8 2 ). Here,(~,~) are the yaw velocity and acceleration . So one
can generate three different exciting trajectories on the basis oft.he three previous criterions ((6),(7),(8)).
These are used successively in ithe 6-DOF simulator, yielding in the three cases a pair of inpu t/output
datas. Eq. (3) is then used to ,e stimate the values of the model parameters (0 1 ,8 2 ) for each case. A
second step simulation is done to test procedure robustness by modification of up to 100 percent of the
6-DOF model parameters, except (8 1 ,02).

Application
The procedure described above yields the following results (table 2). This table shows, for different. cost
fun ctions, the values of condition number (11:(W)) which contributes in bounding (S2 ) one the one hand,
and sensitivity (S1 ) and its inversed square root (up(n)) on the other hand. It also shows estimated
parameters values in 'ordinary ' case (8 1 ,0';), and in robustness test (0; (" ),8 2 (• )); these are to be
compared with ' real' ones:

Oi = 7.07830(Kg.m2 ) 62 = -50.48000(/{ g.m)
• Weighting criterions (6) and (7) together gives best results tihan these when taken independantly
(Table 2) . It is seen that neither the first cost fun ction (from the left), nor the second, yield correct
estimate values, even when counting for the estimate variance. In opposite the smallest value of
sensitivity function is obtained for the third cost function .

COST F UN CTION:

(

( O'Pl(R))

0'1 (W) )
O'P (W)

(~ +

0'1 ( W )

O'P(R)

K(W)

5 .0852

q. <R>

1 .6582

0 .0589

2 .1777

0.7766

1.2877

0.6776

s,.

e
6

1

(*)

~("'}

5.6817

1.0000

7.0803 + /- 3.35E-4

1

7.0558 +/ -1. 77 E -2

)

CSP (W)

7.0786 + / - 3.71E-3

-50.4786 + / - 6 .5E-4

-50.4497 + / - l.78E- 2

-50.4794 + / - 6.14E-3

7.07825 6 + / - 2.5E-3

7.080436 + / - 2 .33E-3

7.081805 + I- 2 . 28E-3

-50.473622 + / - 5E-3

-50.468313 + / - 7.6E- 4

I

j -50.47463 + /- 3.7 7 E-4

(*) : With lOOSI. cocmcicnt• eh~ f or rotn;uCDeH '-e"•t.e..

Table 2 - Different criterion results comparison.
• In robustness test, the modification of coefficient of t he 6- DOF model (except (0 1 ,92)) can be
seen as a " lack" in t he model. It is again seen that the 3rd choosed criterion, unless the two others,
yields true values of estimated parameters.

6

Conclusion

This paper fo cus on three important points:
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• As it appears in table 1, the approach presented in this paper is fondamentally different from that
usually used. In fact , the model to be identified is non'linear and the inputs that are choosed for
this purpose are more elaborated and model based.
• For identification purpose, the exciting trajectories approach is presented as an alternative to the
classical input signals (PRBS, Impulse, .. ) because of actuators constraints (cf. §4) . This is not a
new technique, but the innovation lies in its application to a submarine vehicle .
• An encouraging improvement is obtained w.r.t. trajectory generating criterion. This new criterion is obtained on the basis of perturbations type and the analysis of dependancy between two
important matrices (regression matrix (W) and input correlation matrix (R)).
Finally, notice that experimental tests are now implemented on the VORTEX submersible to confirm
the previous results.
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PROBABH.,ITY MODEL IDENTIFICATION
L Kuznetsov
Lipetsk State Teehnical University
30, MoskovSkaya St., Lipetsk, 398055, RUSSIA

Abstract. A black box with fuzzy relations between input and output signals is considered.. There is a set
0={ w}of the measur:ed values w,e R• of the inp11t w values and a set 3={ ~ } of the measured values ~ E Rm

of the output y values. We have to define My and M,.. pmbability model's on these sets under certain
conditions so 1that the joint amount of information related to these probability models is maximum (2].

I:nt,roduction.
An appropriate example of such a task may be the definition of the technology of some material or
product .m anufacturing in food, chemical and steel-"making industries {I). In such task product
properties .are preset. If we denote qualities as y = ( Yt, Y2, ... ,Ym ), their minimum and maximum

permissible values as y', y", and the technological factor as w = ( w1, w 2, ... , Wn ), then the practically
arising task is to determine the best possible ranges of w" - w' for the technological values. Sets
of values of technological factors w and product quality y measured on line are used as the
initial information.
.for .metaUw:gical teChnology this task arises when technol~gical control is needed The raw material
qualities stand for uncontroUable inputs. Finished properties of metal are the output values, otherWise
1the technological f.K:tor:s values are controllable inputs or controls.
Usually the problem of
technology definition arises which provides the finished
metal production with the required
properties .from raw material with fuzzy characteristics.

Because of the si.ogle-valued models absence, incomplete information. about processes and measurement
errors, finished p1i0duct property y e Rm == Y are regulated by the permissible value intervals
y'ir.

~

y

$

y"1c ,

where y'1c, y",k are ¥ectors of
diaracteristics of k type metal..

In these conditions the technology
intervals Gf liechnological factors
w'1c

~

w

~

w e Rn

w"1c ,

(l)

k = 1, 2, ... ' K,

minimum and maximum permissible values of the finished

=W

must be preset i.n the form of permissible values
(2)

k = 1, 2, ... , K,

where permissible values , :minimum w'1c and maximum w"1c of the technological factors
define the technology of k type metal pl'oductfo.n..
Values y'k, y"1c are initia.Hy preset and the values w'1c, "ff"',k are to be defined according to measurement
selection { ID } , { cr } of w e W ~echnol~gical factors and y e Y ·f inished product properties.

M0del

M.. probability model ,o n

M.. = {

n

set of measured w values ,o f

n, A, P(A) 1A E

w inputs

of the black box looks like this:

( 3)

A },

where Q = {ID} is a set of w values,
A is the

~m

( :a lgebra ) of the 0 :s et .s ubsets,

P(A) is the probability of the event A

In the sim,plest

case having

some practical value the subsets
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system .c an be preset as follows:

A

=( A. A),

A

={

(i)

E

n I w' ~ w

s; w " }, A ::

n \ A.

(4 )

where w' , w" are fixed w values.
Since n is given, the w' , w" values setting fully determines algebra A and M., model. The
probability model My on ,the set E :: { ~ } of the measured values of the output y values is similar
My = { 2, B, P ( B ) 1B

B },

E

(5)

where 2 is a preset se,t of y values,
B is the algebra of the set E subsets,

P ( B ) is 1the probability of the event B.
The subsets

~m

B can be given l.lk.e ( 4 )

B = (B ,

B), B = { ~ E

where y' , y"

I y'

2

~

~ ~ y" },

B

=2

\ B,

(6)

are fixed values.

Here, as in model ( 3 ), E is preset and, consequently, y', y" representation fully determines My model.
Thus, if we vary algebra's A and B we may change M., , My models. Informational correspondence
of M., , M y models may be estimated [4] .through the .amount of joint information which is the
function ,o f A, B algebra' s:
lwy ( A , B ) = H., ( A )

+

Hy ( B )

-

Hwy ( A , B ),

(7)

where H., ( A ), Hy ( B ), Hwy ( A, B ) are the ,corresponding entropies.

In practical tasks, one of the algebra' s, B for instance, is defined by y', y" values, and the aim is to
estimate w', w" values for ( 6 ), providing the maximum joint communication value ( 7 ), which , in
this case, will have the form :
lwy(A) = H.,(A)

+

Hy

( 8)

Hwy (A ) .

The model defming algeritbm.

Let My model be fully defined. lt is necessary to complete M., model definition in terms algebra A
and the definition of P ( A ), A E A possibilities related to it From ( 4 ) we see that the values
. ed m
. RD hyperpIane and they define
w '-(
- w , i , w , 2, ... ,w ' n ), w "-(
- w ,, 1,w ,, 2, ... ,w" n ) are de-termm
t.he n -demensional parallelepiped A The variation of w' i , w" i, i = 1, 2, ... , n values leads to
some change in configuration and positio.n of parallelepiped A in RD . With the set { ~ } of w values
~i , i = 1, 2, ... , n and may normalize ~ i
being final and preset, we have to define ~ i mm. ,
value to the segment [ 0, 1 ]. As a result, RD space will represent a single n - dimensional cube.
Any of its nooempty subspaces may be accepted as a zero appromnation of A
11
In R space we can introduce a notion of the relative ·density of information as the relation of
the amount of communication information and the respective subspace volume. Changes of subspace
A volume, changes of lwy ( A ) information amount, and shifts of hyperplanes correspond to the
change of w'i , w"i values ~o ~w'i, ilw"i. i = 1, 2, ... , n values. Using relative changes of
Information in different directions of ~w' i, ±Aw" , , i = l, 2, ... , n we can build the procedure

. . -.

[ 3 ] of successive approximation of
the determined algebra A

= (A ,

A

A

)

to

the optimum A • value.

As

a

..

result,

we have

and the probability model M., = { n, A , P } in which

Iwy ( A • ) = max Iwy ( A ) , A c

n.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT
Anatoly A Naumov and Andrew V. Zemnitsky
Novosibirsk State Technical University
Krasnij pr. ,71 ,kv.7, Novosibirsk-104, 630104, Russia

Abstract. The problems of software elaboration, concerning experimenting strategies synthesis and data
processing in a real-time systems are considered. The elaborated method is a variation of self organization
method, combining with e-invariant imbedding method. It is also considered one of possible approaches of
regularization of incorrectly - raised active identification problem. This one is based on a self-organized
algorithm. It means cyclical mathematical model synthesis experimenting plan sequential generation and
evolutionary selection of optimal plan's points.

Introduction
For more then 30 years from works by J.Kiefer [5],[6] , methods of an active identification of systems were
working out on a basis of so-called experimenting strategies optimality and equivalence.
Let us remind of the essence of these fundamental statements. Let the regression model be so:
y;=f(x;.a)+£;=aTcp(x;)+f:;=aT(<p1 (xJ,<p2(x,), ... ,cpn(X;))T+f:; ,
i= 1,2, ... ,n; x=(x1,X2, ... ,X1c),x;EXE Ric ,
here a - vector of an unknoMt model parameters, cp(x)- basis vector of the model, f:;· observation accidental
error realization. In case of least-square method as a estimating strategy of unknown model parameters , a
problem of construction, for example , of D-optimal plan of experiments :
s=(x1,X2, ...,xn;S1 ,S2, ... ,~) ,x;eX,i= 1,2, .. .,n,
l;;~O

,

Li;; =I.
l

takes the following form:
s* = Arg (infDet(D(a,1;)) .

s

Theorem of optimality and equivalence for D-optimal strategy of experiment is
THEOREM I [6].
D-optirnal plan of experiment: s*
I) maximized det(M(a*,I;))

(minimized det(D(a*.s)) );

2) minimized max d(x,I;);

x
3) for this plan max d(x,l;)=n;

x
statements 1)· 3) being equivalent. Here and above M(a*,s) - infonnation matrix; d(x,s)- so-called efficiency
function of experiment; n • number of model parameters.
The investigations , carried by us , had testified that system active identification problem in general and
experimenting strategy synthesis problem in particular is incorrectly fonnulated ones, and the using ofKieferWolfowitz-Vedorov statements analogous to pointed above in practice leads to falling down of efficiency of
experimental plans. It may be said ,that the active identification problem in a classic form is a twice incorrectly
raised one. If the first level of incorrectness is associated with unsteadiness of model parameters evaluation
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problem, based on least-square method , then the second one is a conseq1.1ence of basis spatial vector of
mathematical model being a argument of experimenting strategy optimality criteria functional.

Proof of incorrectness
Generally , if plan of experiment is a probabilistic measure s(x) , then on a space Z of experimenting plans
may be introduced metrics:
II s1(X)-s2(x) llz =1is1(x)-s2(x)llF.
where IK:1 (x)- Si(x) II F - is one of the metrics on a :functional space F.
For instance , II SI (x)- s2(X) II Lp .' II SI (x)- s2(x) II L2 , II SI (x)- Si(x) II c e~c.
By analogy , on a model's space (e.g. regression models) M
y=f(x,a)=arcp(x) {see above) , cp(x)e<I>" .
( without depreciation of the common character , linear by parameters ) one may introduce his own metrics
II f1(x,a1)-f2(x,a2) II M= I! f1(x,a1)-f2(x,a2) II f,
generally different from metrics on Z space.
LEMMA .
Let us assume that II c;;, (x)- 'S2(X) II z. = I! s1(X)- Si(x) II L2 and
Hf1 (x,ai)-f2(x,a2) II M= II f1 (x,a1 )-f2(x,a2) II L2 ,
then for any small E > 0 , for which
II f1 (x,a1 )-f2(x,a2) II M ~ E
it exists o > 0 that
11 c;;, *(x) - s2*(x) 'llz
~ o,
where
c;;1*(x) and s 2*(x) - are Kiefer's optimal plans of experiment that were built in accordance with
optimality criteria from the dispersion matrix of model parameters estimations . They are correspond lo the
models f1(x,ai) and f2(x,a2) accordingly.
Proof of thi s leinma is simple enough and as a consequence we may formally affirm that it's correctly

If II f1(x,a1)-f2(x,a2) II w~ 0 then not II s1 *(x)- c;;2*(x) llz~ 0.
Thus , even !in a case it was used K.iefer' s experimenting plan sequential generation scheme and it take
place coincidence to the" precise" model f(x,a), i.e. f;(x,a;) ~ f(x,a), i=0,1,2, .. .,
we may assert that c;; i*(x) don 't coincide to optimal plan of experiment for the model f(x,a).
In that way it was broken one of Hadarnard 's,[41 correctness conditions - continuous dependence of c;; *(x) from f(x,a) . This condition is the .so-called " condition of steadiness" .
Hence i.t appears that the experimenting strategy synthesis prOblem is incorrectly - raised on a pair of
topological spaces Z and .M . This note one more ,tiffie approve the fact that model synthesis problem for
various real phenomena in a various applications ( geophysics , .s pectrometry , econometrics, etc. ) appears to be
inconect ( not as we wou:l.d like it ,to be ) and requires ~egularization schemes for it's decision.
Theoretically , incorrectly - raised experimenting strategy synthesis problem by Hadamard may be
converted to correctly-raised by Tihonov [11]( or conditionally - correct) if , for example , one determine
"correctness" space <I>k;;?<I>n, and it' s exactly known that cp(x) E <l>k .
As a rule it comes to selection of deliberately mo:ne " wide " model 's space. Often it means caring out
additional experiments , that secure model , has been built on a basis of experimental data , against. .
inadequatness.
Note , that choosing of " correctness " space <I>K is rather difficult problem requiring some intuition
and thomugh comprehension of physical sense of a model synthesis problem as a whole .
In addition we may say that the source of incorrectness of experimenting plan synthesis may appear to
be any
priori information ( distribution of observation ,e rrors, optimality criteria of experiment plan ,
efficiency function of experiment , etc.).
1

a
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Former approaches to regulariza,tion
.F or the first time the questions of regularization of system active identification problems , taking into
consideration the arising both accidental and systematical e.rTo.rs , had been considered by G.E.P. Box and N.R.
Draper [1] , but it may be truly said that it had not used mere term "regularization" by them and it seems
probable they had not realized them concerning with dlis phenomenon. Afterwards S.M.Yermakov and
E.V.Sedunov [ 12) had reinforced the results of Box-Draper.
Regrettably , the Box-Draper's approach doesn't solve all the matters of regularization of incorrectly raised active identification problems , and in some ,c ases does reinforce this inco.r rectness.
This approach's essence is to minimize mean-squares error in the following form:
J=J E [ g(x,b) - f(x,a*)] 2 dx, g(x,b)=brlJl(X),

x
where IJl(x) - basis vector of a real model~ b - parameters vector of this model; E -mathematical expectation
operator. In so far as 1this error may be presented as sum of two enors ( accidental and systematical ones )
J=V+B=JE [f(x,a*)-E f(x,a*)] 2dx + f[ E f(x,a*)-g(x,b)fdx,

x

x

then the ex-perimenting strategy can be found , for example , by means of minimizing , in first , of systematical
emu ( invariant one about 1.U1estimated parameters of a real model) , and ,in second , the problem of
minimizing of accidental error can be solved on a set of experimenting strategies , minimizing systematical
error.
ln first sight it seems the Box-Draper's approach ,compared to uaditionaJ Kiefer-Wolfowitz one , introduces in
a general functional , which had been put in a basis of experimenting strategy synthesis procedure ,the
regularizing addition in the form of systematical ermr , and thereby the active experimenting problem is
drawing from the region of incorrectly - raised ones. However this concJusion is false , because as in
traditional approach the basis vec·tor of estimated model (besides the real model basis vector ) is inserted in the
functional that should ·be optimizing in a course of second stage of Box-Draper's method, and thereby it doesn't
give answers on the questions of incorrectness of experimenting strategies synthesis problems in whole.
In general the following statement is just in subject to the problem considered.
THEOREM2 .
D - optimal efficient experimenting plan can't be invariant one relatively some unknown parameters
of a model.
The latter means that the Box-Draper-Ermakov-Sedunov's approach to solving of experimenting strategy
synthesis problem is an incorrect one in so far as so-called unbiased planning according to authors , pointed
above , is M-invariant in fact ,i.e. invariant in relation to unestimated regression parameters of real model (
"interfering" parameters ) , and invariance in relation to estimat·e d ones is implied in consequence of which this
approach to ,e xperimenting strategy synthesis problem is precisely incorrectly - raised , and thereby requires to
make more precise definitions and revisions.
Obviously , this statement is followed by the conclusions that the usage of the working-up
algorithmical and programming wares based on K.iefer-Wolfowitz-Fedorov's theorem [2],[3], must be fulfilled
with some degree of caution , and in some cases to decli ne the nsage of it at all.

New approach to regularization
Let us consider one of possible approaches to solving ,t he incorrectly - raised active identification
problem. With this aim let us incJude into the ·c onsideration a model of the following form (10),(7] :

where

x=z 1h1(x)+ ... +z,,hn(x) ,Lh;(x)=l

3.25

,h;(X)~

,i=l,2, ... ,n,

zi, i=l ,2, ... ,n. - simplex e'lements tops Sj, j=l,2, ... ,p

; and Vj S; =XeRic; the rest symbols have been
introduced above.
It is assumed, that S;nS;=O (for i~j ), and on the set {Si} there are no isolated simplex groups. In fact , just
now introduced model corresponds 10 regression model on space with a simplex structure X
Making an
assumption of coinciding of Lhe plan of experiment's points of spectrum and tops of simplex elements , and of a
linear form of a local model over every element , we can conclude that dus regression model is continuous one ,
but is not continuously differentiated one. Loosing the smoothness of differentiation property on borders of
simplex ·elements looks not the principal thing , permitting to simplify the procedure of model correcting
essentially on set of new data , .and its following usage.
In this case the procedure of experiments planning is successive one. Every new point of plants
spectrum is placed in mean point of any simplex element , the experiment being realized in this point , and
them as a fesult of comparing the outcorning factors value, measured experimentally , with the modeling value,
decision lo continue lhe choosing the experimental points within a given simplex element or not is adopted.
Efficiency of proposed scheme with comparing to analogous one (8) is displayed both on the stage of
synthesis and of correcting of mathematical model.
Usage of a mooel estimator for determination of response value al some point is illustrated by fig. I.

Z={zi} ,i=1,2, .. .,n - - - - - - - .

1

--+<1•{0i(Xo)} i=1,2, ... ,k+1

+

I

fiO(><o,a*jo)=I:oi(Xo)Yiio
Fig. I. Calculation scheme for response function at some point Xo.

It will be noted , the mathematical model usage variation, that has been proposed by us is assumed that the
equality a*;iO=yijO. x;=z,, i= 1,2, ... ,n, is valid .
Belonging of some point Xm to any simplex ·element may be determined by the solving of the system
of equations of the fonn:

Xm1

Zsi

=
Xmk

relatively to vector oT=(81,82, ... ,8ic). Here Ek+1=(1,l, ... , l) XmT=(xm 1, .. . ,xmk), Zsj matrix with dimension k x (k+l),
created by vector-columns, consisting of simplex top coordinates. In case of resolutions of this system are non·
negative quantities, a point Xm belongs to Si.
For this matter , the mathematical model synthesis and experimenting plan sequential generation
scheme just considered is a self-organized algorithm in its essence and thus is cme of regularization versions of
active identification problem (9).
The active identification self~rganized algorithmical scheme is represented on fig. 2.
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Fig.2. Self-organized algorithm ofactive .identification.

Let us explain what prescription every block ohhis .scheme has. The "PE" block works for generation
of 1the points of plan experiment's spectrum; the problem of reduction of obtained from the studying object
experimental data problem of model's estimation constructing ( it is 1possible,by estimating of its parameters )
are decided i:n the block "Parameters estimation". The "Evo'lutionary selection" block realized one of the selforganization schemes, and as a mauer of fact it is a manager block in this structure.
Better steps , arising during the solving of the plan experiment's synthesis problem among all possible
<mes , that are generaied by bloek-scheme "Mutant" ,are memorized in the block "Memory"_
Self-organiz,ed algorithm of an active identification ,combined with a method of e-invariant imbedding into socalled "fast space" , it looks of particular .efficiency. The ,essence ofthis approach is illustrated on fig.3 .

f(x,a)

X

-+

nx

ny +--Y
1

VxI.• v/ . Vy I Vyfs(X,b)
Xs ---nxs
nys +--Ys

I

I

ll

l

~·

T

Z,'P---- b*
Fig.3. Scneme of e-invariant imbedding method.
The following symbols ~e used in this scheme:
X,X,,Y,Y. - 1the spaces of input and output system factors;
- the structures in corresponding spaces;
Yx,Yy,Yx· 1
immersion operators and reversal •o nes for it;
T - model estimating strategy;
Z- the set ofadmissible experimenting strategies.
.O.,,,:Oocs,rly,~3

,v,/ -
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Summary
Using nonparametric regression models leads to making experimental design schemes more robust (steady )
concerning faults in spatial vector of a model .
Procedure of evolutionary selection of the experimenting plan's points provide practically unrestricted
functioning of given model in situation of non-eliminating uncenainty in information.
Imitation of evolutionary selection in a course of decision the problem of prediction and identification
proved it's high flexibility for adaptation to the factual processes .
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Abstract. A modular structure for dynamic systems is obtained by functional decomposition. This leads
to an interconnected set of dynamic modules. A classification for modular dynamic systems is introduced,
including constrained multibody systems with explicit joints, and serveral state space forms. The resulting
mechanical differential-algebraic ,equations are tr,e ated by a post-stabilizing projection method. For most
efficient simulation, .a multi-rate-method is incorporated. The problem of algebraic loops is discussed and
a method for its solution is proposed. The simulation program NEWMOS supplies all simulation strategies
introduced. Severa~ examples from different ar·eas of dynamics show the power of the approach proposed

Introduction
Analyzing large dynamic systems as for instance in mechatronics, one usually has to deal with systems
including very different time scales and a tremendous potential of complexity. A modular block simulation
approach supported by computer programs as SIMULINK [6j among others is well suited to treat standard
problems foUowing from ,the mechatronic system design. However, when the problem size increases, and
in particular, when mechanical systems are considered, general purpose block simulators are no longer
adequate. An extended strategy supporting modular structures not only for modelling but also for the
numerical treatment is preferable. It is the aim of this paper to introduce a. simulation approach allowing
to exploit the system structure supplied by modular modelling for the needs of efficient simulation by time
integration.
Modular structur·es are inherent to any technical problem. A partitioning of the overall problem by
engineering intuition leads to a set of interconnected modules. In Fig. 1 the functional decomposition of
a pla.toon of articulated vehicles, Petersen et al. ['8], is shown where two vehicles are linked by a rigid tow
bar: Modules for the dynamics of the lateral motion of ,each of the two vehicles, steering, actuators, and
control :a re -derived. The modules are interconnected by both constraint conditions and by signal flow
from one module to the other.

Figure 1: F\rnctional decomposition of a dynamic system

Types of Dynamic Systems and Encapsulation
To describe the system behavior, the transfer function approach widely used in control theory is appropriate: the system is described by an output vector function g as
y

= g(u,p, t)

(1)

with the n,,-input-vector u, the np-parameter-vector p , the time t and the ny-output-vector y. The
modular system .structure may contain q modules. Then, all the inputs and outputs of the system are
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related to each other by the constant n!I x nu-incidence-matrix P with nu

= I:f=1 nu, and ny = I:f=1 n!I,

as
(2)

y =Pu.

The dynamics of systems is presumed to be an internal quantity and can be described in various manners.
The most general dynamic description used is the explicit, nonsingular and nonlinear state space form
which reads as
:i:

= f(x,u,t)

(3)

where the nz-state-vector x is used. A variation of Eq. (3) is the linear state space form as commonly
used in control engineering:

x = Ax+Bu

(4 )

with the matrices A and B. Experimental data and explicitely discretized dynamic systems can be
described using the discrete state space form of Eq. (3) as
(5)

with time index k.
A very important class of dynamic systems is described by mechanical structures in form of multibody
systems (MBS). In the following, the semi-explicit, possibly nonminimal mechanical descriptor-form,
Hairer and Wanner [5], is used, which reads

.q
Mz

+k
g

=

=

K z + b =: a,
qe - (GK)T..\ .a nd
0

(6a)
(6b)
(6c)

with the nq-vector q describing the generalized coordinates and the nz-vector z describing the generalized
velocities. Eq. (6a) is referred to as kinemetics relation, Eq. (6b) describes the dynamics. Additional
constraints by closed chains are introduced by Eq. (6c) . The set (6) of mechanical differential-algebraic
equations (MDAE) is of index k = 3, Hairer and Wanner (5]. For the numerical treatment, an index
reduction must be performed by differentiating the constraint relation (6c) twice:
(7a)

= 0.

(7b)

To extend the modular block design to mechanical systems, any mechanical system can contain interaction
nodes of the form Ynode := [rlSJ with the node position vector r(q, t) and the node rotation matrix S(q, t) ,
see Fig. 2, and Ref. [10]. Now additional joints can be defin~d using the node data. The tow bar from

component q

Figure 2: Mechanical systems with joints
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the above example of Fig. 1 can be defined using a spherical difference joint (spherical joints with given,
,fixed distance l) as
(8)

using the node vectors r 1 and r z. Appropriate index reductions can be found as well, Rilkgauer and
Schiehlen (9). The global equations of motion for such modular mechanical systems with q components
and v joints show a block- diagonal structure:

(9a)

g

= [g l • • • · • g qlg91 ' · • • ' g gJ T ,

[--------'--....---"
:' ~' l[}: l ----}:J l:'.: ]-(GKf
=

+[

M

z

k

(9b}

(9c)

A

..__......
q.

The structure of the global constraint matrix G is diagonal in the upper part, the lower part is sparsely
filled according to the orientation of the mechanical components in the global structure.
For the actual derivation of dynamic models, a formal and abstract interface allowing for the encapsulation of the above dynamic descriptions is used. This interface is implemented in the programming
language Candis based upon a hierarchical structure, see Fig. 3. Each system is described by the structure
system..descr which contains the interface functions for initialization (file opening, etc.), termination, output equation, state equation (eval), state events {roots), the type identifier (type) and a corresponding
substructure {type-Spee). In the case of MBS as shown in Fig. 3, the substructure mbs_descr includes the
node points ibind of type mbs_contact_descr. The special parameter may be used to define special
properties of the system, e.g. a constant mass maitrix M. A similar interface definition is introduced for
joints and other elements needed for simulation , see below. The data structures shown can easily be generated by code-converters or by hand. Code-converters :a re currently available from NEWOPTI AIHS [2] and
from DSL 1(7]. The formal interface definition omitting any information about the actual interconnections
between the modules allows for a high degree of code-reusability. All interconnections are introduced at
run time.

n,,

Numerical Methods
For the numerical treatment of the MDAE, a post-stabilizing projection method is used. An extended
right hand side by Eqs. (6a), (6b) and (7b) is discretized by any ODE integrator. After every integration
step executed, a projection onto the manifold described by the conditions (6c) and (7a) is performed. An
energy-optimal projection can easily be found by the defect relations

G dq
GKdz

=
=

{lOa)

dg and
diJ.

(lOb)

Relation (lOb) can be solved directly as Eq. (7a) is linear in z. Although Eq. (6c) can be strongly
nonHnear, only a fixed nwnber of 2 iterations must be performed to solve Eq. {lOa) due to the fact that
the performance of the overall projection resulting from the iteration is directly linked to the index of
the system to be solved, Ascher [l]. Employing this fact, a quite efficient integration scheme is obtained,
Ref. [9].
To exploit the modular system structure throughout the integration process, a multi- rate strategy, Gear
[4], is used. Such an approach is essential for the efficient treatment of large mechatronic systems that
include systems at very different time scales. The multi-rate-approach is described in detail in [9], too.
As the multi-rate integration introduces additional errors., a multi- rate error control is supplied that adjusts the multi-rate-stepwidth used for inter-system-communication. Bor better multi- rate-performance,
interpolation procedures are used for the reconstruction of the input data.
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Figure 3: Hierarchical set of data-structures describing dynamic systems
As Eq. (2) describes dependencies between different dynamic system modules, an order of evaluation
must be determined before the simulation can be performed. This task is solved using graph methods. A
directed graph with nodes representing the dynamic system modules, and edges representing the connections, is designed. Searching for the strickly ooher·e nt components, Sedgewick [11), leads to the correct
order. However, in case of loops, the search algorithm must be modified in order to mark the loop-closing
edges. Then, potential loops and actual loops have to be distinguished. Potential loops are those for which
a strickly coherent component is found, while actual loops requir.e in addition that all modules involved
show throughputs.
Potential loops are determined and solved by one evaluation of the output equations of all systems
contained. Then, the actual loops are known, and the corresponding marked edges are disconnected and
replaced by additional inputs for which a constraint condition holds. These additional constraints cannot
be solved by DAE-methods as introduced above. A simplified Newton-iteration using Broyden's vector
update secant formula, Dennis and Schnabel [3}, is adequate to treat this problem. So even complex
dynamic systems with feedback and extensive throughputs can be solved efficiently.

Simulation Concepts
The simulation program N£WHOS was set up allowing for simulation using the above numerical strategies.
Any so called services, referred to in the NEWMOS-context for systems, integration codes, joints, and
interpolation schemes for multi-rate integration, are loaded at .run time as precompiled object code. Also,
the interconnections are introduced at run time. To assign the proper simulation topology, an interpreter
is supplied allowing the user to introduce the problem in a mnemonic form . In addition, the interpreter
allows for the run-time-definition of dynamic systems, so that, in case of rather small problems, no
compilation must be performed at all. For the articulated vehicles problem, a code fragment for loading
the precompiled vehicle models and the tow bar joint, definition of a steering controller and connection of
both vehciles by joint and steering control with second vehicle, and some parameter assignment reads as
define ss_system (:SteeringPrinciple) with i .n puts (mul, mu2) outputs (del, delp)
parameters (K1 , K2) by { y[O] = K1 * mul + K2 * mu2; y[1] = O; };
load system (Vehicle!) of type (spatial_car_model) fr.cm file ("car.so");
load system (Vehicle2) of type (spatial_car_model) from file ("car.so");
load joint (TowBar) of type ( s pher_diff_joint) from file ( "spher_diff_joint.so");
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link(Vehiclel.rear_towbar_node, Vehicle2.front_tovbar_node) by (TovBar);
connect (Vehicle2. del, SteeringPrinciple. del) ;
TowBar . 1 = 1. 8;
Several dynamic systems are combined to a so called set which is treated by an integrator as assigned by
the user. Several sets are allowed concurrently, resulting in a multi-rate-simulation. Using this approach,
one can easily switch between different simulation strategies and dynamic system structures, module tests
can be performed independently and finally the whole dynamic problem can be assembled quite easily.

Examples
A 10-body-pendulum is set up using mass points with an interaction node at the center and spherical
difference joints. The simulation results for the autonomous pendulum are shown in Fig. 4 (left). To study
the multi-rate-simulation strategy, an actor with very high frequency eigendyanmics is added to hieve the
first arm from the low equilibrium to the horizontal position, as shown in Fig. 4 (right). In closed form
using a stiff integrator, this simulation task for tsim = 10s requires 207s. Applying the multi- rate-strategy,
the computational cost can be dropped down to 60s.
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Figure 4: Autonomous (left) and controlled {right} 10-body-pendulum, crossed circles mark initial position, zero initial velocity
The articulated vehicles problem as introduced in Fig. 1 is also treated by a multi- rate-integration.
Here, the fast and stiff components as hydraulic servo, electric actuator, and control device are placed in
one set, the vehicles are placed in another, as described in detail in Ref. (9]. The results from simulation
of an ISO-lane-change at a velocity of v = 20 ~ are shown in Fig. 5. H turnes out that, for a.n optimal
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Figure 5: Articulated vehicles undergoing ISO- lane-change
integration configuration, the results for tsim = 8s can be obtained within 80s. Without multi-ratestrategy, a simulation of the given maneouver takes serveral days.
Fig. 6 (left) shows a gearbox with two pulleys connected by a belt. The given model, Fig. 6 (right)
includes one potential and one actual loop. As input to the system, step functions acting as torque at
the pulley are used. The simulation program detects the loop and supplies the correct solution after one
interation due to the fact that all throughputs contained are linear.
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Figure 6: Belt-gear, implementation containing algebraic loop, and simulation results

Summary
A modular modelling and simulation approach has been proposed for the treatment of large dynamic
problems as arising in mechatronics. Mechanical systems with additional joints and constraints that allow
for a modular description a.re supported. The the resulting mechanical differential-algebraic equations
can efficiently be treated by a post-stabilizing projection method. Most efficiently, the modular dynamic
system can be simulated by a multi-rate integration. Due to the modular structure, algebraic loops can
occur. A strategy for loop-detection and -treatment is shown. Examples from multibody dynamics,
vehcile dynamics, and system dynamics show the validity of the proposed approach. Employing the
multi-rate-strategy, big savings in computation time can be obtained.
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Abst.rad. Simulation is becoming crucial in many engineering activities, and models of various complexity
are today used for di:ffererM purposes. As a consequence, there is a strong effort aimed to develop new tools able
to simplify and suppon modeJing and simulation.
Object oriented modeling is considered to be the 1best way to match 1the natural engineering decomposition of
physical systems by components. This app11oach .has been adopted in MOSES, a modeling and simulation
environment for complex systems developed in an object oriented database. Models are defined using a fixed
data structure in which all the data involved in modeling and simulation are organically related. The principal
features of MOSES are described, and the role of the 00 database in their implementation is discussed.

l- Introduction
In the last years, production and technological processes are becoming mofe and more complex. For various
reasons (econornic. environment preservation. legislation) it is necessary to save energy and materials. or to reelaborate some products. This means that processes must contain recirculation loops which determine
interactions between many parts of the system and highly complicate the dynamics. Such interactions must be
taken into account during the design work.
When designing a complex technological process. what today happens is that control system design
~follows" the other design choices. This means that the control system can not be based on real evaluations of
the global system. but only on its "presumed" 1behaviour, which is derived from the beha\iour of similar
systems. Hence, a doser integration of control engineering with the other engineering disciplines is necessary.
In particular. it has been demonstrated that in various applications (see for instance [ l OJ) it is not always
possible to separate process design from control system design_
The modem answer to such problems is Computer Aided Control Engineering, (CACE). that [7} "is a
specialized form of modeling and simulation with emphasis on design and implementation of feedback control
systems". As such. the core of any CACE environment should be modeling and simulation. with particular
attention to the integration with the other work pfocess activities.
It is also recogni zed 1(3] 1that the most profound trend in ,e ngineering contractor environment is in the way
projec ts are e~ecuted and. in particular. the drive to uti!lize integrated data base technology for the execution of
engineering design projects.
MOSES (Modular Object-oriented Software Errvii:onment for Simulation) [8} is a modelling and simulation
environment developed at Politecnico di Milano with the aim of simplifying and organizing the simulation
work process for complex hybrid systems. With reference to models' reusability, the main aspects concern:
1) generality and understandability of the model description,
2) automatic 1c orrdatfon ofall the data invo.lved in modeling and simulation activities,
3) easy access to libraries ·ofceliti.fie.d models and library management facilities.
Point l) is a characteris,tics of the so called Model Definition Language (MDL), while points 2) and 3) are
more related to software and system choices. MOSES adopts a modular and "natural" MDL to describe models.
and it is implemented in an object-oriented database, in order to organize and relate all the data involved in
modeling and simulation activities. This paper describes the role and relations between MDL and database
features in the implementation of MOSES.
1

1

1

2 - Model defini1tion in MOSES
The object oriented approach implements a set of powerful concepts that have been succesfuJly applied in
software engineering, creating the object-oriented programming paradigm. fa.-ploiting the similarities between
software and model behaviour. they have been applied also to modeling, creating the so called Object Oriented
Modeling (OOM) (11) . MOSES' MDL belongs to the class of object oriented modeling languages. which
includes examples like Omola (12], Dymola [6] and NMF [13].
Using OOM to model complex systems, it is possible to use a top-down approach consisting in:
decomposition of the global system into components. determination ,o f the in1terfaces among them and writing
of every component model. But moi;e frequently. e:-..-ploiting the generality of existing models organized in
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libraries. it is convenient to build the global model with a bottom-up approach. Of course, this requires an easy
access to certified model libraries and some efficient managing mechanisms. This aspect is specially considered
in MOSES.
In OOM a high level of modularity is achieved because any part of the reality is described as an "open"
model. which interacts with the ,e>..temal world through two kinds of pons: physical tenninals. which are
associated with power exchange and represent the spatial regions where interactions take place, and control
terminals, which .are associ:a~ed with information exchange (14]. The module's internal behaviour is
independent of the conte:\1 where it is used. so a ,complete encapsulation is obtained. To obtain full modularity,
physical tenninals in MOSES are strictly standardized: for :any physical domain there is only one or a few
tenninals which correspond to the type(s) of i nteractions 'between physical components. For example, in 3-D
robotics only one cype of mechanical terminal can be used: a connection between mechanical terminals
represents a "welding" in the physical system. Control terminals have not any particular structure, because
exchange of information is naturally dimensionless; they are causal, so we have input and output ones.
Open models can be aggregated by establishing a one-to-one connection between two identical physical
terminals (or conuol temrinals with opposed causality). Abstraction mechanism is implemented by bringing
together submodels in an Aggregated Model (AM) that represents all them. Any terminal of a submodel which
is not connected to another submodel's tenninal is "free" and is reponed at the upper level by reproducing it as
a free terminal of the AM. This cype of connection implements abstraction.
Those models at the lowest level of the aggregation hierarchy are called Simple Models and may be either
Continuous-time Simple Models (CSM) or Discrete Simple Models .(DSM). A CSM is characterized by a
behaviour which is described by a ·set of DAEs, i.e. it is, in general, given a declarative form. Some equations
(that we call Conditional Equations) can .also have different e::\'"Pressions, depending on the value of a set of
,conditions.
A DSM is used to describe either a disc11ete-time (synchronous) control system, where the output variables
may change oniy at predetermined, generally equispaced, discrete time instants, or a discrete-event
asynchronous system, where the output v,ariables may change only when certain events occur. Since a DSM can
exchange only information, it interac,ts with the external wor.ld only through control tenninals. Moreover, being
a causal system. its behaviour is described by a procedure that may consist of equations in explicit form or,
more generally, by a software procedure. This is an important choice that allows a real test of the control
system. because the procedure simulated in MOSES can be the some running on the real controller.
A Plant is defined as a special Aggregate Model that is not submodel of any other. Therefore, a Plant is a
"closed" model, i.e. a model which may have only ConU<ol Terminals. It is a causal model and is the only kind
of model that can be simulated. A Plant is affected by a set of parameters to be defined: this means that such
parameters (free parameters) may be assigned/modified afterwards during the analysis process: when the free
parameters are specified one produces a Version of the plant ( see Par. 3).
Once the global model is defined, usually a symbolic manipulation of the system of equations is required. in
order to solve .some problems due to the adopted general description and improve numerical efficiency [5].
One major differe11ce with other 00 languages is that in MOSES it is strictly required that the whole
behaviour (equations. variables, terminals) is completely defined in any model, with no permission of using the
inheritance mechanism to distribute the 1b e'haviour of a model through a class hierarchy. The motivations of this
choice are the following ones:
- model liibraries are easie.r to read and more portable, because any model has its complete behaviour "on
board";
- generating a hierafchical organisation of model behaviours (in an ordered way) requires that any model
library be fully defined at the beginning, so forbidding the natural e::\'"Pansion of libraries with the
application experience;
- when using an object-oriented database it is highly convenient to organise modeling data in a fixed
structure of classes (i.e. a fixed database schema), so that software behaviour (methods) is directly
associated to data. as is usual in object-oriented programming. So. it is easy to match modeling language
with data model.
As already pointed ,o ut i.n the Introduction. model reuse can 'be really effective if models are organized in
.accessible and certified libraries; furthermore, the simulation environment should have functionalities
supporting library management and (possibly) promoting .reuse of models. Creating a model of a physical
component in MOSES (for example a mechanical body) means creating a Continuous Simple Model and filling
the provided "slots" like variables, parameters and equations. Any mechanical body has the same behaviour of
this. ·a nd the difference between ·the relative models is ,only in parameters' values. In MOSES there is a simple
way ~o safely manage this situation: an original model is called prototype model, while its copies. in which it is
allowed to modify only parameters, are caned instance models. Since a link is created among them. all the
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instances can be (automatically) updated when the prototype is changed. Note that the relation between a model
and its prototype is similar to an inheritance mechanism, since a model "inherits" the behaviour of the
prototype and is specialized by an own va!lue of the parameters. Friom a software point of view, both prototype
and instances are models ·o f the same basic type (for example, Continuous Simple Model): the links among
them are easy to manage only because all the environment is implemented in .a database.

3- Modeling .and s•i mulation data organization
~ogether with the generality of description, an element that strongly influences the reusability of models is
the availability oflibraries. For this reason. MOSES appears to the user as a unique library with tree structure.
where the leaves are models (either pmtotypes or components) :and structuring elements are called library
categories. To guarantee data integrity and security while sharing data among different users, some
mechanisms typical of multi-user environments have been introduced. like ownership, locking and rights.
which .apply to models and ito categories as well.
The model database is divided in two parts:
- the public part. which contains general and reliable prototype models of common use;
- the private part, where any user stores his/her own models (either prototypes or instances).
The users are divided in three groups, with difi"erent levels of authorization: Programmers. Library
Administrators and Analysts. A member of the Programmers' group has the possibility of modifying the
database schema adding or changing classes (a situation occurring during tihe development of the environment
or when a major change is needed). The Library Administrators ·c an write in the public part of the model
database (i.e .. they can admlnistrate the public model library) and can read in the private part. A member of the
Analysts' group has the possibility of writing in his models and of reading/writing in other models according to
the rights he has.
A very important issue when making simula.t~ons in engineering is the automatic correlation and
documentation of modehng and simufation data. Jn MOSES. four structures 't hat allow a quick and efficient
access to data have been identified:
•Model: it stores the declarative form of a model. If the model is a plant, it can be given also a procedural
form. Ally procedural form is stored keeping reference to the plant it belongs to.
·• V:ersio.n: it :refers to a plant model, of which it represents a further specification by assigning the value of
fi1ee parameters. ¥ersions of the :s ame plant have the same procedural form but different values of some
parameters. Versio.ns are very useful in all the cases in which mode1 parameters tuning is needed.
•Plant state: it refers to a version. of which it defines the initial values of all the variables. A plant state
defines all the data necessary ito stan a plant simulation.
·• Transient.: it is the result of a simulation. and is constituted by the records of a set of variables, together
with t1hat of the ex,ogenous inputs of the model. Lt refers to the plant state from which the simulation was
Started.

4- Logical data model .a nd database imp'lementation
In o~der to organize the simulation activity, the core of the MOSES environment is implemented in a
database where all the ·e ntities involved in the simulation work process are sto~ed in an ordered way. The use of
a database is typically aimed at:
- centralizing the management of data ;
- preserving data consistency. integrity and security while sharing data among different users:
- suuccuring data and give quick access to them:
- tracing ·o f operations.
Furthermore, the choice of using fixed data structures in a database has forced to do an abstraction effort
aimed at understanding how to efficiently represent hybrid models and related simulation data, i.e., which are
the fundamental types of models. their properties and similarities.
It can be observed that since many requirements (like completeness, consistency, non ambiguity) are in
common. a database schema design ·c ould be a good starting point to defme an :MDL. Such a schema could also
become .a standard neutral format f:or model definition or, at least. it ·c ould be easily exchanged among different
software programs in a standard format like the emerging STEP/PDES [ 1]. which makes use of EXPRESS to
define a data schema for specific application areas.
The conceptual data model has been defined in the form of Entity-Relationships (ER) diagrams: figure l
s~e.tches the •Core part of it. i.e., the part related to the definition of the entity "model".
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Figure I : model structure
It is evident from figure l that the conceprual data model is very complex and rich of relationships among
entities. In order to represent such a schema in a data structure, the object oriented approach has been adopted.
The specific reasons for this are the following:
- The 00 data model has a very rich semantic, so it can match the application complexity much better than
the relational one.
- The 00 environment is very flexil>le and allows fast prototyping, very useful particularly in the first phases
of a complex project., and is also much easier to extend and to maintain.
- 00 data model associates operations to data structures. In this way, it is possible to specialise not only
static properties but also the behaviour of entities. This allows an evolutionary development of the project,
in that we can define a kernel of common structures (and relative behaviours) and subsequently specialise
them in many application areas, having great benefits in terms of code reuse and maintainability.
- Relationships among data (like existence dependences, corresponding to the "own" relations of figure 1)
are needed that are much easier to implement and to manage in an OODB, exploiting the 'pan or
relationship peculiar of the 00 paradigm; moreover, it is very natural to encapsulate a certain relationship
(typically, the "appear" relations of figure 1) within a given entity, so speeding up many queries.
-The data access made by the 00 approach is very efficient for navigation through the data, which is often
necessary for CAf)/CAE applications.
- The 00 approach in the Data Model definition allows a strict correspondence between a model or a model
item and a data object Then, code writing is easier and model manipulation (e.g. equation manipulation) is
obtained through simple data. manipulation [9].
As a con.sequence of the 00 choice, the translation of the conceptual data model into the logical data model
has been straightforward; figure (2) shows the highest levels of lhe class hierarchy, where all the fundamental
entities arc defined. It is evident that to any element of the MDL there corresponds one database class: since the
code is associated to objects, this makes application development more "natural". As it happens in Object
Oriented Programming, the class hierarchy is very similar to a taxonomy of the data represented, and this
makes it easy to understand Some exceptions are made in order to maximise reuse of code; for example, class
LibraryCategory has been defined as a subclass of AggregateModel in order to reuse the code implementing
submodels' management
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An important feature of MOSES concerns me symbolic manipulation performed to simplify the .procedural

fonn of the global system. It is completely realized in the database. and the resulting procedural form is
automatically associated to the originating plant.
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Proper data structufes ar·e defined to support the manipulation:
equations are represented as binary triees, while very helpful is the
implemented Sparse Mattix, which allows to efficiently represent
and manage tlhe incidence matrices used in various algorithms
(e.g. Block Lower Panitiorung, tearing (9)).
To avoid confusion, it is worth remembering that only
programmers can modify the class structure, since in MOSES the
user is not allowed 10 define classes at run time. This is one of the
major differences between MOSES and other object-oriented
envirorunents like OmSim (21 (implementing Omola) and Dymola.
In order to maximize modularity in models description, it has been
fixed to strictly standardize the structure of models and tenninals.
This requires a careful design of models and terminals as .fi.'Xed
data structure (note that, in this way. it is possible to associate the
behaviour to any object).
In figure (3) the ER diagram describing the relation between
modeling and simulation data is reported: it is worth noting that
the objects themselv·es play also the role of storage elements (a
plant owns its versions, each version owns its plant states. and so
on). This kind of relationship between entities is known as
existence dependence. Its adoption is convenient both for the
database designer and for the user: in fact. its implementation is
very straightforward., and results in a logic correlation of all the
data relative to a case study, so ensuring automatic tracing of the
analysis activity. Existence dependence in our case is particularly
useful for supporting dektion operations, because if a plant is
deleted. all its versions and plant states are deleted at the same
time. Furthermore, we note that this kind of relation is
automatically managed by the system, because it is intrinsically
implemented in the 00 physical data model.
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5- Conclusfons
The use of an object oriented database to support modular modelling and simulation has been discussed. lt is
imponant to guarantee uniqueness, consistency, security and integrity while sharing data among different
users. lt is essential for the analyst the possibility of using certified model libraries, together with proper
mechanisms supporting model consistency.
The choice to !!epresent models in a fixed data structure gives many advantages:
- allows the creation of an open environment, because it is easy to integrate different tools,
- helps the design of a neutral format for hybrid models definition, and
- can be easily translated into standard forma1ts like STEP/EXPRESS.
The object oriented approach facilitates the design of the database schema and allows a good matching
between software and modeling items. This in tum makes it easier the application development and
manipulation of data structures that is necessary in object oriented modeling.
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Abst,r act. In this contribution, the architecture and the functionality of the modeling and simulation environment
PRoMoT/D.IVA for chemical processes are presented. PRoMoT/DIVA is :supposed to interactively support chemical engineers in developing, analyzing, and solving mathematical models of individual process units and plants.
A key requirement for the implementation of the knowledge-based process modeling tool (PROM OT) is a proper
structuring of the ch.emica[-engineering modeling knowledge and the definition of adequate modeling entities in a
modeling ccmcept. These modeling entities are implemented as frames with 1the object-oriented Model Definition
Language (MDL) in Vhe knowledge base of PRoMoT. The model development with PRoMoT will be illustrated
by considering the modeling of a continuously stirred tank reactor.

Introduction
The applica.Uons of mathematical modeling and simulation in chemical engineering are manifold. Commercially
available son ware tools are used for the stationary design and optimization of chemical plants. Dynamical process
simulation is applied to the design and the inspection of process control .systems, the Startup and shutdown of
plants, their behavior in case of operation. faulits, as well as the design and operation of inherently dynamical
processes. Generally speaking, model-based techniques gain more and more importance in chemical engineering
in order to improve chemical processes with respect ~o growing eoonomical and environmental demands.
The current state of the art with respect to dynamical process simulation .is represented by process simulation
environments such as SPEED UP [1], GPROMS I[ 14), a:nd DIVA [8]. These 'e nvironments provide powerful numerical methods to analyZie and solve systems of differential-algebraic e quations that constitute the process models.
Their model libraries con.lain modeling entities in the granularity of individual pmcess units which can be aggregated to process models by specifying the flow sheet of the considered plant. Unfortunately, these simulation tools
give only very limited support for the development of new unit models as well as for the reuse and the documentation of existing unit models [13). For this reason, the development and validation of adequate process models
strongly limits {he routine application. of model-based techniques in process design as well as process operation in
the chemical process indusuies [l 1].
To overcome this problem, considerable ·e fforts have been initiated during the last d ecade to develop general
as well as domain specific modding languages and knowledge-based process modeling tools (11, 15). These tools
are supposed to be integrated into process simulation and design environments to assist the chemical engineer,
i. e., to facil itate ithe modeling process, to suggest modeling assumptions, and to guarantee the consistency of the
process models being developed. Despite the advances, the developed knowledge-based modeling tools show
several shortcomings. For instance, adequate concepts and language constructs to design, implement, handle, and
document large chemical-engineering specific knowledge bases are .scarcely available. A ge neral problem is the
lack of adequate programming and knowledge representation languages for an easy and efficient implementation
of kn.owledge-based process modeling tools.
In this contribution, an overview of the modeling and simul<ttion environment PROMOT/DIVA for chemical
processes is presented. PRoMoT/D:IVA is supposed to interactively support chemical engineers in developing,
analyzing, and solving mathematical models of individual process uni1ts and plants. The following section introduces the architecture of PROMOT/DIVA. In the subsequent sections, the underlying modeling concept of the
knowledge-base d process modeling tool (PROM OT) and the modeling of a continuously stirred tank reactor with
PROMoT are ii!ustrated.
1

The Architectu~e of PROMOTIDIVA
The modeling and simulation environment PR0MoT/D1!VA consists of the knowledge-based process modeling tool
PRoMoT, a pre-processing tool and a code generalOr [I 8J, the process simulation system DIVA (8), and graphical
as well as t ext-based user interfaces (see Figure 1). PRoMoT is supposed to interactive ly support the modular
development of process unit models. hs objec t-oriented knowled,ge base contains general chemical-engineering
mode ling knowledge, from which modelers can interactively browse information and select modeling entities with
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the graphical model entity browser. The knowledge base is persistently stored in the model library, whose contents
can be loaded to the temporary workspace. With either the graphical or the textual editor for the Model Definition
Language (MDL), the modeler interactively develops process unit models by aggregating and specifying modeling
entities in the workspace. Once a process unit model is completed, it can be saved to the model library for later
reuse or exchange with collaborating modelers.
The code generator [18] can be called by PROMoT rn translate the internal symbolic representaProcess Modeling Tool PROMOT
tion of process unit models selected from .the knowModel Entity
Knowledge Base
ledg·e base to DIVA simulation modules. In the case
Browser
of partial differential equations (PDEs) or differentialCUM
Temponry
Persistent
Workspace
Model Library
algebraic equations (DAEs) with differential indices
Graphical
greater than one, the mathematical models of the seMDL-Editor
CUM
lected unit models have to be pre-processed. The premodeling entities
modeling entities
process uni1 models
process unil models
Textual
processing tool (18) provides algorithms to perform a
MDL·Editot"
method-of-lines semi-discretization of PDEs by finiteFru mrTulk/MDL
E.mac.~
differences methods. Thus, PDEs are transformed to
Lisp
sets of differential and algebraic equations that can
be solved simultaneously wi·th the other parts of the
model. Furthermore, the differential index of DAEs
Code Generator
Pre-Processing Tool
can be analyzed. If required , the DAEs can be transPDE-scmi-discretiz.ation
formed to index-one-systems.
spane-malri~ DAE representation
DAE index analysis
After pre-processing and code generation, 1~he proDAE index reduction
cess unit models ar•e added to the model library of the
Li.,p
Mutherrwticu
block-oriented process simulation environment DIVA
[8]. Each individual process unit model is repi;es·ented
in sparse-matrix form as a set of at least three FOR·
Process Simulation Environment DIVA
TRAN subroutines and one data file [18). The FORCommand
'Numerical Algorithms
Model Library
TRAN subroutines are called during the run-time of
Interface
simulation
DIVA for the initialization of the individual unit model,
process unit models
nonlinear dynamics analysis
the evaluation of the model equations, and the outoptimization
Graphics
Fonran .\·ubroutinr.\·
pararnelet identification
put of the process values as simulation data. Optional
Fonrun
Mat/JJb
unJ Jutu filu
subroutines may add discrete events and an analytical
computation of the Jacobians of the model equations.
Figure 1: Architecture of the Modeling and SimuThe individual process unit models can be interconlation
Environment PROM OT/DIVA.
nected to simulation-ready p.lant models by specifying
plant flow sheets, for example in a graphical way (2).
DIVA provides algorithms for the computation of time trajectories, for the analysis of the nonlinear dynamics, and
for the parameter identification of the plant models, among others [8]. The simulation data can be displayed with
the D ,IVA graphics.
PROM OT and the code generator are implemented as object-oriented program modules in Allegro Common
Lisp by Franz Inc. [6]. The modeling entities in the temporary workspace and the persistent model library are
defined in the object-oriented Model Definition Language (MDL), which is an extension to the frame language
FRAMETALK (16, 17). With the object-oriented Common Lisp Interface Manager (CLIM) [6], being part of
Allegro Common Lisp, the modeling entities are naturally mapped to graphical objects in the model entity browser
and the graphical MDL-editor of PRoMoT. The text editor GNU Emacs (5) is used as the textual MDL-editor,
which is integrated into the graphical user interface of PROMOT with the Emacs communication interface of
Allegro Common Lisp [6] .
~~~~~~

,,.-~~~~----

The Modeling Concept of PROM OT
A key requirement for the implementation of a knowledge-based process modeling tool is a proper structuring of
the chemical-engineering modeling knowledge and the definition of modeling entities in a modeling concept. First
ideas for such a modeling concept were presented in (7, 9, 12, 13). Subsequently, Marquardt et al. refined and
developed 1this concept further [3, 4, JO]. The modeling concept, on which the knowledge base of PRoMoT is
based , also originates from the early works cited above. However, during the application of this modeling concept
to the modeling of (reactive) distillation processes, it became apparent that several modifications had to be made,
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in order to allow an easy and efficient representation of the process models (19).
One of the differences in the modeling concept is that in PROM OT elementary and composite modeling entities
are defined on three hierarchical levels. The hierarchical I.evels considered so far are the process unit level, the
phase level, and the storage level. On all levels, elementary and composite structural, behavioral and material
modeling entities are defined and arranged in specialization and aggregation hierarchies. The specialization hierarchy follows from is-a relationships between the modeling entities, whereas the aggregation hierarchy results from
is-part-of relationships between the modeling entities. Figure 2 depicts an extract of the specialization hierarchy
of the structural modeling entities on the phase level.
Structural modeling entities describe the topological structure of a model on each level. There are three main
types of structural modeling entities: "devices", "connections", and "terminals" (s·ee Figure 2). Each "elementary
device" represents a balance space with a finite extension and has a set of "terminals" that define its interactions
with adjacent "connections". In contrast, "elementary connections" are very thin in one spatial dimension and are
interconnected with adjacent "devices" via their "terminals" [ 19). Examples of such "terminals" are "convectiveflow-tenninals" and "exchange-terminals" (see Figure 2). Behavioral modeling entities (equations, variables, and
equation iterms) are auached to eaoh structural modeling entity to represent its mathematical model. Material
modeling entities are used for the description of the pure chemical substances and their mixtures being situated in
a structural modeling entity.

exchangctenninal
convectiveflow-out

c:str

Figul'e 2: An extract of the specialization hierarchy of structural modeling entities on the phase level.
The arrows represent is-a relationships between the modeling entities.
The "elementary devices" and "connections" on the process unit level are "process units" (e. g., tanks, heat
exchangers, chemical reactors, and distillation columns) and "pipelines", respectively. Examples of generic "elementary devices" and "elementary connections" on the phase level are "bulk-phases" or "film-phases'', and
"identity-connections" or "generalized-phase-interfaces"., respectively [ 19] (see Figure 2). From these generic
modeling entities, fully specified modeling entities may be derived by specialization, e. g., the elementary devices
"reaction-phase", "cooling-phase", "solid-wall-phase", "reaction-film-phase", and "cooling-film-phase". Next to
the elementary modeling entities, the specialization hierarchy contains generic composite devices (e. g., "threephase-system") and composite connections (e. g., "generic-phase-boundary") that are aggregated from other composite or elementary modeling entities. By specialization of these composite modeling entities and by aggregation
of the elementary modeling entities, a model of a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) will be derived in the
next section.
Similar to the structural modeling entities, the behavioral modeling entities are also arranged in specialization and aggregation hierarchies. Elementary and composite behavioral modeling entities describe the dynamical
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behavior of the structural modeling entities. Examples of behavioral modeling entities are balance equations, phenomenological relations, and physical property correlations. It should be noted at this point, that a major part
of the chemical-engineering modeling knowledge lies within the behavioral modeling entities. Hence, a proper
modeling concept has to address this point in detail.
The main focus thus far is on the definition and implementation of the structural, behavioral and material
modeling entities on the phase level. Al'J modeling entities are implemented as frames with the object-oriented
Model Definition Language(MDL) in the knowledge base of PROMOT. MDL is an extension to the frame language
FRAMETALK [16, 17], with language concepts specific to the representation of chemical-engineering modeling
knowled,ge. Each MDL construct representing a structural modeling entity has a textual as well as a graphical form
of presentation. When manipulating .the graphical form, the changes are propagated to the textual form and vice
versa.
MDL is not only the ·implementation language of the knowledge base, but also the modeling language of
PRoMoT. 'With MDL modelers can successively aggregate composite structural modeling entities from more
fine-grained modeling entities, as illustrated in the next section. Each structural modeling entity has a set of text
attributes, which are informal representations of the physico-chemical assumptions and simplifications that lead
to the mathematical model of the structural modeling entity. According to these attributes, the modeler selects
predefined behavioral and material modeling ·entities from the knowledge base and attaches them to the structural
modeling entity.

A Modeling Examp.l e
For illustrating the model development with PRoMoT, 1the
modeling of.a con1tinuously stirred ·tank reactor '(CSTR) (see
Figure 3) is considered as a simple example of a process unit
in chemical engineering. 'Dhe CSTR is fed with the chemical
substances A and B ·that react to the substances C and D in
an exothermic liquid phase reaction.. For cooling purposes,
the liquid reaction phase exchanges heat with the enclosing
liquid cooling phase across the wall of the tan'k.
For simplicity reasons, in the following we only conreaction phase
sider the aggregation of the reactor model from elemerutary
cooling phase
s!ructural modeling entities and do not show its behavioral
and material modeling entities. The reactor model is aggr;ewall
gated from the devices "reaction-phase", ''.composite-waUphase"., and "cooling-phase" which ar•e connected by simple
".identity-connections" (see Figure 2). Each modeling entity
A+B-C+D
is given a unique name: "RPH", "CWPH", "CPH", "IDI",
and "ID2'', respectively. The modeling entity "compositewall-phase", representing the wall between the reaction
phase and the cooling phase, is modeled as a composite device. It is aggregated from the elementary devices "reactionfilm-phase", "solid-wall-phase", and "cooling-film-phase"
called ".RFPH", "SWPH", and "CFPH"., respectively. FigFigure 3: Continuously stirred tank reactor
ure 4 sketches .the graphical representations of the r·eac(CSTR) with a reaction, a wall and a cooling
tor model and the wall modd in the graphical MDL-editor,
phase.
whereas Figure 5 shows the textual representation of the reactor model as a MDL expression in the textual MDL-editor.
The reactor model is defined as the MDL frame "cstr" which is a sub-class of the MDL frame "three-phasesystem" (see Figure 2). "Three-phase-system" is a direct sub-class of "composite-device", which is the root-class
of all process unit models in PROMOT. The components of "cstr" are interconnected via "exchange-terminals" as
defined by the double-sided arrows in Figure 4 and the MDL construct ":links" in Figure 5. The interconnections of
the terminals via the "identity-connections" state the equality of input and output variables. For instance, by interconnecting the "reaction-phase" "RPH" with the "composite-waU-.phase" "CWPH" via the "identity-connection"
"IDI", the input vari~ble Tw 1 of "CWPH" is set equal to ·the output variable Tr of "RPH", where Tw1 is the
temperature on the left-hand side of "CWPH" and Tr is ·the internal temperature of "RPH".
The reactor model has fo ur convective flow terminals called "rph-in", "rph-o ut", "cph-in", and "cph-out". The
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Figure 4: The MDL frames of the react·o r model "cstr" and ·the wall model "composite-wall-phase" in
the graphical MDL-editor.
(define-device :class •cstr"
: super-classes ("three-phase-system ")
: docurnentati·o n 'CSTR with a reaction, a cooling and a wall phase'
:components ( ("RPH"
:is-a "reaction-phase")
("CWPH"
: is-a "composite-wall-phase")
( "CPH"
: is-a "cooling-phase")
( "IDl •
: is-a •identity-connection")
("ID2"
:is-a " identity-connection"))
:terminals (("rph-in"
:is-eq-to "RPH.in•)
("rph-out•
: is-eq-to "RPH .out")
( "cph- in"
:is-eq-to "CPH.in")
( "cph-out •
:is-eq-to 'CPH . out'))
( ( "RPH. exc"
:l inks
: is-linked-to " IDl.excl")
("CWPH.excl " : is-linked-to " ID1.exc2")
("CWPH.exc2 " : is-linked-to ' ID2 .excl")
("CPH.exc"
:is-linked-to ' ID2 .exc2 ")JJ

Figure 5: The MDL expression defining the reactor model "cstr" in the textual MDL-editor.

.terminal "rph-in" is 1identical to the tenninal "in" of the reaction phase, i. e., the reaction feed is the inlet of the
reaction phase. Similar iden'lities exist for the terminals "rph-out", "cph-in", and "cph-out". These identities are
expressed by the straight lines in-between the tenninals in the graphical MDL-editor (Figure 4) and by the MDL
construct " :is-eq-to" in tlle textual MDL-editor (Figure 5).
The pre-defined structura·J modeling entities "reaction-phase", "cooling-phase", "reaction-film-phase", "solidwall-phase", and "cooling-film-phase" contain the model equations in the form of behavioral modeling entities
(e. g., material balance equations, enthalpy balance equations, physical property correlations, reaction kinetics,
and heat transport laws). The model equations of the "identity-connections" are simple identities of the adjacent
state variables and fluxes. PRoMoT extracts these modeling entities from its knowledge base and aggregates them
to a complete mathematical model of the CSTR. This model is a DAE in semi-implicit form with a differential
index of one including a set of initial conditions for its dynamical state variables [ 18). The code generator translates
thjs model to a O .I VA simulation module that can be interconnected with other simulation modules via pipe-lines
for the reaction and cooling phase inlets and outlets.

Condusions
In this contribution, the functionality of PRoMoT was iHustrated for the example of the modeling of a continously stirred tank reactor (CSTR). It was shown how the model of vhe CSTR is represented as MDL frames in
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the graphical MDL-editor as well as the textual MDL-editor of PROM OT. The main focus thus far is on the definition and implementation of the structural, behavioral and material modeling entities on the phase level for a
representation of the topological structure of a process unit, its mathematical model, and the occuring chemical
substances. Future investigations will include the extension of the language concepts and constructs of MDL for
an implementation of partial differential equations (PDEs).
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Abstract. The goal of this project was the development of a tool to support the designers of papermills.
Their primary goal in return is to keep the quality of the final paper in a desired range. Therefore, the
developers are especially interested in the streams of material, consisting of suspended, dissolved, and
vapor state phases. Due to environmental and economical reasons, parts of these streams circulate in the
papennill. Algebraic loops, which can hardly be solved by hand, are the result. Therefore, a graphical user
interface (NETSIM) and a calculation program (NETCALC) were developed, which communicate through
a standardized text interface. These programs support the interactive design of the plant network and
the complete calculation out of this graphical representation. The number of different material streams
is not limited and desired values for mass flow, volume flow, or consistency of streams can be given at
arbitrary points of the network.

1

Introduction

Papermills are a typical example in the area of process engineering. A plant is built from a number of
units like pulpers, cleaners, or disc filters. These units are connected with pipes for the transport of the
material. Typically, raw wood and old paper are crushed .a nd pulped (suspended) in water. The chemical
pulp is then cleaned in various stages and treated with chemicals to obtain the desired quality. These
stages also require the addition of water to obtain the necessary consistency for each stage of treatment.
Finally, the paper or board is produced by means of sieves or pressure wires. This stage delivers large
quantities of water in different qualities, which in turn are cleaned and reused in the earlier stages of the
treatment. This fact is responsible for the high complexity of the calculation, as it delivers a system with
a large number of interconnected meshes.
\Vhen offering the construction of a plant, the firm has to guarantee the quality of the final product
under usual working conditions within a defined production range, e.g. between 503 and 1203 of the
nominal production. Within these production limits, certain aggregates require a constant volume flow
in order to work properly, others require the consistency of the Bow to remain constant (1). As various
suppliers deliver a number of aggregates with varying operating limits, one of the tasks is to find the ideal
set of aggregates. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the system with different parameters and with
minor modification in the network. This requires easy to handle facilities to alter aggregate parameters
or the network setup, which can only be delivered by means of a graphical user interface.

2

Package requirements

Depending on the quality of raw materials and of the desired paper quality, developers have to consider not
only primary fi.bers of diHerent sizes, but also foreign contraries like ash or dirt and chemical ingredients.
This requires the calculation of a larger number of phases, each one representing one of the components
of the material stream.
Until recently, most of the calculations were done by hand, sometimes with the help of computer
programs, that allowed only the calculation of small sections of the network. Usually, the definition of
desired values at arbitrary points within the network was not possible and had to be iterated by means
of starting values.
The ultimate goal for the design of the package was to improve the working facilities of the user as
far as possible. The plant designer should vrork in an intuitive manner. He selects aggregates out of
a catalogue, places them on the drawing plane and connects them with pipes. He then selects a set of
parameters and desired values of mass ftow, volwne flow, or consistency for every aggregate. As different
aggregate suppliers often use different symbols for the same type of aggregate, the user should be free
to independently connect ·d rawing and content, where content is constituted out of type definition and
parameter set. In some cases, aggregates even combine the functionality of other aggregates to form a
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new unit, characterized by a new symbol. The results of these steps and the additional calculation are
values of mass flow, volume flow, or consistency and are labeled to the pipes, where the international
environment requires the output to be shown in different units. Additional text and graphics are added
to form a document, which could be included in offers or operating instructions.
These requirements can only be fulfilled with a graphical user interface, which is best built on base of
an existing set of libraries and/ or an existing drawing program.
As the resulting network delivers a set of meshed nonlinear equations, only iterative methods can be
used. To improve flexibility and development time, the user interface and calculation program were
defined as two separate parts, connected only by ASCH-text files.

3

Aggregate modelling

In order to cover a broad range of elements produced by different suppliers, the base characteristics of
the aggregate types had to be identified. To give an example, let us consider a cleaning element. This
aggregate should remove dirt particles from the material stream. Hence, it consists of two outputs,
cleaned mass flow and reject, and one or two inputs, depending on the supplier. Typical parameters
given are cleaning efficiency EF, reject rate U EM , and the relative parameters ET Ai . Mathematically,
this element can be described by

EF= Q_2c
Llc

UEM = Q_2ms
Llms

ETA •; = 1 - Q_lki
Llki

.> 2

i -

'

where Q_l denotes the first output, Q_2 the second output, Ll the first input, ms the suspended mass
flow, ms; the individual phase of ms, v the volume flow, c = ms/v the consistency, and ki = msifms the
individual phase ratio.

...
...

ms1=9.83
ms2=1.4

ms1=7.976

v=2460.0

ms2=1 .008

c=4.565

-+e

v=2180.0
c=4.1211

!

ms1=1 .854
ms2=0.392
v=328.0

ms1'=0.0
mS2'=0.0
v:4.8.1Q

c=6.8476

c=O.O

Figure 1: Heavy particle cleaner
Figure 1 shows a heavy particle cleaner with input and output values. The consistency is calculated
by c = (msl +ms2)/ v and given as a percentage or per m.il value. The higher portion of heavy particles
in the reject can be seen clearly. To reduce the amount of wood pulp in the reject, cleaners are combined
to form a multi-stage cleaning section as shown in figure 2. Only .a small amount of particles, in this case
light weight dirt, is finally dumped as waste.
About a dozen basic elements were defined in a simiiar manner, allowing to describe most basic elements
or at least their main characteristics .. These plain elements are objects in the sense of object-oriented
programming, each representing a type definition, a user-definable set of parameters, a user-definable set
of values to be liSed in a label list, and a graphical symbol which again can be defined by the user. To
allow the handling of more complex aggregates or sections of complete networks, these basic elements
may be grouped together to form a new hierar·chical element, represented by a new symbol. As the
basic elements remain accessible, this combination does not require a parameter set for its own. Another
possibility to define elements is to use their input-output matrix equation explicitly, which allows a wide
range of elements to be defined.
For technological reasons, the user requires the definition of values within the network like mass flow,
volume flow, or consistency. For example, cleaning stages work best when the volume is kept constant,
screening elements or certain types of sieves require the consistency within a certain range, or the overall
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Figure 2: Four-stage cleaning section
production requires the amount of wood pulp to be defined in the last stage of the whole network. Therefore, the description of the elements had to be extended by a number of target values. These designer's
goals require the same amowit of free variables that have to be iterated to fulfill the requirements. To
improve the calculation speed we additionally allowed the definition of starting values for the iteration
as described in section 5.
For easier programming and to keep the user interface as independent as possible from the actual
application we decided to split the package into two independent parts, the user interface NETSIM and
the calculation program NETCALC.

4

User interface

N ETSIM is a general purpose interface for various .k inds of block-oriented simulators with either stationary or dynamic results. The development over several years included hydraulic simulation [3], process
interfacing [6] and finally wood pulp production [l]. Basically the program is a drawing tool. F\inctions
like rectangle, ellipse, polyline, or polygon drawing can be combined with a broad selection of fill styles,
line types and widths or any kind of text. Every element is .an object that can be scaled, rotated, flipped,
etc., and whose properties can be changed. Objects can be combined to an arbitrary depth, where any
compound object can include others. NETSIM was developed based on Borland's OWL-libraries and is
fully object-oriented to allow quick and easy adaptation to different requirements and multi-language
support. It follows the philosophy of "Select a Tool and Apply" as far ·as possible, therefore not only
minimizing the training phase but also the relearning period when using the tool only every now and then.
The interface follows the usual MS-Windows conventions and uses the available printing and clipboard
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facilities, therefore allowing importing and exporting of drawings.
Only a minor set of extensions is necessary to build a full simulator interface.
l. We distinguish two modes: one to define aggregates, the other to define networks. The network mode
treats aggregates as special kind of compound objects, that are inseparable and supplied with additional
methods like connecting or accessing the set of parameters. These can only be altered in aggregate
mode.

2. Special kinds of lines can be used to connect inputs and outputs of aggregates. These lines are objects
themselves and therefore are .supplied with a parameter set.
3. Aggregates in the sense mentioned above and their interconnecting lines form a full graphical representation of a network. Nodes are formed by aggregates, edges are built by lines. Each object has its
own set of parameters, describing their type and mathematically relevant values.
4. The interface dumps this description into a file, starts the simulation program, and waits for the results.
5. Depending on the type of simulation program either stationary or transient results are then taken from
the simulator output and written into the label flags.
With these properties the interface is nearly independent from the actual simulation program, as type
definitions or parameters are bound to objects and not compiled into the program anywhere. To sum up
'the properties, NETSIM .allows free design of symbols for building blocks e.g. " aggregates" which can be
combined to form complex networks. It allows for hierarchical combination of subnets to single blocks
that can be used as elements like plain aggregates. Parameter sets of aggregates can be defined and
l.lSed in any combination as required. Various options allow the choice of simulator input and output
format, conversions from SI-an.its to •Commonly used units and an arbitrary selection of output data. As
the drawing not only is the simulator input but also includes the output in the user-requested way, it
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Stoff-Wasser Bilanzierung - [O:\NETSIM\NEl\Af_VZR2.NET]
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Figure 3: User interface NETSlM
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is actually its own documentation, which is also supported by the possibility of adding arbitrary text to
supply complete information and documentation for the user.
Figure 3 shows a screen dump of the interface with drawing and manipulation tools, status line and
selection fields.

5

Calculation program

The tasks of NETCALC include the preparation of the input data, the calculation of the streams, the
variation of the input streams to reach the designer's goals, and the construction of the output data. For
the computer representation the object-oriented programming language C++ was chosen. Each aggregate
is now one object and all objects are located in a tree structure. This setup improves not only the data
representation but also the calculation algorithm and expandability. For the calculation of the streams
the papermill net is searched with a Top-Down-algorithm for algebraic loops. Thereafter, these loops
and the designer's goals are solved with either a Newton-algorithm or a Steepest-Descent-algorithm. The
operator overloading ability of c++ was especially helpful for calculating the partial derivatives for both
algorithms.

....
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c=2.1
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~
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Figure 4: Example network for conv:ergence behavior
One of the most challenging problems is to fulfil! designer's goals. For every goal that is defined, one
value in the system has to be a free variable. This can either be an input value of the system or a branch
value like in figure 4. In this example, the designer's goal is a consistency of 2.1 in the upper output while
there are two input streams available wi.th consistencies of 3.0 and 0.3 respectively. The solution seems to
be straight for-ward, but when looking at iterative solutions the problem becomes apparent. Depending
on the starting value of the branching flow, the iterative solution converges to the correct result or does
not deliver a result at all. This is still no problem with networks like the one in the example. In larger
networks however, up to several dozens of meshes have to be solved, where one wrong starting value can
prevent the finding of a solution.
One major improvement for this problem was the definition of a constant branching ratio and a variable
deviation of the volume mass to be iterated. This dramatically improved the convergence behavior and
therefore the number of necessary iterations. This is also a good solution for practical work, as these
values can be easily determined by rough hand calculations or from similar networks. This solution in
many cases is close enough to deliver a feasible solution ·e ve.non the first try. In our example above with a
ratio of 0.5, .a ny deviation smaller than 1.5 would deliver the solution. Actual networks containing several
hundred elements, more than 50 meshes and about 30 designer's goals were successfully calculated.
Figure 5 shows a complete network that simulates a paper production line.

6

Con cl us ions

The simulation package shown here demonstrates the enormous influence of modern technology on a
wide range of areas. In our case, the calculation time for a small plant like the one shown in figure 5
was reduced from some weeks to one or two days, depending on the experience of the plant designer.
Some of the models could never be calculated before and brought a much deeper understanding of what
is actually going on in some of the networks. Extensions currently .u nder development deal with thermal
behavior and should be able to calculate the energy flow in these plants, or the inclusion of dissolved
phases that represent chemicals necessary for the wood pulp production.
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Figure 5: Complete papermill network
A user interface that is nearly independent of the actual simulation program allows a wide range of
block-oriented programs to be interfaced as shown in [4] or [5], where various kinds of simulators were
included. [2] shows the usage of 5 different simulators in one interface program and demonstrates the
possibility to integrate even existing simulators.
Acknowledgment. Special thanks have to be given t o Mr. Dorneger of Andritz AG, who brought in
the technological knowledge, and Mr. Unterweger, who was responsible for the implementation of the
user interface.
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Abstract: The paper describes a software package wriiien in ?v1ATLAB w detennine exactly any limit cycles
and t11eir stability in a relay feedback system. The software uses analytical methods based on the Tsypkin
approach and se\·eral examples of its use are given.

l Introduction
Many control systems, for ·e xample, on-off temperature control systems, employ relay-type elements and in
recent years r:elays have been i.ntentionaUy used in feedback systems t o detennine suitable parameters for
controllers. This latter approach, known as auto-tlllling, has received appreciable attention during the last
decade [l] .
The possibility of limit cycles in a feedback loop containing a nonlinear ·e lement can be investigated
appmximately using the describing function method and this approach can also be used when the nonlinearity
is a relay. The relay, however, is a unique nonJinear element in that the output does not depend upon the
precise value of the input at each instant of time. The output of the relay onJy changes when the relay input
passes through the switching levels. It is .t his wiique featw:e of relays which enal)les the detennination of limit
cycles in relay feedback systems to be done using a special method which gives exact results for the limit cycle
and also for its stability. The approach, known as the A function method, is briefly outlir.ed i:l Section 2.
Based on the A-function method, software called Relay has been written to find limit cycles in the basic
relay feedback control sy.s tem shown in Fig. I . This is one of several special purpose software packages which
have been developed to work in the MATLAB environment. The first of these was the Control Kit (2) used for
teaching undergraduate students which was developed in co-operation with Rapid Data Limited. The
philosophy behind these packages is that they may be used to investigate specific aspects of simple feedback
control systems and can be used by a person with no knowledge of the software . Section Three gives a
description of the software package developed. Section Four gives some simple examples illustrating the use of
the software and this is followed in Section Five by some examples showing more interesting facets of periodic
modes that may take place in relay systems.
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Figure 2: Relay output

Figure l Basic relay system with main menu
when the software is invoked

2. Outline of the Method
When tl:le relay in Fig. 1 has a dead zone .t hen the basic form of.o dd S}11lllletric limit cycle will result in the
relay output waveform shown in Fig. 2. It is easy to show lhat the waveform has a Fourier series.
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2h .., 1
-[sin 11&.nt cos nca + (1 - cos 11~1) sin ma)

L

y(t) = -

Jr

This results in the output

c(t) = 2h
wheie

( I)

" =lPJ 11

f

c(t)

having the form

g" [sin natlt cos(nut + tp;.) +(1- cos11Clk1.t) sin(nut + 9'l•)]

Jr n=1(: ) n
G(.;wm) =g" exp(j~..) =UG(ll(J)) + P 'r.(nw)

(2)
(3)

The A locus of a transfer function (3) is defined by

AG(B, w} =ReAG(B,w) + J Im AG(e, w)

(4)

where
«>

ReAa(B, w) = l:V0 (11w)sin nB+ v~ (nw)cos11B

(5)

n=l (2)

and

..,

lm Aa(B, (t))

= L (l / n~VG(nw)cos nB- v~ (nm)sin nB]

(6)

11=1(2}

Using these ex-pressions it is easy to show that

c(t) = (2h I Jrx Im A0 ( - <il,<t>)- Im A""(- <ii+ (~t, (t>))

(7)

and similarly

~(t) = (2ui1 I Jrx ReA0 ( - id, w)- ReA0 ( - «1 - mM, w )] .
For the autonomous system -

c{t}

(8)

is the input to the relay and for it to generate the assumed output of Fig. 2

it must satisfy

-c(O)=o+~

.

(9)

- c(O) > O
and
-c(M}=o - ~

.

( 10)

-c(M) < O
at the switchi ng instants, where 8 is half tbe dead zone and 6 half tbe hysteresis of a relay with dead zone and
hysteresis.

.

Substituting in ·e qns (9) and ( 10) the e"'-pressions for

A0 (0,w}- A0 (Clk1.t, w)

c( t) and c(t)

results in the two conditions

must have

l. P. =-lr{o+~)l 2h and R.P.< 0
and
AG(o, w)- A0 (- Clk1.t, w) must have

(11)

l.P. = -7r{o - ~12h) and R.P.< 0
which must be satisfi·e d for a limit cycle to exist.

(12)

When the relay has no dead zone, ie CS =O, the single condition

A0 ( 0, w) must have

J.P.= -tr!J. I 4h

and

RP. < 0

results.
11le

A0 locus for any transfer function can be '~aiuated from the series definitions of eqns (5) and

(6) or by the use of z transforms. Once the .frequency of the limit cycle when the relay has no dead zone has
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been found from eqn. (13) or its pulse width and frequency from eqns (11) a nd (12) the wavefonn

c(t)

can be

obtained. Since these equations are only necessary conditions .for a limit cycle when they have a solution, it is
important to obtain the wavefonn

c( t)

to see that it satisfies the sufficient conditions for the assumed limit

cycle, namely that it does not cross the relay switching levels ·t o callSe switchings other than those assumed in
giving the output shown in Fig. 2.
A furt.h er and interesting feature of the approach is that when an acceptable limit cycle solution is
ootained it is possible to do additional calculations to show whether the solution is for a stable or unstable limit
cycle.

3. The Softwa~e
The program called Relay has been written to detemtine limit cycles in the autonomous feedback system
shown in Fig. I. The plant is linear time invariant and with transfer function

G(s) , which allows the

possibility of a time delay. The relay is symmeUic with or wi1thout dead zone and hysteresis so that only oddsymmetric limit cycles are considered. When the program is invoked in the ~JLAB environment, the block
diagram of Fig. 1 is given for the usec. Dotible clicking on ,t he relay block opens up a window which allows
tlle user to enter the form of the relay and its parameters. Similarly, when double clicking on the transfer
function, TF, block a window is opened which enables the user to enter the parameters of the nwnerator and
denominator polynomials of the ttansfer function and any ·t ime delay. The Solution pull~own menu has two
options, namely Graphical or Analytical In the graphical approach 1the user can display A loci relevant to
the solution for any possible limit cycle. Fo.r the analytical approach the nonlinear equations which give any
limit cyde solution .a re .solved using the nonlinear algebraic soluti·o n .11outine available in MATLAB. When a
limit cycle solution has been obtairred the user can 1d isplay the limit cycle waveform .a nd also evaluate whether
the .limit cyde is stable or not. Since the waveform of any predicted limit cycle is avaiU:ble, the user can check
its validity by Observing that it only crosses the relay switching levels in the appropriate manner for generating
the assumed relay output waveform.

4. Som.e Simple Examples
Fi9 . a : A-l ocus i n complex p l ane
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Figure 4: A locus plots for Example I

Here some straightforward examples are investigated before more complex problems are considered in the next
section.
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Example 1
Consider a feedback loop with an ide.al relay with output ± l and a transfer function which is both unstable and
contains a time delay given by

G(s) = ( 8s1 + 1~s+2 )e-o.2s
3s3 + 3s- - 6s

The Nyquist plot of

G{J©) is shown in Fig. 3 and according to the describing function theory the

limit cycle given by point B on the Nyquist locus is a stable one. The calculations show it has an amplitude of
0 .43 at a frequency of7.67 rads/sec. The A locus giving the solution for the limit cycle is sho\\n in Fig. 4 and
the nonline.a.r algebraic equation solver yields the exact limit cyde solution which has tile form shown in
Fig. 5. It is seen to be almost a trianguJar waveform with an amplitude of0.532 and a frequency of 7.62
rads/sec. As ,e:'l.-pected the accuracy of the describing .function method is much better in predicting the
frequency of the limit cycle than its amplitude, although it 'Should be no~ed that the describing function solution
is an estimate for the fundamental of the limit ·cycle wav.e form. If it was known that the limit cycle was
roughly trianguJar then the describing function approximation for its peak value would be 0.54.
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5: Limit cycle waveform in Example l
Eiample2

!Fi.g ure 6: A loci graphs for Example 2

Consider a feedback system with a relay having an output ±1 and dead zone ±1 and
.. a .transfer function

of 5 I~s

2

+ 3s + 1) .

G(s)

According to the descnoin,g .function method there are two limit cycles at a frequency

of I.OOO rads/sec, one stable and ,o ne unstable. Choos~g the Solution menu in the software and clicking on
the submenu G~apbic:aJ a window a ppears which requests a guess for the frequency of a limit cycle. Entering
1.0 rads/sec and clicking o:n Plot yields the foUI graphs of Fig. 6 . Fig. 6(a) is a plot of the A locus expression
in eqn. (l l) for the given fiequency with aJ/lJ. vacying between 0 and 1t with the line -

n{8 +A) I 2h also

included. Fig. 6(c) is a plot of the imaginary part of the A locus of eqn. (11) versus At for the given
frequency. Figs 6 (b) and (d) present similar information for eqn. (12). When the graphs of Fig. 6(c) and (d)
intersect the horizontal lines for the same value of At a valid solution frequency has been found. This will be
seen to be roughly the situation in Fig. 6 for values of llt around 1.1 and 1.9. When the Analytic:aJ submenu
is chosen initial guesses of (1, 1.9) and (1, L 1) for the frequency and pulse width of the expected limit cycles
may be used. Figs 7 and 8 show the plots ,o f the two limit cycles obtained, the former showing the stable limit
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cycle which has the larger amplitudes and is more sinusoidal with parameters (0.988, 1.967) and the latter the
unstable limit cycle with parameters (0.736, 0.716).
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Figure 7: Stable limit cycle solution for
Example 2

Figure 8: Unstable limit cycle solution for
Example 2

5. Multiple Limit Cycle Solutions
ln this section a more complicated example is considefed which yields several limit cycle solutions. A relay
with output ± l and hysteresis of ±0. 5 is ~en and die linear plant has a itransfer function
2

too{s -0.14s+ 22)

G()
s = s{s + 1)1 ( s2 + 1.2s + 25)
The Nyquist diagram of the plant,
- l /

N(a) , .a re shown in Fig. 9.

G(J OJ) , and the negative reciprocal of the relay describing function
Two solutions are predicted with frequencies and amplitudes of 5.162 racl/s

and 3.400, and 0.816 .racl/s and 5.889 respectively. The A locus for the transfer function is shown in Fig. 10
and there are five intersections, numbered I to 5, with -1 /

N(a).

Stnce the intersection at point 4 is for a

positive real part only four limit cycle solutions appear .t o exist and using the analysis fearure of the program
theirftequenciesare a>1 =0.9541 rad.sis, w 2 =1.4223 rads/s, w3 =l.6762 rads/sand m5 5.1634 rads/s.

=

The solution waveforms for the lowest and highest frequency limit cycles .a re shown in Fig. 11.
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The analytical solutions '.f or the two remaining solutions 2 and 3 gav.e the limit cycle waveforms of Fig. 12. It
·c an be seen that these :are invalid solutions because they would cause an output with more pulses per period
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il.han assumed in 'the analysis. They indicate the possibility of a hmit cycle \\'ith 3 pulses per half period but no
such stable limit cycle solutions cowd be found by the software or in. simulation.
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Max(x(t))

Eigenvalues

0.9541

4.5650

I 5.1634

3.4436

1, 0.40, 0.17
0.17, 0.00
1, 0.98, 0.69
0.69, 0.22

Met!hod
I

A-

It

function

l
I
I

('b)Higher stable J..irnit cycle

I

DF

F i·g ure l l: Stable lim.it cycles
1

Simulation

I

0.8164
5.1620
0.9540
5.1590

5.8892
3.4998
4.5520
3.4382

Table I: Multiple stable limit cycles

,6 Condus:ions
11le paper bas described solrn:are written mMA1LAB for the study ofhm.it cydes in relay feedback systems.
It is based on the 1t.hoor1etical approach of Tsypkin, bas an easy to use graphical interface and requires no
knowled,ge of MAJLAB for its use. Seve,r al examples have been given to illustrate use of the software.
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Modeling of Looper, AGC Systcem and
D.ev,e lo:pment of a Dynamic Simulat,o r of Hot Strip Steel Mill
C. J. Puk, J. R. Kwak, W. H. Lee and K. T. Lee
POSCO(Pohang Iron & Steel Co. Ltd.) Technical .Rie.s earch Lab.
790-785, Pohang, Kyungbuk, ~orea
Fax:82-562-279-6499, E-rnail:pc807532@smail.posco.co.kr

Abstract.

POSCO has developed a general pwpose dynamic simulator of hot strip steel mill.

The simulator

is a too'! for deve'loping the process control system in an industrial system solution business, by making the most
use of control and simulation techniques foste.r;ed in steelmaking business.

This simulator has, not only a

powerful numerical anal,ysis function, but an easy-to-use graphic user interface which readily enables to
simulate dynamic system.

1bis paper analyzes looper, AGC(Automatic Gauge Control) system and presents

the featmes of the simulator as .its application.

I. lD"troduction
ln hot strip steel mill, looper and AGC systems are very important systems to maintain constantly the speed

and tension of each stand. The AGC is 'o ne of the most advanced oonwot sy,s tem in the steel industry. But,
1
the AGC and looper can bring about interaction condi1tiions and any problem for the tension between each stand.

And it can lead ~o bad effects at thickness contfol and strip quality.

Thus, it is needed to analyze and model

th.e exact algo.rithm. of these systems.
A computer simulation program that can analyze .t he dynamic behaviors of bot strip steel mill was developed.

It ts a too.I to pr.esent the characteristic of hot rolling process and design the steel plant, control system. With
using .this simulation program, the stability and accw:acy of strip thickness control system were evaluated for
'<arious disturbances. 1}J)
In Utis paper, the e.x act .a lgorithm of looper and AGC system was analyzed and the simulation program and
the .results of simufa,t ion with actual
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2. Modeling of looper system
2.1 Outline of looper system
Loopers located between stands in a hot strip finishing mill perfonn at least two important functions. First,
preventing the changes in width and thickness of a strip by regulating the interstand tension at a desired value.
Second, preventing the formation of strip loop between stands and providing stable rolling operation by
maintaining the looper angle at a desired vaiue.

A <00ntrol input of looper control system is torque of looper

arm, work ro11 speed of former stand and a control output is looper angle, the tension of strip.
looper is controlled by roll speed and the tension is controlled by looper motor's torque.

The angle of

The configuration for

the looper sy.stem is s.hown in fig. 2.

2.2 Looper control system
The looper ,control ·system has roughly two control modes. The looper motor current reference calculation
controller(CRCC) ,caJculates looper moto.r ,current reference by input the tension reference from the SCC
(Supervisory Computer Control). Then, the current reference is used to the current controller of the looper
motor drive system. The another controller is looper height controller(LHC). The LHC calculates the speed
·correction value of main motor from the looper angle deviation. between the reference looper angle and the
actual looper angle.
1n POSCO #2 hot strip mill case, it perfonns the looper stable control with looper motor CRCC and LHC.
'The block diagram for the looper control system i.s shown in fig. 3.

Tcnimo

0:1.ooper angle[rad), T r.Tension{N], Vr.Roll speed(mm/s),

a :Unit tension[N/mm2), UiC:Looper Height Control.

Vu:Voltagerd'emiccM. V~:Vohage~nby

CRCC : Cum:Dl Reference Calculation Controller,

looper UICM, V ssv;Sucessive compcnsatiooM

• :Torque factor, C.C:Current Controller,

Fig. 2 Control sy.stern of Looper

Main A:SR: Mam Mocor Drive System

Fig. 3 Looper block diagram of POSCO 2 hot strip mill

3. Modelin:g or AGC .system
POSCO #2 hot strip mill has roll fofce AGC and monitor AGC etc. at present.

Roll force AGC controls

exit thickness by using eq. (1) difference between reference roll force set at SCC and actual roll force sensored
by the 1,oad cell at each stand. The load cell inst.ailed in the stand gives measurements of the force transmitted
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1through the mill housing.

Next, monitor AGC ·Controls exit thickness by using eq. (2) difference between

reference thickness set at SCC and actual ,t hickness sensor·e d by the x-ray .at exit stand.

To measure the

1thickness enor of the finished product, x-ray gauges aie permanently mounted at the exit of the finishing mill.
The error signal is used by the monitor gauge control function to distribute the correction to the finishing mill

stands.

'This control is perfonned in two ways: a .h igh-gain co11trol is used on the initial head part and a

lower-gain continuous control is used for the r:emai,n der of die coil. This control is an integral feedback
properly compensated for transport delay.

(1)

(2)

where, 6sRF: roll gap feedback value of roll force AGC, ~"": roll gap feedback value of monitor AGC, Q:
plastic coefficient(=OP/oh), a :oontrol gain, M:mill stiffness, P:roll force, Kp:proportional gain, K1:integra1 gain,
s:Laplace index, h:exit thickness

4. Devefopment of ·t he ·s imulator and ·c onditions of simulation
We modeled hot strip ·steel mill and the dynamic si mulation pr:ogram was developed.

Fig. 4 illustrates the

overall structure of simulation program that was developed by MA'ILAB with SIMULINK.
simulation program, .t he dynamic characteristic of hot rolling process
control system ·w as evaluated as a function of disturbances.
1

simulation.

was

By using this

analyzed and accuracy of thickness

Table l shows rolling conditions used in this

The data were ·COl.lected from an actual 7 stand hot strip mill ·o f POSCO.

Tracki

Noo_Unear

H.lq1,
(T, b, Cl/o, As, ps,Cs)

1) Gap a:rooller

2) Spied.ccrtrotrer
.3) cn..n CXJief' mxi!I
..........___+! 4) Lcq:a Q:ir;trol lllX1el
-~ ·a:wtrol

1)Ga.ge me!e(
2)LC
3) ·! «ii Gapser&:ll'
4) ~I Speed seru:ir
' 5) Uq:e" p:isittrl .sen;u

- OO!lli tJ:rCrol

1) FO:;, v.9P 2) N:rJD::C
3) Th9adrg 4)
5) QJ1rd Tinir«AGC, FGC ,
PD:'JOCC l!!c.or/dl')

s-- ru

Fig. 4 Structure of dynamic rolling simulation pmgram
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Table. 1 Rolling data used in simulation
-Si.u_,d

Item

Entry thickness (mm)

l

2

19

12.l

3

4

5

6

7

8.4

6.3

5.0

4.2

3.7

'

Exit thickness (mm)
Strip width {mm)

I

12.1

.8.4

6.3

5.0

4.2

3.7

3.3

94·6

946

946

946

946

946

946

0.7056

l.10'74

1.617

2.058

2.6264

3.1948

1.1074

L617

2.058

2.6264

3.1948

3.6848

EntIY unit ~ensfon (N/mrn.2)

0.0098

Exit unit te.nsion (N/mm2)

0.7056

I

5. Results of simulation and d·isc,ttssion
5.1 Dynamic characteristics ·o f hot rolling process
For the simulation, step function of distwbance was used to understand dynamic characteristics of hot rolling
process.

Fig. 5 shows the thickness deviation for each stand.

Thickness deviation of 0.019mm, which was

equivalent to 0. 1% of base thickness of 19.0mm, was assumed.
gradually as rolling proceeded.

Thickness deviation value was reduced

Fig. 6 is the forward unit tension deviation for each stand.

tension deviation was decreased to negative di11ection as dre .rolling p~oceeded.

Forward unit

Thickness deviation occurred

when ilhe starting point of disturbance anives at rdevant stand and increased small amount when the forward
unit tension changed.

5.2 Looper s~mulation

Fig. 7, 8 show the result of looper simwation. Like the fig. 3, Looper controller performs two control
methods of CRCC and LHC.

Fig. 7 is the simulation result when the proportional gain(Kp) of LHC is 0.001 .

Where, looper angle presented great overshoot, but rolling was stabilized because the looper angle was
converged the c.onstant value.

Fig. 8 is simulation result when Kp of LHC is 0.0005.

At this case, the

ov·e rshoot was smaUer than previous case.

5.3 AGC simulation
Fig. 9, lO .s how die l'es:u1t of AGC simulation by change of AGC gain ex.
and Monitor AGC.

Designed AGC is roll force AGC

Where, we suggest the selection method of control gain.

Fig. 9 shows simulation result

of exit thickness deviation with cx1=0.6, cx2=0.8 at Fl , F2 stand. In dlls case, thickness deviations had great
oscillation and absolute value reduced a little.
Fig. 10 shows cx1=0.8, a2=0.6.
previous case.

But, thickness deviations were smaller than fig. 5 without AGC.

In this case, thickness deviation and oscillation rate were smaller than

Thus it is noted that the control effect was very well if the control gain of the former stand was

greater a little than the later stand' s.

6. Results
In this paper, a general purpose dynamic simula~or was developed .to reproduce the hot rolling process and
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GMS - A G.raphical-b:a sed Modelling System
Ma Yongguang and W.ang bingshu
Research Inst. .of Simulation & Oontr:ot Technology
North China Eiectric Power University , Box 93
204 Qingnian Rd. Baoding, Hebei, P.RChina

A:bstract.

In the life cycle of modeling and simulation, the most time consuming and difficult job is modeling.

The difficulties arise in two major cases: l}The simulated systems with a large number of interactions and levels
of hierarchy are in large .scale and wide scope, dynamic and uncertain. 2)For different simulation goals and
applications, qui1te sophisticated and accwate models :are required. For example, a diagnostic simulation system
wiU require a model that can aocu.raitely replicate the dynamic, static behavior of the real system. At the same

1time.• :the ef:foctiv·eness and validity of simulation highly depend on the performance of the models. Efficient
appr:oaches that s·implify the modeling process are clearly desirable. Using simulation language, modeling and
simulation tools, simuiaition support environment can eliminate :modeling time, improve the efficiency of
modeling.

In this paper, a graphic-based modeling software (GMS) is presented. GMS is an integrated modeling system.
With its friendly graphical user

in~erface,

rnodeHng engineer 1can represent a system and generate the model

auotomaitica!lly by ·dl:awing schematics using components found in icon class libraries.

It provides a graphics-

based model developing envi:rorunent with which the user can generate, test and optimize simulation models of

complex systems. It r;ed.uces or eliminates the need to modehng engineer in using programming languages and
skills in simulation lheory. In addition, this paper discusses the design goals, open architecture of GMS, and
how lo generate and ()ptimize simulation models automatic:ally by using knowledge-base system in the modeling
activities which little interaction from mod.ehng engineer is demanded.. The features of GMS are given in this
paper. The paper concllldes with descriptions of 1c urrent r;eseacch starus of GMS and its development efforts.
keywords: simulation., modellng,dbject-oriented.

1. Introduction
In more and more simwation applications, sophisticate and accurate simulation models are requested.

however, modeling is the most time consuming, difficult and tabor-intensive endeavor in the lift cycle of
simulation and modeling, especia:lly tha·t for ·complex large scope system, for example, the modeling of a full
scope simulation model of a power generation unit. So far as soon, 1JSing simulation environment, tools and
modehng software :kits is the best way to simplify the modeling pmcess, eliminate the rnodeling time consuming
.a nd reduce :the labor consuming. The i;esea.rch of modeling software becomes an important branch of simulation
studies.
In order

1~0

·e nhance and extend the ability of modeLing software, the approach of combining graphical

technique .i ntelligent and knowle.dge engineering with :the modeling softwares is focused on for more than a
decade. By taking adv:antages of intelligent user interface formed as nature language interface, interactive
dialogue interface or graphical mte.rface, 1the differences between system presentation by users and the final
model presentation may be decreased.. And a .simpli.fi·ed. straight forward and efficiency user interface makes the
user can cope with complex simulation inputs without the need for significant simulation experience and
.simulation theory. In addition, by embedded the knowledge •teehnique onto simulation software, it is possible
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that partial endeavor of model generation and optimization can be done automatically by the software, it will
benefit the users from standardizing model developing process, reducing errors, shortening test, improving the
quality and maintai.rurbili1ty of the model software. Combining graphical teehnique, knowledge-base, objectorien1ted pmgramming with simulation and modeling technique is 't he main feature of GMS. It is the major goals
ofGMS to provide users an integrated modeling, test, model optimization :a nd simulation environment with its
friendly graphical user interface and also offers the modeling and simulation !life cycle support .

2. Major ,g oab of GMS
1

It is the general goals of GMS that provide user a general pilrpose real-time modeling software environment,
with which user can cr;eate simnlation models directly .and ~est them in·teractively through a friendly graphical
user interface, thus greatly enhancing the efficiency of model generation. •test and maintenance. In other words,
GMS should benefit its user in reducing model software design, development and maintenance costs, improving
quality and maintainability of models.. Goals in details are as follows.
I) To develop a simple, friendly, ·c onvenient and accordant graphical user interface, allow user to represent a
:system by drawing schematks using components found in icon cLass libraries. Based on the schematics GMS
creates executive models, which can be parameterized,, modified ·a nd tesied interactively. Thus the model
development process can be .facilitated and standaJdi2ed.
2) To p.rovide support of whole model development life-cycle includes model generation, test, maintenance, etc.

user can perform all of the modeling work in GMS environment.
3) Virtual panel is an utility of GMS. Using the utility outlooks of real panels 'o r the instruments of power plant

·can be resembled on a ·SCfeen, all the ·operation and indication done on the real one can be realized with virtual
panel. By using virtual panel, user can easily serup and ·Change the simulatio.n frame, monitor the static and
dynamic behaviors of models, which makes model t:est mo.re efficient
4) Documentation generating utility genera~es the documents for every mooel develop phases, and get hardcopy

output when it is r1equest.
5) On-line help is essential, it allows user to get help infonnation interactively at any hierarchy. It guide the
use:r to use the modeling .software correctly.
6) Model generating

au~omatization

certainly is the best approach to 1enba:nce ·the efficiency of model

development. Usually, a simulation model of complex system consists ofa 'large number of model-modules with
inputs and outputs, to 11esolve the ooss.:refer<ence of these inputs and .o utputs .m anually is error prone and time
consuming, GMS is designed lo do the work automatically.
7) Model optimization is important,and also difficult. Only .e xpert in modeling have the ability to do this work.
l•t is an advanced goal of GMS to realize model au~crmatic optimization by using knowledge-base techn.i.que.
'8 ) Component oriented modeling environment allows user generate models directly without the need of editing,
oompi~g any sour.s e code p.rogram thus climiuating the time-co~·g associated with these activities. In

additional, people who has no significant simulation experie.n ce can do the model development work with GMS.
Each of above goals represent an important aspect of GMS. At the same time some common requirements such
as open-a;r;c'h ltecture, compatibility, portabili·ty of a software etc. aJe necessary for GMS.

3. T1h1e architecture 1o f GMS
Object-oriented methodology is used in design of GMS, which has the advantage of encapsulation and
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inheritance. Object-oriented software has the featufe of modularity and hierarchical structure. Modularity is
accomplished th:mu,gh the encapsu!lation of procedures and data 'into software object. Thus the complexity of

:software is reduced greatly. The architecture of GMS is :shown in fig. There are nine main blocks: user
interface, icon class generator, graphics editor:, documentation ;generator, virtual panel, knowledge manager,
optimizer, model generator and model manager.
1) The user inierface is an interactive system which allows user to access the system very easy. The system asks
questions to the user in <order to get information of a target model that .user want to generate. For different users,
two kinds of interactive way are considerate. Graphical menu lets new user easy master the software. Expert
command line lets skilled user get high input and :response speed.
2) The icon class generator generates the icons of romponents and puts them into icon class libraries. The icons
,customize lhe grapbkal r:epresenta:tion of components, they are encapsulated that consist of a data: structure and
a wbr:outine defining the :structw:e and dynamic behavior .of the component. They can be reuse during later
modeling activities.

Text for Help

Editor

Icon Class
Libraries

Graphics
Data-base •

Fig I.

Documentation

The block diagram of architecture
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3) The graphic editor is a tool which supports the model engineers creating schematic drawing of a specific
system. Model engineer only needs to select the components found in icon class Libraries on drawing and make
coMection:s between the components by simply drawing line between them. For a large and complex system, the
zoom, pan, and extrend of .s chematic .d rawing is possible. l tr also supports the user editing multiple schematics at
the .same time and inter-schematic b:mwsing. l tr allows the user making in:terconnection between the components
1

in differ:enoe schematic.
4) The model generator geoerak:S executabie model automatically thrm1gh translating the schematics
according to the data and topology of the simulated system. The generator makes interconnections

of inputs

and outputs between model blocks, parameterizes the block coefficients according to the components
characteristics, although sometimes, communication with inference may be required to solve some uncertain
affects. All of these process are dynamic and invisible.
5) The model manager is a kernel block of GMS . 1.t performs the task of management of executable model.
Firstly, modification of model may be quite frequent, resulting from changes in the simulated system.
Modularity is an important feature of the simulation model generated by GMS. It allows the user to concentrate
on the essential detail of modification. The way of direct modification of simulation model may be necessary and
useful. Model manager allows the user direcdy modify the simulation model through interaction with the user
interface. Secondly, a siimJfation model consist ofa large number of model :modules that represent components
of procedures. These modules may have very clifiere11t time-constant, to schedule them in different executive
pe,riod ·c an improve the efficiency of execution. The .modules which have not minimal period can have two or
more executive phases, to schedule them into reasonable .e xecutive phases may balance the processor load.
Model manager allows user schedule simulation model through interaction with the user interface. Thirdly, the
access to executable model and the executive control of executable model such as go, freeze, fast time, replay etc.
are necessary functions of model manager.
6) The virtual panel provides the user a itool by which user can setup the experiment frame and test the model.

By resembling the outlooks of real panel and instruments installed, virtual panel on CRT can perform the
operation and monitor of simulation model. In GMS, use·r has the ability to generate required virtual panel and
use it.
7) The docwnentation generator is an aids ,tool of GMS. It just generates model development documentation

that rep.r esent the modeling activities of each of step in its life-cycle.
8) The optimizer is an advanced software block of GMS. By comparing the data generated by simulation model

with the design data or real-time data of simulated system. the optimizer analysises the errors and validity of
simulation model according to the difference between these data. In most cases, the errors are interrelated,
difficult to find their reasons, 'They could be found only by experts who have both knowledge in application
domain and experience in simulation. In GMS, knowledge-base is adopted in optimizing the model, the
optimizer begins with the result ofdata analyses, by making use of ·k nowledge found in knowledge-base, starts a
inference process, to find the factors which lead to the errors, then optimize the simulation model automatically
or give the advises to the .u ser adjustin,g model ,p arameters.
9) 1be knowledge-base manager is a handler of ·knowledge-base. It allows the user to add new knowledge to
the knowledge-base ,o r remove obsolete 'knowledge fonn knowledge-base. While adding new knowledge to the
knowledge-base, it needs ito parse the inputs according to lthe input description format, check if same knowledge
already exist, justify if there is any 'COn'tradictiro n to other knowledge in :t he knowledge-base, and translate them
into mathematical description that is acceptable by inference, then put it into knowledge-base. To remove and
seafch knowledge are easier than add, but the operating efficiency must be ·considerate.
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Abstract. This paper presents .a formal ap,pfoach for the. synthesis of a suprema1 controllable Grafcet in the
frame of the .supervisory control theory. The supremal Grafcet represents the minimal possible restriction of the
behaviour of a given Grafcet, subject to a number of specifications related to the controlled plant. The different
steps of the synthesis approach, which .are introduced in this paper. are used to match the semantics of Grafcet
with the semantic model of the supervisory contml theory.

lntrodud.ion
Grafcet [2, 4) is an international standard used for the specification and implementation of logic controllers.
The main contribution of Grafcet is that it allows a clear modelling of inputs and outputs, and of their relations.
It also allows modelling ·Of concurrency and synchronisation. Many approaches have recently emerged [6, 8,
1O] to provide formal verification possibili1ties to Grafcet. A mor,e challenging problem is that of providing a
fonnal framework for 1the .automatic synthesis of an optimal Grafcet, starting from a given Grafcet and a
number of user requirements. Only ,o ne approach is documen~ed ,in the literature to treat this problem [I]. This
approach. which has been applied to a .real-sized ·sy~em, ·c an only bandte a sub<lass of Grafcet in which the
logical expressions of Grafcet transi.tions are limited to 'Single events, representing the edges of input variables.
Furthermore, this approach does not consider the constraints induced by the controlled plant.
The supervisory control theory, introduced by Ramadge and Wonham (7), provides a framework for the
automatic synthesis of supervisory controHers from their specifications. Despite its theoretical appeal, there are
very few control logic synthesis applications based on d:tis theory. This is due to two classes of key problems:
• 'the interpretation :associated to the plant and ,t he supervisor models is not appropriate for most real systems.
The logical model pfoposed assumes a plant that generates eV1ents spontaneously and the sole control
mechanism available to the supervisor is the ability to pfevent the oocwrence of some events called
controllable 1events. In fact, real itime :systems usually react to conunands as inputs with responses as outputs.
• automata or/and fonnal languages proposed by the theory are difficult to manipulate by control system
designers. High level .specification models (such as Grafcet) are therefore required for practical applications.
This paper pfesents an approach that is based on the use ·Of Grafcet as a ·control model in the framework of
the supervisory control theory. AU the features of Grafcet as defined in {4) are 1taken into account. The objective
@fdus approach is twofold; i) establishing a scheme for the application of the supervisory control theory for real
automated systems, and ii) providing the Grafoet model with a formal support for automatic synthesis of a
supremal Grafcet 't hat represents me minimal possible re.stricticm of ,the 'b ehavionr of a given Grafcet and that
satisfies the given safety and liveness requirements. The six steps of this approach (Fig. 1) are necessary to
match the semantic distance between Grafcet model (based on conditions, events, logic operators, double time
scale interpretation, synchronism, reactivity, possibility of simultaneous actions and simultaneous transition
firings), .a nd the formal model of the theory which is asynchronous, based on a specific interpretation of events
and of ,c ontroller-plant interaction. The sections of the papeJ" are dedicated, each. to one of these steps,
according to ,the step's order shown in Fig_ 1. The reader may wish ito refer to 1(11] for an illustrative example.

ModeUing
Grafcet is used to specify the required control behaviour. Plant behaviour as well as the safety and liveness user
requirements ar,e modelled using a11tomata. The automaton representing the plant behaviour corresponds to a
spontaneous event generator •a" [7]. Controllable events Le are associated to the activation and deactivation of
Grafcet outputs. The ac,tivation and deactivation of an oulpllt .z are given. respectively, by the events 'tz and J.z
which belong to Le- Uncontrollable events L.. are associated to the rising and falling edges of Grafcet inputs.
The rising edge of an input x is given by 'tx, and the falling ed;ge by J.x.
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Fig l. Steps for the synthesis of supremal Grafcet

Extraction of the .g raph of reachable situations of Grafcet
Th.is step consists in generating the graph ·o f reachable situations of Grafcet (GRS) by applying the algorithm
given in (8) . This algorithm takes into account the possibilities of interpreted parallelism of Grafcet, the use of
edges and step variables in the reoeptivities of lhe transitions, and the reachability of a stable situation. The
GRS reflects ·the ·required semantics of Grafcet in ~erms of synchrony, reactivity and detenninism. From a
mathematical point of view, ·t he generated •g raph ·is a wllform and completely specified Mealy machine, defined
by a 5·tuple: GRS= (X, Z, Y, T, yo) where:
• X is the set ofGrafcet inputs.
• Z is the set of Grafcet outputs.
- Y is 1the set of .s tates, each of whic,h represents a different reachable situation of Grafcet. To each state y is
associated lhe set ~ i:;;; Z; this set indudes the outputs that :are active during the state y.
• T: f(X) x Y -. Y is a partial function representing the transitions (evolutions) between Grafcet situations;
f(X) is a combinatorial expression combining both inputs (binary values) and input edges (events). An eventbased algebra has been established [3} to evaluate such an expression.
• Yo is the initial state.

Synthesis
The supremal lan,guage of the supervised plant is next obtained according to the classical synthesis algorithm
(9} . The supervisor r:ealisation which is used here is that of a discrete event system S, in which the
enabling/disabling action of the supervisor is implicit in the transi•tion structure of S. Therefore, the transition
,struoture of S corresponds to the maximum non blocking allo-wa'.ble behaviour of the controlled plant with
respect t10 the imposed safety .and liveness specifications. This means that the part of Grafcet that will be
allowed to 1execute should be 1oonfined within the language that can be generated by S. From a mathematical
point of view, the generated supervisor is ·g iven by a 4-tuple: S=(L, Q, o, Qo). Here Lis a set of events, Q is the
set of states, o: L x Q -. Q is a partial function called the transition function, and Qo is the initial state.
1

Intersection
The sequences of events which can be generated both by the basic event-model of Grafcet and by the supremal
language of the supervisor .a re extracted by intersection of the two corresponding languages (synchronous
composition of the two automata). The synchronised composition of the automata S and GRS yields the
automaton SYNC, defined by the 5·tuple ( L, ST, REG, TR, state-o) where:

·L=L.:uL...

- ST is ·t he set of states of SYNC. A state correspondSrto a distinct value of the tuple (q, y, x,, X2, ... , x,,) where q is
a state ·o f S, y is a state of GRS, and x 1 to x,, correspond to the logical values (0 or l) of the inputs of Grafcet.
- REiG is a partition of ST into stibsets, ·Called regions. Each region includes the states of SYNC which can be
visited by partial trajectories •Composed onJy of controllable ,events. To each region re REG, will be associated
the two following sets :
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• NAC(r) is the set of outputs which are forbidden in the region r.
• Z(r) is the set of outputs that ar,e activated by the state of GRS whic'b corresponds to region r.
- TR: L x ST -+ ST is .a :partial function fepresenting the transitions ·o f SYNC.
- stateo ts the initial state giv·e n by (qo, Yo, initial v.a lue of x 1, ini,t ial value of x2, ... , initial value of x,,).
The auto.m aton SYNC is generated using an algorithm that includes both an initialisation step and an
inductive search procedure.
The initialisation .s tep creates the r~gion rq ={state 0} cREG, where Z(ro)=Zyo, and NAC(ro)=0. Starting
from stateo, the inductive search procedure goes through the automata GRS and S, and applies the following
four expressions. In these expressions, the notation P : p a-> p' is used to ,e xpress the possibility for a process P
to undergo transitio.n from state p to state p' in response to the event cr. Similarly, the notation P : p a-+ I is
used to express the fact that when the process P is at state p, no state transition is possible in response to the
'e vent a.

S : q iz-+ q'

=>
( (q, y, x1, x 2, ... ,x,,) iz-+ (q',y,xi, x2, .. ., x,,)) & (add (q',y, xi. x2, ...• x.J to the region of (q, y,x,, x2 , ... , x..)),
i
ifzeZy
{
(q, y, X1, X2, ... , Xn) •-+ \, ifz ~Zy
(I)

s : q +•-.q•

=>
((q,y,x 1,x:z, ... ,Xn) +z-+ (q',y,x 1,x2, ... ,x,,)) & (add (q',y,x,,x2,. ..,x,,) to the region of(q,y,x1,x2,. .. ,x,,)),
+.
.
if z ~ Zy
{
(q, y, Xi, X2, ... , x..) -+ \, ifz E Zy
(2)

s : q j,.;-+ q'

=>
( (q, y, X1, Xz, ... , X;..1 . 0, X;+J, ...• x..) tx.;_. (q', y', X1, Xz, ... X;..i, 1, X;+J, ... , x.J) &
( situate (q',y', Xi, X2, ... , X;..1, 1, Xi+J ... ., x..) ) ,
if 3t:. ( y t-+ y' & ft(x1, X2, ... ' X;..1, 1, X;.+-1, ... ' Xn) = l )
t

(
l

{ ( (q, y, XJ, Xz, .. ., X;..1, 0, X;+i, ... , x..) iiU_,. (q', y, X1, X2, ... , X;.1, 1, X;+\, ... , x,,)) &
(situate (q', y, x., x2, ... , x;..i. I, X;+J,. .. , x,,)),
otherwise

(3)

s : q +xi_,. q'

=>
(q, y, Xt, X2, ... , X;.1, 1, X;+i, ... , X..) +,.;__. (q', y', X1, X2, ... , X;.i. 0, X;+J,. .. , X.,)) &
( situa~e (q',y', X1. X2,. ... X;..1, 0, X;+(, .. ., Xn)) '
if 3t: ( y t-+ y' & ft(X1' Xz, ...• Xj.J, 0, X;+1, ... • X.,) =l )

( (q, y, X1, Xz, .. ., X;.i, 0, X;+i, ... , X,,) +x.i_. (q', y, X1, X:z, ... , X;.1, 0, X;+i, ... , x..)) &
(situate (q', y, x,, x2, ... , x;..1, O, X;+1.... , x.J) .
otherwise.

(4)

The first and the second expressions indicate that a transi·t ion corresponding to a controllable event will be
included .in SYNC if 1the plant can execute it, and provided that this event is not in contradiction with the
output function (of Grafcet) in the ou:rrent situation. The downstream ;s tate ·Of ,t he newly introduced transition of
SYNC is added to 'the region of its upstream state. The first expression reflects the fact that the supervised plant
Scan e~ecute an event corresponding to the .activation of an output of Grafcet only if this output is active in the
current situation ·Of GRS. Similarly, the second expression sta,tes 't hat process S (and the plant) can execute an
,ev,e nt corresponding to the deactivation of .a n output of Grafoet only if this output is not active in the current
situatio_n of GRS. The third and fourth expr.e ssions define ,c oncurrency in 'c ase that an uncontrollable event is
generated by the plant. Here, the occurrence of such an event updates the value of the corresponding input
variable (of Grafcet); G:rafcet situation may also advance concurrently. provided that GRS can execute a
transition whose logical condi·t ion is true when the event occurs. The occurrence of an uncontrollable event
driv,e s SYNC into a new region. The function situate(state) is therefore used 1to de·t ermine whether state belongs
to an ,a lready created region; u not, I.his funotion creates a new region that includes state. For each newly
cJeated region. Z(r)=Zy, and NAO(r)=0.

• • .ll.

Fig. 2. Semantic model of the composed autmnaton SYNC
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Figure 2 depicts the general form of 1the semantic model underlying the composed automaton SYNC. The
intra-region transitions correspond ,to co.ntrn:Uable events and the inter-region transitions represent
uncontrolJable events. States with no downstream transitions are blocking states.

The objective oft.bis step is to generate the m.axi:mwn non-blocking execution model by trimming and reducing
the automatQn SYNC. The cesuUing .automaton SUP represents the most permissive sub-set of the behaviour of
Grafcet which is both non-blocking, and satisfies the supervisory specifications; that is, it gives the graph of
reachable situations of the supremal Grafcet. Eac.h state in SUP corresponds to a distinct region of SYNC, and
transitions in SUP correspond to the inter-region transitions (changing value of input variable). The grouping
of the states of a region in SYNC into a single state in SUP is due to the fact that the behaviour of the
.automaton SYNC is plant orien,ted (asynchronous), whereas the behaviour of SUP is Grafcet oriented
(synchronous). According to the system point of view of SYNC, 'oontroUable events are executed when the plant
.accepts them; due to the ~cbronous nature of the p'lant and to 1the delays communication systems, such
'events cannot take place at the same time instant even though the Grafcet issues the corresponding outputs
simultaneously. On the other hand, the automaton SUP is generated to reflect the behaviour of the supremal
Grafcet. Therefore this automaton executes the actions from controller point of view which implies that, for a
given situation of Grafcet, all parallel outputs are produced simultaneously.
The following two procedures are introduced to be used later on by the trimming and reduction algorithm.
The :first procedure is invoked when the algorithm is required to remove a region from SYNC, and the second
is used for ·t rimming a single transition. The list TRIM contains uncontrollable transitions that have been
trinuned in SYNC but .b aven'1t yet 1been guaranteed :to be WU"eachable during the real execution.

Procedure Remove-region(r);
Begin
1) remove the region r from REG, and remove the states and transitions of this region, respectively, from ST
and TR; t• elimination of the region rand of all the elements inside r •/
2) move upstream transitions of region r from TR to TRJM; /• upstream transitions are memorised to be
ueated later on (to guarantee that they can never be reacbable during execution) •/
3) .r emove downstream ,t ransitions of region r from TR; t• .these transitions are unreachable during system
,ex,ecution • /
4) For e,a ch of these ,.,emoved downstream transitions (of sub-step 3):
4. 1) if the transition is in TRJM, then remove it from TRJM; I* this transition is guaranteed to be
unreachable, hence it is unnecessary to treat it furthermore•/.
4.2) if the .downstream region has no other entering transition then Remove-region(downstream); /*in
the case where the downslfeam region (of the removed .t ransition) becomes wrreachable, this region
must be removed by calling the current procedure recursively•/;
End
Procedure Trim(transilion);
Begin
1) remove transition from TR; ·
2) if transition is labelled fz then 2.1) trim all the transitions of the same region labelled fz;
2.2) add z to NAC(cun-ent);
t• .i f the trimmed transition corresponds to the activation of an ,output z, then this output must be forbidden
everywhere io the ,c urrent region; this is due <to the fact that the order of su.ccessive controllable events in the
region can not be guaranteed .i.n i!ieal execution :since the Grafcet produces these actions simultaneously.
Thus the correction of Grafoet will consist in forbidding the ·e xecution of this output in the situation
corresponding to the current region (the region that includes transition). Forbidding outputs. in this way
represents a restriction on the behaviour of Grafcet, and hence it cannot be in contradiction with the
supervisory specification. */
3) if transition is labelled Jz then R emove-regi.on(cun-ent);
I* if the trimmed transition corresponds it o 'the deactivation of an output z, then this deactivation, as in the
case ,o f tz aove, must be avoided in the whole region. However, 'i n the case of .1-z, we cannot impose the
ac,tivation of the output z, because 'this con:esponds to the introducti,o n of supplementary behaviour that may
be contradicting with the supervisory specification. Since both cases (activating and deactivating the output)
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are 1to be avoided, the whole region is 1emov·ed (by invoking the previous procedure) to avoid conflicts in
reai 'e~ecution • t
4) if transition corresponds to an uncontrollable ~ent then
4.1) put transition in TRIM;
4.2) Remove-region(downstream) ifthe .downstream region has no other entering transition;
1• Here, the trimming of an uncontrollable transition ·consists in memorising it, because further
tJeat.ment is necessazy to guarantee that this transition may never 1execute in the real process. The
downstream 11egion must be removed if it becomes unreachable due ito the trimming of this transition. *I

End.
The trimming and reduction algorithm is 1composed of an initialising step, a reduction step and a final
aggregation step. The initialising step consists in removing the blocking states (states with no downstream
transitions) from ST and trimming the upstream transitions of these .states. This trimming results in the
elimination of certain transitions and regions of SYNC (see procedure Trim(transition) above), and therefore
certain states become unreachable. The reduction step is next used to remove these unreachable states together
with .t heir downstream paths and transitions. It is also used to guarantee the non-reachability of the trimmed
uncontfollable transitions in :the case of z;eal .execution. This step is ;performed for each region in a recursive
manner, as :follows.

Reduction(region)
Begin
1) invoke the procedure Trim(transition) for each contro/lable downstream transition ofunreachable states of
the regi.on; I* The trimming procedure (given above) results in removing further transitions and regions•/
2) trim the uncontrollable .downstream transitions of.unreachable slates (in the region) and trim these states.
3) for each of the tr.an:sili«>ns rnimmed in 2:
3.1) if this rnansition is in TR1M. then remove it .from TRIM; 1• I.his .transition is guaranteed to be
unreachable, hence it is unnecessary to treat it furthenuoroe •/.
3.2) if this transition leads to an unreachable region (having no other entering transition) then remove
this downstream region by invoking the procedure "Remove-region";
4) Select .a f1:ansition in TRIM which leaves the cutTent region and whose upstream state can not lead
(through .a ny pOl'tial trajectory) to another transition in TRIM which also leaves the current region;
5) remove the :selected transition from TRJM and trim all the transitions leadin,g to its upstream state;
I• the application ·o f the proce.dUfe trim(transition) insures that dris state, and the removed transition may
not be reached in the real process
6) if the previous sub-steps (1 to 5) of the .current ilerati.on result in trimming new transitions then irrvolre the
reduction procedure recursively for the same region in order to purge these transitions;
7) for states of the current region that have both controllable and uncontrollable downstream transitions,
remove the uncontrollable downstream transitions;
t• In this stage, all the trajectories within the ·cw:rent region end with .a n uncontrollable transition that
leaves the region. Therefore, an the other uncontmllable transitions leaving intermediate states of the
trajectory will be eliminated., because they cannot be executed in reality. lo fact, Grafcet semantics imposes
that outputs are ,produced concurrently and that even if the plant cannot start the execution of these outputs
simultaneously (because of its asynchronous nature), it will nevertheless receive these outputs consecutively,
prior to their consequent executions *I
8) for each of the transitions removed in 7:
8.1) ifthis transition is in TRIM, then .remove it from TRJM; !•it is guaJ'anleed to be unreachable *!.
8.2) ifthis transition leads to a region with no other entering .transition, remove this downstream region;
1
• /

End.
The final aggregation step ,o f the trimming and reduction algorithm gener:a.tes the automaton SUP whose
:states correspond, each, to a region of SYNC, and whose transitions correspond to the inter-region transitions
of SYNC. To eacb state of SUP is associated the three sets NAC(state), Z(state) and ACT(state) where:
- Z(state) contains the outputs belonging to the set Z of the corresponding region.
- ACT(state) contains the outputs whose activations (iz) are associated to local transitions of the corresp:mding
region. When the state is active, these outputs must be produced by the Grafcet
- NAC(state) contains the outputs idiat m.u st be forbidden in .t he ,c urrent sta~e. These outputs consist of those
belonging to NAC of the cofliesponding r;c::gion, ,together with those ones whose deactivations (.1-z) are
associated ~o local transitions ·o f this region.
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On-line ·c orrection of Grafcd
The automaton SUP .c orresponds to the requifed behavioW" of ·t he supremaJ Grafcet. During execution. thls
automaton is used to condition the e.Xiecution of Gr:afcet outputs, in such a way as to confine the behaviour of
Grafcet to ·t he required supremaJ behaviour. The outputs that must be produced by the supremaJ Grafcet are
given by the set Current which is updated during execution. This set is initialised to ACT(initial state ofSUP).
When an eve·nt ·occurs in the plant, the au~omaton SUP advances in parallel with the Grafcet. In each new state
of dus automaton, Current is ·calculated by the expression: Current = (Current u ACT(state)) - NAC(state).
The on-line correction of Grafcet is achieved by deac·t ivating the outputs belonging to Z(state)-Current. This
.allow to avoid behaviours which are not included within SUP. The disabled outputs can be highlighted so that
the cont.ro'I designer ·c an distinguish those outputs which are maintained or restricted by the on-line correction.

Condusioo
The work presented in this .paper al'lows ito benefit both from the user-friendliness and simplicity of Grafcet,
and from recent advances in discrete-event system theory. The main ·contribution of this work is twofold. First,
it associates formal semantics to Grafcet and to its interactions with the cont.rolled plant in the frame of
supervisory con.trot theory. Second, it provides an approach for the synthesis of the supremal controllable
Grafcet. For an iUustr:ative example, the reader may wish to refer i~o [ 111. Our current research work aims at
establishing an algebraic reformulation of thls approach so to alleviate the computational difficulties caused by
high dimensionality of practical discrete event processes on the one hand. and by the synchronous and parallel
nature of Grafcet on the ·o ther.
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Abstract. Wat·e r level control is a primary control task of river power plants. In this article we
develop two types of linear models for controller design that describe the unsteady flow behavior
of open ·channels near a nominal discharge. The first one is based on a spatial discretization and
linearization of Saint-Venant PDE yielding state space models. The second type of models results
after transforming the river into an equivalent rectangular channel and solving its linearized PDE.
The two types of models are validated with FLORJS 1 , a .simulation package that solves the nonlinear
PDE.

Introduction
To improve the performance of water level control of rivers significantly, more sophisticated controller design methodologies than PID-oontroilers must be employed. Modern methods like ModelPredictive-Control techniques postulate mathematical models of the process to control. For level
control tasks we are interested in which way changes of the discharge affects the water level. Variable river cross-sections .a nd friction lead to a strong nonlinear dynamics that mainly depends on
the flow. The [evel control system has to deal with a wide range of flows from extremely low to
extremely high water situations. Because of slowly varying flow changes we consider models t hat
linearizes the nonlinear dynamics near a given operating discharge Q0 • Further we assume that

Ylx+;) -r-:r-t-~-....

ILP
---~-+--+---!~~~~-!

Fig. 2: River cross-section.

Fig. 1: Considered river configuration.

the river section ends with a dam at ·each side (Fig. I) . The water flow entering and leaving the
river is controlled by the upstream and downstr·e am power plant. In Switzerland almost all rivers
are surveyed. The known data for the rivers ar·e the cross-section profiles and the stationary water
surface profiles for differ·e nt discharges.
A cross-section profile QPi of the river is a tuple

containing the longitudinal :location

1 Developed

xi

and a set

~i,

whose elements again are coordinates
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describing the river bed stage Z(s;) at the cross-section position s; (Fig. 2). For a stationary
discharge Qo the longitudinal water stage profile LP is given by a set of discrete points

The starting point of our models are the PDE of Saint-Venant [I, 2]

.( )A+ 8Q
8t
ax
8Q+ a
8t
8x

=O

(Q-A

2

( 1)
)

8H +gA(S1-So)=0
+gA8x

(2)

where Q, H , A, 5 1 and So are the discharge, the water depth, the cross-section area, the friction
slope and the river bed slope. The Saint-Venant equations assumes:
• constant water depth and velocities within a cross-section (one- dimensional flow)
• and a small river bed slope.

Determination of characteristic river parameters
The equations of Saint-Venant uses characteristic quantities like wetted cross-section areas,
channel-widths and friction coefficients. These values must be first constructed from initially given
geometrical and hydraulic data.
With the cross-section profile data and the corresponding water stage we compute by interpolation the wetted cross-section area A, the wetted river bed perimeter (! and the river width iJ at
the water surface.
To model the friction slope St for turbulent flow condition we are using Stricl<ler 's formula {3]:

v2

(3)

S1(x) = k 2 R4/ 3
str

where V, R = A/U, kstr are the water velocity, the hydraulic radius and the Strickler coefficient.
Substituting the depth H with the stage Y and combining (3) with the dynamic equation of
Saint-Venant (2) in steady state

8Y
-8 (Q~)
+gA-+gAS1
=0
8x A
8x
we get the Strickler coefficient

_1_ = (A) (.!.8(lnA) _A
u

k~tr

4 3
/

ax

g

2

Q5

8Y)
8x

(4)

=

In (4) the author used the simplified friction model Sf rV 2 where the loss coefficient r is a time
independent constant . This approach leads to badly reproduced filling time constant.
The river can now be parameterized at nominal discharge Q 0 by the quantities B(x), A(x),
O(x ) and kstr·

Linear state space models
Linearizing (1) and (2) at the operating point Q
and introducing
t:(x)

= ~ _ 4~(x)
3

3U(x)

= Q0 , H =A/ iJ and U = 0, setting a U = 2e.H

Fr 2 (x)
T/(x) = 1- Fr 2 (x)
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Fr(x)

=

Qo
B(x)H(xh/gf/(x)

where Fr is the Froude number, we get after scaling of an variables with Q 0 , H 0 , Bo and
T
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the following partial differential equations
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Further (5) can be discreti-zed in 2n ,e quidistant sections each of length l = groLc/n where Le is
the total river length (Fig. 3). The discrete quotients can be chosen in such a way that the state
vector X [h1 q1 h2 •.. h2n-1 Q2n h2n+iJT describes alternatively discharge and depth changes
at the section boundaries. We obtain a linear state .space model of order 2n + 1. For the time

=

Qo

-

q2
~

Q4

112 :

X2n-1

X2n+1

Fig. 3: Spatial discretization of river.

derivatives of the depths hi (i
dh ·

dr• = c:t1 ,i(qi-1 - qi+i)

= 1(2)2n + 1) and discharges qi+ 1 (i = 1(2)2n -

1) we get

and

where

a-2,i+l

=

2

252,i

bi+lhi+ll
0'3,i+l

=
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=
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-
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The cases for i = 1, 2, 2n + I due to the special location of the discharges q0 and q2 n+ 2 are handled
with the Kronecker-Delta symbol ok,i·
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Transformation to equivalent channel
If one is only i.nterested in the hydro-dynamical behavior at a specific location Xeq along the
longitudinal river axis, the river section can be transformed approximately into a channel with
constant parameters [4). This equivalent channel is an ideal rectangular channel whose dynamics
for small discharge deviations can be described by the nominal parameters Qo , Ao, B 0 , fo and
Le. To transform a given river section in its equivalent channel the following conditions must be
fulfilled:
0

BoL = [

L.

= f°

(6)

B(x)dx
dx

LL.

J ~(:i:) + ~
g B(:i:)

+jo
-L.

A(z)

dx

J

A(:i:)
g B (:i:) -

~
A(z)

(7)

Equation (6) states that in both cases the area of the water surface must be the same. This
guarantees equal filling time constants. In (7) the sums of propagation times of upstream and
downstream traveling waves must be equal. Equations (6) and (7) can be solved for Ao and Bo .
The loss coefficient f 0 is calculated assuming an equal mean friction slope over the whole channel
length

Solving Saint-Venant equations for the equivalent channel
Because of the uniform g·eometrical structure of the equivalent channel, (5) reduces to
oh

oh
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with

6Ho

+ 5Bo

= 6Ho + JBo ;::::: L67 (Bo » Ho)
fI = Ao/ Bo, t = ro. After transformation
t:

and where we set B = Bo,
of (8) in the frequency
domain we can solve the resulting linear differential equations with various boundary conditions
and obtain transcendental transfer functions:
1. Transfer function from a in ftow change to the depth change at location
boundary condition q(O, s) = 0:
G;n (s) =

h(x, s)
q( -le, s)

x E {-le, OJ with the

= ea<x+tc) .B cosh(.Bx) +a sinh(.Bx)

2. Transfer function from an outflow change to the depth change at location
the boundary condition q( -le, s) = 0:

Gout(s ) = h(x, s)
q(O , s)

=
=

xE

[-le, OJ with

= eax asinh(.B(x +le))+ .B cosh{.B(x +le))
s sinh(.Ble)

with

o-(s)
.B(s)

(g)

s sinh(.Bie)

ry(s + e)
V,....T'/-(ry-+-1)-s2 _+_2_ry_(T'/-f-+-l-)s_+_T'/_2e-2
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{lO)

Usually the water level is controlled near the downstream dam. Assuming as a special case X = 0
{channel exit) we can develop power series of (9) and {10) by evaluating the residuals at the complex
poles ±hj for k 2: 0:
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Both transfer functions show integral behavior and an infinite number of oscillatory modes. The
time delay of (11) corresponds to the wave propagation time from the channel entry to its exit.
The direct feed through term in (12) indicates that a discharge change at downstream causes an
immediate change of the water depth.

Model reduction
The following calculations are based on real data of the river Rhein between the two power plants
at Augst-Wylen and Birsfelden. Evaluation of the geometrical and hydraulic data for three different
flow conditions (extremely low to extremely high water situation) leads to the model parameters
as shown in Tab. 1 .a nd 2.
Q.o [m~ /si
Le (mj
i
Bo [m]
Ao [m'J
Ho[m]

ro [s' /m~J

270
7889
213.70
1262
5.91
l.7912e-4

1030
7889
216.38
1295
5.98
Ll612e-4

5500
7889
222.72
1753
7.87
0.6346e-4

'
I

Tab. 1: River parameters.

le

Fr
1'/
f

270

1030

5500

13.86
0.03
0.0008
1.6318

8.99
0.10
0.0109
1.6317

4.91
0.36
0.1461
1.6227

Tab. 2: Derived channel constants.

For controller design purposes the order of (11) and (12) must be reduced, e.g. by cutting off
high frequency poles. Evaluation of the sums for k = I . . . n results in rational transfer functions
Gz,.,n(s} and GAb ,n(s) of order 2n + 1. Fig. 4 shows the frequency spectra of Gin and G z u,8 for
three different discharges.

Simulation results
[n the following we compare step ,responses of the obtained state space models as well as the transfer
fonctions with the simulation package FLORIS. FLORIS determines the unsteady one-dimensional
flow of river networks by solving the nonHnear PDE of Saint-Venant. It uses as input data the
cross-section profiles and the Strickler coefficients. The pwfiles can be subsequently recalculated
with FLORIS and show a good correspondence with the initially given data (Fig. 5).
For the simulation we assume Q 0 = 1030m3 /s and a 103 discharge step at the upstream
boundary for t = 0. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 shows t he step responses of the depth at the downstream
boundary compared to the solution of FLORIS. The chosen orders for both types of model are 7
and 21.
The transfer function models in Fig. 6 have pronounced oscillatory behavior because of neglecting high frequency poles. Increasing the model order doesn't improve accmacy. The state space
models in Fig. 7 reproduces very well the initial time delay but need a very high order for good
approximations. This is due to the sampling theorem leading to aliasing effects for low orders.

Conclusions
Starting from given geometrical and hydraulic river data we developed linear models for controller
design purposes. The achieved accuracy depends on the chosen model order. Due to the strong
process nonlinearity the models ar,e valid only near a nominal discharge. The models reproduce
very well the phenomenon of translatory wave propagation.
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MATHEMA:TICA.L MODELING OF ELECTRICALLY STIMULATED MUSCLE
J. Schultheiss, L. del Re and F. Kraus
Automatic Control Laboratory Zurich
Physikstr. 3, CH-8092 Zurich
Abstract: Electrically stimulated muscle is usually model,ed using Hammerstein type models, mainly
because of the easy later controller design. However, these models suffer from a limitation: they do not
include any hysteresis e.ffects which have been reported by several researchers. In this paper we present a
possibility to include hysteresis in such models. Although significant increase in model accuracy has been
achieved, Hammerstein type models remain inadequate to completely describe the behavior of electrically
stimulated muscle.

Introduction
Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is a technique which aims to restore an ability to handicapped
persons. H does so by generating nerve signals in places where the natural stimulus is missing due to
malfunctions of the nervous system. 'J:oday electrical nerve and muscle stimulation has a broad field of
application which includes cardiac pacemaker, phrenic pacemakers against respiratory insufficiency, motor
nerve stimulation for the paralyzed, electrical stimulation for urinary or anal incontinence, improvement
of spasticity, visual prostheses for the blind, auditory prostheses for the deaf, etc. In all these cases
electrical stimulation is used to compensate for inadequately functional, missing or lost body functions
and hence this technique is called functional electri,cal stimulation.
Our group has focused on ga;it restora:tion for the paralyzed. In recent years applied researchers
have become more and mo.re interested in using feedbaclk systems in order to cope with the large intersubject variability in response to electrical stimulation. As with any closed loop system the achievable
performance and/or .the robust.ness merely depends on the accuracy of the model. So far force dynamics
of electrically stimulated muscle have been described by so called Hammerstein type models [2, 5, 10, 6, 4).
However, these models wer·e unable to account for any hyster,esis ,effects which were reported by several
investigators [l, 7, 8].
The aim of this paper is to present a model which is suitable for the latter control and can easily be
adopted for th.e individual patient. Hence, we continue with the structure of the Hammerstein type model
and extend it to include hysteresis ,effects. In the following section we describe the experimental setup.
Next we will describe how we extended the classi,cal Hammerstein type model to account for hysteresis
effects. EventuaUy, simulation results will be presented and compared to experimental data.

Experimental setup
All measurements were recorded on healthy able bodied subjects. During the experiment the subject was
sitting on a table so that the shank could swing freely. The !knee angle was measured with a goniometer
Slimu'btor

rJl

~
Figure l: Experimental setup
which was attached to the shank as well as to the thigh (see Figure l). The data was recorded at a
sampling frequency of 320 Hz with 1'6 times oversampling yielding an effective sampling frequency of
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20 Hz resp . 50 ms sampling time. Prior to the digital acquiring the data was filtered with an analog 4th
order butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 32 Hz . The electrical stimulus was generated using a
device developed by the group of Prochazka and was delivered through self adhesive surface electrodes.
To vary the intensity of the applied electrical stimulus we varied only the pulse width. Pulse frequency
was double the sampling frequency ( 40 Hz) and the pulse amplitude was set to 50 mA.
Before each experiment a "normalization" procedure was carried out. Normalization of input as well
as of output signals was necessary in order to obtain reproducible shapes of the input nonlinearities as
the absolut e pulse widths necessary to stretch the leg may vary substantially.
First , the resting angle was measured and subsequently subit racted from every measurement. Hence,
the resting position was set to zero. After the knee angle offset has been determined, the subject was
asked to voluntarily stretch the leg. In the case of patients this task could be accomplished with the help
of any aids. The subsequent measurements were scaled so that the knee angle between resting position
and fully stretched leg lied in the interval (0, 1]. Note, that during swing back of the shank, knee angles
may become negative as well .
When the shank was back in the resiting position electrical stimulation was switched on and continually
increased until the knee angle was 80% of the maximal knee angle determined before. The normalization
procedure w.a s done at around 80% of the maxi.ma! angle in order to calibrate the system in an operational
range.

Modeling of electrically stimulated muscle
Basically the behavior of electrically stimulated muscle can be described as a pendulum which is driven
by a momentum caused by the force generation of the stimu~ated muscle. Obviously, the most difficult
problem is the modeling of the force generation. This is due to
• Different electrode positions on the skin and hence stimulation of different muscle fibers. This effect
can occur even during a session because the electrodes which are placed on contracting muscles can
move slightly and hence tbe electrical field is focused on different nerves.
• Varying skin resistance to electrical current. Hence the same amount of current today will produce
a different force compared to yesterday.
• Fatigue effects. Force generation wiU decrease with time.
We therefore concentrate first on the modeling of movements where no force (except gravity) acts on the
lower leg.
Dynamics of passive swing back
To determine the dynamics of passive swing back three different measurements have been compared to
each other. Figure 2 shows the three different step responses as they have been conducted, i. e. not
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scaled whereas in Figure 3 the data is scaled such that the maximum of each measurement (occurs
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after 10 seconds) corresponds to each other. From Figure 3 one can conclude that the passive lower
leg dynamics can be modeled as a linear system. With the data shown in Figure 2 we can determine a
third order autoregressive (AR) model to estimate the passive dynamics of the shank. In Figure 4 a pure
simulation is shown which has been accomplished by setting the first three initial values of the simulation
equal to the measured data.
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Figure 4: Simulation of passive swing with
a 3rd order AR model
It is therefore not surprising that in the literature, the most commonly used model structure is the
so called Hammerstein type model (2, 5, 10, 6, 4]. Hammerstein type models consist of a static input
nonlinearity followed by a linear transfer function (see Figure 5). These models allow a simple linear
controller design since the effect of the static nonlinearity is generally compensated by premultiplication
of the control signal with the inverse of the estimated nonlinearity. The controller is then designed under
the assumption of a linear input-output relationship .
However, these models suffer from several limitations when applied to FES. Most significantly, with
the standard static input nonlinearity it is impossible to account for any hysteresis.
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In Figure 6 we see the result of an experiment in which the stimulus intensity has slowly been decreased
and later increased. One can clearly see the nonlinear behavior of electrically stimulated muscle. The
general form of the input nonlinearity is similar to the recruitment characteristics shown in [5]. Furthermore, one can see the hysteresis when increasing (solid) and decreasing (dashed) stimulus intensity
(Fig. 7). Such hysteresis has also been noted by other investigators [8, 7, l] .

N onlinear identifieation using neural networks
A general and weH known approach to nonlinear identification is the use of neural networks. Neural
networks ar·e known to be particularly suitable for finding nonlinear mappings . A common pitfall however
is to over-parameterize the network. Another drawback in neural networks is that the resulting weights
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are often difficult to interpret. In (3] a special neural network structure has been suggested which evades
these problems and can be adopted very well to the problem here.

Figure 8: Simple neural network structure
In order to obtain interpretable results a rather simple network structure has been chosen. The structure
of the network in Figure 8 is of similar complexity as the Hammerstein type model commonly used in
literature. Note that the output function of the last neuron is a linear transfer function.
The one-step ahead prediction Yk of the neural network (Fig. 8) can be written as
(1)

where the nonlinear exogenous input is approximated by the "nonlinear" subpart of the neural network
shown in Figure 8. This subpart of the neural network can be computed according to the classic theory
of neural networks (in this figure the number of neurons is N 1 = 2 and Nz = 3).
N2

fT ( W20 +

L

W2j .

Sj)

j::l

N,

h(w;o +

S·]

L

Wji

· I;)

j E (1..3)

i::l

/1

=

Ii

UJ;:-2

sign(uA:-2 - u1; _3)

The function h(x) in this context is usually called transfer function and is defined as
(2)

The hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function (2) has been chosen as either input as well as output
data lies in the interval [-1, 1]. As learning technique an error back-propagation method was used, the socalled Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [9, p. 284 ff]. This algorithm shows a superior learning efficiency
when compared to standard error back-propagation techni·ques.
The direct estimation of the input nonlinearity together with the linear dynamics is difficult since the
dynamics are weighted with a much higher weight in the learning procedure . Therefore the nonlinear
part f is estimated separately. Regrouping (1) we obtain
(3)

Defining

VJ;;=

t, (YA: -

a1Y1:-1 - a2Yk-2) we can see fas a mapping
2
f : x •E 3! -

lR : [u.1:-2, sign(uc-2 - Uk-3)]

L

vi:

The neural network has the two inputs [uk-2, sign( Uk-2 - uk_ 3 ) ] and the target Vk to estimate this
mapping. The time series Vk can be obtained by filtering the measured output Yk with the dynamics of
the passive swing back.
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Results
Let us now apply the methodology described above to the problem of the electrically stimulated muscle.
First of all, we should think of appropriate input signals to persistently excite the system. As we know
from theory, a good input signal would be white noise or a pseudo random binary signal (PRBS). However,
with white noise input signals slower dynamics are counted with much less weight than faster dynamics.
On the other hand step input signals as shown. in Figure 2 do not contain enough information to properly
determine a model. Therefore a compromise has been. made. The input signal has been produced by a
random signal whose individual values have been prolon.ged randomly. An example of such an excitation
signal is shown in Figure 9 (lower plot) .
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Figure 9: Identification signals

Using the filtered data v .1: to train the neural network we get an approximation of the input nonlinearity
which is shown in Figure 10. The shape of the estimated nonlinearity is similar to the recruitment
characteristics (see Figure 7) and is what we would expect based on physiological knowledge. The
differences between the estimated input nonlinearity shown in Figure 10 and the input nonlinearity shown
in Figure 7 merely rely upon the fact that the one mentioned. previously is obtained from dynamical data
whereas the latter is obtained from almost static measurements. Nevertheless, similarities are evident.
Whereas the prediction delivers almost perfect results (Fig. 11 ) the pure simulation (Fig. 12) reveals
the weaknesses of the model. In both figures solid lines show the experimental data and dashed lines show
the simulation. Al t hough swing phases are modeled correctly the simulation overshoots when stimulation
is initiated (i.e. when the knee angle is increasing).
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Figure I 1: Detail of prediction with validation
data

Figure 12: Detail of simulat ion with validation
data
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Conclusions
From the results above we can summarize
• The passive dynamics can be modeled very easily by a third order AR model. The performance of
this model is excellent (Figure 4). Furthermore, the assumption that the passive swing back of the
shank is a linear movement is valid to a large extent (Figure 3) and can be reproduced very well.
·• One would expect that this linear dynamics are also valid when stimulation is switched on since
physically, the "system" remains the same. However, when the muscle is generating force it acts as
a damper and thus changes the dynamics.
• The impact of this damping term may be either position (output) as well as input dependent.
• With the Hammerstein approach commonly used in the literature it is impossible to correctly model
both parts of the movement.
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THE MECHANOMETRICS APPROACH TO MONITORING AND FAULT
DETECTION OF A HYDRO-MECHANICAL SYSTEM
J. J. Milek and H. Guttinger
Sulzer Innotec Ltd., CH-8041 Winterthur, P.O. Box, Switzerland, e_mail: Janusz.Milek@Sulzer.ch
Abstract: Hydro-mechanical systems Hke water turbines or pumps become very well instrumented. As a result,
tile development of monitoring and fault detectioA systems for such processes attracts increasing attention.
Unfortunately, physical modeling of hydro-mechanical systems may become a quite involved task, not feasible
for industrial applications. This paper describes the mechanometrics approach to modeling and fault detection of
hydro-mechanical systems. In this approach measurements made on a mechanical system are related to the state
of the system via application of mathematical or statistical methods. It is discussed how the classical principal
component analysis can be used to model basic process variables of a large Francis turbine in a water power
plant. The model is constructed exdusively from the experimental data. [t is shown how the data redundancy
can be exploited for fault detection and isolation. The corresponding fault detection algorithm is tested in a
simulation study.

Introduction
In the recent years industrial processes ·including hydro-mechanical systems become very well instrumented. At
the same time the process data :are measured more frequently [3,7]. Hence there is an increasing need to monitor
such systems and detect faults. However, huge amounts of measured data have first to be processed in an
appropriate way in order to extract only the useful in:formation concerning the system behavior [8].
Mathematical models gained directly from the experimental data are useful means of such an information
extraction. In particular the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) methods, popular in econometrics or in
chemical engineering enable easy experimenta~ modeling [6,9]. The paper aims at demonstrating that
experimental modeling can be also applied with respect to the mechanical or hydro-mechanical systems.
Following [8] we propose here the following defin.i t,ion: Mechanometrics is the science of relating measurements
made on a mechanical system to the state of the system via application .o f mathematical or statistical methods.
Using PCA a redundancy in the data can lbe analyzed and utili:z;ed for Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI).

Linear multivariable modeling via PCA
Linear models are perhaps the simplest but also the most efficient means of modeling various types of real
processes [4].
Let the process data lbe stored in the data matrix <I> such that its columns <p;, i= l..n, correspond to measured
variables while rows to time samples. We assume here that the measured variables are zero mean and have
identical variance, otherwise the data can be centered and normalized.
The data modeled by a linear multi variable model are supposed to satisfy a number oflinear relations, i.e., to
lie on a hyperplane in ·the data space. Hence the model can be expressed as

<I>e = o,

(1)

where e is a rank M matrix, spanning the null space of the data matrix <l>. Equation (1) can be thought of as M
linear c·onstraints of the form
0j'q> 1 +02'<1>2 +... +0~<Pn == 0,

m = l ..M.

Equation ( 1) cannot be exactly satisfied due to urunodeled disturbances and other modeling deficiencies.
Instead, one may require that

11 ·<t>e 112 -> min,

(2)

The solution of (2) can be computed via the so-called Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [2] of et>,
<1> =

m:vr;

(3)
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it constitutes the last M columns of V. Using MATLAB notation [5] we ·can write the solution of (2) as

0 = V{:,[n-M +I:n)).

(4)

The quadratic matrices U and V appearing in (3)-(4) are orthonormal. r is a rectangular matrix containing zeros
outside the main diagonal and decreasingly ordered singular values cr 1, cr2 , ••• crn on the main diagonal. The first
n-M vectors of V matrix, collected in the model matrix e·,

e· = V(: ,[1 :n-M]),
span the model hyperplane.
A common way to formulate the PCA problem is as follows: decompose the data matrix <l> into two matrices
0

<l> = <1> + E

(5)

such that

11 E1 1F -> min,

rank <I>"

= n-M,

where 11 . I IF denotes the Frobenius norm (2]. The just fonnulated problem is equivalent to the one solved above.
The matrices appearing in (5) can be expressed in tenns of SVD as
<t>' =

ur·vT

and

E = U(L -

r")VT,

where L• denotes the matrix obtained from L by replacing the last M singular values by zeros.
The multivariable model of the system •Can be utilized for data smoothing, data reconstruction, and fault
detection and isolation.
Data smoothing
Let matrix 'I' be organized like data matrix <l> but possibly do not contain data used to construct the model. An
additive noise corrupting the data can be suppressed by orthogonally projecting 'I' on the model hyperspace e·
'I'. =

'l'e'(e·Te·rie·r.

D.ata recons,t ruction
The multi variable model can also be used to reconstruct a variable or a group of variables from the remaining
data. The algorithm enabling reconstruction of i-th variable (denoted ljl; and represented by i-th column of the
data matrix '¥) is composed of the following steps:
(i) elimination of i-th coordinate from the model hyperspace e·

e·.; = e'([I:i-I i+l :n],:),
(ii) e!,irnina·tion of i-th varia'ble from the data matrix \f'

'1'.i ='I'{:, [I :i-1 i+ I :n]),
(iii) projection of the reduced data '1'.i on the reduced model hyperspace e·.; (smoothing of'I'.;)

'1'.; • = '1'.;e·.j ce·} e·.s 1e"},
(iv) reconstruction of i-th variable

ljl\ .; = -'I' •.; 9([ l: i-1

·i+ I :n])/9(i),

where 0(:) is any vector from the column spac·e of e with a non-zero i-th entry 0(i).
Fault detection and isola.t ion
A fault in one variable is to be acknow !edged if, for any i, i= 1..n, the norm of the reconstruction error of i-th
variable scaled with respect to the corresponding threshold exceeds one

llljlj- ljl\Jl2

/ Ei, max > I.

(Thresholds Ei. ma.x can be established from experimental data.) Under assumption that only one variable contains
faulty data, i1ts index 'i' can be isolated as the one that corresponds to the smallest value of the projection error
11 '1'.;- '1'.; 'I IF· The necessary condition for foasibility of fault detection is data redundancy (M> 1).
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The presented fDI algorithm 'can be extended for detection and isolation of faults in groups of variables and
is equivalent to the algorithm analyzed in [I]. However, the algorithm from [1] has different sequence of
operations (reconstruction precedes smoothing).

Example: modeling and variable reconstruction for a large Francis turbine
In the sequel we consider data collected fr,om a 440 MW Fr-ancis turbine in water power plant. Daily mean
va'lues of the following most important process variables are recorded: (a) active power, (b) wicket gate, (c)
pressure in the spiral case, (d) pressure head, (e) temperature of the cooling medium, (f) temperature of the
generator at the non-driving side, (g) temperature of the generator at the driving side, (h) temperature of the
axial bearing, and (i) temperature of the driving water.
The variables (a)-(i) are highly wrrelated. Hence, they can be well modeled using one multivariable model.
The data are centered (mean value is subtracted), normalized with respect to the variance and stored columnwise in the data matrix <I>.
from (3) one obtains the foUowing singular values (diagonal entries of!:):

30.5193

18.0601

10.8594 10.2031

3.2010

1.6375

1.0399

0.5223

0.3065

Table l: Singular values of the data matrix <I>
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Figure l: Singular values of the data matrix <I> and the threshold
Setting a threshold for the singular values at 2.0 as in Fig. I one gets a model with four degrees of freedom (the
data are likely to lie on a 5 dimensional hyperplane in the 9 dimensional data space; hence four dimensions are
canceled). The redundancy of the data will be further exploited for the fault detection and isolation.
The matrix 0 spanning the model null space is shown in Tab. 2.
-0.0131
0.0520
0.0786
0.0577
-0.6858
0.2776
0.5384
0.1699
-0.3486

0.1737
0.0506
0.2347
0 .2 449
0 .1152
-0.0 539
0.3247
-0.8502
-0 .0880

-0.8148
0 .1454
0.3576
0.4195
0 . 0656
-0 .0 427
-0.0423
0.0570
0.002()

0.0402
0.0073
-0.7191
0.6930
- 0 . 025 5
0.0153
-0.0078
0.0020
0 . 0033

Table 2: The matrix 0 which spans the model null space
1
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Note that ,in this static model 1thei;e is no distinction between system inputs and outputs. The original and
reconstructed variables ar;e shown in figs. 2-6 (solid line - measurements and residuals, dotted line reconstruction).
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figure 2: Modeling results for active power (left) and wicket gate (right)
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Figure 3: Modeling results for pressure in tthe •cas·e (left) and pressure head (right)
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Figure 4: Modeling results for temperature of the cooling medium (left) and temperature of the generator at the
non-driving side (right)
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Figure 5: Modeling results for the genera.tor temperature at the driving side (left) and the axial bearing
temperature (right)
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Figure 6: Modeling results for tempe.rature of the driving water
The presented results demonstrate that most of the variables can. be reconstructed from the other data with
quite a good accuracy. The remaining worse mode led variables are also correlated with the reconstructed values.
Analyzing the singular values, the ,corresponding columns of the matrix 0, and the modeling results we note
th.at
(i) cr9 and 0(:,4): the strongest redundancy in the system is visible as the dependence between the pressures
(c) and (d), since the coefficients 0(3,4) and 0(4,4) are much larger than the remaining ones in E>(:,4). The
redundancy is clearly visible in Fig. 3.
(ii) cr8 and E>(:,3): the second strongest dependence in the system is visible amongst the variables (a)-(d)
(power, wicket gate, pressures). This dependence has clear physical reasons. The largest coefficient 0(1 ,3)
·corresponds to the third best modeled variable, active power, shown in Fig. 2.
(iii) cr7 and E>(:,2): the tbifd stJ'iongest dependence in the system c·o ncems the variables (a), (c)-(e), (g) and (h)
(wicket gate, temperature of tlle generator at the non-driving side and temperature of the driving water. The
largest coefficient E>(8,2) is related to the fourth best modeled variable, temperature of the axial bearing, shown
in Fig. 5.
(iv) cr6 and 0(:,1): the fourth strongest dependence in the system exists for all the temperatures. This
dependence dearly follows from the physics. The largest coefficients 0(5,1) and 0(7,1) are related to the fifth
and sixth best modeled variables, the cooling medium temperature and temperature of the generator at the
driving side., shown in Figs. 4-5.
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Example continued: fault det.ection and isolation
A number of faults concerning one colwnn of the data matrix are .simulated. The column may contain (a)
true data in a random or;der, {b) true data in the r;eversed timie order, (c) white noise instead of the data, (d)
highly correlated noise instead of tli.e data, (e) a ·c onstant value instead of the data, (f) true data scaled by a
constant. Each group of simulations contains several hundreds experiments. In each experiment there are ten
possiibilities (0-9): fault of one variable (denoted l-9) or no fau!lt (denoted 0). Probability of each event is 1110.
The FDI algorithm has to detect if a fault took place and, if so, to detennine the number of the column of the
data matrix that contains the wrong data. An exemplary simulation results are shown
Fig. 12. The 'true'
index of the faulty variable is .shown as a circle 'o'. The estirnat·e d index is shown as a cross'+'.
The simulation results are as follows: in all experiments the faults .a re properly detected and for only one
experiment (from the total 1300 experiments) the fault is not correctly isolated.
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Figure 12: Results of the FDI algorithm if one column of the data matrix
is replaced by a highly correla~ed noise

Condusions
This paper addresses the problem of modeling and fault detection of a hydro-mechanical system, namely a large
Francis turbine in a water power plant. The models ar·e obtained directly from the experimental data via
application of principal component analysis. It is shown how the data redundancy can be exploited for fault
detection and isolation. The proposed fault detection algorithm is tested in a simulation study.
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MODELING FOR CONTROL OF MEAN ARTERIAL BLOOD
PRESSURE (MAP) DURING ANESTHESIA
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Abstract: In this paper we are studying models to be used for the design of automatic controllers for
mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) during anesthesia. We demonstrate that for controller design a
high order nonlinear model derived from physiological arguments leads to weakly observable and controllable linearized models that are best reduced to lower order. Order suggestions are given based on the
linearization of a physiological compartment model.

1

Introduction

One important variable to be kept within acceptable limits during anesthesia is mean arterial blood
pressure (MAP). A number of researchers have attempted to automate control of blood pressure during
anesthesia [1, 2, 3]. Different approaches of controller design have been made. Some of the researchers
9Air

PAir

QL

CO=

PL
ls

PV

MAP

PA

. - - - - . Ql

PI

g; = g;,o(l

+ b;p;)

•

•
•
•

. - - - - . q9

P9

Figure 1: The physiological model consist of a part (left) that describes uptake and distribution of
volatile anesthetics, and another a part (right) that describes blood circulation and the pharmacodynamic
(4]. The variables Pi denote the partial pressure of the anesthetic
interconnection as it was proposed in 1
agent, the qi denote blood flows, CO denotes cardiac output, the 9i denote conductivities, the ai and
bi are parameters (to be defined below ) and ls denotes the lung shunt (i.e. blood that passes the lung
unaffected).
applied non-model based contwl strategies such as fuzzy logic [2] or neural networks, others used linear
Mack box models derived &om experimental data i[3], and some used models derived form physiological
considerations.
A fairly accurate, yet not too complex model of how MAP depends on the concentration of halothane in
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a body was given in [4j . W,i th appropriate modifications of parameters the model structure can also be
used for other volatile anesthetics such as isofiurane [.5]. The model has been validated by several groups
(e.g. [5]) and it was found to describe the process accurately. It bas successfully been applied to different
purposes (6, 2J. [n [6) an anesthesia simulator for the education of anesthetists was developed and in [2)
it was used to tune a fuzzy controller. In this paper we answer the question whether this model derived
from physiological considerations can be used to design automatic controllers.

2

The Compartment Model

Io this section we first reintroduce the model of [4l It consists of two parts - one for the uptake and
distribution of drugs and one for the circulation of the blood .flows. To describe the drug distribution in
the body a compartment model is established (left part of figure I). The circulation model (right part
of figure I) is utilized to describe the hemodynamics. Pharmacodynamic laws are postulated to link the
two models. Several simplifying assumptions were made for the derivation. These are also listed in [4).

2.1

The model for distribution of anesthetics

The uptake and distribution model (left part of figure 1) describes the pharmakokinetics of the anesthetic
agent. It consists of 12 different compartments (see table I). Compartments consist of organs or groups
1
2
3

4
5

I

6
7

I

8
i

!

9
L
A

v

myocard (heart musde)
brain gray matter
brain w.h ite matter
weU perfused organs
poorly perfu.sed organs
splanchnicus (stomach,intestine)
skeletal muscle
fat
skin shunt
Iung
arterial system
venous system
1

Table 1: List of the different compartments
of organs that .are assumed to have similar properties concerning uptake and distribution of an anesthetic
agent, as well as conductivity and pharmacodynamics. The compartments I to 9 are referred to as
normal compartments. Two compartments model the arterial and venous blood pool, respectively. And
one compartment models the lung.
PA , q; , A;b

Vi,b

..\b

p;(t)

Vi,t

Ai

p; ( t)

Figure 2: The model for a normal tissue compartment ieon.sists of a blood part and a tissue part with
volumes Vi,b .a nd Vi,t respectively. Each part has ditforent solubHity Ab and Ai but (by assumption) the
same partial pressure of the a:nesthetic.
AU of the normal compartments have the same structmre (figure 2). They are modeled as consisting of
a tissue and a blood part. Both, tissue and blood part are assumed to have the same partial pressure
p; but different solubilities. Anesthetics enter the compartment with blood and partial pressure PA and
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they leave the compartment with the \'€nous blood and partial pressure Pi· Within the compartment
blood and tissue ar·e assumed to have the same partiai pressure. This description leads to the following
equation for the evolution of partial pressure of the anesthetic in the compartment:
(1)

The three extra compartments ( L, A, V) have a slighUy different structure. The lung compartment has in
addition to the blood and tissue volumes, functional residual capacity that has to be taken into account,
and there is a second possibility (besides transportation with the blood) for anesthetics to enter the
compartment. This leads to the equation:

pL(t)

=

PL(O)

+ >. v,. + /
b 1,b

+ V.

V

L L,t

a

1t
o

{>.bqL(r) [pv(r) - pL(r)]
+qAir(r) [pAir(r) - pv(r)]} dr

(2)

where qAir denotes the minute volume and PAir denotes the anesthetic gas concentration (partial pressure)
of the inspired air.
Arterial and venous compartments differ from the normal compartments in the balance equations in so
far as their flows entering and leaving the compartments are different. The equations are:

PA(t)=pA(O)+ >. V.
b i,b

1 >. V

+

A

A,t

1t
o

>.bCO(r)[pvls+pL(l-ls)-pA(r))dr

(3)

(4)

2.2

Tbe circulation model

The circulation model describes the blood flow. The heart produces a certain amount of average blood
outflow (cardiac output denoted by CO). The total CO is distributed to the various normal compartments. Each of these compartments exhibits a certain conductance 9i· Given CO and gi, the mean
arterial biood pressure MAP .is given analogously to Ohm's law by
.MAP

2.3

(5)

=

The pharmacodynamics

Pharmacodynamics describe the effocts of drugs. Effects of the anesthetic agent on the compartment
conductivity and the cardiac output ar·e known and are modeled as affine functions of partial pressure of
the anesthetic in the compartment. That is:

2.4

9•

=

CO

=

9i;o(l + biPi)
COo(l + a1p1

(6)

+ a2P2 + a3PA)

(7)

Tbe comhin.ed nonlinear model

The formulation of the model of [4) given by equations (1) to (7) w.as probably chosen because it was
meant to be implemented on .a analog computer. For our purpose we prefer a (nonlinear) model of the
form
P(t)

= f(p(t),u(t))

MAP(t)

= h(p(t), u(t))

(8)

wher•e the state vector p{t) describes the partial pr·e ssure of the anestbetic in every compartment, the
input is th e concentration of anesthetic gas in the inspired air, and mean arterial pressure MAP is the
output of the system. Utilizing equations (1) to (7) we get the different components of the function fas:
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k; ;,o00o (1 + b;pi}(l + ~1P1 + a2P2 + a3pA )(pA - p;)
9
l: 9;.o(l + biPi)

Pi

(9)

j -= 1

PL =

PA =

(10)
(11)

Pv

(12)

·co

MAP

' 0

(1 + a1P1
9

+ a2P2 + a3pA)

(13)

E 91,o(I + biPi)
j ·=l

(14)
This model obviously .requires the determination of a lot of parameters. However, there is no need to
identify all of them from experimental input/output data alone. A lot of the parameters (e.g. blood
volumes) ar·e know form anatomy, :some parameters (e.g. solubility) can be found in anesthesia literature,
and only a few have to be determined individually.

3

The linearized model

The system model (8) is :nonlinear. For the purpose of controller design, however, one might prefer a
linear model since numerous straight forward techniques exist to derive controllers for linear plants. Thus,
for controller design it is preferable to use a linear model obtained by linearization around a nominal
operating point.
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Fi_gure 4: Eige~values of the .c.on~rollab~ity gramm1ari. as a function of the eqmhbnurn pomt. Large
values correspond to well controllable modes and
small values correspond to weakly controllable
modes.

It is easy to show that the system 8 has - although nonhnear - only one equilibrium point which is:
Pi

= PA = Pv = PL = PA ir

(15)

This means that the system is at rest if the partial pressure of ·every single compartment is equal to the
inspired partial pr•essure (which is intuitiv·ely clear). This suggests that it is best to linearize the system
around the average inspired anesthetic concentratio:n j5 Air ·
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Now there are still two problems associated with this linearized model: It is of high order and it is weakly
observable and weakly controllable.
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Figure 6: Hankel singular values for

PAir

= 1.

High model order is mainly a problem from a computational point of view. If, for example, a model
predictive control (MPC) scheme is used where an online optimization has to be made for every control
move high model order may render it impossible to find a solution to this optimization problem within
the given time. Low model orders are therefore desirable.
Considering observability and controllability of the model a reduction of the order seems reasonable.
Figures 3 and 4 show how the eigenvalues of observability and controllability grammians change as the
operating point (point for linearization) is varied. Large eigenvalues grant well observable and well
controllable modes , respectively. Small values correspond to weakly observable and controllable modes.
Since the largest eigenvalues are magnitudes larger than most of the other ~igenvalues (notice the log
scale), and since the state equations are already properly scaled a model reduction should be considered.
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How to reduce the model for control purpose cannot be decided from observability and controllability
grammian alone since directions that are well observable may not necessarily be well controllable. The
reduction has to be balanced and what model order has to be chosen in this context can be deduced from
the Hankel singular values. Figure 5 shows how the Hankel singular values vary as the operating point
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is varied. It is evident that the dominant singular values do not change much with the operating point.
What model orders might be appropriate can best be seen from figure 6. Here, the Hankel singular values
are plotted for PAir = 1 which corresponds to PAir of the experimental data to follow. In regard to the
staircase-like structure it becomes obvious what orders might be appropriate. A very crude model could
be of second order according two very significant singular values. A more detailed model of Sth order
is obtained by taking the next group of singular values into account. Choosing model orders for control
greater than 7 does not make sense according to the remaining singular values.

4

Experimental Validation

In this section we show that the order suggestions derived from the physiological model indeed yield
good identification results. Figure 7 shows blood pressure and inspired gas concentration data recorded
during an operation. The study for which the data were recorded was designed to evaluate inspiratory
controllers which had to follow step changes in reference concentration. This means that the system to
be identified was operated in open loop.
Numerous responses to disturbances {painful stimuli) are easily identified in the blood pressure signal
just by inspection. It can be seen that the disturbance dynamics are different from the plant dynamics
and that for identification a Box Jenkins model should be considered. Figure 8 shows the simulation
results {input was taken from the experimental data) for the two models identified from the experimental
data and the linearized model.

5

Conclusions

We have seen that the order of a linearized model derived from a physiological compartment model is
too high. Model orders of 5 or 7 seem to be sufficient to model patient responses to volatile anesthetics
for controller design purposes.
It should be noticed that the states of the reduced order model do not have a physiological interpretation
anymore and that the reduction does not correspond to removing a compartment in the distribution
model figure I.
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Abstract
Models of processes are used for different purposes: For the representation of systems, simulation, controller
design, fault detection etc. Depending on the application type different models are needed. Several representations are available to serve these purposes. Available modeling techniques are discussed in the paper and
proposals are made for a proper use of m odels in given circumstancies.

I. MODELS AND THEIR USE

The following are major uses of models:
o Simulation , improved understanding of systems
Models are often built to improve understanding of a given process by simulation. The internal structure
of the model, the relationship and the interaction between different subsystems and internal signals are
important. These models are usually in continuous time and may be very complex. Controllability and
observability of such models are usually not checked.
o Controller design
Design techniques available ask for rather simple and low order models. The range of high model precision
is prespecified by the controller design goal. Experience shows that these simple models are most often
sufficient for controller design. They differ significantly from long time range simulation models for the
same process.
o Discrete events systems
Discrete events systems are an extra class of models for processes, which include generalised decisions
(often externally driven) . Thereby a new kind of signals - events - occurs. The appearance of an event
changes the behaviour of the overall system. In their nature these models are hybrid including discrete
automaton (ev. time dependent) and continuous submodels.
o Fault detection and isolation
Models or filters that show reactions to faulty conditions are increasingly applied in the new field of fault
detection and isolation. T he faults can be viewed as a special kind of discrete events.
The use of the models dictates many of their properties. Accuracy, range of validity, purpose of use they all influence the way in which models are set up. A good model for controller design may not be
a good model for simulation and vice versa. Even for simulation the time horizon of interest usually
leeds to completely different models. In the following we will focus our discussion on classical models for
continuous processes.

II.

CONTINUOUS VERSUS DISCRETE TIME REPRESE NTATIONS

Models that are obtained from fi rst principles (as for example energy preservation) are usually formulated
in continuous time. Design or implementation often asks for a discrete time representation. During the
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development of an overall system including possibly a controller, both continuous and discrete time
representions are used. It is therefore interesting to compare the two approaches.
• Advantages of continuous time representations
-

linear and nonhnear models a:re locaHy compatible.
Physical .interpretation is possible.
Tunable accuracy in local regions (of state space, frequency range etc.).
Structure information may be used (building systems from parts).
May be converted to discrete time for various sampling times.
Refinement or simplification of a model can be physically justified.

• Disadvantages of continuous time representations
- The basic equations are not suitable for identification (derivatives).
- Direct simulation is not possible (only in ana!o.g computers for relatively simple systems).
- Advantages a:re lost in special forms such as the normal forms.
·• Advantages of discrete time representations
- Easy for identification but numerically difficult.
- Simple integration (recursion).
- Adapted to a simple form of the .input signals (as staircase).
• Disadvantages of discrete time representations
-

Only for linear systems there ·exists a simple connection to the continuous time representation.
Difficulty of obtaining nonlinear difference equations.
Physical interpretation of parameters lost.
A simple physical parameter change may be spread over the entire system.
Numerical difficulties for T--. 0 ( can be improved by 6 parametrisation).
No adaptation of step length.
Difficulty to use structure information, separation into subsystems.
Sampling time fixed at the modelling stage.

III.

SIMULATION OF SYSTEMS

There are major differences between the simulation of models in continuous and in discrete time.
Let us assume, the system description is first given as the standard, nonlinear differential equation
d

dtx

=

F(x(t),u(t),t)

with x 0

= x(t

0 )

where F(·) is a smooth, differentiable function with a Taylor expansion with respect tot. We will now
compute the trajectory x(t) using for example the Runge-Kutta integration method RK7 / 8, which is one
of the integration methods implemented in MATLAB/SIMULINK. To obtain the next trajectory point

we have to
1. calculate the difference 6(·) for a stepsize h* using RK7

2. check the integration accuracy with the more precise RK8 and adapt the stepsize h* if necessary
Thereby the first st·e p of the algorithms is done in such a way, that the Taylor expansion of x (t) in the
point t 0 w.r.t. h for the first 7 t·e rms is identical to the expansion of
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From this we can conclude some properties of the simulation method
- the trajectory is obtained locally by extrapolation.
model (with a. fixed stepsize)
Xk+1

Comparing to a general, nonlinea.r diference

= H(xk, uk)

RK7 /8 generates nothing else as a local approximation of H( ·) without an explicit parametrisation.
- the stepsize is locally optimised.
- for linear systems the solution corresponds to low accuracy approximation (only 7 terms of the
expansion a.re considered).
- if u(t) is not a known function of time, the time derivatives of u(t) can not be calculated. We have
to approximait·e u(t) within the stepsize with a given function (for example a constant).
- we have to simulate the overa!.I system at onoe. It is not possible to simulate the subsystems separately.
- the method is not suitable for non-smooth u(t) inside the stepsize int·erva.L
- advantage of adapted stepsize can be lost, if a digital controller with a short sampling time is incorporated in the overall system.
- although the sampling time is not fixed during the modelling stage its range is prespecified by
modelling assumptions.

The corresponding simulation for discrete time system descriptions is just the standard recursion. Beside
the problem to obtain a (parametrised) nonlinear, difference description even for the linear systems a.nd
simple forms of the input u(t) it is not a priori clear, whkh way of simulation is numerically more
tractable - more accurate local solution for the transition Xk -+ Xk+t for a fixed, not adjusted stepsize by
discrete time r·e presentation or adapted stepsize and less accurate local approximation for time continuous
representation.
IV. IDENTIFICATION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS

There are also major differences between the two model categories when using identification techniques.
We focus our discussion now just on linear models.

A. Identification of discrete time models
In general PEM-based identification techniques are well fitt·e d for time discrete identification. Input /
output values uk, Yk appearing in the difference equation

a.re directly measurable. Although this description looks very appealing, it hides some inherent difficulties
- the I/O description is numerically poorly conditioned.
- for short sampling times the ai-coefficients approach the binomial coefficients independently of the
system dynamics and the nominator coefficients approach zero. The relative accuracy of the bi
coefficients is therefore poor.
- internal signals can not be ,e asily used to improve the identification task.
- because of the numerical aspects, it is very difficult to obtain models valid over a large dynamical
range.
Some new subspace identification t echniques, essentially performing indirectly in the state space, resolve
some of t he numerical problems.

B. Identification of continuous time models
Although the 1/0 description of a linear, time continuous system looks very similar to a time discrete
one
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where y(i), u(i) denote the i-th time derivative of the input and output signals, there is a fundamental
difference: the signals y(i), u(i) are not measurable. Therefore an indirect schema such as Modulating
function method, Identification in frequency domain or PEM combined with a numerically optimisation
(based on time discrete models) as implemented in the Identification Toolbox of Matlab must be used.
Even for periodical signals all of these methods applied to time discrete measurements are basically
discrete time methods. Because of the staircase like form of the input signal the Shanon sampling
theor·e m is not fulfilled. The aliasing /frequency folding produces errors for all calculations on output
signals. Nevertheless using the time continuous parametrisation we have a more natural scaling of the
unknown parameters, of gradients during the optimisation as well as a coupling between the allowed
changes of the time discrete parameters (model family bounding).

V.

EXAMPLES

A. Organizational modelling (Modelling for understanding and simulation)
The general diagrams of systems beha.vior and the archetypes introduced by Senge 1990 for management
systems are very similar to the ones used in general simulation and system dynamics. Typical limits to
growth structure is modeHed and simulated i:>y a control engineering minitool (J ia and Schaufelberger
1995).:

Fig. l. Structure of a 'Lotka-Volterra model (limits
to growth system) with a positive and a negati¥e
feedback loop, notation following Senge.

Fig. 2. Behavior of Lotka Vo!terra model,
calculated by a minitool

B. Wodd models
World models of Forrester and Meadows (Modelling for understanding and simulation) .
Fischlin et . al. 1990 describe a simulation environment for students which allows investigations on the
well known world model by Forrester and Meadows. Quotation from www, from where the software is
downloadable:

"Worldmodel 2" tries to describe the behavior of the human population on earth considering certain
processes as industrial growth, consumption of fossil resources., agriculture and environmental pollution.
Starting with the year 1900, it rebuilds first the ,conditions in the past, and then predicts the future
behaviour of population, food and energy balance until the end of the 21st century. "Worldmodel 3", a
slightly refined successor, served as a basis for the publicated report of the "Club of Rome", concerning
the situation of the world population: "Limits of Growth" {Meadows, 1972).
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Fig. 3. World model of Forrester: Simulation environment for students.
P : Population, NR: Natural Resources, Cl: Capital Investment, POLR: Pollution Ratio, QL: Quality of Life.

C. Servo (Modelling for controller design)

A classical servo process is often used for demonstrations and teaching purposes to illustrate identification,
control design and implementation as well as recursive estimation and adaptive control.
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Servo System,

Fig. 5. Discrete time control of servo system

Results from system identification:
For this simple dynamical process it was possible to identify a time discrete model as well as a time
continuous one. The main difference was, that for the discrete time identification much more effort was
needed to find a .suitable input sequence to obtain .acceptable, accurate results. Thereby the identification success was not visible by simulation nor clearly by validation with a similar input sequence but
immediately after the implementation of the controller.
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

Models of a process can not be developed without a knowledge of the intended purpose of the model and
of the overall system design goals. Thereby for time continuous processes it seems to be favourable to
keep the continuous time description as long as possible.
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Abstract
The paper discribes the complexity of the combined casting/metal-forming process ,,Twin-Roll Strip Casting" for
steel products, which is a focus of intensive research activities of steel producers. The influence on and the interaction between the strip temperature and thickness profile are the main aspects to produce the required quality.
Considering a special strip attribute, the modeling of the process becomes more and more important. To analyse
the strip forming process the modeling had been devided into two subsystems. One model contents the roll in
order to investigate ,the thermal expansion with a f.inite Element Model. The other systems include the melt pool
in order to calculate the flow- and temperature field which was done by a Finite Volume Model. The final criteria
for a successful calculation of each subsystem is directly related to the integration of the local interactions between melt and roll surface. Concerning this complexity in using the convenient boundary conditions both of the
separated models could just fi,t specia'l static operating points.
To improve the prediction of the strip thickness profile concerning industrial requirements and changing operating points, modeling with Artifical Neural Networks has been investigated. The results of the prognosis and their
dependence on the process parameters will be discussed.

Introduction
In addition to the high :pressure of cost and market, an enormous process shortening development has been carried out to produce thin-strips of steel. A special potential was seen in the ,,Near Net Shape Casting" - strategy,
which is today worldwide undertaken from numerous companies and in different process variations. Some are
already realized in industral scale [I].
One of those processes is the Twin-Roll Strip Casting technique (Figure l}. Since 1988, the Institute for Metal
Forming (IBF) together with the Institute for Automatic Control at the RWTH Aachen and the Thyssen Stahl AG
is operating a pilot-scale Twin-Roll strip caster. The
steel melt is cast via a tundish between two horizontal
melt pool
inlet of the melt
internally cooled and in opposite direction rotating
rolls. Two ceramic sealing plates are positioned on the
roll faces to prevent the melt flowing out. Together
with the copper-rolls, they form a mould for the melt
pool. On both roll surfaces, the melt solidifies into
shell strips, which ar·e then joined in the narrowest
working gap (kissing point}. The strip is guided by a
driver into a cooling section and is then coiled. Altihough Sir H. Bessemer already patented this process
in I B56, the industrial realization could only be obtained as far as the requirements to operate the high
non-linear and time-variable process were solved by a
complex control system (2][3].
Figure l: Principle of Twin-Roll snip casting

The considerable savings in energy and costs, the reduced amount of investment (90% of Continous Casting
process) as welil as numerous possibilities of adjusting technological properties, caused the interest in Twin-Roll
strip casting technology [4]. Using those advantages, the strip quality(for example: the geometry) has to be
established within only one process step. A reduced quality - the thic'kness profile being out of tolerance - can not
be corrected afterwards. Additional to this requirements, the complexity of the casting process is increased, because the two process steps ,,casting and fanning" are now linked together.
The investigation conducted at the Institute for Metal Forming is focused on testing the castability of different
steel grades and improves the required quality , which is expressed in homogenous strip temperature and thickness profile over the width and the length. To fit 1the small tolerances, models ,ar,e needed, which will also be able
to perform a wide range of operating points. This problem of modeling will be discussed at an example of one
specific product attribute, .that appeared during few experiments.
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Sitrip attribrnte - analysis of :t he reasons
The videoprint in Figure 2, ta.ken just beyond the rooll-gap, shows the temperature field of the produced strip over
the width (I50 mm) and characterizes the mentioned strip attribute. Remarkably, the strip temperature at the
edges (each about one third of the width) is about 200 K higher than bhe center temperature.
The reason for this phenomena is tightly connected with the strip forming conditions. Low temperature stands for
a higher forming grade because the longer the forming
zone, the 1longer the time of ideal heat flow conditions and
the more the strip temperature can decrease. Those inhomogeneous forming conditions could have their reasons in:
l. an inhomogeneous roll profile
-+{he gap is .smaller in the center of the strip,
2. an inhomogeneous thickness of the strip-shells
~the ,.kissing point" is higher in the center of the strip
3. a combination of both reasons.
Figure 2: Videoprint of the strip - showing an inhomogeneous temperature profile over the width
The third explanation is the bes,t representation of the real conditions but i ncludes several difficulties considering
the modeling of such an interactive process. That is the reason why the existing models reduce their systems on
(l) tile roll or on (2) the melt pool. .Both models and their hmits wiU be explained.

Caku1ation of the thermai roll crown with FEM
Leaving the radiation aside, the internally cooled rolls have to conduct the whole heatransport - including the
difference between the melt and strip enthalpy as well as the solidificaition enthalpy, as the largest part. Considering the short time of contact, a high heat flow density is necessary. The copper sleeves of the rolls are characterized by a high temperature gradient in radial direction between the surface and the cooling plain. The resulting
'tension and dispfacement lead to a convex crown formation, so that the roll gap is reduced in the center of the
width. In case of small rolls (width < 200mm) the crown c,a n be expressed by only one value, the difference between the gap distances at the edges and the center. A negative gap-crown is characterized by an increased strip
th,i ckness in the centerline. In order to compensate the thermal crown in the steady state condition and produce
flat strips, the rolls are machined with a corresponding negative profile.
The modeling of the thermal roll crown was carr,ied out by using Finite Element Method (ABAQUS) [4]. The
theore:t ical results of the modeq could only be transfered with three dimensional calculation (Figure 3). In this way
it 'b ecame possible ,to describe special static process conditions and define the qualitative dependence between
thermal crown and process parameters as the thickness in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Three dimensional FEM calculation of the thermal roll crown (superelevated 200 times) and the
dependenc e between roU crown, circumference and different strip thicknesses [4]
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Considering a quantitativ,e prediction of 1the roll profile, lhe suitability of the FEM-model is restrained.
The reasons are:
l. Several approaches considering the boundary conditions have to be made (for example: the heat flow between
the roll surface and the strip-shell was described by an average heat transfer coefficient).
2. The temperature profile itself influences the thickness profile, because it causes local roll deformations.
3. The reaJ construction of the roll is not fully transformable into ,the FEM-model.
4. All those influences, which are linked together with the strip forming process itself as well as to the process
control, can not be separated or can only be taken into consideration with. high amount of calculation time.
Because the thermal ,crown is related to severaJ of process parameters, it is difficult to predict the exact negative
profile to be machined into the roll. In the mentioned attribute (Figure 2) the negative profile could not compensate the thermal expansion.
Consequence A: The temperature profile in Figure 2 can be explained only by the roll gap conditions.

Calculation of the strip~shell thickness in the melt pool
Depending on the type and configuration of the prescribed inflow parameters, the inlet of melt to the pool induces characteristic melt flows, which influence the temperature fietd and hence solidification and cooling parameters through the mechanism of convective and conductive heat transport. For modeling the Finite Volume Method (PHOENICS) had been used. During the development of this model it turned out, that the usage of an average heat flow coefficient as boundary condition as to be done in the roll crown FEM model, is not able to represent .the temperature profile in the strip. A large number of influencing factors with a wide range of different
effects take place during the contact between metaUic surfaces. lt was therefore necessary to couple the advance
of the strip forming process with the local events at the
roIVstrip-shell interface [5l Taking this into account, Figure 4 shows the supposed heat transfer coefficent in dependence upon the local contact conditions implemented in the
FEM-model. The calculation of the specific inlet conditions
in the experiment of Figure 2 took these boundary conditions into account. The results in Figure 5 showing the edges
of me pool being good supplied with hot melt while the
center remained colder.
Figure 4: Heat transfer coefficient curve
This is directly related to an enlarged forming zone in the roll gap and corresponds to the strip profile in Figure 2.
Consequence B: In opposite ito the FEM roll crown model this result underlines the strip attribute explained by
.t he strip-shell formation profile.

inlet of the melt

Of co.u.rse this is again a ,qualitative explaination, because several
approximations have been made:
1. No determination of the local conditions over the contactlength,
especially if the material or the process conditions will change.
2. Only approximated description of the flow conditions in the
semi-solid state.
3. Only representing the static condition (no pool filling or change
of 1the pool level).
4. No calculation of the .surface radiance and turbulences.
5. No caku:tation of 1the heat flow through the ceramic sealing
plates.

Figure 5: Resu.lts of the temperature field calculation in the pool [5)
(presentation shows a quarter of the pool)
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R,easons for using Neural Networks to model the strip thickness profile
The differ,e nt estimations turned out, that a quantitative prediction of the strip thickness profile has to take both
models into consideration. Such a ,,Me,ga numericaJ Model" is not only limited by calculation performance, but
also by the determination of the boundary conditions.:
I. The solidification morphology of different materials and operating points, causes different heat transfer conditions.
2. The determination of the forming zone remains difficult.
3. The mechanical deformation of ~he rolls is directly linked with the extension of the forming zone and not
defined yet.
4. The knowlede of the high temperature yield S'tress has ·~O be defined.
The following arguments caused the motivation to investigate in modeling the strip thickness profile based on the
measured process data:
• If experiments with a high amount of costs ar'e necessary W adapt a numerical model to the experimental
results, the process data itself couid be used for modeling.
• Simulations with a model, which is developed out of process data, should have a be tter correspondence with
the real process ,than an adapted 'one.
• Any further experiments will improve the models status and the quantified prognosis.
• The interaction between rue ro.11 gap and strip-shell profile wit.I include in the model automatically.
• The expence in developing a new model for a changed geometry is rather small.

Preparing the data for tbe process data based modeling with Neural Networks
~·-------,--------..

The primary task by using process data based modeling (PBM) successfully is not the calculation - for
example with Neural Networks - but the data preparation. The main question in this context is to find all
influencing parame·ters, find a way ito measure 1them
and brin,g them together in Vhe causal re'lation. As
methodical approach the gener.al off-line phase modeling (6] in Figure 6 was used. After dividing the
hole production cha,in into seperat phases (Pi, Pii)
with their processes and outgoing properties, the inner
process ,,s,trip-formi.ng" was analysed in detait The
real process (middle branch) is going ,to be modeled
by conventional estimations (right branch) to find ,the
·re1levant parameters wi1th a high range ~elevance
(input) to ilie thickness profile and supplied by the
process data ibased model (left branch) ,to improve the
quantitati v,e prognosis.

·I
(2),.

cony models
FEM, FVM.
analytic

Figure 6: Phase modeling of the Thin-Strip
prod uction
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The NN-model predicts the strip thickness
profile (output) and can be verified by the other
models, because the simulations can be compared with the conventionaJ ones. By this way the
influencing parameters for Neural Network
1training were found and prepared (Figure 7).
A'll Vhose process data were selected out of the
measured static data during two experiments.
Parameters which describe the flow condition
remained constant, to reduce the dimension of
the data matrix. All together 60 datasets had
been put into relation with each other and the
strip crown results.
Figure 7: Method to create the NN-model
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About 30 % of the data matri)I; were isolated for testing the net. As net architecture a Multilayer-Perceptron
(MLP) with three layers was chosen. The number of hidden neurons had been optimized concerning the average
error of the 1test data and the correlation between measured and predicted data. Instead of the common Backpropagation-Algorithm the efficient Feedforward-Algorithm of [7] was used. To provide the training from the effect
of overleaming, the number of outer iterations had been limited.

SimuJadons of the strip thickness profile with Neural Network
The optimized net, trained with measured data, could not provide an average error of 7 % of the scale. Even
though the co!'I'elation was high, a successful training of the connected relations could be mentioned.
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Figure 8: Results of the NN-prognosis of the roll crown by variation of different influencing parameters
(operating point: massfiow: 0.7 kg/s; thickness: 2 mm; casting temp.: 1600 °C; force: 40 kN;
dT/dF: -4K/kN; heat flow: 180 kW)
Simulations have been carried out in a selected operating point and with the variation of one input parameter. In
Figure 8 'the results of four prognosis are shown. To interpret these resuhs physically and compare them with
the results of ,the FEM-model, it must be noticed, ~hat the roll was machined with a concave profile, which ideally
equalizes the thermal roll crown. Both experiments had a positive strip crown (negative roll crown). The FEMmodel calculates linear increasing between roll crown and different parameters. Only the proportional factor
differs with the parameter because of the range of influence.
In the NN-prognosis only the overheat follows a monotone increasing curve. In case of low values, the parameters mass flow, thickness and force underline this linear tendency as well as the absolute range. But in a higher
range of those parameters the predicted rollcrown remain an unexpected constant or decreasing tendency. The
analysis of both experiments with the video of the pool and the outcoming strip deli vered the explanation for
these effects. In both experiments comparable steel grades had been cast. The thickness range differs (exper. A:
2-2,8 mm ; exper. B: 1-2 mm) while the inlet of the melt (as in Figure 1) is principally the same (in exper. B a
higher intensity in the flow to the sealing plates).
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Those experiments do not show the attribute in Figure 3 for the whole time. In the beginning of the process the
concave profile of the roll compensates the strip-shell profile in Figure 6, so that the temperature profile remains
homogeneous, as Figure 9 proves. After some seconds .the thermal crown is growing steadily until a point of
change is reached. This is when the roll profile is going to be flat and not able to equalize the inhomogeneous
strip-shell profile. By the change of the strip temperature profile - becoming a colder centerline (Figure 2) - the
specific forming force increases. That means in ·the case of an inc~easing thermal roll crown (higher mass flow,
higher thickness) the local elastic deformation is intensified as a further consequence. The higher the force the
more the deformation predominates in this context. This
effect is a1so connected with lower integral heat flow into the
rolls and a reduced thermal roll crown. Both explanations
underline the NN-prediction.
In the beginning of this paper the interaction between the
process parameters was figured out. The neglection of this
complexity leads to low ability of transformation by conventional modehng. The process data trained Neural Network
found these ·interactions automatically.

Figure 9: Videoprint of a strip showing a more
homogeneous temperature profile ·over
the width - before the point of change

Summary
The quality of Twin-Roll strip casting products is mainly influenced by the interaction between the temperature
and the thickness profile. Conventional numerical models (FEM and FVM) explain either reasons for the temperature field or the thickness profile. A quantitative prediction of each quality aspect is limited, because the boundary conditions between the two subsystems (roll and pool) are not able to determine.
Taking the link of different process parameters into consideration, the modeling of the strip thickness profile with
Neural Networks has been investigated. The procedure in selecting .the influencing parameters, the formation of
the data sets and the results of some simulations have been discussed. The prognosis of the NN led to sufficient
quantitative results and was able to realise the special ·Charac~eristics of the investigated experiments, which are
based on the interaction between temperature and thickness profile.
In selecting the influencing parameters and in explaining the NN simulations, the numerical models were such a
good supplement, that with regard to other complex processes a big potential can be presumed.
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Abstract : The paper describes the 'basic principles of a model fonnation used for the optimisation of mill
utilisation and presetting ofactuators in a 2,0 high 'Vold ro'lling mill. Besides the special requirements placed
to the force and torque calculation model in a Sendzimiir mill anangement [ l ], the paper in particular
describes the model effort for the description of the mill stand behaviour and the interaction with the strip.
Finally, the chosen concept for the on-line implementation in a process control computer is shown.
lntrod<uc.tion

Product ·q uality such as thickness, flatness and surface as well as mill utilisation and operation flexibility are
ever increasing demands placed on cold roUing mill operators. However in case of complex mill
arrangements, the presetting of the available mill acmators to achieve the desired product quality represents
an extremely difficult task. This results from the great number of variable process parameters and actuators
to be considered. Figure I gives an overview about the mill arrangement and main technological actuators.
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Crown

eccentrics

Bottom
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intermediate rolls

-
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Figure I : Main technological actuators in a Sendzimir mill

So-called side eccentrics at each of the backup rolls are used to adjust the position of the corresponding roll
axis in a wide range and by this indirectly serve for adjusting the roH gap. The side eccentrics at the lower
backup rolls mainly serve for maintaining the mill pass line whereas those at the upper backup rolls are used
to achieve the desir·e d strip thickness. Side eccentrics appear to be mechanically or electrically coupled.
Crown eccentrics, a:vailablle at several locations over the barrel length on all upper backup rolls, serve for
specific roll axis contours which affects the roll bite geometry respectively. This is of particular importance
for matching the roll gap contour to the profile of the strip entering the roll gap and for achievement of a
certain desired strip flatness. The shiftable first intermediate rolls represent further contour actuators, which
however mainly serve the modification of the roll gap contour in strip edge area.
Measurements of the geometrical re'lations in tihe roll stack are available at the backup rolls and first
intennedia~e rolls. T'he shifting positions of the fir.st intermediate rolls .a re measured directly. Information
abo ut the backup roH axis contour is based on rotation angle measurements at each side and crown
eccentric. Together with the mill spring, for which knowledge about the roll separating force is needed, this
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then leads to the position of each backup roH axis over the barrel length. The roll separating force however
is in most applications only measured indirectly through the adjustment pressure needed for certain side
eccentrics. Apart from hysteresis also the relation to the geometry in the mill stand causes this indirect
measurement to be usually insufficient.
Due to the complex mill arrangement, the reproducibility of the final product quality and the optimwn usage
of availab'le mill resources to increase productivity represents an extremely difficult task, which can only be
fullfitled with a comprehensive model approach, which takes a:U relevant mill and process parameter into
consideration.. Due to the fact, that neither direct geometrical in.formation nor accurate roll separating force
measurements exist, a variety of indiv.idua11 mathematical models is needed to describe the complex elastic
milll stand behaviour and the elastic plastic characteristic of the material to be rolled.
RoU g.ap analys~is for force, power a:nd slip determination
The roH separating force, torque and power brought about by fonning of the material in the roll gap are
some of the most important process information. Only if exact knowledge about these parameter exists,
accurate presetting of the mill actuators and optimum mil'l utilisation can be obtained.
Because r·d iab le roll separating force measur·ements are missing in most Sendzimir mills, special analysis
effort is required to describe the d·ifferent stress components in the roll gap. Those can be broken down into
vertical and tangential stresses actin.g on the work rolls. The sum of the venical stress components leads to
the roll separating force, whereas the sum of the tangential stress components leads to the roll torque and
thus w the main drive power. Fi~ure 2 (left pan) shows exemplary the conditions in the roll bite including
those tangential and vertical stress components.
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Figure 2 : Stress components (left) and mode·I evaluation in a 4high mill (right)
A mode.I approach, which simultaneously provides accurate infonnation about the vertical and tangential
stress •Components opens up capabilities of detecting forces based on the main drive power, providing that
friction and drive efficiency are known. This in particular ena!bles material yield stress adaption even in case
of missing or u.nreliable roll separating force measurements. Material yield stress adaption is required in any
case, where high flexibifity in terms of the alloy spectrum to be rolled is needed.
[n particular the demand for optimisation of the strip surface requires an indication about the slip present in
the roll gap. By minimising the forward slip, an improvement of the strip surface can be obtained. The
slippage present in the roll bite is correlated to the position ohhe neutral point (figure 2 - left part), which is
affected to a certain ·extend by the entry and exit tension apphed. Entry and exit tension thus in small ranges
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serve as an actuator for the optimisation of the strip surface. To provide accurate presetting, the gap analysis
model has also to deliver accurate information about the neutral point position.
The mathematical approach chosen here is a strip fibre model (Lippmann, Mahrenholtz [2)), the basics
theory of which has been described by v. Kannan [3] and Siebel (4,5]. The strip in the roll gap is divided
into several fibres for which the individual forming parameters are determined. The yield stress of the
material is herein described with the aid of an equation introduced by Spittel [6]. The coefficients necessary
for this have been determined by torsion bar trials and were collected to an extensive material data base (7].
This then leads to detailed information about the vertical and tangential stress components and in particular
also about the slip present.
A comparison of measured and calculated roll separating forces and drive powers taken in a 4high mill,
where direct measurements are available, is shown in figure 2 (right part). The comparison performed for a
great number of different coils with different geometry and chemistry clearly shows the simultaneously high
accuracy of force and power calculation.
Model for description of elastic mill stand behaviour

It is of importance to describe all the several effects present in the mill stand in their entirety in order to
allow propagation from the measured eccentric adjustments down to the roll bite contour, which is the target
for further optimisation steps.
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Figure 3 : General concept of model for desc ription of the elastic mill stand behaviour
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One effect considered here is the mill spring, which appears to be a position change of the saddle segments.
Furthermore the flattening between the several rolls and likewise between the strip and the work rolls as
well as the deflection of the several rolls is considered.
Another relevant effect is the thennal expansion of the work rolls brought about by the forming energy. A
model has been implemented, which is a combination of an analytical approach in radial roll direction and a
finite difference approach over the barrel of the rol l [8]. Due to the complexity of this calculation itself, it is
not discussed within this paper any further . The results of the thermal crown model are taken into
consideration in the elastic mill stand model as offsets to the contour of the work rolls .
One requirement placed onto the elastic mill stand model was the ability to cover a variety of different mill
configurations, different roll grindings (inc.l uding the dynamically changing thennal crowns of the work
rolls) and different roll material characteristics even broken down to the individual rolls in the stack to be
able to cover also process situations, where unusual roll combinations are chosen. Therefore the description
of the elastic mill stand behaviour is based on a numerical solution approach, where the different parameter
can be considered easily. The different effects, such as the flattening between the rolls and likewise between
the strip and the work rolls as well as the deflection of the several rolls are derived from multiple iterations.
A general overview about the model concept is given in figure 3.
The elastic mill stand model •Can generally be divided into two parts. An initialisation part (refer to figure 3 left part) cares on the fast determination of an image about the load share in the roll stack considering
flattening and mill spring however neglecting the roll deflection. The deflection is then considered in a more
time consuming final part (refer to figure 3 - right part).
Based ion the roll separating force, the model first provides a rough image about the load share in the entire
roU stack (refer to figure 3 - left part). This initial load shar·e detennination already takes mill housing spring
effec·ts, which are represented at the locations of the :saddte segments as well as flattening effects between
the rolls into account. The spring modulus of the mili housing valid at the locations of the saddle segments
have initially been determined by FEM calculations and are adapted on-line.
The initial load share detennined is taken in the second step as a basis for the iterative detennination of the
interaction between foad distribution, flattening and deflection. The deflection of each roll is derived from
the currently determined load distribution. The geometrical differences between two neighbouring rolls are
then interpreted as flattening and thus 1lead to a new load distribution along the contact curve, which finally
leads to a new deflection. This iteration is perfonned until a solution has been reached, where the entire
load, the deflection and the flattening of the several rolls match with each other.

lnteraction or the strip with tihe roHs
After the roll gap contour has been detennined for a certain load situation in the roll bite, the interaction of
the strip with the work rolls is investigated. This is done with the aid of an analytical approach [9,10], which
is the solution of the differential equation in the curr·ent setpoint, the basic principles of which are explained
in the following.
As long as the roll gap contour matches the incoming strip thickness profile, the thickness reduction appears
to be the same throughout the width. Therefore no elongation differences, which are also referred to as
flamess errors, are produced (refer to figure 4 - item I).
Roll gap contours, which differ from 1the strip thickness profile entering the roll bite, cause local differences
in the thickness reduction over the width of the strip (refer to figure 4 - item 2 and 3). The different
thickness reductions for their part cause differences in the elongation over the width of the strip, so that
certain flamess errors are produced.
Differences in the elongation over the width also cause changes in the local tension applied, which then
cause changes in the 1local pressure. These circumstances apply likewise to flamess errors already
approaching the roll bite, which produce 1local variance in the entry side strip tension. The reduction
differences brought about by urunatched roll gap contours also produce local variance in the roll pressure.
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Figure 4 : Thickness profile changes in the roll gap
Variance in the local rol'l ;pressure causes changes in the local flattening of the strip into the work rolls and
furthennore also in the entire load share and deflection within the roll stack. Due to these circumstances, the
load share in the roll stack is affected and by this also the spring, deflection and flattening effects, so that a
new investigation of the entire elastic mill stand behaviour is •required (refer to figure 3).
Whereas ~he described model concept ·comprising roll separating force calculation, investigation of elastic
mill stand behaviour and interaction with the strip provides the required flexibility in tenns of process
parameter to be considered, it is as well time consuming. Apart from the individual models shown here, also
optimisation algorithm fonn part of the entire system, which require additional computation time. Within
the process control computer however, the t·ime frame avaifable for set-up calculations is usually to be kept
as shon as even possible in order ~o avoid production delays. Therefore the model concept described
requires e·ither adequate hardware or special implementation methods as follows.
On-line implementation concept
The tasks fulfilled by the mathematical models and their dedicated optimisation algorithm running on-line
on the process contrnl computer can generally be broken down into the following main items:
•
•
•
•

optimisation of pass reduction schedule for the whole coil in advance to rolling
optimisation of pass specific adjustments (eccentrics, shifting, speed, tension ... )
continuous observation of thermal rol:l crown and of main and coiler drive status and capabilities
short and long tenn adaption

Whereas the determination of the pass reduction schedule is required prior to start of the first pass of a coil,
the optimisation of pass specific parameter can only be performed accurately if the actual mill situation is
known. This is the case before start of the concerned pass. Thus the several optimisation tasks can be
broken down into those needed before start of manufacturing of a coil .and those needed prior to each
individual pass. In particular the optimisation of the pass reduction schedule is a time consuming
functionality due to the fact, that optimisation calculations have to be performed for all planned passes.
These circ·wnstances enable a split of the optimisation tasks, where the time consuming pass schedule
determination is performed far in advance t-o start rolling in a so-called preliminary set-up module (refer to
figure 5 - SETPRE) and the less time extensive pass specific optimisations are performed shortly before
stan of each individual pass in a separate dedicated pass specific module (see figure 5 - SETUP).
Main and coi1ler drive status arnd in particular the thermal expansion of the work rolls change dynamically
throughout roUing of a pass and even during mill delay times .and th·us need also to be continuously
investigated. This is performed using a cyclically started module (refer to figure 5 - CYCLIC), which is
continuously provided with actual process infonnation rather than with snapshots or summary data only.
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Figure 5 : Principle of task sharing in on-line application
Due to the fact, that the amount of reliable measur,ed process infonnation is usually not adequate at a single
snapshot, long term adaption caku.!ations can only be perfonned taking a significant amount of historical
data iinto account. The amount of information to be considered however causes these investigations to be
time consuming too, so that another independent process has been foreseen, which operates after
completion of a pass or coil (refer to figure 5 - ADAPT) independent from all other tasks.
Condusion

The complexity of the mathematica·I models used to entirely describe and optimise the rolling process
provides the capability of taking a great amount of variable process parameter into account. This ensures the
process control computer system to be tlexible and open for various applications and situations however
causes the model calcu'lations to be time consuming.
Due to a specia'l on-line implementation concept, irn which the several tasks are broken down to the point in
time where they are needed, even standard hardware and operating systems can be used.
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INTEGRATION OF MODEL-BASED METHODS
IN PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS
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Abstract. The new generation of distributed control systems (DCS) is characterised not only by increasing performance but also by a tendency towards an open system structure. This allows the use of commercial hardware
components at the operator level, such as PCs and workstations. These platforms provide an ideal environment
for the integration of model-based methods. While this is true in principle, there are no standards concerning the
structure of a system in which model-based methods are performed. In this paper an adequate architecture of
such a system is proposed.

Introduction.
According to Pol.ke [I], p. 422, "process control takes in all measures that effect the desired course of a process
in the sense of established objectives." One part of the functions required for the performance of this task is
executed "automatically" by the process monitoring and control hardware (the process control system) and the
other one "manually" by a human operator. The degree of automation [ l ], p. 218, is the fraction of all functions
that can be represented by automatic functions, see Fig. I.
Functions
required for

perfonnance
of task

Degree of automation----..
Figure J: Degree ofAutomation.
The degree of automation can be increased if additional knowledge about the process is made available [2]. A
form of knowledge suitable for automation are mathematical models describing the behaviour of a dynamic
process. Methods using such models are called "model-based methods" and offer possibilities for the improvement of the automation of a process [3]. Examples for the most commonly used model-based methods are:
• dynamic simulation,
• parameter estimation,
• state observer,
• predictive control,
• model-based optimisation,
• model-based diagnosis,
• model-based validation,
• forecasting methods.
In order to integrate these model-based methods in a process control system, some essential system elements are
required (chapter 1 through 4). The object-oriented structures and the communication system proposed in these
chapters are certainly of great help when integrating model-based methods in process control systems.
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While there are still open questions concerning model-based methods, e.g. the numerical integration scheme,
chapter 5 focuses on a problem which has been neglected so far when applying model-based methods in a
process control system: A common scheme how to handle model-based methods and their results is of great
importance for the operator who is involved in the process control (compare Fig. I).

1 Syst,em Strneture
A distributed control system (DCS) consists of .individual components connected to a system bus, see Fig. 2.
Typically, ,there ar,e two different kinds of system components, the "local components (LC)" (components close
to the process) and the "remote components (RC)" (central components). The "local components" contain the
UO devices. These are interfac.es to the sensors which gather infonnation from the process and to the actuators
which act on •the process. In the local components control and monitoring tasks are performed independently
from each other. Based on a consistent information model throughout the system, the entire process can be
controlled and monitored by the central "remote components". Operator functions, engineering functions,
logging functions and reporting functions are realised in these components.
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Distributed
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Control

"Remote components"
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System
(DCS)

"Local components"
Field bus

Sensors/actuators
'Process

Process

Figure 2: Open system structure ofa Distributed Control System (DCS).
The modem generation of process control systems is characterised by an open system structure (4}, which means
that it is possible to connect commercial hardware components such as PCs and workstations to this system by
an Ethernet (TCP/IP protocol). This external computer network provides an ideal environment for the integration of functions which are not covered by the functionality of the process control system itself, e.g. high level
functions required for the application of model-based methods.
Unfortunately there .are no standards for the system architecture of the external PC/workstation network.
Many appHcations of model-based methods have successfully been implemented in this network environment so
far, but usually these solutions .have been function-oriented. Thus, these individual solutions do neither have a
common mechanism of commooication in ·the netw.o rk nor a ·comm,on data management. A standard system is
desirable, because in such .a system one does not have to solve problems with the handling of the model-based
method and the data it produces but ,can concentrat'e on the prob'lems with the model or the method itself.
In order to fmd the essential elements for the application of model-based methods in a process control system, an object-oriented view is very helpful: input data is processed to output data by the model-based method,
which can be regarded as a "black box". A communication system is necessary in order to connect this "black
box" to the "data sources" and "data sinks". There are different types of data, e.g. on-line data from the process
control system, off-line data or parameters. Furthermore, an archive for all kinds of data involved in the application of model-based methods is necessary. The operator manages this system by an user interface which
allows to access the data (viewing and editing), to link it to a model-based method and to execute the method
itself. Thus, the essential system ,elements are:
• a communication system,
• a subsystem performing the model-based method,
• a data base (archive) and
• the user interface.
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The structure of a system comprising these elements is shown in Fig. 3. It has to be pointed out, that this scheme
shows virtual function modules which are not necessarily identical with hardware components.
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>
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Communication Svstem
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'

7

.

Control
System

Figure 3: System structure for the integration ofmodel-based methods.

2 Communication System
A communication system suitable for connecting functional modules as shown in Fig. 3 in a distributed system
is ACPL T/KS, which is an open standard of the Chair of Process Control Engineering, University of Technology, Aachen/Germany [5]. If an application needs to communicate with another application in the network,
its ACPLT/KS client contacts the ACPLT/KS server of the other application and then uses the communication
services provided by ACPLT/KS. In order to carry out the communication over the network, a TCP/IP-based
protocol is available for Unix-, VMS- and Windows-based PCs and workstations.
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"f' (Root)
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"Archive"

Domain
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Variable
"Status"

Figure 4: Hierarchical structure ofthe communication objects in ACPLTIKS.
The data to be exchanged is mapped to three kinds of communication objects, which are realised in an hierarchical structure (tree structure, Fig. 4):
• domains, which are containers for their children objects,
• variables, e.g. process values or parameters and
• histories, e.g. signals (time series).
The services provided by ACPLT/KS are
• object services, which allow the handling of the hierarchical communication object structure and
• variable and history services (read, write, synchronised data exchange).
The history services are currently defmed.

3 Function Block System
When programming the algorithms of model-based. methods, one can allow the input and output data to be
manipulated by different procedures. In this procedure-oriented technology, the different procedures modules
have to communicate through shared data modules and there is no protection of access to the data areas, see [l],
pp. 24 1-242. In contrast to this method, an object-oriented modular system, where data can only be accessed by
communication connectors, the procedure (the "method") and its data (the "internal data") form a unit, see
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Fig. 5. These units are called "function blocks" and can only be handled as a whole. Data which has to be
processed by this function block is sent to or in return received from ,t he function block via connectors and is
referred t,o by the ,t enn "communication objects". This principle does not only result in data protection but also in
a system with low complexity compared to the procedure-oriented method.
Output connectors:
- output signals/data

trnput connectors:
- imode'I parameters
- method parameters

- 1input signals/data

~
Communication

~
Communication
objects

objects

Internal

'd ata

Figure 5: Model-based method in a Function Block System.
ln our particular case, the .function block contains the algorithm of our model-based method and some kind of
internal data, such as model or method parameters or d1e simulation state. If allowed by the internal method of
the .function block, these data can be set by sending it to the referring input connectors. The actual input signal or
input data (e.g . time series of measlll'ements mcase of an state observer) is sent to another input connector. It is
then processed by the method of the function block which finally creates the output signals or data (e.g. the
process state ,e stimated by the observer) and writes it into the output connector where it can be accessed.
In the area of process control it is absolutely necessary that the communication objects are able to handle
simple mechanisms as reading data from output connectors as well as complex message exchange procedures.

4 Object Model of the Data
Obviously it makes sense to wchive the data received from the use of model-based method in a data base,
because ,t his data provides additional knowledge about the process which might be of great interest later.
Notation:
OMT [Rumbaugh (1991)]

Data Ob.iect
- Description '(text
- Context ( reference to source)
-Time stamp

A

'I

I

Time Series TS
- Physical unit
- Start time
- End time

Variable List VL

)...
l

I

Eauidistant TS
-Number of
entries
- tist 'Of entries:
I (value, status)

I

'

Non-eauidist TS
- !List of e:ntries:
(time, value,
status)

Figure 6: Object model of the data (simplified).
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Entrv in VL
- Parameter name
- Physical unit
- Value
- Status

When data has to be archived in a data base, a model of the data objects needed is necessary. Such an object
model can be graphically described by the object modeling technique (OMT) by Rumbaugh [6] and is shown in

Fig. 6.
When using model-based methods, one has to deal with signa'ls (equidistant or non-equidistant time series),
d.i fferent types of parameters (model parameters, method-specific parameters), .and process states. Both parameters and states can be mapped to lists of variables, s-o that one has to distinguish between time series (histories)
.and variables (compare .to the ,c ommunication ,objects used by ACPLT/KS). In addition, it is often useful to
d·e scribe the "quality" of the data values by a status.
A point which has often been neglected is whidh information needs to be stored in addition to the data generated by the model-based method itself (e.g. signals created by a simulation of the process). If an operator takes
a look at old data from an arc.bive (e.g. a signal) he needs to know the data source (e.g. if it is a measurement or
simulation data) and the creation time ofthe data (e.g. when th'e simulation has been run). Thus every data object
should be described by a text, a reference to the data source and a time stamp.

5 S(:en:arfos
In the past, most applications of model-based methods have been restricted to the usage in one fixed "context",
meaning that the data paths (or connections) involved have been fixed. One example is a predictive on-line
simulation, which is fed by on-line measu11ements and regularly predicts the process trajectory for a couple of
future time steps (usually for an unchanged operating mode of the plant), which is then shown on an operator
monitor screen.
The usag,e of model-based methods in such a fixed ,cont,e xt is of course helpful for the operator; but even
mor'e knowledge about the p rocess can be made available, if he can use model-based methods as a tool without
fixed data paths (connections), but wh·e r·e he has the free choice of data sources (and data sinks).
Fig. 7 shows an example, where the operator can dispose of a planning unit and a operation unit: The planning unit comprises modules which contain model-based methods and does not interact directly with the process
control, wihile the operation unit ex·ecu~es the contfol strategy. either automatically or manually. If the operator
wants to change the control strategy, he can define a planned control strategy, some kind of constraints and an
operation mode of the plant. This data is the input for the planning unit. In this example the model-based method
is a simulation of 1the process and the automatk functions and yields the process trajectory which may be
analysed and evaluated by another tool. B.ased on this analysis and ·e va l11ation, a new control strategy may be
specified either by a recursive opt·imisation algorithm or manually by the operator. If the operator is satisfied by
the predicted p~ocess trajectory. he ·c an either feed the planned control strategy into the operation unit as the
actllal control strategy or he can influence the process by manua1l ,c ontrol inputs which are based on the planned
c·o ntrol strategy.
1

"start, stop, 1next

runr-·--~

Constraints,
operating mode

"take over results
- - \ f r o m planning unit"

¥

Operator
Planned
strategy
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Control inputs
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Q
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and the autmatic functions

Process Control
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Figure 7: Planning Unit and Operation Unit.
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In such a flexible environment a common scheme how to handle model-based methods and their results becomes
necessary. Because of the possibility of choosing different data sources, e.g. manual inputs or measurements
(process history), it is necessary to keep the data context (i.e. the relation between input and output data) in order
to be able to interpret it later. .F or example, when time series are loaded from the archive, one needs to know
how these time series have been generated. Input data, the model-based methods involved and the output data
fonn an information unit. In this paper, this unit is caUed :a "scenario". The simplified object model of such a
scenario is shown in Fig. 8 (object modeling technique (6B).
Sce:n ario
I
- Desclliptiion (text
-Time stamp
I

y

1+

function Bloc.k

.,

,.,

Connection

Data Obiect

Notation:
OMT [Rumbaugh (1991)]

Figure 8: Object model of a Scenario (simplified).
A scenario !Consists of function blocks, c·onnectfons between them and the data objects described before. The
data is related to the connectars of the function blocks by linking it to the connector, e.g. an input signal of a
simulation function block is linked to the refening input connector.

Summary
Due to an open system structllre modem process control system offer the possibility to realise model-based
methods in a distributed environment. This environment consists of commercial hardware (PCs and workstations) connected ·to the system by an Ethernet with 1he TCP/IP protocol. For the application of model-based
methods, the following functional units are necessary: a communication system which allows to transfer variables and histories between the different platfonns, a function block system which performs the algorithms of
the model-based methods, a data base (.archive) and an user interface. The data objects exchanged by these
components are modelled using object-oriented methods. The basics of a scheme allowing to handle modelbased methods, their input data and their r,esults as one information unit is proposed. These information units,
,caUed "scenarios", are of great importance for the ·Operator who is involved in the control of the process.
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Abstract. Periodically regenerateable cake-forming filters have assumed a commercially dominant role in air
purification because of their excellent dust collection capabilities. However intensive experimental
investigations are usually necessary to optimally design such filters due to the absence of calculation models. In
this work an extended computer simulation model is presented, which is capable of simulating the whole
filtration (a alternate succession of filtration and regeneration of the filter medium). With this model the longterm behaviour of such a filter was examined and it was found that the compressibility of the dust has an major
influence on the operation costs: The more compressible a dust is the sooner the filter has to be replaced due to
particles inside the filter medium which cannot be removed anymore.

Introduction
During recent years the standards for the emission of pollutants into the air were steadily improved resulting in
lower and lower limits for the concentration of gaseous and solid components in emined gas-streams. A special
problem hereby is meeting the limits for solid components (dust) especially in submicron size. In this area
periodically regenerateable cake-forming filters have assumed a commercially dominant role due to their
excellent dust collection capabilities. These filters are used to separate particles from gases with high dust
concentrations, whereby the separation arises as the dust-gas mixture passes through the filter medium and the
particles are retained. At the beginning of the filtration process the deposition of particles takes place inside the
filter medium and later a dust cake is formed on the surface of the filter-medium . During the build-up of the
filter cake the pressure drop over the filter increases making a regeneration of the filter medium indispensable.
The regeneration typically starts at a defined maximum pressure drop of the filter and is either performed by a
reverse pulse jet, or by mechanically shaking of the filter medium or by reverse flow through the filter medium.
After regeneration the next filtration-cycle starts and a new dust filter cake is built-up on the cleaned filter
medium. More details can be found in [I].
In order to optimally design such filters, there are three important parameters for the economical evaluation
of the filter. The pressure drop increase of the filter, the dust separation efficiency of the filter especially
directly after regeneration and the residual pressure drop after the regeneration of the filter medium. Once the
filter medium and dust type are given very time-consuming experimental investigations have to be performed to
characterise the filtration behaviour in respect to these parameters and to optimally design the filter. This
procedure implies a kind of trial and error strategy combined with a lot of empirical experience essential to keep
the effort within reasonable limits. Due to this it would be very useful to have a model for the whole filtration
process, which enables the prediction of pressure drop, residual pressure drop after regeneration and dust
separation efficiency for a certain combination of dust and filter medium therebye saving much experimental
effort. Additionally many effects found in practical investigations are not yet fully understood and therefore
theoretical explanations of the regeneration of dust filters would be very useful too. Due to the complexity of
the problem, a computer simulation model would have to be employed, but till now there was no such model
available.

Improving regenerateable dust filters
Figure l schematically depicts the pressure drop-curve of a typical filtration. In the course of each filtration
cycle the pressure drop increases until it reaches a defined maximum pressure drop. Then regeneration takes
place. After regeneration the pressure drop (=residual pressure drop) is quite low again, but unfortunately the
residual pressure drop does not stay constant, but increases from one filtration cycle to next. The two most
important parameters are now discussed in more detai l:
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The pressure drop during filtration can increase linearly or
pressure drop
max. pressure drop
exponentially depending on the compressibi'lity of the dust filter
·············-··········· · / . . ....................... .
cake. In the example in Figure I an linear increase is
schematically shown indicating an incompressible dust filter
cake. This behaviour has an major influence on the filtration
process because in the compressible case the maximum pressure
drop for regeneration is reached much faster, which leads to an
more frequent cleaning of the filter decreasfrtg the lifetime of the
....
filter medium.
residual pressure drop
The res:i dual pressure drop is a measure for the dust
remaining on and especially in the depth of the filter medium.
filtration time
Unfortunately it happens quite o.ften in practice that the residual
pressure drop does not reach a constant value after several
Figure I : Schematical pressure drop curve
filtration cycles, but increases steadily due to particles inside the
after during some filtration cycles
filter medium which cannot be removed by cleaning. As soon as
the residual pressure drop reaches a certain limit, the filtration process becomes uneconomic because of high
press ure losses and short cycle times and the filter medium has to be replaced. Therefore investigations
concerning the influence of various material and operation parameters on the residual pressure drop are of major
interest to increase the lifetime of a filter and save operation costs of the plant. An important group of these
paramet·ers ar·e the interparticle forces between the dust particles, which define the compressibility of panicle
mas·ses. They have an major influenc.e on the long-term behaviour of such filters.
The regeneration of the filter medium is performed in one of three ways: by a reverse pulse jet, by
mechanically shaking of the filter medium or by reverse fl.ow through the filter medium. When the filter medium
is cleaned in one of these ways, different physical mechanism are acting. If the filter medium is mechanically
cleaned the acceleration of large parts of the dust filter cake will be the major physical effect for cleaning. If the
cleaning takes place with reverse flow the drag for.ce on pans of the dust filter cake and especially the drag
forces, when the gas passes through holes in the filter cakes will be the major physical effect responsible for dust
removal. Pulse-jet-cleaning combines both methods by first accelerating the dust cake and then blowing gas
through the filter medium. Though there are theories about the physical processes taking place when a dust filter
cake is cleaned there is still a considerable lack of theoretical knowledge for all cleaning-methods.
In practice a specific dust is present which has to be removed from the gas and the filter medium and the
operation conditions and the cleaning method have to be found with respect to a minimisation of costs. This
means that the requirements are low pressure drop rises, a sufficiently high separation efficiency and a low
residual pressure drop, which does not increase significantly after several cycles of filtration and regeneration
(stable conditions). Typically the optimal operation and design-parameters are found by a kind of trial and error
strategy, where the important parameters are var,ied under the guidance of empirical knowledge. With a very
h,igh expe.r ,i mental effort the optimal configuration can then be found.
This exper,imental effort can be drasticaHy reduced by using a simulation model for the whole filtration
process. first the parameters of the model have to be determined from a few experiments with a given type of
dust and then it should be possib'le to do a lot of the testing with the model instead of the filtration apparatus.
The model necessary for such a simplification should ,ideally have the following features: It should be capable of
simulating the compressible build-up of different dust filter cakes on various filter media including the
calculation of the correlating pressure drop and the dust separation efficiency during filtration, it should be able
to simulate the regeneration of the filter medium and to calculate the residual pressure drop after regeneration
and it should also be possible to simulate the filtration behaviour for several cycles of filtration and regeneration
to see the long-term-behaviour of the filter.
Due to the complexity of this problem , a computer simulation model has to be employed. The major idea is
again that the parameters of this simulation model can be calculated from a few experiments with a given filter
medium and dust and that afterwards the fil ter can be optimised by primarily using the computer simulation. Till
now there are some calculation schemes for the pressure drop of a dust filter but these models lack a physical
connection between the parameters of the mode'! and e.g. the dust properties. Especially no uniform model,
which includes the regeneration of the filter medium is available.
The authors have already developed a computer simulation model, which is capable of simulating the 2di.mensional build-up of a compressible dust filter cake on a flat plane based on defined interparticle forces,
which are the most important parameters to describe the behaviour of dust particles in the dust filter cake [2]. In
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[3] it was shown that these parameters can be determined from a single pressure drop curve of one filtration
cycle. The model was then extended to the simulation of the dust cake build-up on needle-felts. Here the
resulting pressure drop of the filter and the number of dust particles in the clean gas (dust separation efficiency)
were in good qualitative agreement with experimental data (4). The influence of the interparticle forces between
the particles on different compression phenomena and therefore on the resulting pressure drop of a dust filter
was in detail investigated in [5]. In this work the regeneration of the filter medium is included into the existing
computer simulation model. As a first step, this study concentrates on the first basic mechanism of regeneration,
the acceleration of the dust filter cake. This extension enables the simulation of a number of filtration cycles and
therefore the long-term-behaviour of a filter. We especially concentrate on the mechanism behind mechanical
cleaning of the filter medium and investigate the influence of the dust properties (interparticle forces) on the
residual pressure drop after several cycles of filtration and regeneration, because this effect is of major practical
importance.

Simulation model
This computer simulation model enables the simulation of the two--dimensional build-up and the compression of
a dust filter cake on a needle-felt at a constant fluid flow. The dust particles are modelled as being spherical and
of uniform diameter. A friction angle cp and a maximum adhesion force Zmax are used for the description of the
interparticle forces and therefore the definition of the limits for compression movements of particles inside the
filter cake and in the filter medium. The friction angle and the maximum adhesion force are assumed to be the
same for particle-particle contacts and for particle-fibre contacts. The filter medium itself is 2-dimensionally
modelled as a number of layers of randomly arranged spheres, each of them idealising a fibre of the needle-felt.
According to this model, the filter medium is defined by a overall porosity EF, a fibre diameter dF and the height
hr of the medium. The porosity in the needle-felt is assumed to be constant over the height.
When modelling the 2-phase-flow in a filter medium the flow field has to be calculated first considering the
fibres of the filter medium. Then the particle-paths in the flow can be determined as a function of the drag forces
on the particles. Due to the complexity of these calculations with a random fibre arrangement, simplifications
have to be made on the one hand for the flow-field and on the other hand for the fibre arrangement. The result of
the calculation ofthe particle-paths is usually given as the collection efficiency TI of one fibre [I], which defines
the percentage of particles that hit a fibre when they approach it. Additionally it has to be taken into account that
a lot of the particles hitting the fibre are repelled and therefore do not permanently adhere on the fibre. Therefore
a effective separation efficiency of a fibre is defined. It is the product of the collection efficiency TI and the
adhesion probability, which is the percentage of particles sticking on the fibre when they hit the fibre [I). ln the
literarure there are a lot of formula for the collection efficiencies for different fibre arrangements and flow fields.
The problem is that there is no applicable model for the calculation of the adhesion efficiency, which was found
to be of major importance for the total separation efficiency for the whole filter in practice [ 1].
Therefore we made the collection efficiency of the fibres a
parameter of our simulation, which should later be defined by
experiments. Of course it has to be kept in mind that this value is TJ=2*yc/dF
only defined for a single particle and fibre diameter, a filter medium
porosity and a filtration velocity. Though the filtration velocity
changes inside the filter medium due to deposited particles, we
assume that this can be neglected, because the collection efficiency
has only an influence on the filtration when almost no particles are
yet deposited and then the velocity is not changed very much. The
adhesion probability was set to l. Then we simplified the calculation
of the particle-paths inside the filter medium by the following
assumptions: As Jong as there is no fibre in their way the particles
move along straight lines rectangular to the surface of the filter
medium (they are not deflected by particles already deposited). As
Figure 2: Boundary particle path
soon as a particle approaches a fibre (the distance is lower than one
fibre diameter dr) the given collection efficiency of the fibre defines, if the particle hits the fibre or it is deflected
and passes the fibre. Each particle hitting a fibre is assumed to adhere to the fibre.
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Figure 2 shows a fibre of the fi:tter medium with the boundary-path for panicles being captured by the fibre
defined by the collection efficiency 11. With a given fibre diameter d.F and collection efficiency rt Yo is calculated
W!ith the fonnula g'iven in figure 2. Then x 0 is calculated by using the criteria that a particle starting at a
horizontal distance ofy 0 from the centre of the fibre should just pass it. All panicles approaching the fibre within
a hor,izontal distance of y 0 to the centre of the fibre are captured, all others pass the fibre. The collection
effi,ciency controls now how many particles are captures by a fibre. H can have values between 0 (all particles
pass) and l+dp/dF (all particles are captured).
For the calculation of the pressure drop the whole filter med1ium and filter cake is divided into layers. The
pressure drop of a single layer in the dust cake is ,c aku1la1ted from the porosity of the layer and the specific
surface of the particles and the Kozeny-constant Ko.P using th.e Cannan-Kozeny-equation [2]. The same
approach is used to calculate the pressure drop of the fiilter medium, but a new Kozeny-constant Ko.F for the
fibres is ddined and the specific surface of the fibres is also caJculated. in all layers of the filter medium where
particles are already deposited the pressure drop is calculated with the overall porosity and an average Kozenyconstant and an average specific surface depend.jng on the fraction of the filled volume of a layer filled with
particles and fibres. The compression pressure acting at the partic-les of a certain layer can be easily defined in
the dust cake by just summing up alll pressure losses of all ,[ayers above. Inside the filter medium the
compression pressure on particles has to be reduced, because the fibres support the dust filter cake. This
reduction of the compression pressure is done in dependence on the fraction of particle and fibre volume in each
single layer.
Concerning the regeneration a model for the removal of the dust cake from the filter medium as a function of
the applied acceleration was implemented. First it is detennined which dust particles belong to the connected
mass of dust particles called dust filter cak·e. This is done by taking all particles, which have a direct connection
to any particles abov·e the filter medium, wh.ich are unequivocaHy part of the dust cake. First the force acting on
the filter cake is calculated from .t he applied acceleration the mass of the dust cake and then the stress on the
particle-fibre contacts is determined, assuming that the dust cake does break off only at particle-fibre contacts
and not at particle-particle-contacts. The oompar,ison between the strength and the stress on these contacts
shows, if the dust cake is removed or not. In ,c ase the acceleration was sufficient high, a ll particles, which are not
mechanically obstructed by fibres are removed. The rest stays inside the filter medium .
.Beside these new parts of the model briefly discussed in th·is section more detai led information about the
compression model can be found in [2].

Sim ubtion results
The aim of this work was to investi,g ate the influence of the interpartkle forces of the dust particles on the
residual pressure drop of the fiilter and especiaUy the 1long-tenn behaviour of the residual pressure drop.
Therefore the friction angle <p was varied and al'I other parameters of the simulation were kept constant (Table
1). The maximum pressure drop , where regeneration is performed was set to 1000 Pa and the acce leration of the
filter medium was set high enough to remove the dust filter cake in any case.
p:art.icle diameter dp fµm]
fibre diameter df [µm]
filter medium porosity :EF (-]
collecti·o n efficiency 11 H

15
50
0,9
I 0, 1

filter medium height hF [-]
max. adhesion force [N]
Kozeny-constanit (particles) Ko.r [-]
Kozeny-con:stant (fibres ) Ko.F [-]

15 layers
10·7
100
10

Table I: Simulation parameters kept constant
Figure 3 shows the pressure drop curves as a fonction of filtration time for 4 different friction angles (15°, 20°,
30° and 40°), but here th e lon g-term behaviour of the residua1l pressure drop is of major interest. A low friction
angle means that the interparticle forc-es are quite low and ~he dust filter cake is very compressible. Looking at
the upper left graph in figure 3 shows that ~he residual pressure drop steadily increases and reaches very high
values already after a few filtration cycles for a very compressib'le dust The next graph on the upper rig ht side
shows a much slower increase of the residual pressure drop. This tendency continues which higher friction
angles. In the last graph on the lower right side the friction angle is already high enough to make the dust filter
cake almost incompressible. Herie the residual pressure drop stays very low and almost becomes constant. This
case is of course most wanted in practice.
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Figure 3: Residual pressure drop as a function of the friction angle
Picture 1: before regeneration

Picture 2: after regeneration

Figure 4: Structure of the dust cake before and after the I" regeneration for qi=20°
To find out, how the interparticle forces between the dust particles influence the long-term behaviour of the dust
filter so much, one of the four s imulation examples (with a friction angle of 20°) is taken out and examined in
more detail. Therefore the structure of the dust filter cake before and after regeneration is shown on the one hand
for the first regeneration (figure 4) and on the other hand for the last but one (figure 5). This is also indicated in
figure 3 with 4 dots. Figure 4 shows that the dust cake at the beginning of the filtration is primarily built on the
surface of the filter medium and can therefore be almost completely removed. After some filtration cycles
(figure 5) the dust filter cake is built more and more in the depth of the filter medium. This entails that quite a
large part of the dust cake cannot be removed, because it is inside the filter medium, which can be seen very
good in the right picture of figure 5.
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PQcture 3: before regeneration

Picture 4: after regeneration

Figure 5: Structure of the dust ·cake before and after the 24'h regeneration for cp=20°
The explanation of this behaviour is connected with, what we call the build-up of a second compressible dust
cake inside the filter medium . This means that at the beginning of the filtration a dust cake is build on top of
the filter medium, but later after several cycles of filtration and regeneration the cake builds more and more in
the depth of the filter medium depending on the compressibility of the dust. The reason, why the residual
pressure drop ts so much increasing with a compressible dust is that the dust cake built in the filter medium itself
is compressed and therefor more and more particles are deposited in even deeper layers of the filter medium
where they cannot be removed any more.

Conclusions
In this work we show that the extended computer simulat·ion model is capable of simulating the dust cake buildup and the mechanical regeneration of a dust frlt·er. Filtrations consisting of several cycles of filtration and
regeneration were perfonned wi.th this model and the simulation res11lts show that the compressibility of the dust
is a major factor for the increase of the residual pressure drop of a filtration . Summarizing it can be said that
ideally a incompressible dust gives low and stable residual pressure drops. The model also explains why the
residual pressure drop of a filtration can increase steadily: This is due to a compressible dust cake built in the
depth of the filter medium.
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AbstracL Propagation of the oil spilling from a damaged oil tanker is considered in a limited sea area. The accident
consequences are evaluated by means of direct and adjoint oil concenttation estimates in ecologically sensitive
zones. While the dir:ect estimates are preferable to get a ·comprehensive idea of the oil spill impact on the whole
afea, the adjoint ones :are useful and eoo.aomical in studying d1e :sensi·tivi•ty of the oil concentration in some zones to
variations .in 'the accident site and in the oil spill rate from die tanker. Thanks to special boundary conditions set at
the inflow and outflow 1parts of the open boundary, the main and adjoint oil transport problems are both well-posed
according to Hadamard [5]. The estimates ·Obtained in [14) are generalized to the three dimensions. Balanced,
absolutely stable 2nd-0rder finite-difference schemes based on the splitting method are constructed for the 2-D and
3-D cases, both. The main and adjoint schemes are compatible in me :sense that at every fractional step of the
splitting algorithm. the 1-D spli1t operators 1of both the schemes satisfy a discrete form of the Lagrange identity [8}.
In the special unforced and non-dissipative case, the schemes have two conservation laws each. Numerical
algorithm.5 a11e i;ealiz.ed by the factoriz.ation method.

Introduction.
Marine oil ·.transportation has increased enormously .in recent years. A heavy oil spill caused by an accident
involving t.aMer often bas dramatic impact .0111 the environment. The problem is of great practical importance
(' 12),[17] , and many :studies have been dev·oted lately to the oil slick moveme.nt and spreading [2],[3],[11]. The
mathematical formulation of the model is ·complicated by the fact that the oil being released into marine
environments is subjected to various weathering processes such as spreading and drift, advection and dissolution,
evaporation and sinking, and others. Besides, ·the oil velocity can be correctly determined only if both the wind and
the current factors are taken into accowit [ l ]. Nevertheless.• simulation of the oil movement can give additional
insights into the dynamical processes that influence such .a motion.
Obviously., 1the knowledge of the oil transport equation sol.uhon allows us to get a comprehensive idea of
the oil spiU impact on the whole area, and in particular, to evaluate average ·oil concentrations in ecologically
sensitive zones of the area {fishery regions, tourist coastal zones, etc.). Any average value obtained in this way is
hereinafter called the direct estimate. One more oil concentration estimate equivalent to the direct one, is derived in
{14) with 1the adjoint tr.a nsport equation and called the adjoint estimate. It is a simple integral formula that explicitly
relates 1the average oil concentration in 1the wne to the oil spill rate thr·o~gh the value of the adjoint oil transport
!Problem solution at the accident site.
There is a fundamental difference between the adjoint and direct evaluations. In the direct method, the oil
transport problem solution depends on the two principal parameters: the accident site and the oil spill rate (i.e., the
oil amount spilling in a unit time from the damaged tanker). Contrastingly, the solution of the adjoint transport
problem depends on ·the ecologically sensitive zone monitored and is independent of these two parameters. Hence it
can 1b e foWld beforehand .irrespec·tive of a concrete accident (i.e., ilrespeotive of ·the accident site and oil spill rate).
Due to these features, the adjoint method has certain .advantages over the direct one in the model sensitivity srudy,
especially in the 3-D case, for example, to analyze the accident site dependence, or ·the oil spill rate dependence, of
the oil concentration in the zone. The direct method .requires to solve the oil ttansport problem repeatedly whenever
the accident site or the oil spill rate varies, and therefore is time co.nswning. The adjoint method is more
economical, for no solution of the oil transport problem is required, and the adjoint problem solution once
1calcu.lated ·c an repeatedly be used Ui evaluating the oil concentrations for various possible accident sites and oil spill
rates. On the whole, the dwect and adjoint appr:oaches complement each other nicely in studying the consequences
of the oil spill U4).
Jn the present paper, a simple three-dimensional limited area oil transport model as well as its adjoint are
foonulated. The 2-D direct and adjoint oil concentration estimates obtained in {14) are gencraliz.ed here to the~
dimensions. Balanced unconditionally stable 2nd-order finite-difference schemes and numerical algorithms based
on the splitting method are also given. 'The .s ame methods can ,b e applied if oil en'ters the marine environment from
natural sources, offshore production, waste waters, etc.
1

The 2-D oil spill problem

=(

We now briefly give the main results of the work (14]. Let ro
x 0 , y 0 ) be the site of an accident with the oil
lanker in a 2-D sea domain D with boWldary S, and t=O he the accident initial moment Denote by Q(t) the oil spill
rate (the oil .amount spilling in a unit time) fr:om 1the damaged tanker, .a nd by q(r,t), the amount of oil (associated.
with the oil slick thickness ·o n the sea surface) at the point r=(x,y) of D and the instant t>O. The oil slick propagation
in D and time interval (0, T) is described by the transport equation
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a

-~+U· V~+a~-V -µV~= Q(t)o(r-ro)

a.r

(1)

whereµ is d;ie diffusion coefficient, !:!. the 2-D gradient, ~r) the Dirac mass at the point r, and the parameters
oharacterizes decreasing of t/J(r,t) because of evaporation. The velocity U(r,t)=(u(r,t), v(r,t)} of the oil propagation is
:assumed t:o be known and .satisfy the continuity equation

a

a

dx

dy

-u+-v=O

(2)

'Th.is vector can be calculated by usin,g the climatic (seasonal or monthly) sea surface currents and winds [I], or
special dynamic models. As the initial condition we 1talkie the absence of the oil on the sea surface:

at t =0

~(r, 0) = 0

(3)

Care is required in setting conditions at the limited ,a rea boundaries [7],(10],[13]. Let Un be a projection of
1the velocity U on ,fue outward nom:ia:I n to ,the boundary S. We divide S into the "outflow" parts+ where Un;?{) (i.e.,
U is outward-directed, and oil flows out of the domain D), and the "inflow" part S · where Un<O (U is inwarddire.cted). As the boundary conditions for Eq.(1) we taik;e
1

a

µ-~-U,,~=

dn

a

µ-~=0

O at S,

dn

at

s+

(4)

By the first condition {4), the combined diffusive plus advective oil flow :is absent at the parts· (no oil flows into D
fmm the ouit side where water is free of oil). The second co.nditi.on (4) means that at the boundary s+, the diffusive

oil flow is negligible .a s compared with the ad¥ecti¥e oil outflow Un' from D. In the non-diffusion limit ()1=0), the
fu:st condition (4) is reduced to
(there is no oil on the inflow boundary), while the other vanishes, as it must,
since the pure advecti.on prdblem (µ=a=O) does not c;equire c ondi,tions at the outflow boundary where its solution is
predetermined by the method of characteristics [4]. The second conditiGn (4) includes the coast line where Un=O.
For a closed basin D everywhere bounded by the coast line, S · is empty and S=s+. Thus formulas (4) not only
include 1the weU-known coast line condition, but also approach, in the non-diffusion limit, the correct boundary
conditions for the pure .a dvection equation. The prdblem (l)-(4) is well-posed according to Hadamard [5], that is,
:any its solution is unique and stable to initial perturb ations [14).
llle adjoint ·1r:ansp01t pf'dblem

r-o

a

- dt g-U-Vg+ag-V · µVg =P(r, t)

(5)

is constructed using the concept of 1the adjoint operator in the Hil1bert space (6,9]. Equation (5) is completed by the
boundary co.nditions
1

.a

µ-g =0 at S-,

an

a

µ-g+U,.g =0 at

dn

s+

(6)

and the "initial" condition

g(r, T)=O ,a t t = T

(7)

lt can :be shown [13) that the adjoint problem (5)-(7),(2) is well-posed according to Hadamard only if it is solved in
D backward from t=T to t=O. Let the average oil con.c:entration in some ecologically sensitive zone Q and time
interval (T--r, T) is given by the direct estimate

J(~)

J
=-J
J~(r,t)drdt
rl:Q 'I
T

(8)

T-r n

For the adjoint estimate to be e.quivalent to (8), tile adjoint problem must be solved with a special forcing P which is
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uniquely detennined by the form of the direct estimate. For example, in the case of (8), P must be as follows:
P(r, t) ll('rlQI) if the point (r,t) belongs to fi and [T--r.TJ, and P(r,t)=O otherwise. where I QI is the area

=

of

n. Then the adjoint estimate yields
T

J(«/>) = Jg(ro,.t)Q(t)dt

(9)

0

where g(ro,t) is the value of the adjoint problem solution at the accident point r 0 .
ln some siruations, one or the other of these estimates is preferred. Several examples given in [ 14] explain
in de.tail how to decide between ithem. The direct estimate (.8) utilizes the solution q(r,t) of the problem (l}-(4), and
hence, depends on the two principle oil spill parameters: the oil :spill rate Q(t) and accident site r 0 . Therefore it is
favomed if a comprehensive information should be obtained on :the oil concentrations in the whole D or/and in
various its zones n, or if the time available to take precautions against polluting a zone n is assessed ((14), example
3). By contrast, die adjoint estimate (9) employs the solution g(r<>t) of die equation (5). Being independent of both
Q and ro. the adjoint problem may be solved for each ecologicalJy sensitive z.one n irrespective of a concrete
accident with the oil tanker. This approach is convenient and .e conomical in the model sensitivity srudy when the rodependence, or Q(t)-dependence, of the oil concentration 1(4') is analyz.ed ([14), examples 4,5). For instance, given
ecologically sensiti¥e zone n, let us :search the most dangemus accident point on the tanker route in that oil spill in
dus point maximizes (9). The integral (9) as ca!ctdated with any r substituted for r0 determines in D the 2-D
function whose maximum on the tanker route indicates the most danget"ous route point.
The adjoint method .is ·especially efficient in the case when the oil transport is studied with climatic
(se.asona:J or monthly mean) winds and oorrents ([14), examples l,2). Then the adjoint transport equation solution
can be calculated for each ecologically sensitive zone in advance, and fed into a computer. Besides, the estimate (9)
tJSes the adjoint solution values just at the accident site, and hence, the adjoint solution values at the grid points
resting on the tanker route is .all that must be kept in the computer. Indeed, .any of these points (and only such
points) is a possible site of the oil spill. Thus if oil tanker has met .a n accident, and both its site and oil spill rate are
appmximately 'known then it is L
easy to give a preliminary estimate of the average oil concentration in any
·ecolo,gicaUy sensitive zone. All one .has to do is 1to choose out of the set of various solutions stored in the computer
·the adjoint problem solution corresponding to the zone and use its values at the accident site to take the time integral
(9).

The 3-D oil transport problem
Let us consider a three-dimensional limited area domain D of the upper lay.er of the sea with the boundary
0=S+S0 +Sn being the union ohhe lateral surface S, the .s ea surface S0 at z=O, and the lower surface Sn at z=H. Let
q(r,t) lb e an oil 1content (amount) in an infinitesimal volume of the water in tlle point r=(x,y,z) of D, and let
r 11=(X<;YGZo) be the oil spill source location. The oil propagation in the domain D and time interval (0.T) is described
by the transport-diffusion equation
1

1

(10)

where µ, V are the diffusion coefficients, V3 1is ithe 3-D gradient, a is the parameter that characterizes decreasing
of q(r,tj because of various chemical processes. It is assumed here that the oil propagation velocity vector
U(r,t)=[u(r,t), v(r,t),w(r,t)) is known and satisfies the continuity equation
1

a

a

a

-u+-v+-w=O
dx
dy

oz

n.

(11)

Let U.,. be the projection of U on the outward normal n to the 1b oundary
besides Un=O, i.e. w=O on So- In practice,
known horizontal components u and v, the vertical component w is determined by integrating ( 11) over z from 0 to
z. Hence, ,typically, w(x,y,H.t) is non.zero on the lower surface Sn. Once again, we use (3) as the initial condition in
D, and denote by the superscript"+" the pans oJ the boundaries S, Sn whCl'e U~ (U is outward-directed), and by
·the superscript "-",their complementary parts where Uft<O (U is inward-directed). Ifthe lateral boundary surface S
consists only of some parts of the surfaces x=Const or y=Const (such will be indeed the case for the finitedifference problem) then U,. always coincides with won SH, and with either ±u or ±Y on S. As boundary conditions
for Eq.(10) we take
1
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a

a

µ-q,=O at !:'
an

µan fJ-U,.fJ = 0 at S ,

a
az

a
az

(12)

V-fJ= rop at So

(13)

a
oz

(14)

v-q,-u,.q,=o at

sff,

v-q,=O at SH

Condition (13) where a2fJ is a known coefficient (or function) defines the losses of oil on the sea surface through
evaporation. l t is ~y ilO show that (10}-(14) is the well-posed problem whose solution ~is unique and stable to
initial perturbations in the LiD)-norm (13). Besides, this norm is comerved provided that Q=O, µ=a=O, V 0,
and Sis a coast line (U,.=O·e verywhere at S). By the oil balance equation

=

:t J</Jdr= Q(t) - Juq,dr-J Cllf>dD.- JU,.</Jd(l
D

D

So

(15)

.R+

·the average oil .concentration in the domain D increases because of the oil spill (Q>O), and decreases by reason of
various physical and chemical processes (C1>0, a>O) and advective oil outflow across R+=S'" +sH··

The 3-D .a djoint problem and oU concentration estimates
The adjoint equation

a
a ag
--g-U·V3 g+ug-V ·µVg--v-= P(r, t)

az

dt

dz

(16)

is solved in D backward from t=Tto .t=O with "initial'' condition (7) and boundary conditions

a

µ-g=O at S ,
dn

a

µ ang+U,.g=O at !:'

a

v-g=ag
dZ

a

v-g=O at Sil,
az

at So

a

v azg+U,.g=O at S1t

(17)
(18)
(19)

Note that the i.ero initial rondition (7) is ·e ssential in deriving the .a djoint estimate [15). Also, let P(r,t)~. and
Q(t):(). Then the substitution of 1'=T-t into (16) shows that the homogeneous equations (10) and (16) differ only in
the sign of U. Thus S-- being the outflow part of S for Eq.(10) is the inflow part S · for Eq.(16). This fact explains
the difference in the form of boundary conditions (.J2)-(l4) and (17)-(19).
Note tihat the direct and adjoint estimates of :the ave:rage oil concentration in a 3-D zone Q have the same
form as (8) and (9) except that the integral in (8) is now du'ee-dimensional.• and I 0 I is the volume of 0. In general,
the adjoint estimate (9) with g found from (16) with the forcing P is equivalent to the direct estimate
T

]p(fJ)=

JJP,(r,t)fP(r, t)drdt

(20)

OD

Main and adjoint numerical schemes of the oil transport problem
Using (11) the operator A ofEq.(10) can be written as A=Ar~A 2 +A1 where

I a
I aq, a aq,
A1q, =--(ufJ)+-u---µ-,
2 dX
2
ax dx

ax

I a
i a<P
a aq,
A1fJ =--(wfJ)+-w-+aq,-- v 2 az
2 dZ
az dz

(21)

For brevity, the split (in y) o perator A2 , its discrete analogue A/ as well as their adjoints A2·and (A/')° are not given
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( 14), each 1-D split ope~ator A;(i=l,2,3) is positive semidefinite ll3J. The operator of the problem (16)-(19),(11) is
the adjoint of A, and can be presented as the sum A•=A 1 • +A 2°+A3 where

•
A1g

1 o
1 og o og
=---(ug)--u---µ-,

2 .dx

2

o
oz

o og
oz oz

•
1
1 08
A.Jg= ---(wg)--w-+ag--v2
2

ox ox ox

oz

(22)

The proble~ (10)-(14) and (16)-(19) are solved with lhe splitting method [9Ul6]. Suppose, without loss of
generality, that µ =µ(z). and define the net functions on different grids:
= 4'{X;.Y; W• "'vl: = u(xi-m,Y;W. Vqt =
v(x;,y;.1
wifi:
w(x;,y,;.z..1!2l.
µ(ZI), Vijt v( X;, yi, Zt-m). The 2-nd order discrete approximations of A;
and the continuity equation (1 l) rave the form (the indices ij,k that do not vary .are omitted)

=

aw.

14.=

'ijt

=

(A?t/JJiik =

2~fu;+1t/J;+1-u;t/J;.i/ (~ )2 {t/J;+1-2t/J;+t/J;.1J
1

(23)

(A~ '1> );jt =2~ [ w1+1q,t+1- w1 q,1-..d + aq,1 ( ~)2[V1+1(tP1+1-tP1)- vdt/J1-. -t/J1.1H

(24)

[ U;+rud lf:t.x+[vj+r v;] l!iy+[ WA:+r w1;] lllz= 0

(25)

'T he adjoint operators (Al f afe obtained with die s·ubstirution of -u,-w,g for u,w,, in (23) and (24). As to the
boWldary conditions, we give only one example (see (13) for more details). Let Uijt be a positive value of the u•COmponent of the velocity at the left boundary point M=(x 1121 y,;.W of the grid domain. Then Un=-uiik<O and M
belongs to s·, and the first conditions (12) and (17) are approximated as

µ1;(</JOjk. - t/J Jjk)/f:t.x+ UJjk (t/JOjk + t/J Jjk) /2 ·: 0,

(26)

For any i=l,2,3, the discrete operators A/' and (A ;hf are positive semidefinite, and all of them are skew-synunetric if
µ =u =0, V 0, and Sis a coast line (U"=O everywhere at S). Within each double time step interval (t"· T;tn+'r) the
main and adjoint numerical schemes have 1the form

=

.

3- i

<t>fn3J-<l>[n-

4·i

3

'f

J= -2Ar(<t>[n-

3-i

3

J+t.t>[n

4 -i
3

])

(i

=1,2)

1
1
1
1
<t>[n+-]-<t>[n-] = -'f A~(<t>{n+-]+t.t>[n-])+ 2-rq[n)

3

3

4- i
3-i
t.t>[n +-]-t.t>[n +---]

3

3

3-i
3

4-i
3

3

3

'r
4-i
3-i
=-AH<l>fn+-]+<t>[n+-])

2

3

3

'f

3-i
3

4-i
3

(i = 2,1)

(27)

and

G[n+-]-G[n+-]=-AHGfn+-]+G[n+-])
1
1
G[n--J-G[n +-]

3

4-i
3

3

3-i
3

2

(i= 1,2)

1
1
=--r AHGfn-]
+ G[n +-]) + 2-rp{n]
3
3
'f

4-i
3

h

3-i
3

G[n --]-G[n--]=--A (G[n-J+G[n-1)

2'

.

(i

=2, I)

(27)

where F. ·G and q, p are the vectors representing grid values of the solutions ~ g at fractional time steps, and grid
values of the forcings Q, Pat the moment t,., respectively [13).
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Swnmary
The movement and spreading of the oil spilling from a damaged oil tanker are considered in a limited sea area when
there is an oil flow through the liquid boundaries. The 2-D and 3-D oil transport-diffusion problems are fonnulated,
and equivalent direct and adjoint estimates of the average oil concentration in ecologically sensitive zones are
derived. As the direct estimate is based on the oil transport problem solution, the adjoint transport problem solution
is required to make the adjoint estimate. Because of special boundary conditions, both the main and adjoint
problems are well-posed according to Hadamard, that is, any solution of either problem is unique and stable to
initial perturbations. These conditions are reduced to the well-known and natural boundary conditions not only in
the non-diffusion limit (pure advection problem), but also in the case of the closed sea basin having the coast line as
its boundary.
The dual estimates complement each other nicely in studying the consequences of the oil spill. While the
direct estimate (8) is preferable if a comprehensive oil information is required in the whole domain D, or in many its
zones, the adjoint estimate (9) explicitly relates the average oil concentration in a zone to the oil spill rate through
the adjoint solution at the accident site. Therefore it is very convenient to study oil concentration variations caused
by variations in the oil spill rate or/and the accident point Several examples given in [14] show how to decide
between dual estimates in various situations. The adjoint estimate can be modified for the prediction pwpose [14].
Note that the case of a few ecologically sensitive zones is analyzed in the perfect analogy to that considered here.
The dual estimates can also be applied if oil enters the marine environment from natural sources, offshore
production, waste waters and etc.
Balanced, absolutely stable 2nd-order finite-difference schemes based on the splitting method are given for
the solution of the main and adjoint transport problems. In the absence of the model dissipation and sources, each
scheme has two conservation laws. The 1-D split discrete equations obtained at every fractional step of the
numerical algorithm are solved by the factorization method.
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WAVELET MODELLING OF HIGH RESOLUTION RADAR IMAGING
AND CLINICAL MAGNETIC RESONANCE TOMOGRAPHY
Walter Schempp
Lehrstuhl fiir Mathematik I
Universitat Sieg·e n
D-57068 Siegen, Germany
Abstract. The speed with which clinical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems spread throughout the world was phenomenal. Coherent wavelets allow for a unified model of the multichannel perfect
reconstruction analysis-synthesis filter bank of high resolution radar imaging and MRI. The geometric
quantization construction of matched bank filters depends upon the Kepplerian spatiotemporal strategy
which succeeds in the synchronous and stroboscopic summation over phase histories in local frequency
encoding channels. The Kepplerian planetary clockwork of quantum holography is implemented in symplectic affine planes by Fourier analysis of the Heisenberg nilpotent Lie group G, and the associated
reconstructing operational calculus on the se'lected energetic stratum of the unitary dual G or the symbolic calculus of the C*-algebra of G. The neural network performed by quantum holograms allows for
localization of cortical activations of the human brain.

A radar system employs a directional ant·e nna that radiates energy within a narrow beam in a known
direction. One unique feature of the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging modality is that its spatial
resolution capability is independent of the platform altitude over the subplatform nadir track (Figure 1).
This is a result of the fact that the SAR image is formed by simultaneously storing the phase histories
and the differential time delays in local frequency encoding subbands of wideband radar, none of which
is a function of the range from the radar sensor to the scene. It is this unique capability which allows
the acquisition of high resolution images from satellite altitude as long as the received echo response has
sufficient strength above d1e noise level.
The Kepplerian spatiotemporal strategy of physical astronomy succeeds in the synchronous and stroboscopic summation over phase histories in local frequency encoding channels, and suggests the implementation of a matched filter bank by orbit stratification in a symplectic affine plane. Application
of this procedure leads to the landmark observation of the earliest SAR pioneer, Carl A. Wiley, that
motion is the solution of the high resolution radar imagery and phased array antenna problem of holographic recording. Whereas the Keppleria:n spatiotemporal strategy transferred to quantum holography
is realized in SAR imaging by U1e range Doppler principle [l], [8], it is the solvable affine Lauterbur
encoding principle which takes place in clinical MRl (3] , (12] . At the background of both high resolution imaging techniques lies the construction of a multichannel coherent wavelet perfect reconstruction
analysis-synthesis filter bank of matched filter type (2) . Beyond these applications to local frequency encoding subbands, the Kepplerian spatiotemporal strategy leads to the concept of Feynman path integral
or summation over phase histories.
As approved by quantum electrodynamics and photonics [7], [14), geometric quantization allows for a
semi-classical approach to the in·terference pattern of quantum holography [12] . Indeed, the unitary dual
G of the Heisenberg nilpotent Lie group G consisting of the equivalence classes of irreducible unitary
linear representations of G allows for a ·c oadjoint orbit fibra.tion by symplectic affine planes Ov (v '/- 0)
spatially located in tomographic slices inside the vector space dual Lie( G)* of the real Heisenberg Lie
algebra Lie(G) [9] . This is a consequence of the Kirillov homeomorphism

G ~ Lie(G}*/CoAdc(G)
which is a.t the basis of the geometric quantization. ln terms of standard coordinates, the Heisenberg
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group G consists of the set of unipotent matrices

under the matrix multiplication law. If the unipotent matrices {P, Q, I} denote the canonical basis of
the thr,e e-dimensional real vector space Lie( G), where
expGP =

(

1 1 0)

01 '01 ) '

0 1 0
0 0 1

0

expGl =

I

1 0 1)
(
0
0

I
0

0
I

holds under the matrix exponential diffeomorphism expG : Lie( G) ---+ G, the coadjoint action of G on
Lie(G}* is given by
1

CoAdG

x

0 l
(
0 0

Therefore the action CoAdG reads in terms of the coordinates { o:, ,8, v} with respect to the dual basis
{P*, Q*, /*} of the real vector space dual Lie(G)"' as follows:
1 x

CoAdG

(

0 1

0 0

The linear varieties

Ov

~) (aP* + PQ' + vl') =(a -

vy)P' + (P + u)Q' + vl'.

=CoAdG(G){vl*) =RP*+ RQ* + vr

(v :f. 0)

actually are symplectic affine planes in the sense that they are in the natural way compatibly endowed
with both the structur,e of an affine plane and a symplectic structure. Their rotational curvature forms are
exactly the standard symplectic form ofR$R, dilated by the frequency v. The corresponding equivalence
classes of irreducible unitary linear representations uv of G acting on the standard complex Hilbert space
L~(R) of square integrable wave functions on th,e bi-infinite time scale R are infinite dimensional and
can be realized as Hilbert-Schmidt integral operators with kernels Kv in Lb(R $ R) (9] . Therefore the
symplectic affine planes Ov (v :f. 0) in Lie(G)* are contiguous, adjacently decoupled energetic strata,
predestinate to implement the Kepplerian spatiotemporal strategy, and to carry quantum holograms

{10].
• In radar imaging, v # 0 denotes the center frequency of the transmitted pulse train, whereas
in clinical MRl v is the frequency of the rotating coordinate frame defined by tomographic slice
selection of the energetic stratum.
The confocal plane v = 0 in Lie( G)* consists of the single point orbits

I

{~(a,P) (o:,,8) ER$ R},

corresponding to the one-dimensional representations of G, or unitary characters of G /C. As the reconstruction 1plane it plays a fundamental 1role in the coherent optical processing of radar data [I],
morphological} MRI, and neurofunctional MIU detecting for the recording of brain activities (12). It follows from this classification of the coadjoint orbits of Gin Lie(G)* the highly remarkable fact that there
exists no finite dimensional irreducible unitary linear representation of G having dimension > 1. Hence
the irreducible unitary linear representations of G which are not characters are infinite dimensional.
Their coefficient functions define the holographic transforms.
Inspection of the spectrum of G reveals a continuous open projection onto C, taking a copy of R $ R
onto {O} and a single point onto each non-zero v E C. Hen,ce, the C*-algebra of the Heisenberg group
G is the algebra of continuous sections vanishing at infinity of a continuous field of C*-algebras (A).,ER'
with Av the quotient corresponding to the closed subset mapping into { v} . Since all points of the copy
of R $ R which maps into {O} are one-dimensional representations of G, it follows Ao:: C0 (R$ R) . For
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each .11 =/= 0, since the spectrum of A., is a single point, and the irreducible unitary linear representation
corresponding to the coadjoint orbit Ov is infini,t e--dimensional, it follows that A 11 is isomorphic to
the simple C*-algebra of compact operators acting on the standard complex Hilbert space Lb(R). It
includes the Hilbert- Schmidt operators on L~(R) as a norm dense ideal.
Let C de!ilote tbe on~dimensional center of G transversal to the plane carrying the spin excitation
profiles or quantum holograms (Figure 2). Then

C

= 1(G, G} = R.expG/

is spanned by the central transvection expG/. ln coordinate-free terms, G forms the non-split central
group extension
C<JG~G/C

where G/C is transversal to the line C, and bicontinuously isomorphic to the symplectic affine plane
R$R.
• The grollp of automorphisms of G which induce the identity on the center C of G is isomorphic to
the semi-direct product of the special hnear g.r oup SL(2, R) and R EB R.
The irr·e ducibie unitary linear representations of G associated to the coadjoint orbit 0 11 are square
integrable mod C. Indeed, it is well known that a coadjoint orbit is a linear variety if and only if one
(and hence all) of the corresponding irreducible unitary linear representations is square integrable modulo
its kernel. It is rnasonable to regard square integrability as an essential part of the Ston~von Neumann
theorem of quant11m mechanics, because a representation of a nilpotent Lie group is determined by its
central character Xv if and only if it is square integrable modulo center. Thus Xv allows for selection of
the tomographic slice 0 11 with coordinate frame rotating at frequency 11 # 0.
In analogy to the Kepplerian conchoid construction [13j, the C*-algebra of the Heisenberg group G
may be naturally viewed as the crossed product of C0 (R@ R) by the action of the central factor C which
in each line {vx} x R parallel to the second axis of R EB R consists of translation, but scaled by the
first coordinate vx, so that each point of the second coordinate axis itself is left fixed under the scaling
procedure.
• The kernel fon.ction K" E Lb(R EEl R) associated to the central character Xv represents a planar
spin excitation. profile or quantum hologram. It defines a multichannel coherent wavelet perfect
reconstruction analysis-synthesis filter bank of matched nlter type. The reconstruction of the
phase histories in local frequency encodin:g subbands of I<v is performed by the symplectically
reformatted two-dimensional Fourier transform.
The kernel functions admit the Hermitian symmetry

so that tb.e associated Hilbert-Schmidt integral opera,t ors are self- adjoint. It is this kernel symmetry
which .reflects the symmetry inherent to the 'g eometric quantization approach. The compact self-adjoint
integral operator defined by the Hermitian kernel K" E L~ (R Ell R) has a singular value decomposition
associated ,t o to its discrete spectrum as a least sqllare fit. The Karhunen-Loeve basis is known to form
the minimizer of non-negligible amplitudes in the computational realization of the planar spin excitation
profiles or quantum holograms (Figure 2) attached to U". The Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) can be
applied in order to repa.rametrize the spatial coordinates of the quantum hologram via the normalizing
action of the metaplectic group Mp(2,R) which projects onto SL(2, R) with kernel Z/2Z.
The KLT both decorrelates the input and optimizes the redistribution of the wavelet energy in the £ 2 sense. As an adaptive image transform algorithm [lo~ it allows for extraction of the prominent features
of th.e 'f inal image with the fewest number of measuremen•ts. Such a b'look compression design performed
by the best zonal sampler is of particular importance for use in hospital picture and archiving systems
(PACS) .
Tb.e geometric quantization approach leads to non-locality phenomenon of quantum mechanics [10),
and to major application areas of pulsed signal r,ecovery methods, the corner turn algorithm in the digital
processing of high resolution SAR data (15J, the spin- warp procedure in clinical MRI [6], (11], and finally
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Figure 2: Quantum Holograms (A) and their Reconstructions (8):
Transverse and Coronal Tomographic Slices of the Human Brain
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to the variants of the ultra-high-speed echo-planar imaging (EPI) technique of neurofunctional MRI
(12], and MRI-guided interventions [5] . The capacity of MRI to obtain both structural and functional
information promises to dramatically alter the way of studying the human brain in vivo. MRI-guided
surgical management recently allowed for the first time to perform brain operations without craniotomy.
Combined with multi-slice acquisition, it is the spin-warp version of Fourier transform MRI which is
used almost exdusively in current routine clinical examinations [4] and now forms a general basis for the
majority of MRI studies and preoperative assessment [3], (12].
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APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICAL lVIODELING FOR SUBSTANTIATION OF
THE COMPUTER THEORY OF ONE CLASS OF STRAPDOWN INERTIAL
SYSTEMS OF ORIENTATION AND NAVIGATION
P.K._Plotoikov. V.B.Nikishin, A.S. Plotnikov
Saratov State Technical University
410054 Russia, Saratov, str. Politechnicheskaya 77
(E-mail: pribor@sstu.saratov.su; aJex@gyro.pvrr.ru)

Abstract. In first part of the report elements of the theory of one class of strapdown inertial systems of
orientation and navigation (SISON) are stated. In second part of the report a procedure of modeling of SISON
functioning is stated. results are resulted and analysis of received results of modeling, proving main states of
the theory is given.

Introduction.
The structure of SISON includes the on-board computer (OBC), and also typical for SINS a set of measuring
devices, fixed onboard mobile object three-component gyroscopic measurer of angular speed (TGMAS) and
three-component measurer of apparent acceleration (IMAA). The difference of a considered class of SISON
from classical SINS is made by algoritluns of OBC functioning. lt bases on kinematic equations of frame of
reference in Euler-Krylov' s angles, referred to basic basis, with horizontal correction, generated on signals of
TMAA .a nd also referred to basic basis. In resuitt of integration of specified kinematic equations on determined
during integration estimations of angles of yaw, pitch and roll of object in OBC is simulated horizon
accompanying fre·e in azimuth frame of reference. These equations have described functioning of strapdown
inertial system of orientation (SlSO) in SISON structure, which is realized independent on functioning of
system of navigation, that distinguishes the given class SISON from .known. By virtue of it SISO can be applied
independently and be based on TGMAS and TMAA of moderate accuracy. At the same time at presence of
exact measurers in OBC a problem of navigation can be decided by determination of estimations of absolute
angular speeds specified above simulated frame of reference on the basis of SlSO infonnation. Then used
known algoriduns of half-analytical inertial navigation systems, fair for model of movement of mobile object
(MO) on Earth :sphere, for pwpose of determination the geographical 1011ghude and latitude of MO site.
The elements ·Of the computer theory of an ·offered class SISON include in stru.cture the formulation of
principles of construction of the theory, formation of algoritluns of OBC functioning, research of their stability,
analysis of properties of SISO, opportunity of fulfilment of Shu1er' s conditions, made on equations of linear
approximation and also disturbed motion. After it algoritluns ·Of modeling of SISON functioning are formed by
se·t ting up of parameters of the Earth motion and MO mov.e ment on Earth sphere, program of modeling is
developed, modeling, fesults are printed, then their analysis is made. .It is shown, that the mathematical
modeling has proved rehability of main states of the SISON theory, a!lready on the base of full equations of
motion ofSISO.
The part of the report, named "Elements of the computer theory of one class of SISON'' is written by
P.K.Plotnikov, other parts are written by all co-authors, specified in heading.

Elements of the computer theory of one class of SISON
The MO movement in space is set by a movement of centre of weights "O" and by angles of MO orientation
refer to accompanying horizon free in azimuth frame of l!eference T/ ( Or,1 Tb 773) axis
2 of which is directed on
v·ertical ofa site (fig. l), where ; (OE;1 ~;3 ) - inertialy unrotativ·e frame of reference; A, <p - absolute longitude
and latitude of a site, thus the geographical longitude A.. is a difference A=A- u(t-t0 ), where u - angular speed of
the Earth. With MO is associated frame of reference x (Ox1x 2.x3), and Ox1 - longitudinal, Ox2 - normal axis of
MO. All frames of reference - right orthogonal. The information from TGMAS and TMAA receive by OBC in
kind of estimations ci>x; , ffx; (i'='l ,2,3) appropriate components of vectors i.ii (ro_.1{(),,2 a>.r3) and W (W..1 W..2 WrJ)

ar,

of absolute angular speed of MO and apparent acceleration of a point 0 on ax·es of frame of reference x. Tums
of frame of reference x refer to frame of reference T/ we shall describe with help of the conventional scheme of
turns [l]
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A
Fig. I
1/1,B,y

.,,

x.

(1)

OTJ2 ,Ox3,0X1

where 1/1, 8, y ·the angles of jaw, pitch and foll, under arrow in (I) are designated axes, around which referred
appropriate angles.
SISON task is determination by cW'Jent primary inertial information m:ri, Wn (i=l ,2,3) estimations i,

,P • but also rj; , {J , f by resolving in OBC the equatio.ns 1o f orienta.tion and navigation.
The following equations of a problem of detennination ,o f orientation MO, received on basis of Euler's
kinematic equations, referred to frame of reference T!, with entereil in them by the members of horizontal
correction are in the beginning integrated:
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matrix of resulting and elementary turns, appropriate to estimations of angles of turns

I) and if/ [3]; K 0 , ••. K; - factors of transfer of horizontal correction.

The entry conditions can be any, by modes of an initial alignment on {J And f they du.ring functioning
SISO will be adjusted independently, the angle 'it (t0) can be given from external source of the information.
The equations of a navigation problem are taken from [ l] in view of that the absolute angular speeds
6co~ of frame of reference fj , simulated in OBC, are determined by formulas
6(t)1,

=m.ri -

(L)Xl ;

[

6coiii 6(t)ii:i

r

6(t)~ =AT[ ,1(t).<I 6@.
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r,

. i 6w,,3

(3)

where mXI

= &.n ( i,V,~, f, ~, b,f)

(i=l,2,3) ·estimations of angular speeds ·Of frame of reference

fJ .

At r;esearch of stabiHty of the decisions of equations (2) equations ,o f undisrurbed and disturbed movements
were derived by representation variable f , 8, ~ , &ri, Wxi in kind ·o f components of undisturbed and
disturbed movement. On equations of an disturbed movement of linear approximation was shown asymptotic
stability of undisturbed movement. On same equations Shuler's conditions [2] for SISO were derived.
From principles of ·c onstruction of the computer theory considered SISON, in report first of all we selecte
foUowing: analogy of modeling in OBC dynamic of frame of refer;ence and some real system; maintenance
primacy inertial .a nd received from OBC information and algorithms, necessary for initial and current (at
failures) alignment of this frame of reference.

Mathematical modeling of SISON functioning. Substantiation of basic states of the
theory.
Problems are put: a) to confirm that SISO is able to functioning on algorithms (2) with estimation of accuracy
of determination of angles of MO orientation at various modes of a movement; b) to confirm an opportunity of
fulfilment of Shuler's conditions of indiffeience (period of fluctuations 84.4 mines.) to action of linear
accelerations; c) to confirm asympto.t ic stability of the solutions on angles
and
and also stability on angle

e

r'

r[t , on which horizontal correction is entered and there is no correction on angle r[I ; d) to show efficiency of a

mode of an initial alignment.
For solving of these problems modes of MO movement to North with speed Vr, 1 were given:

t=O... 1200 s;
r=l 200... 1220 s;
t=J220... 6500 s;

Vi;1=0;
Vi;1=Wr,1t;
Vr,1=400;

Wr, 1=0;
Wr, 1=20mll;
Wr,1=0;

(4)

rp=45°.

Since 1OOO s and up to end of modeling 1there wer;e oscillations according to the law:
Vf=O, 2Ex ·sin( O. 2m+1V2);
8=0. 1Ex-sin( O. 314 m);
(5)
y=O, 1Ex ·sin( O. 2 m),
where Ex=l-e-0•1 (1• 1000)
The modeling is made on computer IBM PC 486, with step of integration 0.05 s. The primary information
in the view of the errors of TGMAS and TMAA are given by the formulas:
wri =(W.r1 +t.W.x;Xl+JW.n); W.r1 =(m.., +6lu.ri){l+b"@.r1); (i=l,2,3),
(6)
where o mrr , oWXI · zero shifts, b"tv ri , .JW,..; • errors of factors of transfer, .a nd
s;:,;u
- J::rrt
UYY xl - UYY .r3 -

J::rrt

-10-5 .'

-ol'I' .r2 -

(7)
1
b"m.. 1 = b"m"3 = - b°(J).r2 =10·5 ;
6(J)" 1 =6(JJ"3 =-6(JJ.r2 =5 ·lcr8 s· .
Factors of transfer of horizontal correction
a) In mode of an alignment
K r1 = K o1 =5•625·10_3 ' s·i .
K,= Ke=l.5 ·UF 2 ;

(8)

b) In mode of normal functioning (Shuler's conditions)

K,=Ke=O;

K:=K~=%.=(1.24·1([3 )2 ,s"2

(9)

On fig. 2 .. .5 are submitted diagrams of errors of SISO, made by results of modeling of MO movement and
SISO, that determined by formulas:
D. VI = r{t - VI ;
68 = {}- 8 ;
6y =
(IO)

r-r .
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The diagram on fig. 2 represents reaction SISO by angle t:.yon influence of non-zero initial conditions at
aligning. It is easy to see, that the transient attenuates on exponential law, that testifies the asymptotic stability
of the solutions of equations. The similar result has a place by angle t:.fJ. On angle l:.l/f (fig. 3) processes slowly
diverges, that is explained by errors of ca.lcUlations and presence of shifts of zero in TGMAS. This result does
not contradict the theoretical conclusion about stability of a movement on ·coordinate tjt . The diagrams on fig.
3 and 4 prove that SISO is able to function on equations (2), because the errors on angle t:.f) (which are
surpassed the errors on angle t:.n satisfy for numbers of applications of system in view of errors of gauges and
method of calculations. It is easy to see, that since r=O,6 ·UY in system are fluctuations with period of Shuler,
character of an ·e nor is not changed during action of linear acceleration 2g (l 200<t~J 220 s). This result
confirms the theoretical precondition about efficiency of an undisturbance condition in given class of SISO.
The diagrams on fig. 2-4 testify the efficiency of an initial alignment.
The resulted results of modeling, made on full equations (2), prove main states of the theory of one class
SISON on SISO part The modeling of functioning of navigation system was not made, as the properties of this
part of SISON all-round are investigated .[I], [2].

Conclusion
In repon some principles of a computer theory of SISON are formulated, equations of a part of SISON,
resolving a problem of determination of orientation angles of MO are introduced. For part of SISON, resolving
a navigation problem for MO, known equations of half-analytical navigation systems [I], [2] are used. The new
approach thus consists in method of determination of angular speeds of accompanying horizontal free in
azimuth frame of reference. Theoretically on linearised equations of disturbed movement questions of stability,
accuracy of SISO, Shuler ' s condition are investigated. Then with help of mathematical modeling the same
results are justified, but already on complete equations of SISO, in which errors of TGMAS, TMAA and
computing err,ors ofOBC .are discotlilted.
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AN APPLICATION IN POSTAL AUTOMATION:
TWO WAYS OF MODELING A TRANSPORT PROCESS
Boris Lohmann
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Abstract ln modem postal sorting centres, the singulation, address reading, transport and sortation of mail
pieces is done automatically by machines which are equipped with automatic address readers. The letter sorting
machine considered here, can be modeled either as a discrete event system with the help of a petri net, or as a
time continuous system in terms of differential equations. The steps of modeling are illustrated, the pros and
cons are discussed., and an approach for throughput control by feedback is outlined.

Introduction
Figure 1 shows the principal components of a modem mail piece sorting machine. With the help of a special
feeding device. mail items are fed separately into the machine, and are passed across to constantly moving
transport belts. The mail items then pass an image scanner, which transfers the image information to the
address reading device (ARD). This ARD can be either an automatic address reader, based on optical character
recognition, or a so-called video coding system, where the image is displayed on a monitor and the required
sorting information is keyed in by an operator. ln both cases the ARD processes the images in the sequence of
arrival (i.e., FIFO, see (5)) while the mail items move at a constant speed through a delay line. The task of this
delay line is to provide the ARD with enough time so that the address reading result is available before the mail
item reaches the sorting section of the machine. In the sorting section the mail items are separated into
different stackers or trays.

Address Reading Device (ARD)
r- --- - --- - - - - - - - - - --- ---- ------ ,

:
:

FlFOimage buffer

1

I =DI
I = •j

:
:
,
:

read
results
Automatic Address ~

~ Reader or Video

:
:
1

:
:

7""""

Coding System

I
I

I
I

Feeding trigger u(f)

L - - - -- - - -- -- -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - --- ~

>
feeding
device

loading y(t) of delay line
(number of unprocessed items)
Fig. 1 Components of an automatic postal sorting machine
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t

Position x(t)
of coding

A modeling of this system is required for the design of a throughput control or for simulation studies in
order to predict the performance of different configurations. Obviously, the system is driven by discrete events,
namely
• the feeding of a mail piece. This is a control input, since this event can be triggered from outside, for
example by a contr:oUer.
• the coding of a mail piece, i.e. the event by which the ARD finishes processing of an item and the read
result becomes available. This ,e vent depends on the structure of the ARD, on the loading situation of the
ARD and on the complexity of the individual image being processed. It can be considered as a disturbance
input, since the time of its occurance cannot be predicted precisely.
The system variables of interest are
• the coding position x, i.e. the position of a mail piece at the moment when its coding result becomes
available. Sorting of the mail piece is only possible if this coding position is left from the sorting section
(see Fig. 1).
• the numbers ofmail pieces being in the different stages of processing, like "uncoded and within delay line",
"coded and wi thin delay line", "successfully soned", "sorting not possible"_ These give the statistical
information on the peJforrnance of the machine.

Modeling by a Petry Net
from Fig. I and the knowledge of the sys~em, a petry net can be derived quite easily (Fig. 2, see [2] for an
overview). Tl is a source transition, representing the feeding of an item to the machine. Concurrent processes
follow: the image processing and address reading process represented by P2, P3, P4, T2, T3, and the transport
process represented by P 1. The place P l is a timed place which means that each marking entering Pl leaves it
after a constant g:iv1en time T . Depending on wether a read 1esult is available at the end of the delay line or not,
either T4 or T5 fires; the inhibitor arc is required for this decision. This firing synchronises the two concurrent
processes and starts the .s ortation.
The place P3 has finite capacity K= i. while a.H other places can .be considered infinite capacity. The two
inputs of the system, feeding .o f items and coding of items, 1elate to the firing of Tl and T3 . The other
transitions of the model fire as soon as they are enabled.

I Freque,ncy of
: firing: u

'ii
F·eeding and scanning
of mail piece

mail ,piece in
delay line

mail piece enters
sorting section

successfully
sorted

1-~~
Tz 6sec

reading process
starts

image in
image storage

image unde1r
processing

read process
oompleted

read result
in storage

1'
I

1 Frequency

of

'firing: z

Fig. 2 Petri net model of the sorting machine

The numbers of mail pieces being in the diffe~ent stages ofpmcessing are simply given by the numbers of
markings in the different places.
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The coding position

X;

of a mail piece i can be calculated from the time l;,en~r at which TI fires, and the

time I; ,code at which the corresponding mail piece is coded, by

X;

= v · ( ti.coM - t;,en1er). Note that

x;

is not a time-

continuous function, but has to be calculated for each single mail piec:e. The underlying (time-continuous)
differential equation is s(t) =v, and x; relates to the end of the considered time interval. This is not
represented by the petri net.

Time-Continuous Modeling
If the mail pieces are considered as "dividable" so that a time continuous feeding and coding process results,
then a time continuous modeling of the hole process is possible. The input "feeding" is then represented by a
feeding rate u(t) (in mailpieces per second), and the disturbance "coding" is represented by the address reading
capacity z(t) (in mailpieces per second). These two "frequencies of events", u and z, are also illustrated. in the
petri net, Fig. 2.
The most important system variable is the position x within the delay line at which mail items switch from
"unprocessed" to "processing completed", see also Fig. 1. In a time-continuous consideration of the process, x is
no longer related to single mail pieces, but also becomes a time-continuous variable. The velocity i(t) of this
position of coding is
.

z(t)

(l)

x(t)=v---.
c(x,t)

Th.e constant transport speed v is from left to right. From right to left the ARD proceeds with the capacity z(t)
(in items/sec). This capacity is divided by the concentration c of mail items at x, which results in the
corresponding velocity. The concentration c is

u(t - x/v)
,
v

c(x,t) = c(O,t-xlv) =

(2)

which is a solution of the l st order hyperbolic partial differential equation

oc(s,t)

oc(s,t)

81

OS

---'--+V

=0

(3)

with the boundary condition and the initial condition
c(O,/) = u(/) ,

(4)

v
c(s,O)

=c0 (s) ,

(5)

d.iscribing the distributed parameter system considered here [ 1, 4, 6). The variables are
c(s. t)
the concentratio_n of mail items on the transport belt (measured in pieces per meter),
v
the constant transport speed,
I
the time,
the spatial coordinate variable,
s
u(t)
the feeding rate (in pieces per second); this is the control input,
c0 ( s)
the initial covering of the transport belt with mail items.
With the solution (2) of equation (3), equation (1) becomes

i(t) = v

(1

z(/)

u(t-x/v)

) ,

(6)

which is a nonlinear differential equation with the varying delay xiv in the input u.
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Figure 3 shows the structure of the model representing eq. (6). The input u affects the nonlinear block via
the varying delay. From the delayed input u(t) and from the address reading capacity z(t) the nonlinear block
produces the velocity i(t). The state variable x itself defines the varying delay. The system .reacts in an
WlStable manner, for example, on two different but constant values of the inputs u and z.

u(f)

feeding
rate (in
items/sec)

varying
delay

u(t-xlv)
t---~f=

v(1- z/u

z(t)

x<f)

___

)·t--~

x(t)

....... position of
completion

ARD capacity
(in items/sec)

Fig. 3 Part system "coding position x"

Another system variable of interest is the number of mail items being in the delay line and waiting to be
coded. In a time-continuous formulation this is a quantity y representing the loading of the delay line. For y,
the simple differential equation
y(t)=u(t)-z(t) for y::=?.0

(7)

is obtained, see Fig 4.

ARDcapacity z(t)
- - - - loading y(t)
of delay line

controller

delay line

Fig. 4 Part system "loading y of delay line" (thick lines) and stabilizing feedback control (thin lines)

Discussion
Although the technical process considered here is dominated by discrete events, a purely time continuous
modeling is possible, since an equivalent continuous interpretation of the process and its input and output
variables exists. Nevertheless, the models differ significantly, not only in representation, but also in the
usefulness for different tasks like controller design, representation of special situations, and simulation.
J. System insight and representation of system variables: The position x of coding, and an important
characteristic of the model, the varying delay, are only represented in the continuous model. The reason for this
is that the movement of mail items along the delay line is in fact a continuous process. For the representation of
such processes, the petri net would need to be extended in a cumbersome manner. However, the petri net is
superior in representing the number of items in the different stages of the process: The number of markings in
the different places directly gives the required information. The unstable behaviour of the plant can be analized
by the petri net as well as by the time continuous model. For instance, if the ARD capacity z is small compared
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to the feeding capacity u, then, in the petri net the number of markings in P2 will exceed any limits; in the
continuous model, the outputs of the integrators in figures 3 and 4 will exceed any limits.
2. Controller Design: The design of a stabilizing control/er is possible based on either models: the most
simple approach based on the petri net would be, to give P2 a limited capacity K, i.e. the control rule would be:
"Feed a mail piece as soon as the number of mail pieces waiting for ARD processing falls short of the value of
K". A corresponding time<0ntinuous control law can easily be found (4), and is illustrated in fig. 4. However,
the design of a controller which stabilizes the system and keeps x within certain limits of the delay line has only
been successful based on the continuous model: the idea presented in [3, 4) is to implement a disturbance
feedback by measuring the disturbance z and by choosing the input w(t) of the stabilizing control loop (fig.4) to
w(t) =kz(t). In the petri net this would mean to vary the finite capacity K of the place P2 depending on the
frequency z of firing of T3, which is not an obvious approach.
3. Special situations: The continuous model does not correctly represent the fact that y cannot become
smaller than 0. The petri net does: the corresponding place runs empty and the subsequent transitions are
disabled (which enforces z = 0). Furthermore, the continuous model cannot represent the feature that the ARD
process is interrupted if the corresponding mail item leaves the delay line without read reasult (i.e., the firing of
T5 in Fig. 2 is not represented in the continuous model).
4. Simulation: For the simulation of the model, with or without controllers, a hybrid representation is
adequate. It includes the petri net as shown in Fig. 2 with an added time continuous layer describing the
movement of each single mail piece through the delay line, see Fig. 5. This presupposes that the markings can
be distinguished (coloured petri net). At AEG Electrocom in Konstanz, Germany, the system model, together
with different controllers, has been simulated extensively based on this hybrid approach, before the final control
algorithm was implemented in the field.

>D •••

Layer 1: Petri Net
Marking
trigger for
firing

Layer 2: Time
continuous models

trigger for
firing

time continuous part process models

Fig. 5: Hybrid modeling in two layers
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Abstract. Helicopter behavior is significantly affected when flying near the ground due to interactions
between rotor wake and the ground plane. Existing ground effect simulation models use a simple factor to
modify the out-of.ground effect inflow to get in-ground effect inflow, which is. found to be rather
approximate. A new ground effect model, which is based on the generalize.d wake theory is proposed in this
study. 1be inflow at the rotor disc including the effect of ground is represented as a series of normalized
Legendre functions of radial station and a series of harmonics of azimuth angle. The magniblde of each tenn
is determined from first.aider differential equations in time domain. The coefficients of the differential
equations depend on the rotor height above the ground plane, rotor inclination and flight speed The forcing
functions are user·supplied, radial integrals of the blade loading. Initial validation results demonstrate the
validity of the proposed model

Introduction
Modem day helicopters are frequently required to operate close to ground (or ship deck at sea} and their
behaviors are greatly affected when flying near the ground surface. The flow around the rotor disc is greatly
altered in order to meet the no penetration boundary condition at the ground surface. Since obtaining
realistic flow distribution over the rotor disc is a prerequisite to accurate and delailed analysis of helicopter
perfoonance and handling qualities, there is a need for developing accurate inflow models that include ground
effecL Though comprehensive in-ground effect models based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD} exist
in the literature, such CFD models are not very useful for real-time simulation sbldies. Instead, if one can
develop a model in the form of a set of differential equations to describe ground effect on rotor inflow. such
a model can easily be integrated with existing helicopter flight simulation programs for studying helicopter
flight dynamic behavior when flying close to ground
Several theoretical and experimental investigations [1·10] have been carried out in the past to
undecslalld ground effect on rotor inflow and to develop in-ground effect inflow models. .It is conceivable
tha1 inflow disttibution over the lifting rotor disk should be a function of radial station, azimuth angle and
time for the general case. Hence. instead of using a simple factor, a radial and azimuthal as well as time
dependent modification function is needed to obtain in-ground effect inflow precisely. A fi.nir.e state in·
ground effect inflow model for the forward flight case is developed in [11] using the generalized wake
theory. This study considers extension of the model developed in [l l] for the hover case. The organization
of the paper is as follows. First, a brief description of the modeling approach for the forward flight case is
presented followed by extension of the modeling approach for the hover case. Then, results are presented
that illustrate validity of the proposed model for both hover and forward flight cases followed by general
conclusions and recommendations.

Ground effect modeling in forward flight
It has already been shown that the pressure distribution of a lifting rotor can be represented in ellipsoidal
coordinates as [12)

cl>(v, 11,'If, t) = _.!.

f

f

2 m•Onsm+l,m+3,•••

P:(vJO:(ill) f 't';(i)cos(m'lf) + 't';(i)sin(m'lf )] (l}

where P,."'{.),Q.,."'(.) are normalized associated Legendre functions of the first
respectively,

't:, ~

and second kind

are the disc loading coefficients corresponding to the cosine and sine harmonic

distributions, respectively, ( v, 71, yr) are ellipsoidal coordinates with origin at the rotor center and
nondimensional time.
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'i

is

In order to model ground effect using a pressure potential represenration, the following conditions
must be met for the new pressure potential <I> :
• <l> :must satisfy the basic go'wlerning 1equation ( Laplace equation ).
• <l> ;goes to zero at infinity (ups tream and downstream).
• <l> renders the desired disk loading.
· <I> must be chosen in such a way that lhere is no normal component of flow at the ground
surface. Suppose two different ~ore discontinuities representing rotor and its image are placed in the
Row field, pressure distribution of such a ,sy~em can be obtained through superposition of individual
solutions. Thus, the combined pressure potential 1c an be written as
1

_.!. f

f

P:(v1JQ:(i't11) f t:C/t)cos(m'lf1) + t:',(i)sin(mv 1) ]

+.!. f

f

P:(v2 JQ:.(i1h) ft"'; 2 (t)cos(m'lf 2 ) +t'::i(t)sin(m'lf 2 )}

<l>Tot.i(v, 'tl. 'If, i) =

2 m..Oa=m+l,m+3,•-

2 m"'Oa•1111+1.m+3.•••

(2)
where ( v1 , 711, ljl1 ) are ellipso idal coord inates for the rotor with its origin at the rotor center and
( V2 , 712 , yr2 ) are ellipsoidal ,c oordinates for the image rotor disk with its origin at the image rotor center.
Us in,g approprWe ·tramformations, one can express the combined pressure potential in terms of a common
set of ellipsoidal coordinates ( v, 71, yr) or a common set of C~ian coordinates (x,y,z) as shown in
Fig. 1.

Rotor disk

Ground plane

Image disk

Figure I. Ground effect modeling in forward tlighL
The combined pressure potential ( <l>r,,,.., ) can be decomposed into two parts

<l>Totol = <l>~olAI + <l>:olOI
(3)
where cll~0,.., is the convection part and <1>;,,..., is lhe unsteady pan. It can be shown that both parts satisfy
Laplace equation and the r elation between non-dimensional induced inflow of a lifting rotor and pressure
potential can be written as

(4)

(5)
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where '~ is upstream line from the rotor disk as shown in Fig. 1 and V is the so caJled mass flow
parameter as defined in [6] .
If the inflow at the rotor disk is expanded in tenns of hannoruc variation with respect to rotor
azimuth angle ( lJf ) and a series of associated Legendre function of the first kind of the ellipsoidal coordinate
v as

.. ..

w=I I

P"'(v)

"

•=0-•+l,•+3~-

v

[a: cosm lJf + .B: sin m lJf]

(6)

then, expressions that relate the unknown ,coefficients in the <:xpansion for inflow at the rotor disk. i.,e ..
1

a:, 'IJ:

w ith the ,coefficients of the disk loading harmonic distributions, Le•• ~,
by combining Eqs. (2) through (6) as

a"'

"

(Mr1 !!_
di

fJ:

+v[L'0

0

r

LI

a"'

"

,P:

1

=2

t'; can be obtained

~

.
~.

"

I •

Detailedexpressi~for [Ml

W] and

[t ] are given in [11].

Ground effect modeling in hover
A straightforward extension of the ftni,te state in-ground ,effec,t inflow modeling approach described in the
previous section to hovering 'flight is not possible due :to the lack ·o f ·a oommon freestream for the rotor and
its image in order for the superposition of pressure potentials to be valid. Howeve.r, it is still possible to
treat the rotor and its image as two ·separate pressure discontinuities and superpose the velocities induced by
such discontinuities. A straightforward application of the ,generalized wake theory for computing induced
ve'Jocities at points that .are far away from the rotor disk downstream results in twice the induced velocity at
the rotor disk whereas in reality, the induced velocity should go lO uro at infmity. Hence. a decay function
based on viscous flow theory [13) is needed when computing induced velocity at the rotor disk due to the
image rotor. The ,coefficient of the decay fWlC.tion is adjusted by matching the uniform part of the induced
veloci',ty predicted by the proposed model with experimental data [:8] when die height of the rotor above the
ground equals one rotor radius. The following decay function is used in this srudy:

f "-'(z) = e-•.m

(8)

Thus, induced inRow at the rotor disk including the decay function is given 'by

1
w = V [-4>1L=o- + (2<1>2l,..2h- - <l>2l,=o )/"""7(2h)]

(9)

Validatfon :and discussion
An initial validation is carried out by simplifying the mcxlel and comparing the ~ults predicted from the
proposed mcxlel with those predicted using experimental data available in the literature. For this purpose,

only .one radial function and only the first harmonic ~ations are considered. i.e.•

w = .J3CX: +

P1(v)
2
[~cos lJf +~~sin lJf]
v

(10)

or expressed in conventional notation as in the widely used Pin/Peters dynamic inflow model [6]

A= A. 0 + !..(;tc cos lJf + A.1 sin lJf)
R

(11)

Denoting the ratio of in-groWld-effec-t to out-of-ground effect unifonn inflow components as g. i.e.,

g = (l.o)i,.
(Ao)ore
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(12)
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Figure 2. Variation of g with rotor height above the ground for a forward
flight case (advance ratio 0.08)
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Figure 3. Variation of g with rotor height above the ground for hover case.
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Figures 2 and 3 show variation of g with rotor height from the ground as predicted by the proposed model
for the forward flight (advance ratio= 0.08) and hover cases. respectively. Also. these figures compare
results predicted by the proposed model with experimental data available in the literature [8]. As expected,
the predicted results show that ground effect decreases as the rotor height above the ground is increased.
Also, the variation of g with rotor height above the ground matches well with experimental data except for
small values of height above the ground in hover.

Conclusions
A finite srate ground effect model for predicting rot.er inflow for the hover case is presented by extending the
previously developed forward flight ground effect model using a decay function. Comparisons of uniform
component of rotor inflow results obtained using the proposed model with experimental data for both hover
and forward flight ~ demonstrate the validity of the propooed model. The modeling method presented in
this paper considers ground effect in the JX'CSCOCC of a fla1 groWld. Funher work is needed to extend the finite
state inflow modeling approach to the inclined and dynamic ground effect cases to include helicopter flight
involving hovering over inclined surfaces or hovering over a pitching, rolling and heaving ship deck.
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DISCONTINUOUS-CONTINUOUS MINING SYSTEM OPERATION
AS MARKOV PROCESS
V. Pavlovic, University of Belgrade
Djusina 7, llOOO Belgrade

Introduction
Discontinuous-continuous ~stem functioning in opencast mimng is a highly complex working
environment function represented by mining and geological properties, openpit mine geometry, equipment,
operating flow-sheet in excavation, transport and disposal, i.e. storage and production process control. Mass
flow on this systems representing the basics for output calculation, as well as operation and renewal times after
complex system functioning enables an analysis of system addition to output .calculation. System output was
defined on the basic of operating reliabili<ty calculation of a complex system and its elements connected in
series, parallel and combined, functioning of which i.n real time was .stated as a random Markov process.
The relia:bilit.y of discontinuous-continuous system ·operation in real time represents a basic for
defining their output and structure. System reliability parameters are obtained by analysis of its possible states
related not only to equipment operating and failure times, but also conditioned failures due to working
environment properties in real space, manpower and other scheduled and unscheduled delays. Discontinuouscontinuous mining systems functioning is defined as .r andom process with exponentially distributes operating
and renewal times and material flow.

A Random Proc·ess of Mining System El,e ments Functionin:g
Operation in increasingly complex geological conditions and the need for costs reduction resulted in significant
development of discontinuous-continuous systems in opencast mining. Mineral material and overburden
excavation and local transport on openpit mines are carried out by discontinuous subsystems consisting of
power shovels servicing dumptruck fleet. The dumptrucks are discharged into mobile and semi-mobile crushers
which represent the first link of a continuous subsystem while the further masses flow is completed by
conveyors to disposal areas ,o r storages. Failure of a discontinuous subsystem element does not cause a failure of
the complete mining system (except if the subsystem has only a single element), but leads to an output decrease.
Failwe of anyone of a continuous subsystem element leads to complete system failure. Determination of all
system elements reliability parameters and operation simlliation allow an analysis system functioning and in
tum afford efficient production planning and design of a new systems in opencast mining.
Functioning of each element of a open~ mining systems presented as a Markov random process
wfbere the operating time flow with mean time (T.) has the below exponential distribution:
f(t) =A. e~-A.t), for t>O, where is A.=(f.)"1

(1)

Since the system over time (dJ passes from state (sJ into state (sj) it is possible to make out (n)
homogenous equations of the possibility transfer probability with (n) unknown forms:
dp/dt = LA.;;pj - p;}Aj

(2)

The following equations serve for calculation of ·o perating state probability (P0) and system renewal
state (P1) with operating and renewal intensities A. and :p:
(3)

dpJ dt = -A.Po+ PPi,
Since dpJ dt = (A.+ P) Po +p) below equations are obtained for Po and P 1 as a function of ( t)
1
1
Po(t) = ,PO-+Pr + A.(A.+Pr exp(-(A.+P)t),
1
1
P1(t) = P(A.+Pr -A.(A.+p)" exp(-(A.+p)t) = I - Po(t)
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(4)

When t-+<x>, marginal stationary probabilities cue as follows :
(5)
Marginal probabilities for (n) system states may be generally obtained by below formulas:

P1= AoPJPi,P2 = ~1PJP1P2, ... ' Pa.= '-<>"-1 ... A.n.1IP1P2 ... Po. i
Pa= (1 + "-<IP1 + '-<>"-1IP1P2 + ... + '-<>"-1 ... A...1IP1P2 ... P..r1

(6)

The probability of operation of a system with combined connected subsystems and. elements is as follows:
P. = (1 - II(l-POi)) IIPo;, where:

(7)

j - number of elements of subsystems connected in parallel (j = l , ... ,m)
i - number of elements or subsystems connected in series(i = l , ... ,r)

Discontinuous Subsystem
A discontinuous subsystem for opencast mining of mineral material deposits includes a series of independent.
elements whlch defio.e its properties. System elements i nclude deposit geological properties, opencast mine
geometry, i ts facilities and mechanization, as well as the flow-sheet and work organization. From the aspect the
theory ,o f waiting queuing a discontinuous subsystem as :a random process consists of (C) loading units and (K)
dwnptrucks with exponentially distributed loading times and travel cycles with parameters (b) and (a= const)
in a stationary Poisson's prooess.
Intensity averaging is carried out in regard with varying dumptruck fleet travel cycle times (i = l ,. .. ,C)
for loading units according to :
(8)

For operation of «Jne loading unit or one with a limited number of dumptrucks (k) as a real
technological whole the probability of (n) dumptrucks being in the system is:
Pn = P<>1cl(a/b)0 ((k - n) !)'1 , (n = 1, ... , k) , where
Po= (De! (albt ((k - n)!)"1)"1 , (n =0 , 1, ... , k)

( 9)

The expected number of dllDlptrucks waiting to be serviced:

(10)
The expected number of dumptrucks in the system:

z = n Pa.= k - a(l - P0)b' 1

(11)

The expected dumptruck waiting time:

t. = r(a (k - z))" 1

(12)

while the ,expected time of dumptruck residence in the system is as follows:

t. = z (a (k - z))'1

(13)

The struc,ttwe of a discon1tinuous min.in,g process ·as a part of an opencast mining system may be stated
as a loading or discharge subsystems within which the dumptrucks are serviced. Both subsystems are cyclic and
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closed due to a constant number of constant nwnber of machines .a nd ·equipment, while change of the number
of any property changes the structure of mining system output calculation. In each subsystem parallel servicing
may be made, and the first dumpttuck arriving .in the subsystem is serviced.
The output of a discontinuous subsystem is obtained as a product of stationary probabilities of all
•elements operation and dumptruck output obtained on the basis of body volume, filling ratio, broken-to-solid
ratio and cycle time, taking into account waiting for loading and discharge.

Continuous Subsystem
Operation of a serial continuous subsystem as well as operation of.all system eiements may be stated as an area
of elementary states S(A;i) where the sums of elementary states A;i ar;e for i = 0 operating states and i>O for
renewal states. In the case when l s i s n and j = l, states sums are obtained in which the system or element are
waiting for renewal. For j = 2 renewal is completed, while for j = 3 the system is waiting for start-up after
renewal. An avail~ble system is non--operative due to renewal of auxiliary technological operations in the sum
of elementary states A..+u and is also non-operative due to the effect of transported material in states sum
Ao+:i.t · The sum of elementary states A..+3,1 represents the manpower influence, while sums A..+.i.1 represent the
system states .related to other specific or climatic delays. System state An+s,1 includes disposal prestorage delays.
System state ~. 1 and A..+1,t include scheduled delays defined into times of repair, reconstruction and other
scheduled delays.
Upon system failure the failured element is renewed. At a random time moment the system fails to be
renewed during time interval Toi and restarted at moment Toi- Operating times Ti, T2, .. . , T; as well as renewal
times T01 , T 02 , .. .,T0 ; h.ave appropriate distribution functions F;(t) and F 0 i(t). The moments of failure initiation
are t1 =Ti; t2 = T 1 +Tat+ T 2; t; = T1 +Tat+ T2 + ... + T;, while the moments of renewal end are ~ = O; to1 =
T, +Toi+... + Toi·
Determination of system reliability parameters in 1eal time requires only definition of system existence
in an <Operating state in some lime moment t if the system was av:ailable in time moment t=O. System operating
time tl is defined by the shortest element operating time 4 = min (T1, T2, .. ., Tn and hence: P (~ t) =exp (-1..1 +
A.2 + ... + Au) t). A continuous mining subsystem output is defined by masses flow of a discontinuous subsystem,
but it a1so affects tlle whole system output by its opera•ting probability.

Output Calculation
System output .a s a basic efficiency measme depends ·o n the output of eX!cavators excavating materials with
varying properties in real openpit mine state. On the other hand, it is also conditioned by the reliability of all
sys·t em elements operation defining .system states and their probability to be realized in real time used to define
the .r ate of time utilization rate. The product of variable values of output and operating probability of serially
and parallel~serially organized subsystems and elements yields the r;eal exploitation output of a complex system.
System output was defined on the ·basis of the calculation of operating reliability of a fully renewed
system and its elements as a random process.
The product of ob.tained ·effectiv:e operating time of discontinuo\!S equipment together with operating
cycles parameters obtained on the basis of the theory of waiting queuing yields the exponentially possible
output of an openpit mine ·discontinuous subsystem. Wi1h the aid of continuous subsystem operating probability
it is possible to obtain the system true ·output and allows a ·comparative analysis of operating results in the case
that system chang.es are inti;oduced.
The results of comparative simulation analysis without participation of the times of scheduled
technological and organizational delays, are given in the tables l and 2 on the basis of marginal values of
failure and renewal time intensities, loadin,g and servicing. The system consists of one power shovel, three
dumptrucks, a semi-mobile crusher, conveyor belt and a spreader. 'System failure occurs with the failure of
anyone continuous subsystem element or power shovel which is at the same time the most unreliable element
During ·t he second period of operation upon the first power shovel failure a dumptruck also fails this leads
during l.l .hours to •system output decr·ease (Table 1). During the second power shovel renewal listing 4.42
hours the dumptruck is r;enewed and hence during the next period of 8.44 hours to a failure the system operates
with a full output. The continuous subsystem is the most reliable one whose failure is expected after 25.74
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.hours ,o f effective operation. The results of the analysis of waiting 'q ueuing of a discontinuous subsystem are
given in Table 1 for characteristic cases of power shovel operation with two (1.1 hours) and three dwnptrucks
(5.43 hours), The designed total system output of 20500 m3 of overourden material may be realized during the
analyzed .t ime (26 hours). The overall system operating tim~ is 18.82 hours, the failure time is 7.18 hours and
the rate of time utilization is 0.72.

(1)

Waiting queues of a .l imited number of dumptrucks
In~ensity

Table 1
(2)

10.00

07.00

Nwnber of dump trucks

03

02

Nwnber of power shovels

01

01

Loading intensity

20

20

Working time (h)

05.43

01.10

so

50

K=O

0.210

0.512

K=l

0.316

0.362

K=2

0.316

0.126

K =3

0.158

0

Expected number of dumptrucks in the queue

0.632

0.126

Expected nwnber of dumptrucks in the subsystem

1.421

0.612

Expected waitio,g time in the queue

0.040

0.013

Expected residence time in the system

0.090

0.063

Subsystem .abili,ty (dumptruckslh)

22.105

16.915

6005

930

of dumptruck arrivals

Dwnptruck body volume (m3)
Probabilities of (K) dumptrucks appearance in the subsystem:

31

Subsystem output (m t)

Simulation analysis ()f system
functioning
Failure intensity (min)
Failure intensitv (max
Renew.al .intensity (min)
Renewal intensity (max)

Power
shovels

0.05
0.50
0.06
1.00

T,
To2
T3
T.,3

4. 94
l.49
5.43
4.42
1.1
4.42

T4

8.44

To4

l .'27

Operating time (Ti)
Renewal time (f 01)

'

I

I
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I

Dumptrucks

Conveyors

0.01
0.30
0.07
0.35

0.02
0.20
0.10
0.25

9.27
3.'97
4. 33
3.87
1.1
2.77
27.74
'9.0l

25.74
5.46
20.80
5.46
16.47
5.46
15.37
5.46

Table 2
Output

5459
4785
930
9326

Conclusion
The developed softwafe package does not ·enable only calculation of outputs of complex discontinuouscontinuous opencast mining systems and :simlllation of pfocess functioning with the possibility of changing
system parameters. It also ·enabl·es optimization of the schedule of machine groups in the openpit mine as a
function of grade and excavation dynamics. The realized practical results, particularly in Cementworks Novi
Popovac openpit quarries, indicate great possibilities for appropriate analysis of discontinuous-continuous
systems operation.
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DISCRETE PROBABILISTIC MODE.L LING OF MINERAL PROCESSING
Anna W.alasuk-.B abiszewska
Silesian Technical University
Akademicka2, 44-100 Gliwice
Abstract. The paper presents some aspects of modelling of mineral pFocessing. A discrete probability of occurrence ·Of grains in raw materiai.s and in the products ofseparation are con:side.rated in the paper. The probability
of occurrence a single grain in the general population is a basic parameter for calculating of sampling accuracy.

lnt;11oduclfon
It is known that materials as coal, ores, wastes of mineral. preparation, some municipal wastes are heterogeneous i.n character. The.re are two basic characteristics which are commonly used by process engineers. These are:
- a characteristic ofthe grain composition,
- a demsimetric ·characteristic.
In preparation plants there are 1the sequence of operations in which the separation of grains takes place according to their diameter or density.
The iechnology and control many of preparation p.l'ooesses ar<e based on the infonn.ation relating to material
characteristics determined by a sampling method.

A discre.te probability distributions .o f gr.a.ins in th·e material.
Physical features of a single grain such as a diameter and a density considei:ed from the point of view of observation of the whole poplllation are random quantities. In case of experimental investigations a certain finite
number I of separable ,grain classes i.e. ·o f separable mterv:als of ;g rain diameter
(d;,mm , d;,.,.J, i= 1,2, ...,I
.and a certain finite number J of separable density :fractions
(Bi.mm, Bj.max. ), j= l,2, ... ,J
.a re assumed For two features of grains (d,B) we can defined a discrete probability distribution of a twodimensional random variable:
l';j = p [ d E ( d;,mm , d;,.,,.J, BE (Bj,mm ' cS;.max ) I ,
i=l,2, ..., I; j =1,2, ... ,J
as a probability of.o ccurrence a grain ,o f the diameter d; and the density cS; in the examined population:

N ..

pij

= ;. '

i= l ,2, ... ,l;j=l,2, ...,J;

(1)

where: Nij - number of grains offeatures (d;. Bj) considered in the material, N -a total number of grains in the
material.
In a distribution of the two-dimensional random variable there are marginal distributions:
-p;_ - probability of ocou.rrence a grain of the diameter di in :the general population
J

LNij
t
1·-1 2 I
p i. =faN - , - ' ,4 .. ,

(2)

-pj - probability of occurrence .a grain of the density Sj in the general population
1

LN¥

P.j

=-;;-f.>tl

and \conditional probability distributions, for example:
N9
P9
Pjl1 = - J- - = P1.

,

LN9
jz l
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,.

j= l ,.2, ... ,.J

j=l,2, ... ,J; i=l,2, ...,1;

(3)

(4)

p

diameter

density

Fig. L Empirical probability distribution P\j; i- a diameter fraction number, j- a density fraction number.
We can calculate .a discrete probability distribution of grains in a mixture of two grain materials, when the
,characteristics of the both .materials are known:
p~s) =p~I) Q + p~2) (l - Q)
(5)
i=l,2, ...,1; j= 1,2, ... ,J;
where: p;p> - probability of occurrence a grain ofthe diameter d; and the density 8; in the first material,
Pi/2> - probability of occurrence a grain of the diameter d; and the density 8; in the second material,
Pi/s> - probability of occurrence a grain ·Of the diameter di and the density 8; in the mi.x1ure,
Q - probabiliity of sampling a grain belongin,g to the first mate·rial from the mixture
0-

-

!Jill

+ N( 2)

N(I)

(6)

These above named material properties can change in different points of space (for example in a stock pile) or
in different moments of time, when the mass of the grained material is transported by a conveyer. Then probability distributions (1) - (4) depend on time t and coordinates vectors.

The discrete probability distributions of ,g rains in products of separation
In a processing plant the raw grain material is subject to separation in a separator or a classifier. An ideal separation of grains according to the diameter d;,, means e.g. that the grains of a set:
{(d;,8j); i=l,2, .. ,i., j=l,2, ... ,J}
pass into the screen ·undersize. The probability, that any grain fiom the midst of all grains of the feed will occur
mthe pfoduct of classifying amounts to
i,

P(d; sd)=

J

LLPt,

(7)

i =I i=I

An ideal separation of grains according to the density means that grains which the values of a density are lower
than the separation density 8;. ~to the light product:

(8)
i =I f=l

If the probability of passing of a grain into the prodlict is less :than a unit and is equal R;j, the total probability
that any grain of the feed will ,o ccur in a given product can be presented in the formula [2]:
I

pp=

J

LLI\Pif
i=l J=I
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(9)

0,2
0,15

p

p

j=J
diameter

diameter

density

density

Fig.3.An ideal :s eparation of grains according to
the density Oi from the material presented in
Fig. l .

Fig.2.An ideal separation of grains according to
the diameter d2 fiom the material presented in
Fig. l.

The probability distribution of occurence of grains with the fe.atures (d., Oj) in the product is determined by the
relati on5hip
R tJP ij

p

p ij =

J

,i=l ,2, ... ,l;j= l,2, ... ,J.

J

(10)

LLR;;Pij
i=I j=l

therein

i=I J=l

The probability R;j is the static characteristic of the preparation process.
The Markov processes have been used in many previous papers deal with descriptions of mineral preparation
processes The dynamics of that preparation processes may be described by changing in time probability functions of passing the grains to \the product. For a certain dynamics 1type of a batch preparation process we can
descnl:>e that probability by a formula:
t

.

P;i(t) = Pii(O)[I - exp(- T. )] ·

T;,=T; p;;(O)=O; i=l,2,3; j=l; t=O, T, 2T, 3T;

'l

0,2
0,18

_,,,,r

P\1.1

O,H
0;14
0,12
0,1
0,08
0,06
0,04
0 ,02 ..
0
0

./
_........~

/

~

--- T

__.I

,
I

//
//

u

/,/

,____

~

~

T

I

I

2T

3T

time

Fig.4. The dynamic characteristic of a certain batch preparation process
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(ll)

Statistical properties of the sample characteristics
The probability distributions of raw material are in general not known. This is the important problem to determine estimators of discrete probability distributions on the basis of sample characteristics.
During sampling tests numbers of grains in particular grain classes constitute a multivariate random variable
(X" X 2 , •• •, X J) which can take the values

(X1

=n 1,X2 =~, ...,XJ = nJ),

where:
n- number of grains in a sample, n 1 + n 2 +...+n1 = n.
The probability distribution with independent sampling being maintained is determined by a formula of multinomial distribution:

P(XI> X 2, . . ., X I ) =

n I "' n,
n,
·PiI PiI ··· P1
1

(12)

n1 .n2 .. .. n1.
Numbers p 1 , p 2 , ••• p 1 are marginal probabilities (2) of occurrence a grain of the diameter d; in the general
population.
Frequencies of occurence of grains belonging to stated classes in a sample coposed of n elements which is under
testing also constitute a multivariate random variable assuming the values

(J;

= -nn

1

, Y2

n1
n,
= -,
...
,Y1 = -)
n
n

with muttinomial distrirution (12 ) .
Thus, in case of multiple drawing of samples, the most probable characteristic of material is determined to the
probability

P(.Y;

n 'P""
I
· I · · · · · pm1
= m1 I n, Y2 = m2 I n, .. . , Y1 = m1 In)=------'""-'-(m1)!. .. (m1)!

(13)

where:
m; • the most probable number of grains in i-th fraction.
Each of random variables Xi or Y; at independent sampling with constant number n of grain in the
sample is subject to binomial distribution:

P[X, = k,) =P[Y, =k, In) =

(;)p/'

(1- py-

1
•

(14)

and expected values and variances are:

Cov(X1 ,X. )= np,p. ,
I

I

(15)
(16)

!J(Y)=p;Q..-p;)l n ,
i, I°=l,2, .. .,I.

Identification of grain material characteristic by sampling methods
Repeated measurements of granular characteristic of fine-grained materials: magnesia and quartz were carried
out by means of a laser analyzing diffractometer. The instrument makes it possible to determine the content of
31 grain classes within the range 0.9 to 200µm . The content p of each class is given as percentage. On the basis
of series of measurements of characteristic in samples mean values, variances, coefficient of variation (relative
error,%) and histograms of the content of particular grain classes were calculated. Fragments ofresults are
shown in Table.I and in Fig.4.
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whe.r;e :summation extends over au combinations of .numbers n1 ,n2 , ..• ,nj with constant size of the
samplen.

20
15

n 10
5

0
d11

1,3 1,5 t,7
1,9 2123
' ' 2,5 2,7
p,%
2.,9 3,1 3,3

d10

d7

d8

d9

Fig.4. Histograms of the contents .of grain classes No.7-11 (fable. I)

Fig.5. Measure of accuracy in simulal.lon les1s
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Abstract Tiris paper deals with a description of the modelling and simulation of the new European Rail Traffic
Management System (ERTh1S). The general structure of the project is illustrated and the modelling approach is
explained.
Different system views were integrated in 'the entire model which was designed and evaluated by Petri Nets. Based on
an informal (natural language) specification a formsJ net representation was created. The investigation of static as well
as dynamic system behaviour is possible. The model consists of a process, scenario and functional account. The aspects
of reusability of subnets are mentioned.

The aim to realise an European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTh1S) is motivated by the problems of the
frontier crossing of trains. Up to now each railway administration forces its own train control system. In other words
it is necessary to change the train .traction for passing the border or to equip the engine with many different systems
on board as national solutions of •the countries it will pass. [n consequence the first solution costs a lot of time the
second a lot of money. In order to avoid ·this it is important to define an unique train control system. It means in
detail that the train can pass 'the frontier without changing the engine. Furthermore it is not necessary to change the
engine-driver, because .an uniform signalisation is provided for the man-machine-interface (MMI). This case is
called interoperability .
The development of an interoperable future train control system is characterised by high complexity. Different kinds
of intel'ests related t•o the implementation strategy and oto the ·existing functional environment of the system has to be
reflected on. FurthermOI'e it is necessary lo look at the safety critical .aspects for the train control system. The
interests in modelling ·and simulation of the new system are focused on the verification of the standardised interface
description and the investigation on the integration of the new system to the existing interlockings and regulation
systems.
The implementation of the new train control standard will be 1the basis for the unrestricted border crossing services
as well as for the liberal using of the railway network by several railway companies. Appropriate European
directives are in preparation.

2 The system

structu~e

The main units of .the ERTMS .al'e the onboard and trackside systems. The onboard system supervises all functions
realised on the train and communicates with the trackside system. So, for the communication purposes, the onboard
components cover the radio ins·tallation and devices for ceading of beacons, so-called balises. Beside this there exist
special interfaces to the existing national train control systems, caUed Specific Transmission Module (STM). Also
the movement of ERTh1S fitted out trains on conventional trac'ks is possib'le by the STh1's.
The heart of the trac'kside system of ERT.MS is the Radio Block Center (RBC). The RBC communicates with the
tra·in, the trackside installations (for example level crossing), the interlocking and the regulation. Evaluating the
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information given from the interlocking and the regulation 't he RBC gives movement authorities, orders and
instructions to the train.

~BC

Interlocking

Figure 1: European Rail Traffic Management System (ER1MS)
The ERTMS identifies three functional application levels. They are defined to provide the railway companies with
systems which are adequate for their typical national env~onment. They also ensure downward compatibility. Using
the different levels, fall back strategies and migration processes are supported. The main characteristics of these
three levels ar,e listed beneath:

Technical
Interoperability
Operational
Interoperability
Physi·c al simal track.side
Driver information

Radio Transmission
Train Integrity
High performance blocks
(virtual short sections)
possible
Movin;g Block possibl,e

Levell
Yes

Only with MMI
si2113llin.e
Yes
Signalling trackside
and optional cab
si.- -m--1 Ml\fl
No
Checked trackside
No

I

Level 2

Level3

Y·es

Yes

Yes

Yes
'

'

Optional
Cab signalling l MMI
and optional
sie:nallio,g tr.ackside

No
Only cab signalling I

Yes

Checked trackside
Yes

Yes
Checked by train itself
Yes

No

Yes

No

MMI

Table 1: Characteristics of !!be different ERTMS levels
Under certain circumstances the ERTMS could provide also mixed traffic of different application levels.

3 The IP roject: The formal system specification
Based on the informal (textual) System Requirement Specification (SRS) it is the goal to create a formal system
model in order to verify the specification. The requirement of a safe system demand the proof of the correct system
behaviour specification. The most important part of the model is the interaction between onboard and trackside.
Furthermore the interface to the environment for the system stimulation is modelled.
In order to proof the system behaviour a formal description in a mathematical sense is important. Either the
correctness, logic behaviour and concistency of trhe model have to be checked. Not only the static aspects moreover
the system dynamic have to be considered. On account of this Petri nets were used for system modelling.
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3.1 Specification in three phases
The base for the modelling was the system requirements specification at the state of the art. The specification was
available in textual form. This info11Tial representation is not 1easy to pel'cept and has all adjectives of the natural
language: incompleteness, incorrectness, ambiguousness and contradictions. Moreover the static structure and
dynamic behaviour is not provable.

Regulation ...

Fl
~

Train

model

0 P.ba.seI

0 Pba.seII

• Phllem

Figure 2: Project phases .a:nd workpackages
The aim was to model the system with Petri Nets. The benefit is a formal representation and the integration of static
and dynamic aspects in an unique model. Moreover it is possible to simulate and to analyse the model. In order to
hand[e the project efficient three phases were defined as shown in figme 2. A central part is the interaction of the on
board and trackside equipment and the ·communication ov.er the 'air gap'. For the environmental behaviour no
·explicit specification exists, but it was important to model that mterface for the dynamic check.

3.2 .Modellii ng of the ERTMS
On different levels the model .represents different appearance of the .system. The model incorporates the following
paradigms:

• Pr:ocess
The representation of the (teclmica1) process is oriented at the system behaviour. In the general view the
interfaces, .the objects (like e.g. regulait.ion., interlocking, train or .radio block center) and the global behaviour
is included.
For example the process view in phase I (oompal'e fig. 2) represents the interaction between the
Trackside/RBC (ETCS-T, WPl), On Board (ETCS-B, WP2) and environmental part (WP3) of the model.
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•

SceMrios
The scenario view consists of w8!lk through strongly connected activities. That means in detail the closely
related activities of mainly operational type which ar;e necessary for e.g. entering to RBC, RBC area change,
joining, splitting. shunting, etc.

•

Functions
The functionality is shown in 1this mor·e detailed level of the model. Some functional modules can be used in
different scenarios. They are stored separately for reuseability. The are then called functional blocks.

I

ETCS Pnx:ess Model

I

0 ETCS Process

'Model· RBC

I

0

51

2 Supe<Vi&e Train

I

-

Determ of Path
and Movement Autnon1y

1 lrainu - n g
RBCAtN

f)

'

~

3 Train
leaYing
RSCisma

511
Determ of
Movement Authonty

E>

0

51.11

Determ of
Movement Au1hofily Con

I

52 -

--

-

T"'"'
Absolute U>callon
Oetenn of

Figure 3: Strucrure of the RBC Petri Net model

Figure 3 shows the structure of the RBC Petri Net model. Without discussing details the composition of the nets can
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PETRINET BASED MODEL OF CONTAINER TERMINAL LOGISTICS

K. MUller a.nd E. Schnieder
Technical University of Braunschweig
Langer Kamp 8, D-38106 Braunschweig
Abstract. It is not reasonable from ecological and economical points of view to transport long
distance goods by trucks. Furthermore, the advantage of the flexibility of trucks is decreased by the
amount of tilne fost in traffic congestions on highways.

1. Motivation
In the last years the traffic situation ·on the European roads has become more and more difficult,
especially because of th·e opening of the easte.m frontiers. The traffic statistics of the past, which can
be se·e n in figure 1, show that the share of
railway has become •eV•e n smaller. One
possibility of improving the situation would be
a shift of the long distance traffic from the 1 0 0 - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - -.- 160
road onto the railway.
[%]
[Mrd. tkm]
[f the traffic .situation will develop in the
90
140
future as it did in the past, the flexibility of
transport by trucks for long distance goods
inland water transport
80 .
will .c ome to nothing because of permanent
120
traffic jams. Therefore, it is necessary to look
for new traffic concepts and care for their
70
quick realization. One possibility ·o f improving
100
the situation on the roads is to u se the specific
60 advantages of ·t rains and trucks. These ar·e
the flexibility of trucks io the local traffk and
the long distance transport capacity of the
80
50
train with regard to ecolo.g y and economy.
These advantages of both systems should be
40
made use of in a combined transport system.
60
The combined goods traffic is charact·e rized
by trucks gathering the goods .a nd loading
30
them for long distance transport onto the
40
train, and again by the trucks taking over the
20 goods from the r ail near the place of
railways
des tination for distribution.
20
This process has its weak point in the fact
10
that transport by r ail is predominantly
carrie d out by night, a s the passenger traffic
O··in Germany t~es priority during the day.
1950
55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90
The t erminals operate at maximum
capacity mainly in the early morning hours
and in the early evenin g hours, because of the Figure 1.1: Distribution of freight traffic in
fact that the forwarders want to deliver their
germany
containers as late a s possible in the evening,
and like to pick up the goods as e arly as
possible in the morning. Thus for many hours of the day the loading capacity of the terminals is
scwcely profited by, which r esults in delays in the morning and evening.
As the international. container traffic is continually growing, it is therefore absolutely necessary
to dev elop more and - above .a ll - faster operation modes of transloading goods in terminals, which
will make traffic m ore attractive for the forwarding trad,e . "I'h·e new systems will have to make
possible not only shorter transfer times between train .a nd truck, but should be integrated in the
whole transportation chain.
The aim of this pr oj ect is t o m odel the entire transp ortation syst em wit h all possible transport

----1. . .,._. . _. . ________.. . .
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chains to calculate in advance the best transportation chain and to generate all reqwred
transportation data. Hence a virtual transport process results. The whole model consists of several
decomposition levels. In this paper it will only be possible to show the decomposition of the
container handling in the terminal. The general structure of the whole model is shown in figure 1.2.

2. The Transportation Chain
ln the last chapter we described that it is not only the aim to speed up the container transfer, but to
optimize the entil'e tr.a nsportation chain. In our opinion it is necessary to look at two parts. In the
first it is necessary to generate possible transportation chains. Each of these chains had an effect on
the current traffic situation if it were realized. In the second part it is necessary to look at the real
transport.
Why is it necessary to look at the entire chain?
Each carrier has its •o wn advantages and its own working capacity. In an optimal situation all
carriers are working near 100% capacity. Another optimum is reached, if the carrier with the fewest
ecological damage or the cheapest shipment transports the most cargo.
It is only possible to reach one of these peaks by considering all carriers and using those with the
most suitable characteristics. For example: Assume that on the motorway to the destination there
normally is a traffic jam. The time requirements for the transport are not very strict. If someone has
all required information about the possibilities of the other carriers he is able to use a better
alternative for example to transport the goods by train.
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Figure 2.1: The entire transportation chain
Description of the entire transportation chain
The transportation chain contains the following objects:
• the transportation order
• the wirtual traffic process
• the traffic information
·• the real process
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The entire transportation chain is shown in Fi.gure 2.1.
Transportation order
The object 'transportation order' contains the information about the goods, for example weight, size,
transport conditions and so on, as well as the starting point and the destination. Particulary
important are the requirements of the customer. These could be for example a secure or a fast
transport.

Traffic information
Th,e traffic information has to be divided in two parts, static and dynamic information. The static
information contains a list of all handling modules, a list of all roads, the traffic regulations and the
reliability of the roads.
The dynamic information contains the present capacity of the handling modules, the current
working capacity of the streets and the rails.
Virtual Transportiation Chain
The aim of the simulation is to generate an optimal transportation chain. To reach this, general
steps are necessary . In the first step a transportation chain is built out of the static traffic
information, the information from the goods and the starting point and destination.
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This transportation chain contains no information about the actual traffic situation. Today this
is the only chain that can be .g enerated. In the future it will be possible to get information about the
actual traffic situation with systems like RDStrMS (Radio Data System I Traffic Message

Specification).
With the static transportation 'c hain, the requirements from the customer, and the dynamic
traffic information, the simulation calculates the chains which meet all requirements. At this point
this information is necessary because the results affect the traffic situation.
The customer has to choose one of the calculated transportation chains. As soon as he chooses one
solution this choice influences the real dynamic traffic information in the future. This solution is the
chain which describes the use of all means of transportation from the start to the destination.

3. Refinement Transition 'transportation'
One of the advantages of petri-nets is the possibility to refine transitions. With this hierarchical
models can be developed. The Figure 3.1 shows the refinement of the transition 'transportation'.
There are connections to the upper net with the places freight at start and at destination and the
selected transportation chain. This net shows the entire process which begins with the provision of
an empty means of transportation. In the combined transport this is usually a lorry. The loaded
lorry drives to the loading ramp in the next terminal. There another empty means of transportation
is needed in this example it is an empty r·olling stock. Now the lorry is empty and can load for
example another container for the return trip.
In general the freight could be transported via aircraft or ship or by rail or by street. The course
of events is the same for each carrier. It it important that the token on the place 'transportation
chain' contains all information and controls the entire transportation process.
If the last means of transportation reaches the destination, the freight will be unloaded and the
means of transportation is ready to load another freight.

4. Refinement of the Transition 'handling'
The refinement of the transition 'handling' at the next level shows the kinds of ports of
transshipment which connect the mode of transport with different means of transport. For example
a harbour connects the modes of transport street, rail and waterway. The terminal 2000 is only used
to connect street and rail.
Concept of the te.r :minal

When at the right moment a truck is ready at the transfer position to receive the container, the
robot loads the container directly onto the truck. Should the truck be late, the transfer robot is
programmed to drop the unit load immediately, so as to be ready for handling the next arriving unit
load. For such a situation a conveyor belt has been chosen, on which such undispatchable containers
can be placed in order to be transported for storage out of the transfer area. This process of
unloading the containers from a slowly moving train can be reversed for loading.
The refinement of the handling module is the final detailed level in the transportation chain, see
Figure 5.1. A refinement of one of these transitions would lead to the level of sensor and actuator
models.
With the aim of improving the chances for the combined goods traffic a new concept is being
developed at the Institute of Control and Automation Engineering at the Technical University of
Braunschweig Germany. The realisation concept comprises the following aspects:
• automatic transfer of containers
• direct transport over the day
'• optimized management based on simulation
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Figure 4.1: petri net model of the terminal

The terminal consists of several places and pieces of equipment. The main places are the place of
discharge and the place of loading, car park, rail and stock. The main pieces of equipment are the
handling module, the conveyor belt and the store. Figure 4.1 shows the function of the terminal with
petri nets.

5. Automatic Unit Load Handling
Coresponding to the function of the transition 'handling' a reference modul has built in scale 1:45 in
our institute. In a real terminal the handling modul'e has the following job: While the train moves
along, the containers are unloaded in direct transfer, which means without the disadvantage of any
shunting, directly under the connecting line.
The transfer robot is composed of two swivel axles and two linear axles. By the main swivel axle an
alternative movement between train, truck and drag chain conveyor is performed. The second swivel
axle moves in opposite synchronisation to the main swivel axle, in order to keep the grab always
parallel to the train. The first linear axle synchronizes itself with the train's speed, and the second
linear axle lifts the containers from the train. The transfer robot' s job is to move its spreader
between the connecting line and the train with the aim of carrying out a r endezvous with the
container on the slowly moving carriage. As soon as the spreader has taken up the speed of the train
and has found the right position above the container, it takes hold of it, lifts it and moves it sideways
off the train.
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6. Tbe Tool INCOME
For the modelling of the described petri nets we use the tool INCOME which is basically a workflow
management tool [Promatis] based on petri nets. INCOME uses predicate transition nets for
modelling. The programming language for the description of the function of a transition is PROLOG.
INCOME works together with an ORACLE database. For the described problem of combined goods
traffic this is a big advantage in relation to some other tools, because there is a lot of information to
be handled about the trains, the containers or the trucks.
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Abstract.. Developing large and complex railway systems is a difficult cask due to the fact that lots of
requirements and detailed aspects have to be considered. Thus it is important to emphasise on early phases and
especially on the requirements engineering phase. To enhance the result of this stage, we will combine
modelling methods with simulation and virtual reality representations of the later system. In this paper we
introduce the structure of the design framework, relate simulation, visualisation and virtual reality
repr;esenrations to railway systems engineering and explain the idea of combining both.

Introduction
The development of large and complex railway systems is by far not a trivial cask. Especially the requirements
engineering phase is usually a big challenge for all panicipants. There ar.e not only a huge amount of different
requirements to talce into consideration but also ,OCJ folftll tbe so-cailed RMIS requirements, that stands for
reliability, availability, maintenance and safety of the later railway system. Additionally, problems between
developers and customers like e.g. different semantics in vocabulary or ambiguity have bad influence in the
requirements elicitation phase e.g. misunderstood requirements. That enonnous complexity of this problem
field leads to the use of formal methods [5,8) . However, due to the fact that customers normally do not
understand any formal system description, they need an intuitive representation of it Explanations about the
syntax of the used formal languages to ·the cliencs does usually not lead to a better understanding, as it does not
ensure an entire agreement on me semantics.
Visualised simulation (VS) and virtual reality (VR) is a more intuitive repl"esentation of complex aspeccs for
human beings. Furthermore, there is no ,need for tbe CtJSlomer to learn a new description language. Also
,customers can easily determine the complereness of their ideas. Thus, using different views of the system or
different visualised scenarios reduces diffirulties in understanding.
Such a combination of modelling methods based on formal methods with VSNR in the requirements
engineering phase needs a structural model together with methodological guidelines. In the following part we
introduce the framework, relate virtual reality and visualised simulation to the scope of railway syslems
engineering, introduce tbe idea of combining simulation/virtual reality and modelling methods and give an
outlook ~o further work.
1

1

Structure of the Design Framework
Common approaches for systems design often have a linear or quasi-linear sequence of phases, where each
phase gives output OCJ the next and receives requests for updates of the latter (e.g. [l, 10, 12)). However, large
projects usually can not follow such a dear determination of steps and linear approach. Engineers and
developers are fof.ced by strong influences to organise work flows also including parallel phases and
interactions between different sreps.
The strucrural model proposed in this paper does not follow these quasi-linear approaches. It is rather a twodimensional framework. where the kernel is a formal database containing all necessary information about
r;equirements and systems specification (see figure 1). The framework is a code-based software architecture for
solving specific problem classes with imeracition of its components. Also the interfaces to related systems are
included in .the defmhion of the ove:rall ~trucwre. As 1early as possible in tbe project. the requiremencs should be
described in a formal language due ,to the resulting decrease of ambiguities and the increase of requirements
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quality. In the first step, starting with the requirements within the formal frame, the requirements specification
is enhanced by additional formal descriptions of lhe domain context in order to receive an entire formal
descriptioo of an scenario. The understanding of scenarios in this paper is different to the scenarios mentioned
in literarure, like e.g. [2, 13]. We introduce a new cype of scenario as.a formal description of subprocesses of the
overall system. which has to be complete and consistent according to an introduced metamodel of specification
languages, the so-c.alled mental reference model (6) . If the description is still insufficient in relation to a
reference model, it must be completed by performing guided discussions with the user or using generated check
Lists. Hereby the interface Ito the documenration and 1test components with the requirements pan in figure 1 is
evolved. This is 1t!be important point that is differem to other approaches like mentioned above. Another
advantage of using formal description languages in this early stage in the design process is that all other tasks
of systems engineering iike analysis. tests, simulation, structured documentation and implementation can be
optimal performed with computer aid.
Requirements

~-..__~

'--------------1

Context

User-oriellled
Description
(hwnan)

Simulado.n., Documentation
Test, Analysis

Simulation., Doauneat:a tion
Test, .A ntiysh
Artificial I:ntelligeau

.....---....._-~

System Specific
RealislltilJn

Context

Figure 1: Framework of the design process

In the .next step, the formally described, consistent requirements build up the entire system specification
with the in.tegratioo of all predefined subprocesses. The entire system specification is the second component of

the formal database. Bom compooents :are defining different description levels. They are extended by context
information, which can be automatically integrated as domain specific knowledge, when also stored in the same
data format. Of course also the user itself bas context knowledge of the user specific application domain, which
,can not accessed by ·the systems analysts ·easily. The same increase of knowledge is carried out during the
implementation phase by including context information . Only in .the two other cases of the requirements and
system specification inside the formal database we are able to have direct access to the bidden information and
the possibility to integrate them in the given structure.
As it is difficult for 1the cuS'tomers to understand tbese formal descriptions in general, the consiscence
descrip.tioo musl be reduced in complexity and shown to the cusromer as simulations. This can be done through
simulations which concentrate the information to certain aspects of interests for the user. This is the reason for
the application of modem virtual reality approaches in this framework. Especially the use of user adapted
graphical representations in the requirements phase is very important, as most of the reasons for system failures
are related to errors during the requirements specification phase. We will focus on this point in the next
chapter.
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Using Simulation and Virtual ReaUty in Re.q uirements Engineering
In this section we introduce visual simulation (VS) and virtual realiity (VR) in requiremencs elicitation. A
possible requirements engineering process wi!l!J VSNR is defined and a list of expected advantages of this new
method is given.
In other fields e.g. architecture or computer aided design virtual reality became more common in the last
years [3, 7]. In B·erlln e.g. the fo ruc;e buildings at the Potsdamer Platz and the new part of the government can be
visited by virtual reality (VR) de.mons•trations. These intuitive ,presentations emphasise in most cases on
structural aspectS. On the other band, simulation .tools are seen as the ,,key technology for realistic suppon of
decisions of dynamic ~pectS in the future" [14]. However. tbe practical use of VR for nearly realistic suppon of
decisioin in SUlJCtllfai as•pects and of simulation wols for dynamic issues bas been commonly accepted. Thus the
question arose whether simulation and virtual feahty can be used 1even in the requirements elicitation phase in
railway engineering projects where foes of decisions on dynamic processes (e.g. train schedule) have to be
made.
A VR (vinual reality) sysrem consists of several effectors like data glove, bead-mounted display or force ball
and ·the reality engine with its computer system .kernel, severa.J signal. oonve.rters and control elementS [11]. As
VS (visualised simulation) system we define a .reduced VR system based on a simulation system together with
.e nhanced visualisation. It consists of a 2-D geometry database, simulation management and user application
that considers environmental, process :a nd .teclmology aspects. It bas a formal kernel where the system and
environmental aspects can be specified and simulated e.g. based on formal mathematical theory. Thus the
formal described subprocesses or scenarios can be carried out and presented to <the customer by the VS system.
The development of a VR system can be very expensive. Therefore it bas to be carefully decided whether to
use a VR or a VS system. Regarding the application field of railway systems development, the main aspects ro
be ·considefed .w e auU)matic train protec·tion (ATP), automatic .train operation (ATO) and the supporting
systems like regulation and interlocking. [n order 10 discuss these dynamic aspects we need a good simulation
of the process, abilities for interacting with the simulation and an intuitive visualisation. Thus the VS system is
appropriate.
Figure 2 shows the .r:elation betv.teen simulation, visualised simulation .a nd virtual reality with respect 10
."kind of visualisation" (I-dimensional, ..., multimedia) and ,,interacition" (no-interaction, real time
interaction). The ·concepts ,,simulation" bases on an operational kernel, with I-dimensional visualisation
('tables) and no direct interacdcm. Visualised Simulation is an enhanced simulation with 2-D or 3-D
visualisation and an i.nterac.tion. The next enhancement Classifies the concept ,.virtual reality" that bas
additional multimedia visualisation and probably real time interaction.

------

·~sualisation

Multimedia
3-D visualisation
2-D visualisa:tic!HI

l-D visualisaticrn

Figure 2: Dime.nsio:ns ·of VlSualisation
The train analysis and simulation tool set called TRANSIT [9] can be used as VS system. 1RANSIT
determines various featJ.Wes of performance in local traffic and automa<k guided train areas and consists of the
~ollf main modules train scbeduk, control system, interlocking system and process that are connected to each. It
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models and simulates 't!be process as weH as the 1oonu·o1 and dte interlocking system. Hence, 1RANSIT
considers reality aspects 1in railways.
An overview on typical application fields in railways systems engineering and their requirements toward
visualisation and simulation is given in Tabular l.

Application Field
strucruial aspects: interior desig1n of
1trains, comfort ofdisoosition svstem
performance, accordance of train
schedules, validation of schedules
discussion of complex dynamic
behaviour aspects as variants of
train schedules, traffic load,

Discussion Panner
Customer Side
customer/user
user
customer I user

I

Discussion Panner
Simvlier Side
supplier (marketing
staff)
developer (technical
staff)
supplier (marketing
siaft) /development

Represenlation
vinual reality
simulation
visualised
simulation

staff

Tabular 1: VS, VR and simulation 'in railway systems engineering
As depicted in figure I the introduced framework considers simulations of the specified system at both
levels the requirements and the system specification level. In the following we focus on the requirements
specification level. In order to achieve a requirements specifications as complete and customer-oriented as
possible, the use of VS and YR systems have to be integrated iD me entire requirements engineering process.
By experience we know that new methods and tools do not improve the engineering process and its result
unless 1they consi~ the usual applied development process of lhe project group. In conventional processes the
developer elicits the requirements in discussions with the customer/user on basis of ER-diagrams, OOAD
specifications, a.s.o .. All these representations are paper-oriented and non of them can be simulated on the
computer. The human-oriented virtual reality presentation, we adapted to the framework, is natural for all
participants so that it ·can be easily integrated in the process by substiruting the paper documents.
Figure 3 shows the proposed new process with VSNR that :refines the triangle part (requirements,
requirements specification, simulation .a nd documentation) of figure I. It is a cyclic iteration starting at step l,
where the customer provides the developer with a first collection of requirements formal or informal described.
These requiremen·ts are transformed by the development team into formal scenarios, that can be carried out
The next step is to integrate these scenarios in the VS or VR system. Then the simulated scenarios based on the
entire VS I VR System are presented to the customer for interactive discussion. Thus existing requirements can
be correctly defined and new features can be additional demanded by the customer due to the presented system.
In several iterations of these ~our steps both customer and developer refine the first rough system specification
until they agree on all aspects.

transformation

integration ·
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Figure 3: Proc,e ss o.f Requirements Engineering
According Davis [4] the relationship be,tween requirements and design becomes more complex in problems
where solutions lie in a combination of software and bafclw:are. 'T his combination is typical for railway
,e ngineering projects where software (control system), hardware (trackside elements) and integrated firmware
build up the required system. Davis provides the followin,g six points of ,tfaits that problem analysis techniques
should exhibit:
1. Facilitace communications
2. Pf;ovide a means of defining the system boundary
3. Provide a means of defining partitions, abstractions, aDcil projeccions
4. Encourge the analyst to think in terms ·Of real requirements not in solutions
5. Allow for opposing alternatives but alen t!be analyst to their presence
6. Make it easy for analysts to modify the knowledge structure
Our approach suppons developer and customer widi good communication facilities (animation) and
regards .tbe system bo1mdary by simulating aU scenarios with respect to tlle VS rsp. VR system. Abstractions
and projections can be carried out ,chasing ·d ifferent scenarios. Thus it establisbs a bases for agreemem,
provides a baseline for validation .a nd verification and reduces the development effort (less errors, focussing on
important requireme,ts).
By visualisation and animation of requirements tbe .level of abstraction for discussions is pre-defined,
concepts can be concretised and several views of lhe sysrem 1can be interactively discussed. Furthermore,
developer and cusromer are compelled ro formalise their ideas due ,to the fact that both syscems (VS and
VR)bave a formal kernel. This will bring out a bt of misundersL:llldin:g in early stages. Another advantage is
the consideration of overall system aspec·ts by tbe integration step. Thou·gh .the complexity of the comprehensive
system description incrreases, die ,discussion can still be easily followed due to the intuitive representation.
The following theses sum up our expectations on the imp[1ovement for requirements engineering based on
VSNR:
l. VSNR leads ito a ·oommunication 'between customer and developer with less misunderstandings,
ambiguity and cleaJ'ers,emantics
2. The customer is better involved in the decision process. (It is much easier to involve him.)
3. The developed system is much more customer-ori·ented and adapted to their needs. (Due to these 2)
4. The developing process is more .efficient (time, budget). (Faults and misunderstandings can be detected
·in an early stage of the pmject)
5. Easier mtegt:ation of the system. (Based on d:Je VS rsp. VR sys tem in ,the integration step)
1

Tbef'e are some items ( ~6) our approach do not fulfil but we keep them in mind and work further on them.
Anyhow, our approach provides custom·e r and developer with lots addi:tionaJ advantages that will lead in our
opinion ~o beuer .s ystem specifications.

Conclusion
In this paper we presented .a fi!St snap-shot on the idea of combining 'Virtual reality representations rsp.
siinulati,o n toois wi1
tb modelling methods in the phase of requirements engineering in order to enhance the
output of the phase and the quali ty of the later railway system. In the future we will further concretise our
structural model and emphasise on 1t\be earliest part of the life.cycle respectively the incoming informal
specification of 1tbe customer and its transformation in parts of formal .a nd informal specifications. While the
application of the introduced framework including the specification of r;equirements in scenarios gave us a good
'feedback durin g ithe specificatlon of ETCS (Ew;opean Train C ontrol System), we hope to integrate soon the
virtual reality aspects. This would be a further stey to error-minimised specifications of complex and safetycritical railway systems.
1
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MSO: Modeliing - Simulatio n - Opt.imi·zation
in Large Scale Traffic Systems
A. Graber, MSC Model Based Consulting , 8 703 Erlenbach, Switzerland
M. Mouthon, GfAI Group for Applied Informatics, 8 105 Regensdorf, Switzerland

1. Abstract
This paper describes the methodology used to optimize the entire net structure for the cargo traffic of
Swiss Rail. Swiss Rail has around 1800 stations for cargo, of ....tlich aprox. 30 are shunting stations
(marshaling stations).
The transportation process is subdivided into three sub processes:
1) local collecting of wagons (from station of origin to shunting station).
2) transporting ov·e r a 1ong distance (from shunting station to another shunting station), and
3} local distribution of wagons (from shunting station to destination station).
In a period of one week, around 90'000 wagons are transported.
The overall objective is the minimization of costs ....tii'lst maintaining given transport quality standards.
However, the exact costs of shunting and transportation are not really kno'M1, as the cargo division of
Swss Rail shares r esources with the passenger division . Therefore we concentrate here on the
optimization of the utilization of resources.
Due to the combinatorial complexity of the problem a mesoscopic approach is chosen by ....tiich some
parts ·o f the system are modeled in d·etail and others ·only rudimentarily W1ereby part of the structure
and some re'levant parameters .have to be it·eratively tuned during the validation.phase ..
The cyclic MSC-approach applies at too levels:

1) Model optimization : The results of a simulation run are compared with the real oorld. The structure of the model s is adapted and the different parameters tuned in such a way that the accuracy of
the results improves. This is repeated iteratively until a stable model with knov.n and acceptable
accuracy is achieved.
2) System o,p timization: The resu'lts of a simulation run with the stable model are analyzed. The
netV\Ork structur·e, corresponding time table and routing matrices are modified iteratively until an
optimal performance of the overall system is reached.
In this paper emphasis is put on the second MSO cycle - optimization -of the rail netw::>rk - and we will
only describe brie~l y the output of the model optimizat.i on process i.e. the structure of the models used.

2.

MSO: Model Optimization
The output of (he model optimization cycle is a set of 3
models Wlich ar-e used for the system optimization:

1. Scenario generator: The scenario generator enables the
user to modify interactively the size and location of the
collecting and distribution zones, the time tables, the
volume of wagons to be transported, and other relevant
parameters like shunting capacities etc.. Whenever zone
modifications occur, time tables have to be generated
automatically for local as 'Nell as for long distance traffic.
The consistency of all relevant system parameters is
examined on request before a new scenario is simulated.

fig 1.
The model optimization cycle. The t'MJ
persons r epresent the domain know how
(SBB) and the operations research know how.

2. Simulati on mode:I: The simulation model takes the
consistent data from the szenario generator (netoork,
time tables, capacities and the list of wagons to be
transported) and sim ulates the behavior of the transport
chain.
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- Local collection: Based on the time taible, the wagons ane picked up at their station of origin and
transported to the next shunting statiion.
- Long distance tf<ansport: At the level of shunting station is decided on the path wagons have to
follow to their destination shunting station. The long distance t~ains are formed and run according to
the time table. Restirictions are considered here l1
i ke: capacity of shunting station, train length and
weight (depending directly from some physical characteristics of the network and indirectly from the
timetable wtlidh contains the relevant routing infonnation).
- Local distribution: At the destination shunting station distriibution trains are formed and wagons are
transported to their final destination according the time ta'ble. No restriction apply here to train
ight.
!length and we1
3. Report generator

The report generator generates standardized editable text •documents (MS-Word) that contains
statistics (MS-Excel) at three levels:
a) static overview ( f.low related statistics),
b) statistiics about the system dynamic c)
detail information about subnets.
The report generator can display and compare several scenarios in one report. The comparison of a
new scenario ~th a standard we:ll !known reference scenario, proved to be one of most efficient
methods.
The follo~ng figures show some typical graphics produced by the Report Generator.
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3. MSO: System optimization
The net'Mlrk opt imization results from compaling a new scenario ~th the reference scenario or from
companng successive scenarios among themselves. The main control variables in this optimization
process are:
1

1. Number of active stations.

2. Number and location of the shunting stations, re'l at·ed 1oca1 zones and time tables for local and long
distance traffi c.
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3. Time dependent volume of goods to lbe transported from and to the active stations.
Consistency requir,ements among the structure of
the mode:led rail netw:irk, the train time tables
and the source and destination of the goods to
be transported; make the building of a new
scenario an e~remely time consuming operation
I

Usually classical sensitivity analysis fails to produce meaningful results Wienever the model is
built on a weakly defined .or a highly complex
Standardproblem situation. The support of a scenario
report
generator 1is then required to guide the trial and
fig.5
error prooess towards some optimized solution.
The cycle to ,o ptimize the railway system. The person
This
is particular1y true here, Wiere more than
represents the domain know how (SBB).
20'000 systems parameters could theoretically
be vanied to produce new scenarios.
The main function of the .scenario generator is to produce 1in a '!ielatively short time, new and consistent
scenarios in a format as near as possible from the one used in reality. Among others: consistent routing
matrices and time tables have to be generated !
1

3.1. Modeting the ·N,e twork
Th e scenario generator 1is imbedded in a graphical information system (GIS) platform in Wiich all
.available functii ms can be called by a mouse click (Fig. 6).
1

M·o difying the Network
Typical modifications of the structure of
the local zones consist in :
•

eliminating an existing shunting
statiion or defining a new one,

•

reassigning a mother station to a
different shunting station.

Changing the structure of a zone
requires usually new time tables and
routing matrices to be defined. By small
chang,es it is possible to modify the existing matrices and time tables manually.
Nevertheless relevant modifications of
~he netw:irk within an optimization cycle
require usually a full recalculation of
routing matrices and time tables.

)

1

.J \

fig. 6.
The graphical user interface

3.1.1 Modifying th e N'etw-ork
1

Typical modifications of the structure of the local zones consist in :
•
•

eliminating an ex.isting shunting station or defining a new one,
reassigning a mother station to .a diff,erent shunting station.

Changing the structure of a zone requires usu~lly new time tables and routing matrices to be defined.
By small changes it is possible to modify the existi-ng matrices .and time tables manually. Nevertheless
relevant modifications of the netv.ork vvithin an optimization cycle require usually a full recalculation of
routing matrices and time tables.
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3.1.2 Routes

Routes descri.be ·the connections between shunting stations. These can be direct, or via other shunting
stations. They are time dependent and can be adj ust·ed hourly (tlM:l stations can be connected directly
in the morning and via a third one the rest of the day for example).
The calculation of tihe routes represents a complex combinatorial problem. Pure mathematical optimization algorithms - as described in [1] - tend to produce an enormous amount of combinations or to
create unstable solutions.
For the calculation of 'routes in the scenario gener ator a modified flooding algorithm [2] plays a central
role. Trials v-.;th genetic algorithm were abandoned, due to poor perfonnance and unsatisfactory
results.
3.1.3 Main Time Tables

Co'llection-, long distance and distribution tii me tables can be created automatically. Restrictions in the
form of time v-.;ndov...s and railway line capacities can be given wtiat allov...s indirectly capacity problems
due to other traffic types to be considered
The itinerary of collection and distribution trains is calculated on the basis of the shortest way to and
from the shunUng stations. \Nhenever minimizing train kilometers conflicts wth minimizing wagon
kilometers priority is given to train k' ilometers.
The long distance train time tab'les are treated similarly, taking into account the restrictions formulated
in the route matrices.
Time tables calculated in this way can only be approximate. Their quality becomes apparent only in the
results of a simulation run acoordin,g to Wiich they can be modified manually. The consistency of such
changes is test·ed automatiica'lly.
The si mulation model itself contains some functionality to improve the quality of the train time table by
overloading trains systematically, or by generating additional trains.
3.1.4 Transport Orders
Transport orders for new scenarios are ·generated automatically on the base of real life transport orders. The transport demand ·can be adjusted globally or locally (for example a percentage increase in
transport demand of a specific good between t'MJ regions). By doing so special attention is paid to the
fact that an increased transport demand from region A to region B implies usually an increased
transport of empty wagons from B to A.

3.2. Simulation o f Trame
The purpose of the simulation is to generate dynamic results of the transport process The functionality
of th·e model and the generated output is described in the previos chapter .
3.3. System - Optimization
3.3.1 Static Optimization

A po~rful characteristic o'f the scenario generator is the possibility of eliminating unrealistic scenarios
by ways of rough flow analysis prior to simulation, accelerating substantially the optimization cycle.
This flow analysis produces values for
•

Work load in ·each shunting station due to collecting and distribution traffic

•

Work load in 1eaoh .shuntirng station due to long di.stanoe traff,ic

•

Traffic density on each railway line

• etc..
These values can only be calculated approximately by means of flow analysis i.e. ignoring the dynamical d1
imension of the net1M:>rk. These appro~imations are nevertheless precise enough to detect very
soon unrealistic scenarios. It has nevertheless to be born 1in mind that due to the time dependency of
1
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some roU:t es arnd of the ·capac'ity of some resources the actual usage rate of trains and shunting
stations faci'lities Will generally be higher as found by ana'lyzing f,lows.
1

The static optimization is performed within the scenario generator and by cycling through the "short cut
path" (figure 5), ~ere static results of scenario generator are evaluated in details by means of the
report generator.

3.3.2 Dynamic Optimization
With a scenario optimi:z:ed on the basis of static considerations only, no statements can be made
about the overall transport time and 1the cliitical tra'in length. This type of results will only be obtained
through simulation.
3.3.3 Optimization Cycles
Fig 7 shows all theoretical possible optimization cycles to achieve the best result. As stated before, the
cycle containing costs is not uses, as the cost structure is not accurate enough , however reports
c011taining costs have been generat,ed , to demonstrate theoretical sav1ings achieved by new scenarios.
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fig 7.
All theoretical possible
optimization cycles uses
with the model

cycle

mic c ce includin costs

4. Experience in ipractice
4.1. General
Systems of the size of a national railway like Swiss Rail are weakly defined systems with many special
cases to be treated specifically. The more emphasis is placed on special cases, the more likely we are
to loose control over the combinatoriial complication of the model . On the other side if relevant special
cases are not considered, 1the relevance of the results wi'lil suffer.
The scenario generator is currently intensively use.d by Swiss Rail in its effort to increase productivity in
the good traffic sector. The productivity of the optimization process itself has been substantially increased by using the above described pragmatic and.iterative MSO approach.
1

Parallel to small net\'.Ork adjustments - such as the removal of singular shunting stations - more involved netv.or1
k adjustments - such as the reduction from 47 to 5 shunting stations - have been evaluated .
Within half of a day, irad ica!ly new scenarios could be created and simulated, allowing for an
immediate first analysis. Through further iterations the required more detailed statements were
produced . l·eading to an optimal solution Within a few hours.
User acceptance of the results has been remarkably high due to the interactivity of the optimizing process. The user has been very quickly able to use its deep expertise of the real netw:>rk at different abstraction levels in the optimizing cycle. Due to the cyclic way of w:>rking , the learning success of the
user had a positive effect on th·e efficiency of the search for solutions.
1

1

1

1
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4.2. Accuracy of Simulation Results
At the time the model was validated, no detailed data about the movement of wagons were available at
Svviss Rail. For validation purposes .2 000 v11agons 1Nere marked and their movements were recorded
during 24 hours.
The discrepancy between model data and validation data ranged from 5% up to 30%, depending on
the type of results. At a first glance, this seems to be not precise enough for optimization purposes.
Investigations showed however, that the absolute degree of accuracy is a less important factor for the
opHmization process as the fact that result:s vvHh th·e same degree of accuracy are compared.
In order to compare a n,e w scenaliio vvHh th·e actual state , the actual netv.ork structure is entered into
the scenario generator. Actual routing matrices and Ume tal:)les are ignored and new ones are
generated Vllith the built-in algorithms. These matrices and time tables are of lovver quality than the real
ones, but they enable a meaningful comparison of the "transformed" actual-state Vllith the new
scenario.
Experiences in the last years have shown, that the improvement tendency from a "actual state" (1 ) to a
"new state" (4) is equivalent to the one observed from a "generated actual state" (2) to a "new
scneario" (4).

:Real world

1) actual state.
- actual net'MJrk
-actual time table

4) new state
- new net'M:>rk
- refined generated time table

................ ........................ ........................ ., ....... ............................................................................t ········................................. ....
2) gene:r ated actuaJ state
- actual net'M:>rk
- generated timetable

Model

3) new scenario
- new net'M:>rk
- new generated time table

fig. 8
Real wur1d and model

5.. Hard-/ Softwar:e, Performance
Hardware:
Softw'are :

:Performance:

IBM PC (486 / '66 MHz)
OS :
OS2
Model kernel:
SIMAN IV
Model enhancements: c I C++
Reports: C++ I MS-Wo.rd I Excel
Simu'lation of one relevant Scenanio
(1 Week, entire netwurk, furl traffic):
55 Minutes

6. Uteratur:e
1) WeiBleder ID.U. (1989). Das Transportmodell TPM. Eisenbahntechnische Rundschau, 38(11) , 685690.
2) Tannenbaum, A.S., Computer Netv.orks.• Prentice Hall 1988
3) A. Graber I U. Ulrich (1992) Modeling and Simulatio n of the Swss Railways Good Traffic Vllith
SIMAN. 7th . ASIM Symposium on Simulation in Hagen, Band 4, 128-132
4) A. Graber I U. Ulrich IM. Mouthon (1994) Computer Aided Generation of Scenarios for the Optimization of Complex Transport Systems by Means of Simulation , CISS - First Joint Conference of
International Simulation Societi es Proceedings, SFIT (ETH) Zurich Svvitzer1 and, pages 454 ff.
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The Impact of Dynamic Speed Adaption
on Macroscopic Traffic Flow Simulation
Frank Meiflner
Technical University of Hamburg-Harburg
Lohbriigger KirchstraBe 65
D-21033 Hamburg
Abstract
During t.he last years the technique of macroscopic traffic simulation has gained more importance
within the field of online traffic control. Mostly, simulation is used as a means of prediction for
t raffic behavior in order to test rerouteing decisions before they are applied to traffic network.
Hence simulation execution time is a critical resource which has t o be dealt with. The simulation
model, presented in this article, used to calculate dynamic adaption t·erms for the simulated speed
in any traffic situation. Due to the high calculat.ion cost of these 'terms a new hybrid simulation
model is introduced, which is capable of doing a low cost calculation for fairly homogeneous traffic
situations with low to medium load and applying the full speed calculation scheme whenever a
significant loss of precision threatens. Different 1traffic scenarios a,r;e investigated and the results for
a German motorway are shown. Moreover, the behavior of dynamic speed adaption in an extremely
inhomogeneous situation is demonstrated. Finally, the computational profit of the new hybrid model
will be shown and discussed.

Introduction
In recent years new discussion has arisen about the usefulness of dynamic speed adaption in macroscopic
modeling. The basic approach on traffic ft.ow modehng of Lighthill and Witham (3] treats density as the
only dynamic variable and assumes instantaneous adaption of speed according to a static speed-density
characteristic ("first order model"). This led to a number of deficiencies which prompted an extension of
the model by Payne:[4] to indude dynamic speed adaption to the static speed-density characteristic and
thus giving the model more realistic features. However, this extension to a "second order model" was
counterbalanced by doubling the numerical effort , which might become a problem for online applications
in larger networks. In addition, while improving ·some deficits of first order models, dynamic speed
adaption included other malfunctions of its own, as pointed out by several critics.
In this paper we present the results of a thorough comparison of both modeling approaches based
on real data ranging from free flow to full congestion. While critics from both sides so far have focused
on extreme and somewhat artificial situations we put emphasis on the behavior of both approaches in
critical but real situations.

Introduction of the basic simulation model
The simulation is based on a macroscopic model which has been initially introduced by Payne(4] and
later on been refined by Cremer(l] . Three variables density, mean speed, and traffic volume are chosen to
describe traffic behavior. Each of the variables is computed for so called segments at discrete time steps
of appropriately ten seconds. Segments are formed by subdividing a road into smaller stretches of about
500 meters length. Time step and segment length are dependent on each other by the precondition, that
no vehicle shall be able to pass a full segment length during one time step, in order to avoid a loss of
vehicles while calculating. The variables are calculated by the following time difference equations which
have been derived from partial differential equations proposed by Lighthill, Witham[3] and Richards[S].
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Traffic density in segment i at time step n + 1 is calculated using the mass transport equation:

=

c;(n+l)

c;(n)

T

+ !:::.; (g;-1(n) -

g;(n)]

(1)

The calculation of mean speed for same segment and time step is done by:

v;(n

T

+ 1)

+ -(V(c;(n))
T

- v;(n)J

T

+ !:::.; v;{ n )[v;-1 (n) + vT

(2)

v; ( n )]

'[ c;(n) - c;+1(n)]
c;(n) + K

f:::.;T

And finally volumes are computed via:

g;(n)

=

ac;(n)v;(n)

+ (1- a)c;+i(n)v;+ 1 (n)

(3)

The significant behavior of the model is defined by the steady-state speed-density relation:

V(c)

=

C

VJU.2

[

i -

(

--

)!(3-2u2)] m

(4)

Cma.::c

with:

vf the free flow maximum speed
Cm.:u:

the maximum density a,t foll congestion

l, m parameters used to define the form of the speed-density relation
a weighing factor
K

density parameter

v sensitivity factor
T

time constant

u.2 speed limit from the interval (0, I]
The parameters mentioned above have been properly adjusted for the simulations on the following
pages to:

No. of lanes
1
2
3

speed-density parameters '
l
m I. O'
Cma:c
Vf
65
100
1.4 3.8 0.8
122.4
200
1.4 3.8 0.8
126.0
300
1.4 3.8 0.8
km/h veh/km
I
I

I

model parameters
T
K
v
10
21.6
0.00944
20
21.6
0.00944
30
21.6
0.00944
h
veh/km km 2 / h

Table l: Adjusted simulation parameters
Most interesting for the following discussion is the calculation of speed through the three rightmost
terms. The first term, the speed- density relation, which is shown in Figure 1, defines the main behavior
of traffic.
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Figure 1: Speed-density relation of a three lane motorway
The second term represents the convection of speed within a given distance whereas the third term
reveals the driver's anticipation of traffic flow in the next downstream segment. The latter two terms
a.re called dynamic speed adaption terms.
These basic equations ar·e further on refered to ·as complex calculation or complex model.

Simple Model
Simpler calculation models have been favored by several authors [4](6} and supported by others [2].
We have chosen to investigate a model , which differs from Equation (2) of the complex model, by the
omission of any speed adaption through dynamic terms. The right hand side of this model consist of the
speed- density relation only, which is dependent on density value c; of time step i + 1.

v;(n + 1) =

V(c;(n))

(5)

This model will be refered to as the simple model or simple computation.
The decision to use the speed equation of the form as mentioned above was done for implementation
reasons of the algorithm. In order to use both methods in parallel switching from one to another
depending on traffic conditions this scheme proofed to be a solution of less computational cost.

Comparison of the two models
Obviously, the complex model is almost twice as expensive to calculate as the simple model, which makes
it valuable to investigate whether it is acceptable to skip dynamic terms for the sake of a calculation
time speed up . Hence, it is necessary to classify different situations in order to identify potential to spare
calculation cost.
Therefore both dynamic terms of the complex model speed equation have to be looked at. The speed
convection evaluates to zero if speed in the last upstream segment is identical to the actual segment's
speed. The driver anticipation term also vanishes if actual segment's and downstream following segment's
density are identical. This leads to the assumption that for homogeneous situations the calculation of
simple and complex model will not differ too much, thus making the cheaper calculation of the simple
model for these situations applicable.
First, we chose two almost homogeneous situations with low and high traffic load conditions on the
German motorway A9 , which is very well surveyed including entering and leaving volumes for any on/ off
ramp 1 . For this paper we focus on a section of this motorway with three lanes which is 30.34 km long
and equipped with a speed control system . Data from the street has been collected by ten detectors,
which are placed in irregular intervals in the road. During most of the scenarios we will refer to, no
speed limits have been enabled. Whenever a limit was active we have taken it into consideration for the
simulation .
Figure 2 shows a rough sketch of the chosen motorway section .
1 SIEMENS

AG/Germany provided this excellent data.
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MQ3 MQ4
481.95 484.29

MQ7
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MQ15
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Figure 2: Topology for our investigation from motorway A9 near Munich
This topology was easily translated into a topology sui-ta.ble for our simulation program SIMONE 2 by
subdividing the road into segments of 500 meters with three lanes. On/off ramps are represented by
traffic junctions of no length of their own. Therefore different flows bad to be separated very well to
avoid any non natural interference such as making vehicles leave at the same ramp they have entered.
The results of our simulations from Sunday 1994/04/03 at MQ7, which is at a distance of 10.5
kilometers from network entry, show a good approximation of volumes for complex and simple model.
Flow conditions have been very moderate reaching at maximum of one third of full capacity.
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Figure 3: Volume and speed at low capacity demand for complex and simple model calculation, measured
at MQ7
Simulated mean speed is always a lit-tie smoother than reality due to both model's tendency to
dispersion. If the measurement point was situated doser to the network entry, the speed approximation
would have been much better than shown above. Bu't the results are still good enough, to reveal the real
situation.
For conditions of higher traffic demand the situation looks quite similar even if traffic flow is a little
more unstable. As a means of comparison we needed to calculate a performance index for every simulation run by:
1

17 time•teps

perf

I:: I::
i:3

with

(qrealmq, {n)

-

q•immq,

(n))

2

* 'Y + (tireal,,.,, (n) -

Vsim,,. 9 ;

(n))

2

n:O

q real "' 9i, (n), tlreal mq,_, (n)

measured volume and speed and q,;m"'• ' (n) , tl• i mm• '· (n) simulated
volume and speed at detector MQi, I = 0.001, and for nonexisting detectors we define
qrealmo; (n) = q,;mmo; (n) ,= Vrealmoi (n) = tl•immo, (n) = 0

The performance indices of both models compared to real data are shown in Table 2.
2 §imulation

of M otorway Networb

:SOO

(6)

.Model

,1

Complex [scalar]
Simple {percent of Complex]

performanoe index
low demand high demand
2169948
.2325740
104.l %
106.l %

Table 2: Comparison of performance between complex and simple model
Obviously, simple model's computation produces acceptable results for homogeneous - or almost
homogeneous - situations, but complex model is superior in any case. In case of higher traffic load the
simple model's performance is a litUe worse compared to cases of lower demand, because higher traffic
load always tends to less stable behavior than low load conditions.
In contrary simple and complex model differ quite more if traffic volumes and speed are not as smooth
as 1they used to be in th.e cases shown so far. The following scenario has happened on 1992/09/ 13 which
was a Sunday as well. Starting in the early evening at 19:25 two lanes were blocked for about two hours .
The simulation results and the real traffic behavior are shown in the following figure:
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Figure 4: Real and simulated volumes (complex and simple) of MQ7 with two lanes blocked for about
two hours
In the case of this two lane blocked situation both models cannot completely succeed in reflecting
the congestion. The "raw" simple model did not ·recover from z·ero speed at all, because speed only
relies on density, which had reached its maximum. As a result the speed !kept evaluating to zero , thus
allowing nobody to leave the congested area. To overcome this disadvantage often a minimum speed
of around 5 km/h is introduced to the simple model, which we did noit do because we favor complex
model's capabiliti·es in such ·cases.
In contrary, the complex model's simulation always regains normal flow because of the dynamic speed
computation. But in reality the leaving volume at congestion head is not at theoretical full capacity
which is an inherent assumption done through speed-density relation, which results in too fast congestion
dissipation and some over reactions.
Nevertheless, the results of the complex model are still much better than the simple model 's results.

Conclusions
Both models deliver pretty good results for homog·e neous traffic situations at low to medium traffic
demand, whereas simple model's computation scheme is preferably cheaper. Inhomogeneous and higher
load conditions are better reflected by the complex model, ev.en for an extreme situation as described
above. As a r·e sult we combined both schemes in our simulation tool by introducing a simple mechanism
to decide which method to apply. This new hybrid model changes computation from simple to complex,
whenever mean speed drops or density exceeds a prespecified level. lt appeared that if a precision loss
of 5% was considered tolerable , dynamic speed adaption has to be done whenever speed lowers to less
than llO km/h or density exceeds 10 veh/lane. Applying these parameters to the simulation scenarios
delivered computation times as shown in Table 3.
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I

Scenario
low demand
high demand
two blocked lanes

Complex Model [sec]
i

30

I

32
31

Execution Time
Hybrid Model [Percent of Complex Time]
95 %
104 %
97 %

Table 3: Execu.tion times for different scenarios
Obviously the speed gain is terribly bad, which is on one hand a consequence of the mechanisms
which had to be aidded to the program in order to decide whether to calculate simple or complex model.
On the other hand the cost for managing and storing segments, roads, and intersections appears to be
remarkably high compared to dynamic term computation.
As a matter of fact the poor impact of avoiding dynamic terms' evaluation on execution time does
not justify the loss of precision in simulation results. But as computational effort is still high we are
looking forward to reduce data management cost within our program. To our minds further emphasis
should be laid on improvement of dynamic terms to increase simulation performance.
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DISTRIBUTED TRAFFIC SIMULATION IN JA VA ·- FIRST FINDINGS
Stephan Schnittger
FAW - Research Insti~ute for J\pplied Knowledge Processing
Information Science for Traffic Management
Helmholtz.strasse l6, D-89081 Ulm

A'b stract: Java ;is very suitable for developing custom o.riented applications like traffic simulation environments
t>ecause of its conception. and its foreseeable standardization. The lack of performance compared to compiled
!languages !ike C++ can be made up by distributed computing, by macb.ine-Qriented programming libraries or by
presently developed Java pmcessors. There is quite a number of ilems worth to improve in detail. This
encompass available development envimnments as well as class libraries. The rapid development and the general
interes•t in Java itself will however increasingly improve lhe situation.

Situation and Objedives
Traffic simulation envimnments a!'1e developed at the resea11ch insti:rute for application-oriented knowledge
processing (FAW) since i1ts foundation (See e.g. Mock.93, Zeller93}. This simulation environments were used in
the scope of the development of inteUigent driver assistance systems (Mock94, Zeller96). We want thereby
improve •existing .traffic simulation models and methods by using object-oriented programming languages and
development tools with regard 1to configurabiiity, modularity and reusability.

If you apply or further develop simulation ·environments, there is principally .the problem, that the number of
available models for the simulation considerably rises. It has to be ·assured furthermore that the know-how being
reflected into this models can be used by lhe users in full exte·n.t. At the FAW we have dealt with the question of
model administration and her realizat·ion with progressive development tools.
Likewise of inter:est is ,the fundamental suitability of the simulatiion env1ironment to include traffic models which
describes traffic flow especially under influence of RTI-systems (see e.g. Schnittger91) resp. to integrate
approachs .and ,tools suitable for the e.xamination of forecast techniques in traffic information facilities (see. e.g.
Leutzbach88, Jenni95).
The cu.rrenit developments in 1the scope of the programming languages and development tools towards the direct
support of Client/Server systems and Intra- or Internetapplicatio.ns are very interesting.
We also have dealt with the question of the suitability of Java in this area of application with this background.
This paper describes our first experiences with the realization of a distributed traffic simulation environments
using Java.

Specification questions
The design of the syslem had to contain basically the fundamental elements for the administration tasks and
control structures. The following poinits give a summary of the requirements w:hich were made on the concept:
• Build up a traffic infrastructure which can adequate represent both detailed driving sequences of operations of
a vehicle and macroscopic traffic flows.
• It should 1be possible to integrate the available models with as low as possible costs in the new simulation
environment.
• Control instances and -s:tructut'es have to be created with which the distributed Client/Server strategy can be
realized. The following boundary conditions have 1take into account to this:
- Central data of a s.irnulation run must be able to 'be accessed distribu~. The transactions have to be
synchronized.
- There .a re distribu.~ objects in the simulation run which corrununicate each other and ex.change
information ,a nd data with ·the central objects.
- There are distributed clients which have various access authorizations and function-related hierarchies.
1

1
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The type 'environment had to be conceived recently so that the administration of the simulation is specified to the
new requirements and possibilities for the 'transcription of the intended simulation tool in the substantial. For the
realization of the simulation objects and models could be fallen back upon available algorithms, so that the object
trunks had to be developed in the substantial and the contents could be bound by proportionally simpler
translation.

Choioe of the development environment
Different development environments, partly situated only in the beta stage, were tested to the transcription of the
demands and boundary conditions mentioned above. Some of 'the Java Integrated Develop Environments (JavaIDEs) be based on development surroundings which were designed for the development of C ++ programmes
often. Whereas the development environment of Sun was written completely in Java. The IDEs dating from the
conventional programming languages have the advantage of a higher operating speed, but mostly at the same
time the disadvantage of their incomplete Java integration. The IDE dating from Sun has however a weak
performance, an inadequate support of giaphical interface tools and typical foreign aids like class browser up to
,the last beta version. Beyond this ·the operation of the development environments is unconventional.
There is besides quite a number of development environments based on extended editors which were enlarged by
essentia' functionalities Hke project administration, class browser as well as partly effective debugger.
No tool could currently be found at the market, which fulfilled all of our posed requirements on a development
environment. Therefore we used various tools paraJlelly at the development depending on focus of the
implementation work.
We used the IDE-tools for building 1the user interfaces, for the structured development of the classes and for
documentation. However for implementations of system near classes and methods as e.g. thread control,
distributed objects and ·t he irnbedding's consisting programme code we took the Java-Development-Kit (JDK).

Coarse structure of the system design
Some of the concepts used subsequendy shall in the following be defined for the better understanding at first.
In the Java run time environment either an applkation ,o r an Applet can :b e executed; subsequently is with regard
to simplicity only the term application used. Java knows two basic kinds of objects: 'normal' objects and Thread
objects. Threads are parallel (or virtually parallel) execution paths in each of these applications. The distribution
of the real simulation process is made either by the local instantiation of the simulation classes defined on
distributed servers or by instantiation on the desired target computers. (Basic requirement for this is the ready-toreceive state of the desired target computer)
With these concepts the system architectur;e shown below schematically can be explained better. The central
server application· is executed on a central server, still arbitrarily further model servers can be available next to
this. Clients can access 't hese servers and provide either only front-end-functionality or also local computing
performance.
The application on the central server manages
• The simulation infrastructure
• All generic class lilbraries of the simulation
• Static informat,io.n about which all further .servers and clients connected have from each other knowledge
• Dynamic information about all Threads w'hich locally occur ,in the further servers and clients involved.
Servers or clients, this one either take part in the simulation process or build up an independent parallel
simulation, make use of this information and must take care that it is registered also there simultaneously. The
individual computing processes of the simulation can take place only in the servers or in the servers and in the
clients distributed.
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A model serv,e r is built up by registerjng itself at 11.he ·central server, obtaining required generic classes of there
and e.x.ecutes a .loca!I modelling ,then. New model objects are generated by subclassing of these generic classes and
following model implementation to this. For example this 'could be special model objects like sensors for vehicles
or vehicles modelled for a particular case. This can for example aJso be the imbedding of special available
program libraries for the numeric computing of the vehicle dynamics.
The clients register themselfs also at the central server. The clients can take on in principle pure output functions,
i. ·e. the computing processes occur completely in the involved servers. The clients can also fetch the required
cfasses of the servers, •Create local ins·tances or derive base classes also to carry out own modellings and involve
the corresponding ·instances in the simula~ion.

r

Information .11bovt

connKted tJtttvefl,
client 11nd tlHH:•
running Threads of
the •imulation

SpttClal model
librari11s

TrafficJ11fr;115hJctun

Model•rver

Centrlil llllfV.ttr

L·OQI/ modelling
(11..g. vehie:l•s,

Clittnt 1

Client n

sem1on1)

Development of the simulation system
The simulation system consists of static and dynamic objects. All of them behave during the traffic simulation as
. .static .according to the intended simulation invariable objects described, e.g. road elements. Dynamic elements
are then all v.ariable 'o bjects Hike vehicles. Composi,te elements like ttaffic light signals consist of static and
dynamic objects. Besides these 11eal objects according to the simu]ation there is a need for IO interfaces which
provide for example graphical presentation or file ·access.
The supervision and control of all simulation objects, panicularly in distributed environments, requires special
methods. A monitor was developed for supervising ail running Tueads in the simulation environment as well as
those on other engines. Generally valid notations in the folllowing l'iepresentations are:

A

!B subclassed from A

B

A references to ,B

A ••. . •..••.•••.•. -~ B
The following figure shows the fundamental relations between the simulation elements and the monitor:
monitor
( DrawControl)

.
.. .

..

( SimElement )

'

( SimProcess )
dynamic elements

s·tatic elements
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All simulation elements have a file interface and a possibility for the graphical representation and interactive
manipulations. This is outlined schematically with the following figure at the example of the static simulation
,element "SimS.trasse":
.•( DrawContfol) •

..•

...
SimGrap.hic

>..

..

~

....

~

--« · • • -~ · • • •· .

Show ., )

The supervision instance "DrawControl" takes a reference on a simulation object, in this case the static basic
class "SimStrasse". The graphical presentation of a road object and the interactive manipulation possibility are
converted in the classes "SimGraphic" and "show". "DrawControl" also keeps a reference to guarantee
interactions between windows and graphical representations of the other simulation objects. This procedure can
considerably simplified with the announced new "Java Beans" (JavaBea:ns96).

Traffic infrasb·ucture
The design principle of the simulation rnads is based on lhe primitives of the real road design. The road elements
Cfeated so have a relatively high fineness of road description which also allows not only to show vehicles as mass
points but wi.dt a finer movement mechanism.
On the o.ther hand a .so fine-grained representation is not necessary for the simulation of large road networks and
obstructive according to the Performance. A macro language with which simulation objects can be built up about
the file interface and stored therefore was integrated into the ·road objects so that abstracted macroscopic road
sections internally consist of the above primitives.
They can be abstracted or refined at any time in the course of the simulation by this description of her structure in
form of the macro language. The traffic flow is sliown then macroscopically in this macroscopic track section and
correspondingly microscopically on a road shown microscopically. A remodelling of macroscopic into
microscopic vehicle driver elements rnkes place at cross-sections where macroscopically described roads meets
microscopically descri'bed roads. So on the one hand a 1traffic network can be simulated extensively and on the
other lhand be v,iewed an individual vehicle foll particulars since an vehicles situated in its nearer environments
are simulated microscopically.

The supervision instance
It was pointed out to this that all .simulation objects and the graphical objects are checked by a supervision
instance so that the simulation particularly 11emains manageable in distributed environments or on multiprocessor
systems. The Threads provided by 1ava well parallel execution paths in the process which have own data areas
are starting point of the considerations. These Threads can now depending on environments occur sequentially
after the priority principle on a single processor, parallel on multiprocessor systems or parallel on multiple
machines.
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Monitor

,

Client 1
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The supervising unit consists of the instance on the 1cen11:al model server and of the supervision instances on the
model ser¥ers arid 1the clients. The supervision instances ·o n the modei servers :and the clients are not different, the
supervision instance has however the additional task on the centr:al s·erver 10 look after these "agents". On every
model servers and cliernts becomes a such supervision instance built ·up at the start of a simulation, this one holds
contact with the supervision !instance on the central model sierver.

Future Extensions
The following conceptional expansions of the simulation environment are planned:
• A version administration for simulat.ion components is absolutely r'equired for an industrially utilizable tool.
The version administraitioa shall be integrated by a completion of the generic classes to all simulation objects.
The entries in the version dartabase can by subclassing a mooel class or by modifications of so one be carried
out in a simple way. The recording has however manually to be activated to distinguish between program
corrections and new mod.els.
,. The large initial overhead, which is ·connected wid1 the implementation of such simulation environment, lead
to large cos·ts. These costs should be distributed on the users in dependence of her demands. The underlying
thought been based on :the dynamically scalable and accountable use of program parts. Only the proportional
claims on the relevant model parts of die servers is accoun~ed on local computers. On the other hand the
complete computing effort is also conceivable on 1the sejrvers. Computing effort would in this case be
accounted in addition, Wihile clients creat:e only local output. This expansion for a dynamic invoice of services
would be a comfortable and fast ahemative.

Conclusions/:Summary
The ,experiences won with the previous implementation work confirm 'the selection of Java as integration
language for a distributed traffic simulation environment. The development environments have to be improved
strongly in o ur opinion provided 1that Java w:ants to get just tro its ,claim as a design language for distributed
lntranetappl·ications and shall not mefely se.rve for the animation of the WWW pages to the construction of
simple Applets. p,erformance and uniformity 'Of the Java-interpreters .also are worthy improvements - there are
internally dear differences between :the Java-interpreters on the various platforms. Sun has been announced to
clear !this inco11sistencies in \the Java-Interpreter wi1th publication of ,the version 1.L The question of the
performance can be invalid by a quick d,istributi.011 or even integration of Java processors.
Summarizing one can say that 1today's s tand of the Java-language and hers available libraries allows th
proportionally simply development of distributed applications ov1er system platforms compared to other
programming languages.
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NEW WIDE-BAND PROPAGATION CHANNEL :MODEL .F OR THE l\1M-WAVE BAND
Jose Fernandes and Jose Neves
Uruversidade de Aveiro, Instituto de Telecomunica9oes, 3810 Aveiro - Portugal
Phone: +351 34 383090, fax: +351 34 383091, Email: zf@ua.pt
Abstract. A new wide-band pro,pagatio.n channel model for the .mi.llimrne-wave band, based on high frequency ray theory
approximation. is presented iin this paper. lb.is model ·consists ·o fa set of simple equations derived from the propagation theory and is .able to take into account the ,propagation environment Characteristics as well as the location of the transceiver antennas and their radiation patterns. The results obtained with the developed model agree quite well with the results obtained
with a ray tracing tool in a relatively wide range of environments. Also a comparison with some measurements have shown
the validity of the proposed model.

lntrodudioo
The Mobile Broadband System (MBS) is Cllfllently under development in Europe, aiming at offering to the mobile users an (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) ATM based radio access to the future Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN)[l].
The specification of the radio interface for the MBS system represents a considerable challenge. The wide
range of services to be offered, with great variety of characteristics and requirements, including service bit rates
over I 00 Mbit/s, are clearly beyond the capabilities ofthe existing radio mobile systems. This will lead to the use
of the millimetre-wave :frequencies for the radio link due to the high bandwidth .r equired to transmit such high bit
r:ates. As the propagation channel strongly influenc·e s the system performance[2], it is required to use channel
models able to take int,o account the site-specific propagation characteristics ,as well as the antennas of the mobile
station (MS) and of the base station (BS).
This paper presents a propagation model for indoor environments and easily extended to the outdoor environments. The model allows to estimate the channel impulse response (IR) in a given environment taking into account the geometry of the scenario, reflection properties, positions of the MS and the BS and their antennas radiation patterns. Once the IR is ,obtained, it is straightforward to ,c alculate the time dispersion parameters, such as
the delay spr,e ad (DS) .a nd delay window (DW), and the normalised received power (NRP) for each MS postion.

Impulse 1response mod,eH.ing
The impulse response of a multipath propagation channel[3] is represented by multiple paths or rays having
real positive gains, propagation delays and associated phase shifts. lt can be written as a combination of line-ofsight (LOS) ray and multiple order reflected rays:
M

h(r)=a ws e- j "'wst5(T-T ws)+

L

Nm

La""'e- 1"'- o(r-r,,.,,)

(1)

m=I n=I

where ~-) is the Dirac delta function; a,,.,, represents the normalised amplitude (normalised to the transmitted
pulse amplitude) of the nth ray reaching the receiver after m reflections; T,,,,, is the excess time delay given by
r,,.,le, where r_ is the length of nth ray reflected m times and c represents the light speed in free space; <p,,,,. accounts for the phase shift. Correspondingly, a,,.., T""' and rp"" represent the amplitude, excess delay and phase
shift of the LOS-ray. Mis the maximwn reflection Ol'der .to ·be considered.
The NRP., defined as the ,q uotient of the received to the transmitted power, can be written as

P.

M

NRP=-L..=a zos+

Pi

L

Nm

La~,,

(2)

m=I n=I

and the DS defined in [3] can be obtained as follows:

(3)
where

Tk

= (r~05 aZos +

M

Nm

L Lr!,,a,!,,) / NRP,
m=l n =l
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k = 1, 2.

(4)

As ·excess time delay is proportional to the ray-path length, h( r) can be referred as h(r) and can be seen as the
IR in the distance domain:
h(r) =a Lose-113 r LOSf5(r-rws) +

M

Nm

L

La mne-j(qJp,,,,,+/3 r,.,,) o(r-r,,,n)

(5)

m=l n=I

where a,,,,, is calculated as:

a

""' =jE(B,_,~_)ll"'
L.I r,,.,, "'"' R(c,, ,yLt'V'.. )·.l(B._ •"')'
.,,..,

(6)

E(B.~ represents the electric field vector of the transmitting antenna at ray departure direction and ~(0.~ the
effective length of the receiving antenna; Band (J are directional angles defined as in spherical co-ordinates where
the subscript T stands for transmitting and R for receiving ray cfuection and p is the wave number. Eq. (6) can be
seen as Friis formula applied to each ray including the reflection losses. Neglecting the losses introduced by the
antennas, the constant C (=N'4ir) can be obtained through the Friis formula for free space propagation. R(c,,y. \V')
represents the reflection coefficient which depends on the dielectric permitivity ~ the angle of incidence r;, and
polarisation angle II'· <PRnvi accounts for the phase shift at each reflection point and the number of rays Nm, for a
1
reflection order m, is giv·e n by 4m + 2 {4]. aws can be obtained using (6) form= 0.
Using the relation t; = r/c = IOr/ 3 (ns), time domain can be changed to distance domain, thus by simple
mathematical manipulation it fo!Jows fi1om (3) that DS(ns) = 10/3 DS(m), as well as for the other time dispersion
parameters. The estimation of ·the IR requires the calculation of each ray-path length r,,,,. the respective departure
and arriving directions ( B, ~ to the transceiver antennas and !he reflection coefficients R( E,1o Y;1o V'.t). These parameters calculations are based on the geometrical optics and on the image theory.

Image th.eory
The Fig. 1 illustrates the application of the image theory (2-D) to trace two rays of second reflection order. The
,tbjcker rectangle represents the "real" room and the others represent the image rooms to obtain the image points
of the BS, P'8 • For a second order reflected ray it is necessary to calculate two images to obtain the required image point. For the ray represented in fig. 1, reflected in the walls y = 0 e y = W, the co-ordinates of the points
p 'BIU> e P'81<1 >are given by·.
, 11> _

z ' B -z
- B

P si- {
y' 8 = W + W - y B

=2W -

yB

p •<2>
BI -

{z'
y

,

B

B

=Z B

(7)

=-(W + W- Ys) =-2W +Ya

For the first order reflected rays, it is enough to calculate the image of the transceiver relatively to the plane
where reflection occurs, and as shown in Fig. 1 and the second order reflected rays can be obtained from first
ones. The successive application of this theory allows to calculate the image points of a transceiver (MS or BS)
enabling the calculation of all possible 11eflected rays of each reflection order. For a m times reflected ray it is
necessary ~o calculate m image points, ·e.g., the image point P'<1l is obtained as the image of (P'<k· 1~. The process
is identical in 3-D and each point is then represented by the usual (t, y, z) co-ordinates.
Once the image points are kno\W, the length, the departure and the arriving angles of each ray are obtained by
simple 3-D vectorial analysis. Note that the length of the second order ray measured from P8 to PM is equal to the
distance between p •1p> and PM, then the .length of each ray emerges from the 3-D distance calculation between
the MS position and them-order image point of the BS, as shown in Fig. 1 (in 2-D), then
(8)

Also using simple vectorial analysis, the departure angle of each ray from the MS in the vertical plane, ~s, is
given by :
(9)
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The second term of (9) defines ~s from xy plane
clock-wise, and n/2 converts ~s to the standard
spherical co-ordinates. The arriving angle to the
BS, OBS, is obtained from (9) by interchanging P8
with PM- The departure angle of the MS in the
horizontal plane, ~s. in the four quadrants, is
given by ( 10) and (11 ); and similarly, the arriving
angle to the BS, (J8 s, is obtained from (10) and
(i I) by interchangingP8 with PM··

y = -W

i

x- 0

i

x = -L

with

(11)

Fig. I Example of two ·second order rays in 2·0 ttaced using the
image theory, including also the incidence angles

Calculation of the image points

A recursive algorithm to generate the co-ordinates of the image points P '8 =(x '8, y 's. z 's) or P 'M =(x 'M· y 'M· z 'M)
(for simplicity the "exponential" m will not be used from now) will be established for all ray-paths up to the
maximum reflection order M Based ion the image theory, Snell reflection law and using a ray-tracing tool described in i[5], tailored "maps" lo represent the Cartesian co-ordinates of the image points were built for each
reflection order.
The Fig. 2 represents the six image points of the first order reflected rays, which can be drawn in Fig. 1. The
level in the "map" varies from zero up to the considered reflection order (m + 1 levels). Each level has two sublevels named a and b, with the exception of the last one (level m ), that has only the level a. Each trajectory in the
"map", linking three boxes (rectangles representing the co-ordinates), gives one triplet (x ' 8 , y ' 8 , z '8 ) that represents an image point. The six trajectories defined by the lines, show the necessary combinations to obtain the six
image points of the first ·o rder reflected rays. For example, to determine the co-ordinates of the image point relatively to the combination (x 1a, Y0a, z1a), we just need foHow in the "map" the .trajectory starting from sub-level 1 a
of the co-ordinate x ·a (x 1a = x8 ), go Wough level 0, sub-level a, of the co-ordinate y '8 <Y0a = 2W - y 8 ) and stop at
z '8 (z 10 = z8 ) . Similarly, the Fig. 3 represents the "map" for second order reflect rays, where we skip, for legibility
reasons, the trajectories corresponding to level 1 of the z co-ordinate. The thicker break line corresponds to the
second order reflected mentioned above with co-ordinates (x8 , -2W + Ys. z8 ), which can easily be checked in the
Fig. 1. The first order reflected rays are the easiest to obtain, because only one reflection point is needed and then
only one image point per ray.
Analysing carefully the Figs. 2 and 3, we conc!lude that the "map" of the second reflection order can be obtained from the first order. Similarly, the ''map" of the third o~der can be 1ob.tained from the second order, and so
on. To construct am-order ''map", one has to add to the ''map" of order m - 1 one level on the right hand side
(thicker boxes in the Fig. 3), being this one the level 0 (zero). The levels of the order m - 1 are increased by one
unit, being this rule valid for any order.
From the "maps" of each reflection order, we developed a recw-sive formula to calculate the content of each
box, starting at level m up to level zero. As in each column (sub-level) the equations for x'8 , y ' 8 and z'8 are
identical, the same equation can be used for all co-ordinates just by assigning the respective variables.
Looking to the Fig. 3, we conclude that the con~ents of the bo~es in •the ,column b (sub-level b) of level 1 is
the symmetric of the boxes in the level 2. The contents of the boxes in the c·olumn a (sub-level a) of level 1 is
obtained by adding 2L (in case ofx co-ordinate, 2W for y and 2H for z) to the symmetric of the boxes in the level
2. Correspondingly, the contents of the boxes in the column b of level 0 is obtained by adding 2L (or 2W or 2H)
to the symmetric of column b of level I and the contents of column a, level 0 is the symmetric of the colUDU1 a of
level J. This calculation rule is valid for any reflection order and is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Now, in order to obtain the reflection points, it is necessary to de.fine how to combine the boxes represented
in the "maps" . The bottom part of Fig. 2 shows the matrix representation of the box combination for the first order reflected rays and the corresponding triplets to obtain the co-ordinates. The first row of a matrix indicates the
co-ordinate x ', y' and z ' being the level indicated by the index of the ,co-ordinate. The second row, indicates the
sub-levels of each co-ordinate, which can be a or ( a!b), where (al b) means that the co-ordinate has two sub-
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levels .a and b. The Fig. 3 shows the matrix representation for the second order, and the points can obtained as in
the example in Fig. 2 . In practice three boxes for each reflection point are obtained. Since its contents is already
kno\1111, it is straightforward to calculate the image points.
Observing the "maps" in Figs. 2 and 3, them-order box combination can be obtained from the order m - I, as
it is for the "maps" itself, and then we can derive the box combinations starting with first order shown in Fig. 2.
Thus, the box combination for the level m are obtained by adding the sub-level b to the z co-ordinate of the order
m - l, e.g., changes from a to ajb, the levds of the combinations that come out from this operation, as well as the
other ones, are increment by one unit e~cept for the z' co-ordinate. The combinations of the former order alloca~ed to the levels 0, .. , m, are now allocated to the 0, ..., m - l levels of the new reflection order, being the ones
relatively to the level m given by (12). This method is quite efficient because it uses the order m - 1 to obtain the
order m by just using (12) to generate the level m for the order m.

z;)
(x: z;)
ep Ywt-p z;)
( Xo

Ym

a lh

a

(12)

Yo

alh

alh

alh

,p

= 1,2,m -1

Once we know the image points, (8) can be used to obtain the ray-path length, (9) - (I I) to calculate the arriving and the departure angles enabling the use of any antenna radiation pattern at the BS and the MS. Looking
at eq. (6), we need now to calculate the reflection coefficient to obtain dle IR written in(S).

Reflection coefficient
The reflection coefficient of a surface depends on the &,, tgO. y,, and 1/1, being the polarisation described by two
orthogonal components, one parallel and other perpendicular to the incidence plane. Thus, the amplitude of the
reflected field can be expressed as (6):

(13)

In order to simplify the model, we skip the reflection coefficient dependence with polarisation angle \&', taking
an average value in the variation domain, being the average power reflection coefficient given by (14). Since &r
and tg8are the electromagnetic characteristics ofa particular surface, we need to calculate the incidence a:igle y,.

Calculation of incidence angle
Using the definition of the internal product between two vectors, the incidence angle can be obtained for each ray
at each reflection point as shown in Fig. 1. Defining the vector
by the points PM and P 's, and vector
by the
unit vector normal at each reflection plane: = (1, 0, 0) for x = lcL planes, = (0, 1, 0) for y = kW planes and
(0, 0, l) for z = kH (ceiling and floor), with k being an integer number, the incidence angle is given by (15).

u

v

=

u.v )

Y;

=arccos( [lu~l!Vll

v

v

v

(15)

The problem now is to identify :t he planes where a ray is successively reflected. From the box combination
, we can derive those planes and then the respective unit vectors. The coordinates of the points represented .i n Fig. l are P'81 = (xs, -2W + Ys, z 8 ) e P 'si = (-xs, 2W - Ys, z 8 ). The ray associated to P '81 is reflected at the planes y 0 and y = W, 'being the box combination represented in Fig. 3 by the
thicker lines (x20 , J0a, z20 ) . This ray is reflected twice at y = kW, that corresponds to the difference between the

that originates an image point p '8

=
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reflection order and the box level of the co-ordinate y ', y 00 belongs to level 0 and then 2 - 0 = 2. There are no
reflections in the other planes. The box combination corresponding to P'82 is (x 1b, y 10, z20), which results in a reflection at x = kL and other at y = kW. Therefore, the number of reflections per ray in one co-ordinate is equal to
the reflection order minus the corresponding level of the box of that co-ordinate, but we still don' t know how to
distinguish a plane x = 0 or x = L. This information can be obtained from the sub-level of the box. If a ray is reflected p times in one co-ordinate, the sequence of the reflection planes starts at C = D ( C: co-ordinate x, y, z, D:
dimension L, W, H) if the box belongs to sub-level a, interchanging successively with C = O; if a box belongs to
sub-level b the sequence starts at C = 0. As an exampl,e ,t he ray corresponding to P ' 82 is reflected at x = 0 and at y
= W , and the other at y = 0 and y = W. Like this we can identify each plane of the scenario where a ray is reflected, enabling the use of proper reflection properties.

Results and comparison with measurements
Due to the limited space available only very few results are ipresented :t o validate the developed model. The Figs.

5 and 6 demonstrate that the resU!lts obtained with the model agree quite well with a ray tracing tool (sim. in figures legend) and with ·experimental measurements obtained in the r,o oms C and H described in [5J, showing the
validity of the model. The results depicted in Fig. 5 wer-e obtained with a pair ofbiconic horn antennas (Bic-Bic),
while for the ones in Fig. 6, the BS uses a horn antenna located in a room comer and the MS uses a biconic antenna (Hom-Bic). This shows that the model is able to take into accollllt antennas with directivity in both planes,
vertical and horizontal. The simulated and measured results depicted in Figs. 5 and 6 were obtained with I ns
rime resolution, while the ones from the model have infinite resolution, which explains some differences between
them due to the fast fading.
More e)ttensive validation of the model in (6), demonstrates that the results of the model agree quite well with
a ray tracing tool in several environments considering different polarisation states and different locations of the
BS as predicted by the model.

Conclusions
A wide-band propagation channel model able to take into account the geometry of the scenario, its reflection
properties, the positions of MS and of the BS as well as the radiation patterns of the transceiver anteilllas was
presented. This model ms developed for indoor environments, but it is easily extended to outdoors. In order to
simplify the model, an av·e rage value of the of the reflection coefficient relatively to the polarisation angle has
been considered. However, the results of the model agree quite well with the results obtained with a ray tracing
tool in several environments considering different polarisation states. Also a comparison with experimental results have shown the validity of the proposed model
Due to the flexibility and the implementation simplicity, this model will be of great utility in the estimation of
channel IR in a given environment and its ,c haracteristic parameters, such as PRN, DS, DW, etc. These parameiters are very useful in the practical implementation aspects ,o f the system, allowing the estimation of the system
mmsm.ission capacity based on time dispersion parameters (6). On the other hand, the power delay profile of the
channel is a key issue for system simulation because it allows to study the system behaviour in different scenarios
and with different antennas set-up. Based on power delay profile, a tap-delay-line model can be established and
an adequate statistical amplitude and phase distribution for each time bin to emulate the fast fading can be included.
In our opinion, this model is a contribution for the radio propagation channel modelling in millimetre-wave
band, and it will enabJ,e the .system researchers to use it to represent realistic scenarios.
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Fig. 6 PRN, OS and DW90o/o obtained with the ray tracing tool,
with the model and experimental measurements in Room C.
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Abstract - The paper models the medium access control '(MAC) layer of .a wireless ATM network as a
distributed queueing system. A random access channel with short slots is used for the transmission of capacity requests from distributed queues in the wiri!less tenninals to the central scheduler in the base station.
The paper describes the mathematical analysis of a fast collision resolutio.n algorithm which is based on conventional splittin,g algorithms but employs ideotifie~ of tenninals to choose a subset after a collision. Based
oo the analytical results, a new medium access control ·p rotoco'I for the random access channel is defined
w.h ich is calledp.r obing algorithm. Its performance is evaluated by stochastic simulations.

1 Introduction
Future broadband multimedia telecommunication networks according to the I-300-series of the fl1.J-T recommendations are based on a packet switching technique established in 1990/91, the so-called asynchronous transfer mode
(ATM).
In this paper we analyse a model of the medium acc·ess control (MA:C) layer of a wireless (W) ATM network.
The MAC l:a yer is characterized by 1the realization of a distributed queueing system in Fig. l as described in [4, 5).
The scheduler of the d istributed queueing system is located in the ·central base station. The buffers with packets
(so-called ATM cells) waiting for transmission over the radio li nk from the wireless terminals to the base station
are located in the terminals.
A difficult task of the MAC protocol is the transmission of the queue status (so-called capacity request) from the
terminals to the scheduler in the base station, where it is required for the correct execution of the serving strategy
of the scheduler.
Usual MAC protocols for W-ATM networks are using
frames of variaible length (so-called periods) with sfots for
the transmission of ATM cells and shorter slots for the
.transmission of capacity requests. Ail the beginning of each
period the assignment of slots of the period to terminals is
broadcasted by the base station. The number of short slots
in a period can be chosen from 0 ton with realistic n < 50.
base station
The sequence of short slots is called random access channel (RACH). Polling means, that the base station invites a
terminal
specific terminal ·to •t ransmit in a reserved slot. Random ac1
cess happens, if a group of or all terminals are allowed to
transmit in a slot. The result of a random access (ternary
feedback: free, successful, collision) is broadcasted by the
base station at the end of each period over a feedback channel. An error-free feedback is assumed. In the conclusions
terminal
of the paper we discuss the effect of faulty feedbacks. U a
k
LJ LJ LJ
~t~~~~:n
collision oc·c urs, all collided packets are lost and have •to be
----....--~
requests
retransmitted 1• A collision resolution algorithm is neces----~
sary to guaranty stability and limited de'lays [ 1).
The li1terature describes splitting algorithms as the colliFigure l: Modelling the MAC layer of a W-ATM
sion resolution algorithms with highest throughput [2, 3].
network as a distributed queueing system
In this family of algorithms tenninals are grouped to sets.
All terminals of a set are allowed to transmit in a specific
slot. A transmission will only be successful, if a set contains exact ·o ne terminal. After a collision the set is split
into several subsets according to the order of the collision resolution algorithm (two subsets with binary algorithms,
three subsets with ternary algorithms, etc). A collided termina'l chooses its followup subset by using a certain strat-

____,:
'
.
,1/
nnn / f
.____ ---:z:-

• Suppon:ed by: The Gennan Redcral Minisuy of Educ:at,ion, Science, Research ~nd Technology
Capture may enable the reception of the packet with rhe highest signal strength even if a collision occurred. This effect is neglected.
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egy (eg. by an unbiased random experiment, so-called coin .flipping). If no collision occurs in a subset, the collision
is resoJved, otherwise the subset is split again. In blocking alg·orithms, a collision resolution phase is staned with a
start set. Terminals wi.th new arrivails are not allowed to access the subsets of an ongoing phase. They have to wait
for the next start set founding a ;n ew phase. Unblocked algor·ithms allow new arrivals to enter the current phase
directly. It has been shown that this decreases 1the performance slightly lbut reduces implementation effort [3]. The
performance of·collision resolution algorithms is given by throughput (radio of slots with successful transmission
to all slots) and delays.
Due to the support of realtime oriented muWmedia services in A™ networks, the collision resolution algorithm
in a W-A™ netwoik is less to be optimized .to throughput but to short delays. Furthermore, the maximum delay
is an important performance parameter.

2

'M odel of the RACH

We introduce the follow,ing model of the
RACH: We assume that a ,p eriod of duration
rp is able to offer any number of RACH slots.
In a terminal the need for transmitting capacity
requests is modelled by ~he arriva:I of a packet.
We assume the probability p of at least one
new arriva'l in a iterminal during one period rp.
New arrivals can only occur at terminals with
no waiting packet. At the start of each period
•the base station determines the assignment of
slots to groups of terminals. At the end of ·e ach
period the error-free feedbacks are broadcasted.
This model differs from that of other systems
in following items:

n-1

n

n+l

t['Tp] -

Figure 2: Model of the RACH for transmission of capacity requests

• Limi·ted and known number ·o f terminals, since terminals have to register before transmitting capacity requests.
The terminals are numbered by consecutive identifiers from a identi1fier space [O, . .. , on - I) with o being the
order of the space aAd n being its dimension.
• Unlimited number of simultaneous .slots per period
• Delayed feedback at 'the end of each period
1
•

3

Delays a:fe measufes as mu·ltiples of the per•iod duration r p .
1

Analysis of fbe Identifier Splititing Algorithm

Sinc·e the number of terminals is limited and known, i1t is useful to distribute collided terminals on the followup
subsets according to 1their ideJilti:fiers leading to 1the identifier splitting algorithm. With each splitting step the dimension n of the remaining identifier space decreases by on.e.
For ·t!h.e binary (o = 2) identifier splitting algorithm the number of .t enninals in the resulting subsets is a hypergeometric random variable. ln case of a ·collision (k 2: 2) the probability of k1 terminals choosing the left subset
and the !.'emaining k,,. = k - k1 termina[s choosing the right subset is:

p

(k ) =
n,lc

l

(2:~1) (!~~)
{2;)

(1)

We analyse the throughput of the identifier splitting algorithm by determining the number of slots N 0 ,n(k) for
1the resolution of a start set of .k terminals (spliuing order o, dimension n of identifier space). The recursions (2)
for •t he binary and (3) for the ternary algorithm are used with the starting condition N 0 ,n(O) = N 0 ,n(l ) = 1.
min(lc,2" -

=

I+

1)

L
i =max (O, lc-2"-1)

=

(2)

5 18

1000
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1010
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1100
1101

1HO
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n-1

n

n+1

t[Tp] -

Figur,e 3: Example ·Of binary (o = 2) identifier splitting with identifier space of dimension n = 4
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l

+ min(i:"-1)
i=O

'· · N3,n - 1 (i )

k.

min(J,;I:3" - 1)

(3";-1) (3~:) (J,;3~:~j)

i=max(O,k - i- 3"-1)

( ...

( k)

+ N3,n -1 (j) + N3,n - l (k - i - j))

(3)

The size k of a slart set of a collision resolution phase is a binomial random variable with 0 $ k $ o" and mean
Thus, the throughput Po,n (k) is calculated by ( 4 ).

-

Po,n(k)

=

k

o"

J.:~O N 0 ,n(k) · (

_

0
;)

( .,~)

J,;

_

(

1-

0~)

o"-k

(4)

The curves Po,n(k) in Fig. 4 for the binary and ternary algorithm have been calculated numerically. For comparison, the throughput of the coin flip s plitting algorithm with a Poisson distributed size of a start set is given.
The distribution of delays is .also ,c alcu la ted by a recursion . We define the ,probability Po,n,t( l , m) of m mobiles
still being involved in a .c olfrsion of a start set of k terminals after l splitting steps.
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of binary (o
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splitting algorithm witih binomia1l distributed number of terminals in a start set (operating point k
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=
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for
for
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)

L
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for k
else
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1
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=

i= O
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>0
-

l,m -j)
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0
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for
for

> l,l > 0

l,s) · PJ,n- l,lc-i-j(l -1,m - r - s)
> 1, l > 0

l,j(l -

for k
else

0

(6)
The complementary distribution of the delays rd resul·ts in:
1

Po,n,k(•d

> t)

k

L

=k

(7)

m-po,n,k(Lt/rpj,m)

m=O

Taking into account the hinomial distributed siz·e k of a start set, we get the complementary distribution of delays

Po,n,-k ( Td > t) in (8). Fig. 5 shows the curves w1ith. the numerically cakulated values.
Po,n,k(rd > t) =

~

o"

f;(

0
;) (

:)
0

k

(1-

-

okn)

o""-k

·k·Po,n,k(Td>t)

k>O

(8)

The calcufation of ~he average de•lay 'F d is based ·On the probability function of the number of periods required
successful transmission of a packet in eq. (9) and ( 10).
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1
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=

!

min(1c,2n-

1)

~
L
O i=max(O,k-2 " -l)

= 1, l = l
.
(t · Pz,n-1,i(l - 1) + (k - t) · P2,n-l,lc-i(l - 1))
for

(2",-1)(~=.:::-,1 )

(2~)

.

k

.

•
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else
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> 1, l > 1

(9)
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· · ·i · Pl,n-1,;(l - l)

+j

for

1) (3":-1)(3":-1)( 3":-1.)
I

(3;)

k

= 1, l = 1

-·-·-1 (...

• P3 ,n-l,j(l - 1)

+ (k

0

(10)

- i - j) · PJ,n-1,/c-i-j(l - 1))
for k > l,l > 1
else

Using these equations, the average delay "fdo,n(k) and its variance u 2 can be calculated. The curves 'fdo,n(k)
are shown in Fig. 6.

k>O

(11)

(12)

4

Deri·vation of the Adaptive Identifier Splitting Algorithm

If the size of a start set is large, the throughput can be increased and delays reduced, if the first splitting steps are
skipped. This is equivalent to a dynamically selected splitting order 0" 1 of the fim splitting step. That n 1 is chosen
that maximizes throughput:
Popt 0 ,n (k)

=max (Po ,O ( ; ) ' · · · , Po,1'-n

1 (

0

:

1

)

' • • •

'Po,n

(k))

(13)

The resulting curves of Popt o,n (k) are shown in Fig. 7. The curves result from a piecewise composition of segments of the curves in Fig. 4 . The same applies for the average delay 7'c1

0

,

"o,n

{k) in Fig. 8 .

The ·e xact ·o rdinate values k of •the transitions between segments can be calculated by ( 14).
(14)
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Figure 8: Optimal average delay T dope o,n (k) of identifier splitting algodthm with adaptive order of first splitting
step
Table l summarizes the ordinate values for the binary and ternary algorithm. Dependent on the dimension of
the identifier space and the known or estimated size k of a start set, the optimal number of initial slots can be
detennined.
The comparison of Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 of the adaptive identifier splining algorithm with the corresponding Figures
4 and 6 of the original identifier splitting algorithm demonstrated the dramatical improvement of performance that
can be realized, if the size of a start set is known or can at least be estimated.

5 Simu·lation of Medium Access Control Protocol with Probing Algorithm
The analysis of the identifier splitting algorithm with an adaptive number of initial slots has shown, that the optimal
size of a start set is approximately 1.5 for binary splitting and 2 for ternary splitting with some deviations depending
on the dimension of the identifier space. Now we return to the model of the RACH. We can estimate the probability
P2!.I of .at .least one arrival at terminal i during the interval n ; dl e,i · Tp since its last transmission of a packet:
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Table 1: Optimal number of ini1tial slots dependent on the dimension n of the identifier space and the known or
estimated size k ·o f a s.t art set for binary and ternary identifier splitting algorithm

P~l,i

= 1 - Ci · (l -

p)"><Jle,i

(15)

The parameter C;. is set to l a:nd wiU be ·e xplained later.
Our new medium access control protocol for the RACH can be conside·f ed as an unblocking adaptive identifier
splitting algorithm. We call it probing algorithm. At the beginning of each period it divides the identifier space in
a variable number t of consecutive intervals and assigns one slot •t o each interval. The l-th interval is starting with
temlinal i1 and endin,g with 'terrninal i1+i - l, with i 1 0 and it o" - L lt contains K1 = i1+i - i1 terminals.
K1 has to be maximized under fue constrain ( 16).

=

=

i1+i-l

N1

=

L

P~l,i <

w

(16)

i=ir

With the par:ameter W the probability of a successfol transmission can he adjusted. At the end of a period the
results of .a ccesses can be used to oo.rJect the estimation of P>l i· If no or one transmission happened in a slot,
n;111e,i is reset to zero .a nd C;. to 1 for all involved station. If c~llision occurred in the slot belonging to the l-th
in~erval, the number N call,l of involved terminals is estimated by ( 1 7).

a

(t _&)Kr - 1

l _

N

- N
eoll,l -

I

Ki

(

1- 1-lY!
Kr

)K1

)Kr-1

(

(17)

-Ni 1-&
K1

This es·t imation is based on 1the assumption of a binomial distribution of N1. This is no exact model but a sufficient approximation. We correct 1the estimation of P~l,i by adjusting

c.:.

C

= K1 -

Ncoll,l

K1-N1
Ci,new

= C · Ci,old

(18)
(19)

Alter a successfuil or no transmission on a slot, Ci of the terminals ·in the belonging interval is reset to l.
The approximation made above requires a special treatment of ~erminals with high P~i.i· To avoid high delays,
terminals with P> 1 i > W /2 are poliled in sped fie slots. The same happen with terminals, that have been involved
in more than n con'secutive collisions with n being the dimension of the identifier space.
The performanoeof'the pwtoc·o lhas been evaluated by stochastic simulations. The number k of terminals, the arrival probability p and the parameter W have been varied. The average and maximum delay as well as the throughput p over p fork
5 and k
20 ~erminals .is shown in the diagrams in Fig. 9 (with a relative error« 0.01). W
has been chosen ~o 1.0 and 1.4. It can be seen, that W has the same effect like the order of a splitting algorithm.
Lower values of W lead 'l o shorter delays but .reduc.es ,tfie throughput.
The detennination of the optimal value of W requires a more precise model of the MAC protocol and the surrounding system. But our resul ts may be a guideline for finding optimal parame~er settings of a real MAC protocol.

=

=
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Conclusions

Our new medium access control protocol has been developed taking into account the results of the analysis of the
identifier splitting algori~hm. The protocol offers a good performance by c-o mbining the advantages of the identifier
splitting algorithm and pure po'lling. We assumed an ·e rror-free feedback. This is no realistic model for a radio
channe:I with ,n oise and interference. We intent to modify our algori.t hms in order to use a soft decision feedback .
Based on the accuracy of -this foedback, the grade of correcting C1 can be adjusted.
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Abs.t ract. Bo·t tleneck analysis using queueing network models is an important technique for the performance analysis and capacity planning of computer and communication systems. Conventional single
class as well as multiclass queueing network models use single mean values :a:s input parameters. However,
uncertainties and variabilities in service demands may exist in many types of systems. Using models with
a. single aggregat·e mean value for each parameter for such systems can lead to inaccurate or even incorrect
results. This paper proposes to use histograms for characterizing model parameters that are associated
with workload uncertainty and/or variability. Methods to identify system bottlenecks as well as first cut
approximation tools for the potential effects of service demand modifications for queueing networks with
histogram-based input parameters are presented in the paper.

1 Introduction
Computer and communication systems require effective tools for prediding their performance and for
anaiyzing their behavior. Analytic models such as single class queueing networks can be used for performance estimation of such systems [14]. These techniques are popular because of their relatively low cost
in comparison with simulations and benchmarks. A conventional analytic performance model accepts
a set of single valued parameters (such as service demands for different devices) and produces a single
point measure for each performance index of interest (such as the mean response time or mean processor
utilization). However, the exact value of every parameter fo:r the system may not always be known to the
performance analyst leading to uncertainties in workload characterization (WLC). Furthermore, systems
are often subject to variabilities in the workload [2]. Different phases in the operation of the system under
study may lead to a differ·e nt set of para.meters that characterize each phase.
Using queueing networks for modeling system performance is a well-known and popular technique (see
e.g. [9] for an introduction to the analysis of c·o mputer systems using queueing network models) . In
this paper, we consider analysis of single class dosed queueing network models (QNM). Besides exact
solution techniques such as the mean value analysis (MVA) algorithm 1[15] that provides a single mean
value for performance measures, analysis of system botUenecks (BN) is a. popular technique especially for
the capacity planning of large systems (14, 16]. It requires only very little computation and is thus often
preferred as a first cut modeling tool. However, existing BN and corresponding modification analysis
techniques ar-e inadequate for handling parameters characte.rized by uncertainties or variabilities. Using
a single aggr.e gated mean for eaich input parameter can lead to an incorrect identification of BNs.
Appropriate characterization of the workload is required to capture any uncertainty or variability
associated with it. We propose to characterize the mean service demand dk of each device k in the
system 't hat exhibits variability and/or uncertainty by a histogram of mean service demands H(d 1:). The
histogram consists of a numb er of intervals and associated prob.abi!ities of occurrence. The histogrambased performanc·e analysis technique is applicable in. single dass systems in which various classes of
demands are observed for a given device. Multiclass queueing networks are quite popular in a different
situait ion when various classes of behavior are observed among the customers. Each of these systems
is concerned with the variability in a particular aspect of the system model: temporal in the first and
spatial in the second. Variabilities and uncertainties in workload may lead to the existence of multiple
devices which may be th.e system BNs with a certain probability.
Association of a single interval or range of values with model parameters and performance measures
is described in [10] and (13]. The adapta·tion of the MVA algorithm for product form closed single
class QNMs to handle models with variabilities and uncertainties in workload is considered in (11]. Also
existing bounding techniques for single class QNMs have been adapted to handle histogram-based WLC
[12] . Large inaccuracies have been reported as an effoct of ignoring such variabilities. Existence of multiple
*This wor k wa:s supported by the Austrian Science Foundation (FWF research grant No. 505303-MAT)
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BNs for systems modeled with multiclass closed queueing networks is studied by Balbo and Serazzi [l] .
Uncertainty analysis in t.he context of performability modeling of computer systems using Markov reward
models is considered by Haverkort and Meeuwissen [7] .
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, WLC for systems with variabilities and uncertainties
in workload is discussed. Mathematical results which are needed for the modification analysis techniques
presented in this work, are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the generalization of conventional BN and
modification analysis techniques to handle models wiith histogram-based input parameters is proposed
and demonstrated along the lines of a small but illustrative example QNM. Section 5 presents a summary
of the results and our conclusions.

2 Workload Characterization
A parameter X may be specified through a histogram H(X) as follows:

=

l. Each entry in the definition of X provided above is a two-tup le, an interval [~, xi]
with L~i p;
and an associated probability p;. That is, with probability Pi, ~ ~ X ~ Xi. This general model can
be used to represent uncertainties and/or variabilities. Uncertainties are characterized by the length
of the interval, and an interval of width zero represents no uncertainty. Variability is described by the
distribut~on of the probabilities p;, with m = 1 corresponding to a workload with no variability. In the
following subsections, we describe each possible type of model with the exception of the single value (SV)
case which is already well-known and we give some examples.
Uncertainties
Associating intervals with input parameters of inter·est is useful when uncertainties are associated with
parameter values. The probability of occurrence of any value within an interval can follow any given
arbitrary distribution. However, in this work we assume uniform distribution of parameter values within
the intervals. Consider for example so£tware performance engineering that integrates performance modeling with the various phases of software design and implementation (17]. Uncertainties may be associated
with model parameters for various r·e asons. For example, exact values of system parameters are often
unknown in early stages of system design. Although uncertainties may be associated with one or more
system parameters, the designer may have a good idea about the range of values associated with these
parameters from previou.s exp erience with similar systems. A single interval with p 1
1 may be used to
describe the range of values associated with each such parameter. Also, within hierarchical performance
modeling (see for example [3]), bounding techniques used in one layer of the modeling hierarchy may lead
to input intervals on the next layer. For example, Hartleb and Mertsiotakis propose bounding techniques
for the runtime of paralld programs [6], which are integrated in the modeling tool PEPP [5]. Bounds for
the me.an runtime of parallel programs a:re also provided by the serialization analysis tech nique used in
the PAMELA approach [18].
In this work we assume that the intervals for input parameters are specified, no matter how such
parameters are obtained which is beyond the scope of this paper.

=

Variabilities
Variabilities in workload can occur in systems which .are characterized by different phases of operation.
As an example consider a dient-server system, where different mean demands at a given device may
occur during various time periods. Such a variability may be exhibited by a point-of-sale system where
different amount of work per transaction occurs during different periods of the day. Variabilities in
service demands can also occur implicitly in systems. For example, different service demands have been
observed .in a database system described in 1(2]: during periods of time when less memory was available
for transaction processing a larger number of I/O operations was observed. Even though the system is in
steady state during each phase of operation, neither a conventional single class nor a multiclass queueing
network is adequate for the computation of system performance . Using single mean values for the service
demands often leads to inaccurate resul,t s for these systems. The 't echnique proposed in this paper is apt
for the analysis of such systems.
Consider a QNM with K queueing devices. ln the sequel w.e will treat a variability model (with or
without uncertainties) as a list of variability combinations with corresponding probabilities of occurrence .

2

= 1, . . . , I

·e lements of the list is of the form: (D1 ,;, •.. , DK,i) : p;. In this list, Dk ,i =
Jcth device within the ith variability component
which has probability of occurrence Pi· If the system is modeled without uncertainties, intervals Dk,i are
replaced by the respective single values dk,i· Note that these lists can either be derived from multiple
existing histograms (see (11] for the .transformation of multiple parameter histograms to variability lists)
or they can directly be specified. Such variability lists can also be used to approximate workloads
specified as probability distributions. In the example presented in Section 4, we use directly specified
variability lists. We denote uncertainty models without variability by UN, WLC with variability without
uncertainties by VA, and we denote the combination of variability and uncertainty by VU.
Each of the i

[41,,;, dk,i] represents the service demand interval for the

3 Mathematical Preliminaries
In this section, expressions which are needed to compute the matrices defined in Section 4 are derived.
Consider n stochastically independent random variables X 1 , ... , Xn, uniformly distributed in the interval
[a, b], a > 0. Let X(j) denote the corresponding ph order statistic (see for example [4]). In general, the
probability density function (pdf) of the Ph order statistic from a continuous population with cumulative
distribution function (cdf) Fx(x) and pdf fx(x) is [4]:

In the case of uniform distributions in the interval (a, b] we get:
fxcn(x)

I

= (j -

l)!(n

~·j)!(b- a)n (x -

(1)

a)i-l(b - xr-i.

That is, Xcn is /3{j, n - j +I)-distributed [8] and its expected value is well-known [4, 8] :
E(Xcn) =

a+

(b - aij.
n+

(2)

In Section 4, we also use expected values of reciprocals of order sta•tistics of uniformly distributed random
variables. Consider the random variables Y(n = 1/Xcn- For the derivation of E(Ycn) presented in
Theorem 1, we need the following considerations:

Lemma 1 Let u, v E !No , a, b E JR.

°(x -

1

a)u(b-x)"dx=

a

(b - a)u+v+lu!v!
(u+ v+ l)!

Proof- Let c = (b - a). Parameter transformation and integration by parts yields:

1b

l

(x - a)"(b - x)"dx

0

=

e

x"+l
xu(c - x)"dx = - - ( c u+l

v
.xt le+-u+l
0

le

xu+l(c - x)"- 1 dx

0

=O

r

_ v_
xu+l(c- x)"- 1 dx.
u+ l }0

After repeated integration by parts ( v times) we get:

le

v(v-1)· · ·2·1
xu+"dx
(u+l)(u+2)· · ·(u+v) o

u!v!
u+11+l
(u+v+l)!c
'

which completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 2 Let n E !No, o:, {3,€ E lR such that 0:€ + f3 ::/= 0.

= (-{3/o:t - !_ ~ (-{3/o:)"-i €i.
o:~ + {3
{3 i=O
3
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•
(3)

Proof: We proof the lemma by multiplication of the right-hand side and the denominator of the
left-hand side of (3):

(-fJ/C¥)" - .!. I:(-/J/C¥)"-ie) · (ae + P) = (-/J/a)" + I:(-fJ/C¥)"- ci+i)ei+ 1 - I:(-P/ a)"-iei
( C¥e + /3
/3 i=O
i =O
i:O
n-1

=

n-1

(-/3/C¥)" + C + L(-/3/a)"-iei - L(-/3/a)"-iei - (-/3/C¥)"
i=l
i=l

Corollary 1 Let n E lNo,

a, /3,e E IR such that ae + /31

f _r_de
= (-/3/a)"
ae +
a

~

= e".

•

0.

log lae + /31-

{J

.!. ~ (-/3/a)."-(i-l )ei.
/3 •=l
L.,,

t

P.,-,oof: The corollary follows from Lemma 2 through term-by-term integration.
Lemma 3 Let u, v E lNo, a, b E JR.

~

f
la

•

b

=

.!.(x - at(b - x )"dx
X

(-a)ub"loglb/al-(-a)u:tb"-i(b.-a)i
.

+ t(-a)u-i(\-a)~;i(i-l)!v!_

i

i=l

v+i.

.

•=1

Proof: Again, we denote the length of the interval [a, b] by c = b - a. Application of Lemma 2,
Lemma 1, and Corollary 1 yields:

fb !(x - a)'"(b - x)" dx =

la x

Lemma 2

l

r

~(c lo x + a

)u
~

__

o I x +a

a

e [ (

x)"dx

l

1 u-1
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•=O

Coro!.!._ary l
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b"~ici +

i=l

i

t

(-a)"-icv+i~i - l)!v! .
(v + i)!

i=l

•

Theorem 1 Let X 1 , .. . , Xn be stochastically independent random variables, uniformly distributed in
[a, b], where a, b E JR, a> 0. Let the corresponding /h order statistic be den oted by X(i) · The expected
value of the reciprocal Y(j) = 1/ Xcn of th e jlh or,d.er statistic is given by:

~

1

E(Y(n)

=

1

(j - l )!(n:·j)!(b-a)" ((-a)i- b" - iloglb/ al}
n!
(
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+

n!
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(i-l
~

1

(-a)i-i- (b- a)i-i(i - l)!) .
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Figure 1. QNM of a computer system with a CPU and two disks.

Proof: Using the pdf denoted in (1), we have:

l

lb

n!
1(
)i-l(b
)n-j
y1 f Xu> (y )dY-- (j- l)!(n-j)1(b-a)n
a y y-a
-y
dy.
Application of Lemma 3 to ( 4) with -u = j - 1 and v = n - j yields the proof of the theorem.

E(Y(i))

b

a

(4)
•

4 Bottleneck Analysis
In a single class QNM with convention.al (SV) parameter specification, the device with highest service
demand dmax restricts the potential performance of the modeled system (see [9]). In particular, for
any number of jobs N, the system throughput x(N) is limited by x(N) < 1/ dmax· Moreover, for the
asymptotic behavior of the model outputs we know: x(N) -1/dmax an.cl r(N)/N - dmax for N---> oo
(for a formal proof see {10]) where r(N) denotes the system r·esponse time.
Considering the upper bound of system throughput 1/ dmax given the maximum service demand dmax
in a SV parametrized model, we call the device b1 with highest servi·ce demand the primary BN of the
system. Usually, secondary, tertiary, etc. BNs are also con..sidered. This approach can be generalized to
the concept of j-ary BNs. The j-ary BN (or BN of degree j) of the network is the device b; with /h
highest service demand.
Goals of BN analysis are the identification of BNs as well as the analysis of the expected benefit of
removing a BN regarding response time and throughput of the system und·er investigation. For SV models
with a large number N of jobs in the system, the potential .response time benefit associated with the
j-ary BN bi can be approximated by N times the difference between the service demand db , of the j-ary
BN and the service demand db;+i of the j + 1-ary BN. Analogously, the throughput increase potential of
the j-ary BN is l/dbi+i - l/db;· Note that the discussed improvement caused by the elimination of the
j-ary BN is only to be expected if all k-ary BN.s with k < j are already eliminated. These definitions are
not sufficient for the investigation of workload models for systems with variabilities and uncertainties.
fo different service demand combinations of a modd for a system with variabilities, we may identify
di:ffe.r·e nt stations to be the j-ary BN. Additionally, parameter intervals in models with uncertainties may
be overlapping hindering the identification. of a unique BN device for every BN degree. An approach to
generalize the identification of BN s to systems with uncertainties is the so-called set of potential BNs
proposed in [10] . In this work, we generalize it his concept to histogram-based workload models and define
for a closed single class QNM:
• The Bottleneck Probability N.fotrix (BNPM),
• The Throughput Improvement Potential Matrix (TIPM),
• The Response Time Improvement Potential Matrix (RIPM).
The following subsections deal with these matrices and their computation in more detail. We demonstrate
the proposed BN analysis techniques with a small but illustrativ·e example of a closed single class QNM
with three queueing devices depicted in Figure 1, modeling the CPU and two disks of a computer system.
Four different workload models are considered. The corresponding parameter values and intervals are
listed in Table 1. Note that the service demands of the variability and uncertainty models of this example
have got the same overall mean as the mean service demands of the SV model. This means that if the
variability and uncertainty models (UN, VA, and VU) would be reduced to a conventional single valued
workload model, this would have ·t he same pa.rameter set as the SV model of our example.
In the SV model, disk 1 is i·d entified as the primary BN . The variability model without uncertainty
however, descri bes a situ ation, where with. probability Pl = 0.7, disk 2 is the primary BN , whereas with
5
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I
I
I

SV:
125 ms
ddisk 1
220 ms
ddi•k 2
190 ms
VA:
0.7
0.3
P1
P2
50ms
dcpu,2
300 ms
dcpu,l
da;.1: 1 ,1=220 ms ddi•l:i,2 = 220 ms
50ms
daisk-, ,1
250 ms da1~k2,2
dcpu

=
=
=

=
=
=

UN:

I

= [ 50 ms, 200 ms]
Ddisk = (180 ms, 260 ms]
Da;•k2 = [180 ms, 200 ms]
Depu

1

=
=

Dcpu,l

=

Dai.1: 2 ,1

Pt
Ddisk 1 ,1

VU:
0.7
P2
Dcpu,2
40 ms, 60ms]
= (200 ms, 240 ms ] Ddisi: 1 ,2
= (210 ms, 290 ms ] Ddisk 2 ,2

=
=(

= 0.3
= (280 ms, 320 ms]

=(200 ms, 240 ms]
=[ 40 ms, 60ms]

Table l. Four different workload models for the example QNM.
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disk 1
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Figure 2. Transformation of UN parameters into subintervals

probability p 2 = 0.3 the CPU is the primary BN. In case of uncertainties (UN and VU), the detection
of the BN devices and computation of associated BN probabilities is not straight forward, because of
overlapping service demand intervals.

Bottleneck Probability Matrix (BNPM}
To provide a representation of multiple potential BNs of all degrees and the corresponding probabilities
of occurrence, we propose the generalization of conventional BN identification to a bottleneck probability
matrix. The BNPM for a QNM consisting of K queueing devices is a K x K matrix B = (b;,;), representing
the probabilities b;,; with which station i is a j-ary BN of the system under investigation. Note that
the ith row of B represents the distribution of possible BN locations for the ith device, whereas the ph
column of B represents the distribution of all stations for the /h BN degree. Thus, for the rows and
columns of B we have:
K

2:.>i,l
1=1

K

= :L:br,j = 1, Vi,j = 1,. .. , I<.

(5)

1=1

For SV models where all service demands d1; are different, bi,i is 1 if device i is the j-ary BN and 0
otherwise, since every BN degree is unique. lf there are several devices with the same service demand,
say m devices k 1 , •.• ,km with service demand dm which a:reofBN degree j, we define b1:,,j+l = 1/m,
'Vi = 1, . .. , m, V/ = 0, ... , m - 1. This is motivated by the conservation of Equation (5) as well as
by interpreting the identical service demands as identical intervals (dm - t: , dm + t:] with £ _. 0 (see
construction of the BNPM for UN models). For the SV model described in Table 1, the corresponding
BNPM is:

Bsv = ,(

~ ~ 0~)

0 l

For UN models, lacking more specific information, we asswne uniform distribution of parameters within
intervals. To compute the respective BN probabilities, the interval parameters (D1, .. . , DK) are transr
d mto
.
r
.it holds
lOrme
su'b."mtervals (D(l)
. 1 , ... , D(mi)
; •• . ..• ; D(l
K ) , ... , D(mK
K )) , sueh t h at ior
a11 D(i)
J: , D(i)
1
1
that either D~i) = D}i) or D~i) n Dfi) = •0 (see Figure 2). Note that this allows for a total ordering
of the subintervals. To tlhese subintervals, corresponding probabilities p~i) = ID1i)l/ ID.1: I are assigned,
representing the share of subinterval D~i) of its original interval Dk. Next, all possible combinations of
subintervals together with their probabilities of occu.r.rence are analyzed. Intermediate BNPMs for each of
the combinations of subintervals are computed in analogy to the computation of BNP Ms for SV models,
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Combination

Probability

i{l) )
Dcpu , D di• k, , D did: 2
( (1)
( 2)
( 1) )
D cpu ) Ddi•k1 > D di•k 2

p - 13. l -

(

(
(

i(lJ

1(1)

(2)
( l)
(l) )
Dcpu ' Ddi• k1 ) Ddisk2
(2)

(2)

( 1)

)

Depu ' D di• k ' D di•k ·

Primary BN
2,3
2
1,2,3
2

13
- 15 4 - 6 0
p- ll. ;!. - 13
- 15 4 - 20
p-2 l _ l
- 1 5 · 4 - 30
p - 2 3 - 1
-

15.

4 -

10

Secondary BN
2,3
3
1,2,3
1,3

Tertiary BN
1
1
1,2,3
1,3

Table 2. Subinterval combinations and corresponding BN orders for the UN model of the example from Table 1.

using the total ordering of the subintervals. The BNPM for the UN model is computed as the weighted
sum of the intermediate BNPMs. We demonstrate this technique for the UN workload model of our
example: The original parameter intervals ( Dcpu, Ddi•.I:, , Ddis.1:,) are transformed in the way described
above to (see Figure 2):

ng~

D~~~"'
D~~~.1:,

= [ 50 ms, 180 ms L P = 13/15,
= [180 ms, 200 ms),
= [180 ms, 200 ms],

p
p

= 1/4,
= 1.

=

D~~~ = i(180ms,200ms), p 2/ 15,
2
= [200 ms, 260 ms l , p = 3I 4,

c)
Dd;.i.,,

All possible subinterval combinations together with the corresponding BN orders are listed in Table 2.
Thus, the BNPM for the UN model is:

BuN

=

13 (
60

0

1/2
1/2

(°

1
0
)
13
0
0
+ 20 . 1
0
0 1

0

1/2
1/2

n

1
+3 0 (

1/3

1/3

1/3

1/3

1/3

1/3

l/>) +
1/3
1/3

1
10

(° '/' ·~')
1
0

0

1/ 2

l/ 2

( 0.011 0.061 0.928 )
0.869 0.119 0.011
.
0.119 0.819 0.061
For this workload model of our example QNM, we obtain the result that disk 1 is no longer the unique
primary BN, but it is the primary BN with probability p
0.869, whereas with probability p
0.119,
disk 2 is the primary BN, and with probability p = 0.011 , the CPU is the primary BN . Analogous results
can be observed for the secondary and tertiary BNs.
Both , variability models with uncertainties as well as variability models without uncertainties can be
analyzed by computing the respective BNPM B; for each variability combination i = 1, . . . , I. The
weighted sum B = Li p;B; of these intermediate BNPMs yields the aggregated BNPM for the variability
modeL In the VA case of our example , there are two variability combinations. In the first phase, which
occurs with probability p 1 0.7, disk 2 is the primary BN, and disk 1 is the secondary BN. In the second
phase, which has probability of oc,currence p 2 = 0.3, the CPU is the primary BN , and again disk 1 is the
secondary BN. This yields the following BNPM:

=

=

=

BvA

=

0.7 (

~1 0~ 0~ )

+ 0.3

(

~ ~ ~)
0 0 l

<} l~O o )

0

= (

0.7

07

0

(6)

.

0.3

In the variability example with uncertainties (VU), the two interval parameter combinations are analyzed
using the technique for UN models described above. Only analysis of the first variability combination
requires the transformation to disjoint intervals, the secoud parameter interval combination is already of
the desired form. The BNPM for the VU model is:

0~4 o.~6 o )
0.86 0.14 0
10

Bvu

= 0.7 (

+ 0.3

(

~0 0~ ~1 )

=(

~:~ 0~9 °o )
0.6 0.1 0.3
7

.

(7)

Note that for both variability models the analysis shows much higher probabilities for the CPU and disk 2
to be the primary BN , whereas a conventional SV analysis for this example using aggregated mean values
for the device service demands identifies disk 1 as the unique primary BN .
7
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Throughput Improvement Potential Matrix (TIPM)
To analyze the potential benefit of removing a BN device, it is interesting to study the expected value
of throughput improvement potential between succeeding degrees of BNs. We consider the asymptotic
throughput bound 1/dma.:r:, and how this bound is improved by r·emoving a BN device. The TIPM is
defined as a K x (K - 1) matrix Llx =(bf;) such that 6f; represents the expected value of throughput
improvement (compared to the BN of next higber degree) if device i is eliminated as the j-ary BN. Note
that a throughput improvement obtained by removing the j-ary BN is only to be expected if all k-ary
BNs with k < j are already eliminated.
We first consider SV workload models. Let db; denote the service demand of the j-ary BN. If all
service demands are unique, an entry
of the TIPM is zero if device i is not the j-ary BN, and
of; = 1/dbi+• - l/db; if device i is the j-ary BN. For the SV model of our example this yields:

afJ

x

0

-

ilsv -

(

l
0.19 -

0
1
0.22

0

(J
1

l
rn

o.12s -

(

)

o.~18 ~
0

)

2.737

From this matrix it can be seen that decreasing the service demand of the second device (the primary
BN) can at most improve the upper bound for the system throughput by 0.718 jobs/ second.
For the .analysis of UN models, again the parameter intervals are transformed and combined as proposed in the discussion of the computation of the BNPM for UN models. That is we only have to consider
parameter intervals which are either equal or not overlapping. All combinations resulting from the transformation into subintervals are considered independently and the corresponding results are summed up
using the respective probabilities of occurrence as weights. Assuming uniform distribution within service
demand intervals, the service demand of device k with service demand interval D1c can be considered as
a uniformly distributed random variable XDk. If within a parameter interval combination µk devices
~ave got the equal servi·ce demand interval D1;, we have to study the corresponding order statistics X[l),
J = 1, .. .,µkin any of the transformed parameter interval combinations, two devices of succeeding BN degree are
either parametrized with the same service demand interval, or they may be parametrized with disjoint
intervals. Consider two devices with succeeding degrees of BNs bi and bi+l with disjoint service demand
intervals Db; and Db;+i. Suppose that Db; appears with multiplicity µb; and Db;+• appears with multiplicity µb;+i . To be of succeeding BN degree, device b; must be the one with lowest service demand
of all µb; devices with parameter interval Db; and device bi+ 1 must be the one with highest service
demand of the µb.i+i devices with parameter interval Db;+•. Thus, we have to take into consideration
the corresponding order statistics

x~::.) and x~;i+• . The expected throughput improvement potential
J

between these two devices, given BN degrees j and j

6~,;

= E ( 1/

+ 1 is:

xi;J+•) - E ( 1/ x~~)).

[f two devices of succeeding BN degree have got the sam e service demand interval Db; and there are µb;
devices with this parameter interval and ,. devices with a higher parameter interval, the corresponding
expected value for the throughput improvement potential is:

a~.;

= E ( 1; xi~ 1 _ ,.))

E ( 1/ xi~ .. ))

-

.

Thus, for the computation of the expected values for throughput improvement potential we have to
compute expected values of the reciprocals of order statistics of uniformly distributed random variables.
These expected values are given. in Theorem l.
The results for the UN workload model of our running example are (listed as the sum of the four
possible subinterval combinations):

o.~93 4. ~88

13
(
)
6'0
0.093 4.488
1 ( 0.045 0.094 )
0.045 0.094
0.045 0.094

+ 30

39

+ 60

(

o..~95
0

1 (

53.2

)

0

0.0093 )

0

0.093

+ 10 ' 0.803
8

~

4.585
0.002 0.012 )
.
0.684 0.976
(
0.022 3.965

With the workload characterization used in the UN model, similar to the SV model, service improvement
at disk 1 promises the highest increase of system throughput. However, also the CPU as well as disk 2
are identified to promise a certain potential of throughput improvement.
The results for models with variabilities are obtained by computing the respective matrices /j.,f, i =
i, .. . , I, for all variability combinations and computing the weighted sum /j., X = Li Pi /j.,f. Considering
the VA and VU models from our example, the expected values of through.put improvement are:

0
0.7 .(

0

15.46

0.546

0

)

0
0 )
0.028
15.69
07 (
0.555 4.422

+ 0.3

( 1212
.
~

0
15.46

0

+ 0.3

( 1220
0
0

)

0 )
15072

(

0~64

0
15.455
0.382 .
0

0
( 0.366
0.020 15.70
0.389 3.096

)·
)

Using VA and VU workload models, the CPU and disk 2 have got th.e highest probabilities to be the primary BN (see Equations (6) and (7)). Thus, it is not surprising that the highest throughput improvement
potential due to elimination of the primary BN (see the first column of the matrix) is expected for these
devices, whereas a decrease of th.e service demand at disk 1 does not produce a significant improvement
in system throughput.

Response Time Improvement Matrix (RIPM)
In analogy to the TIPM, the potential improvement of system response time can be studied by computing
a matrix listing the expected values of response time impro¥ement between succeeding degrees of BNs .
Asymptotically, the normalized system response time r(N)/ N is approximated by dmaz (see [10]). Thus,
in analogy to the TIPM, the entries of the SV RIPM A~v ar·e defined as 6fi = dbJ - dbJ+>. The
construction of the respective RIPMs for uncertainty mode[s is the same as for the TIPMs. However , in
the case of RIPMs, instead of the expected values of reciprocals of order statistics, the expected values
of the order statistics, as described in Equation (2), ha¥e to be used.

5 Cond usions
Conyentional analytic models for performance analysis of computer and communication systems accept
single mean value parameters as input. However, uncertainties in parameter values and variabilities in
workloads <:an make these techniques ineffective. Exact values for all the parameters are often unknown at
early stages of system design but ranges of values that ca.n be taken by these uncertain parameters may be
available. Variabilities in workload may give rise to different mean service demands at different devices.
For example, dit£er.e nt mean service demands at a device may be observed during different periods of
the day. Aggr·e gating the workioad and using a model characterized by a single mean demand for every
device often leads to incorrect results. As proposed in this paper, characterization of the device demands
of single class queueing network models by histograms instead of single mean values is appropriate in
these situations. A histogram is a set of intervals and associated probabilities of occurrence. Histogrambased techniques are useful in a number of differ·ent situations that include the performance evaluation of
conventional multiprogrammed systems and distributed systems characterized by variable workloads as
well as in software performance engineering in which uncertainties are often associated with parameter
values.
Bottleneck analysis is often used as a first cut analysis technique due to its low computational cost.
Furthermore, identification of system BNs is especia:Hy important for capacity planning studies. Generahzation of existing BN analysis techniques for single class queueing networks to handle input parameters
characterized by histograms is presented in this paper. [t is shown that using aggregated mean values as
input parameters for syst·e ms with variabilities and/or uncertainties may lead to incorrect identification
of BNs. Additionally, throughput and ·response time improvement potential matrices are proposed as a
first cut mean:s for modification analysis.
Consideration of more sophisticated modification analysis techniques is a subject of future work. Also
BN analysis of models with uncertain parameter values without the simplifying uniformity assumption
which ma.y lead to corresponding interval matrices is worth being taken into consideration. Only single
9
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class queueing network models are considered in this paper. Adaptation of BN analysis techniques for
multiclass QNMs to histogram-based WLC requires further investigation.
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Abstract. To model transmission lines effects in integrated circuits, we couple the network equations for
the circuits with the telegrapher's equations for the transmission lines; this results in an initial/boundary
value problem for a mixed system of DAEs and hyperbolic PDEs. By semidiscretization the system is
transformed into differential-algebraic equations in time only. We apply this modeling approach to a
CMOS ring oscillator , an oscillatory circuit with transmission lines as coupling units, and discuss the
simulation results.

1

Introduction

Modeling and numerical simulation of coupled problems is a main task in today's engineering applications,
for example, in microsystem technology (4] or multibody system dynamics (13] . In the design of integrated
circuits, second order effects become more and more important with increasing integration rates. One
example is the treatment of thermal noise in semiconductor devices. To model these effects, noise sources
are added to the network: the model description in form of differential-algebraic equations is shifted to
stochastic differential-algebraic equations with additive noise (5].
Transmission lines effects such as signal delay, reflection , attenuation, dispersion and crosstalk may
yield misfunctions in high speed digital circuits. Due to the highly nonlinear behaviour of MOS transistors
a time domain analysis is recommended . Many circuit simulation packages treat these effects within the
framework of standard circuit theory: transmission lines are modeled by equivalent circuits of lumped
elements, generally coupled RLC elements and controlled so urces (11]. However , estimates are missing
for the modeling error, which is caused by using companion models.
We consider an alternative approach : by coupling the telegrapher's equations for the transmission
lines with the network equations, all system information can be used. The network equations at the
coupling nodes define boundary values for the telegrapher's equations in differential-algebraic form_
Together with appropriate initial values, this defines an initial/boundary value problem for a mixed
system of DAEs and hyperbolic PDEs.
We discuss this modeling approach in the next section and show how to transform the resulting
mixed system into a DAE system in time only_ The CMOS ring oscillator, an oscillatory circuit with
transmission lines as coupling units, will serve as an example . The simulation results show that its
behaviour strongly depends on the properties of the transmission lines.

2

Modeling approach for networks with transmission lines

Coupling of networks and transmission lines system. A system of n coupled uniform lossy
transmission lines shown in fig. 1 can be characterized by the telegrapher's equations

8V(z, t)

az

=

oJ(z, t)

=

az

L,8J(z, t)

at + R' J( Z, t )
c,av(z,t)
at + G'V( z, t) ,
I

(la)
(lb)

where R', L' , G' and C' E R" xn are the resistance, inductance, conductance and capacitance matrices
per unit length _ V(z, t) is an n dimensional vector of line voltages with respect to ground , and J(z,t)
is an n dimensional vector of line currents. This first order hyperbolic system of partial differential
equations is initialized by a set of initial va lues

V;(z, to) = V;0 (z)

Vz E (0, L].
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i = 1, .. . , n,

(2a)

J; ( z, to ) = 1;0 (z)

i = 1, ... , n

V'z E (O, L],

(2b)

at time to . Both voltages and currents are fixed at the end of the lines by 4n boundary conditions

:= (u1,o, ... , u,.,o)T - V(O , t) = 0,

/1

:= (/1 ,0, . .. , l,.,o)T - J(O ,t ) = 0,

(3a)

u2 := (u1,L, ... , Un ,L)T - V(L , t) = 0,

12

:= (fi ,L, ... ,l,. ,Lf + J(L , t) = 0,

(3b)

u1

which connect the lines system with electrical networks via controlled voltage sources, see fig . 1.
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Figure 1: System of n ·coupled transmission lines, connecting network 1 and 2
Using conventional modified nodal analysis [10], the networks are described by differential-algebraic
equations of quasilinear-implicit form :

x1 + fi(x1 , t)
C2(x2) · x2 + h(x2, t)

=
=

C1(x1) ·

0,

(4a)

0,

(4b)

where the generally singular matrices C 1 and C2 contain voltage and current dependent capacitances and
inductances. The nonlinear functions h and h describe the static part of the system . The unknowns
x ; consist of the inner node potential and currents through voltage-defining elements of network i,
denoted by x{ , and the coupling voltages and curirents
of network i. The initial values x;(to) must
be consistent not only with (4), but also with the initial conditions in (2). System (1-4) describes
an initial/boundary value problem for a mixed system of OAEs and hyperbolic PDEs . Note that the
boundary conditions (3) become differential-algebraic equatioRs, if the coupling variables are replaced
by the corresponding formulas of (4) where possible.

xf

Space discretization and boundary conditions. To reduce (1) to a problem with t as the only
independent variable, time and space are separated by the standard Ritz ansatz [2]
N

V (z ,t )

= l/lo (z) ui(t} +

L

tPj (z)pj(t)

(5a)

L 'Pj (z)qj (t)

(5b)

j=l

N

J(z , t) =

<po(z)Ii(t ) +

j=l

with a suitable se•t of ansatz functions l/I := (l/11 , . . . , tPN)T , <p := (<p 1 , .. . , 'PN )T and unknown coefficient
vectors Pi , qi , j = 1, .. . , N. We use finite elements which satisfy the boundary conditions (3) at the left
end of ·e ach line, i. e.
l/1(0) <p(O) 0,
1/lo(O) <po(O) 1,

=

=

=

and are element of some Sobolev space Hm ([O, L]) .

'5 36

=

The weak formulation of the boundary value problem (1-3) then yields the initial value problem

(

L' 0 M.p,"'
0

0
) (
C'@MJ,"'

q) (
p +

R' © M.p ,<p -Id © K,µ ) ( q )
-ld ®K"' G'@MJ,"'
p

M :=

IC:=

+ ( (L: !1 + R',11) © b<p,t/J ) - (
(Cu1+Gu1)©bt/J,<p

® b.;,,.;,
li©b"'•"''

M.µ ,<p =

1L

i.pot/Jdz,

1L

rP'PT dz,

b.µ,"'=

1L

1

U1

where we have used the abbreviations

b<p,!/J =

+

I<.µ=
t/Joi.pdz,

1L

)

-

(

,P't/JT dz,

b.µ ,.;,'=

© ,P(O) - U2 © ,P(L) ) = 0,
li © rp(O)+h®rp(L )

U1

K"'

lL t/Jo'l/J'

=

dz,

1L

(6)

rp'rpT , .

b"'·"'' =

1L

<po<p' dz ,

a.nd ' denotes the partial derivative with respect to z. The remaining boundary conditions, which are
not automatically fulfilled by the ansatz functions, are added separately as algebraic equations:
N

u2(t) - (iPo(L)u1(t)

+I: t/J;(z)p;(t)) = 0

N

and

i :::; l

I2(t)

+('Po(L)Ji(t) +I: 'P;(z)q;(t)) = 0.

(7)

j:: l

System (4,6,7), together with consistent initial values, describes now an initial value problem for differentialalgebraic equations. To solve this system, a variety of integration methods is available (1 , 9]
Remark. All boundary conditions are essential an.cl have to be fulfilled by the weak solution. However,
the user has some freedom how to treat the boundary conditions: a boundary condition can be satisfied
by the ansatz functions, or added as an algebraic relation to the system. For the important classes
of linear and cubic Hermite elements the following holds: if two boundary conditions for each line are
fulfilled by the Ritz ansatz, then the stiffness matrix IC is regular. Otherwise IC is singular. Regularity
of the stiffness matrix is essential for two reasons: in the case of a singular mass matrix M, regularity of
K, guarantees the well-posedness of the DAE system to be solved, i. e. the matrix pencil of the linearized
system is regular . Additionally, the operating point analysis requires regularity of IC (6] .

3

An example: CMOS ring oscillator with transmission lines

The modeling approach discussed in the last section is now applied to a ring oscillator with three CMOS
inverters connected by transmission lines, see fig 2. The companion model for a CMOS inverter is shown
in fig. 3, left. Here the inverter is modeled by two enhancement MOS transistors of p and n type with a
load capacitance C. The input signal is transferred to both transistors. To model the MOS transistor,
we use the companion model due to Shichman and Hodges 1(12} in fig 3, right. Ring oscillators serve as
benchmarks for simulation tools in the stability analysis of osciBatory circuits, see e. g., [3, 10, 14].
Semicliscretized model. If we use m cubic Hermite elements for space discretization, then the
modeling approach of section 2 yields a DAE system with 36 + 2 · N with N
3 * (2 · m + 1) unknowns:

=

• 6 node voltages u 1 , ••

•,

,. 24 inner node voltages

u 6 and branch currents Ii, ... , h at the 6 coupling nodes,
u7, ... , u 30,

• the N dimensional line voltage vector
consisting of the voltages at the m + 1 grid points and its derivatives. Note that the line voltage
at the left end of each line is not included due to ansatz (Sa) .
• the N dimensional line current vector

consisting of the line currents at the m + 1 grid points and its derivatives. Note that the line
current at the left end of each line is not included due to ansatz (Sb).
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Whereas 2N differential equations are defined by system (6), the remaining 36 relations come from
the network equations of the three CMOS inverters and the remaining 6 boundary conditions.
The resulting DAE system has index 2: there a·re loops of capacitors and voltage sources, caused by
the capacitors of the CMOS inverter model and the voltage sources , which connect the inverters with
the transmission lines (7). However , only the branch currents through the voltage sources are index 2
variables . All node potentials and line voltages ar,e at most index I.

Figure 2: CMOS ring osciHator with ithree inverters connected by transmission lines

,------------------------- - - ~

•

input

llop

o--~-

l

---------.o outpul
c

;,,~

1 _______
..__

Inverter

r

~

w•••

Figure 3: Network model for a CMOS inverter (left) and MOS transistor companion model due to
Shichman and Hodges (right)

Simulation results. For the time integration , the code RODAS of [9), a fourth-order 1-stable
Rosenbrock-Wanner method, was applied to an index-1 implementation. At lower tolerances , high
frequency modes, which are introduced by a refined space discretization [13], are damped by RODAS.
Four finite elements are used for each transmission line, which results in a system of 90 state variables.
If the transmission lines effects are neglected, we get the stable limit cycle [3] shown in fig 4. Here, of
course, all line voltages are equal for each line.
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For moderat,e transmission lines parameters, the oscillations ar,e only slightly perturbed, see fig 5:
the voltage drop between the end of the lines oscillates with roughly the same period and an amplitude
of about 0. 12 V. Increasing both inductance and ,c apacitance per unit length by a factor of 5 (see fig. 6),
amplitude and period increase, and the voltage curves change. The signal delay is superimposed by high
oscillations, visible by the voltage drop u 1 - u2 between both ends of the line.
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4

Conclusions

Transmission lines effects in integrated circuits are often modeled by a network companion model, which
transforms the problem to a problem of electrical network simulation [11). Another approach is to use
independent models for the network and the transmission lines, and solve the joint problem by an outer
iteration for the coupling and by arbitrary inner solution processes for each single problem [4]. The joint
model discussed in this paper aims at describing the joint behaviour more appropriate: the physical
coupling of transmission lines and electrical circuits is reflected by a coupled model: a mixed system of
DAEs and hyperbolic PDEs. To derive more appropriate models, nonlinear and frequency dependent
effects of transmission lines are to be taken into consideration.
Acknowledgment . The author thanks U. Feldmann and P. Rentrop for many helpful d iscussions.
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Abstl"act. In this paper we deal with a mathematical model for the evaluation of the electromagnetic
iron losses in rotating electrical machines under no load conditions. This model is based on a two level
machine model, i.e. first level: tooth region model, second level: lamination model. The presented
problems of electromagnetic field computations are coupled with refined material models based on the
Preisach theory. The model is validated by the comparison of numerical results and experimental values
from measurements.

Introduction
[ron losses can account for a significant part of the total losses of an electrical machine. At the other
hand, nowadays the efficient use of electricity is strongly emphasized. Electrical drive systems offer
considerable opportunity to obtain major improvements in this respect. Consequently, it is important
to increase the accuracy and reliability of the modelling and simulation of the iron losses.
A numerical model based on a single valued material characteristic cannot describe adequately the
phase difference between the magnetic flux density f3 and the magnetic field strength fI in the case
of a rotating magnetic flux excitation. This type of excitation in electrical machines results from the
complexity of the magnetic circuit and of the magnetic motoric force distributions.
In this paper we present the inclusion of the vector Preisach model, as described in [7], in the
magnetic field calculations for a 2D-domain D. This domain D represents one tooth region of the stator
of an asynchronous machine. The magnetic behaviour of the material can be described in terms of the
macroscopic fields, taking into account the hysteresis phenomena.
The boundary 8D is divided into six parts, namely 3 flux gates and 3 flux walls, as shown in Fig.I.
The three enforced flux patterns through 8D1 , 8D2 and 8D3 are obtained by numerical field calculations
or by local measurements in the electrical machine.
On the basis of the computed field patterns in the domain D, the local excitation conditions for the
magnetic material will be derived. The models described in [1] and [3] will be used to investigate the
local material response. This will lead to a detailed knowledge of the local iron losses.
Finally, the globai machine losses, evaluated from this new method, ar·e compared with the measured
machine losses.

Figure 1: The domain D, representing one tooth region
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Material models
Scalar hysteresis model
fl and B are unidirectional, the B H -relation can be described by a scalar Preisach model in which
the material is assumed to consist of small dipoles, each being characterized by a rectangular hysteresis
loop as shown in Fig., [9]. The magnetisation of the dipole is given by

[f

M _ { +1
d -1

: H(t) > a or (/3 < H <a and H1ait >a)
: H(t) < /3 or (/3 < H <a and H1a1t < /3)

(1)

where HtaJt is the last extreem value of H kept in memory. The characteristic parameters a and /3 are
distributed statistkally according t o a Preisach function PJ (a,/3) which is a material parameter. This
distribution function can he identified directly when using a proper measurement technique (4].
The EH-relation reads:

B(H, Hpa•t) =

j

H.,,.

da

j"

-H.,.

d/3 17,(a, /3, t)P, (a, /3).

(2)

-H ...

Here 17,(a, /3, t ) gives the value of the magnetisation Md for the dipole with parameters a and f3 at time
t. Consequently, the induction B depends upon the magnetic field H(t) and its hist~ry, denoted by
Hpa•t(t).
y

d

H

(Nm)

H

x
Figure 2: (Md,H )-characteristic of a Preisach dipole

Figure 3: Vector Preisach model

Vector hysteresis model

if and the magnetic induction vector f3 are
no long·er unidirectional. The vector if is projected on an axis d, which encloses an angle (} with the
fixed x-axis, -t < B < 1j, see Fig .. The resui~ing component He(=HrcosB + H11 sin8) is used as the
input of the scalar Preisach model on the axis d.
The EH-relation is now given by, see raJ,
In this model, as described in [7], the magnetic field vector

=~

B(fi, Hpa•t)

j_:

dBBe(He, Hpa•t ,e)le,

(3)

2

with

Be(He,Hpa•t.e) =

j

H.,,.

-H.,.

da

jar

d/311r (B,a,/3,t) Pr(a ,/3),

(4)

-H.,.

where 1Jr (B, a, /3, t ) is obtained from the component He, and thus depends on fl(t) and flp,ut(t). The
Preisach function Pr in this rotational model can be evaluated from the distribution function P, , entering
(2), see [3j.
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Extension to a rate dependent hysteresis model
The frequency dependence of the hysteresis effects may have a large influence on the magnetic behaviour
of the material as pointed out in [1]. Therefore, in that paper a rate-dependent scalar Preisach model
has been incorporated in the magnetodynamic field calculations under arbitrary alternating excitation
conditions. Here, the switching of the dipoles is no longer instantaneously, but proceeds at a finite rate.
The main consequence of this improvement is the enlargement of the hysteresis loops with increasing
frequency. This effect allows the modelling of the extra losses, appearing at increasing frequency, together
with the classical eddy ,c urrent losses.
Unfortunately, at pr,esent no experimental validated rate-dependent vector hysteresis model is available.

Two level machine model
First level: tooth region model
We consider the single tooth region of Fig. l , where the electrical conductivity <7 is assumed to be zero.
The relevant Maxwell equations for the magnetic field H=H:l:r: + Hyly and the magnetic induction
f3 = B:rl:r + Byly , in the 20 domain D with boundary oD are, see e.g (6],

rotH = 0,

(5)

o,

(6)

divB =

where the relation between fI and f3 is defined by the material characteristics obtained from the vector
Preisach hysteresis model , described above.
Enforcing a total flux <fi, (t) through the parts oD., s=l ,2,3, of 8D, we arrive at the boundary
conditions (BCs)
<P.(t)

=

r

Ja D.

fJ.

ndl , t

> 0, s = 1, 2,3,

(7)

Hxii = 0 on oD,, t > 0, s = 1,2, 3,

(8)

where Ti is the unit outward normal vector to the boundary part oD,.
At the other hand an assumed zuo flux leakage through 8D4 , 8D5 and oD6 results in the additional
BCs:

f3 ·Ti = 0 on oD., t > 0, s = 4, 5, 6.

(9)

The demagnetized state of the material at t = 0 is expressed by the initial condition (IC)

H(x,y , t

=O) =O, {

TJr(x,y, 6, a ,{3, t : 0) '.: +l
TJr(x,y, 6,a ,{3, t - 0)- -1

: a+f3 < 0

: a+ {3 > 0 'v'(x , y)

IT

E

D,-2

7r

S 6S

2·

(10)

=

As the enforced fluxes <fi,(t), s 1, 2, 3, are periodic in time, we may use a complex Fourier decomposition for the local vector fields Ff (x, y ; t ) and B(x, y; t) , viz
+oo

Ff (x, y;t) :=

L

H 1;(x, y) . ei ( kwt+ak) ,

{11)

Bk.(x , y). ei(kwt+/Jk) _

(12)

k=-oo
+oo

B(x, y; t)::

L

k=-oo

Here , w is 271" times the basic frequency; a1: [resp . t'k] and H k (resp. B1:] are the phase angle and the
amplitude of the k-th harmonic of fI [resp. fJ], see also [2].
Using the local field patterns obtained from the tooth region model, see (12), we may investigate the
local material behaviour from a lamination model.
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Second level: lamination model
The magnetic behaviour of ferromagnetic laminations can be described in terms of the macroscopic fields,
taking into account the interacting hysteresis and eddy current phenomena.
We consider a single lamination of length l, width w and thickness 2d, see Fig., the cartesian coordinate system being chosen in a natural way as indicated. Throughout the sheet , which is assumed
isotropic, the time dependen•t total ftux vector <{;(t) tlow:s parallel to the (x,y)-plane. This flux vector is
constructed out of (12). The magnetic fi.eld and the ma·gnetic induction in the lamination model take
the form H=Hrir+Hyly and B=B:rlr+B,,,Iy respectively. As d << wand d << l, eliminating the
edge effects, we may assume H:r, Hy and B.,,By to vary in the z-direction only.
Next, we taike into account the constitutive relation, J er E, between the electric field E and the
current density J (both parallel ·t o the (z,y)-plane) in the relevant Maxwell equations, viz

=

-

rotE =

&B
-7Jt·

(13)

rotfl = J.

(14)

Two different types of excitations can be considered.
a) Alternating excitation conditions
Here, we may assume Hy, By and
parabolic DE for H.,

ipy (t)

to be identically zero. The equations above simplify to the

1 &2 H:r
&Br
~ · az 2 = °&t' 0 < z < d, t > 0,

(15)

along with the BCs
a~

--a;-(z = 0, t)

a~
erd~
= 0, --a;-(z
=d, t) = "idt'
t > 0.

(16)

and ICs

t:

Hr(z, t ·= 0) = 0, { TJ,(z, o:,/3,
O): +l
TJ,(z,o:,/3,t - 0) - -1

:a+P<O
: Q + /3 > 0

'0

(17)

< z < d.

Here, the magnetic indtrntion B.,(z,t) can be related to the magnetic field Hr(z,t) by either the scalar rate independent or rate dependent Preisach hysteresis model. A finite element - finite difference
approximation method for the BVP (15)-(16)-(17) is described in detail in [1].
b) Rotational excitation conditions
Now, the governing differential equations for the magnetic field (H:z:,Hy) are found to be
1 &2 H.,
oB.,
; . az2 = fit' 0 < z < d, t > 0,
1

a2 Hy

(18)

aBy

; . ---r£2 = at'o < z < d,t > o,

(19)

wh.ile ,t he BCs become
aH:z;
-:n-(z
uz

&Hy
&H.,
er dip., &H
d'f'
= O,t) = -:n-(z
=
0,t) = 0,-:n-(z = d,t) = - -d , ~(z = d,t) = __Y ,t > 0.
uz
uz
2 t
uz
2 dt
CT

(20)

The ICs, again describing the demagnetized state at t = 0, are now given by

H:z:(z, t

= 0) = 0,

t:

H11 (z, t = 0) = O, { TJr( :, 8, o, /3,
0): +i
T/r(- ,8,o,/3,t- 0) - -1

:o:+/3< 0
: 0: + /3 > 0 -

7r

2<

7r

8 <

2' 0 < z <d.
(21)
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Figure 4: Magn. model of one lamination

Here, the magnetic induction f3 is related to the magnetic field ff by the vector rate independent Preisach
hysteresis model, introduced in (7]. In [3] we dealed with a modified finite element - Crank Nicholson
method to solve numerically the resulting BVP.
Notice that, due 't o the complexity of the material model used, (15) and (18)-(19) are highly nonlinear
partial differential equations with memory.
The total electromagnetic losses in the lamination per unit volume during a time interval [T1 ,T2) (
where T2 -T1 is an integer multiple of the excitation period) are calculated by summing up the hysteresis
losses and the eddy current losses. These losses are given by, see e.g. [6],

(22)
and

_ 1 ld dz 1T2 ((8Hr)
--;+ (8Hy)
8
2

P. _ -d

2

<1

-d

Ti

vz

z

2
)

dt .

(23)

Numerical results
Tooth region model
We consider a three phase 3kW 4-pole induction motor , described in detail in [5] . Due to periodicity,
only three neighbouring teeth in the stator must be considered. The enforced total fluxes </>, through the
parts oD,, s 1, 2 in Fig.l are obtained from local measurements in the electrical machine (notice that
<J> 3 =-<f> 1 - ef; 2 ). The Bux through the gate oD 1 for each of the 3 neighbouring teeth is given in Table 1
by its Fourier decomposition

=

</>1 (t)

=L

A.,cos(kwt

+ /k ) .

(24)

I:

Table 2 shows the symmetry for each pair of positive and negative harmonics for point 1 in Fig.I
for toothl. This corresponds to alternating field vectors. Notice that for point 2 this symmetry is lost,
reflecting a rotational magnetic induction f3 .
Similar remarks could be made for each point in toothl, tooth2 and tooth3.

k
1
15

17
31
33

tooth!
A:1: (Wb) ik
0.016625
0.000234
0.000138
0.000055
0.000052

tooth2
(

0
)

25. 16
109 .12
-36.28
-48.45
157.46

Ak (Wb)
0 .016697
0.000089
0. 000064
0.000038
0.000019

'l' k

tooth3
(o}

5 .9
-154.59
27.06
56 .72
-109.78

Table 1: Local fluxpatterns through
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Ak {Wh)
0.016631
0.000218
0.000104
0.000055
0.000050

aD 1

ik (

0

)

-13.11
-56.71
111 .11
166.34
-13.28

k
-33
-31
-17
-15
-5
-3
-1

'

0
1
3
5
15
17
31
33

Bk (T) / point 1
7.2474815e-3
9.4345687e-3
1.5741827e-2
3 .2655213e-2
i.6068061e-3
.J .0426U6e-3
0.,6948881
6.5151327e-3
0.70424'91
2.7993797e-3
l.5675295e-3
3.2812487e-2
1.5398989e-2
9.5228665e-3
7.159029le-3

B;; {T) / point 2
6.6953166e-3
6.5405699e-3
1.2912445e-2
1.7600928e-2
2 ..9070139e-2
'2 .1086 l82e-2
8.83714lle-2
8J.l340728e-3
Cl.8502357
5.2110258e-2
l.9524'982e-2
2.5838170e-2
7.4374103e-3
5. 92 l '5301e-3
2.5463994e-3

poi.nt2
••• B H

y y

---B xHJI:

H

-1000
-500
0
SOO
Figure 5: local BH-loops

Ta'ble 2: 8-spectrum point 1 and point 2

1000

Lamination model
The local flux patterns obtained form the tooth model are used as input for the magnetodynamic model
that uses a vector rate independent Preisach model to account for rotational effects. The resulting
EH-loops are shown in Fig.5 for the points l and 2 in tooth 1.
To evaluate the local losses, we add to the losses calculated from the model (18)-(21) extra dynamic
electromagnetic losses to take into account the rate dependent hysteresis effects. These extra dynamic
losses represent the difference between the losses evaluated from t he model ( 15)-(17) that is coupled
first with the rate independent and next with the rate dependent Preisach model. Here, the alternating
excitation used is the excitation obtained when we project the rotating excitation on that axis that gives
rise to the maximum amplitude.

Machine losses
The global machine losses (65W) , predicted by this combined tooth region- lamination model , may be
compared with the machine losses (72W), measured in [5) .
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.P REDICTION IN POWER SYSTEMS WITH NON STATIONARY LOAD PATTERNS
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Einrichtung fur Proze6steuerung (EPS) Dresden
Zeunerstr. 38, D-01069 Dresden
b~brid pattern algorithm is presented combining statistical and neuronal methods to forecast
hourly load of an electrical power supplying system. The load characteristics of some selected reference days
are corrected with the help of a 2:-0-Network according to changes of e>.ternal influences like temperature.
These rectified reference patterns are used within a radial basis network to shape a prediction. An attached
statistical continuation- and error correction algorithm forms the final prediction. Especially the choice of
appropriate model structures is considered. Funhermore a petfoimance measurement of prediction accuracy of
the four individual steps of the forecasting algorithm is p~esented.

Abstract. A

Introduction
It has been proved that short term load forecasting plays an important role in operation planning of power
systems. This paper deals with the prediction of the hourly electrical power demand for a forecast period of 24
hours (1,6). The data comes from a regional power utility whose customs ;u;ea is subject to strong structural
changes. So the forecast algorithm has to go along with a small data base only. For that reason one has to be
parsimonious with the number of free model parameters. On the other hand the model must be able to cover a
wide variety of :functional links. So a prediction 1001 is presented combining 1two neuronal parts for pattern
correction and synthesis and two sta1tistical model parts for eno.r correction. The algorithm has been proved to
lbe robust and effective.
The following part of this paper gives an overview of the whole algorithm and a detailed description of the
four parts. Afterwards a comprehensive analysis of the petfonnance is presented.

The 1p redictio.n algorithm
Fig. I shows the complete forecasting aJgo·rithm. Corresponding to •the present forecasting period four
reference load data sets we['e chosen from the data basis with respect to the same day type and special events.
So the reference load patterns come mostly from the 1ast four weeks. Each pattern consists of the hourly data
from the 24 previous and the next 24 hours data according to current time.
Selection of refer;ence data
244 hours past

1

24 how:s futllJe
raw reference data

external variables
(temp., humidity, ...)

load correction model

last 24 hourly
load data

pattern synthesis

first prediction

current load data

last 24 hourly
prediction error

continuation ·coroection model

---4

~

corrected prediction

error ccmection

'----------------~

final prediction

Fig. l

The complete forecasting algorithm
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Widt the help ,o f the load model .these .feforence data wdl be ·C·orrected with respect to the surrounding
conditions {e.g. expected temperatures, wind, and hwnidity) of the forecasting period. So external influences
will be eliminated from the reference data. Then the 24 hours part of the reference data representing the past
will be judged with respect to its similarities to the real last 24 hour load. The 24 hours ahead part of the
selected similar references will then be dominant in forming the 24 hours prediction. The difference between
current true load and cUJTent p!'edicted J.oad is then used to do a weighted correction of the prediction. Finally
a first order autoregressive model for the remaining forecast error is i.mplemented based on the assumption
that the former prediction error is con:elated with the error of the current prediction (5).

The load correction model
The purpose of the load correction model is an estimation of load corrections {Af>) due to changes of external
variables (e.g. temperatures, wind or humidity) from refer;ence day conditions to expected forecast day
conditions. With the help of these hourly load corrections, the reference data will be adapted to forecast day
conditions.
Because of the exis·ti11,g dynamical relationship between ex1ernal variables and load consumption a wide
variety of inputs might be necessary. So one pl'oblem is to select the appropriate variables and delays to apply
as model inputs. Another problem comes from the expansion of the model function. Using the common
approach of composing a superposition of some regressors q>,
N

.Y =tfa:) =I>i <p (!) ,
-

(1)

-1

j;;J

the ·question arises how to choose properly the regressors fonning a basis for the model output

ji . To avoid

problems of non-linear optimization that usually occur in neural network appliance, an alternative approach is
used. Instead of parametrizing some regressors (e.g. input weights of a sigmoidal MLP) a fixed pool of
regressors is composed from which suitable ones have to be picked out to form the model. So the task of

selecting proper inputs and constructing suited signal-links can be treated in a common framework.
One might apply well known regularization techniques to solve the resulting structural selection problem
[7]. Unfortwtately t:hls is very difficult in presence of stl'ong disturbed data and the regularization fails when
almost linear depending re.gr;essors occur. The algorithm will not recognize the regressors as unnecessary.
Realizing this .a n alternative easy to understand method, the orthogonal forward regression [3] is proposed.
The basic idea is to extend the number of regressors forming the model base step by step and to trace the
model error over a test data set. To find the best possible model whlle selecting k from N regressors a lot of
combinations must be tested. So a hard computational work might be necessary. For that reason a pseudo
optimal algorithm is applied which proved to be successful. The idea is to extend the model always with this
regressor, whlch points best in the dif'ection of the cuuent model ermr. After moving this regressor from the
pool into the model basis, the error must be updated .a nd the remainin.g regressor pool must be orthogonalized
with respect lo the chosen regressor. So every step will extend the model with the momentary best regressor.
Tracing the ·e rror ov,e r a test data set will give very useful information about optimal model size and essential
signal links within the model.
Applying this algorithm to the load .d ata will yield the following. Extensive studies have shown that four
temperatures have an essential influence on load consumption {fig.2) .

ioad 'correction model
Tmax(expected)-Tmax(reference)-~..----""",,.-.....L--~---::::::=~--7 Af>(O am)
Af>{l am)
T min(expected)-Tmin{reference) ---....--

••
•

Tmm{current day)

Af>{ll pm)

T min{expected)

Fig. 2

Employed load correction model
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For simplicity a po.JynomiaJ ex-pansion (L-Il-Network [2]) of the model nonlinearities is chosen to form the
reg1essor pool. ThtlS the regressors ~i ar;e products ,o f powers of the inputs. Tests with normalized Gaussian
approximators (REF-Networks) cenl.l"ed according to the reference data revealed similar results.
Data, collected over ·one year, with 4 references a day yield about 1400 data sets to strucrure and
parametrize the model. The data was divided random!ly into 700 parametrizing data and 700 test data to
provide a .cross-validation [4]. The regr.essor pool was formed by a 5 degree polynomiaJ expansion of the 4
inputs providing 126 regressors. Fig. 4 shows •the dependence of the Af>(3 am)-model quality

Q =-

20

(

11£- ~112]

Jog .

(2)

11~112

on the mutiber of regressors fonning the model. As expected the model quality increases monotonously with
an increase of 1the model size. But only 7 regressors form the optimal model (fig.3). All additional free
parameters wiU 'be used to enclose data disturbances into the model.

Fig. 3
Model quality in relation to model size

Model qua'lity

·6.5 Q f •dB
6

It is very interesting to remark that the full
model with 126 regressors has about the same
poor qu.aiity over the test data as the simplest
model with only one regressor. A look at the 7
selected regr;essors shows that none of the
inputs is redundant. So proper inputs, model
size and suited links (in the sense of regressors)
have been found.

5.5

5

4.5

3 .5
3

50

100

The Iiemaining 7 parameters can be calculated
by a simple LMS-algorithrn, alternatively
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number of re nessors

adaptive wi.th exponential decreasing weights.

Pattern synthesis
The four 48 hours (24 hows past and 24 hours future) referience ,pa:ttem (corrected regarding temperatures and
other influences) must be assembled into one 24 hours ahead prediction. To de.term.ine the weights 8° for an
average procedure, the similarities 'between 1the 24-hours-past-pan of the refer·ences Pp and the true last 24
hourly load Pt is evaJuated by a nonnabzed RBF-Network (fig.4) according to

(3)

i=l,. . . , 4 .

With the .help of 1these membersh!i..p values a first 24 hours ahead prediction is computed by
?predict

0

= L 01 P.ft

(4)

where P 6 means die 24 hours future part of the i-th .reference 1d ata.
The only iParame~er to estimate is cr to assess the pattern similarities. A small cr always yields an equal
averaging of the i;eference data, while a large value for cr causes a 'selection' of the nearest reference pattern
for the prediction. Trying to avoid both effects cr is detennined with respect 1to the variance of the patterns.
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.past .part ref. pattern 1 future part
past part ref. pattern 2 future part
past part ref. pattern 3 future part
past part 11ef. pattern 4 future part

24 hourly ahead first load predict.ion

Fig. 4

Pattern synthesis

Continu:a tion correction
There may be a load drift between the i;eference data and the current load data. Therefore the 24 hours
prediction is ·ex1ended to a prediction of the current load P cum:nt predict· The difference between these prediction
and the 1true current load P •=•nt ""• gives a basis for a continuation correction. According to the assumption
that the load will not 'jump', the prediction is corrected by a weigh~ed elimination of the estimated difference.
Pcorrect (i)

=Ppredict (i) -

k; (Pcurrent predict - Pcurrent true)

i=l, · · · ,2 4

(5)

The 24 parameters k, can be calculated easily by an LMS-algorithm.
Parameter values of about 0.5 show that one half of the estimated difference is caused by drift and the
other half seems to be random.

Error correction
An error conection algorithm is implemented to exploit possible co.rrelation within the remaining prediction
error. Based on the assumption ·o f a non~white error series 24 .first order moving average models are used and
separately parametrized.
Pfinal (i) = Pcorrect (i) -

0;

(Pcorrect (i - 24) - Ptrue (i - 24 ))

i=l, .. . ,24

(6)

Again the 24 parameters can be estimated with respect to an equation error by a simple LMS-algorithm.
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Pe.rforman()e analysis
The p11esented anail.ysis bases on an average of hourly estimates over one year. Fig.5 shows the hourly mean
load and the conespon.din.g standard deviation of the load. Additionally the standard deviation of the simple
reference day model (load pattern one week ago) is shown.. Tbe same series - in a different scale - is plotted
again in fig.6. Furthermore the hourly .standai;d deviation of.e ach 1o fthe four presented models is shown.

eoo,. ----------.,..----.----,

90r-~--.-~~-..-~-;::=;;:====::::=;:===-i
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From these pictures the contribution of every model part to ·the reduction. of prediction error can be seen. So
the intense profit r·esulting fi;om the load correction model and the pattern synthesis becomes clear, while both
correcting models provide only smail.l improvement of the whole model.
Trying to •compare the performance Mth other prediction tools one is interested in relative measures. The
usual way is 1to relate die sh.own mean squared prediction errors to mean load (fig.7). Unfortunately this is not
very significant. In large power utiJi.ties stochastic effects will be averaged simplifying the prediction task
Further the composition of customers has a big influence on occurring p.r;edictiion problems. For these reasons
a d!iffeI'ent Tefer;en.ce basis should be used. A suited one might be the error of the simple reference model (load
pattern one week ago). The prediction error of any forecasting .aigoritlun related to theses reference model
·e nor is a v,ery qualified and conceivable measure.
Fig.8 shows that the :final .algorithm will feduce this error down to 6:5-45% depending on the hour of the day.
Thus a clear assessable proof of algorithm's achievement is .given.
1
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Fig. 8 Relative model error
concerning simple reference model

Fig. 7 Relative model
error concerning mean load

The r-emai~ errors in the early momin.g and evening hollfs could also be .reduced by the load correction
model regarding the intensity .o f daylight. But suitaiblie data was not available.
1
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Conclusion
An algorithm for short term load prediction was preseBted. It consists of four separately to parametrize parts.
So it was possible to establish appropriate structures • two neural and two statistical • for each segment of the
algorithm. To prevent problems of nonlinear optimization within the feedforward net and to obtain an optimal
model size and structure selection, forward regression over a polynomial neuron pool was perfom1ed. The
problem of locating neuron's cent.fes within the normalized Gaussian network was solved by placing them
directly at current reference data patterns. The statistical models, a static continuation correction and an
autoregressive eroor model are linear in its parameters (with respect to an equation error) and easy to
parametrize. Due to the small munber of model parame,ters and required reference data, the algorithm is
suited for nonstationary load pattern.
Much effort was done to illustrate the reduction of the prediction error by each part of the algorithm. In this
context a performance measurement ·relating the prediction em>r to a simple ' one week ago reference' • is
proposed. The presented prediction tool proved to be very transpax:ent and robust.
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Abstract. In this work, considerations about the current power system modeling, related to transient stability
analysis are presented. It is shown that the swing equations do not present equilibrium solutions if damping
coefficients are neglected. In this way it is not possible to characterize the stability of the system in the
Lyapunov's sense due to some structural problems related to the system modeling. Only the one-machine versus
the infinite bus system has a solution with equilibrium points in the Lyapunov' s sense. Those structural
problems are highlighted in very simple examples. Stability studies are shown using One Machine as Reference
(OMR) and using the Center of Angle as Reference (COA). In fact they are equivalent and do not eliminate the
aforementioned structural problems. A possible solution for these difficulties is developed, that is, modeling the
system loads as frequency dependent.

I. Preliminaries
Nowadays the increase of load demand and interconnection between systems as well as the necessity of offering
better customer services have increased. As a consequence the complexity of the power system operation has
become much more complex. The systems have been operating closer to the generating capacity and
transmission limits and closer also to the stability limits. The protection schemes must be more efficient and the
stability analysis must be faster and more accurate. As a consequence, on-line implementations of stability
analysis with efficient computational methods have been one of the main concerns for research. For that
purpose, however, no concern on system modeling improvement for transient stability studies has been
observed.
The transient stability studies are described by an autonomous system of differential equations. Related to
that model, assumptions are made in order to reduce the computational efforts in analyzing the transient
stability of power systems. In that way the loads are modeled as constant impedances and the damping
coefficients are neglected. It is also assumed that the mechanical input power as well as the electromotive force
behind the generator transient reactances are kept constant. By admitting these assumptions, the systems do not
present equilibrium solutions (except in the case of one-machine versus infinite bus) after the fault clearing
time.
Although synchronism is not equivalent to stability, the power system operators are usually concerned if the
power system machines are in synchronism or not after any fault. In order to study the system synchronism
researchers use the OMR as well as the COA because the related equations present equilibrium points. In fact
using those reference frames, the stability conditions are traduced in synchronism condition of the original
system. The synchronism between machine angles does not guarantee stability because the synchronized
machines keep accelerating altogether. However the structural problem of stability remains unresolved. In this
work all these kinds of concerns are highlighted using easy and simple examples.
To avoid the structural problem (non-existence of equiUbrium points), modeling the loads as frequency
dependent is proposed. The existence of equilibrium solutions in velocities different to the synchronous velocity
becomes possible. An associated disadvantage is the necesmty of preserving the network structure.
The main concern of this paper is to make considerations about the current Power System modeling related
to transient stability studies. First of all, in section II, the classic power system modeling for transient stability
studies is summarized. In section ID, the concept of stability in the Lyapunov's sense is reviewed. The
difficulties in finding equilibrium points for one-machine and the multi-machine power systems, are described
in section IV and section V. In section VI and VII, the stability analysis formulation using One Machine as
Reference and using the Center of Angle as reference are presented as well as their equivalence. It is also
shown that those representations do not eliminate the structural problems and some observations are made in
section vm. Finally a frequency dependent load modeling is developed to eliminate the structural problems in
section IX Conclusions are presented in section X.
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II. Mathematical modelin,g
A suitable mathematical representation is necessary for the power system stability studies. The differential
equations :that describe the system behavior are obtained by power balance applied to each machine of the
system. In other words.• the diffe.i;ence between the .mechanical input power of the machine and its output
electrical power is equal to the accelerating power plus the damping power, that is:

M, .and D, are respectively the inertia coefficient and the damping coefficient of ith machine. Pmi and Pe; are the
mechanicaJ input power and the electrical output power machine respectively. O; is the power angle of generator
i. The output electrical power Pei is an expression based on the synchronous machine differential equations, and
on the network algebraic equations. In 'the intended studies, a detailed machine representation is not necessary.
Suitable hypotheses, which simplify the mathematical model of the system dynamic behavior, are normally
used.

- It is assumed that ,the network is in sinusoidal steady state condition, that is, the transmission network
time oonstants are negligible compared to the electromechanical frequency of oscillations.
- The synchronous :machine is modeled as a voltage source ·Of constant magnitude in series with a reactance
that is commonly ·called direct axis transient reaotance.

- lbe phase angle behind itransient r;eactance coincides with the power angle oi.
- Loads are represen.ted as constant impedances.
- It is assumed :that the mechanical power Pmi kieeps constant., and eqiUal to the pre-fault value, during the
whole time interval of interest. (Nowadays there are already fast governors that invalidate this assumption.)
Let an electricat power system from Figure I be constituted by n generators and by the transmission network
as described by admittance matrix Isus . The n generators are connected on the network through their
transient reactances in the n-fast network nodes. In the next m nodes, there are only loads and the completed
transmission network has, in this way, 2n+m nodes.
Y,

n+l

Y2
n+2

E

.
n

~

Y" •

2n

-=-=-

~

'I
i

Fig. l - Electrical Power Sy.stem

Reducing .the system to the intemai generator nodes, an .ecplivalent network will be obtained. It is important
to remember that the n nodes from the reduced matrix are internal machine nodes. The network topology is
masked although this procedw:e facili.tates us to obtai.n an analytical expression for Pei as a function of O;'s, that
is:
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The swing equation of the system will be described by the following equation:

Mi°Ji +D}; =p,,,,

-lE;j

2

n

G;; -

~[cijsen(aj -aj )+Dijco~8; -8 1 )]

(3)

Xl

where:

Dij

m

= j£,llE1llY;1lcos{6ij = IEillE1IGij

and

c,J = [E;llE1llY;1lsen{6!1 = IEillE1IBij

Stability .i n the Lyapunov's sense

The stability concepts derive from intuitive ideas. We say that a system i.s stable if it keeps or returns to a
normal ~perating state after some pettuibation. :Mathematically., an equilibriwn solution Xo of an autonomous
system described by the differential equation = f( x) is stable in the Lyapunov's sense, or only stable, if for

x

each real number & > 0, there exists a real number 8 > 0 such that for every initial condition x( t 0 } satisfying
the inequality

llx( to}- x IJ <8, the system's trajectory x( t)satisfies the inequality l[x( t)- x II< &
0

0

for

every t > t 0 '[5). In ·Other words, the system's trajectory, produced by the dynamic ·equations, does not diverge
from the equilibrium for initial conditions in the vicinity of this equilibrium point.

IV. Stability studies for one-generator and one .load system
The simplifying hypothesis used previously in the classical model reduce die computational efforts in solving
the stability problems but they result in 1conceptual difficulties. To show those difficulties and their origin, let
the system constituted by one machine and a load connected through a double transmission line as shown in
Figure 2.a.

10

J>.4
Pm=l.Qpu

X'd=O.S(:lu

S• l ~O+J).5 pu

Fig. 2.a - One machine and one load system

EQ41~
-=Fig. 2.b - One-machine one-load system
reduced to the generator internal node
"'='

'

~b=0. 1s

Angle (rad)

Fig. 3 - Phase Portrait of the system of Figure 2 at two
distinct clearing 1times (O .ls and 0.175s)

tines.

Suppose a three-phase short-drcuit occurs in the middle of one of the two
After some time the fault is
eliminated by opening the faulted line. Using 1tbe hypothesis descnOed previously, in modeling the system. and
reducing the network to the generator node, the reduced equivalent circuit of Figure 2.b is obtained.
The differential equation that describes the system's behavior without damping will be:

The di·tference between the faulted system and the post-fault system is restricted to the parameter G, which
is the real part of the reduced system impedance. Both the mechanical power and the electromotive force are
assumed to be constants in the classical model during the time of interest
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The pre-fault is a situation of equilibrium

(Pm = E G). The parameters Pm and E are calculated from this
1

situation. In the fault and post-,fault situations, the conductance G will be different from the corresponding prefault situation, therefo11e 1there will not be any equilibrium point to the system in these situations. This set of
differential equations does not have •e quilibrium points neither equilibrium solutions at all and it is impossible
to ·Characterize stability in the Lyapwmv's sense. Figure 3 is a phase portrait that shows the results of
simulating the system of Figure 2 for two different clearing times. Clearly the concept of equilibrium point in
the Lyapunov's sense is not applied.
1

V. Stabili·ty stiudies for muiltimachine systems
The quesbons concerning equilibrium points for the one-machine system also happen in a multimachine system
situation. Classically the stability of a system with several machines is realized using an infinite bus as
reference. The infinite bus is equivalent to a machine of infinite inertia whose velocity keeps constant (and
equal to synchronous velocity) independently of the power it supplies. If the system is stable, the machine
velocities will return 1to the synchronous velocity or at least will oscltlate around it If the system is unstable
otherwise, at least one of the system's machine will separate, in angle, from the infinite bus. Figure 4 shows a
system of one machine versus an infinite bus. Some of the .trajectories of that system corresponding to different
clearing times are represen~ed in Figure 5.
1

J0.4

SEP - Stable equiHbrium point
UEP - Unstable equ~ibrium poi

~.4
I

Pm=~:~

'X'd=O.Jpu

Fig. 4 - .A machine versus an infinite
bus
·0.~

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2,5

Angle( rad)

Fig. 5 - Phase Portrait r0f the system of Figure 4 at different
clearing times

In this case the stability ·c o.ncepts in the Lyapunov's sense are perfectly applied because there exists a stable
equilibrium p@inl whose stable trajectories do not diverge fi:om i.t
In real systems ·t here are no infinite buses, all machines .h ave a (fynamic described by their swing equations.
In a n-'machine system there are 2n :fu:st order differential equations where the reference is a synchronously
rotating !feference frame.:

i = 1, ... ,n

(6)

In the p0 ; expression (equation 2), the power ·c an be 1expressed onfy in terms of difference between machine
angles and therefore, the system will have one degr:ee .o f freedom. Thus, one of them must be used as a
reference angle so that the system becomes solvable.
When one machine an:gle is used as a referenc.e, it is known from the power flow studies that the power
generated in this ma:cbine must be free so that it compensates for the energy unbalance. In other words, the
power generated by this machine will be a function of losses in the lines corresponding to the reduced network
(in the reduced network the transference conductances .are not negligible). As the mechanical input power is
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asrumed to be oonstant and since after the elimination of the faulted line, the capacity of network transmission
is reduced, in general it is not possible to obtain the power balance iin the system.

VI. One machine equation as refer,em~e
We have seen, in the previous section, that it is necessary to take a macbioe angle as a reference (infinite bus)
to define the ·~equilibrium" ,of the other machines. This p:rooodure has the inconvenience of resulting in a large
power mismatch in the reference machine, so 'the equi.Hbrium of n-1 machines does not guarantee the system
stability neither .the synchronism between mac.runes. To overcome this problem, one machine equation is taken
as a reference. Let us subtract fmm ,e ach equation the ,e quation of the n.th rnachine(reference). In this case a
system of 2n-2 fim oi:der differential equations is obtained as a function of the new state variables [Oi-bn,......8,,.
1-Sn]Cil 1-©n,...... ,IDn-t-©J :

i=l, ... ,n-1

(10)

The solution of equation (10) in (O;., rom) is decoupled from the r;eference equations, and now that system
presents ,e quilibrium points in the Lyapunov' s sense. In the equilibrium, the foUowing is obtained:

~-~"_=0.
{<5;-.:5,,-0

i

= l, ... ,n-1

(11)

1thus,

rPin -l'ei =P,,., -P.,,

~ M;
lU? = m,,

M,,

fPm1 -P.

i=l, ... ,n-1

or,

~Mi

1

=··= P,.,. -P., ==-··= P,,.. -P.,,
~
M,,

lCtJ =·. ·= <q =· .·= '4.

(12)

In :t he equilibrium, the n-machine velocities and accelerations must be the same. If the system is stable, the
dllfere.n ce between the machine angles will tend to a finite value~ that wiU be the equilibrium point of the
system. Therefore, :the stability studies, in ·t he Lyapunav's sense, of an equilibrium point of these 2n-2
difforential equations are equivalent to study the synchronism between all machines in the system. The
advantage of this repi:esentation is that the stability in the Lyapunov'.s sense is applied to study the synchronism
between machines although the mismatch in the machines might remain large.

VII. The center of an:gle as .a reference [2)
Using a .m achine as a reference for angle, the equilibrium points of the system of 2n-2 equations might be far
away from the true system equiliorium point The Center of Angle as Reference :has been accepted as a suitable
solution for this problem since it attributes part of the power mismatch to each of the system machines. That
affinnative however is false as shown ibelow.
The Center of Angie as a reference uses the same priaciple of ,cent:er of mass from the mechanics. A new
variable ·~oo" called Center of Angle is defined as:

The equation that describes the dynamics of the ,c enter of angle is Obtained derivating the equation ( 13) two
times, i.e.,
"

(14)

where:

PcoA

"

1

i= l
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n

=LI: -2L LD; cos§!/
l= l j = i+ l

(15)

Now the machine angles are measured with respect to the COA. The equations in these new state variables

are:

B, = '5; - go
..

M

M, ei = P,,,; - P., - M, PcoA

(16)

T

Writing the system in the new state variables, results in:

i

=l, ...,n

(17)

Titis is a system of 2n differential ·e quations, which has only 2n-2 variables. The equations are linearly
dependents and the sc>lution of 2n-2 equations is enough to completely know the system' s behavior. The
equilibrium will result in:

=O
{~B; =0

i = I.... ,n

P,,. -~ _ _I

f

AA:
" -'i

l~ ·= O

-

Mr

(18)

thus,

P,
C04

i

= }. ... ,n

or,

rPm1 - P.1 =·. ·= pni - P., =·. ·= p_ - P... = pOJA
~ Afi
M,
M,,
Mr
l·~- =.·=lq- =-. ·= w,,- =0

(19)

The equality of power acceleration in ( 19) can be obtained quite directly:

i=I

Therefore, the two system representations (OMR and COA) are completely equivalent.

VIlI. Syncbronism and stability
A dynamic .reference (COA or OMR) transforms the problem of synchronism between machine angles in a
problem of stability study of a suitable set .o f differential equations. Those references at the beginning seem to
solve the stability analysis difficulties. However the problem is a structural problem and not a reference related
problem. In the situation of Figure 2 the system will be in synchronism forever although it is not a stable
situation in the .e ngineering :sense. Wi·t h the usual system modeling, only the governor action may force the
system going to a stable situation. Another alternative is to introduce the damping and/or frequency dependent
loads. Titis will be the subject of the next section,

IX. Frequency dependent loads and modeling problems
In the classical model, the loads are assumed to be represented by constant impedances. The real systems have
loads that are frequency dependent. Suppose that, in a two-generator system studied previously, some of the
loads are frequency dependents such .that we can repr;esent them in the reduced system by the following
equations:
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M1dJ1 = P,,,1 -(1 + D1w1}Pe1
M2 dJ2 = P,,, 2 -(1 + D2 wi}Pc2
021

=w2 -

(20)
(21)

co1

(22)

This is a simplified rep.r esentation where a static reduction of the network was carried out and it was assumed
that the power supplied by the generator is frequency dependent as is sltowed in the equations (20),(21) and
(22). Although this representation i.s simple, it allows us to verify the effect of frequency dependent loads in the
stability studies.

=

=

=

In the 1equilibrium. 021
0, thus, Wi co2 coe is the equilibrium velocity of the system. From equations
(20) and (21) doing d>1 = d.>2 = 0 ,t he following is ·obtained:

0= P,,..1 -(l+D1wJ[E12 G11 +£1 £2 Y,. 2 co~tjJ12 -012 )) (23)
0 = Pm 2 -(1 + D2 wJ[E/G22 + £ 2 £ 11;1 co~t/J21 - 021 )] (24)
From ·e quations (23) ,e (24) the value of °'21 and w are obtained in the 1equilibrium. In this case the equations
(23) and (24) a:r:e ·even ooupled. This system has a stabk equilibrium point in the Lyapunov's sense with state
variables [0ii,wi,w2], and a velocity different ,f rom the synchr.o nous velocity.
This kind of load modeling has the advantages of being more realistic than tile classical model and the
eqllihbrium points have meaning .in 1the Lyapunov's sense. Consequently the power mismatch is eliminated
w.hen the system having an 1e quilibrium point in velocities different to the synchronous velocity is allowed. The
disadvantage of this kind of model is that it is necessary lo p.reserv.e the system structure.

X. Conclusi@ns
In dlis work, difficulties in the modeling of the transient stability analysis are presented. As a consequence of
the simplifier hypotheses used in ·t he classical model, it is shown that only the one-machine versus the infinite
bus system has a solution with equilibrium points in the Lyaipunov's .sense. All other cases have intrinsic
difficulties related lo modeling problems. In the case of stability studies, the "lines" have large resistive
components a.od consequently .large "losses", therefore the power mismatch problem is even worse. A frequency
dependent foad modeting is :s hown to be a possible solution for 1those problems, however in this case the
structure preserving appmach is necessary which constitutes in more computer work for stability analysis.
Aclmowledgments. This wor'k was in part supported by FAPESP (research foundation of sao Paulo - Brazil).
The authora .a re also indebted 'o Prof. Hildebramio Munhoz Rodrigues from ~thematical Department of sao
Paulo University (&lo Carlos).
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Modelling of Unit-Transformers for Nonlinear Analysis
Mkhael Petite, Rali Sisterhenn, JUrgen Voss
University of Paderbom
Department of Electrical Engineering
Pohlweg 47 - 49
33098 Paderborn, Germany

Abstract: In this paper we give a nonlinear model of large unit-rransfonners, with which it is possible to study the
effects of the nonlinearities in a very structured manner, where usually a theory which allowed directly for nonlinear
effects introduces much complication l[l]. Also, it is possible to take different primary and secondary winding connections inito account. Similar to studies we have done for synchronous machines (2] it is not the goal to fit for example ail measured points of a saturation curve in detai I, but we are interested in the typical behavior and the influence
of important nonlinear effects on the dynamics of the system. The proposed model has a special orthogonal structure
with a very compact representation which allows mathematical analysis in an efficient way. From this a family of
reduced and/or simplified models, e.g. linear MIMO systems, can be calculated.
Hysteresis effects of the core are introduced in such a way to meet 1the objectives of nonlinear analysis methods. The
hysteresis curve is represented by a trajectory of a nonlinear oscilfator, a Duffing oscillator.

l. Introducltion
Most of the major electric power system breakdowns in recent years have been caused by the dynamic response of
the system to disturbances. Economical and environmental pressures are causing power systems to be operated ever
doseno their limits of stability. Additional the dynamical behavior of power systems,changes to be extremely nonlinear. It is necessary to use even improved nonli.near.models for me anai ysis of the dynamic bebavior of these systems.
b.c..

b.c

ac:hronons
Dttalor

-

-

hor,imntal .model~ctun

Fig. I: generation path
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An important model is that of a large three-phase unit-transfonner, which steps the voltage of the generator up to
the desired transmission voltage. Connecting such a step-up transformer between the generator and a transmission
line permits a practical design voltage for the generator and at 1the same time an efficient transmission line voltage.
for real-wodd unit-transformers undernonnal operating c-onditions the effect of magnetization of the core is an important factor, and much genuine has been used in devising methods of taking it into account. Most of these methods
do not, however, introduce the nonlinear property into the basic theory. They are directed mainly to the determination
of appropriate values of constants to suit the particular problem, the constants being defined in relation to a linear
theory.
For analysis, power systems can be split by topological aspects generally into two basic structures, into a part with
a chain structure, shown in the figure below, called"generation path" and a part with a net structure, called "distribution path" (3].
The generation path has a horizontal model structure for the connection of different models with respect to boundary
conditions and a vertical structure to include additional specifying physical effects (e.g. magnetization of the core
[4]) into the different basis models. if it's necessary. A model of a unit-transformer has to match the topological and
mathematical assumptions made for the generation path, where the proposed mathematical methods are based on
differential geometry [5]. With this, the analysis of nonlinear power systems can be done in an efficient way analytically. The proposed structure provides a u<1nsformation of known transformer models into it.
The accurate prediction of transformer steady-state and tr.ansient performances requires the accurate determination
of dle transfonner parameters. Many of the proposed techniques do not give a clear physical picture of the saturation
phenomenon and for example they didn't take into account the different constructions of the core.

2. Basic Transformer Model
For a basic ·transfonner model some assumptions ai;e made for simplification:
•

continuously distributed magnetic fields

•

neglected are:

losses caused by eddy currents

•

temperature dependencies of the model's parameters

•

the tranSfonners' capacitances

With these assumptions the following figure of the unit-transfonner can be given in accordance to the well known
Steinmetz model:

':z

L'lo
LAin

U1R

Fig. 2: Schematic representation of a transformer
Voltage equations of 1the transfonner model for the primary (index 1) and secondary (index 2) windings can be
derived immediately:
.
L di 1; + L
+ diu
(2.1)
i = R,S,T
U11 :: r i lli +
Jo dt
AD I
dt
dt n

(di,;

l)
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i

= R,S,T

(2.2)

The primary and secondary voltage equations can be written in a matrix representation
u = { R 1 + wN1 ) i + L 1

~~

(2.3)

and explicitly in Parle 's coordinates:
0

r1
0

(JJL1

11/JJLM/1.
-n'{J)LMIZ
~Li
r1
= '
0
-nwLADl ~Lz
0
0
0
0
0
0

with n'

r2

n•{J)LAD1
{J)Lz
0
rz
0
0

0 0 1 i1d

0 0 iu
0 0 I i1q
0 0 i2q
r 1 0 '' i 1 ~
0 r 2 i21.

+

L1
nLADz
0
0
0
0

0
0

0

nLAD2
0
0

0
0
0
0

il d

iu

d

di

2.4)

i1q

i2q
i1.

1

·n-

Please notice, that the structure of these matrix representation (2.3) is identical to those of a synchronous generator
[5]. For a unified analysis of the interconnection of the transfonner and the machine in the generation path it is useful
to represent both models in the same frame of coordinates without Joss of generality. The explicit mathematical representation of the model without ,an incorporation of magnetic saturation effects is therefore:

= -

di
dt

L- 1

(

R

+

wN ) i

+

L- 1 u

(2.5)

The resulting matrices can be sorted into a primary and a secondary current model:
di1
di

= A11i1

+ A12i2 + B11U1 + B11.

U2

(2.6)

di 2
dt

= Az1i1

+ A22i2 + B 21U 1 + B 22

u2

(2.7)

To incorporate the model into the structure of the generation path, it is assumed that the speed variables of the machine
(index M) are the same as of the transfonner:

In a linear case it is possible to define transfer functions and to calculate a distortion angle of the transfonner, which
can be added to the power angle of the machine, which is very useful in stability analysis when the models of the

generation path are connected to a net. It is assumed, that the speed terms of the machine are constant.

u,., + arctan{gz(Wo)}
/2Cwo) -

.t

.t

ur =

arctan

{gi(Wo)}
/1(Wo)

Jln a more general multivariable case the difference angle can be calcula~ed by

L1B(i 1, i 2 )

= arg!V~ G 2 (Jwo)

Vo) - arg(U~ G 1 (jw 0) V 0 ) +A. · 30°
1

where the additional term A. • 30° take the displacement angles of the different winding interconnections into account.

3. Modelling of Saturation Effects
In the linear magnetization case the flux linkages can be calculated (3 .l ) from the transformers currents only by multiplication with the inductance matrix, see (2.4).
ljlld

lj/14J

:lq,= ~~ : ;:]
ljl2d I

:JqO

:=

A ·i

2q

ljlln
ljl'lit

ljl24J

.

"
i

with

A:=

(3.1)

2q0
I

lj/l1'J

ljl21'J

In general, the time derivatives ,of the flux linkages must be calculated when saturation of the core is taken into ac-

count.
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d'Jfd

(ft

:::

- Rid - w'l'q

d'Pq

dt
d'Jf,.

(ft

+ ud

- R i9

+ w'Pd +

- R i,.

+ u,,

(3.2)
(3.3)

Uq

(3.4)

The modelling of the magnetic satw:ation is done in such a way, that in the case of small currents the derived model
tends con.tinuouslyto the model without saturation. In contrast to common saturation models in this section an analytical model for unit-transfonners is developed without any constraints on the range of the currents.
The magnetic fluxes in (3.2) to (3.4) can be obtained from the magnetization curve [4]. In view of the fact that the
magnetic fluxes of one direction cause a cross-magnetization of the iron core in the other direction, the fluxes of one
axis must be weighted additionally by a function of the other axis' currents. Therefore, the magnetic flux of one axis
depends on the corresponding current vector and on the norm of the remaining current vector. only
It has .also been found experimentally that the effect of cross-magnetizing will reduce the magnetic flux linkages in
the d-, q- and 0-axis. Therefore, other authors define the per unit d-, q- and 0-axis mutual reactances as the per unit
d-, q- and 0-axis mutual flux linkages divided by the corresponding per unit d-q- and 0-axis ampere-turns respectively, 1thecross-magnetizing effect could be included [l] in these reactances. From this, the "concept of the saturated
reactances" can be derived [l], saturation factors SJ, Sq and~ can be determined experimentally, from which the
mutual reactances can be calculated.
A good candidate for representing the magnetic flux linkage is given in ·equation (3.5), where the mathematical expression for the d-axis flux linkage is shown as an example. Note. that the arctan-function does not fit a measured
magnetization curve very well, but in a suitable operating region, the approximation of the curve is well. On the other
hand these mathematical representation matched the mathematical requirements to make analytical investigations
of the dynamic behavior, even in the nonlinearcase. The mathemati·cal structure of the curve is represented correctly.

'fld

21.Jf,d[arctan(~i:)l
(;rl.Jl14l)

(. 11II.91. Ii.. I.) =exp{-k91t·9,2g-k,.lr,.. 12) -;r-

== l.Jld td,

arctan

{-k91· 12-k,.li,,I. 2)

==exp

19

.

4'>d (id )

(3.5)

21.Jfsd

Similar expressions can be given for 'l'9 , 'l',.. The chosen mathematical representation has the properties, that in a
limit ·case. when 'l'"'' 'l',q, 'l',. - oo and kd, kq, kn - 0 1the nonlinear model tends to the basic transformer model
without incorporation of saturation effects. The validation process of such kind of "limit model" can be made very
effectively.
Similar to the linear case (2.5) an explicit model for the currents can be ca:Jculated. The resulting model has the following structure with corresponding parameter matrices not stated out here explicitly:
di

dt

= Ai + L di + CIJI + B:u.

(3.6)

dt

~~ = (I

-

Lr1 (Ai + CIJI + Bu)

(3.7)

Remarks
•

Saturation effects of a transformer can be incorporated in the same way as in the model of a synchronous machine. With this, a unified analysis method can be used especially for the generation path where the machine
and the transformer are coupled in a chain struc!ure.

•

Normally, a more simplified model of a transformer is used for a lot of analysis methods where the transformer
is represented with its short--eircuit impedance, onay. This is the simplest way to incorporate the transformer
model into the synchronous machine model in which the short--eircuit impedance of the transformer is added
LO the synchronous impedance of the machine.

•

The automatic change of the ratio of the transformer can be modelled via an exosystem.

•

This mooelling concept can be used for a general transfonner. In the case of a unit-transformer the number
of slate variables can be reduced, sinoea unit-transformer oper~es normally under symmetric conditions. For
the:synchronous machin.ediriectlyinterco.nnected to itheunit-transformerit is necessary to operate under symmetric conditions. The 0-component of the state vector is therefore neglected. On the other hand, from the
modelling concept there is no restriction to these special case.
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4.. Hysteresis modellin~
Hysteresis effects of the magnetic core are oonnaliy modelled via a chart or a look-up table for numerical simulations. These kind of modelling prevent any kind of analytic analysis ofthe dynamic behavior. In this paper the hysteresis effects are modelled with the help of a nonlinear oscillator, a Duffing-oscillator [6]. The general structure of this
oscillator is
tPx2
dt

+ ddx
dt

- x

+ ax 3 = f

cos(wt)

=

i(l)

(4.1)

Variable x represents the magnetic state IPHofd1e core. The magnetic flux linkage is calculated by 'JI = arctan(x).
In Fig.4 the obtained resul1twith suitable parameters are shown. The oscillator is controlled by the frequency and the
amplitude of the input current. The shape ofthe hysteresis can be matched with parameter d of equation (4.1 ), mainly.
To incorporate modelling of the hysteresis effe.cts into the basic transformer model, it is assumed that the magnetic
fluJ11es are depended on the electrical currents and the remanentmagnetic fieid of the core. The describing equations
are given by (4.2). <Pd (id, z.i) and <P q(iq, Zq) substitute the former only dependency on the currents. Cross-magnetizing effects are modelled by exp-functions and the saturation by the arctan-function similar to the non-hysteresis case
(3.1).

[

IP1d]
'P2d
'Piq

=

(A·

</Jd(id• zd))

A . </Jq (iq, Zq)

·=
:[IP'PUH1dll].
. ' IPlqH

( 4.2)

i ljl2qH

. '1'14

To incorporate lhe Duffing equation into the model, the d-, q- and 0-axis must be assigned to a set of Duffing equations in state space representation. As an example, one yields for the d-axis primary and secondary winding system:
(4.3)

<P1dO .

O)z1d = crz1d

= zldl

and
(4.4)

<P2<1(1,

O)z2d = crzu

= Z2d1

The magnetic ,output variables are collec~ed in the vector <Pd·
Analogously, to calculate the voltage equations of the basic mooel, time deriv,ations of the magnetic flux linkages
must be computed in the hysteresis-case, too:

~d = (Jtexp(-kq.ll<Pi)) <Pd(</Jd) + exp(-kqll<Pi} :t<Pd(</Jd)

(4.5)

(4.6)

The saturation matrix Sd C<Pd) has a diagonal structure and can be inverted since its entities are the derivations of the
magnetic curve which is represented by arctan-functions.
1 +

1(1t'Pid1/)

2

0

21P"1

0

1

(4.7)

+ ·(1t'P1d11)2
2'1',d

Equation (4,6) can be solved and the resulting mathematical model of the d- axis is represemed now by
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(4.8)

and
dzu1
dt

.

.

dz1q1

dz141

= Ai1dl1d + A1ulu + L11ddt + Liudt + C21d'll1q + C2u'll2'/ + B21duld + Bzuuu

(4.9)

The time derivative terms of equation (4.8) and (4.9) are substituted with the corresponding state variables:

The achieved equation is:

d2) _ (A11ditd + A1uiu + L11daz1q2 + L1uaz2q2 + C11d'll1q + C1u'll2q + B11dU1d + B1uUu)

az 1
( az1d2

A11di1d + Awiu

-

+ L11daz1q2 + Lzuaz2.q1 +

C.lld'll1q

+ CI2d'/12q + B21du1d + B22duu

(4.10)

and in a more compact representation:
az

=A i +L

a z

+ C 'II +

(4.11)

B u

From this representation the ,cur.rents of the transformer can be cakula.J.ed in dqO-<oordinates by
i

= A-1 [(I -

(4.12)

L) az - C 'II - B u]

The complet,e mathematical system of a transfonner with hysteresis effects is therefore:

ic

= f(z.

(4.13)

i)

with

Zc : =

{z1dl• Z1d2• Ztql• Ztq2• Zut• Z2d2• Z2qt• 1.142)

T

and the output equation (4.12)

i = g(z. 'II, u)

(4.14)

As an example a numerical simulation of primary and seoondary currents of one phase of these transformer model
with hysteresis effects are shown in Fig. 3. Fig.4 shows a plot of the hysteresis, a trajectory of a Duffing oscillator.
l.S ,
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Fig. 4: Hysteresis with time varying input current
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5. Conclusion
In this paper a nonlinear model of large unit-transformers is presented, with which it is possible to study the effects
of the nonlinearities in a very structured manner. At first a basic transformer model is derived, which is very similar
to the well lcnown Steinmetz model. Saturation effects of the core are incorporated into the basic model in such a way
that in the case when the transformer currents are small the saturation effects vanishes the extended model tends as
a limit process to tbe basic model. Similar to studies we have done for synchronous machines [5] it is not the goal
to fil for example all measu11ed points of a sat11raticm curve in detail, but we are interested in the typical behavior and
the influence of important nonlinear effects o n the dynamics of the system. In 1the same sense, to incorporate hysteresis effocts into the transformer model. the hysteresis is modelled by a trajectory of a nonlinear oscillator, a Duffing
oscillator. The analytical framework for nonline.ar analysis is preserved with this representation. It is also possible
to take different primary and secondary winding interconnections into account.
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On the Solvability of .Nonlinear Differential-Algebraic
Models of Electrical Power Systems
Michael Fette, Dadi Hisseine, Jurgen Voss
University of Padert>om
Department of Electrical Engineering
Pohlweg 47 - 49
33098 Paderbom, Germany

Abstract.. For analysis of die dynamical behavior of electrical power systems more and more nonlinear descriptions
of die different systems elements, e.g. the synchronous machine, will be used. The interconnection of such nonlinear
differential systems to complex transfer systems will lead to additional algebraic conditions due to Kirchhoff's law
and Tellegen 's theorem, compulsorily. A general nonlinear description of power systems is therefore given by differential-algebraic equations.
Since for such complex systems an analytical solution is not available. the dynamical behavior of the system must
be investigated by simulation studies. But, the existence of solutions must be guaranteed. In mathematics, concepts
to proof the existence and reachability of possible solutions are investigated. For this, the index of a system must be
calculated.

l. Introduction
Representat,ions of power systems with e.g. various synchronous machine models are available (1 ]. For multi-machine representations, only simple models of the generators are used, with different frames of reference. In Fig. 1
a schematic representation of a power sys~em is shown, where the different machines are interconnected by a net.
These interconnection conditions are given by Kirchhoff's law and Tellegen 's theorem.

Power
System

0

=
Fig. 1: Schematic representation of a power system

In the classical model of multi-machine model the synchronous generators are represented only by their swing equation. In general, every machine has to folfill the power equilibrium

a:,Ki +Po;=

pmi -

Pg;

i=l,2, ... ,n

(l.l)
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from which the classical swing equation can derived inunediately

d2o,

M; dt 2

do;
+ D;dt =

P,., -

P,,

i = 1,2, ... ,n

(1.2)

The electrical equations for the network are given from the classical load flow equations. As a results one gets the
complete representation of the classical multi-machine model
d20 ·
<JO .
M; dt2 ' + D; dr' = P; - P,;
i = 1,2, ... ,n
with
P, = P,.. - EfG;;

P.; =

(l.3)

~)C,isin(o; - oi) + D;icos(o, - oi))
j• i
j• I

These equations can be solved numerically, but they also have multiple solutions. With assumptions made by physics
it is possible to detect the correct solution with physical meaning.
For a more general representation of a power system different degrees of abstraction in modelling are tested on their
analytical and numerical solvability. Classical descriptions, different one- and multi-machine modelling concepts
are investigated to show their well known solvability properties with these index concepts. The different index concepts are used also to test even compositions of more detailed nonlinear models of synchronous machines, transformers and transmission lines to multi- machine power systems with a more higher degree of modelling accuracy of the
distinct models. Transferability conditions of these differential-algebraic systems to pure differential equ ational descriptions are tested.
In this paper the investigations are focused on a basic synchronous machine model which can be extended with more
specific physical effects e.g. the magnetization of the core. Since the model has a "limit model" character [2), which
means. that if the physical effect vanishes the mathematical model tends to a model without these effect. the synchronous machine model represents the simplest case ofa more detailed model. Thecompactrepresentation is very useful
for the analysis.

2. Differential-Algebraic EQuaiions
A general differential-algebraic equation (DAE) has the form [3)
F(i, x. t)

=0

(2.1)

wherex(t) ER- Rn,andF ER" x W x R - R"isafunctionforwhichsufficientdifferentiability isassumed.
The index, m, of (1.1) is defined as follows:

~~is nonsingular, the index is 0. Under this condition, (2.1) can, in principle. be inverted into the
explicit ODE i = j(x, t) so in this case (2.1) is called an implicit ODE.

m = O:

If

m > O:

Otherwise, consider the system of equations
F(i, x, t) = 0,

dF

= aF yf.2) + aF i + aF = 0
ai
ax
dt
'

d 2F
d12

= aF x<l> + . . . = O

dt

d 1F = aF x<s+ o
dt'

(2.2)

ai
ai

+ ...

=

O

as a system of equations in the separate dependent variables .i, x<2>, yf.3> , ••• , x<.+ n , and solve for these variables
as functions of x and rconsidered as independent variables. Since ~~is singular, it will not be possible to solve for
x1'+ 1 >,or possibly even for X.q l for smaller q. If it is possible to solve for xfor some finites, then the index, m, is
defined as the smallest s for which (2.2) can be solved for i(x, t).
As discussed e.g. in Gear and Petzold [4] it is difficult to solve high index problems numerically [5, 6]. In facl, an
index 2example in Gear and Petzold [4] demonstrates that.a problem in the form (2.1) can be solved in general only
if the index does not exceed one.
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The relations between general DAEs and semi-explicit DAEs are discussed v·ery briefly. For more detail see e.g.
[.3,4,6].
To stan with 1the idea, one can transfonn the general fonn (2.1) into the semi-explicit form by replacing i with v,
then x wi th u to :get
1

u = v

0 = F(v, u, t)

(2.3)

which is a semi-explicit system. Its index is no more than one greater than the index m of (2.1) because of differentiation of (2.1) m times it is possible to solve for v = u(u, t), and with one additional differentiation one can compute

v = v(u'

t) =

au
+ ( ·O014U )u<u'
dt

r)

•

This equation·can be refonnulated by some substitutions [3] to get a system of index 1, which has the followingautonomous fonn:

i = f(x, y)
0 = g(x, y)

(2.4)

~; has a bounded inverse in the neighborhood of the solution. Initial conditions (x0 , y 0 ) are consistent
whkh mean:t g(x0 , y 0 ) = 0 [7]. With the help of the implicit function theorem y can be solved from (1.4)
x: y = g(x). Wi1
th tills ex.pression one yields an ODE i = J(x, g(x)).
where g1 =

Jn the next step systems of index 2 are represented by
i = f(x, y)
0 = g(x)

(2.5)

where 8x · J, =

~!

· :; has a bounded inverse in the neighborhood of the solution. The time differentiation of the

algebr:aic pan leads to
0 = g,,(x) · f(x, y)
With ·Consistent initial conditions (x0 , y0 ) w.hich fulfills the algebraic equation the new DAE system is

i = f(x, y)

0

= Kx(x)

(2.6)

• f(x, y)

Systems of the index 3 type have the struotw:e.:
i = f(x, y)

y = h(x, y,
0

(2.7)

u)

= g(x)

In this case g,, • f, · h~
.

=

aag · °! · aah must have a bounded inverse. Under these conditions
x .0y
u
0 = 8x • J
0 = 8:af

+ 8xfxf + 8xh

h

The initial conditions (x0 , y0 ) must be consistent, aiso.
ln general one can conjecture that the conversion between from 1the general to the semi-explicit fonn, and the reverse,
a1 ways raises or lowers the index by one, respectively, except in the spe·cial case of a semi~xplicit form that is already
an explicit ODE, in which case .there is no change of index [l] .

.3. Model of :the Machine
A special kind of Park 1tr.anstormation, wl:lich is based cm an idea of Fouad and Anderson [ l ], is applied to the well
known mathematical description ofithe synchronous machine [2, 9] connected to an infinite bus. Th.is transfonnation
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matrix is orthogonal and therefore the transformed machine model preserves the symmetric structure from the timevariant model. Moreover, the derived model is provided with an essential orthogonal structure. The new model of
asynchronous machine is then given by a system of explicit differential equations where the currents are divided into
two groups according to the d- and q-axis of the Park system.
T

T

ii : = (id iE iD)
i2 '. = (iq ia)
Furthermore, with this and with the possibility of defining some important linearly independent weighting vectors
g. the system-matrix is partitioned into submatrices A 1... ~ compactly, where the g-vectors are multiplied by resistances respectively inductances of the machine.

As an infinite bus is assumed for this model, the system 's only inputs are the mechanical torque T,,,and the excitation

voltageuE. Due ,to the used transf:onnation, the following mathematical model is in Park's coordinates:
di1
dt

=

A1 ;,

+

dt =

.wA3 i1

+

di1

wA 2 iz

+ g 1 Usino - g 2 u£

A4 iz - g,

dw
dt

do

Ucosr3

dt

if M

i2

1
fw + 1T,.
J
(3.1)

=

W -

WR

An explanation of the model parameters is given in the appendix of this paper. To provide the machine with an excitation power. the excitation voltageu£has to be negative.
The g-vectors can also be found in the feedback loops from the mechanical into the electrical part and in the path
of the excitation voltage uE. Although the components of the g-vectors are expressions of inductances, they don't
have any effect on the equilibrium points, whlch wm be shown later on. The mechanical part of the system is given
by the two e.quations on the right hand side of (3.1), in which the ,elec,trical torque is represented by the term irMi 2 •
Mis called torque-mauix and contains the following entries:

.M·.-71

L0 Lq
-kME

[ -kMD

kMQ ]

(3.2)

0

0

.

A mechanical damping torque Td = cw is modelled to be proportional to the angular velocity of the shaft. In spite
of using a linear magnetization curv·e for this model, the transformed description has a nonlinear character, which
is caused by the feedback loops from the mechanical into the electrical part.

Remark
•

These basic mathematical model of a synchronous machine in a compact representation can be extended by
additional physical ,effec.t e.g. the magnetization of the core in such a way that the model tends to the basic
model when the physical effect vanishes [2}. Therefore, this model is the basis of more detailed models. Discussing the index of the interconnected synchronous machines, the obtained results for the basic models are
the simplest case [8].

4. Case Study: Two Interconnected Synchronous Machines
To analyze the properties of different interconnected synchronous machines the simplest case of only two machines,
is assumed. In Fig. 2 the structure of these "network" is given:

I

..r 1 =

f{.r 1,

v 1)

1x2

11 -- - - - - - , , /

... .------1'

= f(x 2, v2 )

Fig. 2: Two inter:connected Machines
The general machine model from Section 3 can formulated for the electrical and the mechanical part of a mathematical representation, respectively:
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x =

j =

h(x, y, T ,..)

(4. 1)

g(x)
I

Ifw111

=

.
W2R=>012

.

= 01

.

- 02

= Wr

- W2.

Boundary conditions given by the net are:

u rd
U1q

where U is the tenninal voltage and

o

12

= o1 -

= uu = ud
= Ui.q = Uq

= - U sino 12
=

U

COS012

o2 is the power angle.

1his is a DAE system with the representation
i = f(x, y, uE)

y = h(x.
0

(4.2)

y, T,,,)

= g(x)

To calculate the index of the DAE system two different cases can be considered, where the input of the excitation
system uE respectively the mechanical input T., from the governor is constant.
Differentiation of the algebraic equation g(x) of the DAE system after time leads to a new algebraic equation of the
fonn 0 = 8z f(x, y). With this a new DAE system is calculated:

x=

f(x. y)

y=

h(x. y. T,,.)

(4.3)

0 = g.f(x. y)
According to pan 2, in ,this paper the s ame notation as in Gears' paper ( 1Jis instead of the Lie notation for ve.ctor
fields.
A further differentiation of the algebraic equation of (4.3) yields the boundary condition
0 = 8:a f + 8z f. f + gz f 1 h. The obtained DAE system has now the strucilur"e of
x = f(x. y)

y = h(x, y, T,,,)
0 = g,,, f + g,, f. f +g. h

(4.4)

h

The condition that the DAE s ystem of index 1 requires the existence and the constraints of

With the parameters of the machines one get:

gz h hr,.

=

-a II (Lql iql + kMQl iQ,)
. + kMEl IEt
.
. )
( a 71 (L di ldl
+ kM DI IDI

The matrix is regular, if the determinant is not equal to zero. To make a statement about the regularity of the matrix,
it is necessary to discuss distinct cases.
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A: transient case: The determinant of

gz f, h7 mis always regular

=>

system is of index 1

B: stationary case: for an equilibrium case the currents of the damper windings are equal to zero. As a result
0 12 0 71

kMEI
L 92 - ,El-

uE1

~ 0 11 0 72

kME'l
L,, 1 - rE2-

Un

for

(4.5)

The critical case is when two machines we identical. The conditions can be simplified to

det(g.. /, h7 ,,,) ~ 0

(4.6)

for

Since the currents of machines are bounded 8z f, hr,.. is also bounded.
The DAE (4.4) is of index 1 if the condition (4.5) or (4.6) is valid. The system is solvable. But, the original DAE (4.2)
is therefore of index 3.

=>

The original representation of the system (4.2) is of index 3.

A similar calculation can be done in the case when the input torque is constant and the excitation voltage as an input
is assumed in the computation of the index. A similar result can be obtained as stated out above, the system is of index
3. also.
The differentiai-aigebraic two-machine model of an electric power system is in the case of constant excitation voltages respectively constant torque input of index 3. lbe existence and uniqueness of solutions of such kind of systems
cannot be guaranteed due to numerical problems in the computation process.

5. Conclusion
In this paper the index of a more general multimachine power system is computed. Since for such complex systems
an analytical solution is not available, the dynamical behavior of the system must be investigated by simulation studies. But, the existence of a solution must be guaranteed. For analysis a basic mathematical model of a synchronous
machine in a compact representation is used which can be extended by additional physical effect e.g. the magnetization of the core in such a way that the model tends to ·,the basic model when the physical effect vanishes. Even in the
simplest case, when only two machines are coupled together without any further nonlinear physical effect the index
of the problem is 3. For this kind of mathematical representations solutions cannot be guaranteed.

Appendix
States:

icf difect axis synchronous current
iq quadrature axis synchronous current
iE field current
io damping current of the d-axis

Inputs:
Infinite Bus:

iQ damping current of the q-axis
w angular velocity of the shaft

o

excitation voltage
mechanical forcing torque
~

u

angular frequency of the infinite bus
voltage of the infinite bus

rotor angle or torque angle

Parameters of the Machine:
J inertia constant
c damping constant
r resistance of the stator windings
La d-axis synchronous self-inductance

coupling factor
resistance of the field winding
resistance oft the damper winding of the d-axis
resistance of the damper winding of the q-axis
q-axis synchronous self-inductance
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MD
MQ

ME
MR

mutual inductance between the damper winding of the d-axis and the stator windings
mutual inductance between the damper winding of the q-axis and the stator windings
mutual inductance between the field winding a the stator windings
mutual inductance between ,t he field winding and the damper winding of the d-axis
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF FAILURE STATES OF INDUCTION
MACHINES
R. FiSer and S. Ferkolj
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Ljubljana
Trl.aSka 25, I OOO Ljubljana, SLOVENIA
Abstra,c t The paper presents the ,analysis of dynamic and steady-state perfonnance of induction motor in
different operational conditions. The mathematical model of induction motor with stator and/or rotor asymmetry
is develloped. Based on mathematical modei, the computer simulation oftihe influence of rotor winding defect on
the air-gap magnetic field distribution, torque and current characteristics of induction motor, is performed.
Simulation represents the ·contribution to the correct evaluation of the measured data and is a powerful tool in
t!l'aini.ng pmcess and development of methods for condition monitoring and on-line diagnosis of electrical
machines.

Introduction
It is expected that although there is a growth of new types of electrical motors (due mostly to new materials), ac
drives wiB be dominant in the future. However, due to its low cost, reliability and ruggedness the cage induction
motor will remain the preferred machine for most industrial drives [ 10, 11]..
Because of technological and operational imperfections, electrical machines are never perfectly symmetrical.
In a number of ,cases machine.s are also working in asymmetrical operational conditions. This facts made it
necessary to study the operation of asymmetrical machines [l, 2, 3, 4, 9]. Manufacturing faults and severe
operational conditions may cause ro~or bars to break, causing poor starting perfonnance, excessive vibration and
increased thermal stresses. The detection of rotor imperfections is vita1l for effective condition monitoring on
induction motors, and ·the ability to calculate the effects of simulated faults is vital to an understanding of the
fault medhanisms.
The effectiveness of a digital computer in studying the performance of ·electrical machines is demonstrated
with computer results which show the dynamic ,and steady-state behavior of 3-phase machines during balanced
and unbalanced operation. The computer simulation for this various modes of operation is obtained from the
equations which describe the symmetrical and asymmetrical induction machine. Of particular practical interest is
t!he representation which simulate rotor electrical asymmet!l'y [l, 2, 6, 8, 13].

Computer simulation in the diagnostic process
The modem electrical drives are •characterized by the application of more and more complicated equipment. The
·electrical motor together with the load machine as weH as supply driver and control systems are run to risk of
various types of failures. The main advantage of the diagnostic system, which should be part of the drive, is that
it can .predict the possible bre.akdowns by ana1lyzing various parameters of the drive, so in one hand it determines
the date when ·the breakdown is expected and ·even which part of the machine will cause the breakdown. It is
expected that in the futur·e all professional motor drives will be equipped with diagnostic systems.
By continuous tracking of the health-state of the system, information are obtained on various fonns of damage
(rotor asymmetries, broken rotor bars, intertum short-circui·ts, several forms of asymmetrical supply, static and
dynamic eccentricity) and the existence ofpotentiaUy dangerous situations can lbe avoided by indicating at a very
early stage the formation of these maifunctions and asymmetries. Research in this area has focused on sensing
magnetic flux, stator current, shaft flux, vibrations and speed fluctuations 1[1, 6, I O].
The basis of any reliabl,e diagnostic method is .an understanding of the electric, magnetic and mechanical
behavior ·o f the machine in hea:lth-state and under fault conditions. The aim of computer simulation of operating
characteristics is to foresee the changes of motor performance due to the changes of construction parameters as
the ·consequence of different faults.
The disadvantage of the mathematical modelling and computer simulation is that it requires the knowledge of
the controlled .system by means of a set of algeb~aic and differential equations, which relate inputs and outputs
analytically. The complete model describing the system is often too complex and, therefore, difficult or even
impossible too calculate. 11n order to overcome these problems, 1it is possible to use artificial intelligence
teclmiques, such as fuzzy logic, neural networks, genetic algorithms etc. This methods are recently showing a
good promise for applications in parameter estirnat;ion, condition monitoring and diagnosis of electrical
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machines. The artificial intelligence methods applied as fault detectors of the drive system can be trained on the
base of expert knowledge - t!he sets of data wh~ch determine the drive in various operation conditions. These data
can be collected during t!he experiments as well as on the base of the mathematical model simulations and here
computer simulation improves its great practica'I value.

Simulation of transient-stat,e operation
Most methods for cotor fault detection are usually effe.ctive under steady-state, full load operating conditions
before reliable diagnostic can be carried out [l, 2, 3). There a.re however situations where it is either impractical
or undesir:able to test machines under fuU load. At such situations the transient analysis of induction machine is
more suitable for fault detection.
The developed madiemat,ical model enables the computer simulation of various faults of induction machines.
Specially attention was devoted to the study of unequal rotor winding resistance as the source of rotor electrical
asymmetry. Equations (1) and (2) are deriv,ed by many different authors [5, 7, 8, I l] and represents the induction
machine natural (three phase) coordinate system.

m

(1 )

[Uabcs] = [ Rs] · [iabcs] + P ['Pabcs]
[Uabcr]

=[R,] ·[iabcr] + p['Pabcr]
(2)

In equations (l) and (2) are u.,is, 'I's the space phasors of the stator voltages, stator currents, and stator flux
linkages, respectively, and ur, i, , 'Pr are the space phasors of rotor voltages, rotor currents, and rotor flux
linkages, respectively. In order to simplify the mathematicaa model, the equations established in the natural co-

[fqdOs] = [ Ks] ' [fabcs]

(3)

COS'0

[Ks] = %sin0

(4)

Yi
0

d,

= (I). t + 0(0)

(5)

Fig. l. Transfonnation of stator variables from natural abc to
two-axes qdO

,ro

i

(6)

[fqdOr = [ Kr ]·;(Jaber}
cos~

b',

[Kr]=f sin~

(7 )

Yi
~ = '8 - 0 r

Fig. 2.
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= (0 · t + 0(0) -

Wr ·t

+ 0 r (0)

(8)

Transformation ofrotor variables from natural abc to
two ax,es qdO

ordinates abc are transfonned to the two-axes qdO system. With this procedure the mutual inductance between
phases is eliminated. In equations (3) and (6) frepr,esents either voltages, currents or magnetic linkages.
The induction motor with rotor asymmetry can be simulated with appropriate changes of the coefficients in
resistance [ R]and inductance [L) matrix. With incorporation of equation (9) in the expression (1) asymmetrical
distribution of rotor currents c.an be achieved.

(If

R',2-

~ R'd3)
(9)

(R;2+R;3)

(-1

Kd2+

~ R'd3)

A state-vari~ble matrix differ·ential equations ,aJ'e given for the general ·case ofrotor asymmetry in qdO system :

[ Uqdos

1=[Rs ][ iqdos 1+{I) ['I'qds 1+ P['I'qdos]

(l

[u' qdor J = R' r] + [ K,][ R'odd ][ K,

r

1

(10)

Hi'qdor] + ({I) - m, )['l''qdor ] +

P[ 'l''qdor ]
(11)

The simulation of dynamic behavior of induction motor requires simultaneous solution of electrical and
mechanical differential equations (12), (14) and (15). Runge-Kutta integration algorithm was used in order to
examine the effects of rotor asymmetry on the transient torque, stator current, rotor current and speed
characteristics of induction motor.

(12)

u'q, =(R', +R'd11) (u'dr = R'd21 {-

z/' or=

7; 'l'qs + ~ 'I''", )+ K d12 (-?; 'I'd, + ~ \f'' dr ) + K d13

~ 'l'qs + ~ \f''qr )+ (K,+R'd22)(-;

R'dll (- ;

\f'ds +

'Pqs + ~ \f'' qr)+ R' d32 ( - ; \f'ds + ~

~ \f''dr) + Kd23

\f''dr) + ( R', +J? d33

h:t
U,,

\f''or) + (w- w,) \f''d, +p \f''qr

\f''or

)-(ro-ro, )\f''qr+p\f''dr

}U,, \f''or ) + P\f''or

The instantaneous value of torque can be calculated from the general expression, where P is the nwnber of
pole pairs.
(13)
It is well known that the electromagnetic torque is produced iby the interaction of the stator flux linkages and
stator currents. It is more practical to solve the differ,ential equations for the .fluxes instead for the currents, so the
torque equations are represented in the following form:

T.

=

~ · ~ · L; ('Pqs 'l''dr-'l'ds 'l''qr)

(14)

(15)
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Fig3. represents the computed transient torque-speed char.acteristi.cs of a 6 pole induction motor with asymmetrical rotor resistance in comparison with symmetrical rotor motor.
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(a)

Fig. 3. Transient torque-speed characteristics of an induction motor with asymmetrical rotor winding during
start-up in comparison with healthy rotor motor.
(a) lower level of rotor asymmetry, (b) higher level of rotor asymmetry
Due to the increasing rotor asymmetry ithe level of pulsating torque and harmonics is increased (Fig. 3).
Pulsating torque is responsible for the increase of motor vibration. From Fig.4 it can be easily noticed the
increased :level of pulsating torque when rotor asymmetry occurs.
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 4. Loaded induction motor - change from symmetrical to asymmetrical operation.
(a) motor torque; (b) rotor current

Simulation or steady-sta te operation
1

The air-gap field produced by a slip-frequency current flowing in a rotor bar has a fundamental component
irotating at slip speed in the forward direction with respect to the rotor, and one of equal amplitude that rotates at
the same speed in the backward direction. The field, which mtates at slip frequency backward with respect to the
rotor, in1beracts with the rotor currents, induced by the forward rotating field to produce a torque variation at
fr;equenc·ies of higher harmonics, which is superimposed on steady ouqmt torque and results in increased noise,
vibrations and as degradation ofthe inducriion motor performance.
f ihe simulation of steady-state characteristics uses mathematkal models, which has less simplifications in
comparison with dynamic analysis, because the calculation of equations is not simultaneously. A computer
program was developed for solv.ing such complex set of equations with time dependent coefficients, including
s~in effect and higher 'hannonics taken into account. To model one or more broken bars, the bar current is set to
zero by assigning very high value for bar resistance in equation (16). There is no restriction on the distribution of
the brokcen bars so a very .accurate study ·can be made. Not only the number of broken bars has the influence on
motor perfonnance, but also the position of faulty bars around the drcwnference of the rotor.
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)w,4.J ·co~O·~)

: .iC>r4 COS.:t .,p) : ... : jm,400 (N-l)·P
-----------------..
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Joo,.4cos.'.H~) :
R,+)00,4
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Fig. 5a represents rotor currents distribution of the healthy induction motor and Fig. Sb the one with tluee
adjacent broken bars (number 2, 3, 4) at standstill operating condit·ion. When the rotor cage is symmetrical, that
is before a fault occurs, the bar currents are of equal amplitude, with a fixed phase progression around the rotor
periphery, after the fault the current distribution becomes elliptic .
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Current flow distribution in the rotor bars at starting (slip= 1)
(a) no fault; (b) tluee rotor bars broken
It is well established that when rotor asymmetry occurs, rotor harmonic fluxes are produced [3, 10). They
induce cWTents in the stator at a frequC11cy of (1- 2s)f1 , where s is slip and Ji is the supply frequency. These
c~ents manifest themselves in the frequency domain, as two sidebands (±sfi) around the supply frequency if
rotor asymmetry is pI'esent 1[10, 11, 12].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. No fault - frequency spectrum of stator current at .full load
(a)no fault; (b) three rotor bars broken
On Fig. 6. it can be se.en that rotor asymmetry increases the amplitude of the side-bands near the stator
frequencies. The presence of side.:band frequencies is the indication for ·damaged rotor cage.
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Summary
The results of dynamic and steady-state simulation of 'induction machine presented in the paper has pointed out
that the asymmetry of rotor winding due to arising fault causes the increasing value of higher hannonics in airgap flux and stator current. Pr oduced pulsating torque leads to the reduction of the reliability of the drive.
The simulation of induction ma·chine dynamic behavior is of great practical importance. The equations have
been ·established in .an .arbitrary reference frame which enalbles the observation of the motor quantities in different
refeiience frames. The use of dig.ital computer to demonstrate free acceleration, changes of load torque,
break,down, and other characteristics has proved advantageous. If we are able to build a complex mathematical
model of an electrical machine with taking into account as many variable parameters as possible, we can simulate
different types of malfunctions and study the changes of the operational characteristics without destroying
expensive laboratory machines. Computer simulation represents the contribution to the correct evaluation of the
measured data and i.s a powerful tool for monitoring the possible defects or emergency states and on-line
diagnosis of electric machines.
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SThfULATION FOR CONTROL OF INTERCONNECTED POWER SYSTEM
M.U. Bogatyriev
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Lenin avenue, 92 Tula 300600 Russia
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Abstract. Non-stationary non-feal model for analyzing prncesses and control of Electrical Thermal Furnaces is
designed. Simulatin,g z;esults reflecting complicated process behaviour are presented. Symmetry analysis and
model decomposition is discussed. A way to operate process using interconnected control signals is suggested.

Introduction
This work is concerned with simulation for control in the area of metallurgy. Electrical Thermal Furnaces
(ETF) have been applying theiie for steels and compound alloys manufacturing. A furnace consisted of three
electrodes imbedded illto bath (reaction zone) is ccmsidered . There is three phase voltage power system on· the
furnace and every electrode is connected to corresponding phase .of A, B, C. There are voltage of 220 volts and
currents up to l 00 kiloamperes (KA) on the furnace.
The main ETF control problem is to keep phase currents as near to equal values as possible by changing
voltage separately in each phase or by moving electrodes in the reaction zone_ Every such control action causes
changing of all current values in the furnace.
There is one very dangerous and inefficient mode of furnace performance when the current of one of
phases has the maximum value, in several times exceeding the value of current of another phase. Such mode is
named as Mad and Dead !Phases mode [2].
There are industrial ETF CUITent regulators which work in according to negative feedback principle
compensating the deviation between current value of a current of each phase and its required value by moving
an ·electrode of the same phase.
Such way of control is quite appropriate when current deviations and electrodes moving are not great. If
they have significant values, this way is inefficient and can turn furnace into Mad and Dead Phases mode.

Model description
There are two generail ways of modelling Electrical Thermal Furnaces for control. The first one is traditional
for control systems and lies in applying input-output or state space models. Another way is using models
describing physical properties of the process. Here namely the model of that second type was designed to try to
apply ETF process' s peculiarities for control . The model reflects interdependence of phases, and also internal
symmetry of ETF. It is consisted of following equations. First, the model of electrode servos is in the form of
Linear di.ffoc;ential equations:

(1),

where r1 (t), r 2 (t), r 3 (t) - active resistance of phases, ~ (t),
electrode moving,

h2 (t) , ~ ( t) - control signals to every

T; , K;, i= 1,2,3 - equations parameters. Initial conditions for resistance as r; (0)= 'io

are

assumed. These equations constitutes all model dynamics since servos are most inertial mechanical parts of the
ETF in comparison of its electrical part.
Electrical part of the E1F model is described in following non-real form:
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um
1
2<r
-

P)r1(t) -

1
.J3
<2P
+a )r3(t) + - -(P + r )x1
2

+

.J3 ]
2Px3
+

A ( t)

(2)

Here ] 1(t) , 12 (1) , 13 (t) -currents of phases, U111

-

mutual phase voltage , a ,

reduction coefficients for each phase A, B, C respectively; x 1 , x 2

,

x3

-

p,

y

- voltage

reactive resistance of phase, i = r-i ,

A(t) = r1(t)r2 (t) + r1 (t)r3 (t) + r2 (t)r3 (t)- x 1x 2 - x 1x 3 - x 2 x3 +
+ i[x1 (r2 (t) + r3 (t)) + x 2 (r1(t) + r3 (t)) + x 3 (r1(t) + r2 (t))]

(3)

Mad and nead Ph,ases mode simulation
It is considered that Mad and Dead Phases mode is a ,r esult of asymmetric state of the ETF, caused by different
values ofresistance of phases [2). Non-real model (1) - (2) helps to learn what resistance, - active or reactive
ones, - play the main role in Mad and Dead Phases mode appearance. Simulations were made by adding model
(1) - (2) with feedback for each phase and using module caloulations for non-real values since only real values
of currents have been measuring on ,t he ETF. AH experiments were performed in parametric hyper cube
which corresponds with possible natural values of resistance's were practically measured.
Followi~g aJle several results which demonstrate performance of the ETF controlled by standard regulators.
lt is found that those regulators work quite well under significant active resistance's asynunetry and asymmetry
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in regulator' s parameters (unequal

I';

and unequal K ; ) but reactive .resistance's asymmetry causes complex

behaviour with Mad and Dead Phases.
For simplicity following results were all made under identical conditions of symmetry for active resistance
and regulator's parameters except the different value of reactive resistance in one phase A. The range of the
reactive resistance's difference is denoted as d . The required current value in each phase was 50 KA
The Figure 1 shows stable Mad and Dead Phases which are not disappearing when controlling by
regulators. The ETF has great asymmetry of d= I O.
·
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Figur e 1.
Simulating continuous reducing of d, we have following 1esults. Figure 2 shows that control system could not
regulate currents even with asymmetry of d<lO . It turns ETF to another stable point in its state space with
{0,0,0} coordinates. Practically here all electrodes are moving all up till ·electrical circuit breaking and currents
disappearing.
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There was found the value of d , very close to previous one, which changes the situation as it is shown on
Figure 3.
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Figure 3.
Note however that in this case control system .rieguia1es ,currents lbut with great static errors. There exists critical
point P of electrodes position where unstable Mad and Dead Phases occur. In practice that kind of Mad and
Dead Phases is unexpected and very dangerous. Reducing d farther, we have quite precise regulation of currents
has shown on Figure 4.
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Figure 4.
All those .results demonstrate the necessity of another way to control currents than by standard regulators.
Control signals must be interconnected. One way to realise this feature is using ETF' s model symmetry in
control.

Model symmetry
We consider a model having symmetry if its operator

~ ( r , t,
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%t) satisfies commutation conditions

T(g;) [f{r, t, ~t)= [f {r, t,

ci/ci1) T(g,),

(4)

where matrices T( g,) constitute reducible representation of a group G: { g; , i
symmetry group for that modei . Every

= 1,2, ... , n }, named

T( g;) matrix produces those pennutations in

[f ( r, t, ~t) operator

that leave it of the same form. Here we assume G as a discrete group and according to (3] it always can be
realized as a set of permutations matrices T{ g; ) .
It is kno'Wll that three-phase systems have ·cyclic symmetry. Physically such symmetry is caused by process
of electromagnetic energy carrying between phases. Rotating electromagnetic field is the carrier of the energy.
There is connection between non-real voltages in three-phase system as
2•

Ec

=e

4•

-i---

3

EA , EB

=e

-i-

3

EA ,

,h

where

e"'T is an operator of rotation on the angle of 2~ .

We confinn that the model (1) - (2) has the same symmetry of cyclic group of C 3 as any three-phase
system. It can be found not only by checking conditions (4) with equations (1) - (2) but also by simulating. The
·C3 group has representation by pernmtations in the following form

T(gi

I

0

0

=e)=O

I

0 ,

0

0

I

Assumingthatthe

0

0

I

T(g 2 )=I

0

0,

0

I

0

I

0

T{g3 )=0 0
I

0

0·

I

(5)

0

[f(r,t,<t;;t) operato·r rnapsinputs h={h1(t) , h2 (t), h3 {t)} to outputs l={/1(t) ,

12 (t), 13 (t)} we can consider matrices (5) as sets of input signals h;(t), i=l,2,3 for electrodes. Realising
every matrix from ( 5) on the model (l) - (2) we shall obtain a matrix of nine step responses . If 1A ( t) ,
I 8 ( t) , I c (t) - corresponding step responses in phases A, B, C, then a matrix of step responses for unit
steps {S) has following structure for any matrix from (5):

lc (t)
1B(t)
1A (t).
Matrix (6) has cyclic symmetty of

(6)

·C 3 group. Simulating results shown on Figure 5 represent possible first

rnw of matrix (6) for absolute parametric synunetty on ETF. They also demonstrate one important property of
currents control 1by standard regulators..
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ff electrode of phase A moves up to ·decrease the I At) current of phase A then the current I c ( t) of phase C
decreases more than

I A ( t) and the ciment I B ( t) in the phase B even increase. That bad property has known

from practice and is resulted from ETF' s synunetry.

Model decom.position for control
If an operator

ff (r, t, ~t)

has gro11p of synunetry, then it has a decomposition transformation for its

coordinates which changes its structure to block-diagonal form. Canonical basis for this decomposition is the
same basis where group representation has its irreducible form (3]. So decomposition syrrunetric model can be
found by solving standard task of reducing group representation [4]. That task does not need calculations for
matrix eigenvalues.
For the group of C 3 there is .non-real matrix transformation to canonical basis of its representation:

1

\]

&

(7)

'

s'

where

c = e -·-

. 2,..
3 .

A theol'etical way to realise intercoruiected currents control on the ETF is to apply
-

=

-

I

transformation (7) to control signals h
M h . If such new signals h can be practically realised, they
provide ,a 'real.-time' decomposition of the ETF to control each phase current independently from others. The
problem is that it is needful a model which describes how complex resistance of z 1 ( t) = r1 ( t) + ix 1 ( t)
(j= 1,2,3) is varying when each electrode is moving.

Summary
I. The model (I) - (2) can be used for ETF control system' s behaviour simulation.
2. Rresults have shown on Fig. 1 - Fig.4 need careful learning and interpreting by modem dynamic systems
analysis as possible example of bi.fmcation in non-linear system.
3. Some practical 'asymmetric' features ofETF 's perfonnance (Fig. 5) can be explained from its
symmetry analysis.
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FUNCTIONAL MODELLING AND SlrdULATION
IN MECHANICAL DESIGN AND MECHATRONICS
j. Hickel and J. Wallascibek
Heinz Nixdorf InstiM,Universitat-GH Paderiborn
FiirstenaUeel l, 33102 .Paderbom, Germany

Abstrad. The design of mechanical and mechatronic systems is of great importance. Especially in the context
of the development of new prcxlucts, the ability to design correctly cost-effectively and ,Jn time" is a necessary
(but not sufficient) condition for success.
In the past, many attempts were made 1to optimize design processes. Simultaneous engineering, concurrent
engineering and many more strategies were coined. Nevertheless, their impact on the design practice has not
been overwhelming, because these methods aimed oniy at speeding up the design process without improving on
quality. Most products are still designed by trial and error and most design processes are still organized in a
step by step form with functional design and geometric design being separated.

The authors of the present paper believe that .it is possible ito drastically improve design quality by using
functional modelling and simulation in ,combination with geometric design. The present state of the art in
geometric design is well advanced. Functional design, however, is still in an early stage and needs to be
improved considerably. The main difficulty Lies in the fact that t•he role of modelling is not well understood.
The present paper will give a general view at modelling .in tlhe context of mech.atronic systems .

.Mec.hait ronk systems
The basic structure of a mech.atronic system is shown in Fig. I. Jin a physical sense, mechatronic systems
comlbine a bask mechanical system, sensors, actua•tors and processors. 'T he main idea is to process the
information obtained by the sensors and to use die actuators to actively improve the overall behaviour of the
basic system. Examples of mechatronic systems are manifold, including
,. antiiock braking system, airibag system, active suspension in automotive applications,
• CD-player, walkman, autofocus •camera, camcorder and other systems in •entertainment,
• autonomous transportation systems and robots in production engineering,
• magnetically levitated rotors, systems for the active vibration damping of tools and many more applications
in manufacturing machines.

Fig.l : Basic structure of a mechatronic system.
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The notion of ,,function'' in machine design and mechaitronics
In machine design theory the term ,,function" is used as a S
' ynonym for 1the specification of the principal tasks
that a machine or the subsystem of a machine has to fuUiH [1]. This description is usually static and given in
natural language. In the present paper, the term ,,mechatronic function" is used in a different meaning, insofar
as it means a description -of the kinematic, dynamic and control behaviour of a mechatronic system. In
summary, mechatronic function can in most cases be considered as a synonym for a desired controlled motion
behaviour of a system. F1tmctional modelling in the sense of mechatronics includes a temporal aspect and is
given in a concise mathematical form.
Many :basic pr;oblems in mechatronical design can be studied by considering the task of developing a new
mining tool like the one shown in Fig.2. Some important features of such machines are their robustness against
disturbances, their positioning speed and accuracy. Therefore that the design goals will be formulated in terms
of 1these features of 1~he machine.

Fig.2: Milling tool.
Let us for the moment concentrate on the drive and tool system of 1the machine. A functional structure in the
sens·e of machine design theory is given in Fig.3. Although this functional model provides a good hierarchical
structuring of the machine system, it allows neither a judgement on whether the design goals are reached by a
specific functional design nor a comparison different ,design ahematives with respect to their relative
performance.

'E lementary fumctions: sl!lpp'ly eleclric energy, transform eleotrical energy into mectianical ,energy, generate ·t, or:quelrotation, ,transform rotational motion into linear motion,
·sense fG!'Ce, ~sense displacement, ••.

Fig.3: Functional structure in the s ense of machine design theory of the drive and tool system of a milling tool.
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A functional model in 1tbe sense of mechatronics should include the most important parameters of the system so
ithat their relative influence on the design goals can be studied. It should also allow to formulate the design
goail s explicitly. In the ideal case the design engineer should 'b e able to study the behaviour of the system, in all
relevant aspects, by using the functional model. In this sense the functional model can be considered as a
formal representation of the interactions and constraints existing in a mechatronic system that allows to answer
certain design questions by (analytic or numeric or even qualitative) reasoning.

Partial models in geometric and functional design
In the design , the mechanical engineer will most probably start with a sketch of the main mechanical
components of the system. He will concentrate on the proper choice of stages, ball bearings, gear wheels and
other parts of the system. Most of his model will be based on geometric properties of the system. Soon he will
realize that some very important information that is necessary for a proper design is not available at this stage.
For example he will not be able to specify ,the time history of the loading as long as he has not made a decision
on the .e lectric motor that is used ·t o drive the stages and the tool of his machine, nor will he be able to specify
the r obustness of the drive system against variations in workpiece stiffness or other disturbances, as long as the
control system has not been tak;en .into account. And finally he will not be ~ble to specify the accuracy of his
machine before the sensors and the measurement signal processing have been specified. It is obvious that the
mechanical engineer' s model of me system is only a partial model which is far from being sufficient for the
design problem at hand.

wm

start with a sl<ietch of the contml structure of the system. One
The control engineer on ,the other hand
possible starting design could be Fig.4. ln contrast to the mechanical engineer's ,,geometric world", he will
,.live" in a hierarchically organized block-oriented world. In his analysis of the problem, however, he will soon
realize that he cannot properly design his control system without proper .knowledge of the stiffness of the gears
and bearings, accuracy of the stages and resolution of the measur,e ment system. He will need appropriate
transfer functions for the mechanical and electrical components of the system and other important information
which is not included in his partial model of the system.
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Fig.4: Milling tool and its main components as seen by a control engineer.

It is obvious that an appropriate model for the design ,task at hand must include the partial model of the
mechanical engineer as well as 'the partial model of the comcol engineer and, maybe, also further partial
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When deriving mental models for mechatronic systems it is evident that the structure and form of the mental
models can be manifold depending on the engineering disciplines involved. A typical feature of mechatronic
systems is that the energy-level description as well as the .int"orma.tion level description are equally important.
Thus menta[ models used in the functional modelling of :mechatronic systems must include the energy and the
i:nfonmation [evel.
The mental model of a design problem can be regarded .as a very dficient way of knowledge representation,
because 1the men°tal model contains aU information relevant for the design problem and implicitly contains all
re.lations and ·constraints between the design variables. Often the real value of an appropriate mental model is
not that .it allows the derivation of equations of motion and the subsequent simulation of the behaviour of the
system, but Vhat it gives a concise description of the basic laws behi.nd the underlying design problem. Mental
models are equivalent to engineering knowledge in the following sense: As a rule, in the context of machine
design several phenomena are observed .and - at the 'beginning - not well understood. Then investigations are
made in order to find out the laws governing d1ese phenomena. A mental model is developed, which allows to
ex.plain the o!)served phenomena in terms of weU~undec.stood basi,c physical laws. Finally - maybe after several
iterations - the mental model Which has bee.n derived can be used as a formal represent.ation of the real world
and becomes part of engineering knowledge.

Ttte derivation of mental models for mechat11onk systems
It has already been pointed out ithat many differ,e nt mental models may be appropriate for one and the same

system, depending on the problem and questions at hand. Mental models are needed for the dimensioning of
machine parts, they are required in the design of a control sys·tem for a specific task, they are used for the
representa<tion of experimentally observed phenomena and needed in many more contexts. Most often the
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quality of the mental models determines the quality of the results of an analysis. It is therefore useful to study
the process of deriving mentfil models in some detail.

S1EP 1: Structuring the overall system
Complex mechatronic systems are composed of many subsystems which interact with each other. There are
numerous met,hods of structuring mech.atr·o nic systems. For example, techniques of object-oriented software
design have been used with good success [4] . In this case se¥eral hierarchical structures can be used, such as
,.part-of" or ,,kind-of' relationships. One of :t he first steps in the process of modelling mechatronic systems is
the modular-hierarchical structuring of the overall system into subsystems. The subsystems may then be
subdivided into sub-subsystems and so on, until the ·e lementary subsystems have lbeen defined. Note that at each
level of this subsystem hierarchy the principal structure of mechatronic systems, as shown in Fig. I, can be
observed. Fig.6 shows one possibility of structuring the milling tool.

Milling tool

Frame

x-,y-,z-stages

Tool drive system

Carrier beams
Fundament ,plate

Electric motor
Encoder
Gearbox
Linear scales

Electric motor
Encoder
Gearbox
Main spindle

Fig.6: Structuring of the milling tool into subsystems and components.
STEP 2: Detennining the overall system model structure
When the process of structuring the overall system into subsystems has been complete.d, one could - at least in
principle - inunediately start to derive mental models for the subsystems. The difficulty in deriving ,,good"
mental models is that we are usually not able to evaluate the ,,quality" of mental models for a certain subsystem
without knowing the mental models for the rest of 1the system. Before starting the process of deriving mental
models for the subsystems a concise definition of the mcxielling aims for the overall system and of the level of
detail for each subsystem should be made. This is necessary to avoid inconsistencies between the mental models
of the subsystems .
At this point of ithe analysis all mcxielling requirements must ·be transparent. It should for example be clear for
which purpose the final model wiU be used. Depending on the later usage of the model, different model
structures will 1be obtained. The appropriate level of detail of the different subsystems is directly influenced by
this. In the cas·e of our milling tooi the resulting o verall model m igh,t be used for a strength analysis of the drive
train. In 't his case a high level of detail for the mechanical parts of the driv.e train, e.g. the main shaft, will
result while a rough model of the electrical motor is already sufficient and only some few loading conditions
will be considered. The shaft might be modelled by finite elements taking into account changes of the crosssectional area as well as material properties of the shaft and the electrical motor together with its power supply
might be modelled by a PI-element. If the model was used for a thermal analysis of the electric motor, a rough
model of the shaft would be sufficient while a high level of detail of the electrical system would be require.d.
The shaft and drive train would then be modelled as a spring-mass system with few degrees of free.dom, while
the electric motor .a nd its power supply should be modelled by complex differential equations taking into
account the nonlinear behaviour of the electricai components.
It should, again, 'b e clear that there are no universal models which are optimal for all kinds of functional
analysis.
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STEP 3: Balancing partial modeils from diffe11ent disciplines
In mechatmnics there is a very complex interaction between different subsystems and also between the partial
models used in the design process. As we have already pointed out this creates the problem that the individual
subsystems are not independent of ,each other. Neither .a re the partial models of different engineering disciples
independent of each other. This holds for the overall system level as well as for the level of each individual
subsystem.
In ·,~he case of our milling tool a ,;mechanica1l model" of the drive tr.ain is needed in the design of the control
system. The design of the 1contrnl :system is to a large extent i'lilfluenced by the mechanical model. If the
dynamics of the overall system is not represen~ed precisely enough, a ,,wrong" controller will be designed. In
the positive case this wiU only lead to a suboptimal performance of the overall system. The aim of designing
robust 'COntroUers is motivated by the fact that usually not all dynamic effects of the system and all possible
disturbances can be modelled adequately. The robustness of the contrdller compensates for this lack of model
representation. In ,the negative case, howe¥er, the result might be an instability of the overall system. Numerous
cases of control- and observer-spillover are reported in the literattue. The phenomenon of spillover is a typical
consequence of an inappropriate balancing of partial models.
By considering the frequency bandwidth of the different subsystems and by trying to obtain coherent modelling
within the respective bandwidth a balanced overall system model ·can be derived. Part of a balanced overall
system is 1the appropriate description of the interaction between subsystems. This can be done using forcecoupling, motion-coupling and several other methods. Another important point is the modelling of sensor and
actuaitor 1ocat~on. It is welll known that s·ensor and actuator 1placement determine observability and
controllability of ,the system. Therefo?'e special care must lbe taken dmt these features are modelled correctly [5].
1

SlEP 4: Deriving men':t.al models for the subsystems
Mental models for func trional modelling can - in principle - lbe obtained in two different ways:
1. Starting from the most general description of the behaviour of the system, the appropriate mental model is
derived by successive simplifications. This reduc,tion process is governed by mathematical considerations as
well a:s by engineering expertise.
2. Starting from elementary mental models, the appropriate mental model is composed by combining the
elementary models to more ,complex ones .
.Both ways of deriving mental models have their relative merits and disadvantages.
At present, 1there ,e xist many powerful modelling tools which support the derivation of (partial) mental models.
Here again it should 1be clear that fundamental assumptions such as the way how interaction between
subsystems was modeiled have a pronounced effi'ect on the quality of 1tihe results.
STEP 5: 'T he integration of subsystem mode1ls
It has already been pointed out that the overall mental model of a mechatronic system is composed of mental
models of subsystems while partial models from differ·e nt engineering disciplines are used simultaneously. In
order ~o understand the ,behaviour of 1the overall system and to study and optimize its dynamic performance,
these partial models must be integrated into an overall model, taking into account the mutual interaction
between the subsystems. This is a crucial step in the modelling process. Only if steps 2 and 3 have been carried
out successfully, we ,c an expect aU subsystem models ito have tlte same level of detail and their relative input
and output porits to correspond with each other. Quite often, unfortunately, this is not the case because the
subsystem models were derived without consideration of the overall model structure. Then much time and effort
must be spent in order to make the subsystem models consistent with each other.

The craft of integrating lies in finding a data model that aUow.s the exchange of information between
mbsystems and a simulation of .the overall system. The art of integration, however, is to tune the subsystem
models to each other, in such way ·t hat a co'herenit description ·Of the overall system is achieved and a balance is
found that allows an understanding of how the subsystems interact and how they mutually influence each otber.
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Here agai[il the very [ilature of the process is iterative. During 1the past years many attempts have been made to
develop tools to support this step of modelling [6].
There are many tool coupling concepts and data models which can be used to support the craft of integration
and it is only a question of time before powerful integrated design tools will become available and used in the
design process. This, however, is only a necessary condition for improving the design process. Although it
might be disappointing enthusiasts in the community, the existence of software for the integration of partial
models will by itself not lead to better solutions, nor will it help to create better products. This is due to the fact
that the integration of different subsystem models to form an overall system model - if it is done in the sense of
the craft of integration - is useful only in the analysis ohhe system behaviour. The design engineer is capable to
analyze different system concepts in shorter time than before and - given the same time for analysis - can
compare more solutions 'Chan 'before. He will, however, not gain anything in the synthesis of complex systems
as long as he does not succeed in drawing the right conclusions from simulation results. The experienced
engineer is well aware of the fact that simulation results by themselves are difficult to interpret and that the
danger of trying to find explanations even for wmng results may not be [ileglected. In this context further
insight in the dynamics of the system is extremely useful. Fortunately besides pure simulation there are many
other methods to gain these information, such as ei,genvalue analysis based on the linearized equations, energy
flow analysis and many more. Computer algebra methods hav,e been employed successfully in many cases [7].
1

Self-similarity in mechatronic systems
One difficulty in the process of modelling and designing mechatronic systems lies in the fact that typically there
are different levels of system description. With regard to a mHling :tool we may think of the milling tool itself as
being a mechatronic system. l't is composed of different subsystems, most of them also being mechatronic
systems such as the drive train, the robot .a rms and grippers of 1the 'handling system, and so on. On the other
hand the milling tool might 1be part of an assembly line which can also 'be regarded as a mechatronic system. A
structuring into different levels of information processing, as shown in Fig.7, is equally possible. With each
level of abstraction the behavior of the system as well as the design goals for the systems become more and
more cognitive in contrast to the purely reactive behavior of the underlying mechanical processes. In most
design problems more ·t han one of these different levels must be considered at the same time. It is therefore
extremely useful to use techniques of hierarchical, block-oriented structuring for the overall system as weU as
for ·all its subsystems and components.

Management
·.,

Medhanical ·
Process

Fig. 7 Multi-level information processing in complex mechatronic systems
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If a complex mechatronic system is structured into subsystems and the subsystems are structured into subsubsystems and so on, the question arises if there is a smallest ,,atomic" system structure on the lowest level of
description. We claim that in mech.atronics the structure of the basic ,,atomic" building block is exactly the
same as that of the O'l'eraH system. In oth.er words: mechatronic systems are self-similar. The basic structure
already shown in Fig.I can be found on .all levels of description. Systems with this structure are called
,,mechatronic function modules"' [8,9).
This self-similarity of mech.atronic systems must be taken into account if modelling and design paradigms for
mechatronic systems are discussed. In the context of functional modelling this leads to the postulate that a
complete functional model of a meehatronic .system includes the mathematical description of the input-output
behavior, including kinematical, dynamical aod :information quantities.

Summary and outlook
Functional modelling of mechatronic systems is a crucial .step in the design of systems. In the present paper an
attempt v.-:as made to systematize the process of functional modelling, which is characterized by different levels
of abstraction. It was suggested to distinguish the following steps: structuring of a large system into ever
smaller subsystems, determination of an overall model structure, !balancing of partial models from different
disciplines, derivation of mental models for all subsystems and, finally, integration of subsystem models. The
step of formulating mental models was discussed in detait
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PARAMETRIC HYDRAULIC VALVE MODEL
INCLUDING TRANSITIONAL FLOW EFFECTS
N. MiUwollen, T. Michl and R. Breit
Robert Bosch GmbH, D-70049 Stuttgart
Tel. : +49 711 811 6946, Email: mittwoll@fli.sh.bosch.de
Absit ract. A parametric model for a spring controlled hydraulic poppet valve with a chamfered seat is
proposed. Non-linear effects of the transition from laminar attached to turbulent separated ftow, occurring at low Reynolds numbers around 500, on flow rate and flow forces are taken into account in a consistent way by simple algebraic expressions . These expressions are based on Reynolds principle of
similarity, and they shall possess general validity. They contain three non-dimensional parameters,
which can easily be determined for a broad range of operating conditions by a limited amount of measurements for a given valve design. The model is applied to a hydraulic system simulation, where cavitation besides transitional flow effects significantly determine the dynamic system characteristic . The
simulation results are verified by a comparison with measured pressure transients.

Due to the complex nature of fluid flows, the modelling and behavioural simulation of automotive hydraulic systems stiH remains a formidable challenge, especially in the higher frequency region (f > l kHz).
Strong non-linearities in the governing conservation equations of mass and momentum, cavitation
effects, wave propagation, laminar, transitional and turbulent flow, discontinuities, and stiff system equations have to be tackled within reasonable integration time limits. A popular approach is the use of
tabulated flow data from stationary measurements or three dimensional CFD simulations of single
hydraulic components. For a given system, accurate results can be achieved with this approach.
However, if the hydraulic system characteristic is to be improved over a wide range of operating conditions by an optimization of valve parameters, such as spring preload and stiffness or maximum valve
lift, more generally valid parametric models should be used . Integrating a three dimensional flow model
into the behavioural simulation is possible in principle an.d would provide a complete set of parameters,
but is impracticable due to unreasonable demands on computation times. Thus, an appropriate model has
to be derived that contains only those parameters that are needed in the optimization process, plus those
describing the operating conditions or the special valve design (e .g., valves with conical or spherical poppets or disc valves). To find such models, much insight into the typical flow effects is required, as can be
found in [5, 7] and as is summarized in [3]. The principles of similarity laws can be applied to get generally valid expressions.
A weH known example is the orifice flow rate
\.2 ,. ..----.--,-----..----r----.
characteristic (see Figure 1) [2,4] . It contains two
generally valid non-dimensional parameters: the flow
0.
Q=o.A
coefficient ex., which depends on the Reynolds
h ~~
number Re of the flow through the orifice. This
0.8 1------'l!------+
' ----+----1
model
can be used for determining the flow rate of a
i
hydraulic valve.
The valve characteristic is significantly influenced by flow forces. They are usually taken into
account only by an estimation of the momentum
force of the inlet flow and of the turbulent separated
o.o L.-------J......__ __...._ _ __..__ _ __.
jet flow, ,a ssumed to be exiting the valve seat
0
20
'-0
60
60
[ l,3, 5,8]. This is insufficient for valves with chamfe red seats. For operating conditions at low Reynolds
numbers below or around 500, the ft ow at the narrow
Figure l : Orifice flow rate [4] .
seat gap can be laminar and completely attached or
transitional as well. A very simple approach to
account for the corresponding transitional .flow effects is the use of an effective stiffness [6]. Since its

~
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validity is rather limited, the authors propose a more general transitional flow force model for poppet
valves, which is analogous to the above mentioned flow rate model.

Hydraulic System
Pressure and flow rate
nodes for pipe model
Pressure source
ln~·et valve

Outlet valve

P4=Pc

P3

P2

Pl

•••••••• • •
+
Q4

Q3

Q2

Ql

Back flow line
Pump element/

· Pressure control valve

Restrictor 2

Damping chamber
Figure 2: Hydraulic system model (Bathfp)
The investigated hydraulic system, displayed in Figure 2, is used as a low cost compact pressure source
with the supply pressure PB· The hydraulic fluid is delivered into the system by a single piston reciprocating pump with inlet and outlet check valves. A high volumetric efficiency is guaranteed by a
pre loading pressure source. The pulsating press11re transients ar-e coarsely smoothed by the compressibility of the fluid in the hydraulic damping chamber in comb~nation with the restrictor I orifice. The level
of the operating system pressure PB is determined by the pressure control valve. An extended back flow
line delivers the redundant fluid to a reservoir, which is open to the atmosphere.

Parametric Model for the Pressure Control Valve
The pressur·e control valve is a spring contr,o lled poppet valve with a ball as the closing body and a chamfered seat. The proposed simulation model for this valve (figure 3 left) takes into account the dependence
of the cross-sectional orifice ar,e a (simplified expression)

(1)

on the valve lift h (y = seat chamfer angle, D = ball diameter) for computing the flow rate Q with the
orifice equation
(2)

where 6p = Pinlet - Poutlet is the pressure difference over the valve, and p is the fluid density. The flow
rate coefficient o.(Re) is allowed to change linearly with the square root of the Reynolds number
Re= Q dh/ Ah v of the flow through the orifice for Re < Rew as shown in Figure l. Here, v is the kinematic
fluid viscosity, and dh = 2 h sin(y/2) is the hydraulic diameter of the cross-sectional orifice area . The
parameters to be fitted to fiow rate measurements or to CFD simulations are the flow rate coefficient a t
for turbulent separated flow conditions and the critical Reynolds number Recr> identifying the transition
from laminar to turbulent flow. A smoothing function is used in the transition region.
AlJ .r.e levant static and dynamic forces, acting on the ball, are to be considered as well. Thus, the equation of motion

mx+ d0 x+ ex

(3)
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with the valve ball mass m and lift x =h, the damping coefficient d 0 , the spring stiffness c and preload
Fo is used for the movement of the valve ball (Figure 3 left). The hydraulic force Fh can be determined
by carrying out a hydraulic force !balance on a control volume around the valve ball, considering pressure
and momentum forces (Figure 3 right):

(4)

pressure force F P

.momentum force F m

Control volume
~

\ /Q

Separated
j et flow

Ab
L

...£-:

Q6 fvinlet
~

Pinlet

Figure 3: Control valve model (left) and hydraulic force control volume (right)
The flow enters the control volume with an average velocity of
vinlet

= Q I Ab

(5)

and leaves it with the velocity

v outlet

= J2ll.p / p '

(6 )

estimated by Bernoulli's equation [l,3,5) . The area AP that the pressure difference Ap is acting on is usually set to a constant value (e.g., to the cross-sectional area Ab

=(1t/4)Db 2 of the inlet bore for sharp-

edged seats [3,8] , or to A 5 = (1t/4)D 2cos 2(y/2) for chamfered s·eats, Figur·e 3 left).
Th·is mode.I is insufficient, because it assu mes constant pressures Pinlet over the area AP and Poutlet over
the remaining areas . However, unknown pressure distributions, strongly varying with flow conditions,
develop in the valve seat region and significantly influence the force balance and thus the correct value
of the hydraulic force Fh· The authors propose to take this effect into account by making the area AP (now
called effective pressurized area), and thus the pressure force FPas well, depend on these flow conditions,
represented by the seat flow Reynolds number Re, in a similar way as the flow coefficient et does:

A
P

={

A 1 + JRe/ Rec1 (A 1 -A1) for Re~ Recr (laminar flow)
At

(7)

for Re> Recr (turbulent flow) .

For zero flow rate (Re = 0), i.e., for a closed valve, the above mentioned assumption of constant pressures
over the two regions, separated by the seat's theoretical sealing line, is correct. In that case, the effective
pressurized area Ap is equal to
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(8)
whereas for a turbulent flow Re > Recr> AP is set to
(9)

One additional non-dimensional paramet·e r to be fitted to experimental data is
the turbulent effective pressurized area
factor fP (0 < f P < l ), describing the influence of the relative pressure distribution
0
in the valve seat gap. Fitted values for f P
can be considerably below l due to relative sub-pressures, developing in the seat
gap [5, 7). This parameter is mainly influenced by the valve geometry. Equation (7)
provides for a continuous transition of the
effective pressurized area AP between the
0.
corresponding values for the two states of
o.
zero
flow (only the hydrostatic pressure
Valve lif:t b
force is effective), i.e., A 1 and turbulent
separated flow, i.e., A1, respectively. This
transition is found to follow the same
square root dependency on the seat flow
Reynolds number Re as the flow coeffiPressure force F P
cient a(Re) follows (Figure l). A
comparison of model calculations with
Measluement
measurements, where operational ball
lifts h were always smaller than the seat
chamfer length, demonstrates this relationship (Figure 4 ).
The reason for the change of the effective pressurized area Ap at low Reynolds
numbers Re up to the critical value Recr is
0.
that the relative pressure distribution in
the seat gap is determined by the strongly
changing ratio of momentum to viscous
forces in the flow, represented by the Rey0.
Valve lift h
.n olds number [ 11 ]: At very low Reynolds
numbers, viscous forces dominate in the
flow, and the pressure drops from Pinlet to
Figure 4: Comparison of measured and calculated valve
flow rate and hydraulic forces (D.p =constant).
Poutlet near the narrowest seat gap and is
almost constant to either Pinlet or Poutlet
around it. With an increasing Reynolds number, the rising influence of momentum forces in the flow make
this pressur.e drop move towards 1tbe seat inlet, in additi·on to making substantial relative sub-pressures
develop in the seat gap [5, 7]. Furthermore, flow separation is caused. A comparison of the two hydraulic
force components F P and F m in Figure 4 shows that the change in the hydraulic force Fh is mainly determined by the change in the pressure force F P for Re < Recr At high Reynolds numbers Re > Ree..,
momentum forces dominate over viscous forces in the flow. Thus, it is reasonable to set the effective pressurized area Ap to a constant value there, which is smaller than for a laminar flow, and let the change in
the momentum force Fm determine the change in the hydraulic force Fh alone.
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Further Component Models
The pump element is modelled as a hydraulic volume with a sinuous variation of its size. For the other
hydraulic components of the circuit (Figure 2), standard models of the commercial simulation package
Bathfp (9, 10], used in this investigation, are employed. For the ha•c k flow hne, the Bathfp finite volume
distributed model with each 4 internal pressur.e and flow rate nodes is used to allow for pressure wave
dynamics. Cavitation and air release ar•e taken into account by a two-phase homogeneous equilibrium
model.

Simulation Results and Mo·d el Verificati.on
The operation of the hydraulic system (figur.e 2) results in pressure transients, displayed in Figure 5. The
comparison of the transients, determined experimentally (len) and by simulation (right), shows that all
relevant hydraulic effects are accounted for by the simulation modet The pronounced pulsation of the
system pressure PB is caused by the voiume pulses, produced by the reciprocating pump. The pressure
control valve operates at Reynolds numbe·rs mosdy below Recr = 500, and 1the described effects of laminar-turbulent flow 'transition, with the further parameters a 1 = 0.7 and f P= 0.8, on hydraulic force and flow
mte mainly determin·e the larg·e amphtude and transient shape of the system pressure PB· These effects
act on the closing body like an additional, strong stiffness. The le¥el of the system pressure PB is mainly
determined by the spring preload Fo and slightly influenced by the transitional flow effects.
Superimposed on the system pressure pulsation are bursts of pr·e ssure oscillations with a high frequency. These bursts are correlated with spikes in the pressure transient Pc, downstream of the control
valve, which ar.e mor·e pronounced at every second pump cycle. A further analysis of the system transients
reveals that the origin of these peculiar pressure transients is the periodic creation and breakdown of cavitation in the ·e xtended back flow line, causing fluid column separations and reformations [6].
Experimenit
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Figure 5: Pressure transients

Conclusions
The proposed simulation model is an attempt to map the strong influence of transitional flow phenomena,
observed in valves with ·c hamfered seats, on simple algebraic expressions, which are consistent for the
flow rate and the hydraulic force, utilizing the similarity principle of fluid mechanics. A set of three
adjusted parameters, the turbulent flow coefficient a 1, the critical R·e ynolds number Recr and the newly
introduced turbul·e nt effective pressurized .area factor f P, suffices .to describe the static characteristic of
the investigated poppet valve design with a spherical closing body over a wide range of operating conditions. Experimentally verified simulation results with ithis model also demonstrate its dynamic suitability.
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Comprehensive experiments remain to be carried out to check the general model validity, as well as to
supply guidelines for setting the parameters for different valve designs and geometries.
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INTEGRATED PRODUCT MODELING A CONTRIBUTION TO COMPUTER AIDED PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
J. Gausemeier, D. Brexel, M . Flath, F. Kallmeyer, M . Miksic
Heinz Nixdorf Institut, Universitat-GH Paderbom
Furstenallee 11, D-33102 Paderbom , Germany
Abstract. In many areas the importance of information technology is rising. Particulary new products consist of
che integrative use of mechanics, controllers, electronics, actuators, sensors, integrated circuits and software. To
handle the challenge of designing such products, the authors present an approach for the integrated development
of complex industrial products. This appmach is named Integrated Product Development (!PD). It is founded on a
generic model of activity that will be specificied according to a special development task. Therefore a product model is emerged from coherent partial models, and serves as basis for analysis. The IPD is divided in two areas, the
conceptual product design and the domain-specific elaboration. Thereby the integration of existing domain specific
development methodologies into an overall approach for the development of complex industrial products can succeed.

Introduction
The product developmenl process 1 of many industrial enterprises is increasingly facing new requirements. The
market switches from the view of selling to the view of satisfying customers, the duration of the product development must be shonen in order to compete within the international market, and the complexity of the products
increases [l]. These requirements can only be fulfilled by a systematic procedure (development methodology 2 )
over the whole product development process. In today 's industrial practice there does not exist an overall development methodology for complex industrial products.
The rising capacities of information technology lead to new opportunities for complex industrial products . These products are characterized by an integrative use of mechanics , controllers, electronics, actuators, sensors, integrated circuits and software. Thereby in traditionally fully mechanical products enhanced functions or lower
manufacturing costs are possible (e.g. robots or the hexapod machine tool). On the other hand completely new products with new use become feasible like copiers or facsimile machines in the past. For this purpose an integration
of the concerned development areas is necessary.
However, there is a basic problem how to proceed within such developments. Special models of action exist
for every domain involved . Basically these models contain domain specific crucial points within their approaches
[4]. Examples for models of action can be found in the literature for the domain mechanics [3](5][6][7] ; for the
domain electronics/integrated circuits [8 ](9] ; for the domain automatic control [ 10][ 11][12), and for the domain
software [ 13)( 14]'( 15] . Through their domain specific approach an these models of action are not sufficient for the
development of complex industrial products (4). Especially there is a lack for the early integration of economic
aspects in these approaches [ l].
Based on these considerations the Integrated Product Development is worked out at the Heinz Nixdorf Institut
within the department of Computer Integrated Manufacturing. This is characterized by three essential features: The
intensification of the early design stages3 of the product development process, the suppon of a system composition
(the access to known solution approaches and modules), and the incorporation of computer support into the development process.

Integrated Product Development
The Integrated Product Development is based on existing design methodologies for the purpose of their integration
1. The product development process is a line of tasks ranging from the product idea to the successful introduction on the market. Thus, it includes product planning/product marketing. development/design. work scheduling and building the means
of production.
2. A development methodology consists of concrete instructions for <he development of technical systems [2][3]. With the
help of development methodologies, development tasks can be solved. They can be used in every stage of the development
process in order to generate (synthesis). judge (analysis), repre5ent (modeling), show (presentation) and develop resullS.
3. The early stages of product development consist of product planning and conceptual product design. They result in a principle solut·ion.
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and extension. The basic concept is a generic model of activities. Wi(hin this model all activities can be employed
during the development of complex industrial products. Since ithe product development depends both on the speC·ific character of a line of business and the nature of the development (novel, adaptation, or variants design) a specific model of activity is derived from the generic model. This contains the activities and the relations between
them Cor the specific development process. The aim is to avoid major iteration loops within the design process. The
major loops should be avoided by many small loops.
During the application partial models 1 afe generated by 1the particular activities. Elements ohhe partial models
are linked to each other by means of relations. Therefore a product model 2 emerges from a number of coherent
partial models.
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Figu·re 1: Integrated Product Development
(FEM Finite Elements Method, EMC Electromagnetic Compatilbility, DSL Dynamic System Language)

The Integrated Product Development is divided in two major parts: the conceptual product design and the domain specific elaboration (Figure l). Thereby the conceptual product design holds a special meaning. Considering
1the external effects as 1the market, the enterprise and the line of business major decisions are made. The aim is the
principle solution which is decisive for the future sucoess of the product [16] . The principle solution does not only
determine the function of the product hut also the essential manufacturing costs. The conducting activities during
the conceptual product design are represented by the requirement management, the product structuring and the module-based functional design.
Starting from the principle solution single partia1l models are extended in the domain specific elaboration. Accompanying analyses of particular functions are carried out (FEM-analysis, EMC-analysis, etc.). The particular do-

l. A partial model is a pan of a model. Coherent partial models of a complete model do not have overlapping contents.
2. A product model ~e.presents aU the data of a product, covering the whole hfe cycle.
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mains are not indepedent from each other, moreover there exist manifold relations. For example, the design of a
controller needs parameters from the mechanical design (values of mass, moments of inertia, spring constants, etc.)
from the circuit design (values of time delays), and from the electronic design (values of resistors, capacities, inductances, etc.). The result of the domain specific elaborations is a digital mock-up 1. Therefore the conventional
cost- and timeconsuming preparatio n of a variety of physical prototypes is avoided. All functions will be tested on
the internal computer model. Modificatio ns can be done quickly and without large effort.
Furthermore the Integrated Product Development s11pports explicitly the work with completed modules. Therby the system composition is taken into account. In order to quickly .achieve results without extensive costs, the
implementation of existing components is indispensable ito fulfill the required functions . The components can be
searched and implemented systematically using the Internet (Global Engineering Network I Online-Catalogues,
[17]). Further the specified generic model and the product model c an be implemented within Product Management
Systems (e.g. METAPHASETM)_
.

Requirements Manangement
The purpose of the requirements management is to formally express requirements which are often communicated
in every-day language, and to prepare ·them so that they can be used as concrete guidelines in a product development process. Also a permanent co ntrol of 1the fulfill ment of requirements has to be done. Requirements management is based on two models. These are: 1. the requirements mode 1l which is easy to handle for a computer, and 2.
the model of activities to set up the requirements model.
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Figure 2: Example of a requirements model with relatio ns to the product characteristics model
The formalized requirements model is a structure of the elements of requirements which are co nnected by means of model-internal relations. The cont·e nt of an element of requirements is determined by a tripe! [object of re-

1. A digital mock-up is a complete, elaborated, and workable computer model of an industrial product which fulfills all requi-

rements.
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fer,ence, feature of reference, instance of reference]. That means an element of requirements describes a single
instance of a single feature of an object of rderence [4] (Figure 2). Furthermore, the model-internal relations are
divided into relations of specification and KRD-relations.
In the course of the product development new experjcences and informations specify some additional requirements. Those new and more specified requirements are connected with the former ones using relations of specification. The relations of specification define a hierarchical structure of elements of requirements and they represent
a base for 1the !backtracking of the requirements.
The KRD-rdations describe additional knowledge, rules, and dependences between the elements of requirements. Th.is additional informa1tion about requirements is also specified during the course of the design process.
However, this is not implemented visibly within the requiremems model. The KRD-relations play an important
role within 1he analysis of consistency 1 of the requirements model.
·
Apart from 1the model-internal relations there we also inter-model relations. They describe connections between
requirement elements and the resullts of the product development. Those results are defined in terms of characteristics whithin the product characteristics model. There are two types of inter-model relations: relations of fulfillment
and i;elations of motivation.
A retation of fulfillment assigns one requirement to one particular element of the partial product model. Therefore a requirement can be used as a guidance for fur,t her development. A relation of motivation describes the reason for the emergence of an additional requirement. Reasons arise from the development process and serve for
statistical purposes only.
The model of activities for the construction and for the manipulation of the requirements model contains the
following five stages: l. Administration, 2. Initialization, 3. Connection and specification, 4. Assessment, and 5 .
Analysis.

Modul-based Functional Design
The purpose of the modul-'based functional design is to develop the principle solution for a technical system by
performing the following activities: building up a h'ierarchy of functions, constructing a functional fl ow structure,
and conducting the proof of workability.

functional flow structure

hierarchy of functions

;----C>---:
'

'

<:::::) module

---+ material flow
~ solution approach ---+ energy flow

• • function

____. signal flow

Hg.ure 3: Hierarchy of functions with corresponding functional flow structure
Proceeding from requirements the product is divided into its technical partial functions (Figure 3). As early as
possible soluti_on approaches should be proposed to fulfil] the partial function. In the next step existing modules
based on the specific solution approach should be identified and introduced. A function will be subdivided into
more conc~ete subfunctions if no appropriate module can be found. The result of this process is a hierarchical
~uncti,on structure with different levels of abstraction. Existing modules are found at the leaves of this functional
tree.
Parallel to the construction of the hierarchy of functions the functional flow structure must be built up. This
I. The primary aim of the consistency analysis is to determine whether so me specific requierements model contains contra-

dictions or not.
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structure contains partial functions and functional connections between those functions . The connections are described by means of energy, material, and signal flows (3). If an abstract partial function is divided into more concrete partial functions, this one is replaced by the network of more concrete partial functions. On the highest level
of concrel!ization a structure of modules is found which depicts the functional flow structure of the principle solution.
For the proof of workability the behaviour of the single partial functions and modules must be formally described. Thereby functional tests can be carried out within a computer . If existing modules are assigned to some partial
functions, they are described by their real behaviour. Otherwise, the partial functions are described by their desired
behaviour. Due w the theory of automats in computer science the behaviour description is set up by means of states
and rules. For every partial function a set of possible states and flow transformations within those states will be
defined depending on the input flows. The dynamic of the changing states is described through rules by means of
events and actions. For chosen excitations, reactions gained on the computer model are observed. Based on those
reactions, the desired statements about the behaviour of the principle solution can be made.

Product structuring
Product structuring serves the mastering of the complexity withi n business processes and within the marketing of
the products. The foundation is a semantic product structure model. This is characterized by three different partial
models ,,characteristics structure", .,functional structure", ,,assembly structure", their relations, and different views
onto the product s!Iucture model (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Views onto the Integrated product model
The partial models of the product structure ar1e buih up by means of semantic objects and relations between
them. A physical component of a product can be repi;esented through different semantic objects within partial models. The partial model ,,characteristics structure" contains elements for tender, configuration and order activities
for a product. The purpose of the characteristics structure is the optimization of the interface to the market, that
means ·to generate the topmost transparency due to prices and possibilities of the configuration. The partial model
contains foJlowing objects: characteristics, charac.t eristics values and configuratio n. The characteristics describe
ne11trally from variants the possible instances of the product which are meaningful for the customer specific configuration of the sys•t em. Characte.r istics values describe the ·i nstances of characteristics, and configurations the different kinds of configuration based on the characteristics and the characteristics values of a system.
The partial model ,,functional structure" is a functional model of system components and connections between
them. l•t contains the integrated and functional oriented structure of all mechanical, electronical, actor, sensor, and
software components. l ·t represents the interface to ~h.e activity modul-based functional design which was described
in the former paragraph.
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The partial model ,,assembly structure" is the integrated structure of the parts list and the working plan of the
system. It contains following objecits: level of assembly, manufacturing/assembly component, attached component
and process. Level of assembly describes neutrally intermediate states of variants during the assembly of the product. Manufacturing/assembly components are concrete instances of levels of assembly and describe preconfigurated, stored resp. ordered components due to a customers commission. Attached components are concrete
components which either flow in the preconfigurated manufacturing/assembly components or flow in stored resp.
ordered or outside obtained components for the customer specific assembly of systems. Processes are tasks for the
assembly of the customer specific configuration of the system.
The integration of the partial models towards the semantic produot structure model is done by three levels: l.
lntegration charac~eristics structure - functional structure, 2. Integration functional structure - assembly structure
and 3. Integration characteristics structure - assembly structure. Thereby existing relations are depicted through relational objects.
In order to preserve 1the transparency and consistency of the integrated product and the configuration structure
different views are necessary which show a part ofthe whole model. They differ due to the contained product structui;e objects and relations and the allowed manipulations for the partic·ular user.

Outlook
The aim of the further work will be the verification of the presented approach within the frame of industrial
projects. Furthermore within the domain software design it is planned to achieve a stronger methodical linkage to
the special requirements of complex industrial products. Moreover the representation of the principle solution due
to ~he domain specific elalboration must be formalized stronger.
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ON 'THE OPTIMAL DESIGN OF (ENGINE MOUN'TS AND) VIBRATION
ABSORBERS lN CABRIOLETS BASED ON AN EXPERI!MENTALLY IDENTIFIED
CAR-BODY MODEL
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Abstract. Vibration absorber:s are used in cabriolets to ·i mprove ride quality and comfort. This is necessary,
because most cabriolet chassis have low resonanc·e frequencies starting at about 15 Hz. The task of determining
the optimal location of the vibration absorbers and of determining :the optimal mechanical parameters can not be
solved by trial and .error.. Ins~ead nwneric.al simulati·on and parameter optimization at the early design stage are
required. ln d1is oontext reliable and ex;Perimentally validated vibration models of the car-body and of the
absorbers ,a re needed.
In the present paper we describe the pl'ocess of obtaining a vibration .model of the car-body of a cabriolet,
starting with a multi-degree of freedom representation of the chassis dynamics. Using the Rayleigh-Ritz method
a model reduction is carried out, resulting in a model which repr.esents only those vibration modes which are
l'elevant for the absorber design.
Since the dynamics of tires, ~hock-absorbers, engine body and engine mounts also have a marked influence
ron the overaU system dy,namics, their dynamic behavior must also be tak,e n :into account. The parameters of the
overall viib:r:ation model were obtained by dynamic testing using a 4-channe'l-·s ervohydraulic test-rig in a step-bystep identification procedure.

Introduction
'T he design of the car-body of a new au~omobile is a difficult task since many criteria including e.g. aesthetical
.appearance, acoustic behavior, crash safety, manufacturing technology, reparability, recycling and many more
must be taken into accounL
The design of die car-body of cabriolet ·cars is a very demanding 1task. It is solved quite well by the automobile
iproducer [I]. Neve.rtheiess the stiffness of the ea.brio is lower than that of the corresponding limousine. This
however Jeads to a shift of the first torsion mode resonance frequency from 25 Hz to 15 Hz or even lower
frequencies [2]. As a consequence, d1e ~orsion mode becomes very ·s ensible with respect to vibration excitation,
since its resonance frequency now Hes in the same frequency range as the resonance frequencies of the rigid
body mode.s of the engine or the .axles. ln ,extreme cas.es the vibrationa'l behavior of the car-body becomes so
poor that ride comfort criteria are violated.
One possib1(e solution to increase ride 'c omfort is to improve .o n the car-body design with the aim of stiffening
the structure and shifting the critical tors·ion mode resonancie to higher frequencies. This however is a difficult,
·c ostly and time consuming process. As an alternative, vibration absorbers tuned to the critical vibration might
also be used. Another possibmty is to design the engine moun.t system in such a way that the engine itself acts as
,the vibration absorber. [t is obvious :that this second design al~emative is not trivial and that it requires excellent
know.ledg,e of the v.ib:r:atio.na1 behavior of the ov·eraU system.
ln the process of designing an appropriate vibration absorber and/or engine mount system for a cabriolet, an
adequate mode.I of the vehic1le dynamics is required '[3]. The design quality is to a large extend influenced by
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;the models used in the design p.focess '[4j. R!eliable results can only 'be expected if correct models are used and if
the parameters of these models arc known with :s ufficient accuracy. These parameters do strongly depend on the
specific design object at hand and iit is often extremely difficult to estimate them a-priori. Therefore suitable
parameter identification methods arc needed to obtain reliable models.
In this .paper a model for the torsional vibration of the car-body and for the relevant rigid body modes of the
engine, suspension and wheels is derived. A parameter identification method which has been adopted for this
model is introduced and it is shown that a sufficient description of the vibrational behavior of the overall system
can be achi~ The model is ·validated using a folU'-p:iston servo hydraulic testbed.
1

The mechanical model
Since we are mainly interested in designing a vibration absorber and/or an engine mount system tuned to the
critical torsion resonance mode ,o f .t he car-body, only the 1relevant degrees of freedom of the car-body need to be
modeled.
The torsional vibratio.n s of'the car-body are described by the hunped mass model of Fig. I. It consists of rigid
bodies ·c onnected by torsion springs and dampers. Thus the car-body is essentially modeled as a torsion bar.
1

1

Fig. I : Lumped-mass model for :the ~orsional vibrations of the car-body.

Even if only a small owriber of degrees of freedom is taken into account a good representation of the first
torsion mode can be obtained. Since vibration absorbers for cabriolets typically are placed in the very front or
end section of the car-body, this part of the structure should be discrcti7.ed with a sufficient number of elements
in order to have a good local representation at the points where the vibration absorbers are connected to the carbody. If the nWiiber of elements in Fig. I is sufficiently high. the effect of the coupling of engine, suspension
and wheels can be taken into account in a straightforward .m anner by interconnecting them via visco-elastic
.mounting elements io the lwnped mass model ofthe car-body.
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Wjth ·re$pCCt to the pr:ocess of parameter identificatio.n the number ,o f independent model parameters should
be small. In static tests it ·was verified that the stiffness ·o f ,t he car-body does not vaiy significantly along the
length of the ca:r. J,t was therefo:re decided to assign the same stiffness parameter to all torsion. springs. Only
liUJe is .k nown about structural damping. It can. however, be expected that it is also uniform so that the same
damping coefficient may be assigned to all damper elements.
If all mass elements in Fig. i bad the same inertia. the node of the first :(frce.ofree) torsion mode would be
located cxacdy in the midpoint of the length. In experiments it was observed :that this is not the case. Therefore
the hypothesis was postulated chat the rotary inertia of all elements is equal except for some elements at the
tfo.oal aggregates located at the front end
front of the 'car-body which have higher .rotary inertia due to some addi1
of the vehicle. 'Thus the inertia of the system is described by three parameters: ,the rotary inertia of the elements
at the end of the vehicle, the rotary inertia of the elements at the fro at of the vehicle and the relative number of
front elements as compared to the number of rear elements.
The representation of 1the motion of .s uspension and wheels is straightforward and in SWDIDaJy the
mechanical model of Fig.2 is obtained for the description of the torsion dynamics of a cabriolet This model can
easily be extended so that the dynamics of one or more additional vioration absoroers and of the engine can be
taken into account, Fig.3. Thi'S model is used for !the optimiz.ation of engine mount systems or vibration
absoibers.

c,; d.

t z(O

t-z(t)

Fig.2 : Mechanical model for the torsion dynamics of a cabriolet.
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Fig. 3 : Model for the torsion dynamics of a cabriolet including engine and vibration absorbers.

Parameter identification
In the present paper the emphasis is put on the parameter identification of the dynamical model for the
torsiooal \ibration of the car-body and the motion of wheels and suspension elements. Therefore the engine
mounts which usually :have a well defined stiffnC$ .and damping bav.e been replaced by rigid mounts during the
tests. The characteristics of the engine mounts are wCU-known from component tests and need not be identified
in the overall system.
The geometry parameters of the car-body are either simple to measure or can be obtained from the vehicle
documentation. However it is .necessary to determine a lot of system parameters which cannot be obtained
simultaneously in one sin,gle experiment System parameters .like total weight, location of the barycenter as
well as the .structw:al and wheel ,stiffness in all three space directions can be determined by static experiments
without significant difficulties. Dynamic 1experiments are .necessary to obtain parameters like damping,
.equivalent mass of the wheels and suspension as well as moments of inertia for the elements describing the

torsional motion of the car-body. These experiments were performed on a servohydraulic four-stamp shaker at
Freudenberg Dichtungs- und Schwigungstechnik KG. The large number of parameters however requires a good
test strategy and well defined experiments. which have to be performed in a seostl>le evaluating sequence using
the appropriate methodology.
As a matter of fact it ·was observed that manual inspection of the mode shapes of the overall vehicle model
provided good support for the choice of a sensible sequence of experiments. As a result of the inspection
process. which initially has to be ,perfonned 'based on typical ( empirically guessed ) model parameters, it is
possible 1to decouple the complex overall system into mechanically almost decoupled coherent partial models.
For example due 1to symmetry .the in-phase .stroke motion of the wheels is decoupled from all other modes of the
system. It was therefore possible to detennine the wheel and suspension parameters by an in-phase excitation of
the wheel-stroke mode. The stiffnesses have been determined statically, the equivalent ~ and damping
parameters were obtained .from the frequency response function of the wheel, which was measured under
stepped sinus e~ci,tation. After thi'S test the model 1
par:ameters of wheel and suspension are known and can be
used during the rest of the idenlification process.
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In a next step the parameters of the torsional mode are determined as follows: the hydraulic stamps at frontleft and back-right are excited in-phase, while the .stamps at front~right and back-left are excited in antipbase to
the other two. This leads to a strong excitation .o f the torsion mode. During this test, acceleration sensors
mounted aloo,g the length of ·the car-body :are used to register the angular rotation. The angular rotati.o n is
calculated from the acx:eleration signals under the hypothesis that lhe central principle axis of rotation is
located in the geometric symmetry plane of the car and that it passes through the mass center of the relative
~gment If excitation frequency is dose to the torsional resonance of the car-body, the mode-shape of the
tcu:s iooal motion .a nd in particular the location of the :n odal point can be determined.
Since the 'l ocation 1of the nodal point is stroo,gJy iofiuenced by the distribution of rotary inertia, while
damping and :stiffiless can be assumed to be homogenous, the distribution of rotacy inertia between front and
end segments of the torsional vibration model is chosen in sucll a way that location of the nodal point is well
approximated by the theoretical model. Given this inertia distn'bution and a frequency response function of one
or more sensors, ,t he ,d amping and .stiffness parameter of the torsional :m otion are chosen such that the
resonance frequency and the magnitude of the :frequency response :f unction at resonance are reproduced by the

model.

Some rex.periment:d results
The tests were peJfonned on a four-stamp servohydraulic testbed and a IMS-CADA-X system was used in the
experiments [5]. Fig.4 shows a photograph of an acceleration sensor mounted at one of the mudguards of the
cabriolet It should be clear that there exist numerous side-effects influencing the experimental results which
have been ~glected in the vibration model. It is the.r efore intercrong to note that regardless of these
.ideali.za'tions a fairly good cor:17espondence between measured and theoretically predieled results could be
observed.

Fig. 4 : Acx:eleration sensors
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Fig. 5 : Comparison between simulatfon and experiment: torsion mode of the car-body
Fig.5 shows a comparison between the calculated and experimentally determined torsion mode of the carbody. Note that the location of the nodal point agrees perfectly sinoe this has been one criterion used in the
process of parameter identification.

Summary and outlook
A simulation model of the car-body of a cabriolet car has been presented. 1bis model bas been integrated into
problem-oriented overall vehicle model which is useful for the design of vibration absorbers and engine mount
systems. Six degrees of freedom ( rigid body modes of the engine ) of the model have been froun during the
experiment by using rigid engine mounts, so ~that the parameter identification on a servohydraulic four-stamp
s~er can be performed. A .s ystematic Diiethod for the identification of the model parameters has been
developed and ~ used for the torsi·o n model. A comparison between simulation and experiment showed, that
lhe developed method leads to a sufficiently accurate parameter estimation. Now all the parameters for the
overall vehicle simulation are available, so that a model-based development of vtl>ration absorbers and/or
engine mount system is possible.
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Abstract. This paper describes concepts developed and implemented in the joint research project METRO "Use
of massively parallel computers for design and realization of complex mechatro nic systems" that is funded by the
German Federal Ministry o f Education, Science , Research and Technology. The following institutions are
involved in 'this project: GMD mbH Berlin, HM e.V. Chemnitz, Universitat-GH Paderborn (MLaP, HNI), C-Lab
Paderbom, Daimler-Benz AG, ETAS GmbH & Co. KG and Fichtel&Sachs AG.

1 Introduction
At the development of new products, great effort is required for the design and manufacturing of prototypes. A
significant reduction of this effort can be achieved by applying virtual prototyping methods, where the product is
projected to a model, the behaviour of which can be simulated and investigated on computer (see Fig. 1).
Therefore, case studies and design optimization can be performed quickly and cost-effectively on computer.
The product is represented by a complex model that includes electrical, electronic, mechanical, hydraulic, etc.
subsystems. In the traditional design process the single subsystems are investigated separately. Therefore, the
final tuning of entire product is very difficult. In contrast to that, the mechatronic approach takes into account the
interaction between the different subsystems. The simulation of complex mechatronic systems is performed under
realistic conditions on massively parallel hardware. In order to create hardware- or operator-in-the-loop
solutions, the simulation has to be executed in real-time.
The aim of ,the project consists in developing softwar·e tools for conception, design and implementation of
mechatronic systems which perform modelling, simulation, result analysis and optimization. Massively parallel
computers are used as hardware platform for simulation because substructures of complex mechatronic systems
work parallel. By adding new hardware modules, the parallel computers can be adapted to larger systems. During
the design process,
software components
... - can be replaced by
•V1irtual P~~typing
hardware components
gradually
without
changing the system
Specification
Modelling
Simulation
Product
topology. In order to
enable
real-time
simulation,
both a
special
real-time
operating system and
L
compact computational
- - - - Specification Feedback
Engineering Feedback
models have to be
developed.
As user frontend
Fig. I Modelling and Simulation in the Product Development Process
serves the so-called
modelling tool which
permits the user to integrate and couple several models of subsystems that are generated from different external
modelling systems. The modelling tool offers a graphical representation of the entire model as topological
scheme. It enswes t hat the couplings (physical, geometrical, information technical couplin g) are consistent and
provides a uniform interface for continuo us and discrete substructures. The topological model description implies
a hierarchi cal system of substructures that corr·esponds with the inner structure of the real system. This way,
,........_,.....,.,~~~ill!'·

-

..---------- - . . ,
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hardware components that replace software components within the hierarchy can be tested and optimized in the
virtual entire system.

2 Components of a Modelling and Simulation System for Mechatronic Systems
The operations in the context of the METRO project co mprise the model input, the preparation of the model for
simulation, and making it run on a reaiJ-time simulation platform. These operations exact a neatly defined design
methodology [7) and a clear, :fogical structuring of d11e working processes. Both in origin and in structure, the
models to be interconnected are extremely he.terogeneous and proceed from the most diverse tools. To generate
the mode,ls .i n the context of ,t he project 1the tools alaska, ASCET, CAMeL, MalrixX, and SEA are available. They
provide partial models which may be both di screte and continuous and whic h must be able to run on a common
simulatio n platform.
However , we do not have in view 'to integrate the above-mentioned modelling tools in order to make up an
integral tool (tool-integration) but to integrate the mode ls generated on 1the basis of the indi vidual tools (mode/integration). As an approach ,to a solution we developed the structure of modelintegratio n as shown in Fig. 2. In
·-··--·------- ··-- - - - - - ---·--- -· - ---·--------- it the modelintegration process is divided into
Model Level
three parts:
Topology
•
•
•
MatrixX

-

-- ---

model level
tool level
operating-system leve l

alaska

A central part of the mode l level is the
to,pology editor. Here the topo logical structure of
a model means the interco nnection, by means of
Metaphysical or information-technical connections, of
,, , , , ~anguage
;
'
co mpone nts that may e ve n be provided by
diverse
" . . ... ... ....___,,,____." ,.
different tools. The idea of how to describe the
' '
' '
topology and elaborate a matching tool will be
dealt with in chapter 2. 1.
For a derivation of the mathematical model,
different generation formalisms are integrated into
the work flow. This is of special importance when
formulating and computing multibody systems; for
IPANEMA ' Tool Level
IPANEMA
(non-RT)
(Real-Time)
this purpose there are different formalisms to
derive the mathematical model. The generation of
the simulation code for the multibody system part
by means of the program a laska and its capacity
PEACEPEACE
will
be shown in more detail in chapter 2.2 and
G,u est Level
2.3. The formalisms available for the modelling
part of CAMeL to derive multibody systems are
.
detailed in [2) and [5).
DHeaMS
In practical operation an integral model is
developed in a combination of partial models that
U, SAP
have themselves been generated by means of
Workstation I
.
different modelling tools . In contrast to the
_. ·- _ ·-·---·-- ·- ___ ___. -·- _ _ _ -·- --- ·---- ---.. simulator coupling corruno nly used, it is the idea
of model coupling that the project is centered on.
Fig. 2 Modelintegration in the Project METRO
For this purpose a unifonn model interface, the
so-called modelintegration data structure (MID),
was formulated. All partial models have to be prepared in a way as to be compatible with this interface. The
simulatio n platform (o n the tool level) has access to the indi vidual models via the MID.
Below the tool leve1 there is the operating-system level. The METRO project uses the operating syste m
PEACE that exists for massively parallel computer networks and may as well be used, in the shape of a so-called
host le vel, with co mmon UNlX derivates. Thus, t he user can have recourse to a mostly uniform operating-system
interface, both for real-time simulat,ion and for conventi o nal computation.

..

./ ,.

t

:.1

'
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2.1 Topology Editor
The simulation platform is essentially an extremely heterogeneous tool; to employ it properly the user needs
support in the shape of a graphical wol ,encapsulating the model 1input. This level - in the following called the
topological level - is used as the basis for implementing a corresponding modelling tool. For this purpose a
graphical tool, the so-called topology editor, is under development; by integrating the different partial topologies
it will guarantee a consistent access to the simulation platform.
ln the modelling phase the user finds support in the topology editor that allows a fast and easy graphical
assembly of systems. It visuailizes not only the modular-hierarchical structure but also the coupling structure (the
topological structure) of the systems. When visualizing the d ifforent description elements (relating to the
mechanical and control-engineering parts as well as to code integration) the topology editor displays different
icons symbolizing the special characteristics of each system. The icons are made available to the user in the shape
of catalogues and may be interconnected to form new integral systems. All interventions by the user are then
checked for admissibili,ty and 'the newly generated models can either be 1inserted into the catalogue or saved as a
new class of description elements. Please note that the model formulated in Objective-DSS contains no indication
as to its graphical representation (placing of systems, routing of connections). The latter will automatically be
derived from the coupling structure of the mechatronic system . .
For this purpose the topology editor makes use of the model description language Objective-DSS (ObjectiveDynamic System Sitructu!'e [3]) designed at .the MLaP for an object-oriented description of modular-hierarchical
systems. For Objective-DSS we elaborated a large number of different description elements for a representation
of mechanical and control-engineering systems that are available to the user in the shape of classes. Moreover,
the user has the possibility to define discipline-specific classes as an extension (subclasses) to the basic classes
whose objects can again be employed for model-description purposes (instantiation). Within the METRO project
the class hierarchy will be extended by description elements for modelintegration on the basis of the
modelintegration data strucU.1f1e (MID). Internally the modular-'lilierarchical integral system and its topological
coupling structure (topological model) are represented in a description graph. This description graph will be built
up as soon as the system described in Objective-DSS has been read from file and will serve as a basis for the
derivation of the mathematical model.

2.2 Me,chanical Substructures
The kernel of the multibody system (MBS) software alaska is used for the modelling and simulation of
mechanical substructures of complex mechatronic systems based on the Lagrangian multibody system dynamics
(see [8] and [9]).
alaska allows the automatic generation of both the nonlinear equations of motion for large scale motion and
the linearized equations of motion (,the so-called disturbed equations) for small perturbations nearby a static
equilibrium position of an MBS. Mechanical systems either represent a kinematical tree structure (open chain) or
a constrained mec hanical system (CMS
kinematical tree suucture with additional constraints). Bodies are
coupled geometrically and/or physically to each other. Geometric coupling means that geometric objects of the
coupled bodies coincide, physical coupling means that the state of motion is influenced by applied forces and
torques.
For the model description alaska provides an input language which contains basic modelling elements for the
mass geometry (mass, inertia tensor) and the kinematics (points, frames, joints, and initial values) as well as a
number of special elements for the modelling of forces, torques, constraints etc. Especially the mathematical
modell.ing elements such as arrays of arbitrary dimensions, numerical functions, the description of complicated
functional relations by so-called symbolic functions, and the coupling of nonmechanical differential equation
systems are essential for the modelling of applied forces, spatial force coupling elements, and control systems.
Modelling elements for the facilitated description of complex physical couplings (tire, friction etc.) are available
too [1].
One of the most important requirements of the ,~eal-time simulation is the determined number of operations
per ,e ach simulation step (i.e. the knowledge of the computational effort). Within the MBS simulation this
requirement is a priori folfilled only in case of open chains and the use of fixed step integration methods, in case
of CMS an iteration of the constraints is performed. Experiences have shown, if a smooth estimation of the initial
position exists and the integration step size is sufficiently small, the iteration of the constraints will take only a
constant number of steps. Hence the real time capability for the mechanical system can be evaluated in every
case. The coupling of the mechanical subsystem with external subsystems is done strictly physically using the
MID, a geometrical coupling is not 1ntended.

=
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2.3 Symbolic Code for Real-time Simulation
The tool alaska developed at the Institute of Mechatronics is used for modelling and simulation of multibody
systems and the testing and investigation of stability of mechanical subsystems. alaska generates the equations of
motion on the base of a numerical general purpose code. In general, that code is too slow for real-time simulation
because a great portion of ov.e rhead (indexing, program flow control) is included and no advantage of the model
properties is taken. A model dependent symbolic code generated by additional functions of alaska provides better
efficiency (see [6]). Low overhead (only calls of subroutines to control the formalism: Lagrange - 0 (n 3) ,
Newton-Euler - O(n)) and use of model properties enable a fast evaluation of the governing equations.
In addition, certain simplification strategies can be applied to the symbolic code, e.g. elimination of
expressions that have no influence on the acceleration and substitution of expressions that are used only one time
(see [ 11 ]). Furthermore, application of numerical rules simplifies the code.
The generation of symbolic code has some advantages over binary code. The code is portable to various
platfonns, readable and can be used as input for computer algebra systems for further simplification or other
investigation. Disadvantageously, the code has to be compiled before execution.
To link the generated code to the modelintegration data structure, the code is divided into parts for
initializ.ation, input/output and computation. The main part of initialization routines consists of code that
computes a data structure for fast and efficient analysis from a set of variable parameters and constants.
Input/output code controls the communication with external models of substructures.
The generated code for computation represents the multibody formalism and computes the derivatives for all
state variables. To enable the computation o f external forces or control forces depending on inner state of the
multibody system, the computation code has to be divided into submodules. To perform parameter studies and
system optimization on the simulation pla·t form, specific parameters of the model should be included in symbolic
form in the code and in the compiled version too. So the change of parameter values is possible on the simulation
platfonn without new generation of code and recompilation .

2.4 Simulation Platform
Distributed simulation of the respective models requires a high-performance infrastructure tailored to this special
purpose. We call this infrastructure the simulation platform. The one implemented for this project is based on the
simulation platform IPANEMA [4] (Integration Platform for Networked Mechatronic Applications) developed at
the MLaP. IPANEMA structures the individual partial tasks in d istributed simulation in an object-oriented way.
This results in four classes that form the basic structure of IPANEMA. Objects of the calc ulator class will
implement the simulation kernels which will solve the equations of the individual partial models. Calculator
objects will contain only indispensable functionality concerning administration and data management.
These tasks will be managed in a far more exacting way by objects of the assistant class. To each calculator
object, an assistant is assigned. In a way the two of them form a team. Assistants relieve the burde n of calculator
objects and thus provide a clear distinction between those parts of a simulation environment which have to run
under hard real-time conditions (calculator objects) and that part where no more than soft real-time conditions
hold. Assistant objects encapsulate
their corresponding calculator object
' against an object of the moderator
class that acts as a kind of interface to
-- ,
the user and to the control stand on the
I
one
hand ; on the other hand moderator
,
I
objects take over management tasks, in
a way: they coordinate the actions of
the
assistant/calculator
teams
whenever it becomes necessary
(example: to start or stop the
simulation).
Furthermore, assistant objects will
act as a kind of high-performance
cache memory in view of the
moderator and the co ntrol stand.
During the start-up phase the assistant
evaluates all relevant information
F-ig. 3 Typical Topology ofan IPANEMA Application
relating to the partial model simulated

-

-

;
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calcula~or.

As far as necessary these information will be brought up to date at runtime. If
for instance a variable value is asked for the assistant can provide the moderator with the value in question
wiithout bothering the calculator. For combining a technical process (which is the physical pan of a mechatronic
system) wjth digital infonnation processing (in this case, the simulation) there is a certain class, called adaptor.
Adaptor objects will convert lhe physical values relevant for the simulation into their numerical equivalents
(including scaling and offset). Within an IPANEMA application adaptor objects have a status similar to that of
calculator objects and .afe thereforn also assigned an assistant object. Fig. 3 shows a typical object topology of an
IPANEMA application.

cm the corresponding

3 Application: Hybrid Vehiicles
The design cycle of complex mechatronic systems and the simula'lion platform are presented by modelling the
operation strategy for a serial hybrid drive train. The serial hybrid drive train investigated in the project
represents actually an electric V·e hicle where the electrical energy is supplied by the battery or by the combination
consisting of internal combustion engine and ,g enerator. This hybrid configuration has the advantage that the
vehic.le can be driven purely electrically (e.g. :in inner cities). U more power is required the combustion engine
can be started. Thus, !in contrast to pui;ely electric vehicles, the operating range is similar to that of a conventional
one.
The designed operation strategy is
aclcli~ional
proved on a hardware-in-the-loop testdouble-molor
bench and will be enhanced and
(for4WO)
redesigned. Therefore the combustion
engine and the electrical components
of the drive train are arranged as
hardware on the test-bench while all
the other components of the real
vehicle are simulated by mathematical
internal
generator
battery
C·ombustion
models on multi processor hardware
•e ngine
and .additional actuators. The models
of the subsystems are supplied from
different software environments and
companies, e.g. the Daimler-Benz AG
Fig. 4 The Hybrid V 1e hide
delivers the mathematical model of the
combustion engine, ETAS GmbH&Co. KG in cooperation with Fichtel&Sachs AG and the MLaP the mode ls of
the electric motors a:nd the battery, and the Institute of Mechatronics the multibody models of the vehicle
dynamics, respectively.
In the design and verification process of the operation strategy the tuning of single components is important to
obtain a maximum total ·efficiency. On the other hand the improvement of the vehicle dynamics is aspired, e.g.
the optimization of longitudinal vehicle dynamics (handling, acceleration behaviour etc.). Due to the separate
control of each wheel the optimization of lateral vehicle dynamics is also possible [ 10).
1
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4 Conclusions
The modelling and simulation of mec'hatronic .systems are important parts of modern product development.
Design too ls should consider the complexity and the heterogenous structures of mechatronic systems as well as a
quick and easy modelling and a simulation of these systems in real-time.
The presented concept corresponds to these requirements. Segmentation of the developed tool into modelling
level, too'1 level and a level of operation system implies a good partitioning of model input, model integration and
simulation of model applicated on paraUel hardware. T'he user ape.rates with the topology editor, whic h.
rep.resents ·the entire system or several subsystems consisting of different submodels and their couplings. Almost
al'l other operations are executed automaticaHy e.g. the integration of models of multibody syste ms into the entire
model and the generation of the equations of motion . The applied itoo11 alask.a offers a variety of description and
modelling capabil·ities for mechatronic or pure mechanical systems as well as the automatic derivative-free
generation of extrem nonlinear or linearized motion equations. The large equation set is available as symbolic
code suitable for simplification by computer algebra systems. The ability of code for real-time simulation is
proved a priori by counting the operations. After that, the entire model is performed from the topological level to
the simu[ation plat~orm . The model is distribu~ed to many computing kernels that communicate by assistants and
moderators. Additional objects allow the linking of hardware components. A hardware-in-the-loop test-bench
1
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(vehicle with serial hybrid drive train) is built up simultaneously to the software development. The functioning
and applicability of this tool is demonstrated by design and optimization of an operation strategy.
Acknowledgment. The research presented within this paper has been funded by the German Federal Ministry of
Education, Science, Research and Technology (BMBF) under the name ,,METRO". The authors want to thank
their colleagues from MLaP and IfM for their support and the fruitfull discussions leading to some of the
solutions presented in 1this paper.
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INCREMENTAL CONTROL OF THREE COOPERATING ROBOTS IN
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Abst.r act. An incremental control algorithm is presented for three cooperating robot arms moving a
large object from an initial to a desired final position/orientation.. The robots hold the object at three
points that define an isosceles triangle. Two particular cases are examined, namely: (1) master-and-twoslaves and (2) three cooperating robots. The method makes use of the differential displacement of the
object which is transformed into that of the end-effector of each robot arm, and then the differential
displacements of the joints of tlhe robots are computed. A numerical simulation example is provided for
three STAUBU RX-90L robots, which shows th.e effectiveness of the method.
Keywords: Cooperating robots, incremental robot control, large-object robot operations

1

Introduction

Many industrial operations and tasks can be performed efficiently by a single robot. However, there are
tasks which need two or more cooperating robots for satisfactory and economic performance. The case
of two cooperating robots handling large objects or long flexible bars has been investigated by several
researchers (1- 10]. Most of these publications pr·esent theoreti:cal investigations and only a few provide
practical experimental studies (e.g.[9]). For example, in [2], feedback linearization is introduced, and the
pole placement technique is used to the desired linear state-space model. In (3), each joint is controlled by
a proportional type controller with the error being expressed in Cartesian space. In [4], the master-slave
mode is considered, where the master arm is controlled by a position PID controller with a feedforward
term and the slave moves in cooperation with the master while its force is controlled so as to balance the
interactive force exerted by the master via the object. In (6], the controllers of the two arms are designed
using the MIMO discrete ARX model with external inputs, where the parameters are estimated on-line
recursively. Experimental real-time control results are presented in [9] for two PUMA 250 robot arms
that manipulate large objects.
Although the capabilities of 2-robot-systems are substantially increased over single-robot-systems, they
are still unable to handle (grasp, manipulate, transfer etc.) very large, very heavy or flexible objects.
Therefore attention must be turned to the case of using three (or more) cooperating robots.
The purpose of this paper is to treat the 3-robot-arm case, by extending the technique used in [8),
and to present a:n incremental control algorithm for moving large objects from an initial to a desired
position/orientation, by holding it at three different points defining a triangle. Single robot tasks can
be performed by controlling the robot 's hand such as to follow a desired path, without cont rolling the
exact time .a t which the hand passes through the particular points on the trajectory. The orientation
of the robot's hand during the motion may also be irrelevant. T his is not true in multi-robot systems,
where, once th.e two or more hands grasp the object, their relative positions and orientations with respect
to each other must remain invariant during the entire operation. Adually, in cooperating multi-robot
systems each hand must pass through. a particular point on its trajectory at exactly the right time, and
the orientations of the hands must also be the proper ones.
In the 3-robot case (R1, R2, R3):
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three possible strategies can be followed:
{I) Master-Slave-Driver; Here the robot R 2 is the master, R 3 the slave, and R 1 the driver (that orients
th.e plane ABC in space). (U) Master-and-two-Slaves: The motion of R 1 (master) follows directly from
the motion planning, whereas the motion of R 2 and R 3 (the slaves) must also satisfy the constraints
posed by th.e rigid object. (III) Cooperating robots: Here the motion planning is done by specifying the
path that a fixed point of the object (e.g. the center of gravity) must follow. From this, the positions of
the robo1t arms in the space are determined taking into consideration the constraints that are introduced
by the object.
The paper presents two solutions. The first, through the homogeneous transformations by employing the "master-and-two-slaves" scheme, and the second through a path following technique using the
"cooperating robots" scheme. The control of the robots is performed incrementally with the aid of the
differential relations between the object and the three robot arms. The differential change of the object
is transformed into that of each robot arm, and then the differential change of each joint of the three
robots is derived. Numerical simulation results are provided which demonstrate the applicability and
effectiveness of the proposed con•trol algorithm.

2

3-Robot Arm Kinematics

In the following, the kinematics equations of the 3-robot arms system will be derived for the master-andtwo-slaves configuration (using homogeneous transformations) and the three cooperating robots (continuou.s path in the space).

2.1

Master-.and-two-slaves configuration

We consider the symmetric configuration shown in Fig.l.
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Figure 1: Symme tric master-and-two-slaves configurat·i on (all axes z 0 , z~, z~ are normal to the plane
m-.s1 -s2).

The world coordinate (w-c) system is defined to be th.e coordinate system xoyozo of the master's base.
Therefore the position and orientation of an object with. respect to w-c is described by an homogeneous
matrix Am:
Am =

0

[

Q

~

'

p

- - -0 - -- - ~ -

where the vectors o, Q and

11-

l

,

(1)

define the orientation of the object, and p its position (the position of the
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origin of the coordinate system [o, Q, 2-]). The position and orientation of the same object with respect to
the coordinate systems of the bases of S 1 and S2 is given by

(2)

and

where the matrices S1 and S2 define the coordinate systems of the slaves S1 and S2 , respectively, and are
given by (see Fig.I) :

-1 0
0 -1
Si=
o
O
(
0
0

0
0
1
0

-1

S2 =

[

~

0
-1
0
0

0 -b
h
1 0
0 1

l

(3)

One can see that in this symmetric configuration: Si 1 = Si (i= 1,2), whereas the transformation from
x~!loz~ to x~y'~ z~ is equal to:

S12

=

1 01
0
0 0
[
0 0

0 2b
0
0
1 ·O
0 1

l

=

-1
S12

It must be remarked that in practice the distances b and h must be carefully selected and depend on the
shape of the workspaces of the three robots as well as on the overall motion of the three-robot system.
Usually, one can find optimum values of b and h that depend on the application at hand.

2.2

Transfer of a planar object

Here we consider a particular application where a "plane" (planar object) has to be transferred from an
initial to a final position. The three robots grasp the object at three points A, B and C that define a
triangle. Therefore one can either define the initial and final positions of the vertices of this triangle, or
the initial and final position of the center of gravity of the triangle (fig.2).

Folal

Figure 2: Two ways of specifying the initial and final positions (C9

:

center of gravity)

The initial and final positions or the path of the object (defined in one of the two ways shown in fig.2)
are used to determine the path (position and orientation) that must be followed by the end-effector of
each arm. The position and orientation of an end-effector, with respect to the robot-base reference frame,
is described by an homogeneous transformation (4x4 matrix) Hof the type described by eq.(1).
The coordinate systems of the end-effectors and the grasping points are assumed as shown in fig.3, and
therefore:

(4)
where GA, G 8 , Ge are the coordinate systems attached to the grasping points A, B and C of the master,
slave-1 and slave-2 respectively, expressed in the corresponding robot reference frame, and:

g
~ ~
1 0 0
0 0

1

l

(5)
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Figure 3: Coordinate systems attached to the end-effector and grasping point
The matrices that define the coordinate systems attached to B and C with respect to the coordinate
system attached to A are:
• _

K B-

3

-1
0

0
-1

[ Q
0

Q

0

iQ

0
1
0

-{3
3a
0
1

i

g ~l0 ~1

-1

Kc=

'

[

0

0

l]
0
1

(6)

The Incremental Motion Control Algorithm

3.1

Absolute motion equations

Our purpose here is to define the motion of the planar object in space. Consider first the motion
of the point A (grasped by the mast·er arm). This motion is defined by a time-varying homogeneous
transformation matrix M(t) which determines the linear and angular displacements needed for the point
A to go from the initial to the desired final position and orientation. The matrix M (t) is given by
r.,r.,v(refi) + c(refi) ryr.,v(refi) - r.s(refi) r.r.,v(refi) + rys(refi) r · x
M(t) _
r.,ryv(refi) + r .s(refi) ryryv(refi) + c(refi) r:ryv(rtj>) - r.,s(refi) T • y
(7)
- [ r.,r.v(ref>) - rys(refi) ryrzv(r</i) + r.,s(refi) TzTzv(r4') + c(refi)
T •z
0
0
0
1

l

where r = t / t 1 is normalized time (t 1 is the time in which the motion has to be completed), s(·) =sin(-),
c(-) = cos(-) , v(-) = 1 - cos(-), p = [x, y, zf is the position displacement vector from the initial to t he
final position, and the vector r = [r.,, ry ,
defines the axis about which the initial coordinate system
must rotate by an angle </i. to obtain the final orientation.
Now, if GA(O) is the matrix defining the initial position/orientation of the point A, then the timevarying position/orientation of A with respect to the w-c system is given by

r.f

(8)

and the fin.al one is given by

(9)

where

z = a,T (0) (p(tJ) - p(O))

(lOa)

(lOb)
{lOc)
The motion of the points B and C of the object is defined by
and

(11)

The motion of the end-effectors of the ·three arms grasping the points A, B and C is defined by the
transformations Hm(t), H 51 (t) and H 52 (t), which can be determined by equating the right-hand sides

6.2·6

of (4) and(8),(11) respectively, and solving the resulting equations:

=GA(O)M(t)G,

Hrn(t)

=S GA(O)M(t)K80,
1

1

S;- = S; (i=l,2) and

where the relations

3 .2

H 51 (t)

e-

1

H 52 (t) = S2 GA(O)M(t)I<(;0

(12)

= e were used.

Differential motion equations

We now determine the differential motion equations of the three-robot arm system. Let

the differential motion vector where d:r, dy, d, are differential linear displacements and d<P:r, d</Jy , d<P. are
differential angular displacements with respect to the axes x,y,z respectively.
Consider the grasping point A. The coordinate system of A at time (t + dt) is given by

GA(t + dt)

= GA(t) + dGA(t) = GA(t) . [I+ A]
A= [

where I is the 4x4 unit matrix , and

!fJ
0

y

-d<P z
0
d<P:r

0

d<P¥
-d<P:r

0
0

dx
dy
dz

l

(13a)

(13b)

0

Similarly, the differential transformations for the three arms are defined by

dx
dy
dz

l

(14a)

(14b)

0
for k=m, s1 and s2 respectively.
From the analysis of section 3.1:
(15)
Similar equations hold for the time instant (t + dt) .
Now using (13a,b) , (14a,b) and (15) , and solving for Am, A 5 1 and A 52 we obtain:
Am= [Hm(t))- 1GA(t)A6
A 51
A 52

= [H
=[H

51 (t)J- 1S1GA(t)AK..80
52

(t)J- 1S2GA(t)AK(;e

which by (15) reduce to:

(16)

Equations (16) give the differential displacements of the three robots end-effectors in terms of the differential displacement matrix A of the point A. Using (13b) and the definition ofe in (5) we get the following:
Master Arm
d<P';'
dxm

= -d<P:r

I

= d<P d<P':' = d</Jy
=dz , dzm =dy

d<P:

= -dx, dyffl

z

l

Slave-1
1
dA..•
'+':r
dx'•

=

1
dA..
dA..SJ
dA..'
'flf: l
'Yy = dA..
'f"Zl
'fl.z = -dA..
'fly
1
dx - 3ad<P., dy'
dz + f3d<Py

--

2
dA..
'l'X 1 dA..•
'l'y

--

=

+ 3od<P:r, dz'' =

Slave-2
2
dA..•
'I':;

--

2
dA..
dA..•
'1'Z1
'l'z

--

-dA..
'1'y
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-dy + f3d<Pz

+ 3ad</>:&,

dx' 2 = dx - 3etd</>,, dy' 2 = dz - f3d</>y

3.3

dz 52 = -dy - f3d<f>,

T.he in·c l'emental motion ·c ontl'ol algorithm

To develop the incremental motion control algorithm {for each robotic arm) the total linear and angular
displacement of the point A (p = [x, y, zf and. </>.) given by (lOa,b) is divided in a. large number of small
(nearly infinitesimal) displacements op and o<f>. From these displacements and the above relations one
can compute the corresponding displacements opm' o</>m; op• 1 , oef>' 1 ; ops,' o</; 52 of the three arms.
Let q; (i=l ,2, ... ,6) be the displacement of e~h joint, and dq; the c~rresponding differential displacement. Then we ca:n write:
(17)
where Jm is the Jacobian matrix of the master arm. Similar equations hold also for the slave arms.
Given ithe displaicements oxm, ... ,o<f>';' (determined :as discussed previously) one can find the corresponding oqi (i=l, ... ,6), by solving equation (17). On the basis of the above analysis the incremental
motion control algorithm is as foHows.
• Initialization: Determine the initial position (the q; 's) of each robotic arm, and the final position/orientation of the master arm. Also specify the desired time t 1 for the task completion.
• Step 1: Compute tb.e Hnear displacement vector p = [x,y,zf, the axis of rotation r = (r:&,ry 1 r,]
and the total ,rotation angle </J. from equations(lOa,b,c). Determine the number of elementary
segments to which the motion from the initial to the final position/ orientation will be splitted, and
compute the corresponding dp and d</J of each one of them.
• Step '2: Set .o q;=O(i=l,2, ... ,6)

op•

• Step 3: At each time t compute opm, o</Jm;

1

,

o</;' 1 ; op• 2 , o<f;• 2 ; using (16) .

=

.• Step 4: Using the opi and o<J>} (j m, S1' s2), found in step 3, compute the
1, ... , 6) by solving the Jacobian equation ( 17).
• Step 5: Update the

q{ 's as

m, s1' s2; i =

q{,new = <fo1a + oq{

:

and repeat from step 3, until the final time t I is reached. Here of course
value of q{ at the next time instant t+ot.

4

oq{ (j =

'!{,now

is used as initial

Simulation Example

In 1this study, three Staubli RX-90L robots .are used. RX-90 has a kinematic structure similar to that of
a PUMA 700 robot with 6 rotational degrees of freedom and a spherical workspace of a radius around
l20cm.
A series of numerical simulations has been performed to verify the applicability of the proposed method.
The modelled task consists of picking up a horizontal plate and performing a vertical translation of 30
cm as well as a rotation of 40 d~grees about an axis parallel to the x-axis of the master-robot coordinate
frame. The dimensions of the plate are taken to be (180x80x4)cm.
Initial and final con:figurafions (as well as two intermediate ones) are shown in fig.4. The motion
of each robot is planned by making small incremental, linear and angular displacements, as discussed
in section 3. In order to test the efficiency of the method, we varied the number N of increments. To
evaluate quantita.vely the performance of the algorithm we used a "rela.tive-positionning error" measure
<p, defined as
fP

where

·=

V

2
eP•l,,,.

e2 .. = lp(i) P1.•

-1,1

2
2
+ eP.2,,..
+ eP.2,.i

9(i)l2
( i ·=
],I

m s
'

1

J

= s1, s2 with i :/= j)

p(i): the relative position of the j-robot end-effector, with respect to the i-robot endpoint, expressed
-J~S.
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a. (t = 0)

b. (t = lsec)

c. (t = 2sec)

d. (t = t1 = 3sec)

Figure 4: Graphical Animation of the simulated 3-robot coordination task. A sequence of configurations
: initial (t=O), intermedi.ate (t=l, 2sec) and final configuration {t=3sec).
in the ith robot local tool frame.

d)~?: the desired (r·eference), rdative-position vectors from the i- to the j-robot end-effector, expressed
in the local ich tool frame. These reference position vectors are imposed by the geometry of the manipulated object and the dhoice of the grasping points. In our case:

d~';::,, = ,[ B,0,3of ,d~::~ = f-j1,0,3of ,d~~~}, = (2j1,0,0}T.
This error giv·es a measure of the magnitude of the "internal forces" that may appear during execution
of the task. Fig.5 shows the results obtained for three different numbers N of differential increments
{N=40 , 400, 1000) .and t 1 = 3 sec. The presence of cumu.la·tive errors is practically eliminated (inferior
to lmm~ if sufficient number of steps (N=400, 1000) is used, which corresponds to a differential linear
displacement of less than lmm and a differential angular displaicement of 0.1 degrees or less. Satisfying
these conditions, the obtained .results show that the proposed method can be easily implemented and
efficient for the case of three-robots coordinated task.
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Figure 5: Relative-positionning error for th e robots end-effectors

5

Conclusion

A path planning method ~or the trajectory control of three cooperating robots is presented in this paper.
The proposed algorithm consists of performing incremental , linear and angular displacements which are
computed , using homogeneous transformat ions, from the desired motion of the manipulated object.
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Numerical simulations show the applicability and the effectiveness of the proposed method, under certain conditions regarding the magnitude of the differential displacements, which is related to the number
of increments used. Nev·ertheless, complete elimination of cumulative errors may require the use of the
inverse geometric model of the robots in a periodic way, in order to reinitialize the undesirable resulting
relative positionning errors.
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A CASE OF INTELLIGENT AUTONOMOUS ROBOT MANAGI NG
UNCERTAINTY BY MEANS OF MULTISENSOR FUSION
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Abstract. A case of conventional Mobile Robot with the features of autonomy and intelligence is introduced. The topics of multisensor fusion, observation integration and sensor coordination are widely
used along the article. The final goal is to demonstrate the validity of both mathematical and artificial
intelligence techniques to guarantee the vehide su.rvivement in a dynamic environment, while the robot
carries out an specific task. We review conventional techniques for the management of uncertainty while
we describe an implementation of mobile robot which combines on-line disparate sensors in its navigation
and location tasks .

I

Introduction

A mobile robot may be considered an Intelligent Autonomous System (IAS) in the sense that: i) the
complete navigation system resides on an on-board computer, and the vehicle is completely wireless
(autonomy); and ii) the robot has some kind of reasoning capability which allows it to make its own
decisions, and to appropriately select, fuse and integrate heterogeneous sensor data (intelligence) .
The main task of our robot is to reach a goal following a path. But the intelligence of such an IAS
could be reduced to planning and control if there were not uncertainty present in sensors nor in the
environment. ff we restrict planning to decompose a mission into elemental tasks, or to plan a path
between two points, given a map of the environment, non uncertainty is taken into account. On the other
hand, the control system calculates the appropiate velocity commands to follow the reference path, and
uncertainty is present in the odometric and navigation sensors .
Without precise sensor data, control objetives will never be reached. To cope with uncertainty modeling
in Mobile Robotics, well-known state estimation (location) and. navigation algorithms exist (kalman filters,
probability theory, Dempster-Shafer, decision theory, fuzzy logic, ... ) . The contribution of this work is
the fusion of disparate sensors in a concrete mobile robot which uses all its sensorial capability to reduce
uncertainty [6) while it navigates avoiding obstacles, integrates new observations to refresh environment
maps, and coordinates vision systems to improve location estimation. Advanced robot control techniques
are completed with Artificial Intelligence in the control module, using fuzzy logic and/or neural networks.

2

The Mobile Robot and its .E nvironment

Figure 1 shows the case of a mobile robot. The mobile platform is a Robuter vehicle from the French
company Robosoft. T he perception syst em is composed of: i) a ring of 24 sonars used for reactive
navigation and cell map generation, ii) an infrared laser diode and an infrared camera situated in fron t of
the robot, used for location and geometric map building, and iii) a CCD color camera with pan and tilt
movements situated on the top of the robot, used for location .
The environment is a 2D room with known fixed obstacles, fixed beacons with known 3D location,
and. possible unknown obstacles.
2.1

Environment Models

Two different environment models are used: occupancy grid model and geometric model. In the first one,
the 2D environment is divided in a grid with an occupancy value: 0 for empty and 1 for occupied. A
variant of this model are qu.adtrees, in which the initial space is recursively divided (if necessary) into
four equal parts until all objects fill in a cell.
In a 2D geometr ic model, each object is represented by a set of segments [l] . Each line is represented
with two parameters: a distance d and an angle a .. The path planning module of our mobile robot uses
this geometric model with two different algorithms: Voronoi diagrams (in environments with high density
of obstacles) and visibi1lity graphs (in environments with low density of obstacles).
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Figure 1: The Mobile Platform
2.2

Sensor Models

The information given by each sensor is modeled to compare the real measurements with the estimates.
This will later allow to improve sensor information . Since all sensor model parameters are more or less
estimated amount of uncertainty, a probabilistic feature must be added to the sensor model to represent
the certainty of the measure (4].
The odometric model corresponds with the kinematic model of the mobile platform : x(k + 1) =
f ( k, x ( k), u (k)) + v ( k) , where xT (k) = [x(k ), y(k ), 8 ( k )] is the robot location (oriented position) at instant
k, f is the cinematic model, u( k) is the velocity command vector, and v(k) is the model noise vector
(uncertainty is included here) . The sonars model follows:

p(z(k)=zll)=

1

v

rc;

271"<1

exp ( - (z .- 2l)2)
2a

(1)

where p is the probability density function (uncertainty is incl uded) , z(k) is the sensor measure, l is
the distance of the closest object and q is a param eter to lbe determined empirically. In the case of the
occupancy grid model, uncertainty is refreshed using Bayes (see [5]) :

P(s;(k + l)l z(k + l) ) =

p(z(k + l) ls;(k))P(si( k)l z(k))

2:., p(z(k + l)js;(k))P(s;(k)lz(k))

(2)

where s; ( k) is the state (occupied or free) of cell i at instant k. An example of sonar map, using a
24 sonar ring, is shown in figure 2 (ii). T he set camera-infrared laser supplies a set of infrared ligtb
points in the image frame xr (k}, which may be transformed into the robot coordinate frame xa (k). The
noiseless equations follow:
XR(k) = xr( k)

+D

k _
k
YR ( ) - YI( )

1+

Yr ( k )

t an(}

(i+gr '(k))f

tan e -

yr(k)

+ Lx

(3)

(l+gr'(k))f

XR(k)x1(k)

+ (1 + gr2(k))fcos8 +Ly

(4)

with Lx and Ly the horizontal position of the camara, f the focal distance, D its heigh , 8 the camera
angle, g the image distorsion factor , and r 2 (k) = x1(k) + yy(k) .
The robot coordinate frame must be transformed later into the origin coordinate frame xo ( k). Again
the noiseless equation follows:
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Figure 2: (i) Sonar ring; (ii) Probabilistic map

xo(k) = [ x(k) ]
y(k)

+ [ co~O(k)

-smO(k)

k
sinO(k) ]
cosO(k) XR( ·)

(5)

From all the light points (see figure 3), a segment extraction is carried out, so a set of measured
segmen ts (d, a) is obtained from the model z(k ) = h(k , x(k)) + w(k) , where z T (k) = (d(k), a(k )] is the
segment position at instant k, his the sensor model , x(k) is the robot location , and w (k) is the model
noise vector (measure uncertainty).

I
..•..·

..-··

Figure 3: Camera-infrared laser
The CCD color cam era is used to measure the 3D position x 8 (k) of several artificial beacons. Again
the beacon corrdinates are transformed into the origin coordinate frame through an equation similar to
(5). The sensor model also has the form z(k) = h (k, x (k)) +w (k). Special attention must be paid to the
fact that the three perception systems must be calibrated previously to minimize uncertainty in model
parameters. Sonars may be calibrated for large or small ranges, and camera parameters must be estimated
to make proper use of the last equations.

3

MultiSensor Fusion in Navegation

An intelligent control module resides in the mobile robot for safe navigation. Its main goal is to follow a
path with real time obstacles avoidance. Two control paradigms are available to the control supervisor:
fuzzy logic for static obstacles and neural networks for multirobot systems. We will discuss the first case,
since multirobot systems a re not a topic of this article.
Our mobile robot uses the reactive architecture AFREB: Adaptive Fusion of Reactive Behaviors (see
(7]). It is composed of two levels: i) the lowest one includes elemental controllers which represent primitive
behaviours (see [2]) as follow a path, follow obstacle contour (left or right) , and turn (left or right); and ii)
a fuzzy decision module which fuses the primitive behaviors originating an emergent behavior (following
a path with obstacles avoidance). Figure 4 shows the reactive control scheme.
The decision module generates a weight ai(k) for each primitive behaviour i, so they may be fused as
follows:
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Figure 4: Reactive Control Architecture

{6)
where u;(k) is the velocity command of the primitive behavior i, and u (k) is the final velocity command
for the mobile robot. The fusion supervisor must determine the most adequate value for t he weights a;.
The fusion rules are like follows:
if the minimum distance is medium and the sensor is in the right hand
then the weight of the behaviour follow path is medium
and the weight of th e behaviour right contour following is medium
In this case .• 24 sonars are fused into the regions left, .left front, front, right front and r ight. A second
fuz zy decision module which implements heterogeneous sensor fusion of sonar and laser measurements is
also available. The rules try to model the following reasoning:
if the front space i. s wide enough (laser)
then center the robot (sonars )

4

0 bservations Integration for State Estimation

The control module must keep an accurate estimation of the m obile robot location at each moment. This
state es timation x(k) is obtained using the extended Kalman filter. T he algorithm works integrating all
sensor readings into a more precise measure which allows to predict the robot state.
Three levels of state es timation are available: i) the odometry system, which gives an initial but
unaccmate estimation of the location b ased on the last position and the encoders readings , ii) the set
camera-infrared laser, which uses a m ap of the environment and compares it with the light points measures,
and iii) the CCD color camera which uses the known locations of several artificial beacons and compares
them with the information obtained from the actual image.
The incomming sensor readings are integrated as follows [3] . While the robot is moving following a
path {or avoiding and obstacle), the incomming state from the odometry system x( klk) is improved on-line
by integrating the laser measures. T he extended ka lman filter has four steps in each cycle:
l. pre diction of new measures:

+ ljk) = f(k , x(klk), u (k))
P(k + ljk) = Fx(k )P(kjk)F,/ (k)
x(k

z(k + llk)

= h(k +

1, x (k + Il k))

where Fx is the jacobian matrix for f, and P is the covariance matrix for
2. observation of new measures: z(k+l)

3. matching of predicted and observed m easm·es :

v(k +I)= z(k +I) - z(k + ll k)
S(k + I)= Hx(k + l )P( k + llk)HxT(k + I)
where v is the m easure innovation and S is its covariance m atri z.
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x.

4. State e stimation:

W(k + 1) = P(k + llk)HxTs- 1(k + 1)

x(k + ljk + 1)
P(k + ljk + 1)

= x(k +Ilk)+ W(k + l)v(k + 1)

=P(k + Ijk) -

W(k + I)S(k + l)WT (k +I)

In the case of the set camera-infrared laser, the estimated measures z(k +Ilk) are the segments from
the static known map, while the real measures z(k + 1) are the segments extracted from the real world
with the laser. If the difference between both, l/(k +I), is less than a fixed value (applying Mahalanobis
distance), we can use the Kalman filter to obtain the new position x(k +Ilk+ 1). If not, this means that
a new object has been detected in front of the vehicle, so we may use probabilistic techniques (Bayes) to
add these new segments to the map (see next section) .
In the case of the color camera, artificial vision techniques are used. From time to time (when the
uncertainty P(klk) is high enough) the vehicle searches for landmarks in the environment , with a well
known position in the environment. This beacons may be artificial or natural (e.g. a window) and are
defined in the geometric map.
The color camera looks towards them, extracts from the image the desired features and measures their
position z(k + 1). As in the previous case, by comparing this position with the model z(k +Ilk), we can
improve the estimation of the mobile robot location.

5

Map Building and Sensor Planning

In a previous section we have shown the possibility of updating propability grids by integrating sonar
information. Now we are going to discuss briefly how to integrate new objects into a geometric map [8].
In the last section we said that only new meassures from laser which are inside Mahalanobis distance are
to be fused into the Kalman filter.
But outside segments may be used for map building. The steps for map construction on the fl y follows:
i) fusion of light points into segments; ii) fusion of similar segments; iii) cut of extralarge segments ; iv)
dynamic refresh of segments certainty; v) ehmination of segments with very low certainty; and vi) fusion
of segments with very high certainty into objects.
On the other hand , examples of sensor planning and coordination may be found in the case of two
mobile robots which syncronize their sonars when their position is close, to avoid interferences. But
our case of mobile robot uses sensor planning for the coordination of multiple sensors (sonars , laser and
cameras). The two methods for position estimation are to be coordinated: i) the use of structured light;
and ii) the use of artificial vision.
While the robot is moving, a continuous localization is being carried out with the laser. When the
sensor planner detects an excesive increase in the uncertainty (perhaps no segments are near in front of the
robot), it stops the robot and takes advantage of the localization with the color camera. After uncertainty
has decreased, the planner allows the robot to continue his previous task.
Figure 5 shows the r·o bot following a path (the elipse represents the position uncertainty) while uses
the laser for location and sonars for obstacles avoidance. From time to time the localization with the color
camera makes the uncertainty to decrease. At the same time, new obstacles are being added to the initial
map.
The results are very much impressive with both localization methods integrated , than alone.

6

Conclusions

We have shown a .c ase of mobile robot which takes into account a lot of heterogeneous sensor information ,
and fuses it to achieve a control task. Severa! features follows: i) state estimation by fusion of odometric
and camera observations; ii) reactive control for path following with obstacles avoidance by means of
multisensor fusion; iii) dynamic building of environment geometric models, as well as integration of new
objects; and iv) planning and coordination of continuous and d iscrete localization systems.
A demonstrator of the mobile robot completing a mission which tasks into account all the previous
topics is available. \Vith these results in mind, we conclude that the mathematical methods described above,
appropiately combined with AI techniques, and the fuse of multiple sensor data, allows a conventional IAS
to cope with the existent uncertainty in its sensors and the surounding environment.
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Figure 5: Sensor coordination for map building and localization
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Abstract. The paper deals with the application of the model reference adaptive control to robot impedance
control which is actually a technique of steering the end-effector on a prescribed path and satisfying a prescribed
dynamic relationship between the force and the end-effector position. Due to unknown parameters of the
environment (stiffness, exact position) a model reference algorithm is proposed which differs from classical
algorithms in way of excitation. The results of the proposed procedure are illustrated by the application on the
ASEA IRb 6 industrial robot.

1 Introduction
Model reference adaptive control, an explicit adaptive technique, has been very attractive from the very
beginning of adaptive control era. The basic idea of the method is to specify a reference model involving the
desired performances of the basic loop consisting of the con.trolled process and a classical controller. Its main
applications are in the field of .the tracking control, where 1tbe plant output is supposed to track a reference
trajectory. However in industrial practice, such .as e.g. robot control, the problems are met, which do not
correspond to the Classical applications of model reference adaptive control. The pUipose of this paper is to
describe one of such applications, the adaptive control of an industrial robot with the end-effector contacting the
environment.
In the basic control loop represented by impedance .controller, the force is regulated by controlling the
position and its dynamic relationship (mechanical impedance) with the contact force. The pioneering work of
impedance control was published by Hogan in (4). In this work a second-order mass-spring-damper system is
used to specify ·the target dynamics, however simpler models such as pure stiffness or combination of dampening
and stiffness can also be used [l, 11]. In this manner the basic equation of the second-order dynamic relationship
between the end-effector position X and the contact forc.e Fis given by:
(1)

where che diagonal matrices M, .B and K contain the impedance parameters along Cartesian axis representing
the desired inertia, damping and stiffness of the robot, respectively. The XR is the steady state nominal
equilibrium position of che end effector in the absence of any external forces. As XR is software specified, it may
during the contact with the envilonment reach 1the positions beyond the reachable workspace or inside the
enviromnent.
On the other hand, the industrial robots are in general position controlled with independent joint controllers
and kinematic software joining 't hem into a single entity. Unavailability of an adequate robot model and, from
the hardware point of view, control system with no access to direct motor current (torque) control, imply usage
of force feedback to modify the l'eference position commands . The resulting position-based impedance control
scheme consists of an inner/outer feedback loop configuration. The inner loop represents che non-modified
position robot controller, whil1e die outer loop uses force feedback signal. modifying the inputs to the position
servo and in the same time satisfying the impedance dynamic equation.
Several studies were carried out analyzing the performance of position-based impedance controllers [2, 7] .
Volpe and Khosla [10) have made a theoretical and experimental comparison of the explicit force and impedance
control methods . They showed that an impedance controller has an algebraic structure similar to the proportional
gain explicit force controller with feedforward . Furthermore, this correspondence becomes exact when the
position feedback is constant what occurs when the robot is contact.mg stiff environment. As the industrial robot
applications in most 'cases !involve interactions with rigid objects, the intmduction of a reference force signal into
the impedance control scheme is possible. Thus, one of the major shortc·omings of the impedance control,
1

1

1

1
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indirect specification of .the desi:red contact force, can be overcome.
The paper is organized as follows: First the classical position based impedance control is introduced, in
section 2 where also the necessity of adaptive control is stressed. In Section 3 the adaptive controller is presented
and the differential equation describing ·the basic loop of the adaptive system is rewritten in the form suitable
for the mode.I reference adaptive control. This equation differs from the classical model reference approach i:n
the fact that there no refet1ence signal is present. The only exccitation of the adaptive system is the initial
condition .due to zero force prior •to impact. The implementation of the adaptive control system on the ASEA
IRb 6 robot is p11esented in Section 4.

2 The basic loop - 1position-based im.Pedance control
Controlling the robot mechanical impedance by generating the reference position trajectory of the existing
positi·onal controller has been recognized as a practical approach to the industrial robot impedance control. When
applying the contact force, the reference position is to be chosen inside the environment and cannot be reached
by the robot because of the geometrical constraints. The positional controller responds to the resulting error in
position with .additional actuator current and exerts force to the environment.
The class of position-based impedance controllers is usually focused on the most frequent robot contact
applications, interactions with rigid objects. When the :11obot is contacting a stiff environment, the terms XR and
X11 of the impedance equation (1) become approximately .r ero and, thus, the impedance equation is reduced to

-F = M

x

+

B

i

+

K (X - XR) .

(2)

In this ·c ase the term KX11 acts simply as a scaled reference position and can be directly replaced by the reference
force signal UOJ. Moreover, following the idea of Seraji and Colbaugh [8], who were using the reference force
input for s:pedfying 1the desired contact force and the reference position i:nput for improving the controller
performance, the vector of the desired position X:c (reference position for the position controller of the robot)
is written. as an output of a system ·called impedance filter . .It is a Ii.near second-order system with the transfer
function (3) defining the dynamic relationship between the force error and the position:
(3)

where E is the error between the reference force F11 and the measttred contact force F. The parameters of the
diagonal matrices M, B and K defme the desired robot inertia, damping and stiffness along the particular
Cartesian axis.
In order to determine the behavior ofthe impedance controller when in contact, the env.i ronment is modelled
by a linear spring with the stiffness KE. The measured contact force can be then calculated as:

(4)
where XE is the location of the envimnment. When deriving the control laws we assume that the robot is
equipped with an ideal position control system ensuring the comm.anded position Xc to be reached with negligible
dynamics (X ::::: Xc). This assumption allows to consider variables of the vectors X and F independently. The
elements of vectors X and F are then denoted .as scalars by the lower ·c ase letters x and f. The force tracking
error e is obtained as::
(5)
Assumption x = Xc in equation (3) together with the equation (5) yields the equation of the force error dynamics:
me+be+(k+kE)e = k(fR+kEXE) - kk~R"

(6)

It can be noted tha't with the i:nput signal xR it is possible to control the force error trajectory. In the steady-state,
when x11 is ·c onstant, the Laplace transform of the equation (6) defines the steady-state force tracking error:
e,, = lim,...ose(s) = k

:k [({

11 +

kExE) -kExRJ.

(7)

E

The steady-state force tracking error wiU equal zero when ·the following reference position trajectory will be
chosen:
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Unfortunately, in practical applications the environmental parameters, stiffness kE and location xE, are almost
never precisely known and may change considerably during the task. For improving the force tracking
characteristics an adaptive control approach should be, therefore, employed.

3 The model ref:erence controller
In this section the adaptive control algorithm will be introduced in order to cope with the problems of
unknown environmental parameters . The bas.ic loop contmller is given by:
xR =f(t)

+

k/t)e

+

(9)

k/t)e,

where kP(t) and k 4 (t) are proportional and derivative feedback gains acting on the force error e(t) and the error
rate e(t) . Signal f(l) is an auxiliary signal which compensates the steady state error. All three adjustable
parameters are generated by the model feference adaptive algorithm.
Next the basic equation suitable for the application of the model reference controller will be derived.
Substituting xR in the equation of error dynamics (6) by the equation (9) yields the equation of the complete
adjustable system in the frame of the model-reference adaptive control (MRAC):
_

e + (

b+kk£k4 (1) .
k+kE+kkEk (1)
)e + (
P
)e

m

m

==

k(jR+kEXE-kEf(I))

m

.

(10)

The parameters f(r), kP(r) :and .k 4 (t) of the adjustable sys~em are varied in order to minimire the difference
between the actual force errnr e(t) and the desired force ·error e,,,(r). The desired force error trajectory e,,,(t) is
determined by the output of the reference model. The reference model is designed as a second-order linear
system:
(11)
if +2'"we +w1 e =0

"'

.\

'"

"'

,

with the output r·epresenting a response to the initial conditions. The user specified parameters rand w determine
the profile of the reference model output trajectory and represent the undamped natural frequency and the
damping ratio, respectively .
The essential difference of the described approach to the classical approach is in the existence of the
refefence signal. While i.n classical model l:'eference ·cont.ml lhe reference signal excites the basic loop and the
reference model, there is no such signal in the described application, rather both subsystems of the adaptive
control are exited by the initial conditions. When in initial contact with the environment, the force error is
supposed to decay to ·zero by dynamics defined by the reference model. The initial condition for the reference
force error e,,. has the value of the reference force fR, while the initial condition for it's rate e,,, is zero. The
reference model output holds .initial values up to the moment of impact when it's dynamics is started according
to equation (11).
It should be stressed that the reference signal is absent only in the reformulation of the problem, i.e. in the
equations (10, 11) describing the model reference control system, not however in the control problem where the
manipuiator end-effector is supposed to follow a prescribed path whHe tracking a prescribed force.
The theory of the direct model reforence adaptive control is providing the adaptation laws for the variable
system parameters. The adaptation ensures the tendency of the system (10) response to approach to the response
of the reference model (11 ). The adaptation laws are derived following the Lyapunov approach to the nonlinear
system control [5].
Let us rewrite the equation of the adjustable system (10) in a more compact form:
(12)

and define the differences between particular parameters of the above equation and the equation (11):

ob. =f3o' oa, = <X1 -

2fw.

o.., =<X2 -

wl .

(13)

By subtracting equations (12) and (11) we obtain.:
(if -

e,,.) + a,e - 2fwe,. + a,_e -r,,iem = f3o,
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(14)

which can be ,transformed by the definition of the re nor between the acrual and desired force error
(1: = e - e,,.) into the form:

= - 2fw to

E

- w2 E

-o a, .e - o0, e

+

ob, .

(15)

Let us now pmpo.se a scalar Lyapunov function V:
V

= (w2 +2w fw-w 2 )1:2 +q 2 +-2..[o +y~qJ2+-2..[-o +')';qe] 2 +-2..[-o +'Y~qe]2,
P

'Yo

P

'Yi

b,

'Yi

a,

a,

(16)

where q defines a linear combination of 1: and i: (q = wP f + €), while the parameters ')'; and 'Y;' are positive
constants . The Pmposed Lyapunov function is positive defmite when the parameter wP is chosen to satisfy the
inequality:
(17)
The time derivative of V, after applying (15) and after addition and substraction of terms 2')'0 '(q)2 , 2')' 1'(qe)2 ,
2-y2'(qe)2 , gets the form of:

V = 2f 2 (wP - 2fw) -2wPw2 1: 1
+2(ob

'Y~q)

+

'

+2(-o
+

-

{q +

2-y~q 1
'Yo

~

I

2 ( -c)a + 'Yi q e) { q e + -,

-

2')';(qe)2

+

..!..(~b +y~~(q))}+

+ 'Y; qe) {qe + -2..

a,

2')';(qe)1

-

}

'Yi

•

di

+

'Y;

-o..,

+

'Y2 - ( q e))} •

(

'

.

I

(18)

~(qe))}+
dr.

c-5a,

d

dr.

Now, according ~o the Lyapunov theory, for the ~esponse error 1: to vanish asymptotically, V must be
For this purpose, we set ·the terms { } equal w zero, while the parameter wP is chosen
according ito inequality (17). Integrating the resulting equations yields the adaptive controller terms:
negative-(semi)defmi~e.

f(t) = f(O) - a 1

I

qdt - ~q ,

(19)

I

(20)

kit) = k6 (0) + c1 { qedr + c2 qe ,

ithat define the mecihanism for the system adapta,tion. In the Figure 1 the control scheme of the impedance
'controller including the adaptive algorithm for the reference ttajectory generation is depicted. The system
adaptation is !based ou simple expressions (19-20) that :can be on~line computed in real-time.
POSmoN

·IMPEDANCE
FILTER

CONrROU.ED

.ROBOT

e
l.C.

f
HtlPACT
IDENT1FICATION

Figure 1: Adaptive impedance oontr:ol scheme
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In the adaptation laws, the parameter wP represents positive weighting factor, while the parameters a;, b,. and c;
.are small positive proportional and integral adaptation gains, and j(O) , kp(O), kd(O) represent initial values of the
adaptive parameters. While the initial proportional and integral gains are selected to be z.ero, the initial value
f(O) defines the position trajectory of the mbot free-space motion. Thus, before the contact occurred the
trajectory xR bad the same value as the signal f(O), while after the contact :the parameter f(O) holds the value
assessed at the instant of contact.

4 hnplementation of the model

refe~ence

coutroUer

The model reference adaptive impedance control algorithm was primarily tested by the simulation in

Matlab-Simulink™. The control scheme was realized on ideal position control of the robot i.e. under ideal
circumstances corresponding to the theory described in Section 3. Thereafter an identified model of the position
control subsystem of the ASEA IRb 6 robot was introduced in order to test the robustness of the algorithm. The
simulation results, extensively presented in [6], proved that the system is capable to track the desired contact
force trajectory determined by the reference model output and to alter the robot arm dynamic characteristics
regarding the impedance paramel·ers m, b and k.
Furthermore, the presented ad~ptive impedance controller was implemented for a real industrial ASEA lRb
6 robot. The ASEA robot is a 5 DOF robot driv.e n by DC motors and gear transmissions. As the original ASEA
controller performs only position control in the joint coordinates, a 486/66 PC computer was added providing
1tbe computational platform for both, the positional control algorithm. in die world coordinates and the impedance
control algorithm. Such controller :enhancement would not be required for a modem industrial robot controller
enablin·g velocity control in Cartesian coordinates.
The contact force is measured by the JR3 four-axis force/torque wrist sensor mounted at the robot end point.
Each of 1the sensor voltage outputs is digitized by ·the AID conve.n er and after filtering an estimate of the force
error rate is obtained by digital differentiation . The impedance contml algorithm calculates the commanded
position trajectory defmed in ·the Cartesian space on the basis of the force feedback and by taking into account
the adaptive algorithm. Using the inverse Jacobian matrix and the joints-to-motors transformations, the reference
value is transformed into the motor velocities which are at the end of the sample cycle transmitted to the servo
systems through D/ A conveners at the sample rate of 120 Hz. The performance plots of the described algorithm
are given in Figure 2 .
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Figure 2 : Position and force profiles during impact .and sliding over horizontal

surface
The impedance control scheme of die industrial manipulator ·consists of 1three separated adaptive controllers
described in the previous sections. Each controller independently performs the impedance control along a single
axis of the Cartesian coordinate system. To test the effectiveness of the impedance controller, a simple task was
chosen: the robot end-effector was first approac'hin·g the constraining surface (horizontal wooden table) along
a straight line in the direction normal to the surface and after the impact compliant motion in the positive y
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direction was performed along die surface, while exerting a contact force of -40 N. Robot was approaching the
surface with the velocity 20 mmls and was moving with 100 mm/s when sliding over the surface. The tests were
performed by the following adjustments of the contfoUer gains: o1 = 0.11, o2 = 0.011, b1 = 2 10-s, b2 =
5 10·5 , c1 = 10·8 , c2 = 10..a and wP = 5. In :the left side of the figure the actual robot positions along the
particular axis are presented, while the right side describes :the 1oontaot forces.
It ·can be noted that .after impact a sta:ble contact is achieved ensuring the desired contact force in the z
direction. The presence of the force in the y direction can be also observed being the consequence of the
Coulomb friction due to .sliding .
1

.5 Conclusions
In the paper the application of the model reference adaptive control to the impedance control of a robot
end-effector contacting the rigid environment was presented. The presented control approach employs the
original industrial manipulator position control system with no demands for controller hardware reconstruction.
The added force control algorithm makes use of adaptive terms for the system adaptation to unknown
environmental and robot dynamic parameters . The basic difference between the classical model reference control
and the given algorithm is ·the way of adaptive system excitation. The reference signal used in classical MRAC
was replaced by the nonzero initial condition of the system.
The experimental tests on the ASEA IRb 6 robot showed that the system remains stable throughout all
phases of the task, constrained and unconstrained, feg31'dless of the high environment stiffness. Furthermore,
the robot is able to exert me desired forces at the end-effector and simultaneously achieve the desired end
effector impedance characteristics.
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Abstract. In the paper the applicability of neural-net and fuzzy models in model based control is critically
reviewed. The models are tested on an industrial scale thermal plant. The results of the closed loop
control wi1th the Dynamic matrix controller with the matrix of impulse response recalculated from the
fuzzy model illustrate the applicability of nonlinear models in model based control.

1 Introduction
Models ar·e inherently involved in designing controllers. The model based controllers involve the process
model in an explicit form . Classical model based controllers have used linear models, while recent works
in this field employ some modern modelling approaches such as neural nets and fuzzy techniques, which
.are able to cope with nonlinearities.
Neural nets and fuzzy logic will be treated here as a mathematical tool to model nonlinear systems.
Fuzzy logic provides a mathematical tool to formulate mental models in a compact mathematical form.
Intuitive and heuristic nature of human mind which is actually imprecise can be incorporated in formal
models which can essentially support the planning and decision making processes. Fuzzy logic has
extended the classical mathematical models in the form of differential and difference equations to a
broad class of models which ar-e .easy understandable.
It has been shown that fuzzy logic and neural nets are closely related, actually it has been shown that
a class of fuzzy logic systems, the Learning of Fuzzy Rules (LFR) from numerical data is equal to the
training of Radial basis Function (RFB) .[4)- Although both approaches originate in two different forms
of "intelligent 11 control, they can be treated as universal approximators (UA ) which can approximate
continuous functions to an arbitrary precision (3, 2] .

A common approach to dynamic fuzzy logic/ neural net models is to use time shifted signals what
results in discrete-time models. The usage of derivatives, integrals or other transfer function would
results in continuous-time models. Also mixed-continuous-discrete time models are possible. In this
presentation the discrete ti.me models will be treated and tapped-line will be used to generate the time shifted signals. If only (tapped) input signa'I of the model is used as input of the UA, the resulting model
is nonrecursive and has finite impulse response. If (tapped) input and (tapped) output of the model are
used as input of the UA the resulting model is recursive and may have an infinite impulse response .
The paper is organised as follows: The identification procedures for fuzzy and neural net models
are described in Sections 2 and 3 respectively. The description of the device on which the experiments
(identification and closed loop control) were performed is given next. The results of are comparatively
given in Section 4. The models are used in a version of the Dynamic Matrix Controller (DMC) with the
matrix of impulse response recalculated from the fuzzy model whenever the working point changes.

2 Identification by Fuzzy Models
In the recent years many different approaches for fuzzy identification have been proposed in the literature,
by Sugeno [7], Pedrycz and Czogala [6]. etc. In this paper the 0 order Sugeno-Takagi fuzzy model will
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be used. Suppose the rule base of a fuzzy system is as follows:
R; ; IF

x1

is A; and x2 is B; THEN y = r;

i = 1, .. . N

(1)

where x1 and x2 are input variables of the process, y is an output variable, A;, B; are fuzzy sets
characterised by their membership functions and r; are the crisp values. Such a very simplified fuzzy
model can be regarded as a collection of several linear models applied locally in the fuzzy regions ,
defined by the rule premises. The idea behind this ikind of model1ing is close to well-known concept of
gain scheduling.

=

Rule-premises are formulated as fuzzy AND :relations on the Cartesian product set X
X1 x X2 ,
and several rules are connected by logical OR. Fuzzificati·on ·o f a crisp value :r 1 produces a column vector

(2)
and similarly for a crisp value x2. The degrees of fulfilment of .all possible AND combinations of rule
premises are calculated and written into matrix S. If the algebraic product is used as AND operator,
this matrix can be directly obtained by multiplication:

(3)
A crisp output value y is computed by simplified algorithm for singletons as a weighted mean value
(Center of Singeltons):
2:~=1 Ej=l s;; r;;
(4)
Y=
n
m
Ei=l 2:;=1 s;;
Th.e dimension of matrix S(m x n), which actually represents the structure of the model, depends on
the dimensions of input fuzzy sets µ 1(m x 1) and µ2(n x 1). The fuzzy relational matrix R consists of
elements r;; which are estimated from the measurements, using standard least-squares algorithm.

In the case of more than two input variables (MISO multi-input-single-output fuzzy system) , matrices
S and R are no longer matrices, but both become multidimensional structures, defined in the total
product space of the inputs.
The described fuzzy model actually represents a static nonlinear mapping between input fuzzy sets
and output fuzzy sets, so dynamic systems can be modelled by feeding back the lagged input and output
signals. In the same way the system dynamics is captured in Qther kinds of nonlinear models like neural
network models (see the next section) or nonlinear regression models, for instance NARX model:

y(k+l)

= f(y(k) , y(k-1) , . . . , u(k) , u(k-1), ...)

(5)

where y(k), y(k - 1), . . . and u(k) , u(k-1), ... denote the lagged model output and input signals, respectively.

3 Identification by Neural Net Models
Another potential candidate for black-box nonlinear modelling are neural network models. Since, similar
to fuzzy models, most of the neural networks represent a static mapping between input and output
variables, the dynamics can be modelled in the way described in the Section 1. The overall nonlinear
mapping depends on the network's parameters (weights and other parameters) which are optimised
durin,g the training phase in order to minimise the difference between y(k+l) and y(k+l), i.e. between
,the measured and predicted values respectively.
Neural network models are in the last years frequently used for identification of nonlinear processes.
To use them in MBPC, we tried a lot of different neural network structures and training procedures.
The detailed comparative study is published elsewhere [5]. The most suitable structure seems to be
multilayer network with only one hidden layer with the following training algorithms:
• The RAWN (Random Activation Weights Neural Network) proposed by H. te Braake and van
Straten [i ]. The RAWN training algorithm is a non~ iterative procedure that fixes the weights in
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the hidden layer to random values. This results in linear-in-the-parameters estimation problem
for the weights in the output layer, which can be computed by a least squares algorithm. This
training procedure takes up just a tiny amount of training time in comparison to backpropagation.
Resulting neural net yields excellent approximation results and good generalisation properties.
• A novel learning algorithm and the resulting OMN (Ontogenetic Least Squares Multilayer Network) structure described in [5J. AU .t he weights are computed by a least squares algorithm. Similar
to other ontogenetic approaches the OMN starts with only one neuron in the hidden layer, which
is trained to mimic the network desired output. After training, the output error signal between the
desired and network output is evaluated. In the next training step another neuron is added into
the hidden layer. This neu:ron is •trained to mimic the output err.or signal from the previous step
and all the weights adherent to the newly added neuron and all the output weights are recomputed .
If the output RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) is smaller than the one a priori prescribed, the
training stops, otherwise a new neuron is added into the hidden layer and the whole procedure is
repeated.
The main contribution of the OMN algorithm is that it gives acceptable accuracy with only few
neurons in the hidden layer. That number is considerably smaller than the resulting number
of othe.r multilayer o.etworks adherent training rules. This fact is of extreme importance when
the network has to be incorporated in real-time predictive control, because it requires a small
computational effort needed for prediction.

4 Application on a thermal plant
The plant under consideration was an industrial thermal plant, located at the Institute of Automatic
Control, Technical U·niversity of Darmstadt, Germany. The heart of the thermal plant is a tubular
industrial scale heat exchanger, through which steam from a steam generator continuously circulates
in a counter-current flow to water circuit. A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. l. Temperature of
the saturated steam is kept constant by a local pressure control in the steam generator and the flow of
the steam is controlled by position of the electrically driven steam valve (Gll). After heating in the
exchanger (to the temperature T31), the water passes through a pneumatic valve into the air cooler and
then reenters the exchanger.

primary cirC1Jit

secunclary circuit

Figure 1: Thermal plant scheme
The behaviour of the plant strongly depends on operating conditions, defined by the operating point
(Gll , T31) and by other variables of the plant:
• temperature at 't he outlet of the air cooler (T41)
• pneumatic valve position (G3i)
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The model building: The Identification
For the thermal plant different MISO nonlinear models were identified. The aim was to build and select
the simplest and the smallest nonlinear models, which were still accurate enough and valid for the wide
range of operating conditions.
Both, fuzzy and neural models approximate a first-order nonlinear regression model where the new
estimation of temperature T31 (denoted by y) is a funct.ion of the current temperature value T31 (denoted
by y), the current steam valve position GU (denoted by u 1), the current temperature value T41 (denoted
by u2) and the cur.rent position of the pneumatic valve G31 (denoted by u 3):

y(k + 1) = f(y(k), u1 (k), u2(k), u3(k))

(6)

Signals used for ·t he identification ar•e shown in Fig. 2
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0.4
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"""l•I
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Figure 2: Signals for the identification

The verification
The models were validated by recursive simulation using another set of measurements.
Fuzzy Model: For the identification of the fuzzy model only tree equally spaced triangular shaped
fuzzy sets in each fuzzy input space w.ere ·chosen . In general, the estimation of the membership functions
(shape, number, position) and determination of the rules can be done by several methods (genetic
algorithms, n·e ural network, clustering, .. ). The left part of Fig. 3 shows the measured values and the
predkted values of the resulting fuzzy model with 81 identified parameters.

....

"""'

-'8:1

Figure 3: The validation by fuzzy (left) and RAWN (right) models.
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Neural Network Models: Among different neural network models, two of them were chosen for the
MBPC : RAWN and OMN Multilayer networks . Both of them yield good accuracy with small number of
neurons in the hidden layer: RAWN with 18 neurons (and 19 parameters to be trained) and OMN with
only 7 neurons (and 37 parameters to be identified) with almost the same accuracy. The comparison
between measured output of the plant and predicted output of the RAWN neural model is shown in the
right part of Fig. 3. Predict·ed output of the OMN neural net is almost the same as RAWN output.

Application of models in predictive control
Model Based Predictive Control techniques are based on the prediction of the process output which is
obtained explicitly or implicitly according to the model of the process to be controlled . A predictive
controller calculates a sequence of future control signals ·over a certain control horizon and calculates the
control variable which brings the predicted output .as close as possible to a reference trajectory. This
control sequence is in general obtained by optimising a certain objective function which describes the
control goals.
Here the focus win be on the Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC) technique which is based on nonparametric step response model of the process. If there are no ·c onstraints on the process input and output
variables, an analytical solution of the optimisation problem exists and provides a sequence of future
control increments . At current .t ime only one (the first one) control value is applied to the process and
in the next sampling ·t ime the solution is computed again according to a receding horizon strategy.
All of the conventional MBPC techniques use linear prediction models. However, many industrial
processes .are inherently nonlinea.r and a linear model may be acceptable only in a narrow range around
the operating point. Our idea. is to combine the theory of predictive control with fuzzy and neural
network models, which could be easily identified from process input-output measurements.
Presented fuzzy and neural network models of the plant were used in the DMC control scheme to
calculate the step response vector g of the model. Under .t he assumption that the gain and the time
constants of tbe plant do not chan~e in the region around one ope·r ating point the new vector g is
computed only at the set-point changes and at changes of the operating conditions signal G31.
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Figure 4: Real-time predictive control at G31=0%
Fig . 4 and 5 show the refer·ence ,t rajectory, outpuit signals and control signals for two different
operating conditions determined by the position of the pneumatic valve G31 (0% and 12.5% opened) .
Only the results of incorporating fuzzy model are presented. The predictive control based on both neural
network models performs comparably.
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Figure 5: Real-·t ime predictive control at G31=12%
Oscillations around the operating point are due to t!he oscillation of the temperature T41 and due to
other disturbances. Although ·t he gain of the process is varying for 1003, a simplified fuzzy model (or
neural network models) incorporated in the DMC strategy already yield satisfactorily results. As shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the predictive ·control is capable of tracking different set point changes and other
changes due to operating r.egimes.

5 Conclusion
A thermal plant was identified by fuzzy and neural net models. Both resulting models can be used in a
model based controller - the DMC. The results of t he closed loop control demonstrate the a pplicability
of described models in real time control.
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PSEUDOLINK-BASED CONTROL OF A FLEXIBLE MANIPULATOR
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Abstract. A pseudolink-based approach for a flexible one-link manipulator is presented Modelling of the
flexible link is performed using finite elements approach. The experimental set~up consists of a very flexible
Link attached to the motor hub moving on a plane parallel to the floor. Measurements for the tip are obtained by
means of infrared emitter and acquired by using infrared cameras, that focus on sensor located at the end of the
Link. Hub angle is properly measured with motor encoder. Using the measurements a pseudo-link is virtually
conformed, joining the tip and the motor hub. The proposed control strategy is based on tracking of the joint
angle of the pseudolink to the measured hub angle. An error signal is generated with the pseudolink angle and
with the hub angle and input to a PD controller; this control signal is added to the PD control signal that is
coming from the encoder loop and finally this combination is delivered to the power stage of the motor
controller. This strategy is evaluated and compared with other control strategies previously designed by the
authors. Experimental results are presented Achieved results are very promising. The proposed control scheme
is being extended for the 2D case.

Introduction
In this paper a new approach for control of a very flexible beam is presented In order to acquire data for tip
position feedback. the system was properly adapted; using an infrared led and two infrared cameras (Selspot
System by SELCOM [ 1]) the tip position is properly measured This data is obtained in reference to an inertial
system and converted to reference axis on the motor hub. The details of the experimental set-up can be seen at
Fig. 1.

fr=J I
0

II

SELSPOT Controller

lD Flexible Arm
Prototype

Fig. I Experimental Set-up Overview
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In order to ·c onvert the measured tip position to the new reference system, a calibration routine must be
performed before the control experiments. With the procedure developed (4), a Rotation Matrix is obtained to
get on-line the tip coordinates on the plane movement. The conversion coordinates matrix employed was:

l

0.9743 --0.0178 -0.2246 108.8550
Rt_ 02250 0.1321 0.9654 -138.8416
o- 0;0129 --0.9911 0.1326 -9405611
[
l
0
0
0

(l )

The resolution obtained with this experimental set-up is approximately of 0.25 mm. The control program
implemented was incoipOrated in the software pipe provided by SELCOM, using the time control and in/out
buffering synchronisation developed by the .system makers (see Fig. 2).
Motor control was performed using an HCTI..-1000/l 100 based interface. The control and power stages
were developed at lnstituto de Automatica Industrial (Madrid, Spain). The functional description blocks can be
consulted in [4].

Tip Position
A:cquuition

3D
Transform

_:4;.
User Process:
Multivariable
Control

Data
Logger

Analogic

Outputs
(If any)
Fig. 2. Data Flow for Tip Position. Control
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Beam characteristics
A very .tlexitble steel beam was employed during experiments. It was determined the Young coefficient of the
material using the logarithm decrement measurement [6], obtaining an estimate close to theoretical value of the
11
coefficient; the measured coefficient was E=2.115xl0 N/m2 . The inertial moment of the transverse section
12
4
was of J=I.43xl0· m . The physical dimensions are shown in Fig. 3. The natural frequency of the
·oscillations for this beam is :8 . 1348 rad/sec.

i
/
___
t.-...... .~~~d-~~~ ·---------.-$-·~· .InfraredLE°.. . -~!(

41.8

•
••

mm+ ···· ·· · ·· · ·· · ·-~::·

DC Motor

LED Front View

4mm

....

600mm

Fig. 3. Beam Physical Dimensions

Vibrcation.s ModeUin:g
Beam Vibrations were modelled using the Finite Element approach. Following a development presented by
LOpez-Linares (7), it is defined a pseudo/ink, and some variables related with the pseudolink rigid movement,
and the beam deformation as can be observed in Fig. 4 .
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Fig. 4. Variables involved in beam modelling
The beam deforma.tion is modelled in accordance to finite element philosophy (for details see (3]); its
relationship with .node variables is defined as:
( 2)
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whefe ; 1 and ef>i are spatial functions defined, in our case, as third order polynomials (Hermite
polynomiais). After some ailgebra manipulations :t he dynamic equation for the beam is obtained:
M~q)q+C(q,it)q+Kq=Q

( 3)

wher·e the generalised variable q is defined by the vector:

( 4)

Control Scheme
Based on the control of the pseudolink position, it is defined a following strategy that avoid to solve the inverse
kinemati·c problem for the flexible manipulator, that leads, as it was demonstrated by Bayo [l], to solutions in
the Fourier domain. The strategy is based on the following of the pseudolink angle to the hub angle as it is
measured by :t he encoder; trying to vanish the beam deformation. An error position is generated between the
pseudolink and the encoder measurement feeding the input of a PD rc ontroller (see Fig. 5). In this case there are
two control loops; an internal loop, answering quickly, and vanishing the angular position error in the
following; and an outer loop that indicates the .reference for the desired hub (and tip) position. The first control
loop behaves :as a vibration suppresser.
For experimental test of 'lhe :strategy a very quick reference signal was employed, it consists of a position
pmfile reaching n radians in tw.o seconds, staying at that position .b y two more seconds, and back again to the
original position in another two seco.Dds. This sequence ~as repeated by 30 seconds or more. Control results for
t:h e employed strategy can be observed in the Fi.g. 6. The position errors in this case can be seen in Fig. 7.

e~~PD

Encoder+
.Mcttor

!--'_...! Flexibk Arm

e
Trajectory
Generator
I

Fig. 5. Pseudolink-based Contml scheme. Following strategy
The control used is a ooUocatred contml [2) avoiding the non.:minimum phase behaviour that it is typical in
tip control position of flexible bodies. 1be [nverse Kinematics block that appears in Fig. 5 it is referred to the
rigid pseudolink previously defined, and :t he inverse pmblem associated is easy to solve. The overshoot
presented in rerr.ors shown in Fig. 7 can be diminished with proper tuning of PD. The tuning is not easily
encou.nte.fed due to interactions between. both loops. The beam dynamics was simulated and simulations results
and experimental data ·was compaied valida1ting the employed model. Due to space limitations only
experimental results are shown here~ for model "~alida:tion see [4j.
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Compariso.o w1ith other control schemes
The results were compared with other conttol schemes. Here it is only presented the comparison with the
Jacobian Control scheme that it has been developed by the authors [5}. The following errors due to beam
oscillations, using the same input, :are little bigger for Jacobian Control strategy than in Pseudolink strategy, as
it can 'be observed in Fig. 8 .
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Conclusions
A new Control strategy, based on Pseudolink definition, is proposed The strategy has a very good behaviour in
vibration suppression. Due to the nature of the pseudolink definition, the non-minimum phase characteristic of
the beam during tip position oontrol is avoided. Also the solution of the Inverse Kinematic problem can be
obtained considering a rigid body. The strategy has been compared with other good control results obtained
w.ith Jacobian Control; in the futulie 1the scheme is going to be compared with other proposed algorithms,
founded in the literature, and it will be extended for a 20 manipulator.
1
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A DYNAMIC INTERPRETATION OF THE CLASSICAL FRICTION MODEL
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Abstract. The classical friction model (combination of stiction, Coulomb and viscous friction) is commonly
defined by a static characteristics that, as such, does not define the friction behaviour from a dynamic point of
view when changes occur in the motion status. Th.is paper proposes a dynamic interpretation of the classical
friction model and a compact form to describe friction in motion equations .that is useful for motion analysis
and. especially. may 1be exploited for numericaUy robust motion simulations. Simulation results are given
showing that the discontinuous model can be seen as an asymptotic approximation. infinitely fast of a recently
proposed continuous. dynamic friction model.

l. Introduction
friction between bodies in contact is often modelled by a discontinuous characteristic. that combines stiction.
Coulomb and viscous friction, relating the friction force (or torque for rotating bodies) to the relative velocity
between the bodies 12). For most applications, this model is effective in explaining the macroscopical effects of
the phenomenon, but its sharp discontinuity gives rise to substantial problems both for computer simulation and
for theoretical analysis (i.e. stability analysis ·Of motion comrol systems). A better description of the friction
phenomenon for low velocities_. and especially when crossing zero velocity, is given by dynamic models derived
from a microscopical analysis of the contact dynamics [l,4,6J . These models describe. for instance, the springlike behaviour during stiction. hysteretic behaviour, and Stribeck effect. Being continuous. they lend themselves
very well for motion control analysis_. even if, introducing microdisplacemenlS and very fast dynamics in place
of instantaneous discontinuities and abrupt transitions in the motion regime. they still involve numerical
·difficulties in simulation. However, the major difficulty r;ela1ed to using these models concerns the
identification of their parameters, lhat is far difficuJt with the current instrumentation.
On the other hand, the dassical friction model. as expressed by a discontinuous static characteristic. is not
suitable to describe the friction be.haviour for 1the purpose of stability analysis and simulation of transients
when the velocity vanishes and the motion regime quickly changes. To Utis purpose, a dynamic interpretation
of the classical model is needed. One possible interpretation is given in this paper. It is pointed out the need to
distinguish the case in which the velocity vanishes in a single instant (e.g. during motion inversion) from the
one in which it vanishes over a time interval. In the first case the value of the friction force in that instant need
not to be defined. since it does not affect motion. In the second one, instead, the resultant of the active forces
has to be considered to obtain the friction force.
Then the '·stiction" function is introduced. which allows one to write motion equations in a compact form
and to clearly discrimimte a stiction condition (i.e., velocity vanishing over a time interval) from the zero
velocity instantaneous crossing.
According to the reformulated model, a finite state machine
has been defined that support a realistic and numerically mbust
simulation of motion equations in presence of friction.
furthermore, the model is suitable for the analysis of limit cydes
in position control loops [3), following the theory of the
differential equations with discontinuous right-hand sides [8).
The paper is organized .as follows: Section 2 outlines the
:>- q
friction model: Section 3 proposes a robust and efficient technique
to deal with discontinuous friction simulation: Section 4 compares
by simulation the discontinuous friction model and the continuous
- t5
1
LUGRE modei [4]; Section 5 draws finally some conclusions.

2. Friction modelling

Fig. 1 Coulomb's friction model

The classical discontinuous friction model is described by the static ,characteristic of Fig. 1, that gives the
torque friction 1: / a'S a func:tion of the reiative velocity q between two bodies. This model was originated by
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Coulomb's and even Leonardo da Vinci's works [l]. and represents the friction phenomenon with sufficient
accuracy in many applications. The characteristic of Fig. l however defines uniquely the friction torque only
when q * 0 . In this case it is
t f = Dq +'tc sign(q) ,
(1)
where Dq ( D =tano.) is the viscous friction term and 'tc sign(q) is ,the Coulomb's term.
When q =0 the characteristic just establishes (hat 't I < 't so t s being the "stiction" torque. To precisely
determine the friction torque an additional variable has therefore to be considered, the net active torque 'ta ,
namely the algebraic sum of the torques acting on the mobile body (assuming for semplicity that only one body
is mobile. the others being fixed) apart from friction. Thus, in rest conditions:
't f

;;;: 'ta ·

(2)

as shown in Fig. 2, where it is also pointed out that (2) holds for l'ta I~ t s .
It is worth noting that the istantaneous value of 1the total torque does not influence the motion (velocity and
position) of the mobile body, thus in case of istantaneous crossing of the zero velocity the friction torque at the
crossing instant need not to be defined. Thus eq. (2) is significant only if the velocity vanishes over a time
interval, not in a single time instant. For the same reason, to ,establish whether or not the motion is going to
start from a rest condition (incipient motion), the inequality !Tai> 't s has to be verified over a time interval.
Consider. as an illustrative example, the motion equation of a rigid rotating shaft:
1

Jij;;;: 'ta -'tf ,

(3)

J being the tiotai shaft inertia, asswne that the shaft is rotating and, at time instant i , it occurs q = O. If in a
right interval of i , say I, (t), it results IT a I < t s the rotation stops. This fact may be interpreted as the

instantaneous creation of junc,tions between the bodies in contact [l], requiring a torque over the stiction
threshold to be broken. In I, ( f) it will be therefore
Jij =0
't f

·

T.fA( q
I

= 0)

1

+ 'tsj..
I

- T5

i

- -- - ---#'--- - - - - -- T
I

ii -1:s

='ta .

Conversely. if in 1,(i) it results !ta!>'ts the active torque
is able to break the junctions between the bodies and the rotation
does not stop. According to the active torque values the rotation
may reve.rse or not. In the first case the friction torque is subject
~o a step of 2t c, passing, for instance. from +'tc to -'t, , while
in the last ,one it does not change. Jn both cases r 1 (t) does not
affect the rotation.
Therefore, to properly define the Leonardo-Coulomb friction
model in q =0 two ·cases have to be distinguished, according to
the fact that q =0 in a single point or in a time interval. To this
purpose the following definition of stiction is given.
Definition 1: Stiction

Fig. 1 Friction torque at rest

With reference to the relative motion between two bodies in
contact. the stiction condition holds if, for a given time instant i, it results q = 0 in a neighbourhood l (i ), q
being the relative velocity. The neighbourhood can be right of i , left of i , centered in i .
Remark 1

With reference to the case of a rotating shaft. if the stiction condition holds in a time instant

i, it results

lralsrs
in a neighbourhood J(i) , excluding at most single points.
Definition 2: Static friction (stiction) torque

The static friction (stiction) torque acting on a rotating shaft in stiction conditions is defined as the reaction
torque that counterbalances the active torque.
The torque balance for a rigid shaft (3), can now be written with fh.e stiction, Coulomb and viscous friction
terms. using conditional equations to account for the discontinuities:

Jij ""0.
iJ ""0 I\ l•al $
Jq"" -Di/-'tc sign(q) +•a , otheiwise

't

s

(4)

These equations can be rewritten in a compact form introducing the following sliction function.
Definition 3: Stiction function
The following function

s(q,ts,•a) ""si~l+q 2 +sign(t~ -'t;)],

(5)

where the sign function is extended for a null value of the argument as
sign(O) ""0 ,

is called stiction function.
Since it results:

s(q,•s,•a) :;:= 0' q :;:= 0 /\.l•al $ •s
s(q. • s • • 0

)

=I , otheiwise

eqs. (4) can be replaced as follows :
or. equivalently.
Remark 2: Stiction and stiction function
With reference to the case of a rotating shaft. the stiction condition holds iff the sliction 'function vanishes in a
neighbourhood l(r) . excluding at most t.
This is consequent to Definition 1 (see also Remark 1) and Definition 3.
Remark 3: Stribeck effect
The Stribeck effect [1], modelled by a nonlinear behavior of the viscous friction term at low velocities, may be
simply taken into account by substituting the term Dq with a given nonlinear function f (q) .

3. Friction simulation
It must be first pointed out that a correct evaluation of the friction
model requires an exact detection of the null value of the argument
,--..
I
\
of the sign functions in (5), which cannot be obtained rigorously
"t., >"ts
,..--.......
during numerical simulation. The classical way to cope with this s=O (\..-y
A ',___ __ _ _ __:;>. C ·.
problem consists in assigning a null value to the sign function over
"•'li(
s= 1
/ .__.,
a suitable short interval around zero, as done, for example, in the
\
I
well known Karnopp model [8]. Small errors could be obtained
\
/
with very short intervals, but short intervals requires also small
\ s=O
s=l I
"ta 5 "ts .\
/
integration steps to be detected, involving long simulation times
.
.
\
I
with fixed step algorithms or the need to predict a possible slick
qp q ~o
I
\
'
condition with variable step algorithms. in order to apply a suitable
\ JI..
step reduction.
> j
In this paper. a more robust and efficient technique is proposed
i ~s=l
'J
to compute the stiction function s(q.•s;r 0 ) when explicit
integration methods are adopted. The technique is based on the qP q >O .or. (i/p q 5'0 .and. "ta > "ts)
finite state machine shown in Fig. 3, where the states A, B and C
Fig. 3 Finite state machine
denote respectively stiction, motion and incipient motion
(transitions among states hold at the end of an integration step).
The values assumed by the stick function s are associated to the arcs of the finite state machine.
The stiction condition obviously holds until I• a I $ • s while for I• a I > 't s the transition A ~ C is fired. In
the latter case the motion equation is the following:

I I

I I

\

'B\

I I
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where the active torque •ap computed in the past integration step is used in place of the velocity q (which is
exactly zero during stiction) as the argument of the sign function. The transition C ~ B is fired
uncondi ti.onaUy.
The motion state is maintained when no velocity reversal is computed in the current integration step, thus
when qplJ > O , qP being the velocity computed in the previous integration step, or when a velocity reversal
·can actually take place since qpi/ $ 0 and I'a I > -c s . Otherwise, if qPq $ 0 and I•0 I $ • s the transition B ~ A
is fil'ed .
The robustness of the technique is greatly improved ifa reduction of the integration step is forced whenever
a transition is predicted. on the basis of the values of the variables in the current and in the past integration
step.

4. Comparing the discontinuous friction model and the LUGRE model
The discontinuous friction mode1 can be actually interpreted as an asymptotic model, where a very fast
dynamics is indeed considered as inflnite~v fast. To understand this fast dynamics it is convenient to visualize
the contact between two rigid bodies as realized through elastic "bristles" [9], deflecting under the action of a
tangential force and generating the friction force. The continuous friction models are based on the average
behavior of the bristles. as in the case of the recently proposed LUGRE model (4,5], defined by the following
equations:
dz .
141
-=q---z

dt

g(q)

crog(v) = •c +(-r, -•c)e- ( " ' "s ) 2
T./

dz
.
=cr,0 z+cr 1 -+cr
2q
dt

where z represent just the average deflection of the bristles. In [4]. this model has been proved to be effective in
modelling some effects not accounted by the classical model, such as the rising of presliding displacements
during stiction, the frictional lag and the varying break-away force.
On the other band the model depends on parameters, in particular cr 0 and cr 1 , which can be hardly
estimated in practical cases and whose net e:ffect on the relative motion is questionable, provided that
sufficiently high values are chosen. implying very fast dynamics for the average deflection of the bristles. On
the contrary. the discontinuous model depends only on directly measurable quantities such as the stiction and
the Coulomb friction torque.

a)

b)
k
'tf

<

'tf

I Friction I

x,i ~PID~11

m ~\\·\';\-<:--;.
'.'.~·:: '.~:~\::" )~{~{\~·
' x
I

~

- - - - - - - 7 ',y

i

;

Fig. -I S;,nulation experiments
The discontinuous model and the LUGRE model are now compared, repeating the same simulation
experiments reported in [4]. In a first e~-periment (Fig_ 4.a)_ aimed to show the stick-slip motion. a unit mass is
attached to a spring with stiffness k = 2 N/m, and the end of the spring is pulled with constant velocity v = 0.1
m/s. The friction force -c 1 is defined by the parameters reported in Table l.

105

N/m

M

Ns/m

lN

0.4 Ns/m

I.SN

0.001 m/s

Table 1. LUGRE model parameters
As it is clear from Figs. 5.a. 5.b, 5.c, which report respectively the position :x of the mass, the velocity v and
die friction to,~que T. 1 computed with the two fri,c tion models (sohd line: LUGRE model. dashed line: classical
model). the ,d,iffierences between the two model becomes appreciable only after some time. This is mainly due to
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the fact that the discontinuous model considers as instantaneous phenomena which in fact take some time to
evolve with the LUGRE model.
Another simulation e:qJeriment (Fig. 4.b) is aimed to show the (stick-slip) limit cycles arising in closed loop
control. when an integral action is adopted_The position of a unit mass is controlled through a PID controller,
thus the motor torque is given by:
't,,,

=-K.,,q -

f

Kp(q-qd )-Kt (q - qd) dt ,

where K.,, = 6 , KP = 3 and K; == 4, and a unit step variation to lhe position set point qd is imposed. The
results. shown in Figs. 6.a, 6.b, 6.c, are very similar to the previous case.

5. Conclusions
For lhe dynamic analysis and simulation of mechanical servos, the well known classic friction model has to be
e:-..tended to define the friction behaviour nearby motion status changes, namely when crossing zero velocity,
when motion stops, and when motion restarts. In the paper a dynamic interpretation of the classic friction
model has been proposed, from which a compact form to describe friction in motion equations. alternative to
conditional equations, has been derived. The compact form is more suitable for motion analysis and may be
exploited for numerically robust motion simulations. Simulation results have been given. that compare the
behaviour of the proposed model with that of the continuous dynamic LUGRE model. Apparently. the
macroscopic behaviour of both models are quite similar, so that the discontinuous model can be seen as an
asymptotic approximation (infinitely fast) of the continuous one. In addition, the continuous model is able to
predict some very fast dynamics, whose parameters. however, seem very hard to get.
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Model Order Reduction by means of a Continuous Friction Law
for a CVT Chain Drive Simulation
J. Srnik and F . Pfeiffer
Technische

Universit~t

Mtinchen

Arcisstr. 21, D-80290 Mtinchen
Abstract: As a central component of a new hybrid concept of an automotive drive train system, a
continuously variable transmission (CVT) is considered. To meet reliable predictions a.bout the dynamic
behavior of the CVT a simulation of the vibrations of the chain drive is performed. The chain drive
transmits the power ,exclusively through frictional forces between chain and pulleys and it contains
excitation mechanisms known as polygonal action. Hence a discrete model of the chain and the contacts
between chain links and pulleys is necessary. A planar description with emphasis on the 3-dimensional
contact mechanics is introduced, which contains the major dynamical effects . The large number of bodies
a.nd above all the modeling of the contacts by Coulombs friction law lead to time consuming simulations.
A continuous approximation of Coulomb results in a reduction of the system's order and hence in lower
calculation times , wi1thout loosing information as shown in the simulation results.

Introduction
Vibrations of chain drives are subject of many scientific works. Most of them investigate only components
like the chain spans (7, 2), or the global behavior, neglecting the polygonal excitat ion and approximating
the contact mechanics between chain and pulleys (6J. Only a view studies take into account the structure
of the chain. Nakanishi and Shabana (31 developed a. detailed model for tracked vehicles, describing chain
links, sprockets and pulleys as single bodies. Fritz a.nd Pfeiffer present a similar extensive model of a
roller cha.in drive {l].
In contrast to roller chain drives, CVT chain drives (Figure 1) transmit power exclusively through
frictional forces in the contact zones between the bolts of the chain and the cone sheaves of the pulleys.
Every contact has two possible states, sticking or slipping, depending on the relative velocity. The possible

rocker-pin chain:

rocker-pins

inner plate

driving
pulley

clasp plate

driven
pulley

Figure 1: CVT chain drive
transitions between them lead to a mechanical system with variant structure. Solution methods for such
systems a.re suggested by Pfeiffer and Glocker (4) and are applied on the model of the CVT-chain drive
by Srnik and Pfeiffer [5JThe discrete structure of the chain causes excitations and determines the vibrational beha.vior of the
entire system. Therefore it is necessary to model every chain link and the two pulleys as separate bodies.
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Containing all the major chain effects, a planar description of the chain drive is introduced. Only the
contacts between ·Chain links and pulleys require a three dimensional model.

Mechanical model of the bodies
Every cha.in link and pulley is modeled as a single body with three degrees of freedom qT = (x, y, a)
(Figure 2). The pulley is connected with the inertial environment through a force element, representing

,z

Figure 2: Model of a pulley (left) and a cha.in link (right)
the bearing elasticities and the bending of the shaft. It is loaded with an external torque M and the
frictional and normal contact forces acting between the pulley's cone sheaves and the bolts of the link.
A cha.in link is connected with its neighbors by force elements taking into account the elasticity and
damping of the link and the joint. When it is in contact with a pulley the frictional and normal contact
forces act on the bolts of the chain link and therefore on the link.

Mechanical model of the bolts
The pa.ir of rocker pins (Figure 1) can be modeled as one single, massless spring acting exclusively
perpendicular to the model plane. Figure 3 shows the bolt's model and the forces acting in the contact
plane. The contact planes of the bolts are the spring's surfaces. They are parallel to the conical inner

Figure 3: Model of a bolt
surfaces of the pulley. The normal contact force FN acts perpendicular to the contact plane, whereby the
frictional forces FRr and FRt are parallel to this plane. Therefore we have to deal with a three-dimensional
contact.
For the derivation of the contact forces it is necessary to quantify the bolt's spring force. It depends
on t he bolt 's length lB and stiffness CB as well as on the local distance of the pulley's surfaces s (Figure
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4) :
Fa = {

CB

(la - s ~ = ea AlB

~

lB

/\

S

A

s >la

(1)

The static equilibrium of forces perpendicular to the model plane provides a conditional equation for
the normal force, which depends on the minimal coordinates of the according chain link and the contact
force in radial direction:

Fa
ea (lB - s)
FN =FR.. tan'!9+ --:a=
FR,. tan-e+
-e
COSv
COS

(2)

{) is the cone angle of the sheaves of the pulleys. To determine the remaining frictional forces in dependency of the normal force, Coulomb's friction la.w is used:
slipping:

FR

sticking:

FR

(3)

In the case of slipping a uniform dependency for the calculation of the frictional forces exists a.nd all
contact forces can be calculated. In the case of vanishing relative velocity ii a transition to sticking occurs.
Cou:lomb

F,~
I

18

fPl
•

continuous
approximation

s

Figure 4: Characteristic of the bolts force (left), friction
characteristic (right)
The second part of the friction law (3) gives an upper limit for the sticking force . Therefore additional
conditions have to be taken into account to calculate the sticking force. The kinematic condition for
sticking is a vanishing relative velocity at the contact points ii = 0, which for a sticking as well as
a breaking loose contact is equal to the condition of vanishing relative acceleration ii = 0. With this
equations all unknown frictional forces can be determined by Coulomb's friction law.
During the nl!lmerical simulation transitions between sticking and slipping occur. The corresponding
switch points have to be determined, which is one reason for extraordinary high calculation times. The
other main reason for this is the the high number of contacts and the connected determination of the
correct configuration of sticking and slipping states in each of them. For this purpose the additional
conditions have to be soived, forming a large time consuming system of equations.
To reduce the contact's calculation costs, two possibilities exist. The first uses a continuous chain
model. Hence only two contacts, one for ea.eh pulley, have to be ta.ken into account. This also neglects
the polygonal effect and the conjoined excitation mechanisms, which are a major subject of the current
studies.
The second possibility for reducing the system's order is the application of a. continuous approximation
of Coulomb's friction law (Figure 4 right):
g

µ = µo (1 - exp(--:-))

(4)

911

Tile factor iJ1a defines the gradient of the curve for g = 0. gh is a measure for the deviation of the
approximation from the exact solution. By this friction law the frictional forces are uniquely determined
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by the normal force for any relative velocity. Therefore the time consuming determination of the switching
points and con.tact configurations is no longer necessary.

Mathematical model
The equations of motion follow from the equations of momentum and the equations of moment of
momentum of each single body. They are transformed into the space of the minimal coordinates by
the corresponding Jacobian-matrices. Calculating the frictional forces by Coulombs friction law (3) the
system's equations of motion with the additional conditions for sticking contacts can be written as
foUows:

M ij

=h + L

g; = 0 /\

W; Ai
Ao, 2: 0; g; 2: 0 /\ Ao; = 0;

g;Ao,

= 0;

g; =

(5)

jg; j

The matrix M r·epresents the mass matrix, the vector q contains all minimal coordinates and the vector
h all active forces. A; is the vector of sticking forces of the i-th sticking contact. It is transposed into
the space of the minimal coordinates by the constraint matrix W;. To evaluate the sticking forces A;
additional complementary conditions a:re taken into account., where Ao; = µo FN; - IA; j 2: 0 is the
frictional saturation.
Due to the transitions from sticking to slipping and vice versa and the corresponding changes of the
number of degrees of freedom, the differential equations (5) are time variant. The according switch points
have to be determined, which leads to high calculation times.
Using t he continuous friction. law ( 4) the system has a constant number of degrees of freedom. The
vector h contains all contact forces which are always aictive in this case:

Mij=h

(6)

The tangential constraints include no sticking, because the frictional force is equal zero for vanishing
relative velocity (Figure 4 right). Hence a certain slippage exists depending above all from the factor
g·h. Because the system contains only continuous force characteristics, no additional conditions have to
be taken into account. Therefore the model's order has dedined and the calculation times have been
decreased by a significant factor.

Simulation Results
The results presented in the foHowing are computed for a stationary working order with constant driving
radius

tel"lsile force
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Figure 5.: Radius (left) and t ensile force (right) of a. chain
link in the driving pulley; Coulombs friction law:
, continuous friction characteristic: - - - speed and out put torque on geared level. Computing time for this case amounts about 80 hours in the
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case of Coulombs friction law and 3 hours for the contiililuous friction characteristic on a SUN-SPARC-10
workstation.
The comparison of the two models by means of the time-dependent radius and tensile force in a
chain link during its surrounding of the driving pulley shows the differences of the two models most
obviously (Figure 5). Generally both models provide results, which are close together. However for the

z.::.

Normal Force
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Figure 6: forces acting on the rocker pins and in a ·chain link
steady model the sticking phases, which are recognized in the discontinuous model by exact constant
values, a.re only approximately constant. On the other side the calculation time decreases by at least one
order of magnitude. Thereby larger values of the coefficient gh in equation (4) lead to higher calculation
times and to a more exact approximation of the unsteady case.
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Figure 7: tensile force in the clasp plate 1
Since the accordance of both models is proven the faster simulations are used for furLher investigations.
Figure 6 shows the contact forces acting on a pair of rocker pins during one revolution as well as the
tensile force in the related chain link. As long as the chain link is part of a strand no contact forces work
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on its rocker pins. When it comes into contact with one of the pulleys the pins are pressed between the
two sheaves and hence the normal force increases. Its amplit ude depends on the geometry of the sheaves
and the transmitted power. The frictional force is a function of this normal force and the relative velocity
between the pulley and the pins. It is split into one radial and one tangential component. The radial
contact force coincides with a radial movement of the chain link which equals a power dissipation. In
contrast to this the tangential con·t act force causes the changes of the tensile force in the corresponding
chain Hnk, leading to different tensile force levels in the two strands which agree with the transmitted
torque.
Due to the mechanical model the simulation provides an integrated value of the tensile force in the
plates of a chain link, whereas measurement was performed for the tensile force in a clasp plate 1 (Figure
1). Therefore it is necessary to determine the distribution of the tensile force on the plates of the chain
links. Using the results of the dynamic simulation shown in Figure 6 and modeling the pair of rocker
pins as bending beams .a s well .a s the plates as linear springs we get the graph of Figure 7 right for the
clasp plate. The comparison of simulation and measurement confirms the mechanical model.
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EXPERIMENTAL ESTIMATION OF DYNAMIC PARAMETERS
FOR AN INDUSTRIAL MANIPULATOR
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Universita degli Studi di Napoli Federico II
Via Claudio 21, 80125 Napoli, Italy
Abstract . This work d,eals with the problem of estimation of dynamic parameters for a conventional
industrial manipulator. By exploiting the property of linearity in the parameters of the dynamic model,
a procedure based on a least-squares algorithm is set up to estimate the dynamic parameters. The
set of data for the estimation is collected along a suitable trajectory, planned in order to achieve an
optimal degree of excitation for the manipulator dynamics. The experiments have been performed on a
conventional industrial manipulator. In spite of 't he non.ideal conditions in which the experiments have
been performed, the results show that a good modeling accuracy has been achieved. In order to reduce
the computational burden of the identified model, a simple model reduction procedure is experimentaly
tested.

Introduction
The availabilty of an accurate model of the manipulator is of the utmost importance both for modelbased control and simulation in robotics. On the other hand, the request for reliable simulation tools
for robotic systems pushes toward the accurate modeling of the robotic systems.
Manipulator dynamic equations a1:1e coupled and highly nonlinear and their structure can be derived
from Lagrange or Newton-Euler formulation [2J . In order to achieve an accurate modeling of the system,
the knowledge of the dynamic parameters is required as well.
Algorithms have been proposed in the literature for the identification of the dynamic para.meters of
robot manipulators. The set of data for the estimation are obtained by executing suitably exciting
trajectories and measuring the resulting motion of the structure together with the commanded joint
torques. The off-line estimation can performed by resorting to least-squares techniques [2,3].
In order to improve the quality of the estimation, the experimental data should be collected along an
optimally exciting trajectory [4,8]. The choice of such a trajectory leads to the solution of an optimization
problem whose dimension increases with the number of robot 's degrees-of-freedom.
The focus here is on a conventional industrial manipulator, the SMART-3 S manufactured by CO MAU.
The dynamic model is derived in terms of a minimum set of dynamic parameters [5]; the estimation is
then performed via the algorithm proposed in (2] by using the data collected during the execution of the
manipulator's motion . The procedure is validated by comparing the obtained model outputs with direct
measur,ements on the manipulator coUected along some test trajectories.
The conditions of the experiments are far Crome the ideal ones required by the theory: unmodeled
dynamics are present, constraints on the choice of the identification trajectories are imposed by the
mechanical structure. In spite of the above factors, the results of the identification in terms of modeling
accuracy are more than acceptable.
Finally, a model reduction technique is presented, aimed at eliminating the parameters which give
negligible contributions to the joint torques. This leads to an approximated model whose computational
burden decreases while ensuring still a good accuracy.

Identification algorithm
The algorithm proposed in (2] is based on the existence of a linear relationship between dynamic parameters and joint torques.
Let us consider a manipulator with n joints, then the set of dynamic parameters to be considered for
each link i is given by: the mass m; , the three components of the first-order moment mirte (hereafter
denoted by Tnc;), six components of the symmetric i11ertia tensor Ii, the actuator inertia 11,mot, the
friction coefficients bs ,i and bv,i (2 parametrs). The total is 13n parameters.
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Regarding the friction torque Tf,i at each joint, several. models have been proposed in the literature
(see (6) for a thorough review). The following model b.as been chosen for the identification:
Tf;i

= bs,iSgn(q;)

+ bv,iQi

(1)

where bs,i and b,,,i are the stiction and friction coefficients of the joint i, respectively, and q;, 5 is a treshold
value. The case l<i;I < Qi,s has not been considered since it is not easy to derive a correct model for
stiction.
The dynamic mode[ of the manipulator can be always written in a form linear in the dynamic parameters [1]
-r

= P(q, q., ij)-y = P(x)"Y,

(2)

where "Y is t.he (13n x 1) vector of parameters, P is an upper triangular matrix of dimension (n x 13n),
x is a (3n x 1) vector

q is the ( n x 1) vector of joint variables, -r is the (n x 1) vector of joint torques and
collecting the joint variables, velocities and accelerations at each time instant.

By measuring joint positions, ¥elocities, accelerations and torques during a trajectory at N time istants
2 l3n), it is possible to write the following relation:

t 1 , t2, ..• , tN (nN

(3)

where each vector x(t;) is to be considered as a measurement point in 'R3"' . Equation (3) represents
an overdetermined system of equations which has no exact solution and matrix P is in general not full
rank. In the inversion of (3) this problem could be overcome by using the damped least-squares problem
solution [7)
However, it is worth .noticing that the dynamic parameters can be regrouped in three categories:
completely identifiable, unidentifiable and identifiable in linear combinations. Unidentifiability of some
parameters is due to the fact there is a restricted degree of relative motion between the links and/or
actuators can apply torque only around joint axes; these parameters are not necessary in the model
and can be eliminated, tb.us reducing the dimension of matrix "Y· Identifiability in linear combination
also .r educes the dimension of -y and is not restrictive .since we are interested in computing the dynamic
model, not the single parameters. In order to id,entify 1.inear combinations of parameters a method is
based on the singular value decomposition of the matrix P has been used [5).
Thus, it is always possible to rewrite the dynamic model in terms of a minimum set of p (p < 13n)
dynamic parameters so that the matrix Pin (3) is foll rank. In this case the least-squares solution of (3)
is
(4)
where "Ye is the vector of estimated parameters. If an a priori knowledge about the values of the dynamic
parameters is available, a weighted pseudo-inverse of P can be used in (4) to improve the efficiency of
t'he estimation on each parameter [8].

Optimal trajectory planning for identification
In order to improve the efficiency of the least-squares algorithm the persistent excitation matrix iI =
pT P [4], or simply the mat rix P [8j, should have a small condition number and an high minimum
singular va!.ue. Thus, a small sensitivity of the estimation algorithm to measurement noise and unmodeled
dynamics can be obtained if the following cost function is minimized to find the N measurement points
x(t;) (i
1, N) l[8J

=

-

1

f(x(ti) .. . x(tN)) = A1cond(P) +A2um(P)'

where um(P) is the minimum singular valu,e of P and A1 , A2 are two weighting scalars.
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(5)

If p is the number of parameters (i.e. , the dimension of; is p), then the minimum number of measures
N required to build the matrix P in ( 4) is such that
nN~

(6)

p,

and thus the minimum number of variables for the optimization problem is 3nN ;::: 3p.
In order to reduce the computational complexity of the optimization problem, the number of the
measurement points of the optimal set can be chosen as the minimum needed to fulfill (6). Then,
after the optimal set of points has been determined, they can be interpolated (e.g., using fifth order
polynomials) to obtain a smooth joint trajectory to be executed from the manipulator. A strategy to
obtain a good set of measures is to interpolate the same set of optimal points several times, changing
the order in which the points are taken. In this way the same set of optimal points is reached with
a different history in the intermediate time intervals (i.e., the time interval between two consecutive
optimal samples); this helps in counteracting the effects on nonzero mean error sources (e.g., unmodeled
dynamics).

However, experimental results show that the increase of the number of measures results in a better
conditioned P and helps to counteract the effects of noise and errors on the measures. Thus, in order to
obtain a larger number of measures additional samples between the optimal points are taken along the
trajectories at sampling rate of T'; experimental tests show that the resulting P is better conditioned
with respect to that built by using only the optimal set of measurement points.

Experimental setup
This work focuses the attention on a conventional industrial manipulator, the SMART-3 S manufactured
by COMAU. The manipulator has six joints and is mounted on a sliding track providing an extra degree
of freedom. Each joint is actuated by brushless motors via gear trains; shaft absolute resolvers provide
motor position measurements, and thus joint velocities and accelerations have to be reconstructed via
numerical filtering. The original controller of the SMART-3 S is the C3G 9000, a VME-based system.
The manipulator is equipped with an 'open' version of the C3G 9000; a bus-to-bus communication link is
estabilished with a standard Pentium/133 personal computer, on which the user can implement control
algorithms as C modules.
During each sampling interval, the PC receives the motor position measurements from the relsovers
and the joint references from the trajectory generation module; then, the torque references are computed
on the basis of a standard PIO control. The overall computation allows the control to be run at 1 ms
sampling time. The reference currents are passed to the servos through the communication link.
For estimation purposes the structure consisting of the first three joints and the sliding track has been
considered (n = 4).
The full dynamic model in terms of the parameters has been derived in symbolic form by using the
software package Mathematica. The matrix P in (3) has been computed at random points X · The
rank of the matrix is resulted to be 27 that is the dimension of the minimum set of dynamic parameters
(p 27). By means of a singular value decomposition of the same P (5}, a set of independent dynamic
parameters has been found:

=

1'1

= m4 + 14,mot + m1 + m2 + m3

1'10

+ li,mot + 12,yy + 13, YY + li(m2 + m3) + l~m3
"{3 = mc1 ,:t + li(m2 + m3)
"14 = mci ,z + mc2 ,z + mc3,z
/2 =

"Is

= 12,n -

=
/7 =
"fa =

1'6

1'9

11,yy

=

l2,yy -

l~m3

= bs,4

111 = b., ,4

= bs,1
"!13 = b11,l
/14 = 12,%y
/12

12,:tz - l2mc3,z

/15=12 ,yz

+ 12,mot + l~m3
mc2,,, + l2m3

1'16

= mc2,y

/17

= bs,2

13,yy

"118

= b11,2

12 ,u

13,:t:t -

where li is the length of the link i, and the link 4 is the sliding track.
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= 13 ,%y
"120 = / 3,:tz
1'21 = 13 ,yz
1'22 = 13,:z
/23 = mc3,%
/ 24 = mc3,y
1'25 = iJ,mot
/ 26 = b s,3
"!27 = b.,,3

1'19
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Paramet,e rs ·e stimation
The optimization problem (5) has been solved numerically using the procedures in the Optimization
Toolbox of Matlab. The minimum number of mesurement points which fulfils (6) is N = 7; this results
in 3Nn = '84 'lariables for the optimization pro:blem. The obtained condition number of P is 220, while
its minimum singular value is 0.16.
Then, five different trajectories are obtained by interpolating the set of optimal points taken in different
orders. Tb.e joint positions of one of these trajectories is showed in Fig. 1.
In order to obtain a feasible trajectory both. the optimization problem and the interpolation procedure
must take into account th·e constraints on maximum and mi'nimum position, velocity and acceleration
a;t each joint.
The five trajectories have been executed by th.e manipulator and the data, motor positions and currents, have been collected at a sampling rate T = 10 ms. The joint velocities and accelerations needed
in (3) are computed by using a non-causal filter from the joint angle histories which is the only information available from the C3G controller.
The resulting P has been built taking the samples along the trajectory every T' = 50 ms; it has
a condition number of 78.2 and a minim11m singular value of 7.36. The estimates of the parameters,
obtained through ( 4) ar·e:
7.4519e+02
= 1.1289e+02
= 5.1899e+Ol
= 8.5828e+oo
=-·6.3285e+Ol
=-9.8991e-01
= 8.1287e+Ol
=-l.7049e+Ol
=-9.9698e+oo

1'1 =

1'10

1'2

1'11

1'3
1'4
I's
I's
1'7
I's
1'9

1'i2
1'13
1'14
1'1S
1'1s
1'17
1'18

= 1.8267e+02
= 9.69.56e+02
= 2.5341e+Ol
= 9.96'25e+Ol
= 1.8929e+00
= 3.8038e+OO
=- l.5370e+oo
= 3.7963e+Ol
= il..221'8e+02

1'19
1'20
1'21
1'22
1'23
1'24
1'2S
1'26
1'27

= 5.5895e+oo
= 2.0113e+OO
= 3.2987e-02
= l.5677e+Ol
=-6.4657e+OO
= 4.4833e+OO
= 5.7040e+oo
= 5.9335e+Ol
= 3.7179e+01

Notice that th.e values ..,,1 , . . . , 1'27 are not to be regarded as the a!Ct11al values of the dynamic parameters
since they come from a least squares problem solution.
To test the correctness of the identification procedure differ.e at trajectories have been executed and
the measured joint torques have been compared with taose obtained by computing the dynamic model
with the identified parameters on. the sa:me trajectory. The time histories of the joints for one of these
trajectories ar·e plotted in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3 the measured and computed torques are reported showing
that a good estimation has been performed. The residual error is mainly due to unmodeled effects and
to the .non-ideal conditions in which the .identifica:tion has been performed.

Model reduction
The set I E 'R.P of ·estimated parameters ma:y contain also some parameters whose contribution to the
joint torques can be consider,ed negligible. In th.is case, the model can be further reduced by eliminating
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these parameters in the model together with their corresponding columns in P . Of course, the related
degree of approximatio'n must be evaluated. To the purpose, consider the following expression for T'
in (3)
1'

T

=

P-y = LPi'"Yi,

(7)

i=l

where Pi is the ith column of P. Thus, the parameters and the associated columns in P to be eliminated
can be selected on the basis of the following test
if

llPnill

~

p..,,

(8)

then discard the parameter '"'fi,

where p.., is a properly set treshold. Notice that the above test cannot be based only on the evaluation
of ill.Pill. because it does not take into account the numerical value of the corresponding parameter.
Using the data collected along the test trajectory and setting the treshold p.., = 250.0 in (8), we found
that the parameters 'Y4, 'Y6 , /14, 11s , 'Y16, 719 , 120, /21 and 'Y2s can be eliminated from the model. Thus,
the columns of P can be reduced to 17. Notice that the remaining parameters are principal inertias and
friction coefficients at each joint. In order to test the reduced model in different conditions, a torque
reconstruction is performed on a second test trajectory (not shown here); the results reported in Fig. 4
show that the reduced model is still a ble to track the system's behaviour.
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Conclusions
In this paper the problem of estimation of dynamic parameters for a conventional industrial manipulator
has been addressed. By exploiting the property of linearity in the parameters of the dynamic model, a
procedure based on a least-squares algorithm is set up to estimate the dynamic parameters. The set of
data for the estimation is collected along a trajectory which ensures an optimal degree of excitation for
the manipulator dynamics. The experiments have been performed on an industrial manipulator. The
conditions of the experiments are far from the ideal ones required by the theory: unmodeled dynamics
are present, constraints on the choice of the identification trajectories are imposed by the mechanical
structure. In spite of the abov·e factors , the results show a god accuracy of the obtained model. Finally,
a simple model reduction technique is presented and experimentally validated.
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SINGULAR PERTURBATION MODEL OF ROBOTS WITH ELASTIC JOINTS AND
ELASTIC LINKS CONSTRAINED BY RIGID ENVIRONMENT
P. Rocco
Politecnico di Milano
Dipartimento di Elettronica ·e lnformazione
Piazza LeonaJdo da Vinci, 32. 20133 Milano - Italy
rocco@elet.polimi.it
Abstract A robot wi,fh dis.tributed flexibility in the .links and lumped flexibility in the joints is considered in this
paper. First the model of ·the :system in free motion is fonnulated as a se·t of ordinary differential equations.
adopting a finiite number of modes of 1the link deformation . Then algebraic constraint equations on the
generalized coordinates of the system ar:e added, to account for the loss of degrees of freedom due to the contact
w.i.th rigid environment. A r·educed mder model, expr·essed in the residual degrees of freedom is then derived.
based on a coordinate partitioning procedure. The singularly perturbed model of the system is finally computed.
and the expression of the fast subsystem is given. The special cases of a robot with rigid joints or rigid links are
also addressed.

Introduction
Every robot is affected, to some extent, by distributed flexibility of the links [2]. Robots actuated by transmission
systems (non difect drive mbots) are also affected by the elasticity of ~he joints connecting the motors to the
links. While the elasticity can be neglected in many practical cases (distributed elasticity of the links is usually
·inessential in massiv·e industrial robots). some applications ex·ist where th.e resonant dynamics associated with the
flexibility can be of prominent importance. Lightweight long-reach manipu1lators, used in space robotics and in
some special applications such as nuclear waste retrieval. ,ru.,e inhel'Cntly flexible and vibrate when they undergo
fast transients; industrial robots equipped with Harmonic Drive reductors exhibit oscillatory behavior usually
ascribed to the torsional flexibility of the transmissions. Since the adoption of electrical motors and geared
transmission systems is a standard choice in robotics, ev.en outside the industrial applications, it can be of some
interest to study the model of a robot affected by flexibility both in the links and in the joints.
Moreover, most of the robotic applications involve a contact of the tip of the manipulator with a usually rigid
external envi ronmenL Hence, models which explicitly account for the constraints imposed to the robot motion by
the environment deserve some attention. This is particularly true in view of the formulation of force/position
control algorithms [ l 2J, i.e. control systems which can track a desired position of the tip of the robot and
simultaneously regulate the forces arising at the contact with the environment.
In any case, the flexibility is revealed by transients which evolve in .a much faster time scale than those
associated to the nominal operating conditions of the robot. Singular perturbation theory (4) lends itself to the
description of systems whose dynamics evolve in two time scales. The goal of a singular perturbation approach is
the identification of ·two reduced order subsystems from ·the original sys~em: the slow subsystem (sometimes
called quasi steady-state system), whose dynamics coincide with the dynamics of the rigid structure, and the fast
system, which is a dynamic system par.ametri~ed by the variables of the slow one.
Singular perturbation models of elastic joint robots [ l l). as well .as flexible link robots [ l 0) in free motion
have long bee·n k.nown in the literature, while only recently correct singular perturbation models for elastic joint
robots 1(8], and flexible hn'k robots (9), constrained by the environment, have been proposed.
In the present paper. a comprehensive singular •perturbation model of a constrained robot with flexi ble joints
and links will be presented. The formulation of the model will step through the following points:
-Modelling of the robot in free motion as a set of ordinary differential equations;
·Modelling of the constraint as a set of algebraic equations ·o n the generalized coordinates;
-Expression of the reaction forces as Lagrange multipliers;
-Reduction of the order of the model by way of the coordinate partitioning method;
-Application of the singular perturbation method to the reduced order model;
-Formulation of the slow and fast systems dynamics.
The singularly perturbed models of robots with rigid Hinks or rigid joints will be obtained as particular cases
of the general model presented in this work.
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Modelling in free motion
The system considered in this study is a robot with revolute single d.o.f. joints whose links are affected by
elasticity. We will assume that that the rigid motion and the flexible deformation of the links occur in the same
plane. The actuation of the motion is performed by means of motors connected to the robot joints through elastic
transmissions. While the elasticity of the transmission can be conveniently lumped by considering a fictitious
torsional spring between the motor and the link [ 11 ), the elastic link is actually a distributed parameter system,
whose exact modelling is accomplished using partial differential equations.
A finite dimensional model of the robot can nevertheless be obtained by truncating the modal expansion of
the deflection to a finite number of assumed modes [ l ], (3), (7) under the assumption of small deformation:
(l)
j=I

where w; is the deflection of link i at time r. computed at a distance x from the origin of a suitable reference frame
attached to the link. 'If;; is the shape assumed for the j-th mode of link i. while q/ii is its time-varying amplitude.
The number of modes retained from the asymptotic expansion is denoted by m;.
Lagrange's equations of motion of the overall system (the flexible robot, the elastic transmissions and the motors )
in free motion can be obtained considering as a set of generalized coordinates. the rigid joint coordinates q, e
9t". the flexible variables q1 =(qfl" .... qfl,,, 1; q12 i. .... qp ,,. ; q,,. 1..... q,,.,.)r e 9lN-2n and the motor coordinates q,,, e
2

9t":

)]+[g,(q,.q,
)]+[KAq,,, -q, )] =o
gJ{q,,q
Kq

M(q,,q, { ~' ]+[h,.(q,.~,,q, ·~t
tqr h1 (q,,q,,q 1 ,q1 )

1)

(2)

1 1

J ,,,ii.,.+ K1 (q.,. -q,) = u
where:

M=

M,.
T

[ Mtf

is the symmetric pos1uve definite inenia matrix of the robot, conveniently partitioned into the matrices
M,, e 9t""", Mrt e 9l""cN-2'1>, Ml! e 9{CN-:zn>x <N-2'1> and M/ e 9l<N-2n>""; h, and h1 are the vectors of Coriolis and
centrifugal terms, while g, and g1 the vector of gravitational terms (for the rigid and the flexible parts,
respectively); K1 and K1 are the matrices (diagonal and positive definite) of the stiffness constants of the joints
and of the links, respectively; J,. is the matrix (diagonal and positive definite) of the moments of inenia of the
motors: u e 9l" is the vector of the control inputs (assuming as many control inputs as rigid d.o.f.).

Constraints
Assume now that the tip of the robot makes contact with a very stiff environment. Algebraic constraint equations,
in the same number as the number of d.o.f. inhibited by the interaction with the environment. are introduced in
the model. While the constraint equations are more easily written in terms of the Cartesian coordinates of the tip
of the robot. we will assume that, with proper use of the direct kinematics of the robot, the constraint equations
are wriuen in terms of the above defined rigid joint coordinates q, and flexible variables qr=

<1>(q,,q1 )=O.

(3)

where <I>: (9l" x 9lN-2'1)-+ 9l'", m being the number of constraints (m~).
Defining now the two Jacobian matrices:

d<I>
dq,.

A=-

•

where A, e 9l"""', A1 e 9l'""<N-2'1>, and recalling that the constraint forces act along the normals to the constraint
surfaces. eq.(2) can be rewritten, in case of constrained motion, as:

)]+[K' Krqt
(q,,. -qr}] =[~{q,,q/ )]/.
(qr,q

M{q, ,qf { !r ]+[h,(q,,~,,qf ·~! )]+[g,(q,,qf
{qr h1 (q,,q,,q 1 ,q1 ) c1 (q,,q 1 )

J ,,,ii.,.+ K 1 (q,,, -q,) = u
where /.. e 9l"' is a vector of Lagrange multipliers.
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A1

1)

(

4)

lntroducing the inverse of the inertia matrix:

Hrfl

H=M-' =[H"
H fr

H ff

where H rr, H rf, H ff and .H fr = H ~ have the same dimensions as M rr, M rf , M ff and M ~ , respectively, the
equations of the motors are expressed in terms of the new variabites:

qi =qm-qr

as:

Model reduction
The mathematical model (4) is made up by N second-order differential equations. for a system that actually
presents N-m d.o.f., once the constraints (3) are active. It is however possible to reduce the number of
differential equations. by resorting to a coordinate partitioning procedure [5], (6), [ 13). Consider the following
partition of the vector q,:

(6)
where q r1 E 9t'". q,2 E 9t"-'", and assume that there exist a continuous, twice diffe,rentiab)e function 0 : (9,2X 91)
~ 9t"', where e,2 and 1 are two open sets (0,2c9\"-"', 0F9'"'-u.). such that the constraincs (3) can be expressed

e

as:
(7)

A reordering of the rigid variables q, ,couild be necessary to express the ,constraints as in (7). Also. note that
the dependent variables q, 1 have been chosen only among the rigid ones. thus implicitly excluding the presence
of a constraint acting only on ,the flexible variables.
Differentiating (6) with respect to time, we have:

q, =T,.q,2 +Ttfqt

(8)

where:

and the Jacobian matrix A, has been partitioned as:
A,

=[Ar1

A, 2 ]

=[V'I
~''

·de!> ] .
dq,2

Introducing matrix T:

T,,

Trf ]

T = [ 0 IV-2n .n-m

/ N-2n

'

which has ,the property ,that:

[A, A1 ]T =O

,

(9)

it is possible to eliminate the Lagrange multipliers A. from the dynamic equations (4) by premultiplying the said
equations by matrix Tr. Exploiting eq. (8) and its derivative, we finally arrive at the expression of the constrained
dynamic system in terms of the independent variables q,2 and q1 :

M (
9
c

{

[O"-'"·']=[T,~(q,2,qf )K1q1]

4,2]

[hcr(q,1 ,i/r2 •qf ,qf ).] .[ Kcr(q,2,qf )]'
' ' qf lqf + hcf(q,2,iJr1 •qf ·"f) + Kc1(q,1,q1 ) + Kfqf
2

1

where:
M = [ M '"
T
'
M,tf

and
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TJ(q,2,qf )K1q1

(lO)

Mcrr =T,~M,,Irr. M,rf =T,~M,,Irf +T,~Mrf. Mcff =M ff +TJM,,Irf +TJM rf + M~Trf '
TT·.
T
·.
T
T
·.
·.
T
·.
her= T,,h, + T,,M,,I,,.q,2 + TrrM,,Irfql, he/ = Trfh, + h1 +TrfM,,I,,.q,2 + M rfT,,q,2 + TrfM,,Irfqf
ter =T:g,, gef =T;g, +g/
An expression for the Lagrange multipliers A. in terms of the state variables can be obtained by twice
differentiating the constraint equations (3) [5]:

A,q,+A,4, +A,q,+A,4, =0.
and eliminating the vector of the acceleration from eq. (4). The result is:

A.= (AM-'AT)-'(-A[T,A,2 .+ Trt41]+ AM-'([h' ]+[g,

qi

hf

gf

]+[

011.1 ] - [ K,q,
ON-2n.I

Kfqf

Jll

(I I)

where A=[A, A1]. Plugging this expression into (5) yields:

ii.,~ -(1;' +H,, )x,q,_+H,,(h, + g,)+Hr1(h1 + t1 + K1q1 )+1; 1u-(H,,A: +Hr1AJXAM- 1ATr

(12)

(-A,(T,,4,2 +Trfqf )-A1<i1 +(A,H,, +A,H fr xh, + g, - K,ql )+(A,Hrf +A1Hff Xh1 + Kt + Kf ql ))
which, together with (l 0), completes the model of the constrained robot.

A singularly perturbed version of the model
The singular perturbation parameter [4] is introduced as µ = 1/k, where k is the minimum between k1 and k1 ,
which in turn are common factors among the stiffness constants of the arm (elements of matrix K1). and among
the stiffness constants of the joints (elements of matrix K 1 ) , respectively. New variables are then defined as:

~/

= K,q, = k1K1q1=a.1kK1q1
~' =KA 1 =k 1 K1q 1 =cx 1 kK1 q 1

with a. / = k1 /k and a. 1 = k 1 /k. Defining the inverse of the inertia matrix of the constrained system as:

H =M-1 =[Herr
e

__ where Herr, H crt , H elf and H cfr

-:;::.

e

H efr

H er/ ]
H cff

'

H :rt have the same dimensions as M ,,.. . M ert . M elf and

M:,.,

respectively,

it is possible to rewrite system (10), (12) in the following singularly perturbed form:

q,2 =-H=[l\,.+gaJ-nat[l\t +gq +~1 j+[H,J,!° +HatTIF1

(13)

(14)

µ~J =-(i;;.1 +ii,,~) +ii,,(h, +g,)+iirt(h, + t1 +~1 )+i;'u-(li,,A; +HrtAJXAM-IATr
CJ.1

(-A,(T,A,z +Trtµ(a.1K1 f ~1)-A1µ(a1K1 f'~1 +
(A,.H,, + A1Hfr xh, +g, -~, )+ (A,.Hrf +A1H Xh1 +t1 +~r ))

(15)

ff

-

where Hefr

=K1H,1,, Hcff = K1 Hcff, H,, = K1H,, , Hrf = K1 Hrf , 1,,,-1 =K 1J,,,-1
-

-

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

.

In the limit as µ-+0 , eqs. (14) and (15) collapse to the following algebraic equations:

f

o=-Hqrr[i\,. +&r]-il<ff[~+&t +~1 ]+[ilq,T: +ileft/

o =-(i;;.1 +Ii,,~' +li,,(~+i, )+.Hrt(h"1 + g-1 +~1 )+i;;.1ii -( H,,A,.T +.HrtA"f )(A"M-1A"rf
(-A,r,A",2+(A",H,, +A1H1,Xh. + i, -~, )+(Ajlrt +A1Hff Xhr +'i1 +~r ))

(16)

(17)

In eqs. (16), (17), the overbars denote that the variables, or the matrices, are evaluated in the special case µ=0 :
for example, ~' stands for

he,(q,2 ,q,2 ,0,0) . The system is linear in
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~f and ~' : by solving for these variables

and plugging the result into (13), with µ=0, the equations of the rigid robot model are obtained. as it can be
proven. Thus the slow dynamics of the system are identified as the dynamics of the rigid system.
To reveal the fast dynamics, we first introduce the fast variables:
.
T\1 =~I-~/• T\2 = E~t

-

'Th=~,-~,.

where E

T\4

=£~,

=..[,i, and the fast time scale 't;:t/E. Rewriting the system in this time scale, and examining it for E=O, it

,js ,easy co condude that system (13) ,c onfirms that q,2 and q, 2 :w.e constant in the fast time scale, while the
expression ohhe fast dynamics can be obtained by c·o mbining eqs. (14), (15), (16) and (17). The result is :

drt1

=T\2

d't

dt12
d-r

-;:;(-;:;-r -;:- T:'T ) ) •
=a, ( -Hcfff11+
Hcf,T,,+Hcf!Trf TJ3

( 18)

( 19)
where:

[ =( H,,A,T +HrtAf )(A'M-1ATr .
The fast system is linear in the state v.ariables T)i. l'.1 2• T1 3• T) 4 , parametrized in the values of the variables of the
slow system.

Robot w.ith .rigid jo.i nts and ,efastic links
Th.is special case corresponds w:

a. 1

=oo,

ex I

=1 .

The second of 09) thus collapses ~o an algebraic equation. Solving this equation for T) 3, plugging the result in
the first of (18), and performing messy calcu'lations (here omitted), the foHowing result is obtained:

dl'\,

-='112
d't

-;:(-;:- -r -;:;- -:;:-r) d't =-Hcff'lll + H cf,Trr +Hcf!Trf (u-u)

dl'\2
4

where matrices

Helf

4

and H cfr account also for the effect of the inertia matrix of the motors (which sums up to

che rigid part of the inertia matrix of the robot, M").

Robot with ,e lastic joints and r.igi.d links
This second special case can be identified by letting:
ex 1 = 1, a. / =oo •
The second of (18) thus collapses to an algebraic equation. Soiving this equation for Tli. plugging the result
into the first of (19) and performing again messy calculations (here omitted), the following result is obtained:

dJt3 -

T)

drt4
d't -

-

d't -

4

(14-1
M4 -I F \. JA-I(
"'+ rr - )'13+ '"

-)

U-U

where:
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Conclusions
The aim of this paper was substantially methodological. While the model of the robot with elastic joints and
elastic links might be of limited interest in practical situations, the systematic approach used in this work could
be of some help for readers in1terested in •the two time scale modelling of constrained mechanical systems with
flexible parts. Onc·e the contact has been modelled as infinitely stiff and the distributed nature of the flexibility
has been removed by some lumping techniques, the very general problem of the singularly penurbed formulation
of a DAE (Differential Algebraic Equations) system arises. Attention must be paid to perform the singular
per.turbation decomposition of the system only after the model reduction, i.e. on the model free of the Lagrange
multipliers.
The expression obtained for the dynamics of the fast system is rather involved and does not lend itself to an
easy adoption in model based control laws. However, since the system is linear, the said expression should be
useful to find bounds on the matrices of the ilinear system, to be adopted ·in robust control laws.
0
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PATH PLANNING FOR ROBOTS BY STOCHASTIC OPTIMIZATION METHODS
K. Marti
Federal Armed Forces University
Aero Space Engineering and Technology
D-8 5 577 Neubiberg/M:ilnchen

Abstract.
In order to reduce large online measurement and correction expenses, the a priori information
(given by certain moments or parameters ofa pmbability distribution) on the random variations
p=p(w) of the vector p of model parameters are tak·e n into account already in the planning phase.
Thus, instead of solving a deterministic path planning problem with fixed estimated data, here, the
optimal velocity profile along the given trajectory is determined by using a stochastic programming
appmach. Consequently, the Polygon V(s,p) of Constrained Motion is replaced by a more general
Set V(s) of Constrained Motion, detennined by chance constraints or more general expected cost
constraints. The properties of V(s) are considered for several probability distributions of p(w).

1. Optimal Path Planning for Robots
Ac-cording to [1],[2],[5] the dynamic equation for robots is given by
"

n

j=l

j,k=l

L -f;iq(t),pJqit) + L ctpiq(t)pD)<iit)qit)

(1)

where q=q(t) is the n-vector of robot (or ·configuration) coordinates, J(q)=(Jjj( q))1 ~ ijsn is the
inertia matrix, C( q)=(Ci.ik(q))1si.i.lin is the tensor of Coriolis and centripetal torques/forces, and
FRi(q,rj); G;(q) denote the frictional, gravitational forces, respectively.
Moreover, Po designates the vector of robot or model parameters arising in the dynamic equation
(1). Having then a geometric path in work space

(2)
to be followed by the end-effector of the robot, in case of non-redundant robots, the kinematic
equation

T(q,pT) = xe(s), O~s~se,

(3a)

can be solved uniquely for the vector of robot coordinates

q

= qe(s,pr),

O~s~s,.

(3b)

The trajectory q=q(t) .in the configuration space is then represented by

(4)

q(t):= q,(s(_t)), q,(s)=q 11(S.Pr),

where s=s(t) is a strictly monotonous relationship between time t, O~t$:te, and the path parameter
s, O~s~se, to be d·e t,ermined in some optimal sense [1],[2],[5]. Hence, putting
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(5)
. -dq , qe:=
I
dqe, .into (1) , we find·
h
were
q:=
dt
ds
n

L .f;/qe(s.,pr),pD)(q~(s,pK)S + q~~(s,pr)s )
2

(6a)

j =l

n

+

L

cijiqe<s,pT),pd>q~(s.pT)q~(s,pr)S 2 +FRi(q(s),q:(s,pT),pD)+Gl(qe(s,pT),pD) = u;(t), 1~i:rn.

j ,Jc: l

For FRi we suppose that
n

FRi

= L R;/q,ls.Pr),pD)q~(s.pT)S,

or F Ri = R;(qe(s,pT),pD)sgn(q;;(s,pT)).

(6b),(6c)

j =l

Consequently, for the unknown, strictly monotonous increasing functions s=s(t), Os.ts.t , we find
·
I I
e
with P1:= (pr>fJD)

(7a)
where
n

a;(S.P1) :=

"L.f;/qe(s.pT)pD)q~(s,pT),

(7b)

j: l

(7c)
Furthermore, in case (6b) we have tbat
n

bil(s,p1:=

I: RiJ(qis),pr),q~(s,pT),

(7e)

c;(s,p1) : = G;(qe(s,pr).PD),

j =l

and in cas·e (6c) we g·e t

(7f)

bil(s,p1) =O, c;(sp1):= R;(qis,pT),pD) sgn (q:;(s,pr)) + G;(qe(s,pr)).

Introducing now the unknown velocity profile P(s) along the trajectory re =re(s) by
p(s):=

s2(s) = s2(t(s)),

(8)

wher;e t=t(s), O.ss.ss,e> denotes the inverse s=s(t), O.st.ste, we have
equations (7a-f) r·ead

s=

!P'(s)
2

= ..!.. dP (s).Thus,
2 ds
(9)

Besides the dynamic and kinematic equation (1),(3a), resp., an optimal control of a robust must
satisfy still the following constraints [1],[2],[5] : i) Initial and terminal conditions

p(o)

= p(sJ

(lOa)

=O
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ii) Control constraints
umin(q(t),pc)

+

E" uijmin(q(t),pcYJit) s uit)

(IOb)

j =l

"

s uim<r:z(q(t),pc) + E uljm=(q(t),pc)<i)t), i=l, ... ,n,
j=-1

where Pc is a parameter vector describing the possible uncertainties in the bounds ( 1Ob).

iii) V:elocity constraints
iiil) Conditions for the joint velocities

CJ;m;n(q(t),pc) s q(t) s CJ;,,,ax(q(t),pc), i=l,. ..,n

(IOc)

iii2) Conditions for the path velocity

v;,,,;n(x(t),pc) s i ;(t) s v;,,,gz(x(t),pc), i=l, ... ,n.

(IOd)

Acording to the representation (4), rc onditions ( lOb),( lOc),(I Od) read:
n

uimin(qis/p.J,pc)

+

E uifmin(qis,pK),Pc)q~(s,pK).jp(s)

(lOb')

j=l

S

u;(t) s u;,,,ax(qe(s.,pK),Pc)

+

"

E uijmax(qis,px).Pc)q~(s,pxhfP(s),
j=-1

(IOc')

v;,,,;n(xe(s),pc) s x~(s)J1f3(s) s v,,,,=(xe(s),pc),

(IOd')

for i=l,2, ... ,n. Obviously, conditions (10c'),(10d') yield
Pmm(S,PrJJc) ~P(s) s Pmax(S,PrJJc)·

(11)

Using (9), conditions (!Obi) and (11) can be represented by the system of linear inequalities
(A(s,pJ:w)) - B 11(sp.j.._w),pc(w))~(s) s h 11 (s,p(w))

(12)

for the vector

·~ = ~(s):=

;I p(s) I

(13)

JP(s) . .

:P'(s) .
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where p: = (p1,pc).

(13b)

The objective of the optimal trajectory planning problem is then to detennine the velocity profile
P=Jl(s), O~s~So. such that the cost function

JCPC·)): = r -1-J(s,p(s),pt(s))~
Jo J:p(s)
1

(14)

•

is minimized subject to the constraints (lOa), (12).
2. Stochastic Optimization o.f Robo.ts
A basic problem in the optimal trajectory planning problem is that the component of the vector
p of model parameters in (13b) are not given fixed quantities. Due to stochastic variations of the
material, manufacturing errors, measurement(identification) errors, stochastic uncertainty of the
path in work space and of the payload, p must be described by a random vector
p=p(6.1), <V€(.QA,P)
on a certain probability space (0,A,P). Hence, the optimal trajectory planning problem
min J(/l(-))
(I Sa)
1

s.t.

l(

A(s.p )-B "(s.p-n )
J
I
TJC"C
(. -A(s.p1)+B (S.PrJJc)

'

PCs))
P'(s)

~~(s)

:s ( h "(s,p))
-h 1(s,p)

(lSb)
(15c),(15d)

with the random data p=p(CA>) must be treated by means of Stochastic Optimization Methods
(3],[4]: The main task is to convert now the random constraint (15b) into one or several deter·
ministic conditions to be treated then by appropriate analytical or numerical methods.

2.1. Frobabilistk constr:aints
Considering the probability that the inequalities in ( I Sb) hold jointly, separately, resp., for each
path points, O~s~se> we obtain the probability functions of the following type

A(s,pJ.w)) - B "(s,p.J..w),prf._w)))
P/fJ:= ((• -A(s.pJ.w) + B 1(s,p.J.w).pc(CA>)) .

~

:S.

( h "(sp(CA>))))
-h 1(;.P(w)) ·

(1 )

6

The system of random linear inequalities (15b) is replaced then by the probability or chance
constraints of the type
P,(~(s)) ~

a(s) with given a(s), O:sa(s}:sl,

Os;s~se.

(17)

2.2 Cost const~aints
Evaluating the violation of the co.nstraints in (I Sb) by means of a ce.rtain nondecreasing cost/loss
function y=y(z) o.n m2(n+l) instead of the probability function (16) we obtain the expected cost
function

·( (A(s.pj_CA>))-B "(s.p.J..w).pc(CA>)))~ -h "(s,p(w)))
r (~) : =Ey
.
'
(-A(s.pJ.w))+B 1(s,p.J..w).pcCCA>)))~+h 1(s,p(CA>))
As a substitute for (I Sb). here we get then the mean cost constraints
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(18)

I'i~) .s:

rs..max• Os:s~se

(19)

where rs,max d enotes an upper cost limit.
1

3. S:et of coostrained motiion
In generalization of the polygon of constrained motion [5] the set of constrained motion
vprob(s), vcost(s), resp., is defined by
1

V

pro

b(s):=

V rrs):=

cos\:

P(s)l
{·( pi(s)

a(s)},

(20)

PW)
.
:P(s)<!:O, r(~)) ~ r~.~<s)}.
{( P'(s)

(21)

: p(s)<!:O, P (~(s))
s

s

;i::

~

Assuming - for technical reasons - that Jl:'(s)= Vprob(s), V(s)= Vcos,(s), resp., is compact for each
s,

O.s:s~sc,

the velocity profils limits

P~s):= min{P(s): ( 13 ~7))
:P ls):=max{P(s): (

13

~7))

E V(s) for some P'Em}

(22a)

P'E~R}

(22b)

E

V(s)forsome

·e xist for each s, :moreover, for each point (s,P(s)) such that Os:s~s. and [:\(s)~P(s) s: rt(s), the
maximum acceleration, deceleration, resp.,
1

1

L,;(s,p(s)):= max{:P1: (
fmn(s,P(s)):= min{:pt: (

13
13

~7))

~~))
1

E

E

V(s)},

(23a)

V(s)},

(23b)

exist. The optimal values in (22a,b), (23a,b) can be determined by means of stochastic
optimizatfoo methods (3].
4. The fields of extremal. traj.ectories
Having the maximum acceleration, deceleration f.mx(s,P(w)), f;..;,,(s,P(w)), resp., being robust
with respect to stochastic parameter variations, two robust fields of extremal trajectories
prn&X::pmax(s), pmin::pmin(s), O~s~s0 are defined by the differ,ential equations:

P'(s) = Us,:P(s)), O~s~sc

(24a)

P'(s) = ~(s,ip(s)), o~s~s.

(24b)

where
,p(s)~O, O~s~s..

, p(o)=p(sJ=O.
(24c)
The optimal. traj ectory ;p*=P*(s), O~s~s., minimizing the objective function in (15a) subject to
probabilistic or expected cost constraints under consideration can now be determined by the same
methods as in optimal derterministic path planning [l],{2],[5].
1
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MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF AN AGRICULTURAL TRACKED VEHICLE
G. Ferretti and R Girelli
Dipartimento di Elettronica e Infonnazione
Politecnico di Milano
Piazza Leonardo da Vinci 32, 20133, Milano, Italy
Abstract. A new approach to the dynamic modelling of tracked vehicles is proposed in this paper, resulting in
a full 3D. 8 d.o.f. dynamic model of an agricultural tracked vehicle. The main features of the approach are an
accurate description of the track·terrain interaction. a dynamic model of the shear displacement, and the
adoption of an innovative modelling and simulation environment: MOSES, based on Object·Oriented tools and
techniques.

l. Introduction
Tracked vehicles modelling has been mainly dealt with in the literature with three different goals:
1) Analysis of steerability ([3 ,6]):
2) Analysis of ride characteristics {( l ]);
3) Theoretical prediction of ground pressure distribution and tractive perfonnance ((2.10, 11, 12]).
Just in the first two cases dynamic modelling is properly involved, while in the third case stationary motion
conditions are assumed. Moreover, in all cases a 2D modelling is considered. In the first case the motion of the
vehicle in an horizontal plane is considered, in the second case the attention is focused on the ride dynamic
response (vibrations) in a vertical plane. while in the third case the actual goal of the investigation is the
prediction of the ground pressure and tractive effort as a function of the track slip. On the other hand, only in
the latter case an accurate modelling of the track·terrain interaction is perfonned. which appears as the most
challenging goal in tracked vehicle modelling.
The above drawbacks are overcome with the approach proposed in this paper, which integrates an accurate
description of the terramechanics in a full 3D. dynamic model of an agricultural tracked vehicle. characterized
by 8 d.o.f. and having the two independently applied sprocket torques as input variables. In particular, a
significant and innovative contribution of this work is the modelling of the dynamics of the shear displacement
under non·stationary motion conditions. described by a partial derivatives equation. The approach is also
innovative from the point of view of the modelling and simulation environment adopted: MOSES [4], a
modular modelling environment designed to overcome the limits of available tools in dealing with CAE of
complex technological systems. In particular, it is shown how the features of MOSES make easier the modular
approach to modelling. while maintaining a high efficiency in simulation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the modular scheme of the tracked vehicle model,
summarizing the modelling assumptions. Section 3 is devoted to the description of the terramechanics, starting
from the description of the dynamics of the shear displacement and then introducing the forces arising at the
track·terrain interface: l) normal reaction: 2) tractive effort arising from the shearing of the terrain; 3) motion
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resistance due to terrain compaction; 4) lateral resistance, giving rise
to the moment of turning resistance during steering manoeuvres.
Section 4 shows the featmes of MOSES that allows a complete and
efficient modular .approach to modelling. Section 5 discusses a
qualitative validation of the model, based on field e:-..-periments with
the agricultmal tracked vehicle LANDINI lREK.KER 75F/ST.
Section 5 draws finally some conclusions.
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2. The modubr model of the tracked vehicle
The overall model of the tracked vehicle, characterized by eigth
d.o.f, has been decomposed into subsystems or modules, shown in
Fig. 1.
Six d.o.f are introduced by a classical (Newton-Euler) rigid body
Fig. ] Roll. Pitch. Yaw
model, accounting for 1;he dynamics of the vehicle body, whose
position and attitude are desc.ribed by the vector position of its center
of mass and by the three rnll, pitch and yaw .angles of Fig. 2. Other two d.o.f are introduced by the rotational
joints connecting the vehicle body to the right artd left sprockets. Through these two joints the torques Air and
M 1 • which are the only e:\/ogenous variables of it he model, ar·e independently applied to the right and left
sprockets respectively.
The longitudinal elasticity of the track has 1b een neglected,
and it is therefore ·c onsidered as an ine:-..1ensible driving belt with
respect to the rolling motion of the sprockets. idlers and
roadwheels. As a consequence. the an,gular velocities of the
rolling pans are assumed as algebralcally related and the rolling
inen,ia'l effects of the track are entirely ascribed to the sprocket.
whose moment of inertia around the rolling axis has been
suitably augmented. The aerodynamic resistance can also be
z,
neglected. owing to 1the low operatirtg speed of .agricultural
vehicles [9). as well as the effects of suspensions [2).
The track modules deal with the main mode[hng problem,
namely 1the d escription of the vehicle-terram interaction, and
will be described in detail in the next section.
Fig. 3 Forces acting on the track
3. Track-terrain inte1raction model
The track has been divided in two parts (Fig. 3 ), the spfocket and 1the idler, each one located by a frame and
assumed as a rigid footing 1 in order to compute the nounal reactions Ps and ~ and the lateral resistances Q5
artd Qr , giving rise to a moment of turning r esistance during skid-steering. The force R is the motion
resistance due to terrain compaction, while Fis the thrust.produced by the shearing of the terrain.
All these forces depend on the terrain response, which can be characterized by the pressure-sink.age and by
the shear stress-shear displacement Jelationships_, and by the coefficient of lateral resistance [8, 9, l l) . The thrust
in particular is a function of the shear displacement. whose computation in dynamic conditions deserves a
special attention :and will be d ealt with fi rst in the next subsection.

3.1 Dynamic model of t he shear displacement
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Fig. ./Shear displacement in forward motion

During non-stationary motion the shear displacement
j can be in general defined as a function of time t and
of the distance x from the front of the contact area
(see Fig. 4). On the other hand, since the u ack cannot
stretch, the speed of slip of the track with reference to
the ground v1 is the same for every point of the track
in 1contaot with the terrain, v 1 being given by the
difference between the theoretical speed v1 =rro ,
where oo and r are the angular velocity and the radius
of the pi~ch circle of the sprocket. and the actual

1 Thrs assumption should be r~alistic in the case of agricult\Jral 1ra cked vclticles (91.
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forward speed of the track v (according to the conventions of Fig. 4):
v 1 =v1 -v=roo-v.

Since the speed of slip v 1 is also equal to the total time derivative of the shear displacement:
dj(x ,I) Oj(x, f) 8/(x. t) dx
v =---=---+---)

dt

0x

at

dt

and the theoretical velocity v, also defines the relative velocity of the track with respect to the vehicle body. i.e.
v 1 = dx I de . the dynamic model of the shear displacement is defined by the following non-linear, partial
derivatives equation:

a1

a1

at

0x

-+roo-=roo -v

(l.l)

'

together with the boundary conditions

<(t .0): 0 ,
{ J(t,1)-0,

ro > 0
oo <0

(forward motion)
(backwardmotion)

( l.2)

imposing a null shear displacement where the track engages the terrain.
For the sake of the numerical simulation an ordinary differential equation should be recovered from model
(1 ). To this aim. integrate both members of ( 1.1) with respect to the spatial variable x, along the length I of the
contact area. and introduce the mean value ](t) of the shear displacement:
I

!e )=

d"(t

-roo (t)j(t,I) + t(rCi>(t )- v(t)].

(J)

>0

(t)
{ Idj--=
roo(t)j(t.O) + 1roo(t)-v(t)] .

de

·

If a linear profile is assumed for the shear displacement then

f j(t,l) =2~(!)'
lJ(t,0) = 2j(t) '

(J)

>0

(l)

<0

so that the following non-linear, first order differential equation is finally obtained:
2r ,...,.
-dJ
=
--ICi>IJ
+rco -v.
dt
I

3.2 Normal forces
Assuming a uniform normal pressure distribution under both segments of lhe
track. the reaction forces Pk (k = s,i) are related to lhe pressure Pk as:
bi
P1c =-pkzo,
2

where b is the width of the track and z0 is the absolute normal unit vector. In
turn, the pressure Pk can be related to the sinkage of the lowest point of both
sprocket and idler flzk (see Fig. 5) through some empirical pressure-sinkage
relationship. for example, if an homogeneous terrain is considered:
Fig. 5 Sinkage and normal
force

(2)

where kc , k~ and n are the pressure-sinkage parameters [9] .
Relation (2) is however a nonlinear elastic characteristic, while the compacting of the terrain is essentially
plastic. This means that the pressure-sinkage relationships during loading or unloading are different. giving
rise to a significant amount of hysteresis during lhe loading-unloading cycle, with an associated energy
dissipation. This fact has been simply taken into account by adding a viscous term in (2), thus:
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where k v is a suitable parameter; in this way the
terrain response to repetitive loading is not modelled
but consistency is gained at least from an energetic
point of view.

Y,
~

-:, x,

3.3 Tractive effort

The amplitude F of the total tractive effort developed
by the track is given by the integral of the shear stress
Fig. 6 Tractive effort and motion resistance
-r(t, x) along the contact area. In tum, the shear stress
can. be computed as a function of the shear displacement through shear stress-shear displacement relationships
dependent on the particular terrain.
Assuming a uniform distribution of the shear stress along the width of the uack. in the case of
homogeneous terrain and forward motion the amplitude of the tractive effort is given by [9]:

where p is the normal pressure and c, $, K are characteristic parameters of the terrain.
If the pressure p(t,x) is computed as the mean between the pressures under the sprocket and the idler.
while recovering the assumption of a linear profile for the shear displacement, the uactive effort is given by:
F = sign(j)Fu =sign(})•{c + p , ; p,

tan~l[I+ 2~! (e-~* -1)}

where u is the Wiit vector determined by the vector position of dle idler frame with respect to the sprocket
frame. The tractive effort is applied in the fowest point ·Of the sprocket pitch circle (Fig. 6).
3. .J Motion resist,ance

The motion resistance is ascribed to terrain compaction and is computed by equating the work done by the
towing force when pulling the track for a distance I to the work done in making a rut of lenght I [9). If the track
is assumed as a rigid footing, a uniform normal pressure distribution is considered, and the sinkage is
computed as the mean between the sprocket and the idler sinkage. the motion resistance is given by:

R =-sign(v;u)Ru

=-sign(v;u )-b-(!:lzs + 6z, )n+l(kc+k+)u
n+l

b

2

where v111 is the component of the velocity of the origin of idler frame along the unit vector u . The motion
resitance is applied to the lowest point of the idler pitch circle (Fig. 6).
3.5 Lateral resist.ance

The lateral resistance, giving 1rise to the moment of turning
resistance opposing to the s1eering of the vehicle, can be
directly related to the normal load through a coefficient of
lateral resistance µ 1 , depending on the terrain and on the
design of the track. Assuming a uniform pressure
distribution under both segments of the track, the amplitude
of the lateral resistance Qk is therefore given by:

q

q

sprocket

A

Qk= µ1Pk.
Fig 7 lateral resistance
The late.ral resistance vector Qk is considere.d applied in the middle of each segment (Fig. 7), at a distance
I I 4 from the origins of the sprocket and idler frame, in a direction normal to the unit vector u, defined by the
unit vector q =( u x to) I I" x zoJ and by the component v kq of the velocity vkq along the unit vector q, thus:
Qk

= -sign(vkq)µ1 Pkq .

4. MOSES: An Object-Oriented modeHing and simulation environment
The model has been wrinen and simulated in MOSES (Modttlar Object-oriented Software Environment for
Simulation) [4), a prototype developed at Pohtecnico di Milano to overcome the limits of available modelling
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and simulation tools in dealing with CAE of complex technological systems. The main characteristics of
MOSES are the following:
• it is implemented in an (object-oriented) database, in order to guarantee integrity of data and security while
sharing data among different users;
• it uses an Object-Oriented (00) modelling language. which largely simplifies the definition and reuse of
physical systems models:
• a symbolic formula manipulation is performed in order to simplify the system of equations defined, and to
improve efficiency during numerical anahsys.
The model definition language implements concepts like abstraction. encapsulation and standardization of
interfaces. so achieving a high level of modularity. Models are defined in a declarative way. that is. by means of
sets of variables and parameters representing ,physical propenies. together with a set of equations stating the
felations among them. Equations are not written in e:-..-plicit fonn: the actual causality (eventually) needed by
the specific simulation problem is determined by the symbolic manipulation.
To implement the abstraction mechanism, a set of interconnected (sub)models can be grouped in an
aggregate model. which acts as a pro~}' ,o f them: in this way, different levels of decomposition can be identified.
To enhance models' reuse, physical ports (in MOSES called terminals(?]) ar;e strictly standardized: they are
basic elements of the modelling language, and r,epresent the energy exchanges involved in physical systems'
interactions. Since the kinds of energy exchange are weJl known in every application domain. the structure of
any physical terminal can be defined at language level. For example, in 3-D mechanics only one type of
mechanical terminal can be used: it has associated a terminal frame which is described by the frame origin
coordinates and orientation together with the transmitted force and torque, expressed in that frame. The
connection between two mechanical terminals is equivalent to a perfect rigid overlapping of the two frames
associated to the tenrunals and is the abstraction of the ideal "welding" between the (two) mechanical
c,omponents realised at the frame location. It must be noted that, in order to prevent problems with system
index (5). also linear and angular velocities and their derivatives have been included in the set of variables
belonging to the terminal.
Given the physical meaning of models and ,t heir interfaces. it is possible to implement the so called physical
modelling. tha:t means building a gl,obal model which has the same structure and topology of the real system it
represents. This feature. together with the use of abstraction hierarchies. is very useful in understanding even
very complex models. For example. the ·elements of the model scheme shown in Fig. I have a one-to-one
correspondence with the elements of the MOSES window showing the global model.

5. Simulation results
The model has been qualitatively validated by comparing simulations with motion e~-periments, performed with
the tracked vehicle LANDINI TREKKER 75F/ST (Hg. 2) moving on an hard homogeneous clayey terrain.
Two different motion experiments arie here discussed, conside~ed as particularly expressive in order to
appreciate the reliability of the model.
0. 1
First. it has been noted that by a'bruptly
0.08 t
vanishing the torque applied to one sprocket,
starting from a straight motion condition, the
motion of the vehicle exhibits a very small
deviation from the suaigth trajectory. To verify
this behaviour in a first simulation e:-..-periment _§_
0
~
a torque2 of 2000 Nm is initially applied to =:. ..o.02 !.__--4---'--'-----\jri~;~ ...
both sprockets then. after 4 s, the left sprocket
.o.04 r
is set idle. The center of mass of the vehicle
i
moves initially along the absolute x 0 axis. so
.() 06 r
that the displacement along the Yo axis gives
..Q.08 ~
directly the deviation from the straight
.0.1
trajectory. Figure 8 shows the simulated
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
trajectory of the center of mass on the
x (m)
horizontal plane (note the different scales
Fig. 8 Idle sprocket experiment: horizontal trajectory
adopted to emphasize the trajectory deviation)
1

-~: r .

2 Corresponding to nearly 30% of the maximum torque
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Fig. 9 Idle sprocket experiments: sinkages, angles and shear displacements
while Figs. 9.a.b.c show respectively the sinkages, the roll. pitch and yaw angles and the shear displacements.
It must be pointed out that:
• from lhe instant when the left sprocket is set idle the vehicle covers nearly 20 m, while lhe deviation from
lhe straight trajectory is less than 8 cm (a mean forward velocity of 5 rn/s is obtained. which agrees with
e~periments):

•
•

the sink.ages (Fig. 9.a) are in the range of 2 mm. corresponding to a hard terrain;
the variations of the yaw angle only become appreciable (Fig. 9.b), incresing linearly from 0° to 0.4° in the
hme interval where the left sprocket is idle.
·• the shear displacements .afe in the r:ange of 5+10 .m m (Fig. 9.·c), the left shear displacement becoming
negative when the left sprocket is idle:
• in the first 4 s the vehicle assumes a "nose-up" attitude, then the pitch angle decreases.
It must be finally mentioned that the shear displacements are affected by damped high frequency
oscillations. scarcely influencing the motion of the ·vehicle and mainly due to the fact that the terrain response
lO repetitive shearing has been neglected (•together with the associated energy wssipation).
1t has been also observed ·o n the field that, without loading the vehicle, it is necessary to brake or even lock
one sprocket in o~der to ·steer. In particular it has been dbserved that, starting form rest, if one sprocket is
maintained locked the trajectory becomes circular. with the center located near the center of the locked track.
The same experiment has been repeated in simulation. applying a torque of 2000 N to the left sprocket and
maintaining locked the right one, and the resulting trajectory of the center of mass is reported in Fig. 10.
It can be observed lhat:
• the resulting trajectory is indeed circular;
• the vehicle turns mor;e than one t;ev in 12 s (the yaw angle reaches 450°), in agreement with the
experiment:
• the snear d isplacements ar,e in the range of 5 mm, the right shear displacement remaining negative.
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6. Conclusions

0.5 ,. . .,--------~---~

The dynamic model of an agricultural tracked vehicle has
0
been outlined in this paper. The main distinctive features of
the model are the following:
-0.5 t
:!
• a full 3D dynamic model has been developed, thus
including gyroscopic effects;
~ -1
I
• the track-terrain interaction has been accurately described. s
·•." .
based on well known experimemally derived relationships
I
(relating ground pressure to sinkage and shear stress to
shear displacement) and on a new dynamic model of the
shear displacement under non-stationary motion
-2.5 f
conditions;
• a modular approach to modelling has been adopted, based
-3 !
....__
.;
on an innovative modelling and simulation environment
-1.5 - I --0.5 0
0.5
l.5
2
(MOSES).
x(m
)
The model has been qualitatively validated through field
Fig. 10 Locked sprocket experiment
experiments. performed on the tracked vehicle LANDINI
TREKKER 75F/ST.
It is expected that the modular approach and the modelling environment adopted will allow an easy
estension of the model. including the dynamic of suspensions and the models of motor, brakes and leverages.

i
;:. , -1.5 1; :

-2 1
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CALCULATION OF THE JACOBIAN MATRIX FOR MECHANISMS
WITH MORE THEN ONE DOF IN EACH JOINT
K. Gotlih
University ofMaribor, Faculty ofMechanicaJ Engineering
Smetanova 17. SI-2000 Maribor, Slovenia
GOTLIH@UNI-MB.SI
Abstnct. The Jacobian matrix is the most used matrix in the field of kinematic and kinetic simulation
(analysis and synthesis) of open kinematic chains. Such. open kinematic chains are robot mechanisms and human arms and legs. This matrix is for simple non-redundant 1nechanisms with good known algorithms easy to
obtain. For redundant .mechanisms with complicated joints, with more than one degree of freedom (DOF) in
each joint, is th.e calculation of this matrix time conswning and complicated.
The aim of this paper is to show an approach to calculate the Jacobian matrix as a block matrix with the
use of Kronecker products. To illustrate the efficiency of the algorithm. the Jacobian matrix of a simplified human arm model with 6 DOFs, is shown.

Introduction
The developing of the Jacobian matrix, for mechanism simulation purposes. for redundant open kinematic
chains, where the joints are combined with mo11e than one DOF, is a tedious job. There are many ways to develop the matrix but all of them require big amount of computation. The Jacobian matrix is very important in
the field of redundant open kinematic chains because most of the control algorithms for this category of mechanisms need this matrix. lt will be of benefit to calcu'late this matrix for various structures of redundant mechanisms either in analytic or symbolic form. The time, consumed for the Jacobian matrix developing, can be so in
the simulation (control aJgorithrn) minimised.
The Jacobian matrices differ dependent on the mechanisms structures and the determination of them is
different for each mechanism. The Jacobian matrix is the personal card of mechanism and contain many very
useful information about the obsenied mechanism.
There are some well-known methods for the Jacobian matrix detennination. The method of Whitney. (1).
is used most frequently. This method has its base in the velocity relation transformation between the task and
configuration space. The method of Paul. (2), is very useful too. In this method the Jacobian matrix is developed with use of the DH notation {3].
In many cases symbolical differentiation or numerical differentiation of the transformation function be'tween the task and configuration space is used. These two approaches require big amount of computation for
the developing.
The introduced method for the Jacobian matrix calculation is based on the use of Kronecker products and
on the fact that we. for the developing, need just derivatives of the elementary transformation matrices with
respect to the generalised co-ordinates. This differentiation can be done for each ruatrix analytically and then
substituted to the whole simulation algorithm.

Development of the Jaco:b ian matrix
The transformation 'b etween the task space

r

and configuration space qi can be written for an arbitrary chosen

mechanism in the fonn:

i

=f(~)

(I)

where [_ denotes the vector function of the transformation. The equation (1) can be, with respect to the notation of the relative motion between two neighboured links that ail'e connected with a joint, written in the form :
(2)
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The matrix :1_, is the transformation matrix between two links through a joint, and i ; is the vector placed in
the relative co-ordinate frame "i" in the direction to the relative co-ordinate frame "i+ l" . This vector is constant
when the joint permits relative revolute motions of the neighboured links (relative co-ordinate frames) and
variable if the joint permits relative translational movements of the neighboured links (relative co-ordinate
frames).
The differentiation of the equation (1) with respect to time gives:

The matrix

:1.

can also be a product of rotational matrices, so that each joint can be modelled as a 3DOFs

spherical joint.
(4)

The differentiation of the matrix :1,, with respect to time is, (5) :

r

d

8A

r

8A

-A =((J!.J.._®J ).-=-+~)
dr-'
dr
-P'
OiPi a

(5)

The dimension p of the unit matrix is the number of components of the vector (p, . ~ / denotes the transpose of
~. and lp, is the

p dimensional unit matrix. The matrix :'.!_; is dependent on vector (p, from the configuration

space and not on time t. 'tectm (p, is time dependent, so that the term (5) is:

!!_A

dt _ ,

=

d(p/ ®I . 8:1.;

( dt

-pt).

(6)

ifiP,

The sign ® in (5) and (6) is the Kronecker product operator 14), (5), (6) . The result (6) with the substitution

-:-d(pT-' =rp;
dt

.

.

.

1s put into the equat10n (3).

(7)

If we purpose that just revolute joints, as in robotics often appear and in human extremities completely, then
vec~or

x,

is constant and 't he time differential of it vanishes. The equation is modified and wrinen in the form:
7

_

7

Tr-:..

xn_o -('P1

)

"C1£p1 •

8.:1_1 -

7
T'°'J
8.:1_1
"'"T
8£!2 ap .xl +('1"1 ~-pi). apl -d2 ·X2 +A_1.('P2 ®£p2). fXPi .X2+···
1

(8)

This equation (8) can be transformed:

(9)

-r

!l;.(q,;

(lOa)

®lp;)-f.

where is:
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(lOb)
and
r,- = oA_i
Cf"p, .(x1

A .x,.
- +··· )
+ _,.
1
1

(lOc)

To solve the problem (lOa) we initiate the vec operator, [6}, and write:

r, = vec([i, )

(lOd)

With respect to [6] and (lOd) the term (lOa) is written in the form:

~ •. (~; ® £pi).f,;::: U 1.vec(B.1 .Q,)
where D, is one column matrix fonn of vector

x•.

.

b

(11)

q,,. The equation (7) can now be written:
(12)

= LQ,.vec(B,.D, )
i<I

The product in the round brackets in (12) of matrix

B.,

and one column matrix Q , is a vector. The vec opera-

tor. applied on the vector, has no effect, so this operator is omitted in the equation (12). The result is :

.

x•. o =L:v,.11, . ~,

(13)

l•I

The product of matrices is U 1 • B.. =

.

!L . The equation ( 13) is 1tben :

x•.o = L:~,-~.

(14)

iaJ

From (14) we get the Jacobian matrix. This matrix is a block matrix as shown in (15).

l=[~i: ~,: ~}=

...

:~.)

(15)

At the end we can write:

x-•. o =f_.ip-

(16)

Example
As mentioned in the intrnduction this caiculati,on procedure for the Jacobian matrix determination is usable for
the simulation of complicated joints as appear in human extremities (human shoulder, elbow or wrist joints in a
hwnan arm). In the example we show the Jacobian matrix detennination of a simplified human arm model.
The simplifications are in the wrist where all DOFs are negl·ected The ann is redundant, because we control
just the position of arm tip. The human arm model is shown in Fig. 1.
With respect to the equation (1) there are:

and
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/

I

y~

iY

(~

/~

Fig. l. Simplified human arm model
The arm model has two spherical joints, Fig 1, with .e ach three DOFs. The first is in the shoulder and the second in the elbow. The shoulder joint variables vector is

q;,, ={rp ,,

rp , ,

rp :• } r

q;, = {rp ,,

and the elbow joint variables vector is

rp =>} r .

rp,,

To develop the facobian matrix, matrices Q., from (lOb) and the vector ~ form (lOc) must be calculated.
We purpose that each of the joints (the shoulder and the ,elbow joint) is combined as an x, y and z rotational
joint. The 1transformation matri,ces for the x, y and z rotation are the well-known orthogonal rotational matrices:
0
- sin( rp x; )

l [

cos( 'P.ri)

O sin( rp yi )

-sin( rp y;)

0 cos( rp y;)

Ay; =

i = l.i

l

cos( tp >" )
0

I

0

i=l.

[cos( rp zi )
An = sin(rpz;)

cyi. czi

l

-(cyi.szi)

czi.sxi.syi +cxi.szi
[

-(cxi.czi.syi) + sxi.szi

0

0

2

The product of these three ma.trices is:

A,=

-sin(tpzi)
cos(rpz;)

syi
cx1.cz~ -sx1.syi.sz~ -(cyi.sxi)
CZl.SXI +cx1.sy1.sz1 cx1.cy1

Where is: sxi=sin( 'P.ri), syi=sin( (/)y1 ), szi=sm( rp .;). cxi =cos( tp r1J, cyi =cos( rp>" ) and czi =( 'Pn ).
The partial differentiation of the matrix A_, with respect to the vector q;; is:

0
cxi .czi.syi - sxi.szi

, -(czi.sxi)- cxi. syi. szi , -(cxi.cyi)

czi .sxi.syi + cxi.szi

, cri.czi - sxi.syi.szi , -(cyi .sxi)

0

0

-(czi. syi )

syi.szi

cyi

cyi.czi.sxi

-(cyi.sxi.szi)

sxi.syi

-(cxi. cyi.czi)

cxi. cyi .szi

, -(cxi .syi)

-(cyi.szi)

-(cyi .czi)

0

cxi .czi - sxi.syi.szi

,-(czi.sxi.syi)-cxi.szi,

0

czi.sxi +cri.syi.szi , cri.czi.syi - sxi.szi ,

0
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(i =J, 2)

(i = 1,2)

In the equations (2), (3), (7), (8), (9) and (lOc) we need vector i, that defines the positions of local co-ordinate
frames (dimensions of the mechanism links). In this example, Fig. 1, there are two vectors with constant values: i 1 = {o 11

of

and i 2 = {o

/2 o}r .

The length's 11 and11 are the lengths of upper and forearm of the chosen simplified human arm model.
The vector;; (i=l,2) is from equation (lOc)

r; ={0,-(/2 .cy2.(cxl.czlsyl-sxl.szl).sz2) -/2 .cxl.cyl.(cz2.sx2 + cx2 ..sy2.sz2) +
(-(czl.sxl) - cxI. .syl.sz 1).(/1 + /2 .(cx2.cz2 - sx2 ..sy2.sz2)),
-(12 .cy2.(czl.sxl. .syl + cxl.szl).sz2)-/2 .cyl.sxl.(cz2.sx2 +cx2 ..sy2.sz2) +

(cxl.czl - sxl. .syl.szl).(/1 + /2 .(cx2.cz2 -sx2 ..sy2.sz2)).
/ 2 .cy2.czl. .syl.sz2

+ /2 .cyl.(cz2.sx2 + cx2 ..sy2.sz2) +.sylszl.(11 + /2 .(cx2.cz2- sx2 ..sy2.sz2)),

-(/2 .cyl.cy2.czl.sxl.sz2)

+ /2.sxl. .syl(cz2.sx2 +cx2..sy2.sz2) - cyl.sxl. szl.(/1 + /2.(cx2.cz2-

sx2 ..sy2.sz2)),/2 .cxl.cyl.cy2.czl.sz2- /2 .cxl..syl.(cz2.sx2 +cx2 ..sy2.sz2) +
cxl. cyl.szl.(1 1 + /2 .(cx2.cz2 - sx2 ..sy2.sz2)),/2 .cyl.cy2.szl.sz2-cyl.czl.(/1 +
/ 2 .(cx2.cz2 -

sx2 . .sy2.sz2)),-(/2.cy2. (cxl.czl - sxl ..syl.szl).sz2) + (-(czl.sxl. .syl) - cxl.szl). (11 +

/ 2 .(cx2.cz2 -

sx2 . .sy2.sz2)),-(/2.cy2.(czl.sxl + cxl ..syl.szl).sz2) + (cxl.czl..syl - sxl.szl).(11 +

12 .(cx2.cz2- sx2 . .sy2.sz2))

}T

r2 = {0./2 .(-(cz2.sx2)- cx2..sy2.sz2),/2 .(cx2.cz2 -sx2 ..sy2.sz2),/z.sy2.sz2,-(12 .cy2.sx2.sz2),
l'l .cx2.cy2.sz2,-(12 .cy2.cz2),/2 .(-(cz2.sx2 ..sy2)- cx2.sz2),/2. (cx2.cz2 ..sy2- sx2.sz2)

The matrix form

B.

of vector

r,

r

is with respect to (6):

The matrices Q, (i=l,2) are:

I

U1 = 0

0 Ol
I 0

[0 0

cyl.czl

Q2

and

I

=

[

czl.sxl..syl+cxlszl

l

,
- (cyl.szI)
,
.syl
,cxl.czl- sxl..syl.szl, - (cyl.sxl)

-(cxl.czl..syl) + sxl.szl ,czl.sxl +cxl..syl.szl, cxl.cyl

The Jacobian matrix is then with respect to the terms (14) and (15):

[;~::

; :::

;~::

J3.I

JJ.2

J3.3

!... =

J,.4

lu

12.4

lz.s

J 3.4

J3_ 5

The elements of the Jacobian matrix are:

lu =O
Ju

=/2 .cy2.cz l. .syl.sz2 + /2 .cyl.(cz2.sx2 + cx2 ..sy2.sz2) + .syl.szl.(/1 + /2 .(cx2.cz2 -sx2. .sy2.sz2))

Ju

=/2 .cy l.cy2.szl.sz2 - cyl.czl.(11 + /2 .(cx2.cz2- sx2..sy2.sz2))

12.1

=-(/2 .cy2.(cxl. czl . .syl- sxl.szl).sz2)- /2 cxl.cyl.(cz2.sx2 + cx2..sy2.sz2) +
(-(czl.sxl) - cxl..syl.szl).(/1 + 12 . (cx2.cz2 - sx2. .sy2.sz2))

J 2 _2 = -(/2 .cyl. cy2.czl.sxl.sz2)+12 .sx1..syl.(cz2.sx2 + cx2..sy2.sz2)cyl.sx I. szl.(/1 + /2 . (cx2.cz2- sx2 ..sy2.sz2))
12 _3

=-(12 .cy2.(cxl.czl -

sxl. .syl.szl).sz2) + (- (czl.sxl..syl)-cxl.szl).(/ 1 + /2 . . (cx2.cz2 - sx2 ..sy2.sz2 ))
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J 3.l

=-(/2 .cy2.(czl..s:d.syl + cxl.szl).sz2)-12 .cyl.sxl.(cz2.sx2 +cx2.sy2.sz2) +
(cxl.czl - sxl.syl.szl).(1 1 + /2 .(cx2.cz2 - sx2.sy2.sz2))

J 3•2

=l2 .cxl.cyl.cy2.czl.sz2-12 .cxl.syl.(cz2.sx2 +cx2.sy2.sz2) +
cxl.cyl. szl.(/1 + /2 .(cx2.cz2 - .sx2.sy2.sz2))

=-(/2 .cy2.(czL.s:d + cxl.syl.sz1).sz2) + (cxl.czl.sy:l- sxl.szl).(11 + /2 . (cx2. cz2 - sx2.sy2.sz2))
J1. 4 =-(/2 .cyl.szL(-(cz2.sx2)- cx2.sy2.sz2)) + 12 .syl.(cx2.cz2- sx2.sy2.sz2)

J 3_3

J1.5 = /2 .cx2.cy2.syl.sz2+12 .cyLczi. sy2.sz2 + /2 .cyl.cy2.sx2.szl.sz2

J 1. 6 = -(/2 .cyLcy2.czl.cz2)-/2 .cyl.szl.(-(cz2.sx2.sy2)- cx2.sz2) + /2 .syl.(cx2.cz2.sy2 -sx2.sz2)

=/2 .(cxl.czl - .sxl.syl.szl). (-(cz2.sx2)- cx2.sy2.sz2) -12 .cyl.sxl(cx2.cz2 -sx2.sy2. .sz2)
J 25 =-(/2 .cx2.cyl.cy2.sx1.sz2)+12 . sy2. (czl.sxl.syl +cxl.szl).sz2 J 2 .4

12 .cy2.sx2.(cxl.czl - sxl.syl.szl).sz2

J 2 .6

=-(/2 .cy2. cz2.(czl.sxl.syl + cxl.sz 1)) + /2 .(cxl.czl - sxl.syl.szl). (-(cz2.sx2 .sy2)- cx2.sz2)12 .cyl. sxl.(cx2.cz2.sy2 - .sx2.sz2)

J 3 .4

=12 . (czil..sxl +ext. syl.szl).(-(cz2 ..sx2) -cx-2.sy2.sz2) + 12 .cxLcyl. (cx2.cz2 - .sx2.sy2.sz2)

J 3 .5

=12 .cxl.cx2.cyl. cy2.sz2+12 .sy2.(-(cxLczl.syl) + .sxl.szl).sz2 /2

J 3_6

.cy2. sx2.(czl.sxl + cxl.syl.szl).sz2

=-(12 .cy2.cz2. (-(cxl.czl.syl) + .sxl.szl)) + 12 . (czl.sxl + cxl.syl.szl).(-(cz2.sx2.sy2) - cx2.sz2) +
/ 2 .cxl.cyl.(cx2.cz2.sy2

- .sx2.sz2)

Conclusions
This paper presents a method for the Jacobian matrix detemunation used for the kinematic and kinetic simulation of f'edund.ant and non-red:Wldant open chain me(;hanisms. The 1tJ;eated mechanisms have more then one
DOF in each joint. The benefit of the presented method is simplidty. The calculation of required derivatives is
in this ·case degenerated to the calculation of derivatives of the elementary transformation matrices with respect
to the generalised co--ordin.ates. The whole .a lgorithm is summarised in the equations (10)-(16) and can be numerically or analytically prooeeded and is best suited for the use with complicated mechanisms as shown in the
present example or special built robot wrists ,[7]. This method can naturally be used also for determination of
the Jacobian matrix of classical mechanisms with just one DOF in each joint. The difference is in the equation
(4) where just one matrix appean; and vector~. degenerates to a scalar quantity.
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INTERACTION OF MO.DELLING AND NONLINEAR
CONTROL DESIGN
P.C. Muller
Safety Control Engineering, University of Wuppertal
GauBstr. 20, D-42097 Wuppertal , Germany
E-mail: m ueller@wrcs 1.urz. uni-wuppertal. de
Abstract . The methods of control design influence the requirements on the quality of a mathematical
model of control systems. Applying the method of exact linearization and nonlinear decoupling by
state feedback , a very accurate model is needed. On the opposite, for fuzzy control a good physical
understanding is needed but a mathematical model is not required. In this contribution it will be
illustrated by the design of a highly accurate position control of a robot, how the control design methods
interact with system modelling.

Introduction
In this contribution it will be illustrated how the methods of control design influence the requirements
on the quality of a. mathematical model. As an example the position control of an industrial robot is
considered.
Today 's industrial robots are almost exclusively equipped with independent joint controllers for the
position control, although ,t he robot dynamics are highly nonlinear e.g. due to the position-dependent
inertia ·moments and the coupling effects through the Coriolis moments. Therefore, for the improvement
of the control performance different control concepts to decouple and compensate the nonlinear dynamics
have been developed in the robotics research since years [1]. Such concepts can be subdivided into two
groups. On the one hand multivariable controllers based on the multibody models of robot dynamics are
designed, e .g. by the method of exact linearization by state feedback . On the other hand the structure
of independent joint control is kept and the nonlinear effects .at·e compensated through feedforwarding
the "computed torques" obtained from desired trajectories or by the feedback of joint torques which are
measured at the driven sides of each robot axis ("joint torque control") .
Of these two model-based methods the method of exact linearization is methodically more precise
than the computed torque method, although it is more involving due to the on-line state feedback than
the latter, in which the required feedforwarding 't orques can be computed off-line. In both cases, however,
a complete knowledge of models is assumed. Parameter inaccuracies and incompletely known friction
effects lead herewith to a need for a robust control design. These problems disappear however with the
method of joint torque control. But for this control additional mesurement devices are required.
Avoiding the disadvantages of the mentioned control design methods - complete knowledge of a
system model, sensitivity problems, additional measurements - the method of nonlinearity estimation
and compensation can be applied aiternatively [2l This control design is based on a simple model and
on usual measurements; the required informations for the compensation are estimated by observers.
According to (3, 4), it will be shown that this approach leads to the design of robust position controllers
for robots. In addition to the robustness, its decentralized structure offers the advantage that the concept
of independent joint control can still be used.

Dynamical Model of Robots
An elastic joint robot together with its motor dynamics can be modeled according to (5] as:

M(q)q + h(q, q) + K(q - p)

0,

(la)

Jp- K(q-p)

m,

(lb)
(le)

Tm+m = Gu,

in which q is t he vector of joint coordinates, M( q) the positive definite mass matrix, h{ q, q) the Coriolis
and centripetal as well as the gravitational forces. The vector p defines the motor angles relative to the
gear ratios, J and K .are the diagonal matrices which stand for the effective moments of inertia of the
motors and the stiffnesses between motor and robot arm respectively; m are the drive torques of the
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motors, T the ,t ime constants and G the torque gains; u is the vector of input voltages of the motors. If
the effects of friction are also considered, then they are included in terms of h(q, q).

Control Design by the Method of Exact Linearization
The application of the method [6j of exact linearization and nonlinear decoupling by state feedback to
the robot control problem (1) has been shown in [3]. Using the joint coordinates q as output variables,
a system decoupling can be explicitly given as
(
•
• m)
q (5) =asq,q,p,p,

+ M-1( q )KJ-1T-1G u ,

(2)

where the function a 6 is obtained from differentiations of ( 1). Choosing the drive voltages u as

u = G- 1TJK- 1 M(q)(v - a5),

(3)

a decoupled linear system
(4)

has been obtained. Here v is the new input vector. If, e.g., a desired trajectory r(t) = Qd(t) has to be
realized, it can thus be reached by the feedback
v

= q~ ) + K4(q~ )
5

4

-

q< 4 )) + K3(q~ )
3

-

q<3)) + K2(qd - q) + K1(Ctd - q) + Ko(qd - q),

(5)

in which Ki, i = 0, · · ·, 4 are diagonal matrices with positive diagonal elements which determine the
dynamics of each joint controllers.
The function as follows from difforentiating q five times having regard to the equations ( la-c) . The
vector function depends on all state variables q, q, p, p and m and looks very complicated. Even in the
example of a one-axis robot the expression of~ is extensive [4]. For a robot with six degree-of-freedoms
the calculations have to be performed on a computer by formula manipulation programs.
As fruitful and beautiful the method of exact linearization and nonlinear decoupling by state feedback
is from a theoretical point of view, as many problems appear in .case of practical application (3]:
• Depending on the chosen output variables the so-called "zero dynamics" may appear which have to be
asymptotically stable [6). Here, using y
q the problem does not appear . But if we use more realistic
output variaMes y = p, then there is a prob[.em of zero dynamics which is not asymtotically stable but
only stable in the sense of Lyapunov.
• The computational effort for the calculation of the vector function a 6 is generally big. Therefore
symbolic computer programs have to be applied.
• Because the derivatives of nonlinear functions are needed, the functions are assumed to be sufficiently
smooth. But in many applications this condition is not satisfied, e.g. in the case of Coulomb friction,
backlash, impacts, saturations. Here, we have essentially to consider the problem of Coulomb friction .
·• The knowiedge of the exact model is required. Therefore, sensitivity problems may appear with respect
to unmodelled effects or uncertain parameters. To overcome this problem special design methods are
applied to guarantee robustness introducing an outer control loop [5].
• Due to the complete decoupling the amount of energy of the control may be high. For decoupling also
"good" couplings of the system are counteracted unnecessarily.
• Generally the realization of the control (3, 5) is very cumbersome or even impossible. Usually all the
state variables are fed back and have to be known. It is unrealistic to assume that all state variables are
measured; this would be to expensive. The application of nonlinear state observers generally is a difficult
problem, e.g. the separation principle does not hold which implies that the design of a stable closed loop
control system is difficult using state observers.
Being aware of these problems the question arises if there exist alternative methods to design a
feedback control for nonlinear dynamic systems avoiding the above-mentioned disadvantages.

=

Control Design by Nonlinearity Estimation and Compensation
To demonstrate an effective alternative control design we write down equations (la -c) with respect to
each single axis. The mass matrix is divided into a constant diagonal matrix of the mean values of the
moments of inertia and a remaining position-dependent part,

M(q) =Mo+ Ll.M(q) .
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(6)

The mean values are chosen with regard to a typical work space of the robot or along a desired trajectory.
Summarizing further for each axis i all nonlinear terms in n i,

ni =

L ~Mij(q)qi + hi(q,q),

(7)

i
equations (la-c) can be separately considered for the single ~xis:

Mo;q·i + ni +!<;(qi - p;)
J;p; -1\;(q; - p;)
T;mi +mi

=

0,

(8a)

=

Tni ,

(8b)
(8c)

G;u; .

This one-axis model can then be described correspondingly in state space. Leaving out the index i for
the sake of brevity, the description

x

Ax+Nn+ Bu,
Cx

y

is obtained with the state vector x = [ q

Ii

K
-Mo

A=

0

1
0
0
0
0

0
K

Mo
0

-,
K

0

0
0
1
0
0

q p p

iI

N=

Jl

-T

(9a)
(9b)

m ]T and the matrices

It I·

B=l!l· C=

Iff

(9c)

Here the measurement of the joint coordinate ,q is assumed.
-The objective of the position control of robots is the tracking of the joint coordinate q(t) along a
desired trajectory r(t) qd(t) which is determined by path planning. The control error is

=

z = Fx+ Rr

(9d)

where
F = [-1

0

0 0

R

OJ ,

= 1.

(9e)

The design of each joint controller is based on the model (9). The nonlinearities and coupling effects,
which are contained in n, will be compensated by the method of nonlinearity estimation and compensation
[2]. The tracking control is reached through a feedforward., which is methodically determined using the
method of disturbance rejection control [4]. Altogether an asymptotically stable control with

z(t)

-+

0

for

t-+

00

(10)

is the desired design objective.
The time signal n of the nonlinearities and couplings is approximated by time functions, which are
themselves solutions of an adequately selected linear dynamic system

ii1(t) = Vi vi(t) .

(lla)

It was shown in [2) that this approximation can be best carried out with step functions , so that an
integrator model is chosen in (lla):
{llb)
Hi= 1,
Vi= o.

=

The desired trajectory r(t)
qd(t) is assumed to be known. For the feedforward control however,
3
4
5
the derived variables qd(t) , qd(t) , q~ )(t), q~ )(t) and q~ )(t) are needed, which although are theoretically
available too, but do not exactly correspond to the derivations of the actually requested trajectory due
to possible disturbance influences. Therefore, they ar,e ,e stimated by an observer which is constructed like
(11a) as well, see [4) :
(12a)
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The approximation is based 'On step and ramp functions, so that

H2 = (1

0 0 0 0

0},

0 1 0 0
0 0 I 0
(J 0 0 I
(J 0 0 0
(J 0 0 0
(J 0 0 0

V2=

0

0

0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0

(12b)

I
0

is selected.
The design of observers for 't he estimation of the signals n and r, r, rC3 )' r< 4 )' r< 5 ) as well as q, p,
m is based on a line.ar system, which is obtained by inserting {H, 12) in (9):

[fd [!
[~ ] =
z

=

[~

NH1

Vi

J, ][ ~ l ! l
l [£:]
£:]
+[

0
(J
0
0 H2

[F 0 RH 2 ]

p and

(13a)

u,

(13b)

{13c)

[

This extended system with the given system matrices is completely observable. Therefore, an observer
can be designed according to one of the usual methods. It is shown at the same time that the observer
can be separated into two parts for n,q,p,p,m and r,r,r,rC3 ),r< 4 >,r<s>:

[t ]

(14)
(15)

The desired estimated values are obtained from (14, 15), e.g. ii= H 1 v1 .
With the estimated variables x, v1 and v2 a feedback
(16)

is constructed. The gain matrix K .., of the state feedback can be determined by standard methods like
pole assignment (the complete controllability of the matrices (A, B) is fulfilled in the present case). The
gain matrix Kv1 for the compensation of the nonlinearities and coupling effects and the gain matrix K., 2
for the feedforwarding of the desired trajectory are determined from the equations (2, 4]

(A- BK.,)X1 - X1 Vi - BKv1
FX1

=

-NH1,
0

(17a)
(17b)

0,

(18a)

and

{A - BK.,)X2 - X2V2 - BKv2

FX2
-RH2.
(18b)
Here the problem is also separated into two parts. X1 and X2 ar·e auxiliary matrices, which characterize
the stationary behaviour of x(t) depending on v1(t) and v2(t). However , the solutions of K 111 , K 112 are
of primary interest. They result in
-K.,1 - K,,,3
- K.,2 - K.,4

- l!ft-K,,,3 - (-[;- +

- ¥f Kx4 -

K,,,s)(Mo + J)
~(Mo+ J)

- (i; + K.,5) M/I-J
_ TMqJ

GK
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T

(19)

With that, the controller is finally obtained.
The proposed control design method has been demonstrated in ,(2-4). In [7) the control design of
nonlinearity estimation and compensation has been applied to a PUMA 560 robot to improve the
conventional independent joint control. The end-effector had to track a circular path in the 3-dimensional
space. To evaluate the tracking performance, the absolute position error - the distance between the
nominal and actual end-effector position - has been used as a performance criterion. In all cases where
the model (1) is uncertain with respect to Coulomb friction and/or load the proposed controller gave
much better results than the above-mentioned nonlinear controller according to the method of exact
linearization.

Robustness
While the control (3, 5) is sensitive in general, the control (16) is structurally robust against unmodelled
or uncertain effects. If the parameters in the system description (1) are inaccurate, e.g. due to the varied
loads, or unknown friction torques appear, the real system behaviour is then described with a modified
model

M'(q)q + h'(q, q) + K(q - p) =
Jp - K(q - p) -

0,
(20a)
m,
(20b)
Tm+m
Gu.
(20c)
Whereas the controller (3-5) is still based on the nominal model (1) so that the mismatch problem with
its possible sensi,t ivity is present, the controller (16) can completely react upon the modified system
behaviour. Let
M'(q) =Mo+ LlM'(q),
(21)
then one has only to replace the term n; in the joint axis description (8) by

n~ = l:LlM[;(q)q;

+ h~(q,q) .

(22)

i

As the design of the controller (16) is based on the fact that n; - and thus ni - are to be interpreted
as unknown variables, and hence to be estimated by the observer (14), the controller fulfills its task
also by varied model data. The controller (16) is structurally robust against parameter inaccuracies and
unmodelled ·effects.

Conclusion
The method of nonlinearity estimation and compensation has been proved to be a good alternative to the
method of exact hnearization and nonlinear decoupling by state feedback, especially in case of practical
applications. It is an efficient approach for the design of robust position control of robots. In addition to
its robustness its decentralized structure offers additional advantages such that the concept of independent
joint control can further be used, even in an improved manner . The ,r equirements on the modeling of the
robot dynamics are very low. The control design is easily performed because it is based on linear system
theory only. Practical applications in robot control have shown the efficiency of the proposed control.
This example of robot control shows the interaction between the requirements on the mathematical
modelling and the design method applied to the nonlinear control problem. The method of nonlinearity
estimation and compensation is only based on linear models (9) of the dynamics of each joint and link
independently of the nonlinear and coupling effects . These effects are estimated by state observers and
counteracted in each joint. Compared with this simple but effective control design the method of exact
linea:rization and nonlinear decoupling needs a very exact mathematical model without guaranteeing good
results in practical applications.
Completely different approaches are fuzzy control and the application of artificial neural networks
which has been not discussed here. Both approaches do not need mathematical models. But fuzzy
control requires a good physical understanding to define the necessary rules of operation . They are
difficult to obtain for mul·ti-degree-of-freedom systems. Only for simple robot systems fuzzy control may
be applied successfully but for real industrial robots the complexity of the problem still prevents a highly
accurate position control by the fuzzy logic approach . For neural networks the phase of learning is the
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critical point. Either it is based on a good mathematical modei - and then it depends on parameter
uncertainties or unmodelled effects - or it has to be learned in real life which may lead to good accuracy
of repeatability but it does not guarantee high absolute accuracy. Therefore, the proposed method of
nonlinearity estimation and compensation combines the advantages of simple modelling, easy control
design by methods of linear system theory, and efficient results.
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Abstract. Object diagrams are generalizations of block diagrams and of bond graphs, and allow modeling of input/output signal flow as well as energy flow. It is shown how object diagrams can be used for
the modeling of mechatronic systems, consisting of 3-dimensional mechanical systems, electrical circuits,
drive trains, control blocks etc. Emphasis is given to the description of energy flow between different
components. Contrary to domain-specific packages, all the details of an object diagram, such as equati·ons of elements, graphical layout of icons or submodels, are defined in a "soft" way, not built into the
package, and can be dir-ectly accessed by· the user , to either use it as a template for user-defined model
types or to make modifications that are necessary for the problem at hand.

1. Introduction
The modeling of mechatronic systems is difficult because such systems consist of components from
different domains, especially they contain mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, control system and drive train
devices. It seems unsuitable to base modeling on a domain specific software package like a multibody
pro.gram or an electric circuit program, because these packages usually have quite limited modeling
capabilities in the other domains. What is needed is a neutral methodology as a basis for multi-domain
modeling. This is the topic of this paper.
A very popular neutral description form are block diagrams to model the' signal flow of causal
input/output blocks. Block diagrams are well suited for the modeling of control systems. For modeling of physical systems, such as electrical circuits or mechanical systems, block diagrams are the
wrong tool , because the natural description form of such systems is not an input/output behavior, and
it needs great effort to manually transform into this form. See for example the simple electric circuit in
figure 1. Given the physical device, it is straightforward to draw the electric circuit diagram shown on
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Figure 1: Electric circuit as block diagram and as bond graph .
the left side of figure l. Transforming the electric circui1t into the block diagram in the middle of figure 1
needs some work and is not practical for larger circuits. Furthermore, the physical insight provided by
the electric circuit diagram is lost in the block diagram.
Block diagrams are inappropriate for the modeling of physical systems because they are designed to
visualize the signal flow. However, the major and common characteristic of all physical systems is the
flow of en·ergy which cannot be mapped into signal flow in a natural way since energy flow is a.causal.
These considerations lead directly to bond graph modeling [9, 7) , another neutral model description
form . Bond graphs are designed to model the energy flow of systems, i.e., they describe the main
property of physical systems. Due to the reduction of system descriptions in different domains down
to the same basic entities, li~e resistors, transformers, etc ., the bond graph methodology has greatly
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enhanced the understanding of physical system modeling and is therefore also very well suited for basic
modeling courses.
On the other hand, the advantage of bond graphs to describe systems by few basic elements hinders
at the same time its practical applicability: Modelers want to think in terms of their "usual" entities.
The basic components of electrical engineers include "capacitor'' and "electrical transformer" , whereas
mechanical engineers prefer to think in terms of "rigid bodies" and "ideal joints", although in bond
graph view these are similar elements. See e.g. the bond graph of the circuit in figure l. Although, the
ibond graph in the right side of the figure has the same structure as the circuit diagram in the left side,
it is quite obvious that engineers prefer the electrk circuit diagram.
Furthermore, it turns out that all domains have unique aspects which need specific treatment as will
be explained in more detail below. The bond graph methodology is not flexible enough in such cases
and often needs enhancements which destroy the simple basic structure. Finally, the bond graphers are
very much focused on the high level description and don't have automatic and efficient algorithms to
transform the acausal bond graph down to state space form which is needed in order to apply standard
integration solvers.
A third neutral description form is object-oriented modeling, developed by Hilding Elmqvist in the late
seventies [4) as a general tool for all kinds of systems described by differential and algebraic equations.
In the beginning, object-oriented models have been defined in textual form by a specific language, like
Dymola [4, 2) ·o r Omola [1]. The graphical view of such models are similiar to functional diagrams
(3), often used in engineering to visualize the decomposition of a system into components. In objectoriented modeling these diagrams are sometimes called object diagrams. An early version appeared in
the experimental modeling system HIBUZ [5] . Object diagrams are simple to understand and are quite
general. It is useful to build object diagram model libraries, in order to encapsulate knowledge and
to allow easy reusability. Due to the generality of object diagrams, it might not always be obvious
how to apply them in a suitable way to a specific domain to build up model libraries. To overcome
this difficulty, it will be explained how object diagrams ·can be used to model energy flow which leads
to a general guideline how to apply object diagrams for physical system modeling. Recently, object
diagrams became especially attractive for the modeling community due to the availability of comfortable
object-diagram editors with easy-to-use graphical user interfaces (2).

2 . Object Diagram
Object diagrams are used to describe systems according to their decomposition into components. An
example of a simple object diagram is shown in figure 2. Each rectangle corresponds to a physical

Figure 2: Simple object diagram
component . In an actual drawing, each object is represented by an icon which should give an intuitive
understanding of the component. The objects are connected together by lines which typically represent
the actual, physical connection between components. The interface points of objects at which they can
be connected together are called cuts, alternatively ports, terminals or attachment points. Variables
used in a cut define the possible interaction with other objects. Connections impose constraints on
these variables. An object is described in a declarative way by equations which use only local and cut
variables of the corresponding object. There are two types of cut variables: across and through variables.
Corresponding across variables at a connection point are identical, whereas the sum of corresponding
through variables is zero. Object diagrams are hierarchical, i.e., an object may contain another object
diagram. It tums out that these few basic elements are already sufficient to model nearly every type of
physical system. A block diagram is just a special ca.se of an object diagram, having only across variables
with a specific causality in a cut.
A capacitor is a typical example for a component in an object diagram, see figure 3. The two cuts of
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model class Capacitor
parameter C
cut p (Vp / i), n (Vn / -i)
local ~
Vp - Vn = u
C•der(u)
i

H'

i

=

end

Figure 3: Electrical capacitor as a component of an object diagram.
a capacitor object are the two pins at which the element can be connected together with other electrical
components. Cut variables are the electric potential V and the current i flowing into/out of the pin. On
the right side of the figure, the equations of the capacitor as a function of the local variables and the cut
variab'les are given in Dymola notation. Note, that all cut variables to the left of the slash are defined to
be a·cro.ss variables, whereas all cut variables to the right of the slash are defined to be through variables.
It now becomes clear that the electric circuit in the left side of figure 1 can be interpreted as an
object diagram. In fact, the object diagram editor of Dymola was used to model this circuit. Contrary
to the more specialized bond graph methodology, efficient symbolic transformation algorithms exist to
transform tbe declarative description of an object diagram down to state-space form [4}. That is, object
diagrams can be practically applied to large and complex system models.

3. Energy Flow Diagram
As already mentioned, object diagrams ar·e easy to understand and are quite general. However, it is
often not obvious how to select the cut variables, and the nice interpretation of energy flow present in
the bond graph methodology is missing. In this section these difficulties will be resolved by using the
basic idea of bond graphs, simplify it and apply it to object diagrams.
The idea is to interpret the lines connecting blocks in an object diagram as energy flow. It is well
known that energy flow ( power) can be described in all physical domains as the product of two variables

=

dE
P=-=e · f
dt

Jn bond graph terminology these variables are called effort and flow variable, respectively, and it is always
possible to interchange the role of the two variables. This is different for object diagrams, where e is the
potential, f = dm/dt is the flow defined to be "carrier/time'', and m is the carrier, i.e., the "particle"
which transports the energy.
It is defined that potential variable e is an across variable, i.e., at energy flow connection points
all corresponding potential variables are identical. Usually, every domain has only one mechanism to
transporit energy between two components, e.g, wires in electrical circuits, flanges in mechanical systems,
surfaces in heat flow systems. As a consequence, the selection of potential variables is usually unique.
Again note, this is in contrast to bond graph methodology, where a bond not necessarily corresponds to
a connection between components and therefore the role of effort and flow variables can be interchanged.
When energy flows together at one point , and no energy is stored in this point, the sum of the energy
Hows must be zero, i.e.,
0
P; =
f; =
f;

=L

Le; · e·L
i

i

Since, by definition, the potentials at connection points are identical, if follows that the sum of the flow
variables /; must vanish at connection points, i.e ., flow variables must be treated as through variables in
an object diagram. This property is well know in every domain, e.g., for electrical circuits it is Kirchhoffs
current law , for mechanical systems it is Newton's actio=reactio. Note, that this property is not a new
basic law but is derived directly from the energy conservation law .
For several domains the three describing variables of energy flow are collected together in table 1. For
mechanical systems, bond graph literature uses the reversed view, i.e ., velocity is used as flow variable and
force is used ·as effort variable. For object diagrams this choice is not possible, because whenever components like bodies or joints a~e connected rigidly together, the velocities o0f the components at connection
points are identical, i.e., velocity has to be a potential variable. "Hydraulic" means incompressible fluid
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Type

Pot.e n·t ial e

Carrier m

I

Flow f

electric

V: electrical potential

q : charge

q=t : charge flow = current

translational

v: velocity

:p : momentum

p=

f: momentum flow= force

rotational

w: angular vdocity

L : angular momentum

L =

T:

hydraulic

p: pressure

V: volume

v

: volume flow

adiabatic flow

h : enthalpy

m: mass

m

: mass flow

heat

T: temperature

S: entropy

s

: entropy flow

chemical

µ : chemical potential

N: particle

N

: particle flow

momentum flow = torque

Table 1: Energy flow variables in various domains.
flow with low velocity. "Adiabatic flow" chancterices the special case of fluid flow with low velocity
where heat ·flow is neglected. As can be seen, entropy is the carrier of heat flow, as is charge for flow of
electrical renergy. This leads to the nice analogy that entropy is similiar to electrical charge since it is
the carrier or particle transporting •the energy.
In the following, object diagrams will be called ·e nergy flow diagrams provided that all the lines
connecting objects correspond to energy flows. It is now easy to give some general guidelines for the
construction of object diagrams: If signals are the major transport mechanism between components,
use a btock diagram description. If energy is the major transport mechanism between components, use
an energy flow description. As describing variables in cuts use the corresponding potential and flow
variables according to table l above. For several domains this scheme must be slightly modified due to
some pecularibes of die specific domain.
Heat flow

For heat flow the described scheme suggests •temperature and entropy flow as cut variables. However,
this is not a good choice as pointed out in [lO]: For the simplified lumped-heat-capacity method of
heat flow analysis (6], the two most important elements ':I-re heat_ resistanc~ with the equation Q =
kA/ .:lx(T1 - T 2 ), and beat capacitance with the equation Q = cmT, where Q is the heat flow and T is
the temperature. Both equations are linear functions of the temperature. Since Q = TS, both equations
can be transformed into an equiv:alent description form containing temperature and entropy flow, where
the equations are non-linear functions of T. Furthermore, the common boundary condition of perfect
insulation can be easier expressed in terms of heat flow (Q = 0) instead of entropy flow. Consequently,
it is better to use temperature and heat flow instead of temperature and entropy flow as cut variables,
as it is usually also done in the thermodynamic literature. In. this case heat flow is a through variable.
In bond graph literature this choice leads to the so-called "pseudo bond graph" (7].
Mechanical Systems

The table above suggests velocity and force, as well as angular velocity and torque as cut variables.
However, both in 3D-mechanics as well as for special cases, like positioning drive trains(= lD rotational
mechanical systems) 1the position of a component is important and it is therefore necessary to use
positional variables in a cut. Still, this is not sufficient : For example, the simple drive train in figure 4
consists of a common configurabon of two sb.afts with inertia connected rigidly together by a gear box.

Figure 4: Object diagram of a drive train with two shafts connected by a gear box.
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Assume first that both shafts would be described by an equation of the form "Jcp = ra - Tb", where cp
is the absolute angle of a shaft and Ta, Tb are the cu,t -torques acting at the driving and at the driven
side of a shaCt. This means that the angle cp of both shafts would be used as state variables. However,
since the two shafts are rigidly connected together a constraint equation exists between these two state
variables, i.e., this system has a DAE-index > 1 and can therefore not be transformed to state space
form by purely algebraic transformations.
Alternatively, angle cp, angular velocity w and angular acceleration a can be used as cut variables
and one of the two shafts is described by equation "Ja = Ta - Tb" and the gear box is described by
"cp0
icpb, wa
iwb, a 0
ia&, Tb iTa" where i is the gear ratio. Since the dynamic equation of
one of the two shafts is now only an algebraic equation, the overall system of equations is well-defined
and can be transformed to state space form. Consequently, for such types of systems it is better to
transport not only position, but also velocity and acceleration through the mechanical cuts.

=

=

=

=

4. Example
The power of object diagrams and in particular of energy flow diagrams is demonstrated with a quite
complicated example. lo figure 5 the detailed model of a robot from [8] is shown in form of an object
diagram. Dymola w.as used to build the object diagram and to transform the whole system to state
space form with 56 states. With exception of the controller, the robot is described by an energy flow
diagram, because aH the connections correspond to energy flows. In the right part of the figure, the 3D
mechanical construction of the robot is shown, i.e., it is a connection of ideal joints and rigid bodies
containing animation information. The joint axes are driven by drive lines, called "axisX", which are
mounted at the inner sides of the joints. All the drive lines have the same structure which is given in
the left side of the figure. One drive line consists of a controller, an electrical motor and a gear box.
Furthermore, the desired angular acceleration is integrated two times to arrive at the desired angular
velocity and the desired joint angle. The controller is modelled as a block diagram consisting of basic
transfer function blocks. The electrical motor is an energy flow diagram in the form of an electrical
circuit. The gear box is also an energy ftow diagram with ID rotational mechanical components.

5. Conclusions
Component oriented modeling in form of object diagrams is a general and useful methodology to graphically model complex systems. Block diagrams and energy flow diagrams are special cases of object
diagrams. For physical systems, energy flow is the basic transportation mechanism between components.
Therefore, variables describing ·energy flow are good candidat'es for the interface variables of components.
As shown by example, peculiarities in some domains may lead to some modifications of this scheme. Due
to the generality of object diagrams, such changes can always be made and are uncritical. This is in
contrast to bond graph methodology which often require non-standard generalizations.
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Figure 5: Detailed robot model as object diagram
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OBJECT-ORIENTED MODELLING OF CONTROL ENGINEERING DAT A
U. von Di:i11en and M. Schlotbane
University of Bochum, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Control Group
D-44780 Bochum, Gennany
Abstract. Most people involved in software engineering acknowledge the value of object-oriented
programming techniques, but in spite of this principally positive judgement the consequent use of objectoriented methods is linked with some problems in practice. This paper will describe these general
problems especially focused ,on object-oriented modeUing of control engineering data and discuss possible
solutions. The mathematical modelling of a neuro-fuzzy based control system for a gas supply network is
demonstrated as an example for application.

1. Introduction
Integration of data and functions is an important feature of the object-oriented methodology, the objectoriented programming in particular. The main attention of implementation in structured programming lays
on functional ity, since there is a clear separation of data and functions. In object-oriented programming the
functionality is linked directly to the available data and thus focuses on the importance of data. Data and
functionality are capsulated inside of objects. The advantages of this methodology are generally
acknowledged and described in detail in [I ][2 ][3 )[4 j.
Abstraction of a concrete problem to a number of objects, convenient definition of the objects'
interfaces as well as definition of the relations between different objects, is the most difficult and most
important task for the software-engineer. For definition of objects the classical object-oriented method
focuses on the available data. fo practice, this principally convenient objective can not to be realised
easily, because complete integration of functionality is difficult at least of two reasons.
The first reason is reusabHity of existing software which, in practice, is highly recommendable if not
necessary. Especially in control engineering there are many software tools available for simulation,
analysis, and design that provide a wide range of differ,ent instrumen<ts. However, this functionality is
separated from the data to be processed. Reusing this functionality by integration into objects together with
the data to be processed, requires a very high progranuning effort using object-oriented methods. This
effort is hardly to do and not emcient. An obvious alternative to a pure object oriented concept is
combining object-oriented methods on existing data with reusing existing functionality by programming
suitable interfaces. To enable such a combination, we defined data objects whose internal functionality is
restricted to a few elementary operations. By integration of corr,esponding interfaces it is possible to use
external functionality of different software packages.
The second important reason is the hardly to reach completeness in integration of functions. A certain
class always consists of structured da ta and corresponding operations that can be applied to them.
Application of a huge number of operations is possible to many structured data types. Decreasing the
complexity oft.he data type increases the number of operations. For reaching completeness of operations
applicable to such data types object-oriented proceeding offers two possibilities. Either one class with an
immense number of (internal) operations is designed or an extensive class hierarchy or a collection of socalled friend classes has to be built, in which aU classes are derived from a base class with one single
structured data type but containing just a 'small number of operations. In both cases the pure object1
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oriented concept guarantees that after compilation of the corresponding library, respectively the
application program, all operations of one class are defined and should not be modified. That means all
operations to the defined data objects are definitively fixed. Corresponding to the object-oriented concept
only operations to one specific data type are possible. Yet, in practice, it is desirable to apply one
operation to different structured data types. Principally this requires the design of a new structured data
type for all operations that are intended to link already defined structured data types by a functional
connection.
To solve the described problems, we suggest a new modified object-oriented concept. The main idea is
the development of application systems that process different kind of data from different types of hardware
r·esources. The system engineer should be enab1led to concentrate on the solution of the real problem. In
~his context it musit be guaranteed that a variety of algorithms and functions can be applied to the data. For
example, different freely configurable visualisations of.all data should be possible.
For definition of the flexible connections between data and operations an object-oriented concept must
be easily understandable and intuitively to use. Besides building of higher level management systems
requires the possibility to start operations and algorithms at any point of time. For that reason an object
oriented solution is need·ed that connects a number of time period related algorithm executions to a number
of algorithm executions related to discrete time points. All these reasons lead to a definition of a new,
object-oriented concept.

2. Data Objects
Process modelling as well as the procedure of designing control systems becomes significantly easier - or
is at least made possible - by using suitable software tools for analysis and simulation . It is, therefore,
desirabl·e for the engineer to be abl·e to link all software modules by a common interface. Moreover, such a
kind of interface would simplify very much the information exchange between several users of different
programs. Apart from that, the coupling of different pr•ogram packages to a control engineering database is
generally usefut The a·ccess to such a database requires, of course, the definition of a general data
interface and a suitable organisation of data. No matter whether you choose a direct or an indirect
coupling, the use of object-oriented methods is advisable for the computational implementation. The
present issue is to develop a class library that solves the above-mentioned problems by means of objectoriented principles.
The base classes of this class library consist of si.mp;le mathematical description classes like scalar,
vector or matrix. Based on these eitementary classes, more complex classes for system description are
established (frequency response, dynamic response, root-locus, state space description, etc.). The core of
the class library is the mathematical description. A specialisation of derived object-classes for different
application ar•eas always refers to this core and th·erefore enables a data exchange at least at this lowest
level of abstraction.
To achieve a maximum of flexibility for data processing, a completely object-oriented data interface is
necessary. For this reason, the implemented data management is based on data-objects that enable a simple
coupling between all system components. Seen from the point of the information processing system
components, data ac·ce.ss is always realised via pttblic methods of the data objects. The functions that
enable a dynamic connection to different data sources are integrated in the data object definition. Besides
virtual data sources (i. e. data are heid dynamically in memory) and a link to ASCII-files, a database
interface (Microsoft Open Database Connectivity - ODBC) is implemented [5}. A main goal of objectoriented data management with the help of data objects is to capsulate hardware-caused functionality
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(Figure 1). From the point of the applicat,ion software, data access is r'ealised via the external functionality
of the data objects. Apart fr.om simple read and write operations, a restricted number of functionality for
data analysis and data validation is available on this level. (Consistence, plausibility, etc.) The real access
to the database, ASCII-file, etc. is realised by the internal functionality of the data objects, i. e. invisible
for the application software.

application software
data obje
definition

data access -~

data object

\

B
----

storage media

Figure I . Capsulation of data and functions

3. Operation Objects
The class of data objects described above includes no functions to execute operations on the containing
data_ Functionality for data processing - like simple data manipulation or execution of algorithms on data is necessary for every application. Usually this functionality is implemented in derived classes. This
inevitably leads to specific solutions. Therefore, derivation from a general data object class, as it is usual
in object-oriented modelling, is not suitable in this case. lnstead, the data objects are introduced as isolated
and independent data types with basic functionality for external use as described before. A separation of
data types and operations applied to these data types is made to .avoid the problem of recurrently
subclass,ing the data objects base class. Spoken in object-oriented terms an abstract operation is attached to
the abstract data type.
All operations apphed to abstract data types - e.g., the execution of control engineering algorithms - are
defined as functions inside abstract operations. For this reason a new algorithm needs no modification nor
extension in the functionality of an abstract data type, i. e. subclassing the data object class. Thus
algorithms ,can freely be defined as abstract operations. Abstract operations do not need to be changed if a
new abstract data type is created. That is why the user of a class hierarchy based on. this general concept is
completely free in designing abstract data types, too. The presented approach describes data and
operations completely separated from each other. Therefore, definition and analysis of possible links
between such objects are intentionally not int·egrated in one of the abstract data types itself. This is done by
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a separate class for building up link structures between data objects and operation objects. Thereby a basis
is given for unrestricted flexible definition of data types as well as operation types and application of
different operations to different data. An example might be the application of a mathematical operation to
data objects that contain different time axes. Thus, the overall approach regards the treatment of data by an
operation as a black box. I. e., what data are to be processed in what way and with which operations is not
yet fixed by definition of abstract data types and abstract operations. This way a maximum degree of
freed•om is reached for the development of new operations.
Apart from executing operations on data, the objective to get information out of available data requires
visualisatton. Because of the big importance of visualisation a specialised view class, which actually might
be interpreted as an operation class without data manipulation, is defined analogue to the data operation
class.

4. System Structure and Flow Control
The classes of data objects and operation objects constitute the basis for the object oriented structure of
the whole system. Modelling a process management system using these classes inevitably leads to
structures that contain multitude instances of these classes. An overall object-oriented concept has to
provide a suitable mechanism to connect data objects and operation objects. For that reason we introduce a
class •that maps the structure of a designed process management system using data objects and operation
objects. Additionally, a mechanism ,is necessary that controis the execution of operation objects defined by
the user. Tha.t means a class solving the task of a flow control for all operation objects inside an
application system has to be designed.
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editor
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algorithms
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Figure 2. Arch.litecture of the overall class concept
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The class concept defines so-calJ.ed link objects used to link an application's instances of the described
classes (data object, operation object) to the desired structure. This class contains the complete
functionality for assignment of data to operation input and output. Specifying the type all possible links are
fixed. By public functions for definition and analysis of Unk structures it is possible to examine which data
objects can be linked to which operation objects. An appropriate subclassing is necessary if execution only
of specific operations should be enabled for new defined data objects.
The described classes provide the basic tool to link data objects with operations and views. The overall
concept is completed by a class for flow control of operation execution in an application. This class is
called operation manager and contains access to the public functions of link objects and operation objects.
It enables definition of a general execution sequence of operation objects in an application. Execution of
algorithms is started according to this 'flow control. Figure 2 shows the overall architecture for a process
management system in context.

5. Example: Control System for a Gas Supp ly Network
1

By implementation of the described process management system in an easy to use operating interface, a
software package was realised that supports the so,lving of practical problems . In co-operation with a big
energy company, the process management system was used for development of a control system for a
regional gas supply network (6][7]. The application provides a device for the so-called dispatching. It is
used for technical and contractual optimisation in process ,c ontrol for this network (8]. In process
management not only the specific structures of a certain energy supply network and the available resources
have to be considered. Additionally, long tenn objectives have to be made for the operators resulting from
the company' s contractual regulations. In the past, these tasks that have to be executed in addition to the
operative control and supervision functions were solved manually by different dispatchers. Thus, the
decisions determining the transformation of long term objectives into operative actions were not
comparable and not reproducible (9)( I OJ .
Using the object-oriented process management system, a model based strategy for gas supply control
was developed. The application can be used for simulation of any time period in the past and for
supporting actual decisions in process control. These control methods accomplishing the task of optimal
purchasing, storing in or out, and gas supply had to be developed on the basis of the mathematical models
for the network and the proposed characteristic of the reference variable. Transforming measured data into
mathematical models allows the int·e rpretation and handling during the development process later on.
Because of th·e non-mathematical and partly non-technical background of the dispatchers, it was requested
to provide a maximum of transparency within the system's models. Fuzzy systems have proved to be an
effective way of modelling complex and non-linear technical systems ( 11] while allowing the interpretation
and the understanding of the model's transfer behaviour which is mainly embodied in the rulebase. Thus, a
neuro-fuzzy system provides direct linguistic interpretation of an approximating function given from
measured data and, besides, it offers full access to further mathematical handling through its representation
in form of relations { 12).
The basis for the development of the mathematical model was the analysis of the company' s database
documenting all relevant technical data for a period of two years. The whole database was separated in two
parts. First, the system model, which is based on a neuro-fuzzy structur·e, was developed and optimised in a
learning process using data of one year. After that, model verification was done with the remaining data
material. Finally, a fuzzy control system was designed for evaluation of gas supply and optimised
performing simulations !based on ,this mathematical model.
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The process of development was supported by several advantages of the object-oriented management
system. In the modified object-oriented concept, scalar values and series of statistical values are available
as data types for creation of data objects. The user has any possibilities for definition and selection of
several data sources. In this concrete application, the permanently stored energy supply amount is
re_presented in data objects.
Data s ources and data targets during learning differ from that during control. In this example the basis
for control is a time period of only a few days up to the actual date, which for performance reasons is
stor.ed in a smaller database. Because of the separation of data from operations the link to these different
data sources is made very easy. Using the new object-oriented approach handling of different data sources
in a flexible system structure was made possible.
The neuro-fuzzy systems and the corresponding functionality are integrated as operation objects.
Moreover extensive mathematical operations for application to data objects can be implemented as
operation objects. Especially functions for data manipulation over longer time periods are important in this
specific case. Mainly they serve for supervision of operation sequences up to certain moments in cycle
time. E.g., evaluating energy supply amounts or computing prognosis values for any time period, etc. By
the help of the corresponding link objects the user is able to define the desired system structure, i.e.,
linking the input and output interfaces of data objects to any number of operation objects or visualisation
objects.
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IDERARCHIC MODULAR STATEMODELS FOR DEVELOPMENT AND
VERIFICATION OF CONTROL SYSTEMS
M.Rempe
University ofBochum, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Control Group
D-44780 Bochum, Germany
Abstract. The main idea of this contribution is the use of model-based methods in all phases of systemdevelopment. The statemodels consist of various discrete, continuous, and hybrid elements, organised in a
hierarchic structure of system modules.

Introduction
Development of modern control systems should be based on effective strategies. Especially for such complex
problems as flight control systems or any other controllers for aircrafts the requirements of security and
robustness of the resulting systems are very high. Furthermore, the cost effectiveness should be as good as
possible to be competitive on the global market.
This paper gives an overview of a solution to the described problem which considers especially the need of
tests and validation methods for control systems. The conventional process of system development requires many
types of documents for each step of design and verification. The mere test description and evaluation for a simple
controller takes up a lot of expensive work if it is not supported by effective tools and methods. We believe that
the most effective way of supporting the whole process, is the use of a formal description language, which
enables, on the one hand, the definition of complex system behaviour with any functional details; it should be
realised on a modem software tool with all necessary functions and interfaces on the other.

Strategy for System Development
The procedure to develop modem control systems based on modular statemodels is illustrated by Fig. I. Note
that one and the same system model is used for all phases of development and verification. The typical process is
described by the steps of design and validation based on the ,, V" method [ 1). In addition to the main process
diagram, the use of the modular statemodels for each step is indicated. The design starts with the definition of the
main modules such as controllers or system components. After having defined the logical and physical
architecture of modules, the model will be completed with the exact definition of each state, transfer, etc. During
the design phase, each step can be validated by off-line simulation and formal analysis of the model. For the
complete model, a C-code generation can be done to realise a prototype of the control system.
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Code &
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n:l
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lt 1. .. >
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dependent~
code

validation

Prototyping
(C-Code)

Fig. 1: The .. V-Model" for system development and verification
With the prototype running on a real-time computer, hardware-in-the-loop-simulations are possible to validate
the functionality of the whole system by integration of any hardware components. The results of these simulations
can be evaluated by the same statemodel, which was used for prototyping. The details of these simulations are
described in the later sections of this paper. At first, we will shortly present the architecture of the statemodels by
mean of two short examples. Thus the modelling methods are illustrated.
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Short Descri1p tioo of Hierarchic State Mod,e. ls
The S'tatemodels consist of several elements as shown in Fig. 2. They .r epresent a description language such as
Petri-nets i(2] or statecharts [3] which has been designed to realise a method of system modelling as mentioned
above.
The basic element of the modelling .language is the state, which contains a Boolean expression of system
variables and other states. All defined states of a system can be "set" or "not set" and they may have a time
controlled behaviour. The hierarchic structure of the models is enabled by the modules. The modules may contain
all existfr1g elements, including other modules, and Hkie any other element they have a graphical symbol and are
named. A module and the eleme.nts placed in this module belong together. For example, there could be a module
caUed ,,lamp", containing the states ,,on" and ,,oft". T!his little model defines the terms lamp:on and lamp:off,
which can .be used .for any other sta~es or conditions, to describe the system behaviour. One of the methods to
define ,conditions and events is the use of rules and sequences. A rule is a formal expression, which realises a
condiihoned action. In •combination with a sequence of modules and states, a complex system behaviour can be
described with only a few rules. There is also the possibility to define logical terms within the statetables.
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container for other elements

St:at:es
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-- - - - _
;---- -- ----- --:- ~ --- -------_ - - - -

I
~:

Sequences

ower n::
(VarlOO =TRUE)
(Var200 =TRUE)

-

11

1

series ofmodules or states

i
I

Rules

i

Pressure

I~

conditions and acJions
in combinition with sequences

<> Statetables

low := {0... 200} [bar]
normal := {200... 220} [bar)
high := {220 ...350} [bar)

Ok:=
(Power On = TRUE) &&
(Pressure = normal)

clear definition of the logical behaviour

<> Transfers
state-space-matrices,
G(s), relais, characteristic curves, etc.

o

Visualisation Blocks
~-----------------------~

Fig 2: The elements ofthe modularstatemodels
fig. 2 shows a module caUed ,,Hydrau lic" , which can be mthe sta:i~es ,,Power On" ,,Ok" and ,,Failure" . Further
on, ~here is a comtinuos variable cal'led ,,Pressure" with the :states ,,low" ,,normal" and ,,high". The definition of
the state ,,Ok" can be interpreted as: The hydraulic is ,.Ok"., when ,,Power On" is set and the pressure is normal
(between 200 bar and 220 bar).
For the ,continuous part of a system, transfers and .analog-discrete blocks are implemented. For example a
transfer c·ould be the state space matrix, generated by MATLAB/SIMULINK; other descriptions such as linear
transfer functions, polynomials, or t'elays, are also possible. Transforming an continuous value into a discrete
state space 1is the task of the analog-discrete block, which contains several discrete states for a continuous
variable, defined by names, thresholds and hysteresis. The block called ,,Pressure" in Fig. 2 with its states ,,low",
,,normal" and ,,high" depending on a continuous value is a typical application of analogue-discrete blocks.
1
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Fig. 3: Possibilities for use oftransfers

An .E:xample: Redundancy .M.anage.m,e nt ·o.f a Flight Control System
One of the major features of fault-tolerant electronic flight control systems is the redundancy management
according to which faulty modules are isolated and redundant fault-free modules are activated. The redundancy
management is vital for safety and reliability of aircraft control. With respect to the importance of safety, the
flight control system must survive several! failures. The following ·example demonstrates the use of statemodels
for a redundancy management in a flight control system. This example uses rules and sequences of modules for a
dear definition of a complex behaviour.
Fig. 4 shows a redundancy management consisting of four redundant input-output modules (IOMs) for the
rudder of an aircraft. The rules shall perform, that one IOM is active and another is in standby mode.
sequence for the
IOM's
B2-A2-Bl-Al

states for IOM
isolation
.Acliv-Selectlon
' 'IF M>dolX{Rlldillr.soquofto.~ ..., .$locliilod. 'lJEN-'X~I (Riiddor~.....,. .;>,,dv

Stanclby-SelectioA •

rules

IFM:lliilXpwllr~}Cati,->m, liiEHlibM )[+l pwlllr~--.>-...,

i

Visualisation
of the system

I

i;
I.

i,

CPMs
(Computer-Modules)

I!t;'

Fig. 4: A simple mode/for a redundancy management
Fig. 5 shows the system after a detected faiilure in the IOM B l and .B2. Rcegardless of the succession of these
failures the two rules perform that the IOM A2 is active and lOM Al is in standby mode.
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Fig. 5: New configuration after .two failures

The following event-list (Table 1) illustrates t<he s.imulation. 11esults. In. the same way results of a hardware-in-theloop-simulation ·could lbe presented.

I

Time rmsl 1 Event
Set state Svstem:B 1R2-.lso1ation TRUE
1690
Transition: System'??? -> BIR2-lsolation
l700
1700
'I Transition: IOMBI -R2 off -> isolat·e d
Set state System:B2R2-Isolation TRUE
1830
Transition: System ??? -> B2R2-lsolation
1840
Transition:
IOMB2-R2 activ ->isolated
1840
Condition in rule Activ-Selection
1840
Set state JOMA2-RI :activ TRUE
1840
Transition: [0MA2-R1 standbv -> activ
1850
Condition :in rule Standbv-Selection
t 850
1850
' Set state IOMAl -R 1:standby TRUE
[ ,860
Transition: IOMA1-R1 off ->standby

Remarks
Simulated Failure in IOMBI

Simulated Failure in IOMB2

Rule sets IOMA2 activ

Rule sets IOMA I standbv

Table 1: Event-list for the simulated situation

Another Example: Level-Ccmtl'olJe,r for a W.ater-system
The following example .contains a very simple v·e.rsion of a Level-Controller. A realistic version of such
controller (for example as it is used for the Water~system in an Airbus A340) contains many more elements, has
many sub-modules and functions, and cannot be discussed in this paper. This example shall only demonstrate the
use of the statemode ls for such problems.
The Control'ler has connections to two valves, one for the input and another for drain. The statetable
,,Leve1IControl" ensures that whenever the level of the tank is not normal (between LO and 3.0), the
corresponding valve opens. The connection between the controller and the valves is defined by system-variables.
It is possible to replace the simulated valves by hardware to ;execute a hardware-in-the-loop-simulation. This can
be done without chang1ng the definition of the ·c ontroller.
1
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The operation of the valves is realised by a simple statetable, which is disabled, ifthe valve is not ,,ok". This is a
simple description of a solenoid-operated mechanism.
; GWTLL[l]
low := (0,... ,1.0)
nonnal :'* (1.0....,3.0)

~ .
Boolc::in GwlnputValvc
Boolean GWDrainValve
Boolc::in GwlnpnC!osc
Boolean GwDrainClosc
Double GWJLL [I) (Tank-Level)

' high := (J.0,... ,4.0)
Timer: ((open_inputV -TRUE) &&
(inputV_closcd = TRUE))

./

Timer: ((opcn_clrainV = TRUE) &&
(drllinV_closed= TRUE))

>( /

\__

- - - '\-c-_-·
- _·_-_-_-_-_,::::"'--_.--_·_
'\_

"-.,F=-===<:..-·---- -

-·

~Vu~=-TRUE)

----.......-----------(GWlnputClose = TRUE)

----

Drain Valve

--·-

·~.

Fig. 6: Level-Controller with two valves
The time-controlled failure detection in the controller is done by comparison of actual and setpoint values of the
valves. If there is a difference for more than one second, the corresponding failure-state will be set.

Graphical User-Interface
The basic function of the tool ,,State Designer" is the simulation of the models. In early design phases the models
may be not detailed, but simulation is also possible. In later phases, when a complete model of the system
behaviour is defined and has been analysed, prototyping can be done by using the C-code generator of the tool.
>
>

>

Simulation offiinc
online (Hardware-in-the-Loop)

Evaluation of
tcstresults

>
>

>

>
>

>

C-Codc generation
Prototyping

Hierarchic modular statemodel
formal expressions

Fig. 7: The graphical user interface and its functions
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Systematic tests
Tcstprogram
generation
Detection of
critical states

The next step of system development consists of the vailidat,ion and integration of the system by implementing the
programmed controller and some hardware components on a test-bench such as the flight-control test-bench at
DASA, Hamlburg. There, the models can be s,imulated with hardware-in-the-loop (HWILS) and, furthennore, it is
poss1ible to execute systematic tests, simulate them in real-time and analyse the produced data with the result of
complete documents conta1ining piots, event-lists and other inform.ations. All these functions are based on the
same statemodel, however it is not necessary to have a detaBed model for these function. Only if prototyping
should be done, the ,,last bit" of the ,conditions and the states have to be defined.

Hardware-in-t.he-loo1p-Simulatio.n
One of the most t"emarkable attribute of the statemodels is the possibility of hardware-in-the-loop-simulations
without any modifications on the models. This function is enabled by a common list of variables, which is used
for the definition of the states, transfers, etc.

UserInterface

r,e aitime computer

ADIDA

•

t

memory-l·ists

hardware·
compon~nts

,

Fig. 8: Hardware-in-the-loop-simulations

Summary
We presented a strategy for system development 'based on h1ier.archic modular statemodels. With this solution a
int·egrated sequence of work for the whole process becomes possible. The main advantage of this strategy lies in
the reduction of .fequired interfaces between alA steps of design and verification because a single model can be
used for al1 t;asks from the first definition up to the certification documents.
The next step of the pres·ented project is the realisation of a technology demonstrator at DASA Airbus, Hamburg.
With this applicat,ion the practical use of the tool Sta~e Designer will be improved and several functions for the
data management will be added with the result of an complete system development environment.
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Abstract. A Radial Basis Function network (RBFN) is used to obtain a model of a gas engine, an unstable twoinput/single-output system (MISO-system), to be used for the design of the speed control system. The RBFNcenters are chosen using the stepwise orthogonalization algorithm, and an input space compression which helps
to avoid sparse data sets is presented. The quality of the nonlinear RBFN-model is demonstrated by comparing
measured and simulated data.

1.

Introduction

Various methods for modeling nonlinear dynamic systems have been developed in the recent years [1,2].
RBF networks [3] turned out to be a highly successful tool for approximating nonlinear functions. In this paper
the well developed theory of RBF network training is utilized for non linear dynamic modeling of a gas engine.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the gas engine plant is described briefly and in section 3 a
short introduction to radial basis functions is given. In section 4 the NARMA model structure used in this work
is presented and in section 5 the nomenclature for an RBF network of the gas engine plant is defined. The
training of the network is discussed in section 6 and the input space compression is introduced in section 7.
Simulation results are shown in section 8 and finally, some conclusions are drawn.

2.

Gas engine plant

The combustion engines investigated in this work, are used for the co-generation of heat and electrical
power. They are distinguished by a high utilization of primary energy of almost 90 %. Furthermore it is possible
to bum gases, which cannot be utilized by any other process.
Gas engine plants can be operated within a large electric net or in a stand alone mode with an electric resistance as load. Here, only the stand alone mode of operation mode which is the more challenging one, is investigated, because in this case the frequency must be kept constant by a speed controller.
a ih throttle
Pei

engine
and
generator

engine
speed nmo1

Figure l : Black box model of the plant
As the speed control loop is to be modeled, the throttle position is the control variable, the engine speed is
the controlled variable (output variable) and the electrical power acts as the disturbance variable. The gas mixer
is controlled by a separate controller, thus guarantying low NOx emissions in the exhaust gas. Figure 1 shows
the two inputs and the ourput of this MISO-system.
Everybody is familiar with the stable behavior of combustion engines in cars. They are stable, because the
load increases strongly as the engine speed increases. In the case of the investigated combustion engines the
situation is completely different: The load is independent of the engine speed. Therefore the plant is unstable
and measurements are not possible in open loop.

3.

Radial basis functions

A Radial Basis Function (RBF) is a function that maps the n-dimensional input domain IR; onto the real axis.
All input vectors x which have the same distance to the center c e IR;" give the same output as

cl> (x, c) =cl> <llx - tjl) = cj>(r),
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(1)

In equation (I),

II· I

denotes the Euclidean norm.

A number of different ba.sis functions are suggested in literature. In this paper the reciprocal multiquadric
(RMQ) is used:
ij>(r)= ~·
+~

~>0.

vr·

(2)

In [3) Pottmann showed for the RMQ that ~ can be varied in a wide range. Additionally, in this paper the
input domain is mapped OJil a hypercube by simple scaling and shifting, so that x e [-I,Ir holds. This drastically simplifies the choice of ~ .

4.

The NARMA mod.et

The nonlinear autoregressive moving average model (NARMA-model) can be derived from the simpler linear
case, namely the ARMA process. The ARMA process for a SISO-system is mathematically described by the
difference equation
y[k T) + a 1 y'[(k - l)T)+.. .+an y[(k - n) T] = b0 u[(k - d)T]+ b1 u[(k -1- d) T]+ ...+bn u[(k - n - d) T],

(3)

where n is the system order, dis the discrete time delay and T is the sampling time. Equation (3) describes a
(2n + l) - dimensional hyperplane in the {2n + 2) dimensional hyperspace.
If this description of a plane is extended to that of a surface, a wide range of nonlinear dynamic systems can
be described. The general NARivtA model for a SISO-system is given by the nonlinear difference equation
y[k n = F(y[(k-l)n,. . ., y[(k-n) T],u[(k -d)n, u[(k - I-d)T], .. .,u[(k -n-d)n).

(4)

Here, F( ·) is an arbitrary, non'linear function. For sake of simplicity all inputs of the function F in equation (4)
are collected in a column vector x[k
Then, equation (4) can be written as:

n.

11).

y[k T] = F(x{k

5.

(5)

RBF networks for nonlinear two input one output systems

One possibility to describe the hypersurface given by equation (4) is the weighted summation of radial basis
functions with different centers c and appropr,iate weighting factors w,.. It has been shown previously [I] that
RBF-necworks are universal approximators. This means that any function F in equation (5) will be described by
a RBF-necwork arbitrarily precisely, if a sufficient number of RBFs are used. The equation of a RBF-network is
given by
y[k

L
"'

TJ =

W;

it><llx[k n-c,11) +e(k T].

'"'

(6)

n

Since only a finite number of RBFs are 11Sed ( m < oo ), y[k
is not exactly described by this sum and an error
e(k T] remains.
In order to be able to describe linear systems exactly without using an infinite number of RBFs, additional
linear elements ,ar,e included, i.e. equation (6) is extended to

L
m

y[k T]

=b+ x

7

[k ne l +

w,

ij>(~x[k n-c,.jj)+ e[k n

(7)

i::. I

Using the abbreviations

$;(x[k T])

=it><llx![k T]-c;il),

ij>(x{k T]) = [ 4>1 (x(k n), ... , 4>m (x( k n)J r
and

0

7

=[b;8Lr,w 1 , ... ,wm],

(8)

(9)
(10)

equation (7) can be written compactly as
7

y[k T] =[I, x [k T], .. r (x[k 71 )]0.
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(11)

Since an RBF-network for the description of a nonlinear dynamic two-input/single-output system is to be
developed and since the system to be modeled does not exhibit jump phenomena, the vector x in equation ( 11)
has to be extended and becomes:
x[kT]= (y((k- l)T) · ·· y[(k- n)T],u1((k-d- l)T]·· ·u1[(k-d-n)T],u 2((k-d- l)T]· · ·u2 ((k-d- n)T]f (12)

A graphical representation of equation ( 11) is given in figure 2.

y[(k-l)T]

ui[(k- 1)T]

Figure 2: REF-network with scaling, time shift layer, linear and RBF-part and inverse scaling

6.

RBF-network training

Training of an RBF-network means adaptation of the parameters m, ~. C; and 0 in order to minimize e[k T)
for all k. The number m of the hidden nodes in the network is often restricted by computational limits. The
simultaneous estimation of~. c; and 0 yields a non-convex optimization problem with local minima. In order to
circumvent this problem, ~is estimated, before C; and e are computed simultaneously by an orthogonalization
procedure (3,5). First of all a matrix X 5 is built, which includes the evaluation of the bias term, the linear terms
and all RBF candidates at all data points of the training data set.

I

x r(O)

$1 (x[O])

xr(T)

~ (x[T])

~(x[T])

x T[N T]

~(x[NT])

~(x~NT])

Xs =

;,,(x[O])

( 13)

Additionally,

=[y[O]

y[NTJf

( 14)

e = [e{O) e[T] · ·· e{N T]f

(15)

y

y[TJ

and
are defined.
The them linear and nonlinear tenns which best reduce the variance of the residual error are chosen from the
columns of X 5 using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. The columns x k of X 5 minimizing Er E are
chosen step by step. Thus the this algorithm must be followed:

11

={1, .. .,1+3n +N}

(16)

Calculate in every step) (j e[l,m]):
Exclude the columns, which lead to wrong results because of the finite precision of the floating point
algebra:
s1 = arg (x/ x, < 10- 12 )
(17)
kelj

l / =11 \{s 1 }
Find the index of the column reducing Ere most:
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(18)

(19)

Calculate in every but the last step:
Exclude Ii from the set of candidates

(20)
Orthogonalize all candidates regarding x1

I

(21)
In this algorithm it is possible to include the computation of the weights, but it is not advisable, because there
are numericaUy better conditioned methods for 'the weight estimation after finishing the REF-selection.
After the choice of the m best indices, a matrix X similar to that in equation ( 13) is built. It contains m
columns of X 5 •
(22)
X =(x 11 x. 12
finally, the weighting vector (,e quation 10) is calculated:
0 = (Xrx)- 1 xr y.

7.

(23)

Input space compression

Unfortunately, the high input domain dimension of an RBF-networik .l eads to bad training results as the training
data set is sparse in this case. Sparse data sets must be avoided, since due to wrong extrapolation, unlearned
regions may lead to wrong RBF-network outputs.
A possibility to avoid unnecessary high dimension is the input space compression. One method is suggested
in (4], here a different method is presented:
The linear part of the matrix X 5 (eqn. 13) is collected in the matrix L. Each row contains the input signals
of the REF-network at a certain instant k T.

L = ,[x[O] x[T) · ·· x[N T]Jr

(24)

Orthogonalization of L yields this algorithm with column pivoting:
Start with
M=L.

(25)

Calculate in every step j ( j e [I,3n] ):
Select the column with the greatest 2-norm
T

(26)

Ni= max(m* mA)
kelj
11

=arg max(m/ m * )

(27)

ke.lj

Notice that m* is the k-th column ofM. Orthogonalize M with respect to m 1 in every but the last step
J

(28)
There are two possible ways to reduce the input space dimension. One is to use only the first selected input
vectors 11 , ••. , 11 of L . The other possibmty is the ·c akuiation of Ni/ N 1 in every step and finishing the loop
(equation
to 2§), if this division yields a value less than a chosen limit.
The input space compression matrix is given by the equation

Z6

T=[I,1 11:?

••·

I,pr'

where 11 is the i-th column of the ( n x n) identity matrix I.
I

72·6

(29)

Consequently, it is possible to obtain an input vector of reduced dimension without loosing essential
information even in the presence of noise, as this input space transformation removes (nearly) redundant input
signal components only.
(30)
x R[kT]= Tx[kTJ
Notice that this method permits automatic order estimation, since it is possible to choose a large system order
and then use the automatic reduction by equation (30).

8.

Simulation results
model of
engine
and
generator

P ei

model of the
controlle r

/\

/\

y

f\

O mot

ath

Figure 3: simulation in the closed loop
Data acquisition and validation of the model is possible in closed loop only, as the plant is unstable. The
plant is excited by a variable electrical load and a noisy oscillating desired speed value. The measured signals
yAkT] (desired engine speed) and u2 [kTJ=P, 1 [kT] (electrical power output) are used as inputs in the
simulation and the simulated signals 1( k T] = rh [ k T] (throttle position) and y[k T] = 01 [ k T] (engine speed)
are compared to the measured signals u1 [k T] =a,1r [k T] and y[k T] = nm0 ,[k T]. The order of the plant is
assumed to be 8. The inputs and outputs of the three following models are compared with measured data sets:
• The linear model,
• the nonlinear RBF-network model (16 linear tenns and 34 RBFs) and
• the RBF-network model with input order compression (reduction of input dimension from 24 to 13, 1 bias
tenn, 13 linearterms and 36 RBFs).

u

a

n.,

In figure 4 a ponion of the training data (N= 1620) is shown.
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In figure 5 a portion of the validation data set is depicted.
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From figures 4 and 5 it can be observed that the nonlinear mode·ls yields drastically improved simulation
results compared to those wtth the linear model. Unfortuna~ely, it is not possible to show data sets where the
difference between the linear and the nonlinear model is more obvious, as it is not possible to drive the engine in
these regions for a longer period of time.

9.

Condusion

In this paper the investigations of the applicability of RBF networks in modeling an industrial combustion
engine plant are presented. It is shown that the nonlinear model obviously improves the simulation results
obtained using the linear model. The input space compression which is introduced in this paper reduces the
sparsity of the data sets and the computational burden without deteriorating the simulation results.
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MODULE-ORIENTED MODELING OF AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR
G. Beuck and L. Merz,
DASA-Airbus GmbH, Kreetslag 10, D - 21129 Hamburg,
Email: L.Merz@airbus.de

Abstract
One integrated hard- and software environment is described usable within all project stages and for several
people and different disciplines involved in the design. A module-oriented development approach eases
teamwork, lowers design costs and increases quaHty. The treatment of discontinuities and events is a matter
of continuing development work .

.Introduction
Modeling, simulation and optimization of aircraft behaviour depends on (see Fig. 1)
•
•
re
•
•

the available data basis (early project stage means few, rough data)
the objecives: technical quality, time and costs
number of different engineering domains involved
number of different aircraft components, systems and environments interacting
Existing software- , hardware- and people-ware-limitations

AJI these points arre more or less int,errelated. The ultimate aim is to use one development tool through all
complexity levels of offline-simulation and -design up to hardware-in-the-loop simulation and flight
tests (Fig. 2). During the last five years DASA-Airbus GmbH, Hamburg, and the Ruhr-Universitat Bochum (Lehrstuhl filr Regelungssysteme und Steuerungstechnik, Prof. Dr. Fasol) have been going together
quite a few steps in this direction [I].
Modeling
Simulation

data basis

r

quality
time
C·OSts

Fig. 1

different
engineering
domains

components
systems
env.irronments

software
hardware
people-ware

Functionality structure

Flight Test
Validation:

Fig. 2

Project stage

Loads and Ene£gy of Aircraft Struc·t ure
Civil transport aircraft are built to cany passengers and/or cargo safe, economical and comfortable from one
place to the other. The aircraft structure besides other tasks houses people and materials and protects
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against environmentai dangers. This paper concentraites on designing the aircraft structure to withstand all
kind of forces or loads. We distinguish between steady loads, when no inertia loads are present and dynamic
[oads, when loads and system energy are time-dependant.
The mechanical dynamic process starts with the introduction of loads and energy into the aircraft structure.
These can be environmental inputs like atmospheric turbulences and landing impacts or man-generated
inputs like engine forces and system-driven forces leading to control surface deflections (Fig. 3).
The dynamic response of the aircraft structure gives rise to aerodynamic reaction forces, inertia forces and
internal struct11re loads.

/

Internal Loads

~

Inertial Forces
(centre of gravity)

t

Landing Forces

Atmosperic Forces
'
Fig. 3

Control Forces

Dynamic loads

Modules for Strudural Dynamics Modeling
To reach the just defined objectives in an economical manner we decided to put into the simulation environment as much modularity, flexibility and transparency as possible.
The following modules have been chosen (Fig. 4):
St•r ucture:
fuselage, wings, horizontal tailplane, vertical stabilizer, engine pylons, non -rotating part of engines
control surfaceS':
ailerons, spoilers, flaps, slats, elevators, rudder
Landing :mechanisms:
nose landing gear, main landing g,e ar, tail bumper
Engines:
rotating part of jet ·engines, auxiliary power unit (APU)

Mechanical-hydraulic part of actuators:
cylinder, piston, servovalve, actuator support structure, control surface linkage, supply and return pipes, hydraulic flow characteristics, ...
Electric part ofactuaton;:
position sensor, position gain, monitoring device, ...

Efoctrkal flight 'c ontrol systems:
sidestick control (pilot actions), feedback sensors, gain, time constants, threshholds, authority limits, protections, al1termat,e laws, monitoring systems, ...
Aerodynamic fo:rc,es.:

turbulence excitation, control surface excitation, rigid body and dastic movement, unsteady effects
:I nteriors:
seats, crew, passengers, cargo, galleys, ...
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Further moduts:
gravity forces, thrust characteristics, runway characteristics, transformation between reference systems
(forces, movements)
Aerodynamics

Thrust

Control
Surfaces

Engines

Landing
mechanisms

actuators

Runway

Control systems

Pilot

Fig. 4

Modules for structural dynamics modeling

Coupling of the Structural Modules
The first step is to develop the equations of motion for the modules structure (including interiors), control
surfaces, engine and landing mechanisms without coupling and only considering inertia and elastic forces.
An elastic body with continuously distributed mass has got an infinite number of degrees of freedom (DOF).
By finite element modeling (NASTRAN) the number of degrees of freedom for the total aircraft structure
come down to about 8000. By modal !'eduction we arrive at about 100 time dependant variables (Fig. 5).
·centre of gravity
continuously
distributed
mass and elasticity

Fig. 5

6 rigid body DOF's
infinite number of elastic DOF's

finite clement
modeling (FEM)

6 rigid body DOF's
about 8000 elastic DOF's

Modeling
by Modal Reduction

6 rigid body DOF's
about 100 generalized coordinates

Structural modeling

The second step is to couple the structural modules.

~
Connection with
joints, free play, variable
friction forces

Fig. 6

fixed connection
(welded)

Module coupling and variable structure systems
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Limited angular
deflection

A connection may lead to a reduction form zero up to si.x DOF's (Fig. 6). Zero DOF's means no interaction
at all and six DOF's means a fixed connection. If during the simulation the number of DOF's vary, we have
got a variable structure system. Especially the existence of free play gives rise to it. In general we have got
to describe discontinuities in otherwise continuous models. An efficient way to handle such systems is the
use of so-called state-machines. Otherwise you easily loose control by the huge amount of if-then statements. Of special interest is a good numerical behavior of the simulation across the discontinuities [6), [7).

Coupling of tbe Aerodynamic Modules
Aerodynamic forces arise, if there is a relative movement between a body and the surrounding air. Once you
know the atmospheric turbulence and the rigid body and the elastic movement of the surface of the aircraft,
the aerodynamic pressures and friction forces can be derived (Fig. 7).

Aerodynam ic Forces

FIR-Filter

modified

'' \....Lift ,;rag

-~~relative
airflow

a : angle of attack

a n·
)

(n -T)

a(n1)

=

1TY:·®·

M

I

i • (nT-m1) • h(m1)

,,., =- 0

aerodynamic
databank
atmospheric
turbulence
angle of
attack

aerodynamic
stiffness matrix

aerodynamic
forces

body
movement

Fig. 7

Aerodynamic forces computational flow

Aerodynamic databanks contain global forces and moments as weU as their distributions across the aircraft.
The values are either computed theoretically or are test results. They are mainly dependant on the vertical
and lateral angle of attack and the different control surface deflection angles.
As the simulation is done in the time domain and the unsteady aerodynamic forces are given in the frequency
domain, there is a need to transform them into the time domain. One way of achieving high accuracy with
a reasonable computational burden is the use of Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters combined with a modified Hanning-window [5). The aerodynamic forces are added to the equations of motions of the purely
structural part.

Mechanical-Hydraulic Part of Actuait ors
An electrohydraulic aircraft control-surface system mainly ·consis·ts of the following components: cylinder,
piston, spool value, hydraulic lines, hydraulic fluid, orifices, accumulators, controller, mechanical linkages
to the structure and the control surface (Fig. 8).
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aircraft structure
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Aircraft control surface servo model

Some Model Equations
Piston and Load dynamics
mP • iP

.___...

-k

=

..__.
Control
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Inertial
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..__.

..__.

Viscous
frict·ion
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friction
(piston, cylinder)
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+
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.___...
Hydraulic
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Flow equation:
Q

=

(K. • x,) •

MP

Q

(K, * x5)
Af>

flow
nonlinear flow coefficient
pressure drop

Fu_rther nonlinear contributions are the accumulator loading I unloading, the pressure drops along the hydraulic lines, the influence of the aerodynamic hinge moment and the travel limits. The coupling to the structure and to the control surface o.ccurs at the bearings and through the mechanism composed of levers, rods
and torque tubes. Again looseness and frictions in the joints are a challenge to simulators.

Coupling of other Modules
Modules !like engines and thrust or landing mechanisms and runway are treated similar to structure and aerodynamics. The interior modules (seats, passengers, cargo, ... ) are often subjected to impact or crash szena-
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rios. Structure may be loaded up to breakage. In addilion human injury criteria are an important design criteria.
The modules Electrical Flight Control System (EFCS) and electric part of actuators have got low energy and
ar,e represented lby block-diagrams with inputs and outputs. They initiate hydraulic or electric power and
there is no coupling back from the high energy modules.

commwd

pilot,
au~opilol

·C·Ontr·ol
foed forward
contwl

foedbacks

.surface

aircraft

.feedback

control

Fig. 9

...,._ ___,

•
•
•
•

digital control
many non- linearities
(thresholds, limiter,
variable gain and
time-constants, ... )
protections
alternate control Jaws

Simplified structure of electrical wntrol

The transfer from the continuous to discrete systems a:nd back is done by AID- and DIA-converters.

System of .Differential Equations of Motion
After all modules are coupled we get the system of differential equaitions of motion of the total aircraft:
M * i + (D-A) * i + (C-B) * x

i, x,·x
M

c

D
A,B

E
F
G

H
b

c
t

I

= E *b + F *c +

G *t + H *l

vector of degrees of freedom and its derivatives
mass matrix

stiffness matrix
damping matrix
matrices of aerodynamic forces due to aircraft movement
matrix of gust forces
matrix of aerodynamic forces of control surfaces
matrix of engine forces
matrix of landing impact forces
gust speed
control surface deflection
engine control input
landing impact input

Integrated Hard- and Sofitware Environment
We described the physical modeling of a large interconnected system based on model components form different engineering domains (Fig. 9). To simulate such a total system we ideally need one development environment from offline- and hardware-in-the-loop simulation to flight tests. As people from different engineerings disciplines are involved care must be taken of simple interfaces and an easy integration of the
single contributions.
We bought an integrated hard- and software 'e nvironment, which can be used during all steps of the design
process from modeling to flight tests (Fig. 10). It consists of the 3 modules CASE-tool MATLAB I SIMUUNK, the real-itime hard- and software - world of dSPACE and a host computer {2], [3), [4).
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Development environment

Summary
•

We presented one development tool usable within all project stages and for several people and different disciplines involved in the design.

•

It is very expensive to develop software in-house. An integrated hard- and software environment
offer,e d by dSPACE, which is based on the CASE-tool MATLAB I SIMULINK and a high-speed
and flexible real- ,time processor is a solution at a reasonable price.

•

Module-oriented development approach eases teamwork, lowers design costs and increases quality;
Care must be taken of simple and transparent interfaces to ease the integration process.

•

As we are dealing with variable struoture systems a matter of continuing research and development
is the treatment of discontinuities and events.
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STRUCTURE OF RAlNFALL-RUNOFF NONLINEAR MODEL
WITH PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION
C. Vertie & C. Cruickshank
Jnstituto de Ingenieria, UNAM
PB 70-472, 04510 Coyoacan DF, Mexico
Fa'< (52)-56228091 , verde@servidor.unam.mx

Abstract. ProMems of rnodeling for rainfall-nmoff relat,ions are dis·cttssed and the need for developing models
on the basis of hydrological concepts is emphasized. Particularly a non-linear lumped model structure with
surface and subterranean ·reservoirs in parallel is proposed. TI1e model .accowtts for linear storage, antecedent
precipitation index, or so.ii moisture factor, and time delay of the .river response. In order to satisfy the mass
balance. the net rainfall (inputs) to the model are divided between the two reservoirs. The non-linear effects of
the process are concentrated in the rainfaH terms of the model and their structure is validated taking into
account the physical meaning of the hydraulic process. As the tool to calibrate the specific parameters set an
Ex1·e nded Kalman Filter is used. The structure has been applied with success to several watersheds with
different characteristics.
Keywortls: Non-linear rainfall-runoff model, lumped model, on line estimation, Extended Kalman Filter.

lntroductie.n
Different approaches to the modelin,g of rainfall-runofT processes have been proposed during the last decades.
Tat<,ing into account tihat the precipitation-runoff system is nonHneac, distributed, and involves stochastic
variables, the main problem in most of the lumped models is the lack of connection with physical meaning and
significance of models components. Todini [7] presented a good historical review of the methods to estimate
the parameters and tJ1e model strnctures mentioning tJ1eir main disadvantages. Moreover, tJ1e fact that the
precipitation has a spatial distribution and that it cannot be controllable demands additional effort to propose
and validate a general model for the .rainfaU-runoff process. On the other hand the complexity and
environmental changes in the eco-systems make today necessary to have models which can take into account
changes and uncertainties of the system and can be easily adapted on line according to real conditions.
From an identification point of view, other issues for nonlinear models is the determination of their structure,
since most of the methods assume, a ;priori, a given stru·cture. Haber and Un'behauen presented in [6] a very
good survey about tJ1e input/output approaches to identify sUuicture of polynomial tenns in nonlinear dynamic
systems and pointed out that the structure identification is only part of t!he whole id.e ntification procedure.
Some general block-orient,ed models are proposed which consist of stalk and dynamic linear terms. However
some of tihe structures require particular input patterns an.d therefore they 1cannot be used in the rainfall-runoff
problem.
TI1e above mentioned facts motivated to present in 1994, ('2) a lumped model for the rainfall-runoff process
with physical interpretation and based on tihe block-<>riented model witb static nonlinear terms for the rainfall
and dynamic linear terms for tJ1e reservoirs. The first version of the proposed model considered only one
storage element and it was validated estimating the parameters by a Least Square Algorithm, LSA. In oilier
words a discrete model with the structure given by

Qr (i + I) = c Qr (i ) + f (P(i - r)) + e(i )

(I)

was considered. where QT represents the total runoff volume at t11e catchment outlet, the input term f(J'(i - r))
,is a nonlinear function of tJ1e total volume of the precipitation P over the watershed, r is the delay or arrival
time, e is assodated to the :model ·error and i is the time increment Later on, it has been shown in [3) that tJ1e
paran1eter estimation of ( 1) can be improved when an Extend·ed Kalman Filter, EKF, is used instead of the
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LSA. Particularly the EKF yields lime variant parameters during long identification periods of time showing
1the variation of water demand and changes 1o f soil use along the history. This model allowed to explain more
t.11an 90% of the runoff variability. Moreover it was possible to delennine coefficients of surface and
s1fbswface runoff. Because less satisfactory results were obtained for daily and hourly rainfalls, i.e. for inputs
wid1 high frequency components, i 1t was concluded that a high frequency dynamics should be added to the
model.
1

In illlis paper, d1e model S'Lmcture has 'been improved oonsiidering a dynamic model with two reservoirs in
parallel, adding pass tenns of the direct rainfall volume, and holding the nonlinear structure of die input as
before. The total rainfall volume for a given period is divided between losses and two reservoirs or storage
subsystems. One of the storages, called surface reservoir, is associated with U1e river network with low
capacity and rapid fesponse. l11e 0U1er one has a very slow response with large capacity and describes the
subterranean volume effects. An advantage of the non.linear structure is U1e capability of its generalizatiou for
more than one input. The proposed new mode] has been validated with real data in a vast variety of
circumstances, time intervals from one hour to one month, watershed areas from a few to thousands of square
kilometers 1(4l In the following the results obtained for the Cl1anchos river in Uruguay are sllO'wn.

Descr.iption and St1ructu1re of the Physical Model
A water:sbed may be viewed as a system receiving rainfall as input; the destiny of U1e fallen water may be
briefly described as follows; part of it is intercepted on the ground and later lost to the atmo!_;phere; another
part infiHrat,es 1lo the ground an.d is retained there for some 1time but later also lost to the atmosphere Ummgh
evapotranspiration from the vegetation. l11e soil and surface retention constitutes a first reservoir whid1 is
more 01r Jess wet according to the amount of previous rains; when there is rain, it gains in wetness, \\hen there
is no rain, it looses .h umidity. In the present model this process is described simply by an index of antecedent
pre'cip.itat1on computed by a "first order autoregr.e ssive model, as will be shown later (eq. 4). This index must
have :a .limiting value which represents U1e maximum capacity of the soil and surface retention and should
depend on the type and depth of soil, type of vegetation, and watershed slope.
1

1

Another route for ·t he fallen water is channel runoff which travels along the surface channel network of the
upper part of the watershed, part of which .i:nfiltrates and feeds subsurface deposits; this process defines two
more reservoirs whose water is not lost before it arrives to 1the wait1e rshed outlet where it is measured (output);
the first one is fonned by the channel network itself wiith water traveling fast to the outlet; the other one is Ute
subt,e rranean d eposit with water that 1traviels slowly to tbe lower river stietches. It is only natural to 1hink that
w1ten the first reservoir (U1e soil) is dry, the rain will be retained in it and the amount of water going to the
chanuels will he small; as more humidity enters U1e soil more water will go as surface runoff. In the present
model, the percentage ofiLhe rain that becomes surface and subsurface flow is considered, mainly, proportional
to the antecedent precipitation index, a'llowing a smaller possibility of a direct linear response by the
coefficient a0 of eq. 3.
1

Figure I shows the block diagram of the proposed stn.mture for one input in which z- means backward shift
operator. Tite generalization for more inputs requires to consider a structure for each input similar to the one
inside the dashed block of the diagram. From the conceptual catchment model of Fig. l it can be seen that the
total rainfaU volume for a given period is divided into ,two parts.: losses and input to reservoirs. Losse~ include
interception, water c·o nsumption, ponding :and evapotranspiration which are unknown. Surface and
subterran ea11 reservoirs are considered lumped "linear stora,ge elements and tile total runoff volume al U1e
ca~chment ouHel QT (1
i) is given by a linear contribution of two subsystems : U1e surface volume, Q5(i), and lhe
.suMerranean volume, Ou (i), i. e.
1

1

QT(i) = Qs (i) + Qv (i) ,

(2)

where i is the sample lime incremellt. The variable v(i) of Fig. I rep resents the direct input volume which has
a nonlinear behavior depending on die past rains via the antecedent precipitation index A(i) or moisture index.
One can say t!hat :the volume v(i) is produced as a simple impulse immediately after the rain impulse occuC"S
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but its arrival to Ute catchment outlet can be delayed r samp'le periods. ln other words, it may be interpreted as
a variab:le tmit r'e sponse of the catchment, depending on the antecedenit precipitation index A(i) or soil
moistnre.

1- CS
z..cs

fJi1 (i}

s

Fig. l Block d.iagram of Ute ,conceplLia'I catchment model for one :input

The gen eral equation of the total input can be winen as:
v(i) = a0 p (i) + a 1 p(i) A(i) ,

(3)

where t11e antecendenit precipitation index, API, of the ,erea is governed by
A(i + l) = d A(i) + (1 - d) p(i) + e(i)

(4)

wiUt ist upper constraint
A(i) <

A.nax = (l - ao ) I a1

(5)

which can be obtained from the mass balance condition of eq. (3), since the runoff can not exceed rainfall.
Experience will1h the model has shown that the forgetting value 0 ~ d ~ l of the antecedent precipitation index
in ·e quation (4) can b e taken ne.a r to one for monthly intervals, as 0.2 for c!aily intervals, and dose to zero for
hourly increments.
TI1e behavior of each reservoirs is assumed linear governed by .an ARMA model and given b y

ms
Os(i + 1) = cs Qs(i) + b(l- cs)

L

'Y s (k)v(i - k)es(i)

(6)

k=O
for Ule surface res·e rvoir and
ms
Qu(i+l)=cuQu(i)+b(l - cu)

L

k=O
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'Yu(k)v(i-k)es(i)

(7)

for the subterranean reservoir. In both subsystems e1 (i) and e.,(i) are model errors, and g.(k) and g.,(k) are
parameters which characterize the rise time of the impulse response of each subsystem. The coefficients c. and
Cu determine the dynamic response of both subsystems. The surface and subterranean runoff coefficients which
define dte gain of each subsystem are given by the terms bv(i)/p(i) and (l·b)v(i)/p(i) for each reservoir
respectively can be readily obtained. The delay value of the input to the reservoir involved in the moving
average tenn of eqs. (6) and (7) should be tried for each particular application, although a close approach lo its
value cau be obtained through a ra;in-mnoff cross-c.orrelation diagram.
To avoid loss of physical sense, it is assumed that variables are non stationary. The model can be easily
extended for the case of several inputs. It is lo be noted, that this simplified model is non linear since ll1e terms
A(i)p(i) in equation (3) involve products of rninfaU v'olumes.

Expetiment·al Results
In order to show the type of model results, an application is presented here for the watershed of Chanchos river
2
in Uruguay which received a millenary storm on march 1994 [5); it has an area of 18.7 km and has a rnther
impemteable surface (inlemperized crystalline rock) with poor soil cover. Rain was measured in a recording
station will1 a sample time of half an ho~u and therefore half an hour was the time interval considered in the
identification process; data are shown in Fig.2. Runoff was calculated through the rising levels of a reserwir at
ll1e end of the catchment and the elevation area curve for the reservoir. This estimation is taken as the
measured discharge or output of the process.

'Rairnfall
60
~40

E
E
'"""'20

0
0

20
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30

40

time (1/2 hoUfs]

Fig. 2 Rainfall event used for U1e ,estimation

Fig. 3 shows the computed values using the proposed model for 1the evolution of the total runoff volume QT
together with the ev,olution of the subterranean volume Qu. From the rising and decay of both curves, it is
concluded that the rising shape of the ·total runoff is mainly defined by the surface state behavior and lJ1e decay
exponential shape by the subterranean state.
Errors among ilie real and computed total volumes ar.e given in Fig. 4; the mean square error is 0.7 mm.
Because of the great intensity of the rain, total .runoff coefficients reach the value of one at the peak or the
avenue as is shown in Fig. 5 where the surface, subterranean and total runoff coefficients are shown.
Fig. 6 shows the variation of the dynamics parameter of the surface reservoir, eq. (5), during the on line
idenlificat.ion procedure. Its value does not r·emain constant, however the deviation around the nominal value is
tolerable from a practical point of view.
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Fig. 6 Evolution of the estimati·o n for the parameter
c.r of the surface subsystem

Conclusions
A simple nonlinear model is introduced in this paper which can reproduce catchment processes for diJTereut
time increments, sizes and shapes. The essential point in this model is that a physical significance is given to
each term and also that the nonlinear character of the rising limb of hydrographs has been taken into accow1l,
while the recession part is linear.
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MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF PURIFICATION
PROCESSES IN WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS
USING THE MODULAR TOOLBOX KSIM

M. KOEHNE, M. SCHUHEN and 0. SCHOENBERGER
ZESS Zentrum fur Sensorsysteme und IMR Instirut fiir Mechanik und Regelungstechnik
Universitaet Siegen, D-57068 Siegen

Abstract. A rough outline of the modular toolbox KSIM for dynamic s1imulation of purification processes in
wastewater tteatment plants is given. The features and characteristics of KSIM, the information transfer inside the
simulation model, the design of the modules and the input of the module parameters are discussed. A simulation
example is chosen to demonstrate the use of KSIM for the development of control strategies optimizing the
wastewater treatment plant operation of nitrogen removal. Two different control strategies for the operation of an
equalizing basin at the influent of the biological purification stage of a wastewater treatment plant are compared
and assessed by means of the simulation results.

1. INTRODUCTION
Biological wastewater treatment in modem sewage plants contains the removal of organic and anorganic components like carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus resulting in high demands on the purification
efficiency as well as the economic plant operation. Therefore, the computer aided simulation of sewage plants
gets an increasing significance. Today, the dynamic simu'lation is an effective tool for the design of new plants or
for the optimization of the operation of existing plants.
Suitable simulation ,tools and a simulation 1enviroment with plant components .and process oriented model libraries are necessary to carry out simulation S•tudies. 1be main feairures of those model libraries are their flexibility and the possibility of ex:1tension with respect to 1the requirements of the user.
The model library KSIM (KlaranlagenfilMulation in German), which has been developed at the Institute of
Mechanics and Control Engineering (IMR), is a plant component and process oriented library of this type. KSIM
is used at the IMR mainly for research works in the area of sewage plant automation, but also for solving practical problems and teaching students in simulation.

2. THE MODULAR TOOLBOX KSIM
KS1M is based on the simulation .and ·computation environment Matlab/Simulink of MathWorks
/Math/. The elaborated graphical user interface and user-friendly operation are the main reasons for using the
environment Matlab/Simulink. New modules can be realized using the fundamental operation blocks, the inherent system language or external available programming 'languages (C und FORTRAN).
The simulation model of a was.tewater treatment plant or parts of a plant is composed of accomplished coded
modules based on mathematical models, which can be taken from KSIM by the user. The linkage of the modules
in me 1gr.aphkal 1e ditor of Matlab/Simuliink is done by simple line connections.
The simuiation is performed using d1e resources offered by Matlab/Simulink. Several possibilities are available
for the input, output, presentation and processing of measurement data or simulation results. The whole func-
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tionality of Matlab/Simulink is preserved. Any flow sheet (e.g. singlestage, multistage or alternating) of wastewater treatment plants and processes can be modelled and simulated with the KSIM modules availallle and the
resooroes offered by Matlab/Simulink.
KSIM consists of a number of sublibraries. Different modules of primary clarifiers, activaied sludge processes,
final clarifiers, equalizing basins, controllers and control strategies, plant components and auxiliary simulation
tools are available.
Models or primary clarifiiers::
Up to now ,this sublibrary ooly con,tains a simple delay model describing the wastewater flow rate inside the
primary tank. We are working on detailed models considering the settling processes and the solubility of was1ewa1er components too.
Activated sludge models:
Several application orienied models based on the biokinetics of the Activaied Sludge Model No. I and No.2 developed by the IAWQ• /HGGM86/ JHGMM941 are included. Both models describe those processes of biological treatment, assumed to be essential for the carbon and nitrogen removal. Moreover, the Activated Sludge
Model No.2 considers the biological and chemical phosphorus removal.
Furthermore, several modules performing reduced biokinetic models are available (e.g. a module describing
carbon removal). For several applications 1the use of less de.tailed models turned out to be more effective. By this,
besides a reduction of simulation time needed, the adaptation ,o f the simulation models to a real plant or a part or
a plant w.as facilitated.
1

Models or secondary clarifiers:
Two models of secondary clarifiers are .available. The layer model according to the FLUX theory /Vit.a89/ offers a
gneat variety of applications to lhe user. In order to describe the settling velocity of the sludge, it is possible to
choose between the theories of Vitasovic /Vita89/ and Takacs !TPN90/. The total volume of the secondary
clarifier can be divided into an arbitrary number of layers (represented by completely stirred tanks). The geometry
of the real secondary clarifier can be considered by ·the definition of different heights and areas of the layers.
Besides the layer model, there is anolher module using ·me model of an ideal secondary clarifier (all particulate
components will settle completely), only describing the transportation processes inside a secondary clarifier.
Equa.lizing basins:
For the simulation of equalizing measures in the influent of a wastewater treatment plant different equalizing
basins are modelled. In order to be able to use them in a simulation model, control strategies for equalizing basin
operation have to be given. Several modules wilh predefined straiegies are filed in a sublibrary.
Controller a·n d control strategies :
Besides the modules comprising strategies for equalizing basin operation, this library contains a selection of
standard controllers (e.g. PI and PID controllers). They are reahzed as continuously or discrete working controllers.
Pla nt components:
This sublibrary comprises modules for the description of mixers and dividers. Moreover there are modules representing difkrent pumps and measurement instruments. Their use allows the simulation of any plant flow sheet
AuxiHary simulaition tools:
This sublibrary mainly comprises auxiliary tools for the graphical presentation of the results during the simulation.

3. LAYOUT OF THE MODULES
The layout of the KSIM modules follows closely the symbolism of piping & instrument diagrams (P &
I - diagrams) used for the description of the plants. In doing so, creation and comprehensibility of a simulation
model is facilitated. Fig. 1 shows lbe P & I - diagram of the biological purification stage of a wastewater
treatment plant with an equalizing basin (parallel to the main stream) and the corresponding KSIM simulation
model. The wastewater flow rate inside the aeration tank (denitrification and nitrification) is described by
completely stirred tank reactors.

• lmemational Association on Water Quality, fonner International Association on Water Pollution Research and
Control (IAWPRC).
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Fig. l : P & I - diagram and corresponding KSIM simulation model of the biological purification stage of a
wastewater treatment plant with an equalizing basin.

4. FLOW OF INFORMATION INSIDE A SIMULATION MODEL
Inside a simulation model, the output of a preceding module constitutes the input of the following
module. The information is handed over as a vector. One distinguishes system vectors and auxiliary vectors (Fig.
2b). The structure of the system vector (Fig. 2a) is closely defined. It contains all information necessary for the
simulation of a system (time, hydraulic parameters, concentrations, temperature). Auxiliary vectors are those
vectors needed for the description of a model, not having the structure of a system vector. In Fig. 2 the module of
the measurement instrument MS measures one particular parameter and delivers the input (auxiliary vector l) for
the controller. Auxiliary vector 2 contains the output (manipulated variable) of the controller. The defined
structure of the input and output vectors realized during model programming allows any combination of arbitrary
modules to create a simulation model. This compatibility survives if new modules are created according to the
structure of the system vector.
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5. INPUT OF THE MODEL PARAMETERS
The parameters and initial conditions to be defined for a simulation can be chosen individually according
to ,the situation in a real plant. The inputs of the model parameters are executed either locally by calling the
dialog box of the module or globally by parameter files . Fig. 3 shows ,the dialog box of the module used for the
description of carbon removal inside a particular ·tank reactor of the biological purification stage of a wastewater
treatmem plant. The dialog box is opened l:>y clicking 1the module. In this case. the volume and the initial
C·o nditions are defined locally. The stoichiometric coefficients and kinetic parameters of the biokinetic model
based on the Actii.vated Sludge Model No. I are defined globally.
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Fig. 3: Dialog box of the module representing carbon removal.
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6. SIMULATION EXAMPLE
By a simulation example the efficiency of using an equalizing 1basin in the influent of the biological
purification stage of a wastewater treatment plant concerning nitrogen removal is demonstrated. Two different
strategies are presented and assessed.

Plant description: The biological purification stage of the simulated wastewater treatment plant (Fig. I) is a
plant with predenitrification. The oxygen concentration is measured at the end of the nitrification tank and
controlled to a value of 2 glm3. In tanks using air controllers the manipulated variable is the air flow. Depending
on tank volumes, the air is distributed evenly it o each unit. The return and exc,e ss sludge flow rates inside the
purification stage .are regulated to realize an av.er.age concentration of particulate components of 3.5 glm3. The
volume of the aenion tank is 5000 m3. 3585 m3 are designated for nitrification, 1415 m3 for denitrification. The
secondary clarifier has a volume of 4500 m3, the equalizing basin of 1000 m3. The latter is charged by a flow
rate-controlled weir and discharged by pumps.
S.i mulation Model: The denitrification volume is separated into two, the nitrification volume into four
compleitely stirred tank reactors. As biokinetic mode.I for the processes inside the biological purification stage,
the Activated Sludge Model No. 2 is used. The secondary clarifier is modeled as an ideal clarifier (supposing a
complete settling of the particulate components) consisting of four stirred tanks. The equalizing basin is represented by only one completely stirred tank.
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Fig. 5: Effluent concentrations of ammonium NH4-N and inorganic nitrogen Ninorg (without nitrite).
As parameters of interest, here the influent wastewater flow rate Q and the ammonium (NH4-N) load (product of
Q and ,the NH4-N concentration) are presented (Fi,g. 4). This figure represents a typical dry weather load situation.
The operator of this wastewater 'treatment plant is demanded 11ilOt to exceed ,effluent concentrations of 5 glm3 for
NH4-N and 16 gtm3 for the inorg.anic n.itrogen Ninorg (here .ammonium NH4-N +nitrate N03-N). Simulation
results for the operation without equalizing basin (Fig. 5) show, that for several hours a day the guidelines are
not met. This is due to the fact, that denitrification (N03-N removal) can not take place completely, because
there are not enough readily biodegradable organic substrates. In d1is paper, the expensive addition of external
carbon sources (e.g. ace.tale or meth·anol) will not be taken into ·consideration.
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Strategy 1:
This strategy FOvides a compensation of the ammonium load in the influent of the planL This load is restricted
to a maximum value Fmax· In case, the actual load exceeds this value, the overhead Is stored in the equalizing
basin. If ,the load remains under Fmax. stored wastewater is added ~o 1the purification process again. In order to
reduce the load variation according to the actual infiuent situation, it is necessary to choose Fmax in conformity
with the actual load si~uation of 1the plant. For this Fmax is calculated to be the moving average of the flow rate
of the past 24 hours:

f

k

L Q(kT) · NH4 . N(kT)
24

Fma.x (kT) =-

(I)

k-24

k:
T:
f:
NH4-N(k1):
FmaxCkn:
Q(kl):

Running variable
Sampling time :[h].
Safety factor., ~l
Ammonium concentration at the influemt of the equalizing basin [g!m3].
Maximum value of the NH4-N load (staning storage of wastewater) [kg/h].
Wastewater flow rare entering the aeration tank [m3fh].

Strat·e gy .2 :
In this case, equalizing basin operation depends on the Ninorg concentration (without nitrite) determined in the
effluent of the purification stage. The storage of waste water starts, if the Ninorg concentration exceeds a maximum value Ninorg·max· The volume of waste water to be stored is calculated according to the change in Ninorg
concentration during the span of time between the measurements.
(kD
- N
inorg
((k_
-_
I >n
Ninorg
Qzu (kT) = Qzu max · _
_.:_
__
_
__,...._
_
·
t.Ninorg,max
1

Ninorg(KT):
Ninorg,max:
6Ninorg.max :
Qzu(k1):
Qzu,max:

(2)

Inorganic nitrogen Ninorg concentration (without nitrite) [g!m3].
Maximum value of the Ninorg ,c oncentration (staning storage of wastewater) [g/m3]).
Maximum value of 'the change in Ninorg concentration [gt(m3h)].
Wastewater flow rate entering the equalizing basin [m3fh].
Maximum wastewater flow rate being allowed to enter the equalizing basin [m3fh].

The wastewater flow rate charging the equalizing basin is restricted w a value always permitting a minimum
flow rate of 50 m3/h to enter the aera'lion tank. Stored wastewa'ter is added to the purification process, if the
Ninorg concentration decreases again. The addition is determined to avoid a renewed rise in Ninorg concentration,
caused by an excessive flow rate. Taking into consideration the panicular local maximum Ninorg concenaation,
the volume to be added is calculated according to:
Ninorg *
]
Qab(kT) =Qab max ·
-1
[ N inorg (kl)
'
Ninorg* :
Qab(kT):
Qab•max:

(3)

Local maximum value of the Ninorg concentration {without nitrite) [gtm3].
Wastewater flow rate to be added from ·the equalizing basin [m3/h].
Maximum flow rate allowed to be added from the equalizing basin [m3fh] .

Simulation results:
Both strategies partly lead to evident reduction in nitrogen concentration in the effluent of the aeration tank (Fig.
6). In both strategies NH4-N effluent concentration remains under I gtm3. Applying strategy I, the prescribed
Ninorg .e ffluent concentration of 16 g!m3 is violated a:t no time. Using strategy 2 it is exceeded negligibly only
cwice. Looked at it .as a whole, applying strategy 2 means higher effluent concentrations than applying strategy
1. This is due to the time delay between the influent and .e ffluent of ,the aeration tank. Using saategy 2 always
results in a delayed storage or addition of wascewater. As a consequence it is impossible or at least only partly
possible to reduce the peaks in the ammonium load at the influent of the purification stage (Fig. 7). Compared to
saategy I this is crucial. On ·the basis of these simulation re sults, the use of saategy l is more suitable.
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For strategy 2 , replacing the NH4-N concentration / KSZ94/ by the Ninorg concentration in the effluent of the
purification stage leads to com,p arable results. However, in this case wastewater storage already has to~ started
at very low NH4-N concentrations (<0.5 gtm3) to ensure that wastewater volumes comparable to strategy I (Fig.
7) are stored. It is doubtful, wether these low concentrations can be determined reliably by modem on-line process
analyz.ers.

In simulation the use of an equalizing basin ha·s turned out to be basically positive. A disadvantage of both
strategies is ·the im.Possibiiity to use the volume of the equalizi ng basin optimally. For example, it is
impossible ito de tennine the precise equalizing basin volume .required to meet a desired effluent concentration for a
given iRtluent load.
The decision at which effluent conc•e ntrations or loads waste water has to be stored or restored anyway depends on
the particular plant and the chosen compensation strategy. Morerover it is impossible to anticipate wether an
action was necessary or noL
At the moment the IMR works on compensation strategies based on model predictive controllers, avoiding the
above-mentioned disadvantages /HSK96/.
1

7. SUMMARY
By the integration of ·t he modular toolboK KSIM with the simulation and computation environment
Matlab/Simulink the :user is provided with an universally employable and user-friendly simulation tool. With
regard to new developments and knowledge in the field of wastewater purification, for the future a further development is 1planned.
The eKperiences made with dynamic simulat·i on of was':tewater purification processes have proven different
demands and p17oblems to be solved. In this paper the dynamic simulation with KSIM was used to compare two
difforent control strate,gies for 1the operation of .a n ·e qualizing basin at ·the influent of a wastewater treatment plant
Conc·e ming the simulation results. one has to bear in mind, .t hat 'ihe validity of dynamic simulation results is resuicted. For this, simulation results often only give quahtative statements.
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NONLINEAR DYNAMICS MODELLING VIA OPERATING REGIME
DECOMPOSITION
Th. H. Gottsche and K. J. Hunt
Intelligent Systems Group, Daimler-Benz Systems 'Technology Research
Alt-Moabit 96a, D-10559 Berlin, Germany
T . A. Johansen
SINTEF Automatic Control
O.S.Bragstads piass 8, N-7034 Trondheim, Norway
Abstract. This paper describes a method for modelling nonlinear systems using operating regime
decomposition. The resulting model structure is known as a local model network (LMN) ; it consists
in the smoothly-weighted combination of a number of simpl<e local models, each of which is valid in
a particular operating regime of the plant. A software tool for modelling and identification with this
approach has been developed and is described in the paper. A brief survey of applications of the regimedecomposition method is given.

Introduction
Nonlinear dynamical systems can be decomposed into a number of distinct modes of operation with
simpler dynamical behaviour. When it is possible to characterise these operating regimes using model
variables (the 'scheduling vector'), then it is possible to create a global nonlinear model by the combination of a set of relatively simple local models that captures the reiatively simple behaviour within each
operating regime.
Within each operating regime the system is described by a simple model; frequently, a low-order linear
local model is sufficient for characterisation of local behaviour. The operating regimes are assumed to
overlap, and this is captured in the way in which the local models are combined: they are smoothly
interpolated using a set of multi-dimensional basis functions which are driven by the scheduling vector.
'This modelling approach has also been ,called a Local Model Network (LMN). Full details of the method
can be found in the refer·ences [1, 2, 3]. The design of nonlinear controllers using local decompositions is
described in [4].
This paper considers such a class of nonlinear dynamical systems, and describes a methodology for
empirical identification of nonlinear models using plant data.
FoUowing a description of the LMN structure and estimation algorithms, a software tool which
embodies the technique is described. Finally, a brief survey of applications of the regime-decomposition
method is given.

System Definition
We consider nonlinear dynamic systems having the form
y(t)

=

f(y(t - 1), · · ·, y(t - na), u(t - k), · · · , u(t - k- nb)) + e(t)

- . !(1P(t -1)) + e(t)

(1)

with the information vector

1PT(t- l)

= (y(t-1), ·· · ,y(t- na),u(t-k),. · ., u(t-k- nb)].

Here, y is the system ·o utput, u is the input, and k - l is an input-output time delay. f is some
nonlinear function describing the system behaviour and e is a noise term. The system (I) is known as a
NARX model (Nonlinear AutoRegressive, with eXogenous input).

Local Model Networks
We assume that at each time instant the system behaviour is characterised by an operating point vector

efi(t) 'E ~ c R"•. The set of operating points oJ is called the operating range.
We define a.n operating regime ~i as a subset of 't he operating set (i.e. ~i C ~) where we assume
the system behaves in some uniquely characterisable way (for example, as a linear system). With each
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p,..
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,____!___
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t-----~

Figure 1: Local model network. The Iocal models are M1 ... M,.., their respective outputs are ft . .. f,..
with
fi = (-y(t -1) . .. ; u(t - k) ... ; l] · [ai,1 ... ;bi,o . . . ;di]T. The local models share the common state 1/J.
operating regime 4'i we associate a positive semi-definite validity junction Pi(?>) which determines the
validity of the local model given the current operating point J. The number of validity functions (and
operating regimes) is n+. The validity functions are defined such that Pi(~) is typically close to I for
~ E tl>i and tends in a smooth fashion to 0 for~ <I. tl>;. The validity functions are furthermore constrained
to satisfy

(2)
i=l

for all~ ·E 4> .• Then, for the general nonlinea:r system (1), given (2) the following is obviously true

n•

/(1/J(t-1))

=L

!(1/J(t- l))Pi(~(t -1)).

{3)

i=l

Since by definition p;(J) is near I for ~ E 4>; and almost 0 otherwise, we can substitute f in the righthand-side of (3) with some fi which is a good local approximation to fin 4>;. Our approximate system
model becomes

y(t)

"• fiC1/JCt =I:

l))p;(J(t - 1)) + e(t).

(4)

i=l

In this model the /i. /z, ... , f n• are locally valid models which ar·e smoothly interpolated by the validity
functions p; to produce the overall model. The model of equation (4) is referred to as a local model
network, or LMN for short. The LMN structure is depicted in figure 1.
It should be emphasised that the local models do not have their own local state. Rather, they share
a common 'global' state as defined by the information vector tJ;.
The LMN in the form described abov·e was first presented and analysed by Johansen and Foss
[1, 2, 3]. Closely related approaches ar·e described in the following section. The LMN can be viewed
as a generalisation of the standard basis function networks (e.g. radial basis function networks) where
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in essence the local models are constant output values rather than linear models of the input/output
behaviour. This increased structural richness in general results in th·e requirement for the operating range
to be less densely populated with basis functions. Second, the LMN basis functions have as input the
operating point vector J, which generally has a lower dimension than the information vector T/J. Notice
the qualitative distinction between if, and the information vector T/J. if, could be equal to T/J, but if the
system is linear with respect to certain elements of TjJ then these can be left out of J,. In principle, ~ may
also incorporate external or auxiliary variables which affect the system characteristics.
TypicaUy, we choose to work with linear local models in which case the local models will have the
local outputs
(5)
fi(TjJ(t - 1)) = t/J~(t - l)Oi,
where the regression vector tPre is defined by
1/J~(t - 1}

= [-y(t -

1), ... -y(t - na); u(t- k), ... u(t - k - nb); 1]

(6)

and the l.ocal parameter vector is

(7)
The LMN (4} smoothly combines the local outputs to give

y(t) = t/J~(t - 1)

n•

L OiPi(J,(t-1)) + e(t).

(8)

i=l

LMN Properties :and Related Approaches
The approximation properties of the local model network (4) have been examined by Johansen and Foss
[2). It was established in (2) that the LMN can uniformly approximate the system (1) on a compact subset
of the domain of f given a sufficient number of local models n+· The result is based upon smoothness
conditions on the nonlinear function f, and explicitly formalises the intuitive notion that the operating
point vector ~ should capture the nonlinearities of the system. Although an existence result, the theorem
is ·constructive and delivers an upper hound on the approximation error.
A number of other modelling approaches .a re quite closely r·e iated to the LMN. Several authors have
developed piecewise linear models (without smooth interpolafion). These include Skeppstedt et al [5),
and Billings .a nd Yoon '[6). There are many examples of multiple model approaches in the statistical
literature. These include the Smooth Threshold AR model of Tong (7! and the state-dependent models
of Priestley [8). The relationship here can be made explicit by examining equation (8). This appears as
a linear model w.ith parameters which depend on the operating point (which corresponds to the 'state' in
Priestley's terminology). The LMN provides a way of finitely parameterising the state-dependent model.
The LMN is also linked strongly to fuzzy inference systems. Under certain conditions the TakagiSugeno model of fuzzy infer·ence [9.l is functionaUy equival.ent to the LMN. This functional equival.ence
is described in detail by Hunt et al (10, 11).

Local Controller Networks
An arbitrary contro'lier for tbe NARX-system (1) is given by:

u(t)

= C( r(t)·· -,y(t) ·· ·,u(t-1)···)
-. C(t/le(t)).

(9)

Here, r is a command signal and 1/Jc is the controller information vector:

tjJ'[(t) = [r(t) · · · ,y(t) · · · ,u(t-1) · · ·]
Given a plant model of the form (4) as a local model network, it is natural to exploit this structure for
the ·controller design. For every operating regime 4>i the system is characterised by the local model fi,
to a degree ~ed by the fonction Pi·
The already given parti1tion of the input-space of the plant ·Can be exploited by designing a local
controller Ci for every local model (see [4]), whose validity is given by Pi·
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The global controHer for the whole plant is then defined analogously to the local model network, by
interpolating the .local contr·ollers with the validity functions. The local controller network (LCN) is then
given by:
n+

u(t) = C(1/Jc(t)) =

L Ci(1/Jc(t)) · Pi(if;)

(10)

i=l

Local and Global Estimation Criteria
Given a series of input-output measur·ements (u{t), y{t)), t = l ... N, and a set of model validity functions
Pi we wish to detenninethe parameters (Ji in each of the focal models (5) . Determination of the structure
and parameters of the validity functions is discussed in detail in [3, 12, 13]. We assume here that the local
models are linear as described by equations (5)-(7). A global criterion for estimation of the parameters
of the LMN is
1 N
JN(O) = N La(t)(y(t)-y(tlt- l,8)) 2 ,
(11)
t=l

and the vector containing all the ,e stimated model parameters (oT

= [Of, Of, . .. o~.]) is obtained as

0 = argminJN(O).
9

{12)

In (11) a(t) ar'e observation weights which :can be :attaChed to ea:dit measurement, and the one-step-ahead
predictor is found directly from (8)
n+

y(t'!t- l,O)

T
- -1)).
= 1/Jr.,(tl) "'"'"'"
L.,..O,p1(</>(t

(13)

i=l

A second possibility, a:s described in [13, 14], is to locally estimate the parameters of the local models
(5) by defining sep.a rate .locally weighted criteria for each operating regime. For the i-th local model the
estimation criterion is
N

= ~L

Ji,N(01)

a1(t)(y(t) - !11(tlt -1,0.)) 2 ,

(14)

t=I

= ?Ji;'.,(t -

Yi(tit- l,Oi)

l)01p1(efi(t- l)).

(15)

In this case the estimate of the local model parameter vector 9; is given by

01 = arg"l~nJ1,N(01).

(16)

For the global criterion it is possible to set a(t) = 1 for aH t, or to select a(t) to achieve desirable
parameter tracking behaviour. For the local criteria, on the other hand, the weights must be chosen to
take direct account of the interactions of the validity functions. 1 Our confidence in a given observation
regarding its relevance for the i-th local model is directly reflected in the i-th validity function. The
local weighting functions should therefore be set as

ai(t)

= Pi(~(t -

1)),

(17)

which results in a set of l·ocal criteria
l

N;

'
Ji,N(9,)= N "
L.,..P1(1,b(t-l))(y(t)-Yi(tjt-l,
O,) )2 .

(18)

• t=l

Estimating the parameters on the basis of a global criterion ·o r several local criteria leads to local models
with qualitatively different properties. With local criteria, the aim is to find local models that are close to
local linearisations of the system, while with a global criterion the aim is to find local models that when
.t In the global case the validity functions appear airectly .in the global model predic tor !i(tit - 1, 8) through definition
of the r egressor vector--see below.
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interpolated give a global model that is close to the system. Hence, with a global criterion, it may not
be possible to interpret the local models separately. On the other hand, the global model will typically
give better predictions when it is identified with a global criterion, as long as the model structure is
parsimonious. The differences between the global and local estimation criteria are discussed in detail in

[14].

Integrated Software Environment
In this section we describe the MATLAB based integrated software environment for LMN development,
and gain scheduled LCN design, analysis and implementation. The LMN modelling tool is called ORBIT
(Operating Regime Based modelling and Identification Toolkit).

Figure 2: The ORBIT Environment.
An overview of the ORBIT software environment can be seen in Figure 2 and is described in more
detail in [15, 16J. ORBIT is implement·ed in MATLAB. The ORBIT core contains the graphical user
interface, parameter and structure identification algorithms, model validation algorithms, model database
management as well as interfaces to standard MATLAB functions and toolboxes. ORBIT can support
a wide range of model representations, including NARX, NARMAX and non-linear state-space models
based on local models. However, only the NARX representation is currently implemented as part of the
standard model representation library. The advanced user is free to include customised or general model
r.e presentations in this library by programming the required MATLAB functions. ORBIT models can
be made available as SllMULINK S-functions and blocks for validation and application. Local model
parameters can also be interchanged with other MATLAB functions, including many functions in the
MATLAB Control Toolbox and Signal Processing Toolbox. An application programmers interface (API)
allows other MATLAB programs to access the ORBIT model database. ORBIT is extendible, i.e. its
core model representation and functions are documented. Application data and models form the basis
of model development in ORBIT. These can be pre-processed and analysed using generic MATLAB and
SIMULINK functions before they are made use of in ORBIT.
Integrated in .t his .software environment is the ORBIT Control Design toolkit that supports design
of gain scheduled LCNs on the basis of ORBIT models. Local linear controllers are designed using LQG
and pole assignment methods. The theory behind these design methods and some of their local and
global properties are described in {4].

Applications
An overview of the most recent applications of local model networks is given in {17]. A comparative
study of nonlinear models for the longitudinal dynamics of an experimental vehicle was given by Hunt
et al [18]. Performance of the loca! model network was very favournble, and the models developed are
1
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currently being used as the basis of a nonlinear contr·ol design. Nonlinear control of automatic vehicle
steering using regime decomposition has been reported by Hunt et al [19].
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Abstract. The incorporation of dead-zones in the error signal of basis function networks avoids the
networks' over.training and guarantees the ·convergence of the normalized LMS-algorithm and related
algorithms. The paper shows how different types of dead-zone realizations influence the mean approximation error and assure the convergence of the algorithm. For the case that a dead-zone is not realizable,
we show that the basis function network converges to the £ 2 -optimal approximation of the updated data
points, weighted with the occurrence frequency of the operating points (with exponential forgetting).
Keywords: Leaming, Dead-Zone, Overtraining, Radial Basis Function Network, LMS-Algorithm.

1

Introduction

Nonlinear controllers often use memoryless nonlinear input-output maps for representing the nonlinearity
of the controller. The nonlinear map is designed according to the nonlinearity of the plant. If the plant's
nonlinearity is slowly time-varying due to aging effects or due to other influences, an automatic adaptation
of the input-output map is desired [1, 2j .
It is well known [3, 4, 5] that the weighted (c;) sum of N basis functions b;(x) .can be used to approximate a nonlinear mapping y(x) : xn -+ Y, where xn c IRn is the apphcation specific n-dirnensional
input space and Y C Ill is the application specific output space (Fig. 1 ). With = {21, ... , CN )T and
b(x) (b 1 (x), ... , bN(x))T the approximated mapping can be written as

c

=

(1)

A wide class of basis functions b;(x) can be used such that (1) is a universal approximator [6, 7, 5] (e.g.
Gaussians [8, 9], B-splines [10, 11], triangular functions [12, 13], multiquadrics [14]).

~)

[''
40

Figure l: Basis function network approximating a

tw~dimensionaJ

B-spline basis functions.
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(n

= 2) mapping with N = 25

Nevertheless, with a fixed number N of basis functions the set of exactly representable mappings
y(x) is limited. In general, even given the best possible weights ci , the mapping
(2)

is not exactly representable and a representation error e:(x) is remaining. We assume that an upper limit
£max ~

ie(x)I

lr/x E X

11

(3)

of the representation err.or is known. The limit £max can be interpreted as a smoothness measure of the
desired mapping y(x) if smooth basis functions are use·d in (1) .
If the error 1
e({) = y(~) - Yold({)
(4)
at the actual Operating point
learning algorithm

X

= {is known, then (1) •Can be iteratively updated by the time-discrete
~

~

( ) b({)
llb({}ilr

(5)

Cnew =Cold+µ fdz {

where 0 < µ ~ I. is the learning rate, Cold and Cnew ate the estimated weights before and after the
update, and fdz is the error e after applying a dead-zone (see Section 2 Fig. 2). The algorithm is called
the normalized LMS-algorithm [11]. The denominator term lllb({)ll 2 causes the error y(~) -Y-n~w(e) at
the location {of the update to be zero after 1the update (a-posteriori error). The learning algorithm (5)
can also be used without the denominator te.r m if a reduction in the error is sufficient. In this case
the algorithm is caUed "LMS-algorithm" in the context of adaptive filtering (15, 16], "back-propagation
algorithm" in the context of neural networks [17], or simply "gradient descent method" [11].
In t!he following section we show how the characteristic of the required dead-zone influences the
convergence and the accuracy of the normafrzed LMS-algorithm. The dead-zones and the convergence
analyses in this paper ar·e also applicable to the LMS-algorithm, if µlib({)li 2 is used instead ofµ in all
equations.

2

Choice of Dead-Zone 'T ype Influences the Final Approximation Error

It is shown in {18] that every dead-zone fulfilling the convergence condition
iedz l ~ ~[e({) - e({)) sign(e(()) }
or
Irle E .f fi, Ve({) S
ed2 = 0
1

f:max ·

(6)

guarantees the convergence of the basis function n'€twork (i.e. a decreasing parameter error 11c· - ell~).
If no dead-zone is incorporated (edz ·= e), condition (6) is not satisfied and therefore the convergence is
not guaranteed (see Section 3). The classical dead-zone I (Fig. 2a), the classical dead-zone II (Fig.2b ),
and the error- minimizing dead-zone (Fig. 2c) (18] satisfy condition (6).

classical
dead-woe I

classica!I
dead-zone II

enor-·minimizing
dead-z.one

Figure 2: Comparison of three different dea.d-zone characteristics (dotted line: ed•
1

For clarity the indices "old" and ''new" are u sed instead of the usual k and k
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+ l.

= e).

With µ = 1 the maximal final error is 2cmax for the classical dead-zone I, and lmax for both the
classical dead-zone II and the error-minimizing dead-zone. The average error for typical examples is
53 less for the classical dead-zone II than for the classica'l ·dead-zone l and even 30% less for the errorminimizing dead-zone than for the classical dead-zone I [18] .

3

Overtraining Phenomenon

The dead-zones of it he previous section are not .real1izable if ithe exact value of the error e(e) is not known
but only some unknow.n or some non-invertible function /( e) of the ermr is available. We will analyze
in this section whether the LMS algorithm is still reasonably applicable even if the convergence is not
guaranteed. For this purpose let us have a different view on the LMS algo;r ithm.
It was shown by [16, 13] that the simple learning algorithm (5) is equivalent to computing the new
parameters

(7)

by minimizing2 a combination of the local a-posteriori error and the parameter change.
If the learning rate is large, µ ,-;:::; 1, then the iirst term of Eq. (7) is dominant and therefore the local
error at the operating point is minimized even if this would cause a large change of the already learned
paramet·ers (second term of Eq. (7)).
If the learning rate is very small,µ « 1, then the second term of Eq. (7) works like a first order filter
which sums up (with exponential forgetting) all the local errors (first term of Eq. (7)). Thus, not only
the local squared a-posteriori error (y(e)-c~ewh(e)) 2 is minimized but (after several updates at different
operating points e) the global least squares error is minimized. Note that the second term of Eq. (7)
sums up the squared errors at each operating point e. Consequently, each squared error is weighted with
the occurrence frequency of its operating point
We can therefore conclude as a rule of thumb:

e

e.

The basis function network converges within the local neighborhood of the operating points to the operating
point occurrence frequency weighted L2-optimal approximation of the updated points. Additionally, we
must take into account that older updates have less weight for the optimization than more recent updates
have (approximately exponential forgetting) .

a)

l

~-::·

x 2 - ._----..
·.
.
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.... ·. . " . . . -...·.·
.. . ; .· . ..
.. ..... .. ~·.... ......
..-

b)

r

x*2
·:· :'
,·

,.:
---1•~x1

Figure 3: a) evenly distributed opera.ting points (dots)
b) typical undesirable operating point distribution in practical applications.

e

This behavior is very desiralble as long as the operating points are evenly distributed over the whole
input space X 11 (Fig. 3a). In most applications the operating points are not evenly distributed and in
2

Sett~ the partial deriva.tive

/col the cost function in Eq. (7~ equal to the 7:ero vector, yields Eq. (5).
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these cases the algorithm's behavior (without dead-zone) is undesirable as the so called "overtraining
phenomenon" [19] occurs.
A simplified example iUustrates the overtraining phenomenon: Consider to learn some engine characteristic during a long car ride on a straight flat freeway. Let the speed of the car be controlled by a cruise
control. Afler some initial acceleration the car's engine will stay at some operating point ~ = (xi, x;) for
millions and millions of updates (Fig. 3b). We would expect that this particular operating point and its
neighborhood are perfectly learned after the ride. As the number of updates at the few initial operating
points is vanishing smalJ compared to the millions of updates at ithe single operating point (xi, xi), the
weights of all other points can be assumed to be zero except the :single operating point ( xi, xi) which
is weighted with one. The weighted £ 2 -optimum is therefor·e the tangent plane at this single operating
point (xi, x;;). Thus, ,t he basis function network converges within the local neighborhood to this tangent
plane and consequently may destroy a part of the already learned engine characteristic.

4

Conclusion

ff the learning algorithm (5) is applied with a dead-zone type satisfying (6) (see Fig. 2 for examples),
then the convergence is guaranteed and no overtraining phenomenon occurs. If no dead-zone is realizable
then the network converges to the operating point occurrence frequency weighted L 2 -optimum (with
approximately exponential forgetting).
In the latter case, the convergence behavior depends on the distribution of the operating points and
on the cu.rvature of the desired input-output map. As long as the 'c urvature is small, the distortion due to
the overtraining effect will be considerably small . .If the curvatur'e is large, then the overtraining effect (in
other words: the distortion) is substantial and the incorpora<tion of a dead-zone would be recommended
in order to avoid the overtraining effect.
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Abst.r act
Given a set P of n points p; = (z;, y;, f (z;, y;)) on a surface in IB.3 . Let f p b e the triangulated
surface of P whose projection onto the xy-plane is the Delaunay triangulation of the projected points.
Our goal is to approximate f P by a simplified trianguJa.ted surface f A with AC P and with respect
to two .approximation me.asu:res: the quality of the appr-oximation measuring the m aximum vertical
distance between f A and f p and the cardinality !All of the approximating set. We present a simulated
annealing approach based on a fully dynamic Delaunay triangulation. Extensive tests with real dat a
sets from CAD and GIS show that our algorithm is both practical and efficient.

1

Introduction

In many areas of science, r,eal-world surface data is represented by surface models, as e.g. the digital
elevation .model (DEM) and the t riangulated irregular network (TIN). Geographic information systems
(GIS) use triangle-based tierrain models for simulation, visualization, and analysis of terrain data [22].
Triangulated surfaces can also be found in such diverse fields lil<ie finite element methods (FEM), medical
imaging, computer aided design (CAD), and computer animation. Larger ranges of interest paired
with the need of gr.e ater accuracy is the r·ea..son for the large a.mount of data encountered by today's
applications. This indicates the need for approximate representations of lower complexity to speed
up the computation or to allow even real-time visualization [3, 9, 10]. Multiresolution techniques use
triangulations from a hierarchy of approximations of different resolutions depending on the distance from
the view point [5, 22, 24].
The dilemma of approximation algorithms is that on the one hand they should simplify the surface
by minimizing the amount of data used for its representation while on the other hand, the quality
of approximation and t he appearanc,e of the surface should be maintained [13]; in GIS this means that
specific features such as peaks, rivers, ridges, etc. should be preserved. Thus, an approximation algorit hm
has to combine t he simplification of the surface by reducing the amount of data with an error measure
that p resenes surface features somehow. From a theoretical point of view, Agarwal and Suri (1) proved
the general abstract problem of finding a linear approximation of a bivariate function f (x, y) within a
given error bound and minimum ,complexity to be NP-hard. This is the reason why many approaches
to the described problem use (interactive) heuristics to achieve reasonable results [11, 24).
In this paper w,e investiga te the approximation of triangulated surfaces with respect t o a given
approximation erw r and a desired complexity of the approximated surface. We present a simulated
annealing al~orithm based. on a fully dy namic Delaunay triangulation that allows to simultaneously take
both requirements into account.
"The authors gratefully acknowledge t he partial support by the Sw iss National Science Foundation (SNF) under grant
2 1- 45610.95 and 5003-45360/ 1.
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2

The Algorithm

We are given a set P of n points Pi = (xi, y;, f (xi , y; )) lying on the surface of a bivariate function
f: (x, y) t-+ f(x , y). Let fp be the triangulated surface of P whose orthogonal projection onto the xyplane is the Delaunay triangulation [23) of the projected points P'. Thereby, the Delaunay triangulation
is defined as the triangulation of P' consisting of triangles that contain no point of P' in the interior
of their circumcircle. It is well known that the Delaunay triangulation is unique as long as the points
of P' are in general position (i.e. no four points of P' lie on a circle and no three points on a line)
and that it maximizes the minimum angle among all triangulations of P' [12] which, in general, avoids
the occurrence of very thin {sliver) triangles. The Delaunay triangulation of a point set in non-general
position, e.g. on a grid, is not unique; however, this difficulty can be overcome by enumerating the points
in their order of input.

..·············~:?l\:.~········-........

Figure 1: An example of an approximation.
We call f A an approximation of fp iff A C P (see Figure I). To measure the quality of an approximation, we introduce a cost measure c of A with respect to P. This allows us to define an optimal
approximation f 'P of f p as .an approximation f A that minimizes the measure c. In order to design a
useful measure c we take two criteria into account: the cardinality IAI of the approximating set and the
similarity of f A with respect to f p. In our approach, the latter is defined as t he maximum pointwise
vertical distance €A of the surface f A with .r espect to f p.

Fully dynamic Delaunay triangulation
The fast generation of new approximations

f A requires the maintenance of the Delaunay triangulation

DT(A') (again A' is the projection of A) with respect to insertions and deletions of points. This goal
can be achieved using fully dynamic Delaunay triangulation methods. We can efficiently support these
operations using the quad-edge data structure by Guibas and Stolfi [15].

Figure 2: Deleting and adding a point p'.
The initial Delaunay triangulation DT(P') can be computed in O(nlogn) time, e.g. by a randomized
incr:ementa.l algorithm [14J or a divide-and-conquer approach [15]. The latter work also gives an O(k)
time algorithm for the insertion of a single point p' into a:n existing Dela unay triangulation DT(A'),
where k is the number of Delaunay neighbors of p' in the new triangulation DT(A' U {p'} ). In order to
locate a point p' in DT(A') in constant time we maintain for each point q' E P' - A' a reference to the
covering triangle of the current triangulation DT(A'). A right-to-left transition in Figure 2 shows the
insertion of the point p'.
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Deleting a point p' from the triangulation DT(A') creates a polygonal star-shaped hole which has to
be re-triangulated in order to re-establish the correct Delaunay triangulation DT(A' - {p'}). Therefore,
the time complexity of the deletion is determined by the time complexity of the re-triangulation of the
Delaunay neighbors of p' in DT(A'); this can be done in O(k) time [2], where k is again the number
of Delaunay neighbors of p' in DT(A'). A left-to-right transition in Figure 2 shows the deletion of the
point p'. Notice that the average degree of a point in a Delaunay triangulation is about six [23] (due to
the planarity of the triangulation). This implies that both the insertion and the deletion of a point p'
can be performed in constant time in the average case.
We can efficiently maintain the maximum vertical distance cA of an approximation f A with respect
to f p by a dynamic update of C:A whenever A changes by an inse.r tion or a deletion of a point p. We do
this by updating the vertical distances of the affected points in P - A; for this, for each point q' E P' - A'
a pointer to the currently covering triangle of DT(A') is maintained. By the way, this also allows to
locate a point p' in the Delaunay triangulation DT(A') in constant time. It is not too hard to see that
the average update time is constant as long as IAI is proportional to IPI·

Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing (SA) is a technique which ,c an be used to solve hard combinatorial or optimization
problems (4, 6, 17]. This fact motivated us to apply the SA framework to our problem . Simulated annealing has its origin in physics and .s imulates the annealing of a heated metal, i.e. the transition to a state
of minimum energy (thermal equilibrium) . In our setting, we want to find an optimal approximation fj,
among all feasible approximations f A- The configuration space of the SA algorithm is therefore the set
of all subsets A C P. The feasible neighbor configurations of a configuration A are the ones which can
be created by adding a point of P - A to A or removing a point from A. Notice that both operations
can be efficiendy supported using the Delaunay triangulation - .a s we have seen before.
The SA algorithm simulates the physical proc·ess of annealing by decreasing a given starting temperature, by means of a temperature function T : JN ~ lll>o, stepwise and slowly towards zero. For
each level of temperature, the algorithm generates random t~ansitions to neighbor configurations, until
a global stop criterion is reached. Thereby the probability of a transition from configuration A to a
neighbor configuration B is given by the following expression:

Prob[A ~ B] :=

.!. . emin{O,c(A)-c(B)} / T

n
This formula expresses the ability to escape from a local minimum with some small probability that
decreases with falling temperature T. The temperature function T is crucial to the SA algorithm; if T
decreases too fast, the algorithm can get stuck in a local minimum. More details concerning the general
SA framework can be found in the standard texts [7, 16, 19, 20, 21].
As we have seen, two different optimality criteria come to mind (see also [8]): for a given maximal vertical toler:ance c > 0, an optimal configuration minimizes the cardinality IAI among all configurations A
with approximation error cA ::; c. On the other hand, if the cardinality m is specified, the optimal
configuration A is the one which minimizes the approximation error cA among all configurations A with
IAI $ m . So, we have two competing quality measur,e s: reducing the cardinality IAI will increase the
approximation error cA, and vice versa. We combine both criteria to the desired cost measure:
c(A) := a · e ,,..

le,.-el
e

+ f3 ·

llAJ-ml

e 1'1J

IPI

The first term expresses the costs resulting from the approximation error of the approximation f A while
the second term reflects the costs of the cardinality of A . The parameters a and f3 allow the weighting
of the optimization goals. Setting a = 0, we optimize for cardinality only, while /3 = 0 focuses on the
approximation error. The parameters Pa and PfJ are used as penalty factors.
For each temperature level, the SA algorithm randomly generates a series of configurations. After
the system has almost reached thermal equilibrium, we decrease the temperature and generate the next
se1ies of configurations. This process is repeated until a global stop criterion is reached. We use two
different stop criteria: a fixed number of temperature levels or a maximal cost difference of a few recent
configurations. As a single configuration transition (insertion or deletion) can be performed in constant
time in the average case, the time complexity of our SA algorithm is mainly determined by the number
of temperature levels and the number of repetitions per temperature level.
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3

Implementation / Test

The SA algorithm has been implemented on a two-processor SUN SPARCstation 10 using (Gnu) C+ + .
We extensively tested the SA algorithm with real data sets of different sizes from GIS and CAD: laser
tracker data of a turbine (771 points), data generated by a bivariate function ( 4000 points) , laser tracker
data of a car door (5133 points), and data ofa digital terrain model from photogrammetry (32086 points)
were used as test data sets (for details see (18]).
As described above, the cost measure c can be parametrized by its parameters a, (3, p 0 , and Pf3
which allow to direct the optimization towards the maximal approximation error e: or the maximal
cardinality m. Table 1 gives an extract of .the tested parameter settings.
Name
Kl
K2
K3
K6

fJ

a
1
1
0
1

1

Pa
5

0
1

5
5

l

4

P/3

5
5
5
2

Optimization for
Erro.r and cardinality (equal weight)
Error only
Cardinality only
Error and ,c ardinality (double the weight)

Table 1: Parameter settings of the cost funct ion.
We tested differ·e nt SA algorithms: the SAl algorithm uses a fast decreasing temperature function in
combination with many configuration transitions per temperature level while the SA2 algorithm uses a
slowly decreasing temperature function executing only a few configuration transitions per temperature
level. These two SA variants also differ in their stop criteria: while SAl uses a maximal cost difference
between a few recent configurations, SA2 computes a fixed nu.mber of iterations. The tests showed that
the setting of the maximal cost difference is crucial to the running time of the SAl algorithm.

Figure 3: Planarity calculation for point p .
The SA algorithms were compared with a deterministic algorithm whose point elimination scheme is
based on the planarity of each point. Thereby, the planarity of a point p is defined as the minimum
angle in space formed by any two adjacent triangles that are incident to p. Figure 3 illustrates the
construction of the planarity for the point p. This deterministic algorithm incrementally maintains a
list of points sorted according to their planarity. The algorithm continues t o remove the point with
maximum planarity until the given maximal approximation error e is reached.
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Figure 4 compares the running time of the algorithms as a function of the size of the data sets using
the setting Kl of Table 1. Comparing the approximation quality of the algorithms, we observe that the
two SA algorithms achieve much better results t han their deterministic counterpart. Figure 5 shows the
obtained reduction of cardinality of P (with a desired reduction of 50 3) and the deviation from the
given maximal approximation error; thereby, the deviation is given as the fraction between the obtained
approximation error and the given maximal approximation error; thus a factor of 1 means that the
maximal approximation error was exactly matched. Figure 5 also clearly shows that the deterministic
algorithm did not reach the given optimization goals, while the SA algorithms came very close.
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Figure 5: Error deviation versus reduction.
Both SA algorithms produced better results for equally weighted optimization criteria than for one
criterion alone. In some ·cases doubting the weight of the cardinality criterion dramatically reduced
the running time. An interesting observation is the difference .o f spatial distribution of the final point
arrangements r·e sulting from the different point-elimination schemes. While the deterministic algorithm
(Figure 6, right) is thinning all planar areas of a given surface, the SA algorithms {Figure 6, left) tend
to eliminate points equally distributed. Notice that both point arrangements in Figure 6 have the same
cardinality of about 50 3 of the original set.

Figure 6: Approximation of a terrain.

Remarks and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a simulated annealing approach to the problem of approximating a triangulated surface. We used a fully dynamic Delaunay triangulation to support the (random) transitions
of the SA algorithm. Our approach turned out to be both practical and efficient. We are currently
applying the algorithm to the Rimini digital elevation model of Switzerland that covers Switzerland by
a 250m x 250m grid with approximately 500.000 elevation points. In this context we are grateful to the
Bundesamt ftir Landestopographie for providing us the data.
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Abstract
Real-time contr.ol of nonlinear plants requires efficient methods to approximate nonlinear cha.ract·eristics such as process models or control str.ategies. Artificial Neural networks can be applied to
represent such char.acteristics but often ,t his approach does not meet constraints of limited computational resources. Automotive control systems are an example of application areas, where real-time
processing based on relatively simple ha.rdware is necessary. Delaunay-Networks are an efficient
means for real-time function approximation. They consist of a number of interpolation nodes, the
Delaunay triangulation of which is used to define finite elements in the input space. Within each
finite element, a linear model of the represented function is applied. This approach yields short
network response times but a relatively large storage capacity is required for the representation of
the triangulation. This is particularly true if more than two variables comprise the network's input
space. The paper at hand introduces the concept of Hierarchical Delaunay-Networks (HDN), an approach that allows for memory expense to be traded-off against response time. A simplified engine
torque model is used to 'illustrate this method.

1

Introduction

When analytical modelling of nonlinear plants is intractable or too time-consuming, systems that learn
from data are a promising approach. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are generally applicable to this
kind of problems, however, in application .areas where real-time operation on relatively simple hardware
is necessary, the implementation of ANNs often is infeasible. Interpolation networks which are based on
mathematical principles will be shown to be an alternative.
Interpolation networks consist of a set of interpolation nodes which are connected to define finite
elem ents in the input space. Within each finite element , a simple, e.g. a linear model of the represented function is applied. Typically, lattice-like networks with hypercubes as finite elements are used
[1] . However, the lattice-structure does not allow to adjust the distribution of the nodes to the local
complexity of the underlying function . Thus, these models do not comply with the principle of parsimony
which demands that the model should represent a given set of data with the fewest possible parameters
(nodes). Parsimonious models are computationally inexpensive and yield a high generalisation quality.
Overparameterised models, on the other hand, are prone to overfitting, i.e. to modelling measurement
noise or the peculiarities of the given samples .
One approach to parsimonious interpolation networks is to allow the nodes to be arbitrarily distributed . The node density can then. be adjusted to the local complexity of the represented function .
Instead of hypercubes, it is th.en appropriate to use simp(ices as finite elements. A simplex in the ndimensional input space is defined by n + 1 nodes each of which comprises a position in the input space
and an attribute, i.e . an estimate of the approximated function 's value at the node position. Thus,
simplices allow the network response to be computed by local linear interpolation.
Queries to a simplex-based interpolation network are processed in a two step procedure. At first ,
given a query point x the simplex which cont ains x is selected (see figure 1 left) . The vertices of that
simplex are called active nodes. These n + 1 active nodes define a hyperplane which is used to compute
the network response (figure 1 right ).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 simplex-based networks with simplices
obtained form the Delaunay triangulation of the nodes are introduced . These Delaunay-Networks (DN)
have some desirable properties for function approximation. Further information on this approach can be
found in [2] and [3] . Section 3 discusses the further development of this method to scalable Hierarchical
Delaunay-Networks (HDN). The basic idea of HD N is to memorize the Delaunay triangulation of a
subset of the nodes only. Queries to the network are processed by first selecting the simplex of the stored
triangulation ,t hat contains the current query point ( lst hierarchical level). Then a local reconstruction
of the Delaunay triangulation is carried out in the vicinity of the current query point and a simplex
for output interpolation is selected (2nd hierarchical level). This is achieved by applying topological
transitions (4] and cont.ainment tests in an iterative manner. HDNs are scalable, i.e. their memory
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network response
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Figure 1: A simplex-based interpolation network with 2D input space.

requirements and response time can be adapted to comply with the limits of a given application:
1. Trade-off beit ween storage capacity and response time: The higher the number of nodes

that are included in the memori'zed triangulation is, t!he lesser topological transitions need to be
carried out in the second level, yielding faster network response and higher memory expense.
2. Trade-off between maximum r esponse time and model accuracy: The maximum response
time can be guaranteed not to exceed a certain limi1t by prescribing a maximum number of topological transitions per query . This means that the network response can be computed from a
non-Delaunay simplex in some situations and 1this leads to a loss of model accuracy temporarily.
1

In section 4 the HDN approach is illustrated by means of a simplified engine torque model. In this
example, the input space comprises only two variables, but the method can also be applied to multidimensional modelling problems. A three-dimensional example wiH be discussed at the conference.

Delaunay N etworks

:2

1

Given a set of N nodes arbitrarily distributed in the n-dimensional input space, the definition of a set
of simplices connecting n + 1 nodes respectively, is not unique. At maximum, it is possible to construct
as many as s.,..., = ( n ~ 1 ) simplices. However, those simplices used in an interpolation network have
to satisfy two constraints. Firstly, they must be non-intersecting to avoid ambiguity of the network
response. Moreover, the union of all simplices must cover the network's entire input space in order to
avoid extrapolation. This is desirable because extrapolation generally leads to unreliable responses and
the implementation of extrapolation routines involves computational overhead.
A C·e rtain type of simplices which are particularly useful for function approximation are Delaunay
simplices [5]. They are characterized by the empty-circle property:

+ 1 nodes .in Rn is a Delaunay simplex if and only if its
embedding n-dimens.i onal hypersphere does not con,t ain any other node of the network.

O.e:finition 2.1 A simplex '.li consisting of n

Figure 2 (left) illustrates this definition for a set of four nodes i.n R 2 . The circumcircles of the triangles
in part a contain the fourth node, respectively 1 . The triangles in part b, however, posess the empty circle
property and define the Delaunay triangulation of the given set of nodes.
Delaunay simpli,ces can. be shown to satisfy the two constraints; they are non-intersecting and cover
the entire input domain provided that the node distribution is properly chosen 2 • Moreover, Delaunay
simplices minimize the worst case approximation error that arises from the local linear modelling. This
property is proven in (6], and can be motivated intuitively by means of a one- dimensional example: If a
function y(x) with bounded second derivative fl' ~ 2 · c is to be approximated by a linear model on a
finite interval (a, b], the hardest modeUing problem iis to represent a quadratic function fj = c·x 2 +b·x+a,
1 In

t he 2D case, simplices are triangles and their embedding hyperspheres reduce to circumcircles.
convex hull of the set of nodes must cov·er the entire input domain and the nodes have to b e in gen eral position .

2 T he
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Figure 2: a) and b) The Delaunay definition. c) Minimization of the worst case approximation error.

since the second. derivative is then equal to the maximum of 2 · c on the entire interval. In this case the
maximum approximation er:ror occurs in the centre of the inte·rval and. is proportional to the square of
its half width, see figure 2 c. In higher-dimensional cases, the linear model is applied within the convex
hull of simplices. The diameter of the circumspheres of these simplices play the role of the interval width
then. As a r.e sult of the empty circle property, the ·c ircumspheres of Delaunay simplices have minimum
diameters. Hence, they minimize the maximum approximation error.

2.1

Containment Tests

To process a query to a Delaunay network, the simplex the ·conv·ex hull of which contains the query point
x needs to be determined (see figure 1). This problem can be solved efficiently by means of Barycentric
Coordinates (BC). By definition '[7], the BC of a query point x wi·t h respect to a simplex T, are n + 1
weights which mov·e T's center into x. Formally, this is expressed by the set of linear equations
C(T) · b = x,

(1)

where C(T) denotes a matrix of the (cartesian) coordinates of T's vertices and b is the vector of BC,
b = (b 1, ... , bn+l )T. An important property of the BC is, that their signs describe on which side of T's
edges the query point x is located. If x is located inside T's convex hull, .:r E C H(T), all n + 1 BC are
positive, whereas if x is located beyond one of T's edges3 , the respective BC is negative. BC provide
an efficient means for selecting the active nodes, since they can be computed easily for low-dimensional
problems by calculating determinants (i.e. solving (1) by applying Cramer's rule).

Hierarchical Delaunay Networks

,3

The proposed methods allow the implementation of in•terpolation networks which yield very short response times; results obtained on a T805 processor wer·e reported in [3]. However, the disadvantages of
ON are the relatively large strorage capacity needed for ·t he representation of the triangulation and the
fact, that inserting ·o r deleting nodes is a compu.tationally complex task 4 . Node insertion and deletion is
essential, however, when a ON is constructed automatically on the basis of a set of training data.
Hierar;chical Delaunay Netw.orks (HDN) cope with these difficulties by memorizing the triangulation
for a subse•t of N :::; N nodes only. Hence, memory requirements can be reduced. The Delaunay
triangulation for this subset is computed off-line. Additional nodes can be inserted and deleted again
without the need to update the topological database. This results in a considerable speed-up of network
construction procedures.
3 In

the n-d.imensiona.I case, the edges are (n - 1)-d.imensiona.l. planes.
U an additional node is inserted, some simplic es a.re likely to loose the emp.t y-cirde property. In case of node deletion,
those simplices which had the deieted node as a vertex, are destroyed . In eith er case , the triangulation n eeds t o b e
r ecomputed and the database n eeds to be updated .
4
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3.1

Topological Transitions

To compute the response of a HON, it is necessary to reconstruct the Delaunay triangulation locally, i.e.
in the vicinity of the current query point x . Starting with that simplex of the memorized triangulation
that contains x, the triangulation is iteratively refined under consideration of all N nodes. These
refinements are carried out by applying topological transitions (4] and containment tests (see section 2.1).
Given the simplex T that contains the current query point x, the node list is searched for a node
inside the circumsphere of T. If no such node can be found, T is a global Delaunay simplex and can
be used for computing the network response. Otherwise, the local Delaunay triangulation for the set of
(n + 2) nodes 5 is computed. From n + 2 nodes, ( : ! ; ) = n + 2 simplices can be constructed. One
of theses candidates is identical to T and hence needs no further investigation. The remaining n + 1
simplices T; are defined as follows:
T; = T\ {p;} u {p} .
(2)
Here, p denotes ,t he node detected in T 's circumsphere, p; , i = 1, ... , n + 1 are the vertices of T . The
i-th candidate simplex '.Ii is obtained if the i-th vertex of T is replaced by p . The task to be solved now,
is to determine that candidate T; with the following properties:
l. T; is a local Delaunay simplex, i.e. its circumsphere does not contain the remaining node.
2. T; contains the query point x.

The first requirement is met, if the i- th barycentric coordinate of the location of the node p with
respect to the simplex T is positive. This result is quoted here without proof, the reader is referred to [8]
for a compr·ehensive discussion. The second criterion can be checked by the containment test explained
in section 2.1. After the candidate 1j which posesses both properties, is found, the procedure is repeated
with Ti taking T's place. This iteration is continued until one of the following conditions hold true:
1. T is a global Delaunay simplex, i.e. there is no node within its circumsphere.

2. A prescribed maximum number of tmar iterations bas been performed.
In either case, the currently existing simplex T is used for output interpolation. It can be guaranteed
that T contains the query point x . If the procedure was stopped because of the prescribed maximum
number of iterations, T might not be a global Delaunay simplex; in section 4 the impact of the limit tma;z;
on the worst case response time as well as on the model accuracy is investigated. Figure 3 summarizes
the algorithm .
Find node pE CS(D
if (no such node exists) OR (max no. of iterations reached)
c·ompute network response using simplex T
else
for i=l, ... , n+l
construct candidate Tj according to eq. (2)
if (Pj~ CS(Ti)) AND (xe CH(Ti))
set T =Tj and start from beginning

Symbols:
x
query point
T
simplex containing x
CH(D convex hull of T
CS(D circumsphere of T

Figure 3: Algorithm for the iterative local reconstruction of the Delaunay triangulation. The procedure
starts with a simplex T which is part of the memorized triangulation and contains the query point x .

3.2

Select.ion of Nodes for Off-line Triangulation

The HDN approach requires the selection of an cy:ipropriate subset of N ::; N nodes and the computation
of the Delaunay triangulation for this subset. N serves as a trade-off parameter for response time and
memory expense. Thus, it ha.s to be determined according to the application-specific requirements and
resources .. After specifying how many nodes are included in the memorized triangulation, it is necessary
~ n+l

n odes are the vertices of T, the additional node is located inside T's circumsphere.
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to determine which nodes shouid be inch.tded. An appropriate selection can be done automatically, if
the fact is considered that incremental construction techniques typically lead to fractal growth of the
network: The node distribution after a few node insertions qualitatively is similar to that of the final
network. Hence, it is recommended to select the first N nodes that were inserted into the network
during its construction 6 . This choice assures that the circumspheres of all simplices of the memorized
triangulation contain approximately the same number of nodes and therefore the number of topological
transitions will be relatively independent from the positions of the query points.

4

Results

To illustrate the approach and to investigate its performance, we constructed a HDN model of the
nonlinear bivariate function

(3)
This equation simulates the steady-state
torque ,characteristics of a combustion engine as a function of the throttle valve position and the engine speed. The figure
illustrates a HDN model of this function
with N = 32 nodes. In the depicted example, N 8 nodes are part of the memorized triangulation. The right diagram
shows the interpolated surface, i.e. the
model's input/ output relationship.
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In figure 4 the impact of the number of nodes N which are included in the memorized triangulation
on the memory expense and response time is illustrated . The more nodes are included, the higher is
the required storage capacity and the lower ar,e the network 's response times, since fewer topological
transitions need to be carried out. The timings were obtained on a T805 microprocessor running at 30
MHz. The query points used in this simulation wer,e derived from real-world signals, measured in a test
vehicle. Apparently, there is a large difference between the average and the maximum response time.
This is due to the fact, that the query point moves slowly in stationary operating modes. Once a global
Delaunay simplex is reconstructed, it ,can be used in successive query cycles. However, in transient
conditions, the Delaunay triangulation needs to be reconstructed in another area of the input space.
This requires a large number of topological transitions and leads to the maximum response time.
In the simulations discussed so far, the number of topological transitions was not limited, i.e. the
local reconstruction algorithm came up with a global Delaunay simplex for each query point. It is
worthwile investigating, how a limited number of topological transitions per query affects the network's
performa.noe (see figure 4). The maximum response time decreases linearly with the reduced number tmaz
of topological transitions. In some situations, the network response is computed using a non-Delaunay
simplex then. Since Delaunay simplices yield the minimum worst case approximation error, the network
responses obtained with a certain limit tmaz are compared to the responses with unbounded tmaz· The
lower diagram in figure 4 (right) shows the maximum absolute deviation. It is important to note, that
this maximum error occurs only temporarily, since the iterative refinement of the simplices is continued
in successive query cycles.
Figure 4 (right) suggests that tmaz can be set to approximately 75% of the value needed for reconstruding global Delaun,ay simplices in every query cycle without signifi,cant loss of accuracy. In the
example discussed here, at maximum 13 transitions are necessary; setting tmaz to 10 yields only minor
errors but reduces the maximum response time by 229 µsec.

5

Summary

Finite element based interpolation networks are a computationally efficient alternative to artificial neural
networks for real-time modelling and control. When simplices are used as finite elements, the node
6 Algorithms for data-driven construction of Delaunay networks are discussed in the accompanying paper by Brown and
Ullrich.
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Figure 4: Left : Impact of the parameter N on memory expense and average (Ta 119 ) and maximum
(Tmar) response time. Right: Impact of the parameter tmar on the maximum response time and model
.accura:cy.
distribution can be adjusted to the local complexity of the underlying function. Hence, parsimonious
models can be built. The Delaunay triangulation is the appropriate structure for such networks since it
minimizes the worst case approximation err·or. The further development of this concept to hierarchical
Delaunay networks was described in the paper. The HDN approach allows for memory expense to be
traded-off against the network's response time and thus the model can be adapted to m eet applicationspecific constraints.
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Abstract
This paper compar.es three diffe.rent node insertion strate,gies w'hich c an be used to incrementally
construct Delaunay triangulation models. Delaunay networks may be used to efficiently store low
dime.n sional no.nline.a.r models, a.nd can t'herefo.re be used in .a wide range of real-time applications.
However, there :a re no direc,t node selection methods, and i1t calil be sh,own that the network's generalisation abilities are stmngly affeded by the triangular partitioning of the input space. The three
iterative, constructive node insertion algorithms (maximum error, local weighted error and one-stepahead optimal search) are compared using two da.ta sets, and conclusions are dra.wn about the quality
of the extta.cted triangulation a.nd the alfiorithms' compu·btional costs.

Introduction
Due to their universal approximation capabilities, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) can be used t o successfully model and control a wide rang·e of nonlinear plants. Howev,er, the ANNs have some undesirable
properties which prevent 't hem from being widely applied in industry. T b.e construction a nd training of
ANNs is of:ten difficult, their implementation can be resource-demanding and it is non-trivial to verify
and validate the information extracted from the data. For r·e al-time apphcations, where computer power
a.nd storage capacity is a question of cost, alternative .methods of function approximation need to be
developed.
Interpolation .networks based on interpolation nodes are an alternative. The state of the art in this field
are lattice-based networks where d1e nodes are located on. .a multidimensional grid, yielding hypercubes
as finite elements [4). This produces a very regular and predictable generalisation pattern, although
the lattice structure suffers from the curs,e of dimensional.ity, i.e. the r·equired storage capacity grows
exponentially with respect to the input space dimension.
This drawback ·c an partially be overcame by allowing arbitrary positions for the interpolation nodes.
Instead of using hypercubes, it may be appropriate to define s.i mplices as finite elements. A simplex
('triangle in 2D, teitra.hedron in 3D) conned s n + l nodes in the n-dimensional input space, thus allowing
the network output be computed by piecewise linear interpolation. Higher order (quadratic) surfaces are
possible, although •the piecewise linear elements defined on simplices is by far the most popular approach.

The construction of Delaunay networks
Delaunay Networks (DN) hav·e been proposed to efficiently implement simiplex-based, finite element interpolators, [8], in contrast to earlier work [I). Delauna,y simplices ha:ve tbe property of empty circumspheres
and 'c an be shown to minimise the maximum approximation error [6, 7), and the input/ output relationship
<0f a DN can be described by :
(1)

wb.ere the network's response, y, for a query point, x, is given by the inner product of the basis function
vector, </>(x), and a weight vector, w , which contains the attributes 1 assigned to the interpolation nodes.
1 The

11ttrih.te (or weight) of a. node is an estima t e of ·the m o delled fonction'' s value a.t the node 's position.
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For any query point in the n-dimens,ional input space, only n + 1 basis functions have non-zero values.
These :basis functions correspond to the nodes which are vertices of the simplex whose convex hull contains
x. It is essential to note, that the network's outpu1t is linearly dependent on the weight vector whereas it
is a no.n linear function of the nodes' positions, which deit ermine the basis functions' shapes.
When constructing a DN to model a given set of training data, i.e. a set oft query points and desired
.responses, {.x;, y;J!=l • ,the network's weights, w, can be efficiently tuned by linear Least Squares (LS)
optimisation [:5). To obtain parsimonious models2 , .i t is necessary to adjust the distribution of the nodes to
the focally varying complexity of ·t he underlying characte.ristic. This is a nonlinear optimisation problem
to whkb heuristic stra•tegies must be applied.
To obtain a suitable par,t ition of the input space, i1t is gene·rally necessary to use a construction
algorithm which incrementally builds up a "good" mode.1 at each iteration. Most ANNs use gradient
descent-type iterative parameter upda·te rut.es, although these would cause the Delaunay triangulation to
"flip" at certain points, leading to a very non-smooth performance function. In addition, it is difficult to
estimate a suitable number of nodes. Therefore, iterative mode.I building approaches which incrementally
construct a suitaMe partition are appropriate.
Fonoards selection algorithms choose a set of diffierent possible r·efinements from a base network and
evaluate how weU they model the data, with respect to the performance criteria. The best refinement
is indud1ed in the current model, and the process is repeated until either the designer, or a termination
criteria, decide that the model is acceptable. U is not a 1t.,rivial decision to determine when the network is
a suitably good model of the data, .as the network should try and reproduce the underlying relationships
contained in the data without being influenced by either the noise ·Or the intrinsic modelling error (bias)
of the particular algori,t hm. In practice, several models of differing sizes may be constructed and then
·thei'r generalisat~on abilities should be assessed .
Forwards selection algorithms have been applied to input variable and knot selection in more conventional lattice-based finite element networks (2]. In this pa;per, three such algorithms are applied to a DN
and their performance and computational costs are compared on two test data modelling problems. These
one-step-ahead iterative model building approaches have the potential to produce a suitable partition of
the input .space, possibly taking into account the complexity of :t he underlying, unknown function and
the input data density. This will be ·discussed further when the individual algorithms are described.
1

Node insertion algorithms
Three heuristic model building algorithms are now described which can be used to iteratively insert nodes
into a Delaunay networ!k. After each insertion, the current network's weight vector, w, is tuned by LS
optimisation.
The Maximum Error (ME) model building algorithm simply inserts a node at the input value for
which the ·c urrent residual output error is maximum. In r(eali.ty, this is not a forwards selection algorithm
as there is ·only one refinement candidate produced whidt is always included in the model. However,
forwards selection-type algorithms can be obtained which evaluate either the r points with the largest
er.rors, or randomly select r points where the probability of selection depends on the size of the output
error.
In practice, the use of the ME algorithm ·c an have problems, a:s 't he point of maximum error doesn't
always lie in the region where the optimal node insertion should occur. Indeed, the point of maximum
error often initially lies on the edge of the data domain (when performing simple LS data fitting), and
this ·c an often initially bias this approach to node insertion, see figure 1.
Instead of se[ecting the point for which the output err.or is largest, the Locally Weighted Error (LWE)
model building algorithm computes the Summed Square output Error (SSE) for every simplex, n.
SSE(T;) is determined by 't he output errors y(x) - y(x) that occur for query points x inside the convex
hull H; of the simplex TI.
(2)
SSE(TI) =
(y(x) - y(x)) 2

L

xEH;

An additional node

,j g

inserted at the posi·tion

- ExeH, x. (y(x) P 2A

y(x))2

SSE(T;)

parsimonious network mode.ls the given data to a certain level of .aoc:ur.acy with the fewest possible nodes.
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(3)
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I

optimal
node insertion I
point I

, ''
,'
'

'

,I .

maximum

'~. rr·or := node

msert1on

'

x

Figure 1: An example of undesirable behaviour with 1the Ma.xlmum Error algorithm.
where T; = arg max( SSE(T;) ). The node is inserted inside the simplex with the largest SSE and the
query points inside that simplex are weighted according to the (normalised) error. It is worthwhile noting
that this node selection algorithm, unlike the other two, does not neces.5arily place the nodes at the input
data points. Instead, nodes may be inserted between two data clusters, al,though they are always inserted
inside the simplex wWh the ma.xlmum error, due to :the convex calculation in equation 3.
Ti.he combination of reducing the output erro.r and the local weighting scheme ensures that this algorithm tries to model ·t he complexity of the underlying function as well as the input data density
distribution. However, convergence can sometimes be a little erratic, especially when the first few nodes
are inserted, due to the input space triangulation partitioning changing significantly when a single point
is added.
The one-step Optimal Search (OS) forwards selection algorithm evaluates every possible data point
as a candidate for node insertion, and includes the one which reduces the Mean Squared output Error
(MSE) the most for the current network. It is a very simple but computationally intensive approach to
model building, although it does have the advantage that, in some cases, significant information about
the underlying functional relationships contained in the training data can be extracted from the final
network's structure. This is possible because the network's output is a linear function on each triangular
segment, and if some of the inputs are affine3 , nodes should not occur along these input boundaries,
rather they should be placed on the hyperplane boundaries describing the remaining inputs. Affine
systems a:re very important in modelling and control applications, and their detection is an important
area of research.
1

Examples
[n this section, the three construction algorithms are applied to two data sets describing real-world problems. In both cases, the network's input space is two-dimensional, which allows the network's structure
and the interpolated surface to be visualised and interpreted easily. It must be pointed out, however, that
the DN approach is not efficiently applicable to high-dimensional problems, although it is certainly possible to extend the method to three- and possibly four-dimensional cases, but for higher dimensions the
required storage capacity as well as the compu·t ational cost grows considerably. Moreover, in higher dimensions the method is prone to failure due to round-off ,errcns. For high-dimensional modelling problems,
it is advisable to exploit structural information, e.g. by constructing a.n ANOVA additive decomposition

[3].
In this example, a set of data representing a steam model was generated. The inputs (temperature
and pressure) lay on a (33 x 37) grid and there was no measureme.n t noise on the output (steam density) .
This gave a set of 1221 data points for which an accurate model could be expected.
The models produced by the three refinement algorithms are shown in figure 2. The ME algorithm
suffe,red from the previously mentioned problem, where nodes were inserted at the point of maximum
error but this faHed to significantly change the underlying model structure, hence nodes continued to be
inserted at adjacent points. The model shown contains 26 nodes, but the ME algorithm was continued
for up to 100 nodes and the same behaviour was observed. In earlier tests using the ME algorithm, the
weight values were regularised and this reduced the effect of this phenomena, but it still existed in certain
cases. The LWE and the OS ·algorithms produced MSE values of 0.00023 and 0.00025 with 17 and 13
nodes, respectively. Both produce good fits to the data and the number of nodes is small which improves
3 An

model is affine with respect to an input u i£ H can be expre5Sed in the form y
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= f{x) u

.

generalisation and reduces the implementation cost. However, the OS network placed all its nodes along
one axis which shows that the second input is included as an affine variable. This interpretation is only
possible because the refinement procedure was halted (by inspecting the MSE) before the network began
to model "noise", and thus overfit the data.

...

...

·~.~~~~~-~~_._~--

..

(c)
Figure 2: A comparison of the thr·ee different .refinement strategies for the steam model data (a) Max
Error (b) Loca)lly Weighted Error (c) Optimal Search.
The three construction strategies were fu.rthermore applied to a data set describing the steady-state
1torque of a combustion engine as a function of the two inputs throttle valve position and engine speed.
The training set comprised 194 samples acquired on a 1test rig.
All th.Tee algorithms performed acceptably with die ME, LWE and OS networks producing MSE values
of 0.0022, 0.0024 and 0.00.23 using 26, 23 and 14 nodes, r·espectively (see figure 3). Again the network
produced by the OS algorithm is smaller but the time taken to ·c onstruct it was substantially longer than
the other networks, see table 1. In aU the tests performed so far, the ME and LWE construction algorithms
take a similar time but the LWE procedure generally produces more reliable network structures. The
triangulation of the input space produced by the OS algorithm is partially interpretable, as a set of nodes
are placed along the ridge where the surface changes significantly, thus indicating that the two regions
separated by this ridge are substantially different.

Discussion
The computationally simple ME algorithm leads to short construction times. However, because of its
previously noted probJ.ems, it fails to build an accurate model of the steam data. As for the engine data,
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Figure 3: A comparison of tlhe three different refinement strategies for the engine torque data (a) Max
Error (b) Locally Weighted Error (c) Optimal Search.

l

Problem

I Steam
1 Engine

final MSE -10 ..,
ME LWE OS
ME
5.7
0.23
0.25 . 26
I 2.2

2A

2. 3

I

2·6

nodes
LWE
17

OS
13

.23

14

comp. time min:sec]
ME LWE OS
0:5
39:30
0:9
1:20
0:2 0:2

Table 1: Results of the three construction strategies on the steam and engine test data. The reported
computation times were measured on a Sun Ultra 1-140 workstation.
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the ME strategy produces a reasonably accurate model , but needs more nodes than the other methods.
The LWE method is also a computationally cheap approach to model building. When large training
data sets, like the steam data which comprises 1221 samples, are processed, it is even faster than the
ME algorithm. The computational cost of the LWE method is output-sensitive, i.e. its complexity
mainly depends on the size of the network being constructed rather than on the size of the training
set4 . Generally, it is a fast construction procedure that produces accurate models and it is therefore
recommended instead of the ME algorithm.
The OS strategy is a computationally expensive method a.nd its complexity strongly depends on the
size of the training set. For the steam data set, j .t takes nearly 40 minutes to construct the network,
although this method has the ability to model the underlying function's structure, especially for affine
models . It is worthwhile noting that 'the extracted information about the underlying function will only
be in.t erpretable if the data modelling procedure is halted at an appropriate time, i.e. before overfitting
occurs.
In both examples investigated here, the OS algorithm achieves the same level of accuracy as the LWE
algorithm with considerably fewer nodes. The OS method is thus recommended if the training set is not
too large and the size of the final network is of the utmost importance because of limited computational
resources of the target system. A possible way to speed up the OS algorithm would be to produce a
smaller, filtered training data set (preserving the data spread) and use these centres as possible candidate
refinements in the forwards selection algorithms.
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Time-Suboptimal Control Design of
Singularly Perturbed Systems
by Reduced Order Feedback Design
S.A.Mikhailov, P.C. MiiHer
University of Wuppertal, Gauss str. 20, D-42097 Wuppertal
Abskad. In the paper a new method for feedback control of singularly perturbed systems is developed;
it is based on the separation of slow and fast motions. The advantage is an important reduction of computational amount and a simplified implementation of the control. The disadvantage is the suboptimality
but the error is in order of the small parameter t:.

1

Introduction

Problems of optimal control of singularly perturbed systems have been intensively studied( see the surveys
of the literature on singular perturbation in control theory [3] ,[4]). These systems frequently occur in
applications. Examples are: drives, actuators, robots and electronic circuits. The small parameter t: in
these systems may represent small masses, small time constants, or the inverse of large stiffnesses or large
gains. Consider a system described in state-space form by the set of equations
i1

= A11z1 + Ai2z2 + B1 u

(1.1)

t:i2

= A71z1 + A72z2 + B2u

(1.2)

where t: is a small positive scalar, x 1 E R" is the slow stat,e vector, x 2 E Rm is the fast state vector,
u E R'I: is the vector of control variables, and()= d/dt . The control function is subject to the constraints

u(t) EU

(1.3)

where U is a compact set in R".
The problem of time-optimal synthesis is considered, where the state variables at the initial moment
of time can take arbitrary values in the state space:
(1.4)

The task is to steer the initial state

x?, xg to the origin
(1.5)

in minimum time, taking into account the restrictions (1.3).
It should be mentioned that the answer of the considered synthesis problem is the switching surface
in the state space. The control u must be defined as a function of state co-ordinates u u( x i, z2). Exact
analytical solutions for optimal feedback control exist only for specific problems, such as linear systems
with integral quadratic cost criteria usually for slow problems only. Numerical solutions are possible
for optimal programs or open-loop controls, but it is very difficult to determine the numerical solutions
for feedback c·o ntr·ols if the dimension of the system is high. Therefore, we construct the approximate
solution of the time-optimal problem by means of small parameter technique.
The problem of open-loop time-optimal control is considered in a number of studies [1]-[3]. We
generalize these results to time-optimal feedback control.
The time-optimal synthesis in singularly perturbed systems has at least two special properties.
1. The switching surface is singularly perturbed (Fig.1)

=
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Fig. 1. Switching locus for various <: •
To illustrate this property, time-optimal synthesis for the following system is considered
t:i"+x=u(x,.i,x,~),

lul:51, T=>minu

(1.6)

where u(x, .i, x, e:) is the synthesizing function for the optimal feedback control. Fig. I shows the projection of the switching cu.rve (two optimal trajectories which lead to zero) on the plane x, .i: for various<:.
It is clear that this switching ·curve cannot be c·o nstructed by regular expansions in nonnegative powers
oft in a neighborhood of the point t
0. It is said that such a function is singular in t (4).
2. The application of the synthesis obtained in the so-caHed reduced system (t = 0) will lead
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0.1

0.3

to a limit cycle in the original system. To demonstrate this property consider the example(~ For the
reduced system x = u(x , x) the switching curve (locus) has the explicit form :i: = -sgn(x)y2lil . If this
synthesis is applied to the original system (1.6), the results given in Fig. 2 are obtained.
Fig. 2 shows the switching curve for the reduced system r = u and the projection of the phase
trajectory (c: = 0.1) on the phase plane x,:i:. For highly accurate systems, the limit cycle is inadmissible.
Therefore, we need to correct the feedback given by the reduced system in order to obtained a more
precise control algorithm for steering the state trajectory to the origin.

·2

'The decoupling of the slow and fast variables

To alleviate the difficulties described above, we decouple motions in the system (1.1) , (1.2). The Riccati
transformation is used to obtain the uncoupled equations for the slow and fast variables [6] :

X1 =YI+ c:D2y2,
X2 = D1Y1 + (12 + c:DiD2)Y2

(2.1)

A21 + A22D1 - c:DiA11 - c:D1A12D1 = 0,
A12 + c:(A11 + A12D1)D2 - D2(A22 - c:D1A12) = 0.

(2.2)

where Di , D2 are determined from

(2.3)

By means of linear transformations of the state co-ordinates (2.1) we separate the fast and slow motions
in the original system (1.1),(1.2) and obtain the following block-diagonal form of the governing equations

Yl

= Fiy1 + G1u,

(2.4)

+ G2u

(2.5)

qji = F2Y2

with

Fi =Au+ Ai2D1, G1 = B1 - D2B2 + c:D2DiB1 ,
F2 = A22 - c:D1A12, G1 = B2 - c:D1B1.

(2.6)
(2 .7)

The system (2.4),(2.5) is equivalent to the original equations (1.1) ,(1.2) but it is simpler. It consists of
two subsystems of order n - slow mode and order m - fast mode interacting by means of control. Note
that the system for the slow variable is regularly perturbed. Looking for the solution of (2.2) and (2.3)
in the form of expansions in power series of c:,

D1

= D~ + c:D~ + · · ·,

D2 = Dg + c:D~ + · · ·,

and assuming that matrix A 22 is regular, we obtain the solution up to the first order of c::

D2

=

Di = -A221A21 + c:A222 A21(-A11 + A12A2{ A21) + O(c: 2)
A12A2{ + c:(AuA12A2:f - A12A222A21A12 - A12A2{ A21A12A221 )A2i + O(t: 2).

(2.8)

The decomposition into separate slow and fast subsystems suggests that separate slow and fast control
laws are designed for each subsystem, and then combined into a composite control of the original system .
These ideas have produced numer·ous two-time-scale designs in linear state feedback, output feedback ,
observers and optimal control. It should be mentioned that this procedure for the system decomposition
has been extended to linear time-varying systems [4].

3

.N ew control algorithm

ln this section we propose a composite control algorithm. It consists of two steps. The first step is the
time-optimal design for t he slow subsystem (2.4). The second step consist in a Lyapunov type control
for the fast system (2 .5) .
First step. If the control constraints are decoupled, U {ul lu;(t)I ~ u;o }, we have

=

(3.1)
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=

where >.1 is the adjoint vector. This control leads to a minimal time Tin which the initial state y1(0) y10
is transferred to y1 (T) = 0. This control will be applied in the time interval [O, T- tr] to the dynamical
system leading to the states

Yi(T - tr) = O(t),

Y2(T - tr) = 0(1).

(3.2)

The time tr is sufficiently small such that Y1 (T - tT) is in a small neighborhood of the origin y 1 = 0. r
will be determined in step 2.
Second step. In this step the fast variables yz will be driven approximately to the origin y2 = 0
within the interval [T-tr, T]. The control is designed by a Lyapunov procedure. Assuming Re>.;(F2 ) < 0,
what essentially means asymptotic stability of A 22 , then there are symmetric, positive matrices P2 , Q 2
such that
(3.3)

yf P2Y2

holds. Using a Lyapunov function v =
feedback control

and minimizing pointwise its time-derivative then a

u2(t) = -SGN(GI P2y2)uo

(3.4)

is designed for [T - tr, T]. The time r is determined by the requirement of
(3.5)
T

= Pmo.r/qmin ln(Pmar/Pmin€ 2 )

=

where Pmin = >.min(P2), Pmo.r >.mo.t(P2), qmin = Amin(Q2).
Thus the composite control algorithm consists of two phases. First, we solve the time-optimal problem
for the slow mode. This problem is easier than the origi1nal one because we construct the synthesizing
function in the space of slow variables, and the synthesis for the slow variables is regularly perturbed.
Second we consider the terminal boundary layer and determine the Lyapunov type control in accordance
with the formulas (3.4),(3.5). The system state is close to the origin and the control error is of the order
of the small parameter t:
x1(T)

4

= O(t), x2(T) = O(t).

(3.6)

Example

Now we consider an example which illustrates the proposed procedure.
ti' +

z = u, lul ::5 1

(4 .1)

The third order differential equation ( 4.1) may be rewritten in the state space form
xi2

xii ·= X12,

ti2 = -x2 + u.

= x2,

(4.2)

The task is to steer xu, x 12 and x2 to the origin in minimum time. In this example xu, x12 are the slow
variables and x 2 is the fast variable. The separation of slow and fast modes can be made by means of
the transformation
1

1

xu =Yu+ t 2 y2,

X12

=

Y12 -

ty2

x2

=

Y2

After transformation, we obtain the uncoupled equation for the slow variables yu, Y12 and the fast
variable Y2
Yi1

= Y12 -

tu,

Y12

= u,

ty2

= -yz + u.

The system (4 .3) has one remarkable property. By the transformation
Yll

= a - t{J, Y12 = fJ

the slow part cao be reduced to a nonperturbed form

a,.

={J, /3 =u,

qh

= -y2 + u.

Time-optimal synthesis (3.1) for the slow variables (a, {J) has the following form :
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(4.3)

ui = -sgn(/3- sgn(a))y'2jaf).

Jxi

xi

In

We implement this control until
thee- vicinity of the origin the .Lyapunov-type
1 (t) +
2 (t) >e .
feedback (3 .4) ui = -sgn(x2) is used . Fig. 3 shows the state trajectory on the phase plane of the slow
variables (xu, x12) and time history for the fast variables y 2.
Time history

...

.
n

'

_____

\.._
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'h

Fig. 3. The results of numerical simulation.
We can compare this composite design with another control a·l gorithm for the same problem [5] .
Feedback design in the termina~ boundary layer is defined by the expression (3.6) (5], where ui, 2
=t=l, -r0 =In 2. The values a, /3 are equal to

=

(4.4)
In this example the switching locus has a complex analytical form and consists of two curves S+, S_ (see
Fig.3) .
Phase: portmite

I~

Fig. 4. The switching locus and phase portrait.
The switching locus divides the phase plane into two parts. For the phase points above the switching
locus, the feedback control is u(a , /1) = -1; for the phase points below the switching locus, u(a, /3) = 1.
In order to test the developed synthesis, the system ( 4.2) has been numerically simulated . Fig. 4 shows
the switching locus for the slow mode and projections of the state trajectories on the plane (a, /3) for
various initial conditions. In the Fig. 5 the state trajectory for the fast variable x2 is shown. The results
of numerical simulations show that the composite control algorithm [5] can steer the phase point with
arbitrary initial conditions to the origin in a period of time which is slightly longer than the slow mode
minimum-time.
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Fig. 5. The typical behaviour of the fast mode.

5

Conclusions

A composite algorithm has been developed for near-time-optimal feedback control of singularly perturbed
linear systems. The main problems concerned with these systems are the difficulties with high-order
systems, singularly perturbed switching surfaces (locus) and limit cycles. These difficulties have been
successfully overcome by means of decoupling the slow and fast variables, and the construction of a
composite algorithm. The control goal is the reduction of dimensionality to the dimension of the slow
part. It should be pointed out that the synthesis for the slow part is regularly perturbed . Simulation
results have shown the effectiveness of the composite algorithm, compared with the reduced order control.
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PHASE MARGIN DESIGN OF PHASE LEAD CONTROLLERS USING
AUTOTUNING
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Abstract: The paper discusses the problem of autotuning for phase lead controllers. Emperical
formulae are derived to give the appropriate compensated gain cr,ossover frequency from the autotuning
parameters for different transfer functions when classical phase lead design is implemented . This enables
the parameters of the controller to be set by autotuning.

1

Intro duct ion

In many engineering situations it may not be possible to derive good models of the process to be
controlled. This may be due to t!he difficulties of mathematical modelling or parameter identification ,
or in some ·cases lack of time and ·finance to undertake the work. Also many controllers have to be
tuned, or retuned, ·on site relatively quickly by inexperienced personnel. Thus, it is important to have
quick and easy methods to tune the parameters of standard type controllers. One of these methods is
the autotuning approach. In recent years the autotuning approach to tuning PID controllers, initially
suggested 'b y Astrom and Hagglund[l], bas proved particularly succesful in the process control industries.
The procedure used is to replace the proportional gain used in the Ziegler-Nichols method by a relay
which has the major advantage that it controls the limit cycle amplitude. Then from measurements
of the amplitude and frequency of the resulting limit cycle, the gain margin(or critical point) of the
process ,can be estimated. The accuracy of the estimation depends on the process dynamics since the
approximate describing function, denoted DF , method is used in the resulting analysis . When good
tuning rules for a simple, controller can be deduced from this •t est, then it has several advantages in
that (i) no mathematical model of the process is required, (ii) tuning can be done 'in-situ' by process
operators, (iii) the time required, depending on the process time constants, may not be significant and
(iv) retuning can be done if the process parameters change with time.
For many plants such as servomechanisms, where integration exists in the plant transfer function,
then compensation is often achieved using phase lead rather tben P'ID control. This also means that when
performing an autotuning experiment on these plants, since they are good low pass filters, DF analysis
may be expected to be quite accurate, and better estimates for the critical frequency, We, and gain,
Kc, for use in the controller design[2], will be available than for the PIO controller situation. Therefore
in this paper the problem of tuning the parameters of a phase lead controller based on autotuning is
investigated and r·esuits are given for doing this for different forms of plant transfer functions. Basically
the approach assumes one of three forms of standard third and fourth order transfer function, although
the results to be presented will show that often if one errs on the type of transfer function the designs
are not too far out from their required values. In general, if ·one knows something about the structure
of a system, then it is not too difficult to fit reason.ably weU one of the standard forms of the transfer
functions considered. In reference [2] it was shown bow the parameters of a phase lead controller could
be obtained to provide .a given phase margin by making an use of sets of graphs presented for each of
the three types of transfer function. Here by using approximation to graphical data simple formulae are
produced for obtaining the parameter:s of the phase lead controller.

2

Autotuning procedure

The basic idea behind the autotuning method is illustrated in Fig 1. A relay replaces the controller
in the loop and the amplitude, a , and frequency, w 0 , of the resulting limit cycle are measured. Using its
describing function , 4h/a7r, to approximate the reiay gain, where ±hare the relay output levels, then it
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Figure 1: Relay autotuning procedure
is easily shown that

I<e

= a7r/4h

(1)

and
(2)

so that the critical point of the plant transfer function can be estimated from the test. It is now required
to determine the parameters of the phase lead controller, from we and Kc, so that the feedback loop has
a given phase margin when the controller is used. To do this three commonly used transfer functions
are considered, namely
G1(s) = Kv/s(l

+ sT1)(l + sT2)

(3)

G2(s) = I<v/s(l

+ sT1)(l + sT2) 2

(4)

+ sT1))e-•T

G3(s) = (Kv/s(I

4

(5)

_

If the .n ormalised frequency, s' = sT1 , is used then these transfer functions may be written in the
frequency normahsed form

G1(s') = K/s'(l

+ s')(l + ps')

(6)

G2(s') = K/s'(l

+ s')(l + ps') 2

(7)

G3(s) = (K/s'(l + s'))e-ps' .

(8)

They are dependent on two parameters only, namely K = K.,T1 and p equal to T2/T1 for G1(s') and
G 2 (s'), and Td/T1 for G 3 (s'). Thus it is seen that the frequency normalised plants have frequencies, w',
related to those, w, of the original plants by w' = w K / K 11 aud that for these equivalent frequencies the
gains are the same, thus
(9)

and
(10)

It is easily shown that p and K can be found from
p = 1/(w~) 2

(11)

=I+ (w~) 2

(12)

p 2 + 2p = l/(w~)

(13)

KK~

for G1 (s'),

K K~

2

= w~Jl + (w~)2(1 + p2 (w~)2)

(14)

for G2(s'), and finally
p

2

+ 2p = 2/(w~)

2

(15)
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f{ I<~

=2(p2 + 2p + 2)/ p(p + 2)2

(16 )

for G3 (s') . Thus when a plant with one of the above transfer functions is autotuned the values of We
and Kc are measured, and if its K., is known , which can normally be found by another simple test, the
corresponding values of w~ and K~ can be found from Eqns (9) and (10). Using the appropriate pair
of Eqns (11) and (12), (13) and (14) , or (15) and (16) the values of p and [{ for the corresponding
normalised plant can be found. Then the required parameters, a and T, of the normalised phase lead
controller
Gc(s')

= (1 + s'T)/(1 + as'T)

(17)

to provide a given phase margin for closed loop control of the normalised plant can be calculated.
Typically one can use the classical design procedure described in Dorf (3] and to enable this to be
quickly implemented curves such as those shown in Fig 2 (a) and (b ), which give a and T for a phase
margin of 45°, were presented in reference [2] using a MATLAB program which implemented the classical
design procedure. The required parameters for the phase lead controller for the given plant are then a
and TK/I<.,.
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Figure 2: a and T versus K for <Pm = 45° phase margin

3

A new technique for tuning the phase lead controller

From the above MATLAB program the value of the centre frequency of the phase lead controller ,
which corresponds to the gain crossover frequency of the compensated normalised system, can also be
evalu~ted and the results are shown in Fig 3 for a phase margin of <Pm.= 4.5° for G 1(s') . Although
consideration is with the normalised design in this figure and throughout this section for ease of notation
the prime is dropped from w. Also since the open loop gain of the compensated system is unity at W m ,
one has

. )Gc (.)Wm )I
IG( )Wm

=

I

Ji

K
+ WfuT2r,wmv'l +w~v'l +w~p2y 1 +w;.a2T2

Also for the phase lead controller T 2
a, namely

I=

1.

(18)

= 1/w!,.a and using this in Eqn 18 yields a quadratic equation for

Eqn 19 depends upon p and K which are known after autotuning and use of Eqns 11 and 12 and Wm
which can be found from appropriate curves, such as Fig 3, for the known p and K for <Pm = 45°.
However, the storing of significant amounts of tabular data as would be required to represent the curves
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Figure 3: New location of Wm for G1(s') for

</im

= 45°

of Fig 3 for different phase margins and also interpolation routines are not appropriate for a real time
autotuner. Thus a mathematical relationship for the 'wm curves' is desirable. It is clearly seen from Fig
3 that the Wm curves for different values of p are almost linear, especially when p is greater then 0. 1 .
Ther-efore an approximation to linearise the Wm curves is proposed for G 1 (s'). The phase lead gives a
maximum phase lead of <Ii at the frequency Wm where
(20)
sin</>= (1- a)/(1 +a)

F igure 4: Approximation of the system's new location frequency of Wm
By examination of the curves in Fig 3 a good linear approximation was found for most of them using
values of a= 0.117 and o: = 0.35 as illustrated in Fig 4. It is now required to find the value ofw and K,
denoted with subscripts 1 and 2 at these points. Thus o: = 0.35 yields
sin <Ii= (1- 0.35)/(1+0.35), which gives <Ii= 28.78° .
The compensated system's phase margin is given by

= 180° + LG1(jw) + .28.78°
LG1 (jw) = -90° - arctan w -

</im

where
arctan pw and w1 , which is the location of the
a = 0.35 and can be easily found from
tan (118 .78 - </im)

= (w1 + ,OW1 )/(1 -

pw~)

Also the uncompensated .s ystem gain is equal to -10log 10 (1/a)dB at
- 1'0log10 (1/a)dB = 20log 10{g)dB
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Wm

frequency for
(21)

wi,

therefore

where g is the uncompensated system gain and is found from g = K/w1
for er= 0.35 is given by
K1 = 0.59lw1 ./1

Jl + wf Ji+ p2 wr.

+ wr.J1 + p'lwf

Thus ]{1

(22)

Similarly for er= 0.117 , w2 and K2 can be found from
tan (142.2 - efJm) = (w2
/(2

= 0.342w2J1

+ pw2)/(1 -

pw~)

(23)

+ w~J1 + p2w~

(24)

Thus the linear equation for Wm can be written as

(25)
where w 0 = (w 1 K2 -w 2 K 1 )/(K2 - K 1 ). For the plant G2(s') using the same technique but for different
values of a, the equations obtained for w1, /(1 , ,w , and K2 are ·
tan (106.87 - efJm) = (w1(-p2wf

+ 2p + 1))/(1 -

w~(p2 + 2p))

(26)

K1 = 0.7416w1(l + p2wi)J1 +wl
tan (140.34 - efJm) = (w2(-p 2 w~

(27)
2

+ 2p + 1))/(1- w~(p + 2p))

(28)

K2 = 0.3606w2(l + p2wDJ1 + w~

(29)

The value of ,a is now, however, obtained from an equation similar to Eqn 19 which is

Xa 2
with X

+ Xa - (K 2 /w;,.) = 0
= w;. (2p2 + 2w;,p2 + w~p + w~p + 1) + 1 .
4

(30)

4

And finally for G 3 (s') the equations are
tan (104.02 - efJm) 2 (w1(l

+ p) -

p 2 w~l/4)/(l - wr(p + p2 l/4))

(31)

1<1 = o.1810w1J1 +wr

(32)

tan (142.08 - efJm) = (w2(l

+ p) -

p 2 w~l/4)/(1 - w~(p + p 2)1/4)

(33)

K2 = 0.3435w2J1 +w~
and

Ot

(34)

is found from

(1 +w!)a 2 + (1

+ w;. - (K2 /'11;,)a -

K 2 Jw;. = 0

(35)

Examples

4

Several examples are considered in this section.

Example 1
Here the design of a phase lead controller for the plant transfer function Gi(s) = 1.2/s(l + 2s)(l + 0.2s)
is considered. The design procedure h.as been applied for required phase margins, efJm of 45° and 55°
respectively. The calculated exact values of We and Kc are We
1.581 rad/sec, Kc
4.581 and K., is
taken as 1.2 . Using Eqns Hand 1'2 gives K
2.3992 and p 0.1001. For efJm = 45°, Eqns 21, 22, 23,
24 and 25 yield w1, Ki, w2, K2 an,d Wm respectively as w1 = l.'9436 rad/sec, K1 = 2.5605, W2 = 3.9346
rad/sec, K 2 5.8710 and Wm 1.8467 rad/sec.
Inputting the wm, p an:d K into Eqn 19 yields a = 0.3701 and T' is 0.8901 . It is also known that
T T' K/ Kv, therefore T 1.7797, and the transfer function of 't he controller is

=

=

=

=

=
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=

=

=

Gc(s)

= (1+l.7797s)/(1+0.6587s)

=

for <l>m 45° phase margin. For this controller the calculated system phase margin <l>m = 45.34° , which
is near to the desired value.
Using exact analysis of a relay system to obtain the critical point of the plant yields we 1.517 rad/ sec
and l<c 4.3067. Then from Eqns 11and12 I<= 2.4382 and p = 0.1053 and the resulting compensated
system phase margin is <l>m = 45.81° .
Similarly using the exact values of we and Kc for a required phase margin , <l>m 55° gives w1 1.4549
rad/sec, K 1 = 1.5355, W2 = 2.9065 rad/sec, K2 = 3.1820 and Wm = 2.2164 rad/sec. a is 0.1889 and
T' = 1.0381, thus T = 2.0755 . The transfer function of the controller is

=

=

=

=

Gc(s) = (1+2.0755s)/(1+0.3921s)
and the resulting system phase margin is <l>m = 54 .08°.
Using relay system analysis gives w. = 1.517 rad/sec and Kc = 4.3067 and the resulting compensator
gives a compensated system phase margin <l>m = 55.63° .
Example 2
Here a plant with the transfer function G 2 (s) = 1.2/s(l + 2s)(1+0.2s )2 is considered. In this example, it
is assumed for the design that the transfer function is G 1 (s), which it is not. Exact values of the critical
gain and frequency are Kc 2.2864, w. = 1.091 rad/sec and K., is taken as 1.2 .
Eqns 11 and 12 yield K = 2.2215 and p 0.2451 and using Eqns 21 , 22, 23, 24, 25 and 19 respectively
for a required phase margin</>.,..,..= 45°, a and Tare found as a= 0.1441 and T = 2.2513. The transfer
function of the controller is

=

=

G.(s) = (1+2.2513s)/(l + 0.3244s)
The compensated system's phase margin is <Pm = 44 .'97°. For the same phase margin requirement relay
analysis yields We = 1.1 rad/sec, Kc= 2.22, K = 2.0659, p = 0.2788, a= 0.1305 and T = 2.258. In this
case the compensated system's phase margin is <l>m = 46.27°. Carrying out the same procedure with
the exact values for Kc and w. and the formulae for G2(s) results in a r.ontroller giving a phase margin
</>.,..,.. = 45.21°.
Example 3
The transfer function of ·t he plant is G 3(s) = (1.2/s(l + 2s))e- 0 · 4 • . Exact critical point values are
Kc = 2.1498, w. = L082 rad/sec and K., is 1.2 .
Again assuming the results correspond to a G 1 (s) type transfer function, eqns 11and12 yield K = 2.0419
and p = 0.295 and using Eqns 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 aod 19 respectively for a required phase margin <l>m = 45°,
a and Tare found as a= 0.1176 and T = 2.3230 . The transfer function of the controller is

Gc(s) = (1+2.323s)/(1+0.2732s)
The compensated system's phase margin is <f>m = 43.68°. This compares with <Pm
using the formulae for G3( s).

5

= 44 .11° obtained

Conclusion

A procedure has been given which enables the parameters of a phase lead controller to be set at
approximately the same values as would be achieved using classical phase lead design using an autotuning
approach.
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Abstract. The design effort for a contml .system 1is mainly determined by two aspects: complexity of the process to
be conll'o!led and the •coritrol .r equirements. The paper describes a method it o design the structure and to optimize the
parameters of the ·c ontrol of a given riv.e r reach under ·c osideration of the control requirements with a minimum of
design effort as well as fea:liz.at·io:n effort. The design ;is including w.a ter level control and flow control of the river.

Introduction
The operation of barrages in rivers (including hydraulic power plants) .has to 1consider the following - often contrary requirements: safety ofnavi.gation, intensive use of hydro power, flood protection, covering the water demand of the
industry, use of the river for irrigation, minimizing the number of actuator operations (turbines, weirs). The main
goal of the operation sbouild be a ·c onstant and steady discharge within narrow water level tolerances.
Today the .automatic control of a river reach or a cascade of reaches is of increasing importance. The above
mentioned requirements hav1e to be fulfilled by the control system with increasing demands in control performance
and a high re'liability of operation.
On the other hand 1the!'e is the complex, highly nonl·inear:, unsteady and locally distributed hydraulic behaviour
in t!he reach as well as the variable operation conditions ·o f the b~ge - depending on water quantity and availability
- with changing discharges via turbines and weirs. The main influenc·e on the hydraulic behaviour is determined by
the operation of locks, the demand driven production of electric energy, outflow respectively inflow of the reach,
ra·in, snow break, etc. Fig., 1 shows a river reservoir consisting of a reach and a barrage with weirs, turbines, and
locks. The c·o ntmlted variable is the water level (usually the headwater level), the manipulated variable is the
discharge of the barrage. The water level shouiJd be 1controlled in a way that 1the most economic and complete
exploitation of the water power is achiev·ed. For the sake of .reliability each reach is controlled by a local controller.
In the ·case of a ·Cham of •feaches 1the !'efefence value of the water level control is given by a central water
management system considering ;g lobal effects .a s power modulation by the needs of energy production and traffic
by ships, weather, etc.
The control of a barrage is usually realized by induS'trial proc·ess contro1l systems with highly reliable
components and 1partly :redundand strucnwes.
1

\\
Fig. 1: River reach with barrage (consisting of turbines, weirs, and locks)
a) lorigitud;inal .section with gauge b) Top view with additional inflow and outflow
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It is a weU 1kn0Ym fact that many automated .installations of river rieaches or hydro-electric power plants are suffering
:from latent stability priobilems caused by 'flow or water level oscil:la·tions. During operation the control loop may
change :from stable to oscillatory and limit cycle behaviour. The oscililations when encountered are usually subdued
by opening die w.ater level control loop and changing to 1pure flow control, power control or even manual operation.
The manual as well as the automated operation of a chain of reaches may result in extreme flow oscillations especially at the end of the chain - caused by the amplification of narural given flow changes downstream from
barrage to barrage [ l ), [2).

Design :procedul"e
The increasing requirements ·on dynamic performance, economic, and secure operation have stimulated the
development of more and more sophisticated control strategies allowing fully automated operation. In practice up to
now the control parameters are mostly runed by trial-and-error medtods or by rules-of-thwnb. This procedure is
quite time conswning and does not necessarily result in a best possible control performance. On the other hand many
of the puhliShed theoretical proposals ,are based on oversimplified or even wrong system models, are too complex to
be technically realized or .show a 'high sensitivity against ·changes in operation mode or process dynamics.
The ·economic goal of the project engineer is to design, realize, and set up the control system with a minimum of
effort This effort is detennined mainly by two aspects: •complexity of the process to be controlled, control
requirements given by the user, and operation conditions {e.g. given by laws). A way to minimize this effon is to
base the design of the control structure on models and control algorithms as simple as possible. Fig. 2 illustrates the
scheme of the control design procedure for a river reach. The structure and parameter design for more or less
sophisticated control functions is done by rules-of-twnb, by ·simulation, or by powerful optimization methods.
Models of different accuracy .are available for design pwposes.

control requiremen!s

szenario ofoperating conditions

l

1

model of
control functions

I

model of the reach

model of sensors and
II actuators

I

I

I

structure
and
parameter
design
of
control
functions

.
....._.
~.

control
algorithms

T
Geometric and hydraulic
data of the river section

Sensor and
Actuato.r data

T

T
PROCESS

I

Fig. 2: Scheme of control design
As hydraulic systems aie of a very complex nature, the synthesis of control structure as well as the optimization of
.its parameters prerequisite a mathematical model describing the process to be automated. Mathematical models of
river reaches can be developed either dteoretically by deriving the physical relationships of hydraulics, or
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empirically by experiments ·On the process or by a combination of both ways. Although an extensive number of
scientific tools exist, modelling is detennined by the skill and art of the designing engineer. The ma~ problem is to
find ·t he right balance between simplicity and adequacy of the model for its intended use. Finally it has to be checked
if the model agrees with the real process. This process model-validation is done by cross-checking model and real
process behaviour.
The control functions of flow control are designed on the basis of the relevant actuator data. Fig. 3 shows the
flow control loop by way of the ·example of a Kap.Ian turbine: the flow of the turbine Q,. is detennined by the turbine
opening a and by l!he operating head (difference between headwater .level how and tailwater level huw). As the real
flow Q,. •can not be measured difectly, it is computed by a static observer: The result Q,.' is filtered and compared
with the set value Q,.•. Depending on the control •error the flow controller manipulates the runner blade or gate
opening of ·the ·turbine. As .the positioning is done by a constant-speed reversible motor with three states, drive
upward (opening), stop and drive downward (closing) the controller must be similarly arranged in its output signal.
The simplest controller for this function is the three-state controller. A hysteresis reduces unnecesary on-offswitching. As the actual discharges of the actuators can not be measured directly they have to be calculated using
measurable infonnation. The discharge of each turbine is computed e.g. using the well known static characteristics
0
of the hill (shell) diagram ofa Kaplan turbine. Linearizat•ion araound the actual operation point(a , h°) yields
Or (s)=k 1u1 a(s)+kQh hf(s)
with the runner blade position a and the operating head hF.
The discharge of the weirs is computed using well known formulas depending on weir type and discharge situation,
e.g. free overfall and partially downed fishbelly flaps.

I~

Observer

Filter

Fig. J:

c

Head Tail
Water level

Flow control loop (by example of a Kaplan twbine as actuator)

Starting with the most simple design step the water level controller is assumed to be a linear PI-controller with
constant parameters. These parameters are cakulated by rules-of-thumb based on models of the underlying flow
control loops and .o n models of the reach. One .c an show that the time constants of the slave flow control loop are
significantly smaller it!han the time constants of the master lev·ell control loop. That means that for the sake of
simplidty the dynamics of the flow control loop can 'b e neglected .in a first design step. Furthermore a linear
characteristic :is assumed; that means the transfer function of ,the flow control loop is G0 (s) = I. In the past few years
a variety 1of lineariz.ed lumped parameter model of river reaches have been published (see [3]-(6]). The interesting
system perfonnance (water 1level perfonnance as a .result of inflow and outflow of the reach) have been
approximated by transfer functions of the following structure
G;n,ou1(s)=

H(s)
(s)

(Gv(s)+Gw (s)]e-sT, .

Oin,out

whereas H(s) is the Laplace transform of the water level to be controlled and Q(s) is the Laplace transfonn of the
inflow (Q;J rsp. outflow (Q.,.J . The fir:st tenn of the •transfer functions Gin.~(s) describes the essential volume
variations (storage capacity) of the reach and can ·b e given by
I
Gv (s)=- ·
As
with the water surface A.
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The .second term of the transfer function models fonnation, propagation, reflection, and damping of waves and is
described around each operation point by a linearized transfer function model
2

3

n

Gw(s)= ao+a1s+a2~ +a3 ~ +... +ans , ai=f(Qo),
l+b 1s+bis +b5 s + ... +bnsn

bi:::f(Qo).

The water surface A and the coefficients a;, b; of the polynominals in the Laplace operator s are varying with the
0
discharge (quasi stationary ,flow) Q of the reach. Both rational terms of the transfer function G(s) are combined in
series with the transfer function of a pure delay, whereas the Dead Time T1 is assumed to be the wave propagation
time TL· We found that none of the published models can be recommended. Stimulated by the results of a
fundamental theoretical as well as eXiperminental modeling [I] an analysis of reservoir perfonnance revealed that not
only one but two time de'lays are dominating the process of a river 'race [7], [8]

Gu. ouc(s)= H (s) =Gv (s)e-sTR +Gw (s)e-sTL, TR = f(6V / 6Q,Q 0 ), TL =f(Q,Q 0 ) .
.

Q(s)

with the retention time constant T Rand the wave propagation t i me TL· This model structure has been evaluated by
identification methods, sophisticated mode.I matching methods [I O], and simulation runs on the basis of detailled
nonlinear distributed parameter models.
As the water level is mainly detennined by the volume conditions of the reach, the measured value of the water
level is filtered to damp aH effects not caused by hydraulic volwne conditions. We choose second order filtering
whereas the filtering time constant is choosen so that wav·e s alone do not trigger actuator action. Because of the
damping via filtering we neglect the effects of wave pmpagation in the following design phases (Gw(s) = 0). For
the usual case that the water level is controlled near the barrage we get:

G . ( s) = -1e - sT.R
in

As

'

G

out

(s) = - 1

As

with the retention tim,e ·c onstant TR,a nd 1the impounded water surface A.
ibe ideal solution for water level control can 1be .r eaHzed by a feedforward structure: if the entering flow in a
race can be measured or ,cailculated by an observer, the effects of changing inflow to the water level can be
considered by the following transfer function:

H (s) G w ( s)-e- sTR , TR= ·f (6V/b.Q,Q),
o
G As
( ) = Q(s)=

f

·

o

TL= (Q,Q ) .

To damp inflow variations during its flow through the 11each we approximate the pure time delay by
Ill

D(l+sTv;)
GA(s)zj·:
e-sT,

D (1 +

sT;)

n

m

with T t = LT; - LT; + T 1
i=I

•

j=l

is l

If the sum oftime constants equals the retention time constant, the volume conditions of the reach are fulfilled
and as a consequence the water level remains constant (after transients). The best possible structure ofGA(s)
depends on the hydraulic conditions of the reach; we normally take m = 0, n = 2 and T 1 = T 2 = T 1 = T R/ 3.
As the l'etention time is not known exactly, the inflow can not be meas ured exactly, and because of unknown
rinflows .a nd outflows with.in the feach, the water leve·1 will deviate from its reference value. For this purpose we add
an water level controller of PI-type to the contro'l scheme. By means of an analysis of the control structure we get the
overall <:ontrol function and are able to optimize the parameters of the PI-controller (e.g. by method of pole position
or symmetrical optimum). Fig. 4 shows the structure of the resulting control loops. Many automated river reaches
nm successfully with .t he control structure described above.
But in various installations water level oszil'lation •c an be observed. A thorough analysis of the control loops
reveals that these oscitlations arise ·d ue to nonlinearities in the flow control loops. Thus, in a more detailled design
step the flow control loops are modeled by a backslash nonlinearity. This model can be derived from the structure
given in Fig.3 neglecting the hysteresis of the nonlinear control function [9]. By means of the theory of nonlinear
control an easily implementable robust control measure can be foWtd to ameliorate the control performance
significantly: compensation of the baclcs!lash nonlinearity by the nonl.inear ·function of a sensitivity zone. The width
of the sensitivity zone is chosen and adapted in a way that the reaction of the level controller to small disturbances of
the water level d~g regular operation is weak and .strong vice ver:sa. With this method continuous oscillations are
eliminated and a cahn reaction on water level disturbances is obtained during normal operation conditions with
reduced wear of actuators and a good ·c ontrol perfonnance. Caused by the nonlinearities it becomes difficult to
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design the control parame~ers by ru'les-of-thumb. That's why an iterative redesign step is introduced using siumlation
on the basis of the lumped paramter modd ohhe reach and of the control nonlinearity.

y-

Hm
Gi.;(s)

I
Kp(l+-)
sT
0

Gout(s)

.i
GA(s)

Qin
. ·:.....sT.
-----~ , ,e ·' R
Fig. 4: Model strucrure and control loop with flow, antizipation, and water level control
1

The des1ign of plants with high control requirements .and/ or complex dynamics nonnally has to be based on
simlillation runs using deta'illed models. A one-dimensiona1l.par:ameter distributed hydraulic-numerical (HN)-model is
used to .represent the hydraulic !Process. The basic equations of the model are the classical equations of Saint Venant
for 1-D open channel flow, 1the continuity equation express1ing conservation fluid mass and the dynamic equation.
The geometry of the landscape is being discretiiised in form of cross-sections. At the bowtdary, where the hydro
power plants and barrages ;a:fe usuaUy situated, wisteady boundary conditions of the discharge, of the water level as
well as of the rating curves may be chosen. Special elements, l~e weir, gate, storage basin, bridge, siphon and
looped or mashed systems, ca:n be conside.r;.e d as weH. Time (t) and place (x) .are the independent variables in this
equation system, the de,pendent variables are the discharge Q(x,,t) and wetted area A(x,t) respectively water depth
y(x,t). This equation sys,tem is solved by using ,fue Preismann implicit method. The original control algoritluns of the
rea1 industrial realization platform ;are integrated into the simulation model.
Even more advanced design s~eps use optimization methods to automatically optimize the time-variant
parameters of the resulting nonlinear control structure ,o n the bas1is of detaiHed s1imulation runs. The design process
is supported by global and local .o,pt imiz.ation methods which use calculated perfonnance indices of the simulated
automa~ed prooess as input and ,produce control parameters ,c orrections as output [I I]. The final parameter sets are
achieved by numerous simulation runs. In this design phase the control performance is tested intensively Wlder
diffierent operation conditions.
1

1

1

1

1

Applicati1m of the desig.n procedure
The design procedW"e bas been successfuUy applied during the 'installation of a new automation system at the hydro
power pliant of Bad S:ickingen/ Rhine. An initial set ·o f control parameters has been found by rules-of-thumb on the
basis of the simple lumped parameter model. Using the sunulation of the detai•ed nonlinear distributed parameter
mode'! the control parameters have been fine nmed. 'fo calibrate the detaille.d HN-model field investigations at
unsteady d ischarge were performed in the reach ,o f Sackingen. At 14 stations the water levels in the reach were measured simu ltaneously, v,a ried by wav,es generated at the hydro power plant. The.s e r.esults were found to be suitable to
perfonn a numerical verification in order to test the HN-model. Previously the calibration of the model was
performed based on ,fixed water levels made at constant discharges. The fact thait the results of the investigations
made in the field and in il:he model were nearly identical proves that the IH N-model is suitable for quantifying the hydraulic behaviour. In a ftnal design step paramete,r computer aided optimization has been used to find paramter sets
w.h ic'h fulfil! the high performance criterfa of the :customer. The simulated process was subjected to a variety of
disrurbanoes startin:g from di'ffe,rent operation points. The nonl,i near control is adapted to the various operating
conditions by gain-scheduling. The .simulation l'esults as weM as first experiences during field tests show that the new
1

1

1

1

1
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control system guarantees a very good perfonnance of the power plant. Fig. 5 shows the controlled water level H
3
during a simulation run over 24 hours. For a given inflow into the reach varying between I.OOO and 1.580 m /s the
3
water level Shows variations within a tolerance of 5 cm. A rapid rise of inflow of about 200 m /s is followed by a
maximum peak of 7 cm.
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Fig. S: Head water lev,el of the power plant Bad Slickingen during strong discharge variations

Conclusion
A design procedure has been described which allows a cost effective design, realization, and operation of river
reaches. It uses sev,eral classes of models, control algoriilirns and 'Simulation methods to consider different classes
of ,con~ol requiriements and process complexity . .Because of its flexibility the available design toolbox is suitable
for various processes and requirements of use. A case study shows good results. The further development of the
design tools will concentrate on water and traffic management for cascades of river reaches using modem control
technology as fuzzy and neuraJ control.
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THE MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF HEAT GAIN IN BUILDINGS
THROUGH 'TRANSPARENT INSULATION
D. Constales and R. Van Keer
University of Gent, Department of Mathematical Analysis
Galglaan 2, B-9000 Gent
E-mail: Denis. Constaleserug. ac. be, rvk©cage. rug. ac. be
Abstract. By using transparent insulation on the exterior of a wall, rather than an opaque one on its
interior, the short-wave solar radiation is allowed to be absorbed at the exterior wall surface, so that the
ensuing heat gains are conducted towards the building's interior.
To simulate the transient response of a transparently insulated wall to the varying meteorological
and interior influences, a detailed model of both its optical and thermal behaviour has been realised.
The optical and thermal models are linked through the heat gains term in Fourier's equation and
through the flux contribution at the absorbing layer, but also through the influence of temperature on
the infra-red heat transport in the transparent insulation layers, which is modelled using a temperaturedependent conductivity.
The model described in this paper is used with the finite-element method to provide a simulation tool
for the transient thermal behaviour of test cells and test buildings with transparent insulation, in order to
study the rational energy potential of such constructions under the climatic and economic circumstances
in Flanders.

Transparent insulation for residential buildings
Transparent insulation (TI) is an attempt to insu~ate without shutting out the short-wave solar gains;
these are 'trapped' in the wall by an absorbing surface which lies beyond the insulation layer, so that
the absorbed heat only has to cr·oss zones of fow thermal resistance in order to reach the inside and
contribute to its heating.
There are various technical realisations of TI: aerogels, glass or plastic capillaries, honey-comb structures, etc. Suitable TI is of low thermal conductivity (for some structures, this also implies a low internal
convectivity), low short-wave absorptivity and high long-wave absorptivity: thus the solar radiation can
cross the TI without much .~ttenuation and be absorbed, with little loss back to the outside of the infrared radiation generated by the heated absorber. From the outside, a TI-wall is black; from the inside, it
is completely closed.
In practice, TI proves useful during winter, for then there is a need for interior heating, and the peak
values of solar radiation cim still be considerable - e.g. the PASSYS measurements (cf. later) include
solar :radiation of 476W/m 2 on a :sunny February day. The TI then reached an internal mass temperature
of 65°C for an outside temperature of 1°C.
Indeed, ithe solar heat gains can be so considerable as to cause thermal deterioration t o the TI under
summer conditions., so a realistic TI wall must also include fail-safe shielding devices and automatic
controls to operate it.
Even the simplest TI installations are quite expensive, since ithey are non-standard realisations and
require protective external glazing. Consequently, TI would typically be installed on the South-facing
wall of a building that has already been designed with excellent energy saving features; TI can then help
improve these even further.

The VLIET project on TI
The research agency IWT 1 of the Flemish Government mana,ges the VLIET2 , a group of research projects
involving the Flemish U niversi1ties and industrial partners, and aimed at developing techniques of rational
ene('.gy usage specifically adapted to the climate, economy etc. of Flanders.
One of 1these projects involves the construction and management of a test building situated on the
campus of the KUL (Catholic University of Leuven), into which ithr·ee slots have been provided for the
1 Flemish

Institute for the promotion of scientific and t.echnological research in industry.
2flemish Impulse Programme for Energy Technology
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testing of TI: one holding a straightforward realisation, and the other two having a ventilated cavity in
front of the absorber surface, one of these also having an extra layer of opaque insulation behind the
absorber. The testing of TI is, of course, only one of many sets of experimental measurements performed
tbis building.
Our project on TI is also funded by the VLIET, and is closely linked to this test building project:
it is an interdisciplinary effort involving the Building Physics Lab at KUL and the Department of
Mathematical Analysis at the RUG (University of Ghent), with the intention to perform a full evaluation
of the rational energy usage potentia[ of TI in Flanders.
This requires the completion of the foHowing tasks:
l. the development of physical models for the heat and mass (e.g., hygric) transfer in TI, which should
be general in order to describe all reasonable configurations of TI;
2. the mathematical expression of these models, using the finite element method (FEM);
3. the numerical integration of the resulting equations, using specifically developed and documented
software;
4. the obterrtion of detailed relevant experimental data concerning the transient internal and external
heat flow in TI, for climatic conditions prevailing in Flanders;
5. the validation and refinement of the models by comparison with the measurements - this stage
implies a cycling through all of the previous ones, including the obtention of new experimental
data;
6. the development of simplified models that can realistically be added into existing transient heat
flow simulation packages such as ESP-r (cf. [' 4]) and MBDSA;
7. the performance of extensive simulations of TI applications to buildings situated in Flanders, with
a detailed economic analysis of its impact.
This project started on June lst, 1995. Delays in the planning permission of the test building have
prevented us from gathering experimental data in the fall and winter of 1995, but we shall be able to
obtain them in late 1996 and early 1997. We have worked on a preliminary basis with measurements
that were obtained by the PASSYS project in 1991, cf_ [l].

Modelling transient heat transfer in TI configurations
As our approach relies on the FEM, ·we can start directly from Fourier's equation for heat diffusion : we
consider the .e quation

cp°;;, =div(kgradu)+f(x,t),
in. which u is the unknown temperature and f the volumetric heat gain (in our case, from the absorption
of the incident short-wave solar radiation by the TI and the glass).
This equation must hold 1in aU solid zones (glass plates, TI, wall), with suitable boundary conditions
at the zone limits. Refer to Fig. 1 for the TI-module used by PASSYS.
In detail, this means:
1. that the heat flux -k(ou/8x) at the outside glass surface must equal the net heat flux due to
convection and radiation :

where T 0 is the outside temperature, u the glass temperature at the limit, E the long-wave emissivity,
F 0 the incident infra-red radiation Hux (either measured or derived from meteorological data), and
h the convective coefficient, which de1p ends on the air velocity v, obeying e.g. an approximate
empirical r·e lation such as

'5.8 + 4v,

v S: 5m/s,
v > Sm/ s,
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in which v and h are expressed in the corresponding SI units, m/ s resp. W / m2K. Clearly, this
boundary condition is non-linear and time-dependent.

glass

Test
room
TI material

I

Concrete
wall

Fig. 1. Cross-sec tion of the PASSYS TI-module.

2. Inside the glass zones, Fourier's equation holds with constant c, p and k, but the short-wave gain
term f is time-dependent, since it is proportional to the incident solar radiation. To compute
the proportionality factor, the solar radiation intensity must be determined at each point in the
glass. Since the absorbing surface is not perfect, and reflections must also be taken into account, it
consists of two components, the main one travelling to the right and another one travelling to the
left. The effects of specular reflection and volumetric absorption can be conveniently expressed in
matrix form: if 11, lr resp. l[, l; are the left- and rightbound radiation intensities before and after,
specular reflection is expressed through the relationship

(this follows from energy conservation and from the definition of the reflection coefficient p). Similarly, volumetric absorption with differential absorptivity a. is expressed by

( i~ ) = ( exp(~aw)

0

exp(aw)

)( if ).

At the absorbing layer the ratio between l; and lI is known - it's the layer's absorptivity and at the outside surface lr is known, being the measured incident solar radiation. These two
conditions allow one to compute all Ii and Ir values, the solar gain contribution f (x, t) in the glass
and, with suitable parameter values being chosen, the same term in the TI.
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The effective formulas are more complicated, though, because diffuse and direct light have to be
taken into account separately, and the angle of incidence of the direct radiation influences the
results.
The computations are therefore averaged over varying angles to account for the diffusivity, especially that of the TI, and carried out for a set of angles of incidence, so that interpolation can be
used during the simulation runs.
3. In the air cavities, mixing is so fast that a homogeneous temperature u 0 can be assumed. Its value
can be obtained mathematically (cf. [9]), or be computed as an extra unknown temperature from
the relationship
du
wee. (Ua)Pa(ua)dt0 = Fa,l - Fa,r ,
where the Fa,• are the flux values at the left, resp. right side of the air layer. These fluxes themselves
are of convective origin, so F 0 ,1 = h(u1 - u 0 ) resp. Fa,r = h(ua - ur), where h = (k/w)Nu, and Nu
is the Nusselt number for the air cavity; it is always at least 1, since h comprises the conductive
value k/w and a supplementary advective term that may be neglected for sufficiently thin cavities.
An approximate empirical formula is e.g.
Ra :5 1000

1,

Nu= { I56ow2

('~u1 )114,

where Ra is the Rayleigh number, and the occuring values should be expressed in SI units.
4. Across the internal air cavities there is also a radiative heat exchange. If e1, resp. Er are the

emissivities and 0:1, resp. O:r the absorptivities, and all reflections are taken into account, the
radiative flux to the right is given by
F. _ e1uuf + (1 - et/ )Er uu:
.. - 1 - ( I - 0:1 ) ( 1 - o:r) '

with a similar formula for the flux to the left obtainable by exchanging all indices l and r; u is
Stefan's constant, and all temperatures are expressed using the Kelvin scale. The net radiative
transfer is then given by the difference of the fluxes:

e. u: - o:..eut

o:1

1

1 - (1 - ct1){l -

O:r)

from the right surface to the left.

f (x, t) is computed
as for the glass zones, but now the long-wave radiative transfer inside the TI must also be expressed. This is difficult to deduce theoretically, as it d epends on the structure of the TI, which is
highly anisotropic for capillaries and honey-comb structures. Consequently, approximate empirical
relationships must be introduced.

5. We must also write out Fourier's heat equation for the TI. The solar gain term

We use an approximation in which the conductivity k is supposed to depend linearly on the
temperature u :
k = ko + k1u,
where the values ko and k 1 (which strongly depend on the TI's type and thickness) are obtained
experimentally, e.g. by placing the TI in a guarded hot plate device3 to measure the conductivity
at different temperatures, and interpolating a least-squares line on the results. For the PASSYS
test cell's polycarbonate honey-comb TI the relevant measurements are mentioned in (5).
The heat equation then adopts t he following form:
cp
3 cf.

Ou

.

at = d1v (ko + k1u) grad u + f (:r:, t) .

also the ASTM C- 177 s tandard and the Belgian norm NBN B.62-203.
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Clearly, under the current assumptions knowle<ige of u is equivalent to knowledge of the u -variable
conductivity k; switching to k as the unknown simplifies the equation to

ok

cp at = div grad k 2

+ kif(x, t) ,

which belongs to a class of non-linear differential equations discussed e.g. in 12], and for which the
heuristic approach to stability conditions often seems to be verified (cf. also {3]) .
6. At the inner surface, there is again a convective and radiative boundary condition, much as at the
outside, but the convective coefficient h is no longer time-dependent; it just corresponds to the
convection into the test room. Since this room is quite deep (5m) and has no forced internal air
movement, a value of h = 5.8W /m 2 K seems appropriate. For the radiative term we assume that
the test room is a blackbody at its air temperature . Then the test room air temperature can be
obtained by integrating the incoming flux.
7. Whenever two solid layers meet, the boundary conditions are those of perfect thermal contact, i.e.
continuity of the temperature and of the heat flux.

Summarising, one obtains a set of partial differential equations, some of which are non-linear, which
are coupled through non-linear boundary conditions. The FEM is very convenient when it comes to
expres.5 these conditions, since the boundary values of the flux appear quite naturally through a partial
integration during the process of transforming the heat equation; also, perfect thermal contact is expressed by having a single value represent the temperature immediately left and right to the boundary
between the contacted layers, and the condition on the flux leads to a convenient cancellation out of
terms .

Software implementation and first results
11
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Fig. 2. Mass temperature vs. time (in hours) in the middle of a TI.component.
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The validation phase of the model has started, and Fig. 2 provides a comparison between the predicted
values and the measurements of the mass temperature in the middle of a TI component - the simulation
of this temperature is important because overheating the TI may damage it seriously.
The models for TI are implemented using a software toolbox which we have built on top of the publicdomain library meschach (cf. [8]) for dense, band and sparse matrix arithmetic. For ease of portability,
everything is being written in ANSI GNU C, and compiles without modification on hardware platforms
reaching from Intel 80386 Linux to SparcStations. The code is extensively documented using the literate
programming tool noveb (cf. 17}).

Summary
This finite-element model for the transient thermal behaviour of transparent insulation provides an
efficient means for extensive simulation of general configurations, and matches the experimental measurements to a level of accuracy that will be further improved when more extensive data has been
gathered from out own test building.
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PARALLEL SIMULATION OF HEAT TRANSFER PROCESSES
M. Holzinger and F. Breitenecker
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to investigate achievable speedups regarding continuous simulation
times using parallel model structures and the language PVM-FOR1RAN in computation instead of conventional, sequential procedures. This will be demonstrated by studying a particular subject - the heating of a
room including and the surrounding walls and the outer region. Parallelization is done by splining the physical
space into two ranges of space-integration which results in necessary data exchange between the submodels.

1 Introduction
We consider the temperature distribution within a finite range as a scalar field

u(x,y,z,t): Ms;: R 4 ~ R
For the inner region which is filled with air, we asswne

°"+z·Vz·(v
·°"+v
·°"+v
.au)=• L ·[iJ2u+iJ2u+iJ2u]
()t
Ox
y
cy
z Oz
i)x- 2
Oy2
az2
:r

to describe the variation of the temperature field. Note that the right side of the equation contains the Laplacian
operator to describe heat conduction (with a factor which represents the thermal conductivity of air), whereas
the term on the left side describes heat transfers caused by convection - the velocity components are held constant and the vertical temperature distribution depends on height (the so-called "Priestley approach"). It should
be clear that the model presented in this report is not able to describe all physical phenomena, for instance
turbulent flows.
As for the walls, the right term on the left side disappears because of the lack of conductive streams in this
media. In this case we obtain the ordinary instationary heat conduction equation with a modified temperature
coefficient. The whole system can on the one hand be regarded as an initial/bounded value problem with the
external temperature given. On the other hand, it seems merely natural to separate the problem into two
bounded value problems (room/walls) with necessary data exchange on their common borders.

2 Parallel Aspects
If we have got several processors at our disposal and want to make optimal use of their capacity we should first
have a look at the parallel structures of a model. To measure achievable accelerations in continuous simulation,
we define speedup

S = calculation time on I processor
" calculation time on n processors
and parallel efficiency

=

E
n

Sn
number n of processors

Regarding distributed memory models, we now give a classification of parallel structures - our problem fits
the second of the following three groups of parallelisms:

1. Model independent parallelisms: for example the repeated execution of a single program such as given
in the variation of initial values in an initial value problem. Each processor is provided with the whole
set of data and communication amount is very low. Problems of this type can be parallelized very efficiently.
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3. Algoridunic paraUehsms: we try to split the source-code and distribute parts of the whole algoritlun. In
tbis case, the data flow between the processors is very high and one has to be clear that in worst case the
calcuJa·t ion time exceeds the sequential so1ution.

3 Discretizatiion and Implementation
The local partial derivatives wefe approximated by finite differences [4]; that guarantees error terms of second
order for the second central quotients. As for lbe velocity gradient we obtain only first order because we did not
use central differrences but mean values ·Of the forwafd and baclrn\ard quotients. This choice was determined by
considerations of synune,try. Thereby we get a system rof ordinary differential equations that can be solved by
time integration using Runge-Kutta methods [ q.
The model was first implemented in the conventional, sequential way using FORTRAN77 and then parallelized. Here we made use of PVM-FORTRAN [3] that provides means of communication. The program structures usually contain a master/slave scheme where one processor has a control function and the other ones calculate their jobs. Figures 1&2 show the parallel and sequential structures with the necessary data exchange.
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Fig. 1. Geometric-parallel structures and data exchange.
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Fig. 2. The FORTRAN77-structures
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4 Results
The first task is to provide convergence and numerical confonnity of both .the sequential and parallel solutions.
This was done lby using about 150.0()0 state variables for discretization .a nd comparing the results. The simulation runs took place on two DEC 5000-workstations (33 MHz .a nd 20 rvniz) connected by TCP/IP-Ethernet
where the faster machine calculated the room. The communication amount was found not to be too extensive.
Table 1 shows calculation time, speedup and efficiency.
Time (:min)

s,,

E,,

DEC 5000/133, sequential

2020

l

l

DEC 5000/20, sequential

3240

l

I

PVM, :paraillel

1590

l ,27

0,64

system

Table 1. Parallel and sequential simulation times.
finally some case studies concerning lhe position of the stove we11e carried out. The figures 3 and 4 show
vertical distributions above die s·tov·e and that best temperature distribu.tions are obtained by placing the stove in
the center of the rnom.
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Fig. 3. Obtained temperature distribution.
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Fi,g. 4. Case study stove-position.

5 Summary
To achieve higher efficiency, it seems to be necessary to develop further partitions of the room. Each of these
geometric ranges can then be calculated with different machines. This attempt seems not to be as trivial: the
existence ·o f a :SO\ll'Ce of heat causes a non-homogeneity in respeot ofithe temperature gradient. Hence one has to
split the room in symmetric sec·tors ill"Ound the stove where equal ·conditions are being guaranteed.
We developed and examined a rather simple model. Nevertheless, the amount of detecting and implementing the parallel sub-models was very high, same the probability of program incorrectness. As for larger models,
it seems possible that parallel developing time takes longer than one or even more processor generations.
1
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CONTINUUM. MODELLING OF LARGE NETWORKS IN DOMAINS
J. Gwinner
.
Institute of Mathematics, Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of the Federal Army Munich, D - 85577 Neubiberg
Abstract. This note presen~ a continuum model of large discrete networks in planar domains. For
this model, the Kirch.hoff 1law and capacity constraints lead in a system optimization approach to· a ..
infinite dimensional constrained optimiza.tion problem and to "mixed" variational inequalities. Mixed
finite element methods are extended to these variational inequalities such that computable discretizations
of the continuum problem are obtained. Finally the finite :element approximations are interpreted in a
suitably constructed discrete network.

Introduction
This note presents .a continuum model of large discrete networks. Similar to [l, 2, 10, 17], we embed the
network in a bounded planar domain and describe the unknow~ flow at each point by a vector field. As
in classical network theory {5], the unknown flow has to satisfy capacity constraints and the Kirchhoff law
1(conserva.tion of mass~ modelled by .a div constraint. He1:1e in· c~ntrast to [l, 2, 10, 17], we adapt some
concepts of functional analysis (up to now applied to the Stokes problem in fluid mechanics, see e.g. [6]) to
make precise th.e understanding of a feasible flow, respectively of an optimal flow, where employing a system optimization approach, our continuum model leads to a infinite dimensional constrained optimization
· problem. Further by introduction of the Lagrangian associated to the div constraint we arrive at novel
"mixed" variational 1inequali.ties. Thea mixed finite element methods are extended to these variational .
inequalities such ·t hat computable discretizations of the ·c ontinuum problem are obtained. Finally starting
from a finite element triangulation we construct a connected discrete graph such that the approximate
approxim~te edge flows in a discrete network.
finite element flows can be interpreted

as

The Continuum .M odel
In this section we develop our continuum model of large discrete networks. We concentrate on the system
optimization approach.· However as we. point out at the end of thi~ section, there is a formal similarity
in the structure of the resulting variational problems arising from the system optimization approach and
from ,the user optimization approacn. Both lead to "mixed" variational inequalities in the unknown flow
and an addit.iona.1 Lagrange multiplier which lives in a convex subset that is simply given by unilateral
constraints only. ·
.
To begin with, we embed a given large dense (planar) network, e.g. a urban street network, in a large
enough (simply connected) bounded domain 11 in R 2 . In our continuum (transportation) model as in
[l, 2, 10, 17], the unknown flow at each point~ of 11 is described by a vector field y(~), whose components
u 1 and u2, e.g. in the 'traffic network, represent the traffic density (number of vehicles per unit length and
unit time) through a neighborhood of~ in the direction z 1 and z 2 , respectively. Thus the flow crossing
.
some path K, in 11 is given by the line integral

We have to satisfy the conservation law (Kirchhoff law), modelled by the constraint
div y(~) = 0

(~

E 11).

More generaUy •o ne can prescribe a scalar field p(~) (number·of vehicles per unit area and unit time) and
demand
div ~fa.) = p(~)
(~ E 11).
Then obviously, p(~) will be positive if net flow is generated in a neighborhood of~. respectively negative
if net Bow is absorbed there. However, this mor·e general cas·e can be reduced to the homogeneous case
p = 0 by the solution of an appropriate auxiliary problem : Solve the Poisson problem !::.</> = p with te
same boundary conditions as the original problem (see later) and replace the flow y by.!! = !! - V<f>.
1
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In contrast to [I , 2, 10, l7] we make more precise the function analytic setting. The most simple (in
contrast ito [14, 16] and also different from [11 , 12]) and - in view· of the div constraint - the natural
·
function space is the Hilbert Space

on the Lipschitz domain 0, equipped with the scalar product

(!L, .Y!) =

(v1, w1)L,(O)

+ (v2, w2)L,(O) + (div ,!l,

div .Y/)P(O),

a well-kiiown space in fluid mechanics [6]. This necessitates that aU equations and inequalities on 0 are
.
.
to be understood almost everywhere. in what follows.
Further we have capacity constraints . .Instead of implicit set constraints in [17] we introduce a subdomain w of 0, vector fields !.i E £ 2 (w, R2 ) such that!$ i componentwise and impose the unilateral
constraints
! $ Y. $ i in w.
This includes the nonnegativity constraint !! ;:::_ Q. in (2, 12). On the other hand, one can imagine more
general constraints, e.g . constraints ·on the components separately in different subdomains. However
since these more general constraints do not lead •t o more insight, we qo not elaborate on these further
here.
an. We consider the most simple case of
Finally we have bQundary conditions on the boundary r
a closed system, with no traffic across r. This leads to the function space

=

11 11

Co := V(O) " ,
which is the closure of the space V(O) with respect to the Hilbert norm 1!.!lU = (!L,!!) 112 and wher~ V(O)
consists of all infinitely differentiable vector fields !L : 0 ~ R 2 with ~ompact support.
More generally one could also fix some scalar field r on the boundary r and prescribe the boundary
ftux along the .normal~ by!!. !dr = T. In virtue of the Green-Stokes formula (see [3] Part A §1 Theorem
1), this boundary condition can formulated for flows!! E C(O) and boundary data r E H-t(r). However
in the context of urban traffic, such a distributed in/out flow across the boundary does not appear very
realistic. If one considers traffic entering or leaving the city via district roads or highways, one is led to
consider given point measures on the boundary, but this makes the ma·t hematical model more complicated.
To sum up, all feasible Bows!! ar·e contained in the set
K :=

fa E Co(O)I !

$ Y. $!.in w , div !! = 0 in O}

which is convex and closed . In [7] the feasibility problem is studied and equivalent conditions on the data
for 'the nonemp1tiness of K are given. Here we simply assume, K 'I 0. The set K ist. generally infinite
dimensional, as the example in section 3 of '[7} shows.
Therefore to single out a particu'l ar flow, w.e employ a;n optimization procedure. In the system optimization model one supposes that 1there is a planning authority (or society) that has a clearly defined
target for the netwo.rk considered, e.g. an "ideal" traffic pattern seeking for a best approximate "real" ,
that is feasible ftow , or the target of reduction of costs (e.g. transportation costs) seeking for a feasible ,
flow that minimizes a given cost function . Thus one obtains an optimization problem of the form
(P) { minimizeF(y) :=

£f(~,y_(~)} d~

subject to y E K.
Under .some appropriate structural assumptions o.n the integx-aod f o~e can prove the existence of an
unique minimizer {[7] Theorem 4.1) . Further let us introduce the Lagrangian
.c(y, 17)

= F(y) + (div .!f, '7)L,(n),

u E U, '7 E £ 2 (0),

where U is simply given by box constraints,

U

:=

fa E Ca (0) I§. S

y

$!in w} .
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Then appropriate structural assumptions permit to obtain the saddle point problem
(PI) Find {Q, ·~)

EU

x L 2 (0) such that { F'_W.•~1! - ~) + (div(!! ~ !!) ' 7)) L
·
(d1v u~ 7J)L2(n)
.

2

2: 0 't/!!EU;

(n)

=

0 't/ 77 E L 2 (0).

There is another formulation , where at the cost of increasing the required regularity of the multiplier
we can weaken the regularity of the primal variable and replace £ 0 (f2) by a simpler space. Namely by
the Gr·een-Stokes formula ((3) Part A §1 Theorem l ; (6] Theorem 2.2), we have
{div !!, cp}L2(n) + (Y.. V'cp)P(n,R•) = 0 't/ 'Y. E £o(f2), cp E H 1(0).
Put in anothe~ way, -div and V' are adjoint operatOrs. Therefore let us introduce (here_n = 2) .

w
and we obtain

~he

:= {!£ E L 2 (n, R")ll ! :::; !£:::; 1.in w}

following saddle point problem:

>

0 't1!£EW;

=

0 't/cpEH 1 (f2).

Both problems (PI) and (P 11 ) can be formula~d ;a s a single variational inequality; in particular in the
case of a quadratic function F we arrive at biline~ forms in the variational inequal~ty. It turns out
that also the user optimization model leads also to such· variational inequalities on convex sets defined
by simple constraints; see [2] for .a heuristic discussion and [8) for a derivation of a finite dimensional
variational inequali1ty from a constrained market equilibrium model of supply and demand in a bipartite
graph.

Discretization of the Continuum Model
In this section we describe the discretization of our continuum model by the finite element method.
· Let us use the most elementary setting for finite element me·thods: n and w are supposed to be
(bounded, open) polyhedral sub.sets of R 2 ; r,. (:::> 1;.) denotes a ·triangulation of 0 (:::> w) by triangles T
of diameter hT less than h such that

fi=

LJ

T,

~=

Ter~

LJ

T.

Tei"~

Moreover, the family of triangulations {71.h>o is.supposed to be regular, that is, with PT the radius of
the circle inscribed in T there holds
. f m1n
. PT
· m•
-h > 0 .
h>OT•er,.
The direct approach to the discretiza·tion of the problem (P) would be the construction of a finite
dimensional subset K11 of K by polynomial interpolation on each triangle T (this is a successful procedure in the case of scalar unconstrained variational problems like the Dirichlet problem for the Poisson
equation) and to seek a minimizer .Yi, E K11 of F (or of an appropriate approximation Fh by a quadrature
method) on K11 . Leaving aside the unilateral constraints ! $ :Y.Ja $1, it is difficult to construct a basis of
a finite dimensi·onal subspace Vil of the subspace

V

= {!! E £o(f2)1 div y =0 in fl}.

Indeed , any .!!.Ja E Vh should satisfy the two constraints:

(i) Wi•thin each triangle T E r,., the divergence of .!!.Ja mus.t vanish; i.e. div !!Ja IT

J

.!!.Ja •

=0, thus in particular

~T ds ·= 0.

8T

(ii) The normal traces of .!!.Ja must be "continuous across the interface" between any two neighboring
triangles T1 and T2 with common edge, i.e. !!Jo • ~T, and -!!Jo · ~2 must coincide on T1 n T2 (see
(15] Theorem l. 3 ) .
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To circumvent this difficulty we use .the Lagrangian formulations (PI) and (P 11 ) . Then we can adopt
the construction of finite dimensional subspaces that is known from the numerical analysis of mixed finite
. ·
element methods; for an exposition see section 6 of [15).
First for the· "dual" mixed formulation (PI) , to obtain a finite dimensional subspace Eh of £(0), we
can choose the Raviart-Tbomas elements Dk(T) (T·E 'Ti.) as the space of restrictions to T of the functions
in Dk := 'Pl_ 1E!h.'P1r-1 (k E IN), :where 'Pk-1 denotes the space of polynomials (here in 2 variables) of
degree .:::; k - 1. This leads to the nonconforming approximation
Uh

={.YJ. E E11I ~{.;_) 5 ~ (~ .:::; t(.;.), V !. E .N'h},

where .N',. denotes the finite point set (depending upon the degree k) ass0ciated to the triangles TE i;. .
The ·corresponding finite dimeasional subspace of the multiplier space £ 2 (0) is then

'

'

Thus neglecting numerical integration, we obtain the following finite dimensional approximate problei:n
(?£):Find (!1,,rjh) E Uh x M[ such ·t hat
F'(f!,,.~ "'.'" .!1,) + ETer•.(div (YJ. - Y.,.), rj11)L~(T) ~ 0
{ (div .Yn, '1h)L~(O)
.
'.
.·
= 0

V !!Ja E Uh,
V 1111 E Mf.

Further for the "primal" mixed formulation (P11 ), we can simply choose as ansatz. fork E IN the sets
.

'

{~ E £2(0, :~)l .!!b.IT E 'P~, VT E 1i.; Jt(~.:::; ~(!.) $ ~.(.;.), V !. E Af11},
{<l'h E H 1(0)11P11IT E 'P1;+i, VT E 'Ti.}.
1

Thus neglecting numeri~al integration, we arrl.ve at the following finite dimensional approximate problem
(PfI) : Find (~ , cph) E Wh x Mf such that
.

{

F'(~,!U.Ji ....:. ~)+(!lb. - ~. Vrflh)
(~ .• 'V'<p,h) '
. '

~0

=0

V .Y1Ji E Wh ;
vv <p11 E M11 •
/1

Interpretation of the Finite Element Discr·e tizatiori
Let by finite element discretization approximate flows (v 11 , w 11 ) := ~ (!.) at the vertices .;. of the .triangulation 1i. of 0 be given. In this section we show how these data can be interpreted as edge flows in a
. sPec:ial graph g = (N,- E), where the ,set N of vertices and the set E of edges are appropriately defined.
The triangles T of 1i. can be distinguished as follows:
• interior triangles, i.e. triangles lying in (the interrior of) O;
• boundary triangles, i.e. triangles with one side lying at &n;
• corner triangles, i.e. triangles with only one side

rT in 0 .

Because of the boundary condition and

.o~ j divYJ.d~=J ~ - !L ,ds= j ~·!Lds
T

8T

lT

.

we can drop all corner triangles. With the remaining boundary and corner triangles T ofT11 , we perform
the following subdivision procedure (as for the construction of the P~well-Sabin splines in [4) p.34);
l. Choose an interior point~; in each triangle T; (e.g. the centre of the inscribed circle ofT;), so that

if two triangles T; and Ti have a common edge, then the line joining these interior points!..;
intersects 'the common edge at a point -J,
q., between its vertices.
2. Join each point !..; to the vertices of T; .
3. For each edge of the

triangl~

T;
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and~

an, join ~j to an arbitrary point of the edges between the vertices (e.g. the

• which belongs to
midpoint)

• which is common to a triangle 11 , join !.; to !l.;,r
Thus we obtain a refinement T; of 7h w.here each triangle of7h is subdivided into six smaller subtriangles.
By a regular transformation the six computed values
(I 1, 2, 3) at the three vertices of any triangle
T E 1h correspond to the 'six ftows Iv along the edges rv (v = 1, ... , 6) <0f the subtriangles of T that
coincide with OT _v ia

vi, wi =

'j 'div !!!. d~ = L
6

T

.

v:l

J

YJi · ~ds

rv

=:Liv.
6

v:l

Similar as in the subdivision-procedure above, we find interior poin.t s zj in each triangle TJ of Th• and
'conned these P?ints zJ acros5 common edges. Thus we obtain .a connected graph g (N, E), where N
consists of ·~ese points zj . Obviously,

=

I

degree (zj) =

{

2

3

if _
zj ·E TJ C 11, T, boundary triangle
if zJ E TJ C 11, T, interior triangle.

and the flow on the edge e., E E connecting zJ and zt is given by the flow /., along the joint boundary
· f" of Tj and Tt. Clearly by the integration along the edges r", the edge flows /., lie in some intervals.
However due to the nonconform approximation, the const•r aints

j

! · ~ ds $ /., $

rv

·

j t: ~ ds

r..

and the Kirchhoff law are only approximately satisfied.

A Concluding Remark
We emphasize that our ·oon:t inuurn model merely intends .t o cover the static network problem under
const·r ain•ts, e.g. ·u rban ·traffic flow at some fixed time instant ·o r at the stationary state, or the transport
problem of st,tpply and demand. For more realis tic modelling of time dependent behavioQr - however in
the setting of finite networks on contrast - we refer e.g. to {13], where congested urban traffic flow is
modelled by difference equations with delays.
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SEMI-PHYSICAL MODELLING OF A FDI BENCHMARK PROCESS
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Abstir-:act. Many of the faults in chemical processes occur on the level of transport of fluids and raw
:materials. Leaks, dogs, valve blockages and sensor fauhs are only few of them. To study the
corresponding diagnostic problems, .a benchmark is built .around the laboratory desktop plant composed
of tanks interconnected wi.th various hydrodynamic paths. The paper describes an approach to the
mathematical modelling of the plant with aim to achieve a model which could simulate the system in
fault-free and various faulty states. The approach consists of two main steps. First a nominal model of
the plant is derived. Then, in the second step, the model is extended in order to capture the fault entries.
In the first step, we start with causal ordering of the process variables with aim to remove algebraic
loops from the simulation model. Then, a stage-wise identification approach, supported by additional
physical assumptions, is applied in order to establish .t he model structuz;e and parameters. To extend the
model validity also to faulty regimes, additional fault entries are added to the nominal model. The final
result is a benchmark which .consists of the SIMULINK file with non-linear simulation model of the
plant. It covers the whole operating region and allows for simufation of over 20 d ifferent faults in
sensors, .actuators and components.

1. Motivation
In spite of intensiv.e ·research in the .area of model based fau:lt detection and isolation (FDI) the methods
developed ar,e still not so wide:ly used in industrial practice [1). One of the reasons is certainly lack of
thorough evaluation of the FDI algorithms on realistic plants. A way to alleviate this problem is to
provide the FDI research community with diverse test cases equipped with sound mathematical models
of the plant along with data records obtained at different faulty states of the plant (c.f. [2}). However,
the development of a comprehensive analytical model for simulating nominal and various faulty
regimes ofa plant operation is often not a trivial task.
The intention of this paper is to present a stage-wise modelling strategy which facilitates the model
building by gradual extension of the model's scope either from particular pieces of a priori knowledge
or from dedicated experimenta I data. The plant considered is described in the second section. Causal
ordering - a step towards model structure design - is illustrated in the third section. The stage-wise
semi-physical modelling procedure is outlined in the forth section. Finally, an idea concerning
extension of~he nominal model with faulty modes is presented in the fifth, section.
1

2. Plant description
This benchmark is built around a desktop test facility available at the Department of Computer
Automation and Control at Joi.ef Stefan institute. The plant "mimics" some of the processes which are
common in the transport of fluids in chemical plants. A look at the plant is given in Figure l . Its main
features are the following:
• the plant is well equipped with sensors, thus allowing for synthesis of detailed mathematical models,
• injection of real faults is relatively easy and
• the input/output signals ·o f the plant are reachable by Simulink nmning on a PC-486 interfaced with
system Burr-Brown PCI 20000.
Process tlowsheet is depicted in Figure 2. It consists of three tanks R l , R2 and R3 connected with flow
paths which serve to supply water from the main reservoir RO. Two of the paths have built-in pumps,
that is pwnp P l and P2, driv·en with DC motors w ith permanent magnet. The angular speed of the motor
is controlled by the analogue con,~oHer. The time constants of the angular speed is very short so that
(practically) 1there is no lag between the reference speed and the real speed of the pump.
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Figure 2: Processjlowsheet

Figure 1: View ofthe benchmark test plant

There are two configurations of active flow paths available. ln ·t!he first one, flow is generated by
varying the angular speed of the pump Pl. In tihe second .case, pump P2 works at constant speed. Flow
is then varied by manipulating the valve VS.
There are two serv<rvalves in t'he plant, Le. V4 and V5 driv·en by DC motors. Valves VI and V2 are
on-off while V3 is manual valve. The purpo.se of the latter is mainly to emulate "real" faults, i.e.
leakage of the tank Rl. Capacity of the reservoir RO is much greater than the capacity of the tanks so
that its level is practically •Constant during the operation.
In our study tanks RI and R3 take over the role of buffers for supplying R2. Contents from Rl and R3
are "mixed" in R2 and then fed back to the reservoir RO. The level in R2, and hence the flow from R2
to RO, is controlled by the valve V4. This could be viewed as production rate. Level in the tank Rl is
controlled by manipulating the reference speed C1>1r of the pump PI while level in R3 is controlled by
manipulating the command signal us of the valve V5 . The working point is defined by the constant
speed~·

3. Towards the model struduJ'le! causaJ ordering
The modelling process starts whh decomposing
the plant into the independent func·tional
modules (e.g. tanks and flow branches). Then
for each module we try do derive a physical
model whenever possible. If this is not the case,
the model is built by gradually combining
different pieces of evidence about the module
behaviour. The first step is ordering of causal
relationships. The method of Iwasaki and Simon
[3] is used. To illustrate it ·let us take the branch
with pump PI and Venturi pipe VEl ac·ting as
FTI (c.f. Figures 2 and 3).

,~-----------------~

P0 = 0

Figure 3.: Branch with pump PI

Let us now stress the equations which describe particular parts of the branch starting with the
hydrodynamic part.
Observe first that pressure diffe!'enc·e 6.p 1 on the pump P I depends on flow produced by the pump Q 1
and speed of rotation ro 1:
(I )

Pressure drop o n the Venturi pipe is
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(2)

{Q1)

For both pressures it holds

6./J1 + l¥Jm

=pgh,

(3)

where h 1 is level in the tank R I. Putting (I) and (2) into (3) results in

(4)
Model of the DC motor running PI consists of two parts: electrical and mechanical. The electrical part
can be satisfactorily represented by the following relation connecting voltage U., current 11 and speed
(1)1 (c.f. (4)):

(S)
Mechanical power produced by the DC motor equals '1' 111CJ.> 1. Part of this power is consumed on
compensating friction, the other part serves for generating flow. The latter depends on the flow Q1 and
required pressure difference ..1p 1• Hence the whole relationship could be written as follows:
(6)
The sign part is required to allow for the second term on the right side only when the pump acts as flow
generator. By dividing both sides of expression (6) with '1' 1co 1 we get the explicit expression for 11•
The model ( 1), ( 4 ),(S) and (6) is not a self-contained structure (Iwasaki and Simon, 1986) since it
,c ontains 4 equations with 6 v:ariables. Therefore two external variables are defined, in this case pump
rotational speed (1) 1 and level h 1• The remaining variables form a system represented in Table 1.
Eq4 is minimal complete subset of first order with {Q 1}
Table I
belonging to it. By substituting Q1 into Eql, Eq.S and Eq6
the system shown in Table 2 follows.
Eql
Eq4
Eq5
Eq6

The minimal complete subset of second order is now Eql
with {£\pi}. By inserting ..1p 1 to Eq5 and Eq6 the system in
Table 3 follows resulting in EqS as minimal complete subset
of third order with {1 1} The final minimal complete subset of
fourth order is then Eq4 with {U 1}.

Table 2

The causal structure is depicted in Figure 4.

I1
Eql
Eq5
Eq6

1

Table 3
Eq5
Eq6

U1

1,

l

1
I

Figure 4: Causal structure ofthe branch with pump
PI

Using similar arguments, the causal structur:e for 1the branch with pump P2 (Figure 5) is obtained
(figure 6).
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Figure 6: Causal structure ofthe branch
with P2

Figure 5: Branch with pump P2

It is important to no~e that some of the causal relationships indicated in Figure 4 can be obtained by
physical modelling (c.f. Eqs.5 and 6). Hydrodynamic behaviour of the pump PI can not be properly
derived by physical modelling. Instead, a stage-wise identification is applied to the measured static
characteristic. The same holds also for the branch with P2.

4. Semi-physical modelling approach
4.1 Stage-wise identi'fication procedure

Pure physical modelling of the active flow paths ru:rned to be impossible due to complex characteristics
of the corresponding active elements. Instead, the semi-physica'l modelling is applied so that heuristic
arguments and insight about the system behaviour is taken into account.
To ,illustrate the idea, let us take the pump Pl and the relationship Q1=f((l)i,h 1). A straightforward way
to ge1t the mode:] structure would be Taylor expansion of the expression f((l)i,h 1) and then to pick up
several most significant tenns. However, this approach might be computationally demanding and also
the number of unknown parameters to be estimated could be unreasonably high. Instead of polynomial
dependencies we try with other types of dependencies based on experiments tailored to reveal particular
aspects of the plant. In ·o ur case three steps have to be done.
Step 1: Let us start with the observation that cond·ition for zero fiow through the branch is fulfilled at
given speed (1)1 ifthe level h1 in the tank Rl takes the value h1=h 1s1:11(ro 1). Then
(7)
It is easy to find (from the measured data) the l"egression for h 1s1a1((1) 1) which is a second order
polynomial of (1) 1:

Step 2: Try to describe ·the relation be·tween 1the flow through the pump and the level h 1 at constant
speed ro1. The data obtained suggest die following type of the regression consistent with (7):

)

=k, )h

1,,,,1

(ro 1) - h 1 + k 2 ·(h1,"" (ro 1 ) - h, )+ kl(h,.ua1(ro 1 ) - h1)i + .... higher terms

(8)

By means of the stage-wise regression analysis it is found that the first two terms suffice to describe the
curves Q(h 1!ro 1) good enough at any ro 1.
Step 3: From the set of estimated k1 and k2 at various ro 1 the regressions for k 1(ro 1) and k2 (ro 1) are
constructed relatively easi'ly in terms of the rotational speed (1) 1. Regression over the values estimated in
the second step results in a second order polynomial for k 1 and first order one for k2, i.e.
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2
k, (C.01) =klFO + k1F1C.01 + k1F2ro1
k1(ro,)

(9)

=k2FO +k2F1ro1

The final flow model ,is thus

(10)
Comparison between modeUed and mea:sur·ed flow Q1 is shown in Figure 7.
4.2. Summary of tbe nominal non-liDiear mod·.e:I
Similar stage-wise ;procedure is appHed to the !branch with pump P2 resulting in:

Q1(ss,J1;)

= fir(ssX.li;,,,,,(ss)-11;)+ J;,F(ss)~Ji;,,,,,(ss)-11;

( 11)

and

~P2 (s5,Q3)

= J3 oo + l301Ss + Cl310 + J311ss)Q3 + (~ 20 + Jl 21Ss)Qi

(12)

where

= fiFo + f1F1Ss
f2F(ss) = f1Fo + f2F1Ss
/i;,ra, (ss) = /i;o + 11;,ss

40

f.F (ss)

~~----------------

and s5 is measured position of the valve V5.
Modelling and identification of other modules of
the plant is re;latively straightforward. Basic
assumphon used is 'thait quadratic relationship
between pressure and flow holds. To sum up, the
nominal mode.I of the plant, is defined by the
following var.iables:
:state vaci.ables
command in, uts
me.as!ll'ed outputs

(:l),'S

,~,,.___~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

h1

Figure 7: Modelled and measured static
char:acteristic of the branch with pump P J

s

hi, h2, hJ, Qi, Api, Ii. Ui.
A h u,

where h1, h2, h3 are levels in Rl, R2 and R3, s~ and s 5 ai;e positions ,o f valves V4 and V5, Q3 is flow
produced by the branch, AP2 .is pressure on the pump P2, 12 and U2 :a.J'e current and voltage· in the DC
motor of the second pump. For more details concerning modeUing and model validation c.f. [5].

5. Exit,e:n diog the .n ominal model with fault entries
The three-tank system allows realisation of various faul'ts which ·Can be either realistic or virtual. Some
of the i;ea~ faults are:
a) leak foom the 'tank Rl (by opening the manual valve VJ)
b) clogs in branch with PI and P2 and branch with V4
c) increased frktion in 1the pwnps
d) offsets in sensors.
Faults a), b) and c) ·c an be l'ealised on the equipment. Faults c) might occur during long term runs.
Virtual faults include:
a) sensor faults, i.e. biases, change in gain and
b) actlllator faults, e.g. hysteres,is and blockages in valves.
They can be easily realised by properly "contaminating" the r:eaHs,tic measured values.
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With slight modifications of the nominal model of the plant it is possible to include sensor, actuators
and some component faults in the simulation model. For examp'le, clog in the branch with V4 can be
simulated by defining a fault entry fv4 e (0, l} which mult,iplies the valve flow coefficient kv4 , Le.
kv4 ~( l-fV4)·kV4. In case of no fauh fv4=0. In case oftota:I clog fV4= I resulting in zero flow coefficient of
the branch with V 4.
However, simulation of certain faults is not that obvious. As example, let us take clog in branch with
pump P 1. To solve the problem let us represent ctog as additional! resistance connected in series with
VE I having the flow coefficient
1-1;
(13)
kckls = kvE1-~, 1; E (0,l}
The problem is that flow coefficient kVE 1 does not explicitly occur in expression for
Q 1 obeys (10), otherwise Q 1 is so.lution of the algebraic equation

Q, =

1(w

1,

h1 +

?

Q? ) , fO = expresssion (10)

Q1

(10). For ~=O,
(14)

k;,Oll(l;)
These solutions should be found for all combinations of Ca>a, h 1 and 1;, so that the extended model
Q 1(Ca>i,hi,1;) can be identified . This is certainly quite demanding task. Instead, we make use of the
following approximation:

Q,(w,,h,,~) =/(w,,h1)+(~' l~-o) ·~ +(a~~· 1~-0) .~2+.....

( 15)

where the partial derivative ciQ1/0f,i is obtained from (14). The resulting expressions are somewhat
lengthy, but, what is most important, they can be calculated from the nominal model of the plant .

6. Conclusions
Main ideas used in the realisation of a FDJ benchmark case are presented. The procedure consists of
two steps: first, derivation of the nominal model of the plant and then, extension of the nominal model
with faulty entries. Here we address the problem of derivation of the FDI simulation model of the plant
in case that parts of the model are obtained by identification ("grey" models). A stage-wise
identification strategy is introduced which relies on gradual extension of the "space" of model validity
by adding new pieces of model structure consistent with partial experimental observations. This offers
clear advantage compared to the •case when the ,entire model structure has to be guessed from scratch.
The procedure might demand substantial experimental data as well as designer's skill. If measurements
are not feasible, a priori !knowledge from other sources has to be used (e.g. data provided by producers
of the equipment).
The final result is· benchmark which consists of the non-linear model in Simulink format and a set of
data fi,les containing measurements on the real plant at different working conditions and in the presence
of real faults.
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Sequential and Parallel Performance of JEMEP's Transboundary Air Pollution Model
S. Unger
GMDHRST
Rudower Chaussee 5, D-12489 Berlin, Germany
Abstract. The parallelisation procedure is described for the implementation of EMEP's Transboundary Air Pollution Model on the MANNA - a disnibuted memory platform, developed at GMD FIRST. In addition to the
standard PVM implementation, which ,can run on almost aU parallel platforms, the special feature of the
MANNA is used (two processors on 'e ach board, which share a c·o mmon memory), and it is shown, that this gives
a further speed-up. The resul1ting super-linear speed up is discussed. The performance of the serial program or of
ilhe parallel pro.gram, running on few processors, can be increased using tlhe same partitioning techniques. The
corrected speed-up ,characteristics are given.
Keywords: transport simulation; parallelisation; air pollution modeling; Lagrangian modeling; parallel processing.

Inuoduction
This paper is a ,continuation of [7], where the parallelisation. procedure and some speed-up characteristics
were given. It was mentioned there, that the 11esulting s11per-linear speed-up is a result of better cache use in case
of arrays with fower dimensions. Consequently, applying the same ~echniques to cases, where the array dimensions are gi:ea:ter than .the optimal, an increase in perfomance should follow. We will give here a summary of the
content~ of [7]., and ,than present the 'corrected' speed-up values, defined in comparison with some 'optimal'
serial performance.
The work was carried out .in colia'boration with t:h.e International [ns,titute of Applied Systems Analysis
(IIASA), where .a n lntegr:ated Assessment Model for ozone is now under development [4]. In particular, this
model requwes a description ·o f·,t he source-receptor relationships 1between precursor emissions and the concentrations of o.zone in ,the atmospheric lboundary layer. These relationships need to be valid over a range of different
spatial patterns of emission sources, and should not be restricted to the present-day situation only. For this reason,
attempts ·to define these r;elationships solely on the basis of rec·e nt .o zone measurement data are likely to prove
inadequate.
instead, the simplified o~one formation description was built on the basis of EMEP's ozone model (5,6],
which lhas gained widespread international acceptance. Unfortunately, the operation of the EMEP model on the
mainframe computer of the Norwegian Meteorological Institute is .rather lime- and resource-intensive. Therefore,
carrying out the large number ,o f scenario runs (some hundreds, each .r;equiring about 6 hours of CPU-time) nec,essary for constructing the regression model is .an expensive undertaking. In order to accomplish and simplify
dris task, 1the EMEP model bas been parallelised, which results in a significant decrease of computing time.
In :Section l, some characteristics of the EMEP model are given and the used parallel computer and its run
time system is shortly described. Section 2 deals with the methods of parallelisation. Section 3 contains the
results, 'e.g. CPU-time and speed-up's, and some discussion of these facts. The speed-up is defined as ratio of the
CPU-time for a single node run and the CPU-time of a run on n nodes for the same problem. The parallel efficiency is the ratio of speed-up and the number of nodes. At ·t he ·e nd of the paper, conclusions and some short
remarks a1e given.

1. The El\1EP Model and the used Hardware
The EMEP ozon.e model is a single-layer Lagr:angian trajectory model which calculates concentrations of
photochemical oxidants every six hours for a set of up to 740 arrival points (on a 150 km x 150 km grid) covering
d1e whole of Europe. Columns ·o f air in the atmospheric boundary layer are followed along specified 96-hour trajectories, picking up emissions of NOx, VOC, CO and 502 from the 1mderlying grid. The height of the air column, the mixing height, containing the bulk of 1the poHuted air is .updated from radiosonde data at 1200 GMT
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each day.
Along each trajectory, the mass conservation equations are integrated, taking into account emission inputs,
photolysis and chemical reactions, dry and wet removal. and the influence of meteorological parameters. These
equations are solved numerically, using the quasi-steady state approximation method with a fixed timestep of 15
minutes.
As in every Lagrangian model, one has to deal with huge ·s ets of data, e.g. the meteorological arrays, the concentration array for .a ssimilation (initialisation of concentrations)., emission data, which are given in a finer 50 km
x 50 km grid. In addition, .there is a difference compared to common :L agrangian models:
- There is only a relatively small (about 740) set of relatively short (maximum 49 points) trajectories, which
are independent of ·e ach other considering one •timestep. There is a coupling between trajectories of different
timesteps due to the initialisation of the concentrations.
1be program was designed to nm on the MANNA (Massively parallel Architecture for Numerical and Nonnumerical Applications) computer, developed and built at GMD FIRST (3). MANNA is a dual-processor-node distributed-memory machine using crossbar technology for node interconnection. A dual-processor-node consists of
two software-programmable i860XP-processors. The basic idea behind this architecture is to have one processor
in charge of application program processing and utilize the second processor for global communication (i.e.,
inter-node message passing). PEACE - a special object-oriented parallel operating system for MANNA was also
developed at GMD FIRST [21. It allows to operate the machine not only in this AP/CP (Arithmetic Processor/
Communication Processor) mode, but also in single processor mode and AP/~P (Arithmetic Processor/Arithmetic Co-Processor) mode, where one processor is used as an arithmetic co-processors to the other one, which is
responsible for communication and part of calculations.
Our application is distinguished by very ooarse grain communication with few, but long messages. Consequently, the MANNA was used in single processor mode, which is easier to program, and in the AP/APCP mode
of-operation. Latency hiding was reached by an overlay of communication with calculation (send as early as possible, receive if necessary). The AP/APCP mode may lead to some performance degradation due to insufficient
memory .access rate, if both processors run memory intensive applications. The corresponding speed-up factor
turned out to be 1.8 instead of 1the theoretically possible 2.0. The calcu!lations were done on a base block of the
MANNA with 20 nodes (40 processors).

2. .Parallelisation and Optimisation
The parallelisation was done by means of the PVM (Parallel Vrrtual Machine) message passing software [I].
Essentially, it consists of programs allowing to start, synchronise and stop processes on (possibly) remote processors and to exchange data between them.
The extensive input and output opera·tions require something like a host node which has to face this task. On
the other side, only the calculations of .a particular timestep can be parallelised, because of the inter-timestepdependency. So, the calculation of the trajectories will be done on this host node, besides the input/output work.
After defining the tr.ajec·tories, they have to be distributed among the other processors in such a way, that good
load balance is achieved. The simplest way is, to order at first the trajectories according to their length, beginning
with the longest After that, one can control the .a mount of work given to each processor. The distribution is then
done in the folJowing way:
Assume, 1there .a re nprcoz processors, the n-th processor (n=O is the host, so n=l,nproz-1) will get trajectories
with numbers n+i•(nproz-1),i=O,ntraj/(nproz-1)-1, where ntraj is the number of trajectories.
'This procedure has proved to 'b e very ,efficient. First, it is very fast, because it requires only few calculations.
Second, it gives a very good load balancing and third, it makes the program much simpler itself. In the folJowing,
it is explained shortly, why.
In the program, ,an index array is defined which shows, if a given trajectory is 'active' at a given time. This
means, some trajectories will start .l ater with respect to a loop over all possible points of a trajectory, because the
trajectory has left the computational domain, befo11e the maximal length of a trajectory of four days has been
reached. Conseqently, 1the calculations for these trajectories begin later. So, nearly all do-loops over the trajectories ·c ontain .a statement '.if the trajectory is active at give.n time, .t hen do rhe following operations'. Now, all these
d0-loops can be transformed to do-loops with variable up;per !bounds, not containing such an if-construct.
At each timestep, the new meteorological data have •to be sent to aU processors. But, this is not necessary for
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the assimilated values. Only a little amount of trajec~ories are so v.ery shon, that they need assimilated values of
the preceeding timestep. This little amount will be computed on the host node itself. The other traject9ries can be

initialised before the last ·limestep is finished and then these initial concentrations can be sent to the nodes. lbis
allows an overlay of communication and calculation. The time for communication will be hidden behind the calculation time, because data arce sent much more earlier when they are necessary for the receiver. Consequently,
the receiver has not to wait for oew data, it will find the data in its mail box.
Besides the elimination of the if~onstructs in the do-loops, which is possible having an ordered array of trajectories, the FORTRAN-code was widely restructured, to get performance gain by compiler optimisations. The
used PORTLAND-compiler aUow.s a software pipelining, increasing the performance of the processors at least
by a factor of two. This pipelinin.g is only possible for so called 'simple do-loops', which do not contain any
function calls or if-constructs. Besides this, the corresponding loops must not contain to many statements to
allow the compiler to do its work. Fortunately, a great part of the code may be restructured in such a way and the
resulting good perfomance is mostly due to this fact.
Since [7] was published, some further changes have !been made, mostly concerning the organisation of the
calculations in the chemistry solver. In particular, in dle case, when all photolytic rates disappear due to night
conditions for aH trajectories, a 'night-time' solver is introduced, which is about 10-15 % faster than the 'daytime' solver. This gave a further improvement of 'the perlorrnance (cf. the values in Table l with the values in
Table l of [7]).

3. Results and Discllssion
Pre>gram's CPU-time, in particular for low numbers of processors, is quite long. Consequently, all time measurements have been done for 20 timesteps of the program. Th.is covers a real time of 5 days.
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Figure l. S1peed-up and parallel ·efficiency in single pr;ocessor mode

The original program requires a CPU-time of 2 hours 10 minutes on one processor of the MANNA for these
20 steps. Besides the fact, that in the originaJ pmgram some more output is done than in the parallel version, this
is .a result of the above mentioned s:tructure of the program, which does not allow to use the pipelining capabilities of the i860XP-processor. Application of the optimisation procedure, in particular ordering of trajectories and
rearrangement of the do-loops, to get simple loops. gives a. CPU-time of somewhat more than 36 minutes for the
optimised version. This time can be further reduced by splitting of the arrays into 27 parts to less than 32 minutes.
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In (7] different speed-up characteristics were given, which did not ·take into account, that the splitting of the
.arrays would give better performance ofdle serial program. Consequently, a super-linear speed-up of2l.6 for the
one processor case and of 22.3 for the two processor case was acchieved. Here we give the same values in comparison to an optimised version of the single node case. Consequently, the speed-up values are no longer superlinear.
Table l: CPU-time, optimum CPU-time and optimal number of parts for 20 steps of the EMEP model on
MANNA, n: number of used nodes, a: single processor mode, b: AP/ ~P mode

I

I

n

a: CPU

a: best

a: parts

b:CPU

b: best

b:parts

l

2178.8

1908.2

27

1228.5

1053.0

16

2

1081.3

985.9

13

599.l

540.0

8

3

698.2

655.l

8

383.0

355 .8

5

4

525.7

494.0

6

281.7

265 .9

4

413.5

395.4

5

220.3

210.9

3

6

338.9

329.0

5

182.6

176.0

3

7

291.0

283.1

4

154.2

150.3

2

8

252.6

3

135.2

132.1

2

119.6

117.4

2

2

107.9

107.9

l

5

I

I

9

I
i

'

246.2
21'8.7

222.9

I
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In Table 1, some CPU-times (in seconds) and speed-up values are given for up to 20 nodes of the MANNA.
lhe CPU-times again correspond to 20 timesteps of the program. A foll run of 6 months requires 734 timesteps.
So, the CPU-time on 20 nodes, using both processors, will lbe about 36 minutes. Values with letter 'a' correspond
to the single processor mode, letter 'b' ·to the two-processor version. In each case, the column marked 'CPU'
contains the CPU-times of the program without the initialisation time, which is nearly equal for all runs. The column marked 'best' contains the CPU-time necessary to compute 20 timesteps for the 'optimally spliued' version.
Column marked 'parts' gives the number of parts in which the arrays are divided for this best version. Note, that
the array of trajectoriie s is split here in order of occurance of the trajectories in the ordered array, whereas the subdivision between processors is done according to rule, mentioned i·n section 2, to ensure load balance.
In Figures l and 2, the speed-up and parallel efficiency are plotted for the single- and two-processor versions
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relative to the 'best' version of the single node program., fespectively. There is a good speed-up for both modes,
reaching a value of about 19 for 20 nodes.

paral:l eI efficiency
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Figfile 2. Speed-up and parallel efficiency in AP/APCP_mode, relative to the one-node/two-processor mode
The CPU-time to compute one trajectory is less in the single processor case. It is nearly proportional to the
two p11ocessor •c.ase with a factor of about 0.9. This is a r:esult of ithe fact, that both processors use the same data
bus, if they exchange data with memory. Of course, this affects the performance.

Conclusions aod Remarks
The paraHelisation of the EMEP model pmvides the possibility of running a lot of scenarios in a short time.
The 1time necessary •to do a full run is reduced from several !hours on a supercomputer to about 36 minutes on a 20
node MANNA. 'There is good speed-up ·e ven in the case of running a problem of fixed size in parallel.
Applying the above mentioned methods to •the serial program, in particular, ordering trajectories and splitting
calculations similar to the par:aUel version, improves the perfonnance considerably. The best performance was
reached with a split of the 7 40 arriving shes into 27 parts of length 28 in the single processor case and into 16
parts of length 24 in the two-proc·e ssor case (note, that in ·case of two processors each of the processors has to do
only half of the work). The corresponding speed-up v alues are no longer super-linear, but remain very good,
reaching a value of about 19 for 20 nodes in both .cases ·ev.en for a pmblem of fixed size.
Using the 20 node AP/APCP version of1the program, we were able to do 250 scenario runs in about a week
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SIMULATION OF SUSPENDED PARTICULATE MATTER TRANSPORT IN A
NAVIGATION CANAL
C. Engelhardt, .D. Prochnow and H. Bongartz
fostitut fiir Gewiisserokofogie und .Binnenfischerei im Forschungsverbund Berlin e. V.
Rudower Chaussee 6a, D - l2489 Berlin, Germany
Abstract. In this paper, the suspended particulate matter transport along a canal reach of some kilometres upstream from 'the mouth of .the Oder-Spree-Kanai is simulated by a vertically integrated two-dimensional model
which devides the suspended solids into different settling velocity classes. In the model, effects of commercial
boat traffic in the shipping segment of the canal are considered. Computed spatial distributions of suspended
particulate matter (SPM) concentration and of settling velocity are found to be in agreement with experimental
data from a fidd campaign in this area in 1995.

1. Introduction
During dry smmner months, water from the Oder River is used to maintain the water level in the upper part of the
Oder-Spree-Kanai a measure entailing rev.ersed flow direction in the lower canal reach between the Oder river
and the Eisenhilttenstadt pumping station (Fig. 1). This itemporary change in flow direction results in a transport
of dissolved and particulate matter fmm the Oder river into the Spree river system and is connected with a number of ecological problems. Particularly because of the particle-bound pollutants the sediment load is a criterion
for .[he .assessment of water quality.

Figure 1. Map of the considered canal reach between the Oder river and the pumping station

Often these pollutants .are not homogeneously distributed 'to the t,otal suspended particulate matter but tend to
associate w1ith fractions of it So it is well known diat some heavy metals and some organochlorines are transported predominately by die slow setding v.elocity fractions of sesto n [3,5}. For a better assessment of particlebound pollutant input from the Oder river into the Spree river system it is advantageous to use a transport model
which devides the suspended particulate maHer (SPM) into settling velocity classes.
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2. Transport problem and input data
To predict turbulent flow and suspended particles ttansport in a navigation canal [ l] like the Oder-Spree Kanal
(Fig. l), an initial/boundary value problem have to be solved. Beside a number of parameters the hereby em1

ployed 2D, depth-averaged, fractionated model SEDlFLOW [2] requires the knowledge of the initial and bound-

ary values of flow and transport variables. fo that case when water was charged from the lower part to the upper
part of the canal the outflow .rate at the pumping station and ·,the water lost at the lock were known for August

1995 as 5 m3/s and l,7 m3/s, respectively. Assuming no evaporation, no infiltration at the bed, no withdrawal and
no additional inflow, a water input from the Oder river of 3,3 m3/s results.
For the suspended particle transpon problem, however, the initial and boundary values have to be predicted by
data of field experiments. In addition to the SPM concentration, (determined by filtering, drying, and weighing)
lhe SPM distribution to settling velocity classes as well as values of particle sizes and particle densities are necessary to operate the numerical model . Such a set of experimental data for the water input from the Oder river in
August l 995 is given in the following example: SPM concentration 33 mg dry weight/l; SPM dry density 1,9
g/cm3 ; SPM water content 78,8 %; mean particle size 15,6 µm.
The rapidly decreasing flow velocities from aboul lm/s in the Od.e r river to about I emfs in the Oder-Spree1

Kanal le.ad to a particle settling on their way through the canal. This sedimentation process has to be simulated by
1

lhe model and, particularly, it must be shown how the measured [4] settling velocity disttibution of the particles
changes downstream from the Oder river inflow (Fig. 2) to the pumping station.
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Figure 2. Distribution of SPM concenttation of the Oder river water
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3. The 2D model simulation
The vertically

integra~ed

flow velocities in the discrete flow domain computed by the SEDIFLOW model are

shown in figure 3. The highest flow velocities occur in the old part of the canal (called Alter Abstieg, see Fig. 1).
Based on this steady tlow the transport of five particle fractions, each described by a mean settling velocity was
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Figure 4. Spatial distribution of the low sett-

Figure 3. Computed flow velocities

ling velocity fraction concentration in mg/I
computed. Intervals of the five settling velocity classes are given in figure 2. Figure 4 shows the computed spatial
concentration distriibubo:n of fraction l, which contains 1the most slowly sinking particles. One can recognize particles belonging to this dass have computed flow velocities in the Alter Albstieg strong enough to erode sediment
from the bottom ·o f d1e canal. That r;esults in an increasing SPM c·oncentration of fraction I downstream the Alter
Abstieg. In the remaining stretch, the predicted SPM concentraition of fracti·on I decreases downstream.
The model simulation for the faster-sinking particles of fractions II-IV presents a sedimentation process, which,
after adding the resu.lt of .fraction I, yields a total SPM ·concentration between 33 mg/l at the input and 11 mg/I at
the pumping s·tation. This model simulation was inconsistent with the measured SPM concentration at the outflow
(pumping station) in August 1995, being about twice as big (20 mg/I).
To overcome this contradiction an
0

a~tempt

was made to consider the ·effects of navigation in the model, as the

field data (even i.n times without navigation) we.11e influenced by shipping too. All the more water samples taken
immediately after the passing of ship show an increase of 30 % of SPM concentration and a high part of slowly
sinking particles in the total concentration. To describe the navigation effect this measured distribution of the
SPM concentration to settling velocity classes was used as a changed initial condition in another model simula-
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tion. The non-steady spatial distribution of SPM in the flow dG>main given by the model after the disturbance of a
ship moves with time to the steady-state spatial SPM disil.ribuition without any shipping disturbances. If repeated
disturbances are assumed (here the assumption is a sixfold, as described above, disturbance over the day), the
increased SPM concentration doesn't decompose completely and a new time-independent SPM concentration for
every fraction and therefore the total SPM concentration can be ,calculated. At the pumping station, the agreement
of ·this ·computed soluti,o n (concentration over time diagram for the fractions 1-V) with the measured data of SPM
concentrations is satisfactory (Fig. 5) for the total se.sto:n concentration and fraction I and II. However, figure 5
also shows that according to the model simulation, pumped water contains only slowly-sinking particles of fractions I-III while a small amount of the fast-sinking particles can be found in water samples taken at the pumping
station.
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Figure 5. Computed SPM concentrations (simulation with disturbances of six ships per day) in comparision with
measured data near the pumping station at the outflow of the flow domain
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DETERMINATION OF SOURCES OF .P ARTICLES IN AIR BY
TRAJECTORY MODELS
I. Gerharz, A. Sydow, S. Unger
GMDFIRST
Rudower Chaussee 5, D-12489 Berlin
Abstraiet. The importance of the determination of sources of particles or substances in the air has grown
in recent years. In particular, interest has been focusing on medical and environmental research. In this
paper we will study two applications of trajectory models relevant to these research fields in more detail.
These applications are based on the "inversion" of the theory of Lagrangian models. In order to provide
basic information for an understanding of the background of the trajectory models, the general idea of
this theory is briefly reviewed. The following discussion presents a comparison, taking into account the
distinct preconditions of the two models. Respective applicability and restrictions are discussed. Potential
consequenc-es will be mentioned. The conducting summary does not intend to present an appraisal.

Introduction
The dispersion of airborne substances is subject to a variety of simulation models. In the group of
deterministic dispersion models the trajectory models form a separate class. As the title "determination
of sources of particles in air by trajectory models" indicates we are especially interested in this model
type. They offer the possibility of being applied in the opposite direction.
Considering the expenditure involved in the inversion of ·dispersion processes, the computation time
and data requirements form the main criteria for the choice of an appropriate model class.
Based on these considerations the Lagrangian models which represent a class of dispersion models
have been chosen. Their basic principles will be described in the following section, introducing two
applications of the tracing-back trajectory models with different preconditions and objectives. General
and specific assumptions and arising problems will be discussed.

Lagrangian dispersion models - a brief review
The basic concept of Lagrangian models is the observation of air volumes or airborne particles. Therefore
these models are also referred to as Lagrangian particle simulation models. In this paper the term
"particle" denotes any air pollutant or any buoyant substance in the air. However Lagrangian dispersion
models are generally also applied to fluid particles.
In contrast to Gaussian models, the Lagrangian trajectory models are appropriate for the description
of dispersion in complex meteorological situations or heavily structured topography. The explicit form
of a Lagrangian model is mainly determined by the chosen scale in:Huencing, for example, the type of
turibu..lence simulated. The trajectory models use winds and .f luctuation caused by turbulence to predict
ithe pathways of particles or air volumes individually, and register modifications in their characteristics
in each time step. Particles or air volumes respectively may be released from any number of locations.
The simulation of turbulence is based on the statistical theory of Taylor for diffusion effects [7}, and
an extension made by Obukhov [4} and Smith [6]. The fluctuation is simulated by a Markov process
of first order: the velocity fluctuation is composed of a correlated component representing the power of
recollection and an independent random component. The recollection is determined by the Lagrangian
time-scale, a:nd the random component describes the coincidental effects in diffusion. Since the theory
of Taylor expects homogeneous stationary ·t urbulent fields, but most turbulent conditions are inhomogeneous, Legg and Raupach 1[2] extended the vertical velocity term. Hence the position of a particle or air
volume at a certain time will be described by its position at the previous time step and its instantaneous
velocity. The latter is ·composed of the advective wind and the fluctuation component at each position
and point of time. For more details see (1} or [3].
One aspect to be mentioned in connection with trajectory models is their need for computer power. It
may become tremendous in case of specific requirements, such as a large number of particles or sources,
or the request of high accuracy. Although simplifications have been made within the models, HPCs are
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necessary to achieve .a reasonable answering time. F\Irthermore the implementation on parallel computers
is cost-efficient.

Back tracing - two trajectory models
The general idea of back tracing is the determination of the used trajectory of a particle or air box and
its initial location at a previous time step. This calculation is done by inverting the previously described
theory of Lagrangian trajectory models. The following two examples differ in their preconditions and
their conception towards their objective(s). Before entering a deeper discussion we will give some basic
information about them.
The trajectory model we regard first is a ·c onstituent part of the Tuansboundary Air pollution model
(TAP) developed at EMEP, the European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme at the Norwegian
Institute for Meteorology, Oslo (s. also [5]). As the name EMEP implies, it is a Europe-model or more
precise, a complex, single-layer macroscale Lagrange-model. Its objective is the determination of the
concentrations in each arrival point of a trajectory. The aim of the model component we are interested
in is the computation of the origin of each trajectory. At this initial point the concentration of each
substance within the traced back air volume is given. With these initial values, the emission, entrainment,
deposition, and chemistry are calculated along the determined trajectory of each air box.
The resolution of the model is based on the latitude-longitude-grid with a grid spacing of approximately 150 km respectively. Emission is calculated on a smaller resolution of 50 km x 50 km. The vertical
coordinate is given by the atmospheric boundary layer. In this model the objects of interest are air boxes
or air volumes for which. the pathways will be determined. The number of air boxes is limited through
the resolution of the modeled terrain. Since the horizontal resolution is quite coarse, a time step less
than two hours is not required for the calculation of the trajectories. As the tracing back is carried out
for four days, the considered time period is divided into 4'8 time intervals. Consequently the number of
trajectory points in the back tracing is limited to 49, unless the air box is leaving the simulation area
early.
The second trajectory model has been realized within the project ANTIGEN at GMD FIRST. It is
supposed to locate the original source(s) or at least the region(s) of origin of particles (experimentally)
registered. In order to assess the result of computation, a dispersion simulation based on the Lagrange
particle theory starting at each of the potential sourc.es is performed to compare the given and calculated
va.l.ues.
The model is intended for the use in urban scale. Tbe horizontal resolution is controlled by the
resolution of the given meteor,ological data and the required accuracy for the dispersion simulation.
Therefore the (horizontal) grid spacing is placed in the range of 200 m to 1 km. The vertical component
is variable. But since the region of most interest is the ground or surface level with a fixed height of
50 m, a vertical resolution of 50 m has been chosen. The objects considered in this model are particles
according to the definition given above ,combined with the assumption that they are constant in mass
and inert. The arbitrary but fixed time step is set to ten seconds. The number of trajectory points is
given by a certain tracing-back time period or distance.

Discussion
For simplification the trajectory model used in TAP will be referred to as "model A" and the second
one as "model B". The following discussion may not be complete.
The realization of the idea to locate the source of particles or air boxes rests on the reversal of the
basic thoughts of the Lagrange model theory. A critical point involved is the fact that effects of diffusion
are not reversible. This is especially a crucial aspect in the microscale model B. Within the considered
resolution, the fluctuation has a certain influence on the trajectory simulation in the direction of the
dispersion. Taking this into consideration, the determination of the trajectories is only based to the
velocity of the main advective wind. Furthermore the terrain is assumed to be weakly structured. In
order to minimize the errors due to these two restrictions, a dispersion simulation with the full Lagrange
model starting at the deter.mined potential sources has been added. The correspondence between the
calculated ·a nd given data will be evaluated. Whenever it is necessa:ry, variations at the origin points will
be performed. In addition, also the time step and computation limit may be varied.
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The aspect of the reversed diffusion is of minor relevance in the macroscale model A. Due to the larger
scale in time and space the coincidental fluctuation can be disregarded. Currently its eventual effects
are included in the provided met·eorological data. Topographical effects are only considered through the
flow.
In both models the vertical transport is ignored. As the vertical coordinate of model A extends over
the whole region of interest, that is the complete atmospheric boundary layer, vertical effects are assumed
to be of no influence in a well mixed layer.
In model B the vertical resolution is .a n arbitrary but fixed parameter like mentioned before. The
disregarding of the vertical transport is founded on the assumption that the transport in vertical direction
is dominated by turbulent effects which are not considered during the tracing-back in model B. In this
case strong vertical wind components are ·excluded as we demand a weakly structured terrain.
further aspects are oonceming the time step and setting of limits.
In the considered version the model A is oriented by the update of the meteorological data which is
supplied every six hours (s. above). This is inHuencing the size of the time step. Compared with that the
time increment in model B is only [imited by the requirements of the Lagrange model theory (Lagrangian
time-scale). The meteorological information is updated whenever new data is available for the simulation.
In case of model A the concentrations a:t the arrival point is of interest. It is calculated using the
comput·ed trajectory and the initial concentrations four days ago. In contrast to this, the crucial point in
model B is a quite good estimation of potential emission sour·ces with the number of steps as independent
as possible on time and space. "Natural" limits are given by the range of available meteorological data
and the ·expansion of the :simulation terrain.
One bask differenc·e between the two models is the type of object for which the trajectory is determined. Individual particles :a re traced in model B. They may be equipped with special characteristics
and a.I'e limited in rrumber of sorts. In model A, i. e. in TAP, sev.e nty different substances are generally
of interest. Si.ace the substances are not necessary inert, chemical reactions would have to be considered
during the stepping ha.Ck on each of the particle trajectories. In addition their number would become
very large, which could leads to a problem concerning the computer power. However, creating a chemical
.solver describing the whole reversed chemical prooesses is not practicable. Therefore air boxes defined
by the given resolution are chosen for individual tracing. Within 'each of them, chemistry, emission and
deposition effects are considered in r·e spect to changes in the concentrations.

Summary
The discussion above points out some basic topics in modeling .a nd simulation. A model is required to
meet the reality as close as possible. In general simplifications have to be imposed on the model in order
to get results in a reasonable time or even to make the model realizable. In this case it is essential to
check whether the simplified version still fulfills the requirements of the original model. Concerning the
resolution, we have to study for example w:ha:t kind of physical effects, e. g. turbulence, molecular effects,
etc., have to be consider·ed.
In the discussed trajectory models these aspects .a re taken into account to a high degree. They
present a proper application ·corresponding to the respective objective. Model B represents a specialized
microscal,e trajectory model showing a high flexibility in its Choice of the space and time dimensions. On
the other hand it has to solve the pr·oblem of diffusion effects (s. above). Being a component of a global
program the main dimensions of model A like the maximal len,gth of a trajectory, their number, the
time step, etc. :are fixed. Compared to model B it is coarser concerning the time and spatial resolution.
Consequently it is easier to handle and fits to i.ts common use within statistical analysis.
The discussed model versions have not reacked their final state yet. In model B the quality of the
I'egistered particle data influences the accuracy and 'q uality of the result. Therefore specific demands
have to be imposed on the measuring method. In order to promote the computation of the potential
sources and the assessment oft'he correspondence, it is worth including in the algorithm a cadastral map
of emission sources.
Acknowled,g ments. We would like to thank W. Rufeger for helpful comments on drafts of this paper,
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TRAFF.IC SIMULATION WITH THE AI CONTROLLED
CASSAN.DRA SIMULATION SYSTEM""
A. Javor, M. .Benko, Gy. Buzasy, A. Farkas, G. Szucs
KFKl Research .Institute for MeasuI'ement and Computing Techniques
H-1525 Budapest, P.O.Box 49, Hungary
E-mail: javor@sunserv.kfki.hu

Abstr.a1ct. A :simulation model based on Knowledge Attributed Petri Nets and a procedure using
intelligent demons for optimizing urban traffic of large cities is presented. The model and the
simu1lation ,experiment has been implemented in the CASSANDRA (Cognizant Adaptive
Simulation System for Applications in Numerous Different Relevant Areas) simulation system .
FinaUy some 1results obtained from the simulation run ar;e provided_

Introduction
The investigation and optimization of the traffi.c of large cities is a highly complex problem. The
representation of traffic dynamics where the fine structure of,events influences the macrostructure
of the dynamic trajectory of model behaviour has to be undertaken in such a way that the
I'esolution of the model should provide sufficient information to get realistic results. On the other
hand the model has to be constructed in such a way that computing time and storage space
1requirements should be within feasible limits. The aim of our investigations has been to decrease
the air pollution caused by urban traffic (9] [10)_
The search for optimal solutions would require a large number of simulation runs as an
iterative process since the various measures that can be underta~en in order to improve the results
(i.e. decrease the levd ,o f air pollution) as e.g. changing the relative phases of traffic lights, the
determination of speed limits on various road sections, .changing one way roads to two way or the
other way round, altering die mutes and time tables of buses, etc. In order to improve the
efficiency of pmblem solving artificial intelllgence bas been used to control this mechanism [4].

Th,e structure of th,e traiflic mo.d.el
The traffic model has been constmcted using the object oriented CASSANDRA simulation
system, where the models weI"e 11epresented internally by high level Petri Nets [6] [7] in particular
Knowledge Attributed Petri Nets (KAPN) [5]. As an example such an element from which the
whole network has been constructed is shown in Figure 1, where in Figure l/a the internal KAPN
strucltUfe is shown, while in Figure lib the external repre:sentaition [l].
As the methodology has been applied to describe and investigate the traffic of Budapest,
the model became ,extremely large - even so that the representation encountered only the most
important streets of the city - and the model structure (together with its animation) could only be
represented on a large number of monitor screens . Therefore a paging system for displaying parts
of the model during dynamic simulation bas been implemented. The paging system showing the
various sectors of the city can be seen in Figure 2 while in Figur;e 3 the chosen model segment is
displayed.

* This wo.rk was partly sponsored by the COPERNICUS pmject "PATRIC" and partly by the National
Scientific Riesearch Fund, contract number T 014017
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a)

b)
Figure l. Traffic light controlled crossing

The vehicles moving in the model have been represented by Knowledge Attributed
Tokens. This enabled the possibility of representing various types of vehicles (4 and 2 stroke as
well as diesel engined personal cars of various categories with catalyzer and without, lorries,
buses, motorcycles).
This approach enabled the attachment of knowledge bases as attributes of the mobile
vehicles in form of token attributes. That way the intended destinations of the vehicles (also
enabling various routes in case of traffic jams or closed roads) could be attached to them. This
provided a more refined description of the traffic conditions.
The representation of each individual vdhicle by a mobile entity has obviously not been
feasible, so various numbers of the different vehicle types have been represented in an aggregate
form by macm entities made equivalent internally ,to tokens in a similar way as the
macromolecular models have been introduced by Donald Greenspan [3].
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Figure 2. Paging structure for the model of Budapest

Figure 3. The chosen segment ·Of the whole model indicated in Figure 2.
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Optimization by intelligent d·emons
The emitted air pollution (NOx, CO, HC) caused by the vehicles depends on the number of the
various vehicle types as well as their speed on a given road section. In the model line sources
corresponding to the road sections have been constructed [10] [2] .
The optimization by intelligent demons during s·imulation run is undertaken in such a way
that the trajectory of .the behaviour of the simulated model parts (e.g. districts) are monitored by
various intelligent demons and according to possible strategies and requirements stored in their
knowledge bases the model segments are modified to decrease the emitted air pollution.
One of these optimization procedures where the rielative phases of the traffic lights in a
part of the city has been shifted by the controlling demons in order to decrease the emitted
pollutants has been applied to the model segment shown in Figure 4, while the values obtained
during simulation as well as the final optimal result is shown in Table 1. The reason for
decreasing the emitted pollution is the more continuous and smooth flow of traffic. In general the
decrease of the average speed increases the caused air pollution and in particular vehicles waiting
at a red light emit the most pollutants.

Figure 4 . Traffic light optimized model segment

fo Table l the first colWTUl shows the simulation time (where 1000 units are equivalent to
one simulated hour). The second colurrm shows the emission obtained from the model segment
consisting of the line sources shown. The value Fi2 means the phase shift between the green lights
of crossings A and B, Fi3 :means the phase shift between A and C, while Fi4 corresponds to the
phase shift between A and D. The T values mean the whole period time of the traffic light (in this
particular case 1 min.). The minimal emission obtained during the search can be seen in the last
column. In that case an approximate decrease of l.2% emitted pollution could be achieved.
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Table l. Results of the optimization procedure

Conclusions
The methodology and its implementation has proved its value in practice. An important
experience has been that in dealing with such extremely large models beyond efficient simulation
algorithms powerful hardware tools are required. Therefore we had to implement our system on a
parallel processing environment to incflease efficiency. In this direction further investigations are
conducted to attain further improvements. lit seems that our methodology can be applied
successfully to solve problems in other large cities. This can be done easily due to the object
oriented modular simulation system and model architecture. The emission values are provided via
computer network to simulate the irnission data for the simulator developed by our partner in the
PATRIC COPERNICUS project [8] [9) .
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EXAMPLES OF THE KNOWLEDGE BASES USED IN THE COMPUTER EXPERT
SYSTEMS FOR ENVIRONMENT AL PROTECTION
Cezary Orlowski Pb. D. Aodrzej Tubielewicz Prof.
Technical University of Gdansk Narutowicza 11/12
Gdansk E-mail: cor@sunrise.pg.gda.pl
Abstract. The paper presents expert system with examples of knowledge bases containing, formalised by
syntactic rules, expert knowledge useful for making an analysis of the pollution caused by vehicular traffic in
Gdansk. The base.s ar,e intended for application by taking advantage of NEXPERT OBJECT program in
combination with which they create the problem oriented expert system.

Introduction.
The close proximity of the industrial and harbour .areas of Gdailsk adjacent to the old town, the housing estates
and recreational centres causes the condition of the natural envillonment of these areas as well as their main
sources of pollution to have a significant effect upon the ·entire natural surroundings of the city and the life of its
population. For this reason :t he data reievant to the degree of air pollution, ground pollution and water pollution
of the ar,eas analysed and 1the adjacent harbour sites arie of interest in view of some general data relating to
pollution of the city and an evaluation of the trends. The paper does not include pollution connected with the
municipal vehicular traffic.

KnowJed·g e base .s ystems.
Computer systems with knowledge bases find greater and greater application in management aided programs.
This is mainly due to a capability of transferring bases of knowledge witch is an essential element of every
system and can be installed in a system shell base. It is also connected with a tendency towards decision
decentralisation where the universality of knowledge and accessibility to it favour to make decision at any level
of the management .structure.
An aJea if gl'eat significance where such sys~ems should be applied is ecology, and in particular, level pollution
control. Factors that affect the lev,el are: traffic intensity, road traffic signalling, urban infrastructure, terrain and
climatic ·conditions. For their assessment it is necessary for peopk to have a through expert knowledge in various
disciplines, e.q., traffic engineers, designers, architects, environmental protection specialists, and others.
Hence also the expert systems ·Cr,eated on the base of the knowledge are ·Conducive to decision making.
Construction of the computer knowledge base system requires an involvement of groups of people working in the
system of know.ledge base engineer - expert for preparing the basic element of the decision making system,
which is ,the know ledge base. In general 1the knowledge bases are in fonn of a rule-objects structure. For this
re.ason the knowledge base engineer must have much experience in the range of knowledge acquisition from an
expert ,o r experts. Creation of the data bases, elements of ·the knowledge bases, can also be possible at real time
level, or it can result from simulation processes.
Other elements of the system, like the concluding mechanism and ,the explaining modules, are only a matter of an
appropriate selection of the system shell. If the user is not determined to use a given system shell, the alternative
is to create it using the program tools for the construction of the expert systems (e.q. Prolog).
Mutual penetration of decisions and undertaking the right ones requires the engagement of large systems with
extensively developed knowledge bases. An example of setting up knowledge bases for such a system, and its
utilisation is presented in the pap.er.

Ch·a raderistic of tbe probfom.
Within the scope of the COPERNICUS program the universities of Gennany, Hungary, and Poland build a
computer decision system to control the pollution level caused by road traffic. The system is established on the
basis of standard expert system shell, known as NEXPERT OBJECT 3.0.
A demand of.the decisions - mak'ers has created grounds for the system which would enable to estimate and give
decisions related to an analysis of the pollution level caused by the v,ehicular traffic in Gdansk.
It has been assumed that the decisions will be undertak,en at two stages:
- operational and strategic decisions;
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- operational decisions:
changes in vehicular traffic how (prognosis of pollution level, analysis of traffic light signalling and
directing road traffic to others areas);
- strategic decisions:
construction of new traffic solutions, effect on decisions in the range of urban development and with
drawl of some groups of vehicles from road traffic.

Data for the ne·e d·s of th·e :system.
ln course of accumulating information to build the knowledge base, advantage was taken of several independent
sourc·es. One of them was profossional literature 11elated to ·the problems of environmental protection, with a
particular att·ention paid to the effect of pollution level resulting from vehicular traffic. Other sources of the data
come from experts of institutions r•esponsible for the protection of the environment. As a result of joint
undertakings it was :possible to cotlect data, which made contribution to set up the knowledge base. While
elaborating the data attention was concentrated on the following problems:
- definition and characteristic ·o f the obtained sources;
- identification of data and their ana'lysis;
- logical organisation and structure of data;
- creation of sets based on knowledge.
In Gdansk the major sources of pollution are such industrial companies as, the oil refinery, the sulphur terminal,
the shipyards, and private households, and the vehicular traffic. In order to obtain an indispensable knowledge
about a given area it is necessary to collect da·t a relating to an area of 50 x 50 km subdivided into smaller squares
of 2 x 2 km. The meteorological data were measu.red in Gdansk at 3 points (the airport, the sea port, and the
rec!'1eational areas). So far there have not been carried out meas11rements of the ozone layer.
During the fust stage of creating the base, the data acquisition referred to a 4 km 2 central part of the town
consisting of cross-roads of busy artery of the Gdansk agglomeration. In the future the area under investigation
will .gradually be expanded by longer distances.
In view of a great variety of the data sources, their various peculiarity, insufficient number of measuring checkpoints in Gdansk, and an incomplete range of measurements to obtain indispensable knowledge, it was difficult to
carry out the task. However, the problems were partly ovefcome owing to the application of simulation and
mathematical methods.

Type of data acquired.
In order to make the elaborated decision-making system based on the knowledge base function it should include
three types of information:
- emission data;
- topographical data;
- meteorological data.
In course ofour inv·estigations it was possible to accumulate the following knowledge:
- communica•tion systems (structure of cross-roads, traffic intensity at various times of the day and days of the
well);
- pollution levds at 9 iesting points (daily distribution of NQi, S02 pollutants, dust and lead pollution in the
months of February and July with respect to days and hours);
- vehicles according to group and age;
- meteorological data (temperature, pressure and windforce) appropriate for the data related to pollution;
- applicable functional relations between the rraffic intensity and pollution;
- software for simulation and optimisation of traffic with variable lighting frequency (acquired).
Out of Topographical data it was possible to distinguish the following ways of land use:
• areas of dense, medium and dispersed development,
• areas of forests,
• water reservoirs,
• agricultural fields.
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Knowledge bases.
Knowledge dealing with mad traffic and poUution. !has been structured making use of syntactic rules of the type:
IF (conditions, pr,e mises) THEN HYPOTHESIS and action in the (case of fulfilling or not fulfilling the
hypothesis.
Both the condition and actions appear in fonn oftmees, objects, a,ttribute, and value.
For the purpose of clarity of the knowledge base and easy ac·cess to it advantage has mainly been taken of text
attributes in va'lues described in. written form. The way of makfog mles, as well as their editors has been carried
out in ·c omplianc·e with the directors for NEXPERT OBJECTS.
The hypothesis are primarily puit forward with regard to traffic levels and pollution magnitude.
The inferences illustrate the share of the respective rules in the inference process, or include suggestions to
unde.rtake adequate actions in the decision pmcedure.

Ruled knowledge bases.
The main part of the knowledge base is p~ocedural knowledge extracted by experts by means of rules.
Tue rule bases haV<e been divided, ·in the same way as in die case of original material, into modules including:
traffic ,intensity, pollution levels, meteorological and topographical data.
Tue infer,e nce process, which concludes with a verification of the hypotheses concerning some probable pollution
levels, puts forward adequate permissible vehicular traffic llevels. The control process takes place at SMART
ELEMENTS level. An example of software is presemted in Fig. I.

Fig. l An example of software

Kn·owledge base eng:a g,ed in co-operati.o o with data bas\es of dient-server system.
Another type of knowledge bases are ones containing rules to cooperate with data bases connected to them. An
example of such a base are bases of t:he dbf :type where the knowledge accumulated refers both to the pollution
ievel and the road 1traffic intensity at particular cmss-roads.
The cooperation betwe•e n the system and the knowledge bases occurs at the Client-server system level, where the
system on·c e plays ilie part of the server and another time the part ·o f the client depending on whether the data are
obtained from the system or sent away by it. The rules ·c reating dle elements of this base are connected with the
records ofthe data bases. An example of su ch a ,c onn,e ct·ion is illustrated in. Fig.2.
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Example of sess:io:o utilising knowledge bas.es.
The process is ieontrnl'led by activating the reference mechanism. Step one is responsible for the determination of
the consultation data with the system (can be an immediate one). Next the system checks the data availability in
the data bases and inquires about modification of vehicular gr:oups with .respect to the type of engine used.
Finally some anticipated poUution levels ar:e :provided and violated pollution at respective cross-roads are given.
The ·interaction proceeds with a possibility of an assessment of the particular hypotheses.
An example of session is given in Fig.3.

Fig.2 An example of such a connection.

Fig.3. An example of session
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Summing up.
1. The paper presents expert system useful for making an analysis of the pollution caused by vehicular traffic in
Gdansk.
2. A decision making system co-operating with knowledge !base being a combination of two different infonnation
technologies: standard and client-server system.
3. Advantage has been taken ofNexpert Objects system shell for the ,construction of the system and check-up of
the proc·ess.
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ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC INDUCED Affi POLLUTION
IN THE BUDAPEST REGION
A. Sydow, Th. Lux, R.·P. Schafer and M. Schmidt
GMD Research mstirute for Computer Architecture and Software Technology (GMD FIRST)
Rudower Chaussee 5, D-12489 Berlin, Germany

Abstract. Recent investigations have shown ,t hat vehicle traffic is the main source for emissions leading
to summer smog. A srudy of the Un.pact of traffic emission on urban air quality requires a complex
simulation system for traffic induced air pollution. This paper presents results of an European
cooperation project dealing with the development and application of such a simulation s ystem which
aims to support user:s in governmental administration and industry with forecasting and operative
decision-making as well as short to long-term regional planning. The components of the simulation
system are parallelly implemented simulation models for traffic flow, traffic emissions, meteorology, air
pollutant transport and air chemistry, data bases for model input and simulation results, as well as a
decision support tool. Results will be presented from the application of the demonstrator system in the
region of Budapest.

1

Introduction

During hot mid-summer periods heal,th-critical concentrations of surface-near ozone can be found in
many urban and industrial areas around the world. Urban traffic emissions are actually the main cause
for this so-called summer smog. Up to now, the only means for a local authority decision-maker to
obtain information on traffic induced air pollution has been via measurements made from different
points of the urban area. iin order to obtain an overall pichlre of pollutant concentrations in the urban
area and its surroundings and to simulate the consequences of different traffic control measures, a
complex simulation system for traffic flow, traffic emissions and air pollution dispersion must be
available. The system would provide a scenario analysis, on the basis of which, it will be possible to
select d1e most appropriate measures for a specific situation.
Over recent years, increasing computing capacity has made it possible to develop numerical models
which describe the transport and chemical transformation of air pollutants, taking into account
complex flow and dispersion characteristics. On this basis, simulation systems for air pollution
dispersion have been developed and used for scientific investigations at different application sites. On
the other hand, various models for the dynamic flow of vehicle traffic have also been developed which
enabled investigations to be carried out with the aim of avoiding traffic jams in urban areas by
applying traffic control measures.
Section 2 presents a simulation system for traffic induced air pollution currently under
development which consists of a traffic flow model basing on a special kind of high-level Petri nets [4],
the air poUution simulation system DYMOS [10], f11J and an expert system for decision support [7]. In
Section 3 results of the application of the simulation system for traffic induced air pollution in the
region of Budapest are presented.

2

Simulation system for traffic induced air pollution

2.1

Traffic flow and emission model

A new approach to traffic flow modelling is the use of a special kind of high-level Petri nets. The Petrinet-based traffic flow model [4] has a discrete event d escription where the vehicles are to be
represented by mobile entities. As the number of vehicles moving in a large city is extremely large it is
envisaged to use a macro representation where a single mobile entity in the model may correspond to a
given number of individual vehldes in the i:eal system investi.gaited. The simulation model will have
two layers of re presentation. The external layer will have a graphic representation that corresponds to
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the field of traffic providing a natural view of the system. Internally for the efficient execution of the
process of simulation the so-called Knowledge Attributed Petri Nets (KAPN) will be used that have
already proved their value in various fields [3J. In this case a highly valuable feature is that the
Knowledge Attributed Tokens (KAT) of KAPN - representing the mobile vehicles - may have
knowledge bases attached to them providing for the convenient description of the destination and
possible routings.
After the sequential implementation of ithe p,etri-net-based traffic flow model test simulations has
been carried out tor the main traffic network of the internal part of Budapest. Because of the large
number of vehicles the simulabons require extensive computation time. Therefore the traffic flow
model has been implemented on a dual-processor workstation and has been parallelized using the
multithread approach.
Input data for the traffic flow model is the urban traffic demand (normally in form of origindestination-matrices) and the traffic conditions in the model area (street network with junctions,
position and state of traffic lights and existing traffic regulations such as one or two way traffic, number
of lanes per direction, existence of bus lanes, etc.). Output data of the traffic flow model is the vehicle
location within the road network as well as speed and acceleration values of the simulated vehicles.
Traffic emissions are influenced by a number of parameters, including internal parameters like
engine size, engine type, different kinds of catalytic converters or exhaust gas emission reduction
devices, the engine temperature as well as the determination of the traffic volume and the driving
parameters of a single vehicle. To model traffic emissions the following input data have to be collected:
• vehicle types
• exhaust ,gas emission factors
• vehicle location within the road network
• vehicle speed and acceletation.
The percentages of 't he various vehicle types within the whole vehicle fleet of a model domain strongly
depends ,o n the country and continent considered for application. The exhaust gas emission factors are
based ,o n measurements of the exhaust gas emission of vehicles driving on standardized driving
modes, which were, for instance, standardized for the European Union. Giving these inputs, the traffic
emissions M>e calculated basing on the vehicle location within the road network as well as speed and
acceleration values of the simulated vehicles received from the traffic flow model. The output of the
traffic emission model are the summarized emissions of all vehicles driving on a street section to one
line source for all line sources (street sections) within the model domain.

2..2

Air pollution models

For the simulation of the dispersion and chemical transformation of air pollutants emitted by traffic,
industry and private households the DYMOS system [11] is used. The DYMOS system has been
developed at GMD FIRST and is ·intended for mesoscale applications. The mesoscale deals with a range
of 20 to 500 km including phenomena such as tropical cyclones, sea breeze flows, urban heat islands,
mountain lee waves, local storms, etc. Typical applications are urban and industrial regions,
metropolitan areas or coastal regions.
In close cooperation with the model developers, a first v,e rsion of the DYMOS system was
implemented, coupling the Eulerian atmospheric model REWIMET [2] with the air-chemistry model
CBM-IV [1]. Unlike Eulerian models, which use a fixed grid structure in all three dimensions,
REWIMET uses it only for the horizontal direction. Vertically, the model is divided into three layers
derived from physical approximations. The air-chemistry model CBM-IV contains 34 species in 82
reaction equations for simulating the photochemical processes in the lower atmosphere that lead to the
formation of ozone.
A second version of the DYMOS system incorporates an additional Eulerian atmospheric model
(GESIMA [5J) with high vertical ·r esolution. This system enables a better vertical resolution of the
model domain which may be required for special applications. It also includes cloud physics. GESIMA
is a truly three-dimensional, non-hydrostatic mesoscale model. The current version of DYMOS also
contains a mesoscale Lagrangian model.
Due to their properties, Lagrangian models are especially suited for calculating air pollutant
trajectories (e.g. transboundary analysis) and for localizing emission sources. One major difference
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between Eulerian and Lagrangi:an models is that Eulerian models calculate meteorology and transport
variables for the model grid, whereas Lagrangian models only calculate particle or ·air column
transport. The meteorological fields are input variabiles for Lagrangian models.
Various ca:se studies of summer smog conditions in urban areas have been carried out using the
DYMOS system. The Department of the Envirorunent of the Berlin state government and the Ministry
for Envirorunent of the state Brandenburg corrunissioned summer smog analyses for the results of a
measuring campaign carried out in July 1994 .[6]. Greenpeace commissioned an analysis of the
mfluence of emissions caused by traffic in Munich on the owne concentration in the Munich area (9).
The analysis was for a typical mid-summer day in 1994.
A special problem for these types of application is determining the emission input which is caused
mainly by traffic. Emission quantities, viewed as a dynamic function for a 24-hour period, have to be
calculated for line sour·ces representing a certain part of the stree;t network in the model domain. These
line-source emissions are computed from the fuel consumption of the vehicles on that line [8]. To date,
fuel consumption has been calculated from s tatistical data (e.g. vehicle-counting measurements). In
order to obtain moI'e realistic dynamic traffic emission data, :the traffic flow model described above and
a traffic emission model are being coupled with the DYMOS system (see Figure 1).
Simulation runs with these complex atmospheric and traffic models require extensive computation
time. In order to supply users with results of case studies wiUun an acceptable time period or to en able
a smog prediction to be made at all (computing time less than :simulation period), the DYMOS system
is already parallelized and implemented as message-passing version on several HPC platforms.
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2.3

Decision support tool

Decision-making problems of traffic authorities in m:ban areas can be divided in two categories:
• operational decision-making (control of traffic lights, control of traffic regulations, e.g. changes in
the number of lanes per direction, building by-passes, etc.
• strategic decision-making (construction of new roads, inves:tinents in public transport systems,
general urban planning, e.g. new industrial areas, etc.
In order to support the user of the mtegrated simulation system for traffic induced air pollution in these
tasks, a decision support system has been developed and implemented. The decision support is given
on the base of three kinds of data: input data for simulations, simulation results, and measurement
data. The decision support system will be able to:
• visualize data (traffic flow, air pollutant dispersion, etc.)
• analy:z;e the sensitivity of the model system (study the reaction of the model domain in terms of
traffic flow, traffic emissions and air pollutants concentrations to changes in the model inputs and
parameters)
• building a knowledge base of an expert system
• derive decision proposals by means of an expert system.

3

Application

3.l

Acquisition of input data

To run simulations using the integrated simulation system for traffic induced air pollution for the
application area Budapest a variety of input data have to be collected. The Municipality of the City of
Budapest greatly supports ith:is work by supplying parts of the necessary input data for simulations.
Other input data has been collected from topographical maps ,o f the. City of Budapest. The input data
for the simulations can be divided into three groups.
• input data for the Petri-Net traffic flow model:
This includes the traffic demand within the model domain and the data of the road network of
Budapest. The traffic demand is determined from vehicle-counting measurements supplied by the
Municipality of the City of Budapest. The vehicles a11e permanently counted at 29 measuring points
in different directions at hourly intervals. The geometric structure of the road network has been
manually determined from a topographic map of Budapest. The Environmental Department of the
Municipality of the City of Budapest supplies with the ,c oordinates of traffic lights on these streets.
For the current simulations only the major streets are given.
• input data for the traffic ,e mission model:
As stated above this includes vehicle types, exhaust gas emission factors, vehicle location within the
road network and vehicle speed and acceleration. The percentages of vehicle types are based on
statistical data from the Mwricipality of the City of Budapest. The exhaust gas emission factors are
supplied by TDv Rheinland. Vehicle location, speed and accderation are calculated by the traffic
flow model.
• input data for the air pollution models:
This includes meteorological data, topographic data (land use and surface elevation) and emission
data (from traffic, industry and private households). The Meteorological Service of the Municipality
of the City of Budapest supplies the meteorological data for the m odel domain. For any given
period the daily variation of the surface temperature, wind speed and wind direction can be
received on two measuring points. The topographic data have been collected and pre-processed for
a model grid with a horizontal grid size of 1 km x 1 km. The data have been manually determined
from a topographic map of Budapest The Environmental Deparbnent of the Municipality of the
City of Budapest supplies the emission data of industry soul'ces and private households as mean
yearly amounts per square kilometer for every relevant substance (VOC, NOx, CO, 502). Using
some factors for the daily v ariation and the weekly variabon of these emissions, the emission
amounts per year are processed mto em ission amounts per hour. The traffic emission data in form
of line s ources is calculated by ,t he traffic flow and traffic emission models.
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Simulation results

3.2

The simulation runs were carried out for a typical summer day in the Budapest region with
temperatures between 18 - 30 ·c as well as a northern geostrophic wind with a mean speed of 3 m/ s.
The meteoro1ogica1 situation of the considered day (July 5, 1995) is characterized by a long-term, highpressure weather condition with strong insolation. The meteorological data as well as the initial and
boundary values of the precursor substance concentrations are based on measurements of the
Municipality of the City of Budapest on different meas\il1ements points in the city.
In addition to the measured meteorological data the ·traffic emissions were pre-processed for model
input according to the spatial and temporal resolution of the DYMOS system. With respect to the
physical background of the model system the update interval for the meteorological data and emission
data was chosen to one hour. The horizontal grid resolution is 1 km x 1 km. The horizontal extent of the
model domain is approx. 50 km x SO km. The surface elevation is characterized by several hills, with an
altitude between 450 - 550 m in western direction from the valley of the river Duna as well as smoother
hills in the eastern part of the Budapest I'egion. In Figure 3 the simulated surface-near ozone
concentration in µg/m 3 is presented. The visualization of 1the simulation results shows a significant
wide-area ozone trail on the lee-side of the urban region resulting from the anthropogenic emissions of
02one precursor substances in Budapest. 'T he highest ozone concentrations simulated in the ozone
plume reached a surface-near ozone level of 180 µ,g/m 3. In the city itself as well as near the motorways
in the western parts of Budapest, where large amounts of exhaust gases were emitted, a decrease of the
o.zone concentrations can be observed. The reason for that phenomena are higher NO emissions (see
Fig. 2), which reduce the ozone to oxygen by a chemical reaction. Using the integrated simulation
system, scenario analysis can be carried out to study the consequences of possible measures for
emission reduction on ozone production. The success of a specific measure under defined
meteorological conditions could be evaluated. One scenario, that is expected to considerably reduce the
02one concentration, involves the substitution of the old eastern european 2-stroke and 4-stroke
gasoline engines by engines with controlled catalytic converters as well as the limitation of the
maximum speed on highways and motorways (e.g. 80 km/h). The simulation results for this scenario
will be presented during the conference.
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Conclusions

An integrated simulation system for traffic induced air pollution has been developed consisting of
parallelly implemented simulation models for traffic flow, traffic emissions, meteorology, air pollutant
transport and air chemistry, data bases for model input and simulation results, as well as a decision
support tool. Using the integrated simulation system, scenario analyses will be enabled to study the
consequences of possible measures for traffic control (e.g. control of traffic lights and other controllable
signs, closing parts of the city) and emissi·o n reduction (e.g. traffic ban for vehicles without catalytic
converters) on the ozone concentration with.in the model domain. A first application of the simulation
system has been carried out for the Budapest region. Future work will include the validation of the
simulation results using measurements and comparisons with other simulation systems, the extension
of the road network as traffic flow model domain and further improvements in determining the traffic
demand.
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The choosen operating point is at pH = 7, and a feeding of 1Og/I of glucose. Parameters values and
detennination of the equilibrium point can be found in [2l
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Figu11e I : Functional diagram of the anaenobic digestion
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(4) 0=B+C0 2d-IC

1(5)

O=B+S--Z
dZ

(10) -

dt

=

o.(z;n + binc - z)
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V

: reactor liquid volume
!µc,2max : maximum growth rate for Xc,2
: acid-base equiJ,ibria constants
K 5 c,2 : saturation constants of Xc,2 growth rates
"Y a1~" : yidd between a and :~
K1c,2
: inhibition constants ofXc,2 growth rates
Figure 2 : Anaerobic digestion model
Ka.b

The c@ntrol proMem
It is very well known, ~hat anaerobic digestion is sensitive to pertubations on the organic load (input
pollution) [11],[7]. U nder nonnal ,o perating conditions, the biomass degrades pollution into metban and carbon
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dioxide. As shown on figure 3, when a small amplitude overload occurs, the bioprocess is able to find a new
equilibrium point for which there is still an organic pollution treatment. But when the amplitude is greater, the
bioprocess goes toward a new operating point where no biomass is left in reactor and pollution is no more
treated : it is the washout.
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Figure 3 : Comparison of the system response when 2 different overloads occur
So from an automatic control point of view, ithe system is locally stable (small pertubations don't change
process behaviour), but can be attracted toward an operating point which has to be avoided because there is no
more organic load treatment ; see figure 4. A complete study of anaerobic digestion stability can be found in (2]
based on the work of[4J, (5], [6] and (12].

ATTRACTING
AREA OF
EQUlLIBRIUM
POINT

ATTRACTING
AREA OF
WASHOUT
POINT

10·•

X2inM
Figure 4 : Bioprocess trajectories in 1the state space
To ·ensure good oper ating conditions, it is 1essential t•o carry out an automatic control of the bioprocess. Its
main goal is to S•tabil.ize th•e system .around the desired equilibrium point, in order to guaranty organic load
degradation. The different control strategies would be evaluated through the maximum overload the controlled
system can accept before attraction towards washout. The second priority criterion is related to economical
considerations : the output pollution has to stay under the maximum admissible level, and the CH4 production,
which is sold, shouldn't decrease when over•loads occur. The third criterion, with smallest priority is closed
loop perfonnances, especially the acceleration of the response time.
As shown in Jinerature [l], [8], [9], (10], different control strategies can fit the regulation problem. There are
at least 4 possible me.asu11ements (bicarbonate alkalinity B, total acetic acid S2, non ionized acetic acid HS, pH),
3 control actions (dilution rate D , addition of bicarbonate in the input binc. addition of a base), and many
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controiJ Iaws (on/off control, PID, LIA controil, adaptive linearizing control, ... ) have been proposed. So this
represents 48 contro.I strategies to be tested. In the results section, we wm study and classify 7 among them
w.ith respect to previous criteria.
The first cr.iterion, based on process stability, has to be quantified independently of the operating conditions
(different type of perturbations e.g.) and the choosen control strategy. lt means that to carry out this approach, we
need a model describing bioprocess stability.

Stability modelling
The most common approach is to study process behavfour when a step l·oad occurs and to find the maximum
admissible amplitude A2max before attraction towards washout appears. It seems important to us also to see
what happens under square wave loads. In such a case, for a given load amplitude A2, we search through
realistic simulations the maximum time application of squar·e wave, T, before bioprocess washout. Results
analysis shows clearly a strong correlation between T and the input overload (A2.S2inm).
We conduct the same study for diffo~ent equilibrium points corresponding to different dilution rates, D. Each
time, the same types of correlation were found. A further analysis shows that, if we take into account the daily
organic load (D.A2.S2inm), then the correlation f(l/T, D.A2.S2inm) is the same whatever D value is. The figure
5 shows the obtained limit between the production wea and the attraction area to the washout.
f(D.A2.S2inm,1/T)
0 ,01

oos:;

· ~
0,07~

Production .area for a
square wave

Production area
for a step
,

T increasing

0,0

I-+

l

D

Attraction area to the washout

~

{1.001

5

0 ;0025

0 ,0035

0 ,0045

0 ;0055

0,0065

0,0075

D..A2.S2inm

Figure 5 : Stabili1ty model for anaerobic digestion process
Th.is experimental curve can be considered .as a bioprocess stabili.ty model because it introduces an idea of
distance from the attraction ar,ea to the washout limit By knowing the dilution rate, the concentration variation
amd the date when the perturbation appeared, we can on line know where the bioprocess is located relatively to
the limit. We can use this model either for step perturbations (infinite duration), either for square waves.
The part of the curve corresponding to square wave perturbations iean be modelled by a linear equation :
l
-=22, 797><(D.A 2 .S 2 inm)-O, 0519

T
Then we iean define stability margin .as the distance from this equation, expressed as the inverse of a time.
Thanks to its I inearity, this model is eas;ier to use than the complex non linear model of the anaerobic digestion.
To quantify the first cr.iterion, we will use 1bhe remaining time before reaching stability equation and for the
choice of the most appropriate control strategy a pre-defined margin will heilp us to decide when the first criterion
must have priority.

ResuHs
We choose to ~est 2 contro• actions, the dilution rate D (modification of the input flow rate) and the addition of
b,jcarbonate in the infiuent binc· This last ac·tion is limited be-cause bicarbonate can't be removed from the
process and there is a saturation due to precipitation problems. There exists today sensors for the 3
measur.ements we study : acetic acid substrate S2, non ionized acetic acid HS and the producted bicarbonate B.
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3 control 1law.s wer,e carried out : a classical PIO controller, an LIA controller which take into account positivity
constrainsts on variables, and an adaptive linearizing control which deals with process non linearities.
Each control strategy has been studied through realistic simulations on the model described in the first part
of the paper [2]. The figure 6 summarizes the results obtained for each of the 3 criteria defined in the control
problem section (maximum amplitude A2 before attraction to washout, biogas production, response time on
S2). There are cleaPly 2 groups of control strategies depending on the action variable : with binc the biogas
production and the volume of treated effluent is constant and stab ifaation is limited ; by using D as action
variable the production decreases, but the bioprocess is always staMe.
Action variable

Binc

Regulated va ria ble

Binc

B : bicarbonate B : bicarbonate

Binc

D

D

HS: acetate

S2 : substrate

B:bicarbonate

Control law

LIA PID

NLL

UA PID

L/A

LIA

Measurement

l

3

1

I

I

M easured variables

B CH4 C02

HS

S2

B

450

50

22

400
24

200

Max. amplitude on Az

B
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21
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Totally
(no storage)

Totally
{no storage)

Totally
(no storage)

Lower
(storage tank)

Lower
{storage tank)

R esponse ·t ime S2 (h)

Figure 6 : Comparison between different control strategies
For s imulation tests, we consider a typical perturbat,ion, a step on substrate S2 with an amplitude A2=25
which is destabilizing in open loop conditions. The figure 7 shows the results with three different control
methods.
We used in the first case only the action variable binc and the bicarbonate measurement with an UA control
law : from the equilibrium point the bioprocess went to the washout. The perturbation exceeded the capacity of
this action.
ln the second case, we used the linear model of stability to select and apply the most appropriate control
strategy at each time. We began like the first ca:se but when the bioprocess is in danger of washing out (we
reached the stability margin), we used a new control strategy : the regulation of bicarbonate with the dilution
rate D. This is a stronger action variable. To ensure a good methan production and a better treated water
volume. we recovered the first control strategy when the stability margin was away. ln this second case we
avoided the washout and the bioreactor went towards a new operating point.
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Fugure 7 : Behaviour of a combined control strategy
To respect the first criterion (process stabilization), we could use only the regulation of bicarbonate with
dilutiion rate D . But as shown in the figure 7, the second criterion (methan production and volume of treated
water) is not optimized. By choosi ng ·t he best contro'I strategy o n line, we can g uarantee the stability and the
maximum production, that is fulfil all the criteria simultaneously thanks to a combined control strategy.
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Condusions
In this work, we studied the control of anaerobic digestion processes. At first we established a 2 steps model
describing comp,lex organic matters degradation into CH4 and C02. The second step was the methanogenesis,
wh,ich dynamica:I behaviour is critical for operating conditions. This model was drawn from experimental work
on a waste treatment process.
Our aim was to study how W improve the control efficiency of such a bioprocess. Indeed, many control
strategies have been proposed in Htterature, dedicated to peculiar problems . If their main goal was to stabilize
the process, neverthdess h was tried actually to prove feasibility ofa control law with available measurement
and action. Our appraoch has been more general, and tried ~o ,c ompare all these control strategies, from a
stabilization point of view but also from an economical point of view.
for this purpose, we introduced 3 criteria, related to dosed loop perfonnances, to biogas production and
volume of treated effluent, and to bioprocess stability. [n the last case,, we proposed a new and original model
describing stability limits of the anaerobic digestion, wh;i.c h was a fun,ction of time and pollution inputs. This
model characterized the bioprocess itself and was independent from th1e choosen control strategy. We defined a
distance from stability limits of the system, and stability margins. This model has been found through
simulations, and in the future sh.ould be ,c alculated directly from anaerobic digestion equations.
We app,Jied criiteria to select on line the most appropiate control strategy : when a perturbation occured and
the b1ioprocess was far from stability limits, then a control strategy giving good economical results was chosen.
If the stability was critical, then we selected another strategy to stay around the desired operating point. We
proved that such a ,c ombined contro,I strategy is much more efficient. It should be very interesting to study
carefuUy the switch,i ng :between the controil strategies, and to take into account more criteria than in our work.
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THE PROCESS OF MODEL BUILDING AND SIMULATION OF
ILL-DEFINED SYSTEMS: APPLICATION TO WASTEWATER
TREATMENT
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P. Vanrolleghem, Z. Yuan, G.G. Vansteenkiste
Biomath, Uni'>'ersity of Gent
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B-9000 Gent, Belgium
Abstract. In recent years, there has been a growing awareness of the ill-definedness of environmental
processes. To provide a frame of reference for discussions regarding ill-defined systems, a taxonomy and
terminology of the modelling .a nd simulation of systems will be presented. Due to the complexity of
ill-defined systems, it is not only necessary to describe the nature of models, but also to describe some
procedures according to which the modelling will proceed. This will enable the modeller to obtain the
model which best fits his goals (optimal :model). For meaningful description of models, different model
formalisms will be presented. Furthermore, mod·emn:g procedures will be described at a generic level and
different model formalisms will be presented. Throughout this presentation, Waste-Water Treatment
Plants and processes occurring within these plants will serve as illustrations of the definitions given.

Introduction
In recent years., mathematical models have gained importance in environmental studies. Environmental
processes, such as those occurring in Waste-Water Treatment Plants (WWTP's), are often referred to as
examples of ill-defined systems. Compared to the modelling of well-defined (e.g. , electrical, mechanical)
systems, ill-defined systems modelling is more complex. In particular, the difficulty in choosing the
"right" model is very apparent.
In the sequel a rigorous approach to modelling of ill-defined systems is presented. Illustrations are
given for the ca:se of WWTP's.
In order to develop a framework for the modelling of ill-defined systems, some definitions concerning
modelling .a nd simulation enterprise are given. Thereafter, a modelling procedure which may guide
the modeller to find the "right" model, is presented. T his modelling procedure consists of interactions
!between information sources and adivities. These information sources and activities will be discussed.
Models, the subset of the modelling ·enterprise, may be described in different formalisms. A common
formalism classification will be presented.

Modelling and Simulation Concepts
One of the most important definitions in modelling and .simulation is the definition of a system. A system
is defined as a potential souroe of behaviour. It is observable when its behaviour can be transformed into
data (information). Knowledge about given systems can be acquired through experiments. An experiment is defined a.s the process of causing (by known stimuli) and observing the behaviour of a system.
In other words, given the inputs, the system outputs wm be observed. In order to perform experiments
on a system, its experimental frame has to be defined. The concept of experimental frame refers to a
limited set of cir,c umstances under which a system is to he observed or subjected t o experimentation.
As such, t he ·e xperimental frame refiects the objectives of the experimenter who performs experiments
on a system.
A way to organise collected knowledge about a system, given its experimental frame, is by means
of modelling and models. In a very broad sense, a model is anything which is capable of generating
behaviour resembling the lbehaviour of a system (given its experimental frame). In this paper only
parametric rnodds will be discussed. A parametric model, i.s a model consisting of parameters, where
parameters are defined as constants or an experiment.
All systems ma,y roughly be divided into two subclasses: well-defined systems a.nd ill-defined systems.
However, there is a fundamental problem in cla.ssifyin.g systems. All information of a system can only be
given by means of a model. T herefore, in order to da.ssify, one has to define the properties of a model
describing the system. Klir [l} solves this pwblem by defining epistemological levels at which the system
may be observed and Zeigler [51 postulates a Ba.se Model, a hypothetical model capable of describing
8'5'9
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Figure 1: model formalisms in WWTP's
all possible behaviours of the system. Here, a well-defined system is a system of which it is possible to
build, within an experimental frame and given the current formalisms and techniques, a structurally and
behaviourally completely specified and, within a certain accuracy, valid model 1 . An ill-defined system
can be defined as every system which is not a well-defined system.
The advantage of using a model to describe a system together with its experimental frame is that
models are easier to experiment with. Experiments performed upon models are called simulations. Using
simulations on a model instead of experiments on the system (and the experimental frame) it describes,
has the advantage of all inputs and outputs being accessible. Hence, inputs or outputs can be applied
to the model which lie outside the experimental frame of the system.
Despite the ease of use and general applicability of models and simulation, one has to be cautious in
using these to describe ill-defined systems. Being ill-defined implies that there will always exist a chance
that the behaviour (or structure) of the model describing the system will be different from the system
itself, i.e., that the model wiU not be valid.

Model Formalisms
Before describing the process of model building first model formalisms (4] will be discussed. During the
whole process of model building model formalisms play .a n important role. In order to get an overview
of the existing model formalisms, they are often being classified. However, the defined classes will never
contain all formalisms. A well known classification is a classification given by (5J:

·• Differential Equation System Specifi.cation (DESS): Assumes continuous independent variables.
The models ar·e specified in differential equations which express the rate of change in the state
variables.
·• Discrete Time System Specification (DTSS): Assumes discrete independent variables. The models
ar·e specified in difference equations which express the state transition from one time (and space)
instant to the next.
• Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS): Assumes a constant time base (the only independent
variable) but the trajectories are piecewise constant, i.e., the dependent variables remain constant
for a variable period of time.
An example of the use of these three model formalisms in wastewater treatment is given in Figure l.
At the highest level, a system of WWTP's and storm-water tanks (buffer tanks) can be modelled using
the DEVS formalism. Taking events (rain events, toxic discharges) into account, one must schedule the
distribution of the wastewater loads between the WWTP and the tanks. In this case, a WWTP will be
modeled as a "black box" with a given time delay and a given capacity. However, the WWTP can be
seen as a system consisting of components such as aeration tanks and settling tanks. It may be modelled
using the DESS formalism (PDE's or ODE's), or the DTSS formalism . Thus, within one system different
formalisms may be used to describe its components and interactions.
1

The concepts , formalisms and valid, will be e" plained in a later stage.
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Figure 2: the process of model building
Another classification exists of (i) deterministic, (ii) stochastic and (i.ii) probabilistic classes. Whereas
deterministic models originate from deductive modelling, probabilistic models originate from inductive
modelling. Stochastic models can be seen as a combination of both. They assume one or more deterministic model attributes to have a statistical distribution.

The Process of Model Building
Roughly defined, the process of model building consists of constant interactions between information
sources and modelling activities. A schematic representation of the process of model building is given in
Figure 2.
From Figure 2 may be concluded that all activities have to be performed top down. However, a
previously performed activity can be repeated depending on the outcome of the current activity. During
the whole process of model building there exist constant interactions between activities and information
sources. To ensure an equal importance of each information source, the modeller must justify each
activity by using all information sources.
It has to be mentioned that since Figure 2 is a schematic representation (model) of a very complex
and sometimes intuitive process (ill-defined system), it must not be taken for granted. Its only use lies
in the rough guidelines it gives.
The next sections describe the informations sournes and activities.

Information Sources
Three major information sources can be identified:
• Goals and purposes

• A priori knowledge
• Experimental data
The goals and purposes of the model user will orient the modelling process. The goals will, for example, determine the complexity of the model. The a priori knowledge available reflects the knowledge
already gathered. This a priori knowledge often consists of (physical) "laws", such as the mass conservation law . A priori knowledge not always has to be developed within the (scientific) field in which the
system to be described lies. Especially in environmental sciences, which is a rather new science, some
of the "laws" used have been developed in other sciences and subsequently been adopted to model environmental systems. The experimental data are the observations of the systems behaviour. Experimental
data may be collected to guide the modelling process or to validate the developed model.
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Figure 3: System versus Experimental. Frame
Depending on the importance given to a priori knowledge and experimental data, two different modelling methodologies have been developed: deductive modelling and inductive modelling. Deductive
modelling assumes a priori knowledge as the most important information source. Starting from the a
priori knowledge, a deductive modeller will develop a model by using mathematical and logical deductions. Experimental data is only used to accept or reject the model or the hypotheses made during
the modelling process. Inductive modelling assumes the observed behaviour to be the most important
information source. Using the available data of a system, an inductive modeller will try to find a model
describing the data. Often a part of the available data will be used to accept or reject the model or the
hypotheses made during the model.ling process.
Both deductive modelling and inductive modelling have a fundamental problem with the lack of a
priori knowledge and data, respectively. TherefoI'e, pure forms of both modelling approaches will seldom
yield ac·ceptable results in modelling ill-defined systems. This implies that a good mix between the two
approaches is needed.
A good mix may only be obtained by (i) letting both the a priori knowledge and the experimental data
influence the whole process of model building, and (ii) define a model formalism which can be used during
both modelling approaches. A step towards a more general formalism is the concept of uncertainty [2).
Experience with the use of deductive modelling methodologies to model ill-defined systems has led to
the conclusion that the systems behaviour (experimental data) could never be duplicated by the model
output. Uncertainty was introduced as a measure for modelling errors such as errors in the model
structure or in the parameter values. This implies that uncertainty can also be seen as a measure of the
probability that a model output is a plausible system output. This probability is completely defined by
the probability density function (pdf) of the model output. In order to obtain the model output pdf one
must assume that the modelling errors in the model obtained by deductive modelling have an a priori
statistical distribution. This distribution may be obtained using inductive techniques.

Modelling Activities
As mentioned before, five main modelling activities exist. AU these activities will shortly be discussed
below.
Experimental Frame Definition

As a model describes a system together with its experimental frame, the experimental frame definition
must be the first modelling activity.
Referring to a limited set of circumstances under which a system is to be observed or subjected to
experimentation, the experimental frame reftects the goals of the experimenter (5) (see Figure 3).
In its most basic form, an experimental frame consists of two sets of variables, the frame input
variables and the frame output variables, matching the systems inputs and outputs, and a set of frame
conditions, matching the conditions under which the systems behaviour is to be observed. On the input
~ariable side, a generator describes the inputs or stimuli applied to the system or model during an
experiment . On the output variable side, a transducer describes the transformations to be applied to
the system outputs for meaning£ul interpretation. The acceptor will complete the experimental frame.
It determines whether the system's output "fits" the conditions given.
For WWTP's inputs and outputs may, for example, respectively be defined as the incoming and outgoing wastewater flow, their substrate concentration and their dissolved oxygen concentration. However,
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the biomass within the aeration basin or the reaeration ,c onstant of the basin (in current models defined
as a state variable and a parameter, respectively) may also be outputs. The conditions, which will be
checked by the acceptor, may for example be defined as aerobic conditions. For example, consider the
conditions being defined as aerobic and, during experimentation, it is measured that the oxygen concentration is zero. The acceptor will now conclude that the conditions do not hold at that particular time
instant and the outputs measured in that time instant must not be taken into account during further
analysis . In the observation of the behaviour of WWTP's often no generators are used; the inputs are not
generated with known stimuli. An example in which transducers can be used is risk analysis. Here, the
observer is, for example, only interested in all dissolved oxyg,en concentration below a certain threshold.
Structure Characterisation

Structure characterisation addresses the question of finding an adequate model structure.
Its aim is to reduce the class of models which are able to model the given system and experimental
frame . The output class of structure characterisation may consist of more than one model structures, in
which case each modelling .activities (after structure characterisation) will be performed simultaneously
for all model structures. In [3] some guid,ing principles for structure characterisation are given:
• physicality: A model must bare dose resemblance to reality.
• fit: The experimental data available should be explained by the model as well as possible.
,. identifiability: After structure characterisation, it must be possible to estimate the parameters.
• parsimony: The most simple explanation for phenomena must be found.
• balanced accuracy: The most useful model is often a balanced compromise of the previous principles.
Functions exist which, in order to reduce the class of models, will balance all or some of these principles.
Such functions may, for example, be information criteria such as the AIC and BIC criteria. These criteria
balance the fit and parsimony principles.
Furthermore, it has to be mentioned that structure characterisation issues cannot strictly be separated
from other modelling activities, such as parameter estimation and validation.
Parameter Es1timatio.n
Parameter estimation will provide parameter values (and values for initial conditions) for a chosen model
structure. Parameter estimation aims to reduce the class of parameters, using the fit principle defined
previously. It is based on the optimisation of some criterion defining the goodness-of-fit such as Least
Squares, Maximum Likelihood, etc .. Estimating parameters of ill-defined systems often results in a set
of parameter values which have an (almost) equal goodness-of-fit criterion. A measure for the quantity
of the set is parameter uncertainty. If the obtained set is very large one speaks of the parameters being
unidentifiable. The identifiability may be theoretical or practical. Theoretical identifiability gives an
answer whether, given the model structure, the parameters are identifiable, whereas practical identifiability gives an answer whether, given the available experimental data, the parameters are identifiable.
Practical identifiability can be increased by increasing the information contained in experimental data
using optimal experimental design.
Simulation
As defined earlier, simulation is an experiment performed on a model. In most sciences simulation
consist of, given the inputs, determining the output trajectory of a model. However, it may also consist
of obtaining information about the model. For example, the number of state variables. Simulation
is performed by a .simulator. A simulator consists of an internal representation and a solver. The
internal representation is a representation of the model which can be understood by the solver. The
solver "solves" the model, i.e., generates data. Both the internal representation and solver depend on
the model formalism [4]. Although these terms originate from computer science, they are generally
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applicable. For example, if one is able to solve a model analytically, the internal representation will be
the model itself and the solver will be the person who so~ves the model.
Simulation is ·often said to be optimal if it can be done within a certain accuracy and time instant.
Thus, within a given time instant, the simulator must provide output which resembles the "real" model
output within a given accuracy. Both the accur.acy and time instant depend on the goals and purposes
of the modeller and user, the .formalism and the current techniques.
Validation
Validation refers to the capability of the model to, up to a certain level and within a certain accuracy,
replicate the system. Three different levels of model validity may be identified [3]
• replicative: the model is able to reproduce the input/output behaviour of the system (given an
experimental frame).
• predictive: the model is able to be synchronised with the system into a state, from which unique
prediction of future behav~our (thus outside the experimental frame) is possible.
• structural: the model can be shown to uniquely repriesent the internal workings of the system.
With each ascending level, the validity of the model becomes stronger causing a growth in t he need for
information and justification. This implies that, with each ascending level validation becomes harder.
As defined previously a model describing an ill-defined system will never be valid. One may only
falsify the model. Therefore, from a practical point of view one should better use the term falsification
when referring to the "validation" of HI-defined systems. A common error among scientists it that, when
they could not falsify the model at the replicative level, resulting in a high confidence level, start to use
it at the predictive le¥eL However, at predictive level the confidence level may well be very low.
1

Conclusions
In recent years more and more different scientific fields have been involved in the modelling and simulation
of systems. Moreover, the complexity of ill-defined systems has made it necessary to describe a procedure
according to which the modelling will proceed.
By presenting both a taxonomy of modelling and simulation of systems and a modelling procedure,
the above has provided a frame of reference for further discussions and research.
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MODEL BASED DESIGN OF A NOVEL PROCESS FOR AMMONIA REMOVAL
FROM CONCENTRATED FLOWS
C. Hellinga, M.C.M. van Loosdrecht and J.J. Heijnen
Delft University of Technology, Dept. of Biochemical Engineering
Julianalaan 67, 2628 BC Delft, the Netherlands
+31 15 2785025 C. Hellinga@S1M.TUDelft.NL
AbstracL A new full scale biological process for ammonia removal from flows containing hundreds to thousands
grams NH/ per liter has been developed at the Delft University of Technology. The SHARON process operates
at a high temperature (30-40°C) and pH (7-8). Such conditions are favorable for high microbial specific growth
rates, so that no sludge retention is required, and the process is carried out in a single, well mixed tank reactor. To
reduce operating costs, ammonia oxidation is stopped at nitrite and denitrification is used for pH control by
aerating intermittently. The number of laboratory experiments was kept minimal because unknown microbial
kinetics and stoichiometry were identified as the bottleneck for process design in an early stage. Physicochemical aspects were sufficiently covered in the literature. Moreover, the accurate formulation of microbial
kinetics in terms of non-dissociated compounds helped to determine the pH dependency of this process with time
varying concentrations efficiently. Process design was further enhanced by the construction of a dynamic model
accounting for the simultaneous microbial conversion and chemical equilibrium reactions, and taking scale
effects, especially for gas-liquid transfer, into account. In simulation, it was shown that with a simple, time based
control strategy, process stability is very good despite large fluctuations in the expected influent flow rate and
concentrations. A design was made for the full scale (1500 m3), completely based on kinetic and stoichiometric
parameters determined at 1.5 I. scale and model predictions. Construction of the plant starts in 1997. Gronunij
consultancy has a patent pending on the process.

Introduction
New European legislation for reducing the total N-content in the effluent of wastewater treatment plants
stimulates research towards new strategies for upgrading existing plants. Specific treatment of internal recycle
flows gets much attention nowadays [6]. On request of the waterboard Zuid-Hollandse Eilanden en Waarden, our
laboratory developed a completely new approach for treating recycled water from the sludge digesting unit at
Sluisjesdijk, being part of the two stage AJB process (Absorption/Belebungsverfahren [2]) Dokhaven in
Rotterdam (470.000 p.e.).This recycle flow accounts for about 20% of the ammonium load of the main plant. An
evaluation of mass balances over the plant, that currently operates with an overloaded B-stage, showed that 85%
ammonia reduction in this recycle flow will shift the operation of the B-stage from oxygen limited to ammonium
limited, reducing total nitrogen in the effluent (currently 24 mg/I) by 25%.

Concepts of the SHARON process
The centrifuged effluent of the sludge digestion contains about I g NB.+ per liter, on molar basis a similar
bicarbonate content, it has a temperature of 30 °C and a pH of 7 .8-8.3. The SHARON process especially takes
advantage of the high temperature, which enables high specific growth rates. Therefore, a certain biomass
concentration level can be maintained in a single reactor of limited dimensions, without the need for sludge
retention (figure l). Experimentally, a maximum specific growth rate of 2.1 d- 1 was measured for the ammonium
oxidizing biomass at 35°C, so that, under actual conditions, around I day aerobic residence time is required. Note
that sludge retention is here not essential to match certain effluent standards, as the effluent is fed back to the
main process.
The high temperature has a second advantage. At ambient temperatures in wastewater treatment plants (in the
Netherlands, typically 15 °C) nitrite oxidizers grow faster than ammonium oxidizers, which means that
ammonium is completely oxidized to nitrate. However, the reverse is true at elevated temperatures, as can be seen
in figure 2, which is based on temperature coefficients found by Hunik [5]. This means that by carefully selecting
the residence time, nitrite oxidizers can be washed out, while ammonium oxidi:zers are retained in the reactor.
From the reaction stoichiometry it follows that the oxygen uptake by the micro-organisms is reduced by 25%
when the oxidation is stopped at nitrite:
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ammonium and nitrite oxidizers as function of the
temperature.

Nitrification
NH.;+ 1.5 0 2 -> N02· + H20 + 2 H+

NGi. + 0.5 02 -> N03.

(Nitrosomonas)
(Nitrobacter)

(I)
(2)
(3)

A second measure for reducing variable cosits is Ito use deniitrification for pH control. During nitrification, 2
moles Ware produced for every mole NH.; oxidized:

Denitrification

No2• + 0.5 CH30H + 0.5
N~- + 0.83 CH 30H

C02 -> 0.5 Nz + HC03 - + 0.5 H20
+ 0.167 C02 -> 0.5 Nz + HC03• + 1.167 HzO

(4)
(5)

This type of influent oontains typically almost equimolar :amounts of ammonium and bicarbonate. When protons
are released, the concentration of solved C02 increases due to the shift in the bicarbonate equilibrium. C02 can
be stripped by the air used for oxygen supply. Under practical conditions, about 50% of the protons produced by
nitrification can be neutralized by stripping C02. Commonly, this is not enough to maintain a sufficiently high pH
for the required conversion, as w.i!J be explained later. Of course, base addition is an option. Here, denitrification
is used instead, being more cost effective. from equation 4 it follows that for each mole of nitrite, one mole W is
consumed. The heterotrophic denitrification requires an organic energy and carbon source, which is only in very
limited amounts available in the ,centrifugate. Therefore, here it was decided to use methanol as a relatively cheap
"COD" source. If in addition to the equations 4 and 5, biomass formation is taken into account, full
denitr.ifica.tion requires about 3.8 kg methanol per kg N03--N, and only 2.3 kg per kg N02'[7]. Due to the nitrite
route, 40% savings on methanol supply are obtained. Compared to base addition, denitrification is about 40-50 %
cheaper for the same pH decrease at the current world market price levels. To what extent denitrification is
required depends on the buffering capacity of the medium and ·On the required pH (hence conversion rate). This is
essentially a cost optimization problem.

Res,e ar,c h program for process design
Because of the non-conventional process conditions, a research progiam has been carried out to determine
microbial kinetics and stoichiometry. The high dilution rate puts a selection pressure upon the system for fast
growing micro-organisms, rather than for organisms with a high affinity for substrate, which is the case in
conventional installations operating at low nutrient concentration levels, so that literature data, especially on
'nitrifying microorganisms, are not necessarily applicable here. For reasons of low investment costs, a single
r:e actor was chosen with intermittent aeration to enhance both nitrification and denitrification. As a result, the pH
varies about i unit during operation, so that the dynamic response to pH variations had to be taken into account,
especially since the non· dissociated forms of the N-compounds a:re considered to be metabolically relevant [l].
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Experiments were carried out for approximately 2 years in 1-2 liter fermentors, operated in continuous mode with
actual centrifugate from the sludge digesting unit. From the observed turnover, stoichiometric parameters could
be obtained. For determining kinetic parameters, samples taken from these reactors were subjected to
respirometric experiments [4,7]. For design of the full scale aerated reactor (with a volume of 1500 m3) no
additional (pilot scale) experiments were considered necessary, because reactor specifications for scaling up can
be obtained from literature. Moreover, the biomass is growing in very small lumps of cells (not being selected for
settling properties), which means that significantly different floe sizes at small and full scale are not foreseen.
Estimations for the influence on oxygen supply and stripping of C02 (pH regulation) were obtained with some
straightforward calculations. Literature data were also used to estimate the net heat production of the conversion.
During the experimental program, much emphasis was put on the accurate formulation of the kinetic
expressions. For systems with varying pH, it is particularly important to identify the biochemical active form of
compounds that appear both protonized or non-protonized. Via the chemical equilibrium equations, concentration
levels of the active compounds can then be calculated as a function of the pH, which reduces the number of
experiments considerably. It is important to notice that on the one hand experiments were used to identify model
parameters, and that on the other hand the model formulation itself had a great impact on the (number of)
experiments.
Eventually, the identified microbial kinetics and stoichiometry, combined with the chemical equilibrium
reactions and gas-liquid mass transfer, were used in a dynamic process model, implemented in SIMULINK. The
model was used among other things, for determining the necessary denitrification rate (hence methanol addition)
at full scale operation, given the drastic daily changes in the influent load and using a straightforward control
strategy.

The model
The process model consists of 13 non-linear differential equations. Three of them account for the accumulation of

0 2, C0 2 and N 2 in the gas phase, the rest for liquid phase accumulation of (lumped) compounds. Both the liquid
and the gas phase were considered to be well mixed and to have a constant volume. The differential equations
then take the general form:

dC:
dt

= D 1 * (C 1 .

-

l,IO

C 1 ) + r .1- 4> :K
I

I

(6)

vJ

The superscript J denotes the phase (gas or liquid), the subscript i the compound. The specific conversion rates r
[mol/m3/s] only have non-zero values in the liquid phase.Dis the dilution rate [l/s] and ~JK the mass transfer rate
through the interphase of phase J to phase K [molls] (only relevant for Oi. N2 and C02 ). In the liquid phase, only
the relatively slow microbial conversions were expressed as differential equations. Therefore, the conversions of
the compounds that take part in chemical equilibria (NH3'NH/, N02"/HN02.and C02/HC03"/COt) were
described in terms of the lumped compounds NH3H (CNH3tt=CNH3+CNH4), N02H (CN02H=CN02 + CHN02) and C02Ho
(Cco2Ho=Cco2+CHco3+Cc03),
From the concentrations of the three lumped compounds, the concentrations of the individual charged
and non-charged components (being relevant in the kinetic expressions) were calculated iteratively solving the set
of equations formed by the chemical equilibrium equations:

CHCO j

= l+Kco,

Cco2Ho

(7)

ICH . +CH . /Keo,

(8)

2
l+Cw !Keo, +Cw !Keo, !Keo,
C NOi

= cw

c NO>M
I K

HNO,

(9)

+1
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(10)

and the charge balance:
(11)

. ~denotes the gap .in the charge balance. The equilibrium constants for chemical equilibrium i are indicated with
K;. Cz+ is a net concentration of additional positively charged ions, present in the influent, that was calculated by
solving these equations for the influent composition, with known pH. In fact it is assumed this way that the
difference in true pH and the pH calculated for the acid-base equilibria, is due to the effect of strong acids/bases,
which may not be completely .true. The set of equations (7-1 i) was solved with the Newton-Raphson algorithm
(the first derivative dtJdCH, essential for the algorithm, ·can easily be obtained analytically from the above
4
equations). For a starting value for CH+ of 10·• 5, tJCH+ reduces to values below 10· within 5-6 steps. This
algorithm was programmed in C, and implemented as a SIMULINK $-function: accounting only for about I 0%
of the simulation time. (On a Penthnn-60, two days of operation are simulated in about 1 minute.)
.
Microbial kinetics were modeled with the following general structure including Monod terms for
substrate limitation and .inhibition terms:
(12)

The superscript i denotes the ·microbial population. 5 kinetic expressions were used for ammonium oxidizers,
nitrite oxidizers, denitrifyers for nitrate and nitrite, and heterotrophic biomass for the conversion of excess
methanol under aerobic conditions. j denotes the substrate,
the Monod constant for population i, growing on
substrate j, and Klki the inhibition constant of population i for-compound k.

K/

The important equations for tlle growth of ammonium and nitrite oxidizers read explicitly as:

.amm _

µ

nit _

µ

arnm •

- µ max

nit

- µ ma

CNH

Kamm
N.H 3

*
Knit

3

(13)

+C
NH 3

C HNO,
C

HN01

+

HN0 2

Co,
•----"-Knit +C
o,

(14)

o,

fo equation 13, NH3 is used as the .actual substrate for ammoni.um oxidizers and HN02 as the inhibiting
component {1 ]. Experimentally, it was shown that KNH3 is indeed constant at about 0.5 moVm3 for the pH range
6.5-8.5 at 30°C [4]. At 35°C the same value can be used [7]. At typical effluent (and thus medium) concentrations
of JOO mg NH/-N per liter the NH3 concentration ranges from 0.11 mg/l at pH 6 to 10.1 mg/l at pH 8. No
inhibition of ammonia was found up to concentrations of 6000 mg NH/-N/I (pH 7, 40°C). The inhibition
constant for nitirous acid was established at 0.2 mg HNOi-Nll. so that at higher pH (the HN02 concentration at
nitrite concentrations of about 300 mg/I ranges from 0.53 to 0.00525 mg/l in the pH range of 6-8) the inhibition
effect of HN02 is limited. As nitrite oxidizers use HNO? as well [IJ, with KHN02=0.26 mg HN02/l [9], their
1
growth rate is in between 0.17 d- and 0.02 d- 1 in the pH range 7-8. From these data it follows that a high pH
should be maintained. pH 7 and above in combination with a liquid residence time of l day provides good
conditions for a fast growing pop1dation of ammonium oxidizers and for repressing the growth of nitrite
oxidizers. For K02 a value of 1.45 mg/I was found, which is rather high, but probably caused by the fact that the
experiments were carried out at high dissolved oxygen concentrations (>6 mg/l).
In this system with fast growing biomass. the influence of decay or maintenance was neglected, so that
the conversion rates of all involved (lumped) compounds ·are stoichiometrically related to these 5 growth rates:

I= A*µ

(15)
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Figure 3. Day average influent compositions and flow
rates (1994) Used for the predictions in table 1

Table 1. Predicted ef fluent composition for
actual influent data at full scale (year averages)

The 10 components of vector! are: fcmtto, rNo2H• ro2. rcHJOH• TN03· rN2• rNH3H• rxc1en- rXn;1.-. rxomm· The latter three
express the conversion rates of denitrifying, and of nitrite and ammonium oxidizing biomass respectively. Most
of the kinetic cons.t ants .and 1the stoichiometric values composing matrix A were determined in our laboratory
[4,7], and partly taken from literature [9]. A paper containing more de·tails will soon appear.

Simulation results
Currently, the model was only used to investigate fall scale process stability for actual influent data (fig. 3) with a
simple control strategy.. It should be noted d1at the bicarbonate concentrations were reconstructed from the year
average values for concentration and standard deviation after discarding many spikes in the inaccurate
measurements. The methanol supply rate was detemtined to maintain a sufficiently high pH level for getting 85%
ammonium ,c onversion on a yearly average basis. For ,practical reasons a reactor volume of 1500 m3 will be used
(a previous post thickening tank) which is ·Ctmently slightly oversized. A cycle time of 4 hours was used, 2 hours
for nitrification and 2 hou.rs for denitrification. No special meastwes were taken to adjust the residence time with
varying influent flow :rates. Day average data for the influent over 1994 were used, with an average flow rate of
564 m3/d. Methanol was supplied in fixed amounts (i.e . not related to the actual process load) in the beginning of
the denitrification period . In experiments, hardly any performance Joss of biomass was observed when the reactor
was not fed for more ,t han a week. Therefore, biomass degradation during periods without influent was not taken
into account. Cooling is necessary, as under the mentioned conditions, microbial activity would have lead to a
temperature increase of about 9°C. Relevant simulation r·e sults for a methanol supply of I kg/kg NH4-N are
shown in table 1 on a year average basis. Despite the large variations in influent flow rate and composition,
irrelevant nitrate production is predicted. NH/ conversion is predicted at over 86%. 71 % of the methanol was
effectively 1used for denitrification.
On basis of these calculations, total costs w ere estimated at only $2-$3 per kg removed NH.i-N [3),
being less than 50% of usual costs for ammonia removal. V aria:ble costs for aeration and methanol dosage
account for 70% of the total costs.
1

1

Summary
Full scale process design and operating conditions were established for the new SHARON process by combining
laboratory scale experiments for microbial conversion with model predictions. In the Jcinetic expressions, the
biochemical active form of components that are subjec,t ed to acid-base equilibria were included, so that with a
minimum amount of experiments the pH dependency of 1the reactions could be modeled for this non-stationary
process. In the model the equilibrium reactions wefe solved in an iterative procedure (assuming they are fast with
respect to the microbial conversions) to calculate the pH and the concentration levels of these components,
leading to very acceptable calculation times. The model was used so far to investigate process stability and
conversion efficiency using a simple time-based control for aeration and methanol addition. With this simple, -yet
sub-optimal- strategy, a methanol addition of l kg per Jk g NH.-N in the influent (based on a year average influent
load) was determined to reach an acceptable year average NH.i+ conv·e rsion of 86 %. The model will be used for
operator training and establishing a start-up procedure. Once data have become available from the full scale
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process (1998), potential savings on aerat,ion and methanol supply will be evaluated. If necessary, the model will
be used to develop more advanced control strategies.
Acknowledgement. The SHARON project could only be successful thanks to very intense collaboration with the
water board Zuid-Hollaodse Eilanden en Waarden (ZHEW) and the Grontmij consultants. These organizations
and the Dutch organization for water research (STOWA) sponsored the project. The authors especially
appreciated the indispensable contributions of Andy ScheHen (ZHEW), Lex van Dijk and Jan-Willem Mulder
(Grontrnij). Marc Brouwer and Serge Lochtman carried out the practical and theoretical work with great
craftsmanship.
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MODELLING OF AN INTERMITTENTLY AERATED BIOREACTOR
Jan Derco, Ale.x aoder Kovacs, Salima Sbansab
Faculty of Chemical Technology STU, Department of Environmental Science,
Radlinskeho 9, 812 37 Bratislava, Slovak Republic
Abstract An intermittently aerated completely mixing lab-sca!le reactor was used for the modelling of
simultaneous nitrification and denitrification processes. The feed pulse change of organic component of synthetic
wastewater was applied in order to simulate transient behaviour of the 'feactor. The COD, nitrate and biomass
concentration responses of bioreactor were measured and evaluated. Different mathematical models for the
description of the dynamic behaviour of simultaneous nitrification and denitrification processes carried out in
this bioreactor have been developed and verified.

Introduction
The most common way of the removal of organic, nitrogen and phosphorus impurities from waste water are
biological processes. There are usually lower capital and operational costs in comparison to physical and/or
chemical processes of waste water treatment.
There are two environments in which biological processes of organic and nitrogen impurities removal are
carried out.
In an aerobic envir·o.n ment dissolved oxygen is present in sufficient quantities as to not be rate-limiting. The
concentration of dissolved oxygen is maintained at about 2 mg.1·1 in such a bioreactor. The content of organic
pollul.d..1ts in waste w.a~er can be minimised by heterotrophs. Similarly, ammonium nitrogen can be transformed
into nitrite or nitrate. Inorganic carbon, i.e. carbon dioxide is utilised by .nitrification bacteria.
In anoxic conditions dissolved oxygen is maintained at De<U" zero levels. Thus the reduction of nitrite and
nitrate to nitrogen oxide or nitrogen occurs. An organic carbon source is necessary for this process of
denitrification. In .addition to the above mentioned, the creation of anaerobic environment is inevitable in order
to perform also enhanced biochemical phosphorous removal.
High removal ·efficiencies of nitrogen impurities l'emoval are usually obtained by maintaining aerobic and
anoxic zones in long ditch (channel. On the other hand, i,t is difficult to form these different environmental
condi:tions in .a short ditch channel. 'The intermittent aeration. method is available in these cases [ 1].

Intermittently Aerated Bioreactor
[n this

type of activated sludge process aerobic and anoxic periods .a lternate with each other by means of
operating an aerator intermittently. Biological processes of nitrification and oxidation of orgariic substrates occur
in the aerated period and denitrification occurs in the non-aerated period.
Enhanced phosphorous removal was observed in the fill-and-draw type activated sludge unit with the release
of phosphorous during the non-aeration periods followed by the excess phosphorous uptake in the aeration
periods [9).
Tne sludge solids reduction rate and the transformation of nitrogen and phosphorous compounds during the
batch aerobic digestion of waste activated sludge carried out in the intermittent aeration were substantially
equivalent to those in the continuous aeration, so the power cost for aeration can be saved by using the
intennittent aeration method [8l

E.x perimental Modelling
Experimental modelling of biological processes of nutrients removal was carried out in an intermittently aerated
completely mixing Jab-scale reactor. The volume of the reactor was 4.2 dm3• Tue synthetic waste water
contained about 100 mg.1·1 of ammonium and 500 mg.1·1 of nitrates. Cyclohexanone was used as a carbon source
for denitrification. The substrate concentration of COD was about 1200 mg.1· 1•
The cycle time was based on the hydraulic r~gime in the real plant and corresponded to 45 . min.
Technological parameters were similar to those of maintained in Carrousel bioreactor operated at Chemko,
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Strizske. The main reason was that the simulation of simultaneous .nitrification and denitrification processes in
the real Carrousel bioreactor in diffeI'ent lab-sca!le bioreactors, including completely mixing intermittently
aeratej reactor, w as one of the principal objectives during this period of our study. The mean activated sludge
horizontal velocity of 0.116 m.s- 1 in ·t he Carrousel channel for one aerator in function was taken into
consideration.
The aeration period was altered from l 0 to 30 min. in order to detennine the optimal oxygen environment
for organic and nitrogen impurities removal in this bioreactor. The reactor was aerated using air diffusers. The
time of aeration was controlled by timer. Laboratory measurements were carried out at a temperature of 20 °C.
The analysis of COD, MLSS, ammonium and nitrate concentration were perfonned according to standard
methods [5]. The dissolved oxygen concentrations were measured by Syland Dissolved Oxygen Meter. pH
values were measured by Radelkis Aquacheck.

Mathematical modelling
lltree mathematical models for the description of simultaneous nitrification and denitri.fication processes have
been devdoped an verified in this work. AU these models are based on the IAWPRC task group kinetic and
s·~oicruometric concept [4].
Model 1 - the 'c omplete IA WPRC ( International Association on Water Pollution Research and Control)
kinetic and stoichiometric concept was adapted in the development of our first model of an intermittently aerated
bioreactor (Model 1). Dissolved oxygen has been included as a substrate in the biochemical reaction rate tenJlS
in this model. Thus, the material balance of oxygen is the inevitable part of this model.
The following extension of this concept bas been made in the development of this model. The evaporation
process of organic volatile comi:onent of waste water was included in the model. The mathematical description
of an organic ·c ompound evaporation is based on the maieria!l balance of this component of waste water.
Similarly, the influence of organi,c component of waste water on oxygen transport rate, more precisely on the
overall oxygen transport coefficient was ·c onsidered in this model.
The dissolved oxygen was incorporated in this model by the inclusion of the material balance of this
reactant. All the kinetics and stoichiometric parameters of the model were calculated with using of the
optimisation procedure. Similar approach we applied also in our previous work [3].
Mathematical description of an organi·c compound evaporation is based on the material balance of this waste
water component as follows:
1

dS
q · So -q·S-- · V-K, ·S · V-K~ .s .p . v = 0
dt
-

(1)

where

[m.b-1]

Q

- waste water flow rate

S0

organic component concentration at the beginning
of the vaporising test measurements (COD)
- effluent organic component concentration (COD)
- evaporation rate constant per unit volume due to
mechanical agitation
- evaporation rate constant per unit volume due to aeration
- 1taok volume

S
K1
K2
V

-

[kg.m-3]
[kg.m·3]
[b·•]
[b•l]
[m3]

Parameter R relates the rime of aeration (t8 ) and the cycle time (t, ), i.e.:

(2)
where
ta - ,t he time of aeration
tc
- cycle time

[h]
[h]

Oxygen transport rate can be described as follows:

(3)
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where
Kg - oxygen diffusion coefficient
A
- area of gas diffusion
Cs · :;aru.ration concentration of oxygen in solution
C - concentration of oxygen in solution

[m.s-')

[m2]
[g.m3]
[g.m3]

The integrated form ofEqn (3) is obtained by integrating between the limits of C0 and C1 and 0 and t as follows
(C0 = 0):
(4)

where
KLa - overall oxygen transport coefficient per unit volume
Model 2 - our next approach to the modelling of simultaneous nioification and denitrification processes is
based on the measurements of the concentrations of COD, NH;, NO) and MLSS in steady-state before dynamic
measurements. The formulas for the calculation of some model parameters were obtained based on the mass
balances of selected components at steady-state conditions. The following material balances were used in order
to obtain the above mentioned formulas:
1. mass balance of readily biodegradable substrate in order to compute the value of hydrolysis rate coefficient ki,
2. mass balance of nitrate nitmgen in order to compute the value of autotrophic yield coefficient YA
3. mass balance of autotrophic 'biomass in of'der to compute the value of autotrophic decay coefficient bA
4. ma; s balance ·o fhetemtrophic biomass ·i n order to compute the value .o f heterotrophic decay coefficient bH
5. mass balance of particulate biodegradable organic nitrogen in order to calculate of the value of nitrogen
fraction in particulate products coeffici ent ix,p
The values ·o f the above given parameters,, obtained by 't he evaluation of steady state measurements, were
applied in the evaluation of dynamic measwiements. It is obvious that this model represents one of the possible
way how to reduce the model parameters number:, whioh have to be determined experimentally or evaluated by
the optimisation procedure.
Model 3 (simplified model) - this model is based on the inclusion of the aerobic and anoxic environments
(i.e. the approximation of aerobic and anoxic portion of the bioreactor volume) by the 'switching functions' sl> 52,
s3 in the fonn as follows:
(5)

(6)

(7)

- dissolved oxygen concentration in bioreactor
- oxygen saturation coefficient for autotrophs
- oxygen saturation coefficient for heterotrophs
- number of measured points of oxygen profile

[g.m·l]

[g.m-3]
[g.m-3]

This approach practically represents the approximation of aerobic and anoxic volumes of the biorecator. The
values of the 'switching functions were obtained by the ·evaluation of oxygen profile data measured in the
bioreactor. These functions were incorporated .int-0 material balances of individual process components though
the modified expressions of the biochemical reaction rates. Thus the material balance of oxygen is not necessary
in this case. On the other hand, the influence ,o f the organic component of the synthetic waste water on oxygen
transport r ate is included in this model implicitly through the values of these functions.
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Solution and computing methods
The explicit fourth-order Runge-Kuna-Merson method (7) was employed for the set of differential equation
solutions. The values of the steady-state before shock loading were taken as the starting values for solving.
Values of model parameters were determined by the least square method, using the modified relaxation (!OJ and
Nelder-Mead [2} algorithm for finding a minimum of the objective functi,on.

Results and discussio.n
The measurements of the evaporation due to the volatility of the organic component (cyclohexanone) of the
synthetic waste water were carried out both for mixing and aeration operation period of completely mixing
reactor operated intermittently. The parameter values K 1= 0.0116 h· 1 and K 2 = 0.0401 b-1 of Eqn (1) were
obtained by the evaluation of experimental data.
Significant influence of cyclohexanone concentration on oxygen transport rate resulted from the
experiments. The following relation between the value of overall oxygen transport coefficient KLa and the value
of cyclohexanone concentration (expressed as COD) was obtained by evaluation of experimental data:
KLa= 96.60-63. 73 e (--0.0l21 COO)

where

COD

-3

- chemical oxygen demand

(g.m ]

Oxygen transport .c oefficient values for various cyclohexanone concentr:ations were obtained by applying Eqn.
(4).
The values of oxygen saturation concentrations at different cyclohexanone concentrations measured in water
both, without and in the presence of activated sludge, are shown in Fig. 1. From Fig. 1 it can be seen tf¥:
decrease of oxygen .s aturation concentration values at cyclohexanone concentration lower than about 100 mg.I .
In addition to this, only small changes in oxygen saturation concentration values at higher concentrations of
cyclohexanone are evident from Fig. 1. It can be concluded that the presence of sludge also influences rates of
oxygen transport.
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Fig. 1 The influence of cyclobexanone on the saturation
concentration of dissolved oxygen
The COD, NO) and MLSS responses of completely mixing intermittently aerated bioreactor on the feed
pulse change ofcyklohexanone concentration in the bioreactor wer.e measured and evaluated. Good fits between
experimental and calcula'~ed COD and NO.J values wei;e obtained by applying the above described models (Fig.
2 and 3). The best agreement between experimental an ·calculated values of COD and nitrate were obtained by
applying the Model 3, i.e. by the evaluation of 'switching functions ' values based on oxygen concentration
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measurements in the bioreactor. Dynamic changes of the switching functions (simplified model - Model 3)
during the experiment are shown in Fig. 5. On the other hand, from Fig. 4 is evident higher increase of
experimental values of biomass concentration during experiment in comparison to calculated values. The typical
biokinetic parameter values for domestic waste water [6] were used as starting values for optimisation procedure.
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Co:ndusions
W.e have found very convenient laboratory equipment of completely mixing reactor with intermittent aeration for
experimental modelling of simultaneous nitrification and denitrification processes carried out in high recycled
systems. Tills is due to the simplicity of the •equipment and the operational simplicity in comparison to tank-inseries bioreactor. Moreover the continuous oxygen profile is maintained in this reactor.
Acceptable agreement between experimental and calculated values of COD, N14-N, N03-N and MLSS was
obtained by applying the mathematical model of completely mixing hydrodynamic in combination with modified
and simplified IAWPRC kinetic and stoichiometric concept. The best description of experimental responses of
the system to pulse feed change of organic component of wastewater was achieved by applying of ' switching
functions ' approach, which implicitly includes also the influence of organic component concentration on oxygen
transport in the bioreactor. On the other hand, the utilisation of steady state measurements for the evaluation of
some biokinetic parameier values reduces the parameter number to be estimated experimentally or by
optimisation procedure. This is advantageous particularly in the case of industrial waste water treatment, where
is usually a .lack of kinetic and stoichiometric parameter values in the literature available for computer simulation
using commercial simulation programs. Thus we have assessed that this model approach can be applied also for
the description of the dynamic behaviour of a real system with similar hydraulic regime.
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The simplified model of completely mixing intermittently .aerated reactor based on the switching functions
approach is advantageous particularly for highly 11ecirculated bioreactor, i.e. Carrousel system of an industrial
WWTP. Not only waste water composition but also temperature influence on oxygen transport rate can be
included in this model trough the switching function va!lues obtained by the evaluation of dissolved oxygen
profiles monitored directly in the bioreactor.
All parameter values obtained in this work either by experimental or by optimisation methods were in the
range of those published for domestic waste water. On the other hand, the combination of experimental methods
and optimisation procedure for model parameters determination is convenient in order to allow the simulation of
these processes.
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Abstract. The well-know.n IAWQ models are often used to simulate the behaviour of activated
sludge processes. The IAWQ model n°1 slightly modified by adding a nitrogen limiting growth function
for heterotrophic microorganisms, has been validated on a sequencing single sludge wastewater reactor
doing nitrification and denitrification. However, this model is too complex to be used for control design.
The main purpose of this paper is to show how it is possible to simplify the full model from biological
and mathematical considerations. Properties of observability and controllability have been analyzed.
Simulation results are compared with experimental data.

Introduction
The advent of more severe effluent criteria for wastewater treatment plants, specially regarding nitrogen
removal, increases the need for more adequate control. The use of mathematical models thus becomes
necessary to help in the elaboration of control strategies as well as for real time control and optimization
of process performance.
Many models have been proposed to simulate the behaviour of the activated sludge process, culmina.ting in the publication of the now widely referenced IAWQ model n°1 [2]. This mechanistic model,
modified simply by adding a nitrogen limiting growth function for the heterotrophs, has been validated from experimental data. Sets of data were obtained from a lab scale pilot plant simulating a single
reactor a<:tivat,e d sludge doin.g nitrification/ denitrification through intermittent aeration (7).
However, the use of such a model for real time control seems impossible due to its complexity and to
the lack of measurable state variables. Very few researches have been done on the use of simple phen~
menological models (called her·e reduced order models) for controlling activated sludge process (12], [4],
leaving place for good and innovative research in that area.
A study was thus undertaken to elaborate a reduced order model to facilitate the use of control
algorithms in real time control for an activated sludge process. The methodology developed hereafter
could be summarized as follows:
• reduction of the reference model (I.A.W.Q. model n°1)
• adaptation of the model to make sure that the properties of obseroability and controllability are
fulfiUed

• calibration of the reduced <
o rder model from experimental data.
This paper presents the methodology used to simplify the model as well as a comparison between the
r·esults obtained with the reduced order model and the .r·eferenoe model.

Description of the process
The studied activated sludge process {low organic load) comprises a mixer, an aeration tank and a
settler (Figure 1). Biomass is recycled from the settler to the aeration tank, excess sludge is wasted from
the latter and oxygen is supplied intermittently in the reactor to create nitrification and denitrification
conditions. Carbon and nitrogen are removed easily through this process which however is not optimized
in terms of operation.
Two control va.ria!bles can be considered: (a) the addition of an external carbon source to opti·
mize the denitrification process, and (b) the aeration fiowrate to optimize the cycle lengths {nitrification/ denitrification) to meet the required effluent ·criteria and minimize eventually the energy consumption. On-line measarements available for these controls are oxygen and nitrate concentrations. Off-line
measurements of ammonia concentra•tion are also available and necessary for off-line identification of
model parameters.
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Figure 1: Activated sludge process

Mathematical modelling
The reference model which describes the elimination of nitrogen and carbon is the l.A.W.Q. model n°1
[2] in whkh some modifications have been made :
1>

the alkalinity which does not appear in kinetic reactions of other components has been omitted,

t>

the particulate products arising from biomass decay have been introduced in the definition of the
particulate inert organic matter (like in the LA.W.Q. model n°2 [3]),

t>

a new parameter KNH4.H has been introduced to take into account the ammonia limitation for the
aerobic and an.oxic growth of heterotrophic biomass.

The mathematical model takes into a,c count the aerobic ,growth of heterotrophic and autotrophic biomass, the anoxic growth of beterotrophic biomass, the decay of both types of biomass, the ammonification
of soiuble organic nitrogen, the hydrolysis of entrapped •Organics and organic nitrogen.
The reference model contains eleven state variables and twenty parameters, and has been written
down under the following .assumptions :
• the aerator and the mixer are supposed to be perfectly mixed,
• the biological reactions take place only in the aeration tank,
• the settler is ·considered perfect : the treated effiuent does not contain particulate products and
concentrations of soluble reactants are the same :at inlet and outlet of the settler.
After parameter identification, simulation results show a good fitting with experimental data [6, 7] obtained fuom four series of experiments.
The ·considered reactor being a :low organic loading activated sludge process, the removing of carbon
does not state a problem ; so, it may be interesting to get :a simplified state model characterized by three
state variables S NOJ, SN H.f and So2 defining concentrations of nitrate, ammonia and oxygen respectively.

Reduced order model
In order to get a reduced order model, a certain number of approximations has to be done from biochemical
and mathematical considerations. This can be achieved by ob.5erving the evolution of state variables in
diffierent experimental ,conditions and by simplifying the reaction kinetics ; but the obtained reduced
order model must fulfil observability and controllability properties .
The following biochemical approximations have been made :
1. some state vari:ables (e.g. the soluble and particulate inert organic matters) do not intervene in

state equations corresponding to the rest of varia bles :. they are removed,
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2. some functions of biomass concentrations in the hydrolysis kinetics can be considered as constants,
3. some state variables (e.g. the heterotrophic and autotrophic biomasses) do not vary much within
one nitrification/denitrification cycle ; they are replaced by their mean values,
4. some input concentrations (e.g. the infiuent n:itr3ite and oxygen concentrations) are very small :
they .a re ·considered :as .zero.,
5. the sludge containing a low organic loading (small value of ·c arbon concentration), the Monod-type
kinetics related to the ·c arbon .a re approximated by a lineac function,
6. the Monod-type kinetics related to ammonia for heterotrophic giowth can be approximated by a
constant,
7. knowing that the concentrations of nitrate, ammonia and oxygen are the only state variables of
the redu.ced order model, the concentration of the readily biodegradable substrate is expressed as
a fraction of its amount in the infiuent wastewater, of the supplied external carbon and of the
hydrolysis of organics.
The reduced order model can be sptitted into two submodels : one submodel in aerobic conditions
(submodel n°l) and one submodel in a:noxic conditions (submodel n°2). The switching from the aerobic
model to the anoxic :model occurs when the oxygen concentration is near zero ; the switching from
the anoxic model to the aerobic model occurs when the air is supplied. This model must fulfil the
observability and controllability properties. Nonlinea:r methodo~ogy approaches [9] have been applied for
each submodel.

*

Observability - In the first case, it has been shown that the submodel n°1 is observable ; in the second
case, the submodel n:0 2 is obsei:-vable only if the reduction assumption n°6 is omitted : therefore,
the ammonia limitation of the heterotrophic growth has been. considered again.

*

Controllability - A controllability study has been made in aerobic conditions by considering two types
of control (the supplied external carbon only or combined with the air flowrate) : the submodel
n°1 is controllable in both cases. In anoxic conditions, by considering the supplied external carbon
only, .it is possibt.e to control the nitrate coucentration only (the ammonia concentration is imposed
by the ammonia concentration at the inlet of the reactor).

The activated sludge process operates in continuous mode with sequencing phases according to aerobic
(So 2 > 0) or anoxic (So2 = 0) conditions ; it is then described by two differential equation systems :
·• aerobic ·conditions

(1)

=

-(D +De). S02 + .k la * (S02aat - 802) - k12

*(S
. + !2s.
' Sin
D •sSc + ~)
D

-

4 · 57 * k3
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* s02!W

02H

* So2+02AUT
~2
* SHHt+KHHUUT
SNHt

• anoxic conditions

S +~
*(sSin + Q.
D • Sc
D * T/N03h * S

SNos

N03 +K/'103

= D * SNH4in

-

)

(D +De)* SNH4 -b * ~2 * s t'IOSs'+'J?NOS

•(Ssin + f!s..D .Ssc + .~
D * T/NOJh
'

* s/'103S'+'J?

NQS

}

* s 5.fJI-4
NH4

NH4H

(2)

+ k4

where

= %- with Qs the input flowrate, Qc the external carbon ftowrate and V the

=

• D
~ and De
volume of the reactor,
• Ssc

is the concentration of the supplied external carbon,

• kla is the coefficient of oxygen transfer,
• So2sat

is the saturation concentration of oxygen,

·• SNH4 i n

and Ss;n are the concentrations of ammonia and soluble carbon in the input wastewater,

• (k12, k22, kJ, k4, ks, Ko2H, Ko2AuT, KNH4AUT, KNoJ, b) and (k22, k4, ks,
ace the model parameters respectively in aerobic .a nd anoxic conditions.

KNoJ, KNH4H, T/NOJh)

Experimenta!l data from a pilot unit being rather limited, only the most influent parameters should
be estimated. One sensitivity study of parameters in aerobic and :anox:ic conditions has therefore been
realized ; the results are as follows :
- in aerobic conditions, para.meters b, k12, k22, k3 , k4 and k5 must be identified ; other parameters

have the numerical values obtained by identification of the LA.W.Q. model n° 1 [7],
- in anoxic conditions, only parameters
model.

k22,

k4, ks and

T/N03h

are infiuent on the solution of the

Consequently, seven parameters a.re to be identified in the reduced order model ; these parameters can
be estimated only if the model is identifiable. An identifiability study is then necessary.

Structural identifiability
There exist few available methods concerning the structural identifiability for nonlinear systems. The
model structure of the bioreactor being highly nonlinear and on-line measurements of ammonia being
impossible, the methods used have been ·t he generating series approach [11] and the similarity transformation approach [l, 10, 11].
To apply the similarity transformation approach, the model is assumed to be observable and controllable, which has been previously verified only for the submodel n°1. The application of this approach has
shown that all parameters of this submodel ace identifiable [5].
In anox:ic conditions, the submodel n°2 being observable but not controllable, it has been shown, by
using the generating series approach, that only parameters k22, kt, KNoJ, KNH4H and ks * T/N03h are
identifiable. Indeed, pacameter ks being identifiable in the submodel n°1, parameter T/NOJH can also be
determined.
Globally speaking, all par.ameters ·o f the reduced order model are identifiable.
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Parameter identification and simulation results
The parameter identification has been implemented by using the simplex method of Nelder and Mead
[8], because it does not need the computation of the sensitivity functions. The performance index to
be minimized is a quadratic function of errors between experimental data (concentrations of nitrate,
ammonia and oxygen) and the solution of the reduced order model. Experiments were performed in
different conditions of flowrates (influent wastewate.r and air) and influent substrates concentrations. A
parameter identification has been realized for each experiment. [t has been stated that four parameters
(k12 1 ks, T/N03H, b) have practically the same value from one experiment to another one, which is not the
case for the other parametrers (k3, k4, k2z).
Figure 2 represents the evolution of concentratiom of nitrate, ammonia and oxygen during six hours.
The influent flowrate has been increased by 76% at time t = 3 hours. This figure allows a comparison
between the solution of the reduced ·o rder model with the solution of the reference model and with
experimental data. The discrepancies are relatively small at any time.
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Figure 2: Observed and simulated concentrations of nitrate, ammonia and oxygen
(experiments of 19.12.1995)
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Conclusion
It has been shown in this paper that the complex mathematical I.A.W.Q. model can be simplified by
considering biological and mathematical assumptions in the case of a low organic loading activated sludge
process. The simplification leads to a reduced order model useful for designing control algorithms.
An identifiability study, prior to the practical parameter identification, allowed to determine which
parameters are identifiable for each phase (aerobic or anoxic). Nevertheless, by considering both phases
together, it has been possible to estimate all parameters of the reduced order model.
Simulation runs .allow to ·compare solutioo of the general model, solution of the reduced order model
and experimental data. A ,good .fit between experimental and simulated values has been observed.
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Abstract. Due to increasiog ooocem widi environmental pollution created by the utilization of petroleum derivatives in the
operation ofconventiooal vehiCles, electric and hybrid vehicles are becoming prominent among the next generation vehicles.
Development of electric vehicles is plagued by limited driving .range and inconsistent battery behavior. Some of the
llifficulties enco11Dtercd in the electric vehicle technology can be better understood using performance models. However,
these performance models involve a high degree ·Of uncertainty. As fuzzy logic has been proved to be a valuable tool in
modeling systems with high degree of uncertainty, this approach bas been adopted for the study of power system
management of next generation vehicles described here. In ·this worlc, using a gradient descent technique, fuzzy linguistic
states pertinent to next generation vehicle power systems parameters have been described and then tuned to the system
'behmor. A self~tuoing algorithm based on error back propagation has been generalized to tune a class of fuzzy models with
a high degree of accuracy. The .application of the algorithm has been extended to electric vehicle load forecasting due to
varying char.g!ing pattern ·and traffic bebavior.

Introduction
Awareness of the eovll'omnental deterioration caused by automobile air pollution and petroleum fuel consumption has
stimularfld an intensified searCh for alternative power souroes to the automobile internal combustion engine (ICE). An energy
dficte:nt, pollution free electric powec source is a logical candidate due t•o several reasons. An electric vehicle produces only
ooe tcath of the pollution emitted by lCE-powered car, even after figuring in the emissions from the power plants used for
recharging the cars. This is in addition to freedom from the carcinogenic agents in the air. There is no noisy exhaust, valve

train c'latter, or knocking m electric vehicles as compared to their conventional counterparts. With the increasing
consumption of gasoline and ·the instability in the gasoline prices, ·electric vehicles can reduce a country's trade deficit as
well as avert an ·ccono.mical setb:ack resulting from an ·Oil. crisis 1or an embargo. A fall in demand for petroleum products
would also reduce the oceanic oil spills and the horrendous amount of crude and refined fuel that leaks from storage tanks
into ground and pollutes the soil and the subterranean water resources.
The limited range and often inadequate powec for rapid acceleratioo. offered by the state-of-the-art, rechargeable batter
powered clectric vehicle (EV) severely restricts its usefulness. The main drawback of electric vehicles is the limited battery
·capacity :and the high discharge ~tes which result in a limited driving r.ange. The recharge time of the currently available
batteries are significmtly high as compared •to the instan1t·refueling capability of the gasoline engines. This causes a severe
drawback for continuous ~ Due to the absence of my infrastructure for manufacturing, the initial costs are higher than
their IC engine counterparts. These may considerably fall once the electric vehicles capture a significant muket.
In ·order to circumvent these sbortcmnings, many modeling-assisted studies involving candidate technology comparisons
bave bcm ;pciformed to provide infonnation for planning and research decisions. Modeling has also been extensively used
in engineering activities including preliminary and final design optimization. The reliability of the results of computer
simulation depends upon the validity and accuracy of its component models. Design experience has made it relatively easy
to predict the performauce of some of the major vehicle and drive component models.

Fuzzy Lo.giic Ap,p roach l·o Pedonnanoe Studies
Fuzzy logic, with its rule based approach has been effectively implemented in both modeling md practical applications [ 1J.
I.t has particularly been useful in cases where an "expert» rather than a mathematical model has been effective in
predictinglcootrolling a system behavior.
The introduction cf a fleet of.electric vehicles in the muket will result ·in an increase in electric power demand. Hence
it is imperative for the power industries •to form .an effective means to predict the power demand due to electric vehicles.
The charge requirement at any time of the day depends on a number offactors like charging pattern, number of vehicles
being charged, state of charge requirement and the usage pattern. In this worlc, fuzzy logic is used to forecast the demand
,taking various factors into 8'XX>Ullt Modelin,g the complex behavior of batteries presents an intriguing challenge. The second
application deals with ihe use of fuzzy lo.gic in. modeling Ille battery characteristics related to voltage monitoring as well as
predicting ener,gy densities in the electric vehicle batteries.
1
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The underlying principles ·o f fuzzy logic were first mtroduced in Prcofessor Zadeh's first paper on fuzzy set theory in
1965[2]. Since then there .have been major advanoes in lhe theory, ap,plications, and implementations of fuzzy logic systems.
The theory offuzzy .sets allows a type of uncertainty doe to v.agueness or fuzziness rather than due to randomness alone.
lt its most basic seose, a fuzzy set is a set Where objects have gradual rather than abrupt transition from membership to noomember:ship. The use of ,quantitative analysis (traditional models, e.g., a set ef differential equations or statistical analysis)
bas been growing as a part of :an effort to provide a more rational basis for many engineering problems. It is very difficult,
if.not ~ble, to analyze engineering experieuce or hamaa ability to draw conclusions which are based on analogy, using
coaventiooal statistical anafy:sis. The fuzzy set theory is based on the premise that the key elements in human thinking are
·oot ·numbers but words. The most .important feature ofbuman thinking is the inability to form a standard technique to extract
from a colleetion of masses of data only such items oflmowledge which ue relevant to the task at hand.
Per:ceptioo in the .real world usually consists of summary representations of reality and is therefore imprecise and
sUbjective. Henoe these intf:rpretation use concepts which do not have sharply defined boundaries, such as large, fast, very
Mfe. In .fa:zzy logic, socb ooocepts me 1epi eseoted as fuzzy sets, i>e., classes of objects in which transition from membership
to non-memberslrip is gradual rather than abrupt.
The numerical parameters and~ states that are to be chose for a :fuzzy model become a challenge. One may have
to go~~ iter:atioos to bit upoo the optimum choice of the numerical parameters governing the problem. Several
algOOthms have been proposed to tune the member functions. One of the most effective methods as suggested by Nomura
et ll. [3], deals with tuning of the fuzzy antecedent part and real consequent pmt based on the gradient descent technique.
Ibis teclmique has been implemeuted f<X' an obstacle avo.id.ance problem for the control of steering angle of a mobile robot
ag distance and angle with respect to the obstacle as its inputs. This ,algorithm suffers from a lack of generalized approach
in dealing with fuzzy ·ooo.gequents. Henoe the gtadieot descent technique h.&S been extended to the problems involving fuzzy
cooseque:ots. The mathematical derivatioo using ·lhe error backpropagaMn technique is Shown in the following sections and
impk:meoted for electriclhybrid veliicle perfomumce ~- The first stage in die algorithm is the parametric representation
· of a fuzzy model.
'Fuzzy P.ar:ametrization. Consider .a m-parameter input and 11. r-parameter output case to study the parametric
representations of the fuzzy rules. The inputs ar:e rep.resented by x1.x,.x1..•.x., and the output by y.
The inference ruile of simp.lified fuzzy .reasoning can be represented as follows.
Rulei
IF x:, isA,1 and x1 is Aa and ......... and i;.. is A.., THEN y 1 is OA;1 and .. .y, is OA,, where is the rule number, A~ Aa. ... A ... are
the fuzzy sets of the antecedent part and OA,. OA0 .. .0A1, are the fuzzy sets of the consequent part. Since we consider
triangular membership functions, the antecedent part is represented 'by au isosceles biangle. The two parameters
,representing the membership function are the center Jll'P; ml the width bs,,. The output of the fuzzy reasoning can be derived
by the following 'Set of equations.

(1)

(2)
(3)
n

y .. =

2:
i= l

~romPir

n

'L

(4)

~,r

i= l
j
k

r

p

I to n (munber of rules)
I ·tom. (number of inputs)
= l to K (number of data sets)
l ,to R (number of outputs)
I to P (number of parameters)

=

mp1 aod bs9 a:re the midpoint md base width coaespoodiogto the ith rule :and the jth input, while omp1, md ob.s1, conespond
to the midpoint and base width corresponding to the ith rule and the Ith output. µ ~ represents the membership function
corresponding to the jth input and ith :ruile. µt1 is the result of the operation on the fuzzy rules using the multiplication
o,perator . ..::11, represents the area corresponding to a consequent oll'tput O,J, with a weightage corresponding t<>r,..d , y
corresponds to the rth fuzzy output
The four parameters defining the fuzzy ru!le are mpl/' bsl/' omplf' and o bs4. These parameters corresponding to all the
rules are to be tuned to a desired ,p attero or behavior. The fu:zzy .algorithm for the tuning consists of two basic stages:
1
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ove.r the whole domain. Consequent parameters omplj and ob~ are tuned by substituting the output of the fuzzy
reasoning y, the membership value, and the output data/.
2) Antecedent ·p arameters mpJ} and 1!he bsiJ are then tuned by substituting 'the changed parameters of the consequent part
ornpf and obs11 :and performing backpropagation based on the ·c umulative least sqtw'ed error (CLS error) estimate of
the output of the :fuzzy reasoning y and the output data/.
Tunin:g by Gr,a dient Descent Method. The objective of the .g radient descent method is to seek for the vector Z which
decn:ases an objective fimction E(Z), where Z is a p-dimensional vector Z = (Z1,Z J> •• .. Z) of the tuning parameters. In this
method, the vector which decfeases .t he value ·o f objective function is represented by

,,z

(5)
aad the leamin.g ruk is expressed by the following formula
z 1 (t

+ 1) = z; (t) -

8E(Z) .
K · - i : - ( i = 1, ... p)
uZ1

(6)

where t ~ the number of iteration of learning and K is a constant. Alterin·g Z according to the learning rule, the value of the
objective functioo •cooverges to a local minimum . In the present method, the inference rules are tuned so as to minimize the
objective function E which is defined by the following.

E=

£ t

(y ~ -

2

=r )

Y
(7)
i=l i=l
whereyrisdledesired output data. obtained from the expert. The objective function represents the inference error between
the desll:able output y,..4 and the output of fuzzy ·reasoning y:.
Since 1he shape of the memberShip function governing the set Ail is defined by the oenter value mp ;p the objective
function E consists of the tuning parameters mp;i' bs,fl' .omp,i. and obsij (1=1,2, ...n; j =l,2, ... m; r =l,2, ...R). Therefore, the
present method c·an be an application of the descent method by which the optimum vector Z to minimize the objective
function E(Z) can be derived when the vector Z is defined as follows.

Where subscriptP=2n(m+R). R is dienum:ber of consequeots, m is the number of antecedents and n represents the number
of'rules. Equatioos denotmg die parameter~ :show the resp.ective (t+ l)th values of the tuning parameters. K"' K"' and
K.., are ~ts . The comprehensive update equations when substituted by the error gradients are given in the Appendix.
The 1eaming algorithm :adaptively ·Changes the tuning parameters for a direction to minimize the objective function
E. Thus using the learning rules, the tuning parameters of the inference .r ules are optimized to minimize the inference error
between die desirable output y,/ .m d die output of the fuzzy reasoning y,".

P.ower Load .F orecasting Due to Charging of .E lectric Ve.hides
.F ormation .o f Fuzzy Rules. Since the objective in our case is to obtain the power demand forecasting, consequent part of
the fuzzy system becomes the power demaad or the dectri.cal load. The antecedent part consists of the time of the day as
we wish to obtain the daily distnoution. The fiUzz}' rules ar:e formed based on the utilizing capacity of the customers we have
addressed. The linguistic states for ·t he antecedent part are formed by the assumed behavior that the peak demand occurs
primarily during two time periods. The first time ,period is mid-day period between 10 AM and 4 PM when the parked
vehicles of the office goers get charged. The second time period is the night time between 10 PM and 6 AM when the
utilization 'is very ilow and the charging :rate is high ea~ 1he peak demand to occur. The traffic could be high or low during
•the rest of the period depending upon the n.a:ture of the day (i.re. Whether it is a working day or a holiday etc.) causing
uncertAinty in dre traffic behavior.

..........
.............
't •t.c:IN

., '8r>t

Figure 1. Linguistic States
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weekend, and holiday before a holiday or weekend. The rules for 'the fuzzy model are framed based on the expert's opinion
on the behaviorofthe power demand for a day belonging to a particular category. The set of seven categorized rules are as
follows:
WORKING DAYif TIME is MORNING then DEMAND is MEDIUM
/[TIME is MID-DAY then DEMAND is HIGH
I/TIME is EVENING then DEMAND is LOW
WORKING DAY (excluding the day before .a holiday)
lfTIME .is NIGHT then DEMAND is VERY IIlGH

DAY BEFORE A HOLIDAY
/[TIME is NIGHT .then DEMAND is LOW
HOLIDAY
lfTIME is MORNING .o r MID-DAY or EVENING then DEMAND is LOW
HOLIDAY ~excluding ho.liday 'before .a holiday)
({TIME is NIGHT .then DEMAND ts VERY HIGH
The rules are framed on the basis of assumptions listed above. The sixth rule is a combination of the three rules and
they are taken so during computation. The data .set used for training was taken from the results obtained in (4] and the
criteria for the formation of the fuzzy rules were based on the ·p mposed power generation behavior in [5]. The
defuzzification is carried out by training the model using the data set for a normal week with five working days.

Discussion of Results
Generalized Fuzey Self.:Tuning Algo.r ithm. Different systems with considerable degree of non-lineuity were tuned to
a good error estimate using the tuning algorithm. The CLS error estimate for another data set was compared using the tuned
rule base and also the expected system bebavior (Figures 2, 3). The parameters K17 K111 K_ Ko11 were chosen so as to achieve
the best convergence for the -given data set and error estimate. The Centroid method was used for refuzz.ification and
multiplication operator was used for the AND operations of ·the rules. The interpretation of these results shows that the
initialization of the pai:ameters in the back propagation .oetwoik may be closer to the desired parameter set in a fuzzy
networ'k than in neural network. Initialization in the fuzzy algorithm is .not done randomly as in the conventional neural
network, but is governed by the rule base.
Figures 2 and 3 give the three dimensional representation of the fuzzy and the desired system. Figure 2 depicts that,
if the initial rule base contains some erroneous rules (intentionally provided to the system shown), the untuned system may
provide a different behavior than what is intended. Also, if the rule base contains a lot of inaccurate rules, GSTA does not
converge.

..,
21.5

0

Figu·r e 2. Untuned Fuzzy Model vs. Desired
System (y=x 1·X:i +"22)

Figure 3. Tuned Fuzzy Model vs. Desired System
(y=x •."2+x22)

Power Load Forecasting. 'The power load demand for a normal week with five working days and two holidays were used
as a data set for tuning the rules. The data contained power load samples for every two hours. The tuning was performed

till a cumulative least squared error of less than 0 .003 was attained. Figures 4 and 5 show the tuning behavior and the error
behaviorrcspectively. The effect of the rule base was tried using a different input set which involved a week patterns of a
Tuesday holiday aod a long weekend. The .results indicate relatively lower charging rate oo Monday nights in Figure 6 and
Thur.;day, Friday nights in Figure 7. 'The flattened peaks indicate ·the paucity of the data which is unavailable due to apparent
lack of electric vehicles in today' s .market. The forecasting model m:ay be updated every 3 months or even online. Online
updating is preferred till the time the electric veblcles stabilize in the market.
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Figure 4. Tuning Behavior for the System
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Figure 6. Fower Load Forecasting for Case I
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Figure 7. Power Load Forecasting for Case II

Conclusion
Fuzzy logic has been proved to be a good tool as a decision maker in problems with high degree of uncertainty. The
·gradient descent method used in the generalized self tuning algorithm has been effective in tuning the parameters governing
the linguistic states. Power load forecasting due to electrical vehicle battery charging has been petfonned using the self
tuning algorithm. The closeness .o f results with the test data indicate that a fuzzy rule base can be made to learn a preset
pattern or behavior. This can provide an effective technique in data anafysis and forecasting problems.
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Abstract. The mathematical migration models of the chosen organic pollutants in soils are considered. The
motivation of the .resear:ch is the migration analysis of oil derivatives in the soil environment. It is very important
problem connected with the ground wa~er pollution. The mathematical models besides the soil properties
descript~on include also physicochemical data of pollutants and take into account the possibility of their reactions.
The analysis of the soil models is provided for different levels of accuracy (three levels). First level uses only the
general equations with several parameters such as:
- soil composition,
- water content and the character of water resource.
In the second level the ground configuration is taken into account. The expansion of these two models is the mooel
in which many hydrological and geological parameters are introduced. The physicochemical characteristics of
sy&tem components are also considered. We assumed the point sources of the pollutions in the models and several
others .i;estrictions for clarity and solvability of the problem. The proposed analysis is necessary for optimal
location of the fuel stations due to their di.i;ect intluenc·e on the nearest surroundings. Thus the location of the fuel
station ought to be decided using the different criteria. In our models the environmental protection criteria are
most important ones. The selected parameters of the models are determined on the basis of empirical results. As a
tool in the modelling process the specialized software is used. The parts of modelling procedures were prepared
separately according ~o special features of modelled environment. The elaborated models were prepared for PC
with standard configuration. ln the authors opinion presented models are important for petrochemical industry and
especially for oil distribution.
Introduction.
Nowadays, there are many different pollutions migration processes• models. lt is caused by the different
point of view in modeling process, kind of presumed principles or limitations. However all these differences are
determined by a model expected application, and therefore by its expected detail level and preciseness. It is very
important to notice that adding more limitations will increase inaccuracy of a model. It is also very important to
check if made limiitations did not completely change ,theoretical meaning of processes and mechanisms which are
being modeled. Mode:ling is a very complicated process, that show:s the Fig.I [5].
Below the!'e are described these differences and also likenesses of pollutions migration processes' models.
The first kind of the models division is delimitation because of a quantity of dimensions taken into consideration in
a model. It means an axis of a 3 dimensional space, but not a time. A time parameter is necessary in all models
because of a dynamic ·character of modeled processes .and mechanisms. And therefore there are one, two and three
dimensional models. Obviously one dimensional mooel is a ldnd of the most simple model in this division. ln spite
of pI'eciseness and credibility of these models, they have only limited applications. Because it is impossible to
simulate real processes on these models wiitlc1 great exactness, they may be only applicated in estimating these
processes. The results of estimating ·are no:t very exact. They belong to the most simple models. But they find an
application from .the scientific point of view. These models are basic in scientific researches concerning more
complicated real processes. They are also fundamental in development of existing models in the purpose of
searching and creating new and more actual models. For example in 1968 Lindstrom proposed a mathematical
model describing leaching of pesticides through column of soil.
1
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Other feature delimiting existing models is the way by which the model describes the type and the
structure of the soil at which get the pollutions. It is very difficult and almost impossible to create the model,
which on the one hand would be as much universal as could describe all kinds of the soil, but on the other hand
would be as much exact as could be real. The most different limitation in modeling process is to presume that the
soil is completely homogeneous. It means presuming that the migrating pollutions get at the same type and
structure of the soil all the time. This is a very difficult limitation and this way it limits exactness of received
results. The better and more exact limitation in this point of view is to presume layer structure of the soil. In this
case we assume that all layers are homogeneous, but the ground consists of many different layers with different
proprieties. But for heterogeneous layers modeling process is very difficult.
There are many other various types of limitations which have a different influence on modeling results.
They concern an underground water flow type, adsorption and desorption processes or degradation. Some of more
simply models do not take into consideration sorption p!'ocesses (2]. Some models do not describe the degradation
process [1,6]. All these limitations have strong influence on exactness of model, but they have also influence on its
application. Ano.ther main criterion of models division is a kind of injected pollutions. It is very important what
type of compounds pollutions belong to. lt determines what kind of processes model should describe and how
strong changes and reactions influence the soil or groundwater. As it has been shown there is many points which
differentiate existing models. In the paragraph below there are described some of them to demonstrate differences
mentioned above.

Models of ·poHutions migration pr·ocesses.
First of all there will be described some of more simply models. Restrictions in application of this models
are very serious. However the great limitation of a very complicated real situation makes it very often easier to
understand the mechanisms of pollutions migration. The other very important thing is possibility of applying
simplificated methods without access to the computer.
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Erst example of a simple model is a piston flow model in a radial flux [3 ]. An injection in this model is
short-lived. An application is only in estimating. The model presumes the following limitations: l) an aquiferous
layer is not limited, isotropic and homogeneous; 2) a motion of groundwater is constant; 3) pollutions do not
undergo a sorption, and do not react in .any other way with a soil medium; 4) a dispersion of pollutions in pore
medium may be overlooked. The other simple model is one dimensional model with radial flux of groundwater
wi~h taking into consideration a longitudinal dispersion. This model inquire a continuous type of injection.
Pollutions in this model also do not undergo the sorption processes. They also do not undergo a degradation. A
fundamental difference is caused by inquiring dispersion process.
The .less simple is the model with two dimensional hydrodynamic field for an extensive focus of the
pollution injection [3 ]. In this model there exist only a few limitations. It presume that: I) a motion of groundwater
is constant; 2) poUuti.ons do not undergo the sorption process and degradation; 3) but pollutions undergo
transversal and oblong disper:sion in aquiferous layer; 4) a total dispersion is proportional to the filtration velocity
what me.ans that hydrodynamic dispersion predominate in an absolute way. More exact models take into
consideration real processes such as adsorption or desorption. In this model type a limitation concerning these
processes is changed. It is presumed the analyzed pollutions undergo sorption process and ion exchange. Obviously
thefe is a Hmi,tation in this case. The model p11esumes equilibrium between a solution and a soil stabilize at once.
The model overlooks an influence of sorption processes and ion exchange kinetics. An adsorption follows linear
isothenn. An ion exchange has an equivalent character. This model is not so simple as models describe before, and
it is obvious that its preciseness is greater than others. As an example of a model which undergo sorption process
Van Genuchten and coworkers (in 1974 • 1977) described a model for predicting pollutions migration in soil. The
pollution subs·tance was a pesticide. They also investigated the effect of a nonequilibrium adsorption.
The model described by J.ury, Spencer and Farmer in 1983 includes the effects of the volatilization,
leaching, and degradation of a soil-applied organic chemicals [4~. This model presumed follow limitations: 1)
uniform soil properties; 2) a linear, equilibrium adsorption isotherm; 3) a linear, equilibrium liquid-vapor partition;
4) an uniform initial incorporation; 5) a loss of the pestfoide and water to the atmosphere limited by a gaseous
diffusion. This model is to describe the major loss pathway of soil-applied organic chemicals as a function of
specific environmental variables and soil conditions. 1bree major loss pathways were examined: degradation,
mobility and volatilization. Authors de.scribed the application of this model as an application not for predicting a
chemical's ·concentration distribution but only for grouping chemicals according to their behavior in the
environmental scfeening tests. Primarily this model has been used in pesticides injection, but it is applicable to
other organic chemicals as well. Authors showed how the model might be used to identify the major loss pathways
for a given chemi,cal and to detennine the relative mobility, volatility or persistence of a group of chemicals.
The next model is a VIP model. This microcomputer model named VIP (Vadose Zone Interactive
Processes) was developed at Utah Sta,te University to provide a mathematical description of a land treatment
system {1 ]. The model simulates vadose .zone processes .including the volatilization, degradation, adsorption I
desorption, adv·ection and dispersion. Four physical phases in the vadose .zone are considered including water, oil,
soil grains and soil-pore air (unsaturated pore space). The bad point in this model is dimensionallity. It limits the
applications for it because of its .limited exac·tn.ess. This model will be detaily described in the next section. There
will be also described a trial to extend this model to two or even three dimensions. This trial has on the purpose the
appHcabon abillties increasing of VIP model described before in simulating real processes of the pollutions
migration.
1

1

Vadose Zone Interactive Processes Model (VIP) and i'l s extensions.
This model simulates vadose zone processes such .as volatilization, degradation, adsorption and
desorption, advection and dispersion. VIP model describes the fate of the hazardous organic substances in the soil.
Because the model is one dimensional., it describe processes in a column of soil. In land treatment point of view
this soil column is made up of two different layers: 1) the zone of incorporation, 2) the lower treatment zone.
Applicated abbreviations of this zones are often named as.: for first layer is ZOI, and for the other is LTZ. The ZOI
(also called the plow zone) is the first top layer at which the pollution get during injection. Typically it is
presumed that this first layer is about 15 ·Cm deep. The second layer (LTZ) extends below zone of incorporation
and typically is about 1.5 m deep. This zone contains substances which have been mobilized and transported from
the first layer (ZOI). This model presumed that pollution substance has homogeneous chemical properties.
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Pollution may be a pure compound or it also may be a mixture consists of a few different compounds as long as the
behavior of the mi:tture can be adequately described by composite substance parameters [2).
The fate of ~he pollution in the soil depends on mobiliz.ation, v,o}atilization and decomposition rate. The
mode.I VIP takes into consideration that injected pollution substance may be mobilized by three mechanisms:
advection., dispersion and migration between or among phases. Mechanisms of mobilization by advection or
dispersion may be significant for the air and water phases. The soi\ grain phase is not mobile. Mechanisms of
mobilization by migration of pollutions between or among phases .are modeled as the sorption processes. This
model .assumes that the sorption can occur directly between .two of any phases being in contact. Modeling of
pollutions migration between rno~ than two phases at the same time would be e:ttremely difficult and it would
complicate the equations describing diese processes in the model. 'T his model assumes that pollution migration
from one phase to another must pass through the water phase. However volatilization is represented in the model
by two processes: mass flu:t :into the all' phase and ad~ection/dispersion.
Another process described in the model is degradation process. This process describes the loss of the
pollution substance from the ground without regard to mechanism. It may be caused by volatihzation for volatile
chemical substances. Because the pollution substance may degrade .a t dlfferent rates in different phases, separate
coefficients describe each phase in the model. The processes described before are represented by six following
equations:
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where the subscripts w, a, o, s indicate the water, all', oil and soil grain phases respectively. Meanings of symbols
are as follows:
C - concentration of the pollution substance in the phase described by subscript (glm3 ),
V - vertical pore velocity of the phase (m/day),
,µ ·first order decay rat'e forthe poHution within the phase (I/day),
K - a mass transfer ia:te ·c oeffici,e nt {1/day),
·0 - volume of the phase vvithin the control volume (m3 phase/m3 control volume),
Kaw. Kow. Ksw • linear partition coefficients,
.
p • soil bulk density,
D - dispersion coefficient for the phase (m2/day),
~ - soil porosity,
y0 - degradation iate of the oil phase,
z - depth, positive downwards (m),
t-tlme (days).
For e:ttending this model to three dimensional model there are required some changes in equations. The first two
equaitions will be changed. They will be look like follows:
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In th.is case the modeI not only include vertical pore velocity of phase, but must include three components of pore
velocity adequately to three dimensions of model. This extension added in this model will increase the quantity of
possible applications in studying and observing processes of ipoUutions migration. This model may be used in
simulating real proc·e sses which occur in real soil environment.

A computer model of migration prncesses.
The equations of extended VIP model are :programmed in PSl/c. PSl/c is an interactive, expressionoriented and block-structured simulation program for studying the behaviour of dynamic continuous and discrete
systems. There are many different function types which may be used to define a model. There are dynamic
continuous and discrete, linear and non-linear, logic and boolean functions. PSI/c has many different facilitise
which improve the modehng process such as full screen editor with menu commands bar or optimization facility.
The equations of VIP model are defined as follows:
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where letters from A to L a!'e constants which represent all coefficients which are included in equations of model.

Mod·e l V•e rification and v,alidatio.n.

Verification of the numerical model is very often based on analytical solutions for problems without
gravity and capillarity. In general howev·er, analytical soluitions that consider fully efects of gravity and capillarity
in multiphase flow t:hrough porous media are not tractable . Tha:t is why the model which is verified against
analytical .solutions can still give wrong results. In such cases the only way to verify model's credibility is to verify
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by comparison of the model and an experimental results [2]. Therefore the extended VIP model will be verify by
comparison between numerical simulations and experimental results.
The much more difficult and complicated problem of process interpretation (validation) is to prove that
the numerical model provides a valid representation of physical reality of modeled processes. The object of
validation is to examine whether the model is a good description of reality in terms of its behavior and its intended
applications. It is possible to perform the validation only for specific limited conditions [7]. The difficulty in
validation process of extended VIP mode.I results from extending dimension of the model.

Conclusions
l. The mathematical model presented in the paper based •On the existing VIP model was developed for more

real application, especially for three dimensions.
2. The computer model was perform using PSI/c software and there was also realized numerical verification
process.
3. The verification process is just making and its results will present at the conference lecture.
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Abstrad
Simulation, optimization and control needs modellin;g. But, what kind of model for each objective ? Without the
pretension to have the universal answer, we give die main 11esults of our studies performed in these three domains
in the particular case of the batch reactor.
lratrodudfan

With the emergence of the generic drugs, pharmaceutical industries which were not used to be in a severe
concurrence are now pushed to fight in order to be the first on the market. So, they are now interested in any
technique or methodology which permits them to reduce the time to market. The heart of a drug manufactwing
process is the batch c;eactor which is still widely used in fine and pharmaceutical industries. It is often
d1aracterised as a He:x.ib!e and multipwpose equipment. That means that a same apparatus is used to carry out
different reactions and operations unde.r various operating oonditions involving chaining of sequences.
Operation of a batch .reactor covers a wide domain fi;om optimization of operating conditions to on-line
control and monitoring. In each of these domains, compma:tional procedures are generally based on a process
model. The ma:iil difference between models lies in their complexity. This is mainly due to the difference in the
objective to be reached. There is not an unique answer to the question : "What is the best model ?" . Keeping in
mind tibat if 'the model has to be representative of the process, it is clear that its development has to be shorter as
possible. In this paper, we want to focus on ·the different points to look at when one develops a model.
For instance, if simulation ·is concerned, a complete dynamic model of the batch reactor has to be elaborated .
.Such a model is necessarily based on mass and energy balances on the reaction mixture and the jacket and must
rontain an acc1nate description of the kinetic laws as well. Moreover, when used for control strategies studies,
this model has to perfectly describe the behaviollI of the penalising plant element, i.e. either the jacket or the
heating-coohng system, which is commonly neglected in the literature. For example in the case of multifluid
system, we have felt necessary to give a special care to model 1the flow hydrodynamics inside the jacket.
On the conttary, concerning the op:timization of operating ·c onditions. most often the objective function
in.eludes only c!hemical requir·e ment as yield, selectivity, and the ·Common trend is to focus only on the kine tic
model. This generally allows to determine optimal operating conditions such as : initial concentrations,
temperature and feeding feactive profiles, batch time., ... But 1l!hese conditions often reveal themselves to be
unrealistic and are not feasible on industrial plants. As it wiU be shoWTI , by including a simple description of the
beat ex.changes and/or using constrain•ts, it is possible to determine feasible solution applicable on a real
industrial reaotor.
In a third part, we want to focus on •the use of models in control. A parallel can be made with the two
previous domains. Generally, the tempta.·tion has been to use linear control tools as there were the most popular
(in the industrial area) and as th·e y offer guaranty of sit.ability. Nevertheless, this solution which is probably
saitisfactory in the case of continuous processes, 1cannot fully answer the objective for discontinuous processes
which don't exhibit steady-state and which requires the development of a controller as flexible as the batch
reactor itself. Based on OW' experience in model-based •control, several points will be emphasised. Our aim is to
sllow, 1tllrougb experimental and i ndustrial results how the structure of the model can be crucial to get good
.results.
Finally, as a conclusion, perspectives will be given on the approach we are developing in the field of
experimental s·trategy .a nd further how to capitalise information into an unique complete model, which would be
simplified accoiding to the specific application.

l\fodelling for simulation of batcb r eactor
Batch r eactor is mainly used for production of fme chemicals or polymers. The common reactor is composed
of the difterem parts : the reacto.r ,tank with i•ts mixing device, the jacke•t, the condenser. Modelling of this unit
involves the description of material evolution inside the reactor and the beat transfers between the different parts.
Several assumptions have been adopted to esta:blish 1tbe model equations (homogeneous temperature T r and
molar composi:tions x~ , chemical reactions occurring only in liquid phase, negligible vapor bold-up,
tbermodynamic equilibrium between the vapor phase and the reacting mixer if boiling, no reaction in the
condenser, total condenser).
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The mass and energy balances have been established on the different parts.
(1)
du
_r =cf+&lur-cv+rxcl
dt
with : - u r : number of mols in the reactor (mol)
- cf, cv, cl : molar reactant feed, molar vapor stream reflux flow rates respectively (mol.s-1)
- rx : reflux .ratio (rx = 1 : to.tal reflux - rx = 0 : no reflux )
nc nr
- fill : production of total .mols by the nr .reactions (s-1 )defmed by lbe relations : &:\ = L L CSijRr j (2)

i=lj=l
with :

- CSij : stoichiometric coefficient ·o f component i in the reaction j
I
- Rrj : rate of the reaction j (s- ) : Rr j

-Ej nc
=kO j exp(--)
II ci or··lJ

(3)

RT i=l
nc

-E ·
1 <_I.orij)-1 nc ·or··
which can also be expressed as : Rrj =kO j exp(--J ) ( - - ) 1=1
II x~ 1J
RT Vmr
i=l
The material balance on component i can be written as :

(4)

i =I, nc

(5)

with: x~ • x} . y~, x~: molar composition s of component i in the reacting mixture, reactant feed, vapor
stream, the reflux stream respec.tively.
An energy balance on the reacting mixture yields :
d(br Ur)

_ _,___._=Urwarw(Tw -Tr)+Urwbarwb(Twb - Tr)+ Ursars(Ts -Tr
dt

)

+cf mhf{Tf ,p,x})- cvmH..,.(Tb,P• y~) + rxclmh1 (Ti, p,x~) +Qr
with:

(6)
Ur

- br: molar liquid enlbalpy of the reacting mixtur.e (J.mo1-l)
- Urw , Urwb . Urs : coefficients of beat transfer between the reacting mixtwe and the internal wall, the
bottom internal wall, ambient surroundings respectively(W .m-2.K-l)
-arw. arwb, ars: the corresponding exchange areas (m2)
- T r. T w, T wb , T s: reacting mixture and ex•temal wail , exLemal wall bottom, ambient surrounding
temperatures (°C)
- mh f. mh1 : molar liquid enthalpy of the reactant feeding stream and of the reflux (J .mo1-l)
- mH v : molar enthalpy of the vapor stream (J .mo1-l)
nr

- qr : beat generated by die nr:reactions (J.morl.s-1) defined by: qr;;;;:

I,aHri Rri

(7)

i=l

where Miri represents the heat generated by die reaction i (J .mo1-l)
Generally, the evolution of the temperature in the jacket is modeUed wi th a single beat balance by assuming
!that the temperature is homogeneous inside ithe jacket Tbe model obtained by this way does not take into
account the :hydrodynamic behaviour of the fl.uid in the jacket. In fact, the main question to be answered during
the modelling step is: To what complexity extent bas the model •t o be developed to correctly represent the
behaviour of the process? . There is not a universal answer. It mainly depends on the objectives and for what
purposes ·the model has been built? In ·the case of batch reactor. if the model is used to study scale-up problem,
most often a simplify heat transfe.r balance on the jacket will be enough, but the information given by the model
will not include the real dynamic as the jacket is supposed to be perfectly mixed. For safety studies, such a
model wiU not give a complete information as the operation conditions are normally extreme and mainly
dependent of the hydrodynamic behaviour (small flow rate which implies bad heat transfers). In the same way,
when such a model is used to validate a control strategy, it bas to include the most penalising dynamics of the
process. In practice it can be noticed that the weak side of such a process is its beating-cooling system. Two
main configurations are well known. The monofluid system consists in a unique fluid circulating in the jacket at
a ·constant flowrate which d1e temperature is modified by external devices as beat exchangers, power heater, ...
The multifluid system uses alternatively several utility fluids and tbe control of the heat transfer between the
fluid and the reactor content is ensured by acting on the flowi:ate. So, it is clear that in the second case,
hy·drodynamics bas the penalising dynamics which mofeover depends on the flowrate changes. So, to J)erfectly
describe the behaviour of such system, the solution that we adopted is a lumped of the jacket consisting of a
1
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succession of Nt perfectly mixed .tanks. This number is related to !he Peclet number for a given flowrate by !he
.relation:
Nt;: Pe/2
(8)
This solution is very 11seful to describe the filling step during a changeover of utility fluids. These changeovers
commonly occur in the case of the multifluid heating-cooling system during a classical batch reactor operation
involving generally seveia1 steps as preheating, reaction phase, cooling. An energy balance on each tank i gives :
ffiu,i Cpu,i d !;·i;:

U~ 5 (~: )(Ts -T u,i) + U~w(a~; )(Tw -T u,i)+ f u,i Pu,i Cpu,i (T u,i-1-T u)

(9)

In the case of a changeover of fluid, a tank can ·be filled with .two difterent fluids. For this particular tank, we
define a filling-up coefficient Wi(O whkh represents the fraction of •the tank occupied by one of the utilities as
shown on figure l.
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Figure l : Jackel representation during a changeover of fluid
A beat balance is ·established on each part of ;the tank filled with •the two different utility fluids. For the first part:
V·
dT ·
a
·1 a
1·
wi(t)-J Cpu iPu 1.~=wi(t)U (_fil.)(T 5 -Tu i)+wi(t) U
(~)(Tw - Tu i)
Nt
·
• dt
us Nt
'
uw Nt
'

(10)

+ f u,i Pu,i Cpu,i <Tu,i-1-T u)
A similar ·expression is obtained for the other pan by replacing Wi (L) by Wi+ I (t) and the physical properties, the
.heal transfer coefficients by !bose corresponding to !he other utility fluid.
In the case of .the monofluid heating-cooling system which doesn't involve changeover of fluid, only the equation
(9) is used. The heat transfers across the jacket wall are thus modelled by:
d(mw hw) ~ i auw
- Urwarw(Tr -Tw)+ ..::..Uuw(-N)(Ti -Tw )
dt
j;:l
t

(11)

The temperarure T r of the reaction mixture is obtained by solving 1t!he equation : h r - mh r (Tr, p, x~) = 0 by a
call to a thermodynamic model or a thermodynamic data bank. In 1
.the ·c ase of boiling of the reaction mixture, !he
equation solved is h r - mhr (Tb , p, x~) = 0 where Tb is the bubble point.

de
dt

In Ibis case a molar balance is used on !he condenser :

-

;: CV-

cl

(12)

With. CV obtained by:
cv = {Urw arw(T w - Tr) + Urwb arwb(T wb - Tr) + Urs ar5 (T5 -T r) + cfmhf(Tf , p,x})
+qrur-

d(hrb Ur)
i
dt
}/mHv(Tb,p,y)

(13)

in the filling-up step of the condenser and olherwise by :
cv= {Urw arw(T w -Tr) +Urwb arwb(T wb - Tr) + Urs ars<Ts -T r )
i

+cf m.bf(Tf .P,xr) +qr Ur -

d(brb Ur)
i
·
dt
) I {mHv(Tb ,p, Yv)- rx mh1(T1.P.x ~)}

A partial balance is wri~ten. on each. component i:

d(x~c)
dt

i

;: cv y v
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.

-

04)

_

cl x~ .......... 1= 1, nc

(15)

y~ - mki (x~. y~, Tb• p)x~ = 0

The liquid-vapor equilibrium is solved by a call to ·the data bank:

In the case of che non boiling reaction mixture : cv=cl=O.
This set of differential and algebraic equations is solved using the GEAR mechod. This model has been validated
on both pilot and indus·t rial plants (1].

Modelling for optimisation of batc.b reador
Optimisation of batch reactor consists in !he ·determinaticm of temperature or additional reactant rate profiles,
or the determination of d1ese two profiles simultaneously. In all the ca:ses. The different variables of che problem
are lower and upper bounded. These boLLnds represent some physical limits (for example, concerning che
tempetature, che low.e r bound can represent rl!he minimum temperature of che reaction, che upper bound the
boiling point of the solvent).
A classical optimisation problem wich bounded .a nd constrained variables takes che form :
Min f(x)
C(x)=O
[

I5

X

5

U

x e Rm
C:Rm~RP

(m5p)

(16)

1, u E Rm

where C is a vectorial linear/non-linear continuo11s application, 1 and u are che lower and upper bounds.
To lFea;t it.be optimal conlJ1ol problem by nonHnear pwgramming, a finite number of discrete parameters
repI'esenting the control function u(t), t E [t(), tf) (temperatul'.e or feed .r ate profiles), has to be defined.
For this purpose, the interval ,[tQ,tf] is divided into a finite number nint of subintervals. In each subinterval, the
con1rol function is l'epr;esented by a funotion fas :
u(t) = f(,t,zj)
t E ltj-1. tj]
j=l,nint
(17)
The profiles .a re defined by che parameters Zj and the switching times lj. In order to avoid too much sophisticated
profiles, f i.s assumed to be a linear funotion versus tim.e in each subinterval. The temperature and feed rate
variations in the range [lj-1 • lj] are given by : :
u(t) = Zj-1

+ (t- tj-1)

z· - Z·
J
J( t - tj-1

1)

(18)

Note that this formulation allows for a discontinuity and change of fonc·tional shape in each subinterval. The
optimisation. procedMe needs a model of the ·reactor. In lhe fu:st studies the model used was restricted to the mass
lbalanoe assuming no change of state, only modelling the kine1ic .a spect (Eq. 1 lo 5 with cv=cl=O). Nevercheless
to get realistic operating conditions it is necessary to consider the limitations of che heating and cooling
capacities of the system fitted out the real industrial ·r eactor. These limitations can be expressed by two ways :
constraints on the rate of change in the tempera1ture and a ·constr:aint on the rate of the beat generated by che
reaotions (computed by Eq. 7). Purity constraints can be used as well.
- physical constraints of the process : to limit the rate of :beating and. cooling with respect to che plant
capacities. If we no~e bmax and bmin Ule upper and lower bounds of chese variations, the constraints can be
·expressed by :
(Zj -Zj _I)- bmax(tj-~-1) < 0 and (Zj-J-Zj)+ bmin(~-tj-1) < 0
- constraint to conttol the amount of introduced reactant :
1

- if the amount of reactant is fixed and equal to M
- or if the amouru of reactant has to be optimised
where M max is the maximum amount of introduced rea·c tant.
- constraints of purity restricting t!he formation of a by-product Wunder a threshold H 1: Cw 5H1
- constraints on the formation of the desired product P in order to ohtain a concentration above a
direshold H2: Cp 2: H2
- cons'traints on 1the rate of the heat generated by the reactions in order to avoid runaway conditions :
Qmax 5H3
The objective function, given by a simulation model, is an implicit function of che variables. It could be a simple
objective function to be maximised, for example the c0ncentraition of ·che desired product. Other types of
functions could be cho sen, depending upon the nature of ·t he prob1em ; it could be che maximisation of che yield
versu s to the :total quantity of reactant initially present in che ,~eactor or versus to the to tal quantity of added
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reaotant. Some ,o ther objective tiunctions including economic factors may be interesting, for example, when the
cost of the reactants is the controlling factor or when it is economically advamageous to minimise the operation
time or the operating costs .... The problem is now to compute the variables Zj (temperature and feed rate) at each
bound of each subinterval, that minimise the criterion subject to the bounds and imposed constraints. The
optimal control problem is solved by nonlinear programming. A sequential quadratic programming (SQP)
procedure [3) has been used as it is considered as the most effective method for NLP problems. This procedure
bas been used for optimal conditions of indus,trial reaction involved in the production of a key component
produced by the pharmaceutical company Sanofi [7). An example of results is given in figures 2 and 3. Figure 2
shows the temp.e rature and the feed rate profile found by tile optimisation procedure with a constraint on the heat
generation rate of 200 kW which corresponds to the maximum cooling capacity of the industrial reactor. lo the
most part, this beat generation is always close to this .l imit (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3 : Time evolution of the reaction extent
and of the beat generation

Figure 2 : Optimal operating conditions
Safety constraint on 1the thermal flux : 200 kW

These conditions leads to divided the operating time by 4 with keeping the same yie ld 84 %.
PJesent studies deal with incorporating the .beat balance, at least on the reaction mixture to take into account
the ,transfers betwe.en !!he mixtllfe .a nd the thermal fluid. This allows to determine optimal operating conditions
for a particular operating mode such as is~peribolic corresponding to have a thermal fluid in the jacket flowing at
a given temperatufe. If the heat transfers are well modelled (heat balance on the jacket)we can go further and
determine lhe temperature profile of the thermal fluid instead of the reactor temperature. This will leads to a pure
optimal control solution. By this way, this could yield a preliminary set-point profile susceptible to be given to
lhe controller which would reacts against only plant model mismatches, but the most important part of the
"work" should be made by the optimisation procedure.
Modelling for co.n t£ol of batch £eactor
The temptation in control of batch reactor ha:s been to us·e .the simplest model i.e . the classical input-output
model (called also black box model). ln tbe first works related w thennal. control of batch reactor performed in
our laboratory, we applied the adaptive Generalized Predictive Controller with Reference model [2,4) to pilot
and industrial reactors (IOOO I glass-lined reactor) fitted out with several tbemal systems [5) In the case of pilot
plants the results were very satisfactory as we were able to operate the reactor for different conditions
(temperature profile, chemical reactions, ...) with the same controller design parameters [5). We should have
thought that we reached our objective which was to develop a controller as flexible as the batch reactor is. But,
in the case of the industrial reactor fitted out with the multi.fluid system the results was not so good. It has
rev.ea.led that the b[ac'k lbox model didn' t model 11.be 't ransfers between the reaction mixture and the jack et
especially the "bain-marie" effect (effect corresponding to a Zef'O utility 'flowrate but with a jacket full of fluid).
Let us recall that in 1tbe case of the multifluid system the manipulative v ariable is the fluid flowrate. This heat
transfer between the jacket and the reaction mixture represents the main limiting dynamics in an industtial-scale
reactor. So, we developed a "realistic model-based controller" [5). This controller is always based on the GPC
structure but the nonlinear model used is obtained from the heat balance on the reaction mixture and the jacket.

mrCpr

d~r =Urjarj(Tj-Tr}+Aff +FcCPc(Tc -Tr)

dT·
mj Cpj dtJ

= Fj Pj Cpj (Tin -

Tj) - Urj arj (Tj - Tr)
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(19)

(20)

Furthermore, sucb a mod,el shows il!hat ltlbe manipulative variable is not a classical one. Effectively as the
ltemperature of the .flui.d is constant whatever the thermal .fluid flowrate is the reaction mixture in the case
without chemical re.action reaches the temperature of the fluid. The value of the flowrate doesn't influence this
final state but affects the "speed" to reach 1tbe final state. In other words, the manipulative variable is the time
constant of .the process called also the r;esidence time. This is true for all processes such as the manipulating
variable is the flowrate (i.e. the residence time).
For comparison, figure 4 and 5 give tb.e resulits obtained for both models, respectively for the black box
model and die realistic modet In tile latter case, tile use of a realistic model makes possible to develop a model
based-supervision whicb ov·e. r:oome the temperature overshoot pl'eviously observed by predicting die time at
w.bich the valv.e of hot water bas to be shut-off. One can see 1tbe real benefit to use a model which respects the
structure of the process. Moreover, it is much easier to initialise the model parameters as diey are related to
physicai coefficients that, even if they a:re not known precisely , we have an order of magnitude.
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Figure 4 : Experimental results with input-output model
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Figure 5 : Results with realistic model+supervision

'Recent situdies 1(6~ have shown that it is possible to have a linear model of the process by considering as
manipulative v:ariable 1the heat to be ttansferred through the jacket. This control variable is then used in a cascade
structure with as slave controller., a beat transfer model of ·t he jacket which computes the flowrate or the
1temperature (depending of the configuration of U1e beating-cooling system) to apply to get this control value.
This structw·e is very interesting also to perform .automatically the changeovers of fluids. They are done only
when the .beat transfers could not be dooe by the actual fluid and not by predefined time or temperature.
Our studies are now devoted to nonlinear control by •caking as model a set of three differential equations: Eq.
19, Eq. 20 and on.e relative to :the description of the hydrodynamics of the jacket. This latter one will allows to
11ak.e the fining-up and 1lhe purge steps as operation steps of the process as .the controller will be able to act on the
flowrate during •t hese steps contrary as what it was done previously (the flowrate is kept constant and so the
reactor is no more under control). A special care is brought to get a "rou.gh" model of the kinetic as a relation
linked the heat generated during the reaction to the reactant feedin,g rate. This model will be included in the
prediction model 'to better anticipate on the reaction behaviour.
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Abstract . We propose a methodology for observer synthesis for a class of chemical reactions processes. By using high gain observers in the mono output case and Kalman observers and also some
asymptotic estimations coming from some attractivity property for this class of processes , we obtain in
many cases , the estimation of the whole state even if some part of the model is not observable. For this
purpose, we use cascades of the previous observers and estimators. Moreover we present the methodology
via some examples involving the main reaction schemes.

l

Introduction

By the use of simple observers for nonlinear systems we propose solutions for estimation of concentrations
for a class of chemical reactors. The methodology is presented on the basis of simple examples which
permit to enlighten the main reaction schemes : series, parallel, reversible and some associations of these
latter . Moreover we forecast the cases where the system is partially observable.
For non observable states (or in the case classical observers will not work for these states) we show
that when the reactor temperature is measured, it is often possible to obtain an asymptotic estimation
of these states. The originality of this note comes from the use of this attractivity property inherent in
this class of processes to palliate the lack of observers and from the mixing of these different methods in
order to obtain an asymptotic estimation of the whole state vector.
In section 2 we present the general model of the chemical processes that we consider. In sec tion 3 we
review the main class of observers that we will use and also we present the attractivity property that
we will also use to estimate concenkations. In section 4 we give the results for cascade estimators and
we present the main reaction schemes. Following the measure, we propose one solution for estimation
problem .

2

Modelling of the chemical proc·e ss

This modelling conce.rns the process formed by the reactor and the chemical reactions taking place in
this reactor . We consider homogeneous ideal stirred tank. The reactor volume Vis constant.
R independant chemical reactions with N (N ~ R) species (reactants and products) take place in the
reactor. From mass and energy balances, we obtain the following model {[6]) :

~~

= i(C;,..(t} - C(t)) + Kip(C, T)

dT
dt

= i(T;,..(t) - T(t)) - ~~: ~(C, T) - Q(T(t) - T;(t))

{

(1)

where C (dimC = N) is t'he concentration vector, T (Kelvin degree) is the temperature in the reactor.
The dimension of the state of (1) is then equal to n = N + 1. C;,.. is the inlet concentration vector
(dimC;,..
N) . T;,.. is the inlet reactor temperatu•re and T;· the coolant temperature. D is the reactor
ft-ow rate. K (dimK = N x R) is the stoichiometric coefficient matrix. The entries k ;; of K are positive
if the species j is a product for the reaction i, negative if it is a reactant and 0 if j does not appear

=
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in the reaction i. Q = P~~P with U the overall heat transfer, A the heat transfer area, p the reactor
contents density and Cp the reactor contents heat capacity. !:l.H (dim!::!..= R) is the heat reaction vector.
The reaction rate vector ip (dimip = R) which is a nonlinear function of C and T verifies the following
properties ([9]) :
l. The physical positive quadrant P = { (

2. ef>; (C, T) ? 0 \f (

~

)

EP i

~)

T? 0 C;

? 0 i = 1, · · ·, N}

=1, · · · , R

3. ip(C, 0) = 0
4. t/;(C)

~

llip(C, T)ll for all physical T with 'if;(C) is a positive bounded function

In this case one can easily show ([9]) that all the trajectories (

~

) of the system (1) issued from the

physical domain P are bounded when applied inputs are bounded.

3

0 bserver synthesis

In this section we review the most representative dass of global (in the sense that the estimation error
tends to zero whatever the initialization of the observer is made) observer and also the attractivity
property intrinsic to the class of processes under consideration. This second point is especially relevant
in the case the system is not observable or global observ·ers cannot be synthesized.

Kalman-like observer {[1] [3] [4] (8])
This class of observer works for observable systems of the form (with x E rn.n and y E rn.m):
i(t)
{ y(t)

= A(u(t), y(t))x(t}

+ g(u(t), y(t))

(2)

= Cx(t)

For simplicity we consider only direct measures of concentrations or temperatures (C is a constant
matrix). Moreover A and g a.re continuous with respect to u and y and lull£oo < Umar· The observer is
given by:
1
.i(t)
A(u(t),y(t))i(t) + g(u(t), y(t)) C1'Q(Ci - y)
(3)
S(t)
- 8S(t) - AT (u(t), y(t))S(t) - S(t)A(u(t), y(t)) + cT QC
{

=
=

S(O)

s-

=So

(3) is an exponential observer as soon as the enlarged input w = (

~

) is regularly persistent, 8

>0

and So and Qare chosen symmetric positive definite.
Remark 1 An admissible input w is said to be regularly persistent if the corresponding noncontrolled
linear time varying system is uniformly completely observable {see {1]).
Example 1 {8]
This observer can be applied for th e estimation of C for endothermic or exothermic reaction scheme of
the form : C 1 ai=V C2 w.i th the reaction rate of first order (= a 1 } and the process kinetics obeying the
A rrhenius law and the on-line measure of T.
Or f or C 1 a, =ll C 2 ~ C 3 for the estimation of C 1 and C2 with Arrhenius law and on-line measures of

T.
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High gain observer ([7) [8] [10])
We restrict our attention to the single output case (y E ffi) for control affine systems :
x(t) = f(x(t))

L

+

Uj(t).gj(x(t})

{

(4)

x(t) E Ill", y(t) E ffi.

1$j$m

y (t) = h(x(t))

where f and Yi are sufficienitly differentiable.
This second class of observer works for uniformly observable systems, that is to say observable systems
such that all admissible input u(.) is universal [7]. Moreover such systems can be written thanks to some
coordinate change lll(x) = (h(x), L1(h(x)) , · · ·, Lj- 1 (h(x)))T to the form (with z E ffi." )

i(t) = Az(t) + B(z(t)) + l~m Bj(z(t))uj(t )

(5)

{ y(t) = Cz(t)
0

z1(t) )

with : z(t)

=( :

E 1Rn y(t) Em, u(t) E mm and A=
I

z,.(t)

1

0

0

0

0

0
1
0

0

0
1
0

0
and C = ( l

, 'r/j E { 1, ... , m} Bj =

B=

0

· ·· 0 ).

0
b~ .j(z)

b(z )

In this case, if moreover B(z) and Bj(z) 'r/j E {1,· ··,m} are globally Lipschitzian function then:

i(t)

= Ai(t) + B(z(t)}

{ z(O) = i
0
0
82

8

0

+

tt;m

Bj(i(t))u;(t)

+ LlK(Ci(t)

- y(t))

(6)

the initial condition

0
0

:~

0

with Ll =

et K == (
) is an •xpon•ntial observedod5) focsuffidently
0
0 on-l 0
0
0
(J"
large B and for K such that the matrix (A+ KC) be stable.

Remark 2 Notice that if the trajectories remain in a compact !l the observer will work as soon B and
the Bj 's can be modified outside n such that they are globally Lipschitzian on JI('. The observer for the
former system is then given by :

~(t) = f (i(t)) +
{

~

u; (t).gj(.i(t))

+ ( ~= (i(t)) )-

1$J$m

i:(O) == .io

1

LlK(h(x(t)) - y(t))

(7)

the initial condition

Example 2 [8}
This will work for endothermic or exothermic reaction scheme C 1
Arrhenius law and on-line measure of T .
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~ C2 for estimation of C1 with

Open-loop estimation ([6] J[lO] [l l])
In this section we present an open-loop estimation based on the knowledge of the on-line measures,
model and some intrinsic property of this class of processes. This property will permit to reduce
complexity of the problem of estimation in order to use the observers described above and also to
round the unobservability of some part of the state of the process. This property is connected to
result presented in [6] but more general.

the
the
get
the

Definition 1 A dynamical system is said to be open-loop attractive {OLA) if the deviation between two
trajectories issued from any couple of different initial conditions tends asymptotically to zero when t
tends to infinity when the same inputs are applied.
That is to say if a system is OLA, it suffices to know the evolution of the inputs u on a sufficiently long
time to know the exact values of the states.
We will use this property not directly on the system (1) but only on some of the nonmeasured states
of (1). First let us consider

C=f(C,w)

(8)

with the augmented input vector wT = ( uT, yT) and C is a part of C . This system (8) will be referenced
as the fictitious system relatively to C and .issued from (1). Now suppose that (8) is OLA and it exists
an additionnal differential equation on C; (C; is not a component of C) which depends on w, C and C; .
ff we exclude autocatalytic reactions, C; appears in its differential equations in the following manner :

C;
where 4> and
(9) gives :

r

=~(C, w) -

f(C;, C, w) - D/VC;

are positive functions. Since the system (8) is OLA, from some time t

C; = ~(t , w) -

(9)

?: T the equation

f'(C; , t, w) - D/VC;

It follows the obvious proposition :

Proposition 3.1 The fictitious system formed by {8) and {9} and whose state is given by (

gi )

OLA if t~. > 0 Vw, t. In this case th e attractivity rate is bounded by k exp - ~for some k and t
with D(t) ?: Dmin 'r/ t

is

?: T

Remark 3 the proof follows from the fact that inputs and states are bounded. This comes f rom properties
given in section 2.
Corollary 3.2 With reaction rate coming from Arrhenius law, any one-dimensionnal fictitious system
of the form C; = f; ( C;, w) is OLA as soon the orders of reaction with respect to C; are greater than 0.
Corollary 3.3 Any OLA fictitious system of the form {8) is an asymptotic estimator for the concentration C.
Example 3 Consider the reaction scheme C 1 ~ C2 ~ C 3 with kinetics given by ~ 1
ko 1 Cr exp ~
and ~ 2 = k0 2C2 exp~ - The on-line measure is only T and we desire to estimate all the concentrations.
One can easily verify that the fictitious system formed by C 1, C2 , C3 with the measure of T is OLA .
N otice that C 1 is OLA and also C1, C2 .

=

4

Methodological synthesis for observ;er for chemical reactors ([10][11])

Cascade estimators ([5])
Consider the following system (with

x1

E IB." 1 and

x2

E IRn 2 )

:

{

(10)

for which we suppose all the components of the state are bounded.
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Proposition 4 .1 Suppose that {10).1 is either observable and observer synthesis can be made with
Kalman-like or high-gain observer or is OLA . Suppose that {10).2 with the knowledge of x 1 is either
observable and observer synthesis can be made with Kalman-like or is high-gain observer or OLA then
the cascade of the two estimators will give an asymptotic estimator for {10).

Methodology on the basis of examples
In any case we suppose to do the on-line measure of the reactor temperature and orders of reaction are
correct with respect the previous results.

Example 4 C1

..=, C2--+ C3.

The equations are given by :

C1

{

= -ko1 exp-~Cf 11

l!2 = ko1 exp-jtCf
C3

=

11

ko3exp-ifC;32

+ ko2exp-~C; 2 + ~(C1, ..
...

ko2exp -~C2 22
+ icc3;,. - C3)
-

-

- C1)

ko3exp-~c;:n + ~(C2, .. - C2)

• C3 is measured. The system is uniformly observable.
• C2 is measured.C3 is OLA with the measure of C2 • The system (
• C 1 is measured. (

g~

)

g~

)

is uniformly observable.

is uniformly observabt.e. C3 is OLA with the estimation of C2.

The process is described by :

=-ko1 exp -~Cf
= ko1 exp-t"Cf
= ko2exp-jff;C:{ 2 2

11

11

+ ~(C1, .. -

-

C1)
ko2exp-frC; 22 + ko3exp-~C;H
ko3exp-'jff;C;113 + iccJ,,. - C3)

+ ~(C2 ... -

C2)

• C 3 is measured. The system is uniformly observable.

·• C 2 is measured.C3 is OLA with the measure of C2. The system ( CC21 ) is uniformly observable
with the injection of the estimation of C3 .

• C1 is measured. C2 + C3 is OLA.

When the measure is C; the system formed by C1 to C; is uniformly observable and the system formed
to Cn is OLA with the measure of C; .

C;+l

Example 7

• If the on-line measure is C 1 the systems formed by C2 to C,., and by Cn,+i to Cn are OLA with
the measure.
• If the measure is C;, i E {2, · · ·, ni}, the system formed by C1 to C; is uniformly observable. The
system formed by C;+ 1 to C01 is OLA with the measure and the system formed by C 01 +1 to C,. is
OLA with the estimation of C1.
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.y=
• if

C2~g: C3)

C1, (

·• if y = C2, (

g: )

is OLA. So

is OLA and (

g~

(

c c4231 )

is also OLA.

C

) is unifonnly observable with the injection of the estimation

ofC3.

• if y

~ C,,

(

g; ) ;,

uniformly ob,.rooble ond C, ;, OLA with th• inj•ction of C, and lh•

measure.

5

Conclusion

In this note we propose on the basis of simple examples how to use global observers with some openloop estimators. In ·t he previous examples we do not explicitely present systems for which Kalman-like
observers will work. This comes from the fact these latter work only for first order reaction with respect
to the nonmeasured concentration. This can be easily verified on differential equations.
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DESIGN OF THE INTI1A TION OF BATCH POLYMERISATION REACTORS
S. Neme,t h .and P. Arva
University ofVeszprem
Egyetem u. 10, H-8200 Veszprem
Abstract. One of the most important ·step of safe and profitable operatfon of batch polymerisation reactors is
1he inHiation. In this paper a generat model is fonnulated t·o describe the free radical polymerisation of several
vinyl monomers. A m.ethod based on this model is introduced to ·choose the initiator and its initial
1concentration in order to minimise the polymerisation time in an industrial batch reactor. The method is
demonstrated .and tested by simulation.

Introduction
At the design and operation ofoatch polymerisation 1eactors several difficulties must be considered:
The physical properties of reacting system change highly during .the polymerisation. These changes
influence the rate of the polymerisation rieactions, the properties of polymer products and the overall heat
transfer coeffi.dent of the reactor.
Polymerisation is mostly strongly ·exothennic reaction so gTeat :amount •Of heat has to be removed out of the
reactor. The volumes of d1e batch polymerisation reactors ar•e about 100 - 200 m3 . Increasing the size of the
reactor decreases its smface area lo vohime ratio and renders the !heat r.emoval more difficult.
Ail higher conversion tlle polymerisation reactions become diffusion controlled. This limitation leads to a
·dramatic dec.rease in termination rate Jiesulting in an autoacceleration of polymerisation process. Several
empirical and semi-empirical refations'llip have been suggested in die literature to take into account this
,phenomena.
The polymerisation Jieactions are very sensitive for th.e temperature, the applied catalysator. initiator, and
the inhibitors.
An additional difficul·ty .i s given by the fact that se¥era1 process variables, that are indicate the properties of
polymer product, ·can not be avaifabl:e in real time because of the lack of on-line sensors for rapid
measurements.
Due to these difficltl1ties 1the design and operation of batch polymerisation reactors have received much
attention in the last yea.r:s. Several pa;per.s deal :with the optimal design. optimal control and the study of
runaway characteristics of the.se types of reactors ( l].
Fauske and Lellng (2) introduced a method to desi.gn the emergency relief systems of polymerisation
reactors. Maschio and Z:aneUi [3l studi1ed the runaway characteristic of methylmethacrylate (MMA)
polymerisation .reactor and the eff:ect of usi'1"1g different initiator. The introduced model has been an adequate
tool for analysing the l'vD.:fA polymerisation reactor. ln oar earlier paper suspension polymerisation of stryrene
was :stil.ld.ied (4). Based ·o n a rigorous mathematical mod1el an investigation has been made to predict the
runaway ability of this reactor, .and the runaway index was defined to evaluate the runaway ability under
differ;ent operation condi·tions.
Beside ithe safety operation, the tailor-made polymer production is also a requirement. The properties of the
polymer .are developed during die feaction. Thermal and mechanical properties of polymer product are
conelated with the value of .the molecular weight distribution which mainly depend on the temperature of the
reactor. Scali (:5] presented .a method to control the quality of produc·t in batch polymerisation. On the basis of
the kinetic model an optimal tempe:rature profile is predetermined to achieve the product with constant value of
molecular weight during the cow:se of the reac.tion.
The productivity ,o f b.atic h polymerisation rea.ct•ors can be increased by the application of bi.functional
initiat1ors. The reaction rate decreases at the end of the polymerisation process when monofunctional initiators
are applied. Applying bifunctional initiat10Ts 1the reactor productivity .is increased by about 25 % (6).
In this paper a method, based o.n a general model of free raciical polymerisation of vinyl monomers, is
introduced to choose the initiator and its initial concentration in order to minimise the polymerisation time in
an industrial batch reac.tor.
1
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Development of a gene.r al model for free radiicat :p olymerisation of vinyl monomers
Free radical mechanism ofpolymerisation ·o f vinyl monomers consiists ·o f four main elementary steps, initiation,
propagation, chain transfer and itermina'fron (Table l.).
Tab~e

l. Typical reaction mechanism :for free radical polymerisation of vinyl monomers.

Initiation
1~21·
l +M~R 1
0

P ·r opagatioo

R-+M~RI
I+ 1

Chai10 traosfe1r

R;+M

kPM

•R 1 +Pi

k

R,+S~R 1 +P;

'Te·n ninatiion
R; +Ri~P; +P,

R; +R;~Pi+j
Where I is the initiator, 1° i'S tihe fiee radical species, M is the monomer, R is the growing polymer chain, S is
the chain transfer a:gent, P; is the dead polymer species.
Decomposition of the initiator, an azo or peroxo compound, foUows first order kinetics. The free radical can
react very rapidly with a monomer molecul·e to form a monomer radical and sometime it disappears by side
reac·tions. If a monomer molecule added to a radical it gives a .l arger radical which can react with a further
monomer molecule. Radicals species can be transferred ~o monomer, solvent, chain transfer agents forming a
long dead polymer and a monomer radical. If two radi,c als ireact whith each other then final polymer molecules
will produced at tihe expense of radical. The chain ~ennination reaction is inhibited by the so called gel or
Trom.msdodf efFect This phenomenon is desc,ribed by a relationshiJP depending on the temperature and the
conversion.
in deriving si mpler kinetic relations three simplifying assumptions are normally made:
The length of the polymer chain is large so the ~otal rat!e of monomer consumption may equal to the rate of
consumption in the propagation .alone.
The ra~e constants of termination and propagation are independent ·o f the chain length.
The quasi steady-state approximation of live radicals is applied.
On this basis, the dynamic .simu.lation model for batch polymerisation can be derived. Applying these
assurnp:tio1ns the component balance equation for initia·tor, monomer and the total amount of growing polymer
chain

(R = i:R;)
.

can be written:

1=!

dVI
= - V k 11; t=O, VI = ( VI)o ;
dt
dVM =-Vk MR:
dt
p
,

t=O, VM={VM)

(l)
0

(2)

;

R=J2fk, I ;

(3)

k,,

where fis the initiator efficiency, Vis the volume of the r;eaction mixture.
The volume of the 11eaction mixture decreases during the polymerisation course because of the density of the
producing polymer is higher than the densi:ty of the monomer. D ensity of the reaction mixture is
1
1- x
x
-=-+(4)
p{x) PM ,Pp ,
wbile a volume of the reaction :mi:xtur1e is
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V(x) = v0

(1-PP ;,PM x) = V {1-Bx),

(5)

0

whe·r e pM,, pP are the density of the monomer and polymer, V 0,is the initial volume of the reaction mixture, x

is the monomer conversion defined as:
VM
x=l----

(6)

i(VM)o

The concentration of the initiator can be calcula~ed from equation I

I= Vo Ioe-i.,1 =-I_o-e-krt

V

(7)

I-Bx

Substitutin,g the equatfons 3, 6, 7 in equation 2 the monomer con¥ersion can be expressed:

dx_k
1-x ',2&11 .
p r:--;::oY
dt
~1-Bx
k1

-

1

I

h
were
y=-=e

-k

'

lo

(8)

-

I

(9)

Because of the gel eff:e,c t the reac:t ion rate constants is calculated as

. kp2)112

(-kl

( kp2.)112: . g(x) = k . g( x)

= -

(10)

kl

x=O

where fue first term is the net rate constan't oflhe polymerisation m;eactions at zero conversion, while g(x) is
the self-acceleration factor.
Finally the model of batch polymerisation reactor can be written as:

dx
dt

= k (l~) J2fk 110 y
I-Bx

dy
dt
= -k 1y;

= k·F1(x)F2 (I);

t

= 0, x =0;

(11)

=0, y =I;

t

(12)

In this model 'k is the net reaction rate constant at zer0 conversion. The values of the k, at given
polymerisation system, depend only on the reactor temper.a ture. Values of fue second term (F1 (x)) depend only
rerm (F2 (I)) depend 'On the type of the initiator (ki) and its
on the monomer conversion, whifo fue values ofthi1id 1
initial concentration (10 ).
This type of model can be applied for either homogeneous [51, and heterogeneous polymerisation
processes[7).
1
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Design of :t b,e initiation
The equation 12 can be solved analytically. Substituting the sollltion of equation 12 into equation 11, then it
can be integrated:

" dx.

t

o Fi x

o

Int(x)=J-()=k~2fl< 1 1.0 Je

_ k1I

2

~2£1
0'

dt=2k ·-· . k,

1-e

-~]
2
.

(13)

The _polymerisation time (t) can be ,e xpressed as an explicit function of monomer conversion (x) by equation
13; it is given by
2k

2

:'(IB; ]
Vk;

(14)

t = - ln ---====----

k1

[

J2fl

0

.2k ·.· 'k;- Int(x)

'

so equation 14 can be :11sed to predict the polymerisation time that is need to reach the predetennined final
conversion (x°).
To minimise the batch time the next optimisation pmblem can be formulated :
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(15)

{"2fl; _ In~x·}
~~

.2k

It 1can be seen that the bateh time is minimal if the value of the

~ 2fl 0

tenn is large, ie. the initial

k1

concentration of 1the initiator is large or k1 is small. Im bakh polymerisation, the reaction rate can not exceed a
maximum value determined by the cooling capacity of the reactor. Let v,,_ is the allowable maximwn value of
the reaction me. Substituting the :expression ofvJIW< in equation 15, the 1optimisation problem can be written as

(16)

In this case the batch time has to be minimised wi1th k1 and x, because the conversion where the value of
reaction rate is maximum is not known.
In some special case, it can be determined analy:ticaHy. Let us consider the numerator of equation 16. As it
was mentioned earlier the 'batch time is minimal if the ·va!lue of the .n umerator in equation 16 is large. Now we
have to determine whether the value ·Of the numerator is increasing by the conversion or not. Take the first
differential ofthe numerator of equation 16 with respect to conversion (x).
k
F1..,(x)
- - < -1(17)

F(x)

2vmax

=dFi ( x) . lt ·can be seen, that if the inequality

where F1,,.

dx

0

17 is always true in the interval [O, x

]

(case a)

then the numerator is increasing by the conversion, .so the following optimisation problem is given:

v
.

. t = 2- n
I
mm

k,

(x•J

mu

k 1F1

Int(x~ )
+-- -·

I

2
(18)

k.1

while in the opposite case (case b) the optimisation probiem is formulated as:

.

2

k,

k1

m1n t = -.

(19)

·

lnt1('x •) '

'V

~ '- --- ·

k1
2
1
In the 1case (a) the reaction irate sh1ould reach its maximum value at x·, while in the case (b) the maximum
reaction ~ate is .to be designed at the beginning of the process. So the rate constant of initiator decomposition
.and the initial conoentration of the initiator can :also be expressed as
1

case (a):

,,.(x•)

f1
k1 ·= 2

10

(20)

( ' . '), v mu

~I I X

=...!._[l+F1.•(X)int(X))· f1,x(x•)v
4f k·J'.i,x(x.. ) .· f . (x*) "'""

(21)

1

1case (b):

(22)
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I _ 1
0

-

v 111.,.

4f k 2 ·F:

'·"

(23)

(o)

Results of :s imulation and discuss.ion
The applicability of the method intmduced in the previous section is demonstrated by simulation. Experimental
;and .kinetic data for VC polymerisation were tak1e n fJom the literatur:e [7]. In that paper, the polymerisation of
VC initiated by AIB.N at different at different levels of temperature was studied. Fig. 1 shows the monomer
conversion pr;ofile at different lo, while the reaction rate ·curves are displayed on Fig. 2.

,.
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•
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Figure l. Conversion pro.file.
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-

Figure 2. Reaction curves.

--

0...-1%1

Fi.g ure 3. Fi(x) and F1"'(x) functions ofVC.
Fig 3. shows F 1(x), .a nd F1"'(x) cnrves of VC. It can be seen that both functions are increasing in the interval
[O - 77%]. Let us asswne that the v"'"" is 20 o/i/h in industrial batch reactor. In this case the minimal batch time
need to reach 77% conversion is 4.8 h. The designed initiator system is the following: k1 is 0.554 h" 1 and 10 is
2.54 mol m·3. It can be seen 1tha:t the value of the rate coRStant of the decomposition of the designed initiator is
much higher than the value of AIBN. Consequently, the initial concentration of the designed initiator is also
smaller. Moreover, applying .t he designed initiator the polymerisation rate is higher at the beginning of the
process. Due .t o the high value ·Of the rate constant of the decomposition the designed initiator nearly totally
decomposes by the end of the process, when the gel effect becomes significant, so the net reaction rate of the
polymerisation can not increase significantly.
Fig 4. shows the reaction rate cwve of the designed polymerisation, while the designed conversion profile
can be seen in Fig S. It can be seen that the profile of the reaction curve is changed. In this case there is no
runaway tendency of the polymerisation, so the reactor less sensitive that in the case displayed in Fig. I. and
Fig 2. Moreover, the controllability of the reactor is also improved. This figure also shows the sensitivity of the
reaction course. Effects ·o f the reactor ~emperature, the initial concentration of the initiator and the rate constant
of initiator decompositio.n .a re aJso investigated. The sensitivity of bat·c h time and reaction rate can also be
observed.
1
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Figure 5. Conversion profiles.

Figw;e 4. Reaction ctlf\oles.

ff lo is higher than the designed value by 5% then the ini,tia1 reaction rate is also higher during the
polymerisation course and it exceeds t.he value of v"""' around 150 min. Because of the higher reaction rate the
ba:tcb time is smaller. If Io is smaller by 5% then the shape of the reaction curve is changed.
At higher level of temperature the initial reaction .r ate is higher, but at the end of the process it is smaller
than in the designed case. At lower level of temperature the initial reaction rate is also lower, but the and of the
process it is higher than in the designed case, because 1the decomposition rate of the initiator is also lower.
Similar results wer;e obtained by the changing of the rate constant 1o f initiator decomposition
1

1

1

Conclusions
One of the key element of the safe and profitable operation of batch polymerisation reactors is the initiation.
The :reaction r:ate in t.he industrial reactor is .limited by lhe 1capacity 0f the cooling system. If the heat generation
is higher than the maximum cooling capacity then the reactor temperature is increasing resulting in a
significant increase in heat pmduction that may lead to thermal explosion of the reactor.
Based on a general me>del a method was introduced to design tlhe initiation of the batch polymerisation
reactors. The method .helps for the plant and deveJ.opment engineers to choose the best initiator and its initial
concentra:tion in order <
to min.im:ise the batch time.
The metbGd was ~ested by simulation.
1
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ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF THE NON UNIFORM HEAT EXCHANGE IN A
REACTOR COOLING COIL WITH TIME VARYING FLUID FLOW
Pb. Bogaerts 1, J. Castillo 2 and R. Hanus 1
Universite Libre de Bruxelles
50 Av. F.-D. Roosevelt c.p.165-1050 Brussels (Belgiwn)
1
Control Engineering Department (e-mail: pbogaert@labauto.ulb.ac.be)
2
Chemical Engineering Department (e-mail : jcastill@labauto.ulb.ac.be)
Abstract. The analytical solution of the partial differential. equation modeling the enthalpy bal.ance of the cooling fluid
in a batch exothennic reactor has been developed in the general case of a time varying flow. Due to this time dependance
of the flow, the obtained solution is impliciL Ho..vever, the solution can be derived explicitely in the case of a flow profile
which can be analytically descnoed. The interest of such a solution is illustrated with simulations aiming at comparing
,thls ,t rue solution with the approximate segmentation and zeroth ol'der methods. These simulations are performed in the
case of a an exponential time decreasing flow.

L Introduction
This paper is the second part of a study presented in [2]. Together with other papers (for instance [4]), it aims at proving
the gains which can be obtained by trying to solve analytically a partial differential problem, and this as far as possible
before using approximate numerical methods. The example proposed in this study consists of the mathematical model
of a convective heat transfer between a uniform reacting mixture and the .non uniform cooling fluid of a reactor internal
coil. The non unifonnity of the cooling fluid temperature leads to a distributed parameter problem which has to be solved
analytically [2] and I or numerically [8]. In [2], we showed that the analytical solution of the enthalpy balance mentioned
above could be obtained explicitely in the case of a constant fluid flow. As only the integral on position of this result (the
cooling fluid temperature) is needed in the enthalpy balance of the reacting mixrure, one is able to simulate the process
with one independant variable (time) and without any approximation on the profile of the cooling fluid temperature. This
solution was then used to study the accuracy which is reached with the approximate segmentation method. Actually, it
must be kept i.n mind that a small number of finite volumes .can lead to inaccurate results, although it is of conunon use
(3, 6, 7, 9].

In the more general case of a time varying flow, another appmximate solution, based on the previous rigorous result
in the constant flow case, can also be used. This method, called zeroth order approximation, consists simply in allowing
the flow to vary with time in the fmal solution of the constant flow case [2] .
In this paper, the exact solution for the time varying flow case is presented and the obtained result is implicit An

explicit solution can however be obtained when the flow profile can be described analytically. This kind of result can
then be used as the reference true solution 'With which approximate methods (like the zeroth order one) can be compared
in this time varying flow case.
The second section briefly presents the process and its mathematical. model. The partial differential equation,
describing the cooling fluid enthalpy balance, is solved in the third section leading to an implicit solution. The explicit
solution is derived from the latter one in the case of an exponential time decreasing fluid profile. The fourth section is
devoted to an example of simulation in the case of the exponential fluid profile, together 'With some comparisons to the
results obtained 'With the approximate methods of segmentation and of zeroth order. Conclusions are discussed in section
five. The notations and nwnerical values for the simulations are given in appendix.

2. Description and mait h<
e m:a tical mode.I of the proe,ess
We consider here a batch reactor involving an exothermic first order reaction with two reactants (A and B) and one
product (C). The reaction takes place in liquid phase and with constant volume. It is supposed that the mixture inside
the reactor is instantaneously and perfectly mixed. A cooling coil is placed inside the reactor and contains cold water.
The flow of this latter can be modula,ted 'With the valve aperture. It is assumed that this coil is always full of water,
stagnant during a non cooling phase and circulating during a cooling one. More details about the mathematical models
for this kind ofreactor are given in [ 1] and [3]. The mathematical model, which will be used in the simulations of the
next sec,tions, is given hereafter.
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Reaction rate (Arrhenius' law)
E

= ke -RT,.CAO.SCB0.5

r

(1)

See appendix for ithe significance of the symbols.

Mass balances
dC;(t)

- - = v.r
dt

'

.

(2)

where1=A BC

' '

Reacting mixture energy balance
dT,,,(t)
I
P,,. V,,.cP.. ----;Jt"' = UnD (T(x,t) - T,,.(t) )dx - V,,,rllHr

f

(3)

0

(accumulation of heat in the mixture= heat exchanged with the water of the cooling coil + heat produced by the reaction)

Cooling water energy balance
pc nD2 aT(x,t)
p
4

at

= UnD(T (t)-T(t))-pc q(t)aT(x,t)

"'

(4)

ax

p

(accwnulation of heat in an infmitely smaH volume of water= heat exchanged with the wliform reacting mixture+
enthalpy ·d ifference between the input and the output of the infinitely small volwne)
This may be rewritten as

a(t)aT(x,t>+paT(x,t)+T(xt) = T (t)
ax
at
'
,,.
where

I

(5)

a(t) = pcpq(t)

nDU

(6)

p = DpcP
4U

This latter partial differential equation is analytically solved in the next section.
Note that the system of equations {(3), (4)} has to be replaced by the system {(7), (8)} given below in the case of a N
fmite volumes model.
p V c
'"

V

'" p,.

dT

----=.
dt

dT,.,

s

N

N

/;'1

= U- ~ (Tfa-T,,.}- V r!lH

S

p NcPdt = u N(r...

;

-r,.J

where i = l to N and T,.

0

=

"'

(7)

r

(8)

+ pcPq(t)(Tfa1 _ 1 -T/v;;

TIN is the temperature at the input of the coil.

3. General solution of the partial differential equation
Using the bilateral Laplace transform (see (5)), the partial differential equation (S) can be reduced to an ordinary
differential equation (with the time as independant variable). After solving this ODE, the inverse bilateral Laplace
transform leads to the final solution given below :
I-~·

T(x,t)u(x)u(t)

=e

t

I

I

--I
I
ll u(t--r•)T(O;t•)u("t•) + e llt>(t)T(x--J a('t)d-r,O)u(x--J a('t)d•)

p0

p0

(9)

where a(t)and

P a:re given by (6),

u(.) .a re Heaviside functions

defined by
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(i.e.

u(x) =

W ~;~g)

and,. is irnplicitely

Ja (•)d-c

=

Px .

(10)

An explicit expression of -c· can be obtained if .the analytic function ·q (t), and hence ex(t), is known. For instance, in
the cas·e of a constant fiuid flow q (t) = q, ( l 0) leads to
-c·

= t-1x

(11)

ex

which rc an be injected in (9), giving the same result as the cme obtained in [2]:
r

--

P

P

•ex

•IX

t

--

ex

ex

P

P

T(x,t)u{x}u(t) = e "v(x)T(O,t--x)u(t--x) + e llv(t)T(x--1,0)v(x--f)
(12)

In the case of an exponenlial time decreasing flu.id llow given by
q(t)

= qMAXe -y1

(13)

equation ( l 0) leads to

t-1-1n( 1

,. =

Y

+

pyxeY')
"ua

(14)

where
(15)

exU<X =

4. Example of simolafion and comparison with approximate methods
In this section, a simulation of the reactor described in section 2 will be presented in the case of an exponential time
decreasingflowofthefonn(l3)with qMAX = 0~0018m 3 s-l and y = lQ" 4 s" 1 •
The result {(9),( 14)} will be used in the enthalpy balance (3). Atti.me t=O, the reactor is full of the reactants mixture
and the temperature initial conditions are T,,. (0) = T(x,t)l 1 = 0 = T0 V x. Moreover, for any t ~ 0, the limit condition
is T(x,t)L

=0

= Tm·
i

As it can be s·e en in (3), the val'lle of the integral

JT(x,t)dx is required in order to compute the temperature T,,._ (t).
0

This integral, in the case of an exponential time decreasing flow ( 13 ), is given below :

{ T(x,Qdx

o

+

"-ju w( h\fl1 I, ~ {a (<)d•) ) T,,, pa;'; e-r•( (MIN( pa::• t, e' ' Jr-,',_ L)
e~p ( !F(t}+ a;x( G( ~ m( I+~:.:>) )-G(t)) l

T,

+

I+

I

t-

where

F(t) =

Jr,,. (•) e ii' d•

(17)

0

I

G(t)

= fF(-c)e-l ' d-c

(18)

0

The simulati·o n results afe presented in the next page figures.
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All the simulations are performed with the exponential time decreasing cooling flow presented in Figure l . These
simulations allow to compare the results obtained with different techniques, namely the rigorous analytical solution, the
segmentation method (with various numbers of finite v olumes) and the zeroth order approximation method. The
comparisons are made on the .remaining proportion of reactant A (Figure 2), on the temperature of the reacting mixture
(Figure 3) and on the output temperature of the cooling fluid (Figure 4). It can easily be seen that a high number of finite
volumes is required in order to reach a good accw-acy. For instance, ev·e n in the case of l 00 finite volumes, there exists
a time interval (from about 2000 s to 4000 s) where 1the error on the residual proportion of reactant A is close to about
2 %. It must also be pointed out that no results are presented with a number of finite volumes less than 12. The reason
is that the simulation error is so big that the output temperature of the cooling fluid exceeds the water boiling point. The
model proposed in section 2 is then not valid anymore.
The zeroth ·order approximation method consists in allowing the flow to vary with time in the solution (12) oftbe
constant fluid flow case. This method behaves slightly better than the segmentation method involving 18 finite volumes.
However, it is interesting to note (see Figures 3 and 4) that the results are less satisfactory in the time interval where the
various numbers of finite volumes lead to the lowest .e mlfs. Last but not least, the zeroth order approximation method
has ·t he advantage to require a lower computational load than the 18 finite volumes method.
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5. Condusions
The main result of this study consists of the analytical solution of the partial differential equation describing the enthalpy
balance of the non unifonn cooling fluid circulating in the internal coil withln an exothermic unifonn batch reactor. The
general case of a time varying flow has been handled and the obtained solution is implicit. However this latter can be
derived explicitely if the time varying flow can be described analytically. Examples of a constant flow and of an
exponential time decreasing flow are proposed.
Such an explicit solution can be used to simulate ,the process i.v:ith only one independant variable (time) and without
any approximation on t he position dependance. Moreover it can se.rv1e as the "true" reference in comparisons with
approiimate met!hods likie the segmentation into 'finite volumes and the zemth order method. This latter consists in the
exact solution ofthe constant fluid flow case in w'bicb this constant flow is replaced by a time varying one. In the paper,
this comparison is made in the case of an exponential time decreasing flow. The inaccuracy which results from using
too low nwnbers of finite volumes is clearly evidenced. Concerning the reroth order approximation method, more or
less satisfactory results are obtained They llfe similar with the ones coroesponding to the segmentation into 18 finite
volumes but i.v:ith a lower computational load.
Obviously, it must be pointed out that the way to h.arn:lle the partial differential equation could also be used in the
caseof other physical systems which can be described i.v:ith the same mathematical structure. For instance, a similar first
order hyperbolic homogenous PDE allows to describe the mass balance of a reactant A in a plug flow reactor involving
a first order reaction A + B - C :
1

oCix,t)
aCix,t)
at +v(t) ax +kCA(x,t)

=0

where v(t) is t!he axial fluid velocity. This enlarges the application .field of the solution and conclusions proposed in this

study.

Appendix : Notations (.a nd numerical values for tbe simulations)
specific hea·t of the cooling water ( 4184 J leg - 1 K - •)

cP

:

cp,.

: specific beat of the .reacting mixture ( 2092 J leg - • K - i)

C;

Tfv,

: ·concentration of reactant {i=A or 8) or product (i=C) ( mol m - 3)
: diameter of:the coil (0.104 m)
: activation energy ( 62760 J mor 1 )
: frequency factor ( 90000 s -i)
: length of the coil ( 90.8 m)
: number of.finite v·olumes
: flow of the cooli.Qg water ( m 3 s - • )
: ra.te of reaction ( mol m - 3 s - 1)
: constantoftheperfectgases(S.3143 J mor• K- 1 )
: time ( s)
: temperature of the cooling water ( K)
: temperature of the cooling water in the i-th finite vohune ( K)

TIN

: temperature of the cooling water at the input of the coil ( K )

D
E
k

N
q
r

R

t
T

Tm
: temperature of the reacting mixture ( K)
Tour : temperal!Ure of the cooling water at the output of the coil ( K)
T0
: temperature of the cooling water .and the reacting mixture at t=O (K)
U

:globalcoefficient of ,convecti.veheate~change{285 J
3

V,,.

: vo[wne of ithe reacting mixture ( l 0 m

x

tlH,

: position ( m)
: enthalpy of the reaction ( - 104500 J mor 1 )

v;

: s toichiometric coefficient ( vA =v9

)

=- 1 ; vc =1)
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s- 1 m- 2 K- 1 )

.p

: specific mass of the cooling water ( IOOO kg m - 3 )

p,,.

: specific mass of the reacting mixture ( I OOO kg m -3 )
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Abstract. In this paper., op.t imal experimental design for parameter estimation of unstructured microbial
growth models duriog growth of biomass on a single limiting substrate io a fed-batch bioreactor is
considered. The ratio of the largest to the smallest eigenvalue of the Fisher information matrix (i.e.,
th.e modified E-criterion for optimal experimental design) is used to evaluate the information content
of several simulation fed-batch experiments., ·e ach with a different volumetric feed rate profile. The
construction of optimal feed rate profiles is based. on the following Conjecture: A feed rate strategy which
is optimal in the sense of pro.cess performance, is an excellent starting point for feed rate optimization
with T'espect to estimation of those parameters with. a large influence upon process performance. The
optimal value of 1 for the modified E-criterion is obtained for several feed rate profiles with different
structures, after optimization of their corresponding degrees of freedom with respect to the information
content of the experiment. For each profile a criterion evaluating the violation of model validity is
calculated.

Introduction
Modeling of bioprocesses is based on the knowledge of mass balances, transport phenomena and reaction
kinetics obtained by profound microbiological/biochemical studies. After the selection of an appropriate
model structure, one encounters the issue of finding a unique set of corresponding model parameters
(which have to be estimated from experimental data). In this case study, this step of the modeling
proc·e dure, known as the parameter identification step, is considered. Even if the theoretical identifiability of the parameters can be proved, very often the associated confidence space as calculated during
experimental data fitting is in practice quite large (problem of uniqueness). For example, studies on
th.e practical identifiability of the parameters in the Monod growth model showed that the parameters
caonot be uniquely identified from noisy batch measurements [5], although they are theoretically identifiable from batch. experiments [2]. Important improvements in parameter confidences are achieved using
optimal experimental design techniques. Munack proved that the extension of the batch experiment by
a fed-bakh phase with time-varying feed rate leads to a higher accuracy of the parameter estimators

[3],[4].
In this paper, we focus on the identifiability of the parameters of two unstructured models for growth
kinetics: the non-monotonic Hald.ane kinetics and the monotonic Monod kinetics. A unique identification
of the parameter set of a model is only possible if the available data are rich enough. The input must
be designed in order to induce as much information as possible in the resulting state trajectories. In
this case study, our goal is the design of a persist ently exciting (time varying) feed rate profile for a fedbatch bioreactor. Optimal experimental design is applied for the practical identification (or parameter .
estimation) of couples of parameters (µmJ<p)., (µm,Ki) and (Kp,Ki) for the Haldane kinetics. The same
has been done for the parameters (.Pma:::J<s) of the Monod kinetics.
The paper is organized as follows. First, a general Mathema1tical model for fed-batch fermentations and the two models for the growth kinetics under study are presented. Then we provide a short
introduction to the Theoretical framework for optimal experimental design. In the Section
Model validity a criterion used for evaluation of the model validity is presented. The Construction
of profiles and the corresponding Results for the practical identification of the Haldane and the Monod
parameters are summarized in the subsequent section. The Conclusions are stated in the final section.

Mathematical model
We consider t'h e identification of the kinetic parameters for the growth of a biomass X on one limiting
substrate S. Biotechnological processes in. a stirred tank reactor operated in fed-batch are generally
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described by:

dCs
,dt

=

dCx
dt

-u Cx

u

+

V (Cs,in - Cs)
u

µ Cx

(1)

-Cx

v

dV
'U
dt
with Cs (g/L] the ·c oncentration of substrate and Cx '[g DW /L] the biomass concentration, V [L] the
volume of the liquid phase, Cs,in [g/L} the substrate concentration in the volumetric feed rate u [L/ h],
u [g/g DW !hj the (overaU) specific substrate consumption rate and µ [1/ h] the (overall) specific growth
rate.
The two specific rates u and .µ are inter.r,elated by the following linear law:
1
u=Yx1sµ+m

(2)

with Yx1s [g DW /g] the biomass on substrate yield coefficient and m [g/g DW h] the (overall) specific
maintenance demand. We assume a maintenance (exogenous) metabolism. We consider kinetic models
in which the specific growth •r ate µis a function of the substrat·e concentration Cs only.
• (Non-monotonic) Haldane kinetics:

(3)

The parameter Kp [g/L] indicates how fast the optimum for the specific growth rate µ is reached.
Ki [g/L] is the inhibition parameter .
• {Monotonic) M.onod kine.ties:

µ =

with

µma%

!-'ma%

Cs
Ks +Cs

(4)

[1/h] the maximum specific growth rate and Ks (g/L] the so-called Monod const ant .

During simulations, the following nominal parameter set has been used. For the Haldane kinetics:
µm = 2.1 1/h, Kp
lO g/L, and K; 0.1 g/L. For the Monod kinetics: µma:i:
0.1 1/h and Ks
l
g/L. Other parameters are: Yx1s
0.47 g DW /g, m
0.29 g/;g DW h, Cs,in
500 g/L. Further, the
following operational and initial conditions have been used: X (O)
10.5 g DW, V. = 7 L, VMAX = 10
L, which ,corresponds to a
1500 g (the total amount of supplied substrate). The covariances of the
measurement enors of the substrate concentration Cs and the biomass concentration Cx are given by:
ubs = l 10- 2 g 2 /L2 and ubx = 6.25 10-4 g 2 /L 2 respectively.

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
=

=

Theoretical framework for optimal experimental design
Parameter estimation can be formulated as minimization of the following identification functi onal :Jz by
optimal choice of the parameter vector p:
(5)

in which Ym is the vector of measured outputs, y(p) is the vector of model predictions by using the
pa:rameter vector p, and Q is a 1.1.ser supplied square weighting matrix. For optimal identification
purposes, an experiment witih ma.x.imum information ·c ontent should be performed. Such experiment can
be designed by using the concepts and tools of optimal ·e xperimental design. The question encountered
here, can be formulated as follows.
Which feed rate profile must be applied fo obtain the ma.x imum i nformation out of the resu lting
trajectories?
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To analyze the information content of the state trajectories obtained in a certain experiment, the Fisher
information matrix F can be used (see, e.g., [4]):

(6)

Q is normally chosen as the inverse of the measurement error covariance matrix. Depending on the
requirements imposed by the application, a specific scalar function of this Fisher information matrix is
used as the performance index for optimal experimental design to increase the parameter identifiability.
Different so-called optimal design criteria al'e discussed in literature [9]. In order to increase parameter
identifiability,· the following scalar cost function of the Fisher information matrix can be used:

J[u) = A(F) = Arna:z:(F)

(7)

Amin(F)

which is the so-caUed modifi,ed E-criterion for optimal experimental design (with A an eigenvalue of F).
The ratio of the largest to the smallest eigenvalue of F (the condition number of F) should be as near as
possible to 1. Thi.s corresponds to circular lines of constant fonctional values and a cone-like functional
shape of .:Tz in the parameter space. For a detailed discussion reference is made to, e.g., [4].

Model validity
A unique identification of the parameter set of a model is only possible if the available data are sufficiently
rich. The input must be designed in order to induce as much information as possible in the resulting state
trajectories (persistent excit.a tion of the system). However, if the feed rate exhibits enormous gradients
it is questionable whether the unstructured growth models aire still valid. An essential requirement for
the validity of the model is balanced growth, a biological state during which the intracellular metabolic
.r eaction network is opera,ting in steady-state conditions. In [l] the deviation from steady-state conditions
is quantified -similar to an output least-squares error functional- as:

(8)
• For the non-monotonic Haldane kinetics the time derivative of the specific growth rate µ (3) can
be written, by using the substrate balanoe (1), as follows:
dµ
dt

c~

=
( Kp

+ C s + c~)2
K;

(Kp - K;) · (- u Cx

+

u
V (Cs,in - Cs))

,. Bor the monotonic Monod kinetics (4) , and by using (1), we find:
dµ
dt

=

Ks
+ Cs
)2

µma:z:

(K s

(
· · - u Cx

+

'U (

V Cs,in - Cs

))

If the aim is to optimize the time-varying feeding strategy, u(t), with respect to improving the quality of
parameter estima:tion while violating model validity as less as possible, an extended criterion for optimal
experimental design £or unstructured growth models can be created by combinat ion of the modified
£-criterion A(F) (7) with the model validi,ty functional~(µ) (8):

J[ul

= A(F) +

K, ~(µ)

(9)

where K denotes a weighting factor penalizing violations of mode~ validity. The minimization of this new
criterion is out of the scope of this paper, but the simple model validity criterion (8) is calculated and
discussed for the feed rate profiles presented in this paper.
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Construction of profiles and results
In a preliminary research the modified E-criterion (7) has been calculated for the following three profiles.
Each profile (with exception of the batch process) consists of two phases: a feeding phase (from time
t = 0 to t = t2) and a batch phase (from time t = t2 to t = t J ). When the total amount of substrate
has been supplied (at time t = t2), the fermenta·tion continues in batch mode until the stop criterion
dX/dt
0 is fulfilled at time t
t1, this is when the specific growth rateµ, given by (3) or (4), and
Ums the substrate concentration Cs has become equal to zero. This stop criterion follows from the
application of the Minimum Principie for optimiza•tion of the biomass yield [6].

=

=

= 0 L/h. The total amount of substrate available, i.e., a [g) is supplied at time
t = 0 h. This feed rate profile has no degrees of freedom.
2. Constant feed rate: u(t) = u• L/h with u• a constant number and the initial substrate amount
equal to S(O) = 0 g. Since the totai amount of substrate available is a fixed value the following
constraint must hold:
Cs,in · u• · t2 = a
1. Batch process: u(t)

with t2 the final time of the feeding phase. Hence, there is one degree of freedom (DOF): if u(t)
equals an arbitrarily chosen number u•, the :final time t2 of the feeding phase is fixed. The optimal
value u~pt is obtained by parametric optimizatfon of this profile in the sense of maximum information content.
3. Constant substrate concentration: Feed rate that k·eeps the substrate concentration in the reactor
constant, described by
u(t) = C

u X
S,in ·-

c·S

with Cs(O) = Cs

(10)

which ·can be calculated from (1) and (2). It has one degree of freedom, namely c5. Observe
that this profile is the optimal control in the sense of the biomass yield for non-monotonic growth
kinetics if c5 is selected ·equal to c S,µ = J Kp Ki which maximizes µ [6]. By applying parametric
optimization of this profile in the sense of maximum information content the optimal value Cs.opt
is obtained.
Table 1 (Rows l to 3) summarizes the values of the modified E-criterion A(F) (Column 5) for the
estimation of (µm ,l(i) corresponding to these three profiles. The degrees of freedom (if there are any)
of the profiles are optimized with respect to A(:F)..
Optimal feed rate profiles for parameter estimation. Based •o n the assumption that the feed rate
profiles obtained for optimal process performance are exciting those features with large influence on the
performance, the following Conjecture can be formulated for the •c onstruction of the optimal parameter
estimation profile.
1

A feecd rat·e strategy whi,ch is opt.i m.al in the sens.e of process performance, is an excellent starting
point for feed rate optimization with riespect to estima;t ion of those parameters with large influence
upon process performance 1(6].

In [81 theoretical evidence is given for the fact that profile #3 -which is optimal for process performance
if Cs =Cs,µ=
KpKi- yields no satisfactory results with r·espect to practical identification. Although,
inspired by the preceeding Conjecture and the proof given in f8], it is possible to propose a suitable
adjustment of the feed rate profile #3 to circumvent the lack of information induced by applying this
profile. By chosing the initial substrate concentration difforent from the constant concentration C,S
during the feeding phase -with feed rate u(t) described by (10)- we obtain one degree of freedom more
- compared to profile #3- namely, the initial substrat·e oeoncentration CS(O). This implies the addition
of an extra phase (from time t = 0 to t = ti), which preceeds the feeding phase (from time t = t 1 to
t = t2)· When Cs(O) is chosen below C,S, the substrate is supplied -in the first phase- at the maximum
possible feed rate UM AX, i.e., the maximum pump capacity (during simulations, UM AX = 1 L/ h is used) .
When Cs(O) is higher than C.S of the second phase, the first phase is a batch phase. As for the previous
profiles, parametric optimization has been applied for the two degrees of freedom ( CS(O) and C.S) in the
sense of maximum information content (profile #4, Table 1). By applying this profile, which is clearly
based on profile .#3, the ratio of eigenvalues of the Fisher information matrix equals 1, which means
that .fhis latter feed rate profile is truly optimal with respect to the modified E-criterion for optimal
experimental design. The identification functional :fr (5) is cone-like.

J
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The violation of model validi,t y is quantified by~(µ) (Column 6, Table 1). In the context of model
validity it is preferable it o stop tb.e fermentation as soon as the whole amount of available substrate has
been supplied, i.e., when the volume reaches its ma.ximum value VMAX (profile #5), instead of continuing
in batch to consume the remaining substr<11te (profile #4): during the last batch phase, the model validity
functional~(µ) increases from a very small order of magnitude 0(10- 4 ) l / h 3 at time t
t 2 to 0(10- 1 )
3
1/h at time t = t 1 , and this for all the parameter couples under study in this paper. This unnecessary
violation of the model validity is caused by the fast decrease of the specific growth rate µ, during this
very short final batch phase. Two aHernati.ve optimal feed rate profiles -profiles #6 and #7, with two
and three degrees of freedom respectively- have been construded based on profile #3. As is clear from
the corresponding plots in Table 1, the variation in time of the substrate concentration Cs(t) (from time
t = 0 tot= ti) is for these profiles in·d uced by a feeding phase with constant feed rate level u•. For the
profiles #6 and #7 -with the same stop criit·e rion as for profile #4, i.e. , dX/dt = 0- the violation of the
model validity is a[so larger than for profile #5.
We have obtained :similar results for the practical identifJ..ca,t ion of the parameter couples (Kp ,/{;)
and (µm,Kp) of the Haldane kinetics, and tb.e parameter couple (µmox,Ks) of the Monod kinetics. The
results are not shown here because of the limited space.

=

Conclusions
The informa,t ion content of several experimen,t s with different foed rate profiles is evaluated (by numerical simulations) for the estimation of the parameters of unstructured microbial growth models. Inspired
by the Conjeciture that feed rate profiles which ar,e optimal with respect to process performance are a
good starting point for optimization of feed rate profiles with respect to parameter estimation, some
alternative feed rate profiles are constructed based on the optimal profile for process performance. After
parametric optimization, several profiles are obtained which a:re optimal with respect to the modified
E-crit,e rion as quantified by its optimal value A(.F)
1. For other feeding strategies, mentioned in
literature, this optimal value has not been attained. Besides to the information criterion, attention is
paid to the violation of the condition for model validity induced by each profile. To dispose of multiple
solutions to the problem of optimal experimental design offers the ,o pportunity to take also into account
other considerations, such as practical feasibility of the optimal profiles obtained at simulation level.
1

=
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#

profile

1

batch

2
3

u•(t) constant

CS(I)

II

DOF

.

Haldane (µm,Ki)
A(F)
~(µ) [1/h~]

t, [h]

tlopt

3. 1253 10 -·

1.87 10°
2.47 10°

2.4186 io-<
1.9805 10 •J

3.2082 10'
2.0789 10'

Cs.opt

3.0874 101

4.55 10 7

3.3473 io-2

2.0802 102

Cs,opt(o)
Cs.opt

3.7816
7.5594 10-1

1.6683 io- 1

3.5808 101

Cs,opt(O)
Cs.opt

3.7749
7.5553 10-1

tl~t

9.os21 io- 3
2.3004 io- 1

I

/

~V\
o---~~~~~~__.._.....
~

o

12 ·n

4

1

~

~

5

3.5745 101

6

Cs~ \

~

C.~)

I

/

:/\
0

11

nn.

1:2

Cs.opt

6.4188 10- 2

6.4590 101

1.4449 10-1

4 .0035 101

tl

.

Cs,opt(o)
tlopt

Cs.opt

4.0597 10-1
1.1765 10-2
5.0598 10-1

~

Table 1: A(.1"), ~(µ), and t1 for different feeding strategies for identification of Haldane parameters
(µm,Ki) (DOF: degrees of freedom, Cs,opt [g/L], C$,0 p1 (0) (g/L], u~pt [L/h])
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DETERMINATION OF RENAL RESERVE CAPA CITY BY IDENTIFICATION
OF KINETIC SYSTEMS
W. Estelberger, S. Zitta, K. Stoscbitzky, R. Zweiker, T. Lang, F. Mayer, and G. Reibnegger
Karl-Franzens-University Graz,
Han:achgasse 21 , A-8010 Graz
Abstract. A computer-based method of system identifica·tion and parameter variance estimation for twocompartmen.t models matched to dynamic marker concentration pmftles for the determination of renal clearance
is used for the investigation ·o f changes in renal function ·due to dietary agents. For this pwpose two single-shot
experiments using sinistrin together with p-aminohippuric acid as (p-AH) clearance markers, and proteins as
dietary factor at the beginning of the second experiment wer;e performed. The procedure was applied to nonnal
controls and modera~ely hypertensive patients.
The glomerular filtration rates (GFR) rise in normal test subjects under the influence of protein loads. In the
patients, however, one group consisting of moderately hypertensive persons shows higher or at least the same
GFR values, whereas another group comprising persons having suffered fiom severe hypertension for some time
exhibits 'paradoxical' decreases of .the glomerular filtration rates following the protein test meals.
The different types of clearance responses to the dietary loads are obviously correlated with long-tenn
effects of increased blood pressures. The study demonstrates that accurate minimal modelling and system
identification of kinetic experiments allows one to detect and understand such long-term pathophysiological
causal relationships.
1

Introduction
The study of changes of glomerular filtration rates (GFR) and ·effective renal plasma flows (ERPF) in
l:J.ypertensi¥e and diabetic renal patients under the influence of protein-:rich diets has revealed results which
appear as 'paradoxical' insofar as, quite in contrast to normal organ behaviour, the GFR values frequently
decrease, whereas the ERPF values 'in the same patients either increase or remain at least constant under protein
dietary loads [1].
For such dynamic kidney function tests GFR estimates derived from creatinine measurements, by traditional
steady-state methods or by kinetic slope-intercept methods ar·e defmiteiy inappropriate [2]. Either stationary
creatinine levels do not show short-term changes of the clearances involved or marker amounts remaining in the
extracellular space from the first kinetic experiment 3Ie not taken into account for the evaluation of the
following experiment. Therefore a computer-based method for the evaluation of single-shot experiments has
been employed which is based on a two-compartment model incorporating the initial conditions of the marker
distribution and elimination processes involved [3,4]. This kinetic technique which utilizes the information in
the temporal marker concentration profiles allows the determination of the estimates of the clearances and
distribution volwnes together with their accuracies for consecutive single-shot experiments with dietary protein
loads in between.

Model Formulation
Figure 1 schematically depicts the two-compartment model assumed as underlying the organismic marker
distribution and elimination processes inv·olved in .kinetic experiments studied. Therein the extracellular space in
which the markers applied distribute is considel'ed to be composed of two functionally separated spaces, a well
perfused central volume and a less perfused peripheral compartment. The marker kinetics as represented by the
temporal courses of the marker amounts in the two compartments is the result of the infusion strategy, the
exchange transports between the two compartments, and finally the renal elimination process [S-8].
The model can be formulated by a set of two simultaneous differential equations describing the rates of
change of the marker amounts in the two respective compartments:
dx1 /dt=f{t)-(ko1 +k21)x1 +k12x2
(Eq. l)
dx2/dt=k21x1-k12x2
(Eq.2)
Equations 1 .and 2 can be stated verbally in the following way: Firstly, the rate of change of the marker
.amount in the c•entral compartment, dx l/dt, is determined by the input strategy chosen, the loss of marker from
the central to the peripheral compartment, its gain by the centtal from ·the peripheral volume, and its elimination
1through the renal excretion mechanism. Secondly, the rate of change of the marker amount .in the peripheral
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space, dx2/dt, is due to gain from and loss to the central pool. These transport processes are asswned to be
proportional to the .marker amounts momentarily contained in the respective distribution volumes.

Dose Application

f(t)
.D istributi on

I

~,

k21

I

· Centra1
I
Compartment

-

I

-

v,

Peripheral
Compartment

V2
k12

ko1

,

....
Elimination
.Clea ranoe = k 01 V,
Fig. l Compartment Model Describing Marker Distribution and Elimination.
The input funcrion of an experiment consisting of a bolus injection followed by constant infusion is given by
Equations 3 and 4:
f(t)=D/t,
if 0:5:t<'t
(Eq. 3)
(Eq. 4)
f(t) =p,
ift$t<Tc
The initial marker amounts are given by
x 1(0) =c1(0)V1=x10

(Eq. 5)

(Eq. 6)
x2(0) = c2(0)V2=c2(0)V1 (k21lk12) = x20
The fitting of the solution of the model defined by Equations 1 to 6 to the experimental plasma concentration
data measured over a sufficiently long time horizon can be done by a method for th.e search of the minimum of a
criterion of the sort:
E= !:(c1 (t;) - Cexp(1i_))2, (i = 1.. .n)

(Eq. 7)

The identification of the model is most efficiently done with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [9]
allowing one to estimate the optimal values of the independent system parameters ko l • kz 1, k 12• and V 1 as well
as of dependent parameters such as Vz, the clearance CINU = ko1V1, the permeability time constant tz1

=

ln(2)1kz 1 etc.
Since there is always 'noise' in the experimental data consisting of random and systematic fluctuations
around the ideal behavior of the system, the accuracy of the parameters has to be ascertained. This can be done
by means ·Of a Monte-Carlo technique for die gener.arion of artificial protocols by superposition of Gaussian
·r andom numbers on the optimal trajectory. The random numbers are taken from a distribution with mean zero
and a standard deviation given by the following expression [9]:

s = (E/(n-4))VJ

(Eq. 8)
About 100 artificial protocols created in this way and themselves subjected to the identification procedure
suffice for the parameter variance estimations. The resulting parameter constellations are evaluated statistically
for the determination of the means of the parameters and their standard deviations. These standard deviations are
equivalent to the standard errors of the parameters derived by means of the so-called Fisher's information matrix
method {10). But since this classical technique bas as a .n ecessary condition a Gaussian distribution of the
r·esiduals superposed to the solutions of strictly linear models, the computer-oriented procedure outlined is more
universally applicable [ 11]. The exact solution of the model formally described by Equations 1 to 6 generalized
to both single-injection and constant-infusio.n inputs is giv·e n by a superposition of the solution of the eigenvalue
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problem posed by the corresponding homogeneous system and the particular solution of the inhomogeneous
problem which can be found by the method of undetermined coe'fficients [12].
The temporal profiles of the concentrations c 1(t) and c2(t) in their respective compartments are defmed by
Eqs. 9 and 10:
c 1(t) = x 1(t)N 1
(Eq. 9)
C2(t) =x2(t)N2
(Eq. 10)
The symbols in the expressions have the following meanings:
f\ t) the input .strategy as a function of rime t,
x, the amount of the marker in the central ·c ompartment,
x 2 the .a mount of the marker in the peripheral compartmen•t,
k21 the relative rate of transport from •c ompartment 1 ito 2,
k 12 the relative rate of transport from compartment 2 to 1,
ko 1 the relative rate of elimination,
D the priming dose,
t
the injection duration,
p
the infusion rate,
Tc the duration of the constant-:infusion experiment,
V 1 the volume of the central compartment,
V 2 the volume of the peripheral compartment.
GFR is defined as clearance of sinistrin and ERPF is defmed as clearance of p-AH.

Results
Figwe 2 shows the temporal concentration profiles of sinistrin in a normal test person. It serves to exemplify
the kind of kinetic experiments done by double bolus application of both sinistrin and p·AH in each of the
subjects contained in Table 1 and in 3 healthy controls. Figures 3 and 4 show the values of GFR and ERPF in
the healthy controls and in hypertensiv·e patients. The .r espectiv·e adjacent bars constitute the magnitudes of the
clearance values .together with their respective error measures obtained in the consecutive single.shot
experiments.
Table 1. Hypertensive Patients with Mean Arterial Pressures.

DP
PO

Age
[years)

Sex

52

m
m
m

56

LH

69

SM
KA
GF

64

f

58
52

m

we
HM
HF
SE

48
64

54
54

'

f
f
f
f
f

Duration of
Hypertension
fyearsl
5
25
20
5
10
10
10
35
35
5

MAP

{mm Hg]

105
103
110
108
l22
t20
115
123
120

H5

MAP= SYST + 2xDIAST
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Fig. 2: Temporal concentration profiles of sfilistrin in a normal test person.
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Summary
As can be seen the glomerular filtration rates and ERPF values rise in normal test subjects under the influence of
protein loads. As to be expected normal test subjects have renal reserve capacity. In the patients studied,
however, there are two categories. In the hypertensive patients there is a group showing constancy of GFR and
another one revealing decreases in GFR (Fig. 2). The respective ERPF values exhibit constancy or even
increases, but no decreases (Fig. 3).
The patients of 1the two groups differ lby their mean blood pressUies .and additionally by the durations of their
hypertensive s'tates. The moderately hypertensive patients wi,t h normal serum creatinine levels were investigated
.at the end of t!he second week of the washout phases of their standard antihypertensive medication (ACE
inhibitors, bcu blockers, and calci.wn antagonists). Thus, the observed decreases in GFR cannot be attributed to
the medication .applied, but rather reflect the stages of renal impairment as indicated by the GFR responses to the
dietary loads correlated with the long-term ,effects of increased blood pressures.
Especially differences in the vascular resistances of the vasa afferentia and the vasa efferentia have
previously been made responsible for the ' paradoxical' decreases of the glomerular filtration rates as observed in
diabetic patients. Long-term developments tow.ards hypertensive states might account for differential
deteriorations of the glomerular vessels, since the v.asa afferentia are exposed to higher pressure stresses than the
vasa efferentia. lbis higher incidence of vascular lesions might lead to the decreases of the glomerular filtration
rates observed in the hypertensive patients in byperfiltration experiments.
Dynamic renal function tests of the kind presented obviously offer the possibility to judge the true state of
the renal vasculature. In contrast. single resting state assessments are inadequate, since both increases and
decreases of GFR estimates are found within the same range of basic glomerular filtration rates in both nearly
normotensive and hypertensiv·e patients. Theriefor·e 'normal' resting GFR values alone are obviously not
conclusively indicative of intact r;enal functional r·e serve, but may be caused by renal hyperfiltration. As
demonstrated the identification of dynamic models describing the kinetics of suitable markers plays an essential
role for the assessment of altered ·patterns of physiological responses to ,ex,ogenous stimuli.
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A NEW MODEL OF THE MICROPLASMA PULSATION IN P-N JUNCTION
B.Datsko 1 , A.Demchuk 1 , V.Gafiychuk 1 , G.Ilchuk 2 , Yo.Hromyak2 , V.Pa,·ly~h2
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Abstract . The main characteristics of the current flow in the form of microvlasma impuls<'!S were confirmed iby a numerical solution based on the proposed modei, which.is describP-d by the Mlllinear system
of partial differential equations: the balance of the average (over the space charge region) rlectron density, continuity of the total current in the quasineutral n- or }rtype region of structure and selfheating of
lattice of p - n-structure. It is shown that microplasma can .appear spontaneo:i~ly when a local inhomogeneity is present in a space charge layer of p - n-structure, and increasing in the lattice t1!mperature as
a result of the Joule heating leads to the disappearing of microplasma. Numerical studie:; are reported
of the kinetics of microplasma impulses, of their shape, length on the voltag€ drop acro;s a structure
and of parameters p - n-structure.

Introduction
When avalanche breakdown takes place in p - n-junction formation of micrnplasmas in the form of
region of,..,,, lµm size with a very high density of the local avalanche current is usually .;,bserved even
at low overall avalanche curr·e nt density j . In the article (2] the authors have developed a theory of
microplasmas that appear in p - i - n structures. The appearance of microplasmas is attributed in
:[2] to the spreading of the current to quasineutral parts of p - n junction and to rising dependence of
the avalanche multiplication coefficient M on the free-carrier densiity n in the i-type regicn of p - i - n
structure . The dependence M(n) is related to a redistribution of the electric fie}d in the i-type region on
increase in the density of carriers formed by impact ionization (fig. la). It is shown in that microplasma
can be excited by an external brieflocal perturbation of p-i-n structure, which is perfectly homogeneous
over its area. Inhomogeneities, always present in real p - n junction, then ac.t as nuclei cf spontaneous
formation of microplasmas.
Nevertheless. this work did not explain a phenomenon of spontaneous oscillations of mic:-oplasmas. In
the present manuscript we propose a mathematical model , which ·c an explain a phenomenon of current
fl.ow in the form of microplasmas impulses. A strong avalanche current in a channel ::>f microplasma
leads to selfheating of p- n-structure and disappearing of microplasma. Such a dependence modifies the
character of the cur·r ent .flow and leads to relaxation oscillations of current density in p - n structure.
In general, microplasma can be regarded as spike oscillation autosolitons, \vbch are regions far from
equilibrium that appear in systems which a close to equilibrium (5] (fig.lb).

Mathematical mod·e l
We consider the model scheme of p - n junction. It consists of the tbin nonlinear regicn N with large
specific resistance and nonlinear properties and of the quasineutral region L with lineu ?lvperties. The
current flows through this structure as is shown on fig . le. Thus, for the description of :t~rrent flow we
must take into account processes in N and L regions.
The distribution of current density in the nonlinear thin film is described by the well-known equation

[8 ,9]
Tn

an
2
&1. =I iln -

q(n, V;).

where n is the concentr.ation of current carrier , Tn and I are the characteristic values of bne and space
relaxation respectively, V; is the voltage drop on the thin fi lm and q is some !1onlinear fur ction.
The spreading of the current in ohmic region L is described by the equation of contbuity

8V;
d ' ..,.
C Tt
= lVJ,
where C is the capacitance per unit area of the junction.
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Equation describing the voltage distribution v; can be obtained by the presentation of quasineutral
region by an equivalent circuit containing series- and parallel-connected passive resistanres [3,7). This
equation can be obtained more strictly in mathematical sense.
For this purpose we shall find the potential distribution in quasineutral domain at the 1:ondition that
it is set the value of voltage V(x)
V - v; at the boundary of quasineutral domain, f"tc . at z
h
(fig .l e).
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Fig. l Physics of the appearence of microplasmas in p-i-n structures: a) lines of flo\11.' of the current in
the space charge layer and in the quasineutral n-type regions of .a p - i - n structure in the presence of
a microplasma of size ~x at a point x = 0; b) qualitative distribution of the current densi·:y j(x), i.e., of
tbe carrier density n(x) (curve 1), and the voltage drop v; across the space charge layer o:"thep-i-n
structure (curve 2) in a microplasma: c) a scheme of a drop voltage on p - n st.ructure.

Presenting V(x) in the form of Fourier integral, we get
V(x)

= -1

21T"

where
V(k)

Joo V(k)e'
- rdk = V ·1

V;,

-oo

1_:

=

V(x)e-ikrdx,

We shall find the potential distribution cp in the form of harmonic function in
Expanding cp( x , z) into Fourier integral

Joo

cp(x , z) = -1
'f)(k , =)eib:dk
2;r - oo

we obtain the following boundary problem for cp( k , z)
"

?

'Pu - k•cp = 0
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quasin-~t :tral

domains.

:p

l::o= 0,

As a result it is easy to get the solution

V(k)
cp(k , z) = sh(kh)sh(kx)
Separating the homogeneous ii_ and inhomogeneous ~:_ parts we get the following exp :ession for the
potential <;(x, z) in quasineutral domains

~(x. z) =~loo
2;r

-x

V(k)dk eihshkz + vh_ z
shkh

At the boundary between the space charge region and quasineutral regioi1 of p - n structure the
boundary conditions of the form

~ 8:; lP El= -=h

coV;

ot + 1. --

must be satisfied.
Substituting the value of :p(x. z) into boundary conditions . we obtain
8V;

c~
ui

v

= -=.. + -h

+j

p

1

00

27r _ 00

- ·
·1:
(ctgkh)kV(k)e'
:dk

The equation for V; is the equation of current continuity at ithe boundary "nonlinec.r - linear domain". The system of equations for the average carrier conc·e ntration ( currer~t density) .311d the voltage
distribution on p- n junction is dosed and it allows to find inhomogeneous di:>tribution c·f charge carrier
in N .as well as in L regions of p - n structure. At that substantial the nonlocal depende 1ce of current
on the voltage in nonlinear N region is. In the ·case of not very large scale of inhomogene.ms along axis
x space distributions the equation for current flow through quasineutral domains can be substantially
simplified. Instead, taking into acccunt that the expansion cthkh decreases quickly enou·;h at kh < 1T,
we transform underintegral expression of the equation for V;. Taking into account the firs«. two terms of
the expansion. we get

c

~ + j(:r:) = .!.P [v- + ~
211'

0

CJL

1

00

(1 -

-co

2 h 2 )V(k)e;.1:z,!k]
~1:
3

ox

Replacing the value ik under the integral by aI
we obtain the equation for spreading of the current
in the form
oV;
.
1(
i ?
c <Jt +) = p v - V;) + 3h· fl V;.
The equation for the voltage drop on the nonlinear region generalize the same equation obtained in [2,6).
Therefore, the model proposed in [2) leads to a system of two equations: the balance •)f the average
(over the thickness of the space charge region) electron density

on
~

= Dtl.J.n + nv;(n , V;)

CJL

n

- -

Tn

+GT

(1)

and the continuity of the total current in quasineutral n- or 'fr' type regions of the struct.ure

- =IT~-. ~ - V: -

C oV;
Ot

,

l

J

...L.
'

( ir - \!;,· )p -1
I

(2)

where v; is the average (over the thickness of the space charge region) rate of carrier ior.i::ation, related
to the multiplication coefficient M with the obvious expression M = (1- Vi'Tn)- 1 ; Vi is the• voltage drop
across the space charge region of the p-n junction; J = envn is the avalanche current den~:ity ; D and tin
are , respectively, the diffusion coefficient and drift velocity of electrons in space charge rebion; 'Tn = w/vn
- is the transit time of carrier across the space charge region of p - n junction; W is the tbckness of the
space charge region, C is the specific capacitance of p - n structure; lli. = o'2 /or. 2 + 8 2 /E.:y 2 , the z axis
is selected to be along the normal to the p - n junction plane; W is the effective thicknes~ of the region
where the current spreads in the base of the 'fr' or n-quasineutral regions; V is the t.ota: voltage drop
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across the p- n structure; GT is the rate of thermal and tunnel generation of carriers in th~ space charge
region. We are following here for the fact that in the case of the investigated p - n junctions we have
Pn = (Wn/<Tn) >>Pp= (Wp/<Tp). where <Tn. <Tp and Wn , Wp are the conductances and t!1e thicknesses
of the n- and p-quasineutral regions. so tha·t in Eq.(2) we have W = Wn, <T = <T", and p = .On. It is clear
from Eqs. (1) and (2) that the characteristic spatial length of changes in the carrier density in the space
charge region is I= (Drn) 112 , whereas the characteristic 'l ength of changes in the voltage drop V; across
the space charge region is L (WlV)l/ 2 ;:;;: W .
The investigation of physics and properties of microplasmas, conducted on the basis of model (1 ),(2),
did not take into account the Joule heating of the structure. In that time as very high current density in
a channel of microplasmas le.ads to the substantial heating of p - n - structure in the loca..iization region
of microplasma. At very high values of current density 1 the Joule heating of the lattict:

=

=T -

~T

T;

=.JV RT

(3)

(T; - is the temperature of thermostat. RT - specific heating resistance of the structure) can be of
order of ~T
20 - 100 f4). The changes of the parameters of avalanche br~akdown with. increasing
of a temperature of semiconductor lead to the temperature dependence of the microplasrr.a parameters,
because the impact ionization c·oefficient of electrons and holes in a channel of microplasma is decreasing

=

[4J.
Because of that the ionization velocity I.Ii in equation (I) is really the function not on '. y from n and
V;, but also from the lattice temperature T. So, it is necessary to complete the system (1),(2) by the
equation which describes the temperature distribution along the plane of p- n junction, ar.d to take into
account in equation (I) decreasing dependence of the impact ionization velocity Iii on a temperature.
The temperature distribution along the plane of p - n junction can be described by using the simplified
(averaged ·over the ·thickness of the space charge region) heat 'transfer equation

oT = ,\-~.LT -

TT Ot

?

-

(T - T;) + CV;n,

(4)

=

where rr .,\ - are time and length of heat relaxation, C ev,.RT, RT - specific heating re~istance of the
structure, T; - the temperature of effective thermostat [lj .
A linear analysis of Eqs. (I) a.nd (2) shows that a homogeneous distribution of the ava:anche current
in the range J > le becomes unstable in the presence of aperiodic growth of fluctuations n and V; with
the wave number k 0 :::: (L/)- 112 • Filamentation of the avalanche current in a region of sizt· k,... k 0 1 (/ «
d « L) increases the impact ionization rate in this region and this in turn increases the ava anche current
density.
Since the charaderistic spatial lengths and times of temperature changes are muc:1 grater than
characteristic ones of changes of carrier charge concentration and temperature feedback ·~> ists, so in the
system the relaxation osciUations of current density must take place.

Numerical simulation
The system of equations (I),(2),(4) was solved numerically for parameters t:1pical of a silicon p - n
structure D = lcm 2 /s . v
l0 6 cm/s ,w
2 . 10- 5 cm. W
4.5 · 10-3 cm , C = 2 · 10- 8 F/cm2 ,
3
p
1.5 · 10- om · cm2 , 1 0 = IOA/cm2 • Vo
50\/ , R 1 = 0 .03K · m 2 /Wt , iT
GTtVr.
10- 4 A/cm2
5
2
5
. TT
2.5 · 10- s , ,\ = 1.25 · 10- cm 2 , T; = 300./{. In numerical investigation for 1•;(n, V;, T) we
considered the specific case described by the expresion

=

=

=

v;(V;, T, j)

=

=

=

= v(j) exp( Vo( I - (exp(-.B( I - T))/\fi2 )) ),
.
c
11;(1) =a+ bexp{l - -:-),

=

=

(5)

(6)

J

where the depedence of 11; on V; and T is of standard form, and the dependence 11i(j) i.> typical for
p- n structures. in which stratification of the current has be observed (3,4,9]. Inhomogeneities in p- n
junctions were simulated by the local change of ionization .function v;(n, V;, T) and the r;:te of thermal
and tunn,el gene·r ation of carriers in the space charge region GT (6].
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When the external voltage reaches the value V = Ve, in the inhomogeneous region::::: ~.r in a time of
order TV =Gp spontaneously arise inhomogeneous current flow (fig. 2a) . The local heatinE:; of the lattice
in the localization region of microplasma leads in a time of order of 'TT to its decreasiLg in amplitude
and in a time of order of TV to its disappearing and transformation to the state of homogrneous current
flow.

n/no

j/jo

j/jo

a)

l

90.0

io- ~

60.0

·

LJ

30.0

-10 .0

-1.0

0

10 .0 x/D

1.0

0.7

t/-r>r

1.3

1.0

Fig.2 Dynamics of the current ftow in a. form of microplasma pulsations: a) a spa.tic.I distribution
of current density in the excited (curve I) and unexited (curve 2) states; b) dynamics c.f change of the
current density ov·e r the p - n sctructure.

In the result the lattice is cooling and system comes back to the state, when· microplasma can
spontaneously arise again. The arising of new microplasma leads to a new heating of ;tructure and
further (in a time oi order of •T) to its disappearing. So, in the structure the local relaxati >n oscillations
of current density which lead to the jumps of the current on the current-volta~e characteristic of p - n
junctions take place. The Fig. I b presents the oscillation dynamics of the current density. At the
decreasing of resistance of quasineutral region the form of impulses tends to reach the rec:tangular one,
and at the increasing - the triangular one (fig 3).

I

j/jo

+ j/jo

Pi

i
I

\

I

\_

!

z:/D

z:/D
Fig.3 Dynamics of the ·CUtrem flow in a form of microplasma pulsations at
of quasineutral regi·o ns (p1 < P2)
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th~

decrea.sin..l of resistance

At the increasing of the total voltage drop V across a p-n junction structure an amplitude of impulses
is practically invariable, but the impulse width increases substantially and pauses betwee1i :hem decrease
(fig.4) .
~ j/jo
t'

•2

x/D

x/ D

Fig.4 Dynamics of the current flow in a form of microplasma pulsations at t.he increasind of the total
voltage V across the p - n structure (Vi < Vz) .

These results are in very good agreement with the theory of autosolitons [5] as well a; with experimental investigations of microplasmas [4] .
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MATHEMATICAL MOD.ELLING AND COCHLEAR IMPLANTS
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Abstract. For the purpose of improving signal processing strategies for cochlear implant patients a twostep approach is taken: Results of ·a macromechanicai model of the cochlea that describes the movement
·o f the basilar membrane in the inner ea.r provide hinits for .the design of new strategies. In a second
step a nerve model that predicts ne.rve fiber reactions to .el·e ctrode stimulation allows already existing
strategies to be tested.

Introduction
About 16,000 hearing-impaired people have been provided with cochlear implants to date. These are
auditory prostheses for hearing-impaired people with a damaged cochlea (inner ear), but an intact 8th
nerve (hearing nerve). Cochlear malfunction is compensated by .a set of electrodes that are inserted into
the inner ea:r to electrically stimulate the 30,000 fibers of the primary auditory nerve. Together with a
speech prncessor these implanted electrodes form it he basic components of a cochlear implant.
Although many modelling attempts have been made to explain cochlear fo.nction [6], the theory often
lags behind the technical development. Unfortunately, models c.an only reproduce certain limited aspects
of experimental da·t a. Due to this lack of a compound cochlear model, this article concentrates on two
aspects, a macromechanical model to •explore speech coding mechanisms, and a nerve model to predict
ne.rve ffber reaction to electrode activa·tion.

A Macro:m echanical Model of the Cochlea
The main task of the cochlea is to transform mechanical information in the form of sound pressure
into ueural signals. The heart of this transduction process is situated in the scala media, one of the 3
.fluid-fiUed compartments of the cochlea. A row of 3500 inner hair cells registers the motion of the basilar
membrane (BM) with the help of their cilia (hairs). When these cilia are bent as a consequence of BM
motion, action potentials are evoked in the conuected nerve fibers.
Acoustical signals are represented in the auditory nerve both by place-rate information - every place
along the BM has its characteristic frequency - and by the temporal fine structure of the time differences
in the firing pattern.
The biophysical model chosen for cthis investigatiion of speech coding concentrates on the fluid motion
ofthe cochlea (macromechanical) and ignores mechanical details such as hair cell structure or interaction
between hair cells i(micromechanical) . The reason for this classical one-dimensional approach is the still
inc·o mplete knowledge about nonlinea.r and active cochlear phenomena (1]. Based on the Peterson and
Bogert model [8] and modified according to the numeri·cal solution method of Diependaal et al. (3], the
basic equations read
p(x, t) = m(x)ii(x, t) + r(x, t)u(x, t) + s(x, t)u(x, t)

p"(x,t)- (2p,8(x)/a]ii(x,t) = 0,
whel'e u means differentiation with respect to time and p' denotes differentiation with respect to place
.x (the BM length coordinate) ; p(x, t) denotes transmembrane pressure, m(x) = 0.5 mg/mm2 denotes
BM mass, u(x,t) denotes BM displacement, r(x,t) 1.12 mg/mm2 ms denotes BM resistance, s(x,t)
20(!)0Qe-o. 3 r mg/(mm2ms2 ) denotes BM stiffness., p
1 mg/mm3 denotes fluid density, ,B(x) 0.1 mm
2
denotes BM width, .a= 1 mm denotes cross sec.tion area of one fiuid channel (both channels are assumed
to be equal in size), and l = 35 mm denot'e. s BM length.
The model allows computation of BM reactions with regard to time or place. Fig. 1 shows computed
BM r·e actions to a short segment of the natural speecli sound /e/ displayed on top of the figure. From

=
=

=

=

1 On il eave of absence from Inst. f. Analysis, Techn. Ma1th. u. Vers.math., T U Wien, Wiedner Hauptstr. 8-10/ 114, A-1040
Wien, Austria
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20

TThffi(ms) -

F.ig. 1: Computed BM vibrations generated by signal /e/ from a female speaker (upper trace). Lines in
the lower frequency region (upper part) are compressed to fit them in the figure. Simulation was done
with SIMUL.R, see •t ext for model data.

bottom to top the lines 1cover a frequency range from 10 kHz to 100 Hz. From what is known about
place-rate coding strategies one would expect that each fr.equency place had its specific representative
line in the figure. What can be observed, however, is .not a continuous variation ofresponse patterns, but
a discrete change of w.hole bands of similar frequency. This capture effect has also been experimentally
observed in recordings of auditory .ner¥e activity [11] . Additional evidence for the importance of temporal
speech coding mecharusms, which in turn is to be integrated into advanced signal processing strategies for
cochlear implanit patients, c·omes from comparing model data with tuning curves and click experiments

[7,lOj.

Signal Processing Strategies
Speech signals for cochlear implant patients a.r·e typically processed in the following way: After filtering
and .a.nalog-to-digital-conversion, the power spectrum is calculated via fast Fourier transform and different
frequency ar·eas ar·e assigned to different electrodes. Alternatively, this electrode mapping could be
achieved through a.nalog filtering. After extraction of specified speech features the coding strategy is
then applied and the stimulus parameters are transferred to the electrodes.
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Fig. 2: Electrodograms of the German word "Schein" for the processing strategies PES and CIS-NA;
after [4j .

Fig. 2 shows eiec,t rode activation (electrodograms) with two different strategies applied to the German
word "Schein". While the strategy PES (Pitch Excited Sampler) uses voice pitch to control the pulse
ra.te of any given electrode, CIS (Conitinuous Interleaved Sampler) uses a stimulation pulse rate which
is independent of the fundamental frequency of the input signal. CIS-NA, a variation of CIS, uses all
narrow ~band analysis channels whose values ,exceed a preset noise cut level. While PES leads to good voice
pitch discrimination, CIS allows for better consonant identifkatfon due to the higher stimulation rate.
Promising studies with hybrid strategies [4] have shown :t hat speech discrimination can be improved
considerably. The results indicate that consonant identification may be enhanced by more detailed
temporal information and specific speech feature transformations.

M odeUing Nerve Behavior
1

To predict nerv,e fiber behavior in reaction to different strategies a mathematical model based on the
Hodgkin-Huxley [5] equations has been designed. The Hodgkin-Huxley model is the only one known to
reflect important experimental phenomena such as multiple spiking , maximum firing rate or chronaxy
[9]. Fig. 3(a) shows the geometric situation in one single nerve fiber. The myelinated nerve membrane is
cut into tiny segments according to the nodes of Ranvier, the only place for ionic currents to enter the
nerve. At each node the membrane is simulated by an ·electric •circuit consisting of capacitance, voltage
source, and non.linear r,esistanoe. Ve,n and Vi,n ar,e the ext ernal and the internal potential at the nth
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Fig. 3: (a) Electrical network to simulate the currents in .a nerve fiber. The membrane of every cylinder
of length Ax is simulated by an electric circuit. Segments .are connected by Ga, the conductance of
axoplasm. (b) Block diagram of Simulink-implementation of the nerve model, see text for details.
segment, Ga denotes the conductance of axoplasm between two segments .
By introducing the reduced voltage

wher·e Ve is the external potential and
the uniform nerve fiber reads
dVn
dt
=

{ .

-t;,mic

d
+ 4p;Ax
.L

Vre~t

is the inside resting potential , the main equation to simulate

[
]
· (Vn-1 - 2Vn + Vn+l) + (Ve,n- 1 - 2Ve,n + Ve,n+t) }/ cm ,

with d = 0.00015 cm being the axon diameter, Pi = 100 S1.cm being the intracellular resistance, Ax=
0.023 cm being the internodal length, L = (LOOOl cm being the .n odal gap width, and Cm = 1 µF / cm 2
being the membrane capacitance. v. is approximated by ohmic resistance:

Ve=

Pefel

47rr '

where let is the electrode current, r gives ·the distanc·e to the electrode, and Pe = 300 S1.cm is the specific
resistance of the extracellular medium.
Fig. 3(b) shows the implementation of this system in Simulink (Matlab): The output of the block Ve
enters the block V,., where the ionic currents are determined according to the Hodgkin-Huxley equations.
An arbitrary number of nerve fibers can easily be combined to form a larger network of neural arrays.
Fig. 4 shows ·t he natural speech stimulus /bob/ (upper panel) and the simulated neural response
after being processed through the Simulink model as follows: At different distances from one electrode
the reactions (action potentials) of 16 nerve fibers each consisting of 9 segments have been calculated
separately. The total information of these 16 fibers has been summed up to form a resynthesized
hypothetical whole nerve potential which is caUed the "neurophonic signal" (lower panel). Listening to
these reconstructed signals demonstrates the ,r ather poor speech intelligibility achieved through single
channel stimulation [12].
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Fig. 4: Natural speech stimulus /bob/ (upper panel) spoken by a male speaker. Horizontal axis is time
in ms . Lower panel: Neurophonic signal /bob/ as output of Simulink-model, see text for model data.
Vertical scales (level normalizing) in arbitrary units.

Conclusions
Two modelling approaches have been presented to improve cochlear signal processing strategies: A
macromechanical model of the cochlea indicates the necessity for increased emphasis on temporal speech
coding aspects when designing signal processing strategies. Initial results of modelling the nerve beh avior
help predict compound .nen<e fiber responses to single channel s timulation. As different electrodes are
usually not simultaneously active in moder.n cochlear implants, modification of the model for the multichannel case is a logicai next s.tep. Experimental verification of the models can be expected from new
techniques of directly measuring nerve responses in cochlear implant patients (see e.g. (2]), which are
about to become a clinical tool in the near future .
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SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF THE JUNCTIONAL
FOLDS ON SPONTANEOUS GENERATION OF THE MINIATURE
ENDPLATE CURRENT A'.T NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION
Tu.kashi N aka
Saitama Juni.or CoUege
Hanasa.ki-Ebashi 519-5, Kazo-shi, Saitama 347, Japan

Abstract. The dynamic beha:vior of acetykholine in the synaptic cleft with a junctional fold is modelled
as a reaction-diffusio.n system in an. axis-symmetrical two-dimensional space. The effects of the junctional
fold are analyzed by computer simulation on spontaneous generation of the miniature endplate current
at the neuromuscular junction. The amplitude of the current :may be maximized at an optimal value of
the width of the junctional fold, while the depth causes less effects.

Introduction
In processing of the neuronal signals, the synaptic chemical transmission is an important process, and
investigation of the molecular events in the process has led to the neurotransmitter theory (5]. The
dynamic behavior of neurotransmitter in diffusion through the synaptic cleft and action at the synaptic
membranes is engaged in a fundamental function for the transmission process. Analysis of such behavior
can be performed most appropriately with representation of the transmission process as a reaction·diffiusion system (RD system) for 11eurotransmitter because the experimental analysis still is practically
difficult for the molecular processes in the deft.
Some mathematical models for the dynamic behavior of acetylcboline (ACh), a typical neurotransmitter, in spontaneous generation of the miniature endplate current (MEPC) at the neuromuscular junction
have been proposed to analyz·e the transient process of the synaptic chemical transmission. The onedimensional compartment models of Rosenberry (91 and Thoma:s [21 is extended to a two-dimensional
compartment model in our pre-vious study [7]. It is revealed from analysis of our model that the radial
diffusion process of A:Ch has more distinctive ·effects cm spontaneous generation of t he MEPC than the
tra:nsver.se diffusion process. In this study the two-dimensional compartment model is applied for examination of the effects of junctional folds of the postsynaptic membrane on the response characteristics of
the MEPC .

.Modelling of the synaptic chemical transmission
In the RD system as illustrated in Fig. 1, the ACh concentration is assumed to vary with time t and
point (x, r) in a two-dimensional space of axis-symmetrical disc of the synaptic cleft {the range of space
variables : 0 :5 x S de, 0 :5 r :5 we) and the concentric cylinder representing the junctional fold {the
range of space variables: de :5 x :5 d e + .d f, 0 :5 r :5 w f ), due to in.flux of ACh through a circular area
on the presynaptic membraue (r :5 a I[< we] on the top surface boundary at x = 0), transverse and
radial diffusio.n in the synaptic deft and the junctional fold, and interactions with acetylcholinesterase
(-~ChE ) in the light grayed area and ACh receptor (AChR) in the dark grayed area. The junctional fold
is simplified as a concentric cylinder with its t op surface attached to the bottom of the disc in order to
avoid the additional dimmension for the RD system. The fold thus opens a hole to the synaptic cleft at
the postsynaptic membrane.
The interaction of ACh with functionally dimeric AChR follows the minimal mechanism (2, 4] as
given m:
(1)
whei:-e Rand R 1 indkate the AChR species free and singly bou nd with ACh, respectively, and the AChR
species doubly bound with ACh, R 2 and R0 , are associat·ed with i·o n channel function of AChR so that
the closed channel form R 2 .i nterconverts to the open channel form R 0 • The k;'s (i = r , -r, o, c) are the

94'3

Presynaptic
membrane

Postsynaptic
membrane

x

Jiunotiona.l
fold

0

r

Fig.1. Rection-diffusion system for ACh in a two-dimensional space of axis-symmetrical disc of the
synaptic deft with a junctional fold. The radius of the .release area in the presynaptic membrane is
denoted by a. The light a:nd dark .grayed areas indicate the AChE- and AChR-distributed regions,
respectively.
rate constants for the respective steps in the mechanism. The reaction of AChE proceeds in the following
mechanism originally proposed by Rosenberry 1[8] :
X2 ~ E

+ acetate

(2)

w.here E, X1 and X 2 denote AChE species free, complexed with .ACh and acetyl group, respectively. The
k;'s (i = 1, -1, 2,3) are the .r ate co nsta.nts for the respective steps in the mechanism.
The RD system for ACh in the synaptic deft a.nd the junctionaJ fold is thus represented by a twodimens~onal di!fusion equation with nonlinear reaction terms, accompanied by the rate equations for
AChE and AChR as follows:
1

2

8A
8 A
et
= D( ax2
dE

dt =

82A

18A

+ ar2 + ;a;-) -

-k1AE + L1X1

k1AE + L1X1 - 2krAR + (k_r - krA)R1 + 2k_rR2

+ k3 X 2

dX1

dt = k1AE- (k_ 1 + k2 )X1
dX2

dt = k2X1 dR

dt
dR1

dt
2

d!

(3)

k3X2

= -2krAR + LrR1

= 2krAR - ( Lr + krA)Ri

+ 2LrR2

= k.r AR1 -

+ kcRo

(2k_r + k o)R2

dR 0

- - = koR2 - kcR o
dt
where the italk capital letter denotes the concentration of the respective chemical species at point (x, r )
a:nd time t aJHi A(x, r, t) expresses the ACh co.noentration. D is the diffusion coefficient of ACh.
The boundary conditio ns for ACh are expressed by
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8A(x, r, t)
ox
=0
oA(x,r,t) =0
or
A(x, r, t)
0

=

at x = 0, x =de for r

~ Wf, x =de+ dt

at r ·= 0, r = w I for dc $. x $. dc
at r

= We for x

for r $ w1;

+ d f;

(4)

~ de

so that ACh cannot leak out at the boundaries of the disc and the cylinder except at the side surface
of the disc where ACh is removed by radial diffusi•o n. The initial condition at x
0 corresponds to
the release of a single quantal pack·e t of A:Ch, and is expressed by an impulse-wise increase in A(O, r, 0)
{r $ a) from 0 to an appropriate concentration for a qu.a.ntal packet of ACh. There initially exist no
ACh inside the disc.
For simulation under the specified boun.dary and initial conditions, the method of lines (10] is applied
to discretize the partial differential equation with respect to the space variables for the transverse and
radial coordinaites, resulting in the two-dimmensional C·o mpartm•ent model [7]. The rate equations (ordinary diff:erential equations) thus derived for ACh, AChE and AChR are numerically integrated with
respect to time by the Gear method [6] to yield the spatial and temporal changes in concentrations of
A:Ch in the disc and the cylindrical hole, an.cl of the open chanuel form of ACh at the bottom of the disc
and at the side surface of the cylindrical hole. The total number of the open channel form of ACh is
given by

=

(5)
which is assumed to be linearly correlated to generation of the MEPC.
The following values of the kinetic parameters [2] are used for the simulation in this study:
kr = 30mM- 1 msec- 1 , k-r = lOmsec- 1 , k 0 = '20msec- 1 , k c = 5.0msec-1 ;
k1

= 200mM- 1 msec- 1 , k_ 1

(6)

= l.Omsec- 1 , k2 = llOmsec- 1 , k3 = 20msec- 1

The value for RT (total concentration of AChR at a point; = R + R 1 + R 2 + R0 ) used in this study is
derived from the .surface density of AChR (2 x 104 µm- 2 ), and dependent on the volume of the discretized
space in which AChR is uniformly distributed. The RT values for the minimal compartment model with
the critical radius detennined below correspond to RT ·= 2.0mM in the cleft, and RT = l.33mM in the
fold of 500nm depth, or 0.8'9mM in the fold of lOOOnm depth. Consideration of the size of the synapt ic
vesicles leads us to set a
50nm and de = 50nm is known. The value for ET (total concentration of
AChE at a point; = E + X 1 + X2) is set to 74µM.
Though D = 1.0 x 10-6 cm 2 sec- 1 is prospoed as the approriate value for the homogeneous diffusion
in the previous study (7), the accurate value is still unknown and it is possible that the attaching the
fold to the cleft affects the procedure to determine the appropria•t e value of D. Hence the whole analysis
in this stU:dy is performed in the irange of D between (0 ..5 ,... 2.0) x 10-6 cm2 seC 1 •

=

Effects o:f junctional folds on the response characteristics
To discr·etize the partial defferental equation governing the RD system, the subdivision numbers of Nt
on the transverse coordinate and Jtlr on the radial coordinate of the disc as well as the radius W e of the
disc are the parameters to be chose.n for optimal representation ·o f the behavior of the model. The radius
w~ of the disc is defined :as the ext,ent of a quanta! pack;et of ACh to generate the MEPC, and referred
to critical radius [21. The minimal compartment model with We= 500nm, Nt 3 and Nr 10 chosen
[7] s ufficiently repI'esents the dynamic behavior of the RD system for the chemical transmission process
in the synaptic deft without the junctional fold, which then is called the foldless case in this study.
These parameters are determined as the same .manner in the previous study (7] for the RD system of
the synaptic deft with the junct ional fold. The cylinder representing the junctional fold is divided int o
the compartments by the same scaJe as in tlte disc, that is, Nt x d1 /de and Nr x w J/wc on the transverse
and the radial coordinates, respectively. The applicability of the model is evaluated with reference to the
.r elative variation in the total number of Ro due to pa·r ameter change from P 1 to P2, i.e., by a quantity,

=

Vr =

J

IC(t; P1) - C(t; P2)I dt
C(t; Pi)

94.5

=

(7)
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Fig.2. Effect oft.he critical radius of the disc on the relative variation in the total number of R0 •
a: foldless (w1
O); b: junctional fold with the radius of w1 .5 0nm and the depth of d1
500nm
(solid lines) or dt = lOOOnm (broken lines) . The variation Vr is evaluated for increase by lOOnm in each
of the radius We (in nm) of 300, 400, 500 and 600 indicated on the abscissa. The number on a curve
indicates the case for the following value of D {in l 0- 6 cm 2sec- 1 ): 1: 0.5, 2: LO, 3: 2.0.

=

=

=

1

where C(t; P) represents C(t) for the parameter P . The value of the parameter is determined to be P 1
when the value of Vr becomes less than a certain tolera.nce against the various diffusion coefficients and
the different junctional folds (cylinders) with the radius (w1 = 0 (foldless), 50nm or lOOnm) and the
depth (d1 = 500nm or lOOOnm).
Figure 2 shows the behavior of the variation Vr with increase by lOOnm in We (i.e., P2 = Pi + 100)
at every lOOnm for We (as Pi) between 300nm and 600nm. The attachment of the cyliner to the disc
decreases the value of Vr almost by half regardless of the depth of the cylinder. In all of the junctional
folds, the values of Vr are lower than 0.03 with the parameters of the minimal compartment model for
the foldless, concluding that the model is applicable to the RD system for the synaptic cleft with the
junctional fold.
The simulation analysis with the kinetic parameters in eq.(6) and the various diffusion coefficients is
performed to examine the effects of the junctional folds on the behavior of C(t) (i.e., equivalent of the
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Fig.3. Effect of the radius ·o f the junctional fold on C(t). a: D = LO; b: D
2.0 (in 10- 6 cm2 sec- 1 ).
The number on a curve indicates the .case for the following value of the radius (in nm): 1: Wf = 0
(foldless); 2: Wf = 50; 3: Wf = 100.
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Table 1 Eff:ects of the junctional fold on the characteristic parameters of the MEPC.
Wf

(nm,)
0

dt (nm)
{foldless)

50

500

woo
100

500

1000

D

o..5o
LOO
2.00
0.50
1.00
:2.00
0..50
LOO
,2.00
0.50
1.00
2.00
0.50
LOO
2.00

tm (µsec)
144
(1.00)
105
(1.00)
81
{1.00)
124
(0.86)
94
(0.90)
76
{0.94)
124
(0.86)
94
(0.90)
75
{0.93)
113
(0.79)
91
(0.87)
78
(0.96)
(0.78)
113
90
(0.86)
76
(0.94)

Cmaz
{LOO)
(LOO)
{LOO)
1660
(L07)
1600
(1.05)
1440
(1.0.5)
1660
(l.07)
1.560
(1.05)
1430
(1.04}
1390
(0.90)
1320
(0.87)
1150
(0.84)
1390
:(0•.90)
1310
(0.86)
.1140
(0.83)
1560
1520
1370

1

c (msec I)
LOO
(1.00)
1.14
(1.00)
1.27
{LOO)
0.95
{0.95)
1.05
(0.92)
1.14
(0.89)
0.96
(0.95)
1.08
{0.95)
1.19
(0.93)
1.12
{1.11)
1.19
{1.04)
1.22
{0.96)
1.13
(1.12)
1.22
(1.07)
1.30
(1.02)

The value in parenthesis indicates th·e ratio to the value in the foldless case with the corresponding
diffusion coefficient D (in 10-6 cm2 sec- 1 ).
MEPC) by variation in the values of the radius (w1 = 0, 50nm and lOOnm) and the depth (dt = 500nm
and lOOOnm) of the cylinder. The responses of C(t) to a quantal. release of ACh are demonstrated in
Fig. 3. The maximum concentration (peak) is attained around 0.5msec after the release of ACh, and all
the channels dose within about 4msec. The curve of C(t) with Wf = 50nm is always above the curve
for the foldless case, which in tum is always above the curve with w 1 = lOOnm, regardless of the values
of the diffusion coeflident D.
The response may be characterized quantitatively with the amplitude Cmaz (maximum value of C(t)),
growth time tm (time for C(t) to increase from 203 to .80% of Cmaz) and decay constant c (reciprocal time
co.nsta.nt for exponential decay of C(t)). The effects of the junctioaal fold and the diffusion coefficient
on the characteristic parameters a.re demonstrated in Table 1.
Attachment of the cylinder with w1 = 50nm to the disc r.e sults in higher Cmaz:i steeper concentration
gradient and slower fall of the peak: for whole the range of th,e diffusion coefficient examined, while the
larger radius of the cylinder (w1
lOGnm) makes the amplitude Cmaz lower and the fall of the peak
quicker for the diffusion coefficient D less than 1.0 x 10-6 cm2 sec- 1 • The higher value of Cmoz with
wf
50nm than with w f
lOOnm and 0 (foldless) indicates that the maximal amplitude of the MEPC
· may he attained with an optimal width of the junctional fold. The depth of the fold has less distinctive
e.ffects on C( t) than the radius.
The effects of the diffusion coefficients on the respo:nse of C(t) that increase in D reduces all of Cma:i:,
tm, and 1/c (decay time) are not modified with the junctional folds.
1

1

=

=

=

Discussion
The minimal compartment model pmposed ·p reviously [7] is applied to the analysis of the effects of
the junctional fold on sponteneous generation. of the MEPC. The simulation analysis reveals that the
junctional fold causes the substaatial effects, which might be relevant to the phenomenon of the notable
spread of the .g rowth time tm [l.l]. It is also found that the width of the junctional fold has more
distinctive ·effects than the depth, implying that the radial diffusion process of ACh has more distinctive
effects on the MEPC than the tran:sverse proc·ess as observed in the previous study [7]. The Thomas'
model [2] in which the depth of the junctional fold is represented with the thickness of the disc (de in
this study) is .n ot satisfactory because the diffusion process in the radial direction is simplified as the
simple e.fHux of ACh due to concentration gradient.
In the two-dimme.nsional compartment model the amplitude of the MEPC may be maximized at an
optimal value of the width of the junctional fold, suggesting that the folds enlarge the reacting area of
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the postsynaptic membrane. Monte Calro procedure by the thr,ee-dimensional model with a junctional
fold in actually folded shape indicates against the results in this study that the amplitude· Cma.z and
growth time tm decrease but the decay constat c does not change with addition of more junctional folds
[lJ. The difference of the results mi,giht originate from the difference in the patemeter value set, especially
the value for the diffusion coeffident D = 6.5 x 10- 6 cm2 sec- 1 • It is also possible that the folded shape of
the junctional fold, not cylinder as for the model in this study, may yield the different results. Extension
of the two-dimensional minimal modd to a three-dimensional model is required for full elucidation of
the chemical transmission process, and is now under way at our laiboratories.

Conclusions
The dynamic behavior of AGh in the synaptic cleft with a junctional fold is modelled with the twodimensional compartment model, and an~yzed by computer simulation to demonstrate that the junctional fold causes the substa'lltial effects on spontaneous generation of the MEPC at the neuromuscular
junction. Attachment of the junctional fold (cylinder of 50nm radius) to the disc results in higher Cma.z,
steeper concentration gradient and slower fall of the peak. Th,e larger radius of the cylinder (lOOnm)
makes the amplitude Cma.z lower than the foldless case regardless of the values of the diffusion coefficient.
The higher value of Cma.z with Wf
50nm than with WJ
lOOnm and 0 (foldless) indicates that the
maximal amplitude of the MEJPC ma,y be attained with an optimal width of the junctional fold . The
depth of the fold has less distinctive effects on C(t) than the radius.

=

=
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BIOHEAT TRANSFER PROBLEM AND APPLICATIONS
tl.Lubasbevsky and tV. Gafiycpuk
t Moscow Stat·e University,
Leninsky hiils, Moscow, 117234, Russia;
t [nstitute for Applied Problems of Mechanics and Mathematics, National Academy of Sciences ,
3b Naukova str., Lviv, 290603 ., Ukraine.
Ab:stract. We develop a theory of heat transfer in living tissue when heating or cooling are strong
enough so that the vascular network 'r esponse to variations in the tissue temperature is essential and
gives rise to substantial dependenoe of the blood flow rate on the nonuniform temperature distribution.
A macroscopic model for heat transfer and temperature self-regulation in a living tissue domain, containing a single microcirculato·ry bed, is proposed. On the basis of the obtained macroscopic description
mathematical models of hyperthermia, cryosurgery and formation and growth of a necrosis domain in
living tissue due to local lase'r irradiation are developed. Heat transfer in living tissue contained a tumor
is also analyzed. Characteristics of temperature distribution in living tissue under local strong heating
are investigated numerically.

Bioheat transfer model
Mathematical modelling of biobeat transfer i.s a fundamental problem of modern biophysics on the one
hand and on the other is very useful in the study and optimization of hyperthermia treatment ,cryosurgery
processes, formation and growth of a necrosis domain in living tissue due to local laser irradiation and
so on . For the 'theory of heat and mass transfer in living tissue one of the central issues is bow to create
good models that could describe these transport phenomena, at least on the mesoscopic level, in terms
of certain physical fields.
For the last years a number of differ.ent approaches to describing heat transfer in living tissue have
been proposed [l , 2, 3, 4, 5]. For a review, analysis, and criticism of these models see, for example,
1
[5, 7, 8, 9). AH these models aUow for various features of the bioheat transfer and each of them may
be valid, at least at the qualitative level, under certain conditions. So taking into account the present
state of the bioheat transfer theory it has been suggested to use for application the following generalized
bioheat equation which combines the main models mentioned above :

(1)
Here T is the tissl.le temperature, T 4 is the temperature of blood in large arteries of a systemic circulation,
c,, Pt ar·e the densi ty and heat capacity of tbe tissue, cb, Pb ar·e the same values for blood, K.eJ J is the
effective thermal conductivity, the cofactor f ranges from D till l, 'qh is the heat generation rate caused
by metabolic processes and external power sources, and j is the blood flow rate, i.e. the volume of blood
flowing through unit tissue volume per unit time. In this model the ratio K. eJ J / K. of the effective and true
thermal conductivities of the tissue and the cofactor f are phenomenological parameters. Concerning
the form of ·e quation (1) we note that it is also phenomenological one rather than a reliable result of
averaging the microscopic equations governing the heat propagation in the t issue.
In order to find a more rigorous equation governing evolution of the tissue temperature one, first,
should develope an averaging technique which can reduce accurately the corresponding microscopic
equations of heat transfer in living tissue to a macroscopic ·e quation (or equations). In this way it is
necessary to keep in mind that living tissue is a:n active heterogeneous medium organized hierarchically.
ln fact, due to the vessel system being hierarchically organized blood flow distribution over the vascular
network as well as o¥e.r the tissue domain has to be .c haracterized by strong correlations between different
hierarchy levels and also by spatiai cor.r elations. 'Therefore, to describe the blood flow effect on heat
transfer one shol.lld take into account the vascular network .as a whole rather than consider vessels
of different levels individually. So, the vascular network models dealing with living tissue phantoms
containing infinitely long vessels or models where the effect of blood flow through different vessels on
heat transfer is treated in the same terms cannot form the basis of the successive procedure of averaging
the microscopic equations. The afor.e mentioned averaging technique bas been developed in part in
monograph [11] (see also (12, 13]). In particular, it turns out that the obtained macroscopic equation
for the tissue temperature contains an averaged blood flow rate }v (r) rather than true one j(r), which
1
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becomes essential when the tissue temperature is nonuniform on spatial scales of order 1 cm. The
averaged and true blood flow rates, iv(r, t) and j(r, t) are ·r elated by the equation

.

)v -

,.

...,21 .

-- v

CtPtL

n J,,

= J.

(2)

where L is also a certain constant of order unity.
The next charact·e ristic proper,ty of living tissue is tts active response to temperature variations .
Living tissue tries to remain its temperature within a certain vital interval [T_, T+]- Therefore , if a
certain tissue domain is, for example, heated, the vessels supplying this domain with blood will expand
and the blood flow rate wiH increase. ln order to find specific relationship between the blood flow rate
j(r) and the tissue temperature field T{r) one should., in principle, account for the temperature response
of the vascular network as a whole. It should be noited that blood flow rate can increase locally by tenfold
[10].Inside the normal tissue Qn the thermoregulation leads to ithe time variations in the blood flow rate
j(r, t) governed by the equation
T

Here

r

oj

..... (T)

' = )O.

Ot + )~

is the delay time of the vessel response, j 0

-

(3)

itm, is the blood flow rate in the normal tissue when

T =Ta, and the function 4>(T) describing the vessel response is of the form
4>(T) = l _ T - Ta
~

(4)

Here the velue ~is the half width of the survival temperature interval.
This is, for example,typically the case during hyperthermia treatment of small tumors. Another
result is the fact that the tissue response to temperature variations may be described, at least as a first
approximation, in terms of local relation of the blood ftow rate j(r) and the value T(r) of the tissue
temperature at the same point r (3) . When there is a certain small domain in living tissue, for example,
tumor response ·Of its vessels to temperature variations as well a.s variations in concentration of 02, C02,
etc. is depressed. So, under a stron.g heating in normal tissue the blood flow rate can increase by tenfold,
whereas in tumors it remains practically at the same level. Under ordinary conditions the blood flow
rates in normal tissue and in a tumor can differ little in magnitude .

.Mathematical model for temp,e ratur•e distribution in tissue domain containing
a tumour during hyperthermia treatment
We suppose that the temperature response of the normal vessels is ideal whereas the vessels contained
in the tumor doma:in Qc do not respond to b!lood temperature a't all. In addition, the resistances of the
latter vessels a·re assumed to have such values that the distribution of the blood flow rate Je(r) over
the tumor domain Qc be of a given form when the tissue temperature coincides with the arterial blood
temperature T 4 • Besides, in what follows for simplici,ty we study only the case Je(r) 2'. j 0 .
Within the framework of the proposed model for the ideal self - regulation process equa:tion (3) should
be added a:nd in the tumor domain r E Q1 by expression
(5)

The system of equations (1), (2), (3) o.r (5) forms ,the desired description of heat transfer in living tissue
with tumor.

1

Mathematical model of necrosis domain due to laser irradiation

Let us consider a mathematical model for the formation and growth of a small necrosis domain in
living tissue due to local laser irradiation[l4] . The model assumes that a laser beam is delivered to
a small internal tissue r·egion where due to laser energy absorption the temperature attains such high
values (above 70 °C) that lead to immediate tissue coagulation , including blood coagulation . The heat
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diffusion into the surrounding tissue causes its forth er thermal coagulation, giving rise to growth of the
necrosis domain. The coagulation is it reated in t·e rms of phase transition, i.e. it is assumed to occur when
the tissue temperature exceeds a certain threshold value Teg · which is justified, for example, concerning
the collagen coagulation [15). Inside the necrosis domain the heat diffusion is controlled only by thermal
conduction, whereas the heat propagation into the surrounding tissue is governed by both its thermal
conduction and blood flow causing effective heat sink . It should be noted that the blood flow affects
considerably the temperature distribution in the tissue during laser-induced interstitial thermotherapy
,[ 16}. In addition we take into account that due to vessel r·esponse to local variations in the tissue
temperature the blood flow rate can increase substantially, leading to nonlinearity of heat transfer .
In order to describe the growth of the necrosis domain the proposed model considers tissue as involving
two regions: the necrosis domain where the blood flow rate is equal to zero and the living tissue responding
to temperature variations by increasing locally the blood flow rate. Beside the model has to take into
account that the blood flow rate in tissue becomes substantially nonuniform and the vessel response can
be delayed.
Following the theory developed in (11], we consider heat transfer in tissue containing regions , where
it is anomalous in properties, in terms of heat transfer in normal tissue, where the vascular network
responds to an effective (seeming) tissue temperature rather than the real one. Keeping in mind the
black spot model fllJ we describe the ·t issue coagulation as follows.
The necrosis region is regarded as a certain domain Qcg where hydrodynamic resistances of the vessels
are infinitely great, thereby, the blood flow rate in this region is equal to zero:
1

j(r, t) = 0

if r E Qcg·

(6)

The necrosis domain Qc 9 is assumed to be small in comparison with the microcirculatory bed domain
Q,0 . For real vascular network vessels will exhaust their potentials of expanding as temperature becomes
high enough. This causes the blood flow rate to attain ·Certain large but finite values imax in the region
where the tissue temperature exceeds a certain value T,,,. < Teg· Taking the latter into account and using
the black spot model we now specify the proposed model for the thermal coagulation.
In the necrosis domain Qeg the tissue temperature evolves according to the conventional heat conduction equation for solids:

(7)
where " is the intrinsic tissue conductivity and qh is the rate of heat generation due to the laser beam
absorption. Inside the living tissue its temperature is governed by the equation (1)
At the interfacer= 8Q 1 between the necrosis domain and living tissue the temperature is assumed
to be equal to Tcg and the heat flux has no jumps. In mathematical terms this means that the tissue
temperature at the interlace r meets the following boundary conditions

(8)
and

Tlr+

= Tlr _ = Tc9

(9)

Inside the living tissue there are also two regions that are different in properties. Inside the first one,
Qtm , matching the turner, the blood flow rate is assumed to be constant iim , which reflects the fact that
in real tumors blood vessels ·cease responding to temperature variations and the blood flow rate does not
considerably increase during tumor heating :(10). In other words

j(r,t)=i.em

(10)

if rEQtm·

Inside the normal tissue Q" the thermoregulation leads to the time variations in the blood flow rate

j(r, t) governed by the equation (3)
The function ili(T) describing the vessel response is of the form
ili(T) = { : + (1 where the ratio

f

=

io/Jmax

c)i:;:i. .

is a small parameter,
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E

«

1.

if T
if T

< T,,,.
> T,,r

(11)

At the interface
to zero

r

the normal gradient of the averaged blood flow rate the blood flow rate is set equal

V',.J!Jlr+ = O

(12)

This condition t·efiects the fact that the.re is no blood flow through the necrosis domain.

Two boundary model for freezing of living tissue during cryosurgery treatment
M.athematicai analysis of temperature distribution in living tissue during freezing is useful in the study
and optimization of cryosurgical treatment. Propagation of the freezing front r is conventionally described in terms of the free boundary problem of the Stefan-type:
1

VnPtL

= -(K;ejJY'nT) lr+ +(KY'nT) lr_
T

lr+= T lr_= T1

(13)
(14)

where£ is the latent heat of fusion, r + and r_ denote the boundaries of the freezing front on the living
and frozen sides of the tissue, respectively, and T1 is the freezing temperature.
A more accura•te description of heat transfer process in living tissue is obtained if one takes into
account the fact that living tissue form a.n active, highly heterogeneous medium . Also, when the size of
the frozen region of the tissue is small in comparison with the characteristic length of the blood vessels
that directly control the heat exchange between the cellular tissue and blood, the heterogeneity of living
1tissue has .a substantial effect on the heat transfer process. Therefore, equation (3) which models the
blood· flow rate in terms of a continuous field j ( r) has to be modified (2]. In the frozen region Q1 the
tissue temperature evolves according to the conventional heat conduction equation for solids(7) .
Inside the unfrozen living tissue there a:r•e two regions that are different in thermoregulation properties.
fo the first one, Q vr, adjacent to the frozen domain Q J the tissue temperature varies from TJ to Tv,,
and the blood flow rate is constant and equal,for example, to
.

. Ta -Tvr

} =JOT.

- T

(15)

vr
J
T.,r the blood flow rate is related to the local value of the tissue

the second region, where T <
temperature by the equation (3).
At the interface r !Jr of these two domains oonditions8,9 fulfilled due to the interface f.,, containing
no heat sink. The averaged and true blood flow rates ar•e relat·ed, as before, by the equation(!).
At the interface r 11 r the averaged blood flow rate, as well :as its spatial derivatives, is continuous and
at the freezing front r ,conditions (12)should fuUilled.
Thi:s model allows for not only phenomena caused by phase transition during freezing living tissue,
but also characteristics of living tissue response to substantial cooling as well as nonlocality in heat
exchange between ·t he cellular tissue and blood. It should be noted that in spite of this two boundary
mode'l containing the ooHection of the above -listed equations within the framework of this model the
temperature distribution can be analyzed not only numerically but also by analytical methods.

[n

Concluding remarks
In the present paper we propose new mathematical model for heat and mass transfer in living tissue. Although •this model contains the collection of equations within its framework the temperature distribution
can be successfully analyzed numerically. In particular, we have numerically analyzed the growth rate
of the necrosis domain due to thermal coagulation, depending on nonlinear properties of heat transfer,
the forms of frozen domains due to cryosurgical treatment and peculiarities of hyperthermia treatment .
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Abstract. Models for the dynamics of wine fermentation are presented. Their parameters and structure are
adjusted to a collection of experimental data. Particular attention is given to the evolution of the concentrations
of sugars, alcohol and yeast population along the fermentation process. We analyse the variation of the model
parameters for several initial sugar concentrations. The influence of the temperature and the thermal model of
the tank are also analysed.

1. Introduction.
The control of the fermentation is of great importance in order to obtain wines of high quality and to minimize
yearly quality fluctuations. Predicting the behavior of the fermentation is only possible with a sufficiently
accurate mathematical model. Besides the work of Boulton [2], there are very few studies dealing with the
mathematical modelling of wine fermentation, particularly batch fermentation.
Although a satisfactory model for all types of wine is very difficult to find, our experience has shown that
reasonably accurate models, with a particular structure, can be found for wines with similar characteristics. A
model even with restrictions is always helpful in understanding the dynamics of fermentation and the role of
each parameter. The actuator nonnally used in the control of wine fermentation are control valves with a
maximwn of three states: cooling, warming or absence of control when the valve is closed. The mathematical
model for the fermentation in these control conditions will be analyzed with the help of experimental data
collected in a pilot scale plant.

:Z. Methods
:Z.1. Yeast cell mass growth, sugar consumption and alcohol production models
Following Boulton [2] the model for the growth of yeast population X is g iven by:
dX

dt= µXv

Et

(1 )

, Xv= (1 - Kt ) X

were X\I is the viable yeast population which decreases with time t, and with the alcohol concentration E. The
substract (sugar) consumption and product (alcohol) production is given by:

dS
1 dX
dt = - Y m .dt - m Xv

and

dE

dS

dt= - YEJSo dt

(2)

i.e. sugars are conswned at a rate proportional to the amOWlt of viable yeast Xv and their growth, µbeing the
specific growth yeast cell coefficient, Ym the maximum growth yield, m the specific maintenance rate and t
the time elapsed since the beginning of the fermentation. The alcohol production is proportional to the sugar
consumption.
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2.2. Models for the specific yeast cells mass growth coefficient
The specit'ic growth yeast ·cell coefficient depends on several factors: Substract concentration S, biomass
concentration X, product concentration E, in our case, sugars, yeast and alcohol (ethanol), respectively, besides
other factors such as temperature, PH, oxygen concentration, light intensity, etc. As such, the yeast cells mass
growth coefficient will be given by the multiplication of a constant by a function of each of the above mention
factors:
(3)

µ = Kµ(S) µ(X) µ(E) µ(T)
the remaining. factors were considered non-relevant.

2.2.1. lnflue.nce of sugar and yeast cell mass concentraition
The influence of sugars concentration is usually described by Monod ·s law as mentioned, amongst others, by
Strehaiano [11). High yeast cells concentrntions have also an inhibiting effect on their growth. A model which
translates :simultaneously the sugars and yeast •cells inhibiting ·eff'ect was suggested by Verhust and is cited by
Bastin [1].
-

µ

·s

(4)

µ(S ,X) - Kc X + S

2.2.2. Influence of alcohol concentration
Alcohol concentration has atso an inhibiting effect on yeast cells growth. We will use the model suggested by
Boulton [.2J and also referenced by Bastin [I].
(5)

2.2.3. The influence of temperature
Tempernrure is a determining factor in wine fermentation. Very low temperatures may halt the fermentation
and therefore must be avoided. Too high tem:peratuTes must also be avoided since wine contains volatile
products such as flavors :a nd wine compounds whose loss degrades wine quality. The rise of temperature begins
by having a positive effect on the specific grnwth factor. However after a certain value it induces less favorable
yeast growth conditions. The following expression is normally used:
µ(T) = a 1exp(-E1/RT) - azexp(Ei!RT)- b
, T < T 1 or T > T1

µ(T) =O

(6)

wer·e R is the gas constant. In Fig. l we see the evolution of this function for E 1 = 16000 Jig.mole, E2= 34500
Jig.mole, b= 0.037, a 1 =2.4 x 1011 , 3.i = l.02 x 1'024, T 1 =273 Ke T 2 = 320 K. The values were used by Bastin

[l J.
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Fig. 1 - Spee ific growth factor versus temperature (I).
Besides its influence upon the yeast specific growth factor the temperatur•e also influences the m parameter in
equatfon (2)

EXP( -9000( T - 293 .3 ) )

-=

m

mo

293.3 RT

(7)

were T denotes the temperature in degrees Kelvin and R the gas constant.
The variation of parameter m with temperature has an effect opposite to the variation of the specific growth
factor with temperature on the rate of sugar consumption. However, for typical values, the effect of the specific
growth factor clearly dominates and the rate of sugar consumption grows with temperature between 279 °K and
312 °K. This range encompasses the range of recommended temperatures for wine fermentation, which is
normally located between 10 °C (283 °K) and 35 °C (308 °K).

2.3 Thennall model for tb1e tank
During :the wine fermentation process the amount of generated heat (PJ is related with the rate of sugar
consumption. The must temperature depends also of the .room temperature (Tarnb), the temperature of the
cooling/heat•ing water, must density and type of :fermenter. Bouiton [2] presents a very simplified model. More
detailed models are used by Sablayrolles and Barre (10] but both are first order models. During data collections
performed at several winemaking industries we found that the models above did not explain some observed
phenomena such as the further decr·ease in must temperatw"e after closing the cooling water valve, cf. Moreira
and Carvalho [5], [6]. There will be th·e n a higher order dynamics since the jacket doesn't reach instantaneously
the cooling/heating water temperature after the valve is open. Convection currents in the must also contribute
this phenomena. In order to model the evolut.ion of the must temperature (1) and water temperature in the
jacket (1j} we will use the follow equations when the valve is open:

T(k+ l }==T(k)+Pc(k}+Ka[T(k)-Tamb{k)]+Kro[T(k)-Tj(k}]

(8)

where,

(9)
.and T •f (k) is the cooling/heating water ·t emperature T f(k) when the valve is open or the fermenter temperature
T(k) when the valve is closed.
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And the following model is used when the valve is closed:
T(k+ I )=T(k)+Pc(k)+Kt[T(k)-Tamb(k)]

(10)

Equation (9) is a first order system with unit gain at low frequencies. Consequently Ui(k) is always
changing between T j(k) and T(k). lf we commute from equation (I 0) to equations (8) and (9) when the valve
opens Ot(k) will evolve gradually from T(k) to the cooling/heating water temperature T f(k). In this way we
model 1the temperature ~ariation of the jacket. But in order to model this same phenomena when the valve
closes we need to continue using equations (8) and (9) by a few more instants after the vale closes. After doing
some tests we conclude that the best result is achieved when we use equations (8) and (9) for one more
sampling period (10 minutes) after valve closure.

2.4. Sim ulatioo methods and adjustment of the parameters to the experimental data
The model presented in the previous sections was employed in the simulation of fermentations at constant
temperature. The computer simulation was carried out by means of a 5th-order Runge-Kutta method with
adaptive step size, as shown by Press et. al. {'9] with some adaptions performed by the authors. The
experimental data was obtained from the work of Haloui et all. [4) which describes several fermentations at a
laboratory scale (15 litres fermenters) with temperature control (30 °C :!:: O. l 0 C) and initial sugars
concentration between 160 g/1 and 260 g/l. The initial yeast inoculation was 0.2 g/l.
The adjustment of the parameters to the experimental data was achieved by the minimization of a cost
function with the help of the "Downhill Simplex" method, which can also be found in the above mentioned
work. In a previous work [7] three different cost functions have been analyzed. However we found they had the
tendency to yield, in the beginning of the fermentation, a large error in sugar concentrations. This can be
explained by the fact that the yeast and alcohol concentrations are small in the early stages of the fermentation,
therefore giving rise to large felative errnrs more visible in the sugar concentration that has higher absolute
values in this stage. On the other hand it is sensibl,e to give more weight to measurements with larger values
since these are more accurate. Consequently an additional factor P is introduced which acts as an increasing
weighting factor . Round(X) denotes the integer nearest to X_ In this work the following cost function as used
1

N
1 """" s*(ti)-S(ti)
2
F =NL,.)( S(ti) (P.Round(S(ti)/100)+1)) +

i=I
X\ti)-X(ti)
2
E*(ti)-E(ti)
2
+ (- X(ti) (P.Round(S(ti)/10)+1)) + ( E(ti) (P.Round(S(ti)/100)+1))

(11)

were the asterisk denotes values obtained by simulation. As P increases greater weight is given to the
measurements with higher values.

For the thermal model the simulation is discrete. The sampling period was 10 minutes. We estimate Pc(k) by a
simple recursive least squares algorithm. A forgetting factor of 0.992 has performed well with the dynamics of
the process in study. The other parameters are .assumed constant and are obtained by minimizing the following
cost function:

F(~, K.n, ~ , Pc0. Pr)=

N

L( AT(k) - AT (k) )2

(12)

i-1

where AT(k) = T(k+l) - T(k) and sf (k) is the value given by the model. The parameter Pc0 is the initial value
of Pc(k).
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3. Results
The obtained values ·can be :seem in table 1 for a value of P = 9. The influence of P begins to decrease as P
increases. The efficiency of alcohol production with respect •to the initial sugars concentration (YEISo) was
previously computed 1~y dividing the final aledhol concentration by the initial sugars concentration .
I

So

YE/So

I 160

K

~ 0.219

0.431

IM

~

Io.so2

0.420

KM

Ko
:::::;0

I0.2
i

!

m

Ym

F

9146 0.0472

0.0573

1.103

0.0779

0.672

0.114

0.663

0.0740

l.364

Kt

I

::.:0

0.0398

4506 0.782

59.6

...o

5625 : 1.137

I

205
230

I 0.463

I o.508

I

i0.423

I

0.437

I

I

I

45.4

7734 . 0.708

0.0050

10046 . 0.720
0.0652
0.968
0.0216
Table 1 - Values obtained for the parameters ofthe model in .the minimization ofcost function (11) with P = 9.
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I
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As shown in the F column the obtained approximations were rather satisfactory. As an illustration we show
in Fig. 2 the results for an initial sugar concentration of205 g/I. The differences between P = 3 and P = 6 are
much more significant than for P = 6 and P = 9.
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Fig. 2 -Sugars concentration :versus time obtained via (11) for P=3, P=6, P=9 and So = 205 g/l. The squares
represent the experimental values.
for the iliermal model the results obtained are inustrated ,in table 2 and table 3. The model revealed to
be w.ell .adapted to the .must temperanrre evolution ooMected in industrial winemaking plants.

; -0.002319
-0-01446
-0.002191

O.:CHM6
0.3888
Table 2 - results for the model given by equatiom (8), (9) and (10)

9:5'9

I

0.000140
-0.00192
0.000142
0.0716

4. Condusions and futu11e develo·p meots
A simulation for akohoJic fermentation in enological conditions was presented, together with a set of values for
its parameters. The values obtained for the parameters still iack validation in terms of physical significance. In
any case, the good adjustment between simulated and experimental data allow the use of the proposed model in
the development of controllers for batch fermentation processes.
The consideration of other models, namely empirical models with a smaller number of parameters may be
eas,ier to identify, despite the fact that their parameters have no physical significance. This approach was
followed by Bove et al. [3].
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Abstract. In this paper, we detennine optimal monetary and fiscal policies for Austria using a small
macroeconometric model. We use a Keynesian model of ithe Austrian economy, called FINPOLI, estmated by
ordinary least squares, which relates the main objective variables of Austrian economic policies to fiscal and
monetary policy instruments. Optimal macroeconomic policies are callculated for the model under a quadratic
objective function using the algorithm OPTCON. Several conuol experiments are performed in order to assess
the influence of difi"efent assumptions about the weights in the objective function and about stochastic
parameters ron optimal budgetary and monetary policies.

Introdudion
One aim ,o f macroeconomic modeHing is to :provide an interpi<etatioa and explanation of aggregate economic
behavior by using a se·t of macmeconomic variabl.es that are linked by mathematical relationships in the form of
a numerical linear •o r noruinear model. Then quan1ti,tative statements concerning the analysis of alternative
policies over some time period 1can be made. Since the 1930s, the use of economic models for analyzing
problems of macroece11omic policy formation has increased and even become international. Attempts have been
made at using the .interrelationships between macroeconomic variables with a view to forecasting the effects of
policy decisions.
In Austria, the size of the federal budget deficit has been of much l()Oncern to policy-makers since the mideighties. In geaeral, they now agree upon the necessity of consolidating the federal budget to prevent a loss of
cr,edibility of fiscal policies. Nevertheless, thef.e are trade-offs and side-effects associated with a policy of
gradually or ev,e n suddenly diminishing the budget deficit. In addition., the interactions between fiscal and
mone.tary policies have to be considered in order to dbtain valid conclusions about macroeconomic policy
etiects on th·e Austrian ,economy. So far, there is not sufficient quantitative information available about the
effects of budgetary measures on the main objectives of Austrian economic policy, such as growth, full
·employment, price stability, and balance-of-payments ·equilibrium. Moreover, neither the intertemporal tradeoffs nor the issue ,o f policy-makers' limited information about future events has received serious attention in the
poHticai debate in Austria so far. In order to detremrine whether fiscal and monetary policies may have
countercyclical effects, w.e build a model, called FINPOLl, which analyzes the influence of variables of the
federal budget and of money supply on other macroeconomic variables.
Due to the stochastic nat\lfe of aggregatre economic variaiblie s and their relations, we might say that our
model is only an imperfect repr,esentation of the reali1ty. Given. this stochastic nature, the question of how to
design optimal fiscal and monetary policies can be seen. as a typical pmblem of quantitative economic policy.
An optimal policy is one that minimizes an objective function without violating given constraints. Stochastic
optimum contiiol theory provides a consistent framework for processing and integrating the policy maker's
objectives and c,onsttaints into a policy strategy over some time period while taking into account the dynamics
of the 'economic system. If we postulate :an objective function to be optimized by policy-makers, we can apply
stochastic ,control theory to derive and analyze optimal macroeconomic policies for past or future periods. This
is the aim of the present paper. In the next section, we describe the macroeconometric model FINPOLl.
Aft,erwards, we discuss stochastic optimum contol theory and a stochastic control algorihm, OPTCON. We then
report about the results of some control experiments under certainty and under uncertainty. Finally, some policy
interpretations conclude the study.
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FINPOLl: A small-scale econometric mod·el of the Austrian economy
The model FINPOLl is based on traditional Keynesian macfoeconomic theory in the sense of conventional !SLM/aggregate demand-aggregate supply models. Stochastic behavioral. equations for the demand side include a
consumption function., an investment function., an import function and an interest-rate equation as a reducedform money market model. Prices are largely determined by aggregate demand variables. Disequilibrium in the
labor market, as measured by the el<!cess of unemployed persons over vacancies, is modelled to depend on the
real GDP growth rate and the rate of inftation., embodying both .an Okun's law-type relation and a rudimentary
Phillips cuzve. The main objective ¥ariables of Austrian economic policies, such as real GDP, the labor market
disequilibrium variable (related it o the rate of unemployment), the rate of inflation, the balance of payments and
the ratio of the feeler.a l net budget deficit to GDP, are rela·ted directly or indirectly to those fiscal and monetary
policy instruments which are used as control variables, in particular to federal budget expenditures and
revenues.
The model, which is dynamic and nonlinear, was estimated by OLS using annual data over the period 1965
to l'9.88. The estimates :and test st:atis·tics together with simulation results suggest that the model is not far off
the mark as a framework for policy analysis for Austria. For fack of space, details of the model cannot be
discussed here; see (3] and [4) for the model equations and additional simulation and optimization experiments.

The optimization methodology
The itheory of economic policy mostly assumes that the eft:ects of policy instruments on endogenous variables
ru;e known with cenainty, e.g. (5) . But things ar;e different when considerations of risk are added. The essential
point is to r'ecognize both ·t he errors in the regression coeffi.den.ts in the macroeconomic model and the additive
errors in the equations. "With coefficient uncertainty, big doses of policy medicine enlarge the variance of
outcomes ... 'the standard enor of the regression (or reduced form) forecast of a policy~bjective variable is
positively related to the distances of the regressors from their mean values in the sample data on which the
model was estimated. Policy makers do not like to move in big steps" [6). Macroeconomic policy problems can
be viewed .a s involving the optimization of an intertemporal objective function by a decision-maker who is
constrained by a dynamic system subject ito various kinds of uncertainties. What we need, therefore, is
stochas•tic optimum control theory, an approach to optimal policy design that can handle these different kinds
of uncertainties '[l.J.
Stochastic optimwn .control problems with nonlinear dynamic systems are usually complex, hence only
numerical .solutions under some simplifying assumptions can be obtained for panicular values of the
parameters. Even then., in most cases only approximations to the true optimum solution can be found. Here we
use the algorithm OPTCON developed by Matul.ka and Neck (2). OPTCON is an algorithm which determines
approximate solutions of stochastic optimum control problems with a quadratic objective function and a
nonlinear multivariable dynamic model under additive and para.meter uncertainties. The objective function is
,quadratic in the deviations of the s,tate and control variables fiom their respective desired values, but can easily
be transfonned to a general quadratic fonn . Symmetry of the possibly time-varying weight matrices of the
objective function is assumed without loss of generality. The dynamic system is required to be given in a state
space representation. Apart from the additive error term, a constant vector of unknown (and hence stochastic)
parameters enters the system equations. Parameter and additive disturbance vectors are assumed to be
independent with known expectations and covariance matrices. Although the dynamic system is formulated as
a first-<>rder system of difference equations, longer lags can be easily handled by augmentation of the state
vector. As input for the algorithm, the user has to supply the system function, the initial value of the state
vector, a tentative path for the 'contr·ol variables, the expected v.alue and the covariance matrix of the stochastic
parameter vector, the covariance matrix ·o f the additive system noise, the weight matrices of the objective
function, and the desired paths for the state and ·control variables.

Optimal macroeconomic policies under certainty
We can now apply the stoc'hastic control algorithm OPTOON to our macroeconometric model FINPOLl. The
purpose is to obtain tentative knowledge .about the 'conduct of optimal budgetary and monetary policies in the
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eighties, during which the problem of rising federal budget deficits was much debated among politicians and
commentat,o rs in Austria. Although the model is relatively simple, optimum control experiments may at least
yield some informations about the policy trade-offs inherent i.n the model. Moreover, comparisons between
.fiscal and monetary policies delivered as "optimal" by using the model and actual ones and their effects on
other objective variables may provide a first step towards evaluating historical. policies within the framework of
the theory of quantitative 1econom.ic policy. Finally, int.mducing random parameters in the calculations shall
shed some light on the influence of uncertainty on optimal policies within our model.
In aU the experiments described below, we choose the plannililg hmizon. as 1981 to 1988, hence we are
performing ocmnt:erfactuaJ experiments_ Among the variables whose deviations from desired values are to be
penalized, we distinguish two categories: First, 1ther'e we five "mainff objective variables which are of direct
political relevance in assessing the performance of the Austrian economy_ These are the rate of inflation
(PVo/°t), the fabor market excess supply vari~ble (UNt) as a measure for involuntary unemployment, the rate of
growth of r1eal GDP (YR'.o/°t), the current account (LBR1), and the federal net budget deficit as percentage of
GDP (DEF"°/°t)- In a.11 experiments, 2% p.a. is conside.r'ed as :the desired rate of inflation (PVo/°t), 3.5% p.a. as
the desired I'eal gro'Wth rate (YRo/°t), and the desired levels for tabor :market excess supply CUNt) and the
balance of ·c unent account (LBRt) are set equal ·to .zero. For the deficit variable, we assume that the hypothetical
policy-maker wants to consolidate the federal budget deficit gradually such that the desired value of DEFo/°t is
reduced by 0.'3 pernen:tage points each year, from 2.6% in 1981to0.5% in B.988_
Next, we introduce a ·category of "minor" objec,tive variables_ These include real private consumption (CRt),
real private :investment ([Rt), Teal imports of goods and services CMRt), the nominal rate of interest (Rt), real
GDP cYRt), real total aggregate demand (VR.t), real disposable income (YDRt), the real stock of money supply
(MlRt), the domestic price level (PY1), real public consumption (GRt), real public-sector net tax revenues
(TRt), the price level of public consumption (PG,t), nominal total aggregate demand (Vt), nominal public
consumption (G,t), nominal public-sector net tax revenues CTt), and nominal GDP (Y1), as well as the policy
instrument (control) variables nominal stock of money supply (MJt), federal budget net expenditures (NEX1),
and federal budget tax .receipts (BINt). We assume t980 historical values of these "minor" objective variables
(except for R 1) to be given .a nd postulate desired growth rates of 3-5% p.a. for the planning horizon for all real
variables, desired growth rates of 2% p.a. for the price level v:ariables, and desired growth rates of 5.5% p.a. for
the nominal variables. The rat•e of interest Rt has a desir,ed constant value of 7 for all periods.
In the weight matrix of the objective function, all off-dia,gonal eliernents are set equal to zero, and the main
diagonal elements are given weights of 10 for the "main" objective variables and of I for the "minor" objective
variables in miost ·o f the experiments. The stat1e variables that ar:e not mentioned above get weights of zero, thus
being regarded as irrelevant to the hypothetical policy-maker. The above setting characterizes the input for the
deterministic Experiment l 'below as well as for the stochastic experiments. Several alternative experiments
will also be described briefly. We .assume the weight •matrix of the objective function to be constant over time.
Now we ·a re in a position to perform some control experiments. To do this, we :first assume all parameters of
the model to be known with certainty_ The only stochastic infiluenoes considered are the additive error terms in
the behavioral equations, whose variances contribute to the optimal value of the objective function but do not
affect the optimal policies as compared to a plil'ely detenninistic set-up. As these stochastics have no influence
upon the optimal policies calculated, these experiments can be considered as "deterministic" ones. Both in the
deterministic and in ·the stochastic experiments, we assume the vallles of the exogenous non-controlled
variables ~o be known for all time periods in advance_ Obviously, this attributes more information to the
b.ypothe:ticaJ policy-maker than any actual policy-maker could have had in 1980; this would have to be taken
into account if comparisons of the results ofthe optimiz.ation runs 'to those ·Of actual policies were attempted.
As a benchmark for comparisons, we report about the Jiesults of Experiment I in Table 2. For comparisons,
Table 1 shows the his,torical v,alues of the instrument variables and the values for the "main" objective variables
which ar·e obtained in the control solution, i.e. the historical dynamic simulation or the ex-post forecast with the
iins:truments set at their actual values.
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Table 1: Historical values of instruments .and simulated values of "main" objectives
'

year

Mlt

1981
1'982
1983
1984
. 1985
1986
. 1987
i 1988

165..63:5
170.964
192.'941
200.395
201.421
209. 693
227.·636
247.586

'

NEXt
315 .292
347.560
382.243
402.306
433.014
464. 765
479.356
517.824

.BINt
287.791
300.954
316:673
344.901
372.895
391.675
409.556
451.343

PVo/'l
6 .680
3.906
2.817
4 . 386
4.240
0.530
l.334
3267

UNt
l.642
2.917
3.697
1.848
l.543
4.405
5.274
2.679

YRo/oi:
-0.125
-0.899
0.462
9.413
4.776
-5.949
-0.379
11.541

LBR1
9.386
17.246
22.800
11.816
7.663
-0.222
2.931
-9.172

DEF°/oi:

LBRt

DEF°/°t

2.628
4.293
5.775
4.419
4.220
5.263
4.892
4.026

Table 2: ResuUs of Experiment 1
I

year
1981
19.8 2
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

Mlt
246.023
246.837
246.992
246.264
242.975
242.565
250.696
259.027

NEXt
300.709
337.237
381.9'8 0
353.769
352.137
439.44:5
485.249
445.620

BINt
255.798
249.76'9
269.518
333.305
32·6.7:82
n6.722
322.748
414.74'9

PVo/°t
6.100
3.160
2.067
3.324
3.176

o.rooo
1.047
2.780

UNt
l.293
l.942
2-591
2.291
2,329
3.511
3.922
3.261

YRo/oi:
1.310
1.801
1.685
4.546
3.494
-0.034
l.905
5.245

5.367 4.263
3.917 7.869
3.303 9.655
7.061 1.630
13.240 1.892
-13.664 11.801
-24.742 11.244
-19.876 1.967

Compari11,g the values in Tables l and 2, one can see that optimal fiscal policies are considerably more
coW\tercyclical than historical ·ones . .Both federal budget 'expenditures (NEX1) (except for 1987) and revenues
(BINt) :ar;e lower than their historical v,a lues and react in .a cotmtercyclical way to changes in real GDP and its
growth rate. In particular, NEXt shows .a strongly restrictive behavior during the boom years 1984, 1985, and
1988, and an expansionary behavior during the recession of 1986 and 1987; BIN1 acts in an expansionary way
(has relatively low values) in 1981 and 1982, in addition. These fiscal policy instrument variables therefore
fluctuate much more in this experiment than they did actually. In contrast, the monetary policy instrument
(Ml 1) jumps from its historica.!l value of 160.662 Bill. AS in 1980 to about 246 Bill. AS in 1981 and stays at
that level for most of the planning horizon. One reason for this (rather unrealistic) behavior of money supply is
the attempt to raise investment ·expenditures by lowering the rate of interest during the earlier years of the
planning horizon. The other endogenous variables of me model are affected primarily by the activities of
budgetary poiicies. Labor .rnarl<iet e,.cess supply (UNt) and real growth (YRo/°t) show smoother time paths than
in the contfol solution. lnflation (PVo/"t) and the curnent .account (LBRt) have lower values than in the control
solution, with ·.the latter 'e xhibiting deficits from 1986 to 1988. The deficit-to-GDP ratio (DEF°/oi:) is higher than
it was historically in mos•t years (except for the boom years 1984, 1985, and 1988), especially during the
[iecession 1986 - 1987. A similar .countercyclical behav:ior is also exhibited by the public·sector variables Gt and
T t, whicih .a re di11ectly influenced by budgetary policy instruments. The smoothing effect of budgetary policy on
real GDP is also transmitted to most of the other demand·side variables of the model. By and large, the resuJts
of Experiment l are consistent with .a n optimistic Keynesian view of fiscal policy effectiveness to dampen
reoessions and booms, with monetary policy providing incentives for investment through lower interest rates.
Next, we investigate the influence of the weights gi¥en to the "minor" as compared to the "main" objective
variables. Optimization. experiments were conduct:cd with •the weights given to the "minor" objectives being
altered between 1 .and 10. As an example, consider the .11esults of Experiment 2, where the "minor" objective
varia:bks get the weight lO instead of 1 as in Experiment 1. This puts more emphasis on the goal of achieving
"balanced" growth for .all .the variables in the mod:e l .at the ,expense of equilibrating the "main" objective
variables. As can be seen from Table 3, this modification ,calls for even stronger countercyclical actions of
!budgetary policies. Federal budget expenditures (NEXt) .a re mostly (especially in the recession 1986 - 1987)
higher, feder:al budget revenues are lower during the recession than in Experiment l. Also money supply (Mlt)
is still higher than in Experiment l. This policy-mix ,results i.n higher values of real GDP and its components
iliild .also of the growth rate (YRo/~); the ·effec·ts on inflation ·(PVo/o1) and unemployment (UNt) are small. The
deficit ~ariable DEFo/or is even higher in the recession, and the C\ITTent account (LBRt) exhibits larger deficits
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than in Experiment l. Raising the weights given to the ttminor" objective variables thus reinforces the
Keynesian policy prescriptions; fluctuations of 1endogenous variables due to exogenous shocks (from the
exogenous variables, which are mostly detenmned by dev,elopments in world markets) or to the dynamics of the
model are kept down at the expense of higher fluctuations of the fiscal instrument variables.
1

Table 3: Results of Experiment :2
year

Ml,r

1981
1982
1983
1984
' 1985
1986
1987
'I 1988

248.33:8
249.661
250.158
249.737
246.757
246.004
252.524
259.400

NEXit
300. 214
33.9.501
383.612
352.510
351..749
448.831.
494.084
450.31.8

BINt

PVo/°t

258.568 6.059
250.886 3.!12
269.537 2.0ll
333.538 3.249
325.056 3.105
267.703 -0.010
314.564 L057
410.843 2.785

UNt

YRo/°t

LBRt

l.356

1.085
1.910
1.742
4.444
3.629
0.779
2.112
4.879

6.165 3.964
4.667 7.991
3.918 9.818
8.097
1.518
14.027 2.000
-16.030 13.086
-28.938 12.347
-23.416 2.509

L'969
2.1602
2.332
2.332
3.295
3.683
3.1.58

DEF'/°t

Optimal macroeconomic polides under uncertainty
1

In addition 10 the deterministic optimization runs, we also introduce different assumptions about parameter
uncertainties in order to assess the influence of various kinds of uncertainty on the design of optimal budgetary
poH.cies during .t he eighties. i£n particular, we want to investigate the effects of making several key parameters
determining fiscal and monetary policy multipliers uncertain. AU these stochastic experiments start from the
specification of the objective function assumed in Experiment 1. Thus the results of the following stochastic
experiments can be compared directly to those given in T:able 2 for the deterministic Experiment l and to those
obtained from the control solution given i.n Table 1.
One difficulty arises fiom the fact that our model FINPOLI. was estimated by OLS instead of
simultaneously. This means that we do not .h ave an 'e stimate of the full covariance matrix of the parameters,
which is needed as input for stochastic control experiments with OPTCON. First, we assume this covariance
matrix to be diagonal and select some of the diagonal. elements of 't his matrix to be non-zero. The estimated
values of the .fegression c·oeffi.cients regarded as stochastic and their e.s timated standard deviations are used as
expec·ted v.alues and standard deviations, respectively, of these parameters. This procedure amounts to
neglecting correiations between stochastic parameters.
In our first stochastic experiment (Experiment 3), some pararne1ers which are crucial for the monetary
multiplier are regarded as stochasti'c in order ~o ·e xplore the consequences of the effectiveness of monetary
policy becoming mo.re uncertain. These are 1the coefficient of the real t:ate of interest <RRt) in the investment
equation and the coefficients of the real money supply (MlRt) and of real GDP (YRt) in the interest rate
equation. I ncidentally, these three coefficients happen to be insignificant, i.e. to have low t-values, thus
provicli'n;g :an additional argument for emphasizing uncertainty about their numerical values. The results of
Experiment 3 are given in TatJl,e 4. They show that optimal money supply now has a smoother path than in the
corresponding deterministic Experiment 1. This can be interpreted to mean that as monetary policy has
uncertain effects on r eal economic variables, it becomes optimal to use it less for stabilization purposes but to
keep it more closely to its own desired path. Fiscal policies a1e affected by this kind of uncertainty, too: federal
budget expenditures are lower and federal budget ~eceipts are higher than in Experiment 1, resulting in a more
restrictive, but stiU countercyclical course of budgetary policy. Thls reduces the values of the deficit variable
DEF°/°t, but reduces also the growth rate (YRo/°t) and raises unemployment The current account (LBRt) is
higher than in Experiment 1. Optimal policies in this case can be characterized as more cautious and less
expansionary than in the deterministic case. The optimal value of the objective function, which was 145,949.3
in Experiment 1, becomes 241,182.5 in Experiment 3, reflecting additional costs due to the introduction of
uncertainty.
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Table 4: Results of Experiment 3
year

Mlt

1981
1982
19.83
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

217.323
222.253
225.659
229.168
.232.485
237.994
248.870
258.578

NEX1
298.876
335.489
379.585
349.300
346.006
434.015
478.936
433.080

BIN,t

PVo/°t

260.156
255 .382
277.9.92
344.926
340.481
291.449
338.950
429.170

·6 .321
3.487
2.434
3.671
3 .453
0.218
1.186
2 ..844

UNt
1.374
2.040
2.7·05
2.412
2.448
3.620
4 .018
3.308

YRo/°t

LBRt

DEF°/°t

0.955
1.617
1.485
4.368
3.368
-0.117
1.857
5.357

6 .260
5.296
5.086
9.247
15.766
-10.855
-21.660
-16.961

3.678
7.193
8.678
0.346
0 .408
10.210
9.553
0.245

Experiment 4 takes the same ·Coefficients as random as Experiment 3, but adds the marginal propensity to
consume as .a fourth stochastic paramete.r. This is the ·coefficient of real disposable income (YDRt) in the
consumption equation, which is important for the transmission of fiscal policy effects to demand-side variables,
as is weU known from Keynesian macr·o economic .t heory. In this ·case both monetary and fiscal multipliers are
made uncertain, and we explore the effects of this uncertainty of demand-side policies on their optimal design.
The results of this experiment, which are shown in Table 5, may be compared either to those of the
deterministic Experiment l or to those of the previous Experiment 3. They show th.at there are considerable
deviations from 1the previous experiment. Money supply (Mlt) now has lower values, especially in the earlier
years of the planning period, and grows rather smoothly. F·e deral expenditures (NEX1) and in particular federal
rev·e nues (BINt) are much higher than in previous experiments, and they are higher than they were historically.
The federal !budget deficit is lower than in t'he deterministic case., with surpluses created in 1981, 1984, 1985,
and 1'988. The r•e sults of this kind of macroeconomic policy are higher unemployment CUNt), lower growth
rates (YRo/oi.), and high surpluses of the current account (LBRt>· One remarkable effect of the restrictive fiscal
policy stance in 1981 is a policy-induced recession in that year (real GDP falls by more than 3%). This does not
improve the performance of the economy in the following years, however, and in spite of quite large
1luctuations of budgetary policy variables the ·c umulative loss of real output seems considerable, with real GDP
being lower than in the deterministic case by more than 8% in 1988. One interesting point to note is the larger
size of the public se.c tor implied by this experiment, which nevertheless does not fulfill the task of stabilizing
the economy very well. There is .a n 1enormous increase in the optimal value of the objective function to
1,992,725.2, which is more then eight times the value ·Obtained in Experiment 3, showing the extremely high
costs of uncertainty of fiscal policy effectiveness in this model where stabilization rests mainly on fiscal instead
of monetary policy.

Table 5: Results of Ei:periment 4
year

Milt

NEX,1

BINt

PVo/°t

UNt

YRo/°t

LBRt

DEFo/°t

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1'986
1981
1988

140.047
156.59 l
173.158
18.9.196
204.433
221.134
241.010
256.910

336.856
395.957
443.014
411.563
408.016
498.686
545.707
484.847

348.956
318.072
347.457
426.269
432 .068
388.372
447.197
538.493

6 .622
4 .025
3.065
4.198
3.809
0.479

2.517
3.231
3.787
3.399
3 .385
4.490
4.855
4.101

-3.362
0.655
1.054
3.978
2.902
-0.469
1.470
5.084

20.220
26.123
28.884
35.402
44.506
19.778
11 .44 9
19.539

-1.196
7.293
8.478
-1.203
-1.837
8.183
6.990
-3.518

l.2H
2 .64'9

This impression is confirmed by the results of Experiment 5, whefe we assume the coefficients relating to
monetary policy to be known for certain and investigate the effects of malting only fiscal policy multipliers
uncertain. To do so, we take as stochastic parameters the marginal propensity to consume (as in Experiment 4)
and the coefficients of federal budget expenditures (NEXt) in the equation determining public consumption and
of federal budget receipts (BINt) in the public-sector tax equation. The results of this experiment are given in
Table 6. Although the variances of the parame·t ers made stochastic now are low as compared to their estimated
values, again there are considerable dlffe~ences to the deterministic optimiz.ation results. Budgetary policy
variables (NEXt and BINt) show a similar pattern as iin Experiment 4, but at a lower level of activity, resulting
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in a smaller size of the federal and the public sector. Money supply, on the other hand, has higher values than
before, thus taking over part of the stabilization task of fiscal policy. The overall effect of this poliey-rnix on the
"main" objective variables is similar as in Experiment 4. Again, in 1981 a recession is created by a budget
surplus. Otherwise, the gl'Owth performance is slightly better than in the previous experiment, although the
deficit-to-GDP ratio (DEF°/°t) is still lower. The optimal value of the objective function is still higher
(2,168,342.1), showing again the deterioration of the optimally 'controlled system in the presence of parameter
uncertainty affecting fiscal policy multipliers.
Table 6: Results of Experiment 5
year ·
1981
1982
' 1983
' l984
' 1985
1986
1987
1988

Mlt
174.877
187.965
201.324
212.572
220.089
229.520
245.239
258. 132

NEX1

BINt

PVo/°t

290.699
342.739
388.128
356.102
352.842
442.883
485.794
423 .501

312.273
294.385
320.362
390.257
393 .383
352. 195
402.905
483.466

6.341
3.621
2.607
3.776
3.477
0. 197
1.039
2.587

UNt
2.461
3.105
3.651
3.197
3.154
4.324
4.713
3.887

YR.o/°t

LBR.1

DEF'<>/or

-3.085
1.040
1.270
4.400
3.202
-0.511
1.521
5.447

19.663
24.668
26.983
32.387
40.401
15.682
7. 197
13.701

-2.134
4.538
6.050
-2.816
-3.127
6 .819
5 .972
-3 .982

Next, we want to learn how optimal policies look like when there is a high amount of uncertainty about the
parameters of the model. T·o do so, in Experi.m ent 6 we assume an the 'e stimated parameters of the model (the
·Coeffici·e nts and ,fue constants) to be stochastic. Altogether, we now have 35 uncertain parameters in the model,
whose variances (but not ·c ovariances) enter the dete.r.m.ination. of optimal policies. The results of this
experiment are giv·e n in Table 7. They ·s how that monetary and fiscal policies are now completely different from
those in the deterministic Experiment 1 and also from those in previous stochastic experiments. Money supply
(Mlt) starts at an extremely low level in 1981 (much less than half the historical value) and increases
afterwards to reach approximately the value of Experiment 1 in 1988. Federal budget expenditures (NEXt) are
in most years below, federal budget receipts (BINt) in all years above .t he values of the deterministic case. Every
year, a budgetary surplus is called for by this optimiz.ation experiment, which is of considerable amount in
some years (more than 130 Bill. AS in 1981 and 1984). This combination of restrictive monetary and fiscal
policies creates a severe recession in 1981, with real GDP falling by 10.6%. Also in the following years, real
·G DP and its components remain well below the values obtained in 1he deterministic experiment (and below the
historical values). Unemployment (UNt) is higher, and so are current account surpluses (LBRt). Jn spite of the
overall restrictive stanoe of budgetary policies, the11e i.s still considerable countercyclical variation in both fiscal
policy instruments. Fiscal and monetary policies act in the same direction, enforcing a scenario of uneven, but
generally low growth. It should be noted that both monetary and .fiscal policies have time-paths which are quite
d.i:fferent from those 'o btained in an analogous ex"Periment with a smaller number of "minor" objective variables
[4] . As in this study, however, tlilere is no tendency for optimal macroeconomic policies to become less active
with the inUoduction of parameter uncertainty, as one would expect given the results for the linear-quadratic
case [7]. The ,o ptimal value of the objective function is again much higher in this than in any previous
experiment (7,933,103.6), showing the high costs of uncertainty ,o f all the parameters.
Table 7: Results of Experiment 6
year
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1'98'8

Mlt
61. 191
:8 8.782
1il.8 .678
147.547
175.148
204.392
236.128
260.360

NEXt

BIN1

PVo/°t

277.178
353 .358
398:606
354.533
341.606
426.342
454.473
388.021

410.980
368.224
406 .355
486 .580
496 .721
454.729
479.702
510.0()0

6 .679
4.348
3 .504
4.531
4.013
0 .632
1.273
2 .785
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UNt
4.464
5. 113
5.513
4.879
4.607
5.494
5.213
2.918

YR.o/°t
-10.610
-0.302
0.451
3.817
2.961
--0.399
3.284
10.573

LBRt

DEF'/or

44.236
60.020
67.322
76.451
86.819
62.048
48.449
38.162

-14.283
-1.511
--0.747
-11.705
-12.799
-2.271
-1.897
-8.036

The resuJts of Experiment 6 have been affected by the neglect of correlations between stochastic parameters.
Although we do not hav:e an estimate of the entire parameter covariance matrix for our model," we do have
estimates ·o f the covariances of parame~er estimates within each OLS regression equation. In Experiment 7, we
use these covariance ie stimates together with the variance estimat·es of Experiment 6. Our estimated parameter
covariance matrix is hence no longer diagonal and takes into account some (though not all) correlations
between different parameters. The results of Experiment 7 at'e gi.v.en in Table 8. They show that stochastic
optimization with some correlations between parameters being taken into account gives outcomes that are very
different f[1om those ·o btained from stochastic optimization wi:tlilout considering any parameter covariances
(Experiment 6). In fact, the results for fiscal policy variables from Experiment 7 are rather close to those
obtained from the detenninistic optimization (Experiment 1); ·t he path of money supply is close to that obtained
in Experiment 3 with stochastic monetary policy multipliers. The value of the objective function is 173,516.1 in
Experiment 7, tha.t is not much higher than in the deterministic experiment. Thus, we can conclude that the
costs of uncertainty of policy effects result mainly from high risk associated with parameter uncertainty without
·correlations between ·these parameters. If this risk is reduced by taking into account at least some covariances
between parameters, optimal policies and minimum costs come close to those of the deterministic optimum.

Table 8: Results of Experiment 7
year
1981
1982
1983
1984
' 1985
1986
' 1987
1988

Mlt
228.636
232.701
235.5H
238.732
239.827
241.566
249.731
2:58.384

NEX1

BINt

PVo/'11:

UNt

YRo/°t

LBRt

DEFo/or.

303.497
341.017
387.528
352.378
348.660
443.587
4.88.441
440.160

259.673
255.405
276.266
338.114
336.130
289.401
333.966
423 .064

6.243
3.354
2.281
3.510
3.300
0.093
l.099
2. 793

1.314
2.002
2.1647
2.358
2.425
3.588
3..997
3 .325

l.196
1.603
1.615
4.426
3.319
-0.040
1.853
5.241

5.558
4.588
4.109
8.139
14.939
-11.785
-22.585
-17.480

4.157
7.691
9.517
1.131
0.930
11.113
10.622
1.083

Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have applied the stochastic control algorithm OPTCON to the model FINPOLl, which was
estimated for the Austrian economy. Optimal fiscal and monetary policies under certainty and under various
.kinds of uncertainties were numerically determined. It turns out that there may be considerable differences
between optimal deterministic and stochastic policies, depending upon the particular parameters which are
asswned to be unoertain. The costs due to additional uncertainty may be very high, especially when it affects
fiscal policy multipliers. If correlations between parameter estimates are taken into account, on the other hand,
the costs ·o f uncertain policy effects are much smaller, and optiimal policies are similar to the case where
parameters .a re knmvn for certain. A tendency for optimal policies to be applied in a more cautious way under
uncertainty than under certainty, which is sometimes asserted in the eoonomic policy literature, did not emerge.
The purpose of the present study should be seen within the methodology of simulation analysis: Optimal
macroeconomic policies are investigated under alternative assumptions about the objective function and about
the stochastics of the parameters for a given :macroeconometrk model. Obviously, modifying some equations of
the model or using .a n alternative model wowd result in different optimal policy paths than those derived for
FINPOLL For instance, the strong countercyclical conduct of frscal policies will certainly not be present in
experiments with a model whose specification ist less Keynesian than that of the present one. Thus, a
systematic analysis of the roobustness of our condusfons about the influence of different objective functions and
stochastic parameters with respect to different model struonmes will be the next aim of our research.
Ne¥ertheless, the results ·o btained so far seem to be in.teresting from the point of view of the theory of
macroeconomic policy, ·because analytical results for models with stochastic parameters can be obtained only
for extremely simple theoretical models; hence, a simulation methodology is the only one available to explore
the sensitivity of optimal policies with respect to d.i.ffer;ent assumptions about the objective function and about
the amount of uncertainty with which the policy-maker is oonfron~ed.
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Abstract
This pa.per models a. ·world o( r·e peated Wicbell-tr·ia.ngles, which cu be used to explain the
medium o( exchan,ge fundion of .money. An ·economy is modeled w.h ere money comes up because
individuals maximize d1eir e.x peded U·tility. lndivid,u.a!ls ·Choose their trading strategies with respect
to maximizing utility which depends on •t he storage costs of goods and the probabilities of finding
a. suita.ible trading pu.t ner. First, two types of Markov-Nash-equilibria. a.re deduced, where different
goods come up .as commodity money, depending on the ·parameters of the model.
Then genetic algorithms a.re used to study how a.rtificia.lly intelligent agents learn to coordinate
their strategies. The first question I deal with is: do individuals lea.TD the optima.I strategies which
cha.racterize these equilibria. ud if so, the second question is: how much time do individuals need to
r·each the equilibrium strategies.
One obtains tht individuals only lea.rn the strategies of ·t he Ma.rkov-Na.sh-equilibrium if the
equilibrium is die one wiU1 the lowest s·t orage cost good as intermedia.·t e good, i.e. money. Otherwise
the equilibrium is in general not reached a.nd individuals prefer also the lowest cost good as medium
of exc.ha.nge, although this is not the optimal strategy.

1

Introduction

Money has •t hree major roles in the economy: store of value, medium of exchange and unit of account.
Models with an .overlapping generations structure are 'helpful to describe the first item but they do not
provide a satisfying explanation of the medium of exchange function. A better approach to explain this
function of money is by minimizing the costs of trading or equivalently by maximizing the expected utility
of individuals. ln this paper following Kiyotaki and Wright [3) the costs are interpreted as storage costs of
goods. Optimal trading strategies are deduced by minimizing these costs. Depending on storage costs and
probabilities for finding a suitable trading partner, one can obtain two kinds of Markov-Nash-equilibria
(in pure strategies) with different goods as commodity money. In one equilibrium called fundamental
the good with the lowest storage oost becomes money, lin the other equilibrium, the speculative, the good
with the highest stor.age cost plays this role.
In the next step genetic algorithms (GA) a.re used 1to analyse the dynamics of the model if individuals
with bounded rationality have to coordinate their strategies. It turns out that individuals always prefer
fundamental strategies although the strategies leading to the speculative equilibrium would be optimal.
One interpretation of these :results is that individuals with bounded rationality are myopic and
1therefore prefer lower costs in .t he present to a higher probability of .finding a trading partner in the
futur·e.
The plan of ·t he paper is a:s foUows. Section 2 presents the model. Section 3 describes the setup for
the GA simula•tion and presents the main results of :the :s imulations.. Section 4 recapitulates the main
poin·t s of the paper .
1

1

2

The model

We consid•e r a discrete time model wi.t h .a continuum of infinitely •long lived agents. These agents are
divided in three ·d ifferen•t types, ithe probability to meet an individuail of any type is q = 1/3. Each agent
of type i (mod 3) iproduces good i + 1 (mod 3) and can consume on'ly good i, which gives her utility u.
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Fur;t hermore each agent can store ,o ne unit of good j each period at cost c;. Without loss of generality
we assume 0 < c1 < c2 < c3.
Let us denote the probability that an individual of type i holds good j with ir,;(t) and ir(t)

=

(... , iri;(t), . . .).
Tj,.(t) denotes the strategy of an individual of type i and is defined in the following sense:
i()
t

Tjk

={

1 :
O
:

if the agent wa:nts to trade good j for good k
otherwise
1

Each rational agent will maximize her expected utility of good k given the vector ir(t) and the
strategies of the other individuals; this optimal utility is described by the following value functions

V.·t(t) _ {

'

-

u + \ti,i+i (t) = u - Ci+1 + ma.x; PE[V;, j(t +
-et+ ma.x; PE[V;;(t + l)lk]

l)li + 1]

k=i
: k Ii

·

Following f3J and a.ssuming u > (c; -c1:)/(l-/3) 1 P discoun,t rate, yields ma.xt \tit= V;,, i.e. an agent
always t rades a good for his consumption good.
It is obvious that Tjt(t)
1 iff V;1:(t) > Vi;(t) and Tj,.(t) = 1 implies T:;(t) = 0, i.e. Tjt(t)
1

=

=

(1 - T~;(t)).
Since the endowment of type i agent at time (t + 1) depends only on the endowment in t, on 1f(t + 1)
and the trading strategies in (t + 1) it follows a Markov process. Let us deduce the elements Pi;(t) of
the transition matrix P.
·

1 ·

~

r

Pi;(t) = 3Ti;(t) ~ 11'r;(t - l)T;.1:(t) 1

and P~.1:(t) = 1 - PL(t).

1=1

In the remainder of this section we deduce steady state Markov-Nash-equilibria. A steady state
Markov-Nash-equilibrium is the set of all strategies { r'} which maximize the individual utility given ir
and the strategies of the other agents. Given {ri}, 'II' is the resulting steady state vector and ir satisfies
ir = P'1f. To work out the equilibria we use an arbitrary set of trading strategies and evaluate necessary
and sufficient 'c onditions .s uch that these strategies maximize individual utility given 11' and the strategies
of the other types and thea calculate ir and P given these strategies.

Fundamental equilibrium
We denote strategies

T41 = 1,

T42 E [0, 1],

T43 = 0,

Tjl = 1, Tj2 = 1,

T~ E [0, 1),

Tj'2 =

1,

Tj3 E (0, 1),

T:1 = 1,

Tf2 = 1,

Tf3 = 0,

Tf1 E (0, l],

Tf3 = l,

Tf1 E [O, 1),

rt =0,

~3

=1

Ti1 = l,

~2 E (0, l}.

2

1

fundamental strategies, i.e. each individual prefers to trade for the good with the lowest costs, except
her consumption good. Fundamental strategies imply the following ranking of value functions: V11 >
Vi2 > Vi:h Vi2 > V21 > V23, V33 > 1'31 > 1'32. To show that these strategies lead to an equilibrium, which
we caH iundamental, we have to prove that they maximize utility and then calculate .,- and P .
Let us look at a representative agent of type l and suppose she holds good 2 at storage cost c2. ln
the next period she meets .an agent of type i with probability q = 1/3. If her trading partner is of type
1, no ,t rade occurs and she leaves the market with discounted utility .B\'1 2. If she meets type 2 this agent
has good 1 with probability ir21- Both partners want to trade and type l consumes, produces one unit
of good .2 hence her utility is given by P( u + Vi2). On the other hand, with w23 = 1- ir21 type 2 supplies
good 3. Since type 2 wants to trade, trade occurs if T:b = 1 and utility of type l is /J[T:f3\'13 + (1-TJ3)V12).
If type 1 meets type 3 no trade takes place due to the strategy of type 3 and type l has utility /3V12.
Hence we have the indirect utility of good 2, given by the value function \'12:

( 1)
In the same manner we obtain for Vi 3:
(2)
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Evaluating the difference 61 = Vi2 - Vi3, we have
61:[1 -

~(2 -

7!'23TJ3

+ 7!'32ri3)) = (c3 -

+ ~u(7!'21 -

c2)

7!'31) .

Since the left hand side of this equation is always positive, we get

(3)
(3) can be interpreted as follows: a fundamental strategy for type l is the best answer to fundamental
strategies of the other types iff 1the differ.ence .of storage costs is higher then the utility gain due to the
higher probability of finding a suitable trading partner, described by (11'31 - 11'21).
If we derive u t ilities for type 2 and 3 and their differences in tbe same way, we obtain V21 > Vi3 and
V31 > V32 for ail parameter values. Therefore we have an equilibrium in fundamental strategies with
transition matrix:
1

0

0

1/3 2/3

P=

0
0
0
0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

{l+il'1•+"'•1 }

.~21-,+rs, ~

3
.!.u
3

0
1

0
0
0
0
0

(l+ras)

(l+rn)

3

3

0
0
0

3
(2+rs,)
3

0
0

0

0

=

(4)

=

Solving the transition equation ir
P'Tr gives the steady state distribution ir'
(1, 0, 0.5 , 0.5, 1, 0) .
Substituing in 3 one gets d1e necessary and sufficient conditio.n for .a fundamental equilibrium:(c3 - c2) >

P/6u.

.

In the fundamental equilibrium individuals of type 1 and type 3 store their produced good until they
find a partner for direct exchange to get their consumption good. On the other hand agents of type 2
will always trade good 3 for good 1 due to lower costs and use good 1 as intermediate good. Therefore
good 1 is the unique commodity money in this equilibrium.

Speculative equilibrium
What happens ff inequality (3) is violated? In U1is •Case no fundamental equilibrium exists, but there is
an.other equilibrium we call speculative, with speculative strategies of the form:

= 1,
Ti2 = 1,
r?3 = 1,
rJ1

r~ E (0, 1),

Ti3 = 1,
rf1 = I,

r~1 E (0, 1),

rt2

rJ2E(0,1),

= 1,
rl2 = 1,

rJ1
~3

=0,
'Tf3 = 0,
r?1= 1,

rJ2

r;k E (0, I) ,
rl1 E (0, 1),

- I
rt2 E (0, 1).
23 - '
The implied ranking of value functions is: Vu > Vi3 > V12, V22 > V21 > V23, V33 > V31 > V32. To
check whether these strategies lead to an equilibrium or oot we have to proof that fundamental strategies
continue to be the best answers ·o f type 2 and 3 agents. We see, that the strategies of type 2 and 3 do
not change, the only difference to the former equilibrium is the behavior of type 1 agents.
Setting up the value functions for type 2 we obtain:
V21 = -c21
V23

= 0,

+ .8/3:("'12(u + V23) + ir13( Tf3 V23 +(I -

Tf3) V21)

+ V21 + 11'32(u + V23) + 11'31 V21) .

=-c23 + ,8/3(Jr12(u + V23) + "'13 V23 + V23 + 1f32(u + V23) + 7!'31(rf3 V23 + (1 -

Tf3)V21)).

Deriving the difference (V2 1 - V23) we get that Vi 1 > V23 continues to bold and in the same way we
obtain V31 > V32 . Hence we have the following result:

(5)
l'ff for type 1 the additional costs ·Of holding good 3 are lower then the additional utility due to the
higher probability of finding a par.t ner who supplies g·o od 1, there exists an equilbrium with speculative
strategies for type 1 and fundamental strategies for the other types.
The transition matrix for the speculative equilibrium has following form:
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(2+r21)

P=

~

3

0

3

3

0

0
0

0

0

p+r1o+r,s 1~

~ ,.. ..,+ ..3, ~

3

.!.u.

(Hrs,)

0

0
0
0

0
0

3

3

~

( 2+ .. 02 )

3

3

0

0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0

I

0
0
0

(l+r13)

(l+r12 )

3

3

(6)

"Ji

1, 2Once ag~n we use the transition equation 7r = P'" to get the steady state vector 1r' = (0.5./2,
./2,./2 - 1, 1, 0). Substituting in (5) we obtain that (c3 - c2) < {3/3(./2- l)u must hold so that the
economy is in a speculative equilibrium.
In contrast to the fundamental case in this equilibrium two goods emerge as commodity money,
namely good 1 and 3. Therefore we can say that low storage costs are not the only reason why indviduals
use money. The other one is that money makes it easier to find a suitable trading partner.
It ,c an be shown that all other combinations of strategies do not lead to any equilibrium, so in pure
strategies this 'e nvironment does not lead to an equilibrium for an parameter values .

.3

Simulations

,ln this section we analyse the .dynamics of .t he model with GA. Our main questions are: Do the economy
converge to a steady state equilibrium, and if so, do individuals with bounded rationality learn the
optimal strategies ·o f this equilibrium.
We use 'a population size of 150, '30 per ·~ype, and run for every environment 100 simulations, each
of them simulating 5000 periods. The coding of the ·t rading strategies is as follows: We use a string
of length 6, each bit represents one trading strategy rj,. of indvidual i, the only assumption is, that
individuals always consume their consumption good. At period 0 we initialize the string randomly
for each individual. In every period individuals are matched pairwise and dependent on their trading
strategies a trade occurs.
As raw fi.tness function we use the discounted utility of an individual (with linear transformation to
avoid negative values of fitness) . This raw fitness is linearly scaled to avoid premature convergence and
slow finishing (with a factor of scale of 1.5). Let us have a closer look to the discounted utility of good
2 for an individual of type l ; the other utilities are derived similiarly. fj,. denotes the average strategy
of an individual of type i for trading good j for good I:.

V12(t - 1) =

-c2

+ ,8/3["12(t)V12(t) + 7r13(t)TJ3(t)fj2(t)Vi3(t) + r13(t)(l - TJ3(t)fj2(t))V12(t)

+ 'lr21(t)T41(t)ff2(t)(1l + V12(t)) + "21(t)(1 - T41 (t)ff2(t))V12(t)
+ 'lr23(t)TJ3(t)f;2(t)Vi3(t) + 'lr23(t)(l - Tia(t)fi2(t))Vi2(t) + 7r31(t)T;1(t)ff2(t)
(u + Vi2(t)) + 'lr31(t)(l - TJ1(t)ft2(t))Vl2(t) + 'lr32(t)V12(t)).

(7)

As approximation of the variables at time t we use their values at time (t - 1) since strategies do oot
change dramatically between two periods (see also [7)). After evaluating the fitness of a string selection
takes place in 9 groups where each group is char aderized through type i holding good j, i, j = 1 .. . 3.
After selection one-point crossover with probability Pc 0.8 and mutation with probability Pm = 0.001
take place. Afterwards each new individual is endowed with the good of her parents or if the parents
had the consumption good with one unit of the good produced by her type.
We use in all ·e nvironments the following parameter specifications: ,8 0. 75, c1 5, c2 :; 10, c3 = 20
and vary u in order to investigate different equilibria.

=

=

=

Environm·e nt A
fo the firs.t group of simul:ations we set u :; 70, such t 'h at inequality (3) holds. Therefore the economy
should converge t,o the fondamental equilibrium. Ana.lyzing ·t he simulations one obtains that every
system out of 100 oonver:ges to the fundamental equilibrium. The analysis shows that individuals learn
the optimal .s trategies quickly. If we look to a particular system af:ter 100 periods nearly every individual
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pla.ys the fondamental .s trategy and this holds until the end of simulation. The distribution of endowments
only slightly differs from its steady state dis tributir.m.
We obtain that due to lower storage costs individuals ·accept good I quickly as intermediate good.
We .see that even we give up rationality and model .s ome kind oflearning by GA fundamental strategies
get accepted, if inequality (3) holds.
7f

1

Environment B
By means ·o f this envir·o nment we wan•t to study specula·tive equilibria. We investigate whether inequality
(5) is sufficient t hat type I agents play speculative strategies. With u = 100 this inequality is for type l
just satisfied and from the last section one would predict a speculative equilibrium.
But the ana!lysis ofthe simulations show.s a different result: only l l simulations tend to the speculative
equilibrium, in aU other ·Cases all individuals play fundamental strategies. It looks like fundamental
strategies are the prefered response ·o f individua!ls if we do not assume rational expectations. Agents
pr·efer to use .t he good with the lowest storage .cost as intermediate good, even though this is not optimal.
Furthermore one obtains that even in simulations where •speculative strategies evolve, type I agents need
much more time to learn them. In .none of these simulations speculative strategies are played by a
majority of type I .individuals before period '2000 .
How can we inter,p ret this non-optimal behavior? fodivi<J.uals behave myopic in the following sense:
Agents of ·t ype I give too much weight it o lower costs in the present and less weight to a higher probability
of findiDg a suitahle trading partner in future.

Using u = 140 we study if higher uti'Iity effeds the strategies of type l. We get that the number of
simulations leading to a speculative equilibrium increases significantly. In 69 out of 100 simulations the
economy converges to the speculative equilibrium and the speculative strategies come up earlier (about
period 500) tihen under environment B. Furlhermore one obtains that the distribution of endowments
reached nearly the steady state distt"ibution.
This result leads to the foUowing proposition: The stronger inequality (5) holds, the higher is the
probability that speculative strategies emerge. lf the utility gain is very high relative to the additional
costs, then also individuals with bounded rationality prefer to play speculative strategies, but in one
third of all cases .t hey continue to have fundamental s·trategies.

To c onfrrm the proposi.t ion made above we increase u to 210. With this choice of parameters 78% of all
simula·tions oonv.er.ge ·t o a .speculative equilibrium, but in the remainin.g simulations the system converges
once more to the fondament·al equilibrium. The u·t ility gaiD due to the higher probability of finding a
,t ype 3 individual, who supplies good l overcom~pensates the higher storage costs of good 3, so that also
myopic agents prefer to play speculative strategies.

4

Conclnsions

I1n this paper we deri'ved a model where money comes up because individuals choose their trading
strategies by ta.king into account t he storage costs of goods :a:nd 1tbe probability of finding a trading
pa•r tner. We d.istinguisb.ed two types of possible Markov-Nash-equilibria: a fundamental one where the
good with the lowest stora ge costs :as in.t ermedia•t e good and a speculative one where the good with the
highest costs becomes medium of exchange. Which of these ,tw.o is the steady-state equilibrium depends
on the r elation between costs and proba:bi·li·ties of finding some who supplies the consumption good.
The :simula·t ioas with GA lead to the following resul:ts: The dynamic system always converges to
the fundamental equilibrium, i:ff the •condition for a fundamental equilibrium is satisfied. Otherwise the
condition. for a specula,tive equilibrium is necessary but not sufficient. A large number of simulations
shows t.hat individuals of type 1 prefer to hold the good with the lowest costs. The probability that
type 1 agents use speculative s•t rategies increases if the utility of consumption increases but fundamental
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strategies do not disappear. Hence we get •that myopic individuals prefer fundamental strategies and the
good wi·t h the lowest costs becomes money.
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Abstract . A distributed parameter system model is derived by analysing the internal dynamics of a
manpower system in this paper . This model lays the foundation for analysis, prediction and control of
manpower systems.

Introduction
As the planned economic system is being transferred to the market economic system in China, the
personnel departments are changing the traditional experience administration into the scientific one.
Prediction, a~ent and service of manpower will become the three important functions of the personnel
departments in the future. Therefore, how to make good manpower planning is an important task for
the personnel departments .
So far , many attempts have been done in order to make good manpower planning which meets the
need of the social and economic development of China. Some mathematical models for manpower systems
have ibeen proposed [1][3]. However, there is no scientific mathematical model for manpower system
which is generally acknowledged to perform reliably because of the complexity of manpower systems.
In this paper a distributed parameter system model is derived by analysing the internal dynamics of
a manpower system . Using this model, we can study the dynamical development of manpower with
different specialities and ages, which lays the foundation for analysis, prediction and control of manpower
systems.

Distributed parameter system model
The dynamic development of a manpower system is influenced by many factors such as the economic
level, education level , natural enviorments and so on. However, manpower supplement, death, retirement
.and migration are the main reasons which determine dynamics of a manpower system. If we can quantify
the relationship among the four factors , we 'll obtain a mathematical model which describes the dynamic
development of the manpower system .
First of all, we define the following functions before deriving the mathematical model.
(1) Manpower Function S;(x, t)
The manpower function S ; (:r, t) is a bivariate function where :r denotes age, t denotes time and
i denotes speciality. S;(:r , t) represents the manpower quantity of individuals whose ages are less
than x at time t and working at the speciality i . Assuming that there are n specialities in all in
the studied region gives 1 :S i :S n.
The above definition of S;(x, t) gives its following properties:

• S;(x ,t)

~

0

for

'Vx,t,i

• S; (x , t) is a non decreasing function of x , this is,
S;(x2, t) ~ S;(xi,t) if :r2 > x1 for any fixed t and i

• S;(x 0 , t) = 0, where x 0 is ,t he minimal age of aU individuals of the manpower system
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=

• S;(xm, t ) S;(t), where Xm represents tbe maximum age of all individuals of tbe manpower
system and S;(t) is the sum of all individuals working at the speciality i at time t
• S(t) =

2:7"" 1 S;(t), which is the sum of all individuals of the manpower system at time t

For convenience's sake, we assume that Si(x, t),

85

1:·0 and ~ are continuous functions.

(2) Manpower Density Function q;(x, t)
The manpower density function q;(x, t) is defined by q;(x, t) =
Si(x, t), we know that

From the properties of

·• q;(x, t) ::'.'. 0

• q;(xm, t)

=0

J: q;(<, t)d<
• S;(xm, t) = J: qi(<, t)d< = S;(t)
• S;(x, t) =

0

m

0

J;

• S;(x2, t) - S;(x 1 , t) = 12 q;(< , t)d< which is the manpower quantity of the individuals whose
ages are between x 1 and x 2 (x 2 > xi) and working at the speciality i at time t.
Let .6.x > 0 is an enough small age interval, then the manpower quantity of the individuals whose
ages are between x and x + .6.x and working at the speciality i at time t is q;(x, t).6.x
(3) Retirement Rate Function µ(x, t)
Before defining the retirement rate function, we need the following assumptions:
• The man.power death is regarded as another manifestation of the manpower retirement , that
is, the manpower retirement includes the manpower mortality.
• The retirement rate function is defined in the sense of averaging over speciality, that is, the
retirement rates for all specialities are the same.
Now let M(x ,.6.x,t) be the average manpower retirement quantity of individuals whose ages are
between x and x + .6.x within an unit period . At the same time the total manpower quantity
of individuals whose ages are between x and x + .6.x is L:~"" 1 q;(x,t).6.x . So the retirement rate
function µ(x ,t) is defined by
M (x, t:..x, t)
.
1im " "
µ ( x,t ) = Ar---o
L...i:;l q;(x, t).6.x
Tberefor·e, for enough small .6.x and .6.t, the manpower retirement quantity of individuals whose
ages ar·e :between x and x + .6.x and working at the speciality i within t and t + .6.t is M;(x, .6.x, t) =
µ( x, t)q;( x, t ).6.x.6.t.
(4) Supplement Rate Function f;(x, t)
For a manpower system, the manpower supplement mainly comes from two sources: one is the
graduates from universities and colleges; the other is the manpower migration. Suppose t hat the
immigration quantity is positive and the emigration quantity is negative.
Let F;(x, t:..x, t) be the average manpower supplement quantity of individuals whose ages are between x and x + .6.x and working at the speciality i within an unit period. The manpower supplement rate /;(x, t) is defined by

F;(x,t:..x,t)
.
j X, t ) :: l lm
A
!(
Ai:-0

uX

which is the control variable of controlling the development of the whole manpower system .
Therefore., the manpower supplement quantity of individuals whose ages are between x and x + .6.x
and working at the speciality i within t and t + t:..t is f;(x, t).6.x.6.t
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(5) Speciality Transfer Rate Function ai;(x , t)
In the development of a manpower system , the phenomenon of speciality transfer widely exists, and
it will become very noticeable when the social need for some specialities surpasses the manpower
supply or the manpower supply of some specialities surpasses the social need. Therefore, the
individuals with the surplus specialities will largely transfer to the short specialities. Meanwile,
the present administrative system of China are also partially responsible for it.
Let A;;(x, Ax, t) be the average manpower quantity of individuals whose ages are between x and
x + Ax and who transfer from the speciality i to the speciality j within an unit period, i, j =
1, 2, · · · , n . The speciality transfer rate ai;(x , t) is defined by

Ai;(x,Ax,t)
.
ai · ( x , t) = I1m
'
~-o q;(x, t)Ax
Therefore, the manpower quantity of individuals whose ages are between x and x +Ax and who
transfer from other specialities to the speciality i within t and t + At is
n

L

ai:i(x, t)qk(x ,t)AxAt

k:l,k#
Based on the above analysis, we can easily derive the mathematical model for a manpower systemManpower Evolution Equation . The manpower quantity of individuals whose ages are between x and
x +Ax and working at the speciality i at time t is qi(x, t)Ax. After At , at time t +At, the manpower
quantity of the retired individuals with the speciality i is µ(x , t)q;(x, t)AxAt; the manpower quantity
of individuals who transfer from other specialities to the speciality i is L;=l,k;i!i at;(x, t)qt(x , t )AxAt;
the quantity of the graduates from universities and colleges and immigrated individuals who have the
speciality i is fi(x ,t)AxAt. At the same time, the individuals whose ages are between x and x +Ax
at time t become the individuals whose ages are between x +At and x +Ax+ At at time t +At. It
is apparent that -the total manpower quantity of individuals who are working at the speciality i at time
t +At is q;(x +At, t + At)Ax . Therefore, the following formula holds
(1)

q;(x +At, t + At)Ax - q;(x, t)Ax
n

L

= -µ(x, t)q;(x, t)AxAt + fi(x , t)AxAt +

a1:;(x, t)qk(x, t)AxAt

k=l,k;i!i
that is,
(2)
n

= -µ(x,t)q;(x,t)AxAt+

L

fi(x,t)AxAt+

a1:;(x,t)qt(x,t)AxAt

k=l ,l:;i!i

Dividing the two side of the formula (2) by AxAt gives

q;(x +At, t +At) - qi(x, t +At)
At

q;(x , t +At ) - q;(x, t)

+

At

(3)

n

= -µ(x ,t)q;(x,t) + f;(x ,t)+

L

aki(x,t)qt(x,t)

l:=l ,k;i!i

Letting At - 0 gives

a

Oqi(x,t)
x

+ Oqi(x
{)t ,t)

(
( ) +fix,t)+
(
=-µx,t)q;x,t

~ ali;ix
( ,tqkx
) ( ,t )
L.J
.
k=l,k;i!i

which is a one-order linear partial differential equation, called Manpower Evolution Equation.
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(4)

The initial and boundary conditions of equation(4) are

(5)
Combining equation (4) and (5) gives a integrated system of differential equatrions which describes the
manpower evolution

oqi(x,t)
OX

+

oqi(x,t)
(}t

~

= -µ(x , t)qi(X, t) + fi(X, t) + LJ
l:=l ,k;l!i

qi(x, to)= qio(x)
q;(Xm,t) = 0
i=l,2,.··,n

(6)

where qio(x) is the given initial manpower distribution.
The system of equations (6) also can be written as a matrix format

oQ~:,t) + oQ~;·t)

= F(x,t)+M(x,t)Q(x,t)

Q(x, to)= Qo(x)
Q(xm, t) = 0

(7)

where

Q(x , t) = [q1(x,t) , q2(x,t) ... qn(x,t)f
F(x, t) = (!1(x, t), h(x , t) ... f,.(x , t)f
-µ(x, t) a21(x, t)
a12(:_x, t) -µ(x, t)
M(x, t) =
[
a1,.(.r, t) ain(x, t)

a,.1(x, t)
an2(x, t)

l

(8)

-µ(x, t)

Qo(x) = (q10(.r), q2o(x) · · ·, qno(.r)]T
Q(xm,t) = [q1(Xm,t),q2(xm,t), ···, q,.(xm ,t)f
The system of equations (7) is the desired mathematical model of the manpower system

Conclusion
Ah hough a continuous mathematical model of a manpower system is derived only in theory in this paper,
it has been applied to prediction and planning of the manpower system of some region and gives good
results, which provides reference for scientific decision of personnel departments.
Acknowledgment. This research was partially supported by GAAV CR, No A2075606 and by Copernicus CT94-ll 74. Ms H. Gao is also supported by Central European School in Control and System
Theory.
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ABSTRACT
A family of simple model-s is ·studied in ·o rder to assess how expectations on the price of an asset
can affect ·t he behaviour of prices. Severa! assumptioas are made and explored, and,. finally, one of the
models is warl~ed in depl1h.

INTRODUCTION
In an earlier paper by one ·Of the author:s [2] a reaction-diffusion ,system was taken as a model of an
simple economic system. The variables wefe "amount ·Of information", I(x,t), and "price of an asset",
P(x,t), and the model riead.:

ill

-

ot
iJ p

-

iJ

where f(l,P)=K 1

t

o2 [
ax

= f(I P)+a--2
•

= K 2 [h(l)-P]

°iJ p and h(l)=bl(1-~r).
b

It was shown that the model predicts no cyclic behaviour,

t

either for .information or for prices.
In order t•o deal 9Ji,t h expectati·ons on the price values and triends, a fact that can affect .investors in
their plans, a family of models has been •obtained taking the above one as a starting point.
Expectations can :be defined on two different grounds ( l], (4] as follows:
1.- Ada,p tative .E xpectations are the expl'ession of the study of price behaviour and trends in the
past. Mathematically they can be ·.e xp.ressed :as predictions, ·so the following formula is an acceptable
.o ne:
D

p(x,t)= L ck (x)p(x, t - kT)
tzil

where T=T(x) is :some subjetive unit delay :and Ck (x) ~ O are weights attributed by investor x to the past
values. A natural condition for tihe ·sequence c1r. is V'k, Ct ;;::ct+i and limk__, ck =0.
2.- Rational Expectations are unbiased estimares and are random in nature. A deterministic
expression 1often ·employed is:
8P
o2 P
p(x, t) = m + K 1 - -2
A

ot

ot

As a rule, expectation's should be included in the .above model .a s modifications to the I equation,
.altbOll~ this

idea will not met in the worked model described below.

A FIRST MODEL
ln this model we 'consider rati•onal expectatives and ·we modify the basic model to obtain:

~=K
iJ t

oP

-

iJ t

p+ a ~
+ (m p+
iJ
iJ
iJ

0
1

0

x2

t

= K 2 (h(l) - P]
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t

0

K
J

2

p)

iJ t2

The expectation terms plus K 1

8

p can be grouped t,o yield a global timelike behaviour for P, i.e.

at

.

8 P
.
aP
(K 1 +m)-+K 3 - - , .an expressron that
2

at

1cafJI

ot 2

be identified, via the telegraph equation, with a

diffusion , :t o Obtain the model'.

81

8 2P

iflI

-=a--+
U>-at
8x 2
8x 2

aP

at

= K 2 [h(l)-P]

The diffusion in the P ·variable accounts for die random character of the rational expectative
approach. Nevertheless, dre coupli[11g of the equations prevents a simple mathematical treatment, so we
do not follow this modelling.
A SEOO.ND MODEL
For ·t his model .adaptive ,expectatives ar;e ,c hosen, and in orde!r to simplify
single term will be preserved in the formula for p, i.e.:

thin~

at a maximum, a

D

:L c" (x)p(x,,t -k.T) = c 0 P(x, t - T)

f>(x, t) =

·k =O

'to obtain the model equations:

a1
at

-

a2 1

aP

= K -+ a-+c 0 P(x,t-T)
2
1 ot

ox

8P

at= K 2 [h(l)-

P]

Following the approach in [2], one seeks for travelling wave solutions, i.e. solutions where
dependence on x and t happens only through ithe v.a riable .; = x -et . Here c is an unknown vvave speed
to be determined afte~ds. The .ansatz .; = x - et yields the ODE system:
a l"+cl' - K 1cP'+c 0 P(,;-cT)=0
-cP'=K 2 (h(l)-P]
Integration afthre first equation g:ives the integro-di:fferential ,system:
~

K 1cP'- JP(s-cT)ds;:;;a l'+cl
~o

-cP'=K2 [h(l)-P]
Again, ,s olving the model equations seems a diffic.ult task and we give up this modelling and look for
something easier by changing our view point

A TIURD MODEL
For this model we employ ~n adaptive expectations, but, instead of changin the I equation, we
assume that expectations affect the time tread of prices. A~n, we look for travelling vvave solutions
and :find the delayed ODE system:
a I"+ cl' - K 1cP' = 0
-cP' + K 2 P-c 0 P(~-cT)=K 2 h(I)
We do not dW'eH in this formulation, bul rathe.r we go back to the second model and modify it to
write it in .a more tractable way..
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A FOURTH (AND LAST) MODEL
Let us consider the second model and Jet us drop the diffusion term on the I equation. This amounts
to saying that expectations are a private affair of a single investor who does not share this information
with anyone else. Now the model is an ODE-only one:
I'= K 1P' + c 0 P(t -T)
P' = K 2 [h(l)-P)
As long as thes;e is only one investor, h(I), can be ·simplified and put simply to h(l)=I, a threshold
phenomenon. Integration in t of the fir.st equation yields:
I

l=K 1P+c 0 f P(s-T)ds
to

and plugging this expression into the second. a delayed integrCKiifferential equation is obtained:
I

P'=K 2 (K 1 -l)P+K 2 c 0

f p(s-T)ds
lo

We write K 2 (K 1 -l);K, K 2 c 0 =Candour equation reads:
I

P'=KP+CJ P(s-T)ds
Taking the derivative with respect to t. ~ arrive at a second order ODE with delay:
P"(t)-KP'(t)-C[P(t-T)-P(t 0 -T) )=0
And if~ choose 1to put P(to~T)=O, we are left 'With the following delayed differential equation:
P"(t) - KP'(t) - CR(1t -T) =o
Solutions to this ·e quations are sought for in the form P=me.<i and the quasi-characteristic
transcendental equation

A.

2

-IU-Ce-.n =O is found.

Under the assumptions made in [2) , this

equation has two real roots, a positive and a negative one. The positive one has no practical interest, for
it predicts an endless growth of prices; the negative one is discarded as it predicts a constant price
behaviour, a featureles.s .situation. Thus, we are left 'With ,possible oscillatory solutions associated with
complex t'OOts of the quasi-characteristic equation. An existence pr•o of is the following:
Let

A.=~,
z

with

zeC. Then. .the 1transcendental equation is:

I

K

z

z

__!

----Ce
z=O
2
The

po~r

00 (-1)"r
-~
T
I T 2 l T3
expansion of e • = 1- - + - 3 - - - 3 + ... =I+ :E
,
z 2! z
3! z
n=l n!z"

shows that the

function:

l

K

""(-l)"r

z

z

... 1 n!z

/(z);2--+l+:E

n

has an essential singularity at z=O. Therefore, an application of the Picard Theorem yields the existence
of infinitely many roots to the equation f(z)=O.
Once existence has been established, let ~ = a + ifJ . Taking this into the quasi-characteristic
equation yields, after equatin,g .real and imaginary parts:

a

2

-

p 2 - Ka

= Ce -Ta cos(p T)

2ap - KP = -Ce -Ta sin(/3 T)
Squaring both equations and adding , we obtain:

a 4 -2Ka 3 +(K 2 -2P-4P 2 )a 2 +(2PK-4p 2 K)a 2 +(I-K 2 )P 2 =C 2 e-2 Ta
and puttin,g a=O for pur:ely oscillatory behaviour, we have:

(1-K2

)p

2

=C 2

or
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p=

C

~l-K 2

And by plugging this value into the second equation with a=O the following relationship between
and T .i s 'obtained:

K. C

KC

~l-K2 = -

C _ ( TC )
sm J1-K2

or
T=

~ arcsi{

K )
J1-K2
Thus M have obtained a time dalay T which is best fitted to yield oscillatory behaviour_

C

CONCLUSIONS
For a

single investor,

making predictions ro n the price value

with a delay

~ arcs~ -J K

) .amounts to adopt a conservative
· po1··icy where ns
. k.1s certaJ.'nly bounded .
C
l-K2
The model predicts cyclic behaviour for this value of T, a fact seemingly in contradiction with the
results in [ l] . Thi-s apparent incohe.r,e nce can be surpassed by thinking thail the fourth model is a highly
ide.alized ,o ne, and any .small random perturbation 'can drive it .away from the oscillatory behaviour.
T=
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FRUSTRA LABOR AT QUI OMNIBUS PLACE RE STUD ET
Rudolf Starker:mann
Grabemattweg 14, Ch-5443 N'Rohrdorf, Switzerland
Abs,t ract

The essay investigates the validity of the well known saying "He that would please all and himself, too, widerta:kes what he cannot do". The basic assumption is that an unconscious relationship exists between a prime unit
- who is the giver - and each one ,o f the secondary units - whi,ch are several recipients. This unconscious relationship is called attitude. For the scope of this paper, the attitudes are devotional, or conciliatory. It is the meaning
that the essay reflects the intention of the United States, namely, to help the world wherever there is a request for
- and by doing so are damaging themselves. - The model is exercised in four different modes. In one, the prime
unit does not give at all, i.e., there is only attitude. In another mode, the prime unit is in addition to attitude
recognizing the demand of the secondary units. For a third case, 'the prime unit gives by evaluating the needs, or
the demands. and prov,ision happens accordingly. In a ;last case, the giving is without recognizing demand, i.e .,
giv:ing is indiscriminately. - In all considered cases, the model is well in accordance with the proverb, i.e., it is
true that the achievement of the prime unit not only becomes damaged by pleasing everybody. but, in more
detail. that it suffers the more the greater the number of 1the units is t1he prime unit wants to, or has to, please.
The worst case, the destruction of the prime unit, occurs when the prime unit observes the demands and gives
accordingly. and if it strives to please more than one secondary unit.

Introduction
Referring to the title of the investigation, similar proverbes 'can 'be found in diverse cultures, what proves that
the model verifies a natural law Which is proven herein mathematically:
Who serves everybody gets thanks from nobody. - Everybody's friend is nobody's friend.
French: On ne peut contenter tout le monde et son pere. - L'ami de tout le monde n'est l'ami de personne.
German: Allen Leuten recht getan, ist eine Kunst, die niemand kann. Jedermanns Freund ist niemands
F~eund.

Italien: Amico di tutti, amico di nessuno.
A mme drastic saying is the French maxim:
Depens 'le pendu, ii te pendra. - Release the man ito lb e hung from the rope, and he will hang you. In other
words, you pay drastically for being extremely good.
Wherever there is interaction among units, it is this interaction which sets the very frame for any other action
within the system of the units. The more interactive information is exchanged, the more the system is in danger
of losing its homeostasis, its stable behaviour - and in consequence, its achievement. Only stable systems can
:behave goal oriented and achieve. As a general observation in life, a'll investigations where there is continuous
now of information show this phenomenal outcome: The mo~e interaction, the less stable and the lower the
achievement; a prime axiom of Natural Laws.
The mathematical knowledge of this fact originates from investigations of automatic multiple control systems of technical powerhouses. But there is inherent physical interaction not only in technical-physical, but as
well in biologicaJ plants between different factors which have to be controlled in order to maintain an overall
stable system's behaviour whilst striving toward achievements.
The assumption herein is that attitudes among people - attitude as an interacting field of communication are originated .and stored in the unconscious and, therefore, cMnot be controlled by the consciousness of the individual. It seems that attitudes are necessary for survival. Their necessity is, therefore. inherently determined
through evolution, and they are always present and, therefore, always have to be taken into account for any
consideration or investigation of social behaviour.
This unconsciously caused interaction is modelled in Fig. 1 with the transfer functions Sjk (i,k = 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, i

~

k). It is mutual circular information exchange between the giver and each recipient.
Ensuring stability is 1lhe fundamental requirement for a .system to remain goal oriented. Therefore, the stabihty domains, firstly, have 1to be found . In the psycho-social realm, stability runs under the name homeostasis.
Secondly, the goal achievements upon a set goal of all the indiv.iduals can be calculated, assuming that all para-
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met·e rs .are taken wjthin the stable operation ·o f the systems . This goal achievements in this essay are calculated
for a final state, i.e., for the state a.r:ter a reasonable time has elapsed a_f;ter goals were set.
Fig. 1 depicts the basic structure of the prime unit U 1, which has unconsious attitude with four secondary
units, U 2 • U3 , U 4 • and U 5 . u 1 observes the demand of the four units and serves them.
ui (i = 1...5): Goals; i.e., each unit's self-realization; ui is considered to be constant in its amount;
Si k (i,k = 1.. .5): Unconscious information transfer functions;
Fi 1 (i

= 1...5): Transfer 'functions of the volition factor for .se:tf~realization, including speed of action;

V 1 k (k = 2 ... 5): U 1 's observation transfer function observing the units U 2 to U5;
Vi 1 (i 2 ...5): U 1 ' s service transfer function, serving the units U 2 to U 5 ;

=

Xj(t)(i

= 1,. .. 5): Goal variables of the units ' self-realization;

UIB: Unconscious information block, the attitude fields of communication.

u,

,
/

KF-:1
~

UIB
Fig. 1: Five interacting units

u 1, U 2 , u 3 , U4 , and Us. U 1 is the prime unit, the helper; u 2 to Us are the

receivers. In orderto avoid overload. the time dependency indications (t) as, e.g., for Xj(t), Ej(l), etc. are
omitted.

One unit
The mode.I of a single goal oriented individual as a social unit. or a one-goal oriented group as a unit, has been
described extendedly in [l]. There, it was given as a notion that each unit is a one-goal oriented functional entity
which has self-<ontrol of its goal proximity. The goal is the unit's self-realization. Whatever a unit does, at any
instant, it wants to realize itself (what else can it do than realize itself?). In addition, the unit has a dynamic of
action and, therefore, needs time to act; furthermore, it can become unstable if it exceeds its volition beyond a
certain value when striving toward its goal. (The pronoun for unit is sometimes .Jt", sometimes ,,he".)

More it han one unit
Because in our consideration each secondary unit requires help or expects support from the prime unit (or because
the prime unit's intention is to provide help to all secondary units) the relation between all secondary units with
the prime unit is conciliatory. This relationship is basedon attitude which originates in the unconscious of the
individuals (orunits). but manifests itself in the increaseor decreaseofthe goal achievementof the prime unit.
The secondary units are assumed to have no relation :among each other, neither by attitude nor by mutual or unilateral observation. In other words, they are considered it o be autonomous relative to each other. They all want
from. say, :the prime unit, the giver.
Fig. I illustrates the fundamental structure of the model. It shows five units Ui (i 1, 2, 3 , 4. 5), where U 1

=

u

is the prime unit, the giver. and U 2 • 3 • U4 , and U 5 are the four secondary units. the recipients. F.ach unit exerts its volition factor Gi through Fi 1 in order to reach its own goal, ui• as closely as possible. The momentary
.o wn amount of :achieved self-realization of ev·e ry uni1t is Xj(t). For it he secondary units this amount xi(t) is
compared with the desired amount ui and with the received amount Vi 1xi(t) from the giver. The comparison
results in the error Ej(t). Ej(I) is that part of the goal which is not achieved yet. This error Ej(t) is accomplished
by taking Xj(t) as negative feedback, -xi(t), and by adding it and adding Vi 1xi(t) to ui . Thus: Ej(t) = ui - xi(t) +
Vi t""i(t). For the prime unit the errort 1(t) is found by adding-x 1(t) and IV 1 ixi(t) to u 1, i.e .,

E

1(t)

=u 1 - x 1(t)+

IV lixi(t). The transferfunction Fi 1 contains the dynamic :b ehaviour, i .e . the speed of action. of the unit in the
fonn of the expl'essi on (1 ):

G-1

F u"'

( 1 + Ts)

3

; s =Laplace operator;

Gi =volition factor or willpower (1)

(f in Fi 1• the time constant. is further down set to 1, i.e., one time unit).
The transfer functions Sii (i = 1, .. .5) and Sik (i,k. = 1. 2. 3, 4, 5, i ;e k) are taken as instantaneously acting with

a transfer factor of 1. Therefore. Sii and !Si kl = 1, (there is no time-dependency).

Investigated systems
A remark about conciliation is in order here. Reference is made to Fig. 1, the dualism system U -U .
1 2
If the closed circuit which interrelates U 1 and U 2
F 11-S21-I4-I3-F2 1-S1 z-I2-1: l-F1 I
has .a n overall negative sign, the relat ion of the system U 1-U2 is called conciliation or devotion. If this circuit's
loop results in a positive sign. the relation is called aggression. As the two negative feedback signals. one of 1
1

u

and one of

u2 • cancel out. (minus times minus is

plus). and as F 1 1 and F 21 are always positive, the negative

sign for conciliation must come either from S 12 or from s 21 . If s 12 and s 21 are both positive, the relation is
aggressive. Therefore, if the transfer function S 12 of the information coming from u 2 • is taken by u 1 in the negative sense, u 1 provides the devotiona! attitude. U 1 subtracts an unconscious argument which comes from u ,
2
Cr:om his own error he is striving to reduce it o zero, i.e .• from E1. in o~derto come closer to his goal u 1. Through
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tlilis demeanour, U 1 doesnot only help himself for his self-realization, - he also helps U 2 for his u2 for better
achievement Conciliatory attitude results in mutual help, whereas aggressive attitude results in mutual damage.This is correct only in pure at.titude constellations, i.e.• with no V-transfer actions yet!
Hg. 2 shows the different assumptions of information transfer between the prime unit and one secondary unit. In
order to see the decr:ea.seof the prime unit's goal achievement by increas•ing the number of secondary units to be
served or pleased, systems are considered with one, two. three. and four secondary units. The different infonnation connections, a) to d). in Fig. 2 mean the following:
Fig. 2,a: There is on•ly compliant attitude between the •two units. U 1 provides the conciliation. This unit is the
one who feels ob'ligated for ·establishing the lenient comportment.
Fig. 2,b: Concihatory attitude is provided by unit U 1• ·t he giver. In addition, U 1 observes the need or perceives
the demand coming from unit U2 . This demand shal(I be called E 1 2. U 1 combines this signal E 1 2 with
his own error signal (which is u 1 - x 1) to the total error E 1 : u 1 - x 1 + E 1 2 =E 1 . But U 1 does not give
yet; The signal E 12 is taken in a positive sease, •because U 1 feels guilty, feels obligated to give, what
increases his error feeling.
Fig. 2.c: Conciliatory auitude is provided by U 1. In addition, U1 observes the need or the demands from u2 and
acts accordingly. For u 2 the signal E 2 1 is tak!en in the negative sense, because E 2 1 reduces his error E 2
by the amount of suppof't he was given by

u 1. The total error of u2 is u2 - x2 - E 2 1.

Fig. 2,d: U 2 provides conciliation, U 1 gives indiscriminately, i.e., without observation - or not being able to
observe -or to evalue the need. The error E 2 i is taken in a positive sense. because it

U1

U2 to Us

is assumed that U2 wants more and more!
It is obvious that a comprehens;ible picture requires a limitation of parameters and
of parameter values which can be considered. Therefore, in taking into account
both, stability limits and goal achievements, it is assumed. therefore, that all
vol.i tions Gi of the units are the same., i.e .. all Gi are equal for any specific

:E

tot

=

system. There is a ·r:easonable justification for doing so: If the secondary units are
in a state of demanding, then they are at least as powerful in their volition for their
self-realization as the prime unit, who has to give. If the secondary units need
help, then the prime unit, in order to be able Lo give, must be at least as powerful
for his self-realization as the secondary units are. Therefore. joining both cases
into one, parity of volition, i.e. ·equal volition for the prime and the secondary
units. is a justified assumption for this preliminary investigation.
Although the mathematical development for the dynamics is surely
cumbersome, it is elementary, and, .t hus , not given herein. All differential
equations, up to the fifteenth degree, are of first order linear.
Table I gives the voli.tions Gi at the stability limits for the systems indicated in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the structures b) and d) result in the same values. The two systems, 2b) and 2d), ar:e mathematically symmetrical.
Table I: Volitions Gi (i = 1, 2. 3. 4, 5) at the stability
limit of the 4 configurations, Fig. 2.
System

Number of system units

1

fig. 2: Four different constellations between the
prime unit U 1 and the secondary units U 2 to

u 5.
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2

3

4

5

a)

8.0

2.0

1.38

1.10

0.93

b)

8.0

1.36

0.86

0.65

0.53

c)

8.0

0.78

0.42

0.30

0.22

d)

8.0

1.36

0.86

0.65

0.53

Table II shows the goal achievements x 1tu 1 for the same 4 system configurations.
Table 11: Goal achievements of the prime unit. the giver. of
the 4 configurations with the volitions of Table I.
System
1

a)

Number of system units
2
3
4
5

0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89

b)
c)

d)

0.77
0.58
0.35
0.58

0.75
0.47
0.25
0.47

0.74
0.39
0.21
0.39

0.73
0.35
0. 17
0.35

The stability limits were found by means of Matlab.
The steady state values of the prime unit's goal achievement x 1tu 1 in a general case can be found with the
expression (2). Equation (2) is a quotient of two determinants.
n=1
n=2
n=3
n=4
n=5
a12
a13
a14
a15
:biJ

I

1l b2

a22 a23 i a24

a:z 5

~2 ~3

~5

I ----i
I b3
I

~4

FI I

1-------I b4
I

a.i2 ~3 a.i4 ~5

1----------I bs a52 a53 as4 ass :

Xl
=
u1

I

(2)

II •1

1--

~ •121. •13

a14 a15

:~1~2~3 ~4 32s
·1- - - - I llJ 1 a:, 2 ll:33 ll:34 CiJ s

.,I -- - ----I ~I

~2

~3

i

I

a44 a45

'----------I
1

as 1 as2 353 354 ass

where:
b1=S11: b1 = S21; ·b.3 = S31; b4 = S41 ; bs = S51;
al I= 1 +FI1S11- S12v21F21- 8 13V31F31- S14V41F4,- S1sV5iFs1 ;
al 2=F11S12 - V 12F 11S 1 I;

a13 = F31S13 - V 13F 1 1S 11;

a14=F41S14 - V l 4F 11S 11;

al 5=F51S15 - V t sf 11S 11;
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a23 = - V 13F 11S21;
315=-V15F11 5 21:
331=F11S31 - V31F31S33:

a..>2=-V12F11S31 ;

333 = 1 + F31S33 - V13F11S31 ;

"J 4 = -

VI 4F 1 IS3 I;

a35= -V15F11S31;
a41=F11S41- V41F41S44

a42 = - V12F11S41;

a43 = - VI 3F 1 l S 4 1;

a44= l+F41S44-V14F11S41 :

3 45=-V15F11S41:

as 1=F11S5 I - V s 1F51S55:

as2 = - V t

as3=-V13F11 5 s1;

a5 4

iF 11S 51:

=- V 1 4F I IS 5 I;

a5 5 = l + F 5 1S55 - VI 5F I IS 5 I ; and

Fil

Q 1.

=

(l+Ts)

3 , s = iw , for T

=1

(3)

by setting s, the Laplace operator, lo zero (meaning that t = oo. As mentioned above, only steady state situations
are considered).
As all Gi are assumed to be equal per system, and only due to that, ithe expressions (2) for the different systems of one to five uni.ls, i.e., n

= 1, 2, ..,

5, simplify to the values given in Table III.

Table III: Goal achievements x 1/ ui for the systems a) to d).

(l+nG)G

a)
b)

c)
d)

2

1 + 20 + nG
G
l+G
G
1 + nG
G
1+ G

(4)

Discussion ·Of the results
In order to put the values in Tables I and II in a clearer form, they are displayed as graphs.
Fig. 3 shows the maximum allowabl·e volitions as a function of the numbers of the secondary units, (n-1).
The autonomous unit, the unit U 1, has a maximum volition of 8. This can easily be shown by solving the characteristic equation of the single loop, equation (5) representing the characteristic behaviour of U 1 . This value 8

serves as reference. As soon as the unconscious communication occurs with only one secondary unit, the volitions already have ~o drop for both units, U 1 and U 2, from 8 to 2. i.e .. by the factor4, G 1 = 0 2 = 2 . This system is the structure of 2.a). Having a coociliatory attitude communication with a second unit already requires an
enormous reduction of the own ego. This is not easy to do, and it is the root of so many social conflicts.
Gi
----3

+ l = 0, s = iw. T

(l+Ts)
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=1

(5)

Mu'ltilateral communication (bilateral) in a devotionnal state requires yielding volition for the own selfrealization for both partners (if they have equal volition.
lmparity of volitions is not discussed within this essey.) One might refer to the saying: Two captains sink
the ship. Both units in a tw~unit-system cannot have
high power for their own self-realization. The autonomous unit has the highest potential, the highest volition, for his success: Der Starke ist am miichtigsten
allein. Schiller, Wilhelm Tell, 1/3. (The strong man is
the mightiest being on his own.)
It seems that with n _.. co, i.e., by having atti tudes to more and more units, the volitions Gi tend to

8
6

4

1

o_l_~~:::t===:e=~L..

n

Fig. 3: Volitions Gi of the units n at the stability
limit of the systems Fig. 2.
For each system of n units al.I volitions are equal .
For n ·= 2 there is one secon<Bry unit const,i tuting the system; for n = 3, there are two secon<Bry
units constituting the system, etc, up to four seconduy units at n = 5.

approach zero magnitude for all four configurations! Interaction oon~.umes volition (and due to now of energy
among the units, interaction creates enthropy).
The assumed parameters, ISikl = 1, indeed, mean a
strong attitude. For example with Sik = -112, and Ski=
+112. the diminuation of the volitions would be less.
Adding more communication channels, beside the ones
for attitude, reduces the volition of the systems further.
The worst case is, as demonstrated, case 2,c), a dual-bilateral communication pattern: attitude, observation and

giving. The volitions have to be reduced tremendously.
Fig. 4 illustrates the also interesting fact that the more communication channels and the more units there
are involved, the slower the t,otal systems work. The saying "He 1tiavels fastest who travels alone" seems to be
appropriate !here. If you give. give slowly only! Otherw,i se the system you .are in as a giver becomes unstable!
Fig. 5. which is of the main interest, clearly demontrates the saying's truth: The more partners U 1 tries to
satisfy, the lower is hi s own achievement. USA. do not help all over in the world. You ruin yourself! Paddle
your own canoe!
The case 2,a). where there is attitude without
200
f/min
any help yet, does not damage the prime unit's achievement remarkably. The self-achievement drops
from 89% to about 73% if he has attitude toward 4
'1 60,
units (n = 5). It seems that the curve levels out at
about this percentage, 73%, independent of how
many more units are encountered within the prime
120 ,
unit's attitude. But as soon as the prime unit wants
or has to serve others beside looking after himself,
his achievement drops drastically; in the case 2,c
80
from 89% down to 18% if observing and serving 4
units.
40
If, e.g., the minimum self- realization of, say,
30%,
is
needed for survival , then fulfilling the de20
mand of morie than one unit, the prime unit faces de0-+-~~-+-~~-+-~~+-~~-+-~
struction: No man can serve two masters: for either
n
he will hate the one, and Jove the other; or else he
will hold the one, and despise the other (Matthew,
6/24).
Fig. 4: Oscil'lation freq.mcy of the systems with the
The case 2,b), the prime unit's recognition of
volitions of Fi g. 3. The oscillation freq.iency is a
the
needs
- or demands - of the secondary units is almeasure of the speed of action.
~eady a burden for U , a reduction of its self- realiza1
I
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tion from 89% to 35% in case of beeing considerate
for four secondary units.
To have modest strength of attitude and not wanting to being able to sense the need of too many others. however. docs not do much harm to yourself!
You just throw the mail of daily begging letters in the
waste basket! But don't feel guilty in doing it! You
obey a Natural Law.
The situation of prime interest might be the relationship of two units, U 1 and u 2 as husband and

0.8

0.6
I

wife, in the case 2,c). If both give up (they have to
give up) their independency, i.e., their autonomous
state, their volitions drop from 8 to 0.78 (by a factor
of 10), and their self-realizations (if there is no common goal) drop from 89% to 35% (by a factor 2.5).
Qui se marie se bride! He who maries brides himself.

0.4 .

0.2

x1

Fig. 5: Goal achievements -

Conclusions
of the prime unit

ul

In all four considered cases, the model is well in accordance with the saying "Frustra laborat qui omnibus
placere studet". i.e., it is true that the achievement of
the prime unit, i.e., what he wants to do - or is supposed ito do - for himself, not only becomes damaged by pleasing everybody. but. in more detail. that he becomes further reduced 't he greater the number of the secondary units the prime unit is requested to please. The
worst case, (2,e), the destruction of the prime unit, occurs when the prime unit observes the demands and gives
accordingly, and if he strives - or is forced to please - more than one secondary unit. One has to ke.ep in mind
that very generally each living being requires more than .n ature - or the environment - can provide. And if you
give fast, the second l'equest ,c omes ri,g ht away: Bis dat qui cito dat; He gives twice who gives fast. The less and
the slower you give. in 'better a state you ar'e with yourself. Nature does not care about our ..ethics.. and social
ru'les. She goes her own way! So, don't give too much, look after your own survival!
for the systems Fig. 2 for increasing number of
secondary units (n-1).
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COMPUTER SUPPORT FOR MACROECONOMIC DECISIONS
Janu'S2 Babarowski", Jakub Gutcnbaum ·,Michal lnkielman •
·Systems Research Institute, p,olish Academy of Sciences, 6, Newelska, 01-447 Warsaw. Poland

Abstract. A macro model of the transition processes in lhe P·o hsh economy is presented. The structure of the
model and a number ·Of s 1imulation scemirios are considered. Some results of simulation of macroeconomic
processes are described.

Introduction
A simulation dynamical model of macroeconomic processes has been worked out <tl the Systems
Research Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences. This model takes into consideration most of specific
features of an economy in .transition. The model aims at simulating main relations among the basic
macroeconomic variabies and forecasting of the transformation process for economic decisio11 support.
The main area of interest is prices formation (inflation) process in the output market. Resulting inflation
depends on many factors, such as budget deficit, credit supply, consumption demand changes and rise of
production costs (cost-pushed inflation). Supply ·o f and demand for Olitput are strictly connected with many
macroecono.rruc variables. This is a J"eason why a wide spectrum 1o f economic phenomena is to be modelled.
From the mathematical point of view, 1the model is a se't of al:gebraic equations describing relations
among variables at .a given time moment and a set of differ:ence .e quations with time delays. The level of model
complexity is medium. It includes about 20 state variables, 100 output variables and statistical indices, ;o
·exogenous input variables and time dependent parameters. Ten to twenty parameters have to b~ adjusted in the
course ·Of identification process.
Computer program for model solving is of open 1ype. Additional possibilities of closi ug optimization
loops for selected decision variables as well as iterative coordination of submodels exist. Moreover, it is possible
to introduce addi·t ional dynamic models describing decision variables. The following output variables, among
others, are observed: price index, liabilities, net oucput, costs. This choice makes it possible to compare the
output of model and values measured in real economy.
The paper presents the basic assumptions introduced, the structure of the model and some simulation
results.

General structu11e of the simulation model
Tbe model describes the most important macroeconomic processes, such as production process with its
cost and income balances.• pricing mechanism and investment strate,gy. Moreover, banking system balance and
foreign exchange balance are taken .i nto account. The general structure of the model is shown in Fig. 1.
Properties of the model are det-ennined by the dynamics of balances of the following feedback loops: l)
capital - output - profil - investment - capital; 2) production - Jabour - wages - demand for output - production;
3) production - wages - deposits - investment - capital - production. In these loops, variables of resource lype
are .as follows: fixed capital, total .amount of deposils, total amount of credit and output stocks. All of them are
considered as the state variables in each simulation experiment. The choice of the remaining state variables
depends on hypotheses concerning price adjustment mechanism in the output market, employment dynamics,
indexation of wages and control principles applied.
The model is a medium te·rm ·o ne. h is analyzed in 4 to 8 years time horizon. The sampling period is one
quarter. Time scale of the model follows from the relatively rapid cban;ges of market equilibrium conditions and
relatively slow changes of property structure, pr·o duction strucnue, labour productivity, investment, etc.
Aggregation level of the model is a compr,o mise between the necessity of distinguishing the main
'e conomic .agents, such as private and government enterprises (privatization process), consumers, banking
sec·tor, budge·t and requirement of having the s·i mulati1o n process under control.
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It is assumed that the output market is one product with one price. Moreover, it is assumed that financial
flows are homogeneous and prices are represented by generalized price level p, which corresponds to GNP
deflator, or by inflation rate f

Output

Pricing
mechanism

Fixed

ea ital

Demand
for output

Investment

Costs
and profit
Import/
export
Credit

Banks
balance
sheet
Government
budget

Savings

Households

Fig. 1. The structure of the model
The flexibility of the model makes it possible to investigate different price adjusuneul niechanisms, such
as static model of equilibrium price, dynamical model based on excess demand hypothesis, markup model
based on production costs under given profit and profit maximisation model. The simplest, numerically stable
model based on inertia adjustment rule is considered. The price level in this model is described by lhe following
equation

I

P,

( l)

where Y"' and r,, are aggregate demand for and supply of output at the time insta111 i.
Alternatively the following models are considered
- equilibrium model:

P;

r~spectively.

(2,

= {p:~,(p) =>:,(p)}

- cost model:
( 3)

where N ! , N;g - unit costs for private and state enterprises,
p!, p,r. - prices desired by private and state enterprises.
Some variables may be exogenous or decision or output variables. The choice of exogenous variables
depends on the questions formulated by the model user as well as on different possibilities of representing of
decision make.rs. A decision maker can be described by a decision rule which becomes an element of the model.
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For instance, it may be the Centra1 Bank and its decision referring .to interest rate. It also may be a "distributed"
decision makers, representing e.g. producers and their decisions on supply of output or on level of wages.

Simulation resu l:ts
1

A series of charts which illustrating computational possibilities of the simulation program, various types
,o f results as we11 as qualitative and ·quantiitative characteristics of preliminary adjusted model will be presented.
All charts follow from simulation ex-perimeuts carried out in the accordance with the basic scenario ( 19901993 -1996) and its e>o.trapolation up to 1998. The basic scenario W'dS modified to illlroduce some disturbances
and decision variables changes~ also in retrospective w·ay (for periods with known real data).

The influence of budget deficit and credit policy
In order to study ex-peaed reai GNP and anticipated inflation as functions of planned budget deficit and
planned new credit, a series of about lOO simulation experiments widl 3 years horiz.on has been made. As a result
Fig.2 is obtained. Levels of constant values of real GNP obtained in three year period are indicated by solid lines.
Levels of.constant v.aiues of anticipated annual inflation after 3 years cue indicated by dashed lines. 1Ile maximum of
GNP occurs. The initial point .ofsimu1ation i.s also marked. A wide ft.at are.a of the GNP values higher then the initial
one is observed. Such .a situation makes it possible to forecast the expected GNP value higher then the initial one.
However, maximisation of the GNP with respect to the planned budget deficit and new credit i.s hazardous procedure
be.cause of large sensitivity of the GNP function with respect to parameter changes. For example, the increase in
producer:s propensity w enlarge production leads lo the substantial ,growth of the GNP values in the flat area and to
significant shift of,the maximum point tow:ard greater 11ew credi1t.and lower deficit values.
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flg. 2. The r:eal quanedy GNP as a function oflbudget deficit and new credit (wider assumption that
during 3 years decision variables values are constant)
Larger number of parameters tal«en into account when determining sensitivity improves the forecast

validity ,of 1the GNP growth. Unfonunately, it leads ro rapid enlargement of computational efforts and to
diminishing of clarity of results.
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Th.is way of utilizing the model allows us to avoid high cost investigations of a real process during
construction of a black - box type model, being another type of approximation of reality then the previous
model itself. The computation time for 150 scenarios, each of them generates 20 quarter values of about 200
variables of the modelled process, is about 3 minutes on the PC486 computer.
The flat area of the investigated GNP function occurs in the realistic range of the comrol variables: o 15% of GNP for the budget deficit and 0 - 12% of GNP for investment credit. In this range it is difficult to
obtain GNP growth greater then 10% during 3 years (out of this range the GNP rapidly diminishes). However,
the assumption of 5% growth of producers propensity to enlarge production gives 2 - 3 times greater increment
of GNP. Moreover, it does not require augmented financial supply (hence, lower level of inflation and a higher
profit rate is obtained).
ln Fig. 2 the resuictive influence of shortage of financial resources is shown. lnsignificaut budget deficit
and low new investment credit results in diminishing demand for output and as a consequence - !he fall of the
GNP under braked inflation. For large credit and budget deficit a decrease in the GNP is interpreted as a result
of a destructive power of high inflation.
The simulation model can be also used to investigate the impact of interest rate changes on the credit level. In
Fig. 3 the influence of interest rate on some economic indices is shown. It can be seen that long tenn effects are
substantially different from the short term ones.
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Summary
The described mathematical model of inflation process was implemented using EXCEL spread-sheet
package. As a result, a macroeconomic, medium ~ term, dynamical and nonlinear simulation model of
important inflation factors has been obtained. The model was evaluated using data of the Polish economy for 1
- 3 year forecast horizon.
The main endogenous variable is the price level; the main exogenous variables are: bank rate, supply of
commercial credit, exchange rate, export level, effective indexation parameter of wages, budget deficit,
privatization flow and labour resources.
A number of simulation e>..-periments was carried out. Detailed investigation of different simulation
scenarios allows us to distinguish some imponant parameters, which affects the process simulated. If
parameters such as propensity to saving and preferred production level do not change, then the model is
characterized by relatively autonomic behaviour in a wide range of control decisions. This property of the
model can be observed in the case of simulating GNP as the function of budget deficit and new commercial
credit (Fig. 2.). A flat area occurs for a wide range of control variables. However, when propensity to enlarge
production is observed, then a significant growth of GNP takes place. This growth does not require any
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financial support, .in other words the level of inflation. is lower and enterprises pro.fits are higher. This property
of the model iUustrates the o,pinion that the positive will is a driving for,c e in economy that cannot be replaced
with money. ln some cases the model cbar:act,e nstics depend also on the effectiveness of fixed capital, i.e. the
ratio of production capacity to fi"1ed capital, and on the ratio of GNP to global output.
The simulation model can be used as a ~ool for forecasting of the most important development indices
such as: GNP, unemployment, consumption level, inflation rate, :b udget deficit, total amount of debts and
savings and the balance of payments, e.g., in the Fig. 4, simulation results of the real output and inflation
forecasting we presented.
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Fig. 4. Example of results of simulating the real output and inflation in Poland, 1994-1998
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MOTIVE-OBJECT MODEL OF TASK DECISION PROCESS
P.I. Sosnin
Professor, Ulyanovsk State Technical University
Ulyanovsk, Sevemy Venetch, 32, 432000, Russia
e-mail: SVS @NITPT.PTI.SIMBIRSK.SU
Abstract
This is to show the research results of correlation of inner mot,ives and objects of a person with the other
characteristics of decision-making process. The sphere of researches lies in expert systems and artificial
intelligence in CAD/CAM systems.
I ntl'oduc>
t ion
An efficiency and result achievement in decision-making process depends greatly on methods and means used
by a person on a meta-task level. This fact demonstrates the wide development of expen systems. The basis of
any expen are in some version of productions. The presentation of productions and their systems is directed on
classified query which is limited by one-level implication relation between if-condition and then-components.
The presented motive-object model transforms die work with productions to three-level presentation. This is
more adequate to the decision-making practice and has a useful i;ev.erse influence on the decision-making
process.
The basis or motive-o:bject model ,o f task decision pl'OC·ess

I. An activity of a person is a set of the following "'conditioned reflexes" :
Di(t): as [motives { M } ]
since [ goa·ls { C } I
c
if [preconditions { U} I
h
then [ reaction Rg(t)]
and so [ postconditions { U} )
o

(I)

c -----------------·-·-----------·---------------e
were alt•.e rnativ·es {{Rp}]
which take place in a specific "Person-World" system of cause-effect relations (motives, goals, pre/postconditions, alternatives).
The practice of r·e actions prov.e d an efficiency of presentation Di(t) as a unit of experience Ei, grouping
these units into a syst·e m of experience E=S( {Ei}) and the use of such experience E for creating the
following reaction Doi and 1the .second r eaction according to the gotten sample.
1

2. The cause-efTect character of the reaction is based on the multi-level process of "situatione:xperience"comparison aimed on the search of an appropriate unit of experience according to the
"sample" situation or on the creating the new one ( it wi:JI be included into the system of E). At any case
the reaction is the specific type ·Of reality which shows itself through the set of physical and mental
processes. It is necessary to understand that the Jaws of nature are added here by the rules of an activity.
The rules of an activity are formed and studied implicitly (as a result of an occasion "discovery" and
successful application) or explicitly (when they are extracted from research, real practice or when the rules are
invented and implemented in life).
A practical research and a use of such reality can be the principal point in development of a new
infonnational technology. This reality 't ogether with an activity of a person is open for the experimental
and theoretical research.
3. In activity processes we can mark out the "task situations". Decision-making process generates special
objects "task decisions". The " 1level of meta-task" fixes the 1Jogk structure of an activity. The "level of a
task" fixes the resuhs in time.
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4. A reaction Diz(t) begins from the moment of task or problem definition. Using the logic (I) we ought to
know that:
• the task is a sort of question and a person has no answer in his experience. This situation requires
inclusion decision·making methods into the process of task solution;
• the essence of the problem is in disagreement between the new situation and the old experience;
• it is en·ough knowledge to find a problem decision.
The ru:les of problem decision take the separate place in the rules ·Of an activity. Their explicit application,
for ·example in CAD/CAM syst·ems, r·equir.es creaition, us·e and development of special computer tools as
an efficient help system. These rules pfay their role not only on the task level but also on the meta·task
level. In the first case they "switch" during decision-making (f.e. through engineers reaction included into
dec·ision method). In the second case they afe r•ealized through reactions in research process and creation
the method of task decision.

5. The registered protocols of the mental work of a person •Can play the role of the primary experimental
information about an activity (physical and motive components of his reaction). Adequaty and quality of
such protocols mainly depends on WHO and with the help of WHAT measuring tools fixes these
protocols and HOW protocols influence on the activity process. The physics and practice of measurement
can't exclude " undesired fault" of influence of such tools on the evaluated process. So, this is true to
protocolling of the mental work and for this reason the questions "WHO?" and "WHAT?" are principal
for experimental research. The answer to "HOW?" must take into consideration the negative and positive
components because these are the rules of measurement. in research and practice.
·6. The auther has systematicaUy used and studied the mental protocols (during the decision·making) in
some CAD/CAM app.lications and this experience •ed him to the task decision method with the following
principles:
A. Protocol fix·ing question.answer process of mentail work is registered in a form saving cause·effect
hierarchkal relations between the unHs (texts) of Q·A protocol .structure.
B. Question·Answer structure of protocol. w .e can name the questions of the following types:
"problem", " task'', "query" and the answers .as " idea", "description", " prescription","decision". These
types are interpreted as Q·A model or structure of task decision process.
C. Rational influence of Q·A structures on the process of decision·ma'king is realized through:
• predicate ·control (specification) of the every Q-A element;
• distribution ofQ-A elements according to the logic form (I) .and systematization;
• analysis of the current situation (the work shedule) and the results of work.
The rational points are:
·• the control of decision·making ·process (planning and performing of current processes, result control);
• objectivation of the metal work (definition of an operational logic, motives, substantiations,
condusions and proofs):
• support of understanding and definition of its level;
• fonning and systematization of an ·experience, so as the experience of decision·making.
On pict. l you iean see ·question·answer ·s tru•c ture ·Of r·eal problem solution process. The aim of this
presentation is to show the general specific logic and dinamics of the process. Dinamics of Q·A process is
reflected through ·the ordered index of Q·A elements (texts). The texts are added to the each related group
and generate the toital protocol of the process. The fact of definition of argumentation logic during
decision·making can be evaluat·ed a:s .a proof version (conclusion) and extraction the true decision route.
1

7. Q-A protocols and the results of their process and systematization as a theory are informational base of
task decision, which has explicit or implicit answers to the essential questions (and meta.questions). The
answers must be worked off inspite of a situation and a level of informational network of the process. It
is expedient to assign the functions of such specification to the task meta· presentation.
So, for decision·making process the auther suggests a special approach with the creation of the
hierarchical ·cause·effect net in a form called " task meta·model" with the following specifications:
A. Task definition with the corresponding net of cause.effect relations is dinamic object constantly
detailed in current work.
B. The net of cause·effect relations is pr·esented for the every task condition as oriented graph:
The nodes of the graph are motives, aims and specifications. The related connections between nodes show
the causes and ·effects.
C . The next node is included to graph if it plays the role of consequence.
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iHYPOTETHE
I

I
I

t - - - -a1 (1) +-+ A1(36)
Q2(2) +-+ A2(40)
r-----Q3(3) +-+ A3(41)
C=Q4(4) +-+ A4(42)
I
Q5(5) +-+ A5(37)
f--05.1(32) +-+ A5.'1{35)
·- -Q5.2(33) +-+ A5.2(34)

t==

•

--Q6{7) +-+ A6(38)
1- --Q7(8) +-+ A7(39)
1-----Q8:(9) +-+ A8(53)
t=~S.1(10) +-+ AS ..1(11)

I

I[
!

QS . 2{12) +-+ AS ..2(28)
l--08.2.1 (21) +-+
L__aa.2.2(23) ..._.
:QS.3(13) +-+ AS..3~14)
t==Q8.3 ..1(1'5 )+-+
Qa.3.2(17)+-+
.

L . ..

QS.3.3('18) +-+

AS.2.1 (22)
AS.2.2(24)
AS.3.1(16)
AS.3.2(19)
A8.3.3(20)

.

Q8.4:(25) +-+ AS.4:(29)
~QB.5{2-6) +-+ AS.51(30)
l__QS..6(27) +-+ A8J6(31)

Q9f43) +-+ A9(5'2)

1
' - - - -

Q9.1{44) ·+ -+ A9.1f51)
}---09.1.1 (4.·5)+-+ A9.1.1(48)
t==Q9.'1 :2{46) ...... A9.1.2(49)
Q9.·1 ..J (47) ........ A9.1.3(50)
1

A -Answe-r, Q - Question, Z - Task, H - Hypotethe

Pic.1 Question-answer structure of rea1l problem solution process
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Such model is called "productional meta-model of a task" and its main function is an explicit presentation
of logic of a task on the meta-task level. The general scheme of the model and its relations with Q-A
task structure are shown on pict.2.
An applicaHon of this approach is based on constructional work with the motives. Every motive is such
''Person-World" relation which:
• controls a human activity for achievment the positive effect in the system "Person-World";
• contains not only the aim component but also psychological one and this fact supposes the quality of
characteristics, subjectivity ·in result evaluation, the level of its achievement, hypothesis character of
motive setup.
Summary

Addressing to the described model (its reading, analysis, transformation or development) means an explicit
trans.ition to the meta-task level w:hich can bring positive results. Productional model of task definition
·is valuable for decision-making and for the resu'l! .achievement. Its ·including into the results of work:
·• increases the faith to resu'lt (the method of decision as a resuh •Of search and realized routes);
• helps "to suit" the task decision to the new task conditions;
• is open for use in search of the compatible units of experience;
• helps to understand the problem (this fact increases an efficiency of human activity)
• contributes to mutual understanding in a group and coordination of activity of workers with the
rielated motives and goals;
• is highly valuable in education and experience exchange between professionals.
The approach .adds "conditioned reflex" on task situation by "switching" the mechanism of explicit
conscious forming and proved cause-effect network of decision-making on meta-task level.
References
l. Morie K. Acquiring domain models - lnt.J.Man-Machine Studies. Vol.26, N I, p. 93-104, 1987.

2. Sosnin P.1. Technology of Imitative Activity education. - Interactive systems: The problems of humancomputer interaction, thesis of intemat·ional scientific conference, part 2, p.31-35, Ulyanovsk, 1995.
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MODELS OF COMPLEX ANTHROPOCENTPAL OBJECTS FOR TIIE
SYSTEM UESIGN OF ON-BOARD ALGORITHM AND DISPLAY SUPPORT.
Boris E.Feduoov
Laboratory of system researches of the Stat:e Research
Institu:te of Aviation Systems (Gos NIIAS),Moscow, Russia.
e-mail: fed@tm.niias:msk.su

Abstract.
Environment and function process models of ant.hropocentralobjects are discussed. They are used to
develop specifications and structures of on-board algorithms and crew's activity algorithms for system
designing functionally-complete on-board alg,o rithm and display support to the operation of an
anthropocentral obj,ect. As an example of such an obj,e ct an aircraft can be ta.ken to consider.

Intr,oouction.
An anthropocentral objiect (Ant:hlobject) is a t;otality of onboard measuring and operating equipment
(the on-boartl M&OpEq), a system of o.n -board comput:er aJg,o rithms (Com/Alg), crew members that
realize their activity algorithm (Ac/Alg) through an informational-controlling field (ICF) of the cabin, a
carrire r of the above•mentionie d items providing their integrity and necessary physical conditions for their
functioning. The crew takes a leading part in Antb/obj1ect's fuGctiomng.

The totality of on-board Com/Alg, the information on the ICF displays, the ICF controls signals, and
crew Ac/Alg -all these form an on-board algo'fithm and display support (A&DS).

A common semantical model of an anthropocen,tiral object.
ln the analysis of Anthlobject's function [1,3,4] process three global levels of control (GLC) are always
distinguished on the board of the Anth/obj,ect: GLC-1,GLC-2 and GLC-3.
GLC-1: operative fixing of the current purpose of the object function;
GLC-2: the choice of the way of achieving the fi.x.e d purpose.;
GLC-3: t:h1e ~alizatiron of the chosen way.
The on-board A&DS ,a nd the crew should solve all the tasks of the GLC-l,-2,-3.
There is a notion of a function session (func/session) existing v.rith respect to complex Anth/objects, and
actually being defined in technical documant.ation. For each type of Anth/objects there is a finite
multitude of the func/s.e ssion.
Informational preparation for the func/session ,c onsists of instructing the crew to use an a priori model of
the func/session and including the information on th,e model into th.e on-board A&DS of the
Anth/obJect.During the fun,cJsession the Anth/objcect :s hould rorriect the func/session model successively
and efficiently (this refers to GLC-1 and GLC-2 tasks).
The su,ccessiv'e realization of the apriori model being permanently corrected ing the apriory func/session
model is implemented by the Anth/object through the solutio of GLC-3 tasks.

Structuring the environment and ·the process of fo'nctio Ding of the Anth/object.
The purpose of studying structuf'es 1o f the environment and of the pro.cess of functioning is to limit and
describe a domain of the outer world where an Ant:hlobject will operate.
The following theorems are true.
Theo11em l. All the work (W) of the Anth/object can be present:ed through the semantical network (SIN)
of the problem situations (PS) with a finite number of the tops. Each funclsession is identical to a certain
fragment of this SIN.
W = SIN ( :PS); func/session =the fragment of PIN.
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The PS is a part of the work W that is functionally closed and very important for GLC-1. For
designing A&DS PS is preset by a technical text which includes: a description of the PS purpose, the
multitude of the permissible ways of achieving the purpose, hampering and assisting conditions for the
purpose achievement.
For designing it is very important to classify typical situations:

* accoding to conditions arisen: the PS-s imposed by exterior and interior (on board) situations are
indi.cat!ed by us as ·ps (A), and the PS-s expedient for the currient conditions of the func/session are
indicated as PS (B).
* according to the rate of situation changes: the .PS-s with "severe" time limits are indicated as the
problem quickly-changed situations (PQS), and other situations that have no time limits are
indicated as PS .
Theorem 2. Each PS can be presented through PS= SIN ( PbS/S) where there are all pennissible ways
of achieving the :fixed current aim.
Theorem 3. The algorithm structures of the PbS/S problems can be researched with the optimization
tasks of a certain type.
Theorem 4. Each PS contains the 'finite number of significant events. The time moment of their
emergence can be forecasted with the help of mathematical models ·o f the PbS/S in the A&DS.
The multitude of:significant evenlS is partially regulated by the reason - consequence ratio.

Tbe .cm-board algo:rithms and display support for eacb GLC.
Recent Anth/object researches are aimed at supporting GLC-3. For this GLG designers have
mastered .the certain algorithm structures (we call them conventional algorith.m.s).They meet the GLC-3
peculiarities. The distinguisbihg peculiarity of the GLC-2 tasks and, especially of the GLC-1 tasks, is
the necessity of using incomparably l:arg·e r and qualitatively new" knowledges of the world". For these
levels it is necessary to use new algorithm structures containing elements of artificial intelligence. The
on-board operative advis~g expert .systems (OAES) are algorithm structures of a new class that are
able to provide solving GLC-2 tasks just tomorrow. Their specific characters are as follows: the OAES
knowledge base should be constantly corresponded to the crew's knowledge of the current PS; the
dialogue, practically lacked, between the crew and the OAES; the on-board computer possibilities are
limited. The OAES knowledge base has the following structure: the rules for the PbS/S activization (
theorems 2 and 4 ), the mathematical models for significant events that are imponant for this PS
(theorems 3 and 4 ), a number of rules for each PbStS containing in this PS. The OAES specifications of
the Anthlobject are presented in Fig.l,and as for their stmcrureit is described in literature [2].
For the CGL-1 th'e awareness of situations should be provided (theorem 1). Under this we understand the
possibility to discover a coming PS(A) (or the PS(A)) already appeared on the Anth/object, and to
determine the expediency of the realization of the certain PS(B). During the preliminary func/session the
Anth/object's board and its crew are being prepared mainly for the GLC-1 task solution (the fragment of
the SIN (PS) expected in the future func/session).The design problems are as follows: the search for the
cognitive images of showing the environment situation to the ·crew to "detect" new PS, and to relate its
purpose 1to the current PS (through experiments, factor analysis); the on-board development of
significant stimulus signals for 1the crew to detect PS(A) (through on-board conventional algorithms,
experiments); dev1e lopment of the theory and technology of designing OAES , " PS Appointing "(through
applied and fundam·ental science).
For system designing on-board algorithm. schemes (SBA), and tb.e graphs of the crew's decisions (COO)
are made successively, from Pb S/S-s, PS-s to the multitude of all the PS. For the PQS-s the Ac/Alg
structure is formed of "to speak-to th:ink'" decisions and simmultational decisions (for other PS-s heuristic
decisions are also used); the crew's operation as a part of the watching system; and realization of making
decisions.
The semantical structure of the on-board A&DS is presented in Fig.l .
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GLC-l:

Crew (Ac/Alg) .a nd/or the OAE'S " PS Appointing "

The rules for the concrete OAES
activization
The content ofrules of environment
analysis; estimation of the onboard M&Op Eq conditions; ana. lysis of the ,c urrent fundsessi·o n.

M athematical models
(MM
MM: a possibility of
,e stimating the influence
on th:e
environment
MM2. Definitioofof the
intentions and positions
of other objects

The ICF control organ signals

.... MMJ .......

GLC-2: On-board OAES-s for PS-s, crew ( AdAlg)

I

'

O AES for PS-1

I

I

I
OAES for PS-2,-3 ...

I

I

I
OAES PS-N

I

GLC -3: the conventional on-board algorithms, crew (Ac/Alg),
expert systems for the on-board M&OpEq.

Fig.1. The on-board A&DS semantical ·s tructure for tbe Amih/object.

Conclusion.
1. The formmal ( but natural for the designers) conception of the function environment of Antb/object
through PS, PbS/S, and the onboard semantical structure through GLC-s gives the constructive basis
for the development of functionally complete objects.

2. Today out of three GLC presented designers can provide mainly the GLC-3. We refer the success in
mastering GLC-2 to the OAES development. As far as GLC-1 is concerned it is necessary to continue
the search for adequate structures of•t he needed Qknowledge of the world" and "put-out" procedures
of OAES ·ps Appointing".
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ILL-POSEDNESS ASPECTS OF SOME NONLINEAR INVERSE
PROBLEMS
G. Fleischer and B. Hofmann
Technical University Chemnitz-Zwickau
D-09107 Chemnitz, Germany
Abstract. In this paper we deal with aspects of classifiying the ill-posedness of nonlinear inverse
problems based on the discussion of some examples . In particular, specific parameter identification
problems in differential equations and their ill-posed linear components are under consideration. A new
approach to the treatment of ill-posedness properties for multiplication operators completes the paper.

Introduction
In the last few years the accelerated coupling of applied mathematics, natural sciences and engineering
has enormously stimulated the inverse problem theory and practice. T he rapidly growing number of
inverse problems occurring in numerous practical situations also implied a qualitative and quantitative
development of the mathematical modelling of inverse problems. This process was accompanied with
a large number of new articles and books on the mathematics of inverse problems from analytical and
numerical viewpoints (see, e.g., Anger et al. (1], Engl [4], Engl, Hanke and Neubauer [5J and Kirsch
[9]) . In the framework of many authors the different aspects of ill-posedness for linear and nonlinear
inverse problems were intensively studied. For the choice of appropriate methods and approaches aimed
at solving inverse problems in a unique and stable manner, the characterization of the kind and degree
of ill-posedness of any specific inverse problem plays an important role. In the class of nonlinear inverse
problems, written as an operator equation
F (:r)

= y,

:r E D(F) C X, y E Y

(1)

in Banach spaces X and Y, the ill-posedness behaviour may depend on the location of the solution point
:r• under consideration inside the domain D(F) (cf. (6) and [7]), whereas linear inverse problems
A :r = y ,

:r E X, y E Y

(2)

have a global degree of ill-posedness associated with the smoothing properties of the linear operator
A : X -+ Y characterizing the corresponding direct problem (cf. [8]).
We are going to discuss some aspects of ill-posedness based on an example concerning a parameter
identification problem in ordinary differential equations. This example will be given in the following
paragraph. Identification problems of this type were treated by many authors (cf., e.g., Banks a.nd
Kunisch [2] and Colonius and Kunisch [3)) . It can be seen that the mentioned inverse problem leads to
a nonlinear operator equation (1) . In most cases , we will choose pairs of separable Hilbert spaces X and
Y for our considerations. For the example we will show that the ill-posedness properties of the nonlinear
example can be verified by analyzing ill-posed linear problems (2) , which were obtained as decomposition
components of the problem (1) . Following the classification of Nashed in [10] we distinguish the often
treated case of linear ill-posed problems with compact operators A and the fewer ill-posed form, where
A is non-compact, but the range R(A) is not closed. We will give some contributions to the discussion
of this latter type in a further paragraph . In this context, we focus our attention to multiplication
operators.

An ordinary differential equation problem
To motivate our ideas presented below we consider as an example the following ordinary differential
equation:

-~
(q(t)~u(t))
=
dt
dt

f(t )

'

t E (0 1)

(3)

' '
where the parameter function q E Q, the state function u E U, and the right-hand side f E V are
elements of Banach spaces Q, U and V, respectively, which will be specified below. Moreover, for
parameter functions q E Q, we want t o denote by L(q) : D(L) C U-+ V the operator defined by

(4)
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Then the differential equation (3) can be rewritten as an operator equation

L(q)u =f.

(5)

We should note that the domain D(L) of the linear differential operator L is chosen in such a way that
the elements of this domain automatically satisfy imposed boundary conditions, as for example
(i) (homogeneous) Dirichlet conditions, ui(O) = u(l) = 0,

= ut(l) = 0,
ut(l) = 0.

(ii) (homogeneous) Neumann conditions, Ut(O)

= f3o,

(iii) or c·o-n.ormal conditions, q(O)ut (0)

Additionally we assume that q(t) 2: CJ_ > 0, t E [O, l]. The aim of our considerations is to identify the
parameter function q from observations of the state u. Setting X := Q, Y := U, x := q and y := u,
this corresponds with the solution of a nonlinear inverse problem (1), where F expresses the parameterto-state mapping q >-tu. Note that the parameter-to-state mapping F is nonlinear in general, although
the corresponding differential equation (3) is linear. Taking into account the bilinear structure of the
differential equation we formulate a lemma which can be found in a similar form in Tautenhahn's paper
(12]:
Lemma 1 For Banach spaces Q and u let L : Q x
space of U . Then for the operator equation
L(q, u)

= f,

u -+ u·

be a bilinear operator, where

q E Q, u EU, f EU*

u·

is the dual

(6)

we assume the existence of positive constants M and m with

(7)
2
(L(q,
u) , u)u•u 2: mllullu

(8)

((-, ·)u• u is the duality product).
If we denote by F : Q-+ U the parameter-to-state operator with u := F(q) , then the following assertions
hold:
1. F is Frechet-differentiable with F' (q) : Q -+ U.
2. If we define L(q) u := L(q, u) for all q E Q, then the Frechet-derivative can be expressed by

(9)
for elements q• and u• satisfying F(.q*)
9. Moreover, we have the .e stimat.i·o n

= u•.

(10)
whenever F(q)

=

u.

Using Sobolev spaces we may apply this lemma to our operator equation (5), where we set Q :=
:= HJ(O, 1), u• := y• := (HJ(O, l)t = n- 1 (0, 1) and L(q , u) := L(q)u. Then
it can easily be proven that the assumptions of Lemma 1 are fulfilled. The main result of this lemma is
for our differential equation problem the estimation

X := H 1 (0, 1), U := Y

(11)
Moreover, by modified specifications of the Hilbert spaces under consideration the assertions of Lemma 1
·can. be generalized to other spaces. First, if we choose U := H 1 (0 , 1) , but with a domain D(L) :=
H6(0, l), then (10} also holds for all u = F(q) E D(L). As a con.sequence of Friedrichs' inequality we
then have
(12)
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for all u from H 1 (0, 1) with imposed homogeneous Dirichlet conditions. A generalization of inequality
(12) to other boundary conditions is possible. On the other hand, one can shift such an estimation along
the Sobolev scale. For example, if we take f E L 2 (0, 1) and u from H 2 (0, 1) plus boundary conditions
D(L) := H 2 (0, l)n HJ(O, 1) , this implies the inequality
llF(q) - F(q*) - F'(q•)(q - q•)JJH2(0,1) ~ kJJq - q*IJH>(o,1J1lu - u*l1H2(0,1)

(13)

for an u E D(L). Note that in contrast to (11) the last two estimations (12) and (13) are no direct
c·onsequences of the lemma. Nevertheless, the proofs are omitted here.
We may now apply the results of Proposition 3 and Remark 2 of [7) to obtain from (12) and (13),
respectively, the estimations

(14)
and

(15)
for all q in a ball Bp(q*), where p does not depend on u. In this context, 1 · IH>(o,t) is the H 1 (0, 1)
seminorm and c 1 , c2 are two positive real constants, which may ·differ in both cases. In order to get
such stability estimates, the topology of the data space U = Y must be stronger than the topology
of the parameter space Q X . Really, such inequalities cannot be found in the case that the spaces
Q and U have the same topology. For a specific counterexample we refer to Example 2.6 in [2). As
a consequence one can state that the identification problem is ill-posed everywhere if the data space
has the same topology as the parameter space. The estimations (14) and (15) imply that we get stable
reconstructions of q from the smooth data u in a neighbourhood of the parameter q" provided that the
parameter space topology is weaker than the topology in the data space. In such pairs of topologies the
parameter-to-data mapping is continuously invertible. If, however, the natural topology of the real data
u is not stronger than the parameter topology, we have additionally to solve an ill-posed linear operator
equation
£u= u,
{16)

=

where £ : H 1 (0, l} -+ L2 (0, 1) in (14) and £ : H 2 (0, 1) -+ H 1 (0, 1) in {15) are compact embedding
operators.. Then the nonlinear inverse problem of .I'ecovering q from ii is decomposed into a linear illposed problem (16) and a nonhnear well-posed problem ·characterized by {14) or (15) (cf. [6]}. In such
a case the degree of m-posedness of the whole problem is determined by the decay rate of the singular
values of the embedding operators £ .
As the inequalities {14) and {15) show, the stable identification of q from u is possible only in weighted
£ 2 and H 1 parameter space norms. The weight factor is the function u; . Hence, the reconstruction of
q from ij := u;q corresponds to the solution of a linear operator equation

(17)

Mq=q

with a multiplication operator M. This equation can be bo1th weU-posed and ill-posed. To obtain wellposedness and stability estimations for liq - q•ll instead of llu;{q - q*)ll, it is sufficient to assume that
u; is bounded and has no zeros, i.e.,

0 < infessu;(t)

~

tE(O ,l)

supessu;(t)
tE(0 ,1)

< oo.

(18)

u;

Otherwise, ill-posed situations arise whenever
has zeros. For example, if we have homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions for u•, that means u• (0) = u• (1) = 0 then u; must have a point to with
u;(t 0) = 0. In the case that u; has a zero point we can formulate the inequality (15) in such a way that
it holds for the H 1 parameter space norm , not only for the seminorm, i.e.

{19)
The first inequality is trivial. The second can be obtained if we could show that in our case I · IH1(0,i)
is not only a seminorm, but a norm . For this we must show that lu~(q - q•)JH1(o,l) = 0 implies that
i:lu; (q - q*)llL2(o,t) = 0. Namely, we then have (ui (q - q*)]t :: 0 and u;(q - q•) = const. Consequently,
if
has a .zero and q - q• lies in H 1 (0, 1), this constant must be 0. Under such conditions it becomes

ur
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evident that the H 1 seminorm and the H 1 no:rm are equivalent. Hence, the estimation (19) holds if u;
has 'Zeros.
We see that there occur two different types of ill-posedness in our simple identification problem. On
the one hand, there may be to solve an operator equation (16) with compact embedding operator &.
Nashed {cf. (9]) calls 't his ill-posedness of type II. On the other hand, the multiplication operator M is
a compact operator (except in the trivial case u; =: 0). If the operator equation (17)
for no £unction
is ill-posed, then we have ill-posedness of type I in Nashed's sense. When the data and parameter spaces
are chosen in such a way that we need no embed.ding, then 1this fewer ill-posed situation of multiplication
operators is charact,e ristic for the whole identification problem.

u;

Multiplication operators
Now we want to analyze multiplication operators M more in detail. In this context, we would like to
u;se the discussions of the previous paragraph a:s a good motivation to do so. We define an operator
M: L 2 (0, 1)-+ L 2 (0, 1) of multiplication with 'f' E L 00 (0,1) by

t E (0, 1) a.e.

(M:r](t) := 'f'(t):r(t),

(20)

lit is clear that 'f' .has to be chosen from L00 (0, 1) to guarantee that the product is still in £ 2 (0, 1). Usually,
such a 'P is a piecewise continuous function. It can easily be shown that the adjoint M* of the operator
M is given as
(21)
[M•x]{t)
'f'(t):r(t}, t E (0, 1) a.e.

=

From this it follows

= l'f'(t)l2:r(t),

0

[M Mx](t)
and

[(M* M)t:r](t)

t ,E (0, 1) a.e.

= i'f'(t)l:r(t),

t E (0, 1) a .e.

(22)
(23)

Therefore, we ,c an change between these operators as it is usual in the case of compact operators or
we can simply assume that 'P is a real and non-negaitive function. This will be done throughout this
paragraph. Then M is a self-adjoint and non-negative operator.
Every seif-adjoint operator of multiplication can. be written in its spectral representation
M :r =

fo

1

>.dE:i.x,

(24)

where the spectral family E:i. is given by

[E>.x](t) = { Ox,(t),

'f'(t):::; >..
'f'{t) > >.. •

(25)

If we introduce the multiphcation operator wit!h the independent variable by

[Mx](t)

:=

tx(t),

t E (0, 1) a.e.,

(26)

t:::; >...

(27)

then its spectral family is

[E:i.x](t) = { :r(t),
0,

t

> >..

It is we11-known that any function 'f'(M) of this operator can be written as

'f'(M)x =

fo

1

'f'(>.)dE>.x

(28)

whenever the integral exists. Obviously we then have

M = 'f'(M).

(29)

For compact linear operators A the degree 11 of ill-posedness can be defined by the convergence rate of
the singular values s;(A) to zero as j tends to infinity, i.e., as the value 11 for which

(30)
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holds. Note that such a proportionality need not be valid in general (cf. [8]) . For a compact operator A
with a degree 11 = 11(A) of ill-posedness, however, any power A 0 has a degree cw of ill-posedness.
To generalize this statement to non-compact operators we have to give a definition first:

Definition 2 Let

ip

E £ 00 (0, I). Then we define the distribution Junction p(..\) as

p().) := meas{ t : ip(t) E [O, ..\]}.

(31)

This is the measure of the pre-image of the interval [O, ,\.). Now we define the increasing rearrangement
of ip by the function
cp(s) =sup{..\: p().) ~ s}.
(32)

cp

It is clear that the function cp is in general the inverse function of p. Furthermore, cp is a monotone
increasing function . As it can be seen , this function becomes zero in the point t = 0, if the problem is
is ill-posed (i.e. ip has zeros). Now we want to assume that the multiplication operator M is injective.
This property is equivalent to the fact that ip(t) > 0 a.e. in (0, 1). ln this case we find that cp(t) > 0
whenever t > 0. Therefore we can define the degree of ill-posedness as follows:
Definition 3 Let M be the operator of multiplication with the function ip, ip E £ 00 (0, I). Then we define
the real value 11 = 11(M) to be the degree of ill-posedness of this multiplication operator, if it holds

(33)
that means there .are two positive constants

ff."

~

~

cp(t)

and c such that
~

et",

t E (0, 1) a.e.

(34)

Note that such a constant also need not exist. It is quite obvious tbat .t he operator M of the multiplication
with t gets a degree 11 = 1 of ill-posedness. Moreover, its oth powers (i.e., the multiplication operators
with t 0 ) have by definition a degree 11 = o of ill-posedness.
Now we want to give a characterization of the degree of ill-posedness by the properties of the function ip. First we need another definition:
Definition 4 If ip E £ 00 (0, 1) and if, moreover, the value o 0 with
oo :=sup

{·O:inf
ess l ip(t)
B.(to) (t - to)

0

I= o}

(35)

exists and is greater than 0 for a value t 0 E (0, I), then we call t 0 a zero point and o 0 its order.

The essential infimum has to be taken over all balls B, (to) around the point to with sufficiently small
radius e > 0. Without to give a proof we present the foHowing characterizing proposition :
Proposition 5 If ip E £ 00 (0, I) has only a finite number of zero points, then the degree of ill-posedness
of the associated operator of multiplication is not greater than the maximum of all the orders of the zero
points ·Of ip.
Finally, we want to give some b rief remarks on Tikhonov regularization for multiplication operators.
This methods works here in a very simple manner. N a.mely, we have to solve the equation

(36)
instead of

Mz=y.

(37)

(lip{t)l2 + o):i:a(t) = ip(t)y(t),

(38)

So we have only to solve
where a > 0 is the regularization parameter. In [U), Neubauer gives a necessary and sufficient condition
for the convergence of Tikhonov regularized solutions to the exact solution. For 0 < -y < 1 we find there
the following assertion:

{39)
In the context of this sta·t ement we can also give a proposition , which shows connections between the
degree of ill-posedness and the order of conveq~ence of Tikhonov regularized solutions:
·
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Proposition 6 If the degree of ill-posedness of ,a multiplication ,operator M is given by v = v(M), then
the T.ikhonov regularized solutions converge for every xt E L 00 (0, l)at least with the order 4 ~CA)' i.e. ,
(40)
Note that the Landau symbol" O" is used in a sense that does not ·exclude the case "o". Norms in this
paragraph are always L 2 (0, l) norms.

Summary
In this paper, we have presented some new ideas of analyzing the degree ofill-posedness oflinear operator
equations with multiplication operators. The use of increasing rearrangements played an important role
for this approach. By studying some nonlinear inverse problems of identification type the two classes of illposed linear operator equations with compact embedding operators and with non-compact multiplication
operators occurred as characte.ristic components for classifying the kind of ill-posedness of the nonlinear
problem.
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EFFICIENT DETECT.ION OF AN INCLUSION IN A CONDUCTOR.

*

G. Alessandrini and E. Rosset
Dipartimento di Scienze Matematiche - Universita di Trieste
P.le Europa 1, '34100 Trieste - Italy
Abstract. In this presentation we want to illustrate, by the analysis of a specific inverse boundary value
problem, a possible approach when dealing with a severely ill-posed problem. We shall show how to
extract from the data a limited ad hoe amount of information which, on one hand, is not sufficient to
recover the full set of the unknown parameters, but, on the other hand, is stable and useful from the
applications point of view.
1. Introduction.

We are interested in determining, within a region Q whose electrical conductivity is <7 = 1, an unknown
inclusion D cc Q of difFerent conductivity er :::: k, k > 0, k # 1, by measuring from the exterior of n
the current density and the voltage corresponding to ·o ne applied electrostatic distribution. This inverse
problem is relevant to geophysical prospection, medical imaging, nondestructive testing. In mathematical
terms, if u denotes the electrostatic potential within n, our aim is to recover D in the equation
div((l

+ (k -

l)XD)\7u) = 0

inn,

(1.1)

by the knowledge of boundary voltage and current measurements g, <p respectively:

U=g

on

au
- =cp
av

an,

on

an,

(I.D)
(I.N)

where// denotes the unit exterior normal to an. Here XD denotes the characteristic function of D.
There is a clear evidence that this problem is severely ill-posed. In fact it appears that, in order
to determine the unknown inclusion D, it is necessary to analitically continue the potential u from the
Cauchy da1ta (LD), (LN) up to the (unknown) interior boundary aD. As is well known, the process
of solving such a Cauchy problem is highly ill-posed. Besides, despite the numerous efforts [B-F], [Al],
(B-F-I], [F-I], (I-P], [CJ, [PoJ, [A-I-P], (A-IJ, [B-F-S], [SJ, the problem of uniqueness in the determination
of D from the data {g., cp} has nev·e r been completely solved. Therefore, it seems reasonable to focus on
!goals whicih are less ambitious than the precise, complete recovery of the inclusion D. More precisely, we
pose the question whether it is possible to extract., in an ·efficient w:ay, from the boundary data {g, rp},
a restrkted number of practically useful para•m eters associated to D. The parameter we shall consider
here is related to the size of D .
We shaU give constrncitive estimates on the measure of the unknown inclusion D in terms of the
boundary data g, cp, provided an a priori C 1·"' bound on .aD is given. In order to illustrate our main
result (Theorem 2.2) let us assume here, for the sake of simplicity, that the conductivity in D is k = 2.
Consider the solution uo to the D.irichlet problem (1.1)-(1.D) when D is replaced by the empty set
D.uo = 0

uo =

in !1,
on

g

an.

(1.Io)
(1.Do)

We prove that if we know a priori that D satisfies some regularity bound then its measure is comparable
with th•e boundary integral 6W = fan('P - <po)g, where <po = auo/av denotes the Neumann data for UO·
Namely
(1.2)

Notice that the above integral SW has a clear physical interpretation. Denoting by W = J0 (1 + XD)l\7ul 2 ,
Wo
IV'uol 2 the powers required to maintain the boundary voltage g on an when the inclusion Dis
respectively present and absent, we have by standard integration by parts SW= fan('P-lf!o)g = W-Wo.

=In

*
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Our approach to (1.2) is based on the following considerations. By elementary variational arguments
(see for details Lemma 2.4) we are led to the estimates

fo 1v

2

ul $

ow ::;;

fo 1vtLo 1
2

(1.3)

.

Hence, by estimating supD l\7uol in terms of the boundary data, it is rather easy to obtain the inequality
on the left .ha.nd side of (1.2). Conversely, in order to get an upper bound on the measure of D, one needs
to have lower bounds on l'i7ul within D and in principle the gradient of u, which is harmonic in D, might
vanish of any order in interior points of D. It is possible, however, to obtain an integral lower bound on
l'Vul in terms of the boundary data, by the application of stability estimates for the Cauchy problem for
Laplace's equation, separately in D and n \D. We shall obtain (see (2.30) in the proof of Theorem 2.2)

k

~ K(oscong) 2 meas (D),

l'i7ul 2

(1.4)

where K > 0 only depends on smoothness bounds on an and aD and on the ratio ll9llc1.oc&nJ / osc ang.
By (1.3) and (1.4) , the right hand side in (1.2) easily follows. Our technique applies also when the
conductivities in n \ D and in D are nonuniform and nonisotropic, and in fact our Theorem 2.2 will
be stated in this greater generality. On such conductivities we shall only require bounds on ellipticity,
Lipschitz continuity and a bound on the jump between the two conductivities. That is, roughly speaking,
we require that the conductivity within Dis definitely higher (or smaller) than the conductivity outside.
See (2.1)-(2.5) below for a precise statement.
In this connection, the pioneering work of Friedman ([F]) must be mentioned (see also the subsequent
analysis of Bryan ([Bey]), where a related, although nonconstructive, approach was developed.
In the next section we shall state our main result, Theorem 2.2, and illustrate the main lines of a
proof. For more details the reader is refened to [A-R].
2. The main theorem.
We shall fix the space dimension n ~ 2 throughout the paper. Therefore we shall omit the dependence
of the various ,q uantities on n. Let us introduce some notations and definitions.
We shall denote the Lebesgue measure of a set EC ~n by IEI.
Defi.n ition 2.1. Let n be a bounded domain in mn. Given a, 0 < a< 1, we shall say that 00 belongs
to the class C 1•0 ' with constants ro, Eo , if for any Xo E an , an n Bro (xo) is a connected surface the
equation of which, in a cartesian coordinate system having origin at x 0 and Xn-axis in the direction of
the outer normal 11 ton at XQ , is of the form Xn = ~(x1 , ... , Xn-1), ~(O) = 0, \7~(0) = 0, with Cl> of class
C 1·0 in the (n - I)-dimensional ball Br0 (xo) n {xn = O} and ll~llc1 ... ::;; Eo. Given a domain D cc n,
we shall say that aD is of class C 1 •Q with constants r 0 , Eo relative to n if D satisfies the above condition
and moreover Bro(xo) c n for any Xo E aD. Notice that in this latter case dist(D, an) ~ ro.
Let us represent by two symmetric n x n matrix valued functions in n, A = A(x), B = B(x), the
conductivity matrices in n \ D and in D respectively. On such conductivities we shall assume
(i) (uniform ellipticity) there exists >., 0 < >. ::;; 1 such that for every x E n, ~ E lRn:

>-1~1 2 :5 A(x)~ · ~::;; >.- 1 1~1 ,
2

2

(ii) (Lipschitz continuity) there exists

r

1

(2.1)
(2.2)

2

>-1~1 $ B(x)~ · ~ :5 >.- 1~1 .
> 0 such that for every x, y

E

n

IA(x) - A(y)I $ fix - YI,
IB(x) - B(y)I $ I'lx - YI·
(iii) (bounds on the jump) there existµ , TJ , 0 < µ $ TJ such that either

(2.3)

(2.4)

2

2

(2.5+)

2

2

(2.5-)

µ1~1 :5 (B - A)(x)~ · ~ :5 TJl~l
or

µj~l $ (A - B)(x)~ · ~ ~ TJl~ l

holds for every x E D. and ~ E !Rn.
Given a boundary voltage g E C 1•Q(an), g const., if the inclusion Dis present then the electrostatic
potential in n will be the weak solution u E W 1•2 (n) to the Dirichlet problem

t

div((AXn\l>

+ BxD)'i7u) = 0

{

tL

1016

= 9

inn,
on an,

(2.6)

whereas, if the inclusion is absent, then the electrostatic potential in
W 1•2 (n) to the Dirichlet problem
div(A\7uo) = 0
uo =g

{

n will

be the weak solution u 0 E

inn,
on

(2.7)

an.

Theorem 2.2. Let n be a bounded domain in !Rn whose boundary is of class e 1•°' with constants r 0 ,
E0 and let D cc be a domain whose boundary 8D is of class C 1 ·°' with constants ro, Eo relative to
!l. Let A, B satisfy (2.1)-(2.4). Given g E C 1 •°'(8n), let u, u 0 E W 1•2 (n) be the weak solutions to (2.6),
(2. 7) respectively and let cp A\7u · vlan, cpo = A\7uo · vfan be the corresponding current measurements.
If (2.5+) holds then we have

n

=

11

-1e+ fan(cp - cpo)g <
1
(oscan9>2 -

IDI <
- µ

-1e+ fan(cp - cpa)g
2
(oscang)2 '

(2.8+)

- 1e- fan(cpo - cp)g
2
(oscang) 2 '

(2.8-)

if, conversely, (2.5-) holds then we have

11

IVhere et'

c1

io addition on

IDI <

-1e- fan(cpo - cp)g <
1
(oscang) 2 -

depend on To, Eo. a, 1n1, .>., r
l!Ylfc1... can>fosc an9·

-

µ

only, and C:J'

c:;

only depend on the same quantities and

Here and in the sequel we shall denote
ue

= uln\D•

Let us sta.rt by recalling the following regularity result due to DiBenedetto, Elliot and Friedman ([D-E-F]).
Theorem 2.3. In the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 we bave that ui E C 1•13(.D), u" E C 1•/3(ft \ D) and
(2.9)

where /3 E (0, 1) and K depend on ro, Ea, a, >.,
conditions bold

r, 1n1only.

Moreover the following transmission

on 8D,
A\7u" · v = B\7ui · v

(2.10)

on8D.

(2.11)

The first step in the proof of Theorem 2.2 consists in estimating the power gap oW = fan(cp - cpo)g in
terms of the Dirichlet integrals of u and uo in D . Here the powers W, Wo are given by:
W

= { (AXn\b + BXD)\7u · \7u = {

lan gcp,

ln

Wo =

l

A\7uo · \7uo

=/

gcpo.
00

Lemma 2.4. Let tbe hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 be sa.tisiied. If (2.5+) holds, then we have
µ

2
r (cp Jnr l\7ul :s lan

JDr l\7uo l ,

(2.12+)

cp)g 5TJ 1 l\7ul 2 ,

(2.12-)

'Po)g

:s 1J

2

if instead (2.5-) holds, then we have
µ

r l\7uo l :S lanr (cpa ln
2

v

Proof. By (2.6), (2.7) we have:

lan gcp =

W = {

min

1 2
veW •

vl.,n=g

cn>

ln{ (AXn\b + BxD)\7v · \7v,

(2.13)

(2.14)
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Consequently

[ gcp $ [(A+ (B - A)XD)\7uo · \7uo =

kn

k

f

JM

gcpo +

f (B -

k

[ gcpo $ [ A\7u · \7u = [ gcp - f (B Jan
Jn
Jan JD

A)\7u0 · V'Uo,

A)\7u · \7u,

(2.15)

(2.16)

a.nd (2.12+), (2.12-) immediately follow from (2.5+), (2.5-) respectively.
O
The next three Lemmas a.re essentially based on estimates for the Cauchy problem for elliptic equations.
It is convenient to introduce the following notations.
Notations. Given a. domain e c mn, for any h > 0, we shall denote

eh= {x
Given y E !Rn,~ E Rn,

Ee I clist(x,ae) > h},

l~I = 1,

9 > 0,

r

eh= {x E

mn I dist(x, e) < h}.

> 0, we shall denote by

-

n

C(y,~,9,r)-{xE!R s.t.

(x -y).
Ix-yI

e >cos9,lx-yl<r},

the intersection of the ball Br (y) with the open cone with vertex y, axis in the direction

(2.17)
~

and width 29.

Lemma 2.5. Let e, e' be bounded domains in R such that e c eh c e'. Let v be a solution to the
equation
div(A\7v) = 0
in G',
(2.18)
11

where A satisfies assumptions (2.1) and (2.3), and let llvlJc.. (G') $ E, 0 < r1 $ l. Let y E ae' be such
that C(y,e, 9, (k9 + l)h) C e' a.nd ii:= y + k9h{ E e, where k9 = 1/ sin B. One can determine a strictly
increasing and continuous function Wt OD (0, +oo ), with Wt (0) = 0, which depends on ,\ , r , h, 1e'1, B, (1
only, such that for every x E e
(2.19)
Sket«:h of t.he Proof. 'The result is obtained by considering a chain of pairwise disjoint balls of
radii p $ h joining x and ii a.nd by repeated application of a three sphere inequality for solutions to
(2.18). Such kind of inequality is well-known when the coefficient matrix A is smooth. However, when
A is Lipschitz continuous it can be derived, through minor adaptations, from the estimates found by
Garofalo and Lin in their proof of the unique continuation properties for equations like (2.18), [G-L]. 0
Let us denote by F any connected component of n \ D such that 8F nan i' 0.
The foliowing Lemma is based on a stability estimate for the Cauchy problem due to Trytten [TJ.
Le.m ma 2.6. Let the hypo.theses of Theorem 2.2 be satisfied. There exist ho
o: only and zo E F such that Bh0 (zo) C F and, for any c E IR,

where 6' E (0, 1) and C > 0 depend on ro,

Eo, a, >., r

> 0 depending o.o r 0 ,

E0 ,

only.

E5r5°

Lemma 2.7. Let us assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2. Leth$ ro/ (ko+l), where k 0 = Jl +
and let c E [minM g, ma:x:an gj. One can determine a strictly increasing and continuous function w 2 on
[O,+oo), with w2 (0) = 0, which depends on>., r , h, 101, r 0 , E 0 , a only, such that for every x E D1i.
)
llui - cllL°"(B" 14 {:i:J) ~oscoogw2 ( II9osc
II C 009
.
·"'(80)

(2.21)

1

Proof. By (2.9) and since c E [minan g, maxan gj,
(2.22)

l01'8

where
(2.23)
where /3 E (0, 1) and K depend on ro, Eo, er, >., r , IOI only. Let y1 E 8D be such that l(ui llui - cllioo(D) and let Y2 E 8(0 \ D) be such that l(ue - c)(y2)I = llue - cllLoo(n\l>)· Let
connected component of n \ D such that Y2 E 8F. It is easy to see that C(y1 , -v, 80 , (ko +
- for h :5 ro/(ko + 1), where 9o = arcsin (1 + E 2r 2Q )-1/2 •
and C(y2, -v, 80, (ko + l)h) C n \ D,
Lemma 2.5 to ui - c with G'
a = 1 respectively, we have

= D, G = Dh, y =Yi. a= 1 and

0

to ue - c with G'

=

c)(yi)I =
F be the
l)h) c D
Applying
0
F, G = F11., y = y2,

(2.24)
for every x E Dh, where w1 depends on h,

101, ro

, Eo , er,

>., r only;
(2.25)

where zo E F, ho have been introduced in Lemma 2.6. By the interpolation inequality (see [MJ, §33)
(2.26)
where t

= /3/((3 + 1) and C is a positive ,c onstant which depends on ro, Eo, er, 101 only, it follows that
(2.27)

Recalling the transmission conditions (2.10) a.nd (2.11) we have
(2.28)
Combining (2.24), (2.27), (2.28), (2.20), (2.25), the trivial estimate llue - cllL""'(n\D) 2'.: (osc 809)/2 and
(2.23) and taking into account that w1 is strictly increasing, it is easy to determine a strictly increasing
and continuous function w 2, with w2(0) = 0, such that (2.21) holds for every x E D11..
0
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2 we need the following Lemma of geometrical character,
of which we shall omit the proof.

Lemma 2.8. One can determine h 1 > 0, only dependin,g on ro, Eo, er, such that for every h :S h 1 :
(2.29)

Proof of Theorem 2.2. We shall consider only the case when (2.5+) holds, the opposite case (2.5-)
being analogous. As a consequence of (2.12+), we have:

f (i,o- <,00)9 :S 77max!V'uol
lan
D

2

lDI .

The lower bound appearing in (2.8+) then follows by using the classical gradient estimate (see [G-T))

m_gx IV'uol :S Cose af19,
where C depends on>., r , dist(D, 00) only, and recalling that dist(D, 80) 2'.: r 0 .
Let € = min (ro/(ko + 1), hi/( Jn+ 1)), where ko, h1 are the numbers introduced in Lemmas 2. 7, 2.8
respectively. Let us cover Dh1 with internally nonoverlapping closed cubes Qk of side!, fork= 1, .. .,K.
By the choice of!, the cubes Q1c are contained in D .
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where k is chosen in such a way that
Poincare inequality

JQ,. l'Vul 2 =mink JQk l'Vul 2 .

where C depends on>. only, and applying Lemma 2.7 with c =

Let

x be the center of Qk.

Now, from

c and Lemma 2.8 we have
(2.30)

w!here C depends on ro, Eo, a,

IOI, >., r,

ll9llci."'(arn/osc ang only.

D
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Abstract. The paper deals with validation of model purposivity in iterative identification and controller
design. It is known that .in the case of too high dosed 1loop requirements, the model resulting from the
iterative procedure might conflict with ,t he prior knowledge about the process. However, in some cases
v.iolated plausibility ·o f the identified models does not necessarily imply its violated purposivity. Therefore, it
is 1the matter of practical relevance to have a •Confident indication whether the given model will result in stable
closed loop design or not. If not, the iterativ·e identification and controller design should be stopped, i.e. more
appropriate models structufes should be chosen. In the paper a :stochastic robustness measure is proposed
which 11elies on the estimated model euor obtainable by stochastic embedding technique. In the simulated
example we consider three models as a result of iterative pmcedure that have different qualities regarding
plaus1ibility and purposivity. [t is shown that the stoc'hastic .robustness measure provides a reliable estimate of
the designed 1loop stability.
1

1. Introduction
The fina11 step in any identification process is .model validation, which consists of checking of the model
plau.sibility and purposivi1ty. The first step is merely to examine whether the model conforms to the a priori
knowledge abou.t the process. In the second step the model ability to serve the intended purpose is evaluated
[2] .
The ipurpose of this paper is to ou.tline the role of model quaf.ity in iterative identification and controller
design and to point .o ut its .significance, particularly in cases when plausibility and successful closed-loop
design provide conflicting evidence about the model validity. For example, a model which violates the a
priori assumptions may well accomplish the task, i.e. may resuh in stable closed loop design. From the
'condition for the .robust stability we see that in o!'der to :guaran~ee the closed loop stability the model error
should be made small at the frequency range where the sensitivity function is high. Since good model fit is not
required at low frequencies, identification ·can, in some cases, results in a model which is not plausible.
There are several approaches to the estimation of model quality [1,3). In this paper it is expressed in terms
of soft (probabilistic) bounds on the model error. To estimate the model ·e rror in the frequency domain, which
is convenient for 'the robust stability ,analysis, we use the stochastic embedding approach [4).
The paper is organised ,as follows. Secti1on 2 deals with the mle of model quality in iterative identification
and controller design. In section 3 the stochastic embedding approach to the estimation of model quality is
considered which is used to derive 1he stochastic robustness measure introduced in section 4. In section 5 the
results of the iterativ·e procedure for the second order ·s.imulated process are given. Finally, some concluding
remarks are drawn in section 6.

2. Iterativ,e identitkation and ·controUer desi,g n
The aim of the iterative scheme is to improve the closed loop performance by repeating the controller design
on the basis of the model obtain.red from the closed loop data. Improving the performance means that we wish
to get the achieved closed 1loop as close as possible to the designed dosed loop. For that purpose the model
error should be kept smaU at the frequencies where pmcess and mode[ closed loop sensitivities are large [3].
This is achiev;ed by identification in the closed loop and appropriate closed-loop data filtering. The role of
filtering .is to realise the frequency we~gliting of the model error in the identification criterion.
However, it is .not obvious whether the procedure generally converges or not. Namely, the iterative
procedure can be viewed as a discrete proc·ess described by means of a non-linear difference equation relating
the model parameters e from the two successive iterations
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where C represents the controller designed on 1the basis of the previous process model. Its behaviour depends
greatly on the closed loop requirements [1]. In the case of using a low order model, reasonable estimates are
achieved when the desired closed-loop bandwidth is appropriately low compared to the process one. This
statement is based on the fact that a low order model can approximate a process reasonably well only at low
frequencies. Mismatch at higher frequencies, which occ1UTs when insisting on fast closed-loop response,
results in oscillatory behaviour, limit cycles or even divergence of the recursion ( l ).
The most strange effect, however, is convergence towards the parameters, which do not make sense. This
comes from the fact that low-order approximation of the higher order dynamic system at high frequencies
leads to high bias in the estimated parameters. Since, the model error influences the stability of the achieved
closed loop system, good quantification of the model error is nee·d ed to make an accurate enough estimate
that the closed-loop system wiU remain s~ble. The stochastic embedding [3] approach to the estimation of
model error bounds has been employed as a basis for calculating the probability for stably designed loop.
1

3. Stocbastk embeddiog ap,p roac.h to the ,estimation of model uncertainty bounds
The idea of the stochastic embedding approach [3] is based on the assumption that the urunodelled dynamics
could be though of as realisation of a random process with parametrised second order statistics. Only the
structure of the stochastic models for the undennodelling error and the noise is required, while the
accompanying free parameters are determined from the measured data.
The true system is supposed t 0 be
1

1

y(t)

=G1 (q-' ,0)u(t) + n(t)

(2)

where q is shift operator, u stands for the input, y is system output, n(t) is additive noise and GT is "true"
transfer function of the process.
The true transfer function is considered to be composed of a nominal model G(e-i"' , 0 0 ) and a random
part GA(ei"')

(3)
where

(4)

We assume that the model of the process is linear in the par,ameters 0

(5)
where

(6)

Here {Ai(e i"')} is a set of rational transfer functions and p is the nwnber of parameters. The m odel applies
not only for the fixed denominator model, but also for all types of transfer function models that can be
approximated by the first order Taylor expansion around the estimated parameter.
Note that the term GA ( ei"') can be represented by means of the impulse response form, i.e.

(7)
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To fully specify the error term G t. .it is necessary to specify the .set of coefficients {TJk} which is not a
feasible task. To make the problem tractable, it is helpful to put it into the stochastic framework and to start
with so.me a priori asswnption ~bout ithe dislribution of the ,error terms.
The tenn G t. is assumed to be a realisation of the exponentially vanishing stochastic process. In other
words, the ·coefficients TI.• are supposed to be normally distributed with zero mean and variance
(8)

O< A.< I

Using the probabilistic model formulated above we see that only two parameters, i.e. a,I.., are required to
fully specify E{G.a} . They are estimated from the input/output data by maximising the corresponding
likelihood function [4].
More evident representation of the model error is ac·complished by expressing the real and imaginary
component of the ~otal model error in the Nyquist diagram. For that l:'eason we define the following matrix
(9)

with

(IO)

and
(11)

where 9N are the estimated parameters. The covariance matrix

L.i'

consists of the contribution of the

undennodelling •e nor and the error induced iby the noise. The tenn g(e;m) is described by the Gaussian
distribution while the quadratic expression of g(ei"') has x2 distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. The
confidence ellipses in the Nyquist diagram are thus defined as
(12)

where c is a constant given in the x2 distribution table for a desired degree of confidence (P).

4.. A stochastic robustness measur:e
The controUer design pmvides a controUer which stabilises the designed loop, i.e. loop around the process
model. However, the nominal model itself does not provide .for foll information about robustness of the actual
do.sed loop. for that purpose we used results from section 3. Having the estimated bias and variance, it is
possible to set quite realistic bounds of the model unce.rtainty and the robustness of the control system.
Since the model uncertainty is expressed in probabiiistic tenns, we propose a robustness measure for the
designed dosed .loop e~pressed in probabilistic iterms too. To investigate robustness of the actual closed loop
system, we calculate the error bound He. = CG t. of the return ratio H=CG. The confidence ellipsoid is
associated ~o ·the return ratio at any frequency m as follows:
(13)

where
(14)
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(15)
If the uncertainty region is narrow and the nominal return ratio Nyquist curve is properly far from the
point (-1,0), robustness of the designed closed loop is high. However, it is not enough to have only the
nominal return ratio robustly shaped but it is also important that the errve/opes, which define the uncertainty
region, do not encircle the point (-1,0). Since the calculation of the probability that (-1,0) is encountered in
the region defined by envelopes does not make sense, a diffor,ent approach is used. In Figure l the situation
wit!h two different uncertainty regions is presented. The first one is associated to the probability measure Pi.
addressed to the confidence ellipsoids, whilst the second one is associated to the probability measure P,,,;,,
(P 1<P,,,,,,<J). A way to express robustness of the designed loop is to find such P,,,;n that
P,,.. = argmin{c(P)l(-1,0) e h(ei"') T Iii h(ei"') = c(P),ro E (O,oo)}

(16)

p

Then, with the probability Pini,, we can guarantee that the point (-1,0) is not encircled by the Nyquist
curve. That means d1at higher Pmm indicates greater robustness.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed stochastic robustness measure

5. Simulation study: staMe low-pass se,cond order system and first order model
The simulated process is a second order system with the transfer function
1

G ( -t) _ 0.016429q- +0.013451 -I
T q
- )-l.489}q-l +05488q-l q

(17)

The system is identified by using ARX model with the transfer function parametrised as follows
(18)

The Pl controller
(19)

is to be designed by the iterative procedure. Closed-loop requirements are formulated by means of the closed
loop characteristic equation
(20)
The controller parameters can be easily computed by taking into account that Ac=BQ+AP. The data filter
used in identification has the following form
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1-q
- (l+tq-1)?

(21)

F( -•)i

q

To calculate the stochastic robustness measure, firstly the parameters of the bias and the noise model
n =N(O,cr~) .had to be estimated from the data. The confidence ellipsoids for c'"'2 were calculated for the
models indicated in Table l by using (12). The plots are shown in Figure 2.
The iterative procedlll'e has been perfonned for diffe11ent values of the desired closed loop pole. The
results .a r'e shown in Table 1. For the closed loop pole at t==-0..96079 we obtain a stable model and the actual
closed loop is also stable. At r-0.88692 the iterativ:e procedure conv,erges to the unstable model, while the
designed controller results in stable actual c1osed loop system. For the closed loop pole at 0.86935 we also
obtain the unstable model, but this case the actual 1closed loop system is unstable, definitely showing that
the model is not valid for the desired pwpose.
from Figure 2 it can be seen that the uncertainty ellipsoids are considerably larger for both unstable
models due to larger mismatch between the models and the process (Figure 2). In Figure 3 the corresponding
confidence regions for the return ratio are depicted. As can be seen from Figure 3 the envelope around the
model frequency response does not encircle the point (-1 ,0) for the stable model l (Figure 3a) and for the
unstable model 2 (Figure 3 b). In order to achieve the envelope going through the critical point (-1,0) the
constant c has to be increased. The enlarged envelope corresponds to a higher probability that the actual
closed loop system is stable.
In Table 1 the robustness measures introduced in section 4 are given at different closed loop requirements.
Each example represents a different situation with respect to plausibility and purposivity. The first model
seems to be a reasonable description of the process and, at the same time, it is well suited for the controller
design. The second model is Wlstable, but the stochasric robustness measure indicates a high probability of
'the actual dosed loop stability. The last model is not p'lausible and is also not valid for designing a stable
control loop.

m

I

Model
I
2
3

'I

'

!I

-0.96079
-0.88692
-0.86935

a
. J0.8727
- 1.0239

I

I
I

-1.1375 '

b
I
0.0 531 I
o.0419 I
0.0378 I

Cmn
88.54
84.64
0.38

pmin
0.99
0.99
0.1 7

Table 1: The model parameters obtained in the iterative procedure and associated stochastic robustness
measure P,,..

a)

b)

c)
···'~----------.

Figure 2: Nyquist diagram of the process and the model with the error bounds: a) r- -0.96079; b) r- 0.88692; c) r-= -0.86935 (solid line - model; dashed line - process)
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Figure 3: Nyquist diagram ofCGT (dashed line) and CG (solid line) with the error bound a) r- 0.96079; b) r- -0.88692; c) for -r=-0.86935

6. Conclusions
In this paper we focused on the importance of model validation in iterative identification and controller
design. The model quality can be viewed as a carrier of key information for the purpose of model validation
during the iterativ-e procedure. The statistically described model error is usually directly correlated to the
model plausibility, while by examining solely the -estimated model error we can not come to the conclusions
about its purposivity. Namely, the most suitable model for the cont~oller design may produce high errors at
low frequencies and may be in contradiction with the a priori knowledge about the process. We gave three
simulation examples showing that purposivity and plausibility are not related.
For the aim of determining the model purposivity in the iterative identification and controller design, we
introduced a stochastic robustness measure. lt is shown how it can be derived from the model error bound
obtained by stoc'hastic embedding method. The stochastic robustness measure represents the reliable measure
of probability of the actual closed-loop .stability. The information about the chance of actual loop to get
unstable is •Considered in each iteration step. ff it exc·e eds a certain value, it indicates that the bias in estimated
parameters is too high ,a nd a higher order model should be identified for a given controller design.
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Abstract. It is well known lhat mathematical models validation represents very delicate stage in the cyclic procedure of model development. Among very different and loosely defined categories, which are used in model validation, the descriptive realism deals with models which base on the correct assumptions about the mechanisms of
the modelled process. The mentioned category is very usable in pharmacokinetic studies which often deals with
models developed on the basis of some average data while the question 'how good they can handle the individual
data becomes more and more actual due to the need of model based individual therapies design. The work deals
with the mentioned problems by the aid model development and validation for nitrendipine being a modem anti hypertensive drug. it came out that the discussed model contains all important mechanisms of nitrendipine kinetics
and ·therefore through the certain changes of model parameters also individual profiles can be satisfactorily fitted,
what .indicates the structural validity of the model. The lauer is therefor:e usable also for the individual therapy
design.

Introduction
It is well known that mathematical models validation represents very delicate stage in the cyclic procedure of the
model development [3, 5). On one hand invalidated model has questionable value while on the other hand validati·on process can be tedious ·and unreasonably long. The corresponding compromise must be therefore found
to obtafo the usable model which helps elucidating the real problems. Among very different and loosely defined
categories, which :are used in model validation, the descriptive realism deals with models which base on the correct assumptions. The modification of the definition adds the requirement that the assumptions are connected with
mechanisms of the process which are included in the model (4]. Such a modification is usable also in the pharmacolcinetic studies.Phannacokinetical models are namely frequently developed on the basis of some average literature data. The question is, however, if such model structure covers also the individual data profiles. As dosage
forms and dosage regimen design go more and more in the direction of individualization of drug usage, the question of descriptive realism is crucial for the use of the model in concrete cases of individual therapies design. In
·the work the mentioned questions ar.e discussed for the case of concr·ete drug.

Nitrendipine (I, 6] produces antihypertensive effect through blocade of the calcium conducting channels.After
peroral application it is rapidly and completely absorbed in portal blood, while in the liver it is subject to extensive
presystemic metabolism the consequence of which is approximately 25% absorption into the systemic blood circulation. The absolute biovailability does not depend on the sire of the administered dose and on its release rate
what is manifested in lineari1ty of kinetics. It has been proved that no saturation of the liver enzymes occurs with
the doses of 5 to 40 mg. The biological half life of nitrendipine is about 12 hours. The influence of the analytical
method is also evident in the results of the pharmacokinetic analysis. The liquid chromatography (HPLC) pennitted the identification of two phases, while gas chromatography (GC) drew the attention to the existence of the third
phase in the plasma concentration profile. This .finding has a key meaning in understanding the relation between
the concentration and the effect. Namely, in literature no data could be found that would combine the plasma concentration of nitrendipine wi·t h the hypertensive effect. These investigations r·esulted in the presumption that there
exists a correlation between the antihypertensive action and the nitrendipine concentration in calcium channels
which was confirmed with ithe improved sensitivity of ,~he analytical method. The existence of the "deep" peripheral compartment where the drug accumulates, maintains its pharrnacodynarnic effect and returns very slowly back
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in the central compartment, may be the r·eason for the observed low plasma concentrations in the terminal phase.
The data base for this study was taken from the reference study [6) in which the authors investigated the pharmacokinetics of nitrendipinefollowing the application in different doses, in an intravenous injection and peroraJly in a
gelatinous capsule containing solution as well as in tablet with instant release. Nitrendipine plasma concentrations
were determined with HPLC method. Only the plasma concentration profile obtained by following an intravenous
injection of2 mg of nitrendipine was pharmacokinetically analysed with the method of stripping. Their statement
that a two-compartment model (with two phases in the concentration profile) represents a satisfactory approximation of nitrendipine pharmacokinetics served as a stafiting point for a gradual development of a model [7) in
accordance with the purposes of modelling which was the development of sustained release oral dose.

As a tool for developing a model , compartmental phannacokinetic modelling and digital simulation package
Simulink was chosen. The structure validation of the final nine compartment model [2) with respect to individual
data profiles was performed by the aid of the extensive "in vivo" study. So through the comparison of model responses and measured values for each volunteer the question about the descripitve realism of the proposed model
structure was investigated.

Modelling Nitrendipine pharmacokinetics
As mentioned above the final stage of nitrendipine pharmacokinetics modelling procedure is given in a form of
nine compartment model shown in Figure l.
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Figure l : Pharrnacokinetic model of nitrendipine

In Figure 1 t he symbols have the following meaning:
UT-levels in the tablet, UGr-levels in the gastrointestinru trac·t, UGJc - c1:1mulative levels in the gastrointestinal
tract, UL-levels in the 1iv·er, Up- levels in the plasma (the central compartment), Cp- plasma concentrations, Vcvolume of distribution of the central compartment, U01 J.evels in the "shallow" peripheral compartment, Uv 2levels in the "deep" peripheral compartment, UEI -levels of metabolites after presystemic metabolism, UE2-levels
of metabolites after systemic metabolism, D po-peroral dose, D1v- intravenous dose, k,-dissolution rate constant,
k .. 1-absorption rate constant into the portal blood circulation, kia and k_1a -absorption rate constants into the central blood circulation, kd1 and k-dl distribution rate conslants into the "shallow" compartment, kd2 and k-d2distribution rate constant into the "deep" compartmen•t, ke 1 and ke2-metabolizing rate constants.
The modelling results are in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Nitrendipine levels foUowing the application of a 30-mg dosage in a peroral tablets with instant release,
a - concentrations in the plasma, (dots - average in vivo measurements, curve - model response),
b - quantities in the peripheral compartments and metabolite compartment

In Figure 2 relatively good fitting of the model i;esponse to the measu!!<ed average concentrations in plasma can
be 'Seen as well as the significance of the deep peripheral compartment supporting the presumption about its influenc.e on the drug antihypertensive effects.

Model .structure validation
The mentioned trends against model based individual therapies design indicate that the models being developed
from some average measured data must be correspondingly validated in the sense that their structure must enable
also the model :response fitting w individual data profiles.

It is known from the literature 1[4] that certain model characteristics exist which bear on the question how good
the models are. They afe as follows:
- accuracy,
- descriptive realism,
- precision,
- mbustness,
- generality,
- £ruitfolness.
By definition a model is said to be descriptively realistic if it is based on the assumption which are correct.
Additionally it must be deduced from a correct (or at least believable) description of the mechanisms involved in
the modeHed object. Therefore descriptive realism in a category usable also in pharmacokinetic studies like the
discussed one.

To validate developed nitr,endipine model in the mentioned sense the result of a large in vivo study were used.
The latter was undertaken to investigate bioequi valence of two nitrendipine products (one Slovene and one German) in the form of tablets. The study was single dose (20 mg), blind, randomized, fo ur way cross over, for fourty
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normal, healthy male volunteers. As everyone obtained each product two times the inter and intraindividual differences .can ibe dearly visible from the measured plasma concentration profiles obtained by specific GC/MS analytical method. The data base of 160 profiles gave enough possibilities also for the developed nitrendipine model
validation in ithe sense of descriptive realism. The measured plasma conc·entration profiles for both nitrendipine
products together with minimal and maximal values are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Measured nitrendipine plasma concentrations for both products (solid line-average values, dotted lines.minimal and maximal values)
a - first product
b - second product

From Figure 3. large variability of profiles can be seen. They are the consequence of inter and intraindividual
differences. The latter ar·e shown in Figure 4 where t he measured values for two products in one volunteer and the
case of one product for two volumteers are shown together with ithe corresponding model responses.
Due to the lack of the space only two examples of the large data base can be given. Figure 4. shows how big
differences can occur but also that the developed model responses can be satisfactorily fitted also to individual data.
Even when they ·are so diff.erent than the average data of the pharmacokinetic study on the basis of which the model
was developed. So it •Can be stated that the model is descriptively realistic.

Conclusions
We c.an condude as follo ws:
- .the structural validation in the sense of descriptive realism is usable in pharmacokinetic studies,
- the developed model is descripti vely realistic and so it contains all important mechanisms of nitrendipine
kinetics,
- the model o f nitrendipine is stiff and therefore requires corresponding integration method in digital simulation (in our c.ase MATLAB with SIMULINK).,
- the developed model is usable for the individual therapy design.
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Abstract. The model distortion approach to the external validation of linear and nonlinear dynamic models
uses the time histories of model parameter variations needed to ensure that the model output exactly fits
·e xperimental data from the real system as a basis for assessing the acceptability or otherwise of a given
representation. It must then be established whether the variance of parameter distortions is less than the
uncertainty of parameter values of the associated model. If the distortions are all within ac.ceptable limits the
model may be regarded as a suitable representation of the system. This paper describes applications of the
distorti·o n approach using both simulated and e::itperimental response data. Problems associated with
measmement noise are highlighted in the results.

Introduction
In 1986 Butterfield and Thomas [l] published an account of an external model validation technique which was
based upon estimation of the distortion needed to achieve an ex.act fit of model variables to equivalent
.e xperimental r:esponse data through variation of model parame'ters .as a function of time. This approach to the
external validation of dynamic models is based upon •the pr:emise that "any model can be made to follow any
observed transient by introducing enough distortion: the less the distortion, the better the model". Hence the
parameter distortion time history itself provides a quantitative criterion of mcdel validity. In the investigation
of a mode.I developed from physical principJ.es, parameter distortions of variance smaller than the uncertainties
associated with the relevant parameters of die model suggest diat the chosen representation cannot be improved
upon o.n the basis of the available .jnformation. On lbe other hand any parameter distortion variances larger
than the inherent uncertainties of the given model suggest that there is some problem with the chosen model
structure and parameter values.
in general the dynamic model under consideration consists of a set of non.linear ordinary differential
equations. Unmeasured state variables are considered as parameters and time histories of these variables are
estimated along with the time histories of parameters. In the general case there are more parameters than
e.quations. The problem is lben over-detennined and the solution involves a constrained optimisation based on
.an appropriate cost f.u nction and .the requiremen:t that 'the model output at all times equals the measured
response of the real system.
There are only a few published accounts of applications of the approach. Apart from illustrations
provided by Butterfield and Thomas [1,2] and their co-workers [3), \he only investigations involving this
approach appear to be those by Cameron [4] and by Gray [5]. Cameron has considered the application of the
model distoruon method to linear state space models and bas develoJ)l!d methods which allow the derivation of
explicit relationshi·p s for the parameter distortion. Gray has investigated the use of model distortion methods
for linear and nonlinear models of systems of relatively low order and also for a linear helicopter model. The
maio oonc:Jusions of the investigations by Cameron and Gray we!"e that measurement noise can create major
problems in die appli.cation of the method to system response data. Cameron has suggested that the main area
of application may be in the "assessment" of a linearised model against the nonJinear model from which it is
derived.
The aim of the work described iu this paper is to re-assess the potential of the distortion approach for
external validation through the application of the tedmique 1to a real system which is described by a model
which has well known and well understood limi•tations.

Theoretkal Basis of 1the D.istort'i<on Me:thod
The model is assumed to involve a set of oonlinear ordinary differential equations of the form

x =f(x,q, u)

(1)
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where

x =vector of model state variables measured quantities
q =vector of model parameters
u =system and model input

This equatioa is solved at each time iastant for the parameter vector q, given the measured experimeatal
response x(t) and the input u(t). [l is aecessary it o have available, from measurements, the variable x(t) or to
derive this by differentiation of the experimental data. Any state variables which are not measured are defined
as parame·ters for 'lhe first rua of ·the optimisation and their 1time bis·trories are used as experimental data in
subsequent optimisati·o n runs.
In geaeral there are more parameters ·than state variables .and the problem is overdetermined. It is
therefore necessary. in the geaeral case. to postulate a cost func.tion
2
k (q 1· -P;)
_ ~
I

C -.L.

1=1

where

qj

wi

(2)

2

=parameter to be ·estimated

Pi = a priori estimate of parameter qj

Wi =weighting factor based on nominal parameter value.
and to minimise C with die constraint that the model output is at all the time instants exactly equal to the
experimentai data. This constrained optimisatioa probl em may be solved using Lagrange multipliers and this
reduces the problem to the solution of a set of non.linear algebraic equations. The process must be carried out
at each point in the time history of ·the experimental data.
1

Application to Coupled Tanks System
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a system which consists of two coupled tanks of liquid, a pump. depth
sensors and associ.a~ed electronic hardware. Such a system c.an provide a basis for introducing students to some
practical aspects of automatic control [6] and can also be useful for system modelling investigations and model
validation studies '[7].
1

Tank 1

Tank 2

,J
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the coupled tanks apparatus with relevant system variables.

Tue system may be described by a pair of ordinary diffefential equations.
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dH1
A--Q
Q
dt - Vi - V]

(3)

dH2
A--Q
Q
dt - V} - VQ

(4)

where the variables Qvi' Qvl, Qv

0

,

H1 and H2 are as shown in Figwe 1 and the parameter A is th.e cross-

sectional area of each tank. The flow from tank 1 to tank 2 is given by
(5)

where al is the cross-sectional area of the interconnecting hole, cd is the associated coefficient of discharge
I

and g the gravitational constant. Similarly, the outflow. v0 , is conventionally given by an equation
(6)

where ai and cd are parameters for the outlet pipe of tank 2 and x 0 is as shown in Figure l.
2
The parameters A, a1. ai, g and x 0 are well known and the main uncertainties of the model relate to
the forms of equations (5) and (6) and to the values of the parameters ea :a nd ea .
1
2
If the forms of equations (5) and (6) are assumed correc·t the model uncertainties are then associated
with the two discharge ooefficients and the problem becomes one involving two state variables and two
parameters. Sicce the state variables (Hi and Hz) can both be measured the optimisation problem inherent in
the model distortion approach may be solved without the use of Lagrange multipliers in this case. The
problem is co minimise ,t he cost function

(where ea 10 and ea 20 are the a priori values of the discharge coefficients), subject to the condition

(8)

(9)

dHz
whe11e H 1. Hz and - - are all derived from syst·em measurements.
dt
Before applying the model distortion approach to the real system preliminary results were obtained
from a simulation-based investigation. In this case the "measurements" were generated from a simulation
model in which the coefficient ca haa a value which varied in a specific way with the liquid level H2. Figure
2
2 shows step responses for this "system" and for a model based on equations (3) to (6) with fixed values of
Cdl and cd 2 chosen to give an exac·t match to the "system" response time histories during the initial steady

state prior to the application of the step change of input fiow. These values for the discharge coefficients of
the model were also the values adopted for ea and cd .
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Figure 2. H1 and H2 responses to a step change of input flow for ol.he simulated coupled tanks system and the
nominal model with fixed parameters.
Figwe 3 shows the time histories of cd and cd obtained from application of the model distortion
1
2
method. The results show dearly that ,there has to be a significant distonion of parameter cd in order to
2
make t..lie model r;esponses match the "measured" output time histories. Apart from transients of very short
duration w,hich appear a.t the time of application of the step input these plots are exact1y as expected from the
known propenies of .the model which was used to generate the ttmeasured" variables.
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Figure 3. Time histories of cd and cd by the model distortion method for the simulated coupled-tanks
1
2
system.
Figure 4 shows similar results for a case in which ,coloured noise (band.limited to 1 Hz) of amplitude
I % of lhe total ontput variation was add.ed ito the "measured"'' data. It may be seen that the effects of the added
noise are considerably amplified in. the time rus~ories of the distorted parameters.
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Figure 4. Time histories of cd .and cd for the simulated coupled-tanks system with 1% added noise on
2
1
meas·u rements.
Resul1ts f.rom the application of the distortion method to step response data gathered from the real
coupled tank hardware are show.n in Figwes 5 and 6. In order to minimise the effects of measurement noise all
data channels were prefiltered using a fifth-order Butterworth low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.1 Hz.
The parameter distortion time histories suggest that the relationship for the oudlow from the second tank is
not appropriate since the ·Coefficient of discharge cd is not a cons1tant On the other hand the results do
2
suggest lhat die model s·tructure associated with the first tank is satisfactory since the distortion of cd is
1
negligible. These results are oonsisteot with findings from other studies involving the coupled tanks system
[7,8j .
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Discussion and Conclusions
The optimisation proc.ess inherent in the model distortion approach is c.p.u. intensive. The implementation
used for lhe work described in I.his paper w.as based on rv1A TL\B and .run times of several hours on Pentium
P51166 processors are typical. This is a disadvantage in comparison with other methods for external
validation, such as 1those based on standafd system identification and parameter estimation tools. Experiments
wich simulated response data for the coupled-tanks system, and also for simpler linear models, have shown !hat
1the variance of the parameter time histori·es provides a potentially useful measure of model adequacy. However,
lhis type of information does not appear to provide a very dear indication of sources of model structure
inadequacy although errors in parameter values can be ·estimated from the distortion information in some cases.
Measurement noise presents a major problem with the model distortion approach. This arises because
the constraint equations use the time derivatives of the measured state variables. Problems are particularly
severe in a steady state condition where the noise component may dwarf the derivative of the data and this will
be reflected in the parameter distortion time histories. Cameron in his paper on linear system approach (4)
concluded that model distortion methods are useful only wi!h noise free data and the results found in this
investigation for the more general nonlinear case agree with his findings.
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THE TEARING PROBLEM: DEFINITION, ALGORITHM AND APPLICATION
TO GENERATE EFFICIENT COMPUTATIONAL CODE FROM DAE SYSTEMS
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Abstract. The numerical solution of DAE systems can be executed much more efficiently if a preliminary
symbolic manipulation is performed. A very important step to achieve an efficient computational code for DAE
systems is to solve the equations for as many algebraic variables as possible; this way the variables and
equations are divided into two sets, so that it is easy to solve for the variables in the first set if the variables of
the other set are known. This kind of partitioning is called tearing. The aim is to hide the variables of the first
set and Jet the DAE-solver treat only the variables of the second set.
Though numerous tearing algorithms have been proposed, there are no clear winners.
In the present work, first, the tearing operation is defined. Second,. the NP-completness of the tearing problem
is proved by restriction. Then a simple formulation of it.he tearing problem is given by means of a bipartite
graph. and a .flexible algorithm is proposed, which allows to easily implement both general heuristic rules and
domain specific heuristic rules. Finally an apphcation of 1the algorithm in MOSES (Modular Object oriented
Software Environment for Simulation) is shown.

l. Introduction
In object oriented modeJJing, models afe described .as closely as possible to the corresponding physical
system. Models are defined in a declarative form, so that ·one software module is associated to one physical
component indipendently of the conte~"t in which it is used. However this form of model representation cannot
efficently be used for simulation, it is convenient to generate th.e procedural form.
lf models a1.,e written based on first principles equations, their simulation often requires solving a system of
differential-algebraic equations (DAE). Generally a DAE system has the form (1):

F (t, y,

y, u, p) = 0

(1)

where y is the unknown variables vector, u is the input variables vector, p is the parameters vector and t is time.
Especially for complex plants, the DAE system is of very large dimensions, so its solution would require
excessively long computation times. The numerical solution of a DAE system can be executed much more
efficiently i.f a prelimina.ry symbolic manipulation is performed; this can be done by means of various
expedients. A very important step to ac'hieve .an .efficient computational code for DAE systems is to solve the
equations for as many algebraic variables as possible. This way the variables and equations are divided into two
sets, one of assignments and one of implicit equations, so that it is easy to solve for the variables in the first set
if the variables of the -0ther set are known. This kind of partitioning is called tearing. The aim is to hide the
variables of the first set and let the DAE-solver b:ieat only the variables ofthe second set [ 1, 2, 5, 6, 12, 14].
Consider the unknown variables set y as two subsets, x the state variables (i.e. those variables which are
present in (1) together with their derivatives) and z the algebraic variables. It is possible to rewrite (I) in the
following form :
F (t, x,

x, z) = 0

(2)

onunitting u and p for the sake of simplicity. The above mentioned order reduction of the DAE system is
obtained by choosing the vector ,o f minimum dimension suclh that (2) can be written as:

z

Z I = g 1 (t.

x. X, Z)

z 2 = g 2 (t, x, :\:. z. z 1)

G (t. x. :\:.

z. z 1, ..., z k) = 0

(3)
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After substituting of variables z 1, z 2 , . .. , Zk into G, the problem is reduced to the solution of the DAE
system G (t, x. z) = 0 . So the dimension of the DAE system is reduced to that of the function G."
Particularly we are interested in finding the subset as small as possible, i.e. to divide the equations of the
given DAE system into two subsets so that the first one (assignments) is as large as possible and the second one
{implicit equations) is as small as possible; in this way the DAE solver, which treats only the implicit
equations 1• can compute G more efficiently2.

x.

z

2. Formulation of the it earing problem on the redu,ced 1incidence matrix
Let's now introduce the .r educed incidence matrix of the DAE system: this is a matrix whose rows and
columns represent the equations and the algebraic variables of the system respectively, and whose element (ij)
is not zero if the j-th algebraic variable is present in equation i and is 0 otherwise. Moreover a non zero element
(i,j) of the consider·e d matrix is bold if equation i can be solved3 for the variable j (figure 2a).
With reference to the reduced incidence matrix our problem can be reformulated as follows: given the
matrix, reorder its rows and ,columns in .such a way as to transform it in bordered triangular form, BTF (figure
l). with the triangular part as large as possible, and wilh bold elements on the diagonal of the triangular part.
lnfact. the equation corresponding to the k-th row of the triangular part can be solved with respect to the
variable corresponding to the k-th column of the triangular part; in this way assignments are obtained.
The equations corresponding to the rows of the border are the
implicit
equations, that are used by the DAE solver to compute
pm
0
of the remaining variables of the system, which are the
,
t
he
value
o,
ones corresponding lo the columns of the border and the state
variables (not represented by any column of the reduced incidence
matrix).
Consider for example figure l. In this case we have a system of
order n with n equations and n variables; the reduced incidence
matrix has n rows and m S n columns. By reordering rows and
columns of the matrix we obtain the illustrated BTF, with
triangular part of size p. Now we can obtain for our system p
Figure l - Bordered Triangular Form.
assignments and n-p implicit equations.

3. NP-completness of the tear'ing problem
In this section it is shoMl that the tearing problem is NP-complete. This means that the optimal solution for
the tearing problem can not be guaranteed in polynomial time by detenninistic algorithms. but only by
nondetenninistic algorithrns4 .
There are different techniques for proving the NP-completness of a given problem; here, the NPcompletness of the tearing problem n is proven by restriction, showing that the problem contains a known NPcompiete problem CT' as a special case [9) . The heart of such a proof Hes in the specification of the additional
restric·t~ons to 'be placed on the instances of n so that the resulting restricted problem becomes identical to n·.
Proof: suppose we' ve got a structurally consistent5 system of n equations and n algebraic variables [2, 12),
and that every equation can 'be solved with respect to all of its variables. With these additional restrictions the
above mentioned reduced incidence matrix coincides with .the incidence matrix M.

I Since DAE solvers produce a solution within the user-specified 'e.rror bounds only for x, we can't guarantee any error
bound for hidden variables, [1 2]. If accuracy of z k is a real concern, the assigrunents must have the form:
Z k = g k {t, X,Z J,. .. ,Zk-1)-

2 The efficiency may also be improved, if

it is first possible to reorder the DAE system (2) into block lower triangular form
(BLT partitioning), then splitting every subsystem into assigrunents and implicit equations, [2].
3 In order to establish if equation i can be solved for variable j , a convenient analysis is perfonned. This analysis, that has
to be done symbolically, is very complex, therefore it' s executed in an approximate way. It is to point out that the number
of non 7'ero bold dements in the reduced incidence matrix strongly depends on the accuracy of this analysis.
4 A nondeterministic algorithm is an abstrac,l computational structure where the algorithm is able to test different possible
choices at the same time, in order to point directly to the final solution [9] .
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Now, the tearing problem can be formulated as the problem of transforming the incidence matrix M to the
optimal bordered triangular form, where by optimal we mean with the biggest triangular submatrix:
In 'o rder to solve our pliObkm we shaU use a graph theoretic approach. We begin by introducing the
following definitions and remarks.
Since the considered system is structurally consistent, we've got that the incidence matrix M is structurally
in-0n singular: then it' s possible to permute t!he rows ito obtain a matrix J with a nonzero diagonal (usually called
.finding a transversal) [2, 4). Obviously the tearing problem canbe studied with reference to J instead ofM.
For the matrix J wi1th nonzel'o diagonal, we define an associated digraph G (J) as follows. If n is the
dimension of the incidence ma1trix (the order of the system) then G (J) has n nodes and there is a directed edge
from node m to node k if and only if j mk :;t 0 for m :;t k, where J = [ j mJ. Note that the self-loops corresponding
to the diagonal entries j nun of J a.r'e not represented in the associal'e d digraph.
A digraph is said to be acyclic if it does not have circuits. A set of nodes Sofa digraph is called an essential
set if the digraph obtained by removing the nodes of Sis acyclic. An essential set having the minimum number
Gf nodes is ca.Ued a minimum essential set.
Jit is known that a matrix is transformable, by rnw .and column permutations, to triangular form if and only
if the :associated digraph is acyclic [3].
The problem we ar,e studing can now be feformulated with l'eference to the associated digraph, by observing
that the optimal bordered triangular form for the incidence matrix is known once a minimum essential set for
the associated digraph is known. Infact, the rnws and c·o lumns corresponding to the vertices of the minimum
essential set form the border, while the rows and columns "lorresponding to the remaining vertices of the
associated digraph ( whlch form .an. acyclic digraph) constitute the triangular part of the optimal BTF.
At this point the tearing problem can be considered as the pr·oblem of determining a minimum essential set
of .a digraph. This problem is weH known in hteratur,e as 1the feedback vertex set (FVS) problem6 ; this is a
dassicat NP-<:omplete problem, and .appears in Karp's seminal paper '( 11 j.
So. it has been found that the considered problem contains a known NP-<:omplete problem: in this way the
~
NP-oompletness of the itearing problem is proved by restriction.

4. Tearing algorithm
Si.nee the tearing problem is NP-compkte, it's not possible to elaborate a deterministic algorithm that
guarantees to achieve the optimal solution in polynomial time. So we've to be satisfied with an approximation
algorithm.
Numemus appmximation tearing algorithms have been proposed in different contexts, either to split a DAE
system in assignements and implicit equations [5, 13, l4}, or to transform a matrix to bordered triangular form
[3. 4). or to find out the minimum essential set of a digraph 1(7, 10) ~ all of these algorithms deal with the same
problem. but among them the·re are no clear wiruiers. In this work an efficient and flexible algorithm is
proposed. But first a simple fonnuiation ofthe tearing problem is given by means of a bipartite graph.

4.l The associated bipartite graiph
For a given DAE syst,e m we can deduce the corresponding reduced incidence matrix R as shown before:
from this matrix we :c an then deduce the associated bipa rtite graph as follows . In the bipartite graph we have
two sets of nodes: E-nodes (squares), one for each !COW of R, and v~nodes (circles), one for each column of R
There is .an edge from .an E-node ei to a V-node v j if and only if the element in position (i, j) in R is non zero,
and the edge is bold if and only if the corresponding element is bold (figure 2).
Wiili reference to the DAE system, an E-node stands for an equation, and a V-node stands for an algebraic
variable. and there is an edge from 'e i to Vj if and only if the equation .associated to ei contains the variable
associated to v j .. and this ·e dge is bold if and only if e i can be solved for v j·
In the foHomng sections we will show how the use of a bipanite graph to formulate the tearing problem,
allows working out an algorithm which turns out to be simple .and efficient to implement directly on the
incidence matrix, once an efficient data structure for the incidence matrix of the DAE system is available 7 .
1

5 A .system is s tructurally consistent if it is possible to form a set of ordered pairs of variables and equations, such that each

variable Xj and each equation h1 = 0 are only members of one pair and for 1each pair (Xj , hi =O) the variable Xj appears in
!he expression h; = 0.
6 In the FVS problem, one is given a directed graph and is asked to fmd the minirnwn subset of vertices that intersects
every directed cycle in the graph, [9].
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Figure 2 - Reduced Incidence Matrix (a) and corrisponding Bipartite Graph (b).
4.2 Stiructure of the teairing algorithm
Our problem is to find out for the system as many assignments as possible. Since an assignment is obtained
whenever there is an equation with only one unknown algebraic variable z k and the equation is solvable with
respect to z k, an assignment is defined whenever, in the associated bipartite graph. an E-node e k is found
having only one incident edge and this edge is bold. So we've .to operate on the graph so as to get as many E:nodes with only one incident and bold edge as possible. In particular, we can proceed by executing the
following algorithm:
Algorithm
(set of assigned vars)
(set ofvars computed by the numerical solver)
(set of assignments to compute ass Vars)
(set of implicit equations to compute comp Vars)
(data structure for lhe bipartite graph)

variables:

ass Vars;
compVars;
assEqs:
impEqs;
bipGr.

inizialization:

initialize assVars. comp Vars. assEqs, impEqs. bipGr;
given the DAE system, the associated bipanite graph is built.

begin
put the associated bipanite graph in bipGr. put state vars in compVars.
sea•r ch the V-nodes Vk with no incideat bold edges in bipGr. ,p ut the variables Vk in compVars.
remoye the V-nodes Vk and an their incident edges from bipGr.
repeat
if (there is one E-node with only one incident and bold edge (ei -VJ) in bipGr)
then { soh·e equation ei for variable VJ. put equation ei in assEqs. put variable v 1 in assVars .
.r.emove the V-node VJ, .the E-node ei and ·all their incident edges from bipGr. ]
else [ select a V-node Vr in bipGr. put variable Vr in compVars
remove the V-node Vr and all its incident edges from bipGr. ].
untill (there is at least one V-node in bipGr).
put the remaining equations in impEqs.
end
At every cycle of the algorithm one of the following two operations is executed:
V-node VJ, E-node ei and all their incident edges are removed from the bipartite graph,
(variable v1 and equation ei are removed from lhe DAE system), or:
2 - only V-node v r and its incident edges are removed from the bipanite graph, (only variable v r
is removed from the DAE system).
l -

7 An efficient data structure for the incidence matrix of a DAE system allows several symbolic manipulation algorithms to
be efficiently performed; so it's reasonable to suppose this data structure available in our contex<.
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In .case 1 an assignment is identified, while in case 2 an implicit equation is found. Infact in case 1 equation
ei can be solved for the unknown algebraic variable v1, to obtain an assignment. In case 2, we suppose that one
of the unkown algebraic variables is known in order to find out further assignments, therefore we remove V node vr and its incident edges from the associated bipartite graph. The variable corresponding to vr will be
computed by the implicit system solver, which needs, consequently, one more equation. This equation is
implicitly generated by removing V-node Vr from the graph, since there will be one E-node more remaining at
the end of the algorithm. Thus there will be one more implicit equation.
The number of assignments we achlev·e, by perfonning the illustrated algorithm, depends on the way Vnode Vr is chosen in the underhned instruction. This choice can be done by making use of both general
heuristic rules and domain specific heuristic rules, as is discussed in the following sections .
.

.

4.3 General heuristic rules
Many tearing algorithms based on heuristic rules have been proposed in the least thirty years; a complete
study and comparison of these algorithms is outside 1the scope of the present work, and the interested reader is
referoed to the existing literature: overviews ·Of the most popular algorithms proposed in the 70's and 80's are
presented in [4] and [ 13], while more recent algorithms are illustrated in [7] and [ l O].
fo this paper we're just going to propose three simple general heuristic rules. Bearing in mind that we 've to
operate on the bipartite graph in such a way as to get as many E-nodes with only one incident bold edge as
possible. we can formulate the following rules to select Vr in the algorithm given above:
1. select Vr among the V-nodes connected, if possible by a not bold edge, to one of the E-nodes having
minimum number of incident edges;
2. give every V-node a weight equal to Pi= ((1 + l/n) nnb + nb], where Dnb and nb are the numbers of not bold
and bold incident edges, respectively, and n is the number of ail the V-nodes, and then select vr among the
V-nodes with maximum weight8 ;
3. first give every edge a weight equal to the inverse of the number of edges incident to its E-node, then give
every V-node a weight equal to the sum of the weights of its incident edges, and then select Vr among the
V-nodes with maximum weight.
Since the shown rules make use only of local infonnation of the bipartite graph, they can be easily
implemented and efficiently ,executed once we've an efficient data structure for the reduced incidence matrix.

4.4 Domain specific heuristic rules
Since we are interested in modeUing a nd simulating w'hatever physical system, it's important to make the
symbolic manipulation environment indipendent from specific domains, i.e. general algorithms have to be
used. On the other side we have to consider that using rules for specific domains can significantly improve the
results of the symbolic manipulation, particularly when the problem has no general optimal solution, like an
NP-complete problem. So it's convenient to implement general symbolic manipulation algorithms, which may
also use rules for specific domains, if these are available. These rules 'c an be contained in the models library
itself or 'c an be generated by an interface between ,t he models library and the symbolic manipulation
environment. Let's now consider the ·c ase of object oriented modelling of multibody systems.

Heuristic rules for tl'ee--stn1ctured multi body systems
For the sake of simplicity we first consider tree-structured rnultibody systems. Multibody systems are called
"tree-structured", when the connection structure of bodies and joints forms a "tree". Typical examples for treestructured systems are robots. Tree-structured systems can be solved, by using the Newton-Euler algorithm (8},
in such a way that. once all the stat·e variables are known. it's possible to obtain all the remaining kinematic and
dynamic variables through assignments. Particularly this can be achleved by solving the kinematic equations
for the kinematic variables from the base to the end-effector, and by solving the dynamic equations for the
dynamic v.a riables in the opposite dil'ection. Let's now see how this rule can be implemented directly in the
mechanical systems library.
One way could be to give hints to the symbolic manipulator by suggesting the variables with respect to
which the equations have to be solved for. But there is a simpler way to integrate the Newton-Euler algorithm
with the general heuristic tearing rules e>..i>lained in the previous section. Suppose that in our modelling
environment every component of the tree stuctured mechanical system has two mechanical terminals. one
8 This means to select .among the V-nodes with the max·imum number of total incident edges, one with the minimum

number of bold incident edges.
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directed towards the base (Mfl) and one towards the end effector (MT2). In order to allow the symbolic
manipulation environment to assign all the kinematic and dynamic variables, once the state variables are
known. it's sufficient to write the models of tree-structured systems components in such a way that the
kinematic equations are solved for the variables of the terminal MT2 and that the dynamic equations are solved
for the variables of the terminal MT I.
If multibody models are written in this way, then, just by performing the tearing algorithm with the general
heurisitic rules explained before, Ute maximum number of assignments, i.e. the minimum number of implicit
equations. is achieved, as wiU be shown in section 5 .
Heuristic rules for multibody systems with kinematic loops
Multibody systems with kinematic loops9 can be handled by cutting joints such that the resulting system has
a tree structure. The removed cut-joints are thereby replaced by appropriate (unknown) constraint forces and
torques. Furthermore. the kinematic constraint equations of the cut-joints are added as additional equations to
the equations of motion of the tree-structured system.
In order to treat properly mechanical systems wid11 kinematic loops we have to define cut-objects in the
models library for mechanical systems. In this way the analyst. who develops the model, has to use the
necessary cut-objects. when building up a model with 'kinematic loops, so that the model can be reduced to a
tree-structured system by the symbolic manipulator, and the rules explained before can be used. If this is done.
the maximum number of assignments is obtainable. More about tearing in mechanical systems with kinematic
loops can be found in [51.

5. Results
In this section the results obtained by implementing the proposed algorithm in MOSES (Modular Objectoriented Software Environment for Simulation) (15) are shown. Particularly we're interested in modelling
robots with L 2. 3, 4. 5 or 6 links, i.e. with L 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 degrees of freedom. The results obtained are
represented in table 1, where we have the number of total scalar ·equations of the considered models (row 1) and
the number of implicit ,equations we obtain by perfonning the tearing algorithm: in particular we consider what
happens when we use only general heuristic rules 10 (row 2) and when we use also domain specific rules (row
3).

Modet
L total numbe.r of eciuations
2 . only general .rules
3. :general and domain soecific rules

I link

I

2 link

3 link

4 link

5 link

6 link

167

255

9
4

11
6

343
13
8

431
20

519
23
12

79
6
2

10

Table l - Results achieved by perfonning the proposed tearing algorithm.
From the results shown in the table. we notice that the use of domain specific rules is very import.am, since
by using these rules we manage to achieve the optimal 'Solution, i.e. the minimum number of implicit equations;

infact in the third row of table 1 the number of equations is equal to the the number of state variables of the
corresponding model. On the other side, when only general heuristic rules are used. the number of implicit
equations is greater than the number of state variables: so the obtained solution is clearly sub-optimal.

6. Conclusions
In this paper the tearing problem has been discussed. First, the problem has been defined and its NPcompletness has been proven by restriction. Then a simple formulation of the problem has been given by means
of a bipartite graph and .an .efficient and flexible algorithm has been proposed. This algorithm uses general
heuristic rules and allows also to use, if they are available, rules for specific domains. Moreover, the considered
algorithm turns out to be easy to implement in an efficient way. once we have an efficient data structure for the
incidence matrix of the DAE system in our symbolic manipulation environment. Finally the results obtained by
implememing the algorithm in MOSES are illustrated.

9 These systems have index greater than one. Since all known DAE solvers have troubles with solving problems of index
greater than one, an index reduction has also to be perfonned [2, 12), though not discussed here.
10 In this tests the general heuristic rule number 1 of section 4.3 has been used.
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Abstract. Multidimensional systems describe relations between signals depending on two or more
independent variables, like time and space. They ar·e also called distributed para.meter systems. The
only conventional model for their description are partia[ differential equations . This is in contrast
to onedimensional (lumped parameter) systems, where a variety of different models including transfer
functions is used. This paper extends the concept of transfer function models to multidimensional
systems. They are useful for system analysis and .as a starting point for the derivation of discrete
simulation models .
1

Introduction
Continuous systems can be divided into systems with states depending on either one or more than one
independent variables. In many physical and technical applications these are the time coordinate or the
time and space coordinates. These systems are caHed one- and multidimensional systems, respectively.
Onedimensional systems with time as the only independent variable are also called lumped parameter systems and are mathematically described by ordinary differential equations (ODE) . Furthermore, a
variety of other models exists, like state space models, flow graphs, network descriptions, etc. Transfer
function models based on frequency domain methods ar·e vel'.y popular in electrical engineering. Many
advances in design , control, a:nd simulation of onedimensional systems are based on the choice of appropriate models.
Multidimensional (MD) systems describe relations between signals depending on two or more independent variables, li.ke time and space. They are also called distributed parameter systems (DPS) .
Typical applications include wave propagation, heat and mass transfer, and fluid dynamics. The only
model of widespread use are partial differential equations (PDEs) . Other types of models are rarely
considered . In many cases, the PDE model of a MD system is taken as a synonym for the system itself.
Frequently, even the standard literature on DPS does not distinguish between the MD system and the
PDE model (e.g. [14]). As a consequence, the algorithms for control and simulation of MD systems are
almost exclusively based on the numerical solution of PD Es by Finite Element and Finite Difference methods. The computational burden associated with these methods is well known. This paper extends the
concept of transfer function models based on functional transformations to multidimensional systems.
H is an extension of the functional transformation approach presented in (7, 9, 10].

Transfer Function Description of Multidimens'i onal Systems
Moti-vation and Previous Work
Transfer functions are an established model in linear systems theory, electrical network theory, and
control theory. Not only are they indispensible for theoretical considerations, they als allow to derive
effective algorithms (e.g. fast convolution). Recent advances in image coding are also based on the
spectral decomposition of image sequences. The representation of spatially distributed signals by spectral
decomposition into eigenfunctions, modes, characteristic frequencies, and alike is a classical method.
However, it has been mainly used to provide analytical solutions for PDEs [l , 3, 5, 8, 15]. In other
words, frequency domain descriptions have been applied to the output signals of MD systems, but not to
the systems themselves. Therefore it seems worthwhile to represent not only MD signals in the frequency
domain , but also the MD systems which process and generate such signals.
Previ.ew
A n ecessary requirement for the transfer function description of MD systems is the choice of suitable
functional transformations for the time and space variables. The derivation of a transfer function model
from a PDE proceeds in two steps
1
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Input

Output
D{y(x, t)}

excitation
v(x, t) initial values y;o(x), Yit (x) boundary values
<P(x, t) -

+ L{y(x, t)}

v(x, t)

y(x, O)
y(x,O)
fb{y(x, t)}

= Y;o{x)

=
=

Yil{x)
<P(x, t)

- y(x, t)

Figure 1: Input-Output Description of a MD System in the space-time domain
• Laplace transformation with respect to time turns an initial-boundary value problem into a pure
boundary value problem for the space variable .
·• A suitable transformation for the space variable converts the boundary value problem into an
algebraic equation, which yields the transfer function of the system.
Problem Description
The derivation of a transfer function model will be shown for a MD system represented by the PDE

D{y(x, t)} + L{y(x, t)} = v(x , t)

XE V,

(1)

where x is the vector of space coordinates defined on a domain V and t is the time coordinate with
t > 0. v(x, t) is an excitation function and y(x, t) is the response of the system. The operator D{ ·} for
the time derivation is given by

D{y(x, t)} = a2jj(x, t)

+ a1y(x, t) + aoy(x, t)

,

(2)

where y and ii are the first and second time derivative . £{ ·} denotes a self-adjoint operator for spatial
derivation. The initital conditions at t = 0 are given by

y(x, O)} = y;o{x)

y(x, O)} = Yit(x)

xE V .

(3)

On the surface S of V, inhomogeneous boundary conditions of 1., 2., and 3. kind (Dirichlet, Neumann,
Robin) are specified by
fb{y(x ,t)} = <P(x,t)
xES.
(4)
Contrary to most work on PDEs, we are not primarily interested in the analytical or numerical
cakulation of the response y(x, t), but in obtaining a model for the MD system described by (1)-(4).
To illustrate the difference, we consider the given quantities as input signals and the system response
y(x, t) as output signal of the MD system shown in fig. 1. In the sense of linear systems theory, it is a
linear and time-invariant system.
We start from the PDE model ( 1)-(4) and attempt to convert it into a transfer function model. The
suitable mathematical tools for this purpose are functional transformations.
Transformation with Respect to Time
Laplace Transformation. Application of the Laplace transformation to the time variable turns the
initial-boundary value problem {l)-(4) into a pure boundary value problem for the space variable. With
the definition of the Laplace-transformation and the derivation theorem for the first and second derivative
00

.C{y(x, t)}

= j y(x, t) e_,, dt

=

Y(x, s)

=

sY(x, s) - y(x, 0)
s 2 Y(x, s) - sy(x, 0) - y(x, 0) ,

(5)

0

.C{y(x, t)}
.C{y(x, t)}

(6)
(7)

we arrive after some manipulations at a derivation theorem for the operator D{ ·}

.C{D{y(x, t)}}

= ··r2 (s)Y(x, s) 1048

Bf(s)y;(x )

(8)

Input
excitation
initial values
boundary values

Output
V(x,s)y;(x) ·- '
4>(x,s)-

-y 2 (s)Y(x, s)

+ L{Y(x, s)}

=

fb{Y(x, s}}

V(x, s)+
+Bf(s)yi(x)
<l>(x, s)

- Y(x, s)

Figure 2: Input-Output Description of a MD System in a space-temporal frequency domain
with
y;(x)

= [ y(x,
~(x, 0) ] = [ Yio(x)
0)
Yi1 (x)

] .

(9)

Boundary Value Problem. Applying (8) to the initial-boundary value problem (1)-(4) results in a
boundary value problem for the corresponding Laplace transforms
1 2 (s)Y(x, s)

+ L{Y(x, s)} =
fb{Y(x, s)}

=

V(x,s) +Bf (s)y;(x)
<l>(x, s)

{10)

(11)

Fig. 2 shows the input-output description of the system.
Note that the Laplace transformation acts in a twofold w.ay on the initial-boundary value problem {1)( 4): First, it replaces the operator D{ ·} of time derivatives by an algebraic expression involving Y (x, s)
and the temporal frequency variables. Second, it indudes the initial values Yi(x) as an additive term
into the resulting boundary value problem. The reasons why the differentiation theorem (8) has this
special feature are given by the properties of the Laplace transformation : Its transformation kernel e•t
is an eigenfunction of any linear and time-invariant system and the integration range of the Laplace
integral (5) matches the temporal definition range of the PDE (1) (0 < t < oo).
'Iransformation with Respect to Space
In order to proceed towards a transfer function model, we have to convert the boundary value problem (10,11) into an algebraic equation. To this end, we need a transformation 7{Y(x, s)} with respect
to the spatial variables x with similar properties as the Laplace transformation£. To be specific, 7 must
satisfy a differentiation theorem similar to (8), where T{L{Y(x, s)}} can be expressed by T{Y(x, s)}
and .a n addditive term which depends only on the known boundary values <l>(x, s).
Definition. The approach for this transformation ;is mo.tivated by the properties of the Laplace transformation as observed above: We choose the transformation kernel K(x, {3) as an eigenfunction of the
boundary value problem (10,11) and the spatial integration range according to the definition range of
the PDE {10), which is the volume V.

T {Y(x,s}}

= Y({J,s) =

JJJ

Y(x,s)K(x, {J)dV

= (Y(x,s) , K(x,{3)}

(12)

v
The transformation kernel K (x, {3) contains the spatial variables x and the real valued spatial frequency
variable {J. In contrast to the transformation with respect to time, there is no unique form of the
eigenfunction of the boundary value problem. It depends on the operator L{ ·} and on the shape of the
domain V. The determination of the transformation kernel .and the investigation of the properties of the
resulting transformation uses results from the classical theory of boundary value problems [2, 4, 6, 16].
Greens Formula. The transformation (12) can also be written as an inner product (Y, K) between Y
and the eigenfunction /{ . As a forther simplification of the notation, we will drop the dependence on the
temporal frequency variables where appropriate. In order to formulate conditions for the determination
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of the eigenfunctions K (x, ,B), we use the property that L{ -} is a self-adjoint operator. This implies, that
the Greens formula
(Y(x), L{K(x, ,B)} )-(L{Y(x)}, H(x, ,B))

=ff gb{K(x,

,B)} /b{Y(x)} dS~

ff

s

gb{Y(x)} Jb{K(x , ,B)} dS

s
( 13)

holds. The operator gb is determined by the differential operator L and the boundary operator /blnspection of the Greens formula (13) shows, that it contains the desired differentiation theorem for
T { L{Y (x)}}, if the eigenfunctions satisfy a homogeneous boundary value problem of the same structure
as (10,11)
-,B2 K(x,,B) + L{K(x,,B)} = 0,
fb{K(x, {3)} 0.
(14)

=

Sturrn-Liouville Problem. Boundary value problems of 1this kind are also called Sturm-Liouville
problems (SL problems). At first sight it seems., that we have gained little: In order to treat the boundary
value problem (l.0,11), we now have to solve the SL problem (14). However (14) differs from (10,11) in
three important aspects
• The SL problem does not contain the temporal frequency variable s.
• It is a homog·eneous differential equation.
• SL problems are known to possess some usefol properties: Nontrivial solutions exist only for discrete
values {3µ, µ = 1, 2, 3 ... of the frequency variable (eigenvalues) [2) and the corresponding solutions
K(x, /3µ) ar·e mutually orthogonal (eigenfunctions).
The functional transformation (12) is called a Stunn-Liouville tr:ansformation (SLT), when the transformation kernels K(x, {3µ) are eigenfunctions of a SL problem (14).
Orthogonality. The orthogonality of the eigenfunctions K (x, {3µ) is easily shown by applying (12)
to (14) for two different eigenvalues {3µ and {3.,
(L{K(x, /3µ)}, K(x, {3.,)) - {J;(K(x,,Bµ), K(x, /3.,))
(L{ K(x, ,B.,)},/{ (x, /3µ)) - /3~(!< (x, /3.,), I<(x, /3µ))

=

0,

(15)

0.

(16)

Subtracting ( 16) from (15) gives
(L{K(x,/3µ)},K(x,/3.,))- (L{K(x,/3.,)},K(x,/3µ)) = (f3~

-{Jn (K(x,{3µ),K(x,/3.,))

(17)

since K(x,/3µ) and K(x,/3.,) commute in the inner product. From the Greens formula (13) and the
homogeneous boundary conditions in (14) follows, that the left hand side in (17) vanishes and thus
K(x,,Bµ) and K(x,,B.,) are orthogonal
(K(x,/3µ), K(x,{3.,)) = 0

(18)

Differentiation Theorem. When the eigenfunctions .are determined to satisfy the SL problem (14),
we can readily derive the desired differentiation theoirem from the Greens formula (13) . For (L{Y(x)}, K(x, /3))
follows
(L{Y(x)} , K{x,{3µ))

= /3~ (Y(x), K(x,/3µ)}-

ff gb{K(x,/3µ.)} Jb{Y(x)}dS.

(19)

s
The surface integral depends only on it he eigenfonctions and on the boundary values ~(x), which are
known from ( 4) and (11)

fJ9b{K(x,/3µ)}
s

/b{Y(x)} dS

=ff gb{K(x,/3µ)} ~(x) dS

=:

~b(/3µ).

(20)

s

We have arrived at the differentiation theorem for .the spatial transformation T, which has the same
form as the corresponding theorem for .c{D{y(x, t)}} in (8)

T{L{Y(x, s)}} = (L{Y(x, s)}, K{x, ,Bµ))
10'50

= ,BµY(/3µ., s) 2 -

-

~ b{,Bµ.,s) .

(2 1)

Vi (s)

-

~ 1

v1 (,Bµ)
-y2(s) + .B~
I

~

Bf (s)
-y2(s)

~2(s)

,_

\i

>+'\

+ ,B~

~b1(,Bµ)
-y2 (s) + .B~

I

Figure 3: Transfer function model of a MD system in the frequency domain
This is the key result for the conversion of the boundary value problem (10,11) into an algebraic equation.
It replaces the operator L{ ·} by an algebraic expressi,on of the transform Y from {12) and includes the
boundary value as an additive term
(22)
Transfer Function Model. The final step from the algebraic equation to the transfer function model
is a simple algebraic manipulation which gives an explicit expression for the transform of the output
signal
1
B;T (s) _
~b(,Bµ, s)
y (,Bµ' s) = -yZ (s) +
V (,Bµ' s) + -y2 (s) + y;(,Bµ) + -yZ(s) + ,B~
(23)

,e;

,e;

This result is rather general. The assumptions we have made are that the differentiation operator
D{ ·} is at most of second order, which comprises most parabolic and hyperbolic PD Es of technical
relevance, and that the operator L{ ·} is self-adjoint. There are no restrictions on the number of spatial
dimensions and no special system of coordinates has been adopted. In spite of this generality, we have
arrived at a compact description , which allows to separate the effects of excitation, initial and boundary
values.
The transfer function description becomes even more simple under the additional assumption, that
neither the sources of excititation nor the spatial distribution of the boundary values move . Then v(x, t)
and <P(x, t) are separable functions

v{x, t) = v1 (x)v2(t) ,

<P(x, t)

= <P1(x}</>2(t)

(24)

and the transfer function description can be decomposed into
T

-

-(
)
ii1(,Bµ)
( )
B; {s) _ ( }
<l>b1(,Bµ)
( }
y ,Bµ , s = -y2(s) +/3~ V2 s + -y2(s) +/3~y; ,Bµ + 12(s) +.Bi~2 s

(25)

Fig. 3 shows a description of the MD system by a block diagram showing the transfer functions for the
excitation, initial and boundary values, respectively. It corresponds to the input-output description of
figs . 1 and 2. Those are black box systems with no visible relations between input and output signals.
However, the transfer function description of fig. 3 clearly displays the internal structure of the system.
Application of Transfer Function Models
Two different directions can be tak,e n from the transfer function description (23) or (25) : One leads to a
series representation of the anaytical solution of the initial- boundary value problem ( 1)- (4). It is based
on inverse Laplace transformation and inverse SLT. The other direction leads to a discrete- time and
discrete-space model suitable for computer simulation and will be shortly described in the next section.
10'51

Discrete Simulation Models
From the transfer function description follows a discrete simulation model by time and space discretization:
• Time discretization turns the system with continuous time and space coordinates into a discrete
time, continuous space system (hybrid system). Well !known analog-to-discrete transformations
from onedimensional signal processing like impulse, step, ramp invariant or bilinear transformation
can be applied.
• Space discretization turns the hybrid system into a discrete time, discrete space system or simply
a discrete system. The discrete system is derived either with useful convolution properties of the
SLT or by performing the inverse SLT numerically.
The resulting discrete models are well suited for computer implementation since they require only addition , multiplication and delay elements and are free of implicit loops (11, 12, 13]. The inherent stability
of the physical process is preserved in the discrete model. Numerical results for the heat flow equation
show that the discrete model is far more effective than standard finite difference methods (Crank-Nicolson
discretization with LU-factorization) [11] .

Summary
The mathematical description of a multidimensi·o nal system by transfer function models offers several
advantages: It allows to separate the effects of excitation functions, initial and boundary values. It is
applicable to general spatial domains and to a wide range of technically relevant boundary conditions and
it does not depend on the adoption of a certain system of coordinates. Stability issues can be discussed
in the framework of Laplace transfer functions . The transfer function model serves as a starting point
for the derivation of discrete simulation models.
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.M ODELING OF STATE EVENTS
J. Plank and F. Breitenecker
Technical University Vienna, Wiedner Hauptstr. 8-10, A-1040 Wien
jplank@osiris.tuwien.ac.at

Introduction
Though state events are difficult to describe in simulation models and complicated to
handle they are in a way inevitable in doing continuous system modelling and simulation.
In this contribution we will present different methods for modelling state events that we
worked out. Finally we will give considerations for a new concept of modelling state
events.
State events become used in the modelling of continuous systems due to different
reasons. The question, whether they really exist cannot be easily answered. We think
that they are more or less a matter of modelling and have their origin in the difficulties
of describing real systems. State events are used when
• the real system cannot be described in a .single model (state space changes, different
forms of motion, ... )
• there are numerical problems to be avoided (e.g. replacing of"small", quick (relative
to the rest of the system) processes by State Events)

State Event .D escription
The description of state events is divided into two stages:
• the description of the condition that triggers the corresponding event and
• the description of the actions that have to be carried out
The condition gets usually formulated as an algebraic equation of time and state
variables, that has its zeros when the event has to be triggered.

<Pi[t ,x(t)]

i

= 1, ... , m

If i > I then we could also combine these functions by mulitplying them. This
product can lead to .a rapidly oscillating function and therefore the algorithms will get
into troubles when searching for the roots. So we should leave them separated.
Then we have to differ between level triggered and edge triggered events. This difference can be subsumed in the question whether an event condition has to be reactivated
after triggering, or not. More concrete: level triggering means that when the event condition passes a threshold (zero) , then the event gets permanently triggered. This makes
sense for e.g. parameter changes. The correct parameter is selected depending on the
actual value of the function .
On the other hand we have the edge triggered events: the only interesting point here
is the time (and obviously the state) when (if) the event condition function is zero. And
only in this case the event becomes triggered, e.g. when a state variable is reset. In
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contrast to the example above, this change of the state makes sense when it is done only
once., when the condition is fulfilled.
Sometimes it is also necessary to take into account the direction of the zero crossing.
So it has also to be checked whether the zero crossing is from negative to positive or vice
versa.
The description of the actions can differ :a lot, where and how it is done in a simulation
model. Different simulation languages offer different statements or other possibilities for
modelling and furthermore there are differences in the applied algorithms.
In the next chapter we present different methods that will illustrate this statement.

M ,e thods of Modelling State Events
The simplest method of modelling state events is to put the conditions and the events in
the model description without using special statements.
Model

Equations
Event Conditions
!Events

Parameters ...

From the methodological point of view this seems to be the most "natural" met hod.
We start from one system and buHd up its representation in. one single model. But in
practice we wiH come across several troubles: When trying to model structural variable
systems we then would have to start the description with at least two different sets of
differential equations. During simulation w e would have to switch from one set to another
when necessary and t o force the others to be "silent".
On the other side it is almost .not possible to implement algorithms for handling the
events. Only the usual error control can be applied.
In addition, the model is not really easy to read and to maintain. Furthermore it is
only valid for one special system. Adapting it for other systems would be a very costly
task.
The next method is to use structural elements, like discrete sections. They are mostly
coupled with a condition statement so that the event can be handled properly by the
numerical algorithms.
The statement for the conditions of the events her·e can be synchronised with the
numerical algorithms. T he description of the actions of the events is made in separated
structural ·e lements. So this method is good for dealing with parameter changes or reinitialising state variables. For structural variable syst,e ms and for component exchanges we
will run into the same troubles as above.
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Model

Equations
Paramders ...
Event Conditions

EJ
EJ
Due to the description of the actions in separate structural elements we gain easier
maintainability. When we want to update or exchange the actions in our model we only
have to exchange the discrete sections.
Languages that apply this method are for example ACSL and MOSIS.
Another method is to use the model sequentially; when the condition is fulfilled, the
model becomes reinitialised and is started again.
So we make our experiments with concatenating different runs. In between of the
runs the model gets reinitialised and is then started again. Therefore these sequential
experiments sum up to the big ,experiment.
The event condition is here reduced to a single statement, the conditional termination.
The action is then carried out at runtime level. The actions are therefore also separated
from the model.
For structural variable systems this method can be easily extended. In this case we
do not use only one model but more models. When a simulation run is stopped the
runtime level decides which model to take next. So the parameters and the initial values
are calculated as before but additionally the model has to be selected.
As an example we will discuss a simplified pendulum. The corresponding equations
will be sufficiently known. When the pendulum reaches - when looping - a point where
the centrifugal force does not tighten the string any more the motion gets the form of
the free fall .
This example consists now of two different model description. The first model describes the swinging motion of it and the second the free fall. The first condition for
swapping between the two models is the centrifugal force. When it is not able to tighten
the string we swap to the fall modeL The second condition is the length of the string:
When the distance between the mass and the point of rotation gets the value of the length
of the string, we come back to the swinging motion.
So when malcing an experiment we have to start the right model, depending on the
initial values. When the simulation is stopped, the new initial values are calculated
depending on the final values of the previous run.
At last we want to present a method that serves as a basis for the considerations for
a new concept at the end of this contribution. The event can also be separated from
the model and put on the experiment level. If the condition becomes true, the actual
simulation run is stopped and the experiment starts a different model after calculating the
initial values. This method requires a very capable ·experiment level that supervises the
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experiment and acts if a condition is fulfilled. This method is especially fit for structural
changes.
Model I

Model2

Equations
Parameters ...

Equations

Parameters ...

SfOP
Calculate Initial Values and Start Model 2

IF Coodition2 THEN STOP

Experiment Level
The advantage of this method is that the condition and the description of the event
is separated completely from the model description. Therefore it supports the reusability
of the model.

Consid,e rations for a new Concept
The considerations for a new concept base on the Model lnterconnecton Concept developed by Schuster [2]. So we use generalised "models" to build up the "model", the system
description. Here "models" are functions, parameter, constants, ... that are linked together dynamically at runtime dependent on the actual state of the system to the "big"
model that represents the simulated system.
The events could be transferred to a "meta model" that consists only of the state
event condition descriptions. The event actions are then the creating or removing of
links between these models. The main advantage of this concept is the modularity that
offers a modular concept, easy maintainability and reusability of model components and
also possibilities for parallelisation Therefore the new concept covers:
• The simulation of parallel model blocks
• The simulation of sequential models
• A combination of sequential and parallel models or model blocks
• Describing the exchanging of numerical algorithms as state events
References
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A unified theorv for automation svstems
v

~

Dipl.-Ing. A. Mircescu

Prof. Dr.-Ing. E. Schnieder

J1atte1· and energy are the .s ubstances of the physical world. space and time their existenct'
forms (6). Automation systems additional contain information as a third s ubstance with
causality as its existence form. An exact and integrated description of the casual connection
in automation systems is won in this paper by transferring and generalizing physical and
mathematical reflections of the special theo1·y of relati vity and of quantum theory. Descript.ion
of automation systems in generalized .spacetime by the generalized co ntinuity equation opens
the possibility of computing balance equations for the whole automation system.

1

Introduction

The experience won in decades in automation theory points out the existence of the substances matter.
energy and information with their existence forms space, time and causality (causal dependences). This
three substances and their interactions determine the spatial, temporal and causal behavior of the automation system. Only an integrated description of all substances in their existence forms guarantees a.
correct and exact modelling and prediction of system behavior.
The general spatial and temporal structural and behavioral description of the substances matter and
energy is realized in physics by the theory of relativity and by quantum theory. These two theories are
the most general physical theories because they do not describe only physical aspects of the system (like
the electromagnetic theory or thermodynamics) but the general behavior of the substances in space and
time..
For describing the third substance of the automation system, information, in its existence form , causality.
C arl Adam Petri developed 1962 in his doctorate the class of causal nets which years later were named
P etri nets. Petri noticed in his doctorate that the causal description of automation systems must be
embedded in the spatial and temporal connections which are determided by physics.
Petri nets have the excellent property of permitting a geometric derivation of causality. Thus they
define a measure for causality like clocks for time. The structure of automation engineering is described
and quantized by spatial measares in space (measured in meters) , temporal measures (clocks) in time
(measured in seconds) and causal measures in causality (measured in petri).
Like for spatial movements velocity of changes between causal states is limited by the speed of light.
This similar behavior of causal and space achses allow the transfer of the spacetime geometry developed
by Albert Einstein and Hermann Minkowski in the special theory of relativity to the five dimensional
generalized spncetime of automation engineering.
Behavi·o r of automation systems is determined of the possible system states and of the allowed transitions
between this states. Petri nets encode both informations in a simple graphical and a precise mathematical
form. Selection rules for the automation system can be directly obtainded analysing the Petri nets.
In quantum theory the eigenstates of the microsystems and the transitions between eigenstates are
described by obser vables and matrix transition elements. These reflections introduced and developped
by Werner Heisenberg, Erwin Schrodinger, Max Planck, Niels Bohr, Paul Dirac and others can be
transferred to causal transitions by creating operators using the encoded information of the Petri net
representation of automation systems.
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Like in the theory of relativity and in quantum theory a generali:ed continuity equation of automation
engineering can be derived which on her part le<!ids to balance equations in automation systems.

2

Geometric derivation of automation engineering

The key for deriving a geometric derivation of automation engineering is obtaining geometric strurrnres
of causality and unifing the geometric structures of space, time .and causality to a generalized spacetime
whirh describes the world of automation engineering. The first step will be realized by Petris causal
mts. the second by transferring Einsteins considerations in the special theory of relativity.

0
D

Place

0-0-0

Transition

Arc

Figure 1: Ba.sic stll' uctu'!'e of Petri nets

Petri nets describe the causal dependences in automation systems by the use of places, arcs and trm1.sitio11s
[4] as shown in picture 1. The places represent possible states of the system whereas the arcs encode
the selection rules for the changes of system states. The transitions rause then the changes (transitions)
between different states. The elementary unit of the Petri ne.t consists of two places connected by arcs
and one transition, see pictme 1. These two states .are direct causal neighbors because the second state
can be directly reached beginning from state one. This minimal causal distance of two states is
choosen as causal measure, is afflicted with the dimension Petri and is set per definition to
!Petri= lP.

Figure 2: Causal structure
Picture 2 shows how this defined causal measure can be applied to a random causal structure. For
example the causal distance between state 1 and state 3 is equal to 1 P, between state 2 and :3 1 P.
Between state 5 and 8 th.e distance is 2 P because state 8 cannot be reached directly from state 5 but
only passing state 6. Table 1 summarizes all causal distances of the reguarded causal structure.
The rows represent the starting causal states, the columns represent the target causal states. Row i and
column j indicate the causal dista:nce between state i and state j. If i = j , the distance is 0 P; if state
j cannot be reached beginning from state i the causal distance is oo like between state i = 8 and state
j = 6.
The definition of causal measur,e completes the necessary measurements for a geometric derivation of
the sturcture of automation eRgineering. The causal mea.sures allow specification of causal ordering
relations . Setting a time reference mark and m easuring time referring to this mark sequences of events
and temporal distances between them can be ,es timated. Analogous causal sequences and causal distances
between stat·es can be obtainded by setting a causal reference mark and applicating the causal measures.
Spatial, temporal and causal attributes of processes can be quantized by this method.
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Table 1: Causal distances measured in Petri
Processes in automation systems include spatial, temporal and causal properties. For example each
translation in space is coupled with a translation in time. The junction of the spatial and temporal
coordinates is realized by the definition of velocity v
x / t. x
vt is then the space which is covered
after the time t by translation with the veolcity v. Thus time t can be mapped to a spatial value :z:. An
integrated computation of the physical wo rld in spacetime is now possible.

=

=

For the integration of causality in an unified geometric derivation a mapping for the causal axsis to the
spatial or temporal axsis has to be found. The idea for the solution is to take the time for the translation
between two states into consideration. This time depends on the distance in spacetime and on causal
dependences between the system states. A~ a charakteristic time tk specificates the time in seconds
which is necessary for a causal translation of one Petri. tk is a causal normalized time:

t1<

t
= IP.

(1)

A multiplication of tk with the causal distance measured in Petri leads to the time in seconds which is
necessary for the causal transition. By this method the causal axis can be mapped to the temporal axis
or with t = x/c to one spatial axis. Every system state (eigenstate) can be now charakterized with an
5-toupel (xo, xi, xz , x 3 , :r 4 ) where (xo) describes the temporal, (z 1 , xz, x3) the three spatial and (x 4 ) the
causal position in a five dimensional generalized spacetime.
Like in physical spacetime no spatial translations can take place with a velocity greater than c (light
velocity in vakuum). This law is valid for causal translations too because of their embedding in the
physical world (tk depends on the distance in spacetime). The causal axis acts from this point of view
like an additionary spatial axis!
In the theory of special relativity the fact of .limited propagation velocity is considered by defining
spacetime and light cones for the attainability of events (6). The geometry of spacetime defined by
Albert Einstein and Hermann Minkowski is a four dimensional vector mannifold with one negative
{temporal) and three positive (spatial) dimensions. This geometry is described by the quadratic form :

(2)
In the five dimensional generalized spacetime of automation engineering this geometry can be generalized
to [5], [3]:

wit h x 4 representing the causal axis which behaves like an additional spatial axis. Only events wit.bin
t his five dimensional cone can be attained. Equation [6]

(4)
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shows a split representation of the orthogonal temporal
The quadratic form is then:

(~e-;),

spatial (ii) a nd causal ( Kei:) coordinates.

This equation is the generalized Pythagoras formula for the word of automation engineering. The splitted
representation leads twards another result: In automation engineering the 4 axioms structure. decomposition. causality and temporality define automation systems. The spatial coordinates of the generalized
Pythagoras formula define the spatial structure of the system (first axiom). The time coordinate defines
the t.emporality (fourth axiom) and the causai coordinate the causality (third axiom) of the automation system. Transformation of coordinates and reference frames are invariant in the quadratic form.
This describes the decomposition axiom. The 4 system axioms are no longer axioms but properties of
generalized spacetime. The geometry of generalized spacetime can be described with a metric tensor· g

! ~)

( -1
g

=

0

0

l

0
l

0
0

(6)

0
0
0 10 l
0 0 0

like in special theory of relativity.

.3

'fransitions and

~election

rules in automation systems

Generalized spacetime describes the structure of automation engineering. Dynamic behavior of the
substances matter and energy is specified in physics by quantum theory. The spatial eigenstates of
the substances are encoded in the wave function W, transitions between different eigenstates including
selection rules are s pecified by matrix transition elements (:plMli/;). (rpl is a vector of dimension (l , 11)
and is representing the starting state. ilfi) has the dimension (n, 1) and represents the target state. The
quadratic (n, n) matrix M encodes the selection rules. (:plMIT/i) is equal to the transition probability
between state (rpl and 111/i) [lJ.
Geometric derivation of causality defines ordering relaition between causal states. The. state representation and ordering re[ations of causality one one hand and the existence of selection rules encoded in
Petri nets on the other hand allows thus a transfer of quantum theoretical specification to automation
engineering. Next a matrix transition element for automation systems has to derieved from the Petri
net representation of the system.
Following definition is made for M: M is a quadratic matrix which contains as many rows and
columns as the .n umber of syst,e m eigenstates. If the ·c ausal distance between state i and
state j is 'o ne Petri the e1ement M (i, j)
l else M (i, j) 0. For the causal structure of picture 2

=

=

Mis:

M=

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1 0
1 0
0 0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
l 0 (])
0 l 1
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

0
0
0
0
0

(7)

1
0
0

Let (rpl be the start and IT/>) the target state then (rplMl,P)
transition) else (cpl1Hllfi) = 0 [:3].
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= I if the causal distance is one Petri (allowed

The product (c,;;!Ml<,0j) · ('PjlMlcp1,) specifies the transition sequence from state i to state j and then to
state J.:. lf the product is equal to one the transition sequence is allowed else not [2].

3.1

Generalized continuity equation

In four climensiona'I spacetime the continuity equation

00
_:...;..

at

d'IV J = 0

(8 1

can be clerieved from theory of relativity (quadratic form is invariant to translations). g is the density of
substace and J the density of substance current. In generalized spacetime an invariant quadratic form
exists too: therefore the continuity equation must have an additional term which describes the causai
transitions. The quantum theoretical specification of causal transitions by matrix transition elements
allow the estimation of this term. The five dimensional generalized continuity equation can be written
as:

og

8t +

divJ ,
T

~ ((ip;IMl111;)) = 0.
~
i=l

(9)

dVdt

The third term indicates all ,c ausal transitions of the automation system in space dV and in time dt.

4

Balance ,e quations

Behavior of the three substances matter. energy and information is specified in generalized spacetime
by the generalized continuity equation using causal matrix transition elements. For the realization of
transitions in generalized spacetime technical ressources are required. The ressources can be divided into
three classes: material, energy and information ressour,ces. Each class of ressource can reguarding to
generalized Pythagoras formula again be divided into three functional basic elements: causal-processing
(P) , spatial-communication (C) and temporal-memory (M) functions.
[n an information system P functions are represented by processors, C functions by communication
systems and M functions by the memory. Energy systems own turbines which act like P functions and
rural subscriber lines and accumulators representing C or M functions respectively. Production machines
are the P functions of a production system, transportation systems their C functions. The M functions
are specified by the storage units.
In every automation or information system translations in generalized spacetime consider the generalized
continuity equation. In many applications the temporal behavior of the system is of great interest, for
example in applications with real time requirements. For this ,cases the continuity equation can be
integrated in the three spa,ce coordinates. The result is:

D..Q
.6.t

+ [ + Ln (ip;jMjt/i;) -i=l

t:..t

cons t .

(10)

This equation is a conservation law for the substances in generalized spacetime. In an information
system the first term specifies the number of Bits t:..Q leaving the memory in the interval t:..t (temporal
translations); I is the current measured in Bit/ s circulating in t.he communication system (spatial
translations per time unit). The ithird therm describes the number of causal translations per time
executed by the processor (unit: operations per time unit).
In an automation system consisting of some subsystems the conservation law can be applied to each
subsystem. The result is a system of balance equations specifiing the occupation of ressources. Evaluating
the equations the scheduler realizes the task distribution.
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5

Summary and conclusions

The world of automation engineering is the five dimensional generalized spacetime consisting of one
,t emporal, three spatial and one causal dimension. Petri nets achieve the geometric derivation of causality.
Velocity of causal translations is limited by the speed of light like velocity for spatial translations. This
condition allows the transfer of specifications in the special theory of relativity building the generalized
spacetime.
System behavior of automation systems consists of causal states. Like in quantum theory translations
between sitates are limited by selection rules which are encoded in Petri nets for automation systems.
This quality leads to the possibility of transferring the matrix transition elements of quantum theory to
causality and specifiing a generalized continuity equation.
Interpretation of the generalized continuity equation in generalized spacetime sets up a system of balanre
equations. These equations can be evaluated by a scheduling system for the distribution of the tasks.
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CONTROLLED QUASICONTINUOUS ORBITS
V. Gontar, M. Gutman
The International Group for Scientific and Technological Chaos Studies (IGCS) Ben-Gurion
University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva
P.O . Box 653, Beer-Sheva, 84105, Israel

A technique for obtaining iterations of piecewise continuous one-dimensional maps in the
special form of quasicontinuous (QC) orbits has been proposed [l]. We use the term
"quasicontinuous" to i ndicate that long segments of ;the orbits resemble numerical solutions of
differential equations. As bas been shown, a variety of chaotic and complex periodic QCorbits may be generated by a map for which discontinuity pointXd coincides with the selected
fixed (or periodic) point X/(or x•;.i=l ,2 ...). Here we ·Consider this approach for the case
where the right continuous branch of the map is a horizontal line (1-ll...-map). For Xd =x*i· the
monotonic variation of the location of the HL branch results in higher-level inverse and direct
cascades of nonconventional quasicontinuous bifurcations (QCB's) which arithmetically
change the period of successive orbits [2]. Fig.I gives us an .e xample of a 4-level cascade of
QCB's which is generated by the following logistic-like HL-rnap:
.X
n+l

0

= /(.xn ) ={axn(lXn)
E

0.3

if .x.. <.xd
if xn <!: xd

0 .4

(1)

o.e

0.6

Fig. I Bifurca!ioa di~orarn of the map (1), Xd
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=x*

4

The hierarchical organization of the levels is clearly visible: the 4-level cascades are embedded in
corresponding 3-Ievel cascades, .each of which is embedded in 2-level cascades, and so forth.
Moreover, every QCB-point in a cascade of m-level accumwates QCB-points belonging to the

=1, 2, ... ). This fractal structure leads to the appearance of

cascade of next, m+l-level (m

complex orbits with long laminar segments (QC-orbits of different orders) in the vicinity of the
QCB-points. (QC-orbit of i-th ofder conitains those laminar segments where every 2 i- 1 -th
periodic point lies on a smooth monotonic curve.) AU :such orbits are periodic. Thus, when an
fll...-branch is located near a selected QCB-point, we obtain a periodic QC-orbit of the desired
form, as is shown in Fig. 2. These controlled QC-orbits, whose characteristics vary over a
wide range, may be used to simulate real oscillating systems, e.g. chemical systems [3].
Further, HL-maps allow new types of orbits and new bifurcation phenomena to be studied.
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Identification of a Nonlinear Compressor Model
C. J . Rivera and J. V. R. Prasad
School of Aerospace Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332-0150
.Abstract. In this article, a technique for the identification of a nonlinear compressor performance
model exhibiting bifur·c ation phenomena is presented. The .approach ~nsists of employing the modal
form of the ·compressor flow equations along with der.ived linear and nonlinear stability results. When
·the identified .steady-sta.te model is used in the system, bifurca·t ion analysis tools predict stable solutions
in accord with experimental steady-state da.ta.

Introduction
In a number of applications, the time evolution of the state in dynamic models depends strongly on
variable parameters and nonlinear functions of the state. Such ·nonlinear models often exhibit bifurcations, or changes in the qualitative structure of the flow as the parameters are varied. The nonlinear
analysis of such models provides a wider picture of the behavior of the steady-state solutions in terms of
the parameters. This picture can only be complete if the nonlinear functions describing the steady-state
performance are known. However, the presence ·o f bifurcations introduces difficulties in the identification
of steady-.s tate ·performance models from simple steady-state experiments. Over a certain parameter
range, •the stable ,s teady .s tates are those fr.om a bifurcated solution, which in turn may depend on the
unstable and unmeasurable locus of steady states. Gi¥en .t he underlying physical and system limitations, the glo'b al nonlinear ·d ynamic behavior can provide insights w.hich could allow the mapping of the
characteristic performance model of tbe system.
An approach to the identification process consists of characterizing the qualitative nonlinear behavior
of the .model as a function of tbe features of the stea.dy-state performance model. Then, the qualitative
nonlinear behavior is observed in the physical system. Finally, one combines the results to obtain the
nonlinear performance model which allows quantitative agreement between the analytical and experimental observations.
In this article, the methodology described above is employed to determine the steady-state performance model, or pumping characteristic of a compressor in the flow range where stable operation is not
attainable. The compre&'!Or exhibits, in addi,t ion to uniform flow operation, the less desirable mode of
operation attributed to rotating stall. Analysis results available for a model for rotating stall in compression systems are utilized to formulate a nonlinear programming problem. The solution of this problem
provides a steady-.s tate performance model from .available compressor data.
In ·t he following section, the generic model and basic stabi1ity results are presented. The last section
.shows how tbe model equations and stability information are used to formulate the steady-state model
optimization problem. The computed performance model is then tested to demonstrate the agreement
between analytical and experimen.t al results.

Compression System Modeling
Rotating stall is a type of aerodynamic instabili<ty attributable to flow separation in the compressor
blading. The desirable mode of operation of a tompresso.r involves the generation of a desired pressure
rise with a uniform ftow through the device. However, when rotating stall is present, the ftow is no
longer uniform, a rotating flow blockage is set u,p around the annulus and the performance decreases,
often considerably.
Several models for analy2ing rotating stall .have been propoeed, .all of which possess similar behaviors.
In this respect, the same problems arise at the time of identifying the performance model out of the
dynamic model. Among thoee developed for low-speed com,pressor:s, the Moore-Oreitzer model in [l] will
be utilized in it his work to demonstrate the qualitative behavfor ·o f a realistic model for rotating stall.
The model involves the description of the rotating disturbaoce through its spatial harmonic content.
After a reductio.n through the Galerki:n method one obtains :a .system of equations for the average flow,
41, and pressure rise, •, through the compressor, a:nd the amplitude, A, of the first harmonic of the
·r otating Bow ·disturbance. The resulting .s ystem of equations is
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The parameters kA, µ, m, Le and B represent Bow inertia and capacitance in the model. For a fixed
compressor speed and system geometry, these parameters are constant. The parameter KT represents
the area of the throttle valve. KT is considered as the free ·p arameter in the model, since its value sets
the operating point of the sys~. The function 1/le(~) = ~~0)(4), and its derivatives 1P~")(4) up to
order N,, characterize the steady pressure ri.se in the absence of rotating stall, i.e, when A = 0. Thus, it
is often called it be compressor axisymmetric performance. The numbers r,. and s,. are rational numbers
arising in the ·expansion of the N,, derivati..-es.
AB part of t'he research efforts to develo:p rotating stall controllers for the axial compressor rig at
the Georgia Tech LICCHUS 1 [2,3,4,SJ, a steady-state and dynamic mode validation of this model was
undertaken. The analysis presented in [3) plays an important role in the steady-state model identification
developed in this article. Here, we refer to steady-states as the limit sets of system trajectories from all
possible initial conditions in the phase :space. In ,t his disc1188ion, attention is focused on equilibrium or
time-inv:ariant solutions as these a:re the relevant steady-state so'l utions of the model in Equation 1 in
the parameter range of interest.
According to Equa:tion 1 the case A 0 corresponds to a steady-state solution of the model. This
situation characterizes the uniform, or axisymmetric ftow solution& of the model, in which rotating stall
is absent. A linear analysis of the model equations reveals that the axisymmetric steady-state solution,
defined by

=

1

~ = yJ,c(~), ~ = KTv'i, A= 0 ,
is locally ,s table if the slope of the map., ,pp>(~) = ,P~(~) is negative. At axisymmetric equilibrium
points for which .P~(~) > 0, the local solution is unstable. The stability of points for which tP~(~) is
zero cannot be de·termined from the lioearization, since the eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix of the
system in 1 corresponding to the amplitude equation is zero. In particular, the local maximum of tPe(4)
is called the stall inception point in [3). As explained below, in the neighborhood of this point, a variety
of steady-state solutions is possible. As the throtUe parameter v:aries around the value

KT.=

~,,/).Pc(~,,)

1

{~,, : tJii(~p) = 0 t/I~{~,,) < O}
1

a nonzero initial condition simulatio.n of the model oU't ·o f the plane A = 0 may settle into the axisymmetric solution, or the ~ystem may enter fully developed stall, in whieh ease, the stall amplitude A is
nonzero. In addition, the model may exhibit hysteresis with respect to the onset and cessation of rotating stall, which is a characteristic behavior ·o f highly loaded axial ftow compressors. Such steady-state
multiplicity indicates that bifurcations have a strong ,effect on the long-term behavior of the system.
Therefore, resul't s in 'bifurcation theory [6] find direct application in the analysis of the model.
The analysis of :local bifurcations of nonlinea:r equat.ions is accomplished by reducing the model
vector field to a single aealar equation-the bifurca,t ion equation-and determining singularity conditions
by computing ·t he derivatives of this equation. In general this approach is difficult to carry out and
.numerical methods are applied to the analysis (7). The method employed for the results shown in this
article is described by Doedel in (8).
Since ,t he linearization of the model at the critical point is singular, the stability of the stall inception
point must be determined from a nonlinear/bifor.c.ation analysis. In [3), a relation for the stability of
the peak point based on the center manifold theorem and the .reduction principle is developed. The
1

1

1

1 Acronym for

Laboratory for [dentificatioo and Control ,of Complex, Highly Uncerlain Syatema
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condition states that the stabiti,ty of 1the ·s tall inception point is determined by the sign definiteness of
q(~p). where

(2)
If q(~,) < 0, then the stall inception point is a stable steady-state solution. In that case, the bifurcating
solution emerging from the peak, which conesponds to .r otating stall, is also stable in the vicinity of
the cri·tical point. If q(~,) > 0, the stall .i nception poin·t is an unstable equilibrium solution, in which
case the bifurcating solutions ar·e also unstable. A third stab.le .s olution corresponding to rotating stall is
predicted in this case. Thus hysteresis is present whenever q(4',.) is sufficiently positive. The important
result is that the stability of the stall inception point ,c an be determined from the derivatives of the
comp.ressor characteristic at that point.

Performance Model Validation
To follow th•e nonlinear viewpoint, it is n~essary to explore t'he long-term behavior measured in experiment. For the facility at Georgia. 'tech, extensive test.& If4] :reveal the typical behaviors mentioned above.
A rising performanoe at large tbrotUe values aw~y from :s talled operation is measured. At lower values,
hysteresis with respect to .t he ,o nset and cessation of stall is observed. At yet lower throttle settings,
rota.ting stall is the only mode of operation in steady-state.
Employing the measured steady-state experimental data, one can formulate a mathematical programming problem fo.r the determination of the axisymmetric steady-state performance model of the
system. The model steady~state relations, which ar·e linear in it be ·coefficient.& of the polynomial, define
the .function to be minimized. In tlhls regard, we employ only the amplitude and mean flow equations in
the sys·t em ,o f Equation 1. The third equation does not depend ,e xplicitly on the unknown map and is
omitted.
The steady-state relations for flow and rota.ti~ stall amplitude are cast in terms of the unknown
coefficients {Ct} ~~o of the polynomial fie(~) = E1:::o ea: ~a:, as
dA
dt
d~

dt

1

=
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k L:ca:fl:(A,~) =

(3)
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=
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where N,. is the order of the polynomial and the functions fl and 9t arise in the collection process. The
experimental data is inserted into Equation 3 as follows. For N0 data point.& at which stall is not present
(axisymmetric equilibria), and N, stalled data points, the .a lgebraic equations in steady state can be put
in matrix form as Ac b, where

=
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0
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A is a genera.I rectangular matrix whose rows are made up of the functions /i a.nd 9i evaluated at each
data point. The load vector b contains the pressure for ·t he flow equation entries and zeros for the
amplitude equation. The vector c holds the unknown polynomial ·coefficients. Since the system is not
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necessarily square, the coe'flicients must be found in an optimal sense. The traditional objective function
in such ease is
(5)

=

The uoconstraioed optimaleolution, given by c A+b, where A+ is the peeudoinverse of A, may yield a
set of coefficieots which could fail to predict the global properties of the steady state solutions in terms of
stability and biforcation results. AB pointed out above, t he model should give only one set of equilibria
for the A = 0 branch, in a flow region away from hysteresis where the axisymmetric map bas negative
sl~pe. The data for this ,case is contained in the parti,t ions couesponding to zero-stall data. of A and
b. In addition, the model should predict two .s teady-:sta.te solutions when the slope of the axisymmetric
map is positive. One of the solutions is the unstable axisymmetric performance model itself, which is
the unknown of the problem. The other is the stable stalled solution, which has been incorporated as
experimental data in A and b in the stalJed-d&ta partitions. Furthermore, if the data. demonstrates the
presence of h~ste. resis, then the resulting peak stabili,ty cri,t-erion of Equation 2 should be relevant to the
optimization process. Hence, in order to obtain a reasonable set of coefficients, the stability information
should be supplied as constraints in the search of :an optimal .s et of coefficients which minimizes J 0 (c).
The general programming problem for ithe model consists of minimizing Jo(c) subject to constraints
which depend on the stability of the equilibrium solutions in ·different flow regimes. Since the majority
of the conatr.aints ·d epends on the slope ·o f ·the m·a p,

N• 1:1

·t-1

1fo~(•) = 2: (;~ 1)!

'

.l:=l

the problem is almost a quadratic programming problem. In effect, it is known that at a.xisymmetric
values of• and t', the slope should be negative. When the data shows that A :/: 0, the slope must be
positive, except in the hysteresis region. Therefore, for N0 axisymmetric data points and Nr stalled data
points which do not include the hysteresis region, the coefficients satisfy the linear inequality

Ee < 0 ; E

= [· - ~ - ].
·

(6)

-E1

The nonlinear hystere:Sis information can be incorporated into the steady-state model by identifying or
estimating a peak pressure value from the data. Given that the peak point is unstable when hysteresis
is present, the .recoume is to make a.ill estimate of the peak point. If the peak point is thus selected, one
can form a nonlinear inequality based on Equation 2 with a selected
and tPc(•p)· In this case, the
model consisting of Equations 5, 6, and tbe nonlinear constraint, represents a nonlinear programming
problem in the unknown coefficients.
Efficient numerical tools for the solution ·o f nonlinear pr~gramming problems exist. In particular, the
DONLP code by Spelluci {9) serves this purpose quite welt .Employing the experimental data from the
compresso.r , settin,g •, = 0.35, tPc(~p) = 0.173, and placing a bound on q(•,) ~ 10, one obtains, for
Np =5,

•P

"'c(•) = 73.34•5 - J.27.787•4 + 68.1558•3 -13.2766•2 + 0.6546•+ 0.1802 .
A comment is in or,der regarding the selection of the peak flow and axisymmetric performance values. In
general, ·one .can allow for an extra degree of freedom if such values are not imposed. The peak flow, ~P
will depend on the coefficients in a nonlinear, implicit manner. Although this can be incorporated with
extra coding effort, range constraints on
and 1/>c(•,.) mllBt still be impoeed, given the expectation of
finding a bifurcation poinit dose to the ,p oint at which the highest pressure is recorded. In this regard, the
values chosen for the peak fiow and pressure r,eaJia.tically reflect the influence of the range of experimental
data on the expected solution.
Once the compressor characteristic model is determined, a validity test is performed with the bifurcation analysis code. Figure 1 shows a comparison between experimental data and the output of the
bifur·c ation .a nalysis code. As seen, the optimal solution bas a rising part in accord with experiment
and bifurcaites .a t the imposed peak 1poin.t. Notice itha.t the hi·ghest values of the measured pressure are
below the imposed peak value. This is in accord to ,t he expectation that, if the peak point is an unstable

•P
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equilibrium solution and hysteresis is presen,t , then it wiU be ,difficult to measure the "peak" point state
experimentaUy. However, hysteresis is minimal in the single-harmonic model. The results in [3] demonstrate th.at, for a given steady-state model, hysteresis is more pronounced when more harmonics are
employed ·t o capture the :s tall pat,t em. Fi.gure 2 shows the res\llts ,o btained from a bifurcation analysis of
a two-harmonic model afte·r computing an optimal solution for tb.e axisymmetric polynomial coefficients
based on the firs.t -harmonic formulation presented here. 'Tihis plot shows a reasonable agreement of the
steady-state solutions, especially in the vicinity of the peak or stall inception point.

Condusions
In dlis adicle, :t he .a uthots demonstrate bow the ·q u·a litative nonlinear behavior of a compressor model
can be used ·t o obtain the relevant sit eady-state model. In ·t he future, the authors hope to reformulate
the problem of steady-state model identification to :allow for more harmonics in the description of the
1compr·essor flow .
Aclc.oowledgements This work has been supported under the ONR AASERT grant N00014-92-J-1794
and the ARO MURl Project DAAHIM.9610008.
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MODELLING OF DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEM
FOR THE STATE OBSERVATION PURPOSES
W. Byrski and P. Kubik

Institute of Automatics
University of Mining & Metallurgy
Al.Micki.ewic.za 30, 30059 Krakow, Poland
Abstract. The progress in computer technique makes it possible to apply new sophisticated algorithms in
digital feedback control application. One of these problems is the reconstruction of inaccessible initial-stale
vector of the .s ystem from the measurement data by the use of the observers. The structure of the observer is
given nol by the differential equation but originates directly from the definition of the exact observability. In the
papers [l],(3],{4] general approach to ·e xact y;econstruotion (observation) of finite state vector in linear time
invariant system by the use of integral deterministic observers in Hilbert spaces was presented. The problem of
optimal state reconstruction under assumption that errors not only in measurements of the output but also in
measurements of the control may occur was also solved. These results one can apply lo distributed parameter
mode.ls. In this paper we present the modelling problems ·Of distributed parameter system for such observation
purposes.

Introduction
For the proper description of some physical phenomena the distributed parameter model should be used.
Obseniability of such. system means that an initiaJ (or final) slate 'c an be uniquely detennined from the output
perfect measurement data. Generally for the distributed parameter system the initial state space is infinitedimensional, hence a few questions related to :system observability may .arise, e.g. how many sensors we should
use for guarantee the uniqueness of the observed state, where should these sensors be located and does the
initial state depends continuously on measurement data. Especially the last one is very important if the
measurement data are no.t perfect and small observation error may induce a large error to the initial state
reconstmcti,o n. Generally 1the observability of the distributed parameter system does not assure continuous
de,pendenoe of the reconstructed state on output measufements, hence in some cases such problem are not wellposed. AU these problems were investigated in many works {5],{6],[8)-fl3), however in these approaches the
systems without inputs wefe considered. It was motivated by the fact that both distributed and boundary inputs
are assumed to be known. Hence one can calculate that part of the solution which depends on these inputs and
subtract it from observed data. This assumption .specially in industrial applications is not always proper.
Theoretically the control signal is known but it represents only the information which is sending to actuator and
control valve (for instance ·t he number of impulses). What is the feal e.g. flow of heating steam which is the real
input signal to process one can check only by measurement. This measurement can be also affected by
distwbanoes. Hence measurement errors concem both output and input signal. This fact motivates the more
general statement of the optimal state observation problem. It was staled by Byrski and Fuksa in (1), [7) .
To omit the unweH-posed problem of continuity of infinite-dimensional initial state to measurement data the
reconstruction of this state was transfonned to .reconstruction of finite dimensional vector of unknown
parameters xe Rn (e.g. unknown amplitudes x; of finite number of:s inusoids which create the initial state) or in
case of ordinary diffefential equation ODE this vector 'Will represent standard initial or finite state x(T)eRn .
The relations were formula~ed generally in Hilibert function spaces. The structure of the observer was given by
the inner products of the ·Output yeY and. input ueU measUlieme·o ts and special filtering functions G 1("r), G 2('t)
on interval (O,l l After the first observation interval {O,T!) the obse·rver J;econstructs the exact value of x(T).
The optimal functions G1,2 ('t) were chosen in such a way that they fulfilled observability requirements and
minimized the nonn of the observer. The observer with minimal norm guarantees minimal state reconstruction
error for the disturbed measurements of y and 111 affeoted by the worst disturbances which belong to the unit
balls in Y and U '(distulbanoes with bounded norm). If the spaces Y and U are chosen as L 2 (O,T] the inner
product ·i s represented by an i.ntegral operator. Some new extensions of the on-line exact observation were
presented in (2) and (3]. In 12], the integral observers with Expanding and Moving Observation Window and
their differential versions were given. In (3) a generaliz.ation to disturbances from an ellipsoid was derived.
The application to ODE system was showed in (4).
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The most important properties of the proposed integral observer:s are:
• detenninistic approach to exact r:eoonstruction of the finite state,
• integral description of the on-line observer,
• fixed finite observation time interval T ,
• noisy measurlemems of both input u(t) and ou.l put y(t},
• optimal properties resulting from the special form of the performance index of observation.,
,. application to systems with delay and distributed parameters.
The aim of this paper is to discuss the modeling of one~dimensional heat equation for such observation
purposes and computation problems for the ouq>ut measurements given by the ideal point observation and by
integral sensor which repl'esent spatial average ,o f physical qwmtity over some effective sensing region located
in different position. In the next section we w.ill briefly recall the main formulas describing integral observers

theory.

Statement of the observ.a tioo problem
Consider a Iineac time invariant LTI system which output is given in a general operator form as the sum

y =H 1 x+Hzu

(1)

where ·the output y and ·control u belong to Hilbert function spaces Y and U, respectively and x is the
unknown parameter; x e X =R'" . The maps ·a r1e linear and continuous and the map H 1 is defined as
HI : x~Y,

where

H X
l

n
= I.

i=l

.

1

h1 x .
I

= [ h·11· · · · • hnl ] [ xl' ···.x

n

·

]T ' h1.
1

E

Y,

and

Hz :U~Y

The 1continuou:s meastuements of :function y and u ,o n mterval (0.,TI are given. The observer for system (I)
should reconstruct x e X = R• hence, in general it should be determined by n-dimensional lineac continuous
functionals on Y and U. By the Riesz Theorem every linear continuous :functional in Hilbert spaces can be
expressed as inner product (which we will denote by <·I · > or <·,·>)_Hence the observer is assumed as:

I

x = ~ y + 9z u = < G 1 y >y

where the maps

91 :Y-+ X, 92 :U-+ X

+ < G 2 I u >u

(2)

are linear, continuous and the new operator Hi eY" is defined as:

In order t,o obtain the necessary and sufficient 'oondilions for dte relation (2) to be an observer for system (1)
we substituite (l) to (2) and use the adjoint operator to~

x=(G 1

1

)
IH x)Y+ H;g1]
j n u
1

Hlgl

+(Gziu)u
u

Hence we have the following conditions for obserwation operators G 1 and Gz :
• observability condition ker H 1 = 0,
• identity matrix constrain - <G1 IH 1>

= I,

(3)

• the formula for G2

=-H•2.G l

{4)

G

2.

Condition (3) takes the form of a matrix inner product in Y" and represems the constraint for G1

l[g;'.] [h~ ,... ,h; J) =·[((g:,h:)), ..:.,((g:,h~))] =I
\ g,

g, ,h, , .. ., g, ,hi
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The other form of the condition (4) may be given by the operators G1 and G2 which transpositions are defined
by:

G2 =-H;G; ~

·Or

[sL... ,g~]=-H;(gl, ... ,g~)

There is an in:fini~e nwnber of pairs (G 1 ;G 2 ) which fulfiU fonnula (2), constraint (3) and formula (4).

Optimal o.b·s ervatio.n pr·o b1le01
Assume we 'have an LTI observable system (1) and tlle observer (2) of the unknown parameter x. In the space S
of.aU observ,er pairs (G, .~ ), S =yn x U° we define the rnorm ofithe observer

~(G1 ,G2 ),jb~ ~(g\,gj) + ~(g~ ,g~) =I
1=1

1=1

which represents also the performance index of observation (if the measurement distwbances are unknown but
bounded we can use the worst case approach assuming that the worst disturbances with unity norm will active.
Such approach is called sometimes as guaranteed estimation [10}). The optimization task is:
JO= min J
{G1 .G2 )

-

The constraint (3) and ·the performance index I give the Lagrangian functional

L =J +

•

2L(< -[(g; ,h~},...,(g; ,h~ )J)A.;
is )

where v,ectors A; e Rn aJie Lagrange multipliers and e\ are transpositions of the basis vectors in Rn . The
necessary condition ·o fmi.nimwn tqgether with (4) give the relatioo for each optimal element i 1,

g;. +HzHz* ,gj. - L
ft

.

.

h~ A.l;

=0,

j=I

or in matrix form:

[ gi, ...

,gf) = H 2 [gL .. .,g~] + H 1 A,

=>

G'i =Hz G2

+ H1

A,

where A. is a matrix of.columns A;. The form of the final solution from (3) and (5) for optimal

. _, ( I _, )-

G 1 =F

H1 H1 F

*a·1
G,2 =-Hz

H1

(5)

Gi G2° is
0

,

1

(6)

'

where the scalar ·operator F is: F = 1+HzH *
z.
Although the reconstructed state is the vector of finite dimension the general final formulas (6) can be applied
also to some dbservation problems for ,the systems with time delay and with distributed parameters .

.Modeling of the heat pr·oc;ess
One-dimensional paraboli.c heat equation '(called sometimes diffusion ·equation) is assumed for heat transfer by
conduction in a homogeneous :rod or thin wire of L length under assumption that the surface of the rod is
insulated.
1
kz. d T(t,z) _ dT(t,z)
(7)

az

2

-

at '

where: T(t,z) is temperatur.e at the time t in the point z, and constant k2 =K/cp is called thermal diffusivity (Kthennal conductivity, c - specific heat, p- mass per unit volume), z- denotes a spatial dimension..
The initial condition ~ T(O,z) = q>(z), for 0 < z < L,
and Dirichlet boundary conditions

T(t, 0) = 'V1(t); :T(t, L) = 'V2(t).

are given.

The obseJVations will be generated by two type of sensors 1located in point a., O<a.<L ideal point observation
and spatially averaged ·observation, what gives different equations of the output::
1) y(t,a.) = T(1t, a.),

I Cl+E
2) y(t,a) = 2£ 11- E

Jrct . s>~.

where 2& is diameter of thermocouple sensor located in a., O<a.<L.
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Hence, dilleJient form of the operators H., Hz in the equation (1): y = H 1x

+ H 2u will be obtained. The
vector xeR" is a finite dimension parameter which characterize unkno'Ml initial temperature T(O,z) = q>(z).
We assume that the initial ,c ondition T(O.z) is given .as the sum ,o f finite number of sinusoid (eigenfunctions).
T(O,z) =q>(z)

=~:X1 · sin(j · 1t z)

(8)

L

j•I

u(t,L) = 'V2(t) the solution of (7) is given by

for the Dirichlet boundary conditions.: u(t,O) ='VI (t);

i · 1t

~

T(t ,z)= L7;(t)·sin(-z)
;:1
L

(9)

wher;e
(10)
and C,, represents influence of initial condition

2

C1

·m;

= 7;(0) = L f q>(~)sinT~
L

(p)

0

The final formula will be derived for exemplary control which is given by the boundary condition in left
hand side of the rnd u(t) = T(t,O)

='V1(t),.whereas right hand side end is held at temperature zero

T(t,L) = 'V(t)=O for all the time t>O. Then we have

T(t ,z)

-

=L,e

-(id )21

'-

j2 J

i. 1t
·J;(O) · sin(-z) +
L

- 2irrlc
-(~}'(t-'f)
i. 1t
I.-J
e
v ('t) dt -sin(-z)
L
L
2

2

M

t

L

1

0

We 'can 'Write 1
this ,e quation in the form

T(t ,z) = T0 (t,z) +T,.(t,z)

(12)

where To depends on initial condition .and Tu on 01e boundary control.
Substituting initial condition (.8) to (11) and to To{l,z) and taking into account that

fsinU1t L~ ) sin(i7t L~ )~ =
o

0,

for Vi

~j

and

JsinU7t 5_)L sinU1t S.L)~ =l2 ,
0

we will have only sum of finite number of elements in To(t,z)
(13)

j · 1t
]
sin(Lz)

(14)

Observation problem 1

l

The ideal point observation sensors is located at point a., O<a<L, then from (1), (13), (14) the operators H 1 and
H~ are given by formula:

"

y 1(t,Cl)=J;,(t,a)=Lh(x1 =(h:, h 12,

...

h;]

[x,

, ~1

y 2 (t, Cl)= T. (t, a) =

;

= H 1 X, where

0

-cir11ry,
L

j · 1t

sin(Ln)

x..

'[27rk
(1-~) sin(i · 1t ]
- -}2 ie -(~}1
'a) . V/t)dt = H

J

hf=e

2

-

L

2

1:1

L
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2

u.

(15)

ker H1 = 0, is fulfilled for 'V cx., O<cx.<L.

It is ,easy to see that the condition of observabiliity

Remarks on calculation method for integral in formula (14)
Numerical tests with different methods of integration have given insufficient accuracy of results. To improve
the calculation correc.tness one can notice that the coefficients T;(t) in (14)

T(
' t ) --

""'l (•-~> -'-~2·-1.2
f, -(T>
""°
L2 'V1 (1,....
,e

0

may be treated as the elements of vector solution of matrix differential equation with zero initial condition

T(t) = AT(t) + Bu(t)

f.. (t) =
where

T(t)
=[7; (t),J; (t), ........ TN (t)] T ,

and matrix A= diag[- (7Ck)

2

L2 '

-[21r.Jc2 4rr./c2 ... 2Nrrk
L2 ' L1 '

B-

(16)

CT(t)

2

, L1

]r ,

- (

2 7Ck)2

L'l

2

(N7Ck) ]
,. .. ,- L2
NxN ,

C =[l,1,-··,l]NxN

Nxl

where N is assumed finite number of terms in series (14). In this approach very good results by the use of the
procedure lsim in Matlab package for solution of equation (16) were obtained.

Observation problem 2
For spatially averaged observation the integral sensor is located at point cx., O<a<L. The output is given by:

1 a+£
1 a+t
1 a+£
y(t,cx) = - T(t, ~)~ =- To(t.~)~+- T,.(t,~)~

J

2£ a-t

2£

2£ j

j

a-c

(17)

a-£

The fir:st integral from (17) and (13) is:

The final solution for y 1(t,a.) is

y 1(t,a)

L
1
J ·n
}·rt
-<~>'•
=-L,-:x
sin(-a)sin(-£) ·e L
1
n

L

1tE J =I }

L

The last formula can be written as inner product of vector function H 1 and vector of parameter x =[x 1,x2, •••• • X.:J T
y 1 (t,o.)= ~h(x1
n

[x•]

=[h: • ... ,h;] x~

=

H1

i:,

where

h(

l
-cjrd<»•
jn
}'It
= j1tEe
L
sin(lo.)sin(LE) ·

(18)

'T he second integral is
}

y 2 (t,a)

a~t

= 2 £ f 7,;(t ,~)~
a.-£

(19)
In this type of observation the same condition of observability occurs: for 'Va. : O<a<L => ker H 1 = 0.
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Numerical example

0

0 0

Fig. I. Observation problem I

0

Fig.2 . Observation problem 2

Conclusions
In the paper ,t he analytical form of system output (l) ·obseJVed by two kind of sensors was derived. From this
form explicit fiormU!las for ·o perators B 1, 8 1 ·result It will enable us to design the optimal state observer for
distributed parameter system based on presented theory. The conditions of observability in two cases were
'checked. In Fig. l and 2 ·n umerical resulit s of simulation for the system with parameters: k=0.2, L= 1.0, n=5,
N=50, i,v 1i(t)=IO·l(t), .steps of numerical discretizatioA llt=0.05, 6:z=O.Ol, and radius of sensor s=3£lz were
presenled.
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A FAULT DETECTION FILTER FOR BILlNEAR SYSTEMS WITH UNKNOWN INPUTS
Mecbmeche C., Zasadzinski M., Rafar.a lahy H., K,e Uer J .Y., Darouach M.
CRAN-ACS-CNRS URA 821 . Universitt Henri Poincart-Nancy 1, 186, rue de Lorraine, 54400 Cosnes et Romain, FRANCE
E-mail : mzasad@iut-longwy.u-nancy.fr
Abstract : An 'ex ~ension of White and Speyets detection filter to bilinear systems with unknown inputs is presented. Under an appropriate
lranSfonnat:ion, ·the detection filte.r desigwt for bilinear systems subjected to unbiown inputs is solved as a special case of unknown input observers
for linear systems by intr:oducing eigenspaoe constraints. A simple solution for <he detection filter gain and closed-loop eigenvectors is proposed.
Key words : Fault detectio.n and isolation, bilinear systems. unknown input observer.

1- fn,t ro:duction
[n recent years there has been a significant growth in the need for sophisticated diagnostic procedures in a variety of
industrial processes. The ever increasing presence of complex electronic controls has dictated the need for accurate and
timely diagnosis of the sensors and actuators that ar.e part of these subsystems. Consequently, many of researchers have
investi~gated the design of Fault Detection and Isolation (FDJ) algorithms and demonstrated their feasibility and
applicability to actual systems. Beard [2] developed the detection filter design method for linear systems. 1bis approach
was based on an observer designed so that the occurrence of a fault in the system yields a fixed direction (unidirectional)
of the residual vector in ·t he output space. More recently, White and Speyer [12) and Park and Rizzoni [ll] improved
this design procedure using a spectral approach that is suitable for the detection of multiple faults. They directly
considered (and assigned all) the closed-loop eigenvalues of the detection filter with eigenvector constraints, yielding an
algebraic algorithm for determining the detection filter gain.
The major limitation of detection filter has been its applicability only to linear time-invariant systems without
unmeasured disturbanc·e . However a wide variety of industrial sys~ems and chemical process can be described by a
bilinear system [10). FDI for bilinear systems is seldom sit udied while 1the control of bilinear systems is well developed.
The existence conditions and design procedure for residual generator for bilinear systems is investigated in [9].
In this paper we propose to extend the detection filter to bilinear systems subjected to unmeasured disturbances and
faults. A design procedlll'e using eigenvalues-eigenvectors approach is used in order to determine an appropriate direction
of the residual vector in the measured output space. We propose a new algorithm to design a detection filter gain using
the Kronecker product; the novelty ~n the approach lies in the ability to generate a closed-form expression for the
detection filter gain, leading to a greatly simplified design procedure. This paper offers three major contributions: (I) it
makes the design filter detec·t ion ;gain more simple; (2) it extends the detection filter developed in [ 12) to bilinear
systems; (3) it includes the decoupl~n.g between residuals to be tested and unmeasured disturbances in the detection filter
synthesis. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the objectives of the fault detection filter are stated. In section
3 the fault detection filter for bilinear systems is formulated as a special case of unknown input observer. The necessary
and sufficient conditions are given. In section 4 a complete solution .and a synthesis procedure of the detection filter to
bilinear systems alle given.
NotatiGns : lm(A) and Ker(A) are full rank matrice s which span 1the range and the null spaces respectively of A. A+
is a generalized inverse of matrix A defined by A= A A+ A.

2- Problem Formulation
We c·o nsider the following bilinear system described by
m

r

x=A x + t=l
L Ni Ui x + B u + D d + 1=!
L Fi fi
y =C

x

JT

( l.l)

(1.2)

where the state vector x(t) e JR0 , the input vector u(t) = [ u1{1t) .. . um(t)
e Rm, the unknown input vector d(t) e
RQand the output y(t) e JRP. A, B, C, Ni• D are constant matrices. In the remainder of this paper we will assume that
faults may be modelled by an additive known equation (1.1), where Fie Rn is defined an component fault event vector,
.a nd fi(t) is a :s calar foncti·o n which represents the evaluation of the fault Wi't hout loss of generality, we assume that
matrix C is surjective, i.e.
rank C = p
(1.3)
The detection filter is given in the form of the following estimator
m

z=H z + L y + J u + 1L=! ~
A

y=Cz+Py

Uj

y

(2.1)
~~

A

where z(t) e Rn and y(t) e RP. H, L, ~. J, and P are unknown matrices of appropriate dimensions. In nonlinear
systems, specially in bilinear systems, there exist many kinds of observers, defined by a constraint on the observer e.r ror
[4), [5]. ln this paper, this constraint is the same than considered in [5] . Define the residual vector as follows
A

r= y - y
(3)
The objective of fault detection in the context of this work will be to restrict the output error residual, r(t), to a
certain direction while maintaining 1the freedom to select the dynamics of 1the observation error of the filter (2). This is
the conventional definition of fault detectability, given in definition l .
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Definition 1 : The failure associated with fj(t) in the system described by ( 1) is detectable if there exists a filter gain
K such that
r(t) maintains a fixed direction in the output space,
(i)
the filte r is stable,
(ii)
(iii)O
r(t) is independent of d(t).
Condition (i) forces the filter to have properties such that the output error direction r(t) can be associated with the
design error direction fi(t). Condition (ii) is imposed so that the filter can be made stable. Conditions (iii) corresponds to
unknown input observer theory.
3- Unknown input observer design
Thi·s section is devoted to the decoupling of the residual r(t) from the unknown input d(t) and the bilinearities, with
stability constraint, the residual observer (2) m11:s t have a linear reconstruction error. Let e(t) be the reconstruction error
(4)
given by
e = z- Sx
where matrix S E a nxn.
Theorem 1 : If the following constraints are verified
HS-SA+LC=O
EjC-S Ni= 0
i l ... m
S D=O
J=SB
and H is a stability matrix, llhen the error dynamics is exponentially stable and can be written as

=

~ =H e +

r

L

(6.1)

S Fi fi

i::: I
r=Ce

In addition, the residual vector becomes

(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)

(6.2)•

The proof is straightforward and is omitted. Condition (i) of definition 1 corresponds to an invariance problem in the
output space, which can be •translated in·to an eigenvalues-eigenvectors problem. In [3], Darouach et al. have shown that
H =SA - K C
(7)
matrix H can be always written as
wheFe K is the ,g ain matrix to be determined. This eigenvalues-eigenvectors problem can be solved by constraining the
design of the gain matrix K. Then, according to themem 1, constraints (5-1)-(5-3) must be solved independently of the
gain matrix design. The following theorem shows that this is possible if matrix S defined in equation (4) has a
particular form.
Theorem 2 : Assume that matrix H in (2. 1) is given by (7), then the constraints (5. 1)-(5.3) of the theorem 1 are
satisfied for any matrix SA e Rnxn and gain matrix Ke :a.nxp if and only if the matrix Sin (4) can be written as

00

S=~-ac

where a is a given matrix of appropriate dimension.

•

Proof: Substituting equation (7) into (5-1) gives the foHowing equation
U:=[K SA)

[i~~s]

which have a solution L independently of matrices S A and K if and only if
rank (C) =rank

[cT STCT

or .• siince matrix C is surjective, equiv.alently
rank

[1P oJ =rank

P

I
csc+

0
CSKer(C)

In

-sTr

l

[ (I -S)C+ (In -S)Ker(C)
0

~

{

CSKer(C)

=0

(I - S)Ker(C) = 0
n

Th.is is equivalent to the existence of a matrix a such that
CT cxT =(In - ST)
then matrix S is giv·en by (8).

•

L = K (Ip - Ca) + .S A a
(9)
Inserting (8) into (5.1) yields
Define Na=:( N1 ... Nm ], Ea = [ E1 ... Ein ] and Ca = diag(C) with Ca e R(p .m)x(n.m). The existence
conditions for a stable detection filter satisfying the constraints (5.1)-(5.4) of theorem 1 are given by the following
theorem.
Theorem 3 : Assume that the matrix S is given by (8). There exists a detection filter given by (2) for the bilinear
system (1) satisfying theorem 1 if and only if the following conditions hold
rank (C cl>) =rank <l>
(10. 1)

.a.m
where

sin-A
C

<l>
0

J=n +rank <l>, 'V s e C, Re(s)

et> = [ D N8 Ker(CJ ]

l078

~

0

(10.2)

(10.3)•

Proof: Inserting equation (8) into relations (5.2) and (5.3) gives

[a
The matrix [ Ca+ Ker(Ca)
[ ex Ea
and can be written as

[

l[

Ea ] [ COD

~:a J= [

D

Na ]

J being nonsingular [8], the previous equation is equivalent to

C~ ~a ] [ ~ c~+ Ke~Ca) ] = [ D

a Ea ] [

c: C%~~a

+ CNaK;r(Ca)

Na

l[

~ c~+ Ker~Ca) ]

J

= [ F NaCa+ NaKer(Ca)

J

(11)

Then, by using relations (8) and (10.3), equation (11) becomes
Ea= S Na Ca+

(12.1)
(12.2)
Hence relations (5.2) and (5.3) are replaced by (12.2) and~ is given by (12.1). Then (5.1), (5.4) and (12.2), with
the stability of matrix H, correspond to the necessary and sufficient constraints to design an unknown input observer for

s <1> =0

arxt

x=Ax+ B u + <1> da

(13.1)
(13.2)
where da<t) is an unknown input from which the observation error must be decoupled. The necessary and sufficient
•
existence conditions for this unknown input observer are given by (10.1) and (10.2) [3), [6].
the following system [8]

y =c x

Then for given matrices Kand a, the filter matrices J, H, Sand Lare given by (5.4), (7), (8) and (9) respectively.
The gain matrix K being determined in section 4, then to end this section, it remains to compute ex and P. Using (8),
ex C <1> = <1>
equation (12.2) can be rewritten as
and has a solution if and only if condition (10.1) is satisfied. lbis solution is given by
a= <1> (C <I>)+ + Y (Ip - (C <I>) (C <1>)+)
(14)
where Y is an arbitrary matrix of appropriate dimension. In [3), Darouach et al. have shown that matrix Y must be
chosen such that S is of maximal rank, otherwise supplementary unobservable modes for the pair (S A, C) may arise,
which can lead to an unstable matrix H. (Note that the unobservable modes of (S A, C) are given by the scalars s e C
generating a rank deficiency in condition (10.1) [3].) An available choice to obtain S of maximal rank is to set Y 0.
The maximal rank of Sis given by
rank S = k
(15.1)
where
rank Cl> = n - k
(15.2)
Then ex in (14) becomes
ex= Cl> (C <1>)+
(16)
and, using (2.2), (6.2) and (8), P is given by
P = C ex
( 17)

=

4- Detection filter gain synthesis
This section is devoted to the computation of the gain matrix K such that r(t) verify conditions (i) and (ii) of
definition 1 (note that condition (iii) is satisfied if the filter matrices are chosen as shown in section 3) . Firstly, in
subsection 4.1, we deal with the detection space constraints. In subsection 4.2, an algorithm is proposed to determine
the gain matrix K.
4.1- Detection space constraints
4.1.J- Eigenspaces constraints
Consider (6.1)-(6.2) and define F as

F =[Fi

·· ·

Fr]= [SF)

·· · SFr]

(18)

The failures fi(t) can be detected in the output space if they do not belong to Ker(S), i.e. if
(19)
Im(F)n Ker(S) ={O} <=> rank F =rank [F1 •·· Fr]= r
Since the detection filter (2) for the bilinear system (1) can be seen as a unknown input observer for the linear
system (13), the error e(t) (4) associated to the dynamic equation (6.1) can be decomposed into two invariant subspaces
as follows [l)

e

if e(O) e hn(<l>) = Ker(S) and =He, then e(t) e Ker(S)

(a)

e

if e(O) e hn(S) =Ker(<l>T) and =He, then e(t) e lm(S)
(b)
Then the eigenvalues-eigenvectors problem related to the detection filter for system (1) implies the following fact.
Fact 1 : Ker(S) = Im(<l>) is the eigenspace associated to the decoupling of the unknown input d(t) and the bilinearities.
The eigenspace associated to the failure directions is included in hn(S) (i.e. lm(F) c lm(S), see (18)).
A
Condition (i) of definition 1 implies that each vector Fi belongs to an observable eigenspace, i.e.
Si . .
each vector Fi can be written as
Fi = SFi = Iexjvj
i = 1. .. r

(20)

j=l

where Oi is the dimension of the eigenspace associated to Fi,
Since the eigenspace associated to v~ (i

a] are scalars and vl the eigenvector of H with j = l...oi·

= l ... rand j = 1.. .oi) is assumed to be observable, one obtains
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cvj ~o

(21)

Denote A.~ the eigenvalue of H related to the eigenvector v~. Then, using (7), the eigenspace problem (20) can be
written as follows [12]
i

with

-

wi=Cvj=CFi

i = l. ..r

(22.l)

j=l...oi

(22.2)

Note that :>.,ij can be lllbitrarily chose,n with Re(:>..~)< 0 (use the observability obtain by (21)). Using fact l, we
have for i = l...r and j = 1.. .~

v~ e Im(S)

(23)

The invariant zeros of the triplet (A, <I», C) Clle the unobservable mode of (SA, C) [3] and the eigenspace of matrix
(S A) associated to these invariant zeros are the zero-directions of the triplet (A, Cl», C). This vector space is invariant
for the matrix H (7) and corresponds to the unobservable space of the pair (S A, C). Let 1' be a basis of this

unobservable space and Ov =rank V. By definition, we have
~~c~~

~

Since Ker(C) c lm(1') :then, using (21), we have for i = l. .. r and j = 1...0j

v~ i Im(1')

(25)

4.1.2· Construction of the .d etection spaces
The vector Fi is a linear combination of eigenvectors v~ who span his detection space, then Fi must satisfy the
(A - KC) F.

following equation (see (22))

= A_ij

F.

or, by using (20),

i = 1.. .r

(26.1)

=l. ..r

(26.2)

i=l...r

(27)

j

The solution of (26.2) is given by [12]
-

lii

. . .

-

K=(AFi-I,ajA.jvj)(C~t+Ki(lp-(C~)(CFit>
j=l

where Ki (i = l...r) is a parametrization ofK associated to each !\. Substituting (27) in to equation (26.l) gives [12]
A - KC
wid1

= Ai -

Ki q

Ai =A (In - Fi (CFi )+ C) and ci =(Ip - (C Fi) (CF.>+> c

i = I.. .r

(28.1)

i = I.. .r

(28.2)

Note that ~Fi = 0, 1then the detection space is orthogonal on the observable space of (Ai ,Ci) (see (20) and (21)).
Then the detection space .associated to the fault fi(t) can be defined as the space spanned by eigenvectors corresponding to
the unobservable modes ,o f the pair (Ai, Cj).

Definition 2: (12) The dimension Oj of the detection space associated to fi(t) is given by
~ =n-rankMi
where

- T ·· · (CiAi
-n - 1)T]
MiT = [Ci T (CiAi)

the null space of M1 spans the detection space of fi.

(29.1)
(29.2)

l'.J

The detection space of fi(t) is the H-invariant subspace of the error variable state which represents that part of the
system affected by fi(t). This H-invariance property implies that the controllable space of fi(t) with respect to H, called
Wj, is the smallest H-invariant containing ~ and is defined as follows.

Definition 3 : The smallest H-invariant containing

Fi is the controllable space of Fi with respect to Hand is given

[Fi- HF1W:i= ·

by

... H

n-1-1
Fi

(30)l'.J

4.1.3- Output separability and mutual detectability
In :the following, we must verify if there is no overlap between the detection spaces Mi (i = I ...r).
Definition 4 : [12) Faults fi(t) (i

= 1.. .r) are separable in the output :space if
rank C

F =rank F

(3l)l'.J

If this definition is not satisfied then there exist some vectors Wj sa,tisfying (22.2) which are collinear and the output
sp.aces overlap. Then ·the faults can not be separated in the output space.
Lemma 1 : [ 12) If the failure vectors in
independent

F are output separable,
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then ithe detection space of fi(t)'s are pairwise
•

Now we study the mutual detectability of failure modes fi(t)'s which is related to condition (i) of definition l [12).
To do that, the detection space associated to the matrix F is determined in a manner analogous to the case of vector Fi.
Equation (26.2) can be rewritten as [12)
where the ith column of Qd, called Qdi. is given by

KC F

=Qd

(32.1)

S·

i aj A!; v;

Qdi =A Fi -

(32.2)

j=I

The solution of (32.1) is given by

K = Qd (CF)++ K(IP -(CF)(CFt)

(33)

and the equation (26.l) can be rewritten as
A - KC= ~ - KC
where
~=A -Qd(CF)+Cand C=(Ip-(CF)(CF)+)

(34.l)
(34.2)

Then the observability matrix of the pair ( ~, C) is given by

MT =[cT (C ~)T ... (C ~n-l>T]

(35)

Using fact l, the dimension of the detection space associated to ( ~, C) is
(36)
o=n-rankM:Sk
The following lemma gives condition of mutual detectability.
Lemma 2: (12) The failure modes fj(l) (i = 1...r) are separable in the output space, then they are mutually detectable
r

Loi =o

if and only if

(3 7)•

i=I

o-

Using fact 1, two cases may arise : (a) O + Ov = k and (b) k Ov = Oc > 0. In case (a), the k eigenvalues
associated to Im(S) are determined : oeigenvalues are chosen in order to satisfy condition (i) of definition 1 and the Ov
remaining eigenvalues are the invariant zeros of (A,<!>, C). In case (b), Oc additional eigenvalues must be assigned.
Now, we consider the case (b) : the problem can be solved by choosing Oc vectors Fci (i 1.. .Oc) such that, if the
vectors Fci are treated in the same way that the vectors Fi, one obtains + Ov = k. Then, the problem of designing the
filter K can be treated by considering the case (a). Then the detection of the fault component fi(t) is solved by
multiplying the residual vector r(t) (3) by a projection into lm(C Wi) [ 12]. Note that, by construction, one has [ 12)
rankCWi= 1

=

o

4.2- Detection gain design
This section is dedicated to the design of the filter gain K by considering the case (a). First consider a non singular
matrix 1t such that
Cl> n = [ <p 0 ]
(38)
where the matrix <p is injective (<p e anx<n-k) with rank <p = n - k) and denotes 'Pi the ith column of <p.
Then the problem of designing the gain K is reduced to choose the eigenvalues A.~ (i

=1.. .n-k+r and j = l...!J.i with

IJ.i =~if i:::;; rand µ; = 1 if i > r) and to solve simultaneously equations (22) by replacing matrix

Fii> =[F
Denoting f::i the ith column of

F by Fcp where

qi]

(39)

Pep, equation (22) is replaced by
[

l[

t..i;I~-X ~ :~J=[~J

with

i = l...n-k+r

(40.l)

i = 1.. .n-k+r

(40.2)

The set of eigenvectors vj verifying equations (40.2) is given by

v~
with

C =(In - c+ C). The design parameter

=c+ wi +C

~j

(41)

~} is introduced in order to obtain vectors v~ who verify equation (40.2).

In the sequel, the indices i andj varies as i e [l, n-k+r] andj e [l, µ;] .Substituting v} in equation (40.l), we obtain

XiJ C

Kw·1-- - A!J c+ w·I -j

i

we obtain

(42)

1

-

where
A; =A}n - A
Applying the vec operator into equation (42) (7)
vec(K wi)
vec( Aj c+ wi) - vec(

=-

1

:
A.
~

Xi C.

~})

(wf ® I)vec(K)=-vec<X} c+wj)-CX} C)vec<~}>
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(43)
(44)

-i

T

-i

Yi= w; ®In, :ljj =vec( Aj c+ Wj), Xij = Aj C

Let be

Yi vec(K) + Xij vec( ~})

Then equation (44) becomes

=- :ljj

X V = -z

and can be written in a matrix fonn as follows

with X=diag(X;1). Y =L.~:J ic=[Y

xj.

Z=[z.}nd vT =[vec(K)

1

. T
vec(~j)

··· ]

X=rank [x Y]

rank

(45) has a solution if and only if

(45.l)
(45.2)

(46)

If condition (46) is satisfied. e.i. if the faults are output separable and mutually detectable, then the solution of
(47)
equation (45) is given by
V = -:X+ Z+ (1-:X+ X) T\
where ~ is an arbitrary vector with appropriate dimension.
We will determine T] and then ~~.in order to verify condition (40.2). In equation (47), we define
i) the matrix

p} given by the mws of the matrix (I -:X+:X) corresponding to ~} in the vector V,

ii) d1e vector y~ given by then coofdinates of the vector :X+z corresponding to ~~ in the vector V .

v~ = c+wi -Cr~ +cp~fl~

Then equation (41) becomes
where

T\i

T

= [ Tl1iT

i T]
·• • T\µi
and TlT

=[ Tl1 T

(48.1)

·•·

T]
T\n-k+r

(48.2)

From (48.2), the constraint (40.2) can be written as
~

µi

F;

.

-

.

-

. .

= 2,aj(C+wi -Cyj +Cpjflj)

(49)

j=l

(50)

and the jth column of Vi is given by

If the following condition holds

Fi

(51)

lm(Vj)

E

Tl~

=0
Fi =Fil +Fi2

then we have
else, we decompose the vector

Fi as

(52)
(53.1)

f)l E lm(Vj) and fh ~

where
To satisfy (53 .2), we •Can choose

1\1 and ...F.2 as

+

...

,..

lm(Vj)

....

Fi 1 =Vi Fi and Fi 2 =Fi -Fil

Define the matrix

n as

Q

=c[Pi

...

p~

. ..

(53.2)

p~i]

(54)
(55)

then the vectors F. verify the constraint (40.2), or equivalently the relation (49), if the following relations hold
Fi2 E

Im (Q)

The vector Tli in (47) and (48.2) is given by

(56)
(57)

Thus the vectors ~~and v~ and the gain K are solution to equation (41).

5- Conclusion
In this paper the detection filter for bilinear systems with unknown inputs is formulated and interpreted as an
eigenspace problem, by means of an eigenvalue-eigenvector assignment technique. The detection gain is designed such
that the residual is decoupled from the system perturbations.
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WAVELETS IN OPTIMISATION AND APPROXIMATIONS
A . N. Fedorov:a and M. G. Zeitlin
Russian Academy of Sciences, Institute of Problems of Mechanical Engineering, Lab. of Mathematical
Models of Mechanics, Russia, 199178, St. Petersburg, V.O., Bolshoj pr. 61.
E-mail: zeitlin@math.ipme.ru, anton@math.ipme.ru
Abstract. We give the explicit time description of four the following problems: dynamics and optimal
dynamics for some important electromechanical system, Galerkin approximation for beam equation,
computations of Meloilcov function for perturbed Hamiltonian systems. All these problems are reduced
to the problem of the solving of the systems of differential equations with polynomial nonlinearities and
with or without some constraints. The first main part of our construction is some variational approach to
this problem, which reduces initial problem to the problem of the solution of functional equations at the
first stage and some algebraical problems at the :second stage. We consider also two private cases of our
general construction. In the first case (particular) we have the solution as a series on shifted Legendre
polynomials, which is parameterized by the solution of reduced algebraical system of equations. In the
second case (general) we have the solution in a compactly supported wavelet basis. Multiresolution
expansion is the second main part of our construction. The solution is parameterized by solutions of two
reduced algebraical problems, the first one is the same as in the first case and the second one is some
linear problem, which is obtained from anyone of the nex<t wavelet construction: Fast Wavelet Transform,
Stationary Subdivision Schemes, the method of Connection Coefficients.

We give the explicit time description of the following problems: dynamics and optimal dynamics for
nonlinear dynamical systems and Galerkin approximation for some class of partial differential equations,
computations of Melnikov fu.nction for perturbed Hamiltonian systems. All these problems are reduced
to the probiem of the solving of the systems of differential equations with polynomial nonlinearities with
or without some constraints. The first main part of our construction is some variational approach to
this problem, which reduces initial problem .to the problem of ·t he solution of functional equations at the
first stage and some algebraical problems at the second stage. We consider also two private cases of our
general construction.
In the first case (particular) we have for Riccati type equations the solution as a series on shifted
Legendre polynomials, which is parametrized by the solution of reduced algebraical (also Riccati) system
of equations [l]-(5J.
In the second case (general polynomial systems) we have the solution in a compactly supported
wavelet basis [6]-[8]. Multiresolution expansion is the second main part of our construction. In this case
the solu,t ion is parame.trized by solu,tions of two reduced algebraic problems, one as in the first case and
·t he ·second is some :linear pr.oblem., which is 1o btained from one of the next wavelet construction: Fast
Wavelet Transform (FWT) [9], Stationary Subdivision Schemes (SSS) [10], the method of Connection
Coefficients (CC) {11].
We use our general construction for :solution of important technical problems: minimization of energy
and detecting signals from oscillations of .a submarine.
Our initial problem comes from very important technical problem - minimization of energy in electromechanical system with enormous expense of energy. That is synchronous drive of the mill-the
electrical machine wi,t b the mill as load. It is described by Park system of equations [1)-(2):
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dis
dt

where Ai;, (i,j = T:6) are constants, Ai(t) explicit functions of time,
A6 (i6 ,t} =a+ di 6 + bii is analytical approximation for the mechanical moment of the mill. In our case
we consider ii. i 2 as t1h e controlling variables. Because we consider the energy optimization, we use the
next general
form of energy functional in our electromechanical system

where K 1 , K 2 are quadratic forms. Moreover, we consider the optimization problem with some constraints which are motivated by technical reasons. After the manipulations from the theory of optimal
control, we reduce the problem of energy minimization to the some nonlinear system of equations (l].
Thus for the Lagrangian optimization we have the system of 13 equations (12 - differential equations,
1-functional one) . For th.e HamiJ,tonian optimization W·e ba·ve tbe system of 12 equations {10-differential
equations, 2-·algebraic ones) . .In both cases obitained .s ystems of equations are the systems of Riccati
type. As result of solution of equations of optimal dynamics we have:
l. the explicit time dependence of the controlling variables

u(t)

={i1(t), i2(t)} which give

2. 1tbe optimum of corresponding functional of energy and

3.

e~plicit

time dynamics of the controllable variables {is, i4, is,is}(t).

Next we consider the construction of explicit time solution. The obtained solutions are given in the
next form:
N

i1r (t) = i1r

(o) + I>xix; (t),
i=l

where in our first case we have X;(t) = Q;(t), where Q;{t) are shifted Legendre polynomials [12] and >.i
are roots of fieduced algebraic system of equations. 'In wavelet case X;(t) correspond to multiresolution
expansions in the base of compactly supported wavelets and >.i arie tbe roots of corresponding algebraic
Riccati systems with coefficients, which are given by FWT, SSS ·or CC constructions. According to the
variational method of [12} to give the reduction from differential to algebraical system of equations we
need compute the objects ~(ib) andµ;;, where in Lagrangian case a= 1, 13,b 1, 13. We compute it
by the formuia.e:

=

~(ib)

-

1l
J

tj

t/Ja(ib, T)X;(T)dT

l

µ;i

=

X;(T)X;(r)dr,

0

where t/J 4 is RHS of initial equations. Then the reduced algebraical .system has the form:
N

2:µ;•>.~

- ~(>.0 ) = 0

i=l

where coefficients of algebraical systems are constructed from objects:
CTj

fo

1

X;(r)dr = (-l)i+l,

1
1

0

X;(r)X;(r)dr = cr;cr; +

(2j

5··

~ l),
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flktj

_

[1

1

Clkl3'

-

crko;1

Jo Xk(r)X1(r)Xj(r}dr

1
0

x·x·
X "d T k
I
i
-

u1ok;

cr;ok1

= <Tk<TtCTj + Ok/j + 2j + 1 + 2/c + 1 + 21 + l'
1

(i+k+t+l)R(l/2(i+i+k))

X

R(1/2(j + k -l))R(I/2(j- k + t)) x R(I/2(-j + k + l)) ,

=

=

=

=

if j + k + l 2m 1 m E Z ,and Clktj 0 if j + k + l 2m + l; where R(i) = (2i)!/(2ii!) 2 , X; u; + Xt,
where the second equality in the formulae for <T, 11, /3, a hold for the first case.
Now we give construction for their computations in tbe wavelet case.
We use compactly supported wavelet basis: orthonormal hasis for fonctions in L2 (R) [13] . As usually
i,i:i(x) is a scaling function, t/i(x) is a wavelet function, where 'i"i'(x) = i,i:i(z-i). Scaling relation that defines
cp, f/; are
N-1

N-1

- . I : akcp(2z - k) = I :

ip(z)

k:O

ak'Pk (2x),

k:O

N-2

=

t/i(z)

I : (- l)kak+1cp(2z + k)
k=-1

Let be

f : R --+ C and the wavelet expansion is
00

/(x) =I: Ctipt(z) +I: I : c;kt/J;k(z)
lEZ

j:OkEZ

The indices k, j represent translation and scaling
2i / 2ip(2i z - l)

=

<p;1(z)

2il 2 1/;(2ix - k)

\6;k(z}
If c;k = 0 for j

~

J , then /(z) has an alternative expansion in terms of dilated scaling functions only

/(z) =

L CJt'Pu(x)
LEZ

This is a .finite wavelet expansion, it can be writiten solely in terms of translated scaling functions.
We use wavelet t/i(z) , which has k vanishing moments

or, equivalently
xk

= LCt'J"t(z)for each

k,

0$ k $ K

Also we have the short-est possible support: scaling function DN (where N is even integer) will have
support [O, N - I] and N/2 vanishing moments.
There exists >. > 0 such that DN has >.N continuous derivatives; for small N, >. ~ 0.55. To solve our
second associated linear problem we need to evaluate derivatives of /(z) in terms of i,i:i(x) .
Let be cp~ = rl"cpt(x)j,dx". We derive the wavelet - Galerkin approximation of a differentiated /(z)
as /d(z) =Lt c1cpf(x) and values i,i:if(z) can be expanded in terms of cp(z)
where
m

J
00

Am

=

cpf(x)cpm(x)dx

-oo
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The coefficients >.m a.re 2-term connection coefficients [11]. in general we need to find
00

A(f1,l2, ... ,ln,d1,d2, ... ,dn)

=At:f:.~-.t~"

=

j

IT<pt:(x)dx

-oo

For our H.lccati case we need to evaluate two and three connection 'c·oefficients

00

j cpd1 (x)ip12 (x}cp~(x)dx
-oo

According to [l l] we use the nex..t construction. When N in scaling equation is a finite even positive
integer the function cp(x) has compact suppor.t contained in (0, N -1). For a fixed triple (d1, d2, d3 ) only
some At;!2 d3 af\e 1nonzero : 2 - N ~i. ·:$ N - 2, 2 - N ~ m ~ N - 2, If - ml ~ N - 2 . There
are M = 3N2 - 9N + 1 such pairs (l,m). Let Ad1 d 2 d 3 be an M-vector, whose components are numbers
A::,.d2 d3 • Then we have tbe first key result: A satisfy the system of equations
AAd 1 d 2 d~

=

21-dAd1d2d\

L

At,m;q,r

d =di+ d2 + d3 ,

apaq-:ll+par-2m+p

p

By moment equations we hav·e ·created a system of M + d + l equations in M unknowns. It has rank
M and we can obtain unique solution by combination of LU decomposition and QR algorithm. The
second key result gives us the 2-term c·onnection coefficients:
AAd1d2

=

21-dAd1d2 1

At,q

=

L

d=di+d2 ,

apaq-2l+p

p

Also, we use FWT and SSS for computing coefficients of redu·ced algebraic systems. We use for
modeUing 06,D8,U10 fonctions :and programs RADAU and DOPRI for testing [14).
As a resul1t we obtained the exphcit time solution of optimal control problem. The generalization
to polynomial .systems is evidently. Analogously we consider in wavelet approach .related problems:
computations in Galerl.cin approximations and routes to chaos in Melnikov approach [6), [15). These
problems are related to a problem of detecting signals from an osciUating submarine.
In 2-mode Gaierk!n approximation for beam con·t acting with ideal compressible liquid in a channel
we have ·t he nex,t system of equations [l6]:
X1

X2

x2
x3

=
=

X4

=

ex3 - /[cos(xs) +cos(xs)] - gx~ - kx~x3 - gx4 - ~(xs)
r

·-

s

X5
X6

-ax1 - o[cos(xs~ +cos(x6Hz1 - dx~ - mdxix~ - px2 - cp(xs)
X4

or in Hamiltonian form

x
9

=

J·\7H(x)+eg(x,e),
w, (x,9)ER4xT2 ,

T 2 =S1 xS 1 ,

for e = iO we have:

x=J · \7H(z),
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El=w

We solve two problems related with these systems of equations. We need to compute explicit time
solution for perturbed and unperturbed systems. The solution for unperturbed system we use next for
computing Melnikov functions
00

j

M(6) =

VH(i 0 (t)) /\ g(ia(t),wt + 9)dt

-oo

f

mT

Mmfn(to)

=

DH{xa(t)) /\ (xa(t), t + to)dt

0

which we use for detecting chaotic and quasiperiodic regimes of ,oscillations (6],[15),(16). In comparison
with wavelet expansion on ,the real line which we use in optimal control problem and in calculation of
Galer.kin approximation, in Melnikov function approach we need to use periodized wavelet expansion,
i.e. wavelet expansion on finite interval [17]. Also in the solution of perturbed system we have some
problem witb variable coefficients. For solving last problem we need to consider one more refinement
equation for scaling function 4'2(x):
N-1

4>2(x) =

L

a~efi2(2x - k)

lc:O

and corresponding wavelet expansion for variable coefficients b(t) :

L Bt (b)efi2(2;z - k),
...

where Bi (b) are fonctionals supported in a small neigbborhood of 2-i k [18) .
The solution of the first problem consists in periodizing. In this case we expand homoclinic orbit or
periodic orbit into periodized wavelets defined by [17]:

ef?_j,,1c(x)

=2il

2

L<P(2ix + 2it- k)

z

All these modifications lead only to transformations of coefficients of reduced algebraic system, but
general scheme remains the same [15].
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF DISCRETE SELF-SIMILARITY
F .M. Borodich
Department of Mathematics, Glasgow Galedonian University,
Glasgow G4 OBA, United Kingdom
Abstract. Natural phenomena which exhibit discrete self-similarity are under consideration. We argue
that a new concept of parametric-homogeneity can be helpful in the modelling of similarity of such
non-smooth phenomena. Although some discrete self-similar phenomena were studied earlier there was
however a gap in this field. Recently we tried to fill this gap by conoentrating on the study of parametrichomogeneous (PH) and parametric-quasi-homogeneous (PQH) functions based on the use of discrete
group of coordinate dilations. Her,e we consider :some models of natural phenomena which have PHfeatures and discuss some properties of PH~funotions. As an example of practical usage of these functions
we consider the phenomenon of seismic activation prior to a major earthquake.

Introd uct iou
The group of coordinate dilations is a mathematical tool of especial importance for describing the symmetry of natural phenomena. Dimensional .analysis and the concept of self-similarity in the usual sense,
which are used in all branches of physics and mechanics, .are based on the use of this group. The
concept of group of coordinate dilations is closely connected to the concepts of homogeneous and quasihomogeneous funct~ons. These functions are often called self-similar because they make it possible to
reduce searching for a function of n-variables to searching for a function of n - I-variables. It follows
from the definition that these functions are smooth functions of arguments. To model some types of
non-smooth or discrete self-similarity it is necessary to use other kinds of functions.
Various attempts were made to find some universal parameters characterising self-similar properties
of a phenomenon under consideration and use these parameters to model its behaviour. In particular,
this tendency appeared in the use of the fractal geometry approach. However, it was proved that the
fractal dimension alone was not sufficient to modei the ma.in physical properties of the phenomenon.
Another approach was based on the use of smooth log-periodic functions for modelling the global trend
of a self-similar process. Parametric- homogeneity, which includes parametric-homogeneous (PH) and
parametric-quasi-homogeneous (PQH) functions, PH-sets and corresponding transformations, is a kind
of discrete self-similarity which .allows us to model both the long-term global trend of a self-similar
process and its complex fractal structur·e. Indeed, log-periodicity is a particular kind of parametrichomogeneity and .P H-functions often ha¥e fractal graphs.
In this paper we recall some basic mathematical properties of PH-functions and discuss several
ways of constructing PH-functions of arbitrary degree. It is shown that such basic functions used in
fractal geometry as the von Koch curve, the Weierstrass-Mandelbwt function and the Cantor staircase
a.re examples of parametric-homogeneity. However, .in general the fractal properties of objects and
the property of parametric-homogeneity are independent of each other, i.e., the scaling law (PH-law)
considered is not a kind of fractal scaling.
We consider some applications of the concept to problems of mechanics, physics, biology and some
modeis often used for describing natural phenomena (logarithmic spiral, Sierpmski triangle, etc.) which
have PH~features. As an example of practical usage of PH-functions we consider the phenomenon of
seismic activation prior to a major earthquake.
Thus, we argue that the generalisation of classical self-similarity to the discrete case is very important
for studies of various natural phenomena exhibiting threshold behaviour or phenomena with scaling near
the critical point.

Some basic properties of parametric-homogeneity
We ha¥e introduced PH-functions and PQH- functions as natural generalisations of concepts of homogeneous and quasi-homogeneous functions and instead of the continuous group we consider the discrete
group of coordinate dilations :(4, 6]. The mathematical background of parametric-homogeneity was
discussed in detail 1[6]. Here w1e discuss only some basic properties of parametric- homogeneity.
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Let us recall the definition of PQH-functions (5, 6] . The function B 4 : 1R.n ~ 1R. is called a parametricquasi-homogeneous function of degreed and parameter p with weights a= (o 1 , . .. , on) if there exists
a positive parameter p, p -::/; 1 such that it satisfies the following identity

= Pkd B11(x; p),

Bd(p"°' 1 X1,. .. ,pka,. XniP)

k E Z.

Parametric-homogeneous functions [4, 6] a.re a particular case of PQH-functions when o 1 = ... =On·
To avoid a non unique definition we will take as the parameter the least p, p > I. We say that a set is
a. PH-set if its symmetry, Le., a group of transformations of coordinates which conserves the set, is a
discrete onEr-parameter group.
Evidently, the PH-functions of zero degree are the automorphic functions invariant with respect to
the discrete group of coordinate dilations. Some examples of PH-functions are well-known, for example
the classical Cantor function C1;,, (Cantor staircase) on the interval I
(0, 1] with similarity factor
r = l/p. This function is also often called the devil's staircase. The C1;,, on (0, l] exhibits the following
parametric-homogeneous properties

=

C 1;,,(p"x) = 2"C1;p(x) = p"11 C1;p(x),

k = 0, -1, -2, ... ,

d =In 2/ lnp.

To construct PH-functions we use the following algebraic concepts: orbit and fundamental domain
of a group (6]. An orbit of an element m E M under a transformation group r of the set M is the set
rm, consisting of the elements of the form -y(m), where 'Y runs through all elements of r. A fundamental
domain for a group r is the set O(r) c M such that the orbit of every point m E M meets O(r) and the
orbit of every interior point m E O(r) only meets O(r) in m itself. Then different points of one orbit
belonging to the closure of
can only lie 'On the boundary of O(r).
Evidently, the necessary condition for build~g the fundamental domain of a group is the condition
that the group is discrete (discontinuous), i.e., that the orbital equivalent points are discrete.
Let h 1 : (a, b] ~ R be an arbitrary function, (a, b] c R+. Then it is extended uniquely on all R+
as .a n automorphic function which is invariant with respect to the discrete group of coordinate dilations.
Indeed, we •Can take the half-interval (a, b] as the fundamental domain of discrete group r ,,... Then, for
.a.ny x E R+ ther·e exists a corresponding number x 0 E (a, b] such that x and x 0 belong to the same orbit.
It follows from the definition of the fundamental domain that such an x0 is unique.
Let us denote by bd(x;p) a PH-function of degree d, which depends on a parameter p, and by
Hd(x) a homogeneous function of degree d. It is easy to show that for each bd :
~ 1R there exist
Hd : R+ ~ iJR a.nd bo : JR.+ ~ 1R such that

ncn

m.+

bd(x;p)

= Hd{x)bo(x;p).

If n = 1 then the above representation is unique up to a constant (4, 6].
Using the above representation, the PH-function bd: R+-+ 1R is constructed in the following way

b11(x;p)

= Axdbo(x;p),

bo(x;p) = h1(x0 ) ,

where x 0 e-y(x), n(r,,.. )=(a,bJ, p=b/a, A=const.
We can also construct some PH-functions using another method. If hp is a periodic function with
period ln p, then
bd(x;p) = Axdh,,(lnx), x E lfl+,
is a PH-function of degree d. This is the so-called log-periodicity.
The Weierstrass-type functions f ar·e also well-known examples of PH-functions
00

f(x) =

L

p-{Jnh(pnx),

n=-oo

especially the Weierstrass-Mandelbrot function (lJ when h(pnx) = (1 - cospnx) and the Takagi-Hopson
function when h(pnx) = 2 lpnx - [pnx +~]I, where (a] denotes the integer part of the number a. These
functions ar,e often used in applications. Evidently, the Weierstrass-type functions are PH-functions of
degree d = (3. It is known that the box dimension of the graph off is 2 - (3. It is believed that the
Hausdorff dimension of these functions is equal to their box dimension (8] .
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It is easy to show that if f is a Weierstrass-type fun.ction and h is a bounded function. Then the
PH-function bd(x;p)

bd(x;p) = Ax"- 13 J(x;p)

has the same Hausdorff dimension as the Weierstrass-type function f.
This is a consequence of the fact that the Hausdorff dimension of a set does not change under the
action of the Lipschitz homeomorphism and any continuously differ·e ntiable function with a bounded
derivative is necessarily a Lipschitz function (4, 6].

Discrete self-similarity of some physical phenomena
Clearly, real natural phenomena do not exhibit the pure mathematical PH-properties. However, PHfoatures can be exhibited by some processes on their intermediate stage when the behaviour of the
prncesses has ceased to depend on the details of the boundary conditions or initial conditions. We
can expect that .some self-organised processes possess PH-features. It was often supposed in papers
concerning applications of log-periodicity to critical phenomena (see, e.g., (10]) that if a system has
a prefer.able scale factor (parameter) and exhibits a discrete dilation symmetry then it can only be
described by log-periodic functions. However, as we have seen there are various PH-functions of other
kinds.
Examples of PH-sets can be found everywhere because the discrete coordinate dilation symmetry
is quite ·common in nature. An example of a PH-,set is the logarithmic spiral. Indeed, magnifying the
spiral by a factor >. shows the same spiral rotated by some angle. Clearly, we can choose such a >. so
that this angle is 21T. Thus, the logarithmic spirals
r(<p)

= ro expc(<p -

<po),

-oo < <p < oo

where r 0 , <po and care constants, possess PH-features, namely

where the parameter p is equal. ·t o exp(27rc). A ray with centre at the origin (polar coordinates) intersects
the curve at discrete points Tn such that Tn+i/rn = p . Therefore, if we ·Consider a part of the logarithmic
spiral
r(<p)/ro = ec'P, 0 :S <p < 27r
then we can obtain the whole spiral by PH-transformat~on.
The logarithmic spiral often arises in biology. The spiral structure can be found in numerous species
of shellfish. Of wurse, there are other biological objects which exhibit PH-features. Another application
of logarithmic spirals can be found in astronomy. Indeed, it is well-known that there are a number of
spiral galaxies whose spiral .a rms can often be well .fitted by logarithmic spirals.
The Sierpiriski carpet and triangle, the von Koch curve and the Cantor set are examples of PHsets. Indeed, if we consider a part of the Sierpiriski carpet with a size equal to 3 without a square
O :S x < 1, 0 :S y < 1, then the whole carpet ,c an be obtainred by a PH-transformation. Similar
constructions can be applied to the von Koch curve :a nd the Cantor set.
The Liesegang rings can also be put within PH-sets. It is known that the so-called Liesegang ring
experiment oonsists of diffusion of silver nitrate which is placed .a:s a drop of aqueous solution onto a
gel matrix containing potassiu.m bichromate. During the experiment there arises a fragmented pattern
·consistin,g of bands (rings) of cli:fferent widths. The formation of these Liesegang rings are explained by
seif-organisaition. It Vlas experimentally shown that the distances bn between the successive n-th and
n + 1-th Liesegang rings increase following the law of geometric series bn+i/bn
p, p > 1, in other
words, the Liesegang ring patterns are PH-sets.
Let us now consider a particular case of PH-functions, namely log-periodic functions. Log-periodic
functions ar,e often called functions with complex scaling exponent (see, e.g., (12)) because the following
sine log-perioruc functions a1.1e usually used in applications

=

.
b0 (x;p) = Asm

(271"
lnx
lnP
+ ~) + C ,
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where A, C and

~

are constants. For the complex exponent d + i17, 17 = 2rrn/ lnp we obtain
·
x d+·''I =x d exp(lnx''I)
=x d [ cos (2rrnlnx)
lnp
+isin (27rnlnx)]
lnp
·

It is clear that the real and imaginary parts of the function in square brackets are particular cases of the
sine log-periodic functions.
The first area of applications of log-periodic functions to mechanics was in fluid dynamics [9, 10}. It
seems to us that some recent results concerning turbulent flows [13) could also be explained using the
concept of parametric-homogeneity.
The first area of the application of parametric-homogeneity was in contact mechanics [3]. Here the
following result was obtained [3--6}.
Let the distance between surfaces of contacting solids be determined by a positive PH-function of
degree d > 0 and parameter p. In addition, let the operator of the constitutive relations F of body
material be homogeneous functions of degree µ with respect to the components of the strain tensor £ii,
i.e., for each positive,\ we have F (-\e;;) = -\11 F(ei;). Then the three-dimensional Hertz boundary-value
problem of contact the bodies loaded by the increasing force P is satisfied by the PQH-functions of
variables (xi,x2,x3 1 P) with weights (1, 1, 1, µ(d-1) + 2) .
Thus, the solution near ,a ny load Po is repeated in scaling form near all loads pk[2+µ(d-l)Jp0 , k E Z.
It is possible to get the whole solution using the results of numerical simulation of the problem on a
finite interval of external load only.
Simi.lac result and scaling can be obtained in the two-dimensional model of quasi-static discontinuous
crack propagation when the extension of main kacture consists of a sequence of finite growth steps
[6].
(stick-slip r·egime) 1
Finally, let us consider some recent renormalization sehemes of earthquake prediction. These schemes
are based on long-distance correlations between earthquakes and seismic activity prior to a major earthquake. The seismic activity is attributed to an increase in the regional cumulative Benioff strain release
(square root of energy) [7, 12].
The hypothesis that earthquakes are similar to critical points of phase transition phenomena is in
common use. The critical point hypothesis supposes that a function f of some argument T diverges
in the neighbourhood of critical value Tc as f ,..., IT - Tel-a- , with a > 0 [2). The number a, whieh is
called a critical exponent, describes the singular behaviour of interesting quantities. In application to
earthquakes the hypothesis means that the regional cumulative Benioff strain release £ near the critical
point (predicted time of failure) Tc is described by the foUowing equation [7]
or
where k, K, A are constants and d = 1- a: is some critical exponent.
Using the idea of a complex critical exponent, it has been shown [12) that there is an ex.cellent fit to
log-periodic increase in seismic activity and that experimental. data [7) for the regional strain e can be
fitted by the following log-periodic function

e - K = A(Tc - T)" [i

+ C cos

( 2rr log\~~; T)

+ ~)] ,

better than the above simple power-law does. Here C, iv ar·e constants. Figure 1 shows experimental data
of cumulative Benioff strain released by earthquakes of magnitude 5 and greater in the San Francisco
Bay region prior to the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake {7). Fitting these data by the simple power-law [7)
it was obtained Tc= J.990.0.
Using the above smooth log-periodic approximation [12) it was obtained Tc= 1989.9±0.8 years which
is closer to the actual value 1989.8. Figure I shows the graph of the above log-periodic approximation
for the following parameters
p = 3.13;

iv= 1.45;

Tc= 1989.9;

K = 8.49;

A= -0.3;

d = 0.34;

C = -0.05.

It is unlikely that a process such as seismic activity has smooth character. Hence, t he above smooth
log-periodic function £ - K of the argument (Tc - T) is only a particular case of PH-functions of degree
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Figure 1: Comparison of log-periodic and PH-approximations of cumulative Benioff strain (in
108(Nm) 1 12 ) :released by earthquakes of magnitude 5 and greater in the San Francisco Bay region.
d and parameter p which are suitable for an approximate description of the main trend of a PH-process.
We can approximately model the process by another non-smooth PH-function of appropriate degree and
parameter.
It is known 1that the spatial distributions of faults in the region of the San Andreas fault system
and other regions of seismic activity have fractal structure (see, e.g., [11]). If fractal dimension is one
of the universal parameters characterising the regional complexity then it could be expected that this
dimension can be connected with the process's critical exponent. Relations between the process's critical
exponents are known in renonnalization group theory as scaling laws [2]. If we suppose that the process
has fractal character then it could be ·expected that there is a scaling law between the fractal dimension
of the regional fault system and the fractld dimension of the seismic process. It seems to us that in
order to model both the long-term global trend of the fractal process and its complex fine structure it is
worthwhile to use a Weierstr~s type PH-function with the same parameter as in log- periodic modelling
and the fractal dimension 2 - /3 concordant to the process's fractal dimension
f -

K

= A(Tc -T)d [l + Cbo(T;p)],

bo = -(b~o) - M)/A,

00

b~0 l(T;p) = (C1 (Tc - T))-fJ

L

p-{Jn(l - cos(C1pn(Tc -T))).

n= - oo

Here C1 is a fitting constant.
Fitting the PH- function to experimental data and determining the moment T such that f = K
·we obtain a prediction of the critical time Tc. Figure 1 shows the graph of the above fractal PHapproximation for the following parameters
p

= 3.13;

Tc= 1989.9;

K

= 8.48;

A= -0.3;

d

= 0.34;

C

= - 0.05;

C1

= 0.7;

{3

= 0.7.

Thus, if the physical hypothesis of long-distance correlations betw.een earthquakes and seismic activity
prior to a major earthquake, used in [7, 12] is valid then other kinds of PH- functions can predict the
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critical time to fa:ilur·e Tc and describe the experimental data at least with the same accuracy as logperiodic a.pprox.imation does. In addition, fractal PH-functions allow us to take into account the fractal
feat11res of tbe process.

Conclusion
We have seen that the concept of parametric-homogeneity can be helpful in the modelling of discrete
self-similarity of vacious cases of very interesting phenomena ·of solid mechanics, physics, biology, etc.
We have seen that if we are int·erested in the main self-s.imilar features of a process, namely in PHproperties, .a nd the fine structure is not of interest, then we can approximately model the process by
any PH-function of appropriate degree and parameter. In particular, we can describe it by the sine
log-periodic function which is suitable for certain ~pplications.
To model the fine structure we can use other PH~functions. In particular, PH-functions with fractal
graphs because it is known that fractality gives a good description of statistical self- similarity of local
structure of the phenomenon. However, in this case we :lose the differentiability of the modelling. The
above consideration showed that PH-functions of Weierstrass-type ·c an lead to more accurate power laws
and a better understanding of the seismic activity.
Acknowledgment . I .am grateful to Mr. C.A. MacDonald (Glasgow) for technical help.
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Abstract

The ability of computer programs to use non-linear equations with chaotic
r:egimes to produce unpredictable information is discussed. Considering
computers as artificially made "living systems" should open new ways of
organization of computer systems by analogy with human societies. A numerical
example for producing ornamental patterns from discrete chemical reaction
dynamics is presented

Introduction
The new concept of "artificial life" is currently the object of intensive interest and
study [1]. To find the means to combine modem knowledge of biological systems
with that of artificially made systems-which have much in common in terms of
functions but are very different in origin--<:onstitutes one of the most interesting
scientific problems facing the modem scientific thinker. The ultimate goal of
much current research is to constru.ct a theory that will finally give us answers to
the age-old questions: Where do we come from? How can life arise despite the
extremely small probability that such an event could take place? What is the
difference between thinking organic and non-organic matter? Before we can
answer these questions, we must ask-and answer- three others. What are the
main general scientific principles and mathematical models, if any, on which we
should base such a theory? What experimental data do we need for a better
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understanding of the dynamic process,es of living systems, from viruses and
bacteria to individuals and societies? What will result .f rom the interaction
between artificially made "living systems" and ourselves as representatives of
natural biological objects?
It is obvious that we have a long way to go before we have the answers to these
three questions. But we can certainly make a start by studying artificially made

systems-computers-which, at this modern stage of development, have many
features that we could previously de'.tect only in natural living systems. In
addition, today we are much .m ore advanced in our understanding of the
operational rules of computers. In many cases can use these rules as a model for
the simulation of real living systems, and, as we intend to demonstrate here, we
can conve:rsely apply some of the natural biological rules to artificial living
systems.

Backg~ound

Computers can be considered to be living systems: they develop from one
generation to another (in this case we know the creator); they consume energy for
their operation; they can think (in the sense that they can play, and even win at,
chess, act as not bad consultants for stock exchang,e operations, and can control of
aircraft and other complex systems, etc.); they can get skk(with computer
viruses): they are capable of exchanging information; they can be organized in
groups and are already being organized into a community (via networks and the
internet); they c.an team and teach; and finally, they ,c an design and produce new
computers. But what is more important for this publication, modem computers
can produce information not only under control of programs made by
programmers, according to clear mathematical and logical rules, computers can
also produce unpredictable information, opening a new page in the history of a
computers. This has directed us to view computers as "active thinking systems".
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How can we assimilate the idea that a computer ,c an produce information of
some new value that is outside the framework of our initial intentions and our
instructions to the computer in the form o:f the computer programs and what
should be done to exploit such cases of "computer creativity" for good for their
creators? On the basis of some new scientific results, we intend to demonstrate
that the whole field of computers is much more complicated than was expected at
the beginning of the computer era. To understand better the new problems that
we face with modem computer systems, it is preferable to view them as living
systems, with special internal laws that we are only in the beginning stages of
defining.
The idea of considering the computer as an instrument to aid us to accelerate our
analytical and numerical calculations and even to help us in decision making
was based on the assumption that computer errors can be made as small as
necessary .. In this case, there is no difforenc·e between analytical and computer
solutions of, say, differential equations or any other mathematical models
conv·e ntionaUy used for programming. The situation has, however, been
drastically changed since chaotic solutions have been obtained and discussion has
been opened about the meaning of this kind of solutions [2]. Chaos theory forces
us to ask the questions: How can we control numerical solutions when
infinitesimal changes of initial conditions or parameters can strongly affect the
final results? How we can check the agreement of our mathematical model
expressed by diHerential equations with its numerical solution? The complexity
of the initial equations do not give us the possibility to obtain an analytical
solution even in the simplest case of chaotic systems.
The traditional chain mathematical model-> numerical solution is broken by
·t his finding. Computers (i.e., numerical methods & computer errors) have
become an essential part of the final results and should therefore be considered as
an active component of decision making.
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The concept ·Of computer systems as "living systems" in a sense that they can
produce some "free choice behavior" appeared when an awareness of chaotic
systems emerged. We intend to use this concept for producing a new generation
of artificial living intellectual systems. This approach can explain many
unpredictable situations in modeling complex systems and will open a new
horizon in the use of computers. As an a example, which we will use for practical
demonstration of the idea presented above, let us consider a mathematical model
for chemical transformations, based on a new discrete chaotic dynamics [3]. The
use the chemical reaction dynamics as a model for the behavior of complex
systems is based on the fact that many pr:ocesses can be represented by very the
effective language of stoichiometry of a chemkal reaction:
N

L vliAi =0
i=l

i = 1,2, ... IN

(1)

[ = 1.2, ... L
I

where Ai - any element or constituent that ·Can be combined by a matrix of
stoichiometric coefficients (v 1) in the form of a chemical reactions. Using this
approach, we can use the equations of the law of mass conservation:
N
~a-·X·(t r)=b·
""' lJ 1 q
J
i=l

j = l, 2, ... IM

(2)

where aij - "molecular" matrix defining the quantity of the j1h component in the
ithconstituent and Xi(tq,r) - quantitative measure of the constituent Ai, in which
tq,r - discrete time and space coordinate.
According to classical chemical rules, the dynamics of chemical mass
.t ransformations can be described by system of differential equations of the kinetic
mass action law or by new discrete chemical reaction dynamics:
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l = l, 2, . .. L =N - M,
I

where (7t1) = K1 exp [ -W1/tq]

. (3)

l =1, 2,.. . L = N - M,
I

N

W 1(X(tq-s ,r) =,£.
~ (a.Ii X.(t
) + ~ I.X.(r))
I q-s
I

1

(4)

i=l

and a.u,

~li

constant -

are empirical parameters. In an open system, tq changes from 0 to the

tc, the time at which the steady state is reached; tc should also be

considered as an empirical parameter, defined from the experimental data.
In the latter case, we can take into consideration in our equations not only the

dynamics of mass transformation but also the so-called "information exchange".
For example:

represents a simple bimolecular reaction, but the error indicated on the top of
this reaction means that the concentration of Ai- X1 will influence the rate of
chemical transformation and can thus be considered as what we have called
"information exchange".
Based on a system of difference equations of discrete chemical reaction
dynamics [3], we have obtained a method of construction the equations, which by
their very nature contained different chaotic solutions and hence could produce
many regimes including chaotic ones and therefore strongly affecting by the
accuracy of the computer and numerical methods.
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Results of numerical calculations

Here we will present some results that we obtained using discrete dynamics
equations to represent the spatio-temporal behavior of chemical reactions . Our
intention

w~s

to simulate patterns that have been observed in experiments on a

B-Z reaction [3}. The results we are looking for, is presented in Picture 1.
However, the simulation patterns obtained for regimes very close to those that
we were looking at previously have nothing in common with experiments on .
the B-Z reaction. These latter very decorative patterns are presented in Picture 2.
The production of ornaments and decorations is one of the oldest creative
activities man. It is a complicated procedure requiring intellectual efforts and
special talents. The fact that the patterns we can get from mathematical formulas
of the same level of complexity are very similar to hand-made o.m amentation
reflects the situation described in the introduction, in which computers can
produce unpredictable information of some value, but being unpredictable, it
demands understanding and further control. To realize such a program, we
require a computer system that can make this program real, but again we are
faced with the same situation of unpredictability on the next level of computer
organization. This process has no limits, but we have no choice other than to
produce a computer system of the next level of complexity for the control such a
type of solutions. lb.is computer system should be able: to analyze all the
solutions that are obtained by changing the parameters of the mathematical
model, to analyze the stability of these solutions; and to provide us with
recommendations about the further use and changes of the initial mathematical
model. The creation of such a system would bring us to a new level of image
processing and automatic generation of images.
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We have considered he.r e only one example of the generation of much more
:information than we expect from the beginning from a computer algorithm
based on a mathematical model. Such results are absolutely normal for human
beings-natural living systems. Natural intellectual systems are intended to
produce innovations, and the fact that this role can be played by a computer
should bring us to the idea of considering computers as artificially made "living
systems". If so, we can look at an evolutionary process of computer "life" and
organization in the similar way that we view our own history in order not to
repeat the same mistakes we have made in a past trying to organize our own
future; we need coexist with the new computer civilization in the best possible
way!
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Pie. I Spiral waves in B-Z reaction

Pic.2 Ornaments have been produced by the same mathematical model,
with a small changes of parameters.
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A TEST BASED ON TRAINING SAMPLES FOR THE OBSERVATION
CLASSIFICATION PROBLEM
lSMIHAN G. BAIRAMOV
ANKARA UNIVERSITY. FACULTY OF SCIENCE,DEP. OF STATISTICS
06100, TANDOGAN ANKARA, E-MAIL:BAYRAMOV@SCIENCE.ANKAR.A .EDU.TR

Abstract. Consider the following model of classification of observations. Let Go and G1 be two
populatio.ns with unknown distribution functions. Suppose that the training samples {xt, x~ I • •• , x~}
and { Yf, Yf, ... , Y~} , k = 1, 2, ...; m from Go and Gi , respectively, are given. Consider a random
sample {Z1, Z2, ... , Zn} from one of the two populations. Denote the hypothesis asserting that
{Z1 ,Z2 1 •• .,Zn} E Gi (i = 0,1) by H; (i = 0, 1). Let Go and G 1 have unknown distribution functions F(u1, u2, ...,tin)= TI?=i F1(ut) and Fy(u1, u2, ... ,Un)= ffi= 1 Fi(u.), respectively. In terms of
statistical theory of pattern recognition, {Xf, X!, ... , X~} , k = 1, 2, ..., m are measuring values of
n signs Xi.X2 1 ... ,Xn ,and number of observations equal tom.
This model can be used in many practical applications, for example, in medical diagnostic.s.
Let Go and Gi denote two groups of patients. Suppose that the group Go has a known disease A
and group G1 has a known disease B. (For example, A can be "diabetes mellitus" and B can be
"diabetes insipidus"). X1,X2, ... ,Xn denote the set of symptoms of illness. Let Z1 , Z2, ... ,z,. be
the set of symptoms of a new patient. Hit is known that the patient is suffering from one of these
illnesses, it is required to classify the patient into one of the group Go or G 1 . In [l] and [2), the set
of criteria based on training samples are given , the error probabilities of first and second types have
been determined. Statistical criteria construction based on training samples is closely related to the
notion of confidence intervals with main distributed mass of general set [3] and with the notion of
confidence set for the vector of selected values . In [4) the structure of confidence intervals for the
class of general set with continuous distribution functions is studied.
1
Consider intervals A·I = (xP>
X~"'>)
and ~!I -- ("'<
>J y i (rn)) ,· -- 1 J 2> ...... , n ' where x~>
denotes
I
'
I
Z. i
I
j th order statistic constructed from the sample Xf, Xf, ... , X[", i = 1, 2, ... , n . Parameter (sing)
X; is called informative if corresponding intervals A; and .D.i are noncrossing with probability 1.
Let X; , , x,,, ...,xir be informative parameters. For simplicity, denote xi.
X1:, and A;, A1:,
k = 1, 2, ... , r _ Let us define the following random variables:

=

(, = { 0,1,

zi e Ai i = 1,2, ... ,r;S.,. = L(i, T.,. = L'7i ·
z, ~Ai
i=l
i=l
r

Z; E Ai
ii t Ai

,,. - { 1,
, ' 0,

=

r

It has shown that the small magnitudes of statistic S.,. testify against H 0 , and we suggest the following
new consistent test: reject Ho if S.,. < Xo. The value :r 0 is selected according to P {S.,. < Xo /Ho} =

P {T.,. <

r..

Xo

/Hi} = 1:"fo C!

(

;;::;! )I: (m~l )r-l: ~a.

References. 1. Bairamov l.G .,Petunin Yu.I .(1991) Statistical criteria based on training mappings. Cybernetics 27,No.9.408-413. 2. Bairamov I.G. (1992) Statistical criteria based on training
samples in the problem of classification of observations. Theor. lmovir. ta Mat. Statist. No.,l6.
13-17.(in uk.rainian).3. Bairamov LG., Petunin Yu.I. Invariant confidence intervalsthat contains the
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SIMULATION OF A PACKED DISTll..LATION COLUMN USING ORTHOGONAL
·C OLLOCATION AND FINITE ELEMENT
Y. Cabbar\ M. Alpbar, H. Hapoglu2, S. Karacan 2

1

Ministry ofEnvironment, lstanbul Caddesi No:98, 06100 Iskitler, Ankara Turkey, Fax: (90 312) 384 13 61
2
E-mail: cabbar@eros.science.ankara.edu.tr, Ankara University, Chem. Eng. Dep. 06100 Tandogan, Ankara,
for~ey, E-mail: alpbaz@eros. science. ankar a. edu.tr

The separation of liquid mixtures into their components is one of the major processes of the chemical,
petroleum refining and petrochemical industries and the distillation is the most widely used method of achieving
this. Packed columns have found extensive application in liquid -gas contact systems, primarily in absorption and
distillation oprations with small cross-section area requirements. In this work, the dynamic properties of a pilot
plant packed distillation column were inv,estigated experimentally and theoretically. The time response of output
variable, concentration and temperature ·o f top product, under the effect of the step and pulse changes given to the
input variables have been observed. The on-line computer connections with thermocouples were utilized to
obtain temperature profile through the packed column. The computer connection also was used for PID control
of beat exchanger for boiler.
In the .first part of the work, discretization in the spatial variable is achieved by orthogonal collocation.
This method attempts to minimize the residuals in the differential equations at selected points in the column. The
collocation points were chosen as the zeros of orthogonal Jacobi polynomials [l].
In the second part of the work, the solution region is considered as built up of many small,
interconnected subregions called finite elements. To find ilie approximate solution of a nonlinear problems. The
finite element method based on Galerkin Criteria [2] and Rayleigh-Ritz method have been tested. However in the
finite element method, it may ·o ften be possible ,(0 improve or refine the approximate solution by spending more
computational effort.
In the present work, dynamic and static properties of packed distillation colUDUlS were investigated
experimentally .a nd theoretically. Comparision of finite element and orthogonal collocation solutions and
experimental work show good - agreement given in Figw-e (l-2).
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Figure 2 Response of top product temperature step
change in reflux ratio from 3 to 1.

Figure l Response of top product mole fraction ·Of
methanol step c'hange in ~eflux ratio from 3 to 1.

Key Words: Packed Distillation Column, Orthogonal Collocation, Finite Element, Dynamic Simulation
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Predictive model of ambulatory systolic blood pressure, using a semi quantitative
measure of physical activity.
S. Cbarbonnier, F. Marques, A. Cheruy
Laboratoire d ' Automatique de Grenoble
ENSIEG/INPG BP 46 F-38402 St Martin d'Heres
Ambulatory systolic blood pressure (ASBP) is a time varying variable which may increase significantly, in
response to emotional stresses and to physical activity. The diagnosis of hypertension or the test of a patient's
response to a drug treatement are based on the analysis of a 24 hours pmfile of this variable, obtained by a set
of measurements realised every 15 minutes. The variability of ASBP makes the physician's analysis more
complex ; indeed, an increase in ASBP is not necessarily pathologycal, it may result from a certain level of
physical activity. So, a software aid for hypertension diagnosis is under study, based on a predictive model of
ASBP variations, using measurements of physical activity. The model, developped with data from healthy
persons, will be used to calculate a profile of ASBP in response to a patient's daily activity and the predicted
profile will be then compared with the patient's recorded profile. In his hypertension diagnosis, the physician
should take into account only the peaks unexplained by the model. However, unmeasured parameters, like
emotional stresses, and the disparities of ASBP variations between people makes the modelling task difficult.
A preliminary modelling study has been achieved and is presented on this poster.
An experiment has been carried out on 23 healthy young volunteers. The patient' s ASBP and heart rate were
measured every 15 minutes, during 24 hours, while the patient was living a regular day, and the time of the
measurement was recorded. The patient was asked to no~e down its physical activity at the moment when the
measurement was made. In order to have a semi quantitative measure of the activity, he had to choose
between 14 levels of activity, scaled from sleeping to running fast. For two patients, the experiment was
repeated seven times, during 'Seven non ,c onsecutive days. To determine the precision of the ASBP
measuiiement, e¥ery measurement was repeated twice on a patient during 12 hours.
At first, an .anatysis of the data was ,p erformed that led to group the 14 levels of activity into 6 levels between
which a si·gnificant change in ASBP level could be observed. It showed that the level of activity or the heart
rate value measured at time ,t was correlated with 1the value of ASBP at the .same time, but had no influence on
the value of ASBP recorded 15 minutes later; ·the time of the measurement had no influence either on the
value of ASBP (i.e. no influence of a circadian ci.tde was observed). A static model was developped, based
on analysis of variance, since the activity measurement is only a semiquantitative one. It is of the form:

tlP=Mi +~i [AFc-(.:1Fc)oi) where

tJ>

is ,t he variation of ASBP predicted by the model, M ; is the

variation of ASBP due to activity i, ~; is the regression coefficient between ASBP and heart rate in the
activity i, (AF'c)0 ; is the mean deviation of heart rate in activity i. The variation of ASBP is predicted in
response to the level i of activity :and the heart rate deviation, afc.
Two kinds of models were developped. An individuaJ one was realised with data from six non consecutive
days of experiments recorded on the same pa1tient. It was 'Validated on the seventh day of measurements. A
model of the group w.as achieved wid1 data coming from 22 recordings from 22 different patients and
validated on data from the 23rd patient. The model wa:s evaluated on the 23 patients with a 'leaving one out'
method, so as not to v.a lidate the model on data used for its efaborati·on.
The i ndividual model predicts 81% of the fluctuations of ASBP o n the seventh day for patient A and 66% for
patient B (cakulated with R2 =100 *[1-(!(.6P-AP)2 I UP2 J). 1ne mean prediction error is about 5%, which
is equivalent to the measurement precision. The ,g roup model predicts in average 41 % of ASBP variations,
with extrema from 0% to 72%. The prediction is very poor for four patients (0%), who happened to be
patients who had a very quiet day, where only the lowest activities were noted. These patients excepted, the
model explains 50% in average of the variations with a minimum of 36% and is especially good at predicting
the increases in ASBP, which is the important matter.
This study shows in a quantitative way the influence of physical activity on ASBP variations, and proves the
reproducibility of its effect on ASBP. The validation tests show how a model elaborated with data from a
group of patients predicts surprisingly well the rises of ASBP due~ important physical activities on a new
patient. Considering the means used to measure physical activity, the results obtained arc very promising in a
view of hypertension diagnosis and pennits us to ·c onclude that the .study should be carry on, with the
acquisition of an ·electronic activity monitor, which would provide, in an automatic way, more reliable and
more numerous data on the patient's activiry.
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DYNAMIC MODEL SIMULATION OF AEROBIC YEAST PRODUCTION
IN A BATCH .BIOREACTOR
S. ERTUN<;:\ N. BURSALI1, Y. CABBAR2, M. ALPBAZ 1
Chemical Engineerin,g Department, Ankara University Faculty of Science,
06100,Tandogan, Ankara, Turkey
E-mail: Alpbaz@eros.science.ankara.edu. tr
2
Ministry of Environment, istan:bw Caddesi No:'98, 06060 iskitler, Ankara, Turkey
1

ln this study; Mathematical models defining the d;nam.ic properties of S.cerevisiae production in a batch
bioreactor under aerobic conditi·on were developed for the purpose of the temperature control of the batch
bioreacto.r.
Experimental studies were conducted on a 2L glass bioreactor ·which was coupled with an on-line computer
wi1th cooling jacket. There were .an electrical heater, an agitatior, .a thermocouple, pH and dissolved oxygen
probes in the bioreactor. A thermocouple which measure the bioreactor temperatlll'e was coruiected to the
computer wi1th AID converter. Air was continuously supplied to the bioreactor passing through an air filter and
sparger. There was .a triac modwe ·c onnected to computer with DIA converter for the purpose of the on-line
temperawe control.
In the experimental studies, we examine the dynamic properti es of this bioprocess. It was observed that the
spesific growth rate and the concentration of the microorganism decreased with the increasing temperature in the
culture reslilts of the aerobic glucose consumption. Because ·o f the undesired effect of the increasing cultme
temperature on the microorganism performance it Wll'S necessary to perform the temperature control. Therefore
modelling of the bioprocess was performed to check experimental .results related the both temperature control
and dynamic pl'operties of the bioprocess.
The equations illustrating the dynamics of the substrate, micr·oorganism dissolved and gas phase oxygen
•Concentration wel'e established. Also the dynamics of the f1 Ions :in the culture was illustrated by developing an
·extra mass balance equations related to the dynamics of carbondi·o xide concentrations in gas and liquid phase.
On the other hand mathematical models indicating energy balance for the dynamics of the temperature of the
cwture in the hatch bior:eactor and the related equation for the water temperature leaving from the jacket were
established. The heat balance between culture medium heated by immersed heater in the bioreactor and coolant
jacket was consideI'ed as a continuous system.
Besides of them .recursive linear model 'was obtained. The ARMAX model \\13.S used for this bioprocess and
the parameters of ithe related model was determined by using Bierman algorithm. The time variation of all the
system variables was obtained by iusin,g digital computer.
To check the experimental and theoretical 11esults, a step ·changes were given to the heat input and to the
cooling water flow rate and die time variation ofall variables were observed .
The theoretical .results and e~entai data wefie compe11ed. It was observed that there was very good
agre·e ment be·t ween them. Hence, it was decided that the.se related models can be used to design the efficient
control sys·tem and algorithms for tempera·ture control of the ba~cb bioreactor.
1

Key Words: Dynamic Model Simulation, Biotechnology, Aerobic Fermentation.
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MODELLING A COMMUNAL DISPOSAL SYSTEM FOR BIOLOGICAL WASTE
F. Koch 1\ P. Krejsa 2>, E. Rybin3J, M. Schoneddee
Modellbildung und Simulationen
Bereich Verfahrens- und Umwelttechnik
Osterr. Forschungszentrum Seibersdorf Ges.m.b.H.
A-2444 Seibersdorf

F. Breitenecker4>, M. Holzinger 5l, M. Lingl 6>,
M. Zimmermann7)
Dept. of Simulation Techniques
Technical University Vienna
Wiedner HauptstraBe 8-10, A-1040 Wien

Introduction
The system to be modelled consists of several subsystems, such as sorting, composting, drying, and fennentation
devices, a se\\'age, an incinerator, and a device for reducing biological substances with the help of bacteria, which
is called "Aerobe Thennophile Stabilization (ATS)". The single devices are examined (where they already exist)
or modelled continuously (where they do not) in order to gain data for a discrete simulation of the whole system.

Continuous submodels
Most of the systems already exist, and enough data are available. But two devices (the ATS and a special
incinerator working with turbulent proc·esses) need to be newly designed for this disposal system. They are
modelled in detail as continuous systems.

TheATS
The ATS is a device consisting of two tanks, where the biological substances of sewage sludge are reduced by
bacteria. The sludge is filled into the .first tank and left there for one day. Then part of it is moved to the second
tank, and the first tank is refilled with new sludge. After the second day, a certain amount of the sludge in the
second tank, which is now finished, is taken away, and itank nwnber two is refilled from tank number one, where
fresh sludge is added. This batch process is repeated endlessly, thereby always keeping enough bacteria back in
order to keep the process running.
Parameters to be considered in this model are:
• concentration of organic substances (dry)
• share of water in the sludge
• concentration of oxygen
·• t·empera.ture
• concentration of several other non-organic substances
This model is intended to supply data for the discrete model describing how the process works with different
input parameters.

The incinerator
Modelling the inner range of the waste burner will be done by discretiz.ation of the Navier-Stokes equations by
means of finite differences. First, a two-dimensional appI'oach is planned, but the inhomogenity of the problem
should require a three-dimensional model.
The next step is to simulate the problem by regarding mul1tiphase flows (e.g. cole, sand, waste, air, ...) and to
describe the chemical reac tions which cause phase transitions. The model will be identified by a research stove
which will be erected by colleagues from the TU-Dresden, Germany. Finally, some changes of geometry of the
incinerator are planned in order to optimize the burning process.
1

The discrete model
The discrete model shall grant ,a basis for strategic decisions, such as which devices should really be built and at
which size. Moreover it shall work as a control 1tool for the finished system.
To achieve these purposes different methods of optimization will have to be used. As this system is too
complex to use analytic methods, it will be necessary to use nwneric methods as well as new methods of soft
computing, such as fuzzy logic.
1
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MODELLING OF THE HUMAN ARTERIAL NETWORK FOR AN
EXPERT SYST!EM FOR PREOPERATIVE PREDICTIONS
W. Bomatowicz, K Kaser, J. Krocza, M. Suda

C. Almeder, F. Breitenecker, S. Wassertheurer

Austrian Research Center Seibersdorl'
A.:2444 Seibersdorf

Technical University, Vienna
Wiedner Hauptstra6e 8-10, A-1040 Wien

The aims of this project are the extension and pfeparation of a mathematical model that describes the
11elationship of morphology and hydrawics in human arterial networks and the d.e velopment of an expert
system 1comiected wiith 1the model [l]. Both pans will be combined in a graphic oriented software package.
Wi th this :system mean flow velocity, mean .flux, flow di:Jection and blood pressure at any point of a vessel
ne.tw,ork can be ,calculated. !By changing the topology of a network the hydraulic effects of stenoses and
bypasses are simuJlated. The results of these simulations may help physicians in their decisions, if an operation
is necessary and which kind of operation has the best ,chance of success.
In the maithematical model the vessel networks are sim.plitied to hydraulic pipe networks [2]. The input
parameters are 'the length and the diameter ,o f each vessel and the network topology. For easier and faster
working, several preconfigured standard networks (e.g.: Ieg arteries, cerebral arteries, etc.) are. included in the
package. But the physiology can be quite diffefent, ,therefore those standard models have to be changed into
spedfic patient models by adapting them on data from ultrasonic Doppler measurements and X-ray pictures.
It is planned to automate this pmcess of a~justment using an expert system. When the patient model is
configmed a physician can simulate diffe1ent operation methods on the screen (changing the place or
dimensions of bypasses, widen closed v:essels, etc.). Immediately the effects of these operations relating to the
blood flow ai;e shown on the screen.
Some assumptions and sim,plifications we.re necessary ~o get a compact mathematical model that can be
handled. During the adaptation of the standard model on the pa·tient data the whole model calculation has to
be carried out sev:.e ral times. Therefol'e these calculations must not be too time-consuming. The fact, that in
most cases only few patient data al'e available for the adaptation, l'equires a small model, so that its parameters
can be identified with the measured data. Nevertheless tests have shown a mean difference of only up to 10%
between calcufated and measured flow velocity depending on the amcmnt and quality of data available. This
inaccuracy is insignificant, because for the decisions on the .k ind of operation only fundamental statements of
the flow veloc~ty, flow direction and blood pressure afe neces.sary, that means that no exact values are needed,
ibut ranges. A more complicated aspect is :t he adaptation of standard models on the data received from
di:ffe1ent measurements and diagnoses ,o f the physicians. Much experience and knowledge of the mathematical
model :me necessary to do 1tbis adjustment by hand, and even then it takes some hours. To automate this timeconsuming work an expert system will be constructed and .implemented between the user interface and the
model interface.
[n summary, the project should lead to a user-friendly software package for physicians that can be used as
an advisor in vessel surgery and maybe as a training tool for medicine students.
1
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Electro-Hydrodynamics
Abstract
Winston Khan, Ph.D.
University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez
U.S . A.
The problem contempleted here invol.ves the viscous flow around a fixed sphere, which would
occur if the SI)her:e was surrounded by a uniform eLec1tric double layer and influenced by a
uniform electric field.
The boundary ,CO.ndifions involved in this problem ,ar;e as follows: Vr
r

4

-

and vr

= v"' = 0, v& = ksin9

= V& = V~ = 0 as

for r =a, where the ·c entre of the sphere is taken as pole

of spherical ·coordinates (r, 0, \f).
The boundary conditions are of .a n unusual kind in Hydrodynamics, but demanded by the

problem contemplated.
We,therefore).s eek a solution to .t he usual hydrodynamic equations of Div v

= 0 and

e(gx - f') = ~ p + \ v1..1 ' inside the double layer with the unusual boundary conditions above.
dt
The author believes that the velocity distribution inside the double-layer could be abtained

in closed form a:s

Vr

=

f(r)

COS

0 and

Ye

=

g(r) sin 0., where both f(r) and g(r) would

incorporate the constant k, the applied field and the viscosity of the medium.
The technique of Henry, D. C. 1931 Proc. Royal Society A. 133 for the complementary
problem of Electrophoresis was closely observed.
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MODELLING OF A TRAFFIC .J UNCTION WITH A GENERAL PURPOSE
GRAPIDCAL DISCRETE SIMULATOR
C. Kiss
Dept. for Simulation Tedmiques, Technical University of Vienna
Wiedner Ha11ptstral3e 8 - 10, A-1040 Wien

Abstract. The aim of this contribution is to demonstrate a modelling procedure for a traffic system in
microscopic view with Micro Saint. The model should show one possible approach to use general purpose
discrete simulators for modelling and simulation of traffic systems.

A short oven-iew

Pottendorfer Straf3e

BJ

13 ?

131

Fischauer Gasse

The pictures above are showing the real system and a part of the implementation of the model in Micro Saint.
The model uses entities to simtilate vehicles and ,,tasks" to realise parts of the street (tasks are the general module
in Micro Saint to describe an kind of static objects). Further the logical structure of the traffic light control has to
be also modelled by tasks. The structure of the tasks is chosen i.n a special layout in order to use the model itself
as an animation.
The main advantage of Micro Saint is the fact that it is requires very short learning time because of its simple
structure. But the problem is that traffic systems a:fe very complex and this complexity. Many phenomena that
rise in traffic simulation systems, can not be implemented in Micm Saint without reaching unacceptable runtimes.
A short overvi·e w abaut the .risen difficulties will make clear that doing traffic simulation with such a general
tool needs a lat of good ideas. B11t it is alsa shoVvn that it is not always necessary to buy an expensive specialised
traffic simulator. Models af manageable size can often be implemented with less costs and less work in a general
pwpose simulator, which everyone calls his own., doesn't he.
further information (if you missed the Poster Session) can be received by Claus Kiss (Email:
j eanluc@osiris.tuwien.ac.at, WWW: http ://eurosim. tuwien. ac.at/- jeanluc/)
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MODELLING INDIVIDUAL PROPERTIES IN MICROSCOPIC TRAFFIC
SIMULATIONUSINGGPSSIH®
.
M.Klug
Deparnnent for Simulation Techniques, Technical University of Vienna
Wiedner HauptstraJ3e 8 - 10, A-1040 Vienna, Austria
mklug@osiris.ruwien.ac.at

For modelling and simulation of road traffic in a more accurate way, it is necessary to implement e.g. individual
properties of the "entities" (cars) flowing through the system. A model was built, where the cars may pass a
crossing if there is yellow light, they may drive at their own speed in a :range between 40 and 60 km/h, they have
got individual temporary reaction distance (i.e. they have a distance to the car in front between 0,8 and 1,2
seconds), they use their own space while waiting for green light in a lane at, etc. (all real ,,daily phenomena).
Clearly, each vehicle may have its own length, or belongs to different classes of types (car, truck, bus, etc.)
These individual properties can be seen as attributes to each entity. Using GPSSIH® there is no problem to
implement all these individual and partly state-dependent properties by means of general attributes and blocks for
changing attributes.

Implementation of individual length
!First the type of the car has to be fixed. Depending on the type the length of the car is computed with
triangular distributions. The values can be seen in the following table (numbers in cm) :

'Eype of vehi~le: .
Bike:
·-~
· -· ·
t

-

~\...-

Min.:
150

-· .

3~

-- ·-··

Truck:

.B.~ ~

~'!·:~-·-

·· --·-

MaL: .

180
420
900

.. 5_69-

200

1200

600
800 .

iooo

·- ~200

1000

1200

1500

---~

Truck with Trailer:

Med;:

Implementation of different velocity and reaction time
The different individual velocities are implemented in the following way: each section of a street (lane) is
characterised by its own length, sto.red as capacity of a storage. Each car entering the lane (storage) goes along
with its time depending on its velocity, which is also triangular distributed with parameters 40, 50, 60 km/h,
computed by a function. At the end a facility is set, first, to stop the traffic if the lane in front has no space
available for another car, and second, to control the stored reaction time. A car remains in this facility for the
time triangular distributed \.Vi.di min.: 0,8, med.: 1,0 and max.: 1,2 together with its length divided by its velocity.
ff the car is able to continue the next car enters this facility and stays there, etc..

Implementation of passing .a yellow traffic light
This very .individual behaviour is realised by closing a facility which a car has to pass if it drives into the
crossing. Therefore a 'control entity .staying in an endless process is used to control the traffic light at accurate
times. If the light starts to show yellow signal, this entity is splined. The original entity remains controlling the
traffic light, while the copied one waits until it closes this mentioned facility. The waiting time is uniformly
distributed between 0 and 2 seconds.
Interestingly individual behaviour did not effect the whole system behaviour seriously, but the flow was more
efficient (shorter queues). A 24 hours simulation with about 2800 cars in hour took nearly 12 minutes on a
486DX4-133 computer.
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SIMULATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF COMPARTMENT MODELS FOR
THE DETERMINATION OF PARAMETERS OF RENAL FUNCTION
H. Uri and F. Breitenecker
Technical University, Vienna
Wiedner Hauptstra6e 8-10, A-1040 Wien
The study pr·esents .a mathematical method Cor the detennination of renal function parameters by kinetic
experiments. For this purpose suitable markers are applied intravenously. The temporal concentration profiles
gained serve as data base for the assessment of characteristic organismic constants such as the clearance or the
distribution volumes of the exogenous substances .applied. For the estimation of such system parameters
dynamic models of the kinetic processes are fonnulated and adapted to the time courses of marker
concentrations in plasma samples {2, 4, 5).
In this so-called 'inverse' problem the system's response to an exogenous perturbation and the theoretical
modei ar·e given, whereas the system parameters arc unknown. Therefore the aim of this study is firstly to
explicate a me:thod for the iden·tification of the model parameters on the basis of experimental dynamic data and
suitable model equations and secondly, to demonstrate a robust method of estimating the errors of the
parameters derived which a.re a consequence of the ' noise' of the experimental data (3). In principle such a
method of parameter identification consists in an iterative procedure of searching the minimum of an
optimization criterion in parameter space. This criterion represents a measure of deviation between the
theoretical model prediction and the experimentally observed system response. In the special case studied the
two-compartment model is given in the form of a linear system of two simultaneous differential equations. The
model solution has been derived in a closed analytical form by solving the eigenvalue problem and by
simulating. The parameter optimization has been done by means of the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm (1, 8].
For the estimation of the errors of the optimally fitted parameters a simulation procedure has been used.
Thereby random numbers taken randomly from a Gaussian distribution of mean zero and standard deviation
derived fr.om the measure of deviation. of the optimal model curve from the experimental data have been
superposed on the optimal model fit. 100 such artificial protocols have been subjected to the parameter
identification procedure described. The errors of ·the system parameters have been estimated on the bases of
these data samples. As has been verified these error meas·ures are essentially identical to the diagonal elements
of the inverse of the so-called information-matrix of Fisher 1(6, 7).
In summary, the method presented demonstrates firstly the posstbility of reducing the original time data to a
set of model parameters and secondly the possibility of testing dynamic model hypotheses. The procedure thus
allows one to gain by computer-based simulation techniques both qualitative insight and quantitative description
of the mechanisms underlying the observed experimental data.
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WHAT'S WRONG WITH BOND GRAPHS
H. Mann and J. Hozak
Czech Technical University, Computing Centre
Zikova 4, CZ-166 35 Praha 6, Czech Republic
Surprisingly, the sect believing that bond graphs are the best - or even the only possible approach
to physical-level modelling of multidisciplinary systems seems to still survive. Tbis contribution is to
demonstrate the Achille.s tendon ,o f bond graphs and the advantag·es of multipole models over them.

D--0 0-o-O 0--1-0

D

(a)

(d)

(b)

D

(<)

(e)

Fig. a shows two interconnected two-ports in the form of two-poles at the top, the same interconnection
is represented by the bond-graph at the bottom. In the former case, each port is shown as a couple of
poles, whereas in the case of the bond graph, each port is associated with a half-bond indicating a
flow of energy. In most .systems, however, besides .t he energy flows between system components, we
are interested also in the pairs of complementary acr;oss- and through-variables 1 the product of which
determines each of the energy ftows. Unlike the two-pole ports, the bond-graph ports do not indicate the
way in which acrOs.5 variables are associated with component models. It is this oversimplification of port
representation that makes the bond graph approach so cumbersome. To distinguish between parallel and
series interconnection of three one-ports shown in Figs. b and c respectively, the zero and unit junctions
ha.d to be introduced. De.spite of this clumsy precaution the uncertainty about the variable identification
is still there, however, especially in the case of multiports. Fig. f demonstrates this by a bond graph
corresponding both to Fig. d and e despite the fact that tlbeir st.ructure is quite different.
As it is very difficul,t to find any good simulation software based on bond graphs, they are converted
usually into block diagrams. To simulate a physical model using a block-diagram oriented program, the
model in the multipole form can be converted into a block diagram very easily using the salesman (or
shortest-path) algorithm.
Fortunately, there are modelling and simula;tion methods as well as software tools which can be applied directly to physical models in the form of multipole diagrams in a straightforward manner. Unlike
block diagrams, the multipole diagrams can be set-up from symbols representing the individual system
components in a ki1t-like way based on mere inspection of ,real systems without any (bond) graph construction or equation derivation. The topological structure of multipole diagrams and that of the real
systems which they represent is identical.
Examples of mul1tipole-based modelling and simulation in different energy domains and engineering
disciplines, besides the MATH MOD Symposium, ·c an be also seen at
http://icosym . cvut.cz/dyn/
1 In the multipole notation, acrou - vari46/c~ are identical with the bond- wagram efforts, and throvgh- nria.blu correspond
to the bond-graph flo'W• except the mechanical enet:gy domain wlbere it is vice-\"ers&. Whereas the across- and throughvariables can be differentiated unambiguously by 't be way in which they a.re measured, the bond-graph notation stems from
the historical view on causes of dynamic changes and their effects in different energy domains.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING VIA INTERNET
H .. Mann and L. Waldmann
Czech Technical University, Computing Centre
Zikova 4, CZ-166 35 Praha 6, Czech Republic
A set of projects focused on mathematical modelling and simulation, called TeleSimulation, is developed in the CTU Computing Centre with the following objecliv·es in mind:
• to give to regular, distant or disabled students as well as to practicing engineers an opportunity to
learn and to experience an efficient simulation methodology for multidisciplinary systems
• to develop a cost-effective ac·cess to a versatile simulation •toolset in a way suited well especially to
smaU- and medium-size industrial enterprises
• to support cooperation of remote teams in common r·esearch <0r engineering design projects
• to allow for a telelearning engineering course on simulation as a part of an 'in workplace', continuous,
or life-long education programme
There are several components of the projed, all of •them accessible via Internet (the superscript
numbers indicate Hie grant supporting the component development):
• an access to a powerful simulation engine 1 •2
·• a library of models 1 of interdisciplinary system components
• a collection of simulation exampies1 of such systems
• a multimedia! tex·t book 3 for systematic modeiling of of engineering systems
• a conference system 1 for discussing simulation problems between users mutually as well as between
users and a consultant or a comse instructor
To provide the simulation engine, the p·ackage DYNAST™ was implemented on the CTU supercomputer IMB PS2, and an ac·cess it o it has been developed
• by e-mail 1 with a pseudographical form of output in the form of a printplot via the address:

dyn.C!spOS.civ.cvut.cz
• from a WWW :homepage2 with a true graphical oatput via the URL:

http://icosym.cvut.cz/dyn/
• by a user's environment 1 downloaded from the .server - it aHows for very well supported input data
preparation and ou.t put da.t a evaluation
The systems under investigation can be characterized
• by a set of nonlinear implicit-form algebra-differential equations in a textual form
• by a fundional model in the form of a block diagram wi•t h any 'algebraic loops'
• by a physical model in the form of a multipole diagram representing the real system structure
or by a combi.nation of these thr·ee approaches utilizing a library of models of typical system components.
This .research has b,een co.n ducted at the CTU Computing Centre within the following projects:
1)

'"'Supercomputer and m·u ltimedial support to interdisciplinary design", grant TEN34CZ ID96032 by
MSMT (CR Ministry of Education, You.th and Sports)

2)

"Simulation of dynamic systems based ro n WWW" support.ed by the grant 230/ 96 by FRVS (CR
Foundation for the Development of Universities)

3)

"Multimedia/ presentation of a text.book on engine.e ring design using Internet ", grant PREZENTACE
PR96 393 by MSMT

CHANCES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF NUMERICAL SIMULATION IN
REFRIGEAATION
1. Philipp and M Kauscbke
Institute of Energymacbinely and Machine Laboratory
Technical University Dresden
Mommsenstr. 13, D - 01062 Dresden

As the energy consumption of household and iDdustrial refrigerators becomes an more and more important

issue in ,c urrent and future designs. tools such as numerical simulation 't o forecast the system behaviour are
needed in ,order to find new approaclles to control the

~em

or be able to forecast the energy consumption

under different environment and load conditions. We want to show the use of simulation on the optimisation of

two refrigeration systems. In those distributed lhermodynamic systems we have to include DOD-linear algebraic
equations for the refrigerant properties. These properties may be the elllbalpy, entropy, pressure, density etc..

Also the usage of different equations for the heat- and mass transfer coefficients should be possil>le. The
behaviour ,o f the systems itself is modelled :by PDE which we solve by the method of lines. We want to explain

.bow the programs work and will discuss ,t he results.
The refrige,ration capacity of household refrigerators is adopted to the requirement by on - off switching of the
compressor. The

~m

reaches very seldom a staedy state: most .o f the time the pressures, temperatures and

mass flow rate are in transient. In order to forecast energy consumption one needs to take into acount those
transient responses.

For industrial refrigerators woddng with Helium .a s :refrigerant at a temperature of about 4 K the time to cool
down the refrigerator from ambient temperature to the operating ,temperature is important. To minimfae
oooldown times (and save on energy consumption) one needs to investigate at the dynamics of the system.
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TWO-WAY COMPOSITION FOR LOSSLESS LAYERED MEDIA SYSTEMS
Edw.a rd S zaraoiec
Craoow University of Teclmology
ul. Warszawska 24, 31-155 Krakow, Poland
edszar@usk.pk.edu.pl

In a wide range of fields, transmission and/o.r scattering data in the lossless layered media systems have in
the bacground a one-dimensional (1-D) profile of .refleotion coefficients (Schur parameters). Reflection
coefficients ar·e one of the most attractive kinds of parameters in parametrizing material profile in transmission
and scattering problems. Most frequently, the r'Cflection coefficients are represented by real numbers but in
some applications (polarizable media [2), filters and transmission lines built-up from complex impedances (1))
they are complex-valued.
It is assumed to be known that the function f featuring energy propagation in 1-D medium belongs to C-, or
S-class of analytic functions (positive-re:al, or bounded on the writ circle functions). The moments of f,
collected in complex-frequency plane, serve as the data. The medium is discretized and scaled in such a way to
deal, in the z~transfonn domain, with function f in z2.. The refle.c tion coefficients and, consequently, the
moments of function fare co.nsidered to be ·c omplex-valued.
The data are ordered on a line on complex frequency plane. In frequent cases this is a radial trajectory
(relative to the unit circle). For example, earth resistivity sounding involves a segment of real axis, seismic
sounding involves a .s egment of imaginary axis, and magnetotelluric sounding involves radially going straight
line inclined under angle equal (3 /4):n radians (3) .
Our point is that the data can be composed/decomposed involving some kernel profile of reflection
•coefficients which has a specific two-fold appearence: I) monotone :structure (all the reflection coefficients of
the same sign), and 2) antico.rrelated structure (reflection ooefficients alternating in signs). This is depending
·on a trajectory of the arguments of kernel data on the complex frequency plane.
Definitely
f(r, A)= f(z, M) 0 f(z., 0 ) = f(z, M) 0 f(-z., M)
where
f - function ·c lass C, or S,
A - given .aroittary struct\llie,
M - kernel (monotone) structure dev·eloped from A,
0 - alternating s tructure corresponding to M, f(z,0) = f(-z.,M),
z - variable in z-transform domain,
0 - composition symbol (summation for class c. multiplication for class S).
A parallel is drawn between composition of data .a nd that of structure under experiment. The theorem
involves composi1tion of a monotone kernel structure with i tself, but for different arguments. The arguments z,
aad -z refer to different (symmetric) trajectories (translated one wi.th respect to another in complex frequency
plane).
This recently published theory [4,5) has been found in temlS of real-valued reflection coefficients. Now an
extension is made towards inclusion of complex-valued reflection coefficients. To this end the main theorems
and p.roofs are reformulated and done over again. Resulting theory is complete and general, composition/
decomposition of geophysical sounding data is naturally included.
Most advantageous application of .such a model seems to 1b e in data inversion, monitoring the changes of a
structure during .an experiment, and solving the structure sampling problem.
1. Bultheel, A , Laurent Series and their Pade Approximations, Birlchauser, Basel-Boston, 1987.
2. Chew, W.Ch., Waves and Fields in Inhomogeneous Media, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1990.
3. Szaraniec, E., Fundamental functions for horirontally stratified earth, Geophysical Prospecting, 24 (1 976),
528-548.
4. Szaraniec, E., A stable component inverse from insufficient data towards an eventual model. In: Inverse
modelling in exploration geophysics, (Eds.: Vogel, A, et al.) Vieweg, Braunschweig/Wiesbaden,1989, 48-62.
5. Szaraniec, E., In-depth parameter for i nversion in terms of the type of stratification. In: Geophysical data
inversi·o n and applicatio ns, (Eds.: Vogel, A., et al .) Vieweg, Braunschweig/Wiesbaden, 1990 , 47 1-482.
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ONE MODEL OF A HUMAN-MACHINE PROBLEM SOLYING SYSTEM
V.A.Vishnykov, O.V.Gennan
Higher College of Communication, Staroborisovsky tract 8/2,
220114, Minsk, Belarus, tel.+372 17 2638552, fax +372 14 2641068,
email: vish@micro.rei.minsk.by

Abstract. 'T he approach to the problem solving is considered. The structure of solution problem process is
shown. The task concept form representation and it structure is declwed and the architecture of the solving
system is worked out. The strategies using wear methods in direction their utilising are proposed. The
advantages of the human-machine problem solving system (HMPSS) in conclusion is given.
Practical realisation of the human-machine problem-solving systems (HM:PSS) has some difficulties emanating
from (i)the insufficiency of ,the pure logic methods and theorem proving techniques, and (ii) impossibility of
formal interpretation and constructing conjecture making machine.
The solution process in the HMPSS with new paradigm is organised accordingly to the following scheme: (1)
Specifying the problem; 2) making the semantic problem specification; 3} if there is an algorithm A with the
specification Sa ineffaceable with the problem P specification Sp or Sp can be reduced to Sa by means of the
equivalent trans formations the A produces solution to P. (4} if there is no any suitable algorithm A then the
human-soJv,e r controls solution pl'ocess in an interactive mode using probl<em manipulation language.
Nondetemrinistic actions connected to a solution process .are performed by the human-solver; meanwhile the
computer performs the following operations: (1} testing model consistency; (2}variable and term
substitution;(3} equivalent formal transformations; (4} partial and miXced computations; (5} concept unification;
(6} generating and modifying problem objects; (7} definition of the required domains in the problem structure;
(8} organising on intelligent helper; (9) producing consequences from hypothesis, etc.
The system architecture includes the following components : I. Solution-Tree making subsystem; 2. Nodeoontext developing subsystem; 3. Running subsystem 4. File and data base interface 5. Dynamic Library
Linking .
Weak methods constitute an essential part of the HMPSS-architecture. By a weak method one understands a
solution method which does not warrant obtaining an exact (correct} solution. The main problem of weak
method application is divided into two subproblems. (A} Creating a number of strategies ma.Icing weak
methods strong. {B) Providing facilities to specify and integ.ate weak methods in solution procedure. We
regard ,omly subproblem (A). There are two basic strategies utilising weak methods: the strategy of iterations
with cut's and branches-and-bounds schemata. It is commonly recognised that the latter one produces more
efficient computational schemes than the former .one. However, the strategy of iterations enables one to apply
probabilistic methods for solving rather complicated combinatorial problems (see, for example, /7,8{). In this
case, a solution is not warranted to be an optimal one but it is optimal in a probabilistic sense. The strategies
utilising wear methods appears to be rather efficient for .the large-size problems as well. The other idea is in
combining branches-and-bounds and iteration schemata. An initial part of a solution process is realised on the
basis of branches-and-bounds strategy and the rest of the solution process is accomplished as iteration
procedure with cuttings.

In conclusion we give a list of the most essential advantages of ·t he considered paradigm. These are: integrating
man capabilities in solution process such as, intuition, abilities to learning and interpretation of errors, etc.,
preserving human interest in the solving activity, since human-solver remains the central factor in a "humanoomputer-problem" fried; putting wear methods to the forefront of the theoretical paradigm; providing new
approaches to progranuning languages oriented to the processes in the HMPSS; considering different kinds of
human-solvers and the corresponding system features suiting each type of the users; organising training
courses in problem solving on the basis of weak methods and heuristic reasoning; developing semantic
representation of the probl.em and manipulating it accordingly to the purposes of the solution procedure.
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SIMULATION OF TEMPERATURE FIELDS BROUGHT ABOUT BY GRINDING
HARDLY WORKED .M ATERIALS
S. F. Loshpenko
Institute for ~oblems for Machinery
Pjzbarskogo, 2/10, 310046, Kharkov, Ukraine
Abstract. In the paper the 't echnique of simulation of the thermal process within the workpiece wider grinding
are given. At .that, twt>- and three-dimensional formulations are used, temperature dependmcies of the thermal
properties and dependence of boundary actions on time and space ·coordinates are taken into accowtt The
specific character of the simulated processes forces to p~y special attention to information support of the
simulation, fist of all, for appropriate modelling of boundary conwtions.

lntr·o duction
Effectiveness of grinding lwd and superbard materials in the process of making tools of them as well as quality
of these !tools depend ·to a large e.x tent on temperature levels characterising this process [4). Temperatw-e
measW"ement at inner points of the workpiece under grinding or Close by the cutting zone entails great
difficulties. The most effective way of obtaining the information in this case is simulation of the temperatUl"e
field of the workpiece with preliminary experimental determination of the boundary conwtions of heat exchange.
As a rule, the field of temperatures in the workpiece under grinding is an object of simulation alone, for this
temperatmes and their grawents ·~ecify p.resence or absence of the 1causes for undesirable thermal structural
modifications ·o f the workpiece material as well as deformations and crack development and work as sufficient
indications of efficiency of ·t he whole grinding pl'ocess. The surroundings and adjoining objects with inclusion
of the grinding wheel are taken into account only by means of their thermal effects on the temperatw-e field in
the workpiece under grinding. To put it in another way, if we do .not solve the problem in conjugate formulation
and restrict ourselves with simulation of the process taking place in the workpiece then the actions of
surro1U1ding details find their reflection in boundary conditions. At this the simulation procedure becomes
,essentially simpler. Nevertheless, correct setting of the boundary conditions (which may have complicated form
because of specific feanues of grinding processes) makes such simulation rather a difficult problem. In most
cases such a problem can not be solved successfully with analytical methods of the mathematical physics,
therefore the use of .numerical simulation methods (see f3] for example) is one of the main "features of
investigation of thermal phenomena of grinding. Obtaining ·the main body of input data for simulation (first of
all, parameters of the boundary conditions) from thermo-physical experiment is the second peculiarity. This
causes the main points of the structw-e of the identification of the temperatw-e field of a grinding workpiece.
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Pr·e face
The possibility to solve a certain problem and the quality of a solution of a certain task depend
essentially on appropriate modelling of the question and of ali available information. In some cases, the
system under investigation and its behaviour are understood rather well. In such cases an appropriate
model will assist in finding a good solution of the problem to be solved. In other situations such a model
is primarily intended to help for a better understanding of what is going on in the system. Examples for
the first case are many types of design problems being encounterd in typical engineering sytems, such as
controller design, design of a production line etc. whereas the request for an improved understanding is
often found in connections with non-engineering systems such as biological or medical systems, economic
or environmental systems and their control etc.
There is a rather wide consensus that mathematical modelling i. e. abstraction and formalization , is of
intrinsic importance. Moreover, mast engineers and scientists know quite well that appropriate modelling
is far from being easy and that the quality of a design depends strongly on the quality of the model.
One of the most important challenges connected with proper modelling is the request to model indeed
the given task i. e. all relevant information, restrictions, demands etc. In control engineering not only a
model of the plant and constraints on relevant physical variables must be put in a mathematical form but
also other requests such as that the resulting mathematical control law must allow for implementation
with a certain type of equipment etc.
By now, considerations such as these are accepted by practicaliy all people involved in solving prol>lems by using mathematical methods, no matter whether they work at a scientific institution or in an
industrial environment.
However, the area of application determines to a certain extent the knowledge of basic modelling
principles, preferences of modelling approaches, of methods for model simplification or for parameter
estimation etc. Moreover, many things are discovered repeatedly. Therefore, a conference having mathematical modelling as its center will allow for a fruitful and stimulating exchange of ideas. Consequently,
the second !MACS symposium on Mathematical Modelling (2nd MATHMOD) is devoted to the mathematical (or formal) modelling of all type of systems no matter whether the system is

* dynamic or static
* lumped parameter or distributed parameter

* deterministic or stochastic
* linear or n'onlinear
* continuous or discrete

* or of any other nature.
Consequently, a wide variety of formal models is to be discussed and the term " mathematical model"
includes classical models such as differential or difference equations, Markov processes, ARMA models
as well as mo.re recent approaches such as bond graphs or Petri nets.
The written versions of the contributions to 2nd MATHMOD Vienna are collected in these Proceedings starting with the manuscripts of the invited lectures. The first survey to be presented deals
with recent algorithms for tbe generation of good random numbers needed for certain modelling approaches . Such numbers will be of interest especially when prediction of a systems behaviour - usually
called simulation - is the main goal and when the practitioner bas to decide which random number
generator will suit his needs best. A survey follows on hybrid systems such as arise in technical systems
and where continuous and discrete event dynamics interact. The third invited lecture is concerned with
qualitative modelling and surveys the principle lines of current research and explains the main ideas of
an automata-theoretic approach being successfully used in supervisory control.
Then follow contributed papers - which were selected for presentation by a reviewing process based
on submitted ext ended abstracts in which the members of the IPC took active part together with groups

of papers contributed upon invitation of a session organizer. The volume concludes with the abstracts
of posters being on display during the conference. All these contributions were colleted and arranged in
sessions according to their main thematic point:

* Fuzzy and Qualitative Modelling
* Automation of Modelling

and Bond Graphs
Nets and Discrete Event Modelling
* Identification
* Software Tools
* Modelling in Practice
* General Engineering Applications
* Traffic Modelling
* Electrical Systems
* Mechanics and Mechatronics, incl. Robotics
* Automatic Control
* Physical Applications
* Environmental Systems
* Biology and Biotechnical Engineering
* Economic and Social Systems
* Theoretic Aspects

* Petri

Such a grouping is by no means easy because many contributions address several different aspects in
a balanced manner . Therefore, the arrangement chosen for this volume follows rather closely the one of
the conference where also time limitations had to be observed.
The editors wish to express their sincere thanks to all who have assisted them by ma.king the idea
of this symposium known within the scientific community by acting as sponsor or cosponsor, who have
assisted them in the reviewing process and have done a good job by putting together special sessions
devoted to one main theme. Last but not least the editors thank Creditanstalt- Bankverein for their
generous support for the production of these Proceedings.
Vienna, January 1997

I.Troch, F . Breitenecker
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Evaluation of DECT-systems by simulations

Markus Scheibenbogen
Kommunikationsnetze, Rhein. Westfiilische Technische Hochschule Aachen
Kopernikusstr .16, '52054 Aachen
EMail: msc@comnets.rwth-aachen.de
WWW : http://www.comnets.rvth-aachen.de/ -msc

Abstract - This paper deals with the evaluation of DECT-systems. It shows the variety
of the different aspects of evaluation, which can be dealt with simulations. In this paper the
evaluation of capacity for outdoor DECT-systems under different propagation conditions
and the performance of the ISDN-64kbit/s b earer service is shown. These two examples shows on the one side a full-system evaluation and ·o n the other a single equipment
evaluation.

1

Introduction

In the discussions about the liberalisation of communication markets in Europe, DECT was identified
as one of the most promising systems for outdoor applications like the Wireless Local Loop (WLL) and
Personal Communication Systems (PCS). From an operators point of view there are still some open
questions like the available capacity, and the behaviour of the system in different environments. These
are aspects, wltich adress the whole system (e.g many base- and mobilestations). On the other side
operators would like to know the quality (e.g resulting bit error rates for special ser vices) of the services
under given conditions. This paper focuses on both topics:
• capacity of one operator in dependency of different environmental situations (using different propagation models)
• ability of DECT to carry ISDN-traffic (especially for the 64 kbit/s ISDN-bearer service) .
Further simulation results concerning the suitability of DECT in outdoor environments can be found in

(6]. In this paper also the competition between differnet operators is analysed.

Limitations to the carrying of traffic
In a system which is based on radio-waves you have to distinguish between two different situations
limiting the capacity.
• trunk limitation
• interference limitation
In the following these two types of limitation shall be explained: Trunk limitation means that the
physical channels of a transceiver are missing, but that there are existing free time-/frequency slots in
the allocated bandwidth . The blocking probability of such a situation can be examined with the Erlangformula . Contrary to this is the interference limitation . This bound of capacity limits the available
channels due to the limited bandwidth. Therefore in it his case there are existing free channels at the
transceiver but there is no free time-/frequency slot in the spectrum . The aim of this investigation was
to find these physical limits for the DECT-system.
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Simulation model for full system evaluation

The simulations were done with a simulator, which was developed in the last years at the chair of communication networks [4]. One important part of a simulator for mobile radio systems is the propagation
model. For the simu lations an ETSI-propagation model for RLL systems from [l] was used . This model
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Figure 1: Scenario used for simulations
does not take into account the topology and the morpho-structure of the environment. For the different
morpho-structures different models should be used. For cluttered areas formula 1 is valid.
Lpath

= 58 + 101 · {logto (d) -

1)

1= 3.5

(1)

Equation 2 should be used for .a reas like a suburban (semi cluttered} one
Lpath

= 58 + 101 · (iog10 (d) -

1= 3.0

l}

(2)

and for open areas equation 3 is valid. This propagation model is also used for RLL-systems above the
roof-tops.
(3)
Lpath = 53 + 101 · log1o(d)
2.0

/=

In the simulations only equations 3 and 1 were used. The propagation condition in our scenario is
depicted in figure I . This paper doesn 't declare that a pathloss model is correct or should be used. The
intention is to show the inlfaence of different propagation environments and the impact on the capacity.

Parameter of the evaluation
The following par.a meters were evaluated for the DECT-system: Number of blocked setup trails respectively number of interrupted handovers. With these two parameters the Grade of Service, (GOS) of the
system can be determined, which is an important parameter of the quality of a radio network.

GOS = blocked SetupTrials + 10 ·dropped Calls
Number of Calls

(4)

A small value of the Grade of Service means a good Grade of Service for the system, because nearly no
failed setups occur and no calls will be dropped.
Number of
transceiver
1

2

Traffic/RFP for

'l'raffic/ RFP for

Free-Space
4.9
4.8

ETSI
7 ..56
13.0

theor.
carryable
Traffic
5.8
15.3

Table I: Carryable traffic with different propagation models for GoS 13

Results of the Simulation of one single large DECT-system
The following investigations of analysing the capacity and the Grade of service of DECT-systems were
done in a hexagonal scenario of 37 RFPs. The scenario and its illumination are depicted in figure 1.
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Figure 2: SDL-system

Only the innermost seven basestations were evaluated in order to ensure that effects of the border
are negligible. Parameter of the investigations was, beside the offered traffic, the number of transceivers
installed at every Radio Fixed Part. It was also investigated the influence of sectorisation on the capacity
of DECT-systems, and different antenna-types [6}. Results with the use of relays can be found in [5].
In table 1 it is shown that with one transceiver (ETSI-propagation) the system is trunk limited,
because with the use of two transceiver you can increase the carryable traffic per Radio Fixed Part. The
traffic can not be increased with the use of three transceivers. Therefore the system is then not trunk
limited but interlerence limited. This is a physical limit. You can not enlarge the traffic, not even by
using additional transceivers. The limit of the carryable traffic is at 13 Erlang/RFP. On the other side
the physical limit (interference limit) is reached with free-space propagation with only one transceiver.
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DECT and ISDN (single equipment evaluation)

In this section the standards of ISDN-services over a DECT-airinterface will be described very shortly and
the 64kbit/s ISDN-service over the DECT Air-interlace will be evaluated. Contrary to the full system
simulation in section 2 here only one RFP and one Portable Part is taken into account. Therefore the
simulation model is quite different and regarding ,t he protocols much more specific and detailed. In
figure 2 the system specified in SDL is shown. The physical channel was modelled as a Bernoulli-channel
or as a Gilbert-channel.

End System und Intermediate System
The ETSI has standardised two different standards for DECT and its interworking with ISDN. The two
solutions are the so called End System ([3]) and the Intermediate System ([2]). The difference could
shortly be described as follows. In the End System the Radio Fixed Part and the Portable Part are
forming an ISDN-endterminal. Thus it is mainly for the end-user. It transports the different ISDNservices, but on the side of the Portable Part no tranparent ISDN is available. The Intermediate System
forms more or less the function of a real transport network for ISDN. Thus on the side of the Portable
Part transparent ISDN is available. This system is neccessary for an WLL-operator, who wants to
provide ISDN.
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ISDN-services (Speech and Data)
In figure 3 the protocolstack of the U-plane for the ISDN-speech service can be seen. The speech will
be coded from PCM to ADPCM and thus the data rate can be reduced from 64kbit/s to 32 kbit/s.
In figure 4 the 64kbit/s Data-service is depicted. The amount of data can't be reduced, therefore no
form of recoding is used. Due to the reason that a mobile radio channel has a higher bit error rate the
brutto data rate between the Radio Fixed Part and the Port~hle Part has to be higher than 64kbit/s
to add Forward Error Correction (FEC) and to facilita.t e Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ). For the
data-service a double slot is used. The physkal packet (P80) provides an 80khit/s unprotected service.
A buffer on sending and receiving side was introduced to facilitate a.n ARQ-procedure. This buffer will
result in a fixed delay of 80ms, because it is able to buffer 640 bytes, which is equvialent to 8 double
slots of data. [n a normal situation (the buffer is filled) 72kbit/s of the 80kbit/s is used. The unused
8kbit/s are filled up with .zeros. The difference between 64kbit/s net data rate and the 72kbit/s used
transmission rate resulted in the additional FEC.
In figure 5 one result of the simulations can be seen. The resulting BER on the 64kbit/s data stream
is shown versus the BER on the radio channel. To ensure a ISDN-service the BER has to be about io- 6
or better. The normal DECT speech service is a able to work down to radio channel quality of about
io- 3 . Higher bit .e rror rates will normaly result in a handover (intercell or intracell) . Therefore it seems
to make sense, that also the 64kbit/s service should work in environments down to a BER of 10-3 . In
the simulations this could be shown.
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Summary

was shown, that simulations are helpful and necessary to evaluate the behaviour of complex radiosystems or the complex combination of FEC and ARQ. Especially radio system always influence itself
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Figure 5: Bit error rates
very much, so that simulations are essential to get a feeling for the system. The simulations were done
with simulators, which were developped at the chair for communication networks. The results are twofold :
On the one side the capacity of the DECT-system could be evaluated and is about 13Erlang/RFP with
omnidirectional antennas. On the other side it could be shown that the recently standardised DECTISDN 64kbit/ s-service is able to work in an environment with a BER of 10-3 on the radio channel and
still provide ISDN-quality.
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SOME NON-LINEARITIES IN BIOECONOMIC MODELLING
OF BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
K . S. Chaudhuri
Department of Ma.thematics, J&da.vpur University,
Ca.tcuuar ioo 032 1 .India..

ABST'l lACT
This article focuses a.ttentlon on the various types of nonlinea.ritles tha.t may occur lo
bioeconomic modelling of exploitaJion of biological resources. Nonlinea.ritiei genera.Uy
creep into the mode:l through (1) growth ra.t·e functions, (2) imraspeciflc competition

1

within a speciei, (3) interspeciftc competition amongst different species, ( 4) the produciion function of .a. resource stock, (5) revenue function, (6) con function, (7) de-

ma.nd function a.nd (8) age structure. 'T hese nonlinea.rities lea.cl to nonlinea.r dynamical
1JY.81ems e.nd nonlinen.r ·o ontrol problems for hBl'Wning. Implica.tions of the86 vu.rious
nonlinea.rities a.re discussed.

l.INTRODUCTION
The dyna.mia; of a.n exploited biological resources (e.g. fish, deer, bird, tree, etc.) ca.n

be ma.thema.tica.lly described by :a. simple looking dHfere.n tial equation of the form [1] :

dx

- =
dt

wher·e .x

F(x) - h(t)

(1)

= x(t) denotes the size (or oiom8.88) of the resource population at any time t,

F(:z:) = the na.1ural growth .r.e.te of t he popula.tion,
h(t) = the ra.te a.t whlch the population ls huvefrted a.t a.ny time t.
We fin,d that the popula.1ion increaseg, decr.e ase.s or rn.alnt'alns a. constant level according
as F(x)

>, < or = h(t).

The case F(:z:)

= h(t) implies \h.a.t the population ca.n be

maintained or iUBta.ined a.t a. ft:xed level even alter harvesting it a.t a. ra.te equal to the
na.tur.a.l :g rowth ra.te . This is why we call the natural growth to be the SUSTAINABLE

YIELD (SY).
The harvest (or ca.tch) ra.te h(t) is usually ta.ken in the form h(t)

= qE(t)x(t) on the

b.asi!s of the catch-per-tmit-~o~t(CPUE) Q:ypothesis [l] where E denotes the effort a.nd

q is a. ooDHta.nt known :a s catchability coefficient. In a. more genera.I form h = Q(E, x)
where 1he function Q i·s the production function for the given resource indus1ry. In
order to have a. linear optimiza.tion problem, we ·o ften ta.ke h = EG(x) where G(x) is a
non-decre&Bing function of x.
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The net economic revenue R for a.n input of effort in time 6.t is given by R6.t =

[ph - cE]..6t = [p- c(:t)]h..6t
where c(z) = af;) ls the unit harvesting cost when the stock level is x,
p = constant price per unit biomBBB of the b.a.rvested resource a.nd
c = co08ta.at co&"t per unit of ha.rve&"ting effort.

Ta.king 5(> 0) to be the uniform rate of discount, the objective of the management
of ihe given resource lndwnry IJJ fo ma.ximbse ihe pre8erat value of a.II future revenues

ob1a.ina.ble from the resources, given by the present value integral

(2)
subject to the state equation(!) a.nd the constrelnts

:c(t)~O

a.nd 0$h(t)$h...u where

h.-:, = h,.u(:t, t) ls a. nonnega.tive function representing the maximum ha.rveri cs.pa.clfy.
We ma.y solve tbls ma.ximlza.tlon problem either by using the technlques of ca/cu/u9 of
va.nation or by using Ponfryagi"n,s Ma:r:imum Princ1ple(2] with :t(t) as the state
va.n"a/Jle a.nd h(t) or E(t) as the control tJana/Jle.. We then obtain the optimal equili!Jn"um population level :t = :r•(t) u the unique solut ion, if it exiB1s, of the equa.tion

F'(z) _ c(x)F(z) =5
(3)
'P- c(x)
The optimal path is 1he mo5t-rapid (or /Jang-/Jang) approach policy given by h•(t) =
hn.u 1 F(x•) or 0 a.ccording as h >, = or < x•.
2. TYPES OF NONLINEARITIES

We now dlscusa some posatble types of nonllnearltles ln al.ngle speclea models.
(A) NONLINEARITIES IN THE GROWTH FUNCTION
The growth function. F(x) becomes o.onllnea.r ln x when we ta.ke inNtt.spe.cific Cbmpel:i-

tion into a.coount 1 some examples being the Logistic Growth Law F(x) = r:r(l - z/k),
modified Logistic Growth .LawF(x) = rz«(l-:r/k),o > 0 a.nd theGomperlz Growth
LawF(z) = rzln(z/k). If we write F(:t) == z/(:r) where /(z) iB a.single-valued funci ion
of :r, there a.re two types of growth. In the first type in which /(x) is a mono1onically
decreasing function of :r, 1he growth proceSB is of the na.1ure of pure rompensation or
feed 6ackas in the Logistic Growth. The second type in which/(~) is non-monotonic,
iB encoumered in popula.tions (e.g. schools of fish, colonial birds, etc.) ha.ving a. team
beb.a.viour a.nd group defence agai.ns1 predatorB' a.tta.ck. Afl a. result of this group defence, the groW1h rate increases with x which is known BB depensation. When the
population level becomee considerably hlgh, the general la.ck of resources cs.UBeEJ the
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growth r.a:te to decline. This type of growth pa;ttern is deEi:ribed by the so called A/le

Ouroe [3] having several ertea.dy ert.ates.

(B) NONLINEARJTIES IN THE CATCH-RATE FUNCTION
Th.e ce.tch-,ra.te function h(t) = qE(t)x(t) based on the CPUE hypothesis has several
unrealistic fea.tur.es:

(i) random sea.rch

for fim, (ii) equal likelyhood of being captured for every fish, (iii)

unbounded linea.r increase of h with E for a. fixed x and (iv) unbounded linea.r increase
of h with x for a. fixed E. These severe residctions a.re l.a.rgely removed [4] in the
functions.I. form h(t)
H,ere h-. (q/a)x

a;s

=

qE(t)x(t)/(aE(t)

+ bx(t))

wb.ere a, b a.re positive constants.

E-+ ()O for a .fixed value of .x and h-+ (q/b)E 8B :z:-+ oo for a. fixed

w!ue of E. ThUB h exhibit·&sa.tura.tion ,e ffects with respect fo both the effort level a.nd
the !i'\ock a.bunda.nce. The pa.ra.meter a is propotional to tb.e ratio of the stock level to
the ca.tch-rate a.t higher levels of effort. The pa.rameter bis propotiona.l to the ratio of
the effort level to the catch 1ra.1e at higher stock levels.
The Cob.l> Douglas form of 'the production function of a. biological resource is
1

h = Q(E,x) = AxaEfJ where A> 0,0 <a< 11 0

< f3 < 1.

Marginal productivity of the effort Eis

> 0 ; however, : 8 (MPs) = {J(Dif>9 < 0 when 0 < f3 < 1. Thus
the productivity of the resouroe industry increases with respect to E; but the rate
MPs

= ~ = ~Q

of increase of produdivity decreases with E. 'T his behaviour is quite logical in the
exploit&1ion of a. biological resource. On 1he otherh.a.nd, marginal productivity of x is

MP~

= ~ = ~ > 0 and

/;(MP~)

= <ri,aStl)Q

< 0 if 0 < a < 1. For a. given E, the

productivity of the resource industry increases with the increase of the stock level. This
rate of i.nc·rea.se of productivity should go on increasing if the stock level also goes on
incr.e asing. ThUB 0

<

a

< 1 i:s in8"ppropriate here .a;nd the Cobb-Douglas production

function does no1 fully fi.1 in biological resources. 'The a.ppropriAte form is, therefore,

h = AzGEfJ with A > 0 1 a > 1 a.nd 0 < f3 < 1. This lea.de to a. nonlinea.r control problem
for determining the op1ima.l harvest policy.

(C) NONLINEARITY IN THE REVENUE FUNCTION :
Let the r,e venue be a. noniinea.r :function R(h) with R(h) a. smooth, convex, non-negative
function of h

~

0. For example, if 1he price p of fish depends on the ra.te of output h, we

then have R(h) = hp(h). If we neglect ·c osts of ha.rves1ing, our problem is to maximize

J(h) =io' e-6tR(h)dJ.

rubject to (1).

The HamUtonia.n is

H

= e-Q. R(h) + >.(t)(F(x) -

~ = 0 -. ).

= e- tR'(h).
5

h). If the control corurtra.ints a.re not binding, we have
Using this resu11 in the a.djoin1 equation ~
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= -~.

we

have~= J;:~!3f5 - F'(x)] whicll alongwith (1) a:re necessary conditions for the optimal
control h(t) and the corresponding response .x (t). Assuming R'(h) > 0 and F'(x) < 0
, these two ·equ.a.tions give a unique equilibrium point (x•1 h") that is determined by
P(x*) = 5 and h* ·= F(x*). The x-Lsocline is the curve ,h = F(x) whereas the h-iB'Ocline
is the vertical line .:z: - :z:• whe.re F'(x•) = 5. The intersection (z•, h•) of these two
isoclines i·s the optim~ equilibrium solution a.nd it is a saddle point [1]. It can be

easily ascerta.i.ned tbrOU2'h some a:na.lYBi:s of the trajectories that the ODtima.l aDDroach
to equilibrium is no 1longer a ba.ng-ba.ng approe..ch, as it was in the linear harvesting
problem. For the case of a.n infinite time horizou, the ()ptima.l ha.rvefrt ra.te h.(t) is
ob1a.ined by following the sepera.trix 1b:a.t begins a1 ;x = ~o and by approaching the
equlibrium x = x• asymptotically. In the linear model, tne revenue was assumed to
he directly proportional to the b.a.rveBt a.nd th.e optimal policy conaisted of adjusting

x(t) as rapidly as possible cto the optimal level z•(t). The questions of a. fall in the
price due to a. b.igh. ra.te of ha.rveEJting and a. bike in the price due to low harvests were
not cocsidered. The asymptoUc approacll in 'the nonlinear :model here reflects a. more
gmdual .a pproach engendered by market r·e&.:etio1n s to the harvest rate.

(D) NONLINEARITY IN 'T HE COST .F UNCTION
Let the ·c ost of harvesting be given by a function of the form C(z, h) = tf>(x)<fJ(h) where

<Ji{h) > 0, 4>'(.h.) > 0 and ef/'(h) > 0. 'This implies tbat the marginal cost is an increasing
functio.n of the harvest ra.t·e h. The objective function for socially optimal management
is

J(h)

=foco e-&t[U(h)-C(x, h.)}dt where U(h) is the totaisocial uts1ity of consumpts'on

It ca.n be easily e.scert.a.ined that a.ny optimal ·e quilibrium solution (:C, h*) mwrt sa.1isfy
the r.ela:Uon

q(:r~cl(•a~:r?
F' (x *) - ui
11.~~y,;o ,j(1c•) = .5 w·here 1i.• = F (x *) .
Th.e corr.e sponding discounted supply curue is obtained by writing p = U'(h•) a.nd
solving this equa.tlon for p: p = t/>(x")<P(h•) - ~~t1!>'.11:'1.
Depe.n din:g upo.n i\he .n a;ture of this di!Bcounted rupply curve, the following results a.re

i0b1a.ined 1
[1] :
(i) The b.a.rv·es1 ra.t·e ls ch.o ked off at a point h.'whlch is not large enough to cause
biological. ov·e rexploita.tion.

(ii) One.a overexploi.ta.tion occurs due to a.n;y ires.sons wha.tsoever, the resource ma.y be
trapped near a stabte equilibrium ft' which. is very ·s mall and h"

< h!.

(iii) Hionomic irurtabllity ma;y arise from :noa'linear cost f:a.ctors as well as nonlinear
demand factors. When both nonli:nea.rities are present, i:nstability iB even more likely
to occur.
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(E) NONLINE.A RlT.I ES IN THE IN'TERSPECIFIC RELATIOl'_lSHIPS
Exploitation of multi.species bio.logica.I. resources1 especially marine fisheries, is a com~licated job

be.c ause .a fishing vegsel, no matter how modern it ill, can not h.arvellt

exdUBively ortly a target species of fish. Incident.a.I. catches may Lea..d to severe depletion
of non1arge1 spedes 'because of .complexity in 'the m.a:rin e ecosystem i a single species
1

1

.m ay be pr,e datory on, sever.a l :s pecies while serving as pr,ey for other species. Two species
ms;y av;en be Bimul18.neously predato·r .a nd pr·e y of ea.eh. o'ther at different life stages, a.n

axe.mple being Atlantic cod (Gadua morhua } whim feeds on Cape/in (Mallotu.s
m'/losus} which, in 'tum, feed.s on cod eggs. Many marine fish species are also self

predatory. Taking the si.mpleB1 case of a two-spedes fisb.ery, we may take the growth
equ.a1ion as

'i = F(:r y)-h.1(t) a.nd ~ = G(z,y)-h?(t)wbere F{z,y) = /(z)+yp(z),G(~ 1 y) =
1

g(y) + xq(y). He.r e f(x) 1 g(y) a.re .g rowth rat es of two species a.nd p(x), q(y) are 'their
1

funciiona.l response.

= /(z)+cxzy a.nd G(z,y) = g(y)+fJx y.

For linear fundional re;s ponses, F(x,y)

The
case a< 0,/3 < 0 gives the model of interspe.cific .c ompetition. The case er< 0,/3 > 0
gives rise to a prey-predator model. 'The third case a > O, {3 > 0 B'tands for mutual.ism
1

1

or symbio,sysis.

One of the importa.nt a.spects i0f B'tudy of such a syB1em is to examine its glo/Jal stal111ity.
When F(x 1 y) a.nd G(x, y) a.re nonlinea.r functions of x n.nd y, we ma.y prove global
·s tability of a llnique positive equilib.rium by s·evera.I. me'thods. One such method is
'to 'c onstmci a. Ltppunov ftmctio.n and establish the global stability by LaSalle 's

invariance principle '[5}. The .s econd method is to employ Dulac criterion to ellm in.ate
\he existence of periodiic o.r bi\s and prove the global stability by Poincare-Bendizson
Mec>rem ({6)i (?J). 'Tne third ·o ne is the geometric method of compa11"son([8],[9]) which
oompa:res the trajectories of the syB1em with that of :a..n auxiliary system ob1ained by
mirror reflection. 'The frourth method ([7] [8), (10]) is the method of limit cycle sta/Jility

analysis. The idea of this meU1od is to pr ove the nonexistence of periodic solu'\ions by
1

contradidion.
Another important ,fa.ctor that contributes to nonlinea.rity of a. B)'Stem is the consider:a tion of age 81.rudure in 'the popula1ion.
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THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF LONG RIVER AND NEURAL
NETWORK IN ESTIMATION PROCESS

Keywords;· mathematical model of biochemical river pollurion, estimation process,
Kalman'sfilter, arrificial neural network.

Mafhematical model of the polluted river
Sources of dean water for home and industrial using , which are mostly rivers. still decreases.
More sewage discharge into river is a reason of poorer quality of water. In our paper we presented
model of river biochemical pollution. Water quality is measured basically by two conce ntration
indicators, dissolved oxygen (DO) and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD). The model also allows to
take into considerauon another indexes of pollution, i.e.: concentration of chlorides, sulphuric and
other. This makes it universal. We considered pollution in which main role takes dissolved oxygen
indispensable in oxidation reaction. In these models oxygen balance is applied. The Streeter-Phelps
equations describing self cleaning process are used in rhese models. In basic form the Streeter-Phelps
equations give speed of decomposition organic substances and change of level of dissolved oxygen in
wa~e.r. For constant liquid volume these equations are:

(I)

where: x 1/mgll] - bioc hemical oxygen demand (BOD), x2fmgll] - demanded oxygen (DO), k1[Jlday},
k2[mg!Lj - coefficients, rate of reaction between BOD and DO, kJfllday] natural aeration rate
coefficient, x2Nf mg/lj - stale of saturation DO, a[mgll*day] - intensity of increasing oxygen fro m
photo-sy nthesis process or decreasing oxygen drawing by bottoms deposit.
The coefficients depend mostly on temperature, and their values are from 0.1 to 0.4 fork 1 k2
and from 0.2 to 1 for k]. Similar dependence show x2N and oscillate from 14.6 to 9.2 in temperature
o° C and 20° C. Some times the coefficient k2 is taken instead of k 1. Moreover, to ensure better
interpre tation the state of water pollution the deficiency of dissolved oxygen instead dissolved oxygen
is used. Th,is is the difference between actual DO and state of its saturation. It is worth noting that
such approach concern closed reservoirs. In order to use suc h model river can be treated as a cascade
of reservoirs with continuos mixing (cascade of c hemical re actors). This way of river presentation
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follows by many simplifications, i.e.: change of BOD and DO is independent o n coordi nate o f river
length. Moreover. homogeneity of parameters is taken and it gi ves mode l with ordinary differential
equations. Such approach is considerate with assumption, that these segments are very short. It gives a
lot of segmen ts for long river. From other side, if we assume longer segments than we omit time of
flow .
These restrictions can be omitted by usi ng mathematic al model of river described by partial
differential equations. The long river can be divided on segments for take into consideration of its
specific i.e.: sudden change of flow, and change of pollution's. It is shown on Fig. I. Assuming the
dividing of ri ver on the sections presuming that ideal mixing occurs at the boundaries of these sections.

_,- jc) , ___._

N :*-~~

I
:SC

i_...-

i - 1

i- 1

1

i+l

Figure 1. River section s defined by tributary.

If we consider mass balance on section boundaries it provides the boundary conditions for model with
distributed parameter system and c on nec ts sections in cascade. On the Fig. I. can easy see the larger
tributaries and small sewage inflows along the river. Due to previous asumption implici t dependence
on temperature all the parameters have been treated as function of length of river and time. It was
assumed e ither, that all coefficients are sufficiently smooth. Equations for one section of model
polluted river with BOD and DO are given:

a

a

ar

a1

-X;(z,t) + V;(z)-X;(z ,t ) = A;(z)X;(z,t)+ W,;(z ,t )

(2)

with conditions:

•

boundary condition:

•

initial condition:

x ;(o,1) =Mix;_ 1(1, r)+ wbi(t)
i=l.. .N

Vector of state consist of BOD and DO indicators, i.e .:

Xi ( z. t) = col[ x 1i ( z,t).x 2i ( z,t)].

Z E

[0,i).

Matrix of state is given as follows:

A.(z)=
l

-k
Ji

[ -k2i

Elements of vectors Wr and Wb repre sent disturba nces with distributed and boundary character.
Accordi ng to above assumptions the equation of model river polluted are non-linear. By
linearization the m around of steady state we get mode l as a large scale distributed parameter system
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with boundary coupling between subsystems. Such circumvention more precisely describes
biochemical processes in the river but not takes into consideration the diffusion process. It is worth
noting that velocity matrix has the same diagonals. It yie1lds to ordinary equation along characteristic
line that are Streeter-Phelps equation. Such approach provides the model of polluted river in the
separate part of free flow of water. Since the state vector can be consider as DO, BOD around free
swim boat. This assumption was taken into our investigations of estimation process. For the estimation
process, ordinary differential equations along characteristic line of our model and measurement are
necessary. It occurs that BOD measurement requires laboratory service and its time consuming. Denote
this measurement include the time delay and are useless in consideration BOD and DO around free
swim boat. fost the opposite the DO measurement is simple to realise and is immediate. Consequently
we resign from the measurement of BOD indicator. The equation of measurements is as follows:
where C=col [0,1 J,

V(tk )-measurements noise

(3)

Idea of swim boat does not require div ,iding river on sections. So, in equation (3) we omit numbering
sections of the river. Taking into consideration interpretation of freely swim boat imagine that boat
meets measurements of state of water only in marked out points. It means, that we get discrete values
in spite of their conitinuos realisations. For continuos equations (1 ), which present BOD and DO along
characteristics we used discrete values of measurements and we app'lied Kalman's filter.

Estima tion process.
1

In the estimation process for continuous objects wilh discrete measurements we can mark out
two phases i.e.: filtration and prediction. Filtration is process of estimate generation in moment tk on
the basis of measurements in this moment and previous. In prediction we want to get estimates for the
future to next measurement point. Filter with discrete measurements is described by equations:

•

tiltra tion:

X(t"ltk) = X(tkl'k-1) + KF(tk )[ Y(tk )- CX(tk ''k-1)]
X(tkl'k-1) =XO
P(tk Itk) = P(tk Itk-1 )- KF(tk )CP(tk I'k-1)

(4)

P(tkl'"-1) = ~
KF('k) = P('k' 'k-1 )CT[ CP(.tk,,k-1 )CT + VAtk)
X(t kltk) - estimate in momen t tk, obtained on the basis of measurements

r

where:

Y(t 0 ) ... Y(tk) ,

P(tk ltk) - covariance of estimation error, KFftk) - amplification coefficient,
•

pr:ediction

(5)

where:

X(tltk), P(tl tk) - means adequately estim.ate and covariance of estimation error predicted

r>rk, Wr

-

covariance of disturbances Wr ·
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for

Equations (4) and (5) were used in estimation process. Measurements were obtained by
s,imulation mathematical model of polluted river (I). Runge-Kuua-Fehlberg's of 4-th order fomula was
used to solve ordinary differential equations . Figure 5 shows obtained results of the estimation and
prediction process. It easy to see that estimates follow on simulated states. Characteristic feature of
received estimates are non-continuity in measurement moments. It is clear, that the better quality of
estimation process ,c an be obtained by increase measurement frequency ( it means more measurement
devices along river).

Neural networks method,,
Kalman's filter generates ,estimates that ar:e strongly osci!Jate around state of model while the
level of noise increases. It seems, this disadvantage may be omit by using artificial neural networks for
monitoring polluted river. ft is important because level of disturbances is difficult to determine. The
estimation sysitem of state of river quahty with neural network is shown on Fig.2. Neural network with
loop-feedback was used.

v(k)

w(k)
u(k)
--:;....-..-

-----x(k)
1 - - -. .

- - -..-ii

0BJECT

y(k)

Numerical Kalman's
Filter
+ - -- - as a "teacher"'

-

--======'-· --:_
·.._. _·· :..·. - -

x

K

State
Esty1
m ator

x(k+ 11k+1)
1

z -1 ____.
Neural Filter
Figure 2. Scheme of estimation system.
In the feedback loop ideal estimate delay of one step is given. Measu rements DO from
mathematical model were given to the neural network learning process. The initial conditions of
estimate s ta~e and amplification coefficient from numerical Kalman·s filter were given. It is worth
nothing, that neural network with loop-feedback can to determine variables of state which are not
obtained from measurement. In our case we get BOD estima~e. In investigations -we applied neural
network wi~h two layers neurones and receptors layer. We present only one scheme of neural network
with 25 hidden neurones for estimation process of polluted river.
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Figure 3. Architecture of neural !letwork used in estimation system.

Experiments.
Efficiency of neural network learning prooess is given on Fig. 4 On the vertical axes indicator
of network efficiency called Sum Squared Error ( SSE) is given. It depends on number of epochs (
number of pattern presented to the network).
Sum-Squared Ne1work Enor for 1454 E poc hs
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Figu,re 4. The network efficiency in the learning process.
As easy to see SSE quickly comes down and nex1t stabilise on low level of value.
Figure 5 presents comparison neural network estimates with estimates obtained from numerical
Kalman's filter.
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Figure 5. The results of simulations of state estimation .

Neural network generates more gently estimates. Investigations shows, that strong disturbances do not
have significant influence on fluctuation of estimates around the states. This feature is reach out in the
case of numerical Kalman's filter.
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MODELING ASPECTS FOR PARALLELIZING CONTINUOUS
SIMULATION TASKS
Rupert Schachinger
Hofzeile 21/1/12, A-H90 Vienna

Abstract
The past few years have seen a revolution in the way paraUel computing is practiced. Computer systems
with up to 128 parallel CPU's have been developed and hardware specialists work on developing systems
with more than 1000 ·processors respectively large networks of single processor machines which can perform
the same tasks.
The great advantage of parallel computers {one can pwoess several independent tasks on several processors) has led to new software development, parallel languages. FORTRAN and C have (partially) reached
a "parallel level" .
1

One of the main problems in continuous simulation is to solve an initial value problem (IVP) for ordinary
differential equations (ODE). To perform this task either for high order equations or equivalentely
systems of first order equations, one has it o implement algorithms for the numerical solution of the
IVP (of cou.rse for both, "ordinary" IVP's and stiff ones) . In this work, the following four integration
algorithms have been examined:
• Euler's Method
• Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg me,t hod of order 4
• Adams-Bashforth-Moulton 4 step Predictor- Corrector method
• Rosenbrock's implicit Runge-Kut ta method for stiff systems,
.· · .:.

all of the above with adaptive stepsize control.
To parallelize those integration algorithms, we split the whole model in smaller model parts, so called
submodels. Each submodel is evaluated by one processor. The more submodels you have, the more
processors you can use. One has to define intervals for synchronizing Results in order to handle the
feedbacks. Those synchronization interval.ls have to be predefined, usually as synchronization after each
integration step. To handle integration algorithms of order greater 1 and to handle adaptive step size
control, it is necessary to perform interpolation (or extrapolation) for several values of the independent
variable t. One of the goals of this work was to examine dependencies of the result quality versus setting
appropriate synchronization intervals and setting the right interpolation method. The following two
interpolation methods have been used:
• Polynomial Interpolation
• Rational Bulitsh-Stoer Interpolation
This work is dealing with the numerical aspects of parallel integration algrithms. The given results were
generated by special Simulation software "PARINT", which is able to solve given IVP 's by "simulating"
the behaviowr of a mulitiprocessor ma.chine on a PC or a Workstation . A "real" implementation of parallel
integration algorithms can be found in "MOSIS", a very powerful simulation tool, which was developed
by G .Schuster at the Technical University of Vienna.
Aspects of great interest are the behaviour of the system by using the same integration algorithm for
each submodel with and without adaptive stepsize control, the use of different interpolation algorithms,
especially using different order of polynomial interpolation and using linear interpolation, the use of
different integration algorithms for each submodel and the behaviour of stiff systems under parallel
integration.
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The Flexible-Production-Analyzer (FPA)
For analyzing rule based production systems
N.Kraus, R.Schachinger
In the FPA, a modem integrated simulation tool for analyzing rule based production systems has been created.
With the help of automatic model generation and integration into the client server envirorunent of a database,
high power flexibility can be realized. In the FPA the main simulator is encapsulated. Due to this, the FPA can
be used as a tool for production control by sr.aff without simulation or programming knowledge. The FPA is
used with the help of a data front end and a data back end on client PCs; the tool can be tailored to the user's
needs by adapting the clients for front and back end.

1.

The Analysis Tool FPA

With the FPA complete production processes can be modeled. A model consists of several production modules,
which represent different production technologies. Each of these production modules has several workcenters,
which consist of machines performing similar process steps. The FP A requires input data, detailing resources,
operations and orders. The data can be imported from a PPS-system and be modified with a data converter, in
order to obtain data suitable for the simulation. These are:
• Resource data:
Data of production units, workcenters and machines; data detailing failures,
interruptions, etc.
Process plans, process definitions, product infonnation, work calendars etc.
• Operational Data :
Order lists, lot attributes etc.
• Order Data :
2.

The Simulation Analysis Module

For the investigation of simulation runs, some standard statistics, such as queue length in the buffer, number of
products or machine utilization, are gathered and documented in tables. Furthennore, with the FPA it is
possible to collect user defined statistics from any resource or process in the model. Standard statistics are:
• Machine statistics
Machine or work center related data, number of lots produced, interrelationships
between processing, setup, interruptions, pauses etc.
• Buffer statistics
Queuing data, queue length for the most utilized buffers
• Order statistics
Global order data for the whole production or local data for particular work centers
• Product statistics
Data of processed products (globally or work center related)
The statistics can be set active or inactive globally or locally for particular work centers, as per request of the
job to be investigated. Furthermore, it is possible to gather statistics during a specified period and to save the
data in files.

Simulation
Module
Bade E'nd

Front End

MS-WINDOWS

UNIX/ X-Wlt«>aNS/ MOTIF

lofS.Wlt()aNs

• ORAQE FORMS

• SIM"LE ++

e ORAO.E GRAPHICS

e ORAQEOATA BASE

• ORAQE REPORTS

Fig. I: Integration of the FPA in a client server environment.
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MODELING OF SYSTEMS WITH EVENTS BY MEANS OF THE MODEL
INTERCONNECTION CONCEPT OF THE Sll\1ULATION SYSTEM mosis
1

G. Schuster and 2 .J .Plank
1 Advanced Technical Software, ARGESIM
Flurschiltzstra.Be 16/ 10, A·l 120 Wien
eMail: guentcr@osiris.tuwien.ac.at
2 Technical University Vienna, ARGESIM
Wiedner Hauptstral>e 8-10, A·I040 Wien

I. General Description of the Model loterccmnection Concept

The Model Inter,_connection Concept (MJC) was introduc·ed with the simulation system mosis which
has been a simulation systems pmject at the Technical University of Vienna since 1992 and is a general
method to describe systems to be simulated as a connection of several independent models that
communicate with each other. The advantages of this concept are modular development of simulation
models (as every part can be implemented independently from all others), easy expandability for
extensions. like hardware-in-the-loop or connections to other simulation systems and parallelization of
models, which was the ma.in reason for the introduction of this concept: When a model is described as a
connection of several smaller models, those parts can be simulated on different processors which is a very
simple, but efficient method of simulation systems paraUelization which gives the user full control about
the parallelization strategy (in contrary to other strategies that do anything automatically and give the user
absolutely no control).
The concept also comprises an object oriented point of view, as the model itself is only a description
of the real system but does not contain any real data. f .o r actual simulation, first an instance of a model
·has to be ·created which contains all data, but also the infonnation about connections to other instances, as
the instance connections are not done in the model definition, but during the experiment phase in the run
time ·environment. Using this feature, several ins·tances of the same model can be calculated
simultaneously using different ,parameter settings or can ·ev·en be used to create different model
connections to create different comprehensive models.
2. The MIC fo.r describing ev·e nts
As stated above, the MIC was originaHy only designed to describe concurrent model connections. But
in real world simulation tasks there is often ·the situation to describe discontinuities in dynamic systems.
Those ·can be either time events (triggered at a certain value of the independent variable, which is usually
the time) or state events (that are triggered when the system ·enters a certain state, e.g. when a the value of
a state variable cmsses the ,,zero"-line). When such an event is triggered, an appropriate action has to be
taken which can be either the change of a system parameter (e.g. the reversion of the velocity vector at
the model of a bouncing ball), but can also be the change oftbe model description itself (e.g. when a nonelastic ball hits the surface and breaks, or rolls down a ramp). In most simulation systems (including
mosis), such situations have been described by using an ,,IF'-structure (or similar) in the model
description. Even if this works, this is not a very elegant way which can also lead to calculation problems
depending on the simulation system used (by integrating over this discontinuity).
For this application, the MIC :has been ·extended to enable also serial connections of instances. When
an event is triggered, the currently running model is replaced by another one, maintaining the same
instance. To enable this change a transition function has to be defined which transfers the necessary
variables defined in the previous model to the variables used by the following one.
When the two models were defined as ,,model firstmO" and ,,model secondmO" (input and output
signal definitions within the parentheses), the connection function is defined as .. transition(firstm,
secondm) {}" where the braces enclose the variable transfer statements between the variables ofjirstm to
those of secondm. The model sequence can be det·ermined ·either statically (by writing ,,transition
(secondm) ;" into the event handler code) or dynamically (only ,,transition;") which makes it necessary to
describe the sequence at run time level by using the ,,sequence"-command (,,sequence(firstm,secondm)")
where even more than two models can be connected to form a sequence consisting of several steps.
Care should be taken that the number .and meaning of input and output signals of both models are the
same. The number is checked by the ,,mosis-to-C" translator (it allows only transition functions of
models with the same signal count), but the meaning cannot be checked automatically.
[1} Schuster, G.: Definition and Implementation of a Model Interconnection Concept in Continuous

Simulation, Dissertation, TU Vienna, 1994
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STh1ULATION OF STRESS AND STRAIN DISTRIBUTION IN A SNOW COVER BY
FEM (FINITE ELEMENT METHOD)
S. Wieshofer 1, 0 . Kautzky2, Dr. K K.leemayer3
1
Ausstellungsstr. 51/13, A- I 020 Vienna
2
0skar Jaschag. 96, A-1130 Vienna
3
University of Agricultural Sciences Vienna
Peter Jordan Strafie 82, A-1190 Vienna

In co-operation with the University of Agricultural Sciences Vienna a snow model was developed to calculate the
forces and displacements in snow to obtain infonnation on damages snow causes to the woods. The analysis is
carried out using a finite element program called ABAQUS.
Two components of motion can be observed in a settled snowpack: creep (internal deformation) and glide (slip of
the entire snowpack over the ground) which are influenced by different mechanism. On the one hand creeping
depends on internal body weight (material properties), on the other hand gliding is created by external factors e.g.
free water in the boundary layer (between snow and ground), lack of macroscopic roughness (smooth grass
surface).
The model was applied with following assumptions:
• slope with a uniform inclination
• snow is isotropic and homogeneous
• top of the snow cover is stress free
For the application the snow slope is divided into quadrangular finite elements to which material behaviour is
assigned to and the ground is defined as *RIGID SURFACE.
To explain the creeping procedure snow is described by material constitutive equations. There are two different
possibilities (actually there are three, but only two of them are relevant in this case) to implement material
properties into an ABAQUS model. Either we refer to already completed material subroutines - in this case
*VISCOELASTIC based on the hereditary integral:
I

I

cr(t)= f 2G(t-t')ydt'+lf K(l - t')Ectt'
0

0

whereby G is the shear modulus and K is the bulk modulus, which are functions of the reduced time t - or it is
possible to add own constitutive equations into user subroutines - *CREEP, LAW=USER. Thereby a linear
viscous equation is applied:

2

3(m+I)
- - p/lt

dE = -cr!lt - -

3TJ

TJ m-2

Gliding is described by verifying the parameter of friction and by geometric means of description whereby the
ground roughness is assumed to be modelled by a simple sine wave.
This model can be used to calculate the stresses of the snowpack on obstacles e.g. avalanche barriers, trees as well
as the maximal stresses in the snowpack caused by these obstacles.
By varying the different parameters of the model such as slope inclination, snow thickness, density the significance
of the single parameters can be recognized and the impacts on the motion.
This is only a very basic and simplistic model which can be expanded by further research e.g. by including
temperature.
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OPTIMAL MANAGEMENT OF RAILWAY UNDER SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
OF TECHNOLOGY AND PERSONELL MANAGEMENT
Dipl.-Ing. P . Kralicek
Unternehmensberatung Kralicek
Mantlergasse 17 I l, A-1130 Wien
email: e89263 I 2@tbma.tuwien.ac.at
For this type of problem a special computer simulation programme was developed, which helped to
examine the impacts oil the use of the railway section by a step by step upgrading of the railway section
with new technology. This computer simulation programme serves as a planning and decision making tool
for railway securing engineers and for representat,ives of firms providing the latest technology .
After checking the necessary requirements SIMPLE++ was chosen as the most suitable language for
this computer simulation. SIMPLE++ is an object orientated language where the model is been put
together from self made user parts. Therefore the model for this particular railway section can easily be
adapted to many other railway sections. In addition SIMPLE++ is equipped with an extraordinary
computer animation which proved to be important for a convincing presentation of the simulation results.
The examinations were implemented by using a single tracked local line in the Czech Republic, on
which there are four stations.
The external installation consists of several different elements. Each of these elements can be found in
many designs with various technologies:
• Switch: manual - by cable - electric - electric-hydraulic
• D.e railing point: manual - by cab'le - electric - electric-hydraulic
• Signa'I: mechani·c - by light
The elements of the external installation can be driven by the station's control point in three different
ways:
• mechanically
• by relay
• electronically
For the different types of technology of the external installation and the control points SIMPLE++ user
parts have been developed to support the creation of the model.
A very important part of the computer simulation model is the reproduction of the activities of the area
managers. The work of the area managers includes the implementation of track-actions. Four different
types of track-actions can be distinguished: thoroughfare, arrival, departure and shunting.
Each of these track-actions runs through five to six phases. These phases can vary in length of time
depending on the technology of the extemal installation and the control points used.
announcement

~

control

~

control point ~

administration ~ signal operation ~ welcoming the train
In add,ition 1to the t·echnology of the external installation and the control points the computer simulation
programme can change the train sch·edule as well .as the track-layout.
The computer animation is able to show the track-layout in a very detailed way. During the computer
simulation each switch position, each signal posiition and each position of the trains can be shown.
The results of the computer simulation are as foJlows:
• table of track capacity used
• activities of the area managers
• delays and detours
Alltogether three different computer simulation models were developed. One for the actual situation
and two different variations (variant l, variant 2), where the railway section was step by step graded up
with new technology.
By using the new technology the whole running of the railway of this special examined section can be
operated by one (variant 2) respectively two (variant I) area managers. 75 per cent (variant 1) respectively
87,5 per cent (variant 2) of the number of area managers can be saved. The use of capacity of the defile
track segments is declining by one (variant I) respectively two (variant 2) per cent.
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UJjanov Alexander
Bahngasse, A-2700 Wr. Neustadt

Optimum partitioning of data is ver'} important for speed-up in SP:MD (single program
multiple data) parallel simulation. Fonnally the problem consists of following: there is a
graph G = ( X. U) with functions of weights of edges: P.: U -> /( and functions of weights

P.: X-> K ..we :have to ·calculate a partitioning )( of s.et .x wit~ limitation

of vert.~es

L P;<x,> :s: V' and a criterioR

rcX~

.. ·

. .

'

J = 7.pJ.x,.x)
. V:"

must be minimum. where

(J, =((x,.x)l(x,,x).~l! l\(3K• e~jc~. ex· l\%1. ':~...:>v<~~-X-1\%!. «X-p.
To solv this problem the .Flo~-matrix of the shortest chains

.

K =lr~ is used, where

1( =Vd._!.J = u ...,11,r, = P. (X,.x{.~en : 4:,~_J,> e c,:-'ll!1d ·:-~ ~:,,;- when.;<x,.x,> « '!-

Let US accept, then Vert·CX ·subsets

xl:.i for the Vert~/..X~d(~~~)

c~ c x' ;x: .x: ~--··X!! ~~ We have a ~et with the soW:ce ~;;... ~
• •

•

•

•

-

•

- -

•

-

:S:

V. ~ and a shortest ~~~n

r. ~ and. flow-off i x~
-

-~

•

-p

--er,= ~incz,•x}'(T'
1:.·· P.<x•.x)

cor in the opposition direction). The ~al flow in this net '

u~

·

·can be calculated with the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm_
-

.

.d det•errnines the partitioning ofset X in two sets J(/> and X~o. where
x~. e Y.' .r. ".Y.' =(01. X°'.-" Y.' =X. .
We will get a value~=· t P.<x;>. then let us accept, the vertex x'1> is a source and
·
vr.'
·
The ·cut

.

I

1

a,.2

the vertex X~k,-t is a flow-off. Now the maximal flow is to get according to formuli

lf."· a;iin L ,P.Cx•.;x).,t<;i. L P.Cx).:x~.-· Y,',x,'11\T, • f0l.X.'
E

z.•r.'

er ~ Cz,.r?-tr

1
...

zi r X, ...

.. .. .
and .so on, until we get the_ ~ flow between x~ and x 11(I). The k, minimal
. .and k vanants
. ,A,
v<Q
v<ll vCI>
.
•
hain Cl, .
Partitiorungs
.Xf ··•·•.4.1.:,
•Ai c x,1 = 1,2,••••k, .will be calculated usmg the c
1

Further the following three components ~II be got for all the chains:

v = {~ .

w····· ~. ~..... Vk. .....Y."' •···•l'7!

x· =·er. .x: .....4
u· =<Vi

.r. ..... xr, .....r ..... Xt'

IV1= IX1 =IU1 =

where

.u: .~...et;. .er, ·····Dk: .....(!;' .....u;.t

Then the optimal partitioriliig

)(,•> e X'

.

.

fk,
,..

=v:.1r. =x:.nr: = rr:.1
U:~P•. X: cx.
(3i,j,m,l){[V:

·is to calculat_e with function

L: PtJ'Cxr.x.J - P.
1 == ~DJ.i'df··cv - :c.•X';'
:L P.<x,>J+L1• T
P. <x
> P >.
, ' tJ ,.x. - . •
·Ckz.>e(J

;r,;r.•X:

where minimum is to calculate for all ij .·

/,J

C: = '.L P. <x.> s V'
~·X:

The alternation of.the values
2 gives .the variants with the minimum of parts ( machines,
blocks) or minimum value of the cut { .interfaces). This method is effective when the value of

•

I·V1 = IX'I = IU'I =l:k, is enough great .
1: 1
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